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ekink skirt 4295

Skink, v.i. & t. [A..S. scencan; Icel. skenkja.]

A. Intrans. : To serve drink ; to pour out

liquor.
"

Villaines, why tkink you uot unto this fellow?
lie mak.es me blythe and merry in my thought*.

Lodge: Looking-glassfor iinland.

B. Trans. ; To serve out or draw, as liquor ;

to pour out for drinking.
" Then skin* out the first glass ever, and drink with

all companies." Ben Jonton : Bartholomew Fair, ii. 3.

Skink'-er, s. [Eng. skink; -er.] One who
serves or pours out liquor ; a drawer, a

tapster.
" An old tkinker. you mean, John." Scott : Old

Mortality, ch. zl

kink' -ing, skink' -ling, a. [SKINCH.]

Mean, paltry, niggardly, scanty.
" Anld Scotland wants no tkinking ware."

Sums : Tn a Haggh.

kin'-less, a. [Eng. skin ; -less.] Having no
skin or a thin skin ; destitute of a skin or
outer covering.

kinned, pa. par. & a. [SKIN, v.]

A. Aspa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

L Deprived of the skin ; flayed, peeled.

2. Having a skin ; covered with a skin.
' The wound was sXinned ; but the strength of his

thl.uh was not restored." Dryden : Virgil; +Eneii.

(Bed.)

3. Having the nature of skin or leather;
bard, callous.

" When the ulcer becomes foul, and discharges a
nasty ichor, the edges in process of time tuck in, and
growing *ine</aud bard, give it the name of callous."

Sharp: Surgery.

kin nor, s. [Eng. skin, v. ; .]

1. One who skins.
" Then the Hockser immediately mounts, and rides

alter more game, leaving the other to the skinners,
who are at hand." Dampier : Voyages (an. 1676).

2. One who deals in skins or felts.
" Let not the skinner's daughter's sonne

hat he pretend:.
Warner : Albion* England, bk. iv.

If The Skinners are one of tlie chief London
Companies. They were incorporated in 1327.

kin ni ness, s. [Eng. skinny ; -ness.] The

quality or state of being skinny ; want of

flesh, leanness.

kin ny,
* skin nie, a. [Eng. skin ; -ny.]

1. Consisting only of skin ; very lean ;

wanting flesh.
" Her chappy fluger laying

Upon her skinny lips." Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. 8.

2. Of the nature of or resembling skin.
" The end of their beaks is soft, and of a skinny, or

more properly, cartilaginous substance." Cook : Second
Voyage, bk. i., ch. v.

kip,
*
skippe, v.i. k t. [Ir. sgiob= to snatch ;

tgobaim, = to pluck, to pull, to bite ; Gael.

sgiab = to start or move suddenly ; Wei.

ysgipio = to snatch away ; ysgip = a quick
snatch ; cf. Icel. skoppa = to spin like a top.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To leap lightly; to fetch quick bounds;
to bound or spring lightly.

" He skipped, he smiled, he blessed them with a
thousand good wishes.' Banyan : Pilgrim t Proyrea,
pt ii.

2. To pass without notice ; to make omis-
Sons. (Frequently with over.)
" The Spaccio taxes even a bookworm's patience,

and ought to be read with a liberal licence in skip-
f>ing."O. H. Levitt : JIM. of Philosophy, ii. lit

B. Transitive :

1. To pass with a quick bound ; to pass over
Or by ; to miss.

" As our toads are known at times to do, and thus
ttip the tadpole state. 'Burroughs : Pepacton, p. 202.

2. To pass over intentionally in reading.
"
They who have a mind to see the issue, may skip

these two chapters, and proceed to the following."

kip (!), [SKIP, v.]

L Ordinary language :

1. A light leap or bound ; a spring.
" You will make so large a skip as to cast yourself

from the land into the water.' More: Antidote
against Atheism.

2. Iii Dublin University, a slang term for a
college servant or waiter ; a scout.

II. Music : A movement from any one note
to another which is at a greater interval than
one degree.

*
skip - brain,

* skipp - braine, a.

Flighty, volatile.

skip-jack, 5.

I. Ordinary Language :

1. (See extract).
" The boyes, striplings, Ac., that hare tne riding of

the jades upaua dowue are called skip-jacks.' Dekker:
iMnthorne i Candle Light, ch. x.

2. An upstart.
Now the devil, said she. take these villains, that

can never leave grinning, because I am not so fair as
mistress Mopsa; to see how this skip-jack looks at
me.' Sidney : Arcadia, bk. ill.

IL Technically:

1. Entom. : Any insect of the Elateridae

(q.v.). Called also Click-beetle.
" The British species are numerous, the largest not

quite half an inch long. Skin-jack is another popular
name for them." Chambers' t'yctnp., iii. 77.

2. Ichthy. : The same as BLUE-FISH, 2.
" Temnodon saltator, sometimes called Skip-jack, Is

spread over nearly all the tropical and sub-tropical
seia."Ouiither. Study of Fishes, p. 447.

* skip-kennel, s. A lackey, a footboy.
" The lowest station of human life, which, as the

old ballad says, is that of a skip-kennel turned out of

place." Swift : Directions to the Footman.

Skip-tooth saw, s. A saw in which
alternate teeth are cut out.

Skip (2), *. [A.S. seep.] [SKEP.]

1. Mining : A kind of bucket employee m
narrow or inclined shafts, where the hoisting-
device has to be confined between guides.

" There will be nothing to prevent the proper work-
ing of the skip with the new engine." Money Market
Review, Nov. 7, 1885.

2. Sugar-making : A charge of syrup in the

pans.
3. A wicker basket mounted on wheels, and

employed to convey cops, &c., about a factory.

skip-shaft, s.

Mining: A shaft boxed off by itself for the

skip to ascend and descend in.

skip-wheel, s.

Carding : A wheel in a self-stripping carding-
machiue to govern the order in which the

top-flats are lifted to be cleaned.

Skip (3), *. [.An abbrev. of skipper (1), (q.v.).]
The leader of the players on each side in

curling.

skip'-per (1), *. [Dut, schipper = a mariner,
a shipper, a sailor, from schip = ship (q.v.).]

L The master or captain of a small trading
or merchant vessel ; a sea-captain ; the master
of a vessel generally.

" And the skipper had taken his little daughter.
To bear him company."

Longfellow : Wreck of the Hesperus.

2. The same as SKIP (S), s. (q.v.).

Skip per (2), s. [Eng. skip, v. ; -or.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. One who skips.
" Two classes of readers, however, may get not a

little that is interesting out of this book the pachy-
dermatous plodder and the judicious skipper." fail
Mall Gazette, Feb. 28 1884.

2. A young, thoughtless person ; a youngling.
3. The cheese maggot.
4. A name sometimes given to the Saury

Pike, Scomberesox saurus.

II. Entom. (PL): The family Hesperid
(q.v.). So named from their short, jerky
flight. The Grizzled Skipper is Thymele alve-

olus; the Dingy Skipper, Thanaos tages; the

Chequered Skipper, Steropes paniscus; the
Small Skipper, Pamphila linea ; the Lulworth

Skipper, P. actceon; the Large Skipper, P.

sylvanus ; the Pearl or Silver-spotted Skipper,
P. comma. The rarest are the Lulworth and
the PearL

Skip'-pet, *. [Dimin. from A.S. scip= a ship.]
*

I. Ord. Lang. : A small boat ; a skiff.
" Upon the bank they sitting did espy
A dainty damsel, dressing of her hair,

By whom a little floating skippet did appear."
Spenser: F. Q.. II. xil. 14.

IL Archceol. : A small cylindrical turned

box, with a lid or cover, for keeping records.

skip ping, pr. par. & a. [SKIP, .]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Given to skip ;
characterized

by skips or bounds ; hence, fig., flighty,

wanton, thoughtless.

skipping-rope, s. A small rope used
for exercise by young persons, who make
short leaps while it is swung under their

feet and over their heads.

skipping teache, .

Sugar: A dipping-pan used in a sugar-
boiling house for lifting the concentrated
saccharine solution from the open evaporating
pan and conveying it to the cooler.

skip -ping-ly, adv. [Eng. skipping; -Zy.J
In a skipping manner ; with skips or bound* ;
with omissions.

skir, v.i. [SKIRR.]

*
skirk, v.i. [SHRIEK.]

Skirl, v.i. [Allied to shrill (q.v.).] To shriek;
to cry out in a shrill voice ; to give out
shrill sound. (Scotch.)

"
D'ye think yell help them wi' Ikirling that gatef

Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxx.

Skirl, s. [SKIRL, v.] A shrill cry or sound.

(Scotch.)
" Done naething but laugh and greet, the tltirl aft

the tail o' the gutfa." Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxxv.

Skirl -ing, s. [SKIRL, v.] A shrill cry;
skirl. (Hootch.)

* skirm, v.i. [O. Fr. eskermir ; Fr. escrimer.}
To fence, to skirmish. [SKIRMISH, s.]

skir'-mish,
* scar -mishe, * scar-moge.

* skrym yssh,
* skyr-myssh, s. [Fr.

escarmouche, from O. H. Ger. scirman; M. H.
Ger. schirmen = to defend, to fight, from
O. H. Ger. scirm, schirm; Ger. schirm = a
shield, a shelter, a defence.] [SCARAMOUCH,
SCRIMMAGE.]

1. A slight fight in war, between small
parties, and less than a battle

; a loose, desultory
kind of engagement in presence of two ai-mien,
between small detachments sent out for the
purpose either of drawing on a battle or of
concealing by their fire the movements of the)

troops in the rear.

2. A contest.

"There is a kind of merry war betwixt slgnkv
Benedick and her: they never meet but there's
skirmish of wit." Shakesp. : Much Ado, i. L

skir'-mish, v.i. [SKIRMISH, s.] To engage in

skirmishes; to fight slightly or in small

parties.
"
Skirmishing every day in small parties, and sonttv

times surprising a brest-work." Dampifr: Voyaftt
(an. 1686).

skir'-mish-er, s. [Eng. skirmish, v. ; -*r.l

One who skirmishes.

skirr, skir, v.i. & t. [SCOUR.]

A. Intrans. : To pass quickly, to scud, te
run.
" The black-maned clouds, like Furies on the wing
Skir past." Blackie : Lays of Highlands, p. lift

B. Trans. : To pass over rapidly ; to scour.
" Mount ye, spur ye, skirr the plain.
That the fugitive may flee in vain."

Byron : Siege of Corinth, H-

Skir'-ret, sker ret, *, [Dut siiikerworM
= sugar-root. (Prior.)]

Bot. : Sium Sisarum, a perennial umbel-
liferous plant, a native of China, cultivated
for its small fleshy tubers, which are boiled
and served with butter as a vegetable.

" The tkirrtt, and the leek's aspiring kind.'
Coieper: Virgti ; Th SaloA,

skir'-rhus, *. [SCIRRHUS.]

Skirt,
*
skyrt, s. [Icel. skyrta = a shirt ;

Sw. skjorta ; Dan. tkiorte. Skirt and shirt an
doublets.]

1. The lower and loose part of a coat
other dress below the waist.

2. The edge of any part of dregs.

3. The border, edge, margin, or_extreme part
of any thing or place.

4. A woman's garment like a petticoat.

U Divided-skirl : A skirt so cut and fashioned

at to resemble very wide trousers.

6. The diaphragm or midriff in animals.

f To ait upon one'
1

* ikirtt: To take revenge

upon a person.

skirt-dance, . A dance in which the

rhythmical motions of the body are accomr

panied by corresponding wavings of the per-

former's skirt.

skirt-dancer, . One who performs a

gkirt-dance (q.v.).

skirt-dancing, . The performing of

a skirt-dance (q.v.).

boll. b6y ; pout, J6%1 ; cat, cell, chorus, jhin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenopkon, exist, -ing.

-dan. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion = ghfity -cious. -tious, -aious = anus, -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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kirt, r.t. & i. [SKIRT, .]

A. Cniiifittiv :

1. To Ixvnlor ; to run along the edge of; to

form or constitute the Umii i of.

"Th* middle pair . . .

"mtrtnl hi. lolus." # : P. L T. MS.

S. To pass along or by the border or edge of.

-
antrtiita the little spinney on tlie top of the bill."

fttU, Ueo. l. lSi.

B. Intrans. : To be on the border; to

Bve on the l>order or extreme.

kirt -Ing, }>r. /xir., ., & s. [SKIRT, .]

A. * B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See

tbe verb).

C. ^s fubstantiif :

L Ord L<iH0. : Material for making skirts.

H Technically:

1. Build. : A wash-board or plinth laid

round the wall of a room next to the floor.

Called also Skirting-board.

2. Saddlery: A padded lining beneath the

flaj>s of a sail tile.

skirting board, . [SKIRTING, C. II. 1.]

kirt'-less, a. [Eng. skirt, s. ; -less.] With-
out a skirt ; destitute of a skirt.
~ And sure gnat Skeffington must claim our praise,

For ikirtlru coaU and skeletons of play-"
Byron : SaylM Bards t Scotch Jlevietetrs.

kit, s. [Cf. I eel. situfi, nkiita, skating=& scoff,

a taunt ; skyti, skytja, skytta = an archer, a

marksman; Dan. skytte; Sw. sfci/.] [SKIT-

TISH.]

L A lianter. jeer.
" But I cauua think It's Mr. Glossan ; this will be
ome o your ikitt now." Soott : Guy Mannering, ch.

mil
2. A satirical or sarcastic attack; a lam-

poon, a burlesque.
" Of these many are skits at the expense ol that un-

failing object of Thackeray's love of banter." .Catty

jrw, Sept. 28, 188S.

3. A light, wanton wench.
' ~

[ Herod) at t be request of a dancing skit stroke off

the head of St. John the Baptist.' Howard (Earl of
fortltampton} : Off. agt. Superstitious Prophecies.

kit, r.t. & i [SKIT, .]

A. Trans. : To cast reflections on. (Prov.)

B. Intrans. : To skip or caper about.

(Scotch.)

jdtit tish,
*
skyt tyshe, o. [Eng. skit, v.;

4th : cf. Sw. skuta to leap ; Sw. dial, skutta

tkotta = to leap. Closely allied to shoot (q. v.).]

L Shy ; easily frightened.
" How many tkittish girli have thus been caught."

Ltryden : Ovid ; Art o/ Love, 1.

2. Wanton, volatile, hasty.
Now expectation, tickling skittish spirit*.
8eU all on hazard." Shakesp : Troilus. (Prol.)

3. Changeable, fickle.
** Some men sleep in skittish fortune's hall."

Skakesf. : TnMut <t Cressida, Hi. 8.

4. Deceitful, deceptive, untrustworthy.
Withal it is observed, that the lands in Bsrkshi re-

ar* very skitt ith. and often cast their owners." Fuller :

Worthia: Barks/tire.

kit tishly. adv. [Eng. skittisk ; -ly.] In a
skittish manner ; shyly, wantonly, change-
ably.

* The beasts were Tery plump, and skittishly played
as they passed by.' Situation of Paradise (1883), p. 93.

kit tish ness, s. [Eng. skittish ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being skittish ; shyness,
wantonness, fickleness.

kit-tie,*. [SKITTLES.]

skittle-alley, . An alley or court in

which the game of skittles is played.

skittle-ball, s. A disc of hard wood
nseu in the game of skittles.

kittle-dog, s. [PICKED DOG-FISH.]

Skittle-ground, s. The same as SKITTLE-
ALLEY (q.v.).

kittle-pot, .

Mttall. : A tall crucible, swelled towards
the middle, used for reducing jeweller's sweep-
tags.

flkit ties, s. pi. [Dan. skyttel ; Sw. dial, skyttel,

tkottel = a shuttle ; Icel. skutile, from root of

Mkj6la=tf> shoot (q.v.).] A game in which
nine wooden pins are set up on a frame at the
end of a short court or alley, the object of
the players being to knock over all the pins
in as few throws as possible with the skittle-

ball (q.v.).

Skive, *. [The same as SHIVK (q.v.).] The

revolving table or lap charged witn diamond-

powder, on which diamonds are polished and
other gems are ground.

kive, r.t. To shave, pare or grind off.

ski -ver (1), s. [SKIVE.]

1. A iiring tool for leather ; a knife used in

splitting sheep-skins.

2. A leather prepared from sheepskin with

sumach, like imitation morocco, only the

skins are split by machinery. The skins are

spread out in the ooze, and not sewn into

bags, as in the morocco process.

skiv -er (2), s. [SKEWER.]

ski'-vie, o. [SKEW.] Out of the proper direc-

tion ; deranged, askew. (Scotch.)
" ' Ye have it,' said Peter.

' that is, not clean iklaie,

but ."Scott: Kedgituntlet, ch. viii.

Sklent, v.i. [SLANT.] To run or hit in an

oblique direction ; to slant : hence, to depart
from the truth.

" Do ye envy the city gent,
Behinta kist to lie and sklent."

Burnt : Spittle to /. Lapraik.

*
sklere, v.t. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. Ger. schleier

a veil.] To cover, to shield, to protect.

skig'-boe-lite, s. [After Skogboele, Fin-

land, where found ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : The same as TANTALITE (q.v.).

sko'-le-zite, s. [SCOLECITE.]

*
skon9e, s. [SCONCE.]

*
skor'-cle, v.t. [A frequent, from tcorch

(q.v.).] To scorch.

skor'-6-dite, s. [SCORODITE.]

skouth, s. [Cf. Icel. skodha = to look about,
to view.] Freedom to converse without re-

straint ; range, scope. (Scotch.)
"
They talk o' mercy, grace, and truth.
For what ! to gie their malice skouth."

Burnt : To the Rev. John JfcMath.

sk$w, . [Scow.]

* skreen, s. & v. [SCREEN.]

skreigh (gh guttural), *. * v. [SCREECH.]
(Scotch.)

skrim mage(agcasig), . [SCRIMMAGE.]

skrimp, r. [SCRIMP.]

skrimp'-y, a. [SCRIMPT.J

skringe, v.t. [SCRINGE.]

*skrippe, s. [SCRIP.]

skrot'-ta, skrot -
tie, scrot-tyle, .

[See def.]

Dyeing <& Sot. : The Shetland name for a

dye prepared from Parmelia saxatilis, or from
the variety omphalodes.

sku'-a, s. (See extract.)

Ornith. : The popular name of any species
of the genus Stercomrius (q.v.). They are

predatory swimming birds, rarely fishing for

themselves, and generally pursuing smaller

gulls and terns, and compelling them to drop
or disgorge their prey. Four species may be
named ; fe'iiiu ratarr/iactes (f Lestris cataractes),
the Great Skua, which breeds in the Shetland

Islands ; it is about twenty-four inches long,
and of sombre plumage ; S. pomatorhinus, the
Pomatorhine Skua, twenty-one inches, dark,
mottled above, under surface brown (nearly
white in old birds); S. crepidatus, the Arctic,
or Richardson's Skua, about twenty inches

long, occurring under two different plumages,
one entirely sooty, the other with white
Tinder parts, and S. parasiticus, the Long-

tailed, or Bulfon's Skua, about fourteen inches

long, upper part of head black, upper surface

brownish-gray, under surface white.
" The name of Skua M said to be derived from the

cry of the bird, which somewhat resembles the word
1
sfcui.'

" Wood : lllus. Xat. hilt., ii. 782.

skua-gull, s.

Ornith. : The Great Skua. 1SKUA.]

* skud, v.i. [SCUD, v 1

skue, a. & adv. [SKEW.]

skug, scong, s. [Scuo.]

skiil-dud'-der-y, s. & a. [ScuLDtrcnERT.!

Skulk, 'scolk, *sculk,v.i.<SU. (D^.skvlke;
Sw. skolka; Icel. skolla.]

A. Intrans. : To hide one's self ; to lurk ; to
withdraw into a corner or close place for con-
cealment ; to lie close or hide one s self through
shame, fear, or the like ; to sneak away.

" Who were forced to skulk in disguise through
back streets.' Jlacaulay : Hist. Rug., ch. v.

* B. Trans. : To produce or bring forward

clandestinely or improperly.

skulk -er,
* skulk, s. [SKULK, v.] One

who skulks to avoid duty or work ; a shirker.
" Did we conjure thee not to let that tkulker,
That fox Octavio, pass the gates of Pelsen ?

"

Coleridge : Death, of Wallenttein, i. T.

skulk'-mg, pr. par. -or a. [SKULK, v.]

Skulk'-Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. skulking ; -ly.] In
a skulking manner.

skull (1),
*
scolle,

*
scul,

*
scull,

*
sculle,

'

schulle, s. [Named from its bowl-like

shape ; Icel. skal = a bowl ; Sw. skal ; Dan.
skoal. Allied to scale (of a balance), shell,

scull, &c.]

L Ordinary Language :

I. In the same sense as II.
" But all the ground with teals was scattered.
And dead men s bones.

"
Spenser : /..,! I. vii. ML

*2. The brain, as the seat of intelligence

(Cowper.)
*
3. A skull-cap.
" No succour it was to many that had their skullf

on." Patten : Exped, to Scotland (1548.)

II. Anat. : The bones of the head united

by sutures into a spheroidal figure compivssed
on the sides, broader behind than befoie, and
supported on the vertebral column. It is

divided into the cranium (q.v.) and the l,,ce,

composed of fourteen bones, twelve being in

pairs, viz. : the superior maxillary, the malar,
the nasal, the palate, the lachrymal, and the
inferior turbinated bones

;
the vomer and the

inferior maxilla are single. Thehyoid bone, one
of the bones of the head, is suspended tioin

the under surface of the cranium. Goethe, in

1791, adopted the view that the skull a
formed by four modified vertebrae. Oken
independently published the same view in

1807. In the hands of subsequent anato-

mists, the hypothesis has undergone some
change, and has by some been abandoned
altogether. (Quain.) The skull varies in form
according to age, sex, race, &c. [BRACUY-
CEPHALIC, DOLICHOCEPHALIC, ORTHOGNA-
THOUS, PROGNATHOUS.] Broadly speaking,
the capacity of the skull measures the in-

tellect [CRANIOMETER.]

skull-cap, s.

L Ordinary iMnguage :

1. An iron defence for the head sewed la
side the cap.

2. A cap, usually of black silk or velvet,

fitting closely to the head. Often worn by
elderly men at church. [ZUCHETTO.]

" You wore an open tkull-cap, with a twist
Of water-reeds." B. Browning : Lurla, ii

II. Technically:

1. Bot. : The common book-name for the

genus Scutellaria. Named from the shape ol
its flower. (Prior.)

2. Geol. : The Lower Purbeck beds. Called
also the Cap. (Etlieridge.)

skull-fish, .. A whaler's name for an
old whale, or one more than two years old.

skul less, a. [Eng. skul(l) ; -less.] Destitute
of a skull or cranium

; having no skull.

skul' -pin, s. [SccLPiN.]

Ichthyology:

1. [SCULPIN].

2. The Dragonet (q.v.).

file, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se. ce = e; ey = a; qn = kw.
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. [From seganku, the North Amer.

name.]
Zool. : The popular name of any individual

of ttie genus Mephitis (q.v.), especially M.

mephitica, the Common Skunk, which occurs

throughout the temperate portion of North
America. It is about two feet long, of which
the tail occupies nearly a half, stoutly built,

with short legs, a long, conical head and
truncated snout, and bushy tail. The fur is

black, or very dark brown, with a white
streak on the forehead, and a white patch on
the neck, from which two broad bands of the

Baiue colour proceed backwards on the upper
surface of the body. In general
appearance the Skunk resembles
the Badger, and, like it, burrows
in the earth, and feeds on mice,

fruits, insects, &c. Its means of defence
consist in its power of ejecting a fetid, acrid
secretion from the anal glands, and its bite

E
reduces symptoms not distinguishable from
ydrophobia. Clothes defiled witii the secre-

tion are rendered useless on account of its

unbearable odour, and it is said that persons
have been rendered blind by having it squirted
into their eyes by the animal. A method of

purifying Skunk skins has been discovered,
and large numbers are used by furriers. In Eng-
land they ai-e sold under their proper names,
but in America they are called Alaska Sable.

skunk-bird, skunk-blackbird, s.

Ornith: Dolichonyx oryzivorus. [BOBOLINK.]
" The song of the male generally censes about the

first week m July, and about the same time his

rariegated dress, which, from a resemblance in itg
colours to that of the quadruped, obtaine I for it the
name of Skunk-bird among the C'ree Indians, is ex-

changed for the sombre hues of tlie plumage of the
female." Bug. Cyclop. (.Vat. EM.), i. 627.

Skunk-cabbage, a. [SKUNKWEED.]

Skunk Ish, o. [Eng. skunk; -ish.] Resem-
bling a skunk ; having an offensive odour like
a skunk, (Amer.)

Skunk -weed, scunk'-weed, s. [Eng.
skunk, and weed.]

Dot. : Pothos fcetida (Symplocarpus fcetidus).
Called also Skunk-cabbage.

skur'-ry, *>., *., & a. [SCURRY.)

Skute, a. [Dnt. schuyt; Icel. skiiia ; Dan.
skude.] A boat ; a scout.

"They carried with them all the tkutes and boats
that might be found." William*: Actions of the
Lowe Countries p. 114.

Skut'-ter-ud-ite, s. [After Skntterud, Nor-

way, where found ; suff. -ite (J/in.).]

Min. : An isometric mineral, occurring in
individual crystals in a hornblende band in

gneiss, frequently associated with cobaltite.

Hardness, 6 -

; sp. gr. 674 to 6'84 ; lustre,
metallic; colour, tin-white. Compos. : arsenic,
79-2 ; cobalt, 20'8= 100, corresponding with
the formula, CoAs3.

Sky, *
skie,

*
skye, *. [Icel. sktf = a cloud ;

Dan. & Sw. sky ; cf. A.S. scua, scuwa = *
shade ; Icel. skuggi = shade* shadow.]
LA cloud.

"
It [the wind] ne left not a iki
In all the welken long and brode."

Chauce- : Mouse of Fame, ill.

"2. A shadow.
" With these words all odenly
She paaseth as it were m tkie." Qawtr : C. A., Iv.

3. The apparent arch or vault of heaven ;

the firmament.

4. That portion of the ethereal region in
which meteorological phenomena take place ;

the region of clouds.
*
5. The weather, the climate.
"Thou wert better in thy grave, than to answer

with thy uncovered body this extremity of the Octet."
Shitketp., Lear, iii. 4.

*6. Heaven.
" The fated iky gives us free scope.'

Shakesp. : Alti Wen, I.

IF Open sky : Open air ; sky with no cover
or shelter intervening.

sky-blue, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Of the blue colour of 8 clear

sky ;
azure.

" Upon the board he lays the tky-blue stone
With its rich poll."

Wordtvorth : Excursion, bk. vlii.

^f The azure colour of the sky is produced
by the reflection of the blue rays, whilst the
others are absorbed. It becomes deeper as
one ascends to great elevations. It is to the

vapoury and the earthy particles in the atmo-

sphere that the reflection is due ; but for

these there would be total darkness till the
instant of sunrise, and it would return the
moment of sunset.

B. As subst. : Milk and water, from its

colour. (Applied also to milk diluted with
water, but sold as pure.)

" That mild tky-bltit
That washed my sweet meals down."

Hood: Ketrotpective Iletiew.

*
sky-born, a. Born or produced in the

sky; heaven-born.

sky-bred,
* skie bred, a. Sky-born.

" The tide-bred eagle, roiall bird,
Perch t there upon an oke above."

Spemer: FrieruCt Ponton.

sky-colour, s. The colour of the sky ;

azure.

"A solution as clear as water, with only a light

sky-coloured, a. Of the colour of the
sky ; sky-blue.

"This your Ovid himself has hinted, when he tells
us that the blue water-uyuipha are dressed in sky.
coloured garments. "Additon,

Sky-drain, s. An open drain, or a drain
filled with loose stones not covered with
earth, round the walls of a building, to pre-
vent dampness.

sky-dyed, a. Coloured like the sky.
" There figs, tky-dyed, a purple hue disclose."

Pope : Homer : Odyssey, xi. 727.

Sky-high, a. or adv. High as the sky ;

very high.

sky-lark, c.

Ornith. : Alauda arvensis, one of the most
popular European cage-birds from the variety
and power, rather than the quality of its

song, and the ease with which its health is

preserved in captivity. It is an inhabitant of
the British Islands and of all the countries of
the Continent, many migrating southward in

winter. The adult male is about seven inches

long ; feathers on top of head dark brown
witn paler edges, forming a crest, upper parts
brown, each feather with a spot of darker
hue ; throat and upper part of breast grayish-
brown, spotted with dark brown, abdomen
yellowish-white, deepening into pale brown on
the flanks ; tail-feathers various shades of
brown. The female is a little smaller than
the male and somewhat narrower across the
shoulders.

" He next proceeded to the skylark, mounting up by
a proper scale of notes, and afterwards falling to the
ground with a very easy descent." Spectator.

sky-larking, s. The act of running or

gambolling about in the rigging of a vessel in

sport ; hence, frolicking ; tricks or games of

any kind.

sky-light, . A glaaed frame covering
an opening in a roof or ship's deck.

" A plane skylight is about even with, and has the
slope of the roof ; a raised skylight is set upon an
elevated curb ; a double skylight has an outer window
for protection, and an inner one. of stained glass, for
ornament." Knight: Pract. Diet. Mechanics.

*
sky-planted, a. Placed or planted in

the sky. " The thunderer, whose bolt, you know,
Sky-planted, batters all rebelling coasts."

Shakes/I. : Cymbeline, V. 4.

*
sky-pointing, a. Pointing towards the

sky.
*
sky-robes, s. pi. Heavenly dress ; the

garb of a spirit or angel.
" First I must put off

These my >$ *?, spun out of Iris's woof."
Milton: Comui,S3.

sky-rocket, s.

Pyrotechny: A firework, composed of a mix-
ture of nitre, sulphur, and charcoal, tightly
rammed in a stout paper case, which ascends
when the compound is ignited at the lower
end. A stick is attached to one side of the
case to steady the flight.

"The diverging fire of a Iky-rocket." Herschel :

Astronomy (1858), { 556.

*
sky-roofed, a. Having the sky for a

roof.

sky-sail, s.

Naut. : A square sail set above the royaL
" When you speak of tky-sail poles you are talking of

a length of mast continued above the royal mast, m.un
which a >*va>I-yard may be crossed. When you epeuk
of stump topgallant masts you refer to a mast that is
neither royal mast nor ski/sail mast, and upon which
only a topgallant sail can be set. thus losing the two
ails which the existence of the<iytt{ pole admits of."

Daily Telegraph, Nov. 26, 1864.

sky-scraper, .

Naut. : A triangular sky-sail
* sky -tinctured, o. Tinctured or

Coloured like the sky ; azure.
" The third his feet

Shadow'd from either heel with feather'd mail,
Sky-tinctured grain." MMun : P. L., v. 268.

Sky(l), r.t [SKY, s.}

1. To raise or throw aloft or towards the
sky ; to raise in the air.

" in the following ovenJcied a ball from Garrett,
the catch being misjudged." field, Sept. 4, 1880.

2. To place or hang up high : as, To tky a
picture.

Sky (2), v.i. & fc [Smr.J

A. Intrans. : To shy.

B. Trans. : To throw, to toss, to shy.

Skye, s. [See def.]

Geog. : The second largest of the Scotch
islands, one of the Inner Hebrides, funning
part of the county of Inverness, from which
it is separated by a channel, about half a mile
wide in the narrowest part.

Skye-terrier, ;.

Zool., 6tc. : A small variety of the Scotch
terrier, with very long body, very short legs,

long neck, and ears standing out slightly from
the head. The coat should be long, wiry, and
straight, and the colour either slate or fawn. .

*skyed, a. [Eng. sky; -ed.] Enveloped by
the sky or the clouds.

" The pale deluge floats

O'er the sky'd mountain to the shadowy vale.*
Thornton: Summer.

*
Sky'-Sy, a. [Eng. sky ; -ey.] Like the sky;
ethereal ; pertaining to the sky.

" A breath thou art.
Servile to all the skyey influences."

Shakesp. : Measure/or Measure, 111. U

*sky'-ish, a. [Eng. sky; -ish.] Like the sky;
approaching the sky.

" To o'ertqp old Pelion, or the tXyiih head
Of blue Olympus.

'

Shaketp. : Samlet, v. I.

skyr'-in (yr as ir), a. [Icel. skirr = clear,

bright.] Shining, showy, flaunting, gaudy.
(Scotch.) " But bad yon seen the philabegs.

And skyrin tartan trews, man.
Bums: Battle of Sheriff- 3/uir.

Skyte, & [A.S. sei/fan. = to shoot.] {Scotch.)

1. A contemptible fellow.
"
Bight, Mr. Osbaldistone right But I maun speak

to this gabbling skyte too." Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxvli.

2. Force.
" When hailstones drive wi 1

bitter skyte"
Burnt : Jolly Beyyari.

3. The act of squirting or shooting ; a squirt
of fluid.

4. A squirt, a syringe.

skytes, s. [From Scotch skyters = shooters

for which the hollow stems are used.] [SK VTE.]

Sot. : (1) Angelica sylvestris; (2) Heracleum

Sphondylium. (Scotch.) (Britten, & Holland.)

Sky'-ward, a. or adv. [Eng. sky; -ward.\
Toward the sky.

Slab, o. & s. [Irish slab, slaib ; Gael, slaib =:

mire, mud ; slaibeach = miry ; Icel. slepja =:

slime.]

A. As adj. : Thick, viscous, slimy.
" Make the gruel thick and tlab."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, IT. 1,

B. As subst. : Moist earth, slime, puddle.
"
They must be diligently cleansed from moss, tlab,

and oose." Evelyn.

Slab, s. [Prop. = a smooth piece ; cf. Icel.

sleipr slippery ; sleppa = to slip ; Korw.

sleip = slippery, smooth ; sleip a smooth

piece of timber for dragging anything over ;

Sw. slain = a sledge ; O. Dut. slippen = to

slip, to tear or cut in pieces.]

1. A thin, flat, regularly-shaped piece of

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, $ell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e?ist. ph = &
-clan, -tian = sham -tion, -sion = shun; -(ion, -sion - zhun. cious, -tious. -sious = shus. -ble, -die* Ac. * bel, del.
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from a direct line, whether horizontal or per-

pendicular.
" Th ttint linhtmnf. wnoae thwart fl me driven
ItuulU- the KUUIIUV bark of fir or iiiiir."

|
,i,.wu

JWton : />. i.. x. 1,076.

B, .-1 5 subfta ntiif :

1. Lit.: An oblique direction or plane; a

lope.

2. Fig. : An oblique reflection ; a gibe ; a
areas! ic remark.

3. A'li.'-r. : A transitory breeze of wind, or

the period of its duration.
" Lriion agaiu got way. but the other* wen catch-

Inf i' uiiton tnriruwn account and keeping msidc the
huidiiMi*." fluid. Sept. 4. 18g.

Slant, sclent.
*
Blent, v.t. Sti. [SLANT, a. ]

A. Transmit:
1. To turn from a direct line ; to slope ; to

give a sloping or oblique direction to.

"To break and tlrnt the downright rushing* of a
trongrr veseel.'Fuller: Holy War. p. 210.

_'. To hold or stretch out in a slanting or

oblique direction. (Followed by out.)

B. Intrans. : To slope ; to lie slantingly or

obliquely.
"On the side of yonder ilantiny hilL"

Dodtlei/ : Agriculture, Hi.

Slant -Ing, pr. par. or a. [SLANT, v.]

Slant Irig ly, ado. [Eug. slanting; -ly.]

1. Lit. : In a slanting or oblique direction ;

with a slope or inclination ; on the slant ;

obliquely.
"
lie digs in ilautinyly for about two or three feet."

IktrroiHjhl : PrpuctoH, p. 230.

2. Fig. : With an oblique or indirect hint
or remark.

slant ly, slant'-wise, adv. [Eng. slant ;

-ly, -K ise.\ In a slanting or oblique direction ;

Obliquely, slantingly.
" Some raaketh a hollowness half a foot deep.
With flower sets in it, set ttantuite asteep.

Tiuter: Uutbandri/ ; March.

Slap, 'slappe, s. [Low Ger. slapp = the
sound of a blow ; schlappen to slap.]

L A blow, especially one given with the

open hand or with something broad.
" The laugh, the flap, the jocund curse, go round."

Thornton : A utumn, 64.

2. A gap in a wall or dyke. (Scotch.)
- His guide then broke down a tlap, as he called it,

In a dry itoue fence. 'Scott : Guy Simmering, ch. i.

lap, r.t. [SLAP, s.1

L Ord. Lang. : To strike with the open
band, or with something broad.

"
[Dick ] flapped his band upon the board."

Prior: Alma, t 34.

2. Mason. : To break out an opening in a
olid wall.

l&p, adv. [SLAP, s.] With a sudden and
Tiolent blow ; plump.

"They offered to come into the warehouse, then
straight went the yard tlnp over their noddle."
Arbuthtiot : Hitt. of John Bull.

slap-bang, adv. Violently, suddenly;
with a bang or noise.

* slap-sauce, s. A parasite.

Slap-up, a. Excellent, first-rate.

flap'-dash,"rfr.,a.,&*. [Eug. slap, and dash.]

A. As adverb :

L All at once ; slap.
" And yet. tlapdnih, is all again
In every sinew, nerve, and vein.**

2. In a careless, rash manner.

B. As adj. : Free, careless.

Alma, I IT.

C. At substantive :

Build. : A composition of lime and coarse
aand reduced to a liquid form, and applied to
the exterior of walls as a preservative; also
called Rough-casting.

Olap'-dash, v.t. [SLAPDASH, adv.]
* L To do in a careless, rash manner.

2. To rough-cast, as a wall, with mortar.

Slape, a. [Icel. sleipr= slippery.] Slippery,
smooth ; hence, crafty, hypocritical. (Pros.)

slape-ale, s. Plain ale ; as opposed to
medicated or mixed ale.

slape-face. s. A soft-spoken, crafty
hypocrite. (HalliweJl.)

Slap'-Jack, i. [FLAPJACK.]

slap'-per, o. & s. [SLAP, v.]

A. As ailj. : Very big, large, or great.
(Vulgar.)
B. As substantive :

1. One who or that which slaps.

_'. A person or thing of large size ; a

whopper. {Vulgar.)

Slap'-ping, pr. par., a., & s. [SLAP, t).J

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Very big, great, or large.

(Vulgar.)

C. As substantive :

Pottery : The process of working clay by
dividing a block and slapping the halves

together. This develops the plasticity, makes
the mass homogeneous, and expels air-bub-
bles. The grain of the mass is preserved, the
ieces being dashed parallel upon each other,
he process is repeated again, the dividing

instrument being a wire.

Slash (1), v.t. & i. [A variant of slice ; O. Fr.

esclecher, esclescher, esclischer= to dismemlier,
to sever ; esdesche - a portion, a part, a sever-

ing, a dismemberment, from O. H. Ger.
slizan= to slit, to rend, to destroy. (Skeat.)]

[SLICE, SLIT.]

A. Transitive :

1. To cut with long incisions ; to slit.

2. To cut by striking violently and at
random.

B. Intransitive:

1. To strike violently and at random with a

knife, sword, or other sharp instrument ; to

lay about one with blows.
" Broke their rude troops, and orders did confound,
Hewing and slothing at their idle shades."

Spftaer: F. Q., II. U. 15.

*
2. To cut through anything rapidly, and

with violence.
" Not that I'd lop the beauties from his book
Like tlathiiig Bentley with his desp'rate hook."

Pope : Satiret, v. 104.

Slash (2), v.t. [A corrupt, of lash (q.v.).]

L To cut with a whip ; to la&h.
"
Daniel, a sprightly swain, that us'd to ilath
The vig'rous steeds that drew his lord's calash,
To Peggy's side inclin'd." King.

2. To cause to make a sharp sound ; to

Crack, as a whip.
" She tlaMd a whip she held in her hand.' More :

Mystery of Qoulinetl, p. 220.

Slash (3), v.i. [Sw. slaska= to paddle in water.]
To work in the wet. (Scotch.)

Slash s. [SLASH (1), v.]

I. A long cut ; a cut given at random.

2. A large slit in the thighs and arms of old

dresses, such as those of the time of Queen
Elizabeth, made to show a rich-coloured

lining through the openings.

3. Mining : A local Welsh term for a small
natural trough or hollow filled with small

fragments of culm or anthracite. (Murchison :

Siluria, ch. xi.)

Slashed, pa. par. or a. [SLASH (1), v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

L Ordinary language :

1. Cut with a slash or slashes ; deeply
gashed.

2. Having artificial slashes or ornamental

openings, as a sleeve, &c.

U. Technically :

1. Dot. (Of a leaf): Divided by deep, taper-
pointed cut incisions. Multind, laciniated,
decomposed.

2. Her. : A term employed when openings
or gashings in the sleeve are to be described
as tilled with a puffing of another tincture.

Slash-in;, pr. par. & a. [SLASH (1), v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B, As adjective :

1. Striking or cutting violently and at
random ; hence, in literary slang, cutting up ;

severe, sarcastic.

2. Very large ; very big or great ; whopping.
(Vulgar.)

Slash'-y, o. [Eng. slash (3), v. ; -y.] Wet
and dirty ; slushy.

Slat,
*
sclat, s. [O. Fr. esclat = a shiver, a

splinter, a small thin lath or shingle, from
O. H. Ger. sclizan (Ger. schleissen) = to split.]

1. A thin narrow strip of wood : specif.,

(1) One of the transverse pieces, which rest
at their ends upon the side-rails of a bedstead.

(2) In vehicles :

(a) A bent strip which bows over the seat
and forms one of the ribs of the canopy ; a bow.

(6) The sloats or rounds of a kind of cart
or waggon bed.

2. The foundation of a basket, consisting of

crossing sets of parallel rods interlaced, and
forming a nucleus for the commencement of
the spiral courses of which the bottom is made.

3. A spent fish.
" These tlatt would then escape, and the cause of >

great injury to the fishing be prevented." Field, Feb.
27, 1886.

Slat-iron, s. The iron-shoe or termination
of the bow or slat oi r, carriage-top.

Slat-matting, s. A floor covering of
wooden slats or veneers on a flexible fabric,
which may be rolled like a carpet.

Slat, v.t. [Icel. sletta = to strike, to slap;
Norw. slett a blow.]

*
1. To beat, to strike, to slap ; to throw

down violently. [SLATE (2), v.]
"
Slatted his braius out." Unrtton.

2. To split, to crack (Prov.). In this sense

perhaps from slate.

3. To set on ; to incite. (Prov.)

Slat9h, s. [A softened form of slack (q. v.)J
Nautical :

L The slack of a rope.

2. The period of a transitory breeze.

3. An interval of flue weather.

slate,
*
sclat,

*
slat, s. [SLAT, s.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II.

2. A thin riven slab of slate used in roof-

ing. The upper surface of a slate is called it*

back, the under surface the bed, the lower

edge the tail, the upper edge the head. The
part of each course of slates exposed to view
is called the margin of the course, and tiie

width of the margin is called the gauge. The
portion hidden from view is the cover. The
bond or lap is the distance which the lower

edge of any course overlaps the slates of the
second course below, measuring from the nail-

hole, and may be from two to four inches. Slates
are laid on laths, battens, or sheathing, and
must break joint. [BREAK, v., C. 21.]. The
nails are of copper, zinc, or tinned iron. In
England, 1,200 slates constitute a thousand,
common sizes. Slates are known technically
as Doubles, Ladies, Countesses, Duchesses,
Princesses, Queens, Imperials. (See these
words.) A square of slate or slating is 10Q
superficial feet.

3. A tablet for writing upon, formed of
slate or of an imitation of slate.

"A person who should undertake to draw any plan.
assigned him upon a date." Search : Light of Xaturt,
vol. ii., pt i., ch. iii.

*
4. A lamina ; a thin plate ; a flake.

"It (the Columbine marie] will resolve and cleave*
into most thin tlalet and flakes."/1

. Holland : Plinie.
bk. ivii., ch. viii.

5. A list of candidates prepared for nomina-
tion or election ; a preliminary list of candi-
dates which is liable to revision. (Amer.)

II. Technically:

1. Geol. : Slates of a typical kind are gene-
rally of great antiquity, being chiefly of Cam-
brian or Silurian age. Sometimes, however,
the term is more loosely applied to any rock
of fissile structure whatever the chancier, as
the Collywesten Slates of the Lower Oolite,
which are calcareous sandstone.

2. Petrol. : An indurated laminated rock, cor-

responding to shale, but of greater age, ami in

which a cleavage, independent of the lines of

bedding, has been set up by pressure.

3. Comm.: About half the slates used in tlii

country are quarried in Pennsylvania. Tlieir

total value is over $3,500,000 yearly. In Britain
"
the great quarries are in Wales. The total

value of product equals $5,000,000 yearly.

If To have a slate or tile loose : To be a little

unsound in the head.

slate-axe, s. A slater's tool. It has a.

blade for trimming th> edges of the slate, and
a spike for making nail-holes.

ite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian. . ce = e ; ey = a ; qu = Uw.
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slate-clay, s. Another name fur Shale

<q.v.).

slate-club, s. A mutual benefit club in
which each member pays in a small contribu-
tion eacli week to the funds, out of which
allowances are made to sick or disabled mem-
bers. The balance of the contributions, after

payment of such allowances, is divided at the
end of the year amongst the members.

slate-coal, s.

Min. : A hard coal with a thick slaty struc-

ture, and an uneven fracture across the lamina-
tion.

slate-gray, s. & a. Gray with a bluish

tinge.

slate-peg, s. A kind of nail used in

securing slates on a roof ; a slater's uail.

slate-pencil, s. A pencil-shaped piece of
oft slate, used for writing or figuring upon

elates in schools, &c.

slate-spar, s.

Min. : A name given to calcite (q.v.), when
crystallized in thin tabular crystals with sharp
fldo-fis.

late (1), v.t. [SLATE, s.] To cover with a slate

or slates; to rocf with slates. Also (U. &
polit.), to pu*, on th slate. [SLATE, ., I. 6.J

Souuets and elegies to Chloris
Would raise a house about two stories,
A lyrick ode would slate."

Swift : Vanburgh's Haute.

late (2),
*
slatte, v.t. [Of. Norw. sletta to

fling, to cast ; slett = a blow.]
*

1. To cast down ; to throw,

2. To set a dog loose at ; to bait.

3. To hold up to ridicule ; to criticise

severely ; to reprimand severely.

lat-en-ha'-ra, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot. : A local Scotch name for Laminaria
digitata. (Britten Holland.)

lat'-er, s. [Eng. slate (1), v. ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who manufactures slates ;

one who lays slates or whose occupation is to
late buildings.

2. ZooL : A i>opular name for various cur-

sorial Isopods. The Slater, simply so called,
is Oniscus armadillo, the Water-slater is the

genus Asellus, the Box-slater Idothea, the
Shield-slater Cassidina, and the Cheliferous
Slater Tanais.

Blat'-i-ness, s. [Eng. slaty; -ness.] The
quality or state of being slaty ; slaty nature or
character.

Slat ing, pr. par., a., & s. [SLATE (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb,).

C. As substantive :

1. The act or operation of laying slates on
roofs, Ac.

2. The covering of slates laid on roofs, &e.

3. Slates taken collectively ; materials for

slating a roof.

Slat ing, s. [SLATE (2), v.] A severe criti-

cism or reprimand.

Slat'-ter, v.i. [A frequent, from slat, v. (q.v.);
cf. Icel. sletta to slap, to dab, to Squirt out
liquids, to dash them about ; sletta a dab,
a spot, a blot] [SLAT.]

1. To be careless in dress ; to be untidy or
slovenly. (Prov.)

1. To waste ; not to make a proper and doe
use of anything. (Prov.)

lat -tern, a. & s. [Prob. for skittering, pr.
par. of slatter (q.v.), or the n may be a simple
addition, as in bittern.]

A. As adj. : Resembling a slattern ; untidy,
loveuly, slatternly.

B. As subst. : A woman who is slovenly or
untidy in her dress ; one who is not neat in
dress ; a slut.

"The slattern had left, in the hurry and haste.
Her lady a complexion and eye-brows at Calais."

Prior: A Returnable AJfliciion.
* Slat'-tern, v.t. [SLATTERN, a.] To consume
wastefully or carelessly ; to waste.

f slat'-tern -li-ness, s. [Eng. slatternly;
ness.] The quality or state of being slatternly ;

untidiness, slovenliness.

Slat -tern-ly, <t. & adv. [Eng. slattern; -ly.]

A. As adj. : Untidy, slovenly ; like a slat-

tern.
" The slatternly girl trapesing about." Daily Tele-

graph, March 20, 1886.

B. As adv. : In a slovenly, untidy manner ;

like a slattern ; awkwardly.

Slat'-ter-y, a. [SLATTEB.] Wet, dirty. (Prov.)

Slat'-y, a. [Eng. slat(e); -y.] Having the
nature or properties of slate; resembling
slate.

" The griesly gulfs and slaty rifts."
ticott : Lord of the Islet, iii. 18.

slaty-cleavage, s. [CLEAVAGE.]

Slaugh'-ter (gh silent),
*
slagh-ter,

* slau-
tir,

*
slaw-tyr, s. [Icel. nl&tr = a slaugh-

tering, butchers' meat ; sldtra = to slaughter
cattle; A.S. sleaht. From the same root as

slay, v. (q.v.).] The act of killing or slaying:

1. (Ofhuman beings): An indiscriminate and
violent putting to death.

" He made of hem through his high renoun.
So great slaughter and uecisiouii."

Lidgate : Story of Thebft, iii.

2. (Of beasts): The killing of oxen or other
beasts for market.

slaughter house, s.

1. Lit. : A- house or shed where beasts are

slaughtered for human food ; an abattoir, a
shambles.

"
Bearing it to the bloody slaughter-house."

Shakesp. : 2 llenry IV., iii. 1.

If A Slaughter-house Act for London was
passed in 1874.

2. Fig. : The scene of a great destruction of
human life ; the scene of a massacre.

* slaughter man. s. One employed in

slaughtering ; a slayer, a destroyer.
" Ten chased by one,

Are now each one the slauyhter-inan of twenty."
Shukesp. : Cymbeline, v. 3.

Slaugh'-ter (gh silent), v.t. [SLAUGHTER, s.]

1. (Of human beings) : To massacre ; to kill

indiscriminately.
"
Mercilessly slaughtered in discharge of their duty."

Scott: War Song of tlie Royal Edinburgh Light
Dragoon*. (Note.)

2. (Of beasts) : To kill for the market ; to
butcher.

slaugh'-ter-er (gh silent), s. [Eng. slaughter,
v. ; -er.] One who slaughters ; a person em-

ployed in slaughtering ; a butcher.
" Thou dost then wrong me as that slnuthterer doth."

Shakesp. . 1 Benry IV., U. 5.

* slaugh -ter-ous (gh silent), a. [Eng.
daughter; -ous.] Destructive, murderous.
" There would I go and hang my armour up,
And with these slaughterous hands draw sword no
more." Matthew Arnold : So.trab ic liustum.

*
slaugh'-ter-ous-ly (gh silent), adv. [Eng.
slaughterous; -ly.] .Destructively, murder-

ously.

*slauke, s. [SLAKE, s.]

Slav, Sclav, Sclave, Slave, . [SLAVE.]

Ethnol. (PI.): One of the primary divisions
of the Aryan race. [PANSLAVISM.] Latham
called them Sarmatians, and, following,
Retzius described them as brachycephalic
rather than dolichocephalic, and, in many in-

dividuals, approaching the Turanian type.
He divided them into Lithuanians and Slavo-

nians, subdividing these again by their lan-

guages. [SLAVONIC.] The name is sometimes
confined to the Slavonians proper.

Slav' dom, s. [Eng. slav ; -dom.] Slavs col-

lectively.
"

It was premature nd less calculated to promote
the interests of Slavdom." Daily Telegraph, Dec. 6,

1885.

Slave, s. [Fr. esclare, from Ger. sUave ; M. H.
Ger. slave = a slave, from Ger. Slave = a
Slavonian, one of Slavonic race captured and
made a bomlman by the Germans, from Russ.
slava = glory, fame ; O. Dut. slave, slaeve ;

Dut. slaaf; Dan. slave, sclave; Sw. slaf; Sp.
esclavo; Ital. schiavo.]

*
1. A Slav, a Slavonian.

" From the Enxine to tlie Adriatic, ill the state of

captives or suliiects. or allies or enemies, of the Greek
empire, they overspread the land; and the national

appellation of the slant has Wen degraded by chance
or malice from the signification of glory to that of
servitude." diohnn : Incline * Fall, ch. Iv.

2. A bond-servant ; one who is wholly sub-

ject to the will nd power of another; one
whose person and services are wholly at the

disposal and under the control of another.
In ancient times, and even now amongst
uncivilized nations, prisoners of war were.
treated as slaves.

pe
lel

" Any British subject who conveys or removes any
,

srsou as a slave. U now by statute guilty of piracy..
;elouy, and robbery ; for which penal servitude lor
life may be awarded, so that this crime is now rarely
if ever, attempted." tilaclatoiie: Comment., bit. IT!
ch.5.

3. One who has lost the power of resistance j
one who has surrendered himself to any in*
fluence or power whatever.
*

4. A mean, abject person ; a wretch.
" Go base intruder, overweening slave /
Bestow thy fawning smiles on equal mates."

Shakesp. : Two Uentlemen of ferona. iii 1.

5. A drudge ; one who has to work like a
slave.

*
slave-born, a. Born in slavery.

slave-coffle, . A band of slaves for
sale ; a coffle.

slave-dealer, . One who deals in.
slaves.

slave-driver, s. An overseer of slaves
at their work ; hence, a cruel or severe master.

Slave-fork, s. A branch of a tree of
considerable thickness, four or live feet long,
forking at the end into two prongs, and em-
ployed to inclose the necks of slaves when on,
their march from the interior of Africa to thft
coast, to prevent their running away.

Slave-grown, a. Grown upon land cul-
tivated by slaves ; produced by slave labour.

slave-making ant, &
Entom. : Polyerges rufescens and Formica,

sanguinea. Their habits were first made-
known by Pierre Huber. The latter specie*
being found in England, Mr. F. Smith, Mr.
Darwin, and others, watched its habits. These
ants attack the nests of f. fusca, carry off
their cocoons, and rear them as slaves.

slave-merchant, s. A slave-trader; a.
slaver.

slave-ship, s. A vessel employed in the
slave-trade

; a slaver.

slave-state, . Any state in which
slavery is lawful ; specif., any one of the lf>

States in which a slave code existed when the
Civil War commenced.

slave-trade, s. The business or trade-

of buying men, women, or children, trans-

porting them to a distant country, and selling
them for slaves.

slave-trader, s. One who deals in.

slaves ; a slave-merchant

slave-wood, s.

Bot. : Simaruba officinalis. Called also the
Bitter Damson-tree.

Slave, v.i. & t. [SLAVE, s.]

A. Intrans. : To toil or drudge like a slave ;

to work hard.
" Had women been the makers of our laws.
The men should slave at cards from morn to night.*'

Swft.
B. Trans.: To enslave.

"A woman slaved to appetite."
Massinger : Jienegade, i v. i.

Slave'-h61d-er, s. [Eng. slnve, s., ai ,d holder.}
One who owns slaves ; a slave-owner.

Slave -hold ing, a. [Eng. slave, and holding.l
Holding or possessing persons in slavery : as,
a slave-holding state.

slave'-like, a. [Eng. slave, and like.] Like
a slave ; becoming a slave.

slav'-er (1), s. [Eng. slava); -er.]

1. One who is engaged i the slave-trade ;

a slave-trader.
" The tlaver't thumb was on the latch."

Longfellow: Quadroon Girl.

2. A vessel engaged in the slave-trade.
" Her appearance is saucy, rakish, and severe. alWt

suggests rather some fleet smuggler or slaver than
yacht." Century Magazine, Aug., 1882. p. 002.

Slav'-er (2), s. [Icel. slafr.] Saliva, slabber,,
drivel.

" Adown my beard the slavers trickle.

Sums : Address to the Too'haehe.

Slav'-er, v.i. & t. [Icel. dafra; cogn. with
Low Ger. slahhem.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To slabber; to suffer the spittle to rtu>

from the mouth.

boll, boy ; pout, Jrfwl ; cat, cell, chorns, 9hin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, eyist. ph = t.

-ian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. cious, tious. -sious = shiis. -bl, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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from a direct line, whether horizontal or per-

pendicular.
"The s! tut linhtmnf. WQOM thwart B.-UIIC driven
KiuJlt* Hi* *uimuy bark of flr or pine," I

.!. u
Jftito* : />. L.. x. 1.074.

B. .-Is su&sfuiifiiv:

1. /.ii. : An oblique direction or plane; a

lope.

2. t'ii. : An oblique reflection ; a gibe ; a
rcast ic remark.

3. Mm*, : A transitory breeze of wind, or

the period of its duration.
" Leuorv <AUI got away, but the other* wen ratch-

tug i> tun on their own account and keeping inside the

huidic.i|.
"

FirU, Sept. 4, IBM.

Slant, "sclent.
'

alent, r.r. & i. [SLANT, a.]

A. IVaiisi/iiy ;

1. To turn from a direct line ; to slope ; to

give a sloping or oblique direction to.

"To bn*k and tlrnl the downright rushing* of a
trouper \ts~\--FuUer : Bolt War. p. NO.

.'. To hold or stretch out in a slanting or

oblique direction. (Followed by out.)

B. Intrant. : To slope ; to lie slantingly or

obliquely.
"On the side of yonder ilanting hilt"

Dodtltn : Agriculture, 111.

Slant -Ing, pr. par. or o. [SLANT, v.]

Slant -Irig ly\ adv. [Bug. slanting; 4y.]

1. Lit. : In a slanting or oblique direction ;

with a slope or inclination ; on the slant ;

obliquely.
"
lie dig* in tlantinyly for about two or three feet"

Burrottgla : Pepacloit, p. z.
2. /'<;; : With an oblique or indirect hint

or remark.

slant -ly, slanf-wise, adv. [Eng. slant;

ly, -wise.} In a slanting or oblique direction ;

obliquely, slantingly.
" Some maketh a hollowness half a foot deep,
With flower sets in it, set slant wile asteep.

Tutttr : Hutbimdry ; March.

lap.
*
slappe, s. [Low Ger. slapp = the

sound of a blow ; schlappen = to slap.]

L A blow, especially one given with the

open hand or with something broad.

2. A gap in a wall or dyke. (Scotch.)
" His guide then broke down a Oap, as he called it,

in a dry stone fence. 'Scott : 0uy ilannering, ch. L

1&P, V.t. [SLAP, S.)

L Ord, Lang. : To strike with the open
hand, or with something broad.

"[Dick] tlappnl his band npon the board."
Prior: Alma, i. 34.

2. Mason. : To break out an opening in a
olid wall.

lap, adv. [SLAP, .] With a sudden and
violent blow ; plump.

"They offered to come into the warehouse, then
atniicht went the yard il"p over their noddle."
Arbuthnvt : Hilt, of John Bull.

Slap-bang, adv. Violently, suddenly;
with a bang or noise.

* Slap-sauce, s. A parasite.

8lap-up, a. Excellent, first-rate.

lap'-dash,o<n-.,a.,&*. [Eng. slap, and dash.]

A. As adverb :

L All at once ; slap.
" And yet. ilapdiiih. is all again
In every sinew, nerve, ana vein.

1*

Priur : Alma, L IT.

2. In a careless, rash manner.

B. As adj. : Free, careless.

C. As substantive :

Build. : A composition of lime and coarse
and reduced to a liquid form, and applied to
the exterior of walls as a preservative ; also
called Rough-casting.

fllap'-dash, v.t. [SLAPDASH, adv.]
* L To do in a careless, rash manner.

2. To rough-cast, as a wall, with mortar.

Slape, a. [Icel. sleipr= slippery.] Slippery,
smooth ; hence, crafty, hypocritical. (Prov.)

slape-ale, s. Plain ale ; as opposed to
medicated or mixed ale.

slape-face, .?. A soft-spoken, crafty
hypocrite. (Hattiviett.)

Slap-jack, . [FLAPJACK.]

slant slate

slap -per, a. & s. [SLAP, t>.)

A. Ai culj. : Very big, large, or great.

(Vulgar.)
B. Ai substantive :

1. One who or that which slaps.

2. A person or thing of large size ; a

whopper. (Vulgar.)

slap'-ping, pr. par., a., & s. [SLAP, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Very big, great, or large.

(Vulgar.)

C. As substantive:

Pottery : The process of working clay by
dividing a block and slapping the halves

together. Tins develops the plastii-ity, makes
the mass homogeneous, and expels air-bub-
bles. The grain of the mass is preserved, the

pieces being dashed parallel upon each other.

The process is repeated again, the dividing
instrument being a wire.

slash (1), v.t. & i. [A variant of slice; O. Fr.

esclecher, esclescher, esclischer= to dismemlier,
to sever ; esclesche a portion, a part, a sever-

ing, a dismemberment, from O. H. Ger.
slizan= to slit, to rend, to destroy. (Skeat.)]

[SLICE, SLIT.]

A. Transitive :

1. To cut with long incisions ; to slit.

2. To cut by striking violently and at
random.

B. Intransitive:

1. To strike violently and at random with a

knife, sword, or other sharp instrument ; to

lay about one with blows.
" Broke their rode troops, and orders did confound.
Hewing and nothing at their idle shades."

Speruer: F. Q., II. ix. 15.

*
2. To cut through anything rapidly, and

with violence.
" Not that I'd lop the beauties from his book
Like tlathlng Bentley with his desp'rate hook."

Pope : Satires, v. 104.

Slash (2), v.t. [A corrupt, of lash (q.v.).]

1. To cut with a whip ; to la&h.
"
Daniel, a sprightly swain, that us'd to ilash
The vig'roua steeds that drew his lord's calash.
To Peggy's side inclin'd." King.

2. To cause to make a sharp sound ; to

crack, as a whip.
" She ilash'd a whip she held in her hand." More :

Jfyttery of Ooalineu, p. 220.

slash (3), v.i. [Sw. slaska to paddle in water.]
To work in the wet. (Scotch.)

Slash s. [SLASH (1), v.]

L A long cut ; a cut given at random.
" Some few received some cuts and tlathes that had

drawn blood." Cfarend-in,

2. A large slit in the thighs and arms of old

dresses, such as those of the time of Queen
Elizabeth, made to show a rich-coloured

lining through the openings.

3. Mining : A local Welsh term for a small
natural trough or hollow filled with small

fragments of culm or anthracite. (Murchison :

Siluria, ch. xi.)

Slashed, pa. par. or a. [SLASH (1), v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

L Ordinary language :

1. Cut with a slash or slashes ; deeply
gashed.

2. Having artificial slashes or ornamental

openings, as a sleeve, &c.

IL Technically:

1. Bot. (Of a leaf) : Divided by deep, taper-

pointed cut incisions. Multifid, laciniated,

decomposed.
2. Her. : A term employed when openings

or gashings in the sleeve are to be described
as tilled with a puffing of another tincture.

Slash-in;, pr. par. & a. [SLASH (1), v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Striking or cutting violently and at
random ; hence, in literary slang, cutting up ;

severe, sarcastic.

2. Very large ; very big or great ; whopping.
(Vulgar.)

slash'-y", a. [Eng. slash (3), v. ; -y.] Wet
and dirty ; slushy.

Slat,
*
sclat, *. [O. Fr. esclat= a shiver, a

splinter, a small thin lath or shingle, from
O. H. Ger. sclizan (Ger. schleissen) = to split.]

1. A thin narrow strip of wood : specif.,

(1) One of the transverse pieces, which rest)

at their ends upon the side-rails of a bedstead.

(2) In vehicles :

(o) A bent strip which bows over the seat
and forms one of the ribs of the canopy ; a bow.

(6) The sloats or rounds of a kind of cart
or waggon bed.

2. The foundation of a basket, consisting of

crossing sets of parallel rods interlaced, and
forming a nucleus for the commencement of
the spiral courses of which the bottom is made.

3. A spent fish.
" Thete slatt would then escape, and the cause of a.

great injury to the fishing be prevented." Field, Feb.
27, 1886.

Slat-Iron, . The iron-shoe or termination
of the bow or slat or c, carriage-top.

slat-matting, c. A floor covering of
wooden slats or veneers on a flexible fabric,
which may be rolled like a carpet.

Slat, v.t. [Icel. sletta = to strike, to slap;
Norw. slett a blow.]

*
1. To beat, to strike, to slap ; to throw

down violently. [SLATE (2), v.]
" Slatted his brains out." Hartton.

2. To split, to crack (Prov.). In this sense

perhaps from slate.

3. To set on ; to incite. (Prov.)

Slat9h, s. [A softened form of slack (q. v.)J
Nautical :

1. The slack of a rope.

2. The period of a transitory breeze.

3. An interval of fine weather.

slate,
*
sclat,

*
slat, s. [SLAT, *.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II.

2. A thin riven slab of slate used in roof-

ing. The upper surface of a slate is called it*

back, the under surface the bed, the lower

edge the tail, the upper edge the head. The
part of each course of slates exposed to view
is called the margin of the course, and the
width of the margin is called the gauge. The
portion hidden from view is the cover. The
bond or lap is the distance which the lower

edge of any course overlaps the slatc-s of the
second course below, measuring from the nail-

hole, and may be from two to four inches. Slates
are laid on laths, battens, or sheathing, and
must break joint. [BREAK, v., C. 21.]. The-
nails are of copper, zinc, or tinned iron. In

England, 1,200 slates constitute a thousand,
common sizes. Slates are known technically
as Doubles, Ladies, Countesses, Duchesses,
Princesses, Queens, Imperials. (See these

words.) A square of slate or slating is 100

superficial feet.

3. A tablet for writing upon, formed of
slate or of an imitation of slate.

" A person who should undertake to draw any plan
assigned him upon a slate." Search : Light of Saturo.
vol. ii., pt i., ch. iii.

*
4. A lamina ; a thin plate ; a flake.

"
It [the Columbine marie] will resolve and cleave.

Into most thin slates and flakes."/1
. Holland : I'linie.

bk. xviL, ch. viii.

5. A list of candidates prepared for nomina-
tion or election ; a preliminary list of candi-
dates which is liable to revision. (Am-er.)

II. Technically:

1. Geol. : Slates of a typical kind are gene-
rally of great antiquity, being chiefly of Cam-
brian or Silurian age. Sometimes, however,
the term is more loosely applied to any rock
of fissile structure whatever the character, as-

the Collywestwi Slates of the Lower Oolite,
which are calcareous sandstone.

2. Petrol. : An indurated laminated rock, cor-

responding to shale, but of greater age, ami in
which a cleavage, independent of the lines of

bedding, has been set up by pressure.

3. Comm. : About half the elates used in t!ii

country are quarried in Pennsylvania. Tlieir

total value is over $1,500,000 yearly. In Britain.
v

the great quarries are in Wales. The total

value of product equals $5,000,000 yearly.

IT To have a slate or tile loose : To be a little

unsound in the head.

Slate-axe, s. A slater's feonl. It has &
blade for trimming tli^ edges of the slate, and.

a spike for making nail-holes.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. . oe = e; ey = a; qu = Uw.
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slate-clay, s. Another name for Shale

<q.v.).

slate-club, s. A mutual benefit club in

which each member pays in a small contribu-

tion each week to the funds, out of which
allowances are made to sick or disabled mem-
bers. The balance of the contributions, after

payment of such allowances, is divided at the

end of the year amongst the members.

slate-coal, s.

Min. : A hard coal with a thick slaty struc-

tmv, and an uneven fracture across the lamina-

tion.

slate-gray, s. & a. Gray with a bluish

tinge.

Slate-peg, s. A kind of nail used in

securing slates on a roof ; a slater's naiL

slate-pencil, s. A pencil-shaped piece of

oft slate, used for writing or figuring upon
elates in schools, &C.

slate-spar, s.

Min. : A name given to calcite (q.v.), when
crystallized in thin tabular crystals with sharp
edges.

late (1), v.t. [SLATE, s.] To cover with a slate

or slates
;

to rocf with slates. Also ( U. 8.

polit.), to put on the slate. [SLATE, s., I. 6.J

Sonnets and elegies to Chloris
Would raise a house about two storiet,
A lyrick ode would slate."

Swtft : ranburgh't Route.

late (2),
*
slatte, v.t. [Cf. Norw. sletta= to

fling, to cast ; sUtt = a blow.]
*

1. To cast down ; to throw,

2. To set a dog loose at ; to bait.

3. To hold up to ridicule ; to criticise

severely ; to reprimand severely.

Blat en-ha ra, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot. : A. local Scotch name for Laminaria

digitata. (Britten Holland.)

lat'-er, s. [Eng. slate (l), v. ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who manufactures slates ;

one who lays slates or whose occupation is to
late buildings.

2. ZooL : A popular name for various cur-

sorial Isopods. The Slater, simply so called,

is Oniscus armadillo, the Water-slater is the

genus Asellus, the Box-slater Idothea, the

Shield-slater Cassidina, and the Cheliferous

Slater Tanais.

Slat l-ness, s. [Eng. slaty; -ness.] The
quality or state of being slaty ; slaty nature or
character.

Blat -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [SLATE (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act or operation of laying slates on
roofs, Ac.

2. The covering of slates laid on roofs, &c.

3. Slates taken collectively ; materials for

slating a roof.

Slat -ing, s. [SLATE (2), v.] A severe criti-

cism or reprimand.

Slat'-tcr, v.i. [A frequent, from slat, v. (q.v.);
cf. Icel. sletta to slap, to dab, to Squirt out
liquids, to dash them about; sletta <i dab,
a spot, a blot] [SLAT.]

1. To be careless in dress ; to be untidy or
slovenly. (Prov.)

2. To waste ; not to make a proper and due
use of anything. (Prov.)

Slat tern, a. & s. [Prob. for slaltering, pr.
par. of slatter (q.v.), or the n may be a simple
addition, as in bittern.]

A. As adj. : Resembling a slattern ; untidy,
slovenly, slatternly.

B. As subst. : A woman who is slovenly or
untidy in her dress; one who is not neat in
dress ; a slut.

"The slattern had left, in the hurry and hast*,
Her lady's complexion and eye-brows at Calais."

Prior: A Kcatrmable Affliction.

*
Slat'-tern, v.t. [SLATTERN, a.] To consume
wa.stefully or carelessly ; to waste.

t Slat' -tern- ll- ness, s. [En slattrrnl?/ ;

-ness.] The quality or state of being slatternly ;

untidiness, slovenliness.

slat'-tern-ly, a, & adv. [Eng. slattern ; -ly.]

A. As adj. : Untidy, slovenly ; like a slat-

tern.
" The Oatternty girl trapesing about." Daily Tele-

graph, March 20, 1846.

B. As adv. : In a slovenly, untidy manner ;

like a slattern ; awkwardly.

Slat'-ter-y, a. [SLATTER.] Wet, dirty. (Prov.)

Slat'-y, a. [Eng. slat(e); -y.] Having the
nature or properties of slate ; resembling
slate.

" The griesly gulfs and tlaty rifts."

Scott : Lord of the Jtlet. iii. 19,

Slaty-cleavage, s. [CLEAVAGE.]

slaugh'-ter (gh silent),
*
slagh-ter,

* slau-
tir,

*
slaw-tyr, s. [Icel. sldtr = a slaugh-

tering, butchers' meat ; sldtra = to slaughter
cattle ; A.S. sleaht. From the same root as

slay, v. (q.v.).] The act of killing or slaying:

1. (Of)iumanbeinys): An indiscriminate and
violent putting to death.

" He made of hem through his high renoun,
So great slaughter and occisioun."

I.id'ja'f, : Story of Thebtt, iii.

2. (Of beasts): The killing of oxen or other
beasts for market.

slaughter-house, s.

1. Lit. : A- house or shed where beasts are

slaughtered for human food ; an abattoir, a
shambles.

"
Bearing it to the bloody tlaughter-Tiotue."

iihakeip. : 2 Henry VI., Iii 1.

^f A Slaughter-house Act for London was
passed in 1874.

2. Fig. : The scene of a great destruction of
human life ; the scene of a massacre.

* slaughter-man, s. One employed in

slaughtering ; a slayer, a destroyer.
" Ten chased by one,

Are now each one the aauyJtter-man of twenty."
SlMkeip. : Cymbeline, v. S.

slaugh'-ter (gh silent), v.t. [SLAUGHTER, s.]

1. (Of human beings) : To massacre ;
to kill

indiscriminately.
"
Mercilessly tlaughterrd in discharge of their duty."

Scott: War Sang of tlie Royal Edinburgh Light
Dragoons. (Note.)

2. (Of beasts) : To kill for the market ; to

butcher.

slaugh'-ter-er (gh silent), s. [Eng. slaughter,
v. ; -er.] One who slaughters ; a person em-

ployed in slaughtering ;
a butcher.

" Thou dost then wrong me as that tlnuyhterer doth."

Shakesp. . 1 Henry VL., ii. 5.

Slaugh'-ter-OUS (gh silent), a. [Eng.
daughter; -ous.] Destructive, murderous.
" There would I go and hang my armour up,
And witli these tlaughttroas hands draw sword no
more." Matthew Arnold : So<irab A Kuttum.

*
slaugh'-ter-ous-ly (gh silent), adv. [Eng.

slaughterous; -ly.] Destructively, murder-

ously.

*slauke, s. [SLAKE, s.]

Slav, Sclav, Sclave, Slave, . [SLAVE.]

Ethnol. (PI.): One of the primary divisions

of the Aryan race. [PANSLAVISM.] Latham
called them Sarmatians, and, following,
Retzius described them as brachycephalie
rather than dolichocephalic, and, in many in-

dividuals, approaching the Turanian type.
He divided them into Lithuanians and Slavo-

nians, subdividing these again by their lan-

guages. [SLAVONIC.] The name is sometimes
confined to the Slavonians proper.

Slav' dom, s. [Eng. slav ; -dom.] Slavs col-

lectively.
"

It was premature and less calculated to promote
the interests of Slavdom." Daily Telegraph, Dec. 5,

1885.

slave, s. [Fr. esclare, from Ger. si-lave ; M. H.
Ger. slave = a slave, from Ger. Slave a
Slavonian, one of Slavonic race captured and
made a bondman by the Germans, from Russ.
slava glory, fame ; O. Dut. slave, slaeve

Dut. slaaf; Dan. slave, sclave; Sw. slaf; Sp.
esclavo; Ital. schiavo.]

*
1. A Slav, a Slavonian.

" Prom the Euxine to tlie Adriatic, in the state of

captives or subjects, or iillies or enemies, of tlie Greek
empire, they overspread the land; and the national

appellation of the tlanet has l*en degraded by cbance
or malice from the signification of glory to that of

servitude." Gibbon : Ih-cltnt * full, ch. Iv.

2. A bond-servant ; one who is wholly sub-

ject to the will and power of another; one
whose person and services are wholly at the

disposal and under the control of another.
In ancient times, and even now amongst
uncivilized nations, prisoners of war wer
treated as slaves.

" Any British subject who conveys or removes any
person as a tiaee, is now by statute guilty of piracy.
felony, and robbery ; for which penal servitude ior
life may be awarded, so that this crime to now rarely.
if ever, attempted." Ulac/atoiie: Comment., bk. i_
ch. &.

3. One who has lost the power of resistance j
one who has surrendered himself to any in-
fluence or power whatever.
*

4. A mean, abject person ; a wretch.
" Go base intruder, overweening tlave I

Bestow thy fawning smiles on equal mates."
Shakesp. : Two Uentleinen of Verona, iii 1.

*5. A drudge ; one who has to work like ft
slave.

*
slave-born, o. Born in slavery.

slave-coffle, s. A band of slaves for
sale ; a coffle.

slave-dealer, . One who deals in.
slaves.

slave-driver, s. An overseer of slaves
at their work ; hence, a cruel or severe master.

Slave-fork, s. A branch of a tree of
considerable thickness, four or five feet long,
forking at the end into two prongs, and em-
ployed to inclose the necks of slaves when on
their march from the interior of Africa to th*
coast, to prevent their running away.

Slave-grown, a. Grown upon land cul-
tivated by slaves ; produced by slave labour.

slave-making ant, &
Entom. : Polyerges rufescens and Formica,

sanguinea. Their habits were first made-
known by Pierre Huber. The latter specie*
being found in England, Mr. F. Smith, Mr.
Darwin, and others, watched its habits. These
ants attack the nests of F. fusca, carry off
their cocoons, and rear them as slaves.

slave-merchant, s.

slaver.
A slave-trader; a

slave-ship, s. A vessel employed in the
slave-trade ; a slaver.

slave-state, . Any state in which
alavery is lawful

; specif., any one of the 15>

States iu which a slave code existed when the-

Civil War commenced.

slave-trade, s. The business or trade-

of buying men, women, or children, trans-

porting them to a distant country, and selling
them for slaves.

slave-trader, s. One who deals in.

slaves ; a slave-merchant.

slave-wood, s.

Bot. : Simamba officinalis. Called also the
Bitter Damson-tree.

slave, v.i. & t. [SLAVE, s.]

A. Intrans. : To toil or drudge like a slave j,

to work hard.
" Had women been the makers of our laws,
The men should ilave at cards from morn to night.

Swift.
* B. Trans. : To enslave.

"A woman tlaved to appetite."
Massinger : Renegade, iv. J.

Slave' hdld-er, s. [Eng. slave, s., ai ,d holder.}
One who owns slaves ; a slave-owner.

Slave' hold-ing, a. [Eng. slave, and holding.J
Holding or possessing persons in slavery : as,
a slave-holding state.

slave'-like, a. [Eng. slave, and Zifce.] Like*

a slave ; becoming a slave.

Slav'-er (1), s. [Eng. slave.); -er.]

1. One who is engaged L the slave-trade J
a slave-trader.

41 The aaver'i thumb WHS on the latck."

Longfellow: Quadroon dirt.

2. A vessel engaged in the slave-trade.
11 Her appearance is saucy, rakish, and severe, au&

suggests rather some fleet smuggler or (<! than*
yacht." Century Magazine, Aug.. 1882. p. 602.

Slav'-er (2), s. [Icel. slafr.] Saliva, slabber,,

drivel.
" Adown my beard the tlaveri trickle.

Burns : Addrest to the Too/hachf.

Slav'-er, v.i. & t. [IceL slafra; cogn. witk
Low Ger. slabhern.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To slabber ; to suffer the spittle to rutt

from the mouth.

boll, b5y ; pout, J<Swl ; cat, cell, chorus, ghin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t.

-ian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; -tion, -gion = zhun. -clous, tious. -sious = shus. -bl, -die, &c. = Del, del.
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S, To be besmeared with saliva.
" Should 1

Slarrr with h|* u common u the >Uln
That uiovuit the l'i'it.'l.

"

A*,0ip. : CymocUn* L .

B. Trans. : To besmear with slaver or saliva ;

to subbtT.
" T itch'd by the slave, he mouthi It more and more,

Till with white truth hi* gown ii j/aw'ii o'er.'

Vryden. (Todd.)

Vl&v'-cr- er, . [Eng. *tow, v. ; -.] One
who slavers ; a slabberer, a driveller.

Slav er ing, pr. par. & a. [SLAVER, .]

slav'-er- ing-ly, adv. (Eng. s/cuvriitc/ ; -ly.]

Inn slavering niauuer ; with slaver or drivel.

Slav -er y. . (Eng. staue ; -rj/.J

1. The state or condition of a slave ; bond-

age ; the state or condition of being entirely

subject to the will of another. Slavery is the

obligation of the slave to work for the benefit

of his master, without the consent or contract
of the |. TIIIIT ; or it is the establishment of

right which gives one person such a power
over another as to make him absolute master
of the other's life and property.

5 In barbarous times the man who over-

came an adversary in battle never thought
fcis victory completed till he had killed him.
In the next stage of development it was dis-

covered that by sparing him, he could be put
to some use ; and slavery arose as a reform.

'Though tending to stop slaughter in the battle-

field, it caused fresh wars of its own, the

object being to overcome the men of feebler

tribes, and reduce them, with their wives and
families, to servitude.
The subjection of some at least of Ham's

rare to slavery is prophesied in Gen. ix. 25,
*nd slavery very early existed in the world.
The 318 trained servants (A.V.), men (R.V.)
"born in Abraham's house, seem to have been
slaves, and the patriarch must have habitually
treated them well or he would not have
"ventured to arm them (Gen. xiv. 14). The
Mosaic law found slavery previously existing
among the Jews, and regulated it, making it

miller (Exod. xxi. 16), especially in the case
of tlie poor of their own race temporarily in

bondage (Lev. xxv. 39), for whom it had a

year of release (Exod. xxi. 2) and a jubilee
<Lev. xxv. 39-54).

The Egyptians (Gen. xxxix. 1, Exod. i.-xii.),
the Carthaginians, the Greeks, and the Ro-
ma is, even when their civilization was at its

"highest, all had slaves. The New Testament
did not directly attack .slavery (Philemon 10-

19), but the principles of Jesus were quite
Inconsistent with its maintenance (Mutt. vii.

12), and, as Christianity gained the power of

moulding European faith and practice, the
severe slavery of the ancient times was trans-
formed into the milder serfage of the Middle
-Ages. With regard to Muhammadau slavery,
-Bushes (Diet. Islam, p. 596) says :

- From the teaching of the Qur'an ... it wiU be
eeu that all male and female slaves taken as plunder
iu war are the lawful property of their master ; that
the master has power to take to himself any female
lave either married or single; that the position of a
lave is u helpless as that of the stone idols cf Arabia ;

but they should he treated with kindness, and granted
their freedom when they are able to ask for and pay

On the conquest of Hispaniola, Peru,
nd Mexico by the Spaniards, the American

Indian natives, reduced to bondage, were
compelli d to labour long hours in mining and
other occupations, Las Casas (1474-156(5), a
Spanish Dominican, "the Father and Pro-
tector of the Indians," in vain urging their

emancipation. The mortality among them
was so great that negroes from Africa were
introduced to take their place. It was found
"that a negro did four times as much work as
an Indian, and lived when the Indian died.
The first slaves were brought to Hispaniola in

1503, and a large) number in 1511. American
Slavery once be^ in gradually reached large
proportions, and sullied the fair fame of all

European nations which possessed colonies
abroad. In 1713, Great Britain was no better
than the rest. (ASSIESTO.] The worst fea-
ture of slavery was the slave trade. As early
as A.D. 1688, William Penn, the Quaker, had
denounced it The London Society of Frienrls
did so also in 1727, and resolved in 1760 to
expel any member who engaged in the traffic.

On June 22, 1772, the English Court of King's
IJenrh, in the case of Somerset, decided that

slave reaching England was free, and the
Scotch Court of Session, about the same time,
came to the same decision. In 1785, the Vice-

Chancellor of the University of Cambridge
ottered a prize for the best essay on the ques-
tion whether slavery was right, and the suc-
cessful candidate was Mr. Thomas Clarkson

(1760-1846), who commenced an agitation for

tin- abolition of the slave trade. Many of his

warmest supporters belonged to the Society
of Friends. In 1786 William Willierforce

(1759-1833) brought the subject before Parlia-

ment, but the Act abolishing it did not be-

come law till March 25, 1807. Agitation was
now directed against slavery itself, and *iu

1833 an Emancipation Act was passed, which,
on August 1, 1834, set free 770,280 slaves in the
British West Indies, with a compensation of

20,000,000 to their owners. On August 1,

1838, slavery was abolished in British India.

As time went forward, the struggle between
the advocates of slavery and the abolitionists

in the United States became more determined,
the former being generally Democrats and the
latter Republicans, and when on Nov. 6, 1860,
Abraham Lincoln, the Republican candidate,
was elected President, great excitement arose

among the Southern or slave-holding States,
one alter another of which seceded from the
Union. [CONFEDERATE.] Lincoln, at the head
of the Northern States, declared war against
the revolted South. The war was undertaken
for the preservation of the Union, yet the Presi-

dent found it expedient, in 1863, to proclaim the

emancipation of the slaves in the unsubdued
portions of the South, and the ultimate success
of the North led to the abolition of slavery
throughout the Union. Slavery was abolished
in Cuba in 1886, and in Brazil in 1888. It no

longer exists anywhere upon the American
continent.

2. The keeping or possessing of slaves;
laveholding : as, To abolish slavery.

3. The office of a slave; exhausting and
mean labour ; drudgery.

8laV-ey, s. [Eng. slave, B. ; -y.J A servant-

girl. (Collog.)
" No well-conducted English girl need be a slavey at

all." Daily Telegraph, April 1, 1886.

Slav"-1C, a. [Eng. Slav; -ic.J Slavonic.

If Church Slavic : A name given to an ancient
dialect of Bulgaria, from its being used as the
sacred language of the Greek Church. Called
also Old Bulgarian.

Slav'-ish, a. [Eng. slav(e); -isA.]

1. Pertaining to, belitting, or characteris-
tic of a slave ; mean, base, servile.

" To slavish sloth and tyranny a prey."
Thornton : Cattle of Indolence, ii. It.

2. Servile, laborious
;

fit for a slave ; con-

sisting in slavery or drudgery.
" You have among you many a purchased slave,
Which, like your asses, and your dogs and mules.
You use in abject and In tlavish part,"

Shnket)i. : Merchant of I'enict, iv. 1.

3. Being in slavery.
"
Clogge their tlavish tenants with commands."

Bp. Hall : Satires, iv. t.

slav'-ish-ly, adv. [Eng. slavish; -ly.] In a
slavish manner ; like a slave ; servilely,
meanly, basely.
" She never slavishly submits.

"
Gay : Fables, No. 12.

Slav'-ish-ness, s. [Eng. slavish; -ness.] The
quality or state of being slavish ; servility,
baseness, meanness.

"
Imprinting a character of slarithness upon it."

Seeker : Sermont, vol. iii., ser. 7.

Sla-vo-, pref. [SLAV.] Pertaining to or con-
nected with Slavonic.

Slavo-Lettic, a. A name sometimes ap-
plied to the Slavonic language.

"Thi. [the Slavonic] branch is often called the
Sltiro-Lettic, because it is made to include another
sub-branch, the Lettic or Lithuania, which, though
considerably further removed from the Slavonic than
any of these from the rest, is yet too nearly related
to rank as a separate branch." Whitney : Life i
Orovith of Language, ch. x.

*
Slay-dV-ra-cy, s. [Eng. slave; stiff, -cracy,
as in democracy, aristocracy, &c.] Slave-
owners collectively ; persons exercising politi-
cal power for the maintenance of slavery.

Sla-vo'-ni an, a. & s. [See def.]

A. At adj. : The same as SLAVONIC (q.v.).

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of
Slavonia

; a Slav.

Sla von ic, Scla-von'-io, a. & $. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to the Slavs or
Slavonians, or their language.
B. As subst. : The language of the Slavs, a

branch of the Indo-European family of Ian.

guages. Sometimes also called the 8lava*
Lettic (q.v.).

" Tbe Slavonic branch hai always lain In close

proximity to the Uermauic on the east ; it ha* been
the last of all to gain historical prominence. Its

eastern division includes the Russian, Bulgarian.
Servian and Croatian, and Slovenian. ... To the
western division belong the Polish, the Bohemian. o<
which the Moravian anil Slovakian are closely kin-
dred dialects, the Sorbian, and the Polabian." Whit,
ney : Life A Growth of Language, ch. x.

Sla'-yd-phil, a. [Pref. slavo-, and Gr. 4>t'Aof

(philos) = tt. friend.] Supporting or advocat-

ing the interests of the Slavs.
" And it is of these peoples, therefore, that our

Slavophil politicians and professors speak." Dailg
Telegraph. Sept. 25, 1885.

Slaw, a. [SLOW.] (Scotch.)

Slaw, s. [Dan. sla, slaa, contract, from salade
a salad (q.v.).] Sliced cabbage, served

cooked or uncooked as a salad.

* Slawe, pa. par. [SLAY, v.}

* slawk, s. [SLAKE, .]

Slawm, s. [Cf. S w. slam= mud, slime.]

Min. : A point in the stone or ore tilled with
soft clay. (Weale.)

slay,
*
sle,

*
slee,

* sleyn (pa. t. slew,
*
slewe, *slou,

*
sloug,

*
slough,

*
slouh, *slov,

pa. par.
*
slaw,

*
slawe,

*
y-slawe, slain,

*
slaine,

*
slayn), v.t. [A.S. sledn (contract,

from slahan) to smite, to slay (pa. t. sloh,

slog, pi. slogan, pa. par. slegen); cogn. with
Dut. slaan (pa. t. sloeg, pa. par. geslagen);
Icel. sla; Dan. slaae; Sw. sla; Goth, slahan;
O. H. Ger. slahan; Ger. schlagen.]

1. To put to death with a weapon of any
kind

;
to kill violently or suddenly.

" I saw under the altar the souls of them that were
tlain for the word of God." Revelation vi. 2.

2. To annihilate, to destroy, to ruin ; to put
an end to.

" To save a paltry life, and tiny bright fame."
Shaketp. : I Uenry VI., iv. &

Slay, Sley, s. [A.S. side, from sledn to strike,
to smite ; cf. Icel. sla. = a bolt, a bar.] [SLAY,
v.] A weaver's reed ; a sley.

slay'-er,
*
sle-er, s. [Eng. slay, v. ; -er.] Ona

who slays or kills ; a killer, a murderer ; a
destroyer of life.

" What ! wait they till Its beams amain
Crash on the slayers and t'ue slain ?

"

Scott : o*et>t, T. ML
*slaz'-y, a. [SLEAZY.]

*
Sle,

*
Slee, v.t. [SLAY, v.]

Sleave, s. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. Ger. schleifi= a loop, a knot.] The knotted and entangled
part of silk or thread ; soil floss or unspua
silk used for weaving.

" As soft as sleave or sarcenet ever was,
Whereon my Cloris her sweet self reposes."

Drayton : The Muses Elysium. Nymph. 4.

Sleave-Silk, s. Soft floss or unspun silk.

Sleave, v.t. [SLEAVE, s.] To separate and
divide as into threads.

" The more subtle, and more hard to tleaet a-two,
... is that dominion over consciences." H'hitlock:
Manner! of the English, p. 360.

* sleaved, *
sieved, a. [SLEAVE, v.] Raw,

unspun, unwrought.
"
Eight wild men all apparelled in green moss mad*

with sieved &WL."UoUnshed : Bitt. England, p. 83i.

* 8leaz'-I ness, s. [Eng. sleazy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being sleazy ; thinness,
flimsiness.

sleatf-y, sleez'-y, *slaz-y, a. [Ger.

schleiszig, scMissig = worn-out, threadbare,
from schleiszen = to slit, to split, to decay.]

1. Thin ; wanting in substance ; flimsy.
"

I cannot well away with such sleazy stuff, with
such cobweb composition!, where there is no strength
of matter." Howell: Letters. (BalliweU.)

2. Rough from projecting fibres, as yarn or
twine made of inferior material.

Sled,
*
Slede, s. [Icel. sledhi; Dan. slrrde;

Sw. slede ; Dut. slede ; O. H. Ger. slito, slitd;
Ger. schlitten ; Ir. & Gael, slaod = a sledge.
From the same root usslide.] [SLEDOE, SLEIGH.]

t 1. A sledge. "
Upon an ivory sled

Thou shalt be drawn among the frozen poles."
Tamaurlalne, or the Scythian Shepherd,

2. A vehicle on runners, used for hauling
loads. It corresponds to the waggon, as the

sleigh does to the carriage among wheeled

fits, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pSt*
or. wore, wgli; work; whd. son; mute, cub. ciire, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian. ,

= e; ey = a; gu = kw.
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vehicles, the two latter being intended for

passengers.
3. A seat mounted on runners, used for

Sliding on snow or ice. (Amer.)

sled-brake, s. A device to prevent too

rapid motion of a sled. It is usually a prong
brought into contact with the ice.

sled-knee, .<. One of those portions of
the frame of a sled or sleigh which rest on
the runners and raise the fenders and benches
a sufficient height above the ground.

sled -runner, s. One of the curved

pieces on which a sled slides.

Sled, v.t. [SLED, s.] To carry or convey on a
sled : as, To sled wood or timber.

* Sled'-ded, a. [Eng. sled; -ed.] A word of
doubtful meaning, but probably denoting
mounted on a sled.

" He smote the tlcdded Folack on the ice."

Shakesp. : Samlet, 1. 1.

* sled'-der, s. [Eng. sled ; -er.} A horse
that draws a sledge.

ledge (1), . [Prop, for sleds, pi. of sled

(q.v.).]

1. A vehicle mounted on runners, or low
wheels, or without wheels, and used for con-

veying loads over snow, ice, bare ground, &c. ;

ft sled.

2. A travelling carriage mounted on runners,
Used for travelling over snow or ice ; a sleigh.

" The sledge is extremely light, and shod at the
bottom with the skin of a young deer, the hair turned
to slide on the fro-eu snow."- Goldsmith: Animated
Xature, bk. ii., ch. v.

*
3. The hurdle on which traitors were

drawn to the place of execution. [HURDLE,
ft, 4.J

Sledge-chair, s. A kind of chair mounted
on runners and propelled along the ice by the
hand.

ledge (2),
*
slegge, s. [A.S. slecge

- a heavy
hammer, prop. = a smiter, from slegen, pa.
par. of slean = to smite, to slay (q.v.) ; cogn.
with Dut. slegge, slei ; Sw. slagga ; Icel. sleggja;
Ger. schldgel ; Dut. slegel a mallet ; Ger.

tchlag-hammer a sledge-hammer. ] The heavy
hammer of a smith, wielded by both hands ;

a. sledge-hammer.
"The blacksmith's Hedge and the scythe of the mower."

Longfellow : F.vangeline, i. 2.

sledge-hammer, s. A sledge.

* sledge-hammer, v.t. To hit with a
pledge.

lee, s. [Perhaps corrupt from sleigh (q.v.).]

Shipurright. : A cradle placed beneath a
ship when hauling her up for repairs.

lee, a. [SLY.] (Scotch.)

Blecan, s. [SLAIN (2).]]

sleech, s. [SLEETCH.]

leek,
* sieke, slicke, *

alike, *sclyke,
a., adv., & s. [Icel. slikr sleek, smooth;
O. Dut. sleyck = plain, even; cf. Dut. slijk;
Low Ger. slilck ; Ger. schlick = grease, slime,
mud ; Low Ger. sliken (pa. t. sleek, pa. par.
tleken) ; Ger. schleichen (pa. t. sZjc/i, pa. par.
geschlichen) ; O. H. Ger. slihhan = to slink,
to crawl, to creep.]

A. As adjective :

1. Smooth ; having an even, smooth sur-
fkce ; hence, glossy.

"
If the cattes skin be sleke and gay."

Chaucer : V. T., 5,930.
*

2. Not rough or harsh. (Milton.)
E. As adverb:

1. Smoothly.
"
Seyde til hire fake and slike." Haeelok, 1,157.

2. With ease and dexterity ; with exactness ;

Slick. (Vulgar.)

C. As subst. : That which makes sleek or
Smooth ; varnish.

leek - headed, a. Having the hair
Smoothed or well-combed.

" Sleek-headed men and such as sleep o' nights."
Shakes?. : ,/iiliut Cassar, i. 2.

leek,
*
slecke, *

slick, v.t. & i. [SLEEK, a.]

A. Tmnsitive :

L Lit. : To make sleek, even, and smooth.
The third a gentle squire Ostlero Iright,Who will our i,alfries slick with wisps of straw."
Eeaum. i Flet. : Knight of the Burning Pestle, ii. 1.

IL figuratively:

1. To make smooth, soft, or more pleasant ;

to smooth over.
" Geutle my lord, sleek o'er your rugged looks ;

Be blight ami jovial uioug your guests to-night."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, iii. 2.

*
2. To soothe, to appease, to cairn.

* B. Intrans. : To glide or sweep.
" The racks came sleeking on.''

Leigh Hunt : foliage p. zzz.

Sleek'-it, a. [Eng. sleek; -it.]

1. Lit. : Smooth-haired ; having a sleek
skin. (Burns: To a Mouse.)

2. Fig. : Smooth in appearance ; deceitful,
sly, cunning.

sleek -ly,
*
slicke-ly, adv. [Eng. sleek, a. ;

-ly.] In a sleek manner ; smoothly, glossily.
" Let their heads l>e slickly combed, their blue coats

brushed." Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv. L

Sleek' -ness, s. [Eng. sleek; -ness.] The
quality or state of being sleek ; smoothness,
glossiness.

"
They lost their sleekness and grace, and were soon

purchased at half the value." Rambler, No. 138.

sleek' - stone,
* sleke - stone, *. [Icel.

slike-steinn a fine whetstone for polishing.]
A smoothing stone.

" The purest pasteboard with a sleekstone rub
smooth, and as even a* you can." Peacham : On
Drawing.

Sleek'-y, o. [Eng. sleek; -y.}

1. Lit. : Sleek, smooth, glossy.
" Of brave Troxartas

1

liue, whose sleeky down
In love compress'd Lychomile the brown."

Parnell : Battle of Frogs * Mice, L

2. Fig. : Sly, cunning, deceitful, hypo-
critical, fawning.

sleep,
*
slepe,

*
sleepe, r.f. & t. [A.S.

slcepan, slepan (pa. t. slep) ; cogn. with Dut.

slapen; Goth, slejmn; O. H. Ger. sldfan; Ger.

schlafen. From the same root as slip (q.v.).]

A. Intransitive :

1. To take rest in sleep ; to slumber ; to
take rest by suspension of the mental and
corporal powers. (Piers Ploughman, p. 1.)

IT When apparently transitive, as in the fol-

lowing example, there is an ellipsis of during
or for. " Never slept a quiet hour."

ishakesp. : Richard III., v. 3.

2. To be careless, inattentive, or uncon-
cerned ; to live thoughtlessly or carelessly.

" Why should a man sleep when he is awake T"
Shakes?. : Merchant of Venice, i. L

3. To be dead ; to lie in the grave.
"

If we believe that Jesus died and rose again, even
go them also which sleep iu Jesus will God bring with
him." 1 Thess. iv. 14.

4. To be in a state of repose, rest, or quiet ;

to be unemployed, unused, or unagitated ; to
be or lie dormant.
" The law hath not been dead, though it hath slept.'

Shakesp. Measurefor Measure, ii. 2.

5. To spin so rapidly and smoothly that the
motion cannot be observed or detected. (Said
of a top, &c.)

6. To assume a state as regards vegetable
functions analogous to the sleeping of animals.

B. Transitive:

1. To slumber. (Followed by a cognate
object.) (Tennyson: Day Dreams, 262.)

2. To afford sleeping accommodation for :

as, The cabin sleeps thirty passengers. (Colloq.)

H (1) To sleep away : To pass away in sleep,
to consume in sleeping : as, To sleep one's lile

away.

(2) To sleep off: To get rid of, overcome, or
recover from sleeping : as, To sleep off the
effects of drinking.

sleep,
*
slope, s. [A.S. sldsp; cogn. with

Dut. slaap; Goth, sleps ; O. H. Ger. sldf; Ger.

schlaf.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II.
" In a most fast sleep." Shakesp. : Macbeth, 7. L

2. Fig. : Death ; rest in the grave.
" Here are no storms.

No noise, but silence and eternal sleep."
Khakesp. : Titut Andronicus, i 2.

II. Physiol. : The periodical lethargy and
repose of the organs of sense and locomotion
and some of the intellectual powers. The
salient feature of sleep is the cessation of the
automatic activity of the brain. When sleep
is approaching, the mind becomes less active,
the power of attention being among the first

to give way ; finally greater or less loss of

consciousness takes place. [DREAM.] All tha
higher animals sleep, and some hibernal*
[HIBERNATION.] The functions of organic lif

are not much affected by sleep. The pulse and
breathing are slower, the latter more thoracic-
than diaphragmatic ; the intestines and other
muscular mechanisms and the secreting
organs less active, or even some of them
quiescent, and the pupil of the eye is con-
tracted proportionally to the depth of thft

sleep. The temperature of the body is lower
and from two to five in the morning vitality-
is low, and this period is marked by a high,
rate of mortality among the old and weak.
The cause of sleep is not yet fully understood.
The very young require much sleep; in adult
life about eight hours' sleep are required ; in
old age there should be more, for the repair of
waste, but generally there is less. A morbid
tendency to sleep denotes imperfect nutrition
and degeneracy of the nervous tissue, and is

often the precursor of apoplexy. It may be-

caused also by undue heat or cold, by dys-
pepsia, passion, mental excitement, overwork,
anxiety, or drunkenness. [SLEEPLESSNESS.]

J Sleep denotes an entire relaxation of thft

physical frame ; drowse is a short, ligfct sleep.
Sleep is the general term ; to slumber is to
sleep lightly and softly ; to doze is to incline;
to sleep, or to begin sleeping; to nap is to
sleep for a time.

IT Sleep ofplants :

Bot. : The folding of leaves during the night.
Simple leaves may rest face to face, or may
envelop the stem, &c. ; trifoliolate ones b
divergent, pendent, &c., and compound
pinnate leaves may be turned up or down, or
be imbricated or retrorse. [SENSITIVE-PLANTS.!
An analogous phenomenon is presented by
the opening and closing of flowers.

sleep-at-noon, s.

Bot. : Tragopogon pratensis.

*
Sleep-Charged, a. Heavy with sleep.

*
Sleep-sick, a. Fond of sleep ; sleepy.

*
sleep-waker, s. One in a state of

mesmeric, morbid, or partial sleep.

* sleep-waking, s. The state or con-
dition of one who is mesmerized, or one who
is understood to be at once asleep and awake,
or in a partial and morbid sleep.

sleep-walker, s. A somnambulist.

sleep-walking, s. Somnambulism.

sleep'-er (1), s. [Eng. sleep, v. ; -er.J

L Ordinary Language :

I. One who sleeps.

"Come, my queen, take hand with me.
And rock the ground whereon tliese sleepers be."

Shakesp. : Midsummer Wight's Dream, iv. L
*2. A lazy drone.
" He must be no great eater, drinker, nor slemtn,

that will discipline his senses, and exert his miLdf
every worthy undertaking requires both." Grew.

*
3. A dead person.

"
Graves, at my command.

Have waked their sleepers'
Shakesp. : Tempest, T. L

*4. That which lies dormant; as, a law not
put in execution.

" Let penal laws, if they have been sleepers of long;
or if grown unfit for tlie present time, be by wia
Judges confined iu the execution." Bacon.

5. A sleeping-car (q.v.).
" Our sleeping-car, or sleeper as the natives prefer to

call these much-vaunted American inventions."

Referee, Dec. 26, 1880.

II. Ichthy. : A popular American name for
several fishes : (1) Somniosus microcejihalitSf
a shark of the family Scyrnnidse, common in

the North Atlantic ; (2) Ginglymostoma cir~

ratum; (3) any individual of the genujt
Eleotris.

sleep'-er (2), s. [Allied to slab (q.v.).]

1. Shipbuilding:

(1) A fore-and-aft floor-timber in a ship'r
bottom,

(2) A knee-piece connecting the transom
and after-timliers, to strengthen the counter.

Similar timbers strengthen the bows of
whalers.

2. Ordn. : The undermost timbers of a gni*
or mortar platform, or, generally, of any
framework.

3. Carpentry :

(1) One of the set of timbers supporting
the lower floor of the building. The sleepers.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

cian, -tian - shan, -tion, -6ion = shttn; -(ion, -ioa = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -<lle, ic. - bel. dcL
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hi a wiKxli'ii frame, rest on the sills. In a
biick (ir stoui- house they rest on the walls.

(Joi.sT. ]

me of a set of logs or scantlings laid

h a rough floor, as of a pen, shed, or

temporary stable.

4. KaiL-eng. : One of the timbers support-
railway track. When it is longitudinal

with the track, it is called a stringer or sill ;

when it is transverse it is called a sleeper or

tie
" The i>tt ruction consisted atttftptrt and material!

fur lucuUiiu tli permanent wjr. Standard, Nov.

5. A platform.

6. Weaving : Tlie upper part of the heddle
of a draw-loom through which the threads

pass.

sleep'-ful, a. [Eng. deep; -full.] Strongly
iricliued to sleep ; sleepy, drowsy.

Distrust will cure a lethargy; of A sleepful mail it

m kes a wakeful one. and so keeps out poverty."
Scuti : aay on Draptry (1635). p. 138.

* Sleep -ful-ness, . [Eng. sleepful; -ness.]

The quality or state of being sleepful ; sleepi-

ness, ilrow'siness.

Sleep'-i-ly, adv. [Eng. sleepy ; -ly.]

1. Lit. : In a sleepy manner ; drowsily ;

With a desire to sleep.

.. fig.: Lazily, dull, stupidly, without

em.-r.o-.
"

I rather chose to endure the wounds of those darts
wl.i.h cuvy castcth at novelty, than to go on safely
an I -'eri'ttn in the easy ways of aucieut mistakings."
JtalatjlL

leep -i-nesa, *. fEng. sleepy; -ness.] The

qmlity or state of being sleepy; inclination

to sleep ; drowsiness.
" Watchfulness precedes too great sleepinrug, and is

the most ill-boding symptom of a fever. Arbuthnot.

Sleep -ing,
*
slep-ynge, pr. par., a., & *.

[SLEEP, .]

A. --Is pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Reposing in sleep.

2. Occupied in sleep : as, sleeping hour*.

3. Tending to produce sleep.
* A t'rrping potion, which so took effect

As I intended." Shaketp. : Komeo i Juliet, T. 3.

4. Used for sleeping in : as, a sleeping room.

C. As substantive:

1. The act or state of one who sleeps.

2. The state of being at rest or not stirred

Or agitated ; the state of being dormant.
" You ever

Hare wish'd the tin-piny of this business.
"

Shaketp. : Henry VIII., U. 4.

^ Sleeping ofprocess:

Scott IMW : The state of a process in the
outer court of the Court of Session, in which
no judicial order or interlocutor has been

pronounced for a year and a day.

sleeping-car, sleeping-carriage, s.

A railway-car arranged with berths for

passengers during night travel The scats

re usually convertible into a lower berth,
While an upper berth is letdown from the roof.

sleeping - partner, s. A dormant
partner (q.v.).

sleeping-table, *.

tfetall. : An apparatus consisting of an in-

clined plane (two such are generally arranged
alongside each other), upon which finely-

pounded ore is washed to concentrate it.

* Sleep Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. sleeping; -ly.]

Sleepily.
" To Jog sleepinaly through the world." Rennet :

fratmut ; Praise of Folly, p. 2o-

*
sleep'-Ish, a. [Eng. sleep; -ish.] Disposed
to sleep ; sleepy, drowsy.

sleep -less,
*
slepe-lesse, a. [Eng. sleep ;

-less.}

1. Having no sleep ; without sleep ; wakefuL
*' Lo se* myne eyes flow with continual teares,
The tody still away slepelesse it weares."

Wyatt: To kit Unkinde Loot.

2. Having no rest; never resting; un-
ceasingly in motion.

" The sleepless ocean murmurs for all ears ;

Wordsworth : Ezcurrinn, bk. ix.

leep'-less-ly, adv. [Eng. sleepless ; -ly.] In
a sleepless manner ; without sleep.

Bleep'-less-ness,
*
sleep lessenesse, s.

[Eng. sleepless ; -ness.] The quality or state of

being sleepless ; want or deprivation of sleep.

[INSOMNIA, SLEEP.]
"
Conceiving an liui<osslblllty of an absolute sleep-

ltumtu."Bp. Hall : Balm of o,l,nd.

sleep'-wort, & [Eng. sleep, and wort. Named
from the soporific tendency of the plant.]

Bot. : Lactuca saliva. (Prior.)

Sleep'-y,
*
Slep-ye, a. [Er.g. sleep; -y.J

1. Inclined to sleep ; drowsy.
" I am sleepy." Shaketp. : Meat, far Meat., Iv. S.

2. Tending to induce sleep ; soporiferous,
somniferous.

*
3. Sleeping, asleep.

"Go ... smear
The tleepy grooms with blood."

Ohakap. : Macbeth, i. 1.

*4. Dull, lazy, indolent, inactive, sluggish.
" In the mildness of your tleepy thoughts."

Shiiketp. : Kichard III., ill. 7.

*
sle'-er, . [Mid. Eng. slee = slay ; -er.] A
slayer.

sle er-ess, . [Eng. deer; -ess.] A female

slayer.

sleet (1), . [Norw. sletta = sleet, from sletta

= to fling ; Icel. sletta to strike, to slap, to

dash down ; cf. Dan. sliul sleet ; IceL slydda.]

1. Rain mingled with hailorsnow. It con-
sists of small icy needles confusedly pressed
together, and is probably produced by the
sudden congelation of minute globules of

aqueous vapour in an agitated atmosphere.
" The marble where her feet

Oleam'd whiter than the mountiin sleet."

Byron : The Giaour.
*

2. A shower of anything falling thickly,
and causing a painful sensation.

" They wheel'd. and, flying, behind them shot

Sharp sleet of arrowy showers acainst the face
Of their pursuers." Milton : P. ., iii. 334.

Sleet (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Ordn. : The part of a mortar passing from
the chamber to the trunnions for strengthen-
ing that part.

Sleet, v.i. [SLEET, .] To snow or hail with a
mixture of rain.

sleetch, s. [Prob. connected with sludge or

slush, tlie spelling being affected by sleet (1).J
Thick mud, as at the bottom of rivers.

sleet -i-ness, s. [Eng. slerty; -ness.] The
quality or state of being sleety.

Sleit'-y, a. & . [Eng. sleet (1) ; -y.]

A. As adj. : Consisting of sleet ; resembling
sleet ; of the nature of sleet.

" Meantime the dark banks of cloud had been drift-

ing up, aud soon a cold, tlcfty rain began to falL"
Fietti, Sept. 11, 1886.

B. As subst. : The translation of Frimaire,
the third month of the French Republican
year.

sleeve (1),
*
sieve, . [A.S. sUfe, sUf, slyfe,

slyf; cogn. with O. Dut. sloove = a veil or a
skin ; sieve = a sleeve ; Ger. schlaube = a husk,
a shell From the same root as slip (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language:
1. Lit. : The part of a garment which is

fitted to cover the arm.

"Shaped like our carters' frocks, being without
tlerrei.' Dampier : Voyages (an. 1CS7).

*
2. Fig. : A narrow channel of the sea ; a

channel. (Cf. Fr. La Manche= the English
Channel ; manche = a sleeve.]

IL Mech. : A tube into which a rod or
another tube is inserted. If small, it is often
called a thimble; when fixed, and serving
merely to strengthen the object which it in-

closes, it is a reinforce. In the majority of
its applications, however, the two parts have
more or less relative circular or longitudinal
motion.

*
IT CO To hang on (or upon) the sleeve : To

be or make dependent.
"
It is not for a man which doth know, or should

know, what orders, and what iace%)>le government
required, to ask why we should hang our judgment
upon the church's sleeve, mid why in inntters of orders
more than in matters of doctrine." Booker : Ecclet.

Polity.

(2) To laugh in one's sleeve : To laugh or exult

privately ; originally, to laugh while hiding
one's face behind the wide sleeves, so as to

escape detection.

"John laughed heartily in tiu tlreven.t the pride of
the esquire." Arbuthnot: Hist. John Hull.

sleeve-axle, s. A hollow axle running
upon an axial shaft.

sleeve-button, s. A button to fasten
the sleeve or wristband.

Sleeve - coupling, s. A tube within
which the abutting ends of shafting are

coupled together.

sleeve-fish, s.

Zool. : A popular name for the genus Loligo
(q.v.).

*
sleeve-hand, s. The cuff attached to

a sleeve. (Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 4.)

Sleeve-knot, s. A knot or bow ofribbon
attached to a sleeve.

sleeve-link, s. A contrivance consisting
of two buttons or studs connected by a link,
for fastening the wristband or culls.

Sleeve (2), s. [SLEAVE.]

sleeve, v.t. [SLEEVE (1), .] To furnish with
sleeves ; to put in sleeves.

Sleeved, a. [Eng. sleeve (1); -ed-] Having

sleeve'- less,
* sleeve - lesse, a. [Eng,

sleeve; -less.]

L Lit. : Having no sleeves ; wanting sleewea.
" Then baring both his arms sleeveless coat
He girds the rough exuviae of a goat."
Cowper : Translationsfrom Virgil ; The Salad.

*
2. Fig. : Wanting a cover, pretext, or

excuse ; unreasonable, bootless, useless.

(Generally in the phrase, a sleeveless errand.)
"To save himself from the vexation of a

errand." tt'arburton : Divine Legation, bk. iii.

sleez'-y, [SLEAZY.]

sleid, v.t. [SLEY.] To prepare for use in the
weaver's sley or siaie.

" She weaved the tleiaed silk,
With fingers long." Shaketji.: Periclet, iv. (ProLJ

Sleigh (c/h silent), s. [The same word as sled,
or sledrje, the form being due to contraction

by the loss of d.\ A vehicle mounted OB
runners for transporting passengers or good*
on snow or ice ; a somewhat finer vehicle
than a sled (q.v.).

sleigh-bell, s. A small bell of globular
form attached to sleigh harness.

" The musical jaugle of tleigh-beUt."
Longfellow : theologian I Tali.

sleigh-brake, s. The same as SLKD-
BRAKE (q.V.).

sleigh-runner, s. One of the curved
pieces on which a sleigh slides.

Sleigh'-ing (gh silent), *. [Eng. sleigh; -ing.}

1. The state of the snow which permits of

running sleighs. (Amer.)
2. The act or pastime of riding in a sleigh.

*Sleigh-ly,adv. [SLEIGHT.] Slily, cunningly.

sleight,
*
slight (gh silent), *slehthe.

*
sleighte,

*
sleighth,

*
sleithe, s. & a.

[Icel. slcegdh = slyness, cunning ; from slcegr=
sly (q.v.) ; Sw. slogd = mechanical art, dex-

terity ; from slog ="hardy, dexterous, expert.]

A. As substantive :

1. An artful trick ; a trick so dexterously
performed as to escape detection.

" Whatever tleightt, none would suspicious mark.*
Milton : P. L., ix. tt.

*
2. An art ; a skilful operation.

" Distilled by magic sleights."

Shaketp. : Macbeth, lit 5.

3. Dexterity, expertness, dexterous practice.
" Lookers on feel most delight.
That least perceive the juggler's tleiyht."

Butler : Budibrat, IL iii. 1
* B. As adj. : Deceitful, artful.

"
Spells . . .

Of power to cheat the eye with sleight illusion.*
Milton: C'omiulMS.).

If Sleight of hand: Legerdemain, prestidigi-
tation.

Some sleight

Will ye see any feats of activity.'

a/hand, legerdemain?"
t Flet. : Beggar's Both, IIL L

*
Sleight-ful (gh silent), a. [Bag. sleight;
-full.] Cunning, artful, crafty.

" Wilde beasts forsooke their dens on woody nils,
And tleightful otters left the purling rils."

Browne : Britannias Pastoralt, IL 4.

*
Sleight-J-ly (qh silent), adr. [Eng. sleighty ;

-ly.] In a cunning manner ; cunningly, art-

fully.

fite, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try. Syrian, se, ce - e; ey = a; an = fcw.
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f sleight y (gh silent),
*
sleyght-ye, a.

[Bug. sleight; -y.] Exercising or given to

gleiglits or tricks ; artful, cunning, crafty.
" Men's sleyghtif iugling and counterfeit craftos."

fip. Gardner : True Obeutence, fed. 6.

slen,
*
sloen, v.t. [SLAY, .]

slen -der,
* sclen-dre, "slen-dre, o. [O.

Diit. slinder slender, tliiu ; properly = trail-

ing, dragging, hence, long drawn out, from
tlinderen= to drag, to trail.]

1. Small or narrow in circumference or
width as compared with the length ; thin,

slim, not thick.

2. Not strong, weak, feeble, slight.
"The tlenderett shews of probability will suffice to

rake him an infidel." Scott : Christian Lift, pt. it,
eh. iii.

3. Moderate, small, inconsiderable, slight,
trivial.

" Where joy most revels, grief doth most lament :

Grief Joys, joy grieves, on tlender accident."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, iii. 2.

4. Small, insufBcient, meagre, poor, pitiful.
" A thin and tlender pittaiice."

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shreto. iv. 4.

&, Notamply supplied, poor, unpretending.
" The good Oatorius often deign'd

To grace my tlender table with his presence."
PHUipt. (Todd.)

6. Spare, abstemious.
"In obstructions inflammatory, the aliment ought

to be cool, slender, thin, diluting." Arbuthnot.

slender-beaked spider-crab, s.

Z<wl. : Xtenorhynchus tenulrostris, a small,

brilliantly coloured triangular crab, having
the rostrum as long as the carapace. It is

often met with in deep water off Torquay.

slender clouded brindle, s.

Entom. : A British night moth, Xylophasfa
tcolopacina.

slender loris, s.

Zool. : Loris gracilis. [LoRis,]

slender pu.^, s.

Entom. : A British geometer moth, Eupithe-
cia tenuiata.

slender-striped rufous moth, s.

Entom. : A British geometer moth, Phiba-

lapteryx lapidata.

Slen der ly, adv. [Bng. slender ; -ly.] In a
slend r manner ; slightly, feebly, inadequately,
sparely, sparingly, meanly.

" He hath ever but slenderly known himself."

Shulcjtp. : Lear, i. \.

Slen der ness, s. [Eng. slender ; -ness.]

1. 1 he quality or state of being slender ;

Slimness, thinness, slightness.
"
By their extreme littleness or by their tlender-

<<" Boyle: Workt, L 57*.

2. Want of strength ; feebleness, slightness,
weakness : as, the slenderness of a probability.

3. Insufficiency, meagreness, sparseness.
" From the tlenderneu of their fortunes." Knox:

Bi-ttt to foung Men.

* Blent, s. [SLENT, y.]
An oblique or sarcastic

remark ; a gibe, a jest.
"
Cleopatra found Antonius' jests and lUnti to be

but gross." Korth: Plutarch, p. 763.

*
Blent, v.i. & t. [SLANT, a.]

A. Intrans. : To make oblique or sarcastic
remarks or reflections.

' One Proteus, a pleasant conceited man, and that
could ilent finely." Sorth : Plutarch, p. 7*4.

B. Transitive:

1. To cause to turn aslant or aside ; to ward
off.

2. To rend.

"They were Oented and shivered asunder."BovKtt :

Lettert, bk. iv., let. 19.

*
slop,

*
slope, s. & v. (SLEEP.)

Bla peV (z as ts), s. [Russ.j*

Zool. : The Mole-rat (q.v.).

Slapt, fret. &, pa. par. of v. [SLEEP, v.]

*
slete, a. [SLEET, .]

fileuth, . [SLOT (1), .] The track of man or
beast aa known by the scent.

sleuth-hound, s. A bloodhound (q.v.).

*
oleve-lesse, a. [SLEEVELESS.]

Clew (ew as 6), pret. of v. [SLAT, v.]

Slew (ew as 6), v.t. [SLOE.] To swing round ;

to slue.

Slewed (ew as 6), a. [SLEW, *.] Moderately
drunk; tipsy. (Slang.)

" When a vessel changes the tack, she, u It were,
staggers, the sails flap, she gradually heels over, and
the wind catching the waiting canvas, she glides off at
another angle. The course pursued by an intoxicated
or slewed man is supposed to bt analogous to that ot
the ship." Slang Diet.

Sley, j. [A.S. sice.]

1. Weaving: A weaver'! reed. [REED,
$., IL 7.]

2. Knitting-machine: Any guide-way in a

knitting-machine.

Sley, v.t. [SLEY, s.] To separate or part into

threads, as weavers do ; to prepare for the

sley.
" The art fuf adapting the yarn to the reed] Is known

by the names of examining, setting, or tleyinn, which
are used indiscriminately, and mean exactly the same
thing." i/'re : Dictionary of Artt, tc.

* slib'-ber, a. [SLIPPER, o.]

glibber sauce, s. Draff, hogswash.

slib 6 witz (w as v), s. [Bohemian.] An
ardent spirit, distilled in Bohemia from the
fermented juice of plums.

81190,
*
selice,

*
sclise,

*
sclyce, *. [O. Fr.

esclice = a. shiver, a splinter, a broken piece of

wood, from esclier, esciicer = to split, to slit,

from O. H. Ger. slizan = to slit (q.v.).]

L A broad thin piece of any thing cut off.
" Whether the Grecians took a Met
Four times a day, or only twice."

Lloyd : A Dialogue.

2. Something broad and thin : as,

(1) A broad thin knife for serving fish at
table.

*
(2) A salver, platter, or tray.

(3) A peel or fire shoveL

(4) Around-ended pliable knife for spreading
plasters ; a spatula.

" The pelican hath a beak broad and flat, much like
the slice of apothecaries." Bakewill: Apologie, bk. i.,

ch. L, is.

(5) Furnace : The instrument used for clear-

ing the air-spaces between the bars of the
furnace when they become choked with
clinkers.

(6) Nautical:

(a) A bar with a chisel or spear-shaped end,
used for stripping off sheathing or planking.

(b) A spade-shaped tool used in flensing
whales.

(c) A wedge driven between the false keel
and the bilgeway, to raise a vessel before

launching.

(7) Printing

(a) An ink-slice (q.v.).

(6) A galley-slice (q.v.).

Slice-bar, s. [SLICE, ., 2. (5).]

slice-galley, s.

Print. : A galley having a movable false

bottom or slice.

V.t. [SLICE, *.]

1. To cut into broad, thin pieces ; to cut
slices or broad, thin pieces from.

" An iron bar iliced out into a multitude of plates
as thin as lutper." Search: Light of Jiature, vol. ii.,

pt i.. ch. iii.

2. To cut off in slices or broad, thin pieces.
*
3. To cut up into parts ; to cut, to divide.

Sli? -er, s. [Enpr. slic(e), v. ; -er.J One who or
that which slices ; specifically,

1. [LAPIDABV-WHEEL],
2. The same as SLICE, s., 2. (6) &,

slich, slick, s. [Low Ger. slich ; Ger. schlich
=. pounded and washed ore.] The ore of a
metal, particularly of gold, when pounded
and prepared for working.

Slick,
*
slicke, a., adv., & , [A. doublet of

sleek (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Sleek, smooth ; also (colluq.),

shrewd, diplomatic, well-performed.
Both aids* and dalntie. Chapman. (Todd.)

B. As adv. : Immediately, quickly, thorough-
ly, effectually. (Amer.)
C. As substantive:

L Joinery : A wide-bitted chisel, u?ed by

framers in paring the sides of mortises and
tenons.

2. MetalL : A metalliferous slime.

*
slick, v.t. [SLICK, a.] To make slick ot
sleek.

slick en, a. [SLICK.] Slick, smooth. (Prov.}

slick -en-side, s. [Eng. slicken, and side;
Fr. pfamb sulfure speculaire.]

Min. Petrol. : A name originally applied
to a specular galena, found as a thin coating
on the sides of fissures in the Derbyshire lime-
stone. Now applied to any polished and
grooved rock surface produced by the sliding
and friction of two contiguous surfaces.

Slick'-er, s. [Eng. slick; -er.]

Leather : A tool for removing inequalitief
from, and imparting a polish to a surface. .

Slick -ing, s. [SLICK.]

Min. : A narrow vein of ore.

Slick ness, s. [Eng. slick; -ness.] The
quality or state of being slick or sleek ; sleek-

ness.

Slid, pret. ofv. [SLIDE, v.]

slid, slid -den, pa. par. ofv. [SLIDE, .]

slid -der, v.i. [SLIDDER, a.] To slide with
interruptions ; to slip repeatedly.

"With that he dragged the trembling sire,

SlidcCring through clotted blood."

Dryden: Virgil; Aneid il. 748.

slid -der, slid-der-y, a. [A.S. sliilor.]

[SLIDE, v.] Slippery.
" Which, in these iliddery times, will be expected by

a man like the MarquU." Scott: Bride of l.ummtr-
moor, ch. xv.

slide,
*
slyde (p.t. slid, *$lood, pa. par. slid,

slidden,
*
sliden,

*
slidun, *slyden), v.i. & t.

[A.S. slidan (pa. t. slad, pa, par. sliden) ; ef.

slitlor = slippery ; Icel. sledhi = a sledge ;

O. Out. slidderen = to drag or trail ; Ir. A
Gael, stood = to slide ; Lith. slidus= slippery.
From the same root as sled, sledge, sleigh,

slender.]

A. Intransitive :

L Ordinary Language i

1. To move smoothly aiong the surface of

any body by slipping ; to slip, to glide.
" The snake of gold sliil from her hair."

Tennyton: rititn. 7*7.

2. Specif. : To move over the surface of ice
or snow with a smooth, uninterrupted mo-
tion ; to amuse one's self with gliding over a
surface of ice.

" Frost admits of a certain amount of tliding nut
skating." Field, Dec. 25, 1886.

3. To pass along smoothly ; to move gently
on ; to glide or slip onward.

"The moonbeam Aiding softly in between."
Coteper : Task, L 781

i. To make a slip in walking ; to slip.
"
Young children, who are tied in

Go-carts, to keep their steps from ttiding."
Prior: Epitt. to F. Shephard, Etf.

*
5. To pass gently.

" The weary sight,
Too well acquainted with their smile, s'i-lti off
Fastidious.* Cowper : Tatk, i. ML

*6. To pass inadvertently.
" Make a door and a bar for thy mouth ; beware thoa

aide not by if
'

Ecclut. xxvliL 26.

7. To pass gradually from one state to
another (generally from a better to a worse

state) ; to glide.

"They have not only tlid Imperceptibly, but hav
plunged openly into artifice.' Lord Bolingorok* :

si'iH L

8. To pass away disregarded.
" Let the world tlide."Sh<ikcsp. : Taming of tin

Shrew. (Induct, i.)

9. To make a slip ; to commit a fault ; to
backslide.

"
I find myself a learner yet.
Unskilful, weak, and apt to I'tde."

Cowper : Olnry Bymnt. xL

10. To go, to move off ; to be gone. (Colloq.)

11. To slope.

12. Baseball : [See SLIDE, ., I. 7] .

IL Music : To pass from one note to another
without any cessation of sound, or distinction

between the intervals.

B. Transitive :

1. To thrust smoothly ar.d gently along;
to cause to slide or slip aloi-g : as, To ilide a

piece of timber along.

boll, boy; pout, J6%1; oat, jell, chorus, jhln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph --
.

-cian, -tlan = than, -tion. -sion = shun ; -tion, -ion - zhon. -clous, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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2. To place, put, or pass imperceptibly ;

to slip.

Little trielu of oi>hltry, by aiding in or learini

oat lucli wunli as entirely cnaug* the question, shouldW ibaniltuied by all Utr dii>uUnU." tVu*

slide, i. [SLIDE, r.)

L Ordinary Languagt :

L Th ct or state of sliding ; a smooth
and easy passage.

"Klnn that hxve able men at their nobility ihall

nd T-T- in employing tliem aud * bettor slide into

tlMir buiMM.-'-Aanm &; Of Xability.

2. Slow, even course.

"There b*, whose fortunes re like Homers verses,

that bare a tilde aud easiuea more thau the verses of

Other poeU."-flum.

3. That on wliich a person or thing slides ;

apecif.,
a prepared smooth surface of ice for

ali>ling on.
" Mr. Weller and the fat boy. having by their Joint
ndeavonrs cut out a tluir. were exercising themselves

'

thereupou."- <*. rtctntc*. cU. xxx.

4. An inclined plane for facilitating the

descent of heavy bodies by the force of gravity.

5. A sliding shutter to an aperture, as of a

dark-lantern.

6. A brooch or clasp for a boa.

7. Bateball : The movement by which a base

runner throws himself head or feet foremost to

IL Technically:

1. Magic Lantern: A painting, photograph,
or other picture on glass for projection on if

creeu.

2. Microscope : A microscopic preparation
mounted on a slip of glass, usually 3x1
in. The thin glass for covering the object
is made from Vo to ih f an inun thick.

3. Music :

(1) An arrangement in the trumpet and
trombone, by means of which the tube can be

lengthened so as to generate a new series of

harmonics.

(2) The slider of an organ.

4. Ordn. : The lower part of a ship's car-

ronade or howitzer carriage, on which the

top carriage rests and is run in and out. It

corresponds to the chassis of a land fortifica-

tion carriage.

5. Steam-eng. : The guide-bars of a box or
Cross-head.

slide box, s.

Steam-eng. : A slide-valve chest.

slide-case, .

Steam-eng. : The chamber in which the

tlidiug valve operates.
*
slide-groat,

* slide grote, s. Shove-

groat (q.v.).
" The lieutenant and he for their disport were
deing at slide-gnte or shoo
ronsdes of Ireland (an. 1528).

slide-head, s.

Much. : A device for supporting a tool or

piece of work in a lathe, &c.

Slide-lathe, s. The lathe of the metal

worker, in wliich the tool-rest is caused tc

traverse the bed from end to end by means of
crew.

slide-rail, *.

L A turn-table (q.v.).

J. A switch-rail.

slide-rest. *.

tfach. : A tool-rest employed for lathes,

planing-machines, &c., in which the tool is

ecurely clamped to a plate capable of motion
in one or several directions by means :'

crews.

slide-rod, *.

ftffim-fng. : The rod which operates a slide

valve.

slide-rule. . A sliding-rule.
*
slide-thrift, s. The same as SLIDE

CROAT (q.v.). (Statute on Games, 1641.)

slide-valve, *.

Steam-eng. : A valve which opens or close

by sliding over the port or ports, as th

ordinary steam-valve of a steam-engine.

Slid er, *. [Eng. ttd(e), v. ; -er.] One whi
or that which slides ; the part of an instru
ment or apparatus which slides.

" Whilst h is receiving their homage is ... fittin

to their sise th slider of his guillotine." Burke

slider-pump, >. A name common to

several pumps of various forms, but all having
a piston wliich revolves continuously and

forces the water through a pipe by means of a

slide regulated by a spring, which intercepts
its passage in any other direction.

slid' -ing, 'slidyng, pr. par., a., & i.

[SLIDE, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

L Fitting for sliding ; apt to slide.

2. Slippery, uncertain, fickle. (Chaucer.)

C. As substantive :

J. Ordinary Language :

L The act or state of one who slides.

2. A lapse, a backsliding, a falling away, a

transgression.
" Bather proved the sliding of your mother
A merriment thau a vice."

Xluilseip. : Measurefar Measure, ii. 4.

IL Much. : The motion of a body along a

plane when the same face or surface of the

moving body keeps in contact with the surface

of the plane : thus distinguished from rolling,

in which the several parts of the moving body
come successively in contact with the plane on
which it rolls.

sliding baulk, s.

Shipbuild. : One of a set of planks fitted

under the bottom of a ship, to descend with

her upon the bilge-ways in launching ; also

called Sliding-plank.

sliding gauge, s. An instrument used

by mathematical-instrument makers for mea-

suring and setting off distances.

sliding gunter, s.

Naut. : A mast with means for mounting
on the after side, used with royals, skysails,

&c.

Sliding-keel, s [KEEL, s., II. 3.]

sliding -plank, s. The same as SUDINO-
BAULK (q.V.).

sliding pulley, s.

Mach. : A kind of coupling in which the

band-pulley is slipped into or out of engage-
ment with an arm firmly attached to the shaft

and rotating therewith.

sliding relish, s.

Music : A grace in old harpsichord music.

sliding-rule, s. A scale having two

graduated parts, one of wliich slips upon the
other. The numbers are so arranged that,
when a given number on one scale is made to

coincide with a given number on the other,
the product or some other function of the two
numbers is obtained by inspection. It is used
for gauging and mensuration.

sliding scale, s.

1. The same as SLIDING-RULE (q.v.).

2. A scale of payments varying under cer-

tain conditions : as,

(1) A scale for raising or lowering imposts
in proportion to the fall or rise in the price 01

the goods. [(4).]

(2) A scale of prices for manufactured goods,
which is regulated by the rise and fall in the

price of the raw material.

(3) A scale of wages wliich rises and fell;

in proportion to the rise or fall in the markel
value of the goods turned out.

(4) English Economical Hittory : Two methods
for raising the duty on imported wheat am
other cereals when they became cheap, anc

lowering it when they became dear. The
first came into operation on July 13, 1828
The highest duty in the scale was 1 5s. 6d

per quarter, when the average price of whea
was under 62s. over all England,, and the
lowest was Is., when the average price was
73s. The attempt to substitute a uniform
duty of 8s. on wheat overthrew the Melbourne
administration on August 30, 1841, and trans
ferred power to Sir Robert Peel, who carriec

the Act 5 Viet., c. 14, establishing the secom
sliding-scale. The highest duty was now 1

and took effect when wheat fell below 51s.

the lowest was Is., when wheat rose above
73s. The Corn Importation Act, 9 & 10 Viet.

c. 22, passed June 26, 1846, reduced the dut.,
on wheat to 4s., when the average price was
53s. ; but after June 24, 1849, it was to be Is

whatever the average price, and the impos
was abolished in 1869. [CORN-LAWS.]

sliding seat, s.

Rowing : A form of seat of American inven-

tion. The thwart is much wider than in the

old form of seat, and on the top of it is fixed

a glass rod which receives an ivory traveller,

firmly screwed to the under side of the seat,

which can thus slide backwards and forwards,

enabling the rower to make a much longer
stroke.

slidlng-ways, s. pi.

Shipbuild. : The inclined planes down which
the vessel slides. They are made of planka
three or four inches wide, laid on blocks of

wood.

1

slle,
*
sligh, . [SLY.]

>

slight,
* sleight (gh silent), slyght, *,

adv., & s. IO. Dut. slicht = even, plain;
slecht = slight, simple, vile, of little account;
slichten = to make even or plain ; O. Fries.

sliucht = slight ; O. L. Ger. sligt = even,

smooth, simple, silly, poor, bad ; Icel. slfttrsi

flat, smooth, level, worthless, slight ; Uan.
slet =. flat, level, bad ; Sw. slat = smooth, level,

plain, worthless, slight ;
Goth, slaihts =

smooth ; Ger. schlicht = smooth, sleek, plain,

homely.]

A. As adjective:

1. Trifling, inconsiderable, small, insignifi-

cant ; of little importance or account.
" In some tlight measure."

Shakesp. : Midsummer Sightt Dream, 11L 1.

2. Not strong, forcible, or violent ; gentle,

feeble, light : as, a slight impulse, a slight blow.

3. Not severe, violent, or very painful ; not

dangerous : as, a slight pain, a slight illness.

4. Not firm, lasting, or enduring; perish-
able.

*
5. Paltry, contemptible, worthless, frlY-

olous.
" Away, flight man 1

-
Shakesp. : JuL Casar, iv. S.

6. Not thorough, close, or exhaustive; super-

ficial, careless, negligent: as, a slight exam-
ination.

*
7. Careless, negligent.

" We have been too slight to infferance."

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, lit I
*
8. Foolish, silly, weak in intellect.

*
9. Contemptuous, disdainful.

10. Not stout or heavy ; slender, slim : aa,

a blight figure.

*B. As adv. : Slightly, little

" Ii Cesar with Antonius prized so flight t
"

Shakes?. Antony tc Cleopatra, 11.

C. As subst. : A moderate degree of con-

tempt manifested, especially by neglect, in-

difference, oversight, or inattention ; neglect,

disregard, scorn; a slight insult or act of

contempt.
" In aery spirits, flights, though few
And thoughtless, will disturb repose

"

Byron : Bride of Aliydoi, ii. 18.

Slight (gh silent), v.t. [SLICIHT, a.]
*

1. To overthrow ; to dismantle, as a
fortress ;

to raze.
" They flighted and demolished all the works of tliat

garrison." Clarendon: History, ii. s:i.

2. To treat as of little value or importance ;

to treat with neglect or superciliousness; to

disregard as unworthy of notice or considera-

tion ; to put a slight upon.
" That flighting and despising the things that an

present, for the love that he hath to his Master'*
service." Banyan : Pilgrim's Progrett, pt. i.

*
3. To throw, as of no value.

" The rogues sliyhtei me into the river.
"

Shaketp. :

Merry Wives of Windsor, iii. i.

* 1 To slight over : To treat carelessly ; to

run over in haste ; to perform suj>erficiully or

perfunctorily.
" Those men, when they have promised great

matters, and failed most shamefully, if they have th

perfection of boldness, will but slight it over, and no
more ado." Bacon: Essays.

slight (gh silent), t. [SLEIGHT.]

*
slight -en (gh silent), v.t. [Eng. slight, a. |

en.] To slight, to disregard.
" It is an odious wisdom to blaspheme,
Much more to tligMen. or deuy their lowers."

Ben Jonson : tt'janui, v. 10.

Slight'-er (gh silent), s. [Eng. slight, v. ; -er.J

One who slights or neglects.
"I do not believe you are so great an undervaluer

or slighter of it, as not to preserve it t.-mlerly aud
thriftily." Bp. Taylor : Artijicijl Hands menett,
p. 102.

*
slight'-ful (gh silent), a. [SLEIOHTFUL.]

Slight'-ing(3^sileiit),pr. par. ora, [SLIGHT. .)

ftte, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wylX, work, who. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. e, O3 = e; ey - a; <iu - kw.
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-1^ (gh silent), adv. [Eng. slight-

ing; -ly.] In a "slighting manner; with

neglect, disregard, or disrespect.
" A person whom we esteemed our friend has spoken

ilightinglsi of as."Knox : Etuay 25.

Slight'-ljKfl
1'1 silent), *sleight-ly,odt;. [Eng.

slight, a. ; -ly.] In a slight manner or degree :

as,

(1) In a small degree ; not strongly, vio-

lently, or dangerously ; inconsiderably.
"

If I gall him tlightly." Shaketp. : Hamlet, IT. 7.

(2) Carelessly, negligently, superficially ;

not thoroughly or exhaustively.
"
I hae not iteightly looked, but by many yere

studied and aduisedly considered." Sir T. Sort:
Wortei. p. 1,435.

*
(3) Slightingly, contemptuously, thought-

lessly. " Yon were to Warns,
To part K) lligMly with your wife's first gift."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, T.

light -ness (3h silent), a. [Eng. slight, a. ;

-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being slight or
inconsiderable ;

want or absence of force,

strength, or violence : as, the slightness of a
blow.

2. Negligence ;
want of thoroughness or

exhaustive n L-SS ; supei ticialness.
"
Experience has given us a better opinion of it,

than I fear the slightneu of the preparation will as

yet allow you." Boi/l: Vforkt, ii. 28L
*
3. Trifling, frivolity.

" Give way the while
T nnitable tlightneu." Shakesp. : Coriolamu, Iii 1.

Blight'-y (gh silent), a. [Eng. slight, a. ; -y.]

1. Superficial, slight.
" Tht slothful and ilighty way." EcJiard : Obi. on

Antwer to Contempt of Clergy, p. 134.

2. Trifling, inconsiderable.

alike, a. [A corrupt, ofso-like= such (q.v.).]
Such.

14 Wha herk ned ever riito a ferly thing f
"

Chaucer: C. T., 4,138.

llk'-en-side, s. [SLICKENSIDB.]

ll'-l^, adv. [Eng. sly ; -ly.] In a sly or cun-

ning manner ; cunningly, artfully ; with
artful or dexterous secrecy.

" ull slily smiled the observant nage."
lloitt : Lay of the Lent Minstrel, li. 34.

llm, a. [O. But. slim awry, crafty ; Dan.
1 & dw. s/em = bail, vile, worthless; Icel. skemr
= vile, bad; Ger. scWimm = bad, evil, arch,
cunning.]

1. Slight, weak, feeble, poor, unsubstantial.
" Was it in regard to the succession of St. Peter?

No: that was a tlim excuse. Burrow; Popt'l
Suftrem.icy.

2. Wortliless, bad. (Prov.)

3. Slender, thin ; of small diameter or thick-
ness in proportion to the height.

lime,
*
slim,

*
slyme, s. [A.S. sUm ; cogn.

* with Dut. slljm = phlegm, slime; Icel. shm;
Sw. slem; Dan. sliim mucus ; Ger. schleim.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. Lit.: Any soft, ropy, glutinous, or vis-

cous substance : as,

(1) Soft, moist, and sticky earth ; viscous
mud.

" His fattie waves doe fertile slimt outwell."

Spenter: f. ^., I. L 21.

(2) Asphalt or bitumen.
"
Slyme was a fatnesse that issued out of the earth,

bite vnto tarre," Tyndall : Workei, p. 6.

(3) A mucous, viscous substance, exuded
from the bodies of certain animals.

" The soft t'ime of the snail hardens." Goldsmith :

Animated Nature, bk. iv., ch. v.

2. Fig. : Anything of a clinging and offen-

sive nature, as cringing or fawning words or

actions, the reproach that follows evil-doing,
&c.

" The slimt that sticks on filthy deeds."
Shakesp. : Othello, T. *.

IL Meta.ll. : The common name among
miners for the mud obtained by wet grinding
or stamping the ores of the precious metals.

Slime-pit,
* slyme pittc, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : An asphalt or bitumen pit.

2. Metall. : A labyrinth. [LABYRINTH. .,

II. 3.]

slime-separator, . [SEPARATOR, II.

* W-]

lime, v.t. [SLIME, s.] To cover with, or
as with slime ; to make slimy.

Slim' -I- ness, a. [Eng. slimy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being slimy ; slime, vis-

cosity.
" Procreated by the sun's heat, and the earth's ilimi-

ness." Austin : Hoc Homo, p. 47. (Kicnaraian.)

tslim-ly, adv. [Bug. slim; -fy.J Thinly,
sparsely, scantily.

" The farewell all-night meetings which wtre held
In a small church here were Mmly attended."Daily
Jitva, Dec. 13, 1886.

slim'-mer, o. [SLIM.] [Of. Ger. schlimner=
sorry, paltry.] Delicate ; easily hurt. (Prov.)

* slim mish, o. [Eng. slim; -ish.] Some-
what slim.

slim'-ness, s. [Eng. slim; -ness.] The quality
or state of being slim.

sll mo ni a, *. [Named after Mr. Robert
Slimon, its discoverer.]

Palcecnt. : A genus of Eurypterida, having
the antennae simple and the telsou bilobate.
Found in the Upper Silurian of Lanarkshire.
Dr. Henry Woodward (Quar. Journ. Geol. Soc.,
xxiii. 30) puts the known species at three.

Slim'-sy, a, [SLIM.] Flimsy, frail. (Frequently
applied to cotton anil other cloth.) (Amer!)

slim y,
' slim ie, a. [Eng. slim(e); -y.]

Consisting of or abounding with slime ; of the
nature of slime ; overspread with slime

; glu-
tinous ; in botany, mucous (q.v.).

"
Reflecting terns,

That woo'd the Aimy bottom of the deep."
Shaketp. : Kichard III., L 4.

Sli -ness, s. [SLYNESS.]

sling (1),
*

sleng, slynge, $. [Dut
slinger; Sw. slunga,; Icel. glanga; O. H. Ger.
slinga.] [Suuo, v.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A sweep or swing ; a sweeping stroke, as
if made with a swing.

" The deadly tliny of the hailstones."
I.'ingfMuu : Eiangelitu, L 4.

2. A short leather strap having a string
secured to each end, by which a stone is

hurled. The stone lying in the strap, which
has a central aperture to receive it, the sling
is rapidly whirled, the ends of the two strings
being held in the hand, and when one string
is released, the stone flies off at a tangent.
The velocity of the projectile is computed
from the length of tae radius and rate of
revolution.

" The most common [enrinel in field engagements
wan a tlinij ; which we are told by some, was invented
by the natives of the Balearian islands, where it was
managed with so great art and dexterity, that young
children were not allowed any food by their mothers,
till they could fling it down from the )am, where it
was placed." Patter : Antiq. Greece, bk. iii., ch. iv.

II The skill of the left-handed Benjamites in

using a sling is mentioned in Judges xx. 16.

A sling was the weapon which David used
with fatal effect against Goliath. In ancient
times the best slingers were believed to be
the natives of the Balearic isles. (See extract.)

3. The strap by which a rifle is supported
on the shoulders.

II. Technically:

L Mach. : A device for holding articles se-

curely while being hoisted or lowered. It is

usually of rope, but frequently a chain having
hooks at its ends, and a ring through which
to pass the hook of the hoisting-rope, is

employed. For embarking or disembarking
horses or cattle, the slings have a canvas
baud which forms a cradle for the animal.

2. Naut. : The chain, clamp, or rope which
supports a mast. To sling the yards for action
is to secure them at the slings by iron chains
fitted for the purpose.

3. Surg. : A looped bandnge or handkerchief

placed around the neck to support a wounded
arm : as, To carry one's arm in a tling.

t (1) Boat slings :

Naut. : Strong ropes furnished with hooks
and iron thimbles, whereby to hook the tac-

kles in order to hoist the boats in and out of
the ship.

(2) Slings of a yard : [SLING (1), *., II. 2.].

sling cart, s.

Ordn. : A two-wheeled vehicle used for

transporting cannon, &c., short distances.

It has a strong, upwardly curved iron axle,

through which passes a perpendicular ele-

vating-screw. The breech of the gun is slung
beneath the axle, and the muzzle beneath the

pole, and it is raised from the ground by turn-
ing the screw.

sling-dog, s. An iron hook with a fang
at one end, and an eye at the other for a rope.
Used in pairs for hoisting, hauling, rafting, Ac.

sling-man, s. A slinger. (Sylvester.)
*
sling-stone, s. A stone hurled from a

sling.

Sling (2), . [Of. Low Ger. slingen ; Ger.

gen = to drink, to swallow.] An American
drink. [GIN-SLING.]

Sling (pa. t.
*
slang, slung, pa. par.

*
slongen,

slung), v.t. & i. [A.S. slint/an (pa. t. slang,
pa. par. slungen) ; cogn. with Dut. tlingerev= to toss, to sling ; Icel. slyngva, slongva (pa.
t. slong, slaung, pa. par. slunginn) = to sling,
to throw; Dan. slynge; Sw. slunga; Ger.

schlingen (pa. t. schlang, pa. par. geschlungen).
Prob. from the same root as slide, slip, slink,
and sleek.}

A. Transitive:

1. To throw, to hurl, to cast.

2. Specif. : To hurl or throw with or from a
sling.

"
Every one could tling stones at an hair breadth

and not miss." Judget xx. 16.

3. To hang, so as to swing ; to suspend in

Slings.
" The yard is ilung nearly in the middle, or upon an

quipoise." Cook : Second Voyage, bit. iii., ch. n.

4. To move or swing by a rope which sus-

pends the thing moved ; to place in or move
by slings in order to hoist, lower, or move
from one position to another.

* B. Intrans. : To move with long, swing-
ing, or elastic strides.

Sling -er, * slyng~er, *. [Eng. sling, v. ;

-er.] One who slings ; one who uses or is

skilled in the use of a sling.
"
They repulsed the cavalry, cut the archers and

tlingert to vieeea."tfladcn : Catar'i Comment., bk.
iii.. eh. xxii.

sling'-mg, o. [SLTNO, v.] A term applied to

a long, swinging, elastic pace, in which much
ground is covered with apparently little ex-
ertion ; swinging : as, a slinging trot.

slink,
*
slinke,

*
sclynk, (pa. t.

*
slunk,

slunk), v.i. <fc t. [A.S. slincan; cogn. with
Low Ger. sliken (pa. t. sleek, pa. par. sleken)= to slink, to creep, to crawl, to sneak ; Ger.
schleichen (pa. t. schlich, pa. par. geschlichen).']

A. Intransitive :

1. To sneak or creep away meanly or

timidly.
" And by a postern gate he think away."

Wordtworth : Horn of Egremont,

2. To miscarry ; to slip or cast the young.
(Said of cattle and sheep.)

" Swedes have not proved a cheap food when ewes in
lamb have slinked after living on them." Field, Jan.
16, 1886.

B. Trans. : To cast prematurely. (Said of
cattle and sheep.)

" Sometimes all cows in a dairy slink their calves,

yet the farmer cannot account for it." field, Feb. IS,
1886.

Slink, a. & s. [SLINK, v.]

A. As adjective:

1. Produced prematurely.
"This membrane does not properly appertain to

dogs, Ac., yet it may be found in slink calve*."*-

Student, vol. i., p. 840.

2. Thin, slender, lean, hungry.
B. As substantive :

1. A sneak; a mean, paltry fellow.
" He has no settled his account wi' my gudeman the

deacon for the twelvemonth ; he's but slink. I doubt."
Scott : Antiquary, ch. xv.

2. A calf, or other animal brought forth

prematurely ; the flesh of such an animcl ; the

veal of a calf killed immediately after being
calved. (Prov.)

" A ilink being a cast-calf."Field, Oct 17, 188*.

3. Diseased meat; meat unfit for human
food.

slink-butcher, . One who slaughters
diseased animals and sends their carcases to

markets.
" There is, however, reason to fear that some of the

rabbits and other animals exported from the mothei
country in ill-health may return to us in the shape of

tinned meats ; mid steps should, of course, be taken
for the protection of our own tlhik-biitrliert from any
dishonourable competition of this nature with tbeil

industry." St. Jameit (iatette. May 14, 18M, p. 4.

boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, shin, bench; go, tern; t*", this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

cian. -tiaa= Shan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -ion= zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, &c. s Del. del.
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Blink -Ie. slink' -9. o. [SLINK, a. ; cf. Dut.

iiunkrn = gaunt, thin ; Ger. schlank = slender.)

Thin, lank, lean.

Slip, Sllppe (pa. t. slope, dipped, pa. par.

slimxit,
*
slippen), v.i. A t. [A.S. sJpan(pa. t

toj>, pa. par. sliptn); cogn. with Dan. slipptn
= to slip, to eseajie ; I eel. skppo = (tr.) to let

lip, (intr.), to slip, to escape, to fail, to miss ;

Dan. slip)* = to let go, to escape ; Sw. slippa
= to get rid of, to escape ; O. H. Ger. sHfan ;

tin it*n = to sneak ; Ger. schlupfen = to slip,

to glide.]

A. Iiitransitiiv:

1. To move along the surface of anything
without bounding, rolling, or stepping; to

IKle, to glide.

2. To slide, to miss one's step, to fall down ;

not to tread firmly.
" Bis foot Mf.~ Spetuer: F. 0... VI. vii. 48.

3. To pass unexpectedly or imperceptibly ;

to glide. (Followed by away.)
"And thrice the flitting shadow tlipp'd away."

Drydtn: Virgil ; .Siieid vi. 95L

4. To move or start out of place, as from
ft socket or the like. (Followed by out.)

" Sometimes ths ancle-bone i apt to turn oat on
ither side, by reason of relaxation, which though
you rarince, ret. upon the least walking on it, the bone

tlipi out again." Witeman : Surgery.

&, To pass through neglect, inattention, or

oversight,
"Thirdly, there is always a certain proportion of

Bills which may be said to itip through both Houses,
and to receive the Royal assent." Daily Telegraph,
Aug. 4, 1ST*.

6. To pass unnoticed.
" Let him let the matter iltp."

SfKtkap. : Twelfth .fight, 111. 4.

7. To depart or withdraw secretly ; to sneak
or slink off. (Followed by away.)

"When Judas saw that bis host tlipt away, he was
ore troubled."! J/accabeei ix. 7.

8. To escape insensibly, especially from the

memory ; to be lost.
" Use the most proper methods to retain the Ideas

you have acquired ; for the mind Is ready to let many
of them flip.* Watts.- Education.

9. To enter or be admitted by oversight

(Followed by in or into.)
" Some mistakes may have dipt into it ; but others

will be prevented." Pope. (Todd.)

10. To fall into error, fault, crime, or sin ;

to backslide.
" H he had been as you,

And you as he. you would have tlipt like him."
SMtetp. : Measurefar Jleature, 11. J.

B. Transitive:

1. To cause to slip ; to convey gently or

secretly. (Followed by in..)
" We dipped In a couple of No. 4 cartridges." Daily

Telegraph. Dec. 28, 1886.

2. In cricket, to play a ball so that it shall

run towards or through the slips.

3. To let loose from, or as from slips.
"
Many a grand greyhound Is very shy of being

taken up when once flipped." Vero Shate : Book of the

Dog. p. 249.

4. To throw off; to disengage one's self

from.
" Forced to alight, my hone flipped his bridle and

ran away." Swift.

"5. To lose by neglect or negligence; to
allow to escape.

" Let us not tlip the occasion." Viltin, (Todd.)
*
6. To pass over negligently ; to omit by

negligence.
" I had almost tlipprd the hour."

Shakftp. : Macbeth, ii. 8.

7. To make abortion of; to miscarry with.
Used of a beast : as, To slip a calf.

8. To cut a slip or slips from ; to make a

lip or slips of for planting.
"The branches also may be flipped and planted."

Mortimer: Hutbandry.
*
9. To set loose, to free.

"From which [yoke] even here I tlip my weary
neck." Shaketp. : Richard III., if. 4.

1 To slip and slide are lateral movements
of the feet, but to glide is the movement of
the whole body. A person gli'les along the
surface of the ice when he slides ; a vessel

glides along through the water. In the moral
and figurative application, a person slips who
commits unintentional errors ; he slides into
a course of life who willingly, and yet with-
out difficulty, falls into the practice and
habits which are recommended ; he glides

though life if he pursue his course smoothly
and without interruption. Crabb.

t (1) To let slip: [LET (1), v., f 19.].

(2) To slip a cable: [CABLE, s., H 11.]

(3) To flip collar: [COLLAR, s., III. 2.]

(4) To slip off: To take off quietly, noise-

lessly, or hastily : as. To slip off one's clothes.

(5) To slip on : To put on quietly or hastily :

as, To slip on one's clothes.

*
(6) To slip the breath or wind : To die.

(7) To slip the leash : To disengage one's self

as from a leash or noose ; hence, to free one's

self from all restraining influences.

Slip, s. [SLIP, .]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act or state of slipping.

2. An unintentional error or fault; a mil-

take made through inadvertence.
" Mistake ill the unities by a tlip of the pen."

Byrom: Patronage of England.

3. A false step, a fault, an offence, an indis-

cretion.
" Tis a venial tlip." Shaketp. : Othello, if. 1.

4. A twig separated from the main stock,

especially for planting or grafting ; a scion, a

cutting.
"A native tlip to us from foreign seeds."

ShaXetp. : AXt Well, t t

5. A scion, a descendant.
" The girlish slip of a Sicilian bride,
From Otho's house, he carried to reside

At Mantua." Browning : Sordetto, bk. IL

6. A leash or string by which a dog is held.

(Usually in the plural.)
"
I see you stand like greyhounds in the Mpt."

Shaketp. : Henry P.. in. L

7. Anything easily slipped on or off: as

(1) A loose kind of garment worn by a
woman.

(2) A child's pinafore.

(3/ A loose covering or case : as, the cover-

ing of a pillow.
" The prisoner was conveyed in a pillow-tHp to the

edge of the cliff, and the tlip opened, so that he might
have his choice, whether to remain a captive or to

take the leap." Burroughs : Pepacton, p. 218.

(4) A slip-carriage (q.v.).

8. A long, narrow piece ; a strip, a streak.
"An unproductive flip of rugged ground."

Wardtmrrth: ficurtion, bk. L.

9. A long, narrow seat or pew, often with-

out any door, in churches. (Amer.)

10. A space between wharves or jetties, in

which ships or ferry-boats may lie to receive

or discharge cargo or passengers. {Amer.)
*
11. A narrow passage between two build-

ings. (Prov.)

*12. A counterfeit piece of money, being
brass covered with silver.

13. A particular quantity of yarn. (Local.)

14. The fine mud from a grindstone trough.

(Prov.)

15. A young sole.

11. Technically:

1. Bookbind. : The end of the twine to
which the sheets are sewed, serving to attach
the book to the boards.

2. Cricket : One of two fielders who stand
behind and on the off side of the wicket.

Short-sZip stands close up to the wicket, and
is backed up by long-sZip.

" Was missed at tlip in the new bowler's third over.

Field, Sept 4, 1886.

3. Geol. : The slipping of the strata down-
ward on one side of a fault or dislocation, or

the appearance presented by the strata which
have done so. [LANDSLIP.]

4. Hydr.-eng. : An inclined plane on which
a vessel in its cradle is supported while on
the stocks building, or upon which it is hauled
for repair : also, a contrivance for hauling
vessels out of the water for repairs, &c. It

generally consists of a carriage or cradle with
thick wheels, which run upon rails laid on an
inclined plane.

5. Insurance : A note of the contract made
out before the policy is effected, for the pur-
pose of asking the consent of underwriters to
the proposed policy. It is merely a jotting
or short memorandum of the terms, to which
the underwriters subscribe their initials, with
the sums for which they are willing to engage.
It has no force as a contract of insurance.

6. Naut. : The difference between the speed
of the propeller and that of the vessel, due to
the retreat of the resisting body under the

impact of the propeller.

f Negative slip is when the speed of the

vessel is apparently greater than that of the

propeller. This occurs when, owing to the

bad lines of the vessel, a body of dead water

is created, which follows in her wake.

7. Pottery:

(1) Fluid material for making porcelain. It

consists of finely-ground flint or of clay. The
flint is calcined, stamped, and ground in water.

Clay is mixed with water, and mechanically
divided until it makes a creamy fluid.

"These are lead glazed, rudely painted or with
ingle colours, and in some instances

'

sgraffiato,'

proving that the use of a white tlip. or 'engobe,' wai
known in Italy at that period." Fortnum : Majolica,
p. 13.

(2) The coloured clays used to fill up the

depressed pattern in the face of a tile which
is to be ornamented by encaustic.

8. Print. : Matter in column printed from
the galley on slips of paper for revision, when
the corrections are likely to be extensive, and
to affect the paging.

9. Shipbuild. : A place having a
slope

to a
harbour or a river, at a proper angle, for the
launch from it of a ship ; a building-slip.

10. Theat. (PL) : That part of a theatre from
which the scenery is slipped on ; also that

part where the actors stand before entering
on the scene.

" Go at half price to the tlipt at the City Theatre."
Dickent : Hketchet by Bat ; Making a Sight of it.

1 To give the slip : To escape from ; to evade.
" In agonies of fear lest our stag should gin ut On

lip." Field, Sept 25, 188&

*
Slip-along, a. Slip-shod.

*
slip - board, . A board sliding In

grooves.
"

I ventured to draw back the Mp-board on the

roof, contrived on purpose to let in air." Swift : ffut-

liver.

slip-carriage, s.

Railway : A carriage attached to an express
train in such a manner that it may be detached,
and put down passengers at a station through
which the rest of the train passes without
Stopping. (English.)

slip-clutch coupling, s.

Mach. : A kind of coupling belonging to the
class of friction couplings. In the figure a

hoop F, on the shaft o,

is set in motion by the

bayonet c D E, which is

slipped upon the shaft

A, the rods c D sliding
in holes in the cross-

head H B I,

which is

keyed fast

to the shaft A. When
the bayonets project, as
in the illustration, they
come in contact with
the studs L M on the

hoop, and impart motion
thereto. Thehoopmay

"I--CI.UTCH COUFLIKO.

be tightened on the wheel, which it incloses

to just such an extent as will cause it to im-

part motion thereto, when revolved, without

giving too sudden a jerk in starting.

slip-coat cheese, s. A rich variety of

cheese, made from milk warm from the cow,
and resembling butter, but white.

*
slip-coin, i. Counterfeit coin.

" To take a piece of ilip^oin in hand." Adam:
Work*, i. 47.

slip-dock, s.

Shipbuild. : A dock whose floor slopes to-

ward the water, so that its lower end is in

deep water and its upper end above high-
water mark. On the floor of the slip are four

parallel rails to support the cradle.

slip-hook, s.

Naut. : A hook which grasps a chain-cable

by one of its links, and may be disengaged or

slipped by the motion of a trigger, a sliding

ring, or otherwise.

slip-kiln, s.

Pottery : An oblong trough of stone or brick,
bottomed with fire-tiles, and heated by a fur-

nace beneath. It is used for evaporating slip
to a workable consistence.

Slip-knot, s. A knot which slips along
the line or rope around which it is made.

"
They draw off so much line as is necessary, and

fasten the rest upon the line-rowl with a ttip-knv*.
that no more line turn off.

'

Moxon : Mechanical
Jlxercitet.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pSt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; tryt Syrian, so, ce - e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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lip link, s. A connecting link which
allows a certain freedom of motion.

slip-on, a. A great -coat thrown over the

houlders loosely like a cloak. (West, Scotch.)

slip-rope, s.

Naut. A rope by which a cable is secured

preparatory to slipping the cable.

slip-shackle, s.

Naut. : A shackle having a lever-bolt which

may be let go suddenly when required.

*
slip-skin, a. Slippery, evasive.

" A pretty ili/i-skin conveyance to sift mass iuto no
auus.' Milton: Animad. on Remont. Defence.

*
slip-Slap, v.t. To slap repeatedly,

*
Slip-slop, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Slipshod, slovenly.

B. As subst. : A blunder.

* Slip-Sloppy, a. Wet, splashy.

slip-stopper, s.

Naut. : Apparatus for suddenly letting go
the anchor out of its lashings when it is

required to drop it.

*
slip thrift, s. A spendthrift, a pro-

digal.
" Thus it is In the house of prodigals, drlnkuig !ip-

thrifti. and Belials." Granger : On Xccletiattet, p. 878.

lip-way, s.

Shipbuild. : One of the pair of parallel, in-

clined platforms of timl>er, firmly founded on
the floor of the slip, and kept steady in their

positions by shores. Their inclination varies

from 1 in 12 for small ships to 1 in 24 for the

largest. The breadth may be four feet and
under, according to the size of the vessel.

lipped, pa. par. & a. [Sup, .]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

Her. : An epithet applied to a flower or
branch depicted as torn from the stalk.

lip' per, s. [Eng. slip, v. ; -er.]

1. One who or that which slips or lets slip :

pecif., in coursing, the official who holds a

couple of greyhounds in the slips or leash,
and lets both go at the same instant, on a

given signal, after the hare.
"
If one dog get* out of the slips, the flipper Is not

allowed to let the other go." I'ero Sham : Book of the

Dog. p. 249.

2. A covering for the foot, into or out of
which the foot can be easily slipped. It does
not extend so high up as the ankle-joint, and
IB unprovided with a fastening.

" Meanwhile the master porter wide displayed
Great store of cai. of ilippi-rt, and of gowns."

Th.mson : Cattle of 'Indolence, i. 26.

5. A brake-shoe for a wheel in descending a
hill.

4. A kind of apron or pinafore for children,
to be slipped on over their other clothes to

keep them clean ; a slip.

6. The same as SLIPPER^>LANT (q.v.).

slipper animalcule, s.

Zool. : Paramoxium. aurelia,

Slipper - bath, s. A bath, usually of
tinned iron or zinc plates, and shaped like a
high shoe, so as to enable the liather to take a

half-horizontal, half-vertical position.

slipper-plant, slipper-spurge, t,

Dot. : The genus Pedilanthus (q.v.).

slipper-shell, s.

Zool. : The genus Crepidula (q.v.).

slip' -per, *slyp-per, a. [A.8. Alptr.]
Slippery.

"
I know they bee flipper that I have to do wyth,

and there Is no bolde of them." Unmet: Workei,
p. 283.

Slip pered, a. [Eng. slipper, s.;-cd.} Having
or wearing slippers. " The sixth age shift*

Into the lean and sllpper'd pantaloon."
Shaketp. : At You Like It, li. 7.

Sllp'-per-i-ly, adv. [Eng. slippery; -ly.]
In a slippery manner.

slip per i ness, *
slip-per-nesse, t.

[Eng. slippery; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being slippery ; a
state of surface rendering it easy to slip or
slide ; smoothness, lubricity.

" The smoothness and ttipperineu of the surfaces."
Boyle: Work,, iii. 867.

*
2. Glibness ; readiness or liability to slip.

"We do not only fall by the tlipperineu of our
tongue*, but we deliberately discipline them to mis-
chief." (fonernment of the Tongue.

3. Readiness or disposition to use evasions,
or the like ; lubricity or uncertainty of cha-
racter.

4. Uncertainty, instability, changeableness.

slip -per-wort, s. [Eng. slipper, and wort.]

Bot. : The genus Calceolaria.

sllp'-per-y, a. [Eng. slipper; -y.]

1. Having a surface of such a state as to
render it easy for any body to slip or slide

alono; it easily ; allowing or causing anything
to slip, slide, or move smoothly along on the
surface with little friction ; smooth.

"
Sanguine streams the Mppery ground einbrue."

Oryden : Virgil ; .Knrid xii. 1,008

2. Difficult to hold in consequence of lu-

bricity : as, The eel is slippery.

3. Not affording firm footing, standing, or

support.
" My credit now stands on such lUpptru ground."

Shakeip. : Julius Conor, lit 1.

*
4, Liable to slip ; not standing firm.

"
Being tlippery slanders."

Sh/ikrsp. : Troilui t Creuida, ill. S.

*&. Unstable, uncertain, mutable.
" O world, thy ilippery turns !

"

Shakrtp. : Coriolanut, IT. 4.

6. Ready or disposed to use evasions, sub-

terfuges, or tricks ; not to lie depended on ;

artful, cunning, untrustworthy ; that cannot
be kept or bound to one statement or line of
conduct.

*
7. Not sure or certain in its effect.

"One sure trick is better than a hundred tUppery
oraa."L'Ettranye.
*
8. Wanton, unchaste.

" My wife is Mpperjt*
Shaken* Winter't Tale, i. 1

slip' pi ness, s. [Eng. slippy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being slippy or slippery ;

slipperiness.

lip'-py. a- * * tEng- MP : -y-\

A. As adj. : Slippery, smooth.
" The white of an egg is ropy, tlippu, and nutritious."

Flayer.

B. As subst. : A free translation of Nivose,
the fourth month of the French Republican
year.

slip shod, a. [Eng. slip, and shirt.]

1. Lit. : Wearing slippers or shoes down at
heel.

" The shiv'ring urchin, bending as he goes.
With Mpshod heels." Cowper : Truth, 144.

2. Fig. : Careless, slovenly in manner, style,
&c.

"Stilted phraseology is preferable to tli/>ihod." -
Daily Telegraph, Aug. 29, 1865.

*
slip shoe, t. [Eng. slip, and shoe.] A
slipper.

*
slip-slop, s. & o. [A redup. of tlap (q.v.).]

A. A* substantive :

1. Bad, poor liquor.

2. Feeble composition.

B. As adj. : Poor, feeble, jejune.

*
Slip'-string, s. [Eng. slip, and string.]
One who has shaken off restraint ; a prodigal." One owed to the gallows." (Trench.)

"Well, Mp-*tring, I shall meet with you."
Beaum. i Flet. : A King t So King, li.

*
slish, . [A lighter form of slash (q.v.).] A
cut, a slash.

"This a sleeve?
Here's snip and nip, and ilith mid slash."

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew. Iv. 8.

Slit,
*
Slitte, v.t. [A.S. slitan (pa. t. slat, pa.

par. iliten); Icel. slita (pa. t. sleit, pa. par.

tlitinn); Dan. slide; Sw. slita; Dut. slijten ;

O. H. Ger., slizan; Qer. schleissen. From the
same root as slntr, slash, slice.]

1. To cut lengthwise ; to cut into long
pieces or strips.

2. To cut or make a long cut or fissure in

or upon." And sav'd the ililting of his nose,

By timely changing of his clothes."

King ; Art o/ Love, V.

3. To cut generally ; to divide by cutting.
" Comes the blind Fury, with the abhorred shears.
And tlin the thin-spun life."

Milton : LfCidat, 7f>.

Slit,
*
Slitte, pa. par., a., & *. [A.S. slite = a

slit.) [SLIT, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Divided ; specif., in Botany,
split up into narrow, pointed segments.

C. As substantive :

1. A long cut or narrow opening.
" We made it to move in a perpendicular (lit i> a

piece of pasteboard." Boyle : Workt, iii. 251

2. A cleft or crack in.the breast of cattle.

slit-deal, s.

Carp. : A li inch plank cut into two boards.

Slit-deal plane: A tonguing or grooving
plane.

Slit-planting, *. A method of planting
which is performed by making slits in the
soil by means of a spade so as to cross each

other, and inserting the plant at the point
where the slits cross.

slit-shell, s.

Zool. : The genus Pleurotomaria (q.v.). The
scientific and the popular name refer to a

deep slit in the outsr lip, which, as the shell

grows, is gradually filled up, and forms a dis-

tinct band round the whorls.

Slith'-er, v.i. [SLIDDER.] To slide, to glide.
" Ton could not estimate the distance or direction

to which your horse might tlither." field, Feb. 13,
188S.

slith'-er-y, o. [Eng. slither; -y.] Slippery.

(Prov.)

slit'-ter, s. [Eng. slit, y. ; -er.] One who or
that which slits; specif., a slitting-machine
(q.v.).

slit-ting, pr. par. or o. [SLIT, .]

slitting-file, t. A lozenge-shaped file.

slitting-gauge, .

Saddlery : A tool used to cut straps of any
given width from the hide.

slitting-machine, .

1. Metal-work. : A machine for cutting plate-
metal into strips for nail-rods or other pur-
poses.

2. Leather: A machine for cutting leather
into strips or thongs.

slitting mill, s.

L Gem^cutting : [LAPIDARY'S MILL].

2. Metal-work. : A slitting-machine.

slitting-plane, s.

Carp. : A tool for cutting boards, Ac., Into

strips.

slitting-roller, s. One of a pair of re-

ciprocating rollers for cutting into strips ma-
terial fed between them.

slitting saw, s.

Wood-work. : A machine for slitting scant-

ling, boards, <tc., into thin planks.

slive (1), v.t. [A.S. slifan (pa. t. slaf, pa. par.

slipen).] To cut, to cleave, to split, to rend.

Slive (2), v.i. [Cf. Oer. schleifen = to glide.]
To sneak, to skulk, to creep; to idle away
time. (Prov.)

"
I minded her when she flitted off." Centliore:

Platonick Lady, iv.

Slive, s. [SLIVE (1), v.] A slice, a chip. (Prov.)

sliv -er, v.t. & t. [SLIVER, .]

A. Trans. : To cut or divide into long, thin

pieces ; to cut into very small pieces ; to slit,

to slice, to rend, to tear up.
" Gall of goat, and slips of yew,
Slivered in the moon's eclipse."

Shaketp. : Macbeth, IT. L

B. Intrans. : To split ; to become split.
" The planks being cut across the grain to prevent

inhering. 'ScrUmeft Magazine, Hay, 1880, p. 7.

Sliv'-er, s. [A dimin. of slive, a. (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A long piece cut or torn off ; a slice,

slive.

2. A small branch.
' There on the pendent boughs her coronet weed*
Clambering to hang, an envious sHver broke."

Shake$p. : Hamlet, IT. T.

II. Spinning : A continuous strand of cotton
or other fibre in a loose, untwisted condition,

ready for slubbing and roving, preparatory to

being spun.

sliver-box, s. The machine in which
slivers of long-stapled wool are lapped on each
other and then elongated.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; eat, 90!!, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =

-elan, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -(ion, -gion
- M- -clous, -tious, -sious - shus. -Me, -die, &. - Del, del.
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liv er-ing, pr par. or a. [SLIVER, .]

slivering machine, *.

Wood-work. : A machine for cutting splints,

slivers, or shred* of wood for various pur-

POM*.

816, V.t, (SUIT, v.J

816, . [SLOK.]

look, sloak -an, *. [?LOKAN. J

t. [Etym. doubtful.]

Jtfin.: A layer of earth between coal-seams.

Sloan -e a, s. [Named after Sir Hans Stoane

(1000-1753), President of the Royal Society,
whose natural history collection, sold to the

nation, became the nucleus of those in the

British Museum.]
Bet. : The typical genus of Sloanidse (q.v.).

Leaves feather-veined ; flowers axillury, in

racemes, panicles, or clusters, white or green-

ish-yellow ; species more than thirty ; fruit

from the size of a hazel-nut to that of an

orange, bristly, four-celled, four-seeded. Tro-

pical American trees, often above a hundred
feet high, with very hard wood. Sloanta

janaicensis is the Break-axe or Ironwood. The
fruit otS. dentata is eaten, and the inner bark
of the tree, which is astringent, is given in

dysentery.

loan'-I-dse, s.pl. [Mod. Lat sloan(ea); Lat
fern. pi. adj. sun*. -Wo:.]

Bot. : A family of Tilese.

loan -ite, s. [After the Chevalier Sloane, of

Florence ; suff. -ite (Afiu.).]

Jfin. : An orthorhombic mineral, occurring
In radiated masses in fissures of the gabbro
rosso of Tuscany. Hardness, 4'5; sp. gr.

2'441 ; lustre, pearly ; colour, white; opaque.
Compos. : silica, 427 ; alumina, 34*9 ; lime,

U'4; water, 11-0 = 100.

sloap'-ljf, adv. [Eng. doap = tlopt; -Zy.]

Slopingly.

Sloat, . [A variant of slat (q.T.); cf. Low
Ger. slaate = a pole, a stem.] A narrow piece
of timber which holds together large pieces ;

specif., one of the cross pieces In the frame
forming the bottom of a cart or wagon-bed.

161) (1), i. [Gael, tlaib -= mud.] Mud; muddy
land.

slob (2), . An untidy, ungainly, or worthless

person. (U. S. Slang.)

lob ber, t. [SLABBER, *.] Slaver, slabber;
liquor spilled ; driveL

lob'-ber, v.t. & i. [SLABBER, .]

A. Trans. : To slaver, to slabber ; to drivel

upon.
- The cook that aobben his beard with nck-potMt.*
King : Art of Cookery, lett. vi.

B. Intrant. : To slaver, to drivel, to dote ;

to be weak or foolish.
" Wheu, bless each little tloboeriny month.U had not cut a tingle tooth."

Maton : Dtan * Squirt.

^ To tkXbtr over work : To do work in t
careless, slovenly manner.

lob'-ber-er, . [Eng. slobber, r. ; -er.J

1. One who slobbers ; a driveller.

2. A slovenly farmer ; also, a jobbing tailor.

(Prop.)

lob-ber-y, o. [Eng. slobber; .] Moist,
muddy, sloppy.

" To buy a itobbtry and a dirty farm.*
Shaknp. : Henry F., ill &.

lock, slock -en, slok-en, v.t. [I eel.

slokna = to be extinguished.] [SLAKE.] To
quench, to slake, to allay.

"The blue bowl . . . that will Oaken all their
drouth." Scott : Kedgaunllct, cb, xlr. .

BlSck'-ing, pr. par., or a. (SLOCK.)

Blocking stone, *.

Mining: A piece of rich ore extracted, or

pretended to be extracted, from a certain

mine, and displayed to induce persons to take
shares in such mine.

Bloe, Slo, s. [A.S. sla, pi. sldn ; Dut. tlee,

tleeuwe; Dan. slaaen; Sw. sldn; Ger. schlehe;
O. H. Ger. sttha, from Low Ger. site, slei;
N. H. Ger. schleh; Dut sUeuw; Sw. tlo=
harsh, blunt, dull.]

Bot., c. : The fruit of Prunus conmunls,
rar. spinosa, or the tree which bears it. The
latter has black baik, divaricate branches,
all splnesi-ent ; finely-serrulate leaves, convo-
lute when young, at last glabrous beneath;

pedicels solitary or in pairs, glabrous ; flowers

appearing before the leaves ; petals obovate,
white ; berry globose, half an inch in diameter,
black, covered with bloom, very austere.

Found in Europe in hedges, coppices, and
woods. Culled also Blackthorn, and, more

rarely, Blackthorn May (q.v.). There is a

species of Sole (P. umbellata) found in the

southern United States, which bears a pleasant

fruit, of black or red color.

sloe-carpet, .

Entom, : A geometer moth, Aleucis pictaria,
found in the south of England. The cater-

pillar feeds on the sloe.

slog, v.i. [Etym, doubtful.] To hit hard.

CSCa#0

slo gan, s. [Gael, sluagh-ghairm, from sluagh
= a h'ost, an army, and gairm = a call, an out-

cry.] The war-cry or gathering cry of one of
the old Highland clans ; hence, the watch-
word used by soldiers in the field.

" The popular itogani on both sides were IndefaUga.
bly repo ited." .tfacaiday : Hist. Eng., eh. V.

* Slog-ard-ie, . [SI.UOQAEDT.]

iSg'-ger, . [Eng. slog; -er.]

1. One who slogs ; a hard hitter.
" He was a vigorous slower, and heartilyobjected to

being bowled first ball.' Standard, Dec. 1. 1385.

2. A second-class racing boat at Cambridge,
corresponding to the torpids at Oxford. (Univ.
slang.)

slog'-wood, s. [Scotch slogg= a slough, a

quagmire" (?), and Eng. wood.]

Bot. : Hufelandia pendula, one of the Lau-
racese.

sloke, slouk, slok-aun, slake, . [Sw.
Oak = loose (?).]

Bot. : Porphyra laciniata. (Scotch.) [SuiE,
GREEN-SLOKE.]

slok-en, v.t. [SLOCK.]

slom-ber, s. & v. [SLUMBIR.J

slod, s. [SLOUGH (1).]

* sloom, . [A.8. duma = slumber (q.v.).]
Slumber.

Sloom'- y, o. [Eng. tloom; -y.] Sluggish,
slo,.-. (Prov.)

Sloop,
*
sloope, . [Dut. sloep ; O. Dut

sloepe, sloepken ; prob. a contract, of Fr. cha-

lov.pt; Eng. shallop (q.v.).]

Navt. : A fore-and-aft rigged vessel with one

mast, like a cutter, but having a jib-stay and
standing bowsprit, which the cutter has not.

" And besides at this Island we might build canoas,
it being plentifully stored with large cedars for such a

purpose, and for this reason the Jamaica men come
Dither frequently to build tloopt" Dampim- : Vof
aya (an. 1680).

1f Sloop-of-war :

'

In the modern navy, a
vessel, of whatever rig, between a corvette
and a gun-boat, generally under the command
of a commander. Formerly sloops-of-war
carried from ten to eighteen guns, but since

the introduction of steam-ships the number
of guns has ceased to be distinctive. The term
is now practically out of use, except in refer-

ring to the few wooden vessels of this type
still remaining in commission.

Slop, v.t. & I. [SLOP (1). !

A. Transitive :

1. To spill or cause to overflow, as a liquid.
*

2. To drink grossly and greedily.

3. To spill liquid upon ; to soil by spilling

liquid upon.
B. Intrans. : To be spilled or overflow, as

a liquid by the motion of the vessel contain-

ing it. (Generally with over.)

Slop (1), . [A.S. sloppe, slyppe = the sloppy
drippings of a cow; prob. allied to slab,

slabber, slaver, and slobber ; cf. Icel. slop =
slimy offal of fish ; slipja = slime ; Gael. &
Irish slaib = mire, mud.]

1. Water carelessly thrown about or spilt,
as on a table, &c. ; a puddle, a soiled spot.

2. Poor liquor ; liquid food, such as broth,
milk, &c., given to invalids. (Generally in

the plural.)

3. (Pi.) : The waste, dirty water of a house.

lop-basin, slop-bowl, s. A basin or
vest el into which the dregs from the tea or

cottee-cups are emptied.

slop-pail, s. A pail or bucket for re-

ceiving slops, or for chamber use.

sl6p (2),
*
sloppe, s. [Icel. sloppr = a slop,

gown, loose, trailing garment ; yfirshppr =s

an outer gown ; A.S. slype, sltfpe, from slvpan
= to glide ; Dan. slceb a train, from slteb

to trail ; .Ger. schleppe = a train, from
tchleppen = to trail.]

1. A smock-frock.

2. Any kind of outer garment made of linen;
a night-gown ; a kind of cloak or mantle.

" Rhymes an guards on wanton Cupid's hose :

Disfigure not his itop."
Shaketp. : Lore'i Labour i Lost, IT. S.

3. (PI): A loose lower garment ; wido
breeches.

" He had nothing upon him but a pair of tlopt, and
upou his body a goat skiu." S/dny : Arcadia, bk. L

4. (Pi.): Ready-made clothing.

5. (Pi.): In the navy, the clothes and bed-

ding of a sailor ; they are supplied to the

uien at cost price.

6. A tailor. (Slang.)

Slop-book, . In the navy, a register of
the slop clothing, soap, and tobacco, served to

the men ; also of the religious books supplied.

slop-room, t.

Naut.: The room In which the slops are

kept for the ship's company.

slop-work, s. The manufacture of cheap
ready-made clothing.

" Worse dune than if sent to the wont flop-work
shop iu the East-eud." t^aeen, Sept 26, leS5.

Slop (3), s. [See def.] A contraction of tsclop,

a term used in the back-slang of the lower
classes for a policeman. It is an attempt to

render the .backward spelling of the word

police pronounceable. [SLANG (2), s., H (1).}

Slop (4), . [SLIP, ., II. 7 (I)-]

Slope, s. & a. [Prob. from A.S. sldp, pa. t of

slipan to slip.]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

L An oblique direction, especially a direc-

tion downwards.

2. A declivity or acclivity ; any ground
whose surface makes an angle with the
horizon.

"His army was drawn up on the ilope of a hill,
which was almost surrounded by red bog." Macau-
lay; /Hit. Eng., ch. xvil.

IL Technically:

1. Civil-eng. : An inclined bank of earth on
the sides of a cutting or an embankment.

2. Mining: The dip or inclination of a
stratum or vein of ore.

3. Fort. : The inclined surface of the interior,

top, or exterior of a parapet or other portion
of a work.

* B. As adj. : Inclined or inclining from a
horizontal position; forming an angle with
the plane of the horizon.

" Murmuring waters fall

Down the ilope hills." Milton : P. L., IT. M.

Slope-level, s. [CLINOMETER, 1.]

Slope, v.t. & i. [SLOPE, .]

A. Transitive :

1. To form with a slope ; to form to obli-

quity or declivity.

2. To direct obliquely ; to bend down.
" The star that rose, at evening, bright,
Toward heaveu's descent had iloped his west'rtnf

wheel." Milton: Lycidal.S*.

3. To give the slip to ; to defraud by running
away : as, To slope a shopkeeper. (Slang.)

B. Intransitive :

1. To take an oblique direction ; to be de-

clivous or inclined ; to descend in an oblique,
sloping, or slanting direction.

" Broad in the beam, but iloping aft
With graceful curve and slow degrees."

Longfellow : Building of the Sfiip.

2. To run away ; to decamp, to bolt. (Slang.)

T (1) To slope arms :

Mil. : To carry the rifle obliquely over UM
shoulder.

(2) To slope the standard :

Mil. : To dip or lower the standard as S
form of salute.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, fatner ; we, wit, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, woU work, who, son; mute, fifth, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. , oo = e; ey = a; an = kw.



* Slope, adv. [SLOPE, a.] Obliquely ; not

perpendicularly.
" That bright beam, whose point now raised
Bore him llope downward to the suu."

Milton : P. L., IT. ML

Sl5pe-ngss, . [Eng. slope; -ness.]
The

quality
or state of being sloping ; obliquity,

declivity.
"The Italians re very precise in giving the cover a

graceful pendence of tlopenett." Keliguia Wottnniana,
p. 48.

* Slope'-Wise, adv. [Eng. slnpe; -wise.] Ob-

liquely, slantingly.
"The fosse that goeth not directlie but tlopevnte

orer the greatest part of this island." Bolintlied:
Desc. Brit., ch. xix.

Slop '-ing, pr. par. or a. [SLOPE, v.] Oblique,
declivous ; inclined or inclining from a hori-

zontal or other straight line.
" Hark ! 'tis the music of a thousand rills,

Some through the groves, some down the ilopiny
hills." Cowper: Charity, 808.

slop'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. sloping; -ly.] In a

sloping manner ; obliquely.
"Hats, which, whenever the rain descends, they

range slopingly against thegunwale." Anton : Yoyaget,
bk. ii., ch. x.

* slop'-pl-ness, s. [Eng. sloppy (1); -ness.]

The quality or state of being sloppy ; muddi-
ness ; wetness of the ground.

slop'-py (1), a. [Eng. slop (1), s. ; -y.]

1. Wet, so as to spatter easily; muddy,
plashy.

"The links in many places were tloppji and the
putting greens very heavy." Field, Oct. 3, 1885.

2. Bespattered, slopped over.
" The weather was cold, and floppy balfrcans are not

pleasant things in railway carriages, especially on long
Journeys." Fithing Gazette, Jan. 30, 1886.

slop -py (2), o. [Eng. slop (2), s.; -y.] Loose,
ill-fitting.

"It must not be Imagined that, to be easy, dree*
must necessarily be sloppy." Queen, Oct. 7, 1882.

Slops, s. pi. [SLOP (2), s.]

8l5p'-sel-ler, s. [Eng. slop (2), s., and seller.]

A dealer in ready-made clothes.
" The harsh, oppressive middleman, and the heart-

less indifferent tloptcller have sat for their portrait*
again and again." Daily JVetn, Dec. 3, 1884.

Sl8p'-sh6p, s. [Eng. slop (2), s., and shop.] A
shop where ready-made clothes are sold.

*
6lop'-y, a. [Eng. slop(e) ; -y.] Sloping.

" Where the mantling willows nod
From the green bank's slopy side."

Cunningham: A Landtcapt.

Sl6sn, *. [SLUSH.] Soft mud, filth.

slosh-wheel, s.

Mach. : A wheel having two slots crossing
at right angles and forming guides for two
slides which traverse in them like the glides

in a trammel (q.v.). A bar pivoted to the
two slides makes two reciprocations in each
direction for each revolution of the wheel.
The name has reference to the fact that wheels
of this description are used in grinding lime.

Slosh, v.i. [SLOSH, s.] To flounder among
slosh.

Slosh'-y, a. [Eng. slosh ; -y.] Muddy, slushy.
"The roads were wet and flashy." St. Jamet'i

Gazette, Dec. 23, 1886.

Slot (1), v.t. [SLOT (2), s.] To shut with vio-
lence ; to slain, to bang. (Prov.)

SlSt (2), v.t. [SLOT (1), s.] To track or trace

by the slot.

"The outlying deer . . . had been flatted by the
keepers round the neighbouring coverts." field, Feb.
20. 1836.

Slot (1), sleuth.
*
sloth, s. [Tcel. sl6dh=&

track or trail in snow, orthe like ; slasdha = to

trail.] [SLEUTH-HOUND.]
1. The track of a deer, as followed by the

mark of his feet.

"The labouring hunter tufts the thick unbarbed

Where harbonr'd is the hart ; there often from his feed
The dogs of him do find ; or thorough skilful heed
The huntsman by his tint, or breaking earth per-

ceives." Drayton : Poly-Olblon, s. 13.

2. A track, trail, or trace of any kind.

"This odious fool, who . . . leaves the noisome
tench of his rude llot behind Urn." Milton : Colai-

Slot-hound, s. [SLEUTH-HOUND.]

slSt (2), *siotte, *sloot, s. [Dut. slot = A

lock, from sluiten = to shut (pa. t. shot, pa.

slope slough

par. gesloten) ; O. Frls. slot, from sluta, = to
shut ; Low Ger. slot, from sluta = to shut ;

Bw. sluta = to shut (pa. t. slot, pa. par. sluten ;

Ger. schl lessen; O. H. Ger. iliosun ; M. H.
Ger. sliezen.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The fastening of a door ; a bar, a bolt
(Prov.)

2. A piece of timber which connects or
holds others together ; a slat or sloat.

IL Technically:

1. Mach. : An elongated, narrow perforation
or aperture, a slit ; a rectangular recess or

depression cut partially into the thickness of

any piece of metal for the reception of another

piece of similar form.

2. Theat.: A trap-door in the stage of
theatre. (Also spelled slole.)

slot machine, *. A device by which
the dropping of a coin in a slot automatically
enables the purchaser to obtain that which he
pays for.

Slot (3), s. [Sw. slutt = a slope, a declivity.]
A hollow.

H (1) Slot of a hill : A hollow in a hiU or
between two ridges.

(2) Slot of the breast : The pit of the stomach.

(Scotch.)

slote, *. [SLOT (2), ., II. 2.]

sloth,
*
sleuthe,

* slouth,
* slonthe. *. &

a, [A.S. sldkwdh, from slaw = slow (q.v.).]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language i

*
1. Slowness, dilatoriness.

2. Disinclination to work or exertion ; lazi-

ness, idleness ; habitual indolence ; sluggish-
ness.

" Nor iloth bath seized me, but thy word restrains."

Pope: Bomer; Iliad y. 1,018.

U. Zool. : The popular name for any indi-

vidual of the Edentate group Tardigrada
(q.v.), from their slow and awkward move-
ments on the ground, owing to the peculiar
structure of the wrist and ankle-joints. The
feet are armed with long claws, and turned
towards the body, so that the animal is com-

pelled to rest on the side of the hind foot,
while the disproportionate length of the fore-

limbs causes it to rest also on the elbows. It

shuffles forward, alternately stretching the

fore-legs and hooking the claws into the

ground, or grasping some object to draw itself

along. Sloths are natives of South America,
nocturnal in habit, and are found in the forests

of that region, passing their lives among the
branches of trees, on the leaves and young
shoots of which they feed. In moving from
one limb of a tree to another, they hang back
downwards, embracing the limb with their

hind, and drawing themselves forward with
their fore feet. They are covered with coarse,

shaggy hair, not unlike withered grass, which
protects them from insects and shields them
from observation when at rest in the day-
time. The stomach is complicated, but there
is no rumination. The female produces but
one at a birth, which clings to its mother till

able to provide for itself. Their chief enemies
are snakes and the Carnivora ; their arboreal

habits are a partial protection against the

latter, and against 'the former they defend
themselves by their powerful fore-limbs and
claws. There are several species, the most
imi>ortant of which are described in this

Dictionary under their popular names. [Ai,
TWO-TOED SLOTH, THREE-TOED SLOTH.]

* B. As adj. : Slow, slothful.

"God Is ... very sloth to avenge." Latimtr.

sloth-animalcules, . pi.

Zool. : The Arachnidan order Tardigrada
(q.v.). Called also Bear Animalcules.

sloth-bear, .

Zool. : Melursus labiatus, an Indian bear,
found throughout the Peninsula and in Ceylon.
It feeds on ants, honey, fruit, and, occa-

sionally, birds' egs*. It is between five and
six feet long, extremely awkward and un-

gainly in appearance, and the snout and lower

lips are prolonged. [PROCHILUS.] The fur is

mostly black, the muzzle and tips of the feet

being of a dirty white or yellowish colour, and
the breast ornamented with a light crescentio
or V-shaped mark.

*
sloth, v.i. [SLOTH, *.] To be slothful or
idle.
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Sloth'-ful. * slouth-full, a, [Eng. sloth;

fuU.~\ Inactive, sluggish, lazy, Indolent.
" To vice industrious, but to nobler deeds
Timorous and slot>i/t<J." Milton : P. L.. IL 117.

Sl6th'-ful-ly, adv. [Eng. slothful; -ly.]
In

a slothful or lazy manner ; lazily, sluggishly.

Sloth'-ful -ness,
' slouth ful ness, *.

[Eng. slothful ; -ness.] The quality or state of

being slothful
; laziness, habitual indolence,

idleness, sloth.
"
S&othfulntst ca-'teth into a deep sleep, and an idle

soul shall suffer hunger." Proverbt xlx. 1&.

SlSt'-ter-y, a. [Allied to slattern (q.v.) ; ct
Low Ger. slodderig = loose, slovenly ; Ger.

schlotterig = negligent.]

1. Squalid, dirty, sluttish, slovenly, un-
trimmed.

2. Foul, wet

Slot -ting, s. [Eng. slot (2), s. ; -ing.] The
act, operation, or process of making slots.

slotting-auger, s. A form of auger
having side-cutting lips so as to make a slot
in work fed laterally against it.

slotting machine, s.

Metal-work. : A variety of planing-machine
in which the tool is vertically reciprocated
while the work is fed beneath it between cuts.

It is employed in the formation of slots in any
piece of machinery.

Slou9h, s. [Icel. slokr = a slouching fellow ;

slakr slack ; cf. Sw. sloka = to droop ; slokig= hanging, slouching.]

1. A drooping or depression of the head or
other part of the body ; a stoop ; an ungainly,
clownish gait.

2. An awkward, lubberly, clownish fellow.
"
Begin thy carols then, thou vaunting tlouch:
Be thine the oaken staff, or mine the pouch.

Gay : Shepherd't Week, L

3. A depression or hanging down, as of the
brim of a hat.

slouch-hat, s. A hat with a wide, hang-
ing brim.

" A big farmer-looking man in a slouch-hat and
shocking old coat." Scribner't Magazine, Sept, 1877,

p. 628.

slough, v.i. & t. [SLOUCH, s.]

A. Intrans. : To have or move with a
slouching, downcast, or clownish gait or
manner.

" A child taken by a douching villain." Daily
Telegraph, Sept 14, 1885.

B. Trans. : To depress ; to cause to hang
down, as the brim of a hat.

slough -ing, a. [Eng. slouch; -ing.]

1. Hanging down, depressed.

2. Walking with a heavy, clownish gait or
manner.

*
slough'-yvo. [Eng. slouch ; -y.] Slouching.

"
Bow-legged, tlouchy, ungraceful, and inactive."

Scriftner'* Magazine, Aug., 1877, p. 610.

Slough (gh silent) (1),
*
slogh, s. [A.S. sl6h,

from Ir. sloe = a pit, a hollow, from slugaim =
to swallow, to devour ; Gael, sloe = a pit, dec,

pool; slugard = a slough, from slug = to

swallow, to gorge.] A hole full of mire ; a
hollow place filled with mud ; a mire.

"
Passing over Uaeslem mere, a huge island ilough."

Bovell: Letter*, bk. L. let 10.

1 Slough of despond : A depth of despond-

ency. An expression borrowed from the

Slough of Despond, in which Bunyan, in the

Pilgrim's Progress, describes Christian as

having sunk and become bemired.

Slough (gh as f) (2),
*
slougth,

* slouh,
* slow,

* sloughe,
*
slughe, s. [From

the same root as slip (q.v.); cf. Sw. dial.

slug, sluve, sluv a covering ; Low Ger. slu,

sluwe = a husk, a covering ; O. Dut. sloove =
a veil, a skin ; Ger. schlauch = a skin, a bag.]

L Ord. Lang. : The skin or cast skin of a

serpent.
"
Purged of his ilough, he nimbly thrlds the brake.*

J. Philipt: Ctrealia.

2. Surg. : The dead part which separates
from the living in mortification, or the part
that separates from a foul sore.

" At the next dressing I found a dough eoroe wy
with the dressings, which was the sordes. Wittmcm :

On Ulcert.

slough-heal, s.

Bot. : Prunella vulqnris. (Prior.) A mi-
taken correction of Self-heal.

boll, btfy; poUt, Jowl; cat, 90!!, chorus, $hln, tench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tiau = shan, -tton, -sion = shun; -flon, -siou= zhun. -cious, -tious. -sious =- shus. -We, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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lofigh (gh as f), v.i. [SLOUCH (2), i.]

Surg. : To separate from the sound part ; to

separate or come off, as the matter formed
over a sore.

^ To slough off:

Svrg. : To serrate from the living part, as

the dead part in mortification.

SloUgh -y (gh silentXl), o. [Eng. slough (1), * ;

?.} Full of sloughs ; miry, muddy, boggy.
" The old tlovgh* lne connectlug 8wmnborn and

BUwkley." fUU, Feb. JO. IMS.

lough -y (gh as f) (2), a. [Eng. slough (2), s. ;

-y.] Of the nature of, or resembling slough ;

foul, mortified, suppurated.

slo-va-ki an. a. &, s. [Slavonian Slovak;

Eng. suff. -ian.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Slovaks
or their language.

B, At subst. : The language of the Slovaks.

It i still spoken in parts of Moravia and
Bohemia.

aid'-van, *. [Etym. doubtful.]

Mining: A gallery in a mine ; a day level.

(Specially applied to damp places.)

sliv -en,
*
slov-yn, s. [O. Dut. Oof, tloef=

a careless person, a sloven ; slotven = to play
the sloven ; Dut. slof= careless ; Low Ger.

riH/= slovenly ; slufen, slu/ern = to be care-

less ; slufen to go about in slippers.] A
slovenly person ; one who is careless of his

dress or negligent of cleanliness ; a person
habitually untidy or negligent of cleanliness

or order ; a slow, lazy fellow.
" The medium between a fop and a Hoven is what a

man of MUM would endeavour to keep." Steele :

Spectator. No. 140.

Idv'-en-ll-ness, s. [Eng. slovenly; -ness.]

The quality or state of being slovenly;
habitual negligence of dress or disregard of

cleanliness, tidiness, and order ; carelessness

or untidiness generally.

lov'-en-ly, a. & adv. [Eng. sloven ; -ly.]

A. At adjective :

1. Having the habits or manners ofa sloven ;

negligent of dress or neatness ; untidy.
"
Jbop at last found out a tlovenly lazy fellow,

loll ing at his ease, as if be had nothing to do."

L'tUrange: Pablo.

2. Characterized by slovenliness or untidi-

ness ; wanting in neatness or tidiness ; care-

less, loose : as, slovenly dress.

B. As adv. : In a slovenly manner ; like a
sloven ; carelessly, negligently, untidily.

" How slightly it hath been handled ; and how
hastily and ttofenlg hurried over." Warburtm :

Julian. (Concl.)

sloV-en-ness, *. [Eng. sloven; -ness.]

Slovenliness.

sloV-en-rjf, *. [Eng. sloven ; -ry.] Sloven-
liness, untidiness, want of neatness.

" And time hath worn us into tlovenry.
"

Shaketp. : Henry V.. IT. S.

low, * slaw, *
slough,

*
slowe, a., adv., &

i. [A.S. sldw ; cogn. with Dvit. site ; Icel. sljor ;

Dan. slov = blunt, dull ; Sw. sto= blunt, dull,
dead, weak; O. H. Ger. tUo= blunt, dull,
lukewarm ; M. H. Ger. sU.]

A. As adjective :

1. Moving a short distance in a long time ;

not swift, not rapid ; not quick in motion : as,
slow stream, a slow pace.

2. Not thrown with a rapid motion : as,
slow bowling in cricket.

3. Throwing or bowling a ball in cricket
with a gentle, easy motion ; not bowling fast :

as, a slow bowler.

4. Not happening in a short time ; gradual ;

spread over a long period of time ; not rapid
in growth or progress.
" These changes in the heav'ns, though ilote, produo'd
Like change on sea dud land

"

Milton- P. L., T.W!
6. Not ready, not quick or prompt.

6. Inactive, tardy, sluggish, dilatory, back-
ward.

" Flx'd on defence, the Trojans are not $low
To guard their shore from an expected foe."

Dmden. (Toad.}

1. Not hasty, not precipitate ; acting with
deliberation. (Proverbs xix. 29.)

8. Behind in time; not keeping true time :

as, A clock or watch is slow.

9. Behind the times ; exciting contempt on
account of dulness, or want of spirit ; not

lively ; stupid, dull.

10. Dull, spiritless, lifeless.
" The party was what you young fellow* call stow."

Thackeray : ftewcomei. ch. xlix.

*
11. Dull, heavy, dead.

"
It makes me hare a slow heart." Shaktlp. / Tiro

Gentlemen of Verona. IT. i.

B. As adv. : Slowly.

C. As substantive :

Cricket : A ball bowled or delivered slowly :

as, To bowl slows.

slow-coach, s. A lumbering, dull per-
son ;

one of slow comprehension. (Slang

Diet.)

slow-gaited, a. Going or moving slowly.
" Tou must send the ass upon the horse, for he is

rerytlow-yaittd.".~ihaktip. : Lote't Labour'I Loit, lit 2.

slow-hound, s. A sleuthhound (q.v.).
" The iloa-hound wakes the fox's lair ;

The greyhound presses on the hare."
Scott : Rokeby, lit L

low-lemnroids, s. pi
Zool. : The Asiatic genera Nycticebus and

Loris.

slow-lemurs, *. pi.

Zool. : The African genera Pirodicticus and
Arctocebus.

slow-loris, s.

Zool. : Nycticebus tardigradus. Called also

Slow Lemur, Slow-paced Lemur, and Bengal
Sloth.

slow-match, i. [MATCH (1), *. 2.]

* slow-paced, a. Having a slow pace ;

moving slowly.

Stoic-paced lemur : [SLOW-LEMUR].
* slow-sighted, a. Slow to discern ; dulL
* SlOW-winged, a. Flying slowly.

" The Aow-mnged turtle."

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew, It

slow-worm, sloe-worm, s.

Zool. : Anguis fragilis, the Blind-worm.
Common throughout Europe, except in the
more northern parts. It is from ten to four-
teen inches in length, brownish gray with a

silvery glance, and a dark line down the
back.

low, v.t. & I. [SLOW, a.]

A. Transitive:

1. To slacken in speed : as, To slow a loco-
motive or steamer.

*
2. To delay, to retard.
"

I would I knew why it should be tlowed."
Shaketp. : Romeo i Juliet, ir. L

t B. Intrans. : To slacken speed : as, A
locomotive slows.

*
slow^-back, s. [Eng. slow, a., and back.] A
lazy, idle fellow ; a lubber, a loiterer.

" The Hovbackt and lazie bones will none of this."
favour : Antiquity'i Triumph over Jfovelty, p. 63.

SldW-ish, a. [Eng. slow, a. ; -ish.] Bather
slow or dull.

" A tlomth kind of sport, all things taken Into eon.
rideration.- field, Oct. 3, 1885.

Slow -ly, adv. [Eng. slow, a. ; -ly.]

1. In a slow manner ; not quickly or rapidly ;

with slow motion or progress.
" Like the new moon tlowly, tlowlv
Sinking in the purple distance."

Longfellow : Hiawatha, xxii.

2. Not soon ; not in a little time ; not with
rapid progress ; gradually, tardily.

" The chapel of St. Laurence advances so very rfowfy,
that 'tis not impossible but the family of Medicis may
be extinct before their burial place is finished."
Addilon: On Italy.

3. Not hastily ; not rashly or precipitately ;

with due deliberation.

4. Not promptly, not readily : as, He learns

slowly.

slow ness, s. [Eng. slow ; -ness.]

L The quality or state of being slow
; want

or absence of speed, rapidity, or velocity.
" The tlovmeu of the procession." Knox : Christian

Philnlophy, App. I.

2. Length of time in which anything acts or
is brought to pass ; tardy advance or progress ;

slow progression.

3. Want of readiness or promptness ; dul-

ness.

4. Absence of haste or rashness ; delibera-

tion ; coolness or caution in deciding or pro-
ceeding.

5. Dilatoriness, procrastination, tardiness,

sluggishness.

6. Want of life or spirit ; dulness : as, the
slowness of an entertainment. (Colloq.)

lows, . pi. [SLOW.] A disease prevalent In

some of the western and southern states of
America ; milk-sickness (q.v.).

Slub, *. [Etym. doubtful.] A slightly twisted

roving of wool, intermediate between the

carding and the yarn.

slub, v.t. [SLUB, *.] To draw out and slightly
twist, as wool ; to form into slubs.

Slub -ber, s. [Eng. stub, v. ; -er.)

1. One who slubs; one who manages a
slubbing-machine.

2. A slubbing-machine (q.v.).

* slub -ber, v.t. tt i. [A variant of tiaKber

(q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

1. To do lazily, carelessly, or with careless

hurry ; to slabber over.
" Slubber not business for my sake."

Shaketp. : Merchant of Venice^ 8.

2. To stain, to daub, to cover carelessly, to
obscure.

" You must be content to ilubber the gloss of your
new fortunes with this more stubborn and boisterous

expedition." Shaketp. : Othello, i. 3.

3. To stain, to soil.

"Smothered under the habit of a scholar, and ?&.
bered over with a certain rude and clownish fashion."

Wotton.

B. Intrans. : To move or act in a slovenly,
hurried manner.

Blub-ber-de-gul'-lion (11 as y), . [Eng.
slubber, andProv. Eng. gullion (Eng. cullion):s
a mean wretch.] A dirty, mean wretch.

"Thou hast deserved,
Base ilubberdfifullion, to be served
A* thon didst vow to deal with me."

Butler : ffudibrai, I. lit. 885.

*
slub'-ber-Ing, pr. par. or a. [SLUBBER, v.]

*
Slub'-ber-Ing-ly\ adv. [Eng. sli<bbering;

-ly.] In a slovenly, hurried, or imperfect
manner.

Slub -bing, pr. par., a., As. [SLUB, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj.: (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : Reducing the sliver of carded
fibre to a uniform thickness by doubling and
slightly twisting.

slubbing billy, slubbing-machine,
s. The first spinning-machine for drawing
and twisting slightly the cardings or scribblings
of wool. It consists of a wooden frame, within
which isa moving carriage containinga number
of spindles rotated by a series of cords passing
round the pulley of each spindle and connected
with a drum extending the whole breadth of
the carriage. The drum is turned by a crank*
handle on a shaft connected by a band with
the drum.

Slud, . [An abbrev. of sludge (q.v.).]

Mining : A term given to the water and mud
mixed together which runs off in washing
some minerals.

ludge, *. [SLUSH.]

1. Mud, mire, soft mud, slush.

"A vessel capbU> of conveying from the sewage
outfalls in the Thames out to sea 1,000 tons of sewage
iludye." Daily Keva, Feb. 1, 1886.

2. Small floating pieces of ice or snow.

sludge-door, sludge-hole, .

Stemn-eng. : A hole in a steam-boiler at
which mud or deposits are raked out.

Sludg'-er, . [Eng. sludg(e); *!.]

1. An instrument for boring in sludge or

quicksand.
2. A sand-pump.

Sludg'-lng, s. [Eng. sludg(e); -ing.]

Hydr.-eng. : Stopping the crevices incident
to the contraction of clay .piled in emliank-

ments, by mud sufficiently fluid to run freely.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel* her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian, so, 03 = e ; ey = a; qu = kw.
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ludg'-ft o. [Eng. sludge); -y.J Miry,
slushy.

S. pi. [SLUD.)

Mining : Half-roasted ore.

Blue, slew (ew as 6), v.t. & i. (Etym. doubt-

ful.]

A. Transitive:

1. Ord. Lang. : To turn or twist about.

(Often used reflexively with round.)

2. Naut. : To turn round as a mast or boom
about its axis, without removing it from its

place.

B. Intrans. : To turn about; to turn or
twist round.

slue-rope, .

Naut. : A rope applied for turning a spar or
other object in a required direction.

lued , a [SLEWED.] Intoxicated.

lag (1), slugge, s. [SLCO, t.J

L Ordinary Language :

1. A slow, heavy, awkward fellow; a
sluggard.

"Thou drone, thou snail, thou dug !"Shakcip.:
Comedy of Kmart, ii. 2.

2. A hindrance, an obstruction.
" Honey would be stirring, if it were not for tbil

Hugge." Bacon: Etsays; Of Utury.
*
3. A slow-sailing vessel.

"His rendezvous for li is fleet and (or all iluyyt to
eome to."Pepyt : Diary, Oct. 17, 16SO.

II. Znol. : Any individual of the family
Limaeidse (q.v.). They are naked, air-breath-

ing molluscs, universally distributed, commit-
ting great ravages in fields and garden crops
in moist weather, but becoming dormant dur-

ing frosts. The body is generally oval or

oblong, elongated, from one to three inches in

length ; the creeping disk, or sole of the foot,
extends the whole length of the animal, but,
like snails, slugs frequently raise their heads
and move their tentacles in search of objects
above them. They often climb trees, and can
lower themselves to the ground by the accu-
mulation of mucus at the extremity of the
tail hardening into a gelatinous thread.

They oviposit in moist places in spring and
summer, often at roots of grass ; the eggs
resemble small oval clusters of jelly. Liinax

agrestis, the Gray Slug, is the commonest, and
L. mciximus (or antiiiuorum), the Great Gray
Slug, one of the largest species. Arion ater,

the Black Slug, or Black Snail, and A. agrestis,
the Red Slug, are also plentiful. Various
means are employed by gardeners to check
the ravages of these animals. One of the
most efficacious is the sprinkling of coal

ashes, lime, or soot round young and tender

plants. [SEA-SLUG.]

lug (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

L Print. : A strip of metal less than type
high, and as long as the width of the column
or page. Slugs are used to nil out a short

page or between display lines.

. 2. Firearms : An extemporized leaden pro-
jectile formed by cutting bar or sheet lead into

irregular masses. Used in case of necessity
as a substitute for balls or shot.

" Some of the men were employed in cutting; lead
from the roof of the Marquess's house and shaping it

Into iluyt." Uacaulan : Hut. Eng.. ch. xiii.

3. Metall. (PL) : Partially roasted ore.

4. Hat-making : A hatter's heating-iron.

lug-shaped caterpillars, s. vl.

Entnm. : Newman's name for caterpillars
shaped like a slug. They are sometimes
downy or covered with short pile, are desti-

tute of spines, and have two tail-like projec-
tions directed backwards. Examples, the

caterpillars of Apatura iris, Hipjvirchiajanira,,
and Arge galathea (all butterflies).

lug (1),
*
slogge,

*
slugge, v.i. & t.

[Dan. slug ; Norw. sloka = to go heavily, to
slouch (q.v.).]

A. Intrans. : To play the sluggard ; to be
lazy or sluggish.

" He lay not all night ilugaing la a cabin under hi*
mantle." Spenser : State of Ireland.

B. Transitive:

L To make sluggish.
" And It Is still episcopacy that before all oar eye*

worsens and slugs the most learned, and seeming re-

ligious of our ministers." Milton; Reformation in
England, bit. L

2. To retard, to hinder.

Slug (2), v.t. & i. [Stuo (2), .]

A. Trans. : To load with a slug or slugs, as
a gun.

B. Intrans. : In breech-loading arms, which
carry a bullet slightly larger than the bore of
the barrel, the bullet, when forced to assume
the sectional shape of the bore in the act
of firing, is said to lug or be slugged. [See
also SLOO, v.i.]

* slug
7 a bed, . [Eng. slug (1), T., and bed.]

One who indulges in lying in bed
;
a sluggard.

Slug -gard, s. & a. [Eng. slug (1), s. ; -ard.]

A. -4s su'jst. : A person habitually lazy and
indolent.

* B. As adj. : Sluggish, lazy.
" For sprightly May commands our youth to keep
The vigils of her night, and breaks their ilugy

sleep." Dryden: falamort t Arcite, i. 177.

* slug' gard-ize, v.t. [Eng. sluggard ; -tie.]

To make sluggish or lazy.
" Kather see the wonders of the world abroad.
Than, living dully slugqarda'd at home,
Wear out thy youth with shapeless idleness."

Shakesp. : Too Gentlemen of Verona, L T.

* slug gard y,
* slog ard -ie, *. [Eng.

sluggard ; -y.] The state of a sluggard ; slug-

gishness.
"
Arise, for shame, do way your auggardg."

H'yatt : The Later Unhappy.

slug'-ger, i. [See SI.OGGF.R, >., 1.]

Slug^gish, o. [Eng. slug (1), s. ; -isfc.]

1. Habitually lazy or indolent ; slothful,

dull, inactive.
" But mine of these things moved that stiigyish and

ignoble nature." .Vacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ivi.

2. Inert, inactive ; having no power to
move itself.

"
Hatter, being impotent, tlugaith, and inactive,

hath no power to stir or move iUeff." Woodward.

3. Slow ; having little motion.
"
Floating slowly down the current
Of the tluggish Taquameuaw."

Longfellow: Hiawatha, xviii.

4. Dull, tame, stupid.

5. Dull, inert, inactive.
" Bacon had sown the good seed in a sluggiih soil

and ait uugeuial season. 'Maoaultai : Ilitt. Eng,,
ch. iii.

6. Not volatile.
" Answerable to my conjecture, there remained in

the bottom a salt far more ilu.ii/ith than the fugitive
one of urine." Boyle : Works, iii. SOS.

Slug -gish-ly, adv. [Eng. sluggish ; -ly.} In
a sluggish manner ; lazily, idly, indolently.

" On shore they [seals] lie very tlui/gUhl!/. and will
not go out of our ways." Dampier : Voyages (an. 1683).

Slilg'-gish-ness, s. [Eng. sluggish ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being sluggish ;

natural or habitual laziness or indolence ;

sloth, dulness.

2. Inertness ; want of power to move.

3. Slowness : as, the sluggishness of a
stream.

4. Dulness ; want or absence of spirit or
life.

" But it is probable that he was guilty of nothing
worse than the haughty apathy and sluggishness cha-
racteristic of his nation." Macautay : Silt. Eng.
ch. xix.

* slug -gy, o. [Eng. slug (1), s. ; -y.] Slug-

gish ; lazy.
" Than cometh sompnolence, that is, sluggu slum-

bring, which maketh a man hevy, and dull in body
and in soule." Chaucer : The Pertonet Tale.

8lal9e,
*
8lU9e, s. [O. Fr. escluse (Fr. icluse),

from Low Lat. exclusa = a. floodgate ; lit. shut
off [water], from Lat. exclusus, pa. par. of
exclude = to exclude (q.v.) ; Dut. sluys, sluis;
Dan. sluse ; Ger schleuse.]

1. Hydr.-eng. : A waterway provided with a
valve or gate by which the flow of the water
is controlled. It is used in regulating the

passage of water into and out of canal-

locks and in the hydraulic arrangements for

sluicing harbours to deepen the channels.

They are also used on mill-streams to keep
back the water when the mill is at rest, and
to regulate the flow when the mill is at work.

They are also largely used in the hydraulic
arrangements connected with irrigation works.

" Most of their towns are thereby incompass'd with
water, which by sluces they can contract or dilate as

they list." Howell : letters, bk. L, let. 5.

2. A tubulure or pipe through which water
is directed at will.

3. The stream of water issuing through *
floodgate.

* 4. Any vent for water.
" Two other precious drops that ready stood.
Each in their crystal tluice." Milton : P. ., T. If).

*
5. An opening ; that through which any

thing flows.
"
Through unseen ilulcet of the air.*

Lonifellou : Golden Legend, uV

6. Steam : An injection-valve (q.v.).

sluice-gate, s. [FLOODGATE.]

sluice valve, s. The sliding door which
governs the opening through a sluice-gate.
Sluice-valves at the mouth of a discharge
pipe or main serve to control the exit of water
from a reservoir. They are of several kinds.

sluice way, s. An artificial passage or
channel into which water is admitted by a
sluice.

luice, v.t. [SLUICE, s.]

1. To open a sluice or floodgate upon ; to
let in a copious flood of water upon : as, To
sluice a meadow.

2. To wet or bathe freely. (Colloq.)

3. To scour or cleanse out by means of
sluices : as, To sluice a harbour or channel.

*
4. To emit by or as by a sluice ; to let

gush out.
" And consequently, like a traitor coward,
Sluiced out his innocent soul through streams of

blood." Shaketp. : Richard II., L L

Slul'-9y, o. [Eng. sluic(e); -y.]

1. Falling in streams, as from a sluice)
falling heavily or thickly.

" While Jove descends in tluicy sheets of rain,
And all the labours of mankind are vain."

Pope: Homer; Iliad t. Ill

2. Soaked with water.
" She dabbles on the cool and sluicy sands."

Ki-ati : Ends/mion, i. M.

Slum, s. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. slump = boggy
ground.] A low, dirty back street of a city,

especially one inhabited by a poor criminal

population ; a low neighbourhood.
"There is little in the author's observations on

slums and slum-life which has not been said before.'

Echo, Sept. 8, 1885.

t slum, v.i. [SLUM, s.] To visit slums in a
dilettante manner, rather than with the ob-

ject of relieving the necessities of the poor.
" A wealthy lady went tlumming through the Dial!

the other day." Referee, June 22, 1884.

slum'-ber, * slum -er -en,
* slom -er.

* slom ber. * slom-bren, v.i. & t. [A
freq. from Mid. Eng. slumen = to slumber,
from slume = sluml>er ; cogn. with Dut.
sluimeren ; Dan. slumre, freq. of slumme = to

slumber ; Sw. slumma = to slumber ; slummer
= slumber ; Ger. schluminern =to slumber;
schliimmer =. slumber. For the inserted b, cf.

number, humble, &c.] [SLUMEN.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To sleep lightly ; to doze. (Psalm cx.il. 4.)

2. To sleep.
" In fiery dreams the Dutch they still destroy.
And Numbering smile at the imagined flames."

Jlryib-n : A nuns Mirabilit, Iztz.

3. To be in a state of inactivity, sloth, or

negligence ; to be or lie dormant.
* B. Transitive :

1. To lay to sleep.

2. To stupefy, to stun.
" To honest a deed after it was done, or to tlumbtr

his conscience in the doing, he studied other incen-

tives." R'otton.

Slum'-ber, * slom-ber, s. [SLUMBER, .]

1. Light sleep ; sleep not deep or sound.
" From carelessness it shall fall into dumber, and

from a slumber it shall settle into a deep and long

sleep." .South : .Vermont.

2. Sleep, repose.

slumber robe, .. A night-robe; also

a rug for covering one when sleeping.

slum -ber er, s. [Eng. slumber,?.; -er.] One
who slumbers ; a sleeper.

"A tlumberer stretching on his bed."

Donne : I'rogreu of the Soul.

slum ber ing, slom bring, pr. par., a.,

& s. [SLUMBER, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As stibst. : A state of slumber, sleep, or

repose. " And ever lay
Pandare a bed, halfe in a slombrlng."

Chaucer : Troilui t Creuida, li.

, b6y ; pout, J6%1; cat, 96!!, chorus, 9hin, bench ; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as ; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph - t
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slum ber Ing ly, cuiv. [Eng. slumbtring;
ly.] la slumbering manner.

slum -ber-land, s. (Eng. dumber, ., and
fend.] Sleep; dreamland.

"Take* hU strange rat at heart of ttumkfrt.ind.'
A. C. StriHburne : Tristram of Lfonrue, vi.

slum ber-less, a. [Eng. slumber; -less.]

Sleepless.

slum ber ous,
' slum brous, a. [Eng.

$lumbtr ; -out.]

1. Inviting to sleep.; causing or inducing
leep ; sleepy, soporiterous.

"
Flowery beds that slumberous influence kest.
From poppies breathed."

Thornton : Cnstle of Indolence, L S.

i. Inclined to sleep ; sleepy, drowsy.
" Ami wak aiul ftiuls hit slumberous eyesWt with most delicioui tears.

'

Longfellow: Carillon.

slum ber y.
* slom bry,

* slum bry,
a. [Eng. slumber ; -y.]

1. Inviting to sleep ; causing sleep ; slum-
berous.

2. Sleeping ; taking place in sleep.
** In this slumbtry agitation, what have you heard

fcersayf Sfiatesp.: J/acirfA, v. 1.

slum -brous, a. [SLUMBEROUS.]

slume,
'

sloumbe, s. [A.S. sluma.] Slum-
ber, sleep.

slum-en,!-.!. (M. H.Ger.*lumm7t.] [SLUME.]
To slumber, to sleep.

lump (1), v.i. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. Dan.
ilumpe = to stumble or light upon ; slump =
chance, hazard. But perhaps of imitative

origin.]

1. To fall or sink suddenly when walking on
the lurface, as on ice or frozen ground not

strong enough to bear the weight ;
to walk

with sinking feet; to sink as in snow or mud;
to fall.

2. To decrease or fall off suddenly ; as, price*
or the demand for anything.

lump (2), v.t. [SLUMP (2), .] To throw
together into a single lot or mass ; to lump
together : as, To slump work or charges.

lump (IX *. [SLUMP (l), v.]

1. A boggy place ; soft, swampy ground ; s
wamp, a marsh.

2. The noise made by anything falling into
hole or slump.
3. A sudden fall, as in prices.

lump (2), s. [Dan. slump a lot, a number
of things indiscriminately ; Sw. slumpa = to

buy things in a lump ; Dut. slomp a mass,
a heap.] The gross amount; the lump: as,
To take things in the slump.

lump'-y, a. [Eng. slump (1), s. ; -y.] Marshy,
swampy, boggy ; easily broken through. (Prov.)

lung, pret. pa. par. of v. [SLINO, v.]

slung-ahot, 5. A weapon consisting of
a leaden or metal ball with a strap or chain
attached, used by rowdies in America and
elsewhere.

Slunk, pret. <t pa. par. ofv. [SLINK. J

Slur. v.t. [Icel. slora = to trail, contr. from
*fo./Ara = to trail or drag one's self along;
ilo.lh = a trail, a track, a slot ; cf. O. Dut
sleuren, slooren = to drag, to trail ; sloorigh =
filthy, sluttish; Low Ger. sluren = to hang
loosely ; slurig, shidderig lazy ; Prov. Eng.

: tlur = thin, washy mud ; Noirw. glare to
gully.] [SLOOB.J

L Ordinary Language :

1. To soil, to sully, to contaminate, to
tarnish, to pollute.

2. To obscure by running the different

parts into each other.

"The parti never appearing uncertain or confused,
or. u a musician would say, slurred." Reynolds : Art
/ Painting. (Note it. )

3. To disparage by insinuation or innu-
endo ; to calumniate, to traduce, to asperse ;

to speak slightingly of.

4. To pass lightly over ; to pass with little
notice.
" Btodlous to pleaae the genius of the times,
With periods, points, and tropes, he slurs his crimes."

tH-ydm. (Todd.)

& To pronounce in an indistinct manner.
6. To cheat, originally by slipping or

sliding a die in a particular manner ; hence,
to trick, to cheat generally.

" What wan the public faith found out for.

But to tlur men uf what they fought fort*
Sutler : Uudibras, pt. U., 0. t.

IL Technically:

1. Music : To sing or perform in a smooth,
gliding style ; to run notes into each other.

2. Print. : To blur or double, as an impres-
sion from type ; to inacule.

lor,
*
slurr,

*
slurre, s. [SLUR, v.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. A mark or stain ; a stigma, a slight re-

proach or disgrace.
" Those worthies ieeni to see no shame in.
Nor strive to pass a tlur on gaming."

Cambridge: A Dialogue.

*2. A trick, an imposition.
" Without some lingering trick or slur."

Butler: MisceUaneous Thought!.

IL Technically :

1. Knitting : A piece of metal in a stocking-
frame which depresses the jack-sinkers in suc-

cession.

2. Music: The smooth blending of two or
more notes not on the same degree ;

also a

curved line (- - or ) placed over

or under notes, directing that they are to be

played legato. [BIND.) A slur is often used
in modern music to show the phrasing. In
violin music a slur directs that the notes
uniler it are to be played with one bow.
[BOWING.]

3. Print. : A blurred impression.

slur-cock, s.

Knitting : A cam or wiper projecting from
the traverse or carriage to lift the jacks, and
through them the jack-sinkers.

slurred, a. [SLUR.]

Music : Marked with a slur ; performed in
a smooth, gliding style, as notes marked with
a slur.

lur'-ry, v.t. [Eng. slur; -ry.] To dirty, to
smear.

slush, slosh, . [A variant of sludge (q.v.).]

L Sludge ; thin, watery mire ; soft mud.
2. Snow in a state of liquefaction ;

half-

melted snow.
"To block up streets, divert accustomed traffic,

turn solid pavement into flush." Daily Telegraph,
Sept 12, 1835.

3. A mixture of grease and other materials
used for lubrication.

4. Whitelead and lime used in painting bright
parts of machinery to prevent their rusting.

5. The refuse fat or grease, especially of
salt meat, skimmed off in cooking, particu-
larly on ships.

6. Hawkish or silly ideas, either oral or
written ; sentimental trash. (Colloq.)

slush-bucket, .

Kant.: A bucket kept In the tops, to

grease the masts, sheets, &c., to make all run
smoothly.

Slush, v.t. [SLUSH, s.]

1. To wash roughly ; to sluice : as, To slush,

a floor.

2. To cover with a mixture of white lead
and lime, as the bright parts of machinery,
to prevent their rusting.

3. To grease or coat with slush, as a mast.

slushed, pa. par. or a. [SLUSH, v.]

slushed up, a. Grouted. [GROUT, v.]

slush'-y, slosh y, a. [Eng. slush; -y.]

Consisting of slush or soft mud, or of snow
and water; covered with slush; alio, trifling,
silly, or trashy in sentiment.

lut,
*
Slutte, slout, t. [Icel. slottr = a

heavy, clownish fellow, from slota to droop;
Svr. dial, sldta = an idle woman, a slut

; slater= an idler
; slota = to be idle ; Norw. sloth =

an idler ; sluta to droop ; Dan. slatte = a
slut ; slat - loose, flabby ; Dut. sltxUe = a
slut, a sloven ; Icel. slodhi = & sloven

; Ir. &
Gael, slaodaire = a lazy person, a sluggard ;

tlapaire, slapair. & sloven.]

1. A woman who is careless or negligent of
cleanliness, and is dirty or untidy in dress,
person, furniture, &c.

H The term was originally applied to males
as well as to females.

2 A term of slight contempt for a woman.
" Hold up, you tlutt.

Tour aprons mountant ; you're not ontlmble."

tihakesp. : Timon of Athens. IT. &
3. A servant-girl ;

a drudge. (Pepyt.)

4. A female dog, a bitch. (Amer.)

Slut, v.t. [SLUT, .] To befoul.
"
Tobacco's damnable Infection slut/ing the body.'

tiylrntrr : Tobacco Battered, S8S.

slut9h,s. [A form of sludge, OT slush.] Sludge,
mire, slush. (Prov.)

sliitgh'-y, a. [Eng. slutch; -y.] Slushy,
miry.

sluth'-hoUnd, s. [SLEUTHHOUND.]

Sliit'-ter-y, ?. [Eng. slut; -ry.] The cha-

racter, qualities, or habits of a slut ; habitual

neglect of cleanliness, tidiness, or order ; dirti-

ness of clothes, person, or furniture ; slovenli-

ness.
" Our radiant quet

Shakesp. .

i hates sluts and ihttlery."

Merry Witts of Windtor, T. t.

slut'-tish,
*
slut-tysshe, a. [Eng. slut;

ish.]

1. Like a slut ; characteristic of or befitting
a slut ; marked by want of cleanliness, tidi-

ness, or order in dress, person, or furniture ;

slovenly.
" The Spanyardes . . . be iluttyuhf and lousy."

Bernert: Froiaart ; Cronycle, vol. ii., ch. xxii.

*2. Belonging or pertaining to a woman tf
loose behaviour ; meretricious.

Slut'-tish-ly, adv. [Eng. sluttish; -ly.] In a
sluttish manner ; dirtily, negligently.

"SluttiMy conceived or written "Sandys : State

of Religion.

Slut -tish-ness, * slut tish nesse, t.

[Eng. shittish ; -ness.] The qualities, manners,
or practice of a slut ; want of cleanliness, tidi-

ness, or order in clothes, person, or furniture.

"Well, praised be the gods for thy foulness ! slut.

fishnets may come hereafter." Shaketp. : At fou Like
It, iii. .

sly,
*
slie,

*
sleh,

*
sleigh,

*
sligh,

*
slygh,

a. & adv. [Icel. sfcegr^sly, cunning; ccgn.
with Sw. slug ; Dan. slug, slu ; Low Ger. slou;
Ger. schlau; Sw. slog = cunuing, dexterous.]

A. As adjective:
*

1. Cautious, wily, sharp.
" Be je slyyh as Berpeutis, and simple as dowuis.'

Wycliffe : Uatthea x.

2. Meanly artful, crafty, or insidious ; cun-

ning ; proceeding by crafty or underhand
ways ; not open or frank.

"
Envy Is a cursed plant ; some fibres of it are

rooted almost in every man's nature, and it works in
a tit/ and imperceptible manner. II attl.

3. Using good-humoured and innocent wiles

or sti'atagenis ; arch : as, a sly remark
*
4. Thin, fine, slight, slender, subtle.
" Covered with lids deviz'd of substance >ly."

Kpenter : /'. <^., 11. Ix. Ml
* B. As adv. : Slyly.

If For the difference between sly and cun-

ning, see CUNNING.

H On the sly, t By the sly : In a sly or secret
manner ; secretly ; not openly.

Sly-boots, s. A sly, cunning, or artful

person. (Generally used playfully.)
" The frog called the lazy one several times, but in

vain ; there was no such thing as stirring him, though
the sly-boots beard well euougn all the while." Adten-
tures of Abdulla, p. 32.

sly-silurus, s. [SHEAT-FISH.]

Sly'-ljf, adv. [Eng. sly; -ly.] In a sly man-
ner ; cunningly, artfully, craftily, slily.

Sly -ness, s. [Eng. sly; -ness.] The quality
or state of being sly ; artful secrecy ; crafti-

ness, cunning.
" With wonted wile and tlytica."

Swift : Sheridan t Submistion.

Slype, s. [Cf. Dut. sluip deur a secret door ;

sluip hol = a corner to creep into ; sluipen =
to sneak, to slip.] A passage between two
walls.

T A narrow strip of land between the walls
of New College, Oxford, and the old city wall,
is still called The Slype.

sma', a. [SMALL.] (Scotch.)

smack (1), v.i. [SMACK (1), *.]

1. To have a taste ; to be tinctured with any
particular taste.

2. To have a tincture or quality infused ; to

Ste. at, Care, amidst, what, fall, lather; we, w6t, here, camel, her, there;
>r. wore, wolt work, who, son; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, roll; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

Syrian, as, oe = c; ey - ; <iu - kw.
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how or exhibit the presence or influence of

any character, quality, or the like. (Followed

"
All wets, ill ages imick of this vice."

Shakeip. i Mettturefor Mm sure, ML t.

mack (2), v.t. & i. [Of imitative origin : cf.

Sw. smacka = to smauk ; Sw. dial, smaklca= to
throw down noisily ; smdkk = a light, quick
blow with the hand ; smdkka to hit smartly ;

Dan. stiuvkke = to slam, to bang ; smask = a
smack, a rap ; Low Ger. tmakken = to smack
the lips ; O. Dut. smacken, Dut. smakken = to
cast on the ground, to fling; Dut. smak =
i loud noise ; Ger. schinatzen = to smack.
Smack (1) and gmack (2) are quite distinct,

though they have often been confused.] (Skeat.)

A. Transitive:

1. To give a sharp stroke or slap to : as, To
mack a person's face.

2. To make a loud, sharp noise by striking
With ; to crack.

" The boy then tmack'd his whip, and fast
The horses scampered through the rain."

Wordiworth : Alice FeU.

3. To make a sharp noise by opening the

lips quickly.

4. To kiss with a sharp noise.
" ' God blew thee. mouse,' the bridegroom said,

And tmakt her ou the HIM."
Warner: Albioia England, pt. ii.. ch. IT.

B. Intrans. : To make a sharp noise by the
Hidden separation of the lips.

" In Tain I taste, and sip and tmack."
Lloyd : familiar Epittle to <> friend.

If To tmack at: To relish, as shown by
smacking the lips.

smack (l), *smaoke, *smak, s. [A.S.
smcec = taste ; smecgan, snueccan = to tasto ;

cogn. with O. Dut. smaeck = taste, smack, or
flavour ; smaecken = to savour ; Dut smaken
to taste ; Dan. smag= taste ; smage= to taste ;

Sw. smak = taste ; smaka = to taste ; Ger.

geschmack = taste ; schmecken = to taste ; Low
Ger. smekken = to taste.]

*
1. Taste, flavour.

" The last or tmacke of s-iverie ... is hotel and bit-

tnf.--P. Holland : Plinie. bk. xir.. ch. xii.

2. A slight taste or flavour ; savour, tinc-
ture.

" Your lordship, though not clean past your youth,
bath yet some tmack ot age in you.' Shaketp. i a
Benry IV., La,
*

3. Pleasing taste ; a relish.
" Stack pease upon

To cover it quickly lee owner reg
Lest dove and the aulow there finding a tmack,
With ill stormy weather do perish thy stack.'

Tuaer : Uutbandry.

4. A flavour, a savour ; a slight taste or ex-

perience.
"

If good Madam Sqnlntnm my work should abuse,
ily I venture to give her a mark of my muse."

Anstcy : New Bath Uuide.
*

5, A small quantity, a taste.
" H' essays the wimble, often draws it back,
And deals to thirsty servants but a smack."

Dryden : i'ersiiit, sat. IT.

*6. A slight or superficial knowledge; a
smattering.

" He bath a tmack of all neighbouring languages."
Shakeip. : All't Well that ndt Well, iv. 1.

smack, . [SMACK (2), r.J

1. A quick, smart blow, as with the flat of
the hand ; a slap.

2. A quick, sharp noise, as after a relished

taste, or a hearty kiss ; a similar noise made
by cracking a whip.

" H . . . kiss'd her lips,
With such a clamorous tmack, that at the parting
All the church echoU"

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew, iii. 1

Smack (3). s. [O. Dut. smacke, smak ; Dan.
tmakke ; Ger. tchmacke; prob. for snack ; ct
A.S. *nocc = a smack; loel. snekkja; Dan.
siiekke ; and so called from its snake-like
movement in the water.]

* Nant. : A one-masted vessel, resembling a
sloop or a cntter, as the case may be, used in
the coasting trade. The Leith (Scotland)
smacks ran as high as 200 tons.

" The mute* Is a vessel that is rigged like a cntter,
and it H not necessary that a ves-el should be a fishing
boat in onlcr to b called a imiick." Daily Telegraph,
Nov. 36, 1835.

mack, adv. [SMACK (2), v.] In a sudden and
direct manner, as with a smack or slap.

smack-smooth, a*-. Openly; without
obstruction or impediment ; smoothly level.

mack'-er. . [Eng. smack, v. ; -er.}

L One who smacks.
2. A smack ; a load kiss.

* smack'-cr-ing, $. [SMACK (1), .] A smat-

tering. (Ward: Sermons, p. 83.)

smack'-ing, pr. par. & a, [SMACK (2), .]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As a<}j. : Making a sharp, brisk sound ;

hence, brisk.

* Bmack'-ljf, adv. [Eng. mack (2), T. ; -ly.]

With a smack or smacking souud.

Smaik, . [IceL tmeykr, rmeykinn = mean-
spirited, timid.] A silly fellow, a puny fellow,
a paltry rogue. (Scotch.)

"
'O. I have heard of that tmaik,' said the Scotch

merchant, Interrupting him." Scott: Rub Roy, xxili.

smair'-dock, s. [Scotch smair = smear, and
Eng. dock (1>]

Bot. : Rumex obtusifolius (Prior). Named
from having been formerly used in making
healing ointment. (Jamieson.)

* smal-ach, & [SMALLAOE.J

Smal-kal'-dic, a. [See def.] Of, or pertain*

ing to Smalkald, a town of Germany, in the
province of Fulda, eleven miles north of

Meiniugen.

Smalkaldlc Articles, t. pi.

Hist. : Articles of guarantee drawn up by
Luther, at Wittenberg, in 1536, and subscribed

by the theologians present at a meeting of
the League in 1537. It was a summary of the

religious principles of the League, designed
to be presented to the Council proclaimed
by Pope Paul III.

Smalkaldlo League, *.

Hist.: A defensive alliance, formed in 1531,
between the whole of Northern Germany,
Denmark, Saxony, and Wiirtemburg, with

portions of Bavaria and Switzerland, for the
defence of the Protestant religion and the poli-
tical freedom of its adherents against Charles
V. and the Catholic Powers. The struggle
known as the War of Smalkald commenced in

1546, and was carried on with varying for-

tune on both sides [INTERIM], till the objects
of the League were attained in 1552, when
Maurice, Elector of Saxony, compelled the

Emperor to grant the treaty of Passau, which
was ratified in 1555.

small,
*
smal, * smile, a. & s. [A.S. smasl

= small, thin ; cogn. with Dut., Dan., & Sw.
smal= narrow, tiiin ; Goth, smals = small }

Ger. tchmal = narrow, thin, slim.]

A. As adjective :

1. Little in size ; not large, not great ; of
little dimensions ; not big ; diminutive.

2. Little in degree, quantity amount, or
number. (Jets six. 23.)

3. Little in duration ; short
" After some tmall space."

Shaketp. : At You Like It, iv. 8.

4. Being of little moment, weight, or im-

portance ; trifling, inconsiderable, petty.
" So tmall a fault."

Shaketp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iv. 1.

5. Of little genius, talent, worth, or ability ;

petty, poor.
" Knowing by fame, tmall poets, tmall musicians,
Small painters, and still tmaller politicians."

Uarte.

6. Of little strength ; of poor quality ;

weak : as, small beer.

7. As applied to the voice :

*(1) Fine ; of a clear and high sound.
"
Thy tmall pipe

Is, as the maiden's organ, shrill and sound."
Shakesp. : Twelfth {tight, 1 4>

(2) Gentle, soft ; not loud.
" After the fire a still tmall voice."! Kingt xlx. 11

8. Characterized by littleness of mind or

character; indicating little worth; narrow-

minded, selfish, ungenerous, mean, petty.

B, As substantive :

1. The small or slender part of anything :

as, the small of the leg.

2. (PI.): Small-clothes, breeches.
" Wear a negative coat and positive tmalJt.*

Hood ' Mitt Kilmanteffy.

3. (PT): The Little-go or previous examina-
tion. Now called Responsions.

"
Looking forward with annoyance to the rather

childish first examination. In Oxford language known
as 8maUt."Seritmer'i Magatin*. Due., 1878, p. 28

U Small ofan anchor:
Naut. : The part of the shankImmediately

under the stock.

small-arms, s. pi. A general tc?ra in.

eluding muskeis, rifles, carbines, pistols, 4.C.,
as distinguished from cannon.

mall-beer, *. Beer of a poor, weak
quality.

U *(1) To chronicle small beer : To be engaged
in trivial occupations.

" To suckle fools and chronicle tmall beer."

Shaketp. ; Othello, IL t, .

(2) To think small beer qf'anything: To hart
a poor opinion of it.

mall-bur,*.
Bot : Triumfetta Lappula. .

mall-burdock, *.

Bot. : Xanthium Strumarfa. .

small-cardamom, s.

Bot. : Amomum Cardamomun,
* small-chat, s. Small talk, gossip. ."

" Some tmall-chat and guinea expectation."
Dryaen: An Epilojut.

small-chisel, . A burin or graver used

by engravers, chasers, &c.

small-clothes, . pi. The male nether

garments, as trousers, breeches, &c. ; smalls.
" You'd better walk about begirt with briars.
Instead of coat and small-clothes,"

Byron : Beppo, ir.

small-coal, s.

*
1. Little wood coals that used to be sold

to light fires.
" When imall-coal murmurs In the hoarser throat,

day: Trivia, ii. 34.

2. Coal not in lumps or large pieces.

Small-coal man : One who sells coal in small

quantities, usually in connection with other

articles, as greengrocery, &c.

small-craft, s. A vessel, or vessels in

general, of a small size.

small-crepitation, t.

Patlwl. : A sound of the bursting of air

bubbles in the mucous secretion existing in

the smaller vesicles of the lungs in bronchitis,
and still more in pneumonia.

small-debts, s. pi.

1. In England, such debts as are usually
sued for in the county courts.

2. In Scotland, debts under 12, recover-

able by summary process in the sheriff court.

Small-debt court: A court for the recovery
of small debts : in England, the county courts ;

in Scotland, the sheriff courts.

small-fruits, *. pi. Fruits raised in

market-gardens, such as strawberries, rasp
berries, and the like.

small-fry.s. Small creaturescollectively ;

young children ; persons of no importance.
(Colloq.) [FRY (2), s.]

* small-hand, s. The hand-writing used
in ordinary correspondence, as distinguished
from text or large-hand.

small-hours, s. pi. [HOUR.]

small-intestine, . [INTESTINE.]

small-lupine, s.

Bot. : Lupinus nanut.

small-monarda, *.

Bnt. : Pycnanthemum monardella.

small-nailed seal, s.

Zool. : Phoca leptonyx. [SEA-LEOPABIV]

small-palm, s.

Bot. : Sabal Palmetto.

small-peppermint,
Bot. : Thymus Piperella.

small-pica, .

Priii*. : A size of type between long prime*
and pica.

This line is Small Pica.
* small-piece, s. A Scotch coin, worth

about 2id. sterling.

small-pox, s.

Pathol. : Variola ; a contagious disease, dis-

tinguished by an eruption of the skin, passing

through several stages, from simple congestion
of the papilla, followed by small red spots,
which develop serous infiltrations, called ve-

sicles, with their characteristic central de-

pression, changing to pustules, which invad*

the deeper tissue under the skin, and leave

boil, bo?; put, jdfrl; cat, fell, chorns, chin, bench; go, gem; tain, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tlan - haa. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -{ion = saiun. -clous, -tious, -sious - shus. -blc, -die, 4. c. = bcl, del.
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cicatrices in the form of pitting. After the

pustules have formed, a crust I*produced,
con-

tracting in the centre, ami ultimately falling

off, when in favourable cases, recovery takes

place ; but often sloughing, pviemia, pneu-
monia, laryngitis, ic., supervene, and increase
the danger to life. The sight also is lialile to

b destroyed by the formation of pustules on
the cornea, ami the eruption is also found in

were cases in the nostrils, mouth, and other
mucous passages. The period of incubation
is usually about twelve Jays, in which fever,

head.vhe. backache, and restlessness and
anxiety are prominent symptoms. Three days
after the invasion of the initial fever, the

eruption appears, going on to suppuration,
with secondary fever alut the eight I* day, and

terminating from the eleventh to the four-

teenth day, with desiccation, which lasts for

three to six weeks or more, according to the

severity of the attack. There are three chief
forms of the disease, i<ario/a diiscreta (simple
mall-pox), usually terminating in recovery ;

variola conjlitens (confluent small-pox, where
the spots run into one another), in which
almost half the cases end fatally*; and variola

kemorrhagi&i (the spots being of a purplish-
black from hsemorrhagic effusions), usually
fatal in forty-eight hours.

'

Vaccination (q.v.)
to ordinarily a preventive, and where it does
not prevent, greatly modifies the disease,

although fatal cases sometimes occur among
vaccinated persons. The mortality from

small-pox unmodified by vaccination is about
60 per cent. [REVACCINATION.] From the

very contagious nature of the disease, isolation

of the patient, and vaccination or revaccina-
tion of all who have been in contact with him,
are alwolutely indicated to prevent it be-

coming, as it too frequently does through
Beglect of these precautions, epidemic,

small-reed, >-.

Bot. : The genus Calamagrost.is (q.v.).

small stuff, .-.

Nant. : A term applied to spun-yarn, mar-
line, and the smallest kind of ropes.

small-talk, s. Light conversation, gossip.

small-tithes, s. pi. [TITHE.]

small-wares, s. pi. The name given to
textile articles of the tape kind, narrow bind-

ings of cotton, linen, silk, or woollen fabric. ;

plaited sash-cord, braid, &c. ; also to buttons,
nooks, eyes, and other dress trimmings, &c.

small, r.t. [SMALL, a.] To make small or
less.

mall, adv. [SMALL, a.]
*

1. In or to a little degree or quantity ;

little,
"
It imall avails mjr mood."

Shaketp. : Kape of Lucrect, 1,273.

2. In or into small particles ; finely : as, To
pound sugar smalL

*
3. With a high and clear sound.

" She speaks mall, like a woman." Shaken. : Merry
Wtret of Windtar, i. L

4. Timidly : as, To sing small i.e., to speak
humbly through fear. (Colloq.)

mall age (age as Ig),
*
small-ache,

* smal-ach, s. fEng. small, and * ach =
parsl'-y, as distinguished from Smyrnium
Olusatrum, the Great Parsley. (Prior.)."]

Sot. : Apium graveolens. [Apiuic]
"
Smalltje is rvlwd hy alips or seed, which is red-

dish, and pretty MS, of a roundish oval figure."
Mortimer : Husbandry.

small -ish, a. [Eng. small, a. ; -ish.} Rather
small.
" Smal'ith in the ^irUlestede." Ro'naunt of the Kate.

mall ness,
*
smal-ness, s. [Eng. small,

a. ; -ness.}

1. The quality or state of being small or of
little dimensions ; littleness of size or extent.

"That sort of animals being, by reason of their
tmnlln-u. the fittest of those furnished with lungs."
Boyle: nit, iii. 376.

2. Littleness of quantity, amount, or value:
as, the smallness of a bill.

3. Littleness in degree : as, the smallness
of pain.

4. Littleness in force or strength ; weak-
ness.

" Wheu the greatnew of his charge exceed*
The tmallnett of his powers."

Daniel : Civil Wart. 1L

5. Littleness of importance ; inconsider-
ableness : as, the snutllness of an affair.

*
6. Fineness, softness, melodiousness,

clearness : as, the small ness of a female voice.

smalls, s. pi. [SMALL, s., 3.]

* smal -ly. adv. [Eng. small; -ly.]

1. In a small quantity or degree ; little.

"The Freiichineii seeing they could not that way
prevail, continued their lottery butonuHy. on which
before they had spent l.&ou shot 111 a day. flurwrt :

Hei-'.rdi ; Klny Eduxtnl Ian. S).

2. By few people.
"Venulph and his panuuoure were tmally accom-

pauyed."- Fabyin ; Cronycle, cli. clii.

smalt, s. [Ital. sinalto, from O. H. Ger. smab-

jan, ; M. H. Ger. smehen = to smelt (q.v.);
Ger. sclimelzen ; Dut. smalt.]

Chem. : A vitreous substance prepared by
melting roasted cobalt ore with silica and

potash, and grinding the product to a line.

powder. It is sometimes called powder-blue,
and is used to give a blue tinge to writing-

paper, linen, and starch, and, not being
affected by fire, is frequently employed in

painting earthenware.

smalt ine, smalt ite, s. [Ital. smalto =
smalt, enamel; suff. -ine, -ite (Min.); Ger.

speiskobalt.]

Min. : An isometric metallic mineral, oc-

curring sometimes in crystals in which the
cubic faces mostly predominate, but more
frequently massive. Hardness, 5'5 to 6; sp.

gr. 6'4 to 7'2 ; lustre, metallic ; colour, tin-

white to steel-gray ; streak, grayish-black ;

brittle. Compos. : somewhat variable owing
to the replacement of a part of the cobak by
nickel, but typical kinds would contain,
arsenic, 72'1 ; cobalt, 9'4 ; nickel, 9'6 ; iron,
9'0 100, corresponding with the formula,
(Co,Fe,Ni,)As2. Dana divides as follows : (1)
Cobaltic = smaltine ; (2) Nickeliferous = chlo-

anthite, in which cobalt is sometimes almost
absent ; (3) Ferriferous = safflorite, which
contains over ten per cent of iron. Mixtures
of these lead to other groups, which however
blend more or less with one another. Found
in veins frequently associated with silver.

smaltz, s. [SMALT.]

smar'-agd,
' sma rag'-dus, s. fLat.

smanigdus. from Gr. o>apay<5os (smaragdus) =
an emerald (q.v.) ; O. Fr. smararjde, esmer-
aulte. ] The emerald ; also applied to the

jasper, beryl, malachite, &c.
" A table of gold richly adorned with carbuncles,

tmuragdet, and other precious stone*. 'Donne : Bat.
Septuagint. p. !.;.

sma rag dine, a. [Lat. smarogdinus.] Per-

taining to emerald ; consi ting of or resem-

bling emerald ; of an emerald green.

sma-rag'-dite, s. [Lat. smaragd(uii) = an
emerald ; suff. -ite (Min.).]
Min. : A variety of Amphibole (q.v.), of a

light grass-green colour, belonging (according
to Dana ami others) to the aluminous division
of the amphiboles. Occurs frequently with
theill-delined form of felspar called Saussurite

(q.v.), constituting the rock called Gabbro.

sma rag do chaT-cite, s. [Lat. smarag-
dus = emerald ; Gr. yuAxo; (chalkos)= copper,
and suff. -ite (Min.).]
Min. : The same as ATACAMiTEand DIOPTASE

(q.v.).

smar is, s. [Lat., from Gr. <7>xapt$ (smarts)= a small sea-fish mentioned by Oppian.]

Ichthy. : A genus of small Percidte, with
six species, from the Mediterranean. Body
oblong or cylindrical, with very small ciliated
scales ; mouth very protractile, teeth villi-

form, palate toothless ; caudal forked.

smart,
* smarte,

* smerte, s., a., & adv.
[Dut. smart, smert ; Low Ger. smart ; Dan.
smerte ; Ger. schmerz ; Russ. smert ; Lith.
smertis = death ; Sw. smarta.] [SMART, r.J

A. As substantive :

1. A sharp, quick, lively pain ; a pricking
local pain.

"And this we denominate heat, from that best
known effect we find it have upon ourselves in raising
a burning mart in our flesh." Search : Light of
Jfature. vol. i.. pt. i., ch. vii.

2. Severe pain of mind ; sharp, pungent
grief.

" And mourns with much and freqnent imart"
Coarper : Olney Hymnt, zlil.

3. A contraction of smart-money (q.v.).

4. A fellow that affects smartness, brisk-

ness, or vivacity. (Slang.)

B. As adjective :

1. Causing a sharp, quick, lively pain ;

smarting, pungent, pricking.
" Their softest touch are imart as lizards' stings."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry 17., ifl. t.

2. Keen, sharp, severe, poignant : as, a
smnrt pain.

3. Vigorous, sharp, severe : as, a mart
skirmish.

4. Producing any effect with force or vigour ;

vigorous, strong, effective : as, a smart blow.

5. Brisk, fresh : as, a smart breeze.

6. Brisk, quick ; performed briskly : as, a
smart walk.

7. Brisk, vivacious, lively, witty.

8. Brisk, active ; quick in action ; not dull
or slow.

"And sighs for the smart comrades he has left."

Collider Talk, iv. 46*.

9. Quick, intelligent, clever, sharp : as, a
smart business man.

10. Keen or sharp, as in making bargains ;

well able to take care of one's own interests ;

sharp; using sharp practices. (Amer.)
11. Acute and pertinent; witty, to the

point : as, a smart answer.

12. Dressed in a showy manner, spruce.

13. Heavy, severe, sharp : as, a smart sen-
tence.

C. As adv. : Smartly.
" For to lede hym swithe and tmartt."

Cower.- C. A., vii.

smart-money, s.

1. Money paid by a person to buy himself
off from s;>me unpleasant difficulty or predi-
cament : specif.,

(1) Mil. : Money paid by a recruit, before

being sworn in, to be free from his engagement.

(2) Law : Excessive or vindictive damages ;

damages in excess of the injury done: such

damages are given in cases of gross miscon-
duct or cruelty on the part of the defendant.

2. Money allowed to soldiers and sailors

for wounds and injuries received in service.

smart -ticket, s. A certificate granted
to a seaman when hurt, maimed, or disabled
in the service, showing that he is entitled to

smart-money, or an allowance for wounds or

injuries received in the service.

smart-weed, s.

Bot. : Polygonum Hydropiper, called also
Arse-smart. The English names refer to the
acrid qualities of the plant, which is from one
to three feet high, and grows in watery places.
[POLYOONUM.]

smart, * smerte, v.i. & t. [A.S. smeortav,

cogn. with Dut. smarten = to give pain ;

smart = pain; Dan. smerte; Sw. snidrta ;

O. H. Ger. smerzan to pain, smerza smart,
pain ; Ger. schmerzen to smart ; schmerz =
smart, pain ; Lat. mordeo = to bite.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To feel a lively, pungent pain ; to be the
seat of a pungent, local pain, as from some
piercing or irritating application.

"
I hnve some wounds upon me and they tmart."

Shakelp. : Coriolanui. i. 9.

2. To feel pungent pain of mind
;
to feel

sharp pain ; to suffer evil consequences ; to

sutler, to bear a penalty.
" Some of us will tmart for it."

Shakesp. : Much Ado. v. i.

B. Trans. : To cause a lively, pungent pain
in.

smart' -en, v.t. [Eng. smart; -en.] To make
smart or spruce ; to render brisk, lively,

smart, or active. (Frequently with up: as,
To smarten one's self up.)

smar -tie, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.] To waste

away. (Prov.)

smart ly,
* smert-ly, adv. [Eng. smart, a.',

-ly.}

1. In a smart manner; so as to smart;
with sharp, pungent pain.

2. Quickly, briskly.
" And therwith he sterte up tmertly and cast down

agrote." Cnaucer: Talt of ileryn.

3. Vigorously, actively, sharply.
" The art, order, and gravity of these Droreedingn,

where short, severe, constant rules were set. imi

tmnrtly puraued, made them less taken notice of
Clarendon: CivU War.

4. Sharply, wittily, briskly: M, He an-

swered smartly.

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, tar, marine: go,
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cnb, cure, nnite, our, rftle. full; try, Syrian, w, oe = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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5. Sharply, heavily : as, He paid smartly
for his conduct.

6. Showily, in a showy manner, sprucely:
as, He dresses smartly.

smart -ness, s. [Eng. smart, a. ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being smart;
acuteness, poignancy, keenness, pungency.

2. Quickness, briskness, vigour : as, the
smartness of a blow.

3. Sharpness, wittiness vivacity, cleverness.
" No tmartnets In the jest" Camper: Talk, i. 469.

*
4. Sharpness, severity : as, the smartness

of a penalty.

5. Showiness, spruceness : as, smartness of
dress.

6. Sharpness in dealing with others ; keen-
ness in business.

mash, v.t. & i. [A word of comparatively
recent introduction. Sw. dial, smaske = to kiss
with a loud noise, to smack ; smask = a slight
explosion, a crack, a report.]

A. Trans. : To break in pieces by violence,
to ila.sli to pieces.

B. Intransitive:

1. To go to pieces, to be ruined, to fail, to
become bankrupt. (Frequently with tip.)

(Colloq.)

2. To utter base coin. (Slang.)

smash, s. [SMASH, v.]

1. A breaking to pieces.

2. Ruin, destruction, failure, bankruptcy.
(1
If it ... comes to uut-aud-out tinath and selling

up."- Daily Telegraph, Dec. 28, 1885.

3. Iced brandy-and-water. (Slang.)

If All to smash : All to pieces. (Vulgar.)

smash-up, s. Total ruin.
" There was a final wish-up of his party as well as

his own reputation." St. Jama's Gazette, Jan. 22, 1887.

mash er, s. [Eng. smash ; -er.]

1. One who or that which smashes or
breaks.

2. Anything astounding, extraordinary, or

Tery large and unusual ; a settler. (Slang.)

3. One who passes bad coin ; a coiner.

(Slang.)
"
Paper of a kind commonly used by tmashfri to

wrap up their coins to prevent their rubbing against
each other." Evening Standard, Jan. 11, 1886.

mash'-ing, pr. par. or a. [SMASH, v.]

smashing-machine, s.

Bookbind. : A press made on the principle
of an embossing-press, and used for compress-
ing books.

smatgh, 'smatche, s. [A softened form
of smack (1), s. ) Taste, tincture, smack.

"
Thy life hath had some smutch of honour in "t."

Shakeip. : Julius C'cetar, v. 5.

smat9h,
* smatche, v.i. [SMATCH, .] To

have a taste or smack ; to smack.
"
Allowing his description therein to retain and

imatcheot veritie." Baniiter : Sitt. of Man, p. 22.

* smat'-ter.
*
smat-er, v.i. & t. [Sw. smattra

= to clatter, to cackle, a variant of snattra =
to chatter; Dan. snaddre ; Ger. schnattem ;
Dan. snakke = to chat, to prate.]

A.. Intransitive :

1. To talk superficially or ignorantly; to
Chatter.

"A virtuoso, able
To matter, quack, and cant, and dabble."

Butler : Uudibrat, pt. lit c. 1.

2. To have a slight or superficial knowledge
Of anything.
B. Trails. : To talk ignorantly or superfi-

cially about ; to chatter about.

mat-tor, s. [SHATTER, v.] A slight super-
ficial knowledge ; a smattering.

"A matter of judicial astrology." Temple : Ancient
t Modern Learning.

mat' ter er, s. [Eng. smatter, v. ; -er.) One
who has only a smattering or slight superficial
knowledge of any subject.

"They are not therefore men of sound learning for
the most, but tmatterert." Cranmer : Letter unto
ff'joker.

smat ter ing, s. [SMATTER, v.] A slight
superficial knowledge.

" He had there acquired a mattering of letters."
Macaulay : ffitt. Kng., ch. xili.

smear, "srncre, smcricn, 'smirien,
v.t. [A. 8. smerien, smyrian, from smeru =

fat ; cogn. with Dut. smeren = to grease, from
smeer = fat ; Icel. smyrja = to auoint, from
smjor, smor = grease ; Dan. smore, from smiir

grease ; Sw. smorja, from smor; Ger. schmieren,
from schmeer; Goth. smairt/ir:=fatness ; smarna= dung ; Gr. pvpov (muron) = an unguent.]

1. To overspread with any substance vis-

cous, unctuous, or adhesive; to besmear, to
daub.

" Smeared therewith each seam and fissure.
Made each crevice safe from water."

Longfellow: Hiawatha, vii.

2. To soil, to stain, to contaminate, to

pollute." My glory imeared in dust and blood."

Shaketp. : 3 Benry VI., T. 2.

smear, * smere, *
smair, s. [A.s. smeru

= fat] [SMEAR, v.]
*
1. Fat, grease ; a fat, oily substance ;

ointment, fatness.

2. A spot made as if with some unctuous
substance ; a stain, a blot, a blotch, a patch.

smear-case, s. [Dan. smeer-kaas, from
smeer = grease, and kaa<s = cheese.] A pre-

paration of milk made to be spread on bread.
Called also Cottage-cheese. (Amer.)

smear-dab, s.

Ichthy. : The Lemon Dab (q.v.). Called also
the Smooth Dab. [DAB (1), s., II. 2.]

smear -Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [SMEAR, v ]

A. & B. .-Is pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See^
the verb).

C. As substantive :

Pottery : An operation in firing whereby an
external lustre is imparted without glazing.
[SMEIR.]

smear'-y, a. [Eng. smear; -y.] Tending to
smear or soil ; greasy, unctuous, and adhesive

smeath, s. [SMEW.]

smeath - man'-ni- a, s. [Named by De
Candolle, after Sineathmann, a naturalist and
African traveller.]

Bot. : A genus of Passifloracese. Known
species two, both erect instead of creeping
like most Passion-flowers. Smeathmannia
Icevigata, from Sierra Leone, is cultivated in

English hothouses.

smect'-ite, s. [Gr. O-JUI)KTO (smektos)= greasy ;

suff. -Ue (Min.).]

Min. : The same as FULLER'S EARTH (q.v.).

smed dum, s. [A.S. smedeme = meal, fine

flour.]

L Ordinary Language :

L The powder or finest part of ground malt.

2. Sagacity, quickness ; sharpness of appre-
hension ; spirit, mettle, liveliness.

IL Metal. : The smaller particles which
pass through the sieve in hutching (q.v.).

smee (1), s. [SMEW.]

Smee (2), s. [Dr. Alfred Smee, F.R.S., in-

ventor of the battery.] (See etym. and com-

pound.)

Smee's battery, s.

Elect. : A battery in which there is a sheet
of platinum (or, for cheapness, silver) between
two vertical plates of zinc. On the platinum
is a deposit of the same metal finely divided,
in order to prevent as far as as possible the
effects of polarization.

meek, "smoke, s. [SMOKE

smee'-kit, a. [SMOKED.]

smeeth (1), v.t. [Prob. connected with smith

(q.v.). 3 To smoke ; to blacken with smoke.

smeeth (2), v.t. [SMOOTH, v.] (Prov.)

* smog-mat -ic, a. [Eng. smegmat(ite) ; -ic.]

Resembling smegniatite (q.v.) ; having the
nature or properties of soap ; soapy, deter-

sive, cleansing.

smeg'-ma:tite, . [Gr. r*n?w"i (smegma),
gen it. o-fuj-yfiaros (smegmatos) = an unguent;
suff. -ite (M in..)."]

Min. : A soapy clay, occurring at Plombieres.
Dana refers it to Montmorillonite (q.v.).

smeir, . [SMEAR.]

Pottery : A semi-glaze on pottery ; common
salt added to an earthenware glaze.

smeT-Ite, s. [Gr. <TM,JA>J (smile) = soap,
grease ; sulF. -ite (A/in.).]

Min. : The same as KAOLIN (q.v.).

smell, *smelle, v.t. & i. [Allied to Dut.
smeulen = to smoulder ; Low Ger. smelen.
The more original form is A.S. smoron, smorian= to suffocate.]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To perceive by the nose or by the
olfactory nerves ; to perceive the scent of.

" We tmelled the smoke of fire, though we did not
see it." Coot; Second Voyage, bk. 1., ch. iv.

2. Fig. : To perceive as though by the smell
or scent ; to scent out ; to detect by sagacity.

" Lest she some subtle practice tmell."

Shaketp. : Pauionatt Pilgrim, 807.

B. Intransitive:

L Literally:

1. To give out an odour or perfume ; to
affect the sense of smell.

" There saw I eke the fresh hauthorne
In white motley, that so swote doth tmeJl."

Lydgate : Complaint of Black KnigM.
2. To have or give out a particular odour,

perfume, or scent. (Followed by of.)
"
Honey in Spain tmellcth apparently of the rose-

mary or orange, from whence the bee gathereth It."

Bacon.

3. To practise smelling; to exercise the
sense of smell.

*
II. Fig. : To have a particular tincture or

smack ; to smack.
"
Thy counsel smcllt of no cowardice."

Shaketp. : Titut Andronicut, It. L

U (1) To smell a rat : [KAT, s. t].
*
(2) To smell out : To find out by sagacity.

mell, smel,
'
smelle, srnul, .

[SMELL, v.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II.
" Hidden wayes, that scarse an hound by tmell
Can follow out." Speiuer : t\ it., V. IT. C

2. The quality of a thing or substance, or
emanation therefrom, which affects the olfac-

tory nerves ; scent, odour, perfume.
" All the imell of plants, and of other bodies, U

cansed by these volatile parts." Reid : On the Human
Mind, en. ii., 1.

IL Physiol. : The perception of odorous
emanations, the nature of which is not cer-

tainly known. They may consist of aerial

waves, or may be aerial particles of the
odorous substance. In either case, they are

extremely delicate ; air containing only a
millionth part of hydrogen sulphide, having a
distinct odour, and a minute portion of musk
will continue, without appreciable loss of

weight, to render its presence perceptible in

a large room for years. These particles must
be conducted to the nostrils by the air, or no

impression will be perceived. The organ of
smell is situated in the upper part of the

nose, a portion of the mucous membrane
covering the upper and middle turbinals and
the septum nasi being specially modified for

this purpose. [ANOSMIA.] Smell exists in

all the higher animals. Darwin (Descent of

Man, pt. i., ch. i.) says that it is of su-

preme importance to the Ruminants in warn-

ing them of danger, to the Carnivora for find-

ing their prey, and to others again, as the
wild boar, for both purposes combined. Mr.
S. P. Woodward finds it present in the

Cephalopods and Gasteropods.

smell-smock, s.

Bot. : (1) Cardamine pratensis ; (2) Anemont
nemorosa. (Britten & Holland.)

smell'-er, s. [Eng. smell, v. ; -er.]

1. One who smells ; one who perceives by
the organs of smell.

2. One who or that which gives out an
odour or smell.

" Such nasty melTeri . . ,

They might hare cndgcll'd me with their very stink*.*
Beaum. i Flet. : Nice Valour, v. 1.

3. The nose. Also applied to a blow on the

nose. (Pugilistic slang.)

4. (PL): The vibriss* of a cat. (Prov.)

* smell'-feast, s. [Eng. smell, and/eort.]

1. One who is quick at finding and frequent-

ing good tables ; a parasite.
" An intruder, and a common tmell-featt, thatspnngM
upon other people's trenchers." L'Eitrange.

2. A feast at which *he guests are supposed
to feed upon the odours of the viands.

boll, bo^; poUt, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, jhin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = &
-Clan, -tian = shan. tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, dL
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smell -Ing.
* smell ynge, pr. par., a., & .

[SMELL, r.J

A. i B. As pr. par. A partidp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The sense by which odours are perceived ;

the sense of smell.
"
Smrlling Is another tense, that seems to be wrought

on by ixHlin at * distance." oc*< : flcmcnU o/
Natural 1'kiioso/Jiy, ch. xL

2. The act of one who smells.

smelling bottle, s. A small bottle con-

taining some agreeable or pungent scent, used
either as a remedy against taintness, or to

please or stimulate the sense uf smell.

smelling-salts, s. pi Volatile salts used
for exciting the organs of smell.

smel -less, a. [Eng. smel(l), s. ; -less.]

1. Destitute of smell ; having no smell,

odour, or scent.

2. Not having the sense of smell.

melt, s. [A.S. smelt ; cogn. with Dan. tmtlt;
Norw. smeltd.]

I Ordinary Language :

I. Lit. : In the same sense as II.

*
2. Fig. : A gull, a simpleton.

M Talk what you will, he 1* a Tery melt." Btaum.
4 Ft ft. : ion I filyrimaye. v. 2.

IL Ichthy. : Osmerus eperlanus; a small
anadromous fish, common on the coasts and
in the freshwaters of northern and central

Europe. The United States has two species of
this geuus: O. mordaz, the common species;
and O. thaleichthyt, a smaller Pacific coast fish.

0. dentex occurs on the coast of Asia. The
European Smelt is one of the most delicate
food fishes. It is about 8 or 10 inches long,
belongs to the salmon family, and is charac-
terized by its strong, fang-like teeth. [New
Zealand Smelt.]

melt, pret. & pa. par. of v. [SMELL, v.]

smelt, v.t. [Dan. smelte = to fuse, to melt ;

Sw. smalt n = to smelt, to run, to liquefy ;

tmdlta malm = to smelt ore ; O. Dut. smilten,
tmelten. = to melt, to smelt; O. H. Ger.

imalzjan ; Ger. schmelzen.] [MELT.] To fuse,
as an ore, so as to separate the metal from
extraneous substances.

" What tools are ased in faulting, their figures, use,
*c., and the wbole manner of working. Boyle:
Wort., y. 741.

smelt -er, s. [SMELT, v.] One who smelts

1. One who smelts ore ; one whose occupa-
tion is to fuse ores.

2. A smeltery (q.v.). (Local V. S.)

smelter's fume, s.

Mettdl. : The metallic fume resulting from
the smelting of lead, the sublimation of zinc
from ore, mercury from cinnabar, &c.

smelt'-er-y, s. [Eng. smelt ; -try.] A house
or place where ores are smelted.

smelt Ie, s. [Eng. smelt, a. ; -ie.]

Ichthy. : Jtorrhua lusca, [BiT, s., 2.]

smelt -Ing, pr. par., a., & t. [SMELT, v.]

A. & B. At pr. par. <6 partidp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of obtain-

ing metal from ore by the combined action of
heat, air, and fluxes. The operation varies

according to the different metallic ores to be
operated on. In smelting iron, the ore is first

roasted in a kiln, in order to drive off the
water, sulphur, and arsenic with which it is

more or less combined in its native state, and
is then subjected to the heat of a blast-fur-

nace, along with certain proportions of coke
or coal and limestone, varying according to
the quality and composition of the ore to l>e

heated. [BLAST-FURNACE.] The smelting of

copper consists in alternate roastings and
fusions. The first of these operations is

calcining the ore in furnaces in which the
heat is applied, and increased gradually, till

the temperature be as high as the ore can
support without melting or agglutinating,
when the ore is thrown into an arch formed
under the sole of the furnace. The second
operation, or fusion of the calcined ore, is

performed in a luted furnace, the ore having
been spread uniformly over the hearth, and
fluxes, such as lime, sand, or fluor-spar, being
added when required, although the necessity

for this addition is sought to be obviated by a
careful admixture of ores of different quali-

ties, the several earthy components of which
shall serve as mixes in the fusion of the mass.
These two processes of calcination and fusion

are re|ated alternately until the ore is com-

pletely freed from all the earthy materials,
and pure metal is obtained. In smelting lead,

the ores, after being sorted, cleansed, ground,
and washed, are roasted in furnaces, which
are without any blast or blowing apparatus,
the ores being separable from the metal by its

great fusibility. The smelting of tin consists

of the calcining or roasting of the ores after

they have been cleaned, sorted, stamped, and
washed.

smelting - furnace, s. A furnace for

disengaging the metal from its gangue or the

non-metalliferous portions of the ore. The
furnaces differ much, according to the metals
to be treated. [BLAST-FURNACE, REVERBER-
ATORY-FURNACE.]

smer dis, s. [Etym. doubtful, perhaps from
Gr. Spe'p&t (Smerdis) = the son of Cyrus.]

Palceont. : A genus of Percidae, from the

Eocene of Monte Bolca.

sme -rin'-thus, *. [Gr. o-wpivOos (smerinthos)
a cord, a line, a kind of bird.]

Entom. : A genus of Sphingidse. Antennae
serrate ; no distinct tongue. There are three
British species : Smerinthus ocellatus, the

Eyed, S. populi, the Poplar, and S. Mice, the
Lime Hawk-moth.

* smerk, s. & v. [SMIRK, t. & v.]

smerk, smerk'-y, o. [Eng. rmerk; -y.]

Smart, jaunty, spruce.

smer'-lin, s. [Etym. doubtful.)

Ichthy.: Cobites aculeata. (Goodrich & Porter.)

* smerte, v.t. [SMART, v.]

* smerte, a. & adv. [SMART, a.]

smer'-wort, s. [Mid. Eng. smer = smear,
and wort. From the use of the plant in oint-

ments.]
Sot. : Aristolochia rotunda.

smew (ew as u), s. [Perhaps a contract, of
ice-mew ice-gull ; cf. Ger. weisae nonne =
the smew ; eismove = the fulmar (q.v.).]

Ornilh. : Mergus atbetttis, called also the
Smee or Nun, a bird which is at home in

Russia and Siberia, but has a wide ran.u e of

migration. Family Anatidae. The
adult male is about seventeen
inches long ; head, chin, and

neck white, a black patch
round the eyes, and over

the back of the head
is a green stre.ik

forming, with
some white,
elongated fea-

thers, a kind of

crest; back
black, tail pvy,

SMEW. wings black arid

white, under
surface white, pencilled with pray on the
flanks. The femnle is smaller, with plumage
chiefly reddish-brown and gray. The Smew is

a shy bird ; it flies well, but, like most Divers,
walks badly, from the backward position of
its legs.

*
smlck'-er, v.i. [Sw. smickra; Dan. migre.]
[SMICKER, a.] To look amorously or wan-
tonly.

* smick er, o. [A.S. smicer = neat, elegant.]
Cay, spruce, smart, amorous, wanton.

"
Regardful of his honour he forsook
The tmlcker use of court humanity."

Ford : Fame's Memorial. 574.

*
smick'-er-mg, s. [SMICKER, v.] An amor-
ous inclination.

" We had a young doctotir, who rode by our coach
and seem d to have a wickering to our young lady of
Piltou." Drydm : To Mrt. Steward, let. K.

* smick' -et, *. [Eng. smock; dimin. suff. -et.]
A little smock, a shift.

" The white tmickxtt wave below."
Combe : Or. Syntax, ii. 5.

smlck'-ly'.adv. [SMICKER.] Smartly, trimly,
amorously. (Ford : Sun's Darling, ii'. 1.)

t smlck'-smock, *. [Cf. smell-smock.]

Bot. : Cardamine pratensis.

smid-dum, . [SMEDDCM.]

smiddum-tails, s.pl.

Mining: The slimy mud deposited in 01*
washing.

smld -djf, . [SMITHY.]

smift, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Mining: A match of
paper

saturated with
nitre or other combustible substance, for

igniting a charge of powder; a fuse. Paper
rubbed over with gunpowder and grease i

also used by miners.

* smight, v.t. [SMITE.]

smi la 90 ae, s.pl. [Mod. Lat. smilnx, genit

smilac(ls); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acea:.]

Bot. : Sarsaparillas ;
an order of Dictyogens.

Herbs or under-shrubs often climbing, and
with fleshy tuberous rhizomes; leaves reti-

culated; perian'h six-parted ; stamens six;
style generally trilid ; stigmas three ; ovary
with three cells, each with one or many seeds ;

fruit, a roundish berry. Known genera two ;

species 120, widely distributed, but most
numerous in Asia and America.

smi'-la-chin, s. [SMILACIN.]

Chem. : Reinsch's name for a crystalline
substance which he extracted from the root
of smilax.

Smi'-la-Cin, *. [Mod. Lat. tmilax, genit

smilac(is); -in (Chem.).'] [SARSAPARILLIN.]

smi la ci'-na, *. [Dimin. from Lat smilax

(q.v.)-.]*

Bot. : A genus of Asparageae, or Aspara-
ginea;. Rootstock slender, creeping ; stem
erect, leafy ; leaves alternate ; flowers white,
in terminal racemes ; perianth of four free

segments in one series, or six in two series ;

stamens four or six ; ovary with two to three

cells, each cell with one or two ovules ; fruit

a berry. Known species about ten, from the
north temperate zone. One, Smilacina bifolia

(formerly called Maianthemum bifolium), is

found in woods in England, but is very rare.

The berries of Smilacina ramosa are said to be
diuretic.

smi lax, s. [Lat, from Gr. rjuAo (smilax)
=. the holly, the yew, &c.]

1. Bot. : The typical genus of Smilacese(q. v.).

Perianth petaloid, six-partite ; stamens six ;

stigmas three, spreading; ovary with three

cells, each one-seeded, pendulous; berry one
to three-celled, one to three seeded. Climbing
shrubs from tropical countries, as far north
as Southern Europe. Many species furnish

sarsaparilla (q.v.). The leaves of the Aus-
tralian Smilax glycyphylla are called Sweet
Tea. The Chinese eat the rhizome of S. China
instead of rice, and, like the Hindoos, pre-
scribe it in rheumatism, &c. The large tuberous
rhizomes of S. lancecefolia are often eaten, the

juice, is used in rheumatism, and the residue
laid over the affected parts. S. Pseudo-China.
in the United States, is used as an alterative,
It constitutes the basis of many drinks given
by the herbalists. With corn, sastafra^, and
molasses it is manufactured by the Carolina

negroes into beer.

2. Palceobot. : The genus occurs in the

Lignitic-series (q.v.). Eight species are in

the Miocene of ffiningen, &c., in Switzerland,
flowers and leaves being preserved in the
slate. Some occur in the Pliocene of Italy.

smile, v.i. & t. [Sw. smila = to smirk, to smile,
to simper; Dan. smile; M. H. Ger. smielen,

smieren, smiren; Lat. miror = to wonder at,
admire ; mirus= wonderful.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To express kindness, love, pleasure, or
amusement by a change of the countenance,
especially by a movement of the mouth ; to

laugh gently. (The opposite to frown.)
" And one tmtied, and another rmiled. and they all

tmileti for Joy that Christiana was become a pilgrim."
Bunyan : Pilgrim t Progrett, ft- ii.

2. To express slight contempt by a look

implying sarcasm or pity ; to sneer.
" Twas what I said to Crnggs and Child.
Who praised my modesty and tmilcd,"

Pope : Imit. Horace, L T.

3. To look gay. cheerful, or joyful ; to have
such an appearance as to excite cheerfulness
or joy.

"
Smiling plenty and fair prosperous day?."

Sliaketp. : Richard III., T. k

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, W9lf, work, whd, con; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, foil; try, Syrian. ,
=

; ey = a;qu = kw.



emilo-smock

4. To appear propitious or favourable ; to

fcvour. "
Smile, gentle heav;").

S/uikesp. TO Henry VI., 11. S.

5. To take a drink of liquor. (Amer. slang.)

B. Transitive:

1. To express by or with a smile: as, To
tmile a welcome.

*
2. To put an end to ; to disperse or dispel

by smiling ; to exercise influence on by
wniling. (Followed by away or the like.)

" No fair Hebrew buy
Shall smile nway my maiden blame."

Tennyson : Dream of Fair Women.
*
3. To smile at ; to receive or hear with a

mile.
" Smile you my speeches, as I were a fool?"

Shaketp. : Lear. ii. X

4. To wrinkle or contract by smiling.
" He does smile his face into more lines than is on

the new map." Shalcesp. : Twelfth tfiyht, iii 2.

Smile,
* smyle, s. [SMILE, v.]

1. A slight contraction of the features of

the face indicative of pleasure, amusement,
approbation, or kindness. (The opposite to

frown.) " Sweet intercourse
Of looks and tmlJei ; for uni'es from reason flow,
To brute denied." Milton : P. I.., ix. 239.

2. Gay, cheerful, or joyous appearance : as,

the smiles of spring.

3. Favour, propitiousness, countenance,

support.
" Methought I stood not in the smile of heaven."

Khakeip. : Henry I'///., ii. 4.

4. An expression of countenance, somewhat
resembling a smile, but expressing slight

contempt, scorn, or self-satisfaction ;
a sneer-

ing or contemptuous smile.

5. A dram. (Amer. slang.)

smile'-ful, a. [Eng. smile, s. ; -ful(l).J Full

of smiles ; smiling.

smile'-less, a. [Eng.
11

smile, s. ; -less.] Not

having a smile ; without a smile.
"
Smiletttt, voiceless, and bedragged." Scri&ner'i

Magazine. Aug., 185", p, 607.

Smil'-er, s. [Eng. smil(e), v. ; -er.] One who
smiles.

"And when they love, your imUert guess not how."
Byron : Lara. ii. 22.

SmiT-et, s. [Eng. smile; dimin. suff. -et.]

A little smile. (Shakesp. : Lear, iv. 3.)

Smil'-ing, pr. par. or a. [SMILE, .]

mil -uig -ly, adv. [Eng. smiling; -ty.] In a

smiling manner ; with a smile or smiles.
" All the regions

Do smilingly revolt" Shaketp. : Coriolamu, iv. &

smil'-ing-ness, a. [Eng. smiling ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being smiling.
" The very knowledge that he lived in vain . . .

Had made Despair a smiltntjness assun.e."

Byron : Childe Harold, lit IS.

smilt, v.l. [Apparently from smelt or melt.]
To melt.

'

Having too much water, many corns will tmttt, or
have their pulp turned into a substance like thick
cream." Mortimer: Husbandry.

i'-nn, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. sminth(us);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

ZooL : A sub-family of Muridse, with one

genus, Sminthus, founded for the reception of
Sminthus vagus, discovered in the Crimea,
ranging through Eastern Europe to Tartary
and Siberia. One or two other species have
since been discriminated ; M. }, the first and
fourth much smaller than those between them.

smin -thus, s. [From an old Cretan word,
o-Mtxflos (sminthos) = a field-mouse.] [SuiN-
THIN.*.]

Smir9h, v.t. [From the same root as smear

(q.v.).] To smear, to stain, to soil, to dirty.
" He sei-ed

In both his hands the dust that lay around,
And threw it on his head, nnd tmirrhed his hair."

M. Arnold: Sohrao 4 Hint urn.

mirk. ' smerk, "

smirke, v.i. [A. 8.

rmercian, from the same root as smile ; cf.

M. H. Ger. smieren, swireu=to smile.]
[SMILE, v.] To smile affectedly or wantonly ;

to simper ; to assume an affectedly soft "or

kind look.
" Her grizzled locks assume a tmirtrlnij prace,
And art has levelled her ileei. f nrr<>w\l f:e."

founff : L;te of t'amt. T.

mirk, * smirke, s. &a. [SMIRK, v.]

A. As subst. : An affected smile ; a soft

look, a simper.
" Oh ! torture me not, foT love's sake.
With the imirk of those delicate lips."

Jenyiu: A Song.
B. As adj. : Smart, spruce.

" Seest how brag yond bullouke beares,
80 smirke, no smuuthe. Ins pricked earesJ"

Speiuer : Shepheards Calender ; Feb.

* smirk -ly, adv. [Eng. smirk; -ly.] In a
smiiking manner; with a smirk.
"
Smirkly thus gan say." Sidney : Arcadia, p. 558.

smirk'-y, a. [Eng. smirk ; -y.] Smart, spruce.
(Prov.)

* smit, pa. par. ofv. [SMITE.]

smit, v.t. [A.S. smitan = to infect; besmitan
= to pollute, to defile ; Ger. smitten, sc/tmitzen
.= to besmear.] To infect. (Prov.)

smite, * smight, * smyte (pa. t.
* mat,

*
smoot,

*
itiiiot, smote ; pa. par.

*
smiten,

smitten), v.t. ft i. [A.S. smitan (pa. t. smdt ;

pa. par. smiten); cogn. with Dut. smijten ;

Sw. smida = to forge ; Dan. sraitZ = to fling ;

O. H. Ger. smizan = to throw, to stroke, to
smear ; Ger. schmeissen = to smite, to fling.]

A. Transitive :

1. To strike ; to give a blow to, as with the

hand, a weapon held in the hand, or anything
thrown ; to beat.

2. To destroy the life of with weapons of

any kind ; to kill, to slay, to slaughter.
" The servants of David had smitten of Benjamin,

and of A IHUT'S men, so thr.t tl.ree hundred and three
score men died." 2 Samuel ii. 31.

3. To blast ; to destroy the life or vigour of,

as by a stroke or some destructive visitation.
" And the flax and the barley was smitten."
Exodus ix. 31

*
4. To afflict, to chasten, to punish ; to

visit with punishment or suffering.
"Let us not mistake God's goodness, nor imagine,

because he tmites us, that we are forsaken by him."
Wake.

5. To strike or affect with any passion.
"

Se;it imius no sooner saw her, hut he was smit with
an involuntary passion." Goldsmith : The Bee, No. L

B. Intrajisitive :

1. To strike, to deliver strokes.
" Saw where the sword of Michael smote."

Milton: P.L.,\l.KO.

2. To strike, to collide, to knock.
" The heart melteth, and the knees smite together."
tiahum ii. 10.

3. To affect as by a stroke ; to enter or

penetrate with quickness and force ; to shoot.
" All that secret regret, mid those inward tmitings,

. . . which are so often felt in the minds of men,
uiion the commission of any great sin.' H'itkint :

J/atural Religion, bk. i, ch. xi.

smite, s. [SMITE, v.] A stroke, a blow, a
sudden affection. (Prov.)

smit'-er, s. [Eng. smit(e), v. ; -er.] One who
smites.

" And therefore came I. In my bark of war.
To smite the smiier with the scimitar.'

Byron : Corsair, lit 8.

smith, s. [A.S. smidh, cogn. with Dut. smid ;

Icel. smidhr ; Dan. & Sw. smed ; M. H. Ger.

smit, smid; Goth, smitha ; Ger. schmied. From
the same root as smooth (q.v.).]

1. One who forges with the hammer : one
who works in metals : as, a goldsmith, a silver-

smith ; when used independently, it is gene-

rally applied to a blacksmit/i (q.v.).
" The trade of the carpenter is commonly separated

from that of the jmitA. Smith : Wealth of Nations,
bit. 1., ch. i.

2. One who makes, effects, or accom-

plishes anything.
" The doves repented, though too late.

Become the smiths of their own foolish fate."

Dryden : Bind it Panther, iii. 1,268.

* smith, v.t. [A.S. smiJMan.] To beat into

shape, to forge.
"
[He] in his forge smithfd plow-harnels."

Chaucer: C. T., 3,687

* smith' - craft, s. [Eng. smith, and craft.]

The art, occupation, or business of a smith ;

smith's work ; smithing.
" Inventors of pasturage, smithcraft, and muslck."
Raleigh.

smith ers, smith'-er-eens, s. pi. [Etym.

doubtful.] Small fragments.
" Knocked heaps of things t" smUhereent." Black :

Adventurn of a Phaeton, ch. Iii.

* smith'-er-y, s. [Eng. smith ; -ery.]

1. The workshop of a smith; a smith's

shop, a sm.thy.

2. Work done by a smil'a.

3. The act, art, or proivss of forging or

hammering a mass of iron or other metal into
a desired shape ; smithing.

" The din of all this tmithety may some time or
other possibly wake tb.il lioble duke." tiui ke : A
Letter to a Jfotlf Lord.

smith-i-a, s. [Named after Sir James Smith
(1759-1828), founder and first president of the
Liunxau Society.]

Bot. : A genus of Hedysarea (?). Herbs or
undershrubs from the tropics of Asia and
Africa. Smithia sensitiva has sensitive leaves.

Smith'-ing, s. [Eng. smith ; -ing.] The act,

art, or process of forging or working metals
into a desired shape.

Smith-sou' I an, a. Of or pertaining to

James L. M. Smitlison, the English chemist, or
the institution he founded at Washington.

smith'-son-ite, s. [After Smithson, who
analysed both tiie zinc carbonate and silicate ;

suff. -tie (Afin.).]

1. An ore of zinc occurring abundantly,
both crystallized and massive, also stalactitic,
mammilla! ed and botryoidal witli fibrous struc-

ture. Crystallization, orthorhombic. Hard-

ness, 4'5 to 5 ; sp. gr. 3'16 to 8-9 ; lustre, vit-

reous to sub-pearly ; colour, white, sometimes
bluish or greenish ; streak, white ; brittle ;

pyroelectric. Compos. : silica, 25-0 ; oxide of

zinc, 67'5 ; water, 7'5 = 100, corresponding
with the formula 2ZnO,SiO2 + HO. Dana
divides this species into (1) Ordinary : (a) in

crystals, (6) mammillary or stalactitic, (c)

massive ; (2) Carbonated, containing from 12

to 20 per cent, of carbonate of zinc; (3) Argil-
laceous. As this name has been used by
different mineralogists both for the silicate and
the carbonate of zinc, in order to get rid of

the confusion arising therefrom, in the Brit.

Miis. Cat. Kenngott's name, Hemimorphite,
has been adopted.

2. The same as CALAMINE (q.v.).

smith'-y, r [A.S. smidhdh; Icel. smidja\
The workshop of a smith.

" Under a spreading chestnut tree
The village tmithy stands.*

Longfellow: Village BladunMh.

smit -ing, pr. par. or a. [SuiTE, v.]

smiting lino, s.

Na-at. : A rope by which a yarn-stoppered
sail is loosened without sending the men
aloft.

smitt, . [Low Ger. smitt, schmitte; Ger.

schmitz, schmitze, from smitten, schmitien =
to besmear.] The finest of the clayey ore

made up into balls, and used for marking
sheep.

* smit'-ted, pa. par. ofv. [SMITE, .]

smit'-ten, pa. par. ofv. [SMITE, .]

1. Struck, killed, slain, blasted; afflicted,

punished, destroyed.
" We did esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and

afflicted." Isaiah HiL 4.

2. Affected with some passion, as love ; ex-

cited or struck by something impressive.
" He was himself no less tmitten with Constant!*."
AMaon. (Todd.)

smit'-tle, v.t. [Eng. smit; frequent, suff. -to.)

To infect (Prov.)

gmit'-tle, smit'-tlish, o, [SMITTLE, .] In-

fectious, contagious. (Prov.)
Tls a mttile night for rheumatics." H. Kingtley:

Qcoffrey llamlyn, ch. xxx vi.

smock, * smocke, smok, 8. [A.S. smoe,
from smogen, pa. par. of smeogan, smiigan =
to creep ; Icel. smokkr = a smock, from mo-
man, pa, par. of smjuga = to creep through >

hole, to put on a garment.] [SMUO, SMUGOLB.J

1. A shift, a chemise, a woman's under-

garment.
" You may do what you please ; yon may tell my

Mrs. P. was'too well-bred to mention her smock."

Barham : Ing. Legends i Look at the Clock

2. A smock-frock (q.v.).

^[ It was sometimes used adjectively, as

equivalent to, pertaining to, or connected

with women, female : as, rotocfc-treason (Be*

Jonson), smock-loyalty (Dryden), &c.

smock-faced, a. Having a feminine

countenance, appearance, or complexion ;

smooth-faced, eft'ernindte.

1)611, b63^ ; pout, J6%1 ; cat, 56!!, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, $*U* ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, e^rlst. -Ing.

-cian. -tian = shan. -tlon. -sion = shun ; -(ion, -5ion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -blc, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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SMOCK-MILL.

Bmook-frock, . A garment of coarse

material, resembling a shirt, worn by farm
'abourers over their other clothes.

" He was often Introduced into meeting! through
back doors, with rm<xx-/roclt ou hi* tuck uid a wu) p
lu his haud/'-J/untu.
lay: Ui*. Sng., ch. U.

smock mill, *.

A form of windmill
in which a cap ro-

tates on a vertical
axis to present the
sails towards the
wind. The term is

used in contradis-
tinction to post-
mill, in which the
whole mill rotates
for a similar pur-
pose. It is also
called the Dutch
mill, aa being the
form most common-
ly used in Holland
for pumping. The
mill in the illustra-

tion is at Blean, a village near Canterbury.
* smock-race, s. A race run by women

fcr the prize of a fine smock. (North.)

smock, v.t. [SMOCK, s.] To provide with a
smock ; to clothe or dress in a smock or
smock-frock.

" Though mocked, or furred and purpled."
Tmnyion : Princett, iv. J2&.

smock'- less, *smok-les, a. fEng.
mock, 8. ; -less.] Wanting a smock ; without
a smock.

smok, *, [SMOCK, *.]

smok-a-ble, smoke'-a-ble, a. [Eng.
smoke, v. ; -able.] Capable of being smoked ;

fit to be smoked.
"The question whether green tobacco can be rendered

imokeabte by any process of drying lias yet to be de-
cided."-Baity Telegraph, Sept. 25, 1686.

moke, 'smoake, *smok, s. [A.S. smoca,
from smocen, pa. par. of smeocan = to smoke,
to reek ; cogn. with Dut. smook = smoke ;

Dan. smoge to smoke ; Ger. schmauch
smoke ; Irish smuid = vapour, smoke ; much,
s smoke ; WeL mwg = smoke.]

L Literally:

1. Any volatile, and specially any carbona-
ceous matter escaping from a burning sub-
stance. When wood or coal is in process of

combustion, it emits, not merely minute par-
t'eles of unconsumed carbon, but invisible

gaseous matter. Appliances for consuming
smoke aim simply at preventing the rise of
the carbonaceous particles, ignoring the un-
seen gases. They turn on the furnishing of
a supply of air containing an abundance of

oxygen, the absence of which is the reason

why any carbon escapes unconsumed.
"And there arose the tmok of a great fornate."

Mentation ix. (1551.)

2. Something resembling smoke ; a vapour;
an exhalation.

" For tmokt and dusty vapours of the night."
Shaketp. : 1 Henry 17., it 1

3. The act of drawing in and puffing out
the fumes of burning tobacco.

4. A cigar. (Slang.)

5. A chimney.
" Dublin hath Houses of more than one Smoak."

Petty : Polit. Survey of Ireland, p. 9.

IL Fig. Something light, inconsiderable,
or unimportant ; idle talk ; mere words ;

vanity, emptiness.
" This helpless moke of words."

Shaketp. : Rape of Lucreee, 1,027.

| Like smoke : Very rapidly. (Slang.)

smoke-arch, s.

SUam-tng. : The smoke-box of a locomotive.

smoke-ball, s.

Ordn. : A paper shell filled with a composi-
tion which, when ignite!, emits volumes of
moke. Smoke-balls are thrown into military
mines to suffocate working parties, or into
forts to cover an advance. They have also

oeen used as signals.

smoke-bell, . A glass bell suspended
over a gas-light, to intercept the smoke and
prevent its blackening the ceiling immediately
over the jet.

smoke-black, s. Lamp-black obtained

by deposit of smoke from burning resinous
material.

smoke - board, s. A board placed
against a fireplace to keep smoke from issuing
into a room.

smoke-box, .

Steam :

1. A chamber in which the smoke and
heated gases of the flues are collected, and
from which they pass to the chimney, funnel,
or stack. Some forms of reverting-flue boilers

have smoke-boxes at each end.

2. In locomotives, the end of the boiler on
which the chimney is placed. It receives the

draught from the tubes. Locomotives with
inside cylinders have them placed in this box,
which keeps them and the steam-pipes at a

high temperature.
* smoke-cloud, s. A cloud of smoke.

smoke - condenser, s. An apparatus
for precipitating the soot and smoke emanat-

ing from furnaces underground or in other
confined situations.

smoke-consumer, s. An apparatus for

consuming or burning the smoke from a lire.

smoke - consuming, a. Tending or

serving to consume or burn smoke : as, a
smoke-consuming furnace.

smoke-dried, a. Dried with smoke.

smoke-dry, v.t. To dry by hanging up
in smoke.

"
Smoke-dry the fruit, but not if you plant them."

Mortimer: Husbandry.
* smoke-farthing, >.

1. The same as PENTECOSTAL (q.v.).

2. The same as HEARTH-MONEY (q.v.J.

smoke-flue, . A flue or chimney for the

passage of smoke.
" Shouted down into the imoke-Jlue."

LmgfeUow : Hiawatha, U.

smoke-house, * smoak house, s.

*
I. A. dwelling-house witu a hearth or

chimney.
" The simple smoak-hmaei are . . . 184,000." Petty:

Polit. Survey of Ireland, p. 9.

2. A building employed for the purpose of

curing flesh by smoking. It is provided with
hooks for suspending the pieces of meat, which
are hung over a smudge or smouldering fire

kindled at the bottom of the apartment.

smoke-Jack, s. An apparatus for turn-

ing a roasting-spit by means of a wheel or
wheels set in motion by a current of ascending
air in a chimney.

* smoke-money, * smoke-penny, *.

The same as SMOKE-SILVER (q.v.).

smoke-pipe, s.

1. A metallic chimney ; as that of a loco-

motive, a stove, or a steamboat.
*

2. A tobacco-pipe ; a pipe for smoking
tobacco.

smoke-plant, smoke-tree, s.

Sot. : Rhits Cotinus.

smoke-sail, s.

Naut. : A sail hoisted before the funnel of
the galley when the ship is anchored head to

wind, to screen the quarter-deck from the
smoke.

* smoke-Silver, . Money formerly paid
annually to the minister of a parish as a
modus in lieu of tithe-wood.

" Lands were held in some places by the payment of
the sum of sixpence yearly to the sheriff, called imokt-
tUver. ... In some manors formerly belonging to
religious houses there is still paid, as appendant to
the said manors, the ancient Peter-pence, by the name
of smoke-money." Tomline : Lav: Diet.

smoke-stack, *. The term stack is

properly applied to a brick or stone chimney,
but is not properly applicable to the funnel
or furnace chimney rising above the deck of
a vessel (in which sense, however, it is used
in America). The term is also sometimes ap-
plied to the chimney of a locomotive.

smoke-tight, a. Impervious to smoke j

not allowing smoke to enter or escape.

smoke-tree, *. [SMOKE-PLANT.]

smoke, * smoake, v.i. & t. [SuoKi, .]

A. Intransitive :

1. To emit smoke.
"The Vulcan may easily be known, ... It rmtnla

all the day. and iu tiie night it sometimes sends forth
flames of im.'Uampier : t'oyaga (an. 1664}.

2. To throw off volatile matter iu the form
of vapour or exhalation ; to reek.

"The hones in the stages that were going out, and
had come through the City, were making so, that the
outside passenger* were invisible."nickent: Pick
wick, ch. xxxv.

f Tennyson (Holy Grail, 18) applies this
verb to the yew, from the blossoms of which
in spring light clouds of pollen are shaken out
by puffs of wind.

" O brother, I have seen this yew-tree imoke,
Spring after spring, for half a hundred jean."

S. To draw into and expel from the mouth
the fumes of burning tobacco, from a pipe,
cigar, or the like.

"Given more to bibbing and imoakina than the
duty of his office." Wood: fasti Ozon., voL il.

*
4. To burn ; to be kindled.

*5. To raise a dust or smoke by rapid mo-
tion.

" Proud of his steeds, he tmokes along the field."

Dryden: Virgil; jEneid vii. 90.
*
6. To smell or hunt out ; to detect, to

suspect.
"

I began to tmoke that they were a parcel of mum*
mere, and wondered that none of the Middlesex
justices took care to lay some of them by the heels."
Addiaon: Freeholder.
*
7. To suffer ; to be punished.
"
Maugre all the world will I keep safe,
Or some of you shall tmoke for it iu Rome.*

Shaketp. : Titus Andronicut, iv. L
8. To blush. (School slang.)

B. Transitive :

1. To apply smoke to, to foul by smoke ; to
hang up and dry in smoke

; to fumigate : as,
To smoke hams or fish for preservation.

2. To draw smoke from into the mouth and
expel it again ; to burn or use in smoking.

" ' Send down word that he's to spend the change In
cigars. . . They shan't lie wasted,' continued Sraangle,
turning to Mr. Pickwick. '

I'll tmoke eui.'
"

nicktnt;
Pickwick, ch. xli.

3. To drive out or expel by smoke. (Gene-
rally with out.)

*4. To smell out, to find out ; to detect.

"He was first rmoked by the old L,rd Lafew when
his disguise and he is parted, tell me what a sprat you
shall find him." Shaketp. : All't Well, Hi. 6.

*
5. To sneer at, to quiz ; to ridicule to the

face.
" Thou'rt very smart, my dear. But see 1 amoto

the Doctor." Addison: Drummer, HI L

6. To seek, hunt, or look after. (Prov.)

smoke less,
* smoak less, a. [Eng. smoke;

less.] Having no smoke ; emitting no smoke.

smokeless-powder, . A form of
gunpowder now widely coming into use, whose
value consists in its making very little smoke.
This is likely to render it of great utility in
war, since the old kind of powder, if used in
the modern rapid fire guns, would soon hide
the combatants within a dense cloud of smoke.
Various smokeless powders have been devised,
one of which was used by the Japanese (1895)
in the war between Japan and China.

smoke'-less ness, *. [Eng. smokeless; -nest.]
The quality or state of being smokeless ; free-

dom from smoke.
"The quality of the coal is stated to exceed any

In England in oiliness and imoKeUtinett." Daily
Chronicle, Aug. 12, 1885.

smok'-er, . [Eng. smoke, T. ; -tr.]

1. One who dries or preserves by smoke.

2. One who smokes tobacco, from a pipe,

cigar, &c.

3. A smoking-car.
4. An evening entertainment (originally

designated as a smoking-concert) at which

smoking is permitted.

smoke'-wood, s. [Eng. smoke, and wood.]

Bot. : Clematis Vitalba, the porous stalks of
which are smoked by children.

smok'-l-ljr, adv. [Eng. smoky; -ly.] In a

smoky manner.

smok'-i-ness, *. [Eng. smoky; -ness.] The

quality or state of being smoky.

smok ing, *smok-yng, pr. par., a., & fc

[SMOKE, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Emitting smoke.

2. Used for smoking; adapted for being
smoked : as, a smoking mixture.

3. Used for smoking in ; set apart for the

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work. who. son; mute. cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a; an = kw.
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use or accommodation of smokers : as, a

tmukiiig carriage, a smoking room.

C. -As substantive :

1. The act of one who or of that which
snioK.es ; the emission of smoke ; specifically,
the act or practice of inhaling and expelling
froiii the mouth the fumes of burning tobacco,
as from a pipe, a cigar, &c.

*2. The act of quizzing or bantering.
" What a smoking did Miss Burney give Mr. Crutch-

ley." Mad. D'Arblay: Diary, ii. 69.
'

smoklng-cap, s. A light ornamental

cap, resembling a fez, used by smokers and
others for indoor wear.

smoking car, smoking
carriage, s. A railroad car set apart for

the use of smokers.

smoking concert, j. [SMOKER, ., 4.]

smok'-y,
* smoak ie, i. [Bug. smok(e) ; -y.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Emitting smoke, especially in quantity.

2. Filled with smoke, or with an atmosphere
resembling smoke.

" In many a smoky fireside nook
Of Iceland, iu the ancient day."

Longfellow: Wayside Inn. (Interlude.)

3. Subject or liable to be filled with smoke,
as from a chimney or fire-place.

" Once Prince Frederick's Guard
Sang them in their smoky barracks."

Longfellow: To an Old Danish Song-book.

4. Failing to carry off the smoke properly :

as, a smoky chimney.
5. Foul or tarnished with smoke ; noisome

with smoke.

6. Having the appearance or nature of

Bmoke ; dark, obscure.
"

If blast septentrional with brushing wings
Sweep up the smnky mists, and vapours damp,
Then woe to mortals !

"
Philips : Cider, bk. i.

*
7. Suspicious.
"He seems a little tmoaky." Cibbtr : Provoked

Busband, ii.

II. Bot. : Gray, changing to brown.

smoky mastiff-bat, $.

Zool. : Molossus nasutus, from South America
and the West Indian Islands. It is about six

inches long, and has fur of a smoky-brown
Colour. Sometimes called Monk-bat (q.v.).

smoky-quartz, . [CAIRNGORM.]

smoky-urine, a.

Pothol. : Urine of a dark, smoky colour, and
highly albuminous, passed in Bright's disease,
or tinged by a small quantity of blood in

hsematuria.

smoky-wainscot, s.

Entom. : A British night-moth, Leucania

impura.

smoky-wave, *.

Entom. : A British geometer moth, Acidtdia

fumata.

smol'-der, v.i. [SMOULDER.]

molt, . [Gael, smal = a spot.] A salmon,
a year or two old, when it has acquired its

silvery scales.

moor, v.t. [A.S. smorian; Dut. smooren =
to suffocate ; Ger. sclimoren = to stew ; O.
Dut. tmoor = vapour, fume.] To smother
(q.v.). (Scotch.)

" Duncan could na' be her death.
Swelling pity tmoor'd his wrath.'

Burnt : Duncan Brag.

Bmooth,
' smoothe, *smethe, a. &, s.

f_A.S. smidlit ; of. O. Dut. smedigh, smijdigh= soft ; Dut. smijdig = malleable ; Ger. ge-

schmeidig ; Dan. smidig pliable, supple.
Hence, allied to smith, (q.v.).]

A. As adjective :

1. Having an even surface ; having a sur-

face so even that no roughness or points are

perceptible to the touch ; free from roughness
or asperities. In botany free from asperities
or hairs, or any sort of unevenness.

" A smooth as alabaster." Shakesp. : Othello, v. 2.

2. Not hairy.

3. Evenly spread, glossy.
"
Thy sleek, smooth heart."

Shake*?. : Mi.'.summer tfij'it's fircam, IT. t.

4. Gently flowing; not ruffled, agitated, or

Undulating.
" The sea being smooth.' Shakesp. : Troilui. L t.

5. Level, plain.
" The path is smooth that leadeth on to danger."

Sh<tkenp. : Venus A Adonis, 788.

6. Uttered without stops, obstruction, or
hesitation ; falling pleasantly on the ear ;

even, not harsh, not rugged ; hence, using
language not harsh or rugged.

" When sage Minerva rose,
From her sweet lips smooth elocution flows."

day : Fan, lit 1

7. Without jolt or shock; equable. (Applied
to motion.)

8. Free from anything disagreeable or un-

pleasant ; not alloyed with any painful sensa-
tion or difficulty.

" Smooth and welcome news."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., i. 1.

9. Bland, mild, soothing, flattering, fawning,
" That man, when smoothest he appears,

Is moat to be suspected.
"

Covifitr : On friendship.
B. As substantive :

1. The act of making smooth.

2. That which is smooth ; the smooth part
of anything.

3. Freedom from hardship or difficulty ;

ease, comfort.
" We enjoyed some of those smooths which wipe off

the roughs of a hunter's life." Field, Sept. 25, 188.

4. A grass field ; a meadow. (Amer.)

smooth-blenny, s. [SHANNY.]

smooth-bore, a. & s.

A. As adj. : The same as SMOOTH-BORED
(q.v.).

B. As subst. : A gun having a smooth-bored
barrel, as distinguished from a rifle.

smooth-bored, a. Having a smooth
bore, as distinguished from rifled.

smooth-chinned, a. Beardless.

smooth-dab, s. [SMEAR-DAB.]
* smooth - dittied, o. Sweetly and

smoothly sung or played ; having a smooth,
flowing melody. (Milton : Comus, 86.)

smooth-faced, a.

1. Having a smooth face ; beardless.

2. Having a mild, soft, bland, or winning
look.

3. Havipg a fawning or insinuating look.

4. Havinga smooth face or surface in general.

smooth-file, s.

L A finishing-file, whose teeth are of a

grade of coarseness between the second-cut
and the dead-smooth. [ROUGH-FILE.]

2. The rubbing-tool used by the needle-

maker in pressing and rolling a pack of wires
cut for needles, to take out of them the bend

they have acquired by the coiling of the wire.

smooth - grained, a. Smooth in the

grain, as wood or stone.
"
Smooth-grained, and proper for the turner's trade."

J)ryden : Virgil ; Georgic ii. 631.

smooth-hound, *.

Ichthy. : Musteliis Icevis, about three feet

long, said to be used for food in the Hebrides.
Its skin is much smoother and softer than the
skins of other British sharks.

* smooth-paced, a. Having a smooth,
easy pace ; moving or flowing easily, readily,
and smoothly.

" Remarks which none did e'er disclose
In smooth-vac d verse or hobbling prose."

Prior : Alma, iii. H4.

smooth-plane, s. A smoothing plane.

smooth scrranus, s.

Ichthy. : Serranus cabrilla, common in the

Mediterranean, reaching southward to Madeira.
The view, sanctioned by Cuvier, that this fish

is hermaphrodite, one lobe of the roe consist-

ing of ova and the other of milt, is probably
an error, due to some peculiarities in the

reproductive apparatus.

smooth-shaven, a. Cut or dipt smooth ;

made smootli by cutting or mowing. (Milton :

II Penseroso, 68.)

smooth-snake, .

Zool. : Coronella Inn-is (or avstriacct), called

also the Austrian Snake, common in Southern
ami Central Europe, and occasionally observed
iu the western section. It is about two feet

long, shiny brown with irregular patches of

bl.-ick, yellow mark on back and sides of head,
under surface yellowish with black spots.

smooth-sole, s.

Ichthy.: Arnoylossus laterna, the Megrim,
or Scald-fish, a small species, four or five
inches long, common in the Mediterranean,
and extending to the north coast of the Eng-
lish Channel.

smooth-spoken, a. Having a smooth,
plausible tongue.

smooth-tongued, a. Soft of speech ;

plausible, flattering.
" He was smooth-tongued, gave good words, and

seldom lost his temper. Aruuthnot : Hist. John liulU

smooth-winged swallows, s. pi.

Ornith. : The sub-family Hirundinidse.

Smooth, v.t. &i. [A.S.smcdliian.] [SMOOTH, a.)

A. Transitive:

1. To make smooth ; to make level on the
surface by any means.

" To smooth the ice." Shakesp. : King John, iv. *>

2. To free from obstruction ; to make easy.
" Smooth my passage to the realms of day."

Pope : Eloisa to Abelard, SB.

3. To free from harshness ; to make smootli
and flowing.

" In their motions harmony divine
So smooths her charming Tones."

Milton : P. L., T. 626.
*
4. To soften; to palliate, to colour.

" Hd it been a stranger, not my child.
To smooth his fault, I would have been more mild."

Shakesp. : Richard II., i. 1.

*
5. To soften, to quiet, to allay, to calin.

" Smooth every passion."
Shakeip. : Lear, ii. a.

*
6. To soften with blandishments ; to

flatter, to humour.
" Smooth and speak him fair."

Shakesp. : Titus Androntou, T. L
*

7. To ease, to regulate.
" Eestor'd it soon will be ; the mean's prepaid.
The difficulty smooth'd, the danger shar'd.

Dryden. (Todd.)
*

8. To work up into a soft, uniform mass.
"
It brings up again into the mouth that which It

bad swallowed, and chewing it, grinds and smooths it."

nay : On the Creation.

B. Intransitive :

1. To become smooth ; to settle down ; to
become calm.

" The falls were smoothing &own." Field, Dec. 6, 1984
*

2. To use blandishments ; to flatter, to

cajole, to be insinuating.
"
Smooth, deceive, and cog."

Shakesp. : Richard III., L 3.

* smooth'- en, v.t. [Eng. smooth; -en.] To
make smooth ; to smooth.

" With edged grooving tools they cut down and
smoothen the extuberaiices left, "ilozon : JfecA. t^or.

smooth'-er, s. [Eng. smooth, v.
; -r.]

1. One who or that which makes smooth.
" The bleachers and smoothers of the linen

"
Sn.i&i

Wealth of Nations, bi. i., ch. i.

*
2. A flatterer.

" My claw. backs, my smoothers, my parasites."
Cruuhart : Rabelais, bk. iii., ch. iii.

smooth'-ing, pr. par. or o. [SMOOTH, v,}

* smoothing box, s. A box-iron.
"
SmooMng-boxes, Buckles, Steels, and Awls."

Money Masters All Things, p. 76 (1698).

smoothing-iron, s. A domestic imple-
ment, used in the laundry to smooth (iron)
linen. It is heated by placing on a stove, l>y

a gas jet, by a hot iron or charcoal fire placed
within it.

smoothing mill, s. [POLISHING-MILL.]

smoothing plane, s.

Joinery : A short plane, finely set, for finish*

ing. It is 7i inches long.

smoothing stone, s. A substitute for a

smoothing-iron, made of steatite, attached to

a plate and handle of metal.

smooth ly, *smothe-ly, adv. [Eng.

smooth, a. ; -ly.}

1. In a smooth manner; not roughly:
evenly ; with even flow or motion ; not

harshly or ruggedly.
" O'er the calm Ionian smoothly sails."

Dryden : Ovid ; Jtetamarphosei IT.

2. Without obstruction or difficulty ; easily,

readily.

3. With soft, bland, plausible, or insinuating

language.

*4. Mildly, innocently; especially with

affected mildness or innocence.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, coll, chorus, shin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e^Iat. ph L

-<sian, -tian - sham, -tion, sion - shun; -Jion,
- ion - zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious - shus, -We, -die, Ac. = feel, del.
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Smooth ness, . [Eng. smooth ; -nets.]

1. The quality or state of being smooth ;

freedom from roughness, inequalities, or asper-
ities ; evenness of surface.

** How wit and virtue from within
8eut out a sinuoCAnrM o'er the skin."

Swift : To Dr. Sktridan.

t. Freedom from jolt or shock ; evenness :

tt, the smoothness of motion.

3. Softness or mildness to the palate : as,
the smoothness of wine.

4. Softness or sweetness of numbers ; easy
flow of words.

"
VlrglL though smooth, where moothneti It re-

quired, it to far from anertlng it, tht he rather dis-

Oaiiu it" DrytieH. (Toad. I

& Mildness or gentleness of speech ; bland-
ness of manners : especially assumed or hypo-
critical mildness.

" She Is too subtle for thee ; and her tmoothntu,
Her very silence, and her patience,
6pek to the people, and they pity her."

Sltaketp. : At fan Lilt It. 1. t.

smorz a' to, smorz an do (z as tz), adv.

[Ital. = smothered.]
Music: A direction that the passage over

which it is placed is to be played so as to

gradually fade or die away.

mote, pret. of v. [SMITE, .]

* smoterlich, a. [SMUT.] Smutty, dirty,
wanton.

smoth'-er, 'smor-ther, *smor-thre,
* smor thur,

* smud-der, v.t. &, i. [A.S.
smnrian = to choke, to stifle ; Dut. smooren.]
[SMOOR.]

A. Transitive:

1. To suffocate or destroy the life of by
causing smoke or dust to enter the lungs ; to
suffocate by covering up closely and excluding
or from ; to stifle.

" This is the place In which my dear husband had
like to hare been mothered, with inud." Sunyan :

Filgrim'i Progrett, pt. ii.

2. To cover closely up: as, To smother a
fire.

3. To suppress, to stifle, to conceal, to ex-

tinguish."
Noticed with a smother'd sigh.*

Byron : Paruina, rz.
* B. Intransitive :

1. To be suffocated or stifled.

2. To suffocate, to stifle.
" The mothering clouds of poisoned air."

Scott : Bridal of Triermain, III. H.

& To smoke without vent ; to smoulder.
"
Hay and straw hare a very low degree of heat :

bat yet close and mothering, and which drieth not.
Bacon : Xat. Bitt.

4. To be suppressed or kept close.

"A man had better talk to a post than let his
thoughts lie suiokiiig and smothering." Collier : Of
friendship.

* smoth'-er, *. [SMOTHER, v.]

1. Smoke ; thick dust ; thick and suffo-

cating smoke : hence, confusion.
" Thus most I from the smoke into the mother,
From tyrant duke unto a tyrant brother."

Shaketp. : At i'ou Like It, i. t.

2. A state of suppression.
"
Therefore men should procure to know more, and

not l.i keep their suspicions in mother." Bacon :

Mttiys ; Of Suspicion.

*
smother-fly, s. A popular name for an

unidentified species of Aphis.
"The people of the village were surprised by a
hower of aphides, or molhcr-JUet, which fell in
these parts." Wlute: Selbonie, let 1111.

emoth ered, pa. par. or a. [SMOTHER, v.]

smothered mate, 5.

Chess : A form of mate only possible when
the king is surrounded by his own men and
check is given by a knight.

smoth -er-i-ness, *. [Eng. smothery;
ness.] The quality or state of being smothery.

smoth -er-Ing, pr. par. or a. [SMOTHER, v.]

smoth -er-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. smothering;
ly.} "In a smothering manner; suffocatingly,
suppressingly.

Smoth -er-y, a. [Eng. smother ; -y.]

1. Tending to smother ; stifling, suffocating.

2. Full of smother or dust.

smouch, v.t. [Prob. allied to smack (2), v.

(q.v.).] To kiss, to embrace, to buss.
" \Vhat bussing, what tmnuching and slabbering on*

of another." Stubbes : Anatomy of Jlbuttt, p. lit

smoul'-der, smol der, smool der, v.t.

& i. [SMOULDER, .]

A. Trans. ; To suffocate, to smother, to
choke.

"They preassed forward Tnder their ensignes, bear.

Ing downe such as stuode lu their way, and with their
owne nre smoldered and burnt them to ashes."
Botinshed : HMurte af England, bk. iv., cli. ix.

B. Intransitive :

1. Lit. : To burn and smoke without vent
or flame.

2. Fig. : To exist in a suppressed state ; to
burn inwardly without outward sign or indica-

tions, as a thought, a passion, or the like.
"

Still, though thy sire the peace renewed,
Smoulderi in Roderick's breast the feud."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, 11. 16.

* smoul der,
* smol der, s. [The same

word as smother (q.v.) ; cf. Low Ger. smolen,
tmelen = to smoulder.] Smoke, smother.

" The imoulder stops our nose with stench."

Satcoigne: Matke/or Vltcount Mountaeutt.

* amour-dry, o. [Eng. smoulder; -y.] Smoth-
ery, suffocating, smouldering.
"
Through tmouldru cloud of dusk ish stlncklng smoke."

Spenter: /.., L vit it.

*
smoutgh, v.t. [SMOCCH.]

smu9e, smui$e, s. [MUSE (3), .]

smudge, * smoge, v.t. [Dan. smuds = filth ;

smudse= to soil, to dirty ; Ger. schmutz = smut ;

schmutztn =. to smudge.] [SMUT, s., SMUTCH.]
1. To smear or stain with dirt or filth ; to

blacken with smoke ; to stain, to sully.
" The hunted fox, smudged and bedraggled, was

viewed away." Field, Jan. 23, 1886.

2. To stifle, to suffocate. (Prov.)

3. To smoke ; to dry with smoke.
"In the craft of catching or taking It [the herring]

and tmudging it" Jfathe : Ltnttn Stufft.

smudge, s. [SMUDGE, v.}

1. A foul spot, a stain, a smear.
"
Anybody can make a dark smudge with the neces-

sary amount of labour." Scribner's Magazine, August,
1880, p. 592.

2. A suffocating smoke. (Prov.)

3. A heap of damp combustibles, partially
ignited, placed on the windward side of a
house, tent, &c,, so as to raise a dense smoke
to keep off mosquitoes. (Amer.)

smudge-coal, s. A miner's name for
coal which has been partially deprived of its

bitumen by coming in contact with trap-
dykes, Ac., in a state of heat, and so been
converted into a kind of natural coke. Called
also Blind-coal, Stone-coal.

smudg'-y, a. [Eng. smudg(e) ; -y.] Smudged,
smeary.

"With rmitdgy telegrams In their hands." ft.

James i Qatette, April 7. 1886.

Smug, * smoog, a. [Dan. smuk = pretty,

fine, fair ; O. Sw. smuck =. elegant, fine, fair ;

Sw. xmycka = to adorn ; Low Ger. smuk =
neat, trim ; Ger. schrmtck (a.) = trim, spruce ;

(s.) = ornament.] Neat, trim, spruce, fine ;

affectedly neat in dress.
" Like a smug bridegroom." Shakesp. : Lear, IT. S.

smug faced, a. Having a smug or pre-
cise face ; prim-faced.

smug, * smugge, v.t. [SMUO, a.]

L To make smug or spruce ; to dress up.
"
Studiously sweetened, smuged with oil."

Chapman: Homer; Odyaey x.

2. To hush up. (Slang.)
" She wanted a guarantee that the case should be

smugged, or, in other words, compromised." Morning
Chronicle, Oct. S, 18S7.

smug, CT. ("A contract, ofsmuggle fa.?,).] (See
compound.)

smug boat, s. A contraband boat on
the coast of China ; an opium boat.

smug-gle, v.t. & i. [Dan. smugle; i smug= in secret, privately; smughandel = contra-
band trade ; cf. Dan. smoge = a narrow pas-
sage ; Sw. smuga = a lurking-hole ; Icel. smuga= a hole to creep through ; smjuga (pa. t.

smaug, pi. smugu, pa. par. smoginn)= to creep ;

A.S. smedgan, smugan = to creep.]

A. Transitive:

1. LU. : To import or export secretly, and
against the law

; to import or export without
paying the duties imposed by law.

" And I had the greatest reason to believe that not
A single article was tmiiggled by any ot our people."
Cook: firtt Voyaget, bk. L, ch. 11.

2. Fig. : To convey, manage, or introduce
clandestinely.

" He never scamped his lesson or smuggled clgan
into the dormitory. St. James's Gazette, Jan. t, 1887.

B. Intrant. : To practise smuggling.

smug-gler, . [Eng. tmuggl(e); -er.]

1. One who smuggles ; one who imports or
exports contrabandor dutiable goods secretly
and without paying the duties imposed by
law.

" The most hazardous of nil trades, that of a tmua-
fter." Smith : Wealth of tfationt. bk. i., ch. x.

2. A vessel employed in smuggling goods.

smug'-gllng, pr. par., a., & s. [SMUGGLE.]
A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or practice of import-
ing or exporting contraband or dutiable goods
secretly and without paying the duties im-

posed by .law ; the act or practice of defraud-
ing the revenue by importing or exporting

foods
clandestinely without payment of the

uties imposed on tftem. Smuggling is a
serious offense in many countries, being
punishable here by a heavy fine and imprison-
ment, beside confiscation of the contraband

goods. In England, by the Act 19 Geo. III.
c. 24, it was constituted felony without benefit
of clergy, but is now punishable by fine and
imprisonment.

*
smug'-iy, smug'-gly', adv. [Eng. $mug ;

ly.] In a smug manner ; neatly, sprucely,
finely.

Smug-ness, s. [Eng. smug; -ness.] The
quality or state of being smug ; spruceness,
neatness.

Smul'-kln, . [Etym. doubtful.] An Irish
brass coin, value id., current in the reign of
Elizabeth.

snm'-ly
1

, o. [Etym. doubtful.] Looking
smoothly demure.

Smut, 5. [Properly smutch (q.v.) ; cf. Sw. smet
= grease, filth ; smeta = to bedaub ; smitta =
contagion ; smitte = to infect ; Dan. tmitle =
contagion.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : A spot made with soot or coal ; the
foul matter itself ; a particle of soot

" The steam of lamps still hanging on bet cheeks
In ropy tmut." Dryden: Juvenal, sat. H.

2. fig. : Obscene or ribald language ; ob-
scenity, ribaldry.

"
Spite, or tmut, or rhymes, or blasphemies."

Popt: Satires. (1'roL)

IL Botany:
L Dust-brand ; a fungus, Ustilago segetun

(or Carbo), which attacks the ears of barley,

pats,
and rye, but

is seldom found ou
wheat In appear-
ance it resembles
bunt, but it is in-

odorous. When
examined microsco-

pically, the black

powder is found to
consist of round
spores, smaller
than those of bunt
and without reticu-
lations. It has been

, ascertained that
one square inch of surface would contain nob
less than eight millions of spores.

"Fanners hare Buffered by smutty wheat, when
such will not sell for above fire shillings a bushel ;

whereas that which is free from tmut will sell for ten.
Mortimer: Hutbandry.

2. TUUtia caries,

smut-ball, .

Bet.: (1) Lycoperdon Bovista; (2) TUUtia'
caries.

smiit, v.t. & {. [SMUT, i.]

A. Transitive:

1. To stain, soil, or mark with smut; to
blacken or stain with coal, soot, or the like.

"Clotho had her fingers smuttrd in snuffing th
candle." BoweU: Lrttert. bk. ii.. let I.

2. To affect with the disease known as smut
" Men or boys should go through the crops, armed

with scissors, by which they are to clip off tbetmutted
heads, and let them fall to the ground. 'Smitluon :

Cte/ul Hookfor farmert, p. 25.

*3. To blacken, to stain, to taint, to tarnish.

"He is far from being tmtttted with the soil c*

theism." tlore.

SPORES Or SMUT.

tate, fat. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf; work, who. son; mate, cub. cure, unite, our, rale, fall; try, Syrian, ce.co = ;ey = a. a = kr.
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4. To make obscene.
" Another smuts hi a scene."

stetlt : Conscious Lotert, (Prol.)

B. Intransitive:

1. To gather smut; to be converted into
mut ; to be attacked by smut.

" White red e.ired wheat is goud for clays, and bears

very good crop. Mid neldum smuts. Mortimer:
Husbandry.

2. To give off smut ; to crock.

smut9h, v.t. [Sw. smuts = smnt, dirt, filth;

smutsa to dirt, to sully ; Dan. smuds =
filth; smu<Zse = to soil, to dirty.] [SMUDGE,
SMUT.] To blacken or soil with smoke, soot,
or coal ; to smudge.

smut9h,
< smutche, s. [SMUTCH, v.] A

foul spot or mark ; a stain, a smudge.
" Here and there an ugly smutch appears.

"

Cowper : Task, iv. 608.

smut'-mill, s. [Eng. smut, and mill.] A.

machine for cleansing grain from smut or
mildew.

'-tl-ljf, adv. [Eng. smutty; -ly]

1. In a smutty manner ; blackly, foully.

2. In an obscene manner ; with obscene or
filthy language. (Tatler, No. 269.)

smut' ti ness, s. [Eng. smutty; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being smutty;
the quality or state of being soiled or foul, as
with smut ; the state of being affected with
smut.

" My Tinea and peaches, uixm my best south walls,
were apt to a soot or imuttiness upon their leaves."

Temple.

2. Obscenity or filthiness of language ; smut.
" Smiittiiitst is a fault in behaviour, u well as in

rtligiou." Collier : English Stage, p. 6.

mut -ty, o. [Eng. smut ; -y.J

1. Soiled witli smut, coal, soot, or the like.
"

Lilies still are lilies

Pu*le-> l>y smu'ty hands."
. :. Krmcning: A urora Leigh, HI.

2. Affected with smut or mildew.

3k Obscene, tilthy, ribald.
" The smutty Joke, ridiculously lewd."

Smollett : Adtice, 172.

Smyn-thiir -I dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. smyn-
thur(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. ; A family of Collembola (q.v.). An-
tennae four-jointed, terminal segment long,
ringed ; saltatory appendage composed of a
basal portion and two arms ; tracheae well

developed. There is but one genus, Smyn-
thurus, with several species.

myn-thur'-us, s. [A miswriting for smin-

thurus, from Gr. a-niv0o<; (sminthos) = & mouse,
and oupa (oura)= a tail.) [SMYNTHURID/E.]

smyr m dae (yr as ir), s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

tmyrn(ium); Lat. fetn. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Apiaceae. (Lindley.)

smyr'-nl-iim (yr as ir), s. [Lat. smyrnion ;

Gr. (Tfivpniov (smurnion) = alexanders (see
def.), the seeds of which taste like those of
myrrh ; a-^vpva. (smurna) = myrrh.]

Bot. : Alexanders (q.v.) ; the typical genus
of Smyrnidse (q.v.% Umbels compound ;

bracts and bractioles few or wanting ; calyx-
teeth minute or absent ; petals lanceolate or

elliptical, with an inflected point ; fruit of
two nearly globose lobes or carpels, each
with three dorsal, prominent, sharp ribs,
the two lateral ribs obsolete ; vittse several.
Six or seven species, from the north temperate
zone of the eastern hemisphere.

my'-ter-Ie, smyt'-rie, *. [Etym. doubt-
ful.] A numerous collection of small indi-
viduals. (Scotch.)

snack, snak, *. [The same word as snatch

(q.v.). A snack is lit. a snatch or thing
matched up.]

*1. A snatch or snap, as of a dog's jaws.
(Douglas: Virgil; JEneid xii. 754.)

2. A share, a part, a portion. Now only
used in the phrase to go snacks, i.e., to have a
share.

" All my demurs but double his attacks ;

At last he whispers,
' Do and we go innctt.'

"

Pope : Satires. (Prol.)

3. A slight, hasty repast ; a portion of
food that can be eaten in haste.

* snack, v.t. [SNACK, .] To go snacks in,
to share.

" He and bis comrades coming to an inn to mack
their booty." Smith :' Lives of Highwaymen, i. St.

(1719.)

snac -6t, s. [A corrupt, oftyngnathus (q.v.)-]

Ichthy. : Syngnathus acus, the Great Pipe-
fish.

snzick'-et, *. [SNECKET.]

snaf -fle, s. [Short for snaffle-piece, from Put.
snavel = a horse's muzzle ; O. Dut. snubel,

snavel, dimiu. of snabbe, snebte = the bill of
a bird ; Ger. schnabel bill, snout.]

Harness : A bridle-bit with a joint in the

middle, rings at the ends for the attachment
of the reins, without branches, but in some
cases having cheeks (side-bars) to keep the

rings from getting insi.le the mouth of the
horse. They are called jointed, twisted, or
double-mouth snalties, according to the con-
struction.

"In all the northern counties here,
Whose word is Sniffle, spur, and spear,
Thou wert the best to follow gear.''

Scott : Last of the La.it Himtrei, T. 1*.

snaffle-bit, s. A snaffle (q.v.).

Snaf'-fle, v.t. [SNAFFLE, .] To bridle; to
hold or manage with or as with a bridle.

" Like horses snaffled with the bits
Of faucie, feare. or doubts.*

Mirrour for May titrates, p. MS.
*
snaft, s. [Prob. connected with snuff, v.]
The wick of a candle.

snag, s. [Gael, snagair= to carve or whittle

away wood with a knife ; snaigh = to hew, to
cut do.wn ; Ir. snaigh = a hewing, a cutting ;

IceL snagi = a clothes-peg.]

1. A stumpy base of a branch left in

pruning ; a branch broken off a tree ; a knot,
a protuberance.

" The one her other leg had lame,
Which with a staff, all full of little snags,
She did disport." Spenser : F. O.., II., zi. 2J.

*2. A contemptuous expression for a long,
ugly, irregular tooth ; a snag-tooth.

" In China none hold women sweet,
Except their mags are black as jet."

Prior: Alma, il. 428.

3. The trunk of a large tree firmly fixed to
the bottom of a river at one end, and rising at
the other to or nearly to the surface, by
which steamboats, &c., are often pierced and
sunk.

" We paddled a good four miles to the outlet of the
lake, carefully avoiding the many snags of sunken
timber.

'

Scrioner's .Magazine, Aug., 187", p. 47.

4. A local name for Prunus spinosa.

snag-boat, s. A steam-boat with hoisting
apparatus, employed on the western rivers of
America for removing snags.

snag-tooth, s. [SNAG, *. 2.1

* snag (1), v.i. [Prob. connected with snatch

(q.v.).] To snap, to cavil.
" Beware of snagging and snarling at God's secrets."

ftogers : Xaaman the Syrian, p. 14.

Snag (2), V.t. [SNAG, .]

1. To trim by lopping branches ; to trim
or cut the branches, knots, or protuberances
from, as from the stem of a tree.

2. To injure or destroy by running against
a snag, or the trunk or branches of a sunken
tree : as, To snag a steamboat (Amer.)

snagged, a. [Eng. snag, s. ; -ed.] Pull of or
covered with snags or short stumps or points ;

full of knots.
" The eye reposes on a secret bridge.
Half gray, half snaag'd with ivy to its ridge."

Wardswrrth: Evening Walk.

nag'-gy, a- [Eng- *g, s. ; -y.]

1. Lit. : Full of or abounding with snags ;

snagged, gnarled.
" His stalking steps are stay'd

Upon a snaggy onk." Spenser: F. O. , I. vil. 10.

2. Fig. : Ill-tempered. (Tennyson : Northern

Cobbler.)

snail, snayle, *snegge, . [A.8. magi,
snegel, a diniin. from snaca = a snake (q.v.);
8w. sndcka ; Ger. schnecke ; Icel. snigill; Dan.
snegl.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II. 4.

"Bearing his pawn-laid hands upon his back*
As stiailes their shells, or |dlen do their packe."

Bit. Ball : Satires, iv. 2.

2. A drone ; a slow-moving person. [$LUO
(1), *., I. 1.]

*3. A tortoise ; hence the name of an an*
cient military engine, called also a Testudo.
(Maundeville.)

IL Technically:

1. Bot. : The same as SNAIL-C' OVER (q.v.).
2. Horol. : A flat piece of n-.tal of spirally,

curved outline, used for lifting a movable
part, as the hammer-tail of a striking clock.

3. Mach. : A spiral cam.

4. Zool. : Any individual of the family Hell-
cidse.. The foot of the animal is long, pointed
behind, head with four retractile tentacles
(of which the anterior jtair are the larger), at
the tops of which the eyes are situated ;

mouth with a strong horny upper mandible ;

the tongue broad and oblong, armed with
numerous rows of small teeth. Snails are

shell-bearing, pulmonifrrous molluscs, univer-

sally distributed, feeding chiefly on vegetable
substances, and causing great damage to gar-
den crops. They are most active in warm,
moist weather. At the approach of winter,
or during a season of drought, they close the
mouth of their shell with an epiphragm of
hardened mucus, and become inactive and
torpid. They possess in a high degree the
power of repairing injuries both to the shell
and to the soft parts. Helix pomatia, the Edible
Snail of Europe, was a favorite article of food
with the ancient Romans, and is still much
esteemed as an article of food in Southern
Europe. H. atpera is also eaten. Snails are
found in nearly every part of the earth, several
thousand species having been described.

" Snaili boiled in milk are popularly regarded u a
remedy for diseases of the chest, and for this purpose
they are brought to Coveut Garden market." Chain-
bers Cyclop., viii. 785.

snail-clover, s. [SNAIL-PLANT, (1).]

snail fish, s.

Ichthy. : A popular name for Liparis lineatiu
and L. montagui, the two British species of
the genus.

snail-flower, s.

Bot. : Phaseolus CaracaUa. The specific name
was given it by the Portuguese, who first

brought it from South America, from the
resemblance of the flower to the Gallic mantle
so called, from which the Emperor Caracalla
was named or nicknamed. It is cultivated in

gardens in India.

snail-like, a. & adv.

A. As adj.; Resembling a snail; moving
very slowly.

B. As adv. : Like a snail ; in manner of
snail ; very slowly.

snail-movement, s.

Mach. : A name sometimes given to the
eccentric of a steam-engine.

*
snail-paced, a. Moving very slowly,

like a snail.
"
Impotent and snail-paced beggary."

iihakesp. : Motor* ///., IT. S.

snail-plant, s.

Bot. : (1) Medicago scutellata, called also
Snail-clover and Snail-trefoil ; (2) Medicago
Helix, the legumes of which in their spiral con-
volutions resemble snails of the genus Helix.

snail-shell, s. The shell or covering of a
snail.

snail-slow, a. Slow, lazy.
"
Snail-slate in profit.

'

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, ti. 1

snail-trefoil, s. [SNAIL-PLANT (1>3

snail-wheel, .

Horol. : A wheel having an edge formed in

twelve steps, arranged spirally, the positions
of which determine the number of strokes of

the hammer on the bell. The snail is placed
on the arbor of the twelve-hour wheel.

snail's gallop, . Motion or progress so
slow as to be almost imperceptible.

" You go a mail's gallop." Bailey : Erasmus, p. IL

*
snail, v.i. & t. [SSAIL, s.]

A. Intrans. : To move slowly.
" Snail on as we did before." Richardson : Clarissm,

IT. 124.

B. Trans. : To curve, to wind. (Sylvester:

Creation, sixth day, first week, 637.)

*
snail'-er-yv s. [Eng. snail, s. ; -try.} A place
where snails are reared or fattened.

" The numerous Continental snailrrles where th

apple-snail is cultivated for hmne consumption or fox
the market.

11

St. James's Oattlte, May 28, 1886.

boll, boy; p6!it, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, cbin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, -tlan = shan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -sion = zhon. -clous, -tloua, -sious - shus. -ble. -die, &c. = bel, del.
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Snake, . [A.S. tnaca, from silicon (pa. t.

mac, pa. par. s/uoeii)
= to sneak (q.v.); cogn.

with Icel. sndkr, sndkr; Dan. SHOJ; Sw. *nofc;

Sansc. mi<7<(.)

2boJ. : A serpent ; any member of the rep-

tilian family Ophidia; specially marked by
the absence of limbs, and by their slender,

elongated shape. This shape is probably au

adaptation to their habit of creeping through
crevices and among dense herbage, conceal-

ment being one of the characteristics of this

family of animals. They may be broadly

distinguished into tree snakes, usually green
in color, Blender in body, and active in motion ;

water snakes, found both in fresh and salt

water; burrowing snakes, with rigid cylin-

drical bodies and narrow mouths ; and ground
snakes, to which class the majority of species

belong. They are covered with scales, which

veutrally are developed into strong shields.

These shields are essential to the life of the

animal, for to each of them is attached a pair
of ribs, ami by their grip on the ground the

animal moves. The number of vertebrae is

very great, in some of the pythons more than
four hundred. Many snakes are poisonous, the

poison being conveyed through a hollow fang to

the blood of the victim. They vary greatly in

size. The number of species is variously esti-

mated at from 1000 to 1800.

T A snake in the grass: A secret enemy.
(Of. Virgil : Ed. iii. 93.)

snake-bird, snake-neck, .

Ornith. : Any individual of the genus
Plotus (q.v.). [See extract, and illustration

under Darter.]
"
They ue alto called Snalee-neckt, from the habit

they hare of swimming with th body submerged,
and only the neck exposed above the water, so that

they really look not unlike a make coming along."
CauelTt Hat. Hat., iv. MO.

snake-boat, s. [PAMBANMAKCHE.]

snake-cane, *.

Hot. : Xunthia montana.

snake-charmer, s. [SERPENT-CHARMER.]

snake-charming, s. [SERPENT-CHARM-
OKL]

* snake-eel, 5.

Ichthy. : A popular name for Ophiurus,
an old genus of Mursenidse, in which the

extremity of the tail was free, and not sur-

rounded by a fin.

snake-fish, *.

Ichthy. : The genus Cepola.

snake-fly, s. [RHAPHIDIA.]

snake-gourd, s.

Sot. : The genus Trichosanthei.

snake-head, s.

1. Bot. : [SNAKE'S HEAD].

2. The end of a flat rail formerly used on
American railways, which was sometimes
loosened and thrown up by the carriage

wheels, and frequently entered the bodies of

the carriages, to the great danger of the

passengers.

snake-headed tortoises, s. pi.

Zool. : The genus Hydromedusa, from Monte
Video, Buenos Ayres, and southern Brazil.

The buckler is large and flat, the neck and the
head long and pointed.

snake-line, .

Naut. : Line used in worming a rope.

t snake-lizard, s.

Zool. (PI.) : Lizards without visible limbs,
as Amphisbsena, Anguis, and Pseudopus.

snake-moss, s.

Bot. : Lycopodium clavatum.

snake-neck, s. [SNAKE-BIRD.!

snake-nut, .

Bot. : Ophiocaryon paradoxum.

snake-piece, s.

Naut. : The same as POINTER (q.v.).

snake-poison nut, s. [SNAKE-WOOD, S.]

snake-rat, .

Zool : (See extract).
" Borne make-ratt (Mutalexandrimu) escaped In the

Zoological Gardens of London, and for a long time
afterwards the keepers frequently caught cross-bred
rats, at first half-breeds, afterwards with less and leas
of the character of the make-rat, till at length all

traces of it disappeared." JJarvrin: Var. of Anim. i
Plantt, ii. 87.

snake-seed, 5.

Bot. : The genus Ophiospennum.

snake-stone, s.

1. A popular name for any species of Am-
monite (q.v.).

2. A kind of hone or whetstone occurring in

Scotland.

3. The name given to any substance ap-

plied as a specific to snake-bites in various

countries. Three which had been used iu

Ceylon were submitted to Faraday for analysis.
One proved to be a piece of animal charcoal,
the second was chalk, and the third was of

a vegetable nature, and resembled a bezoar.

Only the tirst could have any effect, and,

possibly, animal charcoal, if instantaneously

applied, may be sufficiently porous and ab-

sorbent to extract the venom from a recent

wound before it can be carried into the

system. (Tennent: Ceylon, ed. 3rd, i. 200.)

4. A local name for a spindle-whorl (q.v.)

(See extract.)
"In Harris A Lewis the distaff and spindle are still

in common use, and yet the original intention of the
stone spindle-whorls, which occur there Mid elsewhere,

appears to be unknown. They are called clack-

nathrach, adder-stones, or tnake-itonei, and have an
origin assigned them much like the ovum anguinum
of Pliny." Evaiu: Ancient Stone Implement*, p. S9L

snake-tail, s. [SNAKE'S TAIL.]

snake - worship, *. Serpent - worship
(q.v.)-

"The name of Nigpur, and the number of non-

Aryan families which claim a NagbansT connection,
seems to show that tnake-uorsMp formerly existed in

Gondwana." W. W. ffuattr : Imp. datettttr of InMa,
ii. ML

snake's beard, .

Bot. : The genus Ophiopogoa.

snake's flower, *.

Bot. : Lychnis vespertinu,

snake's head, .

Botany :

1. Fritillaria Meleagris ; so named from the

chequered markings on the petals, like the
scales on a snake's head. (Prior.)

2. The genus Chelone. (Amer.)
Snake's heed Iris : [!RIS, If].

snake's tail, s.

Bot. : Rottbollia incurvata. Called also Lep-
turns incuryatus and L. incurvus. Named
from its cylindrical spikes. (Prior.)

snake's tongue, s.

Bot. : (1) The genus Ophioglossum ; (2) The
genus Lygodium.

snake, v.t. & i. [SNAKE, s.]

A. Transitive:

1. Ord. Lang. : To drag or haul, as a snake,
from its hole. (Frequently with out.) (Amer.)

2. Naut. : To wind round spirally, as a large

rope with a smaller one, or with cord, the
small ropes lying in the indentations between
the strands of the larger one ; to worm.
[SNAKING.]

B. Intrans. : To wind or crawl like a snake ;

to move with serpentine motion.
" Laced about with making silver brooks."

Sylvester: Creation, seventh day, first wk., L

snake root, s. [Eng. snake, and root.]

Botany :

1. Polygonum Bistorta. [BISTORT.]

2. Polygala senega. [SENEOA.]
3. Aristolochia serpentaria. [ARISTOLOCHIA.]
4. The genus Ophiorhiza.

snake weed, t snake -wort, s. [Eng.
snake, and weed or wort.]

Bot. : (1) Polygonum Fagopyrum (Britten
Holland); (2) P. Bistorta. Named from its
writhed roots. (Prior.)

snake'-wood, . [Eng. snake, and wood.]

Botany :

1. The genus Ophioxylon (q.v.).

2. Brosimum Aubletii ; called also Pira-
tinera guianensis ; an Artocarpad, sixty to

seventy feet high, growing in Brazil. The
beautiful heart wood, called from its markings
snake-wood, is exceedingly hard.

3. Strychnos colubrina, a climbing Indian
plant, with tendrils believed by native doctors
to be a cure for the poison of the cobra.

4. The genus Cecropia. (Paxton.)

snak Ing. s. [Eng. snak(e); -ing.]

Nautical :

1. Passing a line spirally around a rope, to
as to lie in the indentations between the
strands. [WORMING.]

2. One of a set of stoppers passed alternately
from one stay or rope to another throughout
their length in a parallel direction, so that if

one is shot away its functions may be per-
formed by the other.

Snak'-Ish, a. [Eng. snak(e); -ish.] Having
.
a snake-like form, habits, or qualities ; snaky.

snak-y, 'snak ie, a. [Eng. snak(e); -y.]

1. Of or pertaining to a snake or snakes ;

resembling a snake.

"A devil with horns, cloven hoof, and a maty tail."

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., cli. xxv.

2. Winding in and out like a snake ; mean-
dering.

" A makier stream I never saw." Daily Telegraph
Sept. 26, 1885.

*
3. Having or consisting of snakes.

"
Wings on his heels were hung, and in his hud '.

He holds the virtue of the tnuky wand."
Addium: Ovid; Metamorphoutl.

4. Sly, cunning, deceitful, insinuating.
" Girded with tnaky wiles.

'

Milton : P. K., i. ISO.

snaky-headed, a. Having snakes in-

stead of hair on the head.
" That tnaky-headed Gorgon shield

That wise Minerva wore, uuconquer'd virgin."
Milton: Comut, 44T.

snap,
* snappe, v.t. & i. (But. snappen =s

to snap, to snatch ; Dan. snappe; Sw. snappa;
M. H. Ger. maben ; Ger. schnappen.]

A. Transitive:

L To break instantaneously ; to break short.
" But passion rudely maps the strinc."

Camper : Human Frailty.

2. To shut with a sharp, quick sound.
" The bowzy sire

First shook from out his pipe the seeds of fire.

Then tnapt his box." Pope : Dunciad, iv. 491.

3. To seize or catch suddenly ; to catch un-

expectedly.

4. To bite sharply and suddenly ; to seize

suddenly with the teeth.
*
5. To catch, to swindle, to cheat.

"
Since the privateers and logwood-ships have sailed

this way, these fisher-men are very shy, having I wen
often mapped by them." Dumpier: Voyages, voL it,
pt. ii., ch. L

6. To crack ; to make a sharp sound with :

as, To snap a whip, to snap one's fingers.

7. To break out upon suddenly with sharp,

angry words ; to catch up. (Sometimes with
up. or up short.) " A surly ill-bred lord.

That chides and map* her up at every word."
eranrUl*.

8. To cause to spring back, or vibrate with
a sudden, sharp sound ; to twang.
B. Intransitive :

1. To break off short ; to part asunder sud-

denly.
" The wire rope mapped, and the lift and its occu-

pants fell from the third storey." Daily Telegraph.
Dec. 12, 1885.

2. To make an effort to bite ; to try to seize

with the teeth.
" With little curs, which dare bis way molest,
Snapping behind."

P. Fletcher: Purple Island, xi.

3. To give out a sharp, cracking sound, as

that of the hammer of a tire-arm when it falls

without exploding the charge : as, The pistol

snapped.

4. To utter sharp, harsh, or angry words.

(Generally followed by at.)

5. To catch eagerly at a proposal or offer ;

to jump at or accept an offer readily.

U To snap off :

1. Transitive :

(1) To break suddenly.

(2) To bite suddenly.
"To have had our two note* mapped of with two

old men without teeth." Shaketp. : Much Ado, v. L

2. Intrans.: To break or part asunder

suddenly.

snap, s. [SNAP, D.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The sudden breaking or rupture of any
substance.

2. A sudden, eager bite ; a sudden seizing,

or attempt to seize, as with the teeth.

3. A sharp, cracking sound, as the crack of

a whip.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey - a; qu - few*
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4. That which is caught by a sudden
natch or grasp ;

a catch.
*
5. A greedy fellow.

" He had no sooner said out his say, but up rises a
cunning map, then at the board." L'Estrange.

6. The spring-catch of a bracelet, book-

clasp, purse, reticule, &c.

7. A sudden and severe interval or spell.

(Applied to weather.)
" If we are to be ' interned

'

for a cold map, it will
be a pleasure to think of this Tuesday's sport

fi

Field,
Jan. 9, 1886.

8. A crisp kind of gingerbread-nut or small
cake.

*
9. A scrap, a fragment, a morseL
"Alma of learning, here a map, there a piese of

knowledge." Fuller: Holy t Profane State, V. riv. L

10. A snack, a slight refection.
" Two hearty meals that might have been mistaken

for dinners, if he had not declared them to be inapt.''
6. Eliot : Janet's Repentance, ch. i.

11. An ear-ring furnished with a snap to

prevent its coming out of the lobe of the
ear. [6.]

12. A children's round game ofcards, played
by three or more players.

13. An easy or profitable situation. (Slang.)

IT. Technically :

1. Entom. (PL): A popular name for the

Elateridse, because when they fall or are laid

upon their back, they leap into the air with a
snapping noise.

2. Glass: An implement used in making
glassware.

3. Harness: [SNAP-HOOK].
4. Boilers : A tool used by boiler-makers

for giving the head of a rivet a round and
symmetrical form before it cools but after it

has been closed.

snap-bugs, s. pi. [SNAP, *., II. 1.]

snap-flask, .

Found. : A two-part flask having its halves

joined together by a butt-hinge at one corner
and a latch at the diagonally opposite corner.

snap-head, *.

Machinery :

1. A round head to a pin, bolt, or rivet

2. A swaging tool with a hollow correspond-
ing to the required form of a rivet. It is

held over the end of the hot rivet and struck

by a hammer.

snap-hook, s. A hook with a spring
mousing by which it is prevented from acci-

dental disengagement from the object to which
it is attached.

snap-link, s. An open link with a
pring, for the purpose of connecting parts
Of harness, chains, &c.

snap-look, s.

Hardware : A lock with a spring-latch which
fastens by snapping.

snap-shooter, *. The same as SNAP-
SHOT, 2.

"
I cannot but believe that our brilliant map-

thooters . . . are born, not made." Field, Jan. 8, 1887.

snap-shot, .

1. A shot fired suddenly, without taking
deliberate aim.

2. One who is skilled in shooting without
taking deliberate aim.

"
I myself am a map-that." Field, Jan. 8, 1887.

3. Photog.: A picture hurriedly taken, as
with a detective camera,

snap-tree, *.

ot. : Justicia hyssopifolia.

nap'-drag-on, s. [Eng. snap, and dragon.]
1. Bot. : (1) The genus Antirrhinum (q. v.) ; (2)

Silene Antirrhina; (3) Linaria vulgaris. (Brit-
ten <t Holland.)

2. Glass : A kind of tongs used by glass-
blowers to hold their hot hollow ware.

3. A game in which raisins are snatched
from burning spirit, and put into the mouth.

4. That which is eaten at snapdragon.

nape, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.]

Shipbuild. : To bevel the end of a piece of
timber, so as to make it fit against a surface
which it meets obliquely. This angular fitting
is also termed flinching, snying, faying, &c.,
in different trades.

Snapcd, pa. par. or u. [SNAPB.]

" My father named
under Mercury ; who,
up of

-

iv. a

* snap hange,
* snap haunce, s. [Dut.

tnaphaan = a firelock ; O. Dut. snaphaen.]
1. The name formerly applied to the spring-

lock of a fire-arm. The word and the object
were derived from Continental Europe. The
snaphance superseded the wheel-lock, and
fell upon a movable piece of steel, called a

frizel, which was placed vertically above the

pan. Hence, a firelock, a musket.
"There arrived four horsemen . . . very well ap-

pointed, having snaphances hanging at the pommel of
their saddles. "Shelton: Don Quixote, Iv. 1C.

2. A snappish retort ; a curt, sharp answer ;

a repartee.

snap per, s. [Eng. snap, v. ; -er.J

L Ordinary Language :

1. One who snaps or snatches.

Autolycus, being littered
iry ; who, as 1 am, was likewise a snapper

'usidered trifles." Shakeip. : Winter'! Tale,

2. A cracker, or bonbon.
"
Nasty French lucifer snappers with mottos."

Burham: Ing. Legend!; Wedding-day.

*& (PI): Castanets.
"The instruments not other than mappers, gingles,

and round-bottomed drums." Sandys : Travels, p. 172.

H. Ichthy. : Pagrus unicolor. [PAORUS.]

Snap'-plng, pr. par. or o. [SNAP, v.]

snapping mackerel, . A young
bluefish.

snapping tool, .

Metal-iuork. : A stamping-tool used to force

a plate into holes in a die.

snapping turtle, s.

Zool. : Chelydra serpentina, widely dis-

tributed over the United States. They grow
to a consi-
derable size,
a weight
of twenty
pounds be-

ing far from
uncommon,
and are
prized as
food. Their

popular 8NAPPINO-TURTLK.
name is de-
rived from their ferocity in captivity, and
their habit of biting or snapping at every-

thing that comes in their way. Called also

Alligator Terrapin and Alligator Tortoise.

snap'-pish, a. [Eng. snap ; -ish.]

1. Ready or apt to snap at or bite people.

2. Sharp in reply ; apt to speak sharply or

harshly.

3. Sharp, harsh, tart, bitter.

"Snappish dialogue, that flippant wits
Call comedy." Covper : Talk, iv. 198.

gn&p'-pish-ly, adv. [Eng. snappish; -ly.]

In a snappish manner; peevishly, angrily,
tartly.
" Nell answered him snappishly,

' How can that be,
When my husband has been more than two years at

seat"'
1

Prior: A Sailor'i Wife.

snap'-pish-ness, s. [Eng. snappish ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being snappish ; pee-
vishness, tartness.

" He threatened with great snappiihnfts to flog me."
Wakeflcld : Jlemoirs, p. 2S.

snap'-py, a. [Eng. snap ; -y.] Snappish, sharp.

* snap"- sack, *. [Sw. snappsack ; Ger.

tchnappsack.] A knapsack.
" We should look upon him as a strange soldier that

when he is upon his march, and to go upon service,
instead of his sword should take his snapsack.

"
South :

Sermons, viii. 288.

snapt, pret. <* pa, par. ofv, [SNAP, v.]

snap'-weed, s. [Eng. snap, and weed.]

Bot. : The genus Impatiens.

* snar,
* snarre, v.i. [O. Dut. snarren =

to brawl, to snarl ; Ger. schnarren = to snarl.]
To snarl.

"
Tygres that did seeme to grin,
And mar at all that ever passed by.

Spenter : F. ., VI. xli. 27.

snare, *. [A.S. snear= a cord, a string ; cogn.
with Dut. snaar = a string ; Icel. snara = a

snare, a halter ; Dan. mare ; Sw. snara ; O.

H. Ger. snarahha.]

1. A string formed into a noose ; a noose
"
Hongtde himself with a tnart,'' WycHfe: Mattht*

uvii. S.

2. A contrivance, generally consisting of a
noose or set of nooses of cords, hair, or th
like, by which a bird or other animal may b
caught ; a gin, a noose.

3. Hence, anything by which one is en-
tangled, entrapped, or inveigled and brought
into trouble.

'* Yet are we so weake, and the marcs and occasions
so innumerable, that we fall dayly and hourely."
Ti/ndall : Workes, p. 91.

4. The gut stretched across the head of a,

drum.

snare-drum, s. [DRUM (l), ., II. 1. (1).]

Snare, v.t. & i. [SNARE, s.]

A. Trans. : To catch in or with a snare ; to
take or catch by guile ; to bring into unex-
pected evil, perplexity, or danger; to en-

tangle.
" Had her eyes disposed their lookes to play,
The king had snared beene in loues strong lace."

Fairefax : Godfrey of Boulogne, ii. M.

B. Intrant. : To catch birds, &c., with
snares ; to set snares for birds, &c.
" But he, triumphant spirit ! all things dared,
He poached the wood and on the warren snared."

Crabbe : Parith Register.

snar'-er, s. [Eng. snar(e), v. ; -er.] One who
lays snares or traps.
" Never prate on 't ; nor, like a cunning marer,

call it others."
Middleton: Witch.

,

Make thy clipped name the bird to

pic
ila.

*
snark, v.i. [Sw. snarka = to snore loudly.)
To make a grating noise.

"
I will not quite compare it to a certain kind of

marking or gnashing." Sote * Queries, Sept. 29,

1866, p. 218.

snarl (1),
* snarle (1), v.i. fA freq. from

snar (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : To growl, as an angry or surly dog ;

to gnarl.
"
Dogs that snarl about a bone
And play together when they've none."

Butler : Sudibras, ill. S.

2. Fig. : To speak roughly or crossly ; to
talk harshly.

" Do ye snarle. you black Jill ? she looks like the
ture of America." Beaum, t Flet. : Knight of
Ma, v. 1.

* snarl (2),
* snarle (2), v.t. [A freq. from

snare (q.v.).]

1. To entangle, to complicate ; to involve
in knots.

" And from her backe her garments she did tears,
And from her head ofte rent her marled heare."

Spenser : F. Q., III. lit T.

2. To confuse, to embarrass, to entangle.
"You snarle yourself into so many and heynouM

absurdities, as you shall never be able to wynde your-
self oute." Abp. Cranmer: Ans. to Bp. Gardner.

snarl (3), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To raise

hollow work in metals by percussion.

snarl (1), . [SNARL (1), v.] A growl, s

quarrel ; an angry controversy.

snarl (2), *. [SNARL (2), v.] An entangle-
ment ; a knot or complication of hair, thread,
&c. ; hence, intricacy, complication, embar-

rassing difficulty.
"

I have always observed the thread of life to be
like other threads or skeins of silk, full of marles and
incumbrancsa." Iiaac Walton: Life of O. Herbert

(1670).

snarl-knot, . A knot that cannot be
drawn loose. (Prov.)

snarl -er, s. [Eng. snarl (1), v. ; -er.] One
who snarls or growls; a growling, surly,

quarrelsome person.
" Lie down obscure, like other folks,
Below the lash of marlers' Jokes."

Swift : To Dr. Delanef.

snarl'-Ing, a. & . [SNARL (1), v.]

A. As adj. : Growling, surly, snappish,

quarrelsome.
B. As subst. : The act of one who snarls ;

snarl, a growl.
"
I was startled by a furious snarling and yapping

behind." Antley : Black Poodle.

snarling letter, s. The letter B. [R.]

* snarling-museles, *. pi.

Anal. : A popular expression used by Bell

for the muscles employed by a dog in snarling.

(Darwin : Descent of Man (ed. 2nd), p. 41.)

snarl-ing, *. [SNARL (3), .]

Metal-work.: A method of raising hollow

works in metal by percussion.

snarling iron, s.

Metal-work. : A tool used for fluting or

o, b<>y; p6ut, jtitl; cat, ?ell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exisfc P* - 1

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion. -don = slum ; -fion, -fion
= z&un. -clous, -tioua. -sioua = anus. -We, -die, &<
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embossing works in sheet-metal, when, from
their shape, swages cannot be applied. Its

two ends are oppositely curved, one being
held by the jaws of a vice, and the other
inserted through the mouth of the vessel and

applied to the part to be raised. The iron is

struck with a hammer, and the reaction gives
A blow within the vessel, throwing the metal
out in form corresponding to that of the tool,
whether angular, cylindrical, or globular.

smar urn Ite, s. [After Snarum, Norway,
where found; sufT. -ite(Min.).]

i/tn. : A mineral occurring in columnar
tufts of crystals and massive, sometimes
associated with mica. Hardness, 4 to 5*5,
the lowest on cleavage surface, which is

parallel with the length of the crystal ; sp. gr.
2-826 ; lustre on cleavage face, pearly, else-

where vitreous; colour, reddish- to grayish-
white. An analysis yielded : silica, 57'90 ;

alumina, 13-55 ; protoxide of iron, 1-90 ;

magnesia, 19-40 ; lime, 0'S~ ; soda and potash,
4'50 ; loss on ignition, 2'86 = 100-98.

Des Cloizeaux suggests that in view of its

optical properties, it is probably an altered
aluminous anthrophyllite.

snar'-jf, a. [Eng. srear();-y.] Ofthe nature
of a snare ; entangling, insidious.

"Spiders in the vault their snaru webs have spread."
Dryaen. (Todd.)

(BftXjili, t'.i. [Cf. Sw. sncesa = to chide sharply.]
To use abusive language. (Scotch.)

nfrrtl, s. [SNASH, r.] Abuse. (Scotch.)
" Poor tenant bodies, scant o' cash.
How they maun thole a factor's math."

Burnt : The Tun Dogt.

snast, "snaste, s. [From the root of A.S.
snidhan to cut.)

1. The snuff of a candle.

"Some part of the candle was consumed, and the
dust gathered about the matte." Bacon: Ifat. Bltt.,
|369.

2. The wick of a candle or lamp.
"And thus in our dales do men practise to make

longlasting snasti for lampea." Browne : Vulgar Er-
rourt, bk. iii., ch xiv.

snat, s. [SNOT.]
* snat nosed, a. Snub-nosed. (Udal :

Apoph. of Erasmus, p. 250.)

natch,
* snacchen, * snecchen, v.t. & i.

[A weakened form of snakken, from Dut. snak-
ken = to grasp, to desire, to aspire ; Low Ger.
tnaklcen ; Prov. Ger. schnakken = to chatter.]

[S.VACK.]

A. Transitive:

1. To seize hastily and suddenly ; to seize

or take without permission or ceremony.
" A purse of gold most resolutely matched."

Shukeip. : 1 Henry IV., i. S.

2. To seize and transport away.
"I sank down in a sinful fray.
And 'twixt night aud death was matched away."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, iv. 15.

*3. To take away, to rob.
" The life of Helen wag foully matched."

Shakctp. : All'i Well, v. 15.

B. Intransitive:

1. To attempt to seize anything suddenly ;

to catch. (Generally with at.)
" Like a dog that is compelled to fight,
Snatch at his master that doth tarre him on."

Shaketp. : King John, iv. 1.

2. To poach for flsh in the manner described
fat the extract.

"
Snatching is a form of illicit piscicapture. A large

triangle is attached to a line of Hue gut well weighted
with swan-shot or a small plummet. Some 'snatchers'
will use two, three, or even four triangles: but the
mode of operation is, of course, the same. The line is

then dropped into some quiet place where flsh are
plentiful a deep corner pool, or the outfall of a drain,
or the month of a small affluent aud, as soon as the
plummet has touched the bottom, is twitched violently
up. It is almost a certainty thift on some one or other
of the hooks, and possibly on more than one, will be *
fish foul.hooked." Standard, Oct 21, 1878.

snat9h, snatche, s. [SNATCH, v.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A hasty catch or seizing.

2. A catching at or attempt to seize sud-

denly.

3. A short, sudden fit of vigorous action.
"
They move by fits and matchet ; to that it is not

conceivable how they conduce unto a motion, which
by reason of its perpetuity, must oe regular aud equal."

lyilkim : Dadalut.

4. A small piece, fragment, or quantity.
" At his door he stood.

And whistled many a mutch of merry tunes."
Wordnnrrth : Excursion, bk. i.

5. A hasty repast, a snack. (Scotch.)
*

(i. A shuffling answer.
"Leave your inati-het. yield me a direct answer."

Sh'ikeip. : Meature/or .Venture, iv. J.

II. Naut. : An open lead for a rope.

(SNATCH- BLOCK.] If it be without a sheave,
it is known as a dumb-snatch, such as am
provided on the bows aud quarters for hawsers.

snatch-block, s.

Naut. : A single block which has an opening
(notch) in one cheek to receive the bight of a

ropf. The block is iron-bound, with a swivel

hook. The jwtion of the strap which crosses

the opening or snatch in the shell is hinged,
so as to lie laid lack when the bight of the

rope is to be inserted, when warping the ship.
This saves the trouble of reeving the end

through. Large blocks of this kind are called

viol-blocks or rouse-about blocks.

er, s. [Eng. snatch, v. ; -er.]

1. One who snatches ; one who seizes sud-

denly or abruptly; a pilferer. [SNATCH, v.,

B. 2.]
" We do not mean the coursing matcher* only.
But fear the main iutendment of the Scot.''

Shaketp. : Henry r., i. 2.

*
2. (PI.) : A book-name for the Raptores

(q.v.).

snat9h Ing, pr. par. or o. [SNATCH, v.]

*
snat9h'-irig-ly, adv. [Eng. snatching ; -ly.]

By snatching ; hastily, abruptly.

*snat9h'-y, a. [Eng. snatch; -y.] Consist-

ing of or made up of snatches or sudden starts

or fits.

snath, snathe, s. [A.S. snad, from snidhan
= to cut.] "The helve of a scythe ; a sneath.

" There crooked smith* of flexile sallow make,
Or of tough ash the fork-stale and the rake."

Acott : Amtsbaait Eclogue, 2.

snathe, v.t. [A.S. snidhan; Icel. sneitha;
Goth, sneithan; Ger. tchneiden.] To lop, to

prune.

snat took, s. [Eng. snath; dim. suff. -ock.]

A chip, a slice. (Prov.)
" Snattocki of that very cross ; of cedar some, some

of juniper." Oayton: On Don Quixote, p. 275.

snaw, s. [Sxow.] (Scotch.)

snaw-broo, s. Melted snow. (Scotch.)
" In mony a torrent down to his tna'-broo rowes."

Burnt : The Brigi of Ayr,

snaw -ie, o. [SNOWY.] (Scotch.)

snead (1), sneed, s. [A.S. sneed.} The handle
of a scythe.

" This is fixed on a long meed, or straight handle,
and does wonderfully expedite the trimming of these
and the like hedges. Evelyn : Sylta, bk. ii., ch. ii., f 2.

snead (2), s. [SNOOD.] A ligament ; a line or

string. (Prov.)

sneak, *snike, v.i. k t. [A.S. snicun=to
creep ; Sw. dial, sniga = to creep ; suite =
to hanker after ; Ir. or Gael, snaiah. snaig
= to crawl, to sneak.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To creep or steal privately ; to move or

go furtively, as though afraid or ashamed to
be seen ; to slink. (Followed by of, away,
&c.)

"
If he was a fierce bully he meaked off, muttering

that he should find a time." JfocauJay : HM. Eng.,
ch. iii.

2. To behave with meanness and servility ;

to crouch.
' So Pliable sat tneaking among them. "

Bunyan :

PUyrim'i Progreu, pt. i.

B. Transitive:
*
1. To hide, to conceal.

2. To steal, to pilfer. (Slang.)

sneak, * sneake, s. [SNEAK, v.]

1. A mean, cowardly, and treacherous
fellow.

2. A petty thief. (Slang.)

sneak-boat, . A small flat boat in
which gunners endeavor, by means of weeds
and brush, to conceal their approach from the
fowl they wish to surprise.

* sneak cup,
* sneake cuppe, s. One

who sneaks from his cup or liquor ; a paltry
fellow.

" How ? The prince Is a Jack, a tneak-eup, and
if he ere here. I would cudgel him like a dog if he
were to say lo.'Shaketp. : 1 Henry IV., iii. 3.

sneak er, *. [Eng. sneak ; -er.]

1. One whosneuks ; a sneak ; a paltry fellow.
"
Many had almiidoned the faith, and more had

been tneakenaud time servers.' H'aterland : Work*,
iii. 420.

*
2. A small vessel of drink ; a kind of

punch-bowl.
" He walked up to the room where Joseph lay ; but

finding him s!eei>, returned to take the other
meaker." Fielding . Joseph Andi-ewi. bk. i, ch. xilL

sneak- ! - ness, *. [Eng. sneaky; -ness.]

Sneakinyuess.

Sneak'-ing, a. [Eng. sneak ; -ing.]

1. Of or pertaining to a sneak ; acting like
a sneak ; servile, crouching, base

" This fawning, tneaking. and flattering hypocrite."
Stil/iiigjleet : Sermons, vol. Ii., er. I.

2. Secret, clandestine, as if of a nature to
be ashamed of.

" For they iwssessed. with all their pother,
A tneaking kiudu&u for eacli uther."

Combe : In: df/ntax. i. T.

Sneak'-Ing ly, adv. [Eng. sneaking; -ly.]
In a sneaking manner; meanly, basely, ser-

vilely. " While you meaningly submit.
And beg for pardim at our feet

"

Butler: Ltuly'i AHSVK-T In the Knight.

sneak Ing ness, < [Eng. sneaking; -ness.]
Tlie quality or state of being sneaking ;

meanness.
" A tneakingnea, which so implies a guilt, that

where it proceeds not from a fault, it is one." Boylt :

Worki, ii 16.

* sneaks'-by, s. [SNEAK, v.] A sneak ; a
paltry fellow.

" A demure tneaksby. a clownish singularist,"
Barrow : Sermont. vol. Hi., ser. 84.

sneak'-y, a. [Eng. sneak; -y.] Sneaking.

* sneap, v.t. [Icel. sneypa = to castrate . . .

to snub ; sneypa disgrace. From tue same
root as snib or snub (q.v.).]

1. To check, to reprove, to reprimand.
" Life that's here, . . .

Is often txeapd by anguish and by fear."
Dr. B. More : Song of the Soul. III. iii. 11

2. To nip, to pinch.
"
Sneaping winds at home."

Shaketp. : Winter't Tale, t S.

r
sneap, *. [SNEAP, v.] A reprimand, a check,
a snub.

" My lord. I will not undergo this ineap without
reply. Sliakeip. : 2 Henry It'., ii. L

sneath, sneathe, s. [SNATH.]

* sneb, snebbe, v.t. [A form of snib or snub
(q.v.).] [SNEAP.] To check, to chide, to

reprimand.
" On a time he cast him to scold
Aud tnebbe the good onk, for he was old."

Spenter : shephrardi Calender ; f'et.

sneck, * snecke,
*
snick, v.t. [SNECK, .J

To fasten with a latch or catch.
'

Keep them hard and fast tnerked up, and it
'

a
1

very weel." Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxix.

sneck,
*
snecke, snek, * snekke, *

snick,
. [Prob. from snack snatch.] A latch ; *
catch or fastening of a door.

sneck-drawer, s. A latch-lifter ; a bolt-

drawer ; a sly fellow.

"Syddall is an auld ineck-draicer.' Scott : Hot
Roy, ch. xxxviii.

sneck-drawing, a. Crafty, cozening,
cheating. (Scotch.)

* sneck' -e"t, s. [Eng. sneck, s. ; dimin. suit

-et.] The latch of a door ; a snacket.

* sneck up,
* snick up, interj. [Prob.

contract, from his neck up. (Nares.).j Go,
hang ! Be hanged !

" Let him go tnick up."
Beaum. i: Flet. : Knight of Burning Fettle, lit 1

sned, snead, sneed, s. [SNATH, SNEAD (1).]

sned, v.t. [SNATHE.]

snee, s. [Dut., contract, from snede = a cnt.]
A knife.

sneer,
* snere, v.i. & t. [Dan. snerre = to

grin like a dog ; to snar (q.v.).]

A. Intransitive :

*
1. To show contempt by turning np the

nose or by other movement of the countenance.
" The courtier's supple lx>w and ineering smile."

Byron : Chililiih Recollect iont.

2. To insinuate contempt by a covert ex-

pression ; to use words suggestive rather than

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, so, ee = e; ey a; qu = kw.
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expressive of contempt ; to speak derisively.

(Followed by at.)
" He constantly sneer* at it as weakness and folly."

"Bi-it. Quart. Keoieie, Ivii. 510 (1873).

*
3. To show mirth awkwardly.

4. To scoff, to jibe, to jeer.

B. Transitive:

1. To affect or move with sneers.
* Nor meer'd nor brib'd from virtue into shame.*

Savage : On Public Spirit.

2. To utter in a sneering, contemptuous
manner.

3. To address with sneers ; to sneer at.
14 Thus our vehicle begun
To ineer the luckless chaise and one."

Warton : Phaeton & One-hone CJfiiie.

seer, s. [SNEER, v.]

1. A look of contempt, disdain, derision, or
ridicule. (Byron : Corsair, i. 9.)

2. An expression of contemptuous scorn,
derision, or ridicule ; a scoff, a gibe, a jeer.

"Abstained at this conjuncture from xncert and
Invectives.' MacaiUay : HIM. Eng., ch. xiv.

sneer'-er, s. (Bng. sneer, v. ; -or.] One who
sneers.

" There was at that Court no want of slanderers and
meerer."Macaulay : Sitt. Eng., ch. zx.

* sneer'-ful, a. [Eng. sneer ; -fuUf).'] Given
to sneering ; fond of sneering.
" The tneerfitl maid." Shenitone : Economy, Ui.

gneer -ing, pr. par. or a. [SNEEB, v.]

sneer'- ing -Ijf, adv. [Eng. sneering; -ly.]

In a sneering manner ; with a sneer.

sneesh'-m', sneesh-ing, s. [SNEEZE.]
Snuff. (Scotch.) i

"I wad be fain o' a pickle ineeihin'." Scott : Anti-

quary, ch. xii.

sneeshin'-mill, sneeshin' mull, s.

A snulf-box, generally made of the end of a
horn.

neeze, snese, v.i. [Forfnese orfneeze, from
A.S. fneosan = to sneeze ; Icel. fnasa ; Dut.

fniezen ; Sw. fnysa ; Dan. fnyse = to snort ;

snuse to sniff.] To emit wind through the
nose audibly and violently by a kind of in-

voluntary convulsive force, occasioned by
irritation of the inner membrane of the nose.

"Telemachns then tneet'd aloud."

Pope : Homer ; Odytsey xvii. 824.

If To sneeze at : To despise ; to object to ;

to show or feel contempt for ; to scorn.

neeze, 5. [SNEEZE, v.] The act of sneezing ;

the act of one who sneezes ; emission of wind
audibly and violently through the nose.

tneez er, . [Eng. sneez(e), v. ; -r.J

1. One who sneezes.
" When a Hindu sneezes, bystanders say. Live 1 and

the ineezer replies. With you." Tutor : Prim. Cult..
eh. in.

2. A violent gust of wind. (Slang.)
" Would make it undesirable for any craft with

such a low freeboard and such flimsy iriper works to
get caught out in a north-west ineezer." Century
ilaj'izine, Dec., 1878, p. 602.

neeze'-weed, . [Eng. sneeze, and weed.]

Bot. : llelenium autumnale.

sneeze'-wood, s. [Eng. sneeze, and wood.]
Bot. : Pteroxylon utile. Its sawdust causes

sneezing, hence the English name.

neeze '-wort, s. [Eng. sneeze, and wort. So
called because the dried leaves produce
sneezing.]

Bot. : Achillea Ptarmica (Ptarmica vulgaris),
a common British plant with linear, serrulate
leaves. The root-stock is aromatic, the whole
plant pungent and sialogogue.

neez -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [SNEEZE, v.]

A. k H. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. A sudden violent and convulsive ex-

pulsion of air through the nostrils, with a
peculiar sound. It is preceded by a more or
less long-drawn and deep inspiration, like
that which precedes coughing ; but the open-
ing from the pharynx into the mouth is closed

by the contraction of the anterior pillars of
the fauces and the descent of the soft palate,
so that the force of the blast is driven entirely

through the nose. It is caused by the irrita-

tion of the inner membrane of the nostrils,
and is designed to throw off any particles
causing the morbid action. It is often one of
the earliest symptoms in coryza.

"Repeated meetings proceed from the invisible
steams of spirit of sal ariuoniak." Boyle : Works,
1U.S87.

2. A medicine to promote sneezing ; an
errhine ; a sternutatory. (Bacon.)

IT A large body of folklore has gathered
round sneezing. According to Aristotle

(Prob., xxxiii. 7), in his days a single sneeze
was considered a holy thing. The custom of

saluting a person sneezing existed in classic

times, is still found among the Jews and
Moslems and almost every race of lower cul-

ture, and lingers in Euroj>e, though here the

early idea that sneezing .was due to spiritual

possession has vanished. (See Tylor: Prim.

Cult., ch. iii., for copious references.)

*sneez'-& . [Eng. sneez(e); -y.] A free

translation of Brumaire (Foggy), the second
month of the French republican year.

sneli, a. [A.S. snel; O- H. Ger. sneUer =
active.]

*
1. Active, quick, brisk, nimble, brave.

2. Sharp, cold, severe, piercing, bitter.

(Lit. fig.) (Scotch.)
"And he's tnell, and dure enough in casting up their

nonsense." Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxi.

snell, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A short line of
horsehair or gut by which a flsh-hook is

attached to a line ; a snood

*
snet, 5. [Etym. doubtful] The fat of a
deer.

* anew, pret. ofv. [SNOW, .]

* snewe, v.i. [SNOW, v.]

*
snib,

* snibbe, v.t. [SNUB, v.] To snub,
to reprimand, to check. (Chaucer: C. T., 1,100.)

snib, s. [SNIB, *.] A snub, a reproof, a repri-
mand.

snick, v.t. [SNICK, s.] To cat slightly ;

specif, in cricket, to hit a ball very lightly to

the slips or leg, often unintentionally.
" Snicked him rather fortunately to the leg bound-

ary. "-fieM, Sept. 4, 1886.

snick (1), . [Icel. snikka = to cut with a
knife ; Dut. snik = a sharp tooL]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A slight or small cut or mark.

2. In cricket, a slight hit to the slips or leg,

often unintentional.

"A lour snick to the old Carthusian." Daily Tele-

graph, July 1, 1885.

II. Technically:

1. Fibre : A knot or irregularity on yarn,
removed by passing it through a slotted plate.

2. Fur. : A small snip or cut, as in the hair

of a beast.

If
*
Snick-and-snee, snick-or-snee : A combat

with knives amongst the Dutch.
" The brutal sport of mtct-or-ne, and a thousand

other things of this mam invention. Dryden;
Parallel of Poetry & Painting.

*
snick-snarl, s. A ravel, a tangle. (Prov.)

" Somebody must unravel the snide-tnarlt in the

hank which somebody else had no more wit than to

tangle." Otdham Standard, April 6, 1862, p. 2, cot 4.

snick (2), . [SNECK, s.]

* snick (3), . [Etym. doubtful.] Cold in the

head ; catarrh. (Littleton : Lot. Diet., a. v.

Coryza.)

snick -er, *. [SNICKER, .] A suppressed
laugh, or sound resembling a laugh.

" In a moment more we hear his inicker, and the

loud scraping of his teeth uin the hard white nut-

shell" Harper'i Magazine, May, 1882, p. 870.

snick er, v.i. [A word of imitative origin.)

To laugh in a half-suppressed manner; to

giggle, to snigger.

* snick -er-snee, . [Of. mlck-and-tnee,]

1. A combat with knives.

2. A large clasp-knife.

Sm'-der, . [Named after Jacob Snider (1820-

1866) the inventor.]

Firearms : A breech -loading rifle, the system
of which was applied in 1867 to the Enfleld rifle

tln in use in the British army. The breech

action consisted of a simple plug containing
an oblique needle, and being hinged on its

right side, was opened by means of a thumb-

?iece
in a short motion from left to right,

he cartridge, at first of pa4>er, but after-
wards of thin sheet brass, witli a metallic base
cup containing the detonator, and assisting
to prevent the escape of gas, was put in, ana
the breech closed. The gun was tired by pull-
ing an ordinary trigger, releasing a common
hammer which drove the needle into the base-

cup. It was also provided with an automatic
extractor for the latter, which came into
operation when the breech was opened.

Sniff, v.i. & t. [Dan. snive to sniff, to snuff;
Icel. snippa = to sniff with the nose ; snapa=
to sniff.] [SNIFT, v.]

A. Intrans. : To draw air or breath audibly
up the nose, frequently as an expression of
scorn or contempt ; to snuff
" So then you looked scornful, and snift at the dean."

Swift Hamilton't Bavm.
B. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To draw in with the breath through
the nose ; to snuff up.

"
[He] was ID the habit of snitHnij chloroform to

assuage neuralgic pains." PoM Mall Qaxette, Ma.-chSl
1886

2. Fig. : To perceive as by snuffing ; to

scent, to smell : as, To sniff danger

Sniff, S. [SNIFF, V.}

1. The act of sniffing ; perception by the
nose.

" One single sniff at Charlotte's caudle-cup."
Warton : OK/ord Xeimman'i Vertet (1767).

2. That which is taken into the nose by
sniffing : as, a snif of fresh air (Colloq.)

3. The sound produced by drawing in the
breath through the nose.

" Mrs. Gamp . . gave a sniff of uncommon signifi-
cance." Dickens Martin Chuttleuit, ch. xxix.

*
snift, v.i. [Sw snyfta = to sob.] [SNIFF, v.]

1. To make a noise by drawing the breath
in through the nose ; to snort.

2. To sniff, to snuff, to smell

Snift, s. [SNIFT, v.]

1. A sniff.

2. A moment. (Prov )

3. Slight snow or sleet. (Prov.

Snift'-er, s. [Eng snift; -er.]

1. The drawing of the breath up the nostrflf

noisily ; a snift.

2 A large dram of spirits ( V. S Slang )

3 Plural .

(1) The stoppage of the nostrils through
cold.

(2) A disease of horses.

sniff-er, v.i. [SNIFTER, s.] To draw up the

breath through the nose , to sniff. (Cotgrave:
s. v. Brouster.)

snift'-ing, pr. par. or o. [SNIFT, v.]

snifting-valve, s.

Steam-eng. : A valve commanding the valve-

way through which the air and water are

expelled from a condensing steam-engine,
when steam is blown through the engine,

snig, s. [A variant of snake (q.v.).] An aeL

(Prov )

*
snig, v.i. [Perhaps allied to snag (q.v.).]

To be bitter, harsh, or sharp
Others are so dangerously worldly, inigging and

biting, usurers, hard and oppressing. Rogeri :

Jfaaman the Syrian, p. 211.

snig -ger. *. [A. word of imitative origin.]

A half-suppressed laugh ; a giggle, a snicker.

snig -ger (1), v.i. [SNICKER.]

snig -ger (2), v.i. [The same word as sniggle

(q.v.)j (See extract)
"In the way of grapnling-or sniggering, as it it

more politely termed 1., drugging the river with

ize eraoDles and lead attached for the purpose of

kelping fhern to the bottom of the pool*->irtwv
Oatette, Jan SO, 1886

snig -gle, v.i. k I. [SNio, s.]

A. Intrans. : To fish for eels. (See extract.)

lng is thus performed : in

*! w'ill bite instantly, and as certainly gorge tt: pull

him out by deurees "Walton : Angler
* B. Trans. : To catch, to snare.

boll, bo^; pout, Jtfwl; cat, cell, chorns, ?iiin, bench; go. tern; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenopnon, exist, -ttg.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -*ton = zhfin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -We. -die, &< = Del, dcL
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nip, v.t. [Dut S7iip; to snip, to slip, a
weakened form of *mip(q.v); Ger. schniypen
= to snap. ]

1. To clip ', to cut or clip off sharply, as
with a pair of shears or scissors,

"
Snipped and cut about the edge*." P. Holland :

Flinie. bk. xxv., oh. v.

2. To snap, to snatch.
* If you are so resolv'd, I have provided
A means to m> him hence."

*jn . 4 Fltt. : Thierry t Theodore*, IT. 1.

snip, .'. [SNIP, .]

1. A single cut with scissors or shears ; a

Clip.
" A few tnipt of the scissors, a cunning rearrang*.

ment of drapery, and last year's robe will do duty for

this." Daily Telegraph, Jan. 14, 1886.

2. A small hand-shears for cutting metal.

& A tailor. (Slang.)

4. A small piece ; a snack.
* For some have doubted if [the beard] 'twere made

of tmpf
Of sables, glew'd and fitted to the HIM."

Butler: Kye'i Beard.

*H Togo sn ip : To go snacks ; to share.

"fnr, sir, let me a" n P with you in this lye."

Dryden : Evening'! Love, Y.

snip-snap, s. & a.

A. As subst. : A tart dialogue with sharp
replies.

" Dennis and dissonance, and captious art.

And iniu-tnuu sliort. and interruption smart."
Pope : Dunciod, li. 240.

B. As adj. : Short and quick ; sharp, smart.

snipe,
* snype,

* suite.
*
snyte, s. [Icel.

rnipa = a snipe ; Dan. sneppe ; Sw. snappa ;

Dut. snip, snep; O. Dut. snippe, sneppe ; Ger.

tcknepfe ; A.S. snite, which is allied to snout.]

L Ordinary language:
1. Lit. : In the same sense as II.

2. Figuratively :

(1) A thin, lean, puny person.

(2) A blockhead, a fool, a simpleton.
'
I mine own gained knowledge should profane,
If I would time expend with such a tnipc."

Shaketp. : Othello, i. 8.

II. Ornith. : The name of certain well-

known game birds of the order Grallse, family
Scolopacidae, and genus Gallinago. The Snipes
have a long, straight, flexible bill, the tip of

the upper manilible being decurved at the

point ami projecting over the lower. The
wings are moderate in size; the legs rather

loDg. Snipes are found in most parts of the
earth. There are several species in the United
States, the Common Snipe of this country
(G. Wilsoni) closely resembling the Common
Snipe of Europe, Imt with more feathers in its

tail. G. coelestit, the European Snipe, extends
also into Asia and north Africa, being found

commonly in marshy districts. It makes its

nest of a little dry grass in a depression of the

ground, or in a tuft of grass or rushes. It is a
favorite game bird, and is in high esteem for

the table, but is difficult to shoot, trom its zigzag
habit of flight when flushed, followed by a
swift dart through the air. The species of the

fenus
Macrorhamphus are also called snipes.

o these belongs M. griseus, the American Red-
breasted or Browa Snipe.

snipe bill, s.

L Joinery : A narrow, deep-working mould-

ing-plane, used for forming quirks.

2. Vehicles : A rod by which the body of a
Cart is bolted to the axle.

snipe-fish, s.

Ichthy. : Centriscus scolopax ; named from
Its elongated and tubular snout. Called also

Bellows-fish, Sea-snipe, and Trumpet-fish.

gulp per, & [Eng. snip; -er.] One who
nips or chips.

snipper-snapper, s. \ puny, insig-
nificant fellow ; a small, effeminate man ;

a whipper-snapper. (CoUoq.)

snip'-pet, . [Eng. snip; dimin. suff. -et.]

A small piece or share ; a fragment.
"
If the editor had confined himself to one period he

might have made a useful book ; as it Is, he has pro-
duced a collection of mippeU." Saturday Review,
Jan. 12. ISM, p. 62.

*
snlp'-pet-i'-ne'ss, *. [Eng. snippety ; -ness.]

The state or condition of being fragmentary.

fragments thau we think quite wise. Variety is

pleasant, tnippetineu is not" Church Timet, April 9,

18SO.

*nlp'-pet-tjr, a. [Eng. snippet; -y.] In-

significant ; ridiculously small.

snir'-tle, v.i. [Prob. imitative, or a dimin.
from snort (q.v.).] To laugh quietly or re-

strainedly.
" He feigned to inirtle In his sleeve,
When thus the caird addresu'd her."

fiurtu : Jolly Beggart.

snitgh'-er, i. [Etym. doubtful.)

1. An informer, a tell-tale
;
one who turns

queen's (or king's) evidence.

2. A handcuff. (Slang.)

snite,
*
snyte, *. [SNIPE.]

snite, v.t. [A.S. >nljtan = to wipe or clean

the nose ; Icel. snyta to blow the nose ; Sw.

snyta; Dan. stiyde ; Dut. snuiten.] [SNOUT.]
To blow or clean the nose ; to snutf, as a
candle.

" Nor would any one be able to tnite his nose, or to
sneeze." Grew . Cotmo. Sacra, bk. 1., ch. v.

*
snithe,

*
snlth-y, a. [A.S. snidhan = to

cut.) Sharp, piercing, cutting. (Applied to
the wind.)

sniv'-el,
*
snev-il, . [SNIVEL, v.]

1. Lit. : Mucus running from the nose ; snot.

2. Fig. : Hypocrisy, cant.
" The cant and inioel of which we have seen so much

of late." St. Jumeii Gazette, Feb. , 1880.

smv el,
* snev-il, *snev-yll, v.i. [A

frequent from sni/(q.v.) ; cf. Dan. sndvle =
to snuffle ; Icel. snefill a slight scent.)

1. To run at the nose.

2. To draw up the mucus audibly through
the nose.

"There Is nothing but tni telling and blowing of
noses." Cowper : Letter to Rev. Mr. ffewton.

3. To cry or fret, as a child, with snuffling
or snivelling.

"
Though Bell has lost his nightingales and owls,
Matilda tnivetl still, and Hartz howls."

Byron : Englith Bardt t Scotch Reviewer*.

sniv'-el-ler, s. [Eng. snivel, v. ; -er.]

1. One who snivels ; one who cries or frets

with snivelling.

2. One who cries or frets for slight causes ;

one who manifests weakness by crpng or

fretting.
" He'd more lament when I was dead,
Than all the tnivellrri round my bed."

Swift : On the Death of Dr. Swift.

smv'-el-llng, pr. par., a., & . [SNIVEL, v.]

A. & 'B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or noise of one who
snivels ; a running from the nose, a speaking
as through the nose.

*sniv'-el-ly\ a. [Eng. snivel; -y.] Running
at the nose ; pitiful, whining.

snob, s. [Icel. sndpr = & dolt, an idiot, a
charlatan ; Sw. dial, snopp = a boy, a stump.]

1. A vulgar, ignorant person. (Prov.)

2. A vulgar person who apes gentility ; one
who is always pretending to be something
better than he is.

3. In the Universities, a townsman, as op-
posed to a gownsman. (Slang.)

4. A shoemaker ; a journeyman shoemaker.

(Slang.)

5. A workman who continues at work when
others go on strike ; one who works for lower

wages than his fellows ; a knobstick, a rat

snob -ber-y, s. [Eng. snob; -ery.] Snobbish-
ness.

sn6b bish, a. [Eng. snob ; -ish.] Belonging
to or characteristic of a snob ; resembling a
snob ; vulgarly ostentatious.

"That which we call a snob, by any other name
would still be tnobbuh," Thackeray ; Book ofSnobt.

snob -bish-ly, adv. [Eng. snobbish ; -ly.] In
a snobbish manner ; like a snob.

snob -bish ness, *. [Eng. snobbish ; -ness.]
The quality or state of being snobbish ; vulgar
ostentation.

"
It is not tnnbbithnett to object to compete with

men against whom ample evidence Is forthcoming
that their incentive is profit rather than sport,"
field, Oct. 17, 1886.

* snob'- bism, s. [Eng. snob; -ism.] The
state of being a snob ; the manners of a snob ;

snobbishness.

*snSb'-by, a. [Eng. snob; -y.] Of or re-

lating to a snob ; like a snob ; snobbish.

* snSb'- ling, . [Eng. snob; dimin. uft

-ling.] A little snob.
' You see. dear mooting, that though the parson

would not have been authorised, yet he might have been
excused for interfering." Thackeray : Book of Knot*.

*sn5b-6c'-ra-cjf, s. [Eng. snob; suff

-ocracy, as in aristocracy, mobocracy, &cj
Snobs taken collectively.

* snob 6g ra-pher, s. [Eng. snobograph(y);

-er.] One who studies or writes about snobs.

"The yet undeveloped tnobographer," World, NOT.
16, 1882.

* snob 6g -ra-phy, s. [Eng. snob ; o con-

nect., and Gr. -ypd<f>ia (grapho) = to write, to

describe.) A history or description of snobs.

"The safer and wiser way. In this infancy of the
science of tnobography. Is to refrain from the attempt
at absolute aphorism." Saturday lieriew, Jan. 19,

1884, p. 76.

snod, s. & a. [A.S. sn6d = & fillet; cf. Dan.
snoe= to twist ; Sw. sno ; Icel. snua.] [SNOOD.]

A. -ds subst. : A fillet, a ribbon, a snood

(q.v.).

B. As adj. : Neat, trim, smooth. (Scotch.)

snoff, s. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps connected
with sn/(2), s.]

Mining : The slow match for igniting the
train in blasting.

snood, s. [SNOD.]

1. Ord. Lang. : (See extract).
"The mood, or riband, with which a Scottish last

braided her hair, had an emblematical signification,
and applied to her maiden character. It wa* ex-

changed for the curch, toy, or coif, when she passed,
by marriage, into the matron state. But if the damsel
was so unfortunate as to lose pretensions tu the name
of maiden, without gaining a right to that of matron,
she was neither permitted to use the mood nor ad-
vanced to the graver dignity of the curch." Scott:

Lady of the Lake. ( Note. )

2. Angling : A hair-line, gut, or silk cord

by which a fish-hook is fastened to the line.
"
Letting the tnoodt hang over the sides." Fitld,

Oct. 17, 1886.

snood, v.t. [SNOOD, *.] To braid up, as the

hair, with a snood.

snood ed, a. [Eng. mood, s.; -ed.] Wear-
ing or having a snood.

"And plaided youth, with jest and leer,
Which snooded maiden would not hear 1"

Scott ; Lady of the Lake, ill. JO.

fenodd'-Ing, s. [Eng. snood, s. ; -ing.]

Angling : The same as SNOOD, s., 2.
" Each baited hook, hanging from its short length

of tnooding." Field, Oct. 17, 1885.

* snook, * snoke, v.i. [Cf. Sw. snoka = to

lurk, to dog a person.] To lurk ; to lie in

ambush.

T To cut snooks : To make derisive grimaces ;

to take a sight [SIGHT, ., 1J (4).J

snool, s. [Etym. doubtful.] One whose spirit
is broken with oppressive slavery. (Scotch.)

snool, v.i. & t. [SNOOL, s.]

A. Intrans. : To submit tamely ; to sneak.

"Owre blate to seek, owre proud to mool."
Burns : A Bard'i Epitaph.

B. Trans. : To subjugate or govern by
authority ; to keep under by tyrannical
means. (Scotch.)

snooze, s. [SNOOZE, v.] A nap ; a short sleep.
" The last surreptitious mooie in which he was wont

to revcL" Daily Telegraph, Dec. 1, 1886.

Snooze, v.i. [Prob. imitative of the sound
made in drawing the breath while asleep.]
To take a nap or short sleep; to sleep, to

slumber.

snooz'-er, *. [Eng. mooz(e); -er.] One who
snoozes ; often used as a meaningless epithet.

snore, v.i. [A.S. tnora = a snoring ; cogn.
with O. Dut. snorren to grumble, to

mutter ; snarren = to brawl, to snarl ; Ger.
schnarren to rattle, to snarl ; cf. Dut.

tnorken; Low Ger. snorken, snurken ; Dan.
snorke ; Sw. snorka = to snort with rage, to

threaten.) To breathe with a rouxh, hoarse
noise in sleep ; to breathe hard through the
nose and open mouth while sleeping.
"And the stretched rustic tnoret beneath the hedf*

Covrper : Death of Daman.

Snore, . [SNORE, v.] A breathing with a

rough, hoarse noise in sleep.
" The surfeited grooms

Do mock their charge with tnnrrt ; I've drilled their
possets." Shaketp. : Macbeth, li. &

fit*, t&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. p6t,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mnte, cnb. cure, unite, ear, rule, fall; try, Syrian, aa, ce = e; ey = a; qn = lew.
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snore-hole, .

Mining : The hole in the wind-bore or lower
stock of a mining-pump, to admit the water.

snbr-er, . [Eug. snor(e); -er.} One who
snores.

snorke, s. [SNORE, SNORT.] A snore.

"At the cocke-crowlng before daye thou alia.lt not
hear there the servauntes inorke."Stapleton: fort-
rate of the Faithe, foL 121 b.

nort, v.i. & t. [For snork, from Dan. snorke
= to snort ; Sw. snorka = to snort with rage,
to threaten ; Dut. snorken = to snore, to

snort ; Ger. schnarchen = to snore, to snort.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To force the air with violence through
the nose, so as to make a loud, rough noi.se, as

a horse.
" He fomes, snnrts, neighs, and fire and smoke breaths

out." fairefax : Godfrey of Boulogne, xx. 2.
*

2. To snore.

"Awake the tnortlng citizens with the hell."

Shaketp. : Othello, L L
8. To laugh outright. (Prov.)

B. Transitive:
*

I. To turn up, as in anger, scorn, or deri-

sion, as the nose.

2. To utter with a snort.
*
3. To expel or force out, as with a snort.

nort, s. [SNORT, v.] A loud, rough sound

produced by forcing the air through the nose.

snort er (1), s. [Eng. snort, Y. ; .] One
who snorts ; a snorer.

snort er (2), s. [SNOTTER.)

Kant. : A snotter.

"The lower end or heel has been known often to

part or jump out of the becket or snorter, which sup-
ports it, and conanes it to the mast." field, Feb. 37,

UN.

snort'-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [SNORT, f.]

A. <fc B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act of forcing the air through the
nose with violence and noise ; the sound thus

produced ; a snort.

"The mortinyot his horses was heard." Jeremiah
Tiii. 16.

*
2. The act of snoring.

*snor"-tle, v. [SNORT, v.] To snort, to

gruut. "
[To] tnortle like a hog."

Breton : Schoole of Fancie, p. .

*
snort'-jf, a. [Eng. snort, s. ; -y.] Snoring ;

broken by snorts of snores. (Stanyhurst :

Virgil ; ^En. iii. 645.)

Snot, "snotte, *snothe, s. [O. Fris. snotte;

Dut. snot; Low Ger. snotte; Dan. snot. Al-

lied to snout and suite, v.]

1. The mucus discharged or secreted in the

nose.

2. An opprobrious name for a low, mean
person. (Vulgar.)

snot, v.t. [SNOT, s.] To free from snot; to
blow or wipe the nose.

snot'-ter, . [SNOUT.]

L Ordinary Language :

L The proboscis of a turkey-cock.

2. Snot. (Scotch.)

n. Nautical:

1. A becket on a boat's mast, to hold the
lower end of the sprit which elevates the

peak of the sail.

2. A rope going over a yard-arm, used to

bend a tripping line to in sending down the

top-gallant and royal yards.

snot ter, v.i. [SNOTTER, s.] To go along
lazily. (Scotch.)

f To snotter and snivel: To snivel and
snuffle.

"
Bringing a woman here to matter and niw!."

Scott : Heart of Midlothian, ch. xxiii.

snot'-ter-jp, *. [Eng. snotter; -y.] Filth,
abomination.

" Teach thy incubus to poetize.
And throw abroad thy spurious mattering.

Ben Jonton : Poetaster, T. 1.

t snot'-tl-ly, adv. [Eng. snotty; -ly.] In a
snotty manner. (Goodrich.)

snot tl ness, s. [Eng. snotty; -ness.] The
quality or state of being snotty.

Sn5t'-ty, a. [Eng. snot; -y.]

1. Foul with snot ; full of snot
*
2. Mean, dirty, sneering, sarcastic, dry.
"The continual importunities of his covetous and

tnotty wile." Wood : Athena Oxon., vol. it

snout,
*
snoute, *snowt, * snute, s. [Sw.

snut a snout, a muzzle ; Dau. snude; Low
Ger. snute ; Dan. snuit ; Ger. schnauze. Al-
lied to snite, v., and snot.}

1. The long, projecting nose of a beast.
" A cruel boar, whose rnout hath rooted up
The .fruitful viueyard of the common-wealth."

Beaum. i t'let. : Propheteu, ii. 8.

2. The nose of a man. (Said in contempt.)
3. The nozzle of a hose or hollow pipe.

4. Entom. : [SNOUT-MOTH].

snout-moth, s.

Entom. : Hypena proboscidalis. Body slender,
wings broad and triangular, colour mainly
brown, expansion of wings an inch and a half.

Common among nettles. [HYPENA.]

snout-ring, s. A ring or staple placed
in the nose of a hog to deter him from rooting.

* snout, * snowt, v.t. [SNOUT, *.] To furn-
ish with a snout or point.

snout'-ed, *snowt'-e'd, a. [Eng. snout; -ed.]

1. Having a snout or long pointed nose.
" Snouted and tailed like a boar, and footed like a

goat." Orew.

*2. Pointed.
" Their shoes and pattens are snowttd and piked

more than a finger long crooking vpwards." Camden :

Remainet.

snout -er, s. [Eng. snout; -er.] A pair of

cutting shears with one curved blade approxi-
mating to the shape of a hog's snout, and
used for removing at one cut the cartilage
wherewith he roots.

*snout'-& a. [Eng. snout; -y.] Resembling
the snout of a beast.

" The nose was ugly, long, and big,
Brood, aud tn-Mty like a pig."

Otaay : Poet'i Complaint of hit Mute.

Snow (1), s. [A.S. snaw ; cogn. with Dut.
sneeuw ; Icel. sneer, snjdr, snjor ; Dan. snee;
Sw. sno; Goth, snaiws; Ger. schnee; Lith.

snegas; Russ. snieg ; Lat. nix (genit. nivis) ;

Gr. (ace.) vi<f>a (nipha), from a nom. vi.<f> (niph),
not found ; vi<}>a.s (niphas) = a snow-flake ; Ir.

& Gael, sneachd ; Wei. nyf.]

1. Lit. & Meteor. : Aqueous particles frozen

in their descent through the atmosphere into

separate crystals, afterwards uniting into

assemblages' of crystals called snow-flakes.

To view the crystals to advantage under the

microscope they should be allowed to fall on
a black surface. The finest are observed in

the polar regions, where Captain Scoresby
keenly examined them, arranging them in

five classes. They belong to the ihombo-
hedral or hexagonal system, and so vary that

about a thousand forms of them have been
observed. Some appear as hexagonal or

dodecahedral plates, others as hexagonal
prisms, either single or stellate, or terminated

by rectangularly placed plates or secondary
groups of needles. The angles of these

crystals often form secondary centres, around
which others of more skeleton form aggregate.
Snow does not fall at all on low tropical

plains, though it does on high mountains.

[SNOW-LINE.] It is absent from Malta; it

falls at Palermo on an average one day each

year, at Rome two days, at Venice five, at

Paris twelve, at Copenhagen thirty, and at

St. Petersburg 170. Where it falls it protects
the ground from sinking to a temperature
which would injure the seeds in the super-
ficial mould. The snow and ice of the polar

regions are among the great elements affecting
the winds, and through them the climates, of

the several regions of the globe. The cold of

the snow on the lofty mountain chains is

carried down to the tropical places in which

they are chiefly situated, and tempers their

heat. [RED-SNOW.]
" Snow is the small particles of water frozen before

they unite into drops."Locke: Element* offlat, Phil.,

oh. vi.

2. Fig. : Something which resembles snow.

^ Snow is largely used in composition, the

meanings of the various compounds being
in most cases sufficiently obvious : as, tnow-

capped, tnow-clad, mow-covered, snow-crowned,
Ac.

snow bank, i. A snow-drift.

snow-berry, .

Botany :

1. The fruit of Symphoricarpus racemosu$j
a caprifoil.

2. The fruit of Chiococca racemosa and the
plant itself, also the genus Chiococca (q.v.).

snow-bird, s.

Ornith. : Fringilla hyemalis, ranging widely
over North America. It is about six inches
long ; head, neck, upper parts of body, and
wings slate-brown, lower parts of breast,
abdomen, and two exterior tail feathers pure
white.

snow-blanket, s. A farmer's name for
such a covering of snow as protects, or ma-
terially contributes to protect, vegetation
from the severity of the weather.

snow-blind, a. Affected with snow-blind-
ness (q.v.).

snow-blindness, s. An affection of the

eyes caused by the reflection of light from
snow.

snow-blink, s. The peculiar reflection

arising from fields of ice or snow.

* snow-block, v.t. To block or impede
the passage of by snow.

"The trains have been mow-blocked between tiro
Stations." Daily Tclegra/jh, Jan. U, 188S.

snow-boot, s. A boot to protect the
feet from snow ; specif., a kind of golosh
with an india-rubber sole and felt uppers,
covering the boot worn inside of it.

snow-broth, s. Snow and water mixed ;

very cold liquor.
"
Angelo, a man whose blood

Is very tnow-broth, one who never feels

The wanton stings and motions of the sense.
1*

lihakcsp. : Measure for Measure, L &

snow-bunting, s.

Ornith. : Plectrophanei nivalis, an Arctic

passerine bird, visiting the continents of
America and Europe in the winter. It is about
seven inches in length, and its plumage varies

considerably at different seasons. (See ex-

tract.) In winter the upper part of the head,
cheeks, and a band on the lower neck are

light reddish-brown ; lower parts white, upper
parts black, edged with yellowish-brown, but

varying much in individuals. In summer the

head, neck, lower parts, and a patch on the

wings are pure white, the rest of tiie plumage
black. They feed on seeds and insects, and
soon after their arrival in temperate regions
become very fat, aud are then esteemed a

delicacy. The Greenlanders kill them in

great numbers, and dry them for winter use.

Their song is not unlike that of the lark, and
when singing they perch near a mate ; their

call is a shrill piping note, generally uttered

on the wing.
" There arrive every year in thin country, from the

north, flocks of pretty liUIe birds called tuoui-buntiitgt.

They come fr..m within the Arctic Circle, and are so

variable in their plumage that naturalists almost

despaired of ever getting a characteristic description.
Indeed, so much a puzzle did these little strangers
offer, that for long they were described by the older

naturalists as three different birds. Of course, we now
know that the mountain, tawny, and inour-buntinff
are one ; and this because we get them in almost

every possible stage of transition. They breed upon
the summits of the highest hills with the ptarmigan ;

and like that bird, they regulate their plumg
according to the prevailing aspect of their haimfc.

Ill this they succeed admirably, and flourish accord-

ingly." St. Jameit Gazette, Jan. 6, 1887.

snow-cock, s. [SNOW-PARTRIDGE.]

snow-drift, s. A drift of snow ; snow
driven by the wind ; a bank of snow driven

together by the wind.
" White his hair was as a tnout-drift."

LongfeUoa : Hia.wa.tha, zzi.

snow-eyes, s. pi. A contrivance used by
the Esquimaux to prevent snow-blindness.

They are made of extremely light wood, with

a bridge resting on the nose like spectacles,

and a narrow slit for the passage of the light.

snow-fall, s. A fall or storm of snow.
11 Further interruption in railway traffic has been

caused by the continuous inow-faU," Daily Tele-

graph, Jan. 14, 1886.

snow-fed, a. Originating from or aug-
mented by melted snow : as, a snow-fed river.

snow-field, s. A wide expanse of snow,

especially of permanent snow.

snow-finch, s.

Ornith. : Montifringilla, nivalis ; called also

the Stone-finch.

, b6y; poUt, J6%1; cat, jell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph- i

dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious. -sious = shus. -bio, -die, &c. = bel. dl.
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snow-flake, s.

I. OrJ. Lang. : A small feathery flake or

particle of falling snow.
Restore mo the rock*, where the no.^,i* repoee*.*

Uyrvn. Lackin-t-Oair.

H. Technically:

1. Bot. : The genus Leuco.jum (q.v.), and

spec. Isucojum (tstivum. Prior says that
the Eng!ish name was given by W. Curtis to

distinguish it from the Snowdrop.
2. Ornith. : The Snow-bunting (q.v.). Called

also Snow-fleck.

"Seen against a dark hill-side, or a lowering sky. a
flock of theM blnls presents an exceedingly taaotttot
appearance, and it may then lie seen how aptly the
term now *<t* hug been applied to the species."
TarreU : Brit, flin/i (ed. Uh), it. 7.

snow-fleck, s. [SNOW-FLAKE, 3.]

snow-flood, *. A flood caused by melt-

ing snow.

snow-flower, *.

Bot. : (1) The Snowdrop (q.v.); (2) Chion-
anthus virginica.

enow goose, *.

Ornith.: Anser hyberboreus. Colour white,
sometimes with more or less of a ferruginous
tinge on the head ; bill, feet, and orbits

urora-red. It obtains its snow-white plumage
only at maturity. It breeds in large numbers
in the barren grounds of Arctic America, and
migrates southward during the winter.

snow-house, snow-nut, s. A house
or hut, constructed of blocks of snow. Capt.
Lyon (Private Journal, ch. iii.) thus describes
some he saw in the Arctic regions :

" Each
dwelling might be averaged at fourteen or
sixteen feet in diameter, by six or seven feet

SXOW-HOUSK.

In height . . . The blocks of snow used In
the building were from four to six inches in

thickness, and about a couple of feet in

length, carefully pared with a large knife . . .

The building of a house was but the work of
an hour or two, and a couple of men, one to
cnt the slabs and the other to lay them, were
labourers sufficient."

snow-hut, s. [SNOW-BOUSE.]

snow-light, *. Snow-blink (q.v.).

snow-line, .

Physical Geog. : The line of perpetual snow
or congelation ; the line above which snow
does not melt, even in summer, but con-
tinues from age to nge, unless it descends
In glaciers. It is highest on the northern side
of the Himalayas and the western slope of the

Andes, on both of which it is 18,500 feet high ;

on Mont Blanc it is 8,500 feet ; at the North
Cape 2,300 feet ; and in Spitsbergen, lat 78
N., it falls to the sea level.

now-mould, t.

Bot. : Lanosa nivalis, a hyphomycetous
fungal, one of the Mucedines.

snow mouse, s.

ZooL : Arvicola nivalis, found on the Alps
and Pyrenees near the snow-line.

snow-partridge, snow-cock, s.

Ornith. : Tetraogattus hinialayensis.

snow-plant, s. [PROTOCOCCUS.]

snow-plough, s. An implement used
to clear a road or track of snow. It is of two
kinds : one is adapted to be hauled by horses
or oxen on a common highway, and the other
to be placed in front of a locomotive. A
variety of the latter is adapted for street

tramways. The simplest form for common
highways consists of boards framed together
so as to form a sharp angle, like the letter A,
in front, and spreading out behind to a greater
or less width. Being drawn along with the

apex in front, the snow is thrown off by the
boards to the side of the road or path, and
thus a free

cording to the character of the country, the
amount of snow-fall, tendency to drift, &C.

snow-Shed, s. A protection for a line of

railway in exposed situations, where snow-
drifts are likely to occur. Uprights are placed
on both sides of the lines, which is roughly
roofed in.

snow-shoe, s. A light frame made of

bent wood and interlacing thongs, used to

give the wearer a broader base of support
when walking on snow. The tread of the
shoe is formed of strips of raw hide, hard-
twisted twine, or, among the Indians, of deer-
sinews. In use, the toe
is placed beneath the

strap ami the foot rests
on the thongs ; as the
heel rises in walking, SNOW-SHOE.
the snow-shoe is not

raised, but as the foot is lifted, the toe
elevates the forward end of the snow-shoe,
which is then dragged along on the snow as
the leg is advanced. They are usually from
three to four feet in length, and a foot to

eighteen inches broad in the middle.
" Armed with arrows, shod wli h tnnw-ihnet,"

Longfellow : Hiaipitha, XT.

snow-shoer, s. One who indulges in the

pastime of snow-shoeing.
"So far, at least, the country mow-thoers showed 3>

most decided superiority." Field, Feb. 20. ISctf.

snow-shoeing, s. The act or practice
of walking on snow in snow-shoes.

"We consider movuhofing not only one of the
sports of the world, but one of the* most robust and
manly sports." Field, Feb. 20, 1886.

Snow-skate, s. A thin elastic piece of

wood, about six feet long and as broad as the

foot, used by the Laps for skating on the

snow; sometimes also by the Swedes and
Norwegians.

snow-slip, . A large mass of snow
which slips down the side of a mountain.

snow-storm, s. A storm with a heavy,
drifting fall of snow.

snow-water, s. Water produced by the

melting of snow.

snow-white, o. White as snow ; pure
white.

" There inow-ichite curtains hung in decent folds."
Wordtimrth : Excursion, bk. vii.

snow-wreath, s. An accumulation of
snow of some considerable length and height.

snow (2), s. [Dut. snaauw, from Low Ger.
inau a snout, a"beak.]

Navt. : A brig-rigged vessel, whose driver
is bent to rings on a supplementary mast just
abaft the mainmast.

"Take, for example, that most familiar craft, the
brig. If the trysail of this vessel sets directly upon
her mainmast, then she is a brig ; but if you affix a
little mast abaft her mainmast, and call it a trysail-
mast, and then set your trysail upon this mast, the

brig, by this very trifling change, becomes what is

called a nuac."DaUy Telegraph, Nov. 26, 1885.

snow, v.i. k t. [SNOW (1), s.]

A. Intrant. : To fall in snow. (Used im-

personally.)
* B. Trans. : To scatter or cause to fall like

snow. (Shakesp. : Merry Wives, v. 5.)

snow'- ball, s. [Eng. snow, and hall.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A ball or round mass of
snow pressed together with the hands.

2. Conk. : A kind of pudding made by
putting rice which has been swelled in milk
round a pared and cored apple, tying it up in
a cloth and boiling well.

snowball-tree, s.

Bot. : The sterile-flowered variety of Guelder
rose. Named from its round balls of white
flowers.

snow'-ball, v.t. tc i. (SNOWBALL, *.]

A. Trans. : To pelt with snow-balls.

B. Intrans. : To throw snow-balls.

* SHOW -break, s. [Eng. snow (1), and break.]
The flood which usually follows a thaw in

mountainous districts. (Carlyle : French
Revol., pt. i., bk. vii., ch. iv.)

Sn6wd, snowd' mg, s. [SNOOD, SNOODINO.J

snow'- drop, *. [Eng. SHOW, s., and drop.
Named from the resemblance of the flowers
to the "drops" or pendants worn in the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries by ladies

both as ear-rings and hangings to their

brooches. ]

Bot. Hort. : The genus Galanthus, specially
Galanthus nivalis. Root an ovoid bulb; leaves

obtuse, glaucous, keeled, six to ten inches

long ; inflorescence a scape, bearing a white
flower with a double green spot below the

tip. The bulb of the snowdrop is emetic.

[GALANTHUS.]

snowdrop-tree, *.

Bot. : (1) Chionanthu* virginica; (2) the

genus Ualesia.

* snow ish,
* snow Isse, a. [Eng. snow;

is/!.] Resembling snow; white as snow;
snow-white.

" Her inoaiih necke with blewish vaines."
Warner: Albiunt England, bk. IT.

* snow'-Usss, a. [Eng. snow; -less.} Free
from snow ; destitute of snow.

snow'- like, a. [Eng. snow; -like.] Re-
eembling snow.

snoW-jr, snow-ie, a. [Eng. snow; -y.}

L Literally :

1. White like snow ; snow-white.
" The sunbeam, through the narrow laltlc* fell

Upon the ntowy neck and long dark Lmr."
Hc:,tt : Lord uf the Islet, v. I.

2. Abounding with snow; covered with snow
" As when the Tart-ir from his Russian foe.

IJy Astracau, over the inuwy plains
Ketires." Miltun : P. t... x. 431

*
II. Fig. : White, pure, spotless, un-

blemished.

snowy-owl, s.

Ornith. : Nyctea scandiaca, a native of the
north of Europe and America, visiting and
breeding in the Orkney and Shetland islands.

In old birds the plumage is pure white, but
in younger and adult birds each feather is

tipped with dark brown or black. The length
of the adult male is about twenty inches, that
of the female four or five inches more. It

flies by day, and preys on the smaller mam-
malia and on various birds.

snub,
* snubbe, s. [SNUB, v.}

1. A knot or protuberance in wood ; a snag.
" And lifting up his dreadfull club on hight,
All armed wilh ragged inutbtt and knuttie grain*.'

Spenter : f. .. I. viii. T.

2. A check, a rebuke, a take-down.

3. A snub-nose (q.v.).

snub-nose, s. A short nose, flat at th*

bridge, and somewhat turned up at the tip.

snub-nosed, a. Having a snub-nose.

Snub-nosed cachalot :

Zool. : The Short-headed Whale (q.v.>

snub-post, s.

Navt. : A form of bitt or mooring-post on ft

raft or canal boat or flat-boat, used for wind-

ing the hawser around, whereby the raft or
boat is brought to a mooring.

snub (1),
* snebbe, snib,

*
snibbe, v.t.

[Dan. snibbe = to set down, to reprimand;
Sw. suubba ; Icel. snubba. Originally = to

snip oft" the end of a thing ; cf. Icel. snitbbottr

= snubbed, snipped ; snitpra = to snub, to
chide ; Sw. dial, snoppa to cut off, to snuff

a candle ; snubba = to clip, to cut off.]

*
1. To nip ; to check in growth.

" Trees . . . whose heads and boughs I have ob-

erv'd to run out far to landward, but toward the sea

to be so tnubd by the winds, as if their boughs and
leaves had been par'd or shaven off on that side."

Kay : On the Creation, pt. i.

2. To check, to reprimand ; to rebuke with
tartness or sarcasm.

"
I found to my cost, I was almost tnubbtd tot

asking." Globe, Sept. 2, 1885.

3. To slight designedly; to treat with con-

temptuous neglect as too forward or pre-
tentious.

IT To snub a cable :

Naut. : T stop it suddenly when running
out.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, sire, sir. marine; go, pft

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian. n. ce = e ; cy a ; QU = kw.
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snub (2), v.i. [Of. Ger. snauben = to pant.]
To sob with convulsions.

Bnub'-ber, s. [Eng. sntib (1), v.
; -er.]

* L Ord. Lang. : One who snubs.

IL Naut. : A cable-stopper.

snub'-bing, pr. par. or a. [SNUB (1), .]

snubbing-line, s.

Naut. : The line on the bow of a canal-boat,
which is taken one or two turns around a post
or bollard on the land to check the forward
movement of the boat in entering a lock.

snub'-bish, o. [Eng. snub, s. ; -ish.] Surly,
repressive ; inclined to administer snubs.

"
Spirit of Kant ! have we not had enough
To make religion sad, and sour, aud mubbith t

"

Hood : An Open Quettion.

snub'-by, a. [Eng. snub, s. ; -y.] Short
and flat at the bridge, and somewhat turned
up at the tip.

" Both have mubby noses."

Thackeray: Peg of Lima-caddy.

snudge, v.i. [A softened form of snug
(q.v.).] To lie close and still ; to snug.

" Now eat his bread in peace,And mudge in quiet. Herbert: Giddineu.

snudge, s. [SNUDGE, v.] A miser ; a sneak-

ing, niggardly fellow.
" And thus your husbandrye, me thiucke, is more

like the life of a covetous snudge, that otte very evill

proves." Atcham : Toxophilut, bk. i.

snudg -Ing, a. [Eng. snudge, s. ; -ing.}

Miserly, niggardly.
"
Snudglng peniefatliers would take him vp verie

roughlie. Holinthed: Deter, of Inland, ch. ii

nuff(l), S. [SNUFF (1), V.]

1. The act of inhaling by the nose ; a sniff.

*
2. Snot, mucus.

3. Smell, scent, odour.
*

4. Resentment expressed by snuffling or

sniffing ; a huff.

"He went away in snuff." Ben Jonton: Silent
Woman, iv. 2.

5. A powdered preparation of tobacco in-

haled through the nose. The leaves of the
tobacco-plant, having undergone fermentation
by moisture and warmth, are chopped, well

dried, and then ground in mortars or mills.
The amount of drying gives the peculiar
flavour of high-dried snuffs, such as the

Welsh, Irish, and Scotch. Snuffs are scented
in various ways to suit the fancies of the
users. Dry snuffs are often adulterated with
quicklime, and moist snuffs, as rappee, with
ammonia, hellebore, pearl-ash, &c. [TOBACCO.]

*
If (1) To take a thing in snuff: To take

offence at a thing.
"
I tell you true, I take it highly in muff, to learn

how to entertain gentlefolks of yuu, at these years,
. i faith." Ben Jonton : Poetaster, ii. 1.

(2) Up to snuff: Knowing, sharp, wide-
awake ; not easily taken in or imposed upon.

snuff dipping, s. A mode of taking
tobacco practised by some of the lower class
of women in the United States, consisting of

dipping a brush among snuff, and rubbing
the teeth and gums with it.

snuff-mill, s. A mill or machine for

grinding tobacco into snuff.

1 The Devil's Snuff-mitt: [DEVIL'S SNUFF-
BOX.]

snuff taker, . One who is in the habit
of taking or inhaling snuff; a snuffer.

snuff-taking, s. The act or practice of

taking or inhaling snuff into the nose.

nuff (2),
*
snoffe,

*
snuf, & [SNUFF (2), v.]

L The burning part of a candle-wick, or
that which has been charred by the flame,
Whether burning or not.

"
Virgil says,

'
as the young women are plying their

evening tasks, they are sensible of the winter season,
from the oil sparkling in the lamp, and the muff
hardening.'

1'

Cooke: A View of the Works t Hayt.

*2. Leavings in a glass after drinking;
heel-taps.

"
Meantime, those very muffi which your excess pro.

cured, would have been sweet drops to many poor
thirsty souls, who for want of drink have fainted."
R. BraithwaUe : The Penitent Pilgrim.

* snuff dish,
* snuf dish, s.

Jew. Antiq. : A dish for the snuff of the
lamps of the tabernacle.

" And he made for it seuen lampes with the snuffers
and muf-diihet thereof of pure gold." Exodut xxxvlii.
I15S3.)

snuff (1),
*
snuffe, v.t. & i. [A variant of

sniff (q.v.). O. Dut. snuffen, snuyven; Dut.
snuiven = to snuff ; snuf= smelling, scent ;

sna./elen = to smell out ; cf. Sw. snufva = a

cold, a catarrh ; snufven a sniff, a scent ;

Sw. dial, snavla, snofla, snuffki= to snuffle ;

Dan. snovle ; Ger. schnupfen = a catarrh ;

schnupfen = to take snuff.]

A. Transitive*

1. To draw in with the breath ; to inhale.
" There feels a pleasure perfect in its kind,
Ranges at liberty, aud snuffs the wind."

Cowper : Retirement, 630.

2. To smell, to scent ; to perceive by the nose.

B. Intransitive:

1. To snort; to inhale air with force and
noise.

" The muffing dogs are set at fault."
*. Moon : Wolf. Sheep, t Lamb.

2. To take snuff.

*
3. To turn, up the nose and inhale air in

contempt ; to sniff contemptuously.
" Ye said, what a weariness is it, and ye have

muffed at if Jfalachi I 13.

*
4. To take offence. (Bp. Hall.)

snuff (2), v.t. [Sw. dial, mdppa = to snip or
cut off; Dan. snubbe to snub (q.v.).] To cut,
clip, or take off the snuff of, as of a candle.

"
Snuff the candles at supper as they stand on the

table." Sutift : Directions to Servant!.

If To snuff out: To extinguish by snuffing ;

hence, to annihilate.

"They will be muffed out; nobody will listen to
them before seven or after nine." Daily Telegraph,
Feb. 15, 1887.

snuff'-box, s. [Eng. snuff (1), s., and box.']
A box for carrying snuff about the person.
They are made of every variety of pattern and
material.
"
Says the pipe to the muffbox I can't understand
What the ladies and gentlemen see in your face."

Cowper : Letter to Rev. Mr. tiewton.

snuff-er, s. [Eng. snuff (1), v. ; -er.] One
who snuffs.

snuff-ers,s.pl. [Eng. snuff (I), v. ; -ers.] An
instrument for cropping the snuff of a candle.

" When you have snuffed the candle, leave the tnuffert
open." Sw^ft : Direction* to the Butler.

snuffer-dish, snuffer-tray, s. A small
stand of metal, papier-mache, <fcc., for holding
snuffers.

*
snuff'-I-ness, s. [Eng. snuffy ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being snuffy.

" There is a imifflness. a stuffiness, a general seedi-
ness about the former." Evening Standard, Nov. 14,
1885.

snuf-fle, s. [SNUFFLE, v.]

1. A sound made by the passage of air

through the nostrils.

2. The act of speaking through the nose ; an
affected nasal twang ; hence, cant.

snuf fle, v.i. [A freq. from snuff (1), v.

(q.v.).] To speak through the nose ; to
breathe hard through the nose, or through
the nose when obstructed.

"Snuffling at nose and croaking In his throat."

Dryden : Persiia, sat. i.

snuf-fler, s. [Eng. snuffle) ; -er.] One who
snuffles ; specif, applied to one who makes
great profession of religion.

snuf'-fies, s. pi. [SNUFFLE.] Obstruction of

the nose by mucus, an affection occurring in
man and the lower animals.

"Then Princess Augusta geta the mnfflet."Had.
D'Arblay : Mary, ill. 180.

snuf'- fling, a. [SNUFFLE, v.] Canting,
hypocritical.

"Assailing the straight-haired, muffling, whining
saints." Macau!ay : But. Eng., ch. iii.

* snuff-man, s. [Eng. snuff, s., and man.]
A dealer in snuff.

"The shop of a muffman of the present day."
Savage: R. Hedlicott, bk. iii., ch. i.

snuff y, a. [Eng. snuff (1), s. ; -y.]

1. Resembling snuff in colour.

2. Soiled with snuff; smelling of snuff.

3. Offended, displeased, huffed. (Scotch.)

snug, v.i. & t. [SNUO, a.]

A. Intrans. : To lie close ; to snuggle ; to
make one's self snug.

" We mugged up for the night." Field, Dec. 9, 1885.

B. Trans. : To put in a snug position ; to

place snugly.

snug, a. & s. [Icel. snoggr = smooth, said of
wool or hair ; O. Sw. snygg short-haired,
trimmed, neat ; Sw. snygg = cleanly, neat,
genteel ; Norw. snbgg= short, quick ; Dan,
snog = neat, smart.]

A* As adjective :

1. Lying close ; closely pressed.
*

2. Close, concealed ; not exposed to view.
" When you lay mug to snap young Damon's goata.'

Dryden : Virgil; Eel. iii. J4.

3. Compact, trim ; comfortable and con-
venient.

" Within her master's mug abode."
Cowper: Retired Cat.

B. As substantive :

1. Ifach. : A small rib, lug, or marginal
ridge, cast on a plate, and acting as a lateral

support to keep an attached object in place ;

as, on the edge of a bracket-sole.

2. Steam-eng. : One of the catches on the
eccentric pulley and intermediate shaft, for

the purpose of communicating the motion of
the shaft through the eccentric to the slide-

valves.

snug'-ger-y, s. [Eng. snug; -ery.] A snug,
warm room or place. (Often used of a bar-

parlour.)
" We in Meath had a pleasant time in Miss Murphy's

tnuggery." Field, Feb. 13, 1886.

snug gmg, s. [SNUG, a.] The operation of

rubbing down the fibres of rope to improve
its finish. Known also as slicking or finish-

ing.

Snug'-gle, v.i. [A freq. or dimin. from snug
(q.v.).] To move one way and another to get
a snug, close place ; to lie close for warmth
or comfort ; to cuddle, to nestle.

"Young Newcome snuggling by my side." Thack-
eray : Xewcomet, ch. i.

*8nug'-l-fy, v.t. [Eng. snug ; i connect., and
suff. -Jy.] To make snug.

"
Coleridge ! I devoutly wish that Fortune, who

has made sport with you so long, may play one freak
more, throw you into London, or some spot near it,

and there tnugify you for life." C. Lamb : Letter to

Coleridge.

snug'-ly, adv. [Eng. snug; -ly.] In a snug
manner ; comfortably.

"
And, rntigly housed from the wind and weather,
Hope like birds that are changing feather."

Longfellow: Spring.

snug
1- ness, s. [Eng. snug; -ness.] Tho

quality or state of being snug.

snush, s. [SNUFF (1), s.]

say, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Shipbuilding :

1. A gentle bend in timber curving upward.
If it tend downward it is said to hang.

2. The trend of the lines of a ship upward
from amidship toward the bow and the stern.

any"-Ing, s. [SNY.]

Shipbuild. : A curved plank worked edge-

ways into the bow of a vessel.

so,
*
sa,

* swa, adv., conj., & interj. [A.8.

swa; cogn. with Dut. zoo; Icel. svd, svo, to}
Dan. sou; Sw. sd; Goth, swa; Ger. so.]

A. As adverb":

1. In that manner or degree ; in such man-
ner or to such degree as is indicated in any
way, or is implied, or is supposed to be
known.

" Give thanks you have lived to long."
Khaketp. : Temprit, i. 1.

2. In like manner or degree ; in the way
that ; for like reason. (Used correlatively
with as preceding to denote comparison or

resemblance.)
"At whom the fables feign a monstrous size,

Titanian or earthborn that warred on Jove.
So stretched out huge in length the arch-fiend lay."

Milton : P. L., i. 197.

3. In such a manner; to such a degree.

(Used correlatively with as or that following.)
" So frowned the mighty combatants, that hell

Grew darker." Milton: P. L.. ii. TO.

H It was formerly used with an infinitive,

but without as, to denote the effect or result.

4. In such a manner, or to such a deg
as cannot very well be expressed; in a high

degree, very much, extremely : as, You are to

good. (Colloq.)

5. In the same degree ; with as.
" So soon was she along ni he was down."

Shaketp. : Venu t Admit, tt,

boll, bo"^; pout, J6~wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = ahus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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6. As has been said or stated ; used with
reflex reference to something just asserted or

Implied ; used to imply the sense of a pre-

ceding word or sentence, and to avoid repe-
tition.

" Let the waters under the heaven be gathered to-

gether unto one place, and let the dry laud ppeu;
anil it was *>." <nwu i. .

7. Likewise, as well, also.
" You have cause, to have we all. of Joy."

Sliaketp. : Tempett, 11. 1.

8. For this reason ; on these terms or con-
ditions ; consequently, therefore, on this ac-

count, accordingly.
"God wakes him In his own Image an Intellectual

creature, aud to capable of dominion." Locke.

9. Be it so ; so let it be ; it is well ; it is

good ; it is all right Used to supply the

place of a sentence, and to express acquies-
cence, asstnt, or approbation.

10. Such being the case ; accordingly, welL
"And to. farewell." Shaketp. : Two Gentlemen, i. L

11. Used to introduce a wish, after or be-

fore an asseveration.
"
I never law the chain, o help me Heaven."

Ahaketp. : Comedy of Error*, T.

12. Used interrogatively : Is it so ?= Do you
mean it?

13. Used to imply a manner, degree, or

quantity, not expressly stated, but implied,
hinted at, or left to be guessed ;

a little more
or less.

" Have a score of knaves or so."

Skaketp. : Taming of the Skrtw, I 1

B. As conjunction :

1. For this reason ; on these terms or con-
ditions ; on this account ; therefore.

"It leaves instruction and to instructors, to the
sobriety of the settled articles and rule of the church."

Holt/day.

2. Provided that ; on condition that ; in

ease that.
" So the doctrine be but wholesome and edifying,

though there should be 8 want of exactness in the
manner of speaking or reasoning, it may be over-
looked. '-AUerbury. (Toad.)

C. As inter}. : Stand still t stop I stay 1 that
will do t

1*1. So as: Such as.
" Thou art as tyrannous, to at thon art.'*

Shakap. : Sonnet 131.

*
2. So far forth : So far ; to such a degree

or extent.
" So far forth at they were worthy to be com-

mended." Bible Trantlatort : To the Reader (1611).

3. So forth ; so on : Further in the same
or a similar manner ; more of the same or a
similar kind

; et cetera.

*
4. So much as : However much ; to what-

ever degree or extent.
"
So much at you admire the beauty of his Terse,

bis proee is full as good." Pope. (Toad.)

ft. So-and-so : A certain person or thing, not
mentioned by name; an indefinite person or

tiling : as, I must see so-and-so about it.

6. So-so:

(1) Indifferent, indifferently, middling, me-
diocre ; in an indifferent manner or degree.

(Used both as an adjective and an adverb.)
" ' What thinkest thou of the rich Mercatio T

'

Well of bis wealth : hut of himself *>-*>.'"

Shaketp. : Turn Gentlemen, i. J.

(2) Used as an exclamation implying dis-

covery or observation of some effect ; ay, ay (

well, well !

"
So-to, farewell, we are gone.*

Shaketp. : Winter't Tal, it I
T. So that:

(1) To the end that ; in order that ; with
the view, purpose, or intention that.

(2) With the result or effect that
"All Israel shouted with a great shout, to that the

earth rang again."! Samuel fv. 5.

8. So then: Thus, then, it is that, the conse-

quence is ; therefore.
" To a war are required a just quarrel, sufficient

forces, and a prudent choice of the designs ; to then,
I will first Justify the quarrel, balance the forces, and
propound designs." Bacon.

dak, *aoke, *
sok-yn, v.t. & i. [A.8. siimn

= to suck, to soak ; cf. Wei. swga = soaked ;

ntgnn = to suck.]

A. Transitive :

1. To steep or cause to lie in a liquid till

the substance has imbibed all the moisture it

IB capable of containing; to macerate in

water or other fluid.
" Wormwood, put into the brime you toak your corn

in, prevents the birds eating it.' Mortimer: Hut-
bandry.

2. To wet thoroughly, to drench.
" While moist Arcturus toak'd the vales below."

fawkrt : Apollon. Khodiut ; Argonautict U.

3. To draw in by the pores, as the skin.

"Suppling thy stiffen'd joint* with fragrant oil ;

Then in thy spacious garden walk awhile,
To suck the moisture up aud took it in."

Dryden. (Tadd.)

4. To penetrate, work, or accomplish by
wetting thoroughly. (Often followed by
through.)

*5. To suck up, to drain, to dry up, to

exhaust
"His feastlngs, wherein he was only sumptuous,

could not but toak his exchequer." Wotton.

B. Intransitive :

1. To be steeped in water or other fluid ; to

steep.

2. To enter gradually into pores or in-

terstices.
"
Rain, toakiny into the strata which lie near the

surface, bears with It all such movable matter as
occurs. Woodward,

3. To drink intemperately or gluttonously;
to be given to excessive drinking.

" The tickling of his palate with a glass of wine, or
the idle chat of a looking club." Loc*.

soak -age (age as ig), s. [Eng. soak; -age.]

1. The act or state of soaking.

2. Fluid imbibed.

soak er,
*
sok-ere, s. [Eng. soak ; -er.]

1. One who or that which soaks or macerates
in water or other fluid ; one who or that which
drenches thoroughly.

2. A heavy drinker ; a toper.
" In the next place, by a good natur'd man, is

usually meant, neither more nor less than a good
fellow, a painful, able, and laborious toaker, one who
owes all his good nature to the pot and the pipe."
South : Sermoni, vol. vL, ser. S.

soak -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [SOAK.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Steeping, macerating.
2. Wetting thoroughly ; drenching : as, a

soaking rain.

3. Drinking heavily.

C. As snbst.: A thorough wetting; a
drenching.

soak Ing ly,
*
sok-ing-ly, adv. [Eng.

soaking; -ly.] Gradually, by degrees, as water
soaks into the ground.

"
Sokingly, one pece after an other."Udat: Apojih.

of Eratmut, p. 309.

soak'-y, soc-ky, a. [Eng. soak ; -y.] Moist
on the surface ; steeped in water ; soggy.

soal (1), sole, s. [A.S. soZu = mire.] A dirty
pool. (Prov.)

* soal (2), s. [SOLE, .]

soap, * soape. sope, s. [A. 8. safe ; cogn.
with Dut. zeep; Icel. sdpa ; Dan. scebe; Sw.
sapa; M. H. Ger. sai/d ; O. H. Ger. seiphd ;

Ger. seife ; Lat sapo (accus. saponem, whence
Fr. savon ; Ital. sapone ; Sp. xabon ; Wei.

sebon; Gael, siopunn, siabunn: Ir. siabunn).']

L Ordinary Language :

L Lit. : An alkaline unctuous substance,
used chiefly for washing and cleansing pur-
poses. [II.]

"
All soapt and soapy substances, and consequently

ripe fruits, the Juices of pungent and aromatical
plants ; all those substances resolve solids, and some-
times attenuate or thin the &uide."Arbuthn<it : On
Diet, ch. i.

2. Fig. : Flattery. (Slang.)

IL Technically:

1. Chem. <t Comm. : In a chemical sense, a
soap includes all compounds of an organic
acid with a metallic or organic base. Com-
mercially, it is a detergent substance, con-

sisting of the potassium and sodium salts of
the fatty acids derived from animal or vege-
table oils and fats, and prepared by boiling
the neutral fat, such as tallow, palm oil, or
olive oil, with caustic soda or potash, until

saponifieation (q.v.) is complete. To separate
the soap from the excess of alkali and glycerin,
a weak solution of common salt is added, and
the boiling continued for a certain time.
The soap being thereby rendered insoluble in
the ley, rises to the top in the form of a
granular mass or curd, and is ladled out or
run off into frames, where it cools and
solidifies. Hard soaps are compounds of the
fatty acids and soda, the best known being
curd and yellow soaps, the latter containing

a small percentage of rosin. A good hard
soap should contain not more than 26 per
cent, water, 7 per cent, soda, and 6(5 per cent
of fatty acids. Soft soap is a combination of

potash, or potash and soda, with the fatty
acids derived from the drying oils, such as

whale-oil, seal-oil, linseed-oil, &c. It is soft
and pasty to the touch, and dissolves mor
readily in water than hard soap. Hard soaps
constitute the great bulk of the soaps used,
and may be divided into the three varieties of

curd, mottled, and yellow. Yellow soaps contain
rosin as an essential ingredient. Curd and
mottled soaps are made from tallow, in a special

manner, the mottling in the latter being due
to the presence in the lye of small quantities of

lime, magnesia, <fec. The basis of toilet soap
Is generally good curd or yellow soap.

2. Pharm. : Medicinal soap is an antacid and
slightly aperient, but is used chiefly as an ad-

junct to other drugs, or in the manufacture of

pills. [CASTILE-SOAP.]

soap-bark, *.

Bot. : The genus Quillaia (q.v.).

soap-boiler, >.

1. One whose trade is to manufacture soap.
" A toap-boUer condoles with me on the duties OQ

castle-soap." Additon : Spectator.

2. A soap-pan (q.v.).

soap-boiling, s. The act or business of

manufacturing soap.

soap-bubble, s. A thin film of soap-
suds inflated by blowing through a pipe, and
forming a hollow globe, with beautiful iri-

descent colours.

soap-cerate, s.

Pharm. : A plaster consisting of hard soap,
yellow wax, olive oil, oxide of lead, and vine-

gar, applied to allay inflammation.

soap-engine, s. A machine upon which
the slabs of soap are piled to be cross-cut
into bars. (Weale.)

soap-frame, s. A box to hold soap and
retain it till it acquires a certain degree of

solidity.

soap-house, s. A house or building in

which soap is made.
* soap-lock, s. A lock of hair made to

lie smooth by soaping it

soap-nut, f.

Bot. : (1) The legume of Acacia concinna;
(2) the nut of Sapindus Saponaria.

Soap-nut tret:

Bot. : Sapindus trifoliatut.

soap-pan, s. A large pan or vessel,

generally of cast-iron, used for boiling the
materials for the manufacture of soap.

soap-plant, s. A popular name for any
plant that may be used as soap.

soap-pod, .

Bot. : Various species of Csesalpinia.

soap-suds, *. pi. Water impregnated
with soap ; suds.

soap-test, s. A test for determining the
relative hardness of waters. It consists in

adding to the different waters a solution of

soap of known strength, until a permanent
lather is produced on shaking.

soap-tree, s.

Bot. : Sapindus Saponaria.

soap-work, s. A soap-house.

soap, v.t. [SOAP, s.]

L Lit. : To rub or wash with soap.

2. Fig. : To flatter. (Slang.)

soap'-be'r-ry, s. [Eng. soap, and berry.}

Bot. : The genus Sapindus (q.v.).

* soap -less, a. [Eng. soap; -fess.] Without

soap, using no soap ; hence, dirty, unwashed.
" The offered hand . . . was of a marvellously dinfy

and toaptett aspect" Lytton : Pelham, ch. xlix.

soap' -stone, s. [Eng. soap, and ito**.]

[SAPONITE, TALC.]

soap'-wood, s. [Eng. soap, and wood.]

Bot. : Clethra tinifolia.

soap'-wort, s. [Eng. soap, and wort.] [SA-

PONAR1A.]

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try. Syrian, so, 03 = e; ey = a; an = kw
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Botany :

1. The genus Saponaria (q.v.); spec., So-

ponaria officinalis.

2. (PI.): The order Sapindaceae (q.v.).

Soap -y, a. [Eng. soap; -y.]

J. Literally :

1. Of the nature of or resembling soap ;

having the qualities of soap ; soft and smooth.
" The sameftar water] as a soapy medicine, dissolves

the grumous concretions of the fibrous part."
Berkeley: Siris, J 96.

2. Smeared with soap.

II. Fig. : Flattering, unctuous, glozing.

(Said of persons or of language.) (Slang.)

soar, *soare, 'sore, v.i. [Fr. essorer=to

expose to the air, to mount or soar up, from
Low Lat. * exauro to expose to the air, from
Lat. ex = out, and aura = a breeze, the air.]

L Literally :

1. To fly aloft, as a bird ; to mount upward
on wings, or as on wings ; to tower.

" When Denmark's Karen toured on high.
Triumphant through Northumbrian sky."

Scott : Rokeby, Iv. J.

2. To rise high ; to mount up.
* Flames rise and sink by fits ; at last they toar
In one bright blaze, anil then descend no more."

Dryden. (Todd.)

IL fig. : To rise or mount intellectually ;

to tower mentally.
"He wing'd bis upward flight, and soar'd to fame."

Dryden : Kigismunda 4t Guitcardo. S16.

Bdar(l),
*
soared), s. [SOAR, v.} A towering

night; ascent.
" Within toar

Of tow'ring eagles." Milton, P. L., v. 270.

* soar (2), scare (2), *. IO. Fr. sor, Fr. saur=
sorrel, reddish.]

1. A hawk of the first year.

2. A buck of the fourth year.
" A buck is the first year a fawn ; the second a

pricket ; the third, a sorrel ; and the fourth year
toare." Return from Pamatiut.

soar-falcon, s. A sore-falcon (q.v.).

Boar ant, a. [SOAR, v.] A word used in mo*
dern Heraldry as a synonym of Volant (q.v.).

soar ing, pr. par. or a. [SOAR, v.}

* soar ing-ljr, adv. [Eng. soaring; -ly.] In
a soaring manner.

"Their summits to heaven
Shoot soaringly forth." Byron : Manfred, i. 1.

so a ve, so a-ve-men'-te, adv. [Ital. =
sweet, sweetly.]

Music : A direction that the piece is to be

played delicately, sweetly, or gently.

sSb (1),
* sobbe, v.i. & t. [Of imitative origin ;

A.S. siofian, seofian = to lament ; cf. Ger.

Kufzen = to sigh ; O. H. Ger. sufton ; M. H.
Ger. sivjten, sujten, from O. H. Ger. sujl =
a sigh, a sob.]

A. Intrans. : To sigh with a kind of con-
vulsive motion, or a sudden heaving of the
chest ; to weep with convulsive catching of
the breath.

IT Sobbing is produced by a series of con-
vulsive inspirations, like those of hiccough ;

but the glottis is closed earlier, so that little

or no air enters the chest. (Foster.)

B. Trans. : To utter with a sob or sobs.

s8b(2), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To soak.
" The tree being lobbed and wet, swells." Mortimer:

Husbandry.

sob,
*
sobbe, *. [SOB (1), v.i A convulsive

sigh.
" Those who lodged near him could distinctly hear

his tnbt and his piercing cries." Jfacaulay : Silt.

Eng., ch. T.

*
SO-be'-it, conj. [Eng. so be it.] Provided
that.

SO-ber, *sobre, a. [Fr. sobre, from Lat
tobrium, accus. of sobriu3= sober.]

1. Temperate in the use of liquors, &c. ; ab-

stemious, moderate. (Cowper : Hope, 158.)

2. Not overcome by or under the influence

of intoxicating liquors ; not intoxicated, not
drunk.

" A law there is among the Grecians, whereof Pit-

tacus is author ; that he which being overcome with
drink did then strike any man, should suffer punish-
ment double as much as if he had done the same being
tober." Booker.

3. Not mad, insane, or flighty; not wild,

visionary, or heated with passion ; having
the reason cool and dispassionate ; cool-
headed.

" There was not a Kber person to be had ; all was
tempestuous and blustering." Dryden. (Todd.)

4. Not proceeding from, attended with, or
characterized by passion nr excitement ; calm,
cool, regular.
"With sober speed." Shalecsp. : t Henry IV., Iv. 3.

6. Serious, solemn, grave, sedate, earnest.
"
Speakest tbou in sober meanings T

"

Shakesp. : A i Fou Like It, V. t.

6. Not bright, gay, or showy ; not brilliant

In appearance ; dull-looking, quiet.
" Petruchio

Shall offer me, disguis'd in sober robes,
To old Baptista as a schoolmaster."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, L 2.

*
7. Modest, demure, chaste.

"A queen, fair, sober, wise."

Shakesp.-: Hamlet, ill. i.

'sober-blooded, a. Free from passion
Or excitement ; cool, calm, cool-blooded.

"This same young sober-blooded boy, a man cannot
make him laugh." Shakesp. : 2 Henry IY., iv. a.

sober minded, a. Having a disposition
of mind habitually sober, calm, and cool.

sober-mindedness, a. The quality or

state of being sober-minded ; freedom from
inordinate passions ; calmness, coolness.

* sober-suited, a. Clad in sober, dark,
or sad-coloured garments ; not gaily dressed
or coloured. (Thomson : Summer, 746.)

so'-bor, v.t. & i. [SOBER, a.]

A. Transitive:

1. To make sober ; to cure of intoxication.

2. To make temperate, calm, or cool ; to

cool down.
"
Tidings of a very sobering nature had Just reached

him." Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

B. Intrans. : To become cool or quiet ; to

cool down.
"Many a horse who will sober down if struck

severely once only, will get furious if the punishment
IB repeated." field, Sept. 4, 1886.

* so'-ber-ize, v.i. & (. [Eng. sober ; -ize.]

A. Intrans. : To become sober.

B. Trans. : To make sober ; to sober.
" And I was thankful for the moral sight.
That loberixed the vast and wild delight*

Crabbe: Tula of the Hall, vt

s6'-ber-l& *so-bre-ly, adv. [Eng. sober,

a. ; -ly.}

1. In a sober manner; temperately, mo-

derately : as, To live soberly.

2. Calmly, quietly ; without excess of en-

thusiasm ; temperately.
" And soberly

The fryer did thus begin."
Warner : Albinni England, Ix.

3. Without intemperate passion, coolly,

calmly.

4. Gravely, seriously.
"
They must hate all that is serious, and yet loberly

believe themselves to be no better than the beasts

that perish." StiUingJleet : Sermon*, vol. i., ser. S.

5. Without gaudiness or show ; quietly : as,

To dress soberly.

so'-ber-ness,
* so-ber-nesse, s. [Eng.

sober ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being sober;
moderation, temperance, abstemiousness.

"With their fast, they destroy the fast which God
commaundeth. that is a_perpetuall soberneue to tame
thefleshe." TyndaU: Works, p. 844.

2. A state of being sober or not intoxicated ;

sobriety.

3. Freedom from heat or passion ; coolness,
calmness.

4. Gravity, seriousness.

5. Freedom from gaudiness or show ; quiet-

ness, dulness.

Sd'-ber-sides, s. [Eng. sober, and side.] A
person of steady, sedate habits.

"You deemed yourself a melancholy loberiidet

mough'MissBronti: ruiette. ch. xxviiL

so'-boX so'- bole, sSb-6-les, s. [Lat
soboles, suboles = that which grows from

below, an offshoot.]

Sot. : A creeping, rooting stem.

sSb-A-lif'-er-ous, a. [Lat. soboks (q.v.),

and fero = to bear.]

Bot. : Producing young plants from the

root, as Aloe brevis.

SO - bri'- e -
1}, s. [Fr. sobriete, from Lat

sobrietatem, accus. of sobrietas, from sobrius=
sober; Sp. sobriedad; Ital. sobrietd. Sir T.

Elyot, writing in A.D. 1534, says that the
word was not then in general use. (Trench:
Study of Words, p. 128.)]

1. Habitual soberness or temperance in the
use of intoxicating liquors ; abstinence, ab>
stemiousness.

" Drunkenness is more uncharitable to the soul, and
in scripture is more declaimed against, than gluttony;
and sobriety hath obtained to signify temperance in
drinking." Taylor.

2. Freedom from the influence of strong
drink.

3. Moderation of the appetities or passions.
"Sobriety is sometimes opposed in scripture to pride,

and other disorders of the mind. And sometimes it
is opposed to sensuality." Gilpin: Hintsfor Sermons,
120.

4. Freedom from enthusiasm, excessive, or
inordinate passion, or over-heated imagina-
tion ; calmness, coolness, sedateness.

"
If sometimes Ovid appears too gay, there is a secret

gracefulness of youth which accompanies his writings,
though the stayed ness and sobriety of age be wanting.
Dryden. (Todd.)

5. Seriousness, gravity.
"i\Vith dull sobriety they raised a smile
At Folly's cost." Cowper : Table Talk, 8.

so-bri-quet', s6u-bri-quet' (quet as ke),
s. [Fr. sobriquet = a surname, a nickname ;

a word of doubtful origin.] A nickname, an
assumed name ; a fanciful appellation.

" The rider of a chestnut, known in the country bf
the sobriquet of Captain, "field, April 4. 1886.

*
sSc,

* soke, s. [A.S. sdc = the exercise of

judicial power ; soon, sdcen. = an inquiry, from

sdc, pa. t. of sacan = to contend, to seek (q.v.);
Icel. sokn =; an action at law, an assembly of
the people, from scekja = to seek.]

Old Law:
L The power or privilege of holding a court

in a district, as in a manor ; jurisdiction of
causes and tiie limits of such jurisdiction.

2. Liberty or privilege of tenants excused
from customary burdens.

3. An exclusive privilege claimed by millers

of grinding all the corn used within the manor
in which the mill stands, or of being paid for

the same as if actually ground.

4. A shire, circuit, or territory.

*soc'-age,
*
sftc'-cage (age as ig), s. [Low

Lat. socagium, from A.S. sdc.]

Old Law: A tenure by any certain and
determinate service ; being in this sense put
in opposition to kniglit-service, where the

render was precarious and uncertain, and to

villenage, where the service was of the

meanest kind. These tenures are generally
considered to be relics of Saxon liberty ; re-

tained by such persons as had neither for-

feited their estates to the crown, nor been

obliged to exchange their tenure for the more
honourable, but, at the same time, more bur-

densome tenure of knight-service. As, there-

fore, the distinguishing mark of socage is the

having its renders or services ascertained, it

includes all other methods of holding free

lands by certain and invariable rents and
duties ; and, in particular, petit serjeanty,
tenure in burgage, and gavelkind. Socage ia

distinguished as free and villein : free socage

(also called common or simple socage), where
the service was not only certain but honour-

able, as by fealty and the payment of a small

sum, in name of annual rent ;
villein socage,

when the service, though certain, was of a

baser nature. From this last tenure have

sprung our present copyhold tenures.

"In cheerful prattle about . . . gardien in locaff*'

Daily Telegraph, Aug. 4, 1874.

s8c'-ag-er (ag as Ig), s. [Eng. socag(e);

-er.] A tenant by socage ;
a socman.

*soc cage, *s5c-cag-er (ag as Ig), .

[SOCAOB, SOCAQER.]

soc'-c8t-rine. a. [SOCOTRINE.]

Boc-dol'-a-ger, s. [SOCKDOLAGER.]

SO-ci-a-biT-I-tJ' (O as sb), s. [Fr. sociabiliti,

from
'

sociable = sociable (q.v.); Sp. soda-

bilidad.] The quality or state of being so-

ciable ;
sociableness.

" The sociability of religion in the ancient world."

Warburton : Divine Legation, bk. u., 1 1.

so -cia-ble (o as sh), a. & . [Fr., from

Lat. 'sociabilis, from socio = to accompany ;

ftSO. 06?; prfut, Jo%l; cat, ?ell, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon,

-clan, -tian = shaa. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -$ion, -slon = zhun. -ciona, -tlona. -eioua = shus. -Wo, -die, &c. - Del, <M
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tocius = * companion, from the same root as

ttquor = to follow.]

A. --I--' adjective :

1. Fit to be joined together ; capable of

being conjoined.
" Another law toncheth them, M they are lariable

parts united into one body." Booker : Ecclet. Polity.

2. Inclined to associate ; ready or willing
to unite with others.

" God having designed man for a tociable creature,
made hiin . . . under a necessity to have fellowship
with those of his own kind." Locke: Human Under-
ttanain-j. ok. ii.. ch. i.

3. Disposed to company ; fond of com-

panions ; companionable, social, convertible.
"
Society Is no comfort

To one not tociable." SA<i*p. : Cymbttlne, IT. 1

*4. No longer hostile; friendly, well-

disposed.

5. Affording opportunities for conversation
and the enjoyment of the company of others.

B. As substantive :

L An open, private, four-wheeled carriage,
With two seats facing.

" The children went with their mother In aocia&!."
Mia Edgetcorth : Belinda, ch. xiz.

2. A kind of tricycle for two riders, in which

they sit side by side, thus distinguishing it

from a tandem, in which one sits behind the
other.

3. A kind of couch with a curved S-shaped
back, for two persons who sit partially facing
each other.

4. A gathering of people for social pur-
poses; a social party; an informal meeting.
(Amer.)
sociable vulture, 5.

Ornith. : Otogyps auricularis, called also the
Eared Vulture. [OTOOYPS.]

6 cia ble ness (o as sh), s. [Eng. soci-

able;' -ness.] The quality or state of being
sociable ; disposition to associate ; fondness
for company ; sociability.

" But of this tociablenett William was entirely
destitute." Uucaulay : Hitt. Eng., ch. xi.

6 -cia-bly (o as sh), adv. [Eng. sociable) ;

ly.] In a sociable manner; as a companion ;

conversibly, familiarly.
" Yet not terrible.

That I should fear ; nor tociaolu mild.
As Raphael." Milton: P. L.. xi. 28*.

6 cial (o as sh), a. [Fr., from Lat. sorialis,
from'socws = a companion; Sp. social; ItaL

Kciale.] [SOCIABLE.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Pertaining to society ; relating to men
living in society, or to the public as an aggre-
gate boily ; as, social interests, social questions.

2. Ready or disposed to mix or associate
with others in friendly converse ; sociable,
conversible, companionable.

3. Consisting in union or mutual converse.
" Thou in thy secrecy although alone.
Best with thyself accorapank-d, seeU'st not
Social communication." Milton : P. L., viii. tat.

tt Technically:

1. Dot. : Growing in large numbers to-

gether, to the almost total exclusion of other

plants. (Henslow.)
" The bog-moss (Sphagnum) Is freely developed in

peaty swamps and becomes like the heath, in the
language of Dotauists, a facial plant" Lyell : Princ.
OfUeol., ch. xli.

2. Zool. : A term confined in its strict
appli-

cation to such animals as live in communities,
as ants or bees, but often loosely employed as
a synonym of gregarious (q.v.).

f Brethren of Social Life :

Church Hist. : An order of secular clerks
without vows, founded by Gerard Groote,
who died 1384. Habit like that of the Domi-
nicans, but with shorter sleeves and hood.

social ascidians, 5. pi.

Z-x>l. : The family Clavellinidse (q.v.). The
members are compound, each individual

having its own heart, respiratory system, and

organs of nutrition, but attached to stalks or

bases, common to the group, through which
the blood circulates in opposite directions.

social - contract, or original-con-
tract, s. That imaginary bond of union
which keeps mankind together, and which
consists in a sense of mutual weakness and
dependence.

J Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) main-
tained that the natural and proper state of
man is the savage state, when he possesses
complete liberty, and that every social organi-
zation is an infraction of natural right. All
men he believed are born equal, and society is

founded on a " Contrat social," a social con-
tract. His views on the subject prepared'the
way for the first French Revolution. David
Hume (1711-1776) says :

"
It cannot be denied that all government is at first

founded on a contract, and that the moat ancient, rude
combinations of mankind were formed chiefly by that

principle. In vain are we asked in what record this
charter of our liberties is registered. It was not
written on parchment, nor yet on leaves or harks of
trees. It preceded the use of writing and all the other
arts of civilised life." Eaays (ed. 2nd), pt. ii., p. 4TS.

Social Democrats, s. pi. The name
given on the Continent to Socialists gener-
ally, and in England to the members of the

Social Democratic Federation. [SOCIALISM.]
" This long period of activity has enabled the Social

Democrat* to found no fewer than twenty-five club*
In London." S. Jamet't Gazette, March 7, 1877.

social-dynamics, s. [SOCIOLOGY.]

social-evil, s. A term often applied to

prostitution.

social-hymenoptera, s. pi
Entom. : A term embracing those Common

Ants, Bees, and Wasps, which live in com-

munity. Apis mellifica, the Hive Bee, is the
best known example.

social-science, *.

1. The systematic investigation ofquestions
relating to public anddomestic hygiene, educa-

tion, labour, the punishment and reformation
of criminals, the prevention of pauperism, and
the like. The Societes de Bleii/aisance, estab-

lished in France in the eighteenth century,
were founded for the purpose of discussing
similar matters, and the National Association
for the Promotion of Social Science origin-
ated in England in 1857. The association held
annual meetings, and published its proceedings,
classed under the heads of Jurisprudence,
Education, Punishment and Reformation,
Public Health, Social Economy, and Trade and
International Law, but its action was tempor-
arily suspended in 1886. Similar associations

have since been organized in the United States

and in other countries, and active discussion

of the subjects involved, and movements to

overcome social evils, are increasing. The
steps taken are those of new sanitary methods,
regulation of prison management, establish-

ment of reformatories, reconstruction of

hospital charities, the extension of industrial

education, and numerous plans for the amelior-
ation of the condition of the poor.

t 2. Sociology (q.v.).
"
It is now needful to consider whether Comte may

rightfully be claimed as having created Uncial icience.

0. H. Lewet : Bat. Philot. (ed. 18801, ii. 720.

H National Association for the Promotion of
Social Science: [SOCIAL SCIENCE, l.J.

social-statics, s. [SOCIOLOGY.)

social-war, s.

Roman Hist. : A name given to the war
(B.C. 91) between the Romans and those of tlie

Italian tribes who were specially termed the
allies (Socii) of the Romnn State, in which
the latter fought for admission to the rights
and privileges of Roman citizenship, an object
which they ultimately obtained.

so cial Ism (c as sh), s. [Eng. social ; -ism.]

Hist. Sociology : The word Socialism is

employed in several di fferent senses. Loosely,
it includes all schemes for abolishing social

inequality, and in this sense it is generally
distinguished as Utopian Socialism, under
which designation communities like those of
the Essenes, the early Christians, and the
Shakers in America at the present day, and
the ideal commonwealths of Plato, More, and
Harington, are to be classed. St. Simon
(1760-1825), Owen (1771-1858), and Fourier

(1768-1830) were the leading modern Uto-

pians. Scientific Socialism is an economic

theory which affirms that the materials from

which labour produces wealth i.e., the land
should be the property of the community,

not of individuals forming a separate class.

Socialists also demand that the existing
capital, having (as they contend) been un-

justly appropriated by the landholding class
or its assignees, be restored, with the land,
to the community. It \ests all authority in

the hands of delegates elected by the commu-
nity, and seeks to substitute public coopera-
tion for private enterprise in supplying all

social needs. Modern Socialism is of Conti-
nental origin ; but Ball in the fourteenth, and
Kett again in the sixteenth century, endea-
voured to carry Socialistic theories into prac-
tice in England. In the lirst half of the
nineteenth century, F. IX Maurice (1805-72),
and Charles Kingsley (1819-75), two English
clergymen, advocated a large extension of the

system of cooperation. Tlie work begun by
them is carried on on more extended lines

by Christian Socialism, which "claims to be
the result of applying Christ's teaching to

national, social, and commercial life, and not

merely to personal conduct." Political Socialism
is largely the outcome of the doctrines of
Karl Marx and Lasalle, two German writers
and active propagandists whose labors have
resulted in the growth of a vigorous political

party of Socialists in the German Empire,
sufficiently strong to give Socialism a large
representation in the German Reichstag. This

party is steadily growing in strength, and is

likely to have a powerful voice in the future of
German politics. In other countries of Europe
political socialism seems steadily increasing.

Scientific Socialism embraces :

(1) Collectivism: An ideal Socialistic state

of society, in which the functions of the

government will include the organization of
all the industries of the country. In a Col-

lectivist State every person would be a State

official, and the State would be coextensive
with the whole people. Safeguards would be

provided against the formation of an olig-

archy by the controlling officials.

(2) Anarchism (meaning mistrust of govern-
ment, and not abandonment of social order)
would secure individual liberty against en-

croachment on the part of the State in the
Socialistic commonwealth. Anarchists deny
that the legislation of yesterday is enlightened
enough for the affairs of to-day, and seek to
make laws and other institutions as fluid as

possible. They admit no authority except that
which carries conviction, and would treat an

incorrigible criminal as a dangerous lunatic.

They are divided into Mutualists, who hope
to attain their ends by banks of exchange
and free currency, and Communists, whose
motto is

" From every man according to his

capacity, to every man according to his

needs."
About 1880 the first English Socialist

organization the Social Democratic Federa-
tion came into existence. The Socialist

League was formed in 1884 by seceders from
the Federation, under the auspices of William

Morris, the poet. The Fabian Society was
founded (Jan. 4, 1884) to advocate Socialism

among the educated and intellectual classes.

The object of all the Socialist bodies is the na-
tionalization of rent and interest, but the poli-

tically active ones agitate for the shortening of
the working day, payment ofmembers of parlia-

ment, adult suffrage, and similar intermediate
measures. Socialistic views are held by many
persons in the United States, and the ideas
involved are rapidly gaining strength in this

country, though as yet there are no strong
organizations like those of Europe. Immigra-
tion has brought not only Socialism but
Anarchism to* our shores, and the advocates of
the latter have already produced serious trouble.

so-cial-ist (C as sh), s. & a. [Eng. social;

-ist.}'

A. As subst. : A supporter or advocate of

the doctrine of Socialism.
" The Socialitti are only kept from active disturb-

ance by the sternest suppression. Their opinion- an
growing in extent and intensity, though in silence,

St. Jamet'i Gazette, Feb. s, 1887.

B. As adj. : Socialistic.
" The Metropolitan Police authorities evidently

attach great importance to the torchlight SocialM
procession." St. Jamei't Gazette, Feb. 8, 1887.

SO-Oial-Ist'-ic (C as Sh), a. [Eng. socialist ;

-ic.]

"

Pertaining to Socialism, or the doctrines

of the Socialists.
" That is a proposal of a directly locialistic ten-

dency." Daily Telegraph, Sept. 6, 1885.

&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5f

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, onto, core, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian. . ce = e; ey = a; qu = lew.
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SO-cI-al-I-ty (o as sh), . [Fr. socialite, from
Lat. sociaiituteni ; accus. of socialis = social

(q.v.) ; Sp. socMidad ; Itai. mcialita.] The
quality or state of being social; socialuess,

socialiility.

"A scene of perfect easy sociality." Hoswett : Life
iff Johnion.

O'-eial-ize (O as sh), v.t. [Eng. social; -ize.]

1. To render social.

2. To form or regulate according to the

principles of Socialism.

so cial ly (o as sh), adv. [Eng. social; -ly.]

In a social manner, sociably.

6 -cial ness (c as sh), s. [Eng. social;

-ness.] The quality or state of being social;

sociality.

o'-ci-ate (c as sh), a. & s. [Lat. sociatus,

pa. par." of socio = to accompany.]
A. As adj. : Joined together, associated.
" Both we, the one and the other, are tociate aud

adherent together." Udal: John x.

B. .4s subst. : An associate.

so ci ate (c as sh), v.i. [SOCIATE, o.] To
associate. (Shelford : Learned Discourses, p. 58.)

*
SO-9i-e-tar'-I-an, a. [Eng. society) ; -arian. ]

Of or pertaining to society ; societary.
" The all-sweeping besom of locietarian reforma-

tion." Lamb: Ettayt of EHa ; Decay ofBeggart.

s4-9i'-e'-tar-y, a. [Eng. society); -ary.]
Of or pertaining to society.

i-Cl'-e-ty, s. [Fr. societe, from Lat. societat-

em, accus. of societas, from socius = a com-

panion [SOCIABLE] ; Sp. sociedad ; Ital. societd.]

J, Partnership, participation, connection.

2. The relationship of men to one another
when associated in any way ; companionship,
fellowship, company.

"
Thought* ... as well might recommend
Such solitude before choicest tociety"

Milton : P. K., i. S02.

3. A number of persons united together by
common consent to debate, determine, and
act conjointly for some purpose or object ; an
association for the attainment or promotion
of some object, religious, political, literary,

benevolent, convivial, or the like ; an associa-

tion formed to promote mutual profit, plea-

sure, or usefulness ; a club ; a asocial union ;

a partnership.
" For few were then aware that trade in in general

carried oil to much more advantage by individuals
than by great tocietiet."Macaulay : Biit Eng., ch. xr.

4. The persons, collectively considered, who
live in any region or at any period ; any com-
munity of individuals united together by any
common bond of nearness or intercourse ;

those who recognise each other as associates,
friends, and acquaintances ; specifically, the
more cultivated portion of any community in

its social relations and influences; often
those who give and receive formal entertain-
ments mutually. (Used without the article.)

\ Numerous societies, devoted to a great
number of literary, artistic, scientific and
other purposes, now exist in the United States
and elsewhere, and their number and influence
are steadily growing. The most important
societies will be found under the word denoting
their object.

5. Fashionable society.
"
Society became interested, and opened its ranks to

welcome one who had just received the brevet of
' Man

of Letters.' "Bat/ward Lettert, 1., ch. ii.

society-journals (or newspapers),
$. pi. Journals whose chief object is to
chronicle the sayings and doings offashionable

eociety.

society-verses, s. pi. (A translation of
the French vers de societe.) Verses for the
amusement of polite society ; poetry of a
light, entertaining, polished character.

so-ci'-e'-ty-le'ss, a. [Eng. society; -less.]

Without society or companions.

86 9in-I-an, a. <fes. [See def.J

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the two
most celebrated Socini, their tenets, or those
of the Sociuians in general.

B. An subst. : One who accepts the teach-

ing of the Socini ; a believer in the doctrines
of Sociniauism (q.v.).

So-9in'-i-an-ism, s. [Eng. Socinian; -ism.]

Church Hist. : A form of Unitarianism which
is identified with Lctlms and Faustus Socinus.
The former, born in 1525, early adopted anti-

Trinitarian views, and diligently propagated
them among his friends, but making no public
avowal of them, he escaped persecution, and
died a natural death at Zurich in 1562. His
papers came into the hands of his nephew,
Faustus (1539-1004), who in the main adopted
his convictions, and zealously promulgated
them, both in Transylvania and in Poland.
He denied the existence of Jesus Christ pre-
vious to his birth of the Virgin Mary, and to
this extent was opposed to Ariani.sm (q.v.) as
well as to Trinitarianism (q.v.). He, however,
accepted the doctrine of the Miraculous Con-
ception, and allowed to the teachings of
Christ peculiar authority, on the ground that

during his life he was translated to heaven,
where revelations were made to him. He
also taught that after Christ's final ascension,

power was delegated to him to assist men in

working out their salvation, and that he was
invested with attributes by which he was
virtually deified, so that he may be spoken of
as God, and is entitled to our worship aud
obedience. Socinianism is sometimes used

loosely as synonymous with Unitarianism

(q.v.), but it differs in important particulars,
not only from Arianism, but from the more
modern and rationalistic phase of Unita-
rianism which represents Christ as simply a
man in whose birth and life there was no
element of the supernatural. No sect calling
itself Socinian seems at the present time, to be
in existence.

So-9in'-I-an-ize, v.t. [Eng. Socinian ; -tee.]

To cause to conform to Socinianism
; to regu-

late by the principles of Socinianism.

so ci 6 log ic, so ci 6 log -I cal (ci as

shi), a. [Eng. sociolog(y); -ic, -ical.] Of or

pertaining to sociology.
" The antagonism felt toward the Indian seems to

result, not so much from conflicts incident' to our
possessing the land, as. from his tociologic status which
differs so widely from our own." Century Magazine,
June, 188S, p. 311.

SO-Ci 61-6 gist (C as sh), s. [Eng. soci-

olog(y) ; -ist.\ One who studies, treats of, or
is versed in sociology.

SO-ci-oT-o-gy (c as sh), . [Fr. -sociologie,

a hybrid word, coined by Auguste Comte, from
Fr. societe = society, and Gr. Aoyos (logos)= a
discourse.

Philos. : The science of the evolution and
constitution of human society, and, therefore,
one aspect of the wider question of evolution
in general. It is claimed for Comte that he
created the science of Sociology, but according
to Mill, he only rendered such a science

possible. Lewes (Hist. Philos., ii. 721) points
out that Macchiavelli, Montesquieu, Adam
Smith, and Beutham had had a full conviction
that social phenomena conform to invariable

laws, but that it was reserved for Comte to

bring them under his Law of the Three Stages
[STAGE, s., H] and to show that all societies

pass through a theological, a metaphysical,
and a positive stage. The subject of Sociology
embraces all social phenomena under their
statical and dynamical aspects. Social statics

is the study of the conditions of existence and
permanence ofthe social state ; social dynamics
studies the laws which govern the evolution
of society. Herbert Spencer, in the Plan of
his Principles ofSociology (prefixed to his First

Principles) proposes to begin with the data of

Sociology (the several sets of factors entering
into social phenomena), and to give the

empirical generalizations arrived at by com-
paring different societies and successive

phases of the same society ; next to deal with

political, ecclesiastical, ceremonial, and in-

dustrial organizations ; then to treat of the
evolution of languages, knowledge, aesthetics,
and morals, and lastly, the necessary inter-

dependence of structures and of functions in

each type of society, and in the successive

phases of social development.

so' -ci us (c as sh), s. (Lat = a companion.]
Law : Used in the phrase socius criminis,

that is an accomplice or associate in the
commission of a crime.

ock (1),
*
socke, . [A.8. soce, from Lat

soccus a light shoe, a slipper, worn by comic
actors. ]

*L The light shoe worn by ancient comic

actors ; hence used for comedy, as distin:

guished from tragedy, in which the acton
wore the buskin.

" Then to the well-trod stage anon,
If Juusou's learned lock be on."

Milton : L'AlIryro, 181.

2. A knitted or woven covering for the foot,
shorter than the stocking ; a stocking reach*

ing only a short distance up the leg.

3. A warm inner side for a shoe.

4. An overgrown baby.
5. The Eton name for tuck (q.v.).

sock (2), s. [ Fr. soc = a ploughshare, from
Gael, soc; Corn, soch.] A ploughshare.

sock-plate, s. A plate from which a
ploughshare is made.

sock dor a ger, sock dol 6 ger, . [A
corruption of doxology (q.v.).] (Amer.)

1. A conclusive argument ; the winding-up
of a debate ; a settler.

2. A knock-down or decisive blow.

3. A fish-hook having a supplementary
spring-hook to catch the fish which touches
the bait.

SOCk -et, BOk-et, s. [A dimin. from sock (1).]

1. An opening, or tubular recess, in which
anything is fitted ; any hollow thing or place
in which anything is fitted ; any hollow thing
or place which receives and holds something
else.

" Hi* eys-balJs in their hollow tocketi sink."
Dryden : Palamon t Arcite, i 6S.

2. Specifically, a little hollow tube or place
into which a candle is fitted in a candlestick.

"From dawn till the candles had burned down to
their tocket* the ranks kept unbroken order." Mao-
aulay : Bat. Emj., ch. XT.

socket-bolt, *.

Mach.: A bolt passing through a thimble
or sleeve between the parts bolted together.

socket-chisel, s. A stout chisel em-

Eloyed
for heavy mortising and having a

ollow tang to receive the handle. It is used
with a mallet.

socket-drill, s. A drill for chamfering
or enlarging a hole to a given depth.

socket-joint, *. [BALL-AND-SOCKET
JOINT.]

socket-pipe, s. A pipe with an enlarged
end or branch to receive the end of a connect-
ing pipe, and hold the clay, lead, or other

packing which unites the two, to make a
water or gas tight joint.

socket-pole, s. An iron-shod pole used
in propelling boats. (Amer.)

soc -ket-ed, a. [Eng. socket ; -ed.] Furnished
with a socket, for the reception of a handle or

anything similar.

"Two locketed spear-heads, one palstave, and on*
elt have been recovered from burial-place*

sock' less, a. [Kng.socfc(l);-tes.] Destitute
of socks or shoes.

sock y, a. [SOAKY.]

so'-cle, s. [Fr. ,
from Lat. socculus, dimin. from

soccus= a light shoe. J [SOCK (1). ]

Arch. : A plain block or plinth, forming a
low pedestal to a statue or column ; or a plain
face or plinth at the lower part of a wall.

* soc -man, * soke man, s. [Eng. sex;, sake,
and man.] One who holds land or tenements

by socage ; a socager.
" And I presume that the locmen, who so frequently

occur in that record, though far more in some counties
than in others, were ceorls more fortunate than the
rest, who by purchase had acquired freeholds, or by
prescription and the indulgence of their lords had
obtained such a projwrty in the outlands allotted tc

them, that they could not be removed, and in many
instances might dispose of them at pleasure. They
are the root of a noble plant, the free tocaqe tenants
or English yeomanry, whose independence hat
stamped with peculiar features both our constitution
and our national character." Uallam: Middle AffH,
pt. L, ch. Till.

* soc man ry,
* soke'-man-ry, . [Eng.

socman, sokeman; -ry.] Tenure by socage.

*soc'-6me, s. [Soc.] A custom of tenant*
to grind corn at the lord's mill.

So co trine, So'-co-tran, a. * 5. [Set

def.]

b6H, bo>; poUt. J6%1; oat, $ell, chorus, fhln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, -ing.

ctan, -tlan = shan. -tton, -*ion = shun ; -flon, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die. Ac. = bel, del.
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A. As ailj. : Of or pertaining to Socotra, an
island in tbe Indian Ocean, off the east coast

of Africa.

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of
Socotra.

Socotrine aloe. s.

Bot. : Aloe socotrina. It has sword-shaped
errate leaves, one and a half to two feet long,
with their apex sharp ; flowers red, tipped with

green, on peduncles rising from among the

leaves, which are often aggregated round the

tip of the stem. It is about three or four
feet high, is a native of Southern Africa as
well as of Socotra, but is now cultivated in

the West Indies.

Socotrlne-aloes, s. [ALOES, II. (2).]

So crat ic. So-crat'-Ic-al, a. [Lat. So-

craticus.] Of or belonging to Socrates.

Socratic method, s.

Philos. : The method of exact definition and
induction introduced by Socrates (B.C. 469-

899) (Arist. : Metaph., xiii. 4). It was his

custom to carry on his investigations from

propositions generally received as true, and
to place the particular statement to be
examined in a variety of combinations, thus

implying that each thought must, if true,
maintain its validity under every possible
combination. From the fact that this method
was employed by its author in the form of

dialogue, the term Socratic method is often

loosely applied to any inquiry carried on in

the form of question and answer, without
reference to the fulfilment of the conditions
which Socrates considered all-important.

" With respect to tbe Socratic-method, iii Its em-
ployment of induction. I cannot agree with those who
consider it an anticipation of Bacon." <?. H. Ltwet :

Sift, Philvs. led. 1880), L 162.

Socratic philosophy, s.

Philosophy :

1. A term sometimes used to include the

development of Greek philosophy from the
time of Socrates to the rise of the Neo-

platonists, because, with the exception of the

Epicureans, the chief philosophical schools

up to that period professed to ground their

teachings on the authority of Socrates.

2. The ethics of Socrates, as gathered from
the writings of Xenophon, Plato, and Aris-
totle. It is not known when Socrates com-
menced his career as a public teacher, but
he first attracted notice as an opponent of

the Sophists (q.v.), and was about forty-six

years of age when Aristophanes introduced
him on the stage in The Clouds, strange to

say, in the character of a Sophist. All pre-
vious philosophers had been occupied with
the Universe as a whole; the chief business
of Socrates was with man as a moral being.
His reforming tendencies made many enemies.
In B.C. 399 Meletus, a leather-seller, seconded

by Anytus, a poet, and Lycon, a rhetor, pre-
ferred this indictment against him : "Socrates
is guilty of reviling the gods acknowledged by
the State, and of preaching new gods ; more-
over lie is guilty of corrupting the youth."
He was tried and condemned to death, and,
refusing the means of escape provided by his

friends, drank the fatal hemlock in the
seventieth year of his age. Bishop Blomfield

(Ency. Metrop., s. v. Socrates) says :

" Socrates

taught that the divine attributes might be
inferred from the works of creation. He
maintained the omniscience, ubiquity, and
providence of the Deity ; and, from the
existence of conscience in the human breast,
he inferred that man is a moral agent, the

object of reward and punishment; and that
the great distinction of virtue and vice was
ordained by the Deity."

d-crat'-iC-al-ly, adv. [Eng. socratical; -ly.]

In the Socratic manner; by the Socratic
method.

" Is it such a pleasure to be non-plnsed in mood and
figure, that you hod rather be snapped iu the mouse-
trap of a syllogism, than treated tocratically and
genteely ?

" Goodman : Winter Eveningi, pt Iii.

Soc'-ra-tfsm, s. [Eng. Socrat(es) ; -ism.] The
doctrines or philosophy of Socrates.

S6c ra-tlSt, *. [Eng. Soerat(es); -itt.] A
follower or disciple of Socrates.

" The socratistet said it wag better and more com-
modious that al things shuld be in commotion."
Martin: Marriage of Priata. (15M.)

3d,
* sodde, s. & a. [So called from the

sodden condition of turf after rain, or in

marshy places ; cf. Dut. zode = a sod, from

O. Dut. 2o<fc = a seething or boiling ... a
sod ; O. Fris. satha, sada = a sod

; Low Qer.
sod = sod; Ger. sode.] [SEETHE.]

A. As subst. : The stratum of earth on the
surface which is filled with the roots of grass,
&c. ; any portion of such surface ; turf,
sward.

"
Avoiding only ai I trod,
My brothers' graves without a tod."

Uyron : Priioner of Chilian, xL

B. As adj. : Made or consisting of sods ;

as, a sod seat.

sod burning. 5.

Agric. : The burning of the turf of old

pasture-lands for the sake of the ashes, as
manure.

sod, v.t. [SoD, .] To cover with sod or turf ;

to turf.

*sod, pret. & pa. par. ofv. [SEETHE.]

SO da, s. [Hal. soda, fem. of soda, contract,

from solido = solid ; O. Fr. soulde ; Fr. soude.

(Skeat.)]

1. Chem. : An oxide of sodium ; thus, anhy-
drous soda, Na.iO, caustic soda, KulIO. In

ordinary language it denotes an impure
carbonate of soda, used in washing, for glass-

making, for the manufacture of hard soap, &c,

[SODIUM-CARBONATE.]
2. Pharm. : Caustic soda (Sodium hydrate)

may be used externally as a caustic ; the bi-

carbonate as a direct antacid and alterative ;

sulphate of soda is an antiseptic. [HYPO-
SULPHATE OF SoDinM.] A solution of chlori-

nated soda is an antiseptic and stimulant

given in low malignant fever, as a gargle in

ulcerated sore throat, and externally in gan-
grene. [BORAX, GLAUBER -SALT, SODIUM-
ACETATE, CHLORIDE, &c.

IF Soda-alum = Mendoiite ; Soda-copperas =
Jarosite ; Soda-spodumene == Oligoclase; Soda-
nitre = NUratine ; Soda table-spar, Soda-
wollastonite = pectolite.

soda-ash, s.

Comm. : Crude carbonate of sodium.

soda-lime, s.

Chem. : An intimate mixture of caustic
soda and quicklime, used chiefly for the
determination of nitrogen in organic, analysis.
It converts the organic nitrogen of the sub-
stance into ammonia, which is collected

apart and the quantity estimated.

soda-paper, *. A paper made by satu-

rating filtering paper with carbonate of soda.

Used for inclosing powders which are to be

ignited under the blow-pipe, so that they may
not be blown away, and as a test paper.

soda-plant, s.

Bot. : SaLiola Soda ; applied also to any
plant containingsoine salt of soda, asSoiicornio

Sateola, Plantago squarrosa, lie.

soda-powder, s. The same as SEIDLITZ-
POWDER (q.v.).

soda-salts, s. pi. A popular name for

the several salts of sodium (q.v.).

soda-water, s.

Chem. : An artificial aerated water contain-

ing a minute quantity of sodic bicarbonate.

Many of the soda-waters manufactured in this

country are simply aerated water, being en-

tirely free from soda.

SO'-da-ite, s. [Eng. soda ; sun", -ite (Aftn).]

Min. : The same as EKEBEROITE (q.v.).

So' da-lite, s. [Eng. soda, and Gr. Ai'flos

(lithos) a stone ; Ger. sodalith.]

Min. : An isometric mineral occurring in

rhombic dodecahedrons, also massive.

Cleavage, dodecahedral. Hardness, 5'5 to 6 ;

sp. gr. 2'136 to 2'4 ; lustre, vitreous to greasy ;

colours, gray, green, yellow, white, sometimes
shades of blue, light red ; fracture, conchoidal,
uneven. Compos. : silica, 37 '1 ; alumina,
317 ; soda, 19'2 ; sodium, 4'7 ; chlorine, 7'3 =
100, corresponding with the formula 2(3NaO)-2
8SiO2 + 3(2Al2O3,3SiO2) + 2XaCl. Occurs in

metamorphic and old igneous rocks, also in

recent volcanic rocks.

*
SO-daT-I-ty; s. [Lat. sodalitas, from sodalis
= a companion.] A fellowship, a fraternity;
an association for mutual protection, and ob-

jects, such as church services at deaths, &c.

"Sodalitiet of all sorts and condition! whatsoever,
either secular or ecclesiastical." Parthenia Sacra
(1633), p. 180.

SOd'-am -ide, s. [Eng. so<l(a), and amide.]
Chem. : An olive-green fusible compound,

formed when sodium, which had been partly
acted on with water, is heated in ammoniacal
gas. The ammonia is absorbed and the

hydrogen set free. It is also formed when
oxygen and ammonia are passed over sodium.

sod am mo -ni-um, s. [Eng. sod(a), and
ammonium.]

Chem. : HsNNa. A compound formed by
bringing pure bright sodium in contact with
ammonia gas in a sealed tube, in presence of
silver chloride. The sodium swells up and
becomes liquid, appearing copper-red by
reflected, and blue by transmitted light.
The compound soon decomposes, pure sodium.
being left behind iu a spongy condition.

sod'-ded, pa. par. or a. [Soo, v.]

sod'-den, pa. par. & a. [SEETHE.]
A. As pa. par. : (See the veib).

B. As adjective :

L Boiled, seethed.

2. Soaked and softened, as in water. (Ap-
plied to bread not well baked.)

3. Soaked, saturated : as, sodden with drink.

sod'-den, v.i. & t. [SODDEN, a.]

A. Intrans. : To be seethed or soaked ; to
settle down as if by seething or boiling.

B. Trans. : To soak, to saturate ; to fill the
tissues of with water, as in the process of

'

seething.

sod'-dy, a. [Eng. sod, s. ; -y.] Consisting of
sod ; covered with sod ; turfy.

*
sod-en, a. [SUDDEN.]

* so -der, *. & v. [SOLDEB.J

*sod-eyn-licbe,*sod-eyn-ly,ad. [SUD-
DENLY.]

SO-dI-6-, pref. [SODIUM.] Having sodium in
its composition.

sodio potassic tartrate, .

Chem. : C4H4KNaO6 + 4H 2O. Rochelle or

Seignette salt. Prepared by neutralising a
hot solution of cream of tartar with sodium
carbonate, and evaporating to a thin syrup.
It crystallizes in large prismatic crystals,
which effloresce slightly in the air, and dis-
solve in one and a half parts of cold water.
It is purgative, and has a mild saline taste.

, S. [SODA.]

Chem. : Natrium. A monad metallic ele-

ment recognized as a distinct substance by
Duhamel in 1736, and obtained in the metallic
state by Davy in 1807. Symb. Na. At. wt. = 23.

It is very widely diltused and abundant,
occurring as chloride in sea water and salt

springs, and as nitrate in South America, and
is prepared by introducing an intimate mixture
of thirty parts dry sodic carbonate, thirteen

parts coal, and three parts chalk into an iron

cylinder, heated in a reverberatory furnace,
the pure metal distilling over. It has a high
lustre and silver-white colour, sp. gr. -972, is

hard at 20, soft at ordinary temperatures,
semifluid at 50, and melts at 97. It rapidly
oxidizes in the air, and when dropped upon
water decomposes it, liberating hydrogen,
which takes fire if the water be previously
heated. Sodium and its salts impart a beauti-
ful yellow colour to the flame of the blow-pipe.
It forms a monoxide and a dioxide, and a
hydrate corresponding to the former.

IT Sodium - alum = Mendozite ; Sodiura-
borate = Borax; Sodium-carbonate = Natron
and Trona ; Sodium - chabasite = Gmelinite ;

Sodium-chloride = Salt ; Sodium-mesotype =
Natrolite; Sodium- nitrate = NUratine; So-
dium -spodumene = Oligoclase; Sodium-sul-

phate = Thenardite and Mirabilite.

sodium-bicarbonate, s.

Chem. : NaHCOa. Bicarbonate of soda.

Prepared by passing carbonic acid gas into a
cold solution of the carbonate, or by placing
the crystals in an atmosphere of the gas. It

is a crystalline white powder, soluble in ten

parts of water at 15-5, but which cannot be
dissolved in warm water without partial

decomposition, feebly alkaline, and more

Eleasant
to the taste than the carbonate. It

! employed in the preparation of effervescing
powders and draughts, and is an ingredient in

baking-powders.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pfit,

or* wore, wolf, work, who, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so. ce - e; ey = a-, qu - kw.
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sodium bromide, .-.

Chem. : NaBr. Obtained by saturating
hydrobromic acid with soda. It crystallizes
in anhydrous cubes or oblique rhombic prisms
according to the temperature of evaporation.
8p. gr. at 17'5 = 3 -

079. Dissolves easily in
water and alcohol.'

sodium-carbonate, .*.

Chem. : Na^COs'lOHjO. Washing-soda. Pre-

pared by decomposing common salt with
sulphuric acid, heating the resulting sulphate
of sodium with chalk and small coal in a
reverberatory furnace, lixiviating the mass
with cold or tepid water, evaporating the
solution to dryness, and calcining the product
with sawdust in a suitable furnace. By dis-

solving the soda-ash (q.v.) formed in hot
water, filtering, and allowing to cool slowly,
the carbonate is deposited in large trans-

parent crystals, which effloresce in dry air,
and crumble to a white powder. When this
is redissolved in water, filtered, and the
solution carefully crystallized, it constitutes
the pure carbonate of soda used in pharmacy.

sodium-chloride, s.

Chem. : Nad. Common salt. Sea salt.

Formed by direct union of its elements, and
obtained in a state of considerable purity by
recrystallization from brine springs. The
rock-salt of Poland is nearly pure chloride
of sodium, that of Cheshire contains 98'5 per
cent, of the pure salt. It has an agreeable
taste, crystallizes in colourless, anhydrous
cubes, sp. gr. 2'l-2'57, melts at a red heat,
dissolves in about three parts of cold water,
and is only a little more soluble in boiling
water ; insoluble in absolute alcohoL

sodium-hydrate, s.

Chem. : NaHO. Caustic soda. Formed
when protoxide of sodium (Na2O) is brought
into contact with water, and prepared by de-

composing the carbonate of soda with milk
of lime, concentrating the clear filtrate and
afterwards purifying by alcohol. The final

product, when concentration is complete, is

poured into moulds or on to plates to solidify.
It is a white, opaque, brittle substance hav-

ing a fibrous texture, melts below redness, is

highly soluble in water, less easily in alcohol ;

sp. gr. = 2'0, and is extensively used for mak-
ing soap.

sodium-iodide, .

Chem. : Nal. This salt is contained in the
mother liquor of kelp, and is prepared by
dissolving iodine in soda and slightly calcining
the residue to decompose the iodate. It

crystallizes from water in anhydrous cubes,
which are very soluble in water and alcohol.

sodium-oxide, s.

Chem. : (1) Monoxide or Protoxide, NaaO.
Produced together with dioxide when sodium
is burned in the air, and obtained pure when
the dioxide is strongly heated or when
equivalent quantities of sodic hydrate and
sodium are heated. It is a gray mass, sp. gr.
2-805, and melts at a red heat (2) Dioxide,
or peroxide of sodium, Na-202. Formed when
sodium is burnt in oxygen gas until the
weight is constant. It has a pure white
colour, but turns yellow when heated, and
white again on cooling. Added, in the state

of powder, very cautiously to water, it dissolves
without decomposition, forming a solution of
the dioxide.

sodium-salicylftte, s. [SALICYLATE OF
SODA.]

Sod' 6m, *. (Gr. ^.oinfia. fSoaoma); tieo.

Dip (Sedom) = a burning, Sodom.]

Script. Geog. : One of the wicked cities of
the plain destroyed by fire from heaven.
(Gen. xix. 24, 25.)

Sodom-apple, s. [A. PLE, I. 4.)

S5d om-ite, . [Eng. Sodom ; -ite.}

1. An inhabitant of Sodom.
2. One given to or guilty of sodomy.

so"d-d-mlt'-ic-al, a. [Eng. sodomit(e); -icaZ.)

Pertaining or relating to sodomy.

sdd'-o-my', . [Fr. sodomie, from Sactomle =
Sodom, from the crime bring imputed to the
inhabitants of Sodom.] An unnatural crime ;

carnal copulation against nature.

de,
*
so, . [A.S. soa; Fr. seau; Ger. sou,

taw.] A tub with two handles, carried by

means of a pole passing through the handles ;

a large wooden vessel for water.
"
Filde tber a muckel to." Eacelok, 932.

soe'-ful, s. fEng. soe ; -/W(0-3 As much as
a soe will hold.

" Then for one basonful you may fetch up so many
tne.f !*." U. Mart: Antidote againtt Atheitm, pt. i.,
bk. it, ch. vi.

Soem'-mer-ing, . [Dr. Samuel Thomas
Sbemmering, a German anatomist (1765-1830).J
(See etym. and compound.)

Soemmering's gazelle, s.

Zool. : Antilope soemmeringii, from Eastern
Abyssinia. It is about thirty inches high,
sandy fawn above, with massive lyrate horns,
which are more slender in the female. It is

sometimes called the Abyssinian Mohr to

distinguish it from the Mohr or Mhorr (Anti-
lope mohr), an allied species in Western Africa.

Soemmering's mirror, s. An instru-
ment for drawing objects under the micro-

scope. It is a plane mirror of polished steel,
less in diameter than the pupil of the eye,
supported opposite the focus of the eyepiece.
It inverts the objects. (Griffith & Henfrey.)

r, adv. [Eng. so, and ever.'] A word
used in composition with pronouns or adverbs
to extend or emphasize the meaning : as,

whosoever, whatsoever, wheresoever. It is

sometimes separated from its pronoun, as," What bloody work soever." (Shakesp. :

Othello, iii. 3.)

So fa, *sd'-pha, . [Arab, tu/at, su/ah = &
sofa, a couch, from saffa = to draw up in line,
to put a seat to a saddle ; Fr. & Sp. so/a.] A
long stuffed couch, with seat, back, and ends
upholstered.

off from the tofa on which he sat,

ly Abdallah." Ouardian, No. 167.

" The king leap
and cried out, Ti.

sofa-bed, sofa-bedstead, s. A sofa

adapted to be used as a bed if required.

sd-fStf, s. [A dimin. from sofa (q.v.).] A
small sofa.

8oT-fIt, s. [Fr. soffite ; Ital. soffitta, from Lat
suffigo = to fasten beneath : sub = under, and
figo= to fix.]

L Architecture:

(1) The lower surface or intrados of an arch.

(2) The ceiling of
an apartment divi-

ded by cross-beams
into compartments.

(3) The under part
of an overhanging
cornice or project-
ing balcony.

(4) The under
horizontal face of
an architrave be-

tween columns.

2. Scene-painting:
A border.

So'-fI, s. (Pers. stifl, 5/l ; cf. Gr. <ro$6s (sopnos)= wise.] One of a religious order in Persia,
also called Dervishes. [SoFisM.J

so' fism, su'-flsm, . [Son.)
Muham. : The mystical and pantheistic doc-

trines of the Sons. They consider that God
alone exists ; that he is in all nature, and that
all nature is in him, the visible universe being
an emanation from his essence. God is the
real author of the deeds of men, and there is

therefore no valid distinction between good
and evfl. The passages in the Koran which

speak of a paradise and a hell are only alle-

gorical. Man's soul existed before his body,
and will transmigrate when he dies into other
bodies till sufficiently purified to be absorbed
into the Deity.

Soft,
*
SOfte, a., adv., ., ft inter}. (A.S. sdfte

softly ; O. Sax. sdfto; Ger. sanfl; O. H. Ger.

samfto.]

A. As adjective :

L Ordinary Language!
1. Easily yielding to pressure; yielding,

impressible, easily penetrated ; not hard or

compact.
" Hard and toft are names we give things, only in

relation to the constitutions of our own bodies ; that

being called hard, which will put us to pain sooner
tlum change ficure, by the pressure of any part of our
bodies ; and that toft, which changes the situation
of Its parts upon an easy touch." Locke: Human
Undemanding, bk. ii., ch. IT.

2. Easily assuming or altered to a change ol
form ; hence, easily worked, malleable.

"
Spirits can either sex assume : so toftAnd uucompouaded is their essence pure."

HUton: P. i., 1. 4
3. Easily yielding to pressure, persuasion,

or motives ; impressible, facile, weak, im-
pressionable.

" A few divines of so toft and servile tempers as dU.
posed them to so sudden acting and cuuujliauce."
fing Cluirlet: BOum Batilike.

A. Delicate, fine, not coarse ; hence, feminine,
" Her form . . . more toft and feminine."

HUton: P. L.. Ix. 454,

5. Tender, timorous, fearful, timid.
" However soft within themselves they are.
To you they will be valiant by despair."

Dryden. (Todd.}

6. Civil, complaisant, courteous ; not rough,
rude, or irritating.

" A toft answer turueth away wrath." Prat. XV. L

7. Mild, gentle, kind ; easily moved by
pity ; lenient, not harsh or severe ; suscep-
tible of kindness, mercy, or other tender
affections.

" His mind was at best of too toft a temper for such
work as he had now to do, and had been recently in.ida

tofter by severe affliction," Meuxiulay: Sitt. Eng.,
ch. xiv.

8. Gentle in action or motion ; steady and
even ; not rough.

9. Effeminate; not manly or spirited;
Viciously nice or delicate.

" And more than all, his blood-red flag aloft.
He marvell'd how his heart could seem .<.."

Byron : Cortnii. i. U.

10. Gentle, easy, undisturbed.
"
Soft stillness and the night

Become the touches o( sweet harmony."
Shaketp. : Merchant of Venice, T.

11. Not harsh or plain-spoken ; mild.
" For these faults excuses and toft names wen

found." Macaulay: BM. Eng., ch. xvi.

12. Affecting the senses in a gentle, mild, or
delicate manner ; as,

(1) Smooth, flowing; not rough or harsh;
gentle or melodious to the ear.

" Her voice was ever toft,
Gentle aud low." Shaketp. : I.tar, v. 8.

(2) Smooth to the taste
; not sharp or acrid,

(3) Not harsh or offensive to the sight ; not

strong or glaring ; not exciting or offensive by
intensity of colour or violent contrast : as,
soft colours.

(4) Agreeable to perceive or feel.

"As sweet as balm, as toft as air."

Shaketp. : Antony * Cleopatra, . 1

(5) Smooth and agreeable to the touch ;

not rough, rugged, or harsh ; delicate, fine.
" WTiat went ye out for to see ? A man clothed in

aft raiment? Behold they that wear toft clothing
are in kings' houses." Matthew xi. 8.

If Hence, applied to textile fabrics, as
opposed to hardware : as, soft goods.

13. Foolish, simple, silly.

14. Free from mineral salts, and washing
well with soap : as i>oft water.

IL Pronun. : Not pronounced with a hard,
explosive utterance, but with more or less of
a sibilant sound : as the c in cinder, and the g
in gin, as distinguished from the same letter*

in candle and gift,.

B. As adv. : Softly, gently, quietly.
"

Soft unto himself be said."
Chaucer: C. T., 1.W4.

C. As subst. . A soft person ; one who IB

silly, weak, or foolish. (Colloq.)
" If you've got a tuft to drive you." 0. Eliot : Adam

Beat, ch. ix.

D. As interj. : Be gentle, go gently or softly ;

hold ! stop 1

"
Snftl no haste!"

Shalcetp. : Merchant of rtnice, iv. L

If To tread softly is an art which is acquired
from the dancing-master; to go gently is a
voluntary act ; we may go a gentle or a quick
pace at pleasure. Words are either soft or

gentle ; a soft word falls lightly upon the per-
son to whom it is addressed ; it does not
excite any angry sentiment. A censure, an

admonition, or a hint, is gentle, which bears

Indirectly on the offender, and does not ex-

pose the whole of his inlirmity to view ; a

prudent friend will always try to correct our
errors by gentle remonstrances. Persons, or

their manners, are termed soft and gentle, but
still with similar distinctions : a soft address,
a soft air, and th like, are becoming or not,

according to the sex : in that which Is denomi-
nated the softer sex, these qualities of toff*

ness are characteristic excellencies ; but even
in this sex they may degenerate, by their

b6H, bojh poTlt, jowl; cat, 90!!, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = fc
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excess, into insipidity ; and in the male sex

they are compatible only in a small degree
with manly (irmness of carriage. Gentle

manners are becoming in all persons who
take a port in social life ; gentleness is, in fact,

that tlue medium of softness which is alike

suitable to both sexes, and which it is the

object of polite education to produce. (Crabb.)

D Soft is largely used in compounds, the

meanings being in most cases sufficiently
obvious : as, soft-breathing.

soft-amadou, s.

Bot., <tc. : Polyporus fomentarius. [AMADOU.]

soft-cancer, s. [CANCER.]
* soft conscience*!, o. Having a tender

conscience. (Shakesp. : Coriolanus, i. 1.)

soft-corn, s. [CORN, 2.]

soft-eyed, a. Having soft, tender, or

gentle eyes.
" Give virtue scandal, innocence a fear.

Or from the tof-eyed virgin steal a tear."

Pope : Prologue to Stuiret, IK.

soft finned fishes, s. pi.

Ichthy. : An English book-name for the
Anacanthini (q.v.).

soft-grass, s.

Bot. : The genus Holcus, spec., H. moUit
and H. lanatus.

soft-headed, a. Of weak or feeble

intellect.

soft-hearted, a. Tender-hearted, weak,
cowardly.

"
Fie, coward woman, and soft-hearted wretch."

Shaketp. : 2 ffenry VI., lit S.

soft heartedness, s. The quality or
state of being soft-hearted or tender-hearted ;

gentleness.

soft-horn, . A silly person, a simpleton,
greenhorn.
*
soft-leaf, s.

Bo*. A Hort. : A variety of the Garden Ane-
mone (Anemone coronaria.)

soft -money, soft -cash, s. Paper
money, as opposed to hard cash or coin.

soft-palate, s. [PALATE, s.]

soft-sawder, *. Flattery, blarney, soft-

oap.

soft-shelled tortoise, i.

Zool. : Trionyx ferox, from the rivers flow-

ing into the northern borders of the Gulf of

Mexico. It attains a length of a foot and

upwards, and is very voracious.

soft-soap, .'.

1. Lit, : A coarse kind of soap. [SOAP, .,

II. 1.]

2. Fig. : Flattery, blarney, soft-sawder.

soft-spoken, a. Having a soft, mild, or

gentle voice ; hence, mild, affable.
"
They cannot put up with the glib assurances of the

toft-tpokert memners of the partnership." Standard,
Nov. 23, 1885.

soft-tortoises, *. pi. [MUD-TORTOISES.]

soft, v.t. [SoFT, o.] To make soft ; to soften.

6T tas, s. pi. [From Pers. soukte = burnt,

meaning consumed by the divine love and
devoted to a life of meditation.]

MuKammailanism : The pupils who study
Mussulman law and theology in the medrissas
or secondary schools attached to the mosques.
They are boarded in the imarets or free hotels

kept up with the revenues of the vakonf pro-
perty or pious legacies. Their clothing and
bedding are furnished by their families, if

these are in a position to do so, if not by
charity. The number of softas is very great,
because they are exempt from military service.

After long study of the Arabic language, the

Koran, and its commentaries, they pass an
examination, which is almost always success-

ful, and which authorizes them to assume the
title of khod.jas (q.v.). The name is also ap-
plied to all the classes connected with the

mosques : Ulemas, Imams, Khodjas, and
students of theology or of the jurisprudence
of the Koran, Most of them are distinguish-
able by wearing a white turban around their
fez. The Sultan Abdul

Med.jid (1839-1861)
endeavoured to induce his subjects to wear a

European dress, and succeeded so far that
almost every one, except the very lowest

in the public service, adopted it. But the

softas, to a man, retain the old-fashioned

baggy, slouching dress which Abdul Medjid
wished to get rid of. This is an indica-
tion of the conservatism of the class. In
May, 1876, the softas were the authors of a
revolution at Constantinople, their chief seat;
they dictated the dismissal of the grand vizier,
and were obeyed. Afterwards they made a
movement against the sultan himself.

*
softe, a. & adv. [SOFT, a.]

soft en (t silent), v.t. & i. [Eng. soft, a. ; -en.]

A. Transitive :

1. To make soft or more soft ; to make less

hard.

2. To make less harsh, severe, rude, or
offensive.

"The la
Hist. Eng.

3. To make less fierce, cruel, or intractable ;

to make more susceptible of humane or tine

feelings ; to mollify.
" But though wine at first seemed to toften his heart,

the eifect a few hours later was very different."

Jlacaulay : Hitt. Eny., ch. iv.

4. To palliate ; to represent as less enor-
mous ; to reduce in degree.

" Our friends see not our faults, or conceal them, or
often them by their representation." Additon, ( Todd.}

5. To make easy, to compose, to alleviate,
to mitigate.

6. To make calm and placid.

7. To make less glaring or intense ; to tone
down : as. To soften the colouring in a picture.

8. To make tender, delicate, or effeminate ;

to enervate.

9. To make less strong, loud, or harsh in

sound ; to make smooth or melodious to the
ear.

B. Intransitive :

1. To become softer softer ; to become more
ready to yield to pressure ; to become less

hard.

2. To become less rude, fierce, harsh, or
cruel : as, Savage natures soften by civiliza-

tion.

3. To become less hard-hearted, obdurate,
or obstinate ; to become more susceptible of
humane and fine feelings ; to relent.

" He may toften at the sight of the child ;

The silence often of pure innocence
Persuades, when speaking fails."

Shaketp. : Winter't Tale, II 1
*4. To become more mild.
*

5. To pass by soft, imperceptible degrees ;

to melt, to blend.

soft'- en- er (t silent), s. [Eng. soften; -er.]

One who or that which softens.

soft'- en -ing (t silent), pr. par., a., & .

[SOFTEN.]

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. Pathol. : The act of making
soft or softer ; the state of becoming soft or
softer. In Pathology there is softening of
the bones [MOLLITIES], of the brain [H], of the

spinal cord, and of the stomach.

2. Paint. : The blending of colours into
each other.

U Softening of the brain :

Pathol. : A disease of which there are three
forms : (1) The white, or atrophic, softening,
occurs in the white substance of the hemi-

spheres. It arises from imperfect nutrition,
and often occurs with other diseases in weakly
persons approaching old age. (2) Red soften-

ing, formerly attributed to prior inflammation,

may arise from the abrupt obstruction of an
artery ; and (3) Yellow softening, an idiopathic
disease, local around an inflamed spot, an

apoplectic clot, &c. ; it soon runs a fatal

course.

soft ish, a. [Eng. soft; -ish.] Somewhat
soft ; rather soft.

* soft'-ling, s. [Eng. soft, a. ; dimin. suff.

liny.} A soft, effeminate person ; a sybarite,
a voluptuary.

" Effeminate men and tnftlinys cause the stonte
man to waxe tender." Bithop tVoolton: Chrittian
Manuel1, L fib.

soft ly,
* softe ly, adv. [Eng. soft, a. ; -ly.]

1. In a soft manner
; gently ; without force^

violence, or roughness.
" His falchion on a flint he inftiy smlteth."

&ha*eip. : Jiape of Lucreee, I7.

2. Without noise ; not loudly ; gently.
" So they went toftly till he had doue." B

Pilgrim t Progrtu, pt. ii.

3. Mildly, tenderly.
" The king must die ;

Though pity toftly plead withiu my oul."

*
If To go (or walk) softly :

Script. : To express sorrow, contrition, &c.,
by one's demeanour.

" Ahab ... lay in sackcloth and went tojtty."
1 Kings xxi. 27.

soft ner (t silent), *. [SOFTENER.]

soft' -ness, *soft-nes,
' soft - nesse, .

[Eng. soft, a. ; -ness.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The quality or state, of being soft or not
hard ; that quality of bodies which renders
them ready to yield to pressure or to easily
receive impressions from other bodies. (Op-
posed to hardness.)

2. Susceptibility of feeling or passion ;

liability to be affected ; gentleness, tender-
heartedness.

" There is scarcely any who are not in some degree
possessed of this pleasing toftnets."tioldimith: The
Bee, No. 3.

3. Excessive susceptibility of feeling; weak-
ness, simplicity.

4. Mildness, gentleness, meekness, civility;
freedom from roughness, rudeness, or coarse-
ness : as, softness of manners or language.

5. Timidity, timorousness, pusillanimity.
" This virtue could not proceed out of fear or toft-

neu ; for he was valiant." flocon .- Uenry VII.

6. Effeminacy, delicacy ; want of manliness
or spirit

7. The quality or state of being pleasing,
grateful, or acceptable to the senses, arising
from the absence of harshness, violent con-

trast, roughness, sharpness, or the like.
" One sung a very agreeable air. with a degree of

toftnets and melody which we could not have ex-

pected." Cook ; Third foynge, bk. ill, ch. xiii.

IL Art: The opposite of boldness. In
some instances the term is used to designate
agreeable delicacy, at other times as indicative
of want of power. (Fairholt.)

Soft'-y', s. [Eng. soft, a. ; -y.} A soft, simple
person. (CoMof/.)

"She were but a lofty after i\\l."ifrt. QatkeU:
Sylvia t Lovert, ch. xv.

*
soget, a. & . [SCBJSCT, o. & s.]

SOg'-g^T, a. [Icel. soggr = damp, wet ; saggi= dampness.) Wet; soaked with water or
moisture ; thoroughly wet.

" The warping condition of this green and tngyv
multitude." Ken Junion : Every Man out of hit
Humour, ill. 2.

8O-ho', interj. [See def.] A word used in

calling from a distant place ; a sportmau'a
halloo.

" Mr. Great-heart called after him, saying, 'Soho,
friend! let us h.-ive your company.'" Banyan: Pit.

grim't Progrea, pt. ii.

SO-ho', v.t. [SoHO, interj.] To halloo after.

"A third hare was tohor.d near the river-aide, cloM
to Yarin town." field, Feb. 6, 1887.

sol dlsant (as swa de-zah'), adj. pTir.

[Fr.J Calling himself ; self-styled; would-be.

*
soigne, s. [O. Fr.) Care, diligence, anxiety.

Soil (1),
*
SOile, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. snillier (Fr.

soulller)= to soil ; se souiller= to wallow in

the mire (said of swine) ; O. Fr. soil, souil =
the slough or mire in which a swine wallows ;

Lat. (t'Hiis= pertaining to swine, from siis=
a sow ; cf. O. Ital. sogliare = to sully, to de-

file ; sogliardo (Ital. sugliardo) = slovenly,

hoggish.]

A. Transitive:

1. To make dirty on the surface; to dirty,
to foul, to sully, to tarnish, to begrime.

*
2. To cover or tinge with anything extra-

neous ; to stain, to pollute.
" Who sayeth, that foul treason's stain.
Since he bore arms, ne'er toiled his coat.

Scott : Lay of the Last MinUrel, T. Mb

*3. To manure.
"
They toil their ground : not that they love U>

dirt, but that they expect a crop." South.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, care, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. .
= e; ey = a; <iu kw.



B. Intransitive :

1. To take on dirt; to take a soil or stain,
to tarnish : as, A dress soou suits.

2. To take soil. [SoiL, (1), s., 4.]
" Norman's Grove, where the deer toiled." Field,

Deo. 12, 1883.

Boil (2), soyl (1), v.t. [O. Fr. sooner, saouler

(Fr. souler) = to glut, cloy, fill, satiate, from

saul, saoul (Fr. soul) = full, cloyed, satiated,
from Lat. satullus, dimin. from satur= full,

satiated. ] To feed, as cattle or horses, in the
stalls or stables, with fresh grass daily mowed,
instead of putting out to pasture which
mode of feeding tends to keep the bowels lax ;

hence, to purge by feeding upon green food.
" The fitchew, nor the sMrd horse goes to't with

a more riotous appetite." Shakesp. : Lear, iv. 6.

soil (3), soyl (2), v.t. [A contract, ofassoil

(q.v.).] To assoil, to release, to explain.
" Let VB consider how substanciallye the man soyleth

the first reason, that he woulde were rekeued so

lyghte."-&> T. More: Workes, p. 626.

SOll (1), S. [SOIL (1), t>.]

1. A foul spot, a stain ; any foul matter ;

foulness, dirt.
" Wash them and make them clean from the toil

which they have gathered by travelling." Uunyan:
Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

*
2. A stain, a tarnish ; any defilement or

taint.
" A lady's honour must be touched.

Which, nice as ermiues, will not bear a toil."

Dryden. (Todd.)

*3. A wallowing-place for swine.

4. A marshy, wet, or miry place to which a
hunted boar resorts for refuge ; hence wet
places, streams, or water sought by other

game, as deer.

*5. Dung, compost.
"
Improve land by dung and other sort of lottt."

Mortimer: Husbandry.

If To take soil: To run into water or a
marshy place, as a deer when pursued ; hence,
to take refuge or shelter.

"Crossed it and Mr. Samuel's land to the brook,
where he took toil." Field, April 4, 1885.

Soil-pipe, s. A pipe for conveying foul or
waste water, night-soil, &c., from a dwelling-
house ox other building.

611 (2), *soile *soyle, s. [O. Fr. soel, suel,
sueil = the threshold of a door, from Lat.
solea a covering for the foot, a sole, the sole

Of the foot, timber upon which wattled walls
are built ; Low Lat. solea = soil, ground ; Fr.
tol = soil.]

1. Chem. Agric. : The top stratum of the
earth's crust, whence plants derive their min-
eral food. Italso contains a certain proportion
of humous substances derived from the de-

cayed organic matter of plants which have
grown on it. This acts the part of a weak
acitl, and possesses the property of decom-
posing salts, as sulphates of ammonia, potash,
&c., retaining the base, and giving up its

lime or magnesia to the mineral ncid. The
humous principles also yield, under the
oxidising action of the air, ammonia, carbonic
acid gas, and uitiates for the nutriment of the
plant. . [SUBSOIL.] Soils are classified accord-

ing to their chief ingredients, as loamy, clayey,
sandy, chalky, and peaty. The first is the
best for most purposes, but the others may be
Improved by the addition of the constituents
Of which they are deficient.

" The vine is more affected by the difference of toili
than any other fruit-tree." Smith: Wealth of na-
tion*, bk. 1., ch. xi.

2. Land, country.
"Flash his spirit on a warlike tot!."

Shakesp. : King John, T. 1.

*3. Dry land, earth, ground.
" On the face of terra, the toil, the land, the earth."

~8ha.kep. : Love's Labour'* Lost, iv. 2.

4. A provincial term for the principal rafter
Of a roof.

soil-bound, a. Bound or attached to
the soiL (Byron : Lara, ii. 8.)

Boll -I-ness, s. [Eng. soily; -ness.] The
quality or state of being soiled ; stain, foul-
ness.

" Hake proof of the incorporation of silver and tin,
and olcrve whether it yield uo toiliiiest more thim
silver." Bacon: Physiological liemain*.

soil less, a. [Eng. soil (2), s. ; -Jess.] Desti-
tute of soil or mould.

soll'-ure, *soyl-ure, s. [Fr. souillure.]
Stain, pollution. [SOIL (1), v.]

" Not making any scruple of her snilure."

Shukesp. : Troilus Cressida, iv. 1.

soil solan

*
soll'-y,

*
soyl-ie, o. [Eng. soil (i), a. ; -y.]

Soiled, dirty, foul.
" Whose toylie tincture did therein remain."

f 'utter: Datritls Himte, xxxii.

SoT-mon-Ite, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Min. : A blue aggregate of barsowite and
corundum (q.v.), occurring as pebbles in the

gold-washings of Barsowska, Urals, and
known there under this name.

soiree (as swa-re'), [Fr. soiree = evening
tide, from soir evening, from Lat. serus

late ; Ital. sera = evening.] Properly an
evening party held for the sake of conversation

only ; now applied to various kinds of evening
parties, at which ladies and gentlemen meet,
whatever may be the amusements introduced.
The word is frequently employed to denote a

meeting or reunion of the members of certain
societies or bodies and their friends, for the

promotion of the objects of their associations,
and for mutual improvement and discussion,
when tea, coffee, and other light refreshments
are provided during the intervals of music,
speech-making, &c.

sd'-ja (or j as y), so'-ya, s. [Japanese sooja.]

Bot. : A genus of Glycinese, sometimes
merged in Glyeine. Soja hispida is the same
as Glyeine soja. [GLYCINE.]

*
so-jour, s. [O. Fr.] [SOJOURN.] Sojourn,
stay, abode.

"Ther held the! long sojour."
Kobert de Brunne, p. 846.

so journ, so -journ', soj'-ourn,
* so-

jorn,
* so journe, v.i. [O. Fr. sojorner,

sojourner, sejorner, sejourner (Fr. sejnurner),
from a Low Lat. *

subdiurno, from Lat. sub
= under, and diurno = to stay, to last long,
from diurnut = daily ; dies = a day ; Ital. sag-

giornare.] To dwell or take up one's abode
for a time ; to dwell or live in a place as a

temporary resident, or as a stranger, not con-

sidering the place as a permanent habitation.

so journ, so journ', soj'-ourn, s. [SO-

JOURN, v.] A temporary residence, as in a

strange country ; a stay.
"
Though long detained

In that obscure sojourn." Milton : P. L., iii. 15.

so'-journ-er, soj'-oum-er, s. [Eng. so-

journ, v. ; -er.J One who sojourns ; a tem-
porary resident ; one who takes up his abode
in a place temporarily.

" We are strangers and tojournert, as were*all our
fathers : our days oil earth are as a shadow."! Chron.
xxix. 16.

so -journ- ing, scj'-ourn-ing, *. [SOJOURN,
v.] The act or state of dwelling in a place for

a time ; temporary residence, abode, or stay ;

sojourn. (Exodus xii. 40.)

* so'-journ-ment,
* soT-ourn-ment, s.

[Eng. sojourn ; -ment.] The act or state of

sojourning ; sojourn ; temporary residence.

*
sdke, v.t. & i. [SucK, .]

* sdke, s. [Soc.]
* soke-reeve, s. A rent-gatherer in a

lord's soke.

* soke man, * soke'-man-ry, t. [Soc-

MAN, SOCMANRY.]
* sok-en, s. [A.S. sdcn.] [Soc.] A district
held by tenure of socage.

* sok-ing ly, adv. [SUCKINGLY.]

SO'-ko, s. [Native name.]
Zool. : An anthropoid ape, probably a

species of Troglodytes, described by Living-
stone as living west of Lake Tanganyika.
(See extract.)

"They often go erect, but place the hand on the
head as if to steady the body. , . . When seen thus,
the ,S'o*o is an ungainly beast, . . . Uis light yellow
face shows off his ugly whiskers and his faiut apology
for a beard : the forehead villainously low, with high
ears, is well m the background of the great dog-mouth ;

the teeth are slightly human, but the canines show
the beast by their large development. The bauds, or
rather the fingers, are like those of the natives. The
flesh of the feet is yellow. . . . The .S'oto is represented
by some to be extremely knowing, successfully stalk-
in men and women while at their work ; kidnapping
children, and running up trees with them." Living-
stone : Last Journals led. Waller], ii. 52, 53.

sol (1), s. [Lat.]
* L Ord. Lang. : The sun.

" Not yet not yet Sol pauses on the Mil
The precious hour of parting lingers still."

Byron : Corsair, ill L
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U. Technically:
*

1. Alchemy : Gold.

2. Her. : A term implying or, or gold, in
blazoning the arms of emperors, kings, and
princes by planets, instead of metals and
colours.

sol-lunar, a.

Pathol. : Emanating from the sun and the
moon. Applied to an influence said to be
excited by the sun and moon in conjunction
on the paroxysms of fever.

sol (2), s. [Sou.] A small bronze French coin,
now called a Sou.

SOl (3), s. [Ital.]

Music :

1. A syllable applied in solmization (q.v.)
to the fifth tone of the diatonic scale.

2. The tone itself.

sol-fa, v.i. & t.

A. Intrans.: To sing the notes of the
musical scale up or down to the syllables do
(or ut), re, mi, fa, sol, la, si.

B. Trans. : To sing a musical composition
to the syllables do (or ut), re, mi, fa, sol, la, si,

SO-la', interj. [Of no etym.] Here ! Stop I

"Sola I Did you see master Lorenzo f Master Lor-
enzo, sola, sola /" Shakesp.: Merchant of Venice, v.

so -la, sho la, s. [Bengalee.]

Bot. & Comm. : AZschynomene aspera, a

small, half-floating papilionaceous bush found
in marshes in Bengal, and growing most
during the season of inundation. In Buiiiiah
a fibre is made from the bark. The pith is

used in India for making light sola hats, worn
constantly by Europeans. They are generally
covered with white cloth and sometimes have
a cream-coloured turban round. The Ben-

galees use the sola as floats for nets, and
the pith for decorations in temples.

sol'-ace, v.t. & i. [0. Fr. solasier, solacer.l

[SOLACE, s.]

A. Transitive :

1. To cheer in grief, trouble, or calamity ;

to comfort, to console ; to relieve in afflic-

tion. (Applied to persons.)
" Those lips are thine thy own sweet smile I see.
The same that oft in childhood solaced me."

Covtper : On My Mother's Pictur*.

2. To allay, to assuage, to alleviate.

"Solace our anguish." Blackmore: Creation, T.
*
3. To delight, to amuse.

" Themselves did solace each one with his dame."
Spenser: f. fr. II. ix. U,

* B. Intransitive:

1. To take comfort; to be cheered, com
forted, or consoled.

" Were they to be rul'd, and not to rule.
This sickly laud might solace as before.*

Shakesp. : Jlichard III., it.8.

2. To be happy ; to take delight.
"One poor and loving child,

But one thing to rejoice and solace in."

Shakesp. : Romeo * Juliet, iv. 1

801-8,96,
* SOl-as, s. [O. Fr. solaz, from Lat.

solatium = comfort, from solatus, pa. par. of

solor= to console (q.v.).]

1. Comfort in grief, trouble, or calamity;
consolation ; alleviation of grief or anxiety ;

that which solaces, comforts, or relieves.
" By the solace of his own pure thoughts

Upheld." Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. Tit

*2. Happiness, delight.

* sol 0.96 ment, s. [Eng. solaoe ; -ment.]

The act of solacing or coinforting ; the state

of being solaced or comforted.

* so-la'-cious, so-la-cy-ouse, a. [O. Fr.

solacieux.] Affording solace, comfort, or
amusement ; solacing.

" His mater is delectable,
Salacious and commendable."

Skelton : Philip Sparrow.

so' Ian, so'-land, * su-land, s. [Icel. svla

= gannet. (Sk'eat.)] [BOOBY.] (See compound.)

solan-goose, soland goose, .

Ornith. : The gannet, Sula bassana. Bill

grayish white, naked skin of the face blue,
iris pale yellow, head and neck- buff, the prim-
aries black, all the rest of the plumage white
in the adult, front of the legs and tarsi green.

Length thirty-four inches. They breed in

immense numbers on the Bass Rock, in

the Frith of Forth, the coasts of the Baltic,

boll, boy ; pout, jowl ; cat, cell, chorus, 9hiu, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -mg.

-Oian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zliun. -cious, -tious, sious = shiis. -We, -die, &c. = bel, del.



4340 Bolanacese solar

Iceland, North America, and South Africa.

[BooBY, GANNKT.)

f6 la na'-9e-BB, *. pL [Lat. solan(um); fern,

pi. adj. sutT. -acece.]

Bot. : Nightshades ; the typical order of

Solanales (q. v.). Herbs or shrubs ; alternate,

uiulivi.Uvl, lobed leaves ; calyx Hve or Ibur-

parteii. persistent, inferior; corolla niono-

petalous ; the limb five or four-cleft, generally

nearly regular, deciduous ; stamens alternate

with the segments of the corolla and as nu-
merous ; ovary two-celled, composed of one

carpel to the right and the other to the left

of the axis, rarely four-, five-, or many-seeded,
with axile placentae ; fruit capsular, with a
double dissepiment parallel to the valves, or
ft berry with the placentae adhering to the ' 1 is-

epiment ; seeds numerous, albumen fleshy.

Chiefly tropical plants, narcotic and excitant,
or bitter and tonic, pungent or stimulant.

(Lindley.) Endlicher divided the order into six

tribes : Nicotianese, Daturese, Hyoscyamese,
Solanese, Cestrinese, Vestiese, and made Retzi-

tcese a distinct order. Mr. Miers separates
the order into two, Atropacese and Solanacese.

Known genera sixty, species about 1,000.

They are widely distributed through all the
continents.

5-la na -ceous (ce as sh), a. [SOLANACE.*.]
Of," pertaining to, or resembling plants be-

longing to the order Solanaceae.

5 la'-nal, a. [SOLANALES.] Of or belonging
to Solatium or the Solauacee : as, the Solanal

Alliance.

S-la-na'-lis, . pi. [Masc. or fern. pL. of

Hod. Lat. folanalis, from Lat. solanum (q. v.).]

Bo*. : The Solanal Alliance ; Perigynous
Exogens, with dichlamydeous, monopetalous,
symmetrical flowers ; axile placenta, two to

three-celled fruit, and a large embryo lying in

small quantity of albumen. Orders : Ole-

sceae, Solanacese, Asclepiadacese, Cordiaceae,
ConvolYulaceae. Cuscutacea;, and Polemoni-
aceae.

o -land, . [SOLAS.]

o-lan'-der, s. [Fr. soulandra.] A disease
in horses.

9$ lan'-dra, . (Named after Daniel Charles

Solander, LL.D., F.R.S., a Swede, who ac-

companied Sir Joseph Banks as botanist in

his voyage round the world.)

Bot. : A genus of Solanaceae akin to Datura.

Chiefly from tropical America. Cultivated in

greenhouses for their fine flowers.

3O-la ne-se, *. pi. [Lat. solan(um); fern,

pi. adj. suff. -&.}

Botany :

1. The same as SOLANACEA
2. The typical tribe of Solanaceae.

eS-lan'-I-cine, *. [Eng. solani(ne); c con-

nect., and suff. -int.]

Ckem. : C^E^N-jO (?). A base produced
by the action of cold concentrated hydro-
chloric acid on solan inc. It is very slightly
soluble in alcohol and water, yields slender

needles, melts above 250, is coloured red by
strong acids, and forms yellow amorphous
salts.

SO Ian I dine, *. [Eng. solan(ine) ; id con-
nect, and suff. -ine.]

Chem. : C^H^NOz (?). A base produced
together with glucose by the action of dilute

boiling hydrochloric acid on solanine. It

dissolves easily in ether and alcohol, and
crystallizes from the latter in colourless,
silky needles, which melt above 200*. With
strong sulphuric acid it forms a dark red

solution, and with more dilute acid a transient
bluish-red. Its solutions are bitter.

JO Ian ine, . [Mod. Lat solatium); -ine

(Chem.).}

Chrm. : C43H71NO1g (?). An organic base

existing in several species of Solanum. To
Obtain it the juice of the ri|e berries is pre-
cipitated by ammonia, and the precipitate
purified by recrystallization from alcohol. It

crystallizes in slemder silky needles, slightly
soluble in cold, easily in hot alcohol, nearly
insoluble in water and ether, has a slightly
bitter and burning taste, and is very poison-
ous. It melts at 2.'<5, and forms acid and
neutral salts, all of which are soluble in water.

so la' no, s. [Sp., from Lat. solanus (ventus)= an easterly (wind), from sol the sun.] A
hot, oppressive, south-east wind in Spain. It

is a modification of the simoom (q.v.).

SO la num. s. [Lat. = a kind of nightshade,
Solanum nigrum. (See def.)]

Bot. Nightshade ; the typical genus of
Solanacete. Herbs or shrubs, rarely trees.

Flowers in or above the forks of the stem,
solitary, fascicled, or cymose, white or blue ;

calyx with four to ten segments, corolla rotate,
five to ten lobed, with five exserted stamens,
anthers opening by two pores at the extremity ;

berry roundish, two or more celled, with many
reniform seeds. Known species between 500
and 600, most of them from the tropics, others

from temperate climes. Two well-known

Bpecies are: Solanum Dulcamara, the Woody
Nightshade or Bittersweet (q.v.) and S. nigrum,
the Common Nightshade. The latter has a
herbaceous and thornless stem

; ovate, bluntly
toothed and waved leaves; lateral droop-

ing umbels of white flowers, and black,

rarely green, berries. It is frequent in waste

places, fields, &c., flowering from June to

November. It is distributed through most parts
of the world., A variety, S. mmiatum, with
scarlet berries', is found in Jersey and Guern-

sey. The foliage of S. Dulcamara is narcotic,
and its berries are unsafe to eat. In India it

is used in decoction in chronic rheumatism,

Esoriasis,

&c. A grain or two of the dried
:af of S. nigrum produce narcotic effects and

visceral disturbance. The leaves when bruised
are applied in poultices or baths to painful
wounds. The berries are considered by the
Hindoos to be tonic and diuretic, and the

juice a hydragogue, cathartic, and diuretic ;

they are given in dropsy, &c. A syrup pre-

pared from the plant is used as a cooling drink
in fevers, and as an expectorant and dia-

phoretic. S. tuberosum is the Potato (q.v.),
the leaves are powerfully narcotic and used in

chronic rheumatism, painful affections of the

stomach, &c. The fruit of S. Melongena, the

egg-plant, and S. verbascifolium are used in

India in currios. The berries of S. coagulans,
S. xanthocarpvm, wild in India, and the fruits

of S. gracilipes, a garden escape there, are eaten.
The last two, with S. ferox, S. indtcum, S.

trilobatum, are also used medicinally in India.

Fumigation with the burnt fruit of many of
them is a domestic remedy for toothache. S.

pseudoquina produces the quina of Brazil.

S. mammosum, S. paniculatum, S. guineense
are diuretic ; a decoction of the leaves of 5.

cernuum is a powerful sudorific. S, margina-
tum is used in Abyssinia for tanning leather.

The berries of 5. momentum, S. nemorense, and
S. quitoense are eaten. S. laciniaiwrn, produces
the Kangaroo Apple of Tasmania, which is

eaten.

SO'-lar, a. [Lat. Solaris, from sol = the son ;

Fr. 'solaire; Sp. solar; ItaL solare.]

1. Of or pertaining to the sun.
"Our tolar system consists of the sr.n, and the

planets and comota :at vlng about it." Locke Natural
PhUotophy, ch. iii.

2. Produced by or proceeding from the sun.
"
By her instructed, meets the tolar ray.
And grows familiar with the bla::e of day 1"

Boyse To the Duke of Gordon.

3. Measured by the progress of the sun, or

by its apparent revolution.
" Vo Adnr wag an intercalary month, added, some

years, unto the other twelve, to make the tolar and
lunary year agree." Raleigh : Bist. World, bk. ii.,

ch. iii.

*
4. Born under or in the predominant in-

fluence of the sun.
"An J proud beside, as toiar people are."

Dryilm : Cock i Fox, MS.

solar-apex, s.

Astron. : The point of space to which it has
been supposed the solar system is tending.
[SOLAR-SYSTEM.]

solar asphyxia, . Same as SUNSTBOU.

solar camera, s.

Photog. : A camera in which the sun'g rays
are transmitted through a transparent nega-
tive.

solar constant, . The constant ex-

pressing the amount of solar heat received by
the earth ; estimated at 30 calories a minute
for each square meter of the earth's surface.

solar-cycle, . [CYCLE.]

solar-day, 5. [DAY.]

solar-eclipse, s. [ECLTPSK, .)

solar-engine, s. An engine in which
the heat of the solar rays is concentrated to
evaporate water or expand air used as a motor
for a steam or air engine.

solar eye-piece, s. An arrangement
by which the light and heat are reduced in
solar observations by observing only a very
minute portion of the solar surface.

solar-flowers, s.pl. Flowers which open
and shut daily at certain determinate hours.

solar-lamp, s. An Argand-lamp (q.v.).

solar-microscope, s. A microscope
which throws the magnified image of an object
illuminated by the sun's rays upon a wall or
screen. <

solar-month, s. [MONTH.)

solar-myth, s.

Compar. Mythol.: A nature myth embody-
ing, or supposed to embody a description of
the sun's course in heroic legend, and used,
notably by Max Miiller and Cox, to explain
the mythology of Aryan nations. (See ex-

tract.)
" Of this vast mass of tolar-mythi, tome have

merged into Independent legends, others have fur-
nished the groundwork of wholeepics. . . . The legend*
of Kephalos and Prokris. of Daphne', Narkissos, and
Bndnmtta, have come down to us in a less artificial
form than that of Uerakles, while the myth of Hera-
kles has been arrested at a less advanced stage than
those of Zeua and Apollfjn. But all alike can be trans-
lated back into mythical expressions, and most of
these expressions are found in the Vedas with their
strict mythological meaning." Cox : Myth. Aryan
Jfationt, i. S3.

solar-oil, s.

Chem. : A name given in commerce chiefly
to the heavier portions of petroleum or shale-

oil.

solar-phosphor!, s. pi. Substances
which become luminous in the dark, after

having been exposed to solar rays, the electric,

or, in a less degree, lime the light. Calcined

oyster shells are a good example.

solar-physics, . The science treating
of the various physical phenomena of the aun.

solar-plexus, s.

Anat. : A plexus at the upper part of the
abdomen behind the stomach and in front of
the aorta and the pillars of the diaphragm.
It is the largest of the pre-vertebral centres.

Called also the Epigastric Plexus

solar - prominences, s. pi. [PROMI-
NENCE, II. 1., SUN.]

solar-spectrum, . [SPECTRUM.]

solar-spots, s.pl. [SUN-SPOTS.]

solar -system, s.

Astron. : The sun and the various bodies
which revolve around him, deriving from him
their light and heat. The enumeration of

these bodies, deemed by the ancients complete,
was : the Earth (in the centre), then the Moon,
Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, and
Saturn, seven' in all. [WEEK.] Now planets,

primary and secondary, are regarded as only
one, though certainly a very important, part
of the solar system. Of the major planets,
called simply the planets, eight are recognized :

Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. Of the secon-

dary rilanets, or satellites, including the Moon,
twenty. The minor planets which have been

popularly designated as asteroids but are now
more generally termed planetoids number
about 350 so far as is now known; and very
few of these exceed 100 miles in diameter.

[See ASTEROID.]
Among otherlxxlies revolving round the son

in more or less eccentric orbits are many
comets, and a number of meteoric rings, som
of which have been found to have a close re-

lation to certain comets.
The orderly movements of the several bodies

in the solar system is eirected mainly by
gravitation. Loosely stated, the planets re-

volve around the sun. What really takes

place is that they revolve around the centre
of gravity common to him and them, but
his mass so much outweighs the aggnvnte
of their masses tliat the point around uliick

the revolution takes place, though not the

sun's centre, is still within his mass. Their
revolution also somewhat alters his position.
When st-vend of the large planets are together
on the same side they draw the sun a certain

small distance from his place ; then, as they
go round to the other side, they gradually

&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cor. role, full; try. Syrian. ,o3-e;ey-;qu- kw.
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attract him back again : so that the stability of
the solar system is not disturl>ed. [PERTUR-
BATION.] That system constitutes part of the

Galaxy (q.v.) and is moving to a point iu the
constellation Hercules.
The Nebular Hypothesis (q.v.), as to the

origin of the solar system, after being qui-
escent for a time, revived with the dis-

coveries made by the spectroscope (q.v.), and
in 1877 Dr. T. H. Gladstone, F.R.S. (Brit. Assoc.

Report, 1877, ii. 41, Phil. Mag., 1877), said:
"
Supposing the solar system to have been originally
great revolving nebula of this description con-,

demlng to a central sun. and forming from its outer

portions smaller masses, such as the planets and their
satellites, or the comets and meteorites, we may expect
them to consist principally of the more volatile or
the lightest elements, with smaller portions of the
less volatile or heavier ones. On arranging the ele-

ments of which the earth is composed according to the
known or presumed density of the vapours it is found
that such is actually the case."

Regarding the age of the earth and of the
solar system generally, physicists, as repre-
sented by Sir Wm. Thomson, Prof. Tait, &e.,
and geologists, led by Prof. Huxley, are at

variance. [GEOLOGY, 1. (3).] Nor is there any
agreement as to its probable future duration.

[CopERNiCAN, KEPLER, PTOLEMAIC, &c.]

solar-telegraph, . A telegraph in

which the rays of the sun are projected from
and upon mirrors. The duration of the rays
makes the alphabet, after the system of
Morse. [HELIOGRAPH.]

solar time, s. The same as APPARENT-
TIME. [TIME.]

solar-year, s. [YEAR.]

Sd'-lar, s. [Lat. solarium = a gallery or bal-

cony exposed to the sun ; sol the sun.]

Arch. : A loft or upper chamber ; a soller.

so-lar'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. solatium);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Prosobranchiate Gastero-

pods, with several genera. Type, Solarium

(q.v.). (Tote.)

BO lar Ism, s. [Eng. solar; -ism.] The
doctrine of solar myths. [SOLAR-MYTH,]

" Whom he charges with a wrong use of etymology
in regard to solarism as the exclusive key to solve
the problems of Aryan religions." Daily Telegraph,
Dec. 31, 1885.

BO'-lar-ist, s. [Eng. solar(ism); -ist.] A sup-
porter of the doctrine of solar myths.

"The use made by the tolarists of far-fetched

etymologies." Standard, Oct 30, 1885.

SO-lar'-I-um, s. [Lat. = a sun-dial.]

Zool. & Paheont. : Staircase-shell ; a genus
of Littorinidse (Woodward), of Solaridae (Tate).
Shell orbicular, depressed, umbilicus wide
and deep ; aperture rhombic, peristome thin ;

oi>erculum horny, sub-spiral. The edges of
the whorls seen in the umbilicus have been

, fancifully compared to a winding staircase.

Twenty-five recent species, widely distributed
over sub-tropical and tropical seas ; fossil

species numerous, from the Oolite onward.

SO lar I za -tion, s. [Eng. solarise) ; -ation. ]

Photog. : Injury caused to a photographic
picture by exposing it for too long a time in

the camera to the light of the sun.

so -lar-ize, v.i. [Eng. solar, a. ; -int.]

Photog. : To become Injured, as a photo-
graphic picture, by too long exposure to the
rays of the suit.

*so'-lar-y (1), a. [Lat. tolarius, from sol=
the sun.] Solar.

" Months are not onely Innary, and measured by
the moon, but also lolary, and determined by the
motion of the sun." Brown* : Vulgar Krroun, bk. iv.,
ch. xii.

oT-ar-y (2), a. [Lat. solum = the ground.]
Of or belonging to the ground ; proceeding
from the ground.

"From the like spirits in the earth the plants thereof

perhaps acquire their verdure. And from such tolara
Irradiations may those wondrous varieties arise, which
are observable In animals." Browne : Vulgar Er-
rourt, bk. vi., ch. xii.

*
80l-aS, 3. [SOLACE.]

o-la'-ti-nm (ti as shi), t. [Lat. = a com-
fort, a solace (q.v.).]

L Ord. Lang. : Anything which consoles or

compensates for suffering or loss; a com-
pensation.

H. Technically:

L Law; A sum of money paid over and

above actual damages to an injured party, by
the person who inflicted the injury, as solace
for wounded feelings.

2. Eccles. : An additional daily portion of
food allotted to the inmates of religious houses
under exceptional circumstances.

Sold, pret. & pa. par. ofv. [SELL, .]

Bold-note, s. [BOUGHT & SOLD NOTE.]

*
sold, * soud, . [Fr. solde, sould, from Lat.
solidus = a piece of money.] Military pay;
salary, pay.

"
Smyte ye no man wrongfully, nether mak ye fal*

chalenge, and be ye apayed with youre loudit, Wy-
cliffe : Luke iii.

sol-da'-do, *. [Sp.] A soldier.

* sol-dan, *. [SULTAN.]

sol da ncl, sol-da-nclle, s. [Fr. ; re-

mote etym. unknown. (Littre.)']

Bot. : Convolvulus SoManetta.

sol-da-nel -la, s. [Latinised from Fr. solda-

nelle (q.v.).]

Bot. : A genus of Primulidse. Corolla sub-

campanulate, of one cleft, fringed on the

margin. Soldanella alpina, from the south of

Europe, is cultivated in English gardens.

*sol'-dan-ry,
*
sol-dan-rie, s. [Eng. sol-

dan; -ry.] The rule or jurisdiction of a

sultan; the country or district governed by a
sultan.

* sol-da tesque' (quo as k), a. [Fr., from
soldat =a soldier.] Of or pertaining to a
soldier ; soldier-like. (Thackeray : Pendennis,
ch. xxii.)

soT-der, so'-der, *soul-der, *sow-der,
s. [O.Fr. sovdure, souldure a soldering; Fr.
raa!(r = solder, from O. Fr. souder, solder,

smMer = to solder, from Lat. solido = to
make firm ; solidus firm, solid (q.T.).]

1. Lit. : A metal or alloy used to unite

adjacent metallic edges or surfaces. It must
be rather more fusible than the metal or
metals to be united, and with this object the

components and their relative amounts are

varied to suit the character of the work.

(See extract.)
" Hard toldert are such as require a red heat to fuse

them; they are employed for joining brass, iron, and
the more refractory metals. Soft toldcrt melt at a
comparatively low temperature, and are used with tin
and lead, of which metals they are wholly or in part
composed. Common tin folder, composed of 1 tin and
2 lead, is perhaps the beit-kiiown example of this
class. Siwlterand silver solders are the most generally
used among the hard tolden."KnigM : Diet. Mech.,
a, v. Solder.
*
2. Fig. : That which unites or cements in

any way.

SoT-der, so'-der,
* soul der,

* sow dsr,
v.t. [SOLDER, s.]

1. Lit. : To unite by a metallic cement ; to

join the edges of with a metal or alloy.
" A concave sphere of gold filled with water and

HMered up." .Vewton: Uptickt.
*
2. Fig. : To unite or cement together in

any way ; to patch up.
" As if the world should cleave, and that shun men
Should lolder up the rift."

Shakeii>. : Antony t Cleop., ill. 4.

sol'-der-er, s. [Eng. solder, v. ; -er.] One
who or a machine which solders.

sol'-der-ing, s. [SOLDER, .] The process of

uniting two pieces of the same or of different

metals by the interposition of a metal or

alloy, which, by fusion, combines with each.

In autogenous soldering, the two pieces are

directly united by the partial fusion of their

contiguous surfaces. In the ordinary process
of soldering small articles, the workman places
the two metallic surfaces together, and then,
with his soldering-iron, which has been pre-

viously heated in a furnace, melts off sufficient

solder from the stick or cake, allowing it to

flow on and between the parts to be joined ;

the hot iron is then applied to the joint, so

as to cause the solder to become uniformly
fluid, equalize its distribution, and smooth its

exposed surface. The surfaces to be joined
must be perfectly cleaned by filing or scrap-

ing, and the flow of the melted solder is

also assisted by the employment of certain

substances as either deoxidisers or fluxes ;

amongst these, resin, sal-ammoniac, or muri-
atic acid are chiefly used. Instead of a

soldering-iron, some form of blow-pipe is

often employed to heat the solder. Another

method sometimes employed to solder small
brass articles is to face and clean the two
surfaces, rub them with sal-ammoniac or
dilute acid, and then squeeze them into con-
tact with a piece of tinfoil between them.
When the whole is heated, the two are sol-
dered together by the melted tinfoil.

soldering- biowpipe, s. A portable
gas blowpipe, which can be attached by a
flexible tube to any gas supply. Another
flexible tube allows a blast from the mouth to
be blown through the centre of the gas flame,
which can be directed to any part of a water-
pipe or other article. The usual form of blow
pipe is also often used for soldering purposes.

soldering - bolt, soldering - Iron,
soldering tool, s. A copper-bit (q.v.).

sold -ier (i as y),
*
sodiour,

*
soldiar,* souder, *

soudiour, *
souldier,

*
souldyour,

* soldure, s. [O. Fr. soldier,

soldoier, soudoier, souldoyer, from soulde =
pay, from Low Lat. soldum pay ; Lat,
solidus a piece of money ; Low Lat. sol

darius = a soldier ; Fr. soldat, from Low Lat
soldatus, pa. par. of soldo = to pay ; Sp. sol-

dado ; Ital. soldato ; Ger. soldxt.]
*

1. One who receives pay ; one who is

hired for pay.
"He hadde goten many a touldyour.'Caxton:

Reynard the Fox (ed. Arber), p. 89.

2. A man engaged for military service;
one who serves in an army ; one who follows
the military profession.

" The worde touldier now seemeth rather to come of
tould, a paimeut, and more to betoken a waged or
hired man to fight, than otherwise, yet Caesar in his
Commentaries called solduret in the tongue gallois.
men who deuoted A swore themselues in a certain*
band or othe one au other, and to the captaiue."
Smith: Commonwealth, bk. i., ch. xviii.

3. A common soldier, a private ; one who
serves in the army, but is under the rank of
an officer.

"
It were meet that any one, before he came to be \

captain, should have been a. loldier." Spenser : State
of Ireland.

4. A brave man, a warrior ; a man of mili-

tary skill and experience ; a man of dis-

tinguished valour.

5. A white ant. [TERMITE.]

If (1) Soldiers & sailors: The name given by
children to Soldier-beetles (q.v.).

(2) To come the old soldier over: To try to
take in.

" He was coming the o!d loldier over me." .Scott .*

St. Ronarit Well, ch. xviii.

soldier-beetle, s.

Entom. : The genus Telephorus (q.v.).
Named from its courage and fierceness.

soldier-crab, >.

Zool. : The same as HERMIT-CRAB (q.v.).
Named from their combativeness, or from
their possessing themselves of the shells of
other animals.

soldier-flies, s. pi.

Entom. : An American name for the Strato-

myidae (q.v.).

soldier-moth, s.

Entom. : An East Indian geometer moth,
Euschema militaris.

soldier-orchis, s.

Bot. : Orchis militaris.

soldier's yarrow, *.

Bot. : Stratiotes aloides.

sold ier (i as y), v.i. [SOLDIER, .] To go
or act as a soldier.

"I've been toldiering.'Uckeni: Bleak Haute, ch. Iw.

* sold'-ier-ess (i as y), s. [Eng. toldier;

ess.] A female soldier.
"
Soldierett

That equally canst poize sternness with pity."
Two JfobU Kinsmen, L I.

SOld'-ier-Ing (i as y), *. [Eng. soldier; -ing.}
The state, condition, or occupation of a
soldier ; the military profession.

In these days of scientific t'Miertng. unity ol

command and equality of service are absolutely
necessary." Echo, Sept 7, 1886.

s61d ier like, sold'-ier-l* (1 as y), a.

& adv. [Eng. soldier; -like, -ly.]

A. As adj. : Like or becoming a soldier;

martial, brave, honourable.

B. As adv. : Like a soldier.
" His warlike daughter smites them hip and thigh,

using her swurd right toldierly.'St. Jarnei'i Gazette,
Oct. 16. 188.

*6H, b6y; ptfut, Jc%l; cat, $ell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t,

-elan, -tlan = ahan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -fion, -sion = zhon. -clous, -tious, -sious = situs. -We, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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old ier-ship (1 as y), s. [Eng. joldier;

ihii'.} Military qualities, character, or state ;

martial skill ; behaviour becoming a soldier.
" Nor iudeed was lii> soldiership justly a subject of

derision "Jlacauldy . Uist. fiij/.. ch. ii.

sold icr wood (i as y), s. [Eng. soldier,
and u-cxxl.)

Hot. : Calliandra purpurea, found in the
West Indies.

sold-ier-Jr (i as y),
*
soul-dler-y, . & a.

[Eng. soldier ; -y.}

A. As substantive :

1. Soldiers collectively ; a body of military
men.

" Garrison'd around about him like a camp
Of faith.ul laubiierg.*

Milton : Samton Agonistes, 50*.

2. Soldiership, military service.
" He liad been brought up in some soldiery, which

fc knew how to set out with more than deserved
ostentation." Sidney : A rcadia, bk. iv.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to soldiers ;

martial. (Milto-n.)

Sol do, s: [Ital., from Lat. solidus=& piece
of money.] A small Italian coin, the twentieth

I art of a lira.

die (1), soal (1), s. [A.S. sole (pi. solen),
from Lat solea the sole of the foot, or of a

shoe; Dut. zool; Sw. sola; Dan. saale; Icel.

soli ; O. H. Ger. sofa ; Ger. sohle; Sp. suela;
Ital. sttolo.] [SOLE (2), s.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The under side of the foot.
" From the crown of his head to the ol* of his foot."

Shaktip. : Much Ado about Nothing, iii. 2.

2. The foot itself.
"
Ceasest not thy weary soles to lead."

Spenser: F. Q., L z. 9.

3. The under part of a boot or shoe ; the
leather of which the underpart is fonned.

4. The bottom frame of a waggon.
IL Technically:

1. Agriculture:

(1) The lower part of the plough -which runs
In contact with the bottom of the furrow. It

generally consists of the lower surfaces of the
share and landside.

(2) The bottom of the furrow.

2. Farr. : The horny substance under a
horse's foot, which protects the more tender

parts.

3. Fort. : The bottom of an embrasure.

4. Hydr. : The lower edge of the barrel of
turbine or water-wheel.

5. Join. : The lower surface of a plane.

6. Machinery :

(1) The top or floor of a bracket on which
ft plummer-block rests.

(2) The plate which constitutes the founda-
tion of a marine steam-engine, and which is

bolted to the keelsons.

7. Ifetall. : The floor or hearth of the metal-
chamber in a reverberatory, puddling, or

boiling furnace.

8. Mining : The seat or bottom of a passage
in a mine.

9. Shipbuilding:

(1) The bottom plank of the cradle, resting
On the bilgeways, and sustaining the lower
en<ls of the poppets, which are mortised into
the sole and support the vessel.

(2) An additional piece on the lower end of
& rudder, to make it level with the false keel.

10. Vehicles: A strip of metal or wood
fastened beneath the runner of a sled or

leigh ^to take the wear.

sole-leather, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : Thick, strong leather used
for the soles of boots.

2. Hot. : A name given to the thicker Lami-
narise, as L. digitata, &c.

sole-plate, s.

1. Steam : The foundation-plate or bed-plate
of an engine.

2. Hydr. : The back portion of a water-
wheel bucket.

sole-tree, s.

Mining : A piece of wood belonging to a
small windlass to draw up ore from the mine.

die (2),
* Sdal (2), s. [Fr. sole, from Lat.

sQfoa = tbe sole of the foot, a sole.] [SOLE
(IX .]

Ishthy. : Any individual of the genus Solea

(q.v.); specif., Solea vulgaris, the Common
Sole, in nigh estimation as a food-fish, the

flesh being white, firm, and well-flavoured,
and only inferior to that of the turbot
Soles abound on the west coast of Europe and

throughout the Mediterranean. The largest

supply comes from the North Sea. Several

other European species are used for food, in a
minor degree. The upper side of the body
is dark brown, the lower side white, and they
attain a weight of six or seven pounds. They
spawn in the spring, and, except for a few
weeks in the breeding season, are in condition
all the year round.

Sole, v.t. [SOLE (1), s.] To furnish with a
sole : as, To sole a pair of boots ; to cover as
with a sole.

" His feet were mle<l with a treble tuft of a close

abort tawny down." Grew: Mimeum,

sole, a. & adv. [O. Fr. sol (Fr. setd) = sole,

from Lat. solus = alone ; Sp. & Ital. solo.]

A. As adjective:

1. Ord. Lang. : Single, unique ; alone in its

kind ; only ; being or acting alone, without
another or others.

"The offspring of one sole unmade Deity." Cud-
worth : Intell. System, p. 370.

IL Law : Single, unmarried.
" Some others are such as a man cannot make his

wife, though he himself be sole and unmarried."
Ayliffe: Parergon.

B. As adv. : Alone by itself ; singly.

sole-corporation, s. [CORPORATION.]

sole-tenant, s. [TENANT, s.]

SO'-le-a, s. [Lat = the sole of the foot, a

sole.]
"

*
1. Ord. Lang. : The under surface of the

foot or hoof of an animal.

2. Ichthy. : A genus of Pleuronectidse,
with about forty species, from the coasts of

temperate and tropical seas ; absent only
from the southern portion of the southern

temperate zone. Some of the species enter
or live in fresh water. Eyes on right side,

upper in advance of lower ; mouth-cleft

narrow, twisted to the left side ; villiform

teeth, on the blind side only. Dorsal com-
mences on snout, distinct from caudal ;

lateral line straight ; scales small and ctenoid.

There are no Soles of any economic value on
the Atlantic coast of the United States, but
several species which are used for food occur
in Europe, particularly the Common Sole (S.

vulgaris. [SOLE.]

t so'-le-se-form, a. [Lat. solea = a sandal,
and forma =? form.]

Bot. : Slipper-shaped.

soi'-e-fism, sol e - cismc, . [O. Fr.

soloecisme, from Lat. solcscismum, accus. of
solcecismus ; Gr. o-oAotia'o>io (soloikismos) = a

solecism, from o-oAoiictu (soloikizo) =. to speak
incorrectly, from o-dAoiicos (soloikos) speak-
ing incorrectly, like an inhabitant of ioAoi

(Soloi), in Cilicia, a place colonised byAthenian
emigrants, who soon corrupted the Attic dia-

lect, which they at first spoke correctly ; Fr.

solecisme; Sp. & Ital. solecismo.]

1. An impropriety of speech ; an impro-
priety of language arising from ignorance ; a

gross deviation from the idiom of a language
or from the rules of syntax. By modern
grammarians the term is often applied to any
word or expression which violates any esta-

blished usage of speaking or writing. Hence,
that which is considered at one time a sole-

cism may at another be considered as correct

language, owing to the change constantly
going on in the use and application of words
or idioms.

" The learned doctor represents it as a great solecism
to speak of an ell or a mile of consciousness." Water-
land : Works, i. 209.

2. Any unfitness, absurdity, or impropriety,
as in behaviour; a violation of the rules of

society.
" My mind lately prompted me, that I should com-

mit a great solecism, if among the rest of my friends
in England, I should leave you unsaluted." Houell :

Letters, bk. L, let. 40.

sol -e-9ist, s. [Gr. <roXoiio-TJJe (soloikistes).']

One who is guilty of a solecism in language
or behaviour.

"
Shall a nolile writer, and an Inspired noble writer,

be called a solecist, and barbarian, for giving a new
turn to a word so agreeable to the analogy and genius
of the Greek tongue f

"
Blackmail : Sacred Classics,

*s8l-e-9lst'-ic,
* sol-e-cist -Ic-al, a.

[Eng. solecist; -ic, -ical.] Pertaining to, in-

volving, or of the nature of a solecism ; in-

congruous, incorrect.

The use of these combinations with respect to tli

pronouns is almost always solecisticaL"TyrwhUt:
Gloss, to Chaucer, s. v. Self.

*
soi-e-9ist'-ic-al-l$f, adv. [Eng. solecist-

ical ; -ly.] In a solecistic manner.
"

I have ... set down some of them, briefly and
almost solevisticallu." H'ollaston : Religion of Mature.
(Introd.)

*
SOl'-e-gize, v.i. [Gr. <ro\oiKif<o (soloikizo).'}

To commit or make use of solecisms, in lan-

guage or behaviour.

"To fancy the holy writers to tolecize in their

language." More : Mystery of Godliness, bk. L, ch. ix.

so-le-cur'-tus, *. [Lat. solen (q.v.), and
cwrtus = short.]

Zool. & Palceont. : A genus of Solenidse

(q.v.), with twenty-five recent species, from
the United States, Britain, the Mediterranean,
West Africa, and Madeira. Shell ovate-oblong,
umbo small, margins almost parallel, enJs

rounded, gaping, ligaments external, hinge-
teeth f, pallial sinus very deep, rounded.
Animal very large and thick, not entirely
retractile within the shell. They bury them-
selves deeply in mud or sand, and are difficult

to obtain alive. Fossil, thirty species, from
the Neocomian of the United States and

Europe.

*
sol-ein, a. [SULLEN.]

sdle'-ly,
*
sol-y, adv. [Eng. sole, a. ; -fy.J

Only, singly, alone ; without another or others.
" This is a matter solely with God." OUpin : Ser-

mons, vol. iii., ser. 17.

soi'-emn (n silent),
* sol-emne, * SOl-

empne, a. [O. Fr. solempne (Fr. solennel),
from Lat. solemnem, accus. of solemnis (older
forms sulennis, sollennis) = yearly, annual,

religious, solemn, from snllus = entire, com-

plete, and annus = a year ; Sp. solemne; Ital.

solenne.]

1. Marked with religious rites or ceremonies ;

connected with religion ; sacred.
" And his fadir and modir wenten eche yere into

Jerusalem in the solempne day of pask." U'ycldfe:
Luke ii.

2. Fitted or calculated to inspire, excite, or

express awe, reverence, or serious reflections ;

awe-inspiring, awful, serious, grave, impres-
sive.

*' How ceremonious, solemn, and unearthly."
Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, ii). 1.

3. Accompanied or marked by seriousness

or earnestness ; earnest, grave, serious.
" With a solemn earnestness . . .

He begged of me to steal it"
Shiikesp. : Othello, v. S.

4. Accompanied with all due forms or cere-

monies ; made or done in due form ; formal :

as, To prove a will in solemn form.

5. Affectedly grave, serious, or important:
as, To put on a solemn face.

*
6. Sad, melancholy, sullen.

" All solemn thing*
Should answer solemn accidents."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iv. 1

IT For the difference between solemn and
grave, see GRAVE.

solemn-league, s. [COVENANT, II. 3. (4).]

* sol'-em-ness, s. [Eng. solemn ; -ness.] The

quality or state of being solemn ; solemnity,
seriousness, gravity.

"Some think he wanted solemness." Religuiaf
Wottonianat, p. 55.

so-lem'-ni-ty,
* so-lemp-ni-te, * so-

lemp-ni-tee, s. [O. Fr. solempnite (Fr.

solennite), from Lat. solemnitatem, accus. of

solemnitcis, from solemnis = solemn (q.v.); Sp.
solemnidad; Ital. solennita.]

L Ordinary Langiutge :

1. The quality or state of being solemn ;

gravity, seriousness, impressiveness.
" With such solemnity of tone

And gesture." I'owper : Task, v. 48.

2. Affected or mock gravity or seriousness ;

a look or show of pompous importance.
" The solemnity worn by many of our modern writer*

is, I fear, often the mask of dulness." Goldsmith:
Polite Learning, ch. ii.

*
3. Stateliness, dignity ; awful grandeur.

" My state,

Seldom but sumptuous, showed like a feast,

And wou by rareness such solemnity
"

Shakesp.: 1 Ben-it ir.. lit I

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. , <s = e; ey = a; qu = IfW
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4. A rite or ceremony performed with reli-

gloua reverence ; religious or ritual ceremony.
"The in.).. 11, like to a silver bow.

New bent in heaven, shall behold the night
OX our solemnities-"

Shuketp. : Jiidtummer A'iyht't Dream, i. L

5. A proceeding calculated to impress with
awe or reverence.

"Though the forms and tolemnitief of the last Jndg-
Dient may bear some resemblance to those we are

acquainted with here, yet the rule of proceeding shall
be very different."^ tterbury.

II. IMW : A solemn or formal observance ;

a formality requisite to render a thing done
valid.

* so-lem'-nl-zate, r.t. [Eng. solemnise);
ate.] To solemnize.

" That they, nor any of them from henceforth, do
presume to tolemnuate matrimony in their churches,
chapels, or elsewhere." Burnet: Reformation, pt. ii.,

bk. fit, No. 28. (Richardton.}

SO-lem-ni-za'-tion, s. [Eng. solemnise);
-ation.] The act of solemnizing ; celebration.

" Soon followed the toUrmnization of the marriage
between Charles and Anne dutches* of Bretagne."
Bacon : Henry VII.

sol -em nize,
* sol emp nyse, v.t. [Fr.

solemniser, solenniser.]

1. To dignify by solemn formalities or cere-

monies ; to celebrate ; to do solemn honour to.
"
Lords, ladies, captains, counsellors, or priests . . .

Met from all parts to solemnize this feast."
Hilton : Samson Ayonistet, 1,656.

2. To perform with due ritual ceremonies
or respect ; to celebrate or perform according
to legal forms.

" Whether they, and every of them, have solemnized
matrimony between his parishioners, or any other
persons, the banes not before asked, three several
Sundays or holydays." Burnet : Recordt, pt. ii.,

bk. ii., No. 15.

*
3. To make solemn, grave, serious, and

reverential : as, To solemnize the mind.

sol'-em-niz-er, s. [Eng. solemnise); -er.]

One who solemnizes ; one who performs a
solemn rite.

sol-emn-ljf (n silent),
* solempnely,

*
SOlempneliche, adv. [Eng. solemn; -ly.]

L In a solemn manner ; with religious rites

or ceremonies ; reverently.
"
By which lie lyes entombed tolemnlv."

Spetuer: F. Q., II. x. .

2. With impressive seriousness or gravity.
" To the eleven, whose loyalty remained as yet un-

shaken, Jesus in that awful hour gave it solemnly in

charge,' to love one another, as he had loved them.'
"

Bishop Hartley : Sermons, vol. i., ser. 12.

3. With all due form ; ceremoniously, for-

mally, regularly.

4. With formal or affected gravity, import-
ance, or stateliness.

" There are, in points of wisdom and sufficiency, that
do nothing or little very tolemnly." Baton: Etmyt.

* s6r emn ness (mn as n), s. [SOLEMNESS.]

* solempne, a. [SOLEMN.]

* solempnely, adv. [SOLEMNLY.]

so le-my'-a, s. [Lat. solen (q.v.), and mya
(q.v.).]

Zool. & Palceont. : A genus of Arcadae (q.v.),
with four recent species, from the United
States, Africa, the Canaries, Australia, and
New Zealand. Valves of shell sub-cylindri-
cal, elongated, gaping at each end, hinge
edentulous ; epidermis dark, horny, extending
beyond margins. Four fossil species, from
the Coal-measures of Britain and Belgium
onward.

SO len, . [Lat., from Or. o-wAjji/ (solen) =
(1) a channel, a pipe ; (2) Sulen silvjua, the
Razor-fish, or Pholas dactylus.]

1. Surgery:

(1) A cradle for a broken limb.

(2) A tent or tilt of splits or wands to hold
the bedclothes from contact with a broken or
ore limb.

2. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
fiolenidae (q.v.), with thirty-three species,
universally distributed, except in the Arctic
seas. Shell very long, sub-cylindrical, straight,
or slightly recurved, margins parallel, ends
gaping; l>eaks terminal or sub-central ; hinge-
teeth \ ; ligament long, external ; pallia! line

extending beyond adductors ; sinus short and
square. Animal with mantle closed except
at front end and a minute ventral opening;
siphons short, united, fringed ; palpi broadly
triangular ; foot cylindrical, obtuse.

3. Palceont. : Forty species, from the Coal-

measures of the United States and Europe
onward.

sd-len-a'-ce-a, s. pi. [Neut, pi. of Mod.
Lat. solenaceus, from Lat. solen (q.v.).")

Zool.: Lamarck's name for a family of bi-

valves containing the genera Solen, Panopsea,
and Glycimeris.

so-len-a -ceous (ce as sh), a. [SOLENACEA.]
Belonging or relating to the Solenacea.

so len-an -thus, s. [Fret solen()-, and Gr.

o.vOo<; (anthos)= a flower.)

Bot. : A genus of Cynoglossea.

sd-le-nel'-la, s. [Mod. Lat., dimin. from
solen (q.v.).]"

Zool. dt Palceont. : A genus of Arcadse (q.v.),
with two species, from Valparaiso and New
Zealand. Shell nearly oval, valves pearly
within, hinge ligament external ; pallial sinus

large and deep. Siphonal tubes united, long,
and slender, completely retractile. One
fossil species, from the Miocene of Point

Desire, Patagonia.

Sole'- ness, s. [Eng. sole, a. ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being sole, alone, or single ;

singleness.
"The laurel importing conquest and sovereignty,

and so by consequence soleness in that faculty."
Fuller: Worthiet; England.

sdle-nette', s. [Dimin. from sole (2), s. (q.v.).]

Ichthy. : Solea minvta, a British species
often taken in the British Channel, but rarely
brought to market, owing to its small size.

It is about five inches long, of a reddish-
brown colour, with rudimentary pectoral ftns.

Called also the Dwarf Sole.

S6-len-h6'-fen, *. [See def.]

Geog. : A village of Bavaria, situated on the

Altmiihl, about nine miles from Eichstadt.

Solonhofen beds, s. pi.

Geol. : Beds consisting chiefly of a fine fissile

slate, used for lithographic purposes, found
at Solenhofen and Eichstadt. It is probably
of the age of the English Kimmeridge Clay,
or of the Coral Rag. It has beautifully pre-
served the numerous fossils which it contains.

They include Fishes, Reptiles, Archseopteryx,
(q.v.), &c.

so-len'-i-dEe, s. pi. [Lat. solen; fern. pi.

adj. suff. -idos.]

Zool. & Palceont. : A family of Sinu-pallialia

(q.v.), with three recent genera, Solen, Sole-

curtus, and Cultellus. Shell elongated, gaping
at both ends ; ligament external ; hinge-teeth
usually 2, 3. Siphons short and united (in
the long-shelled genera), or longer and partly
separate (in those with shorter shells). It

appears first in the Carboniferous rocks.

SO-len-Is'-cus, s. [Mod. Lat., dimin. from
solen (q.v.).]

Palceont. : A genus of Pyramidellidae, from
the Upper Coal-measures of Springfield,
Illinois. Shell fusiform, smooth, body whorls
contracted below into a distinct straight
canal, with an oblique plait on the columella.

(Tate.)

so-len-i'-tes, s. [Lat solen (q.v.), and suff.

ites (Palceont.).']

Palceobot. : A genus of fossil plants of doubt-
ful affinity, containing two species from the
Lower Jurassic of Yorkshire.

SO-len-i-, pref. [SOLEN.] Channelled, hollow ;

of or belonging to the solen (q.v.).

8O-len'-6-d6n, s. [Pref. solen(o)-, and Gr. Wow's

(pdous), genit. uooi/ros (odontos) = a tooth.]

Zool. : The sole genus of the insectivorous

family Solenodontidse, with two species : Solen-

odon paradoxus, from Hayti, and S. cubanus,
from Cuba. They differ chiefly in the colour
and quality of the fur. In both the snout is

cylindrical and abnormally long, tail long
and naked, and feet formed for running.

sd-len-o-don'-ti-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

solenodon, genit. solenodontfis) ; Lat. fern. pi.

adj. suff. -idee.] [SOLENODON.]

s6-len-6-gl$rph'-I-a, s. pi. [Pref. soleno-,

and Or. y*.v<t>ri (glvphe) & carving.]

Zool. : Viperine Snakes ; a division of the
sub-order Thanatophidia (q.v.). Head trian-

gular, enlarged behind ; tail short in relation
to the body. There is a small upper maxillary
bone on each side, witli one large, hollow, per-
forated, erectile fang, and often others grow-
ing to replace it ;

small curved teeth on lower
jaw and palate. They are usually viviparous,
and are divided into the Crotalidae and the
Viperidae.

so-len-og'-na thus, s. [Pref. soleno-, and
Gr. yvdOos (giiathos)= the jaw.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Syngnathidae, group
Hippocampina, with three species, from tha
Chinese and Australian seas. Body com-
pressed, longer tlian broad

; tail shorter than
body ; pectoral fins present. They are th

largest of the Lophobrancliii, Solenognathta
hardwickii attaining a length of two feet.

so-len-og'-y-ne, . [Pref. soleno-, and Gr.

yvvri (gune) = a female.]

Bit. : The typical genus of the Solenogynesn
(q.v.).

so-len-4-g^n'-5-89, 8. pi. [Mod. Lat. soleno-

Qyn(e); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Asteroidese.

so len-oid, s. [Gr. <TU^V (solen), and <!&*
(eidos) = form.]

Elect. : A coil of wire, the length of which
is greater than the diameter, wound as cotton
is on a reel. When a galvanic current passes
through the solenoid it possesses many of the

properties of a magnet.

so len op sis, s. [Mod. Lat. solen, and Gr.
6i//is (opsis) =. appearance.]

Palceont. : A genus of doubtful affinities,
from the Carboniferous rocks. Usually
classed with the Solenidse, and probably
allied to Solen (q.v.).

sd-len-o-rhyn'-chuB, s. [Pref. soleno-, and
Gr. f>vy\os (rhungchos) = a snout.]

Palceont. : A genus of Solenostomidse, from
the Tertiary of Monte Postale.

sd-len-d-stem'-ma, s. [Pref. soleno-, and
Gr. a-TCfj-fia. (stemma) a wreath, a garland.]

Bot. : A genus of True Asclepiadese, with
only one species, Solenostemma Argel, which
grows in Egypt and Arabia. It is a hoary
undershrub, with white umbellate flowers. Its

fleshy leaves are used for adulterating senna.

SO-len-os'-t6-ma, s. [Pref. soleno-, and Gr.
anofia. (stonia)= a mouth.]

Ichthy. : The sole recent genus of Solenosto

SOLENOSTOMA CYANOPTERUM.

mid* (q.v.), with two or three small specie!
from the Indian Ocean. Snout produced into
a long tube ; body compressed,
tail very short. All parts covered
with thin skin, below which there
is a dermal skeleton, formed by
large star-like ossifications. No
air-bladder or pseudobranchiie ;

branchiostegals four, very thin.

This genus is remarkable as being
one of the two genera of fishes in

which the care of the eggs and

young is undertaken by the fe-

male, the other being the Siluroid

genus Aspredo. In Solenostoma
the inner side of the ventral fins

coalesces with the integuments of

the body, forming a large pouch
for the reception of the eggs. In
the illustration the ventral fins

have been pushed aside so as to

show the pouch.

s6-len-6-st5m'-I-d, s. pi. (Mod. Lat
tolenostom(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy.: A family of Lophobranchli (q.v.).

Gill-openings wide ; two dorsals, the rays of

the anterior not articulated, all the other fin*

well developed. [SOLENORHYNCHUS, SOLEN-

OSTOMA.)

s6-len-6-stro'-buB, s. [Pref. soleno-, and Gr.

<rrpd/3os (strobos) = a top, a whirling round.)

Palceobot. : A genus of plants from th

London Clay. Five species are known.

boil, boy ; pout, jowl ; cat, 90!!, chorus, 9hin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-tian s shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -(ion, -slon = zhun, -clous, -tlous, -sioua - slius. -We, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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sSl'-er,
* sol'-ere, s. [Lat solarium, from

tol = the SUll.J [COLLAR.]

ol-er-et', . [SOLLEKET.]

sol ert, a. [Lat solers, genit solertis.]

Crafty, skilful.
"
It was far more reasonable to think, that because

nan was the wisest (or most tolcrt and active) of all

animals, therefore he had hands given him." Cud-
wui-r* : IntelL System, p. 685.

S-leV-tioas-ness, *. [SOLERT.] The
q'uility or state of being solert ; craft, expert-
ness, slyness.

"Which abounded to the praise of Mr. Williams's
solertiousness." Bactxt : Life of Williams, pU i., p. 22.

s Jle'-ship, s. [Eng. sole, a. ; -ship.] Single
state ; soleness.

"This ambition of a sole power this dangerous
toUsMp is a fault in our church Indeed." Sir .

Dering : Speeches, p. 134.

O le us, *. [From Lat. soeo(q.v.).]
Anat. : A biceps muscle rising on the out-

side from the upper part of the tibia, and
internally from the outside of the fibula ; it

joins the gastrocuemius to form the Undo
Achillis.

sol fa-nar'-I-a, *. [Ital.] A sulphur mine.

SOl fa-ta'-ra, s. [ Ital. , the name of a volcanic
lake"between Rome and Tivoli.]

Geol. : Avolcanic vent, emitting sulphureous,
muriatic, and acid vapours or gases. Solfa-

taras are essentially hot springs in which the
dissolved acids decompose the rocks through
which the water flows, sending mud to the

surface, and depositing nodnlar masses of sul-

phur in the clay of their bed, (SeeUy.)

S8l fa ta rite, *. [Eng. solfatar(a); suff.

tie (Min,).]

Min. : The same as ALUNOGEN and MENDO-
ZITE. (See these words.)

81-fegr-gi-a-re, v.i. [ItaL]

Music : To sol-fa.

ol-fsg'-gl-o, *. [ItaL]

Music:

L A system of arranging the scale by the
names, do (ut), re, mi, fa, sol, la, si.

2. An exercise in scale-singing ; solmizat ion.

dl fe-ri'-no, . A bright purplish -red color

discovered in 1859, the year of the defeat of
the Austrian* by the French at Solferino in

Italy; cf. MAGENTA.

so'-li, s.pl [SOLO.]

3-li9'-it,
*
so-lyc-yte, *sol-lic-ite, v.t.

& i. [Fr. soliciter, from Lat sollicito = to

agitate, to incite, to solicit, from sollicitus =
wholly agitated, excited, solicitous, from O.
Lat. sollus = whole, entire, and citus, pa. par.
of cieo = to shake, to excite, to cite (q.v.) ; Sp.
& Port solicitor ; Ital. soUicitare.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language :

1. To ask with some degree of earnestness ;

to importune ; to make petition to.
" Unless his noble mother and his wife ;

Who, as I hear, meant to solicit him
For mercy." Shaketp. : Coriolamu, T. 1.

2. To ask for with some degree of earnest-
ness ; to petition ; to seek by petition.

*
3. To awake or excite to action ; to move,

to stir, to rouse.
" Men are sollicUed and moved by salt more than by

anything else." P. Holland : Plinie, bk. xxxi., ch. vil
*
4. To move, to agitate, to stir.
" With gentle force soliciting the darts.
He drew them forth." Cowper : TatJt, Ui. US.

*
5. To disturb, to disquiet ; to make

anxious. (A Latinism.)

*
6. To enforce or urge the claims of ; to

plead for.
11 He will send thither, with all speed, the Bishop of

Baytou to further, tollicite. and set forth the same."
Burnet : Records, bk. 11.. No. 22.

*
7. To try to obtain or acquire.
"To o7ictt by labour what might be ravished by

arms was esteemed unworthy of the German spirit."
Gibbon : Decline t Fall, ch. ix.

IL Law:
1. To incite to commit a felony.

2. To accost and importune. (Used of

prostitutes.)

3. To endeavour to bias or influence by
offering a bribe to.

soler solid

B. I tit rans. : To make solicitation for a

person or thing.
"And princes of my country came in person,
Solicited, commanded, threatened, uriied."

Milton : Sanuon Agon/ties, 852.

so -119-1- tant, s. & a. [Fr., pr. par. of soli-

citer= to solicit]

A. As subst. : One who solicits.
" Wheu the last solicitant or visitor is gone." Qlobe,

Nov. &, 1884.

B. As adj. : Soliciting ; making petition.
The unemployed labour that is chronically solid-

tant of a job." Daily Telegraph, Jan. 8, 1886.

*
s6-li9'-I-tate, v.t. [Lat solicitatus, pa. par.

of solicito = to solicit (q.v.).] To solicit
" He did urge and solicitate hiia."Foxe, in Ifait-

land on Reformation, p. 494.

so 119 i-ta -tion, s. [Fr.]

1. The act of soliciting ; an earnest request
or petition ; a seeking to obtain something
from another with some degree of earnest-
ness.

" Wisdom there, and truth,
Not shy, as in the world, and to be wou
By slow solicitation." Cowper : Task, vi. lit.

*
2. Excitement, irritation.

"Children are surrounded with new things, which,
by a constant solicitation of their senses, draw the
mind constantly to them." Locke : On Education.
*

3. The enforcing or urging the claims of

any person or thing; a pleading for any person
or tiling.

"
So as ye may be sure to have of him effectual con-

currence and advise in the furtherance and solliciln-
tion of your charges, whether the pope's holiness
amend, remain long sick, or (as Ood forbid) should
fortune to die." Burnet : Reformation, bk. ii.. No. 22.

4. Endeavour to influence to grant some-
thing by bril>ery.

5. The offence of inciting or instigating to
commit a felony. (It is an indictable offence,
even though no felony be committed.)

6. The offence of accosting and importuning
by a prostitute, who may be given into cus-

tody, and is liable to penalty of forty shillings.

* SS -Il9'- it-er, s. [Eng. solicit; -er.] One
who solicits ; one who makes solicitation.

" He became, of a soliciter to corrupt her, a most
devout exborter." Martin : Marriage of Priestes
(1644).

s lic'-It-or, so-lic-it-our,
* sol lie It -

or, s. [Fr. soliciteur; Sp. & Port, solicitador;
Ital. sollicitatore.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. One who solicits ; one who begs or asks
with earnestness.

*
2. One who or that which instigates or

prompts ; an instigator.
"The sollicitor to every evil act, all that defiles the

man." Atterbury, voL iv., ser. 7.

IL Law : An attorney, a law-agent ; one
who represents another in court The term
was formerly restricted to agents practising
in the courts of chancery, but by the Judica-
ture Act, 1873, 87, all persons practising in
the supreme courts in England are called
solicitors. [ATTORNEV.] In Scotland the term
is applied to writers to the signet, or general
legal practitioners, and is synonymous with
attorney in England. In the United States
the terms attorney and solicitor are synonym-
ous, and they also act as counsel.

solicitor-general, *.

Law: An English law officer ranking next
to the attorney-general, with whom he is

associated in the transaction of legal busi-

ness for the crown and public offices. On
him generally devolves tiie maintenance of
the rights of the crown in revenue cases,

patent causes, &c. In Scotland, the solicitor-

general is a law officer of the crown, ranking
next to the lord-advocate, whom he assists in

conducting prosecutions and protecting the
interests of the crown, &c. In Ireland, and
in many of the colonies, there is a solicitor-

general, with functions analogous to those of
the English solicitor-general. In this country
the solicitor-general is attached to the attorney-
general's office, and ranks next to that official,
as in England.

s5-li9'-it-6r-8hlp, s. [Eng. solicitor; -ship.]
The rank, position, or condition of a solicitor.

SO-llc'-It-OUS, a. [Lat solicit, sollicitus,

pa. par. of sollicit.n = to agitate ; Sp. & Port
solicito; Ital. sollicito, snllecito.} Anxious,
either to obtain, as something desirable, or to

avoid, as something evil or dangerous ; con-

cerned, apprehensive, uneasy, disturld>
(Followed by about or for, and rarely by of.)

" We were not a little solicitous for her return."
Anson: Voyages, bk. iii., ch. i.

, culv. [Eng. solicitous ; -ly.}
In a solicitous or anxious manner ; anxiously ;

with care or concern.
" The apostle doth most solicitously injoin that whlefc

Is in all the churches most piously observed." Bar-
row : Sermons, vul. Iii., ser. 88.

so-ll9'-it-ous-ness, s. [Eng. solicitous;
ness.] The quality or state of being solicit-
ous ; anxiety, care, concern, solicitude.

" Let not the greater difficulty of another's cure
lessen the tolicitousneu of thy care for thine." Boule:
Works, li. 862.

*
so-lic'-I-tresa, *. [Eng. solicitor; -ess.] A'
female who solicits or petitions.

"
I had the most earnest solicitress, as well as the

fairest." Dryrlen : Cleomenet. (Ep. Bed.)

SO -119'- it -tide, s. [Fr., from Lat solicitu-

dineM, accus. of solicitude, solliciludo, from
sollicitus solicitous (q.v.); Sp. solicitud ;

Ital. sollicitudine.] The quality or state of

being solicitous ; anxiety, care, concern.
" My solicitude is for the public." Mocaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xvlii.

*
80-119-!-tu'-din-OUS, a. [Lat. sollicitudo,

genit. sollicitudinis = solicitude (q.v.).] Full
of solicitude ; solicitous, anxious, concerned.

"Rather carefully solicitous than anxiously sslici-

tudinous." Browne : Christian Morals, pt. i., S xxxiii.

Sol' -id,
*
SOl-ide, a. & s. [Fr. solide, from

Lat. solidum, accus. of solidus = firm, solid ;

allied to Gr. o\ot (holos) = whole, entire ; Sp. &
Ital. solido.}

A. As adjective :

I. Ordinary Language:
1. Literally:

(1) Having the constituent parts so firmly
connected that their relative positions cannot
be altered without the application of sensible
force ; possessing the property of excluding
all other bodies from the space occupied by
itself; hard, firm, compact, impenetrable.

"
Tempered so, that neither keen

Nor solid might resist that edge."
Milton : P. L., vt W3.

(2) Not hollow ; full of matter.

(3) Having all the geometrical dimensions ;

having length, breadth, and thickness ; cubic :

as, a solid foot

(4) Firm, compact, strong.
"A noble pile, built after this manner, which make*

it look very solid and majestic." Addison : On Italy.

2. Figuratively :

*
(1) Sound, strong ; not weakly.

"If
should
Uon'of body." Watts

(2) Substantial, as opposed to frivolous,

fallacious, or the like ; not empty or vain ;

real, true, just, valid, strong.
" How solid a science soever may be erected on ideal

qualities it rests in speculation only." Search : LijM
of Xature. (Introd., p. ixviii.)

(3) Financially firm, safe, or sound ; well-

established, wealthy ; having plenty of capital.
*
(4) Grave, serious, solemn ; not frivolous

or light.

"These, wanting wit, affect gravity, and go by the
name of solid men ; and a solid man is, in plain Eng-
lish, a solid solemn fool.'

1

Dryden. (Todd.)

(5) Given in a body ; united : as, a solid

vote.

II. Bot. : Not hollow. (Used of a stem, &C.)

B. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language :

L A firm, compact body ; a body the con-
stituent parts of which are so firmly con-
nected that their relative positions cannot be
altered without the application of sensible

force. It thus differs from a liquid, the parts
or particles of which yield to the slightest

impression, and are easily made to move
amongst each other.

2. (PI.): Solid food as distinguished from
slops (q.v.).

IL Technically:

1. Anat. (PL): The bones, flesh, &c., as dis-

tinguished from the blood, the chyle, and
other fluids.

2. Geom. : A magnitude possessing length,

breadth, and thickness. [VOLUME.]
boundaries of solids are surfaces.

H For the difference between solid and hard,
see HARD.

tatc, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, w, ce -- e ; ey = a ; QU = kw.
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solid-angle, . An angle formed by
three or more plane angles meeting in a point,
but which are not in the same plane, as the

Angle of a die, the point of a diamond, &c.

solid-hoofed, a. Solidungulate ; with-

out separate digits ; having the digits enclosed

in a solid hoof.

Solid-hoofed Pigs :

Zool. : Pigs having solid hoofs, the terminal

phalanges, forming one solid bone, supporting
an undivided hoof. Darwin considers that
this peculiarity has appeared at different times
and places. In Texas, however, according to

Coues, there is a breed in which this modifi-

cation is persistent.

solid -measure, . A measure for

volumes, in which the units are each a cube
of fixed linear measurement, as a cubic foot,

yard, or the like.

solid-newel, s. [NEWEL.]

solid-problem, s. A problem which
cannot be constructed geometrically, that is

by the intersections of straight lines and

Circles, but requires the introduction of some
curves of a higher order, as the ellipse, para-
bola, and hyperbola, which, being the sections

of solids, give rise to the term solid problem.
The algebraic solution of a solid problem
leads to a cubic or a biquadratic equation.

solid-square, s.

Mil. : A square body of troops ; a body in

which the ranks and files are equal.

dl-Id-a-gin'-e-, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. tolid-

ago, genit. solidagin(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj.
suff. -ece.]

Sot. : A sub-tribe of Asteroidese.

61 1 da'-go, *. [Lat. solido = to unite, from
the vulnerary qualities which have been attri-

buted to some species. (Hooker & Arnott, <c.)]

Bot. : Golden-rod, the typical genus of Soli-

dagine&e (q.v.). Herbs often shrubby at the
base ; leaves alternate, entire or serrate ; in-

volucre closely imbricated ; heads usually in

scorpipid cymes, yellow ; florets of the ray
few, in one row; pappus pilose, rough,
in a single row

;
achenes terete. More than

100
species

of this genus belong to North
America, largely to the United States, where
tbeir bright yellow flowers add greatly to the

beauty of the autumn scenery. There are

only a few species elsewhere. The leaves of
S. odora, a fragrant American species, have
been used for tea. They are mildly tonic and
astringent.

SoT-I-daire, o. [7r.] Having community
of interests and responsibilities ; mutually
responsible.

"
They would never have got their last loan on such

favourable terms if it were not supposed that in tuat
matter they were solidaire with tb mother country."
Pall Hall Oazette, Sept. 9, 1882.

6T-I-dare, s. [Lat. soZwftis = a piece of

money.] A small piece of money.

Sl-J-dar'-I-tjf, *. [Fr. solidarite ; a word
borrowed from the French Communists.]
Community in gain and in loss, in good and
in evil repute ; community of interests and
responsibilities ; mutual responsibility exist-

ing between two or more persons.
"The most familiar instance of this tolidarity of

interests is the limitation of the hours of labour."
Pall Mall Gazette, Oct 23, 1883.

*
o'l'-I-dar-y', a. [Fr. solidaire.] The same
as SOUDAIRE (q.v.).

ol'-I-date, v.t. [Lat. solidatm, pa. par. of
tolulo = to make firm or solid (q.v.).J To

1 make firm or solid ; to consolidate.
" This shining piece of ice, ...
Thy verse does solidate and crystallize."

Cowlcy : The Muse.

d-Hd'-l-fi-a-ble, a. [Eng. solidify; -able.]

CajKible of being solidified or rendered solid.

8- lid-I-f I -ca'-tion, s. [Fr.]

1. Ord. Lany. : The act or process of solidi-

fying ; the state of becoming solidified.

S. Physic: The state of passing from a
liquid to a solid state. A body .which under-
goes this change emits heat, and, as a rule,
becomes heavier.

*
SO-lId'-I-form, a. [Eng. solid; i connect.,
and form.] Having the form or nature of a
solid, (foe, : Works (1864), ii. 396.)

SO-lld'-I-fy, v.t. & i. [Fr. solidifier, from
Lat. solidus = solid, and facia =. to make.]
A. Trans. : To make solid or compact.
B. Intrans. : To become solid or compact.

t sol'-Id-Ism, s. [Eng. solid; -ism; Fr.

tolidisme ; Ger. solidismus.]

Med. : The theory which refers all diseases
to alterations of the solid parts of the human
body, on the ground that only they are endued
with vital properties, subject to the impres-
sion of morbific agents, and the seat of patho-
logical phenomena. In all pathological in-

vestigations the condition of both solids and
liquids is now taken into account.

SoT-id-lst, s. [Eng. solid; -ist.] One who
believes in or maintains the doctrine of
solidism.

s5-lld'-I-t& s. [Fr. solidite, from Lat solidi-

totem, accus. of soliditas, from solidw = solid ;

Ital. soliditd.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The quality or state of being solid, firm,

hard, and compact ; firmness, hardness, com-

pactness, solidness. (Opposed to fluidity.)

"The idea of solidity we receive by our touch."
Locke : Hum. Undent., bk. ii., ch. iv.

2. Fulness of matter. (Opposed to hollow-

ness.)
" His leanes and armes BO thit-ke, that to the eye
It shew'd a columne for solidity."

Chapman : Homer ; Odyssey zziii.

3. Strength or stability ; massiveness.

4. Strength, firmness, stability.
" The very laws which at first give the government

solidity." Goldsmith: Polite Learning, ch. ii.

5. Moral firmness, strength, validity, truth,
certainty, weight.

" A disgraceful and unpleasant situation for a man
who asserts with confidence and would affect solidity
ot argument." Rp. Horsley : Sermons, vol. 11., er. 18.

IL Geom. ; The quantity of space occupied
by a solid body ; solid or cubic content or
contents ; the number of times that a volume
or solid contains another volume or solid,
taken as a unit of measure ; or, the ratio of
the unit of volume to the given volume.

sol -id ly, adv. [Eng. solid; -ly.]

1. In a solid manner ; firmly, densely, com-
pactly.

2. In a solid body.
" The Roman Catholics have all voted solid!]/ for the

Tories." Daily Telegraph, Nov. 2, 1885.

3. Firmly, truly ; on solid or good grounds ;

authoritatively.
" This appears to be only a groundless surmise ; as is

largely akd solidly proved by the judicious Bp. Bull."
Waterland: Iforfa, ii. 16i.

Sol -id ness, s. [Eng. solid; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being solid, dense,
or compact ; solidity.

" The closeness and solidnest of the wood and pith
of the oake." Bacon : Nat. Hist., J 633.

2. Soundness, strength, truth, validity, as
of arguments, reasons, principles, &c.

" But must I needs want solidness, because
By metaphors I speak!" Banyan: Apology.

SoT-Id-um, *- [Lat., neut. sing, of solidus =
solid.]

1. Arch. : The die of pedestal.

2. Scots Law : A complete sum.

If To be bound in solidum : To be bound for

the whole debt, though only one of several

obligants. When several debtors are bound,
each for his own share, they are said to be
bound pro rata.

*sol-ld-un'-gu-la, s. pi. [Lat. solidus=
whole, entire, and 'ungula = a hoof.]

Zool : A lapsed group, equivalent to the
modern Equidse (q.v.).

sSl-Id-un'-gu-lar, sol-Jd-un'-gtt-lous,
o. [SOLIDUNGULA.] Pertaining to the Soli-

dungula (q.v.); having hoofs that are whole
or not cloven.

"
It Is plainly set down by Aristotle, an horse and

all soliduiiyulous or whole-hoofed animals have no
IfM.'Iirowne: Vul<jar Errours, bk, ill., ch. ii.

t sol id-uri'-gu--late, a. & s. [SOLIDUNGULA.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to the Solidungula
(q.v.).

B. As subst.: A quadruped belonging to

the Solidungula.

sol -id us, s. [Lat.]

Rom. Antiq. : The name given after the

time of Alexander Severus to the old Romaa
aiireus, a coin of the value of five dollars,

according to the present value of gold.

* so II fId -i -an, s. & a. [Lat. solus as alone,
and fides faith.]

A. .4s subst. : One who maintains that feith

alone, without works, is sufficient for justifi-
cation.

" Able to strangle the belief of a HoliftJian.' Cleve-
land : Works (ed. 1699), p. 86.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Solifldian-

ism (q.v.) ; holding the doctrines of the Soli-

fidians.
" A solifldian Christian is a nulliftdlan Pagan, and

confutes his tongue with big baud." Fellham:
Resolves, pt. ii., res. 47.

S07li fid'-I-an-ifm, . [Eng. solifidian;

ism.]

Church Hist. : The doctrine that faith is the
whole of religion, such doctrine being pre-
ceded by an erroneous definition of faith.

It is of two forms : one resting the whole of

religion in the reception of correct dogma by
the intellect ; the other, in an inner sense or

persuasion of the man that God's promises
belong to him. Both lead to Antinomianism.
The term was often applied by controversialists
to the Lutheran doctrine of justification by
faith. [JUSTIFICATION, II. 4. (1).]

"
It is easily seen that Holifldianimt, in both itf

forms, destroys the nature of faith. McClintock t
Strong : Cyclop. Bib. Lit., Iz. 861.

*
ao'-H-form, a. [Lat. sol, genit. soZis = the
sun, and forma = form.] Formed like the
sun ; resembling the sun.

"
Light, and sight and the seeing faculty, may botk

of them rightly be said to be toliform things, or of kift
to the tun.Cudwarth ; Intel. Hystem, p. 204.

SO 111 -6-quize, v.i. [Eng. soliloqu(y); -ue.J
To utter a soliloquy ; to talk to one's self.

" At a proper time and place
Religiously soliloquize." Cooper: Yert+trt, it

so 111 6 quy,
*
so-lil-o-quie, s. [Lat

soliloquium (a word which St. Augustine of

Hippo claimed to have invented (Soliloq., 2. 7.),

from solas = alone, and loquor = to speak ;

Fr. soliloque; Sp. & Ital. solUoquio.]

1. A talking to one's self; a monologue;
a talking or discourse of a person alone, or
not addressed to others, even where others
are present.

" Seeks from his soliloquy relief."

earth : Dispensary.

2. A 'written composition reciting what a

person is supposed to say to himself.
"
The" whole poem is a soliloquy : Solomon Is th

person that speaks : he is at once the hero and th*
author ; but he tells us very often what others say t*
him." Prior.

sSl'-i-ped, sol -I-pede, s. [SOLIPEDBS.] An
animal belonging to the Solipedes (q.v.).

"
Solipedes, or firm-footed animals, as horses, asse*

and mules, are in mighty number." Browne : Vulffar
Errours, bk, vi., ch. vi.

* so lip e dal,
* so lip e dous, a. [Eng.

soliped; -at, -c>us.] Having hoofs which are
not cloven ; solidungular.

* so lip i des,
* so lip -i da, s. pi. [Mod.

Lat., from Lat. solidipes whole-hoofed.]

Zool. : Synonyms of Solidungula (q.v.).
The first form was introduced by d'Azyr, the
second by Cuvier.

* so II se' qui ous, a. [Lat. soZ = the sun,
and sequor to follow.] Following the cours*
of the sun : as, a solisequious plant.

sdT-i-taire, . [Fr., from Lat fclitaritu

solitary (q.v.).J

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. One who lives in solitude; a recluse,

a hermit.
" Often have I been going to take possession ot

tranquillity, when your conversation has (pulled me
for a solitaire."Pope. (Toad. )

2. An ornament for the neck or ears; an
article of jewellery in which a single preoiom
stone is set ; a stud.

3. A game so called, which can "be played
by one person alone. It is played on a board
indented with thirty-three or thirty-seven
hemispherical hollows, in which an equal num-
ber of balls is placed. One ball being re-

moved, the object of the player is to remov
all the other balls except one by taking them
as in the game of draughts.

4. Various games at cards which may b
played by one person.

boil, b6y ; p6ut, J6%1; cat, gell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =

cian. -tian = nfi-^n. -tion, -sion = >>""
; -fion, -sion = hfin- -clous, -tious, -sious = ahus. -fole, -die, &c. = hel, del.
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IL Ornithology :

1. Ptzophaps solitaria. [PEZOPHAPS.]

2. Ptilogonys armillatus. About eight inches

long ; upper parts blue-gray ; cheeks black ;

breast ash-gray, paler on belly. It is noted
for the sweetness of its song.

" A t*r as I know the food of the Solitair* U ex-

clusively berries." Gout : Birdt of Jamaica, p. 204.

*
o'l-I-tar'-I-an, s. [Lat. sotttariiw= soli-

tary.] A hermit, a recluse.

All the dispersed monk* and other tolitariant of

Italy." Twitden : Mnn.ittic Lift.

s61-I-ta-ii'-6-ty, . [Eng. tolitary; -ity.]

The quality or state of being solitary ; soli-

tariness.
" The first God and King, immovable, and alway

remaining in the inlitnriety of hi own unity." Cud-
worlH : Intell. Si/ttem. p. 836,

6T-i-tar-I-ly, adv. [Eng. solitary; -ly.] In

a solitary manner ; in solitude ; alone, singly ;

without company.
"
Christian was walking lolitarUy by himself."

Btinyan : Pityrim'i Proyrea, pt. i.

sir I -tar -I ness, *
sol-1-tar-l-nes, *.

[Eng. solitary ; -ness.]

L The quality or state of being solitary,

alone, or by one's self.
"
Lyre in contemplation and totitarinet."T]fndaU :

Jfwtet, p. 198.

2. The quality or state of being deserted or

solitary ; solitude, loneliness. (Said of places.)

"sol-l'-tar'-l-ty, s. [Eng. tolitary; -ty.}

Solitude, seclusion.

"Abandoned at once to tolitarity and penury."
IF. Taylor of Kormch : Memoirt, ii. 351.

Sol-i-tar'-I-tis, s. [Lat = solitary.]

Astron. : A small constellation, established

by Lemonnier, above Centauras, and near the
tail of Hydra. The largest star is of the
sixth magnitude.

oT-i-tar-y,
* sol-i tar le, o. & s. [Fr.

tolitaire, from Lat. solitarius, from solitas =
= loneliness, from tolus = alone ; Sp. & Port.

tolitario.]

A. As adjective :

L Ordinary Language :

1. Living or being alone ; not having com-
pany ; being by one's self ; inclined to live or
be by one's self. (Cowper : Task, vi. 948.)

2. Not much visited or frequented ; retired,
ecluded ; remote from society ; lonely.

" Alone within her solitary hut."
Wordaaorth : fxcurfion, bk. T.

8. Passed or spent alone or without com-

pany ; lonely : as, a solitary life.

*
4. Away from the sounds of human life ;

till, gloomy, dismal.
" Let that night be tolitary, let no Joyful oioe

come therein.--/.)* iii. 7.

5. Single, individual, only, sole, unique :

as, a solitary example.

IL Bot. : Growing singly. A solitary flower
is usually situated in the axil of a leaf, less

frequently at the apex of a stem or of a scape.
* B. As subst. : One who lives alone or in

olitude ; a hermit, a recluse.
"

I noted that the Solitary'* cheek
Coniess'd the power of nature."

Wordtvurth: Excurtion, bk. Tt

T Solitary simply denotes the absence of
all beings of the same kind : thus a place is

tolitary to a man where there is no human
being but himself ; and it is solitary to a brute
when there are no brutes with which it can
hold society. Desert conveys the idea of a
place made solitary by being shunned, from its

unfitness as a place of residence ; all deserts
are places of such wildness as seem to frighten
away almost all inhabitants. Desolate con-

veys the idea of a place made solitarj/, or hare
of inhabitants, and all traces of habitation,
by violent means ; every country may become
desolate which is exposed to the inroads of a
ravaging army. (Crabb.)

solitary-ants, s. pi.

Entom. : The Mutillidse (q.v.).

solitary-bees, s. pi.

Entom. : Bees not living, like Apis melliflca,
the Bombi, &c., in society. They consist only
of true males and true females. Some form
their nests in old posts or the trunks of trees,
others in the steins of plants of which the
pith is easily extracted, or in cut reeds, and
many burrow in the ground or in the mortar

of old walls. The cells are made of earth y or

vegetable materials, and there are not the
fine hexagonal combs of the genus Apis.

solitary confinement, s.

Law : Confinement apart from other prisoners
and with no society of any kind. In England
the present law prohibits the solitary confine-
ment of a prisoner for more than one month
at a time or more than three month* in one
year.

solitary-glands, s. pi.

Anat. : Simple glands. [GLAND, ., 1 (4).]

solitary-snipe, s. [SNIPE, II.]

solitary-wasps, s. pi.

Entom. : The Eumenidse ; wasps not living
in society. They consist of true males and
true females, and have deeply-toothed or bitid

tarsal claws, and generally long, slender man-
dibles. They are a little smaller than social

wasps, are often black, with the thorax spot-
ted and the abdomen with yellow rings. They
breed in holes in sandy banks, decaying wood,
or old walls, to which they bring stores of

caterpillars, &c., for the sustenance of the
future larvae.

sol' I tude, . [Fr., from Lat. solitudo, from
solus alone, single ; Ital. solitudine.}

1. The state or condition of being alone ; a

lonely life ; loneliness.
" O inHtude I where are the charms
That sajjes have seen in thy face?"

Cowper : Alexander Selkirk.

2. Remoteness from society ; seclusion, lone-

liness : as, the solitude of a wood, &c.

3. A lonely place ; a desert.

' so-liv -a-gant, *s5-liV-a-gous, a.

[Lat. solus= alone, and vagans, pr. par. of

vagor = to wander.] Wandering alone.
" A description of the impure drudge ; . . . that is

to say, a tolivagant or solitary vagrant." Granger :

Eccletiattet, p. 89.

so-live', *. [Fr.]

Build. : A joist, rafter, or piece of wood,
either slit or sawed, with which builders lay
their ceilings.

soT-lar, * sol -ere, *sol-lare, s. [Lat.
solarium a gallery or balcony exposed to

the sun, from sol = the sun.]
*

1. Ord. Lang. : An open gallery or bal-

cony, at the top of a house, exposed to the

sun ; a loft, a garret, an apple-room.
" The recarrlage of graine from the same into lofts

and sr<Uari."Uolinthed: Detcript. England, bk. ii.,

ch. i v ii i.

2. Mining:

(1) One of the platforms at the ends of the
successive ladder in a mine.

(2) A mine entrance.

sol-lec'-i-to (0 as $h), adv. [Ital.]

Music : A direction denoting that the music
is to be performed with care.

* sol-ler-ef , *. [Fr., dimiu. of O. Fr. seller

= a slipper.]

Old Cost. : One of the overlapping plates
that formed the iron shoe of an armed kiiight ;

hence, often applied to the shoe itself, which
varied somewhat in shape at different periods.

" The toes of the tollerett are made preposterously
wide in conformity with the shoes of the period."
Kniyht : Pict. Hist. Eng., ii. 858.

SoT-ly-a s. [Named after Mr. Richard Hors-
man Solly, F.R.S., a vegetable physiologist
and anatomist.]

Bot. : A genus of Pittosppraceae. Climbing
shrubs, with blue flowers in cymes opposite
to the leaves, introduced into British gardens
from Australia and Tasmania.

sol mi zate', * sol mi sate', .*. To
practice solmizatiou (q.v.).

sol mi za tion, sol mi sa tion, . [Fr.
solmiser = to sol-fa. (See def.)J

Music : The art of singing certain syllables
to the notes of the musical scale, as opposed
to the use of a vowel sound, such as a (ah), e

(a), i (e), &c. The earliest known form in use
among the Greeks was TO, , rr\, r<a, pro-
nounced probably ta, te, te, to. The basis of
our present system is to be found in that of
Guido d'Arezzo, in the eleventh century, who
named his six notes ut, re, mi, fa, sot, ta, after

the initial notes of a Latin hymn. [SCALE.]
This system was gradually superseded in this

country by the repetition of fa, sol, la for the
six notes of the scale, from any starting-point,
the syllable mi being reserved for the leading
note only : thus, fa, sol, la, fa, sol, la, mi, Ja.
But where this system was not adopted the
name ut was gradually rejected in favour of
do in this country, and si was the name
given to the seventh degree. We now reach
the seven recurring syllables, do, re, mi, fa, sol,

la, si; but about the middle of the eighteenth
century, Boisgelou, a Frenchman, suggested
the following chromatic series, do (or ut), de,

re, ma, mi, fa, fi, sol, ft, la, sa, si. This idea
has been improved and expanded in the Tonic
sol-fa system as now used. The use of sol-fa

syllables gives to the singer merely a rough
notion of tones and semitones ; it gives no
clue to the mathematical ratios, or "propor-
tion," of notes.

so lo (pi. so los, so Ii), t. [Ital., from
Lat. solus = alone.]

Music : A tune, air, or strain to be played
by a single instrument or sung by a single
voice, with or without accompaniment, which
should always be strictly subordinate.

" There is not a labourer or handicraftsman that, in
the coul of the evening, dues not relieve himself with
tolas and sonatas 1 "Tatter, No. 222.

solo-organ, *.

Music : A manual or clavier of an organ,
having associated with it stops which, for the
most part, are intended for use tola in simple
notes as opposed to chords.

solo-stop, s.

Music:

1. A stop or register of a solo organ.

2. Any stop which can be used in single
notes.

* sol -6-graph, *. [Lat. sol = the sun, and
Gr. ypa<t><a (graphff) = to write, to draw.]

Phntog. : A picture taken by the talbotype
or calotype process.

so'-ld-lst, s. [Eng. tolo; -ist.] One who
sings or performs alone, with or without the
aid of accompaniment.

" An insuperable difficulty seems to be found in the,

reluctance of the toloisti to undertake the music."
Pall Mall Gazette, Nov. 26, 1883.

Sol -6 mon, s. [Gr. 'S.obofitbv (Solomon), 2oA-
fuov (Salomon) ; Heb. iTb'Vip (Shelomoh) the

peaceful one, Solomon ; DiVc (shalom)= peace-

ful, from Dbc (shalam) = to be safe, to be at

peace.]

Script. Biog. : The younger son of David
and Bathsheba (2 Sam. xii. 24 ; 1 Chron. iii.

5). He was proclaimed king in opposition
to Adonijah by David's orders just before his

death (1 Kings i. 5-53). Asking from God "an
understanding heart" to qualify him for judg-
ing the people, he was made the wisest of
men (iii. 5-28, iv. 31, &c.) "He spake three

thousand proverbs, and his songs were a thou-
sand and five" (iv. 32); he "spake also of

plants and animals" (33), and built the first

Temple (vi.). He lived in great magnificence
(iv. 22-28, vii. 1-12, x.), and Israel, though too

heavily taxed (xii. 10), enjoyed great pro-

sperity under his rule (iv. 20, 21). In his old

age he had an extensive harem of Gentile

women, by whom he was led into idolatry,
and the way was prepared for the disruption |

of the kingdom, the limits of which were
wider than at any previous or subsequent
period (iv. 21, xi.). By the received Hebrew
chronology, Solomon was born about B.c. 1033.

His reign of forty years (xi. 42) extended from
B.C. 1015 to 975.

1 (1) The Song ofSolomon :

Old Test. Canon: Heb. O^lJJn TO (Shir

Jiasshirim), Sept. 'Acr^a airnanov (Asma asma-

ton), Vulg. Canticum Canticorum, all = the

Song of Songs [CANTICLES], i.e., the song
more beautiful or more excellent than all

others. It stands in the A.V. and Septuagint
between Ecclesiastes and Isaiah, and in the
Hebrew Bible between Job and Ruth. The
external evidence that it formed part of the

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cor, rule, fall; try. Syrian, so, 03 =-. e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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Jewish canon is unimpeachable, almost the

only point connected with the book about
which there has been no controversy. The
chief disputes have turned on the method of

interpretation. Three views have been enter-

tained : (1) that it should be taken literally

as a pot-tic description of actual occurrences,

or, perhaps, of conceptions like those of a

modern novel ; (2) that it is a spiritual alle-

gory ; and (3) (a combination of both views)
that it has a literal meaning typifying spiritual
truth. The second hypothesis arose in the

Jewish Church prior to A.D. 90, for in that

year the Sanhedrim decided in its favour.

The Talmudists strongly held it, and it has
ever since been the prevalent view among the
Jews. They believe that the Beloved (ii.

8, 9, 16, &c.) is God, his loved one (ii. 10-13,

&c.) the Jewish nation and Church, and the

theme of the book his dealings with his

people from the time of the Exodus, or even
from the call of Abraham to the coming of

the Messiah, and the building of the third

temple. This explanation soon found its way
Into the Christian Church, and prevailed till

Origen substituted for it the view, now gene-
rally received, that the Beloved is Christ and
his love the Christian Church. (See the head-

ings in the A. V. to the several chapters.)
Theodore of Mopsuestia introduced the typi-
cal explanation that the Song primarily cele-

brated the marriage of Solomon with Pharaoh's

daughter (1 Kings iii. 1, ix. 24). This view is

stili held by many.
The literal view and the uncanonicity of

the Song were maintained about the time of

our Lord by the School of Shammai, in oppo-
sition to that of Hillel, who adopted the alle-

gorical interpretation. It arose again among
the Jews about A.D. 1100, and still has

supporters. Sebastian Castellio (1515-1563)
timidly suggested it in the Reformed Church,
and wished the work removed from the
Canon. Jacobi (1771), Herder (1778), Ewald
O826), Dr. Pye Smith (1818-21), Dr. Davidson

(1856), and many others also took the literal

view. Some held that if the work had no

spiritual reference it should be deemed unca-
nonical ; others maintained that the sanctity
of virtuous courtship and marriage, as op-
posed to polygamy and seduction, was a
theme worthy of a place in Scripture. Dr.

Ginsburg, who holds this opinion, considers
that the book, which he divides into five

sections, celebrates the fidelity to her lover
of a humble village maid betrothed to a shep-
herd, and her successful resistance to the
arts with which King Solomon tried to induce
her to enter his harem. He does not believe

that it was written by Solomon, but that it

was composed just after his age. It is not

directly quoted in the New Testament.

(2) The Wisdom of Solomon : [WISDOM].

Solomon's puzzle, s.

Bot. : Sedum Telephium.

Solomon's seal, .s.

Bot.: Polygonatum multiflorum, and the

genus Polygonatum (q.v). The stem is terete,
and two to three
feet high ; the
leaves, which are
three to four inches

long, are alternate,

snb-l'ifarious, and
secund ; the pedun-
cles with two to
five flowers ; the

perianth is tubular

campanulate,
greenish-white; ,

the berry blue-
black. It is wild
in England, but in

Scotland and Ire-

land is generally
an escape. The.
young leaves have
sometimes been
eaten as a vege-
table.

sdl pu'-ga, s. [Lat. solpuga, solipuga, sal-

puga=pr'nb. Galeodes arenoides.]

Zool. : A genus of Galeodidse (q.v.) ; tarsi of
the second and third pairs of legs four-jointed,
of the fourth pair seven-jointed.

Sol'-pu-gid, s. [SoLPUoiDEA.] Any indi-
vidual of the Solpugidea (q.v.).

" The muscular system of Solpuffidi appears to be
Tery similar to that of other Arachnids." Encyc.
frit. (ed. 9th), ii. 281.

sol-pu-gid'-e'-a, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., from Lat.

solpuga (q.v.), and Or. elSos (eidos) = form.]

Zool. : A tropical or sub-tropical order of

Arachnida, with one family, 'Galeodides or
Galeodidse (q.v.), containing nve genera : Rhax,
JEllopus, Galeodes, Solpuga, and Gluvia, cha-
racterized by the sub-divisions of the tarsal

joints of the second, third, and fourth pairs of

legs. They are nocturnal in habits and ex-

tremely pugnacious, but it is doubtful whether

they are venomous.

t sol-pu'-gi-des, t sol-pu'-gi-d, s. pi
[SOLPUGIDEA.]

Zool. : The same as GALEODIM: (q.v.).

* sol stead, s. [Lat. sol = the sun, and Eng.
stead.} The same as SOLSTICE (q.v.).

"If it be gathered about the summer lolstead."

P. Holland : Plinie, bk. xxvi., ch. v.

SOl'-Btlce, s. [Fr., from Lat. solstitium = lit.

a point (in the ecliptic) at which the sun
seems to stand still : sol = the sun, and stitum

for statum, pa. par. of sisto, a reduplicated
form of sto to stand ; Sp. & Port, solsticio ;

Ital. solstizio.]
*

1. Ord. Lang. : A stopping or standing
still of the sun.

"The supernatural inlttice of the sun in the diiyi of

Joshua." Sir T. Browne. (Wcotter.)
2. Astronomy :

(1) (PL): The solstitial points (q.v.).

(2) The time at which the sun stands for a
little at one or other of the solstitial points
before again moving back obliquely towards
the equator. The summer solstice of the
northern hemisphere is on June 21, the winter
on Dec. 22; the summer solstice iu the
southern hemisphere is on Dec. 22, the
winter on June 21. [CANCER, CAPRICORN.]

sol sti tial,
* sol sti -tiall (t as sh), a.

[Fr. solstitial, solstitial.}

1. Pertaining or belonging to the solstices.

"The summer tolititiatt troplcke." P. Holland:
Plinie, bk. ii., ch. Ixx.

2. Happening at a solstice, or at mid-
summer.

" Sirius parched with heat
Solstitial the green herb." Philiia : Cider, bk. L

solstitial-colure, s. [COLURE.]

solstitial - points, s. pi. Those two
points in the ecliptic which are farthest from
the equator, and at which the sun arrives at

the time of a solstice. The distance of each
from the equator is equal to the obliquity of
the ecliptic, about 23 27'.

SOl-U-bfl'-J-tft *. [Eng. soluble; -ity.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The quality or state of being soluble;
that quality of a substance which makes it

susceptible of solution ; susceptibility of being
dissolved in a fluid.

" By its colour, weight, and fallibility In aq. regia."
Locke : Hum. Understand., bk. iii., ch. ix.

*
2. Capability of being solved, resolved,

answered, cleared up, or disentangled : as,
the solubility of a problem.
IL Bot. (Of a pericarp') : Separation at the

transverse contractions into several closed

portions, as in Ornithopus.

SoT-U-ble,
*
sol-u-bil, a. [Fr. soluble, from

Lat" solubilis, from solutus, pa. par. of solvo
= to dissolve ; Sp. soluble ; Ital. solubile.]

1. Capable of being dissolved in a fluid ; ad-

mitting or capable of solution ; dissolvable.
*

2. Relaxed.
"Ale is their eating and drinking surely, which

keeps their bodies clear and soluble." Beaum. t Flet.:

Scornful Lady, Iv. 1.

*
3. Capable of being solved, resolved,

answered, cleared up, or disentangled, as a

problem, doubt, question, &c.

soluble-glass, s.

Chem. : An impure alkaline silicate, pre-

pared by fusing for five or six hours a mixture
of quartz, carbonate of soda or carbonate of

potash, and powdered charcoal, pulverising
the fused mass, boiling with water for three
or four hours, and concentrating the solution

to a sp. gr. of 1'24 to 1'26. It is used to render
textile fabrics less combustible, and as a
varnish to preserve stone. The soda com-

pound is largely used by calico-printers and

soap manufacturers.

sol'-u-ble-ness, s. [Eng. soluble; -ness.] The

quality or state of being soluble ; solubility.

SO'-lum, s. [Lat.= ground.)
Scots Law : Ground ; a piece of ground.

so lus (fern, so la), a. [Lat.] Alone. (Used
in dramatic directions or the like : as, Eutci
the king solus.)

SO lute', a. [Lat. solutus, pa. par. of tolvo =
to loose, to melt.]

* L Ordinary Language :

1. Loose, free, discursive.
"As to the interpretation of the Scripture* idtutt

and at large, there have been divers kiuila." flucun :

2. Relaxed ; hence, merry, joyons.
" A brow solute, and ever-laughiug eye."

Young : Night fhougMi. ii. STfc

3. Soluble : as, a solute salt.

II. Bot. : Completely separate from the

neighbouring parts.

*
sd-lute', v.t. [SOLUTE, a.]

1. To dissolve.

2. To resolve, to answer, to confute.
"With this special note of remembrance In tbt

margin, H. Juels allegation tainted." Jewell ; Kepljt,
p. 168.

3. To absolve.
" Without the blynde hustings of a papist may nt

linne be saluted." Bale : Image, [it. ii.

so-lu -tion, *so lu-ci-on, s. [Fr. solution,
from Lat. solutionern, accus. of solutio a

loosing, from solutus, pa. par. of solvo = to

loose, to melt; Sp. solution; Ital. soluzione.]

L Ordinary Language :

I. The act of separating the parts of any
body ; disruption, breach.

*
2. Dissolution, disunion.

"This solution of the souls or spirits of wicked men
and demons from their vehicles. More : Immort, <a
the Soul, bk. ill., ch. xvilL
*
3. Release, deliverance, discharge.

4. In the same sense as II. 1.

5. The act of solving, explaining, answer-

ing, or clearing up, as a problem, question,
doubt ; the state of being solved, explained,
answered, or cleared up.

" Hellen tooke on her
Th' osteuts solution, and did this prefer."

Chapman : Homer ; Mytsey XT.

6. That which serves to solve, explain,
answer, or clear up ; a problem, question,
doubt, or the like ; explanation, resolution.

" Two sentences,
'

It is very common,' or '
It is very

strange,' make at once the sum and the detail of tlieii

philosophy and of their belief, and are to them a solu-

tion of all difficulties." Bishop Horsley : Vermont,
vol. t, ser. 11.

II. Technically:

1. Chem. : A term applied to the product of
the action, as well as the action itself, whereby
a solid or gaseous body in contact with a

liquid, suffers liquefaction ; or to the union
of one liquid with another when each la

capable of taking up only a limited quantity,
of the other. The solution of a solid in a

liquid is usually attended with a fall of tem-

perature, excepting where solution is preceded
by the formation of a definite chemical com-

pound. The solution of one liquid with
another occurs without change of tempera-
ture, excepting in cases in which chemical
nnion takes place, as in the dilution of sul-

phuric acid with water. The solvent power
of liquids, with few exceptions, is increased

by rise of temperature.

2. Civil Law : Payment ; satisfaction of a
Creditor.

3. Math. : The operation of finding snch,
values for the unknown parts as will satisfy
the conditions of the problem. Problems

may be solved'algebraically or geometrically.
The term is frequently used to denote the

answer or result of the operation itself.

4. Pathol. : The termination of a disease,

either with or without critical signs. Applied
also to a crisis.

5. Pharm. : A watery preparation, either of

inorganic substances or of certain definite

active organic principles. (Garrod.)
"Aretseus to procure sleep, recommends a foTution

ofopium in water to foment the forehead." Arbuth-
not.

* sdl'-U-tive, a. [Fr. solutif; Sp. & ItaL

solutivo.]

1. Tending to dissolve ; loosening, laxative.
" Though it would not be so abstersive, opening, and

inli,rim- as mead, yet it will be more lenitive in sharp
diseases." Bacon.

2. Capable of being dissolved or loosened.

bSil, bo^; pout, jo\H; cat, 90!!, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing,

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -ticn, -fion = iiftn- -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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foT-va, 5. [Seedef. of compound.]

Solva -group, s.

Geol. : A group of Lower Cambrian Rocks,
Consisting of Purple, Red, and Grr.y Grit flags
and slates, with Crustaceans (Ostracoda and
Trilobites). Found at Solva, near St. Davids,
Pembrokeshire, the Harlech Mountains, Bray
Head, &c. (Etheridge.)

ol'-va-bU'-l'-ty, s. [Eng. solvable ; -ity.]

1. Capability of being solved ; solubility.

2. The quality or state of being solvent, or
able to pay all just debts.

8O'l-va-ble,*so'r-vl-ble,a. [Fr. = payable.]

1. Capable of being solved, resolved, or ex-

plained.
"

I do not Inquire how or where, because it la not
to!'H>l,:"Un!e : Orig. of Mankind, p. 56.

*
2. Capable of being paid.

" A set lumme tnlvaV.e out of the exchequer."-*
fuller : Church ffitt., vi. &2.

3. Solvent.

Be sure their men are toltabU." Wychtrltt : Loft
in a Wood. iii. .

sol va ble-ness, s. [Eng. solvable ; -ness.]

Solvabflity.

olvo, v.t. [Lat. solvo = to loosen, to relax, to

solve, for seluo, from s= apart, and iuo = to

loosen ; Sp. & Port, solver; ItaL solvere.]

1. To explain or clear up the difficulties in ;

to free from difficulty or perplexity ; to moke
Clear ; to give or furnish a solution of.

" Nor could this difficulty have beeu lolaed. It the
Scriptures had not lotted it for us." Oilvin : Sermunt,
Vol. Iii.. er. 24.

*
2. To put an end to ; to stop.

" He would toft* high dispute
With conjugal caresses. llilion: P. L., vltt. 5.

3. To operate upon by calculation or
mathematical processes, so as to bring out the

required result : as, To solve a problem.

Solve, s. [SOLVE, v.] Solution.
" The folM U this, that thou dost common grow.*

Shaketp. : Sonnet 6.

o'l'-ven-gy', s. [Eng. solvent); -cy.] The

quality or state of being solvent ; ability to

pay all just debts or claims.
" The debtor prescribing . . . the medium of his

tolvenc]/ to the creditor." Burke: French Setolution.

Bol-vend, & [Lat solvndus, fut. pass. par.
of solvo = to solve (q.v.).]

Chem, : A substance designed to be dis-

solved, as distinguished from a solvent (q.v.).

86T vent, a. & s. [Lat solvent, genit sol-

vent is, pr. par. of solvo = to solve (q.v.).]

A. As adjective :

L Having the power or quality of dissolving.
2. Able to pay or meet all just debts or

Claims.
" He [the good man] thinks God abundantly toloent,

and himself never the poorer for laying out in las
behalf." Barrow : Sermon*, vol. t, ser. 31.

3. Sufficient to meet and pay all just debts
Or claims.

"The directors and other shareholders contended
that the company was tolaent," Standard, Oct. 2, 188$.

B. As substantive:

1. Chem. : Any liquid or menstruum which;
may be employed to absorb or take up into

solution a solid, a gas, or other liquid.

2. Fig. : That which reduces and taken op;
aa, mouey is the universal toh-ent (of debt).

flol'-ver, *. [Eng. solv(e); -er.J One who 01
that which solves or explains.

*
soT-vi-ble, a. [SOLVABLE.]

*
sdl'-y; adv. [SoLELT.J

*
80X0, a. [SOME.]

ad-ma-, pref. [SOMATO-.]

so ma, *. [Sansc. = (1) the ttoon, (2) (see
def.).J

Compar. Religions: A plant growing in
Northern India, probably Asdepias acida,
from which in Vedic times was manufactured
an intoxicating liquor, acceptable not merely
to men, but to the gods, whom it was sup-
posed to animate to great achievements.

60 mrvj', i. [Bengalee, &c. = a society.] (See
etym. and compound.)
H Brahma Somaj, Brahma Samdj :

Compar. Rdigidns : A Hindoo theistic sect,

existing chiefly in Bengal. It was founded
by a Brahman of high descent, Rammohun
Roy. Born about 1774, at the age of sixteen
he began to attack the idolatry of modem
Hindooism, and continued to do so through-
out his life, on the ground that it was
not countenanced by the Vedas (q.v.), and
translated the Vedant (an old summary of
the Vedas) into Hiudoostanee and Bengalee,
publishing in 1861 an extract of it into

English. He opposed the burning of widows.
[SUTTEE.] In 1820 he sent forth in English,
Sanscrit, and Bengalee a series of extracts
from the New Testament, entitled The Precepts
of Jesus, the Guide to Peace and Happiness. He
believed in the divine mission of Christ, but
held at the same time the Vedas to be a reve-
lation from God. In 1828 he established the
Brahma Somaj, which called into existence
as an antagonist to it the Dharma Sabha, to
defend Hindoo orthodoxy. Sent in 1830

by the Emperor of Delhi to London with
the title of liajuh, to prefer a complaint about
a financial matter, he arrived in April, 1831,

gained what he had come to seek, fraternised
with the English Unitarians, and, dying on
Sept. 27, 1833, near Bristol, was interred,

according to instructions which he had left,

without Christian rites, lest the report that
he had been converted and lost caste might,
by a law then existing in Bengal, deprive his
children of their inheritance. Bammohun
predicted that after his death Christians,

Hindoos, and Muhammadans would all claim
him. They did ; but in his final stage of reli-

gious evolution he seems to have held only
the doctrines of philosophic theism or natural

religion. (Calcutta Review, iv. 355-393.) The
Brahma Somaj, when deprived of its founder,
languished for a time, but in 1841 it received
a fresh impulse from Babu Debendra Nath
Tagore, and again made way, drawing to it

many of the youths educated in the Hindoo
College and the Missionary Institutions. As
numbers increased, it became evident that
there were in the Somaj a conservative and a

progressive party, and about 1863 the latter

broke off from the association on the question
of the divine authority of the Vedas, and, under
the leadership of Babu Keshub Ciiunder Sen,
founded what they considered churches rather
than societies throughout Bengal, the north-
western provinces, the Punjaub, Bombay,
and Madras. In 1870 Keshub visited England,
finding his nearest allies in the Unitarians.
Both sections have singing, prayer, and ad-

dresses or sermons in their assemblies. The
seceding brethren consider themselves to be

founding the Indian Church of the future,

adopting the essence of the gospel without
the distinctive doctrines of Christianity.

so mat-, pref. [SOMATO-.J

so-ma-ter'-I-a, s. [Pref. somat-, and Gr.

njpe'u) (tereS) = to guard. (Agassiz.)]

Ornith. : A genus of Anatidae, with five

species, from Arctic and sub-Arctic regions.
Bill swollen and elevated at base ; nostrils

lateral, oval ; legs short ; feet of three anterior

toes, broadly webbed ; wings of moderate
length, tail short. Somateria mollisttiina, the
Eider Duck; S. spectabilis, the King-Eider or

King Duck ;
and S. stelleri, Steller's Eider, yield

the eider-down of commerce.

t so-ma'-tl-a (t as sh), s. pi. [PL of Or.

aiaiLo.ri.ov (so/nation) = a small body.]
Sot. : Sancardo's name for certain small

moving bodies in the fovilla of pollen grains.

so -mat- Ic,
* so -mat ic - al. a. [Gr.

o'ufianieo; (somatikos), pertaining to the body,
from (ru/Lia (soma), genit., o-ti/iaros (somatos) =
the body.] Of or pertaining to a body ; of the
nature of a body ; corporeal.

s5 mat ics, s. (SOMATIC.] The same as
SOMATOLOOY (q.V.).

so' ma tist, s. [SOMATIC.] One who admits
the existence of corporeal or material beings
only ; one who denies the existence of spiri-
tual substances ; a materialist.

SO-mat-6-, so-m&t-, pref. [Gr. tna

genit. <ru>fjLO.Tos (xomatns) = the body.] Per-

taining to or connected with the body.

s. [Pref. tomato-, and Eng.

Comp. Anft. : A peculiar cavity into which
the proximal end is modified in the Caly-

cophoridte.

Sd-ma-tol'-o'-ttf, s. [Pref. somato-, and Or.

Aoyos (logos)= a discourse.]

1. The doctrine of bodies or material sub-
stances. Opposed to psychology (q.v.).

2. That branch of physics which treats of
matter and its properties.

3. A treatise or teaching concerning the
human body.

* so ma tome, . (Pref. toma-, and Gr. rojJ
(tome) a cutting.] One of the sections into
which certain animal bodies are divided

structurally ; one of the ideal sections into
which an animal body may be considered as
divided.

so mat 6-pleur' ai, a. [Eng. somatopleur(e);
al.]

Embryol. : Belonging to or connected with
the somatopleure.

so mat-6 pleure, s. [Pref. tomato-, and
Gr. irAeupa (pleura) the side.] [SPLANOH-
NOPLEUBE.J

*
sp-ma-to't'-o'-my, . [SOMATOME.] The
dissection of tue human body ; anatomy.

som -bre (bra as ber), som'-ber, a. & .

[Fr. sombre, from. Lat. sub = under, and
umbra a shade; Port, sombrio = dark,
gloomy, from sombra = shade.]

A. As adjective :

1. Dull, dark, gloomy, dusky : as, a tombr*
hue.

2. Dismal, downcast, dull, gloomy, melan-

choly..
"And late in Hagley you were seen,
With blood-shea eyes, and tombre mien."

ffrainger : Solitudt,

B. As subst. : Gloom, obscurity, sombre-
ness.

Som' bre ly(breasber), a<ii\ [Eng. sombrtf
ly.] Gloomily, despondingly, dismally.

" The outrage which they lombrcly predict will b
perpetrated." &. Jamet't Gazette, April 16, 1886.

som -bre ness (bre as ber), s. [Eng. som-

bre; -ness.l Gloom, darkness, gloominess.

som brer -Ite, s. [After the island of Som-

brero, where found ; suff. -ite (Jtfin).]

.I/in. : A hard kind of guano, consisting

principally of phosphate of lime.

sSm-bre'-ro. . [Sp. ,
from sombra =. a shade.)

[SOMBRE.] A broad-brimmed hat
" The face that from under the Spaniah tombrtro

Gazed on the peaceful scene.
"

Ltinyfellow : Ksangclinc, ii. S.

*som brous, a. [SOMBRE.] Sombre, gloomy,
dull.

" A morbid melancholy, which, at certain interval*,
gave to all things around him a lambraut hue,"
A>ioz : On Grammar Schoott.

*
som'-broiis-ljf, adv. [Eng. sombrous ; 4y.J
In a sombre maimer ; sombrely, gloomily.

* Som'-brous-nSss, . [Eng. sombrous ; -ness.}

The quality or state of being sombre or som-
brous ; sombreness, gloom.

some, *8OH1, *sum (pi. *somme, *summe\
a. & adv. [A.S. *uw=some one, a certain one,
one (pi. sume); cogn. with Icel. sumr ; Dan.
somme (pi.) ; Sw. somlige (pi.) ; Goth, sums=
some one; O. H. Ger. sum. Allied to sam

(q.v.).]

A. As adjective :

1. Expressing a certain quantity of a thing,
but indeterminate ; consisting of a quantity
or portion more or less.

"
I will give him tome relief."

Shaketp. : Tempelt, H. &
2. Expressing a nurr.ber of persons or things,

greater or less, but indeterminate.

"Bore us tome leagues to sea."

Shaketp. : Tempott, 1 S.

^f In these two senses some is frequently
used absolutely without a noun. [8. ]

" Bate me tomt, and I will pay you tame.' ShaXefp. t

tBenry If'., v. 6.

3. Indicating a person or thing, not known,
or not specifically or definitely pointed out
(Often used almost as equivalent to the in-

definite article.)
" Let us slay him and cast him Into tone pit, and

we will say tnme evil beast bath devoured him."
Oenrsit zxxvii. 20.

H In this case frequently followed by Of

Other, or another.

4. Expressing indeterminately that a thing

Sato, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot*

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, core, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, w, oe = e; ey = a; qu = kw.



-some somnambulistic

Is not very great or extensive ; a little, mode-

rate, a certain : as, This is iu some degree true.

5. Used before a noun of number, and

equivalent to about or near.
" Some thousands of these logs.*

Shakesp. : Tempett, lii. 1.

1 Sometimes used before a noun singular.
" Some hour before you took me."

Shukesp. : Twelfth Night, ii. 1.

6. Considerable in number or quantity : as,

It is some distance away.

7. Expressing those of one part or portion,
as distinguished from others ; certain.

" And everich hath of God a propre gilt,
Bom this, lorn that, as that Mm liketh shift

"

Chaucer : Wif of tiathet Prologue.

8. Used without a noun, and almost as

equivalent to a pronoun or noun.
" Some to the shores do fly,
Some to the woods.* Daniel. (Tudd.)

H Frequently followed by of.
" Some of your function, mistress."

Shaketp. : Othello, iv. i

9. Used pronominally, and equivalent to

me.
"
Go, tome of you, and fetch a looking-glass."

Shaketp. : Richard II., \v.

B. As adv. : Somewhat, a little, rather.

{Scotch < Amer.)
*

If All and some : One and all.

-Some, suff. [A.S. -sum, as in wyn-swm = win-
some ; cf. Icel. samr, as in fridh-sarar = peace-
ful ; Ger. -sam, as in laugsam slow ; Dut.
-zuam. Identical in origin with same (q.v.),
and equivalent to like.] A suffix used with
certain adjectives and substantives, as hand-

some, gladsome, blithesome, gamesome, win-

*ome, &c., to indicate a considerable degree
of the quality expressed by the adjective, aa
mettlesome = full of mettle or spirit, &c.

Borne -bod-y, s. [Eng. some, and body.]

1. A person unknown or uncertain ; a per-
son indeterminate.

"If languages and copies all cry, No 1

Somebody proved it centuries ago."
Cowper : Progreu of Error, 801.

2. A person of consideration or importance.
" Before these days rose up Theudai, boasting him-

self to be tomebody. Acts v. 36.

some deal,
* some-dele, *

some-del,
some-dele, adv. & s. [A.S. sumddsl]

A. As adv. : In some degree or measure ;

omewhat.

B. As subst. : Some part or portion ; some.
"Then Breuue . . . sayd in his game, ryche goddes

must gyue to men tomedele of tlicyr rychesse. />i-

byan : Chronycle, ch. xixi

f Bome'-gate, adv. [Eng. some, and gate.]

Somehow, somewhere. (Scotch.)
" He could tomegate gar the wee pickle sense he had

gang further." Scott .' Old Mortality, ch. viii.

s6me'~hd"fr, adv. [Eng. some, and how.] In
some way or other ; one way or other ; in a
manner not yet known, explained, or denned.

"
They may be swelled tomehow, so as to shorten

the length." Cheyne.

*8Om-er, *. [O.Fr. somier, sommier, swmer.] A
sumpter-horse (q.v.); a pack-horse.

,

" Our land dooth yield no asses, and therefore we
want the generation of mules and tomeri."Uolin-
Ihed : Detcript. Eng., bk. ill, ch. i.

som -er-sault, som er set (1), *sum'-
m or san t,

* som-er-saut, s. [A corrupt,
of Fr. soubresault, from Ital. sopra salto, from
topra (Lat. supra) above, and salto (Lat. salt-

vs) a leap, a bound.] A leap in which a man
turns heels over head, alighting on his feet.

"
I will only make him break hi* neck in doing a

tomeriet." Beaum. i Flet. : Fair Maid of the Jnn.lv.

som er set (2), s. [See def. ]

Sadtllery : A saddle padded before the knee
and behind the thigh ; originally made for
Lord Fitzroy Somerset, from whom it takes
its name, who had lost his leg below the knee
at the battle of Waterloo.

*som'-er-s5t, v.i. [SOMERSAULT,*.] To turn
heels over head.

" In such extraordinary manner does dead Catholi-
cism somerset and caper." C'arlyie : French Revolution,
pt ii. bk. iv., ch. ii.

Sm'-er-vfll-ite (1), *. [After Somerville,
New Jersey, where it is found

; guff. -He

(Min.).]
Min. : A mineral occurring in three distinct

varieties : (1) A thin, green, transparent in-

crustation ; (2) bluish-green, earthy, light,

becoming transparent when immersed in

water; (3) pale greenish-blue, and sufficiently
hard to take a polish. Compos. : variable,
but is essentially a hydrated silicate of copper
mixed witli free silica.

som er vill ite (2), s. [After Dr. Somerville ;

sulf. -ite (Min.) ; Ger. sominervillit.]

Min. : The same as MELILITE (q.v.).

* som'-er-wort, s. [Mid. Eng. somer sum-
mer, and wort.] [SUMMERWORT.]

Sot. : The genus Aristolouhia. (Britten <t

Holland.)

some -thing, s. & adv. [A.S. sumdhing.]
A. As substantive:

1. An indeterminate or unknown event ; an

affair, a matter : as, Something has happened.
2. An indeterminate, unknown, or unspeci-

fied material, thing, or substance : as, There
is something in the way.

3. A part, a portion more or less ; some ; an
indi-.'iiiite quantity or degree ; a little.

" To the most of praise add tomething more."
Shaketp. : Sonnet 85.

4. An indeterminate or unspecified work,
task, or object.

"Something attempted, tomething done."

LonyfMov: Village BlacktmUk.

5. A person or thing of consideration or

importance ; a person or thing deserving of
consideration.

"If a man think himself to be something, when he
is nothing, he deceiveth himselt."Gu!atians vi. 3.

B. As adverb :

1. In some degree or measure
; somewhat,

rather, a little ; to some extent.
" I prattle tomethiny too wildly."

Shaketp. : Tempett, ill I.
*

2. At some distance.
" For t must be done to-night.

And tomething from the palace."
Shaketp. : Macbeth, Hi. 1.

Some'-time, adv. & a. [Eng. some, and time.]

A. As adverb :

1. Once, formerly ; at one time.
" Sometime a keeper here in Windsor forest"

Shaketp. : Merry Wives, iv. 4.

2. At one time or another ; now and then ;

sometimes.
"Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines."

Shakesp. : Sonnet 76.

* B. As adj. : Having been formerly ; being
or existing formerly ; former, late, whilom.
" My lometime general." Shaketp. : Coriolanut, iv. 1.

some'- times, adv. [Eng. some, and time,

with the addition of the adverbial suffix -s

(the sign of the genit. sing.), as in needs, twice.]

1. At times, at intervals ; from time to

time ; now and then ; not always.
*
2. Once, formerly ; at an indefinite past

period.
" Thi dowager, lametimet our brother's wife."

Shakesp. : Henry VI 11., ii. 4.

soms -what, * som-hwat, s. & adi: [A.S.

sumJiwcet.]

A. -'Is substantive :

1. Something, though it be uncertain what.
" Somewhat we must do." Shakesp. : Rich. II., ii. 2.

2. Something ; more or less ;
a certain quan-

tity or degree, indeterminate or not specified,
" This gentleman told tomeuthat of my tale."

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, r. .

B. At adv. : In some degree or measure ;

rather, a little ; to some extent.
" Yet for a dance they seem'd

Somewhat extravagant" Milton : P. ., Ti. !.

* some'-wlien, adv. [Eng. some, and when.]
At some indefinite time ; sometime or other.

some'-where, adv. [A.S. sumhwer.] In or
to some place or other unknown or not speci-
fied ; in one place or another.

" He's tometehere gone to dinner."

Shaketp. : Comedy of Errort, H. 1.

* s6me'-while, adv. [Eng. some, and while.]
Once ;

for a time.
" Under culour of the shepherds tomewhile
There crept in wolves full of fraud and guile."

Xpenter : Shepheardi Calender ; May.

* some'- whi-ther, adv. [Eng. some, and
whither.] To some indefinite or indeter-

minate place.

so -mite, s. [SoMATo-.]

Zool. : A segment of the body In an annulose
animal.

som ma Ite, s. [After Monte Somma, wber*
found

; sutf. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : The same as LEUCITE (q.v.).

som-ma-ru'-ga-ita, ?. [After E. von Som.
maruga ; sulf. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : An auriferous variety of Gersdorfflte

(q.v.), found at Rezbanya, Hungary.
* somme, a. [SOME.]

* somme, s. [Sun, s.]

* som'-meil (or as som-ma'-y), & [Fr.=
sleep, repose, from Lat. somnus.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Sleep, slumber.

2. Music : A grave air in old serious operas^
so named as inducing sleepiness.

* som -mer (1), . [SUMMER (1), *.]

* som -mer (2), . [SUMMER (2), .]

som mer ing, . [SUMMERING.]
* som'-mer-set, *. [SOMERSAULT.]

som'-mite, s. [SOMMA ITE.]

Min. : A clear glassy variety of Nephelln*
(q.v.)found associated with many other species
in a volcanic agglomerate on Monte Somma.

* soin-nam'-bu-lar, a. [Lat. somnus =
sleep, and anibulo = to walk.] Of or relating
to somnambulism or sleep.

" Ecstatic from lamnambulnr repose."
E. B. Browning : Xapohon III. <n Ital)/.

* som-nam'-bu-late, v.i. & t. [SOMNAM-
BULAR.]
A. Intrans. : To walk in one's sleep ; to

wander in a dreamy state, as a somnambulist.
" He tomnambulated all about his own mill in tU.

daytime." Daily Telegraph, April 1, 1886.

B. Trans. : To walk over or along in a
state of somnambulism.

" His eminence again lomnambulntrs the Promen.
ade de la Rose

"
Carlyle : Diamond Necklace, ch. xiv*

* som-nam-bu- la'- tion, s. [SOMNAMBO
LATE.] The act of walking in sleep ; somnam-
bulism.

* som-nam'-bu -la-tor, . [SOMNAMBO-
LATE.] One who walks in his sleep ; a som-
nambulist.

* som-nam'-bule, s. [SOMNAUBULAB.] A
somnambulist, a sleep-walker.

som-nam'-bu He, a. [SOMNAMBULAR.] Per-

taining to or practising somnambulism ; walk-
in one 8 sleep.

" Whether the act may not have been performed la
tomnambuJic state." Daily Telegraph, Nov. 4, 1686.

som-nam'-bu-lism, s. [Lat. som HMS= sleep;
ambulo = to walk, and Eng. suff. -ism.]

Pathol. : Strictly speaking, the act of walk-

ing in one's sleep, but used in a wider sense
for all the phenomena which take place when
a person, apparently insensible to external

objects, acts as if he were in a state of con-
sciousness. The somnambulist not merely
dreams like others, but he carries his dream,
into action. Talking or crying in sleep is a
mild form of somnambulism. In the typical
cases of somnambulism a person rises from
bed, and sets about the duties of the day, or

leaving the house by a window, climbs unon
the roof unconscious of danger, or, quitting
it by the door, proceeds to walk forth along
the street or road. Sometimes one intellect-

ually disposed tries a difficult problem which
has baffled his efforts during the day, or notes

down a fact which he is anxious not to forget.

Somnambulism arises from derangement of
the nervous system, and may be idiopathic or

symptomatic, and is said to be produced by
animal magnetism. It sometimes appears to

exist along with good health ; in most cases

there is a tendency to catalepsy, ecstasy, and

possibly insanity.

s5m-nam'-bu-list, *. [SOMNAMBULAE.)
One who is su'bject to or practises somnam-
bulism ; one who walks in his sleep.

" The lomwimbulitt directs himself with unerring
certainty through the most intricate windings."-.
Bithop Porteout : Sermon. (1789.)

* som-nam-bu-list'-Io, o. [Eng. somnambu-

list ; -tc.] Pertaining to or relating to som-
nambulism ; affected by or practising som-
nambulism.

"A tnmnamtnilittie murderess." Daily Teleffrapb,

Sept 20, 1885.

boll, bo^; p6ut, JfiW; eat, $ell, chorus, fhixi, bench; go, fcem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = fc.

-ol&n. -tian = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhnn. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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soxn'-ner, s. [SI-MMONER.] A summoner,
an apparitor.

*
d'm'-ni-al, a. [Lat. somnium = a dream ;

tomniis = sleep.) Pertaining or relating to
dreams ; involving dreams. (Coleridge.)

som'-nJ-a-tlve,
*
sSm'-nl-a-tor-jf, a.

[SOMNIAL.] Pertaining or relating to dreams
or dreaming ; producing dreams.

"After my inmniatory exerciUtious." Urqukart:
Rabelait. hk. lit. ch. XXflL

nlc'-U-loiis, a. [Lat. somniculosus =
drowsy, froin somnus sleep.] Inclined to

sleep ; drowsy.

* Som-nlf-er-OUS, a. [Lat. somnifer, from
tomnus sleep, and fero to bring.] Causing
or producing sleep ; sojioriferous, soporific.

" They ascribe Ml to this redundant melancholy,
which domineers in them, t<> tomnifcrout potions."
Burton: Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 61.

* s5m nlf-Ic, a. [Lat. somnus = sleep, and

Jacio to make.] Causing or producing sleep ;

somniferous.
"
All alike somniJlc."Southey : Doctor, ch. vi., A. 1.

* som-nlf'-n-gous, a. [Lat. somnus = sleep,

and fugo to put to flight.] Driving away
sleep ; preventing sleep.

*
som-nil'-o-queiuje, s. [Lat. somnus =
sleep, and loquens, pr. par. of loquor = to

speak.] The act, custom, or habit of talking
in one's sleep ; somniloquism.

* Bom-nll'-o-quism, s. [SOMNILOQUENCE.]
Somniloquence, sleep-talking.

* som-nil -6-quist, s. [SOMNILOQUENCE.]
One who talks in his sleep.

* som-nil'-o-quous, o. [SOMNILOQUENCE.]
Apt to talk in one's sleep.

* Som-niT-O-quy, s. [SOMNILOQDENCE.] The
act, habit, or custom of talking in one's

sleep ; somniloquence.

* Sdm-nip'-a-thfet, s. [Eng. somnipath(y) ;

-is*.] A person in a state of somnipathy.

Sm-nip'-a-thy, s. [Lat. somnus sleep,
and Gr. n-dflos (pathos) = suffering.] Sleep
from some external influence, as mesmerism.

dm ni um, s. [Lat.] A dream.

* s6m-niv'-6-lent, s. [Lat. tommiu sleep,
and volens, genit volentis, pr. par. of volo =
to want, to like to have.] An opiate. (Rick-
ardson : Clarissa, v. 345.)

Smnolen9e, som no len sy,
* somp-

no-lence, s. [Fr. somnolence, from Lat.

lomnolentia, from somnulentus = sleepy ; som-
nus = sleep.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Sleepiness, drowsiness ; in-

clination to sleep.
" Somnolence after meals is a similar sign of a weak

digestion." Maton Good : Syttem of Medicine.

2. Pathol. : A state intermediate between
sleeping and waking ; drowsiness.

"som -no-lent, a. [Latsomniikntu*.] Sleepy,
drowsy ; inclined to sleep.

" He is invincibly lomnolent." Lamb : Letter to

Coleridge.

*
6'm'-n6-lent-ly\ adv. [Eng. somnolent ;

ly.] Sleepily, drowsily.

* som -no-lifm, s. [Lat. somnus = sleep.]

The state of being in magnetic sleep ; the
doctrine of magnetic sleep.

* gom nop -a-tlrist, s. [SOMNIPATHIST.]

* Bom-nop'-a-thy, s. [SOMNIPATHY.]
* som one,

* sompne, v.t. [SUMMON.]
* omp-nour, s. [SUMMONER.] An apparitor.

"
Sayde this yiman,

' Wiltow fer to day t
'

ThU ompnour answerd, and sayde,
'

Nay.'"
Chaucer : C. T.. 6,970.

6n,
*
sone,

*
sonne,

*
sune, s. [A.S. sunu ;

cogn. with Dut. zoon; Icel. sunr, sonr ; Dan.
ton ; Sw. son ; O. H. Ger. sunn ; Goth, sunus ;

Ger. sohn ; Lith. sunvs; Russ. suin' ; Gr.
vVos (huios) ; Sansc. sunu, from su, sv, to be-

get, to bear.]

1. A male child ; the male issue of a parent
father or mother. (Genesis xxi. 10.)

2. Applied sometimes to the male offspring
Of an animal.

3. A male descendant, however remote ;

hence, in the plural, descendants generally.

4. Specif., with the definite article, the
second person of the Godhead, Jesus Christ,
the Saviour, [f 2. (1) ; 3. (3), (4).]

5. A male adopted into a family ; a male

dependant ; any person who stands, or is

supposed to stand, in the relation of a son to
a parent. (Exodus ii. 10.)

6. The form of address used by an old man
to a young one, by a father confessor to his

penitent, by a priest or teacher to his dis-

ciple, or the like. (1 Samuel Hi. 6.)

7. A native or inhabitant of a country.
" Ye free-born torn, Britannia's boast.."

Jtibdin : Sea Sonyi.

8. The produce of anything.

9. A person whose character partakes so

strongly of some quality or characteristic as
to suggest the relationship of son and parent.

" Then wander forth the font
Of Belial, flown with insolence and wine."

Milton : P.L..L (00.

T 1. Son before the father :

Bot. : (1) Petasites vulgaris ; (2) Tussilago

Farfara;(3) t'ilago germanica ; (4) Colckicum
autumnale ; (5) Epilobium hirsutum. (1), (2),

and (4) are so called because the flowers

appear before the leaves ; (3) because the
older flowers are situated in the forks of the

younger branches ; and (o) because the seed-
vessels project before the flower opens.

2. Son of God:

(1) Christ : (a) As Second Person of the

Trinity, and standing in a certain mysterious
relation to the First (Matt xxviii. 19); (b)
because of his miraculous birth of the Virgin

Mary (Luke i. 35) ; (c) because of his resurrec-

tion (Rom. i. 4).

(2) Applied to the angels (Gen. vi. 2 ; Job
i. 6, xxxviii. 7), and to believers in Christ

(Rom. viii. 14).

3. Son ofMan:
(1) A descendant of Adam. (Job xxv. 6 ;

Ps. cxliv. 31, cxlvi. 3 ; Isa. li. 12, IvL 2.)

(2) A title applied by way of distinction. It

occurs about eighty times in Ezekiel.

(3) The Messiah, (Dan. vii. 13 ; of. Acts
vii. 56.)

(4) A title applied by Jesus to himself in

the Evangelists, and ascribed to him by St.

John in the Apocalypse (i. 13, xiv. 14).

son-in-law, a. A man married to one's

daughter.

son's brow, s.

Bot. : The Great Rush or Bulrush.

Sd'-nange, so'-nan-fy, s. [SONANT.]
*
1. A sound, a tune.

" Let the trumpets sound
The tucket tonance." Shake*?. : Henry V., 1U. X

2. The quality of being sonant ; sound.

so'-nant, a. & s. [Lat. sonans, pr. par. of
07io "= to sound.]

A. As adjective :

*
1. Ord. Lang. : Pertaining to sound ;

sounding.

2. Pronunc. : Applied to certain alphabetic
sounds, as those of the vowels, semi-vowels,
nasals, and flat mutes, as b, d, v, z, g, the
sound of which is prolonged, or uttered with
some degree of resonance or intonation, in

opposition to aspirates, as s, th, and hard
mutes or surds, as /, p, t.

B. As substantive :

.Pronunc. : A sonant letter.

"Since the sonant elements in connected speech are
(including the vowels) much more numerous than the
surd, the general weight of the assimilative force is in
the direction of sonancy, and surds are converted into
tonants more often than the reverse." Whitney : JLi/e
A Growth of Language, ch. v.

so-na'-ta, s. [Ital., from sonare (Lat sono) =
to sound.]
Music : A term originally applied to any

kind of musical composition for instruments,
as distinguished from vocal compositions,
which were called Cantatas. It is now, how-
ever, confined to compositions for solo instru-

ments, generally the pianoforte. The term
Sonata or Sunnata, as applied to a musical

composition, was first used about the begin-
ning of the seventeenth century. Those of

that time so called had but one movement ;

they were in fact simply airs arranged in

parts for an instrument or instruments. A
modern sonata is generally constructed upon
the following plan : The first movement is an
allegro, sometimes with an introduction, but
more frequently without one ; the second,
"the slow movement," is set in any time, be-
tween adirgio and andante ; and the final

movement is an allegro. [CONCERTO.]

son -chiis, s. [Lat., from Gr. eray\os (songcho$)= the sow-thistle.]

Bot. : Sowthistle ; a genus of Lactueese. In-
volucre imbricated with two or three rows of

unequal and at length connivent scales, tumid
at the base ; few-flowered ; receptacle naked ;

pappus pilose ; achenes much compressed,
not hooked. Known species about forty, from
temperate climates. The Common Saw-thistle

(S. oleraceui) abounds in most parts of Europe,
as a weed in gardens and cultivated fields.

The young tope and leaves are much used as

greens, and tho plant is eaten by sheep and
swine. It is a favorite food with the rabbit
and hare.

son'-cy\ a. [SONST.]

*sond(l), s. [SAND.]

* sond (2),
* sonde, a. [SEND.] A message,

a dispensation ;
a -messenger.

" Fyve yeer and more, as liked Cristes lo-nde,
Er that hir sohip approched unto londe.

"

Chaucer: C. T.. 6,322.

son'-de-li, s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Crocidvra myosura. [MUSK-RAT, 2.]

* sone, adv. [SooK.]

*
sone, a. [SON.]

song, s. [A.S. acuig, long, from sang, pa. t of
singan = to sing ; cogn. with Dut. zang ; IceL

songr; Sw. s&ng ; Dut & Ger. sang; Goth.

saggws.]

L Literally:

1. That which is sung or uttered with
musical modulations of the voice, whether of
a human being or of a bird ; a singing.

"The night-warbling bird, that now awake
Tunes sweetest bis love-labor'd long."

Milton : P. L.. T. 41.

2. A short poem to be sung or uttered with
musical modulations. A musical setting of a
short poem or portion of prose. The word is

generally applied to solos, but sometimes also

to compositions for two or more voices. The
second subject of a sonata is sometimes called

the "song."
" This curious piece [a long or catch in praise ef th*

cuckowl which is thought to be 'the most ancient
English tony, with (or without) the musical notes,
anywhere extant,' is preserved in a manuscript of th*
Harleian Library." Ritton : Ancient Songt, L 1.

3. A lay, a strain, a poem.
"Nothing but tongt of death."

Shakeip. : Henry VIII.. i. S.

4. Poetry in general ; poetical compositions,
verse. (Milton : P. L., iii. 29.)

IL Fig. : A mere trifle ; something of little

or no value.
"
Evergreen, who was bought for a men long.*

Globe, Sept. 2, 18*5.

T (1) An old song : A mere trifle ; an insig-
nificant sum.

" A hopeful youth, newly advanced to great honour,
was forced by a MHUC to resign for an old ton?."
Additon.

(2) Song ofSolomon : [SOLOMON'S SONG].

(3) Song of the Three Holy Children :

Apocrypha : One of the three pieces formerly
incorporated with the narrative of Daniel. It

constitutes a single chapter, with sixty-eight
verses. According to Westcott, "the ab-

ruptness of the narrative in Daniel, furnished

an occasion for the introduction of the prayer
and the hymn" immediately after iii. 23, but
the fragment is now placed in most copies
of the Apocrypha between Baruch and the

History of Susanna. It opens with a prayer
of Azarias from the midst of the fire (1-22),
describes the fierceness of the flame (23-27),
and concludes with a cull from the three con-

fessors to the heavens, the angels, the earth,
the winds, the animals, man, the servants of

God, and specially themselves, to worship
and bless the Lord. The prayer of Azarias

seems to have had a different aulhoi from the

rest of the book. It makes no allusion to the

fiery furnace, and while verse 15 tells that tlie

temple with its worship had ceased to exist,

verses 31, 32, 62 imply that it had not passed

tate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. ,
=

; ey = a; qn = kw.



away. Neither the authorship nor the date
is known. The Codex Alexandrintis places
the book as two psalms at the end of the

Psalter, calling them
" The prayer of Azarias"

and the " Hymn of our Fathers." Other
Greek and Latin psalters adopt the same ar-

rangement, and verses 35-66, under the name
of the Benedicite, have been used liturgically
in the Christian Church from the fourth cen-

tury till now.

song-bird, s. A singing-bird, a bird that

sings ; they are chiefly confined to certain

families of the Insessores.

*
song-craft, s. The art of composing

songs ; skill in versification.

song-sparrow, &
Ornith. : Melospiza melodia, a common North

American species, about six inches long,
rufous-brown above, white l>elow, breast and
sides with dark rufous streaks.

song-thrush, s. [THRUSH.]

song, pret. of v. [SiNo.]

song'-ful, a. [Eng. song ; -Jul(l).~\ Disposed
or able to sing ; melodious.

song'-ish, a. [Eng. SOTIO-, s. ; -ish.] Con-
sisting of or containing songs.

"The recitative part of the opera requires a more
masculine beauty of expression and sound : the other,
which (for want of a proper English word) I must call

the songish part, must abound in the softness and
variety of numbers." Dryden : Albion's England.
(Pref.)

song -less, a. [Eng. song ; -less.}

1. Destitute of the power of singing : as, a

longless bird.

2. Without song ; not singing.
"And silent rows the songless gondolier."

Byron : Childe Harold, IT. 3.

songless birds, s. pL
Ornith. : A popular name for the Mesomyodi

(q.v.).

song'-ster, s. [A.S. sangystre, sangestre = a
female singer.]

*
1. A female singer.

"
Wassel, like a neat sempster and sonytter; her page

bearing a brown bowl." 'Ben Jonton: Masque of
Christmas.

t 2. One who sings ; one who is skilled in

singing. (Seldom applied now to human
beings except in contempt.)
*

3. A writer of songs.
" He from Italian songsters takes his cue ;

Set Paul to music, he snail quote him too."

Cowper : Progress of Error, 111

4. A bird that sings ; a song-bird.
" Innumerous songsters, in the freshening shade
Of new.sprung leaves. Thomson : Spring, 608.

Bong - stress , s. [Eng. songster ; -ess ; the
word is thus really a doulile feminine.] A
female singer. (Thomson: Summer, 706.)

^f A word of recent introduction, and which
was not introduced till it had been forgotten
that songster was originally feminine. (Trench :

English Past & Present, p. 112.)

8on'-I-fer, s. [SONIFEROUS.] An acoustic
instrument for collecting sound and convey-
ing it to the ear of a partially deaf person.

BO-ruf'-er-ous, a. [Lat. son.ws = sound, and
/ero = to bear, to bring.] Producing or con-

veying sound. [SONOROUS, %]
" Let the subject-matter of sounds be what it will

either the atmosphere in gross, or the aethereal part
thereof, or soniferous particles of bodies, as some
tancy." Derham: 1'hysico- Theology, bk. iv., ch, iii.

son less, a. [Eng. son; -less.] Having no
son ; destitute of a son.

ft long
de ma .

Byron : Siege of Corinth, xxv.

sonne (1), s. [Son.]

sonne (2), s. [SUN.]

son'-ne kin, *. [Eng. ion; dimin. suff.

-kin.] A little son.

"This word nai&iov, tonneMn."Udal: Apoph. of
Erasmus, p. 233.

S<5n ner at'-I-a, s. [Named after M. Sonnerat,
a French botanical traveller.]

Hot. : A genus of Myrteae. Known species
eight ; trees from the East Indies. Sonneratia
acida, a small evergreen tree growing in tidal
creeks and littoral forests of India, Burmah,
&c., produces a slightly acid and bitter fruit
eaten in the Sunderbunds. The Malays use
it as a condiment, and a species of silkworm
feeds on its leaves.

song soofee

son'- net,
* son-et, *

son-ette, s. [Fr.
sonnet, from Ital. ionetto, diiniii. of sono (Lat.
sonus) = a sound.]

1. A short poem, especially of an amatory
kind. At first it was not imperative that it

should consist of exactly fourteen lines.
" He [Arion] had a wonderful desire to chaunt a

sonnet or hymn unto Apollo Vythius." / . Holland:
Plutarch's Morals, p. 348.

2. The sonnet proper is a form of verse of
Italian origin, and consists of fourteen lines,
each of five accents, the whole being divided
into two unequal parts^ (1) the first of eight
lines, (2) the second of six. (1) In the first part
there are two four-line stanzas. In each
stanza the two middle lines rhyme together,
and the two outside lines rhyme together,
and the second stanza repeats the same
rhymes as the first. (2) The second part
consists of two three-line stanzas. The first,

second, and third lines in the first stanza

rhyme severally with the first, second, and
third lines in the second stanza. In the
second part of the sonnet great variety pre-
vails. The six lines all rhyme in some way
together; but sometimes there are only two
rhymes instead of three. Shakespeare's son-
net consists of fourteen lines, each of five

accents. The first twelve rhyme alternately ;

the last two rhyme together.

sonnet-writer, s. A sonneteer.
"
George Whetston, a snnnet-vrriter of some rank.''

Warton : Hist. English Poetry, iii. 483.

* son net, v.i. & t. [SONNET, s.]

A. Intrans. : To compose sonnets.

B. Trans. : To compose sonnets in honour
of.

"They sonneted her." St. James's Gazette, Feb. 14,
1887.

Son-net-eeV, s. [Ital. sonettiere ; Fr. son-

netier.] A composer or writer of sonnets or
small poems ;

a small or petty poet.
"And shows, dissolved in thine own melting tear*,
The maudlin prince of mournful sonneteers."

Byron : English Bards t Scotch Reviewers.

* s5n - net - eer', v.i. [SONNETEEB, s.] To
compose sonnets ; to rhyme.

*
son'-net-lng, s. [Eng. snnnet; -ing.] The
act of composing sonnets ; the act of singing.

"
Tush, none but minstrels like of sonneting."

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 8.

*
Son'-net-lSt, s. [Eng. sonnet; -ist.] A
sonneteer.

" Great Solomon sings In the heavenly quire,
And Is become a new-found tonnetist."

Bishop Ball : Satires, i. 8.

*
son'-net-ize, v.i. & t. [Eng. sonnet ; -ize.]

A. Intrans. : To compose or write sonnets.

B. Trans. : To celebrate in a sonnet or

sonnets.
"Now could I sonnetiie thy piteous plight"

Svuthey : Nondescripts, v.

*
son'-nish, a. [Mid. Eng. sonne = sun ; -ish.]

Like the sun or its beams ; sunny.

son'-nite, s. [SUNNITE.]

so-no'-ma-ite, s. [After Sonoma County,
California", where found ; suff. -ite (Afin.).]

Min. : A sulphate related to Pickeringite

(q.v.). Crystalline; sp.gr. 1'604 ; lustre silky ;

colourless. An analysis yielded : sulphuric
acid, 38'54 ; alumina, 8'01 ; protoxide of iron,

1'78; magnesia, 7'33; water [44'34] = 100,
which yields the formula 3MgSO4+ [Al ]S3Oi2
+ 33aq.

so-nom'-e-ter, s. [Lat. sonus = a sound,
and Gr. nirpov (metron) = a measure.]

1. Acoustics :

(1) A(
n instrument devised by Marloye for

determining the number of vibrations made
by a string emitting any musical sound.
It is provided with a series of weights, to

vary the tension of the central string, the
others being tuned by pegs, and has three
divided scales, one corresponding to the
modified chromatic gamut, another to the
true chromatic gamut, and the third the
French metre divided to thousandths.

(2) An instrument for testing the hearing
capacity of a patient. It consists of a small
bell on a table, caused to make a definite

numlier of vibrations in a given time.

2. Elect. : A form of the induction-balance,
which may be used for testing the sensitive-

ness of hearing, comparing resistances, mea-

suring the sensitiveness of telephones, &c.
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So nor a, .-.-. [See def.]

Geog. : The most north-westerly state of
Mexico.

Sonora-gum, s.

Chem. : A lac produced by the puncture of
a coccus in Mimosa cerifera. Long used in
Mexico as an irritant.

*
so-nor-If-ic, a. [Lat. sonus = sound, and
facia to make.] Producing sound.

" A clock strikes, and points to the hour ... an
indicating form and tonoriAck quality." Wattt : Logic,
pt. i, cb, vi, J 8.

-i-t^, s. [SONOROUS.] Sonorousness.
"There is at this moment no baritone to be com.

pared for mellow richness and sonority to his." Globe.
Feb. 4, 1885.

So-nb'r'-ous, a. [Lat. sonorus = loud sound-
ing, from sonor (genit. sonoris) = sound;
O. Fr. sonoreux; Fr. sonore; Sp. & Ital. sonoro.J

1. Giving out sound, as when struck ; re-

sonant, sounding.
"All the while

Sonorout metal blowing martial sounds."
Hilton : P. L., \. 540.

2. Loud sounding ; giving a clear, loud, or
full-volumed sound.

"And near the story's end a deep
Sonorous sound at times was heard."

Longfellow: Wayside Inn. (Finale.)
*
3. Yielding sound ; characterized by sound ;

sonant : as, The vowels are sonorous. (Dryden.)
4. High-sounding ; magnificent of sound.
" His expressions are lonorout and more noble ; hit

verse more numerous, and his words are suitable to
his thoughts, sublime and lofty." Dryden : Juvenal.
(Ded.)

If Sonorous is properly applied to bodies
which produce or originate sound; soniferniu
to bodies which convey the sound, or rather
the vibrations of the sound, to the ear.

sonorous-figures, s. pi.

Acoustics: Figures formed by the vibra
tions produced by sound. If the bow of a
violin be drawn across the edge of a plate of

glass covered with any fine powder, the

powder will form figures standing in a certain
relation to the tone sounded. The figures
depend upon the nodal lines formed by the
vibrations of the plate. Called also Acoustic-

figures and Sound-figures.

SO-ndV-OUS-lJ
1

, adv. [Eng. sonorous; -ly.}
In a sonorous manner ; with sound ; reso-

nantly.
"
Making a noue like a hog that eat grains, smack-

ing and grunting very sonorously." More : Antidott
against Atheism, bk. iii., cb, Iz.

so-nor'-oiis-ness, s. [Eng. sonorous; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being sonorous ;

the quality or property of yielding sound
when struck, or coming into collision with
another body.

2. The quality or state of having or giving
out a loud or clear sound.

" To attain their full and best seasoning for sonor.
outness." Boyle : Works, L 460.

3. Magnificence of sound.

son'-ship, s. [Eng. son; -ship.] The state,

condition, or position of a son ; the relation
of a son.

"Regeneration on the part of the grantor, God
Almighty, means admission or adoption into sonship,
or spiritual citizenship." Water-land : Works, Iii. sis.

son'-sy, son'-sie, a. [Gael. & Ir. sunns
= prosperity, happiness.] Lucky, fortunate,

good-humoured, good-looking, fat, pleasant,

plump, thriving, in good condition. (Scotch.)
" My soniie, smurkiug, dear-bought Bess."

Burns: Inventory.

* sSn'-ties, s. [A corrupt, of sanctity, or of Fr.
sante = health.] (See etym.)

" By God's sonties. 'twill be a bard way to hit"-
Shakes/I. : Merchant of Venice, ii. 2.

, s. [Native name.] A mixed striped

fabric of silk and cotton in India. (Simmonds.)

soo-chorig', s. [SOUCHONO.]

soo dra, su -dra,
* soo der, s.

(Sans.)
The fourth caste in the old Hindoo social

system. It contained the labouring classes.

It has now split into a large number of dis-

tinct castes, perhaps a hundred existing in

any ordinary locality. For instance, gold-
smiths, blacksmiths, carpenters, &c., are not
merely distinct callings but distinct castes.

[CASTE.]

soo fee, s. [Son.]

boll, bo^; pout, jo"wl; cat, 90 11, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, sion - shun; -tioa, -slon = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. ble, -die, &c. = tool, del*
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od'-ja,. [SOY.]

OO'-Jee, sou'-lee, . [Hind., &c.] Indian
wheat ground out not pulverized ; a kind of

semolina. It often forms a part of an Anglo-
Indian's breakfast.

ook'-Ies, sook-ies, souks, s. [Etym.

doubtful.)

Bot. : Trifolium pratense and the genus Tri-
folium (q.v.).

OOl, s. [SOUL (2).]

Boom, v.t. [SwiM.] (Scotch.)

Boon, 'sone, *soone, <>.<ii:&a. [A.S. sdna
= soon ; cogn. with O. Fris. sou, son ; O. Sax.
tan ; O. H. Ger. sdn ; Goth, suns, suns.]

A, As adverb :

1. In a short time ; shortly after any speci-
fied or supposed time ; shortly, not long.

"
(He) gins to chide, but toon she stops his lips."

Shaketp. : Venus Jt Adonis, 46.

2. Early ; before the usual time.

8. Easily, quickly, readily, shortly.
" Small lights are toon blown out*

Shakesp. : /iape of Lttcrece, 647.

4. Readily, willingly. (Used with would or
ether word expressive of will.)

"
I would as toon see a river winding through woods

and meadows, as wheu it is tossed up in so many
Whimsical figures at Versailles." Additon : Ouardian.
*
5. As early as ; no later than. (Used in

T>ld phrases such as soon at night = early this

evening ; oo at Jive o'clock = as early as five

O'clock.) "
I shall tee you toon at night."

Shakesp. : Othtllo. Hi. 4.

* B. As adj. : Speedy, quick.
" Make you toonat haste."

Shakesp. : Anton)/ i Cleopatra, ill. 4.

^T (1) As soon as, So soon as: Immediately
at or after a certain event. (Exodus xxxii. 19.)

(2) Sooner or later : At some future time,
more or less near.

oon dree, soon dcr, sun -dor, sun'-
dri. s. [Bengali.]

Bot. : Heritiera liltoralis, a tree growing
abundantly in the alluvial soil intersected by
many channels, fringing the shores of Bengal,
and called after it the Sanderbunds or Soon-
derbunds.

oon -ee, soon'-nee, s. [SUNNITE.]

o6n'-5r, adv. More willingly, preferably.

o6n' er, . One who acts prematurely or
before the appointed time; used as an epithet

indicating push and unusual energy. (U.S.
Oolloq.)

* soon'-ly, adv. [Eng. toon; -ly.] Quickly,
speedily, soon.

" A masou meets with stone that wants no cutting,
and, toonly approving of it, place* it in his work."
More.

OOP, v.t.. [SWEEP, v.] (Scotch.)

od-pa'-ree, su-pa'-ri, *. [Mahi-ntta m-
pari ; Hind, supiyari.] The fruit of the Areca
or Betel nut tree. Often with pan (= leaf)

prefixed.

oop -ing, t. [Soop.l

L The act of sweeping.

2. (PI.) : What is swept up or together ;

sweepings.

8obr acks, soor -acks, sour acks, s.

[Ger. 'saurach.]

Bot. : Rumex Acetosa and R. Acetosella.

Boor'-ma, sur'-ma. *. [Hind. = antimony.]
A preparation of antimony with which Indian

women anoint the eyelids.

oo-shong', *. [SOUCHONG.]

806 BOO, su'-su, s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Platanista gangetica, the Gangetic
Dolphin, one of the oldest Cetaceans known,
since Pliny and .lian both allude to it

[PLATANISTA.]

soot, *sot, "sote.s. [A.S. sot; cogn. with
Icel. sot; Sw. sot; Dan. sod; Lith. sddis; Ir.

tuth ; Gael, suith; Wei. swta.] Small carbon-
aceous particles arising from fuel in a state

of imperfect combustion, and generally adher-

ing to the sides of the chimney or pipe con-

veying smoke upward.

soot-wart, s.

Pathol. : A wart of a cancerous type pro-
duced on the scrotum of chimuey-sweeps by
soot. Called also Chimney-sweep's Cancer.

'soot, v.t. [SooT, s.]

1. To cover or foul with soot.

2, To manure with soot.

"The land was tooted before." Uortimtr : But-
bandry.

*
soote, sotc, o. [SWEET.]

* soot er km, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A kind
of false birth, fabled to be produced by the
Dutch women from sitting over their stoves ;

hence, an abortive proposal or scheme.
"
Fruits of dull heat, and tooterkini of wit."

Pope : Ditnciad, 1. 126.

* soot'-flake, s. [Eng. soot, s., and .flake.] A
flaSe or particle of soot, a smut, a smudge.

sooth,
*
soth,

* sothe, a. & s. [A.S. sodh

true, a true tiling, truth ; cogn. with Icel.

tannr ; Sw. sann; Dan. sand.]
* A. As adjective:

L True.

2. Pleasing, delightful, sweet.
" The toothett shepherd that e'er piped on plains."

Hilton: Camut, 823.

B. As substantive :

1. Truth, reality.
" He ligges at Wyitchestre, the soth it is to sele."

Kobert de lirunne, p. 28.

*
2. Cajolery, humouring.

" With words of tooth."

Shakeip. : Richard II., ill. S.

*
3. Prognostication.

If In sooth: In truth, indeed, assuredly.
" In tooth, I know not why I am so s:id."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, L 1.

soothe,
* soth i en, v.t. [A.S. gesodhian =

to'prove to be true, to confirm, from sodh=
true, sooth (q.v.) ; cf. gesodh = a parasite, a
flatterer ; cogn. with Icel. sanna ; Dan. sand*
= to verify, to confirm.]
*

1. To make true, to confirm, to verify.
*

2. To assent to, as being true ; to confirm.
" That thtlke skorne in thy enemies mowethis on

thy person be not tothed." Chaucer : Testament of
Lou*, i,

*
3. To say yes to ; to humour by assenting.

" Good my lord, loathe him : let him take the fellow."

Khakctp. : Lear, iii. 4.

4. To humour, to flatter.
"

Is't good to soothe him in these contraries?"
Shakesp. : Comedy of Errort, Iv. 4.

5. To gratify, to please, to delight.
" In this way Sir Edward was so much toothed and

flattered that he ceased to insist on his right." Mac-
autay: JJitt. Eng., ch. iviii.

6. To soften, to assuage, to mollify, to

calm, to compose, to allay.
"

Still there is room for pity to abate
And loathe the sorrows of so sad a state."

Cowper : Charity, 18

sooth'-er, s. [Eng. sooth(e); -er.] One who
or that which soothes ; a flatterer.

11
1 cannot flatter : I defy

The tongues of to"th*rs."

Sh-iketp. : 1 Henry IV., IT. L
*
SOOth'-fast, a. [A.S. sodhfoest.] True, truth-

ful, upright, straightforward.
" With good and toothfait life."

Turberville : Death of E. Arhundle.

* sooth' fast-ness, s. [Eng. soothfast ; -ness.]

Truthfulness, truth, reality.
" Therfore stonde ye and be ye gird aboute youie

leendis in t',thfaitncs*e."Wycitfe : K/etict vi.

sooth'-ing, pr. par. or a. [SOOTHE.]

SOOth'-Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. soothing; -ly.] In
a s'oothing manner ; so as to soothe with flat-

tery, soft or soothing words.
" The most soothingly and contentedlydeceived that

could he found in the world." She/ton : Don Quixote,
pt. iv., ch. vii.

*
sooth-lich, *sooth-liche, aJv. [SOOTHLY.]

* sooth'-ly,
*
sothe-ly, adv. & o. [Eng.

sooth ; -ly.\

A. As adv. : In truth ; in sooth ; really,
truly. " Then view St David's ruined pile :

And home returning, snothlif swear,
Was never -ene so sad and fair !

"

Scott : Lay nf the Lcut Minstrel, li 1.

B. As adj. : True, real.
" This crooked ronion, for In loathly guise
She was her genius and her counsellor."

Mieklt : Syr Martyn.

* soot a -ness,
*
soth-nes, s. [Eng. sooth;

-ness.) Truth, uprightness.
"
Gregore wist this wel, and wilnede to my soule
SHV.ICMU for the lutHnett, that he sei li in myn werkss."

Pltrl 1'toieman, p. 206.

* sooth saw, * sooth'-say, s. [Eng. soottn
and saw.]

1. A true saying, a prediction, a proverb.
"
Shewes, visions, loothsimei. and prophesies."

Spenter: F. Q., U. ix. H.

2, A portent, an omen.
" Ood turn the same to good toothtau."

Spenser : F. ., 111. vill. SO.

sooth -say, v.i. [SOOTHSAY, s.] To foretell,
to predict

" A damsel, possessed with a spirit of divination,
met us. which brought her masters much gain by
toothsayiny." Act! ivi. 16.

* sooth -say, s. [SOOTHSAW.]

sooth'-say-er, . [Eng. sooth, and sai/r.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who predicts or fore-
tells ; a foreteller, a prognostieator.

" A soothsayer bids you beware the ides of March."
Shakesp. : Julius Caiar, i. 2.

2. Entom. : Any individual of the family
Mantidae, from the old belief that these in-

sects would indicate by gestures the road a
person who had lost his way should take.

" In all probability when the tonttitaver Is supposed
to be kindly directing some lost child in the way to
its home, the attitude suggesting this kind action 1*

really assumed for defensive purposes." CatleH't A'af.
Hitt., vi. 130.

sooth say-ing, *. [Eng. sooth, and saying.]
*

1. A true saying ; truth.

2. The act of predicting or foretelling; a
prediction.

soot -1- ness, s. [Eng. sooty; -ness.] The
quality or state of being sooty or foul with
soot.

* soot -ish, a. [Eng. soot ; -ish.] Partaking
of the nature of soot ; sooty.

"
Things become black by a sootiih and fullginotii

matter." Browne : Vulgar Errourt.

8OOt'-y, a. [Eng. soot ; -y.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Pertaining to, consisting of, or resem-
bling soot ; fuliginous.

" To defecate this oil, that it shall not spend into
loots/ matter." H'Ukiiis.

2. Producing or causing soot.
" Fire of tooty coal." Milton: P. L., T. 440.

3. Covered or foul with soot.

4. Black, dark, dusky.
" Under the tooty flag of Acheron."

Milton- <7omtw,80i,

II. Bot. : Fuliginous (q.v.).

sooty-albatross, s.

Ornith. : Diomedea fuliffinosa, found in all

temperate latitudes south of the Equator.
Plumage dark sooty gray ; head and wings
brown. These birds breed chiefly in tha
island of Tristan d'Acuuha.

sooty-tern, .

Ornith. : Sterna fuliginosa, an intertropical
species. It breeds in vast numbers on Ascension

Island, where it is known as the Wide-awake.
It is rarely seen in the temperate zone. There
is a smaller species (S. anxsUtela) known as the
Smaller Sooty Tern. The plumage is sooty
black above, white below.

sooty water-mouse, s.

Zool. : Hydromys fuliginosus, uom western
Australia.

*
soot'-^, v.t. [SOOTY, o.] To make foul or

dirty with soot.
" Tauu'd and all tootled with noisome smoke."

Chapman, (Toad.)

sop,
* soppe, s. [A.S. soppa, soppe (not found,

but seen in the derived verb soppigan = to
sop) ; cogn. with Icel soppa = a sop, from
sopinn, pa. par. of supa = to sup ; so//i = a
sup, a sip ; O. Dut. soppe ; Dut. sop ; Sw.
soppa = broth ; Low Ger. soppe a sop. Sop
and soup are doublets.]

L Lit. : Anything steeped or dipped and
softened in liquor; specifically, something
thus steeped in broth or liquid food, and in-
tended to be eaten.

"Jesus aunswered, he it is to whom I geuea<oML
when I haue dipt it." John xlU. (1551.)

J&te, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian, te, ce = e ; ey = a; qu = kw.
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JL figuratively:

1. Something given to pacify ; in allusion

to the old legend of sop given to Cerberus,
the watch-dog of the infernal regions, t<

pacify him.
" Even Cerberus, when he had received the lop, per

mitted jEneas to pass." liryaen: Postscript to the

*2. A thing of little or no value,

sop in wine, sops in wine, s.

Bot. : (1) Dianthus Caryophyllus ; (2) D.

plumarius. (Lyte.) According to Nares the
name was given to any pink used to flavour
wine.

Sop, v.t. [Sop, s.] To steep or dip in liquor.
" His cheeks, as snowy apples topt in wine."

Fletcher: Chritt't Triumph.

H To sop up : To dry up, as by rubbing with
a dry cloth, a sponge, &c.

sope, *. [SOAP.]

*sop-er, s. [SUPPER.]

oph, s. [See defs.J

1. In the English Universities, an abbrevia-
tion of sophister (q.v.).
"Three Cambridge tophi, and three pert Templars

came." Pope : Dunclad, ii. 379.

2. In American Universities, an abbrevia-
tion of sophomore (q.v.).

BO phi, so phee, *
so'-phy, s. [Son.]

1. The same as SOFI.

2. A title of the Emperor or Shah of Persia.
"
By this scimitar

That slew the tophi and a Persian prince."
Shaketp. : Merchant of Venice, 11 1.

soph -Ic,
* soph -ic-al, a. [Gr. <rexo

(sophos) = wise.] Teaching wisdom.
"All those books which are called tophical, such as

the Wisdom of Sirach, 4c., tend to teach the Jews the
true spiritual meaning of God's economy." fir.
Barrii : On the 53rd Chapter of Itaiah, p. 256.

soph' ie, s. [Gr. <n<f>ia (sophia), from o-o^d?= wise.] Wisdom.
" That In my shield

The seuen fold Sophie of Minerue contein
A match more mete, syr king, than any here."

Poemtof Yncertaine Auctort; Death of Zoroat.

sophime, s. [SOPHISM.]

oph -ism,
* soph isme, s. [Fr. sophisme,

from Lat. sophisma ; Gr. <ro<|>t<r/ia (sophisma),
from cro<^o5 (sophos) wise ; Sp. sofisma ; Ital.

sojlsma, sofismo.] A specious but fallacious

argument ; a specious proposition ; a fallacy ;

a subtlety in reasoning ; an argument which
is not supported by sound reasoning, or in
which the inference is not justly deduced
from the premises.

" Full of subtile tophitmet, which doe play
With double seuces." tlpenter: t\ y., HI. iv. 28.

t, s. [Fr. sophiste, from Low Lat.

sophista ; Gr. <ro<J>t(TT^s (sophistes) a cunning
or skilful man, a sophist, a teacher of arts and
sciences for money, .from <TO<J>I'U> (sophizo) =
to instruct ; o-o<6? (sophos) = wise ; Sp. &
Ital. snfista.]

1. Lit. Greek Hist. : A word used at first

as an honourable title, but afterwards as a
term of reproach.

(1) A master of one's craft ; a person dis-

tinguished for learning or ability.
" A Sophia, In the genuine sense of the word, was

awlae man, a clever man. one who stood prominently
before the public as distinguished for intellect or
talent of some kind. Thus Solon and Pythagoras are
both called SophUU." Grote : Hitt. Greece, vfii. 480.

(2) One who demanded payment for philo-
sophical instruction.

"
Zeller (Phil. d. Oriech., erst Theil, 18M, p. 760) says

that the specific name of lophist at first merely desig-
nated one who taught philosophy fur pay. The philo-
ojiliy might be good or bad ; the characteristic desig-
nated by the epithet sophistical was its demand uf

luuney fees." O. H. Lewet : UiM Phitoi. (ed. 1880), ii. 100.

(3) One of a class of men at Athens in the
fifth century before Christ, who were the
chief public teacliers, especially of the art of

disputation, which had a serial charm for
the Greeks. Chief among the Sophists were
Protagoras of Abdera, with his scholars Gor-

fiasand
Piodicus, and Hippiasof Elia. Blom-

eld (Encyc. Metrop.,s.v. Socrates) says of them
"that the principal merit to which they laid
claim was that of communicating to their

disciples a ready, off-hand kind of knowledge,
which might enable them to talk speciously
and fluently upon all subjects whatever, and
to impart to them that pernicious skill in

dialectics by which they might baffle their

adversary, whether right or wrong, and
' make

the worse appear the better cause."* 11

should be borne in mind that the Sophists
are known only from the writings of their

antagonists ; Grote points out that the hos-
tility supposed to have been entertained by
Socrates to the Sophists is Platonic rather
than Socratic, and Jnwett (Introd. to Sophist]
and Lewes take a similar view.

"That the Athenians did not consider the Sophitt,
as corruptors of youth is unequivocally shown in two
facts : they did not impeach the sophutt, and they did

impeach Socrates. When Anaxagoras the philosopl
and Protagoras the to/ihin 'sapped the foundatio
of morality' by expressing opinions contrary to the
religion of Athens, they were banished ; but who im-
peached Gorgias, or Hippias, or Prodicus ?" O. B.
Leuei : Hist. I'hilot. (ed. 1880), ii. 117.

2. A captious and fallacious reasoner ; a
quibbler ; one given to the use of sophisms.

Soph'-fe-ter, s. [Eng. sophist; -er.]

1. A professional teacher of philosophy ; a
sophist.

2. A quibbling disputant.
"A subtle traitor needs no tophitter."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry P/., T. 1.

3. A University term :

(1) At Cambridge University, applied to a
student in his second and third years of resi-
dence. In the first year he is called a Fresh-
man, or first-year man ; in the second, a
Junior sophister (or soph), or a second-year
man ; in the third year a Senior sophister (or
soph), or a third-year man ; and in the last
term a Questionist, in reference to the ap-
proaching examination for degrees.

(2) In Dublin University, a student in his
third and fourth years. In his first year he
is called o Junior freshman ; in his second, a
Senior freshman ; in his third, a Junior so-

phister ; and in his fourth, a Senior sophister.

(3) In the older American Colleges the
junior and senior classes were (and in some
cases still are) called Junior sopliisters and
Senior sophisters respectively.

*
soph'-Is-ter, v.t. [SOPHISTER, s.] To main-
tain or support by fallacious arguments or
sophistry.

"
It is well snphistred of you forsooth. Preposterous

are your judgmenUevennore." fox : Book ofMartyr*,
p. 517.

so-phist'-fc, so phist -ic-al, o. [Fr. so-

phistique, from Lat. sophislicus = pertaining
to a sophist, sophistical.]

1. Of or pertaining to the Sophists.
"We cannot wonder that he should turn the rhap-

sodical element of the Greek drama into a sophistical
one." Donaldson : Theatre of the Greeks, p. 137.

2. Containing or of the nature of sophistry ;

fallaciously subtle ; quibbling, unsound.
" A solution of the difficulty, which. I think, and
ra not afraid to call inconclusive and sophistical."

Bolingbroke : Fragmentt, j 2L

so-phist-Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. sophistical;

-ly.] In a sophistical manner ; fallaciously ;

with sophistry.
"He lophitticallyaigvta thatsociety would certainly

not like him to die of starvation." Daily telegraph,
Jan. 19, 1886.

so-phist'-ic-al-ness, s. [Eng. sophistical;
-ness.] The quality or state of being sophist-
ical.

SO-phlst'-l-cate, v.t. [Low Lat. sophisti-

catus, pa. par. of sophistico = to corrupt, to

adulterate; Fr. sophistiquer ; Sp. sojisticar;
Ital. sofisticare.]

*
1. To corrupt, to pervert, to wrest from

the truth.
"
If the passions of the mind be strong, they easily

lophisticat* the understanding." Hooker : Ecclet.

Polity.

2. To adulterate ; to make spurious by ad-
mixture.

"
It is a crime of a high nature to mingle or tophisti-

cafe any wine here." HowM: Letter*, bk. i., let. 38.

so phist i cat cd,
* so phist i cate, a.

[SOPHISTICATE, v.] Adulterated; not genuine.
" The only way to know what is $ophitticate and

what is not so, is to bring all to the exameu of the
touchstone." Olaneill : Scepiit ScientiJIca, ch. viii.

so-phist I-ca -tion, . [SOPHISTICATE, v.]

1. The act of adulterating or making not

genuine by admixture ; adulteration.
"
[Drugs! whose preclousneas may make their

tophinfiration very beneficial to them that practice
it"-fli .- H^orla, i. 319.

2. Something adulterated or not genuine;
a spurious imitation.

" The injjhit'icafioniot or substitutes for butter sold
in the iiii'trMimiitnn and urban markets." Daily Tele-

graph, March 20, 1886.

*
3. The act of quibbling or arguing soi.hisfc-

ically ; sophistry.
*
4. A fallacious argument intended to de-

ceive ; a quibble.

sS-phist'-i-ca-tor, . [Eng. sophisticate);
01:] One who sophisticates; one who
adulterates or destroys the genuineness or
purity of anything by foreign admixture.

"
I cordially commend that the tophitticatort ol

wine may suffer punishment above any ordinal*
thief." Whitaker : Blood of the Grape (!Ci4), p. 107.

soph 1st ress, . [Bug. sophist; -ress]A female sophist.
" You seem to be a tophittreu, you answer so

smartly." Battey : Eratmia, p. 184.

soph'-ist-ry,
* soph ist-rie, s. [Fr. soph-

isterie.]
*

1. Logical exercise
; argument for exercise

only.
' The more youthful exercises of sophistry, themes.and declamations."- FeUon.

2. Sophistic influence; sophists collectively."
Euripides was nursed in the lap of tophittry"

Donaldson : Theatre o.f the Greek*, p. 187.

3. Fallacious reasoning, unsound argument,
quibbling, fallacy.

" A person whose conscience can be set at rest b*
immoral tophittry"llacau.lay : Hitt. Eng., ch. xv.

*
soph'-lst-r^, v.t. [SOPHISTRY, s.] To reason
sophistically.

"
It Is well lophittried of you." Bait: Select Worki,

P.M.

sSph'-6 more, *. [Gr. <r<x#>dc (sophos) = wise,
and Mwpcis- (mdros) SL fool.] In American
colleges, a student belonging to the second of
the four classes ; a student next above a
freshman.

soph 6 mor Ic, soph-o-mor'-Ic-al, a.

[Eng. sophomor(e); -ic, -ical.] Pertaining or

relating to a sophomore ; characteristic of a
sophomore ; inflated in style. (Amer.)

" The American idea of architecture had passed from
its untrained innocence to a tophomaric affectation of
Greek forms." Century Magazine, June, 1883, p. 222.

SO-phbV-a, s. [Arab, sophera = a papilio-
naceous tree.]

Bot. The typical genus of Sophorese (q.v.).
Leaves unequally pinnate, inflorescence in
racemes or panicles of yellow, white, or blue
flowers ; stamens ten, all distinct ; legumes
moniliform, without joints or wings. Orna-
mental shrubs or trees, from the hotter parts
of Asia and America. Two, Sophora japonic**
(called also Styphnolobium japoTiicwm), and
S. chinensis are grown as garden plants. The
former yields a beautiful yellow or orange
dye from the pulp of the legumes. The roots
and seeds of the latter have been regarded as

specifics in bilious sickness.

so phbr -e ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat tophor(a);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot.: A tribe of Papilionacese. Filaments
distinct; legume continuous; leaves pin-
nated, with one or several leaflets. (Lindlcy.)

So-phros'-jf-ne, . [Gr. = moderation, dis-

cretion.]

Astron. : [ASTEROID, 134].

soph'-ta, . [SofTA.]

sop'-ite, v.t. [Lat. sopitus, pa. par. of sopio= to put to sleep.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To lay asleep ; to put to

sleep or rest ; to lull.
" Our natural powers are tied down, lopited. and

fettered." Cheyne : Philosophical Conjecture*.

2. Scots Law : To set at rest ; to qunsh.

so pi' tion, s. [SOPITE. ] The act of putting
to sleep or rest ; sleep, slumber, dormancy.

" Demeutatiou and lovition of reason." Browne.
(Webtter.)

*
So'-por, s. [Lat.] A deep sleep from which
cue can with difficulty be awakened.

"To awaken the Christian woild out of this deep
lopor or lethargy." Dr. B. More : Mystery of Iniquity.

pt-U. (I'ref.)

*
sd'-por-ate, v.t. [Lat. soporatus, pa. par. of

jojx>ro = to put to sleep; sopors sleep.] To
put to sleep.

"The soul seemlni not to be thoroughly awake
here, but. as it were, toiiorated with the dull steams
and opiatick vapours of thlsgross body." Cudwrrtk:
Intell. Syitem. p. 70S.

\ so-por-if'-er-ofis, a. [Lat. soporifer, from

sopor = sleep, and/ro=to bring; Eng. adj.

boy ; pout, jowl ; cat, 90!!, chorus, 9hin. bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon. exist, ph = t,

-dan, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; -fion, sion - rtinn. -oious, -Uous, -siooa - ahus. -tola, tile, to = bel, deL
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suff. -ovs.] Causing or tending to cause sleep ;

joporitic, somniferous.
"

It is more soporiferous than opium.
"

P. Holland :

flinic, bk. xxi., ch. xxxi.

*
sd-pdr-if'-er-ous-ljf, adv. [Eng. sopori-

ferous ; -ly.] In a soporiferous manner ; so as

to produce sleep.

*
so-por-if

'

-er-ous-n6ss, s. [Eng. sopori-

jerous; -ness.] The quality or state of being
soporiferous.

BO-por-iT-ic, o. & i. [As if from a Lat. so-

poriftcus, from sopor = sleep, and /ucio = to

make, to cause.]

A. As adj. : Causing or tending to cause

Bleep; soporiferous.
" The clear harangue, and cold as it is clear,
Falls soporific on the listless ear."

Cowper : Progress of Error, 20.

B. As subst. : A medicine, drug, prepara-
tion, or plant that has the property or quality
of producing sleep ; a narcotic.

* so'-por -oils,
*
so'-por-ose, a. [Lat

soporus, from sopor = sleep.] Causing sleep ;

sleepy.
"In soporotu diseases it is commonly an uncertain

and ineffectual remedy."-GreenhUl: Art of Embalm-
ing.

* so'-pour, s. [SOPOB.]

*
soppe, s. [Sop, s.]

Sop -per, s. [Eng. sop, v. ; -er.] One who
sops or dips in liquor something to be eaten.

S5p py, a. [Eng. sop; -y.] Sopped or soaked
in liquor ; satuiated ; very wet or sloppy.

O'-pra, adv. [Ital.,from Lat. supra= above.]

Music: A term used to denote the upper or

higher part, as Di sopra, above ; Come sopra,
as above or before ; Nella parte di sopra, in

the upper or higher part ; Contrappunto sopra
il soggetto, counterpoint over the subject.

* so-pra'-nist, s. [SOPRANO.]

Music : A soprano or treble singer.

So pra no (pi. so pra ni, so pra'-nos),
. [Ital.= sovereign, supreme, treble, from
Low Lat. superanus = sovereign (q.v.) ; Ger.

opran.]
Music:

1. The highest kind of female voice. The
Ordinary easy range is from c below the treble
tatf to o or A above it.

2. A singer having a soprano voice.

soprano-clef, s.

Music : The c clef upon the first line of the
tave. [CLEF.]

sor'-ange, s. [Eng. sor(f); -ance.] Sore,
soreness.

"
Nay, this removing and replanting of them is the

proper cure of many sorances.' I', UMund : flinie,
bk. xix., ch. xii.

SOrb, s. [Fr. sorbe, from Lat. sorbus.]

Bot. : t (1) The Service-tree ; (2) the Wild
Service-tree. [SERVICE-TREE.]

sorb-apple, s. The fruit of the Sorb or
Service-tree.

BOrb am'-ide, s. [Eng. sor6(ic), and amide.]

Chem. : H<>(C6H7O)N. An amide produced
by the action of aqueous ammonia on sorbic
ether at 120". It forms white fusible needles,
soluble in water and alcohol.

SOrb an'-il-ide, s. [Eng. sorb(ic); aniline,
and suff. -ide..}

Chem. : C6Hg(C8H )NO. Plienyl-sorbamide.
Produced by the action of aniline on sorbic

chloride, as an oil which solidifies in the

crystalline form. (Watts.)

SOr -bate, *. [Eng. sorb(ic); -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of sorbic acid.

Sor be fa'-ci-ent (c as sh), a. & s. [Lat.
sorbto to absorb, and faciens, pr. par. of

/ado = to make.]
A. As adj. : Causing or producing absorp-

tion.

B. As subst. : A substance or preparation
Which causes or produces absorption.

* sor'- bent, s. [Lat. sorbens, pr. par. of
*oroeo=r"to absorb.] A substance producing
absorption ; an absorbent (q.v.).

* sor bet, s. [SHERBET.]
Coofc. : A lemon ice flavoured with spirit,

usually rum, served at dinner.

sorb'-lc, a, [Eng. sorb(in); -ic.] Derived
from or contained in mountain ash.

sorbic acid, s.

Chem. : CgfyOHO. A monobasic acid,
found in mountain-ash berries, and produced
from ;>arasorbic acid by the action of caustic

tjorasn, and then boiling with hydrochloric
acid. It is purified by recrystallization from

water, and is obtained in long colourless

needles, very difficultly soluble in cold, more
readily in hot water and in alcohol, melts at

134'5, and is inodorous.

sorbic chloride, s.

Chem. : C6H7OC1. Chloride of sorbyl. Pro-
duced by the action of phosphoric chloride
on sorbic acid or its potassium salt. It is

converted by water into sorbic and hydro-
chloric acids.

sorbic ether, .

Chem. : CgHXCgHsX^- Ethylic sorbate.

Prepared by passing hydrochloric acid pas
into an alcoholic solution of the acid. It is

a liquid boiling at 195-5", and having an
aromatic odour like beuzoic ether.

*
sor'-bile, a. [Lat. sorbeo= to absorb.] That
may be drunk or sipped.

sorb'-in,s. [Mod. Lat. sorb(us); Eng. suff.-tTi.]

Chem. : CgH^Og. A sugar, discovered by
Pelouse, isomeric with glucose, and obtained
from the fermented juice of the mountain-ash
berries. It does not exist ready formed in

the terries, and its formation is not yet clearly
understood.

sor-bf-tar-tar'-Ic, a. [Eng. sorotc, and
tartaric.] Containing sorbic and tartaric
acids.

sorbitartaric acid, s.

Chem. : An acid produced by heating sorbite
with tartaric acid to 100. (Watts.)

sorb'-ite, s. [Mod. Lat. sorb(us); Eng. suff.

-ite.]

Chem. : CgHi4Og. An unfermentable sugar
present in. the berries of the mountain-ash.
It is isomeric with mannite and dulcite, and
deposits in regular transparent crystals, for

the most part rhombic octahedrons, from the

expressed juice after standing for several
months. It is nearly insoluble in cold al-

cohol, moderately soluble in boiling alcohol,
the hydrated sugar melts at 102, is inactive
to polarized light, does not reduce copper
salts, nor is it carbonised with sulphuric acid
even with heat.

Sorb it'-1C, a. [Eng. sorbit(e); -ic.] Con-
tained in or derived from sorbite (q.v.).

sorbitic acid, s.

Chem. : An acid obtained by heating sorbite
for some time to 150-180. It is insoluble in

water, acids, and alcohol ; but dissolves in

aqueous ammonia or potash, from which
hydrochloric acid throws it down in amor-

phous dark-red flakes. Its composition is

doubtful.

*
sor-bi'-tion, s. [Lat. sorbitio, from sorbeo

to absorb.] The act of drinking or sipping.

sor-bqn'-ic-al, a. [Eng. Sorbon(ne); -ical.]

Pertaining or" belonging to a Sorbonist.
" The torbonical or theological wine, and their feasts

or gaudy days, are now come to be proverbially jested
at." Florio : Montaigne, p. 626.

Sor'-bon-ist, s. [Fr. Sorboniste.]

Eccles. Hist. : A professor or doctor of the
Sorbonne, a theological college founded within
the University of Paris by Robert de Sor-
bon in 1252, for sixteen students, four from
each of the French, Norman, Picard, and
English "nations" [NATION, s., II.], burses

being soon afterwards added for German and
Flemish students. The majority of the Paris
doctors were trained there, and the Sorbonne
and the theological faculty became identified
as early as the beginning of the sixteenth

century. Cardinal Richelieu, in 1629, opened
the present buildings in the Qnartier Latin.
The old University of Paris was destroyed at
the Revolution, and, when it was reorganized
by Napoleon in 1808, a facnltv of theology,
with seven chairs, was established at the

Sorbonne, where lectures are also given and

degrees conferred in the faculties of science
and literature.

" He a rope of sand could twist
As tough as learue<l Sorbonist."

Butler: lludU>r<a.\.\.

sor'-bus, s. [Lat. = the true service tree.]

Bot. : A section or sub-genus of Pyrus(q.v.X
having small fruits, with two to eight cells,
each one-seeded, the endocarp brittle ; flowers
in compound corymbose cymes. (Sir /.

Hooter.) British species three, Pyrus tor-

minalis, P. Aria, and P. Aucuparia.

SOrb'-yl, s. [Mod. Lat. sorb(us); -yl]

Chem. : C
?
U7O. The hypothetical radical

of sorbic acid.

sor'-ger-er, s. [Fr. sorcier, from Low Lat.

sortiarius = a teller of fortunes by the casting
of lots, from sortio = to cast lots, from Lat.

sors, genit. sortis = a lot [SORT, s.] ; Ital. sor-

tiere ; Sp. sortero.] A conjuror, a magician.
" This is my hammer,
Miiilner the mighty ;

Giants and sorcerer!
Cannot withstand it."

Longfellow : The Musician't Tale, L

If Before the introduction of this word,
witch was indiscriminately applied to both
sexes ; but when sorcerer had come into vogue
it was assigned to men, while witch was
limited to women. (Trench : English Past A
Present.)

sor'-ger-ess,
* sor-cer-esse, s. [Fr. soror= a sorcerer ; Eng. fem. suff. -ess.] A female

sorcerer or magician ; a witch.
" How unlikely is it that Ood should make nse of

this sorceress as a prophetess." Waterland : Vermont,
vol. ix., ser. 33.

*
sor'-ger-ing, s. [Eng. sorcer(y); -ing.] The
act or practice of using sorcery.

* SOr'-cer-oiis, a: [Eng. sorcer(er); -ows.)

Using sorcery or enchantment ; pertaining or

belonging to sorcery.
" This sorcerota worker to make hym pope," BaU:

English Votaries, pt. ii.

sor'-cer-^, *sor-cer-ie, *sor-ser-y, .

[O.Fr. sorcerie, fromsorcier= asorceier(q.v.).l
Divination by the aid, or pretended aid of
evil spirits, or the power of commanding evil

spirits ; magic, witchcraft, enchantment.
"This witch Sycorax,

For mischiefs manifold, and sorceries terrible.
Was banish'd." Shalcesp. : Tempest, i. .

11 Up to nearly the middle of the eighteenth
century, sorcery, or witchcraft (q.v.), was pua
ishable with death.

*sord, s. [SWARD.] Sward, tnrf.
"

I' th' midst an altar as a landmai k stood,
Rustic, of grassy sord." UMon : P. L., xl. 4SS.

Sor-da-va'-lite, s. [After Sordavala, Fin

land, where found ; suff. -ite (A/in.); Ger.

sordawalit.]

Min. : A massive mineral forming thin

layers on a basaltic rock, also found witli pyr-
rhotito at Bodenmais, Bavaria. Hardness,
2'5 ; sp. gr. 2'53 to 2'58 ; lustre, like that of

bitumen ; streak, liver-brown ; colour, grayish
or bluish-black ; opaque ; fracture, conchoidal.

Compos. : essentially a silicate of iron and

magnesia.
*
sor'-des, s. [Lat.] Foul matter, excretions,

dregs ; filthy refuse of any kind.
" While yet. poor men, their rags, lords, and beggary

sufficiently confute their rare akilX" QcuuLen : Ultra-

spates, p. 112 (1653).

sor'-det, s. [SORDINE.]

Sor'-did, a. [Fr. sordide, from Lat. sordidvt
:= vile, mean, dirty, from sordes = dirt, filth.]

*
1. Filthy, dirty, foul, gross.
" The trout is banished by the sordid stream."

Thomson : Summer, 884.

2. Vile, mean, base.
" Cleave to the world, ye sordid worms."

Cowper : Olney Hymns, Ixl.

3. Mean, avaricious, covetous, niggardly.
"Motives of avarice had prevailed upon the sordid

mind of Judas." tip. Sorsley : Sermons, vol.iL.ser. 191

4. Characterized by meanness or avarice.

"His principles and his fortune alike raised Mm
above all temptations of a sordid kind." Macuulay :

Hist. Eng., cb. ii.

*
sor-did'-i-ty, *. [Eng. sordid; -ity.] Mean-
ness, sordid ness.

" Weary and ashamed of their own tordidity and
manner of life." Burton : Anat. of.Melancholy, ft. lit.

eh. xxv.

iato, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,

or. wore, wgU, work, who, son; mate, cub, care, anite, car, rale, fall; try, Syrian. , w = e; ey = a; iu = kw.
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=
SOBDtTgr.

sor'-dld-ly, adv. [Eng. sordid ;
-
ly.] In a

sordid manner ; meanly, basely, covetously.

gor-dld-ness, s. [Eng. sordid; -nws.)

1. The quality or state of being sordid ;

fllthiness, dirtiness, foulness.
" Providence deters people from sluttishness and

tordidnest. and provokes them to cleanliness." Ray :

On the Creation.

2. Meanness, baseness.
" Two or three Tol. were offered to him fPelham] by

such indigent persons for six pence a piece, such is

the lurdidnesi of ignorance and poverty." Wood :

8. Niggardliness, base avarice.

"To see the venality In its full growth, and survey
tordi tnea in its complete state of abomination it will

be necessary to turn from low to high life." Knox :

Spirit t>/ Detpotism,

sor dine, sor -det, s. [Ital.]

Music: A mute. [MUTE, s., II. 3.]

sor di -no (pi. sor-di'-ni), s. [Ital.]

Music: A small {rf/cket fiddle, a pochette or

kit, formerly used for the purpose of giving
the pitch, &c., at music parties.

*sor'-dor, s [SORDES.] Dregs.
" The tardor of civilization, mixed
With all the savage which man's fall hath fixed."

Byron : The ftimid, ii. 4.

sor dun, sor-do -no (pL sor-do -ni), *.

[Ital.]

Music:

1. An old form of wood wind instru-

ment, having a double reed, with twelve

ventages and two keys.

2. A sort of mute for a trumpet.
3. An organ reed stop of sixteen-foot

pitch.

sore,
* sor. a., adv., & s. [A.S. sdr =

painful ; tare = sorely ; sdr = a sore ;

cogn. with Dut. zeer = sore, sorely ;

Icel. sdrr sore, sdr = a sore ; Sw.
tar ; O. H. Ger. ser= wounded, pain-
ful ; ser a sore, sero = sorely ; Ger.
settr sorely, extremely ; versehren =
to wound, lit. to make sore ; all from
Teut. base saira = sore.] [SORRY.]

A. As adjective :

1. Painful ; being the seat of pain ; tender
and painful to the touch ; inflamed, as a boil,

nicer, or abscess.
" His wounds will not be tore."

Shakftp. : Rape of Luerece, 1,568.

2. Tender or pained in the mind ; pained,
grieved, or vexed ; feeling aggrieved, galled,
hurt.

" This unfortunate affair, though it terminated
without an open quarrel, left much tore feeling."
Macaulay: Bat. Eng., ch. XXL

3. Violent, sharp, severe, painful, bitter,

grievous, heavy.
" Punished with tore distraction."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, v. J.

*
4. Violent, fierce, sharp, severe : as, a sore

fight.
*
5. Criminal, evil, wrong.

"To lapse in fulness
Is torer than to lie for need."

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, lit. S.

B. As adverb :

L With painful violence, severely, griev-
ously, intensely. " So tore

The griding sword, with discontinuous wound
Passed through him." Milton : P. L.. vi. 32*.

2. Greatly, exceedingly, violently, griev-
ously.

"In oni
times are
Til.

3. Sorely, sadly.
" And ion against his will."

Coutper : John Oilpin.

C. At tubit.: A place in or on an animal
body where the skin and flesh are ruptured or
bruised, so as to be tender or painful ; a painful
spot on the body, as a boil, an nicer, Ac.

"'Gainst veuomed torn the only sovereign plaster."
Shaketp. : Venut t Admit, 91*.

sore-head, . One who finds fault with
the organization or party to which he belongs.

sore-throat, *.

Pathol. : Any pain in or affection of the
throat.

K Clergyman's sore-throat (Dysphonia cleri-

eorum) is frequently a nervous complaint, con-
listing at first only of irritability of the in-

vesting membrane of the fauces. This is

arts we believe, yet our thoughts at
troubled." Mantel : Hampton Lecturet,

succeeded by congestion, inflammation, or
relaxation of the mucous membrane, enlarge-
ment of the tonsils, elongation of the uvula,
with irritation, inflammation, ulceration of
the mucous follicles, and loss of voice, espe-
cially towards the evening. It affects clergy-

men, barristers, actors, singers, and others,
who have to use their voice much in public.
In its early stage tonic remedies are required ;

in a later stage, medicine, rest, and at times

change of air and scene.

* sore (1), -v.t. [SORE, a.] To make sore, to
wound.

" The wyde wound
Was closed up, as it had not been tared.*

Spenur: F. <f., 111. zli. Ml
* sore (2), v.i. [SOAR.]

sore,
"

scare, s. [O. Fr. sor; FT. saur

sorrel, reddish. So named from the colour.]

[SORREL, a.]

1. A hawk of the first year.

2. A buck of the fourth year. [SoREL.]

sore -falcon,
* soare - falcon, s. A

falcon of the first year.

*
sbr-ec'-I-dae, s. pi. [SORICID.&]

sbr-e -di-a, s. pi. [SOUEDIUM.]

sbr-e-dif'-er-ous, a. [Mod. Lat. soredi(d),
and Lat. fero = to bear, to produce.]
Bt. : Bearing soredia.

sbr c'-di-um (pi. sb'r-e'-xU-a), . [Mod.
Lat, dimin. from soriw (q.v.).]

Bot. (PI.): Heaps of powdery bodies lying
upon any part of the thallus in lichens. The
bodies of which they consist have been called

by Link Conidia, and by others Propagula.

* sore hon, *
sorn, s. [Irish.] A tax for-

merly imposed upon tenants in Ireland for

the maintenance of their lord or his men.
Its exaction was entirely dependent on the
will of the lord. [SoRN, v.]

"They exact upon them all kinds of services : yea,
and the very wild exactions, coignie, livery, and lore-
hon : by which they poll and utterly undo the poor
tenants and freeholders under them." Spenter: State

of Ireland.

sor'- el,
*
soV-eli, *. & o. [A dimin. of sore,

s.= abuck.] [SORE, s., 2.]

A. As substantive:

1. A buck of the third year, the series being
a fawn, a pricket, a sorel, a sore.

2. The colour sorrel (q.v.).

B. As adj. : The same as SORREL, a. (q.v.).

sbre'-ly, adv. [Eng. sore, a. ; -ly.] In a sore

manner; grievously, severely, violently, pain-
fully, exceedingly, intensely.

" Each bowed him, weeping full torely."
Longfellow : Children at the Lorift Supper.

sore -ness, s. [Eng. sore, a. ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being sore, pain-
ful, or tender ; painfulness, tenderness.

" My foot began to swell, and the pain asswaged,
lough it left such a torenett that

the clothes of my bed." Temple.
th I that I could hardly suffer

2. Tenderness of mind ; susceptibility of
mental pain ; a state of feeling hurt, pained,
or aggrieved.

He that, whilst the tnrrnra of his late pangs of

conscience remains, finds himself a little indisposed
for sin, presently concludes repentance hath had its

perfect work." Decay o/ Piety.

sbr
'

ex, . [Lat. ; cf. Gr. upof (hurax) = a
a mouse, a shrew-mouse.]

Zool.&Palasont.: Shrew; a genus of Soricidse

(q.v.), with numerous species widely dis-

tributed. They closely resemble the mouse,
but in reality differ widely from it. They are

very widely distributed, over North America
and the Eastern Hemisphere. [SHREW, ., II.]
Several fossil species are known from the
Miocene of the south of France.

sor gho, sor go, *. [SOROHTJM.] A popular
name for any plant of the genus Sorghum
(q.v.).

sorgho-sugar, *.

Chem. : Sugar obtained from SorgKum sac-

ckaratum. The unripe canes were found to

contain a mixture of cane-sugar and fruit-

sugar ; but in the ripe plant Gbssmann found

only cane-sugar, and that to the amount of

9 to 9'5 per cent.

sor ghum, *. [Mod. Lat., from Fr. sorgo;
Ital. surgo ; Low Lat. surgum, surcum, ruricum

great millet.]

Bot. : A genus of Andropogonese, sometimea
made a synonym of Traehypogon. Inflores-

cence in panicles, flowers monoecious, glumes
two-flowered, one neuter, the other herma-
phrodite, the palea of the hitter bearded,
that of the former beardless. Sorghum vul-

gare (Holcus Sorghum, Limiitus) is the Indian
or Great Millet, or Guinea Corn. [MILLET^.]
It is an annual cane-like cereal, bearing a
dense head of spikelets, with small corn-like
seeds. In India it forms with rice and wheat
the chief staple of the country, but is con-
sidered heating. Bread, porridge, &c., are
made from it ; its seeds when crushed consti-
tute an auxiliary food for cattle, sheep,
horses, swine, and poultry. It contains 2J
per cent, of flesh-forming and 11 per cent, ot

heat-producing matter. The dry stalks and
leaves are chopped up for fodder. [CHOLUM,
JOWAREE.] It is cultivated also in Egypt,
and many other parts of Africa. [DOURA.]
S. bicolor is also cultivated in India as a
cereal ; S. saccharatum, the Broom Corn or
Chinese Sugar-cane, has been introduced into
India for its saccharine juice ; the grass is

used for fodder, as are the young leaves of
8. halepente. S. taccharatum, is successfully cul-

tivated in the United States as a source of

sugar, but more particularly of molasses, or

syrup.

sor'-gb, . [SORGHO.]

sbr -i, s. pi. [SORUS.]

sbr i9'-I-dse, s. pi. [Lat. tortx, genit. ori-

c(is); fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

1. Zool. : Shrews ; a compact family of

Insectivora, embracing more than half the

species of the order, from the temperate and

tropical parts of both hemispheres, except
South America and Australia. They have
been divided by A. Milne-Edwards into two
sections :

A. Terrestrial : feet without a border of stiff hairs,

(a) Teeth white: Anousorex, Diplomesodon, Crocidun.
(i) Teeth more or less brown or red : Blariua, Sorex.

B. Amphibious ; feet with a border of stiff bain,

(o) Feet not webbed : Neosorex, Crossopus.
(ft) Feet webbed : Nectogale.

2. Palteont. : The family appears first in the
Miocene. [PLESIOSOSEX.]

sbr-l9'-i dens, s. [Lat. sore*, genit. sorters)
= a shrew-mouse, and dens a tooth.]

Palteont. : A genus of Sparidse, of Eocene

age.

sor'- 1 -cine, o. [Lat. soricinus, from soret

(q.v.).] Mouse-like ; resembling a mouse.

soricine bat, s.

Zool. : Glossophaga soricina, a small bat, in-

habiting the warmer parts of South America,
feeding chiefly on insects. It is rather more
than two inches long, including the tail, which
is enclosed within the interfemoral membrane.
Fur rusty grayish-brown, paler below.

sbr-If'-er-ous, a. [Mod. Lat. sort (q.v.);
Lat. fero = to bear, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot.: Bearing sori.

sor-in-dei'-a, . [Name not explained.]

Bot. : A genus of Anacardiacese, from Tropi-
cal Africa and Madagascar. Sorindeia mada-

gascariensis, cultivated in India and the Mau-

ritius, has drupaceous eatable fruit on the

stem as well as on the branches.

SOr-l'-tes, s. [Lat., from Gr. *iopeirr)s(sdreitis)

=. heaped up ; hence, a heap of syllogisms,
from o-wp<k (soros) = a heap.)

Logic : A series of elliptic syllogisms, i.e.,

syllogisms in which the conclusion of all but

the last is omitted; a series of syllogisms
stated in a series of propositions so linked

together that the predicate of each one that

precedes forms the subject of each one that

follows, till a conclusion is formed by bringing

together the subject of the first proposition
and the predicate of the last. A sorites has

as many middle terms as there are intermedi-

ate propositions between the first and the

last ; and, consequently, it may be drawn out

into as many sejiarate and independent syllo-

gisms. There are two forms, the Aristotelian

and the Gocienian.
" In the Ooclenlan .Sorttet extension Is made more

prominent, by starting with the premise which has

the two widest terms; In the common form inten-

sion predominates, as the narrower terms precede.
The former descends in extension from the predicate
of the conclusion : the latter ascends In intension,

from the subject. The Oocleulan form suits deduction

bo^; pout, J6%1; cat, 90!!, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-dan. -tian = Shan, -tion, -sion - shun ; -(ion, -fion - xhftn, -dons, tious, -sious - shus. -ale, -41e. &c. = bel, del.
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Cai
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best; the common, or Aristotelian form, induction.
The Gocleuian dcKtmdl from law to fact ; thcoumiuii
Mceuda ftuiu fact to law.

OOCLK.MiN SORITES.

Sentient beings seek hapnines*,
All finite beluga are scutiout.
All men are finite beings,

s is a man ;

efore he seeks happimMt
ARISTOTELIAN SORITES,

Caius is a man,
All men are finite beings.
All unite bein::9 are sentient,
All sentient beings seek hu

; pines;
Therefore t'aius seeks happiness."

Thornton : Outlinet of Lavs of Thought, $ 108.

6Or it ic al, o. [Eng. sorites); -icai.] Per-

taining to or resembling a sorites.

sorn, s. [SORE HON.]

orn, v.i, [SORN, s.] (See extract.)
" Whenever a chieftain h;l a mind to revel, he

came down .-uuong his tenants with his followers, by
way uf contempt called in the lowlands Liliwitfitts,'
and lived on free quarters ; so that ever since, when a

person obtrudes himself upon another, stays at his

house, and hangs upon him for bed and board, he is

aid to lorn, to be a sorner." Mat-bean.

sorn -ar, sorn -er, *. [Eng. sorn ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A sturdy beggar ; an ob-
trusive guest ; a vagabond, a vagrant.

2. Scots Law : One who takes meat or drink
from others by force or menaces, without

paying for it. The offence was at one time

punishable with death.

* so -ror'-al, a. fLat. soror = a sister.] Of
or pertaining to a sister or sisters ; sisterly.

*
SO-roV-i-al-ly, adv. [Lat soror= a sister.]

In a sisterly manner ; like a sister.

*
sfi-ror'-i-cide, s. [Lat. soror = a sister,

and ccedo (in comp. cido) to kill.]

L The murder of a sister.

2. A murderer of a sister.

* SoV-O-rize, v.i. [Formed from Lat. soror

on analogy of fraternize (q.v.).] To associate
or consort together as sisters

; to be in com-
munion or sympathy, as sisters.

"The beautiful girls ... are sorarizing with the
rustic maidenhoods of their parishes. Mortimer
Collins : Thoughts in my Garden, ii. 3.

sbr o sis, sb'r-o'-sus, s. [Mod. Lat., from
Gr. icopos (soros) a heap.]

1. Ord. Lang.: A women's club or society.

(U.S. Local.) [SosoRiZE.]
2. Hot. : A kind of collective fruit, consisting

of a spike or raceme converted into a fleshy
fruit by the cohesion in a single mass of the
ovaria and the floral envelopes. Examples :

Ananassa, Morus, Artocarpus.

sor rage (age as ig), s. [Etym. doubtful,

perhaps from Fr. sitr = above.] The blades
of green wheat or barley.

* sor'-rance, s. [SORANCE.] Any disease r
sore in horses.

sor rel, *
sor'-ell,

*
soV-rell, a. & s. [A

diiuin. from O. F~r. sor (Fr. saur) of a sorrel
coloiar ; saure = a sorrel horse or colour, from
Low. Ger. soor sear, dried, withered ; Dut.
zoor sear, withered. Cf. Ital. sauro, soro
a sorrel horse.] [SOREL, s.]

A. As adj. : Of a reddish or yellowish-
brown colour.

" An hundred fiftie mares,
All torrell." Chapman: Earner; Iliad xi.

B. As substantive :

1. A reddish or yellowish-brown colour.
" His horse was of fiery sorrel, with black feet"

Sidney: Arcadia, bk. ill.

2. A buck of the third year.

oV-rel,
* sor ell, s. [O. Fr. sorel (Fr. surdle),

from Fr. sur ; M. H. Ger. sr = sour.]
1. Rumex Acetosa, a dioecious plant, having

the lower leaves sagittate, the upper ones
sessile, the outer fruiting sepals reflexed,
the inner enlarged, orbicular, quite entire,
scarious, tubercled at the base. It contains a
large quantity of binoxalate of potash. The
leaves are used as a salad and a potherb, and in
decoction as a febrifuge. Sheep's Sorrei (S.
acetonella) is a plant of much smaller size, and
di ffei ent shaped leaves. Both have a pleasantly
acid taste.

2. Oxalis Acetosella. [WOOD-SORREL.]

sorrel-tree, s. [EUBOTBYS.]

sorrel-wood, s.

Bot. : The English name for Oxalis magel-
lanica. (New Zealand.)

BOr"-ri-lf, adv. (Eng. sorry ; -ly.] In a sorry,
miserable, or wretched manner ; wretchedly,
miserably.

" This fort was but sorrily governed when I a
there." Dampiar : Voyages (an. icuo).

sor rI ness,
*
sor-i-nesse, s. [Eng. sorry;

-ness.]
*

1. Sorrow.

2. The quality or state of being sorry;
wretchedness, meanness, poorness.

sor'-row, * sorghe,
* sor-ow, *

sor-owe,
* sorwe, s. [A.S. sorg, sorli (genit., dat., &
accus. sorge); cogn. with Dut. 2or0:=care,
anxiety ; Icel. sorg care ; Dan. & Sw. sorgr ;

Goth, saurga; Ger. sorge.] The feeling of un-
easiness or pain of mind arising from a loss of

any good, real or supposed, or by disappoint-
ment in the expectation of good ; grief at

having suffered or experienced evil; regret,

sadness, mourning. -

" Sorrowl are well allow'd, and sweeten nature."
Massinger: A Very Woman ill. 4.

Sor'-row,
* SOr-OW, v.i. [Goth. saiirgan=.

to grieve.] [SORROW, s.] To be affected with

sorrow, grief, or sadness ; to feel sorry ; to be

sorry ; to feel mental pain from evil ex-

perienced, done, or feared ; to grieve ; to be
sad ; to mourn ; to lament.

"
Sorowing moste of all for the worries whiche he

spake, that they shoulde se his face no mote." Acts
xx. (U51.)

* sbV-rowed, a. [Eng. sorrow ; -ed.] Accom-
panied with sorrow ; full of sorrow ; sorrow-

ful, sad.
" And sends forth us to make their sorrowed render."

iShakesp. : Timon of Athens, v. 1.

soV-rdw-ful, * sorgh ful,
* soi -ow-ful,

*
sorweful, a. [A.S. sorgjul.]

1. Full of sorrow ; feeling or exhibiting
sorrow ; sad, dejected, depressed.

" While sorrowful, but undismay'd,
The Douglas thus his counsel said."

Scott : Lady of the L<ikf., ii. 29.

*
2. Producing or causing sorrow

; sad,

mournful, pitiable : as, a sorrowful accident.
*

3. Expressive of grief ; accompanied with
grief.

"The tliinjs that my soul refused to touch are as
my sorrowful meat." Job vi. 7.

sor'-row-ful-ly,
*
sorwefully,

* sor-ou-
ful-ly, adv. [ng. sorrowful ; -ly.] In a sor-

rowful manner, so as to produce grief; with
sorrow.

sor'- row -ful -ness, s. [Eng. sorrowful;
-ness.] The quality or state of being sorrow-
ful ; grief, sadness, sorrow, dejection.

*
sor'-rdw-less, a. [Eng. sorrow, s. ; -less.]

Without sorrow ; free from sorrow.

soV-ry, *soar-ye, *sor-l, *sor-y, *sar-y,
*SOor-y, a. [Properly son/ with one r, from
A.S. saruj sad, sorry, Irom sdr sore (q. v.).]

*
1. Melancholy, dismal, mournful, sad.

"The place of death and sorry execution."
Shakesp. : Comedy of Errort, V.

2. Feeling grief for the loss of some good ;

grieving or pained for some evil experienced,
done, or feared ; feeling sorrow or regret. (It
is not usually so strong a term as sorrowful.)

" An- the! ful ory bigunnen ech Whim self to seye,
Lord wher I am?" Wycliffe: Matthew xxvi.

3. Poor, mean, pitiful, worthless, despic-
able.

" A tarry breakfast for my lord protector.*
Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., i. 4.

*SoV-ry, *sor'-y, v.i. [SORRY, a.] To
grieve.

"If he complayne they sory with hym." Ascham:
Toxophttus, p. 42.

sort,
*
sorte, s. [Fr. sorte = sort, manner,

fashion, quality, calling; sort = a lot, fate,
luck, &c., from Lat. sortem, accus. of sors =
lot, chance, condition, state ; Ital. sorta =
sort, kind ; sorte = fate, destiny.]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. Lot, chance, fate, destiny.

" Were it by aventure, or sort, or cas."
Chaucer : C. T.. 8W.

2. A kind or species.
"The average quantity of all torts of grain Im-

ported." Smith : Wealth of Nations, bk. iv., ch. v.

3. A number or collection of individual

persons or things characterized by the same
or like qualities ;

a class or order.

"The one being a thing that belongeth generally
unto all ; the other, aurh as none but the wber and
more judicious sort caai perform." 'Hooker : Hcciet.

t'olity.

4. A number or collection of things which
are of the same kind or suited to each other,
or which are used together ; a set, a suit.

5. Manner ; form of being or acting.
"
Flowers, in such sort worn, can neither be smelt

nor seen well." Hooker : Xcclet. I'ulity.

6. Degree of any quality.
"

I have written the more boldly unto you, in some
tort, as putting you in uiind." Komans xv. 15.

*
7. Condition above the vulgar ; rank.

"I know none of that name, lady ; there was none
such in the army of any sort." Shakesp. : JJach Ado
about Nothing, i. 1.

*
8. A company or knot of people ; a lot, a

gang.
"

I was requested to supper last night by a tort ol
gallants." Hen Junion : Aaery Man in his Humour, i. 4.

II. Print. : Any letter, ligure, point, space,
or quadrat belonging to the compositor's case.

f 1. Out of sorts:

(1) Ord. iMng. : Out of order ; not in one'a
usual health

; not very well.

(2) Print. : Out of type of a particular letter.

2. To run upon sorts :

Print. : Work which requires an unusual
number of certain kinds

; as an index, which
requires a disproportionate number of capitals.

Sort (1), v.t. & i. [SORT, s.]

A. Transitive :

*
1. To distribute by lot ; to allot to.
" What cruel fate has sorted us this chance t"

Saekvttle * Norton : Ferrez 4 Porrejc, iv. i.

2. To separate, as things having like quali-
ties, from other things, and arrange them
into distinct and proper classes or divisions ;

to assort, to arrange.
"To tort our nobles from onr common men."

Shake*p.: Henry r., iv. 7.

*
3. To dispose, to arrange ; to reduce to

order.
" God sort all 1" Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, T.

*4. To choose with respect to fitness; to
select from a number.

"To sort some gentlemen well skilled in music."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iii. J.

*
5. To pick out ; to fix on.

"
I'll sort some other time to visit you."

Khakcs/i. : 1 Henry VI., it &
*
6. To find out ; to contrive.

To part the queen's proud kindred from the king."
Shakes/,. : Kichard III., ii i.

*
7. To conjoin ; to put together in dis-

tribution.
"
For, when she torts things present with things paU
And thereby things to come dotli oft foresee.

fiacies. (Toad.)
*

8. To adapt, to fit ; to make conformable;
to accommodate.

"
Sorts a sad look to her lady's sorrow."

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucn ce, 1,241
*
9. To assign, to appropriate.

10. To correct by stripes ; to punish, to
chastise. (Scotch.)

* B. Intransitive :

1. To be joined with others of the same sort.
" Nor do metals only sort and herd with metals in

the earth, and minerals with minerals ; but both in
common together." Woodmara.

2. To consort, to associate.
" What friends we sort with or what books we read."

Cowper : lirocinium, 114.

3. To suit, to fit, to agree, to accord.
"
It sorts well with your fierceness."

Shakesp.-: Henry Y., IT. L
4. To be fit or suitable.
" When then it sorts, brave warriors, let's away."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry r/., U.

5. To agree ; to come to an agreement.

* sort (2), v.i. [Fr. sortir= to issue.]

1. To terminate, to issue, to result.

"Which many times sorteth to iucou \enieno6.*
Bacon : Essnyx ; f'rie?td*Jtip.

2. To fail out, to happen.
"

If It surf not well, you may conceal her."

Shakesp. : Much Ado About A'othiiig, ir. 1.

3. To have success, to succeed ; to termi-
nate in the effect desired.

"The slips of their vines hnve been brought int

Spain, hut they have not snrtml to the same purpoef

*
sort'-a-ble, a. [Eng. sort (1), v. ; -oite.]

1. Capable of being sorted.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or. wore, wplf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. , ce = e; ey = a; qu - kw.
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2. Suitable, befitting.
" Xut sot-table either t his disposition or breeding."
lljwdl : Lettert, ii. 6.

sort-a-bly, adv. [Eng. strtaMJit:); -ly.]

Suitably, fittingly.

Sort'-al, o. [Eng. sort, s. ; -al.] Pertaining
to or designating a particular sort.

" That idea which the sortal, if I may so call it from
torf. as I do general frmi genus, name stands for."

Locke: Human Undentandiiig, bk. iii., ch. in.

sort'-an9e, s. [SORT (1), v.] Suitableness,

agreement.
" As might hold sortanre with his quality."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry J V., iv. 1

or-ta'-tion, s. [Eng. sort (1), v. ; -ation.]

The act or process of sorting.
" The final iortntion to which the letters are sub-

jected."Eng, Illutt. ilitgaxine, Feb., 1884, p. 294.

SOrt'-er, s. [Eng. sort (1), v. ; -er.] One who
sorts or arranges things : as, a letter-sorter.

sor'-tes, s. pi. [Lat., pi. of sors = a lot.]

[SORT, s.] A kind of divination by the chance
selection of a passage in an author's writing,

frequently practised in ancient times and the
mediaeval ages. One method followed was to

take up a book, open it at random, and the

passage touched with the finger was supposed
to indicate the fortune of the experimenter.
Another method was to write several passages
from a favourite author on separate slips of

paper, place these in an urn, and draw out

one, and from its contents infer good or evil

fortune. Such methods of divination were
known as Sortes Virgiliarue or Sortes Homer-

icoz, according to the author chosen. Among
the Christians of the middle ages the Bible

was used for a similar purpose, and the pro-
cess was known as Sortes Biblicce.

or'- tie, s. [Fr., fern, of sorti, pa. par. of
ortir = to, issue, to sally out; Sp. surtlda,
from surtlr ; Ital. sortita, from sortire.]

Mil. : A sally of troops ; the issuing of a

body of troops from a besieged place to attack
the besiegers ; an outrush of a beleaguered
garrison.

or'-ti-lege, s. [Fr., from Lat. sortilcgium,
from tors, genit. sortis = a lot, and lfg = to

choose, to select.] The act or practice of

drawing lots ; divination by drawing lots.
"

I have good hope that as the gods in favour have
directed this soi-tilegt, so they will be present and
propitious unto me.' P. Bui/and: Lii'y, p. 1.18S.

sor-tl-le'-gious, a. [SORTILEGE.] Of or

pertaining to sortilege.
" Horace makes the blood of frogs an ingredient in

tortih'jious charms." Daubrez.

BOr-tU'-gg-y, s. [Lat. sortilegium.] Sorti-

lege ; divination by drawing lots.
" In tortiletjies, and matters of greatest uncertainty,

there is a settled and ] reordered course of eU'uct."

Browne: Keligio JJedici, { is.

sor-tf-tion, s. [Lat. sortitio, from sortitits,

pa. par. of sortie;- to obtain by lot ; sors,

genit. sortis = a lot.] Selection or appoint-
ment by lot.

"The soldiers have parted thy garment*, and cast
lot* upon thy seam less coat: thoce poor spoils cannot
so much enrich them as glorify tlwe, \vhose Scriptures
are fulfilled i.y their barbarous tortitions."Bp. UtM:
Contemplations, bk. iv.

sort'-ment, s. [Eng. sort (1), v. ; -merit.]

1. The act of sorting ; distribution into

classes or kinds ; assortment.

2. A parcel sorted ; an assortment.

sort'-y, a. [Eng. sort, s. ; -y.] Of one sort ;

alike.
" Not quit* tarty M to hair." Field, Dec. 12, 188S.

bV-ns (pi. sb'r'-i), *. [Gr. <rwp6s (so>os)=a
heap.]

Botany (PI.) :

1. The patches of fructification on the
fronds of ferns. They constitute small heaps
of minute capsules in most ferns on the backs
of the fronds.

2. The groups of spores in the Florideous

Algae.

sorwe, s. [SORROW, .)

sorwefuL, a. [SORROWFUL.]

oy-y, *. [Lat., from Gr. o-wfru (sent).] The
ancient name for sulphate of iron.

or-y, o. [SoRRT.J

sos-pi'-ro, s. [Ital.]

Manic: A ei'uteiiU rst; in eld music, a
minim rust.

BOSS (1), v.i. & t. [Preb. of imitativt origim.J
(Prov.)

A. Inlrans. : To full at once into a chair or

seat; to sit lazily.
" From wholesome exercise and air
To sousing iu au easy chair."

Swift : Stella at WoodparJc.

B. Trans. : To throw carelessly ; to toss.

BOSS (2), v.i. [Gael. sos = a coarse mess or
mixture.] To make up or prepare messes or
mixed dishes of food. (Prov.)

BOSS (1), s. [Soss (1), v.] (Prov.)

1. A lazy fellow.

2. A heavy fall.

* soss belly,
*
sos-belly, a. Heavy, fat

"Thou soa-bely swil-bol." Bale; Diet, of Banner't
Articlei (29.)

BOSS (2), s. [Soss (2), v.] A heterogeneous
mixture, a mess ; a dirty puddle. (Prov.)

sos-te-nu'-to, adv. [Ital.]

Music: A direction that the note or notes
of the movement or passage over which it is

placed are to be held out their full length in

an equal and steady manner.

Sot,
*
sote,

*
sotte, a. & s. [Fr. sot, fern.

sotte; cf. O. But. zot = & fool, a sot; Sp. &
Port, sute = a blockhead.]

*A. As adj. : Foolish.

"He uudurstout that heo is tot."Ancren Kiwi*,
p. 66.

B. As substantive :

*1. A fool, without its being implied that
his want of sense arose from over-indulgence
in liquor ; a stupid person, a blockhead, a dolt.

" In Egypt oft ban seen the sot bow down

Oldham: Eighth Sutire of Boileau.

2. A person stupefied by excessive drinking ;

an habitual drunkard, a tippler.
" Like drunken sots about the streets we roam."

Dryden : Palamon * Arcite, i. 434.

*sSt, v.t. &i. [Soi, a.]

A. Trans. : To stupefy, to besot, to in-

fatuate.
" Basilius shall know bow thou hast sotted his mind

with falsehood." Sidney : Arcadia, bk. iii.

B. Intrans. : To tipple to stupidity.

*
BO-ta-de'-an, a. [See def.] Pertaining to

or resembling the lascivious verses of Sotades,
a Greek poet of the third century B.C.

*
so-tad'-ic, a. & s. [SOTADEAN.]

A. As aiij. : The same as SOTADEAN (q.v.).

B. As snbst. : A Sotadean poem or verse.

*
sote, a. [SWEET.]

*
sote, s. [SOT, s.]

* sotod, a. [SOTTED.]

*
sot-el, a. [SUBTLE.]

*
sd-ter-i-ol'-6-g$f, s. [Gr. (wntpia (sottria)
= safety, health, from O-OJTTJP (soter) a sa-

viour, and Aoyos (logos) = a discourse.]

1. A discourse on health, or the science of

promoting and preserving health.

2. The doctrine of salvation by Jesus Christ.
44
Righteousness and sin, interiology and hamartiology

are the fundamental thoughts in St. Paul's theological

system." Farrar : fit. Paul (pop. ed.|, ch. xxvii., j S.

* Both,
*
Both-fast,

*
soth-ly, &c. [SOOTH,

SOOTHFAST, &c.]

* soth-ern, a. [SOUTHERN.]

sSth'-J-ac, soth'-ic, a. [See def.] Of or

pertaining to Sothis, the Dog-star, at whose
heliacal rising the year was supposed to com-
mence.

sothic-period, s.

Chron. : A period of 1,460 Julian years.

sothic-ycar, s.

Chron. : The Egyptian year of 365 days.

* eoth saw, *. [SooTHSAw.]

* eot-le. s. [SoT, a.] Foolishness, folly, In-

fatuation.
To seen a man from his estate

Through his totie effeminate.
And leue that a loan shall doo."

Omeer: C. A., vii.

sSt'-nl-a, s. [Russ.] A company or squadrofi
in a Cossaek regiment.

it'-ter-y, . [Eng. sot; -cry.] Folly.
"Sotteriet and Insoleacles of some bishop*,"

tauden : Team of the Church, p. 12.

sot-tish, a. [Eng. sot, a. ; -ink.]
*
1. Foolish, infatuated, besotted, senseless,

stupid. (Milton: P. L., 1. 472.)

2. Characterized by foolishness or stupidity ;

stupid, senseless.

"Scandalous frauds and tottish superstitious." War-
burton : Hermont, vol. x., ser. 27.

3. Dull and stupid with Intemperance ;

given to excessive tippling ; drunken ; per-
taining to or arising from drunkenness.

S8t'-tl8h-ly, adv. [Eng. sottish; -ly.] In a
sottish manner

; like a sot ; foolishly, stupidly,
senselessly.

" Iu their mournful solemnities, they lottithly at-
tributed to the gods the passions belonging to the
fruits of the earth." Ciulworlh : Intett. tyttem, p. 608.

* sot-tish ment, s. [Eng. sottish; -ment.]
Sottishuess, infatuation.

"This is imbecillity and tottithment."8. Lennard :

Of Witdome, bk. L, ch. xxxvi. (1670.)

sSt'-tish ness, s. [Eng. sottish ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being sottish ;

folly, stupidity, dulness, infatuation.
"Sottishness and dotage is the extinguishing of

reason in phlegm or cold. ff. More: Myttery of Ood-
liness, bk. viii., ch. xiv.

2. Stupidity from intemperance or drunken-
ness ; drunken stupidity or habits generally.

"No sober temperate person can look with any com-
placency upon the drunkenness and lottithneu of his
neighbour. South.

Sot'-to, a. [Ital., from Lat. subter = under,
below, beneath.]

Music : A term signifying below or Inferior :

as, sotto il soggetto below the subject ; sotto

voce= in an undertone.

sou, *. [Fr., from O. Fr. sol, sou, from Lat
solidus = (a.) solid, (s.) a coin, still preserved
in the symbols L s. d. librae, solidi, denarii.]

[SOLID.] An old French copper coin, twenty-
four of which made a livre or shilling. The
name is still popularly given to the live-

centime piece, twenty of which make a franc,
but all regular money accounts in France are
made out in francs and centimes.

sou-a'-ri, *. [SAOUARI.]

sou'-bah, . [SuuAH.]

sou -bah dar, s. [SUBADAR.J

soubise',.-. [See def.]

Coofc. : A superior onion sauce, said to 1)6

named by the inventor after the Prince of

sou-brette', s. [Fr.] A waiting-maid ; specif,

in theatricals, a female in a comedy, especially
a servant-maid, who acts the part of an in-

trigante ; a meddlesome, mischievous young
woman.

*
801190, *. & v. [SOUSE.]

sou chet (t silent), s. [Fr.]

1. Hot. : The roots of Cyperus eseulentus.

2. Coofc. : A dish of Dutch origin in which
fish is served in the water or stock in which
it is boiled.

sou-chong', s. [Chinese = little sprouts.] A
kind of black tea.

* Bond, a. & *. [SOUTH.)

* sou dan, *. [SULTAN.]

* sotid an ess,
* soud an esso, . [Eng.

soudan; -ess.] [SULTANESS.]

* BOUded, a. [O. Fr. souder= to solder (q. v.).]

Consolidated, united, confirmed. (Chaucer.)

souf'-fle, s. [Fr., from so$r = to puff;

souffle = a puff, a breath.)

Coofc. : A light kind of pudding made of

cheese or any kind of farinaceous substance,
and flavoured with fruits, liqueurs, or essences.

A variety of the souffle is the cheese fondu.

sough (gh as f) (1), . [Wei. soch = a sink or

drain.] A drain, a sewer ; an adit of a mine.

(Prov.)
"To make any addlts or taught to drain them."

Kay : On the Creation, pt. ii.

, b*y; pout, J6%1; cat, 5ell, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, Xenophon. exist pfc - ft

-oian. -tian = shan. -tion, -aion = shun; -tion, -fion
= zhun, -cious, -tioru, HriouB = hus. -We. -die, w = Del, a<
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ough (as siif or RUgh, the gh guttural) (2),
* swough, * SWOgh, s. I Icel. sugr = a

rushing sound; cf. A.S. tii'ogan = to sound,
to ivsnund ; suvg = a sound.]

1. A murmuring, sighing sound ; a rushing
or whistling sound, as of the wind ; a deep sigh.

"
flora the loch would come the sou?* of * porpoise,

or the wild cry at a loon." fd. Dec. 12. J88&.

2. A gentle breeze ; a waft, a breath.

3. A current rumour ; a report.
"There's a jouy* in the country alnmt that six hun-

dred pounds. 'Scoff . Antiquary, ch. XZl.

4. A canting or whining way of speaking,

especially in preaching or praying ; the chunt
or recitative peculiar to the old Presbyterians
in Scotland. (Scotch.)

1 To keep a calm sough : To keep silence ; to

be silent (Scotch.)

ough (as siif or sigh, the gh guttural),
.i. A t. [SoyoH (2), *.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To emit a rushing, whistling, or sighing
ound. as the wind.

"
It* last despalriug walls, shrieking and laughing

through the lofty fir tops."-/***, Sept. 25, 1886.

2. To breath, as in sleep. (Scotch.)

B. Trans. : To utter in a whining or mo-
notonous tone.

ought tough as a), pret. & pa. par. of v.

[SEEK.]

sou -jee, *. [SoojEE.]

tou kar, t soli -car, s. [Hind, tahukar.]
A native Indian banker or money-lender.
Sometimes called a Marwadi or Marwari, as

m.iny native bankers come from the province
of Marwar, Rajpootana.

* sonke, v.i. or t. [SUCK, v.]

gouk' ies, souk?, *. [SOOKIES.]

gdnl(l).
'

saul,
*
saule,

*
soule, "sowl.

* sowle, s. [A.S. sdwel, sdwol, sdwul, sawl,

tdu-le; cogn. with Dut. ziel; Icel. sola, sdl;
Dan. sitel; Sw. sjnl ; Goth, saiwala; Ger. stele.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II.

2. The immaterial part of a beast, when
considered as governed by and subject to

human affections ; the seat of life in an animal
" Souli of animals infuse themselves
Into the trunks of men."

Shaketp. : Merchant of Venice, IT. 1.

8. The moral and emotional part of man's
. nature ; the seat of the sentiments and feel-

ings, as distinct from intellect.
" Whom my very tnul abhors.'

Shrtketp. : Two Genttemtn, IT. S.

4. The intellectual principle ; the under-

standing.
" For eloquence the tout, song charms the sense."

Hilton : P. L.. ii. 55.

5. The vital principle ; the animating or
essential part; the essence or quintessence;
the chief ]>ait. [II. 1.]

" He's the very tout of bounty."
Shaketp. : Timon, L t.

6. Hence, the inspirer or leader of any
Action or the like ; the leader, the heart.

" Unnamed by Ho) Hushed or Hall,
He was the living toul of all."

Scott : J/armion, vi. 88.

7. Spirit, courage, grandeur, or any noble
manifestation of the heart or moral nature.

"One decree
Spake laws to them, and said that by the toul

Only the nations shall be great and free."
Wardncorth: Sonnet, Sept, 1802.

*8. Internal, innate or inherent power or

principle.
" There Ii some foul of goodness in things evil."

&hake*p. : Henry I'., IT. 1.

9. A spiritual being ; a disembodied spirit.

10. A human being, a person : as, Not a
toul knew of his coming.

11. A familiar compellation of a person,
Usually expressing some quality of the mind.

" Now mistress Gilplu, careful toul /

Had two stone bottles found.'
Camper: John Oilpin.

IL Technically :

1. Philos. : The Scholastics, following Aris-

totle, by soul meant the primary principle
of life, and held that a plant was endowed
with a vegetable soul, that brutes and
man had in addition a sensitive soul, while
man alone had a rational and immaterial soul.

They based their proof of the immateriality
of the distinctively human soul on the power
of the mind to form abstract ideas.

2. Script. tt Thed. : The word soul is used

chiefly for
" that spiritual, reasonable, and

immortal substance in man which is the origin
of our thoughts, of our daturas, of our reason-

ings, vhich distinguishes us from the brute

jreation, and which bears some resemblance
to its Divine Master." (Cruden.) All Chris-
tians admit the responsibility of the soul to
God for the deeds done in the body ; and the
orthodox view that of the Anglican, Roman,
and Greek Churches, and of the groat dissent-

ing bodies is that at the final judgment the
lot of every soul will be irrevocably h'xed, and
that it will either eternally enjoy the Beatific

Vision in heaven or share the endless torments

prepared for the devil and his angels. Two
other views both of which have found sup-
porters in the Church from early ages -are
coming increasingly to the front : (1) That of
the Restoration ists, of whom there are two
schools : (a) the Dogmatic, who assert, and (b)

those, represented by Archdeacon Farrar, who
express a hope, that all men will be finally
saved [RESTORATIONIST, UNIVERSALIST] ; and
(2) the Annihilationists or Destructiouists,
who hold that while the righteous will be for

ever in a state of bliss, the wicked, after

receiving the punishment of their sins, will

be blotted out of existence. Origen, with

Plato, held the doctrine of the pre-existeuce
of souls, which was condemned by a synod
at Constantinople in 543. [TRANSMIGRATION.]
Two distinct views have at different times
found supporters in the Christian Church : (1)
That the soul is produced by natural genera-
tion [TRADUCIANISM] ; (2) that each soul is

separately created by God. [CREATIONISM.]

If Soul is largely used in composition,
forming compounds, the meanings of which
are in general self-explanatory : as, soul-be-

traying, soiii-calming, ou/-cheering, soui-dead-

ening, soui-destroying, souJ-entrancing, toul-

refreshing, soul-stirring, (out-vexed, &c.

U Cure of soul* :

Church of Eng. : An ecclesiastical benefice
In which parochial duties and the administra-
tion of the sacraments are included, primarily
vested in the bishop of the diocese, the clergy
of each parish acting as his deputies.

* soul bell, s. The passing-bell (q.v.).
" We call them mul-brVt, for that they signify the

departure of the soul, not for that they help the
passage of the souL" Bp. Ball.

* soul-curer, *. .A physician of souls ;

a parson. (Skakesp. : Merry Wives, iii. 1.)

*
soul-fearing, a. Terrifying the soul ;

appalling. (Sliakesp. : King John, ii.)

*
soul-foot, i. The same as SOUL-SCOT

(q.v.).

*
soul-scot,

*
soul-shot, s.

Old Eccles. Law : A kind of la-riot or funeral

duty paid to the church ; a mortuary (q.v.).
"In Saxon times there was a funeral duty to be

paid, called jtecunia tfpulchralit et tymbolum anima,
and in Saxon soul-shot. 'Ayliffe : Pea-ergon,

' soul-sick, a. Diseased in mind or soul ;

morally diseased.

soul (2), sool,
* sowle, *

soole,
* sowel,

s. [A.S. sufol, sufel, sti/l = broth, pottage, any-
thing eaten as a relish with bread ; Icel. tufl ;
Dan. sunl ; Sw. sofoel.] Anything eaten as a
relish with bread, as butter, cheese, milk, &c.
"

I ne have neyther bred ne towel." Eaetlok, 1,141.

* soul (I), v.t. [SOUL (1), ] To imbue or
endow with a soul or mind.

" The gost that from the fader gan precede,
Bath taultd hem withouten any drecle."

Chaucer : V. T.. U,79.
* sdnl, Sdui (2);

v i. rjBtyni. doubtful ; per-
haps from toul < s., cr from Pr. suuter if)

satiate.] To afford suitable sustenance; to

give a relish.
" Bread and weldings touting well."

Warner. (IVebiter.}

BOU-la'-me-a, *. [From soulamion, the name
of the tree in the Moluccas.]

Bot. : A genus of Polygalacese (Lindley) of
the Simarubaoese (Treas. of Bot.). Sepals
three, stamens six ; fruit heart-shaped, two-
celled, two - seeded. Only known species,
Soulamea amara, a tree with obovate leaves
and small axillary spikes of small green
flowers, growing in the Moluccas and the

Peejee Islands. All parts of the tree, espe-
cially the roots and fruit, are intensely bitter,
and are used in fever, cholera, and pleurisy.

* soul-der, . [SOLDER.]

*
sonl-dier, . [SOLDIER.]

gouled. a. [Eng. soul (1), s. ; -erf.] Furnished
or endowed with a soul, mind, or spirit ; in-
Jtinct with soul or feeling. (Chiefly in com-
position, as high-soiled, noble-soukd, &c.)
" Would'st thou the Grecian chiefs, though lanzelj

toultd,
Should give the prizes they had gained before T"

in-ydtn. (To<UL)

soul -less, a. [Eng. snul (I), s. ; -less.]

1. Destitute of a soul ; without life ; dead.
" A conqueror of lifeless and Mullets things. Cn*

vorth : Intell. System, p. 82S.

2. Without greatness or nobleness of mind
',

senseless, unreeling.
"A toulleu toy for tyrant's lust." Byron : Giaour.

3. Dull, spiritless.
"Students find its literature, and above all ita,

poetry, toulleu and uninspired." &. Jamci't Gtuttti,
Feb. 10, 1887.

*
SOUn, . [SOUND, *.J

sound, * sond, * sounde, a. ft adv. [A.S.
sund, cogn. with Dut. gezond; Sw. & Dan.
sund ; Ger. gesund. Perhaps connected with
Lat. sanus whole, sound, sane (q.v.).J

A. As adjective :

1. Whole, unimpaired, unhurt, nnmutilated ;

not lacerated, hurt, or damaged.
"Thou . . . bleed'st not; speak st; art sound t*

Shaketp. : Lear, iv. 1
2. Free from imperfection, defect, or decay ;

not defective ; whole, undecayed.
" Look that my staves be tmind.*

Shaketp. : Richard til., T. &
3. Healthy; not diseased; having all the

organs and faculties in a perfect state ; hearty,
robust, strong.

" To take the Indisposed and sickly fit

For the toutid man." Shaketp. : Lear, Ii. .

4. Founded on truth ; strong, valid, firm,
solid.

"Thy counsel's ounA"
Shaketp. : Taming ofOn Mime, i. 1.

5. Founded on right or law ; valid, legal ;

Dot defective.
; indisputable ; that cannot be

overthrown or disputed : as, a sound title.

6. Right, correct, orthodox ; free from error.

"Hold fast the form of sound words, which thou
bast heard of me." 2 Timothy i. 13.

*
7. Honest, honourable, upright, virtuous,

blameless.
" Dare mate a loundrr man than Surrey car be."

Shaketp.: Uem-y HJl..iii..

8. Solvent : as, The firm is sound.

9. Fust, deep, profound, unbroken, undis-

turbed, heavy.
"

Tliis sleep is fund, indeed."

Sltaketp : 2 11,-nrv ir., it. $.

10. Heavy, lusty ; laid on with lorce ; severe :

as, a sound thrashing.

11. Clear, shrilL
" Thy small pipe is as the maiden's orpin,"
Shrill and tuund." Shaketp. : Twelfth UTiffM, L &
B. As adv. : Soundly, heartily, fast.

" Let the fairies pinch Mm sound."
Otakelp. : Merry Waei of Windtor. tT. 4,

sound - headed, a. Having a sound,
clear head or mind.

sound - hearted, a. Straightforward,
trustworthy, upright.

sound (IX
* son,

* soun, * soune, * sown,
* sownd, *

fcowne, s. [Properly loun, the
d being excrescent, as in round for roun (to

whisper), &c. ; Fr. son = a sound, from Lat.

sonum, accus. of sonus = a sound ; Sansc.

tvana.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. In the same sense as II.
" The nature of sounds hat Ii. in some sort, been In.

quired." Bacon: Hat. Bitt.. i 11*.

2. A particular manner of striking the ear,
so as to produce a certain effect.

" And these his accents bad a sound of mirth."
byron : Cortuir, ii. IS.

3. Noise without sense or signilication ;

empty noise ; noise and nothing else.
" To be words, unprofitable sounds."

Shaketp. : Kapt of Lucrtee, \,WI.

IL Physics Physiol. : Sound is properly con-
sidered under a twofold aspect--(l) the eflect

produced when the brain takes cognizance of

sensations excited in the auditory nerve, and

(2) a phenomenon actually produced in nature

by a sounding body when the particles uf that

body are in such a state of vibration as to

make an impression on normal auditory
nerves. This would exist, even if no living

being were possessed of a sense of hearing,

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her. there; pine. pit. sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin; mate, cub, cure, unitOk our, rale, fall; try. Syrian, so, CD = e; ey = a; qa = fcw.
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and some of the effects of sound-waves would
still be observable ; for instance, the shatter-

Ing of windows by the impact of sound-waves.
When a sonorous body is struck, or an ex-

plosion takes place, or a person speaks, a
sound-wave is propagated by molecular mo-

tion, the particles of the air moving forward,
each impinging on that immediately before it,

and then rebounding, till those which till the

cavity of the ear are finally driven against the

tympanic membrane, the vibration of which
is transmitted to the auditory nerve, and
thence to the brain, which takes cognizance
of the sensation. By this alternate movement
Of advance and rebound the air is alternately
condensed and rarefied, and the length of a
sound-wave is measured from condensation to

condensation, just as in water the length of a
wave is measured from crest to crest. Solids,
when they possess elasticity, are belter con-

ductors of sounds than gases or liquids. This
feet is known ex|>erimentally to savages, who
place their ears to the ground to detect the

approach of an enemy, and has been utilized

in medicine in the construction of the stetho-

scope (q.v.). [For the rate of sound, see

ACOUSTICS.] Sound radiates from a sounding
body in all directions in straight lines, and
diminishes in intensity in inverse proportion
to the square of the distance. Sound-waves

may be reflected, refracted, and inflected. By
reflection they produce echoes [ECHO], by re-

fraction they may l>e converged on any given

spot, and by inflection they bend round solid

obstacles. Tyndall (On Sounil, p. 23) notes a

striking instance of their inflection when the

powder magazine at Erith exploded in 18t>4.

The village was some miles distant from the

magazine, yet every window in the church,
back and front, was bent inwards, the build-

ing being, so to speak, clasped by a girdle of

intensely-compressed air. Sounds are classi-

fied as musical sounds and noises, a musical
sound depending upon a succession of impulses
at a regular rate, the pitch of the note rising
with the rapidity ; it will also lie readily un-

derstood how greater rapidity must shorten
the sound-wave, the air when rebounding from
one compression being more quickly again
compressed by the succeeding impulse. The
human ear is limited in its range of hearing
musical sounds. If the vibrations are less

than sixteen per second the separate shocks
are perceived, if they exceed 3,800 per second
consciousness of sound ceases. [ACOUSTICS.]

soundboard, s.

1. A wooden screen placed behind a pulpit,
for the purpose of reflecting the preacher's
voice : or over it, to prevent the sound from

ascending.

2. Carp. : Deadening ; a partition or an
additional division between two apartments
to prevent the propagation of sound from one
to the other.

3. Music:

(1) A piece of resonant wood placed behind
the strings of a pianoforte for the purpose of

increasing the power of the sounds.

(2) The upper surface-board of a wind-chest
in an organ, that chamber of air into which
the feet of the pipes are placed.
" As In MI organ from one blast of wind,
To many a row of pipes the toujid-btard breathes."

Milton: P. L., i. 70*.

sound-boarding, s.

Build. : Short Iwjards, disposed transversely
between the joists, to hold the pugging which
prevents the transmission of sound.

sound bow, s. That part of a bell on
which the clapper strikes. The sound-bow is

the point of the greatest thickness, and is

considered as unity in stating the proportions
of the bell.

sound -figures, *. pL [SONOROUS-

sound-post, s. A sounding-post (q.v.).

sound-wave, *. [SOUND, II.]

SoUnd (2),
* aoundc, * sund, s. [A.S. sund

(1) a swimming, (2) power to swim, (3) a strait
of the sea ; coga. with Icel., Dan., Sw., &
Ger.iund. Cf. Icel. sund-mngi (lit. sound-maw)= the swimming-bladder of a fish.]

1. A narrow passage of water, as a strait
between a mainland and an island, or a strait

connecting two seas, or connecting a sea or
lake with the ocean.

" Ton farther up the tnund. and come back along the
wet sbon/ Coot : Second Voyage, bk. IT., oh. vfii.

2. The swimming- or air-bladder of a fish.

3. A name for the Cuttle-fish (q.v.).

Sound-dues, s. pi. The sea-toll or dues
formerly collected at Elsinore on all vessels

passing the Sound between Denmark and
Sweden.

Sound (3), . [Fr. sonde = a sounding-line, a

probe.) [SOUND (3), v.]

Sitrg. : An instrument for exploring the
cavities of the body. [LITHOTOMY-SOUND,
PROBE, .,!.]

sound (1),
* sounde, * soune (1), v.i.

[SOUND, a.] To become sound ; to be cured
or healed ; to heal.

"
Though gyrte with many a wound
That likely are never for to found."

Lydgate : Complaint of Blade SniyM.

so~und (2),
* soune (2),

* soun-cn, sowne,
v.i. & (. [Fr. sonner, from Lat. sono, from
(onus = a sound (q.v.); 8p. tonar; Ital.

tuonare.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To make a sound or noise ; to utter or
emit a voice ; to cause an impulse of the air

that shall strike the organs of hearing with a

particular effect. (1 Corinth, xv. 52.)

2. To play on an instrument ; to cause an
instrument to give out a noise.

" O baggepipe wel cuude he blowe and fount."
Ch-wcer: C. T..WI. (Prol.)

*
3. To be conveyed by or in sound ; to be

spread or published.
" From you founded oat the word of the Lord."

1 ThMil. i. 8.

4. To seem or appear when uttered ; to ap-
pear or convey an impression on narration.

" The praises which he knew that he had not de-
terved founded to him like reproach*!.'' ilacaulay :

But. Kng.. CD. xxii.

* 5. To tend.
" Done anle thing tounUng to the breach of the

K.me."ff(,ltmhed: Hist. Scotland; Feritharit.
*
6. To be consonant or in accord ; to har-

monize. (Followed by to, unto, or into.)
" A* fer ai lotauth into lionrstee."

Citauctr: 0. T., 13,590.

B. Transitive:

1. To cause to make or emit a noise ; to

play on.
" Sound all the lofty Instrument* of war."

Siiaketp. : 1 Henry jr.. T. 1
2. To utter audibly ; to express or pro-

nounce : as,- To sound a note with the voice.

3. To order or direct by a sound ; to give a

signal for by sound or noise.
" Our author seems to found a charg*." Drvdtn :

Virgil; jfneid. (Dedic.)

4. To spread or celebrate in sound or report ;

to spread abroad, to publish, to proclaim.
*
5. To declare, to tell, to describe.

" No words can that woe tound*
SHaketp. : Romeo i Juliet, iil 1

*
6. To signify, to mean, to import.

" In Hebrew it toundi ' nakedness of aught, or any
real nakedness.' "Milton : Of flirorce.

If To sound in damages : To have the essen-
tial quality of damages. (Said of an action

brought, not for the recovery of any specific

thing, as replevin, debt, ic., but for damages
only, as trespass.)

sound (3),
* sownde, v.t. & i. [Prob. from

Fr. sender =: to sound, try, prove, search the

depth of, from a supposed Lat. subundo = to

submerge, from sub = under, and un/ia = a

wave. But Skeat also points out that the

Sp. tonda means not only a sounding-line, but
also a sound or channel [SOUND (2), s.], and
that the Fr. sender was probably taken from
the Scandinavian sund= a sound ; cf. A.S.

sund-gyrd, sund-line= a sounding-rod or line.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language :

L Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1.

2. Fig. : To try, to examine ; to discover or
endeavour to discover, as something concealed
in the depth of another's breast ; to search
out the intention, opinion, will, or desires of;
to probe.

"Bis Holiness, however, on being founded on the
subject by the Siwuish Ambassador in Borne, de-
clined." Svminy Standard. Oct. S, 1886.

II. Technically:

1. Naut. : To measure the depth of; to
fathom ; to try or test the depth of water in,

and the quality of the bottom of, as of the

sea, by sinking a plummet or piece of lead

attached to a line on which are marked the

number of fathoms. The lead is elongated,
has an eye at one end to receive the line, and
a cavity, which is partially tilled with an
arming (tallow), at the other, to which the
ground, especially if it be sand, shells, or tine

gravel, adheres when the lead strikes the
ground. Numerous contrivances are employed
for ascertaining the nature of the bottom.
The form generally used in the British service
consists of a strong tube witli upwardly open-
ing valves, which admit the mud or sand
composing the bottom when the sinker strikes,
but are closed by gravity during the upward
movement.

2. Surg, : To examine any cavity in the
body by means of a sound. Also used of
external examination by means of a stetho-

scope or by percussion.

B. Intrans. : To use the line and lead in

order to ascertain the depth of the water.

sound, v.i. [SWOON.]

* sound -a-ble, a. [Eng. tound (2), v. ; -able.}

Capable of being sounded.

Sound -age (age as ig), s. [Eng. tound (3),

v. ; -age.] Dues for sounding.

* sounde, v.t. [SOUND (1), .]

sound er (1), . [Eng. tound (2), v. ; -er.]
One who or that which sounds ; specif, in

telegraphy, a device used instead of a

register, the communications being read by
sound alone. It consists of an electro-magnet
with an armature having a lever attached ;

the movement of the armature, as it is at-

tracted by the electro-magnet or withdrawn
by a spring, is limited by two stops, between
which the end of the lever plays, and by the

striking of which the sound is produced.

S<Jund'-er (2), . [SWINE.]

1. A herd of wild swine.
" We had just about finished eating, when a large

founder of pig not less th-m twenty of all size*,

headed by a big boar broke out of the jungle about
eighty paces from us." field, April 4, 1886.

*
2. (See extract).

" A founder (i.e., in the language of the period, a
boar of only two years old) had crossed the track of
the proper object of the chase." Scott : Qumtin
Duncurd, ch. iz.

s6"und'-ing (1), pr. par., a.,&s. [SOUND (2), .J

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Lit. : Causing sound ; making a noise ;

sonorous, resonant.

"I am become as founding brass, or a tinkling
cymbal'1 Corinthiant ziii. L

2. Having a magnificent or lofty sound;
high-sounding, bombastic.

"
Keep to your subject close in all yon say ;

Nor for a founding sentence ever stray.
Dryden : Art of Poetry, t

C. As subst. : The act of emitting or causing
a sound or noise.

sounding-board, s. [SOUND-BOARD.]

sounding-post, *.

Music: A post set beneath the bridge of

violin, violoncello, &c., for propagating the
sound to the body of the instrument.

sound' mg (2), pr. par. ,
a.

,
& *. [SOUND (3), v.}

A. & B. A s pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act of one who sounds ; the act of

ascertaining the depth of water with a lead,
and line.

2. Naut. (PL): The depths of water In

rivers, harbours, along shores, and even in

the deep seas, which are ascertained by the

operation of sounding. Also a place or part
of the ocean where the bottom can be reached
with the deep-sea line; also the kin*', of

ground or bottom which the line reaches.

[OCEAN, A. 1.]
" The toundinat which he gets from his deep-Ma

lead . . . enable him to declare the position of hi*

craft, even in the thickest weather." Daily TtU-

graph. March , 1887.

D (1) In soundings : So near the land that

the deep-sea line will reach the bottom.
" We continued this course till the following night

and then frequently brought to, U> try if we wen *
tounuinfft." Anton: Voyiiytt, bk. iil., ch. VI.

(2) To strife soundings : To find bottom with
the deep-sea line.

boll, bo> ; prJut, Jlwl ; eat, cell, chorus, shin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -Inf.
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sounding-bottle, s. A vessel employed
for drawing up water from considerable depths
In the sea, for examination and analysis. It

frequently contains a thermometer for ascwr-

Uining temperatures below the surface.

sounding lead, *.

Naut. : The weight used at the end of a line

in sounding. [LEAD (1), s., II. 0.]

sounding-line, *.

Saut. : The line which holds the sounding-
lead.

sounding-rod, .

Naut. : A graduated iron rod, used for

ascertaining the depth of water iii the well on
board ship.

* sound less (1), a. [Eng. sound (l), s. ; -less.]

Having no sound ; noiseless, silent
" With * toundleu step the foot of Evaugeline fol-

lowed." Longfellow : Evangelint, 1. S.

sound less (2),
* sound-lease, a. [Eng.

touiul (3), v. ; -Ifss.] Incapable of being
Bounded or fathomed ; unfathomable.

" While be upon your toundlesi deep doth ride."

Shalcetp. : Sonittt 80.

'-ly, adv. [Eng. sound, a. ; -ly.}

L In a sound manner ; healthily, heartily.

2. Without flaw, defect, or imperfection.

3. Truly, correctly ; with sound judgment ;

without fallacy or error ; rightly.

4. Firmly : as, a doctrine soundlyestablished.
*

5. Thoroughly, satisfactorily, completely,
perfectly." Effect this business soundly."

ShaJuip. : Richard III., ill. 1.

6. Fast, deeply : as, To sleep soundly.

7. Severely, lustily; with heavy blows;
martly.

"
Villain, I say, knock me here toundly*

Shalcetp. : Taming of tht Shrew, i. 2.

86*Und'-nSsB, s. [Eng. sound, a ; -ness.]

L The quality or state of being sound or

unimpaired ; healthiness ; sound condition or
state.

" A man would wish In the first place to enjoy
Tigour of limbs and toundnesi of constitution.
Starch : Light of Nature, vol. i., pt ii., ch. xxxiv.

2. Freedom from flaw, defect, imperfection,
or decay : as, the soundness of timber.

3. Truth, rectitude ; freedom from error or
fallacy ; correctness.

"
I will not answer for the acuteness, much less for

the.<ounJnM of his distinction." Waterland : Work*,
TiiJL 233.

4. Firmness, validity, strength, solidity,
truth.

" This presupposed, it may stand then very well
with strength and soundness of reason, even thus to
answer." Booker : Eccles. Polity.

5. Severity, smartness : as, the soundness
of a thrashing.

* sonne (1), v.i. [SOUND (1), v.]

sonne (2), v.i. & t [SOUND (2), .)

6up, s. [Fr. soupe = a sop, pottage, or broth ;

cogn. with O. Dut. sop, zop = broth ; soppe,
zoppe = a sop ; Sw. soppa = a sop ; Ger. sugpe ;
Dan. suppe. Allied to sup (q.v.).3

1. A kind of broth or food made generally
by boiling flesh of some kind in water with
various other ingredients. Soups are of
numerous varieties : as, gravy-soup, hare-soup,
turtle-soup, <tc.

" Let the cook danb the back of the footman's new
livery ; or, when he Is going up with a dish of smia,
let her follow him softly with a ladle-foil." Swtft :
Dirtctioni to Servant*.

2. A sup ; a sip or small quantity ; also, a
considerable quantity of any thiu food.
(Scotch.)

If Portable soup : A sort of calte formed of
concentrated soup, freed from fat, and, by
long-continued boiling, from all the putres-
cible parts.

soup house, i. A soup-kitchen.

soup-kitchen, s. A pnblic establish-
ment, supported by voluntary subscriptions,
for preparing and supplying soup to the poor
either gratis or at a nominal charge.

soup-maigre, s. [Fr.] Thin soup, made
chiefly from vegetables, a little butter, and
some spices.

soup-ticket, *. A ticket given to poor
persons, entitling them to receive soup at a
soup-kitchen (q.v.).

* soup (1), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To breathe

out, as words. (

"soup 00, v.t. [Sur, v.]

* soup (3), v.i. [SWEEP, v.] To sweep or pass
by with pomp.

"
S? vaunts liis voice upon an hired stag*,
With high-net step and princely carriage,
Now souping in side rulws ui royalty."

Buhoji 11M : Satires, 1. 8.

'soupe, v.i. [Sup, v.]

*souper (1), s. [SUPPER.]

tsoup'-er (2), s. [Eng. soup; -er.} A name
formerly applied in contempt, in Ireland, to

a Protestant missionary, or Scripture-reader,
or to a convert from Popery, from the fact

that the missionaries, especially in Couuauglit,
were said to assist their work by the distribu-

tion of soup to the poor. [SWADDLER.]

sdu'-ple (1), a. [Fr.] Supple, active, athletic,
flexible. [SUPPLE.]

"
Od, ance I gat a wee souple yestreen, I was as

yauld as an eel" Scott : Antiquary, ch. xii.

sou'-ple (2), s. [SwiPLE.]

1. The part of a flail that strikes the grain ;

a swiple.

2. A piece of wood used as a cudgel. (Scotch.)

sdup'-y, a. [Eng. soup ; -y.] Like soup ;

having the appearance or consistence of soup.

sour, * soure,
* sower, * sowre, a. & s.

[A.S. sur ; cogn. with Dan. zuur ; Icel. sitrr ;

Dan. suur; Sw. sur; O. H. Ger. sur; Ger.

sauer; Wei. sur; Lith. surus salt ; Russ.
surovuii raw, coarse, harsh, rough.] [SOR-
REL, s.]

A. As adjective :

1. Having an acid or sharp taste ; sharp to
the taste ; acid, tart.

" For wailed wine and meates thon had tho,
Take mouled bread, pirate, and sider soure."

Chaucer: Complaynte of Cretsidt.

2. Crabbed, morose, sullen; harsh of tem-

per; austere, sullen.
" He hath been heavy, tour, sad."

Shakesp. : Comedy qf Errort, V.

*3. Gloomj', dismal, sad.
"
Speak sweetly, though thy looks be tour."

Shakesp. : Kichard II., iii. 2.

4. Expressive of discontent, displeasure,
dissatisfaction or peevishness ; peevish, cross,

sharp.
" The lord treasurer often looked on me with a tour

countenance.' Swift. (Ttxid.)
*
5. Bitter to the feelings, afflictive, hard to

bear, distasteful.
" Let me embrace thee, sour adversity."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., iii. \.

6. Spoiltby keeping, as milk; rancid, musty.
7. Cold and unkindly, as sour land.

B. .4s su&st. : A sour or acid substance.
** The sweets we wish for turn to loathed sours."

Shakesp. : Jlape of Lucrece. 867.

U Sour grapes: A term applied to things
despised, or rather which one affects to

despise, because they are out of reach. The
allusion is to JEsop's fable of " The Fox and
the Grapes."

sour-clover, s.

Bot. : Oxalis Acetosella.

sour-crout, sonr-kront, s.

EBAUT.)

6Onr-dOCk, s. Sorrel (Rumex Acetosa).

* sour-dough, s. Leaven. (Wyclije:
Matthew xiii. 33.)

*
sour-eyed, a. Having a cross, sour, or

SUllen look.

sour-gourd, a
Bot. : (1) Adansonia Grefforll, a species from

the north of Australia (Treas. of Bot.); (2) A.
digitate, (London).

Sour-gum, s. [BLACK-GUM.]

sour-kettle, s. A vessel used in souring
bleached cloth.

SOnr-krout, s. [SAUERKRAUT.]

Sour-milk, s. A local name for butter-
milk (q.v.).

sour-sauce, s. [SosnEL (l).]

sour-sop, s.

L Ord, Lang. : A cross, sour, crabbed

person.

2. Bot. : The fruit of Anona muricata and
the tree itself. The latter grows in the
West, Indies, and is of small size, rWembUng
the liay, with yellow flowers having an un-
pleasant small. The fruit has a thin, yellowish-
green skin, covered with weak pickles. The
pulp is as white as milk, partly of a sweet
partly of a pleasantly acid taste.

sour-tree, sour-wood, s. [SORBKL-
TREE.J

sour, v.t. & i. [SOUR, o.]

A. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. To make sour, acid, or tart ; to cause to
have a sour taste.

"The tartness of his face sours ripe grapes."
Shakctp. : Corialauus, v. 4. ,

2. To make harsh, cold, or unkindly.

3. To make sour, harsh, or peevish 'in tem-
per ; to make cross, discontented, or crabbed.

"
They ... lay a heavier burthen on themselves

than they will be able to bear, at least without louring
their temper." Seeker: Sermoia, vol. ii., ser. 23.

*4. To make uneasy or disagreeable ; to
embitter.

T __ .

The queen
Shakesp. : Cymbeline, V. Ik

*
5. To cause to look gloomily ; to cloud.

" Adonis . . .

Souring his cheeks, cries Fie ! no more of love !

"

Shakrjp. : Venus t Adonis. 185.

6. To macerate as lime, and render fit for

plaster or moitar.

II. Bleaching : To subject to the operation
of souring (q.v.).

B. Intransitive:

1. To become sour or acid ; to acquire a
sour, tart, or pungent taste.

"Used in milk it has the effect of preventing the
faintest approach of souriin, fur at least a week, in
tlie hottest of weather." Sheldon: Dairy farming,
p. 314.

*
2. To become sour, sullen, crabbed, or

peevish. " She soured
To what she is : a nature never kind."

Tennyson : Walking to the Mail, 58.

soure (1),
* sours, * sourse, s. [O. Fr.

sorse, surse, sorce, snrce (Fr. source), fern, of

sors, pa. par. of sordre (Fr. sourdre) = to rise,

from Lat. surgo.] [SuROR.]

1. The spring or fountain-head from which
a stream of water proceeds; any collection of

water within or upon the surface of the earth
in which a stream originates.

" All rivers have their source either in mountains
or elevated lakes ; mid it is in their descent from thes
that they acquire that velocity which maintains their
future current." Goldsmith: Animated Nature, vol. L,
ch. xiv.

2. The spring from which anything flows.

"The flouds doe gaspe, for dryed is their sourse."

Spenser: Shepheards Calender; Hm.

3. The first cause, origin, or original ; one
who or that which gives rise to or originates

anything.
"

If there is any one English word, which is now
become virtually literal, iu its metaphorical applica-
tion, it is the word source. Who is it that ever thought
of a spring or fountain of water, in speaking of God
as the sturty of existence ; of tiie sun as the source of

light and iieat, of land as one of the sources of national
wealth ; or of sensation and reflection, as the only
sourret (according to Locke) of human knowledge;
propositions which it would not be easy to enunciate
with equal clearness and conciseness iu any other
manlier?" iitewart: Philosophy, p. 2U3.

sour96 (2), s. [SOUSE (2).]

* source,
* sourse, v.i. [SOURCE (1), ! To

spring.
" Immunities towcing from him." Kathe : Lenttn

Stuffe.

* gourde, *sourd-en, v.i. [Fr. sourdre, from
Lat. surgo.] [SOURCE.] To rise, to spring, to*

issue ; to have its source or origin.
" But to all this was the towne of Gaunt repugmnnt

in so moche r mortal! warre beganne toior</eatwen

y sayd and the town of Brngys and other." Fobs/an :

Clironycle ; Car. I', (an. S).

s6ur'-det, s. [Fr., from sourd = deaf; Lat.

surdus.]

Music : The same as SORDINE (q.v.X

sfiur-dine', s. [Fr.]

Music:

1. A mute ; a sordine (q.v.).

2. A stop on the harmonium, whfch by
limiting the supply of wind to the lower half

of the instrument, enables the performer to

play full chords piano.

fate, fat, fire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; gS, pot;

or. wore, wol$ work, wad, son; mute, ofib, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, so, ce = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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souse (2), sbur9e (2), s. [Fr. sows = under.]

Arch. : A support or underprop. (Gwilt.)

s6"u-shum'-ber, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

But. : S'llnniini mammosum, the Nipple Night-
shade, a West Indian species.

sous -Ilk, s. [SUSLIK.]

s6u-so'-ell, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Hot. : Rhodymenia-palmata. (Scotch.)

sous' -ten-u sou'-ten-u, a. [Fr. = sus-

tained.]

Her. : A term applied when a chief is, as it

were, supported by a small part of the es-

cutcheon beneath it, of a different colour or

metal from the chief, and reaching, as the

chief does, from side to side, being, so to speak,
a small part of the chief of another colour,
and supporting the real chief.

* sout'-age (age as ig), s. [Etym. doubtful.]
Coarse bagging or sacking for hops.

" Take toutage, or 1'air, that covers the kell."

Tuttcr: Husbandry ; August.

sou tane', s. [Fr., from Low Lat. subtana,
from Lat. sWs = beneath ; Hal. sottana.]

Roman Church: The ordinary outer gar-
ment worn by ecclesiastics in ordinary life,

ami always under the vestments in public
ministrations. It is generally of coarse cloth

or serge ;
for priests the colour is black, for

bishops and monsignori purple, for cardinals

red, and for the pope white.

sou'-ter,
* sowter, s. [Lat. sutor, torn suo

= to sew.] A shoemaker.
" He knew the measure of a guest's foot as well as

e'er a souter on this side Solway." Scott
'

Antiquary,
ch. ii.

sou'-ter-ljf, a. [Eng. souter; -ly.] Lik( a
cobbler ; low, vulgar.

"As two the special bassawes of that vroud touterly
Sowdan, may we well eonsyder the woiide and the
fleshe."-Str T. More : Works, p. 1.296.

* sou'-ter-rqin, s. [Fr., from Lat. subterra-

neus.] A grotto or cavern underground.
'

"Defences against extremities of heat, as shade.

Erottos.
or souterraint, are necessary preservatives of

ealth. 'Arbuthnot.

South,
* southe, s., a., & adv. [A. 8. sudh =

south ;
siulha the south, the southern region ;

sudhan = from the south ; cogn. with Uut.

. zuid = south ; zuider = southern ; zuidcn =
the south ; Icel. swllir ; Dan. syd south ;

souden = southern ; Sw. syd = south ; sd</er =
the south ; O. H. Qer. sund south ; sumlan
= from the south; Ger. id= south; suden
= from the south.]

A. As substantive:

1. One of the four cardinal points *f the

compass, directly opposite to the north. The
meridian of any place is a great circle passing

through the north and south points and the

place itself.

2. The region, tract, country, or locality

lying opposite to the north, or situated nearer

to the south point than some other point of

reckoning. Kpecif. (U. S.), that portion of the

United States which lies south of Mason and
Dixon's line; often restricted to the States

which seceded in 1861.

* 3. The wind that blows from the south.

B. As adj.: Situated in the south, or in a
southern direction from tho point of observa-

tion; lying towards the south; pertaining to

ir proceeding from the south ;
southern.

C. As adv. : Towards the south ;
from the

south.

"They take their courses east, west, north, tonth."

Shaketp. : 2 Henry It'., iv. 2.

1f Shakespeare used the word as a preposi-
tiot = ou the south of.

"Tis touth the city mills." Coriolama, i. 10.

South African chanting-goshawk,
s. (MELIEKAX.)

South African griffin, s.

Ornith. : Otogyps auricularis, called also the

Eared or Sociable Vulture.

South American mud-fish, s. [LE-

PIDOSIREN.)

South American ostrich, s. [RHEA.]
*
south-fog, s. A fog coming from th

south.

s6"ur ing, s. [SOUR, v.]

1. attaching : A part of the process in which

the goods, having been previously placed in a

solution of chloride of lime, are exposed to a

dilute solution of sulphuric acid, which sets

free the chlorine and whitens the cloth. It

also neutralizes the alkalis which have been
. used in previous treatment of the cloth,

2. Hort. : A crab-apple. (Prior.)

6*ur'-ish, *so'wr'-Ish, a. [Eng. sour, a.;

ish.] Somewhat sour ; rather sour or tart.

"The colour of that In the comb in the hive, but
not so dry, ami having a tourM smell" Burroughs :

Pepacton, p. 173.

our ly,
* sower-ly, adv. [Eng. sour, a. ;

ly.}

1. In a sour manner ; with acidity or tart-

ness.

2.' With peevishness or acrimony ; tartly,

peevishly.
3. In a sullen, morose manner; bitterly,

sullenly.
" To this replied the stern Athenian prince.
And sourly smiled."

Dri/den : Palamon tc Arcite, ii. 303.

B^IMT ness, *
soure-nes,

*
soure-ncsse,

i. [Eng. sour ; -ness.}

1. The quality or state of being sour ; tart-

ness, acidity.
" And as thou couldest not see leaueu though thou

brakest vp a loafe. except thou smelledst or tastedst
the sniirenex." Tyndall : Workes, p. 225.

2. Asperity ; harshness of temper ; crabbed-

ness, sullenness, moroseness.
"
It takes off the imirnea and moroseness of our

spirits, and makes us affable and com teoua." Sliarp :

Sermom, vol. i., ser. 2.

our-6ck,s. [SooR, a.] Sorrel (1). (Scotch.)

sours;
*
sourse, s. [SOURCE.]

sous (s silent), s. [Prop, the pi. of sow (q.v.),
but frequently used as a singular.] A sou.

" Not a <OIM to save me from gaoL"Arbut!inot :

EM. John Bull. xvi. 1.

6~use (1),
*
souce,

* sowce, * sowse,
* sowsse, s. & cu.lv. [A doublet of sauce

(q.v.).]

A. As substantive :

1. Pickle made with salt ; sauce.

2. Anything steeped or preserved in piokle ;

spec., the ears, feet, &c., of swine pickled.

"Sending the king woord that he h.id prouided at
his brothers manor, agninat his coming, good plentie
of IOUM Ii po-.vdred meat." HoUnSied: Hist. Eng.,
bk. viii.. oh. vii.

*
3. The ear, In contempt.

4. A plunging into water ; a drenching with
water.

5. A violent attack or falling upon, as of a
bird on its prey ; a violent blow.
" The hawk gives it A louse that makes it to rebound."

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 20.

* B. As adv. : With sudden violence ; slap.

"And. looking full on every man they meet,
Kun l,me against his chaps."

Young : tf<tle> to Mr. Popt, L

ouse, *
souce,

* sowce, * sowse, v.t. & i.

[SousE, s.]

A. Transitive:

L To steep in pickle ; to piclr'e.

"Kill swine, and loiae Vm,
And eat 'em when we have bread/

Beaum. A Fltt. : PropTteu, I S.

2. To plunge into water.

"They touted me over head and ears in water lien

buy, so that I am now one of the most case-hardeued
of the Ironsides." Addium : Ouurdian.

3. To drench with water.

"Others touted him with the contents of bucket
kfter bucket of cold soapsuds and water." Daily Tflt-

graph, Oct. SO, 1886.

*
4. To pounce npoti ; to strike with sudden

Violence, as a bird strikes its prey.
"The gallant monarch is in anus ;

And like an eagle o'er his airy towers,
To MUM annoyance that comes near his nest"

Shaketp. : King John, v. 2.

*B. Intransitive:

1. To fall suddenly ; to make a sudden
attark.

"Jove's bird will laute upon the timorous hare."

Dryden : Juoenal, sat Xlv.

2. To strike ; to deliver blows.
" With hideous horror both together Knight,
And nuce to sore, that they the heaven: affray."

Sftenier : f. (,)., L v. 8.

3. To beat ; to fall as a blow.
" With hug* great hammers, thnt did nvr rat
From heaping stroakes which thereon IOUM< ."

Spenter : f. .. IV. T. K.

South Pacific whale, .

Zool. : Balcenii antipodtrum..

South-sea, s. A name formerly given
to the Pacific Ocean, and especially to the
southern portion of it

Sotitk-sea Bubble: A stock-jobbing scheme
devised i>y Sir John Blunt, an English lawyer,
in 1710. Tiie object of the company was to
obtain the sole privilege of trading in the
South seas, for which they offered the Govern-
ment easier terms for the advance and nego-
tiation of loans than could be obtained from
the general public. In 1720 the proposal to
take over the National Debt, in consideration
of 5 per cent, was agreed to by the House of

Commons, but the whole bubble soon burst
and ruined thousands. The term is some-
times applied to any hollow scheme which
has a splendid promise, but whose collapse
will be sudden and ruinous.

South-sea tea:

Bot. : Ilex vomitoria. [ILEX.]

south-southerly, s.

Ornith. : A local American name for Hareldn

glncudis. (Yarrell: Brit. Birds, ed. 4th, iv. 449.)

south-wester, s. [SOUTHWESTER.)

South, v.i. [SOUTH, s.]

1. To move, turn, or veer towards the south.
" When next the touthing sun inflames the day."

Dryden: Virgil; Georgic iv. 677.

2. To arrive at or pass the meridian of

place : as, The moon souths at nine.

South-cot -ti-an^, s. pi. [See def.]

Church Hist. (PI.) : The followers of Joanna
Southcott (1750-1814), who claimed to be
descended from an old Hertfordshire family,
but whose own circumstances were so poor
that she had to become a domestic servant.
She had strong religious feelings, and, till

about the age of forty, was a member of the
Methodist body. In 1792 she professed to re-

ceive revelations, which she published in

1S01-3. These were partly in prose, but chiefly
In 'loggrel. From that time to her death ttie

number of believers in her pretensions largely
increased. These were by no means confined
to the uneducated classes, and they made
such provision for her as enabled her to live

in considerable style. In return for their

offerings her followers received "seals"

papers which purported to number them with
the mystical "hundred and forty and four
thousand

"
of the Apocalypse (vii. 4). In 1818

Joanna announced that she was about to be-

come a mother, that the child would be

miraculously conceived, and would be the

Shiloh (Gen. xlix. 10) in whom the Millennium
was to be established. She died Dec. 27,

1814, and on her tombstone, in Marylebone
Churchyard, is an inscription foretelling her

reappearance. Shortly before her death, the
Kev. J. T. Foley, Rector of Old Swinford, on
her behalf, announced to her followers that

she had received a heavenly command that

they were not to assemble for worship till

after the birth of Shiloh, but to attend Pro-

testant churches. In 1825, Charles William
Twort pretended to be the Shiloh, and another

impostor, George Turner (whose followers

were called Turnerites), arose about the sama
time. The last leader of the Southcottians
was John Wroe, of Bowling, near Bradford.

He claimed prophetic gifts, and taught that

the Second Advent was at hand. His adher-

ents, who are called Christian Israelites, art

stronger in Australia (where Wroe died in

18t33) than in England, where only three ol

four congregations exist.

South down, a. & s. [Eng. south, and

down, s. J

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the South-

downs of England in Sussex, &c. : as, a South-

down sheep, SoutMown mutton.

B. As subst. : One of a noted herd of English

sheep ; mutton from such a sheep.

south'-east, ., a., & adv. [Eng. touth, and

east.]

A. As subst. : The point of the compasf

equally distant from the south and the east

points.

B. As adj. : In the direction of, pertaining

to, or coming from the southeast.

"The planting of trees warm npon a wall againsf
the south nr toutheatt sun, doth hasten then ripen

Ing." B'lcon.

C. As adv. Towards the southeast.

toll, bo^; pdut, J6%1; cat, 90!!, chorus, gain, bench; go, gem; thin, fnis; sin, *f : eacpect. ^Cenophon, eyist. ph- 1

-oiau, -tian = shan. -tiou, -aion = shun; -(ion, -slon =* chun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -bli -dle &c. bel, d^i>
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gtfuth east-er ly, south east-em, a.

(Eng. iouih,, aud easterly, or eastern.] South-
east

sou'-ther (IX 8<Sw^dcr, . [SOLDER.]
(6'cotcA.)

south -er (2), ^ [Eng. txmft; -*r.J A wind
from the southeast.

south -er U ness, .. [Eng. southerly ; -nets.]

The quality or state of being southerly.

south -6r-ly, a. & adv. [Eng. southern); *>.]

A. At adjective:

1. Lying in the south or in a direction

toward* the south or nearly south.

2. Coming from the south or a point nearly
south. (Shakesp. : Hamlet, ii. 2.)

B. At adv. : Towards the south.
" Whan the it goat Kut\erly."P. Holland: Fling,

bk. ii.. ch. xcvli.

south era, "soth-erne, a. & . [A.S.

tudhernt.]

A. As adjective:

1. Of or belonging to the south ; situated
in or towards the south ; lying on the south
side of the equator.

"
Frowning Auster seek* the touthern sphere."

Dryden: Ovid; Metamorphose* L
2. Coming from the south.
M Men's bodies are heavier when touthem wind*

Mow than when northern." BiKon : Nat. Bi*t.

B. As subst. : A southerner, a southron.

southern caracara, s.

Ornith. : Ibycter australis, a predatory bird

inhabiting the South American continent and
the Falkland Islands. It runs fast, approaches
houses to pick up offal, attacks small wounded
or sleeping animals, and congregates in num-
bers, like vultures, on the carcase of any
larger animal.

Bouthcrn-cavy, s.

Zool. : Cavia australis, a small species from
Patagonia.

Southern-cross, .

Astron. : Crux australis. [Cutrx, 1f.J
" Under the Southern Crott, amidst the sugar cane*

and uutuieg trees." ilacaulat : Hut. Kng^ ch, ii.

southern field-vole, s.

Zool. : Arvicola arvalis. It replaces the
Field Vole in southern Europe and extends
into western Asia.

southern fish, i.

Astron. : Piscis australit (q.T.).

southern -wainscot, *.

Ent'irn. : A rare British night-moth, Leucania
ttraminea.

south -ern, v.i. [SOUTHERN, a.] To veer
towards the south.

South -era er, t. [Eng. southern ; er.] An
iiih'iuitant or native of the south, especially
of the Southern States of America.

south' ern Ism, . A peculiarity of south-
erners.

south' 5rn ize, ./. & i.

A. Tram.: To make southern in charac-
teristics.

B. Intrant.: To grow southern in charac-
teristics.

south -era-ll-ness, . [Eng. southernly;
ness.] The quality or state of being southerly.

south'- ern -If, adv. [Eng. touthem, ; -ly.]
Towards the south.

" The sun goeth not so far iiitthernlv from m."
BakevM : Analogic, bk. ii., ch. IT., i 4.

south -era-most, a. [Eng. southern; -most.]
Situated nearest to the south.

south' -ern-wood, soth - ern - wood,
*
soth-ren-wod, . [A.S. tuthemwudu,

ruthernwyrt.]

Dot. : Artemisia Abrotanum, a hoary plant,
more or less shrubby, with freely-divided
leaves and nodding yellow flowers. The whole
plant is aromatic and agreeable, though appar-
ently the opposite to bees. It is a native of
southern Europe and the temperate parts of
Asia. Sometimes called by country people
the Old Man, and in the West of England
Boys' Love. It is used on the Continent of

Europe for making a kind of beer.

south'-lng. s. [Eng. south; -ing.}

L Ord. Lang. : Tendency or motion to or
towards the south.

IL Technically:

1. Astron. : The time at which the moon or
other heavenly body passes the meridian of a

place.
" Not tar from hence, if I observed aright
The toufhina of the stars and polar light,
aicilia lies. Drydm ; firyil ; .fneid V. S3.

2. Navig. : The difference of latitude made
by a ship in sailing to the southward.

3. Survey. : When the second extremity of
a course is further south than the first, ex-

tremity, the course is said to make southing.

*
so~uth'-ly, adv. [Eng. south; -ly.} Towards
or in the south ; from the south.

"When the wiude blowetb. iouMy."UcLKall: On
Angling, p. 2.

south -most, o. [Eng. south, a. ; -most.]
Furthest toward the south ; southernmost.

Smith -ness, *. [Eng. south, a. ; -ness.] The
tendency of a magnetic needle to point towards
the south.

south -ron, *. 4 o. [Eng. south ; -ran.]

A. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of a
southern country or of the southern part of

a country ; specif., a term formerly applied
in Scotland to an Englishman.
B. As adj. : Living in or coming from the

south ; southern.
" While back-recoiling seem'd to reel

Their touthron foes." Burnt : The Firton.

* south-say,
* south say-er, s. [SOOTH-

SAY, SOOTHSAYER.]

south -ward, adv., a., & t. [Eng. south, a. ;

ward. ]

A* As adv. : Towards the south.

B. As adj. : Lying towards the south ; di-

rected towards the south.
" Haste to oar louthteard battle."

Maeautaf : Buttle of Lake RegtUut, xxii.

C. As subst. : Southern regions or countries ;

the south.
" Countries are more fruitful to the tnnthwird than

In the northern part*." Raleigh : Hut. World.

south-west', s. & a. [Eng. south, a., and
west.]

A. At subst. : The point of the compass
equally distant from the south and west.

" The thaw-wind, with the breath of June.
Breathed gently from the warm i-Mthmat."

H'ordswortb : Oak i the Broom.

B. As adjective :

L Lying in the direction of the southwest.

2. Coming from the southwest : as, a south-

west wind.

south west er, sou'-wcst'-er, . [Eng.
southwest; -r.]

1. A strong southwest wind

2. A waterproof hat with a flap hanging
over the neck, worn in bad weather.

" Oilskins and tou'-wetttrt were donned, and very
warm they were to walk In." Field. Dec. C, 1884.

south- west' -er-ly, a. [Eng. south, and

westerly.]

1. In the direction of the southwest, or

nearly so.

2. Coming from the southwest, or a point
nearly southwest.

south -west'-ern, a. [Eng. south, and west-

-ern.] In the direction of southwest or nearly
so ; lying or situated in or towards the south-
west.

south west'-ward, adv. [Eng. touthwett;
ward.] Towards the southwest.

8ou-ve-nance,*sd'-ve-nan9e,*. [O. FT.]

Remembrance, memory.
14 Gave wond'rous great countenance to the knight,
That of his way he bad no louvenance."

Spemer : f. Q., U. vt 8.

sou -ve-nir, . [Fr.] Something to remind
one of another; that which revives the
memory of another ; a keepsake.

*
sov-er-aine, a. [SOVEREIOW.]

*
SOV-e-raln-ly, adv. [Mid. Eng. soverain;

ly.] Above alL (Chaucer : C. T., 15,368.)

* sov'-er-aln tcss, . [Mid. Eng. sovtraln at

sovereign ; -test.} The now obsolete feminine
form of soverain, i.e. sovereign.

"
Seas' toteraintett. sleep briuger, pilgrim's guide,
Peace-loving qileell."

Sylixutar : tAt burros ; fourth day, first week. ris.

sSv'-er-eign (g silent),
* sov-er aign,

*
soy er aigne, *

sov-er-aygne, eov-
er-ain, * sov-er-ayne, * sov-er-eyn,
sov-er-yn,

* sov -ran, a. & *. [The g is

intrusive, as if from the idea that the word had
something to do with reigning, O. Fr. sow-
rain. (Fr. souverain), from Low Lat. u;>er-

anum), accus. of superanus= chief, principal,
from Lat. super = above ; Ital. tovrano,
soprano ; Sp. & Port, soberano.l

A- As adjective :

1. Supreme in power; possessing supreme
power ; independent of and unlimited by any
other.

" Thou shalt have charge and Kverelyn trust herein.*
Khaketp. : 1 Henry IV., ill. i.

2. Princely, royal.
" And you.my inmreign lady, with the rest,
Causeless have laid disgraces on my head.

Shaketp. : 2 Henry IV., ill. I.

S. Supreme in excellence ; most noble, most
gracious.
" O father, gracious was that word which closed

Thy tov'reign sentence, that wan should find irmce."
Milton: P. L.. iii. Hi.

4. Efficacious in the highest degree ; effec-

tual. (Applied especially to medicines or

remedies.)
"
Against strange maladies a tovtreign cure."

Shaketp. : Sonnet 15L
B. As substantive :

1. One who exercises supreme power; a
supreme ruler ; the person having the highest
authority in a State, as a king, emperor,
queen, &c. ; a monarch.

"An omnipotent totereign." Seeker: Sermont,
ToL ii., ser. 27.

2. The name given to certain gold coins :

*(1) A gold coin current at 22s. 6d. from
the reign of Henry VIII. to that of James I.

(2) A gold coin, 123'274 grains Troy in

weight, of the value of 20s. ,
and the standard

of English coinage at the present day. By
the Coinage Act of 1816, the gold coinage of

England consists of gold 22 carats, is H or -916

fine, which is called Standard gold. The
value of the sovereign is deduced from the
fact that 401 bs. Troy of standard gold is coined
into 1,869 sovereigns.

(3) A name applied to a coin formerly used
in Austria, worth about 1 8s. sterling.

sovereign-state, s. A State having the
administration of its own government, and
not dependent on or subject to another

power.
* soV-er-elgn-Sss (g silent), . [Eng. sov-

ereign; -ess.] A female sovereign, a queen.
" His mother, the VHtereignest of every loyal lover."
Braitlacaite : Penitent PUyrim.

* sSv'-er-eign-ize (g silent), v.l. [Eng. sover-

eign; -ize.} To exercise supreme authority.
" Her royalties were spacious, as lovfrnynizing over

many towusaud provinces." tr T. Herbert: Triaelt,

p. 81.

soV-er-elgn-ly, *sov-er-algn-lie,
(g silent), adv. [Kng. sovereign; -ly.] Su-

premely ; in the highest decree ; above all

others.
" But tneeraig-nlie the sonne of Joue
Bestird him In the presee."

Warner : Allriont England. IL

* soV-er-elgn-ness (g silent),
* sov-er-

ain-nesse, s. [Eng. sovereign ; -ness.] Sove-

reign power or authority ; sovereignty.
" But loverainneste H yen ward shulde thinke in thlf

wtae." Chaucer : Tettament of Luue, li.

BoV-er-elgn-ty (g silent),
* sov-er-alne-

tee, s. [O. Fr. soverainte (Fr. sowreraiiUe).]

1. The state or condition of a sovereign ;

supreme power in a State ; the possession of

supreme or uncontrollable power.
" The tmreignty will fall upon Macbeth."

Shaketp. : Macbeth, li. 4
2. Predominant power or character ; su-

premacy. 11 For Jove's own tree.

That holds the woods In awful toverngntt*
Dryden : Virgil : Oeorffic IL 8*

3. Supreme excellence.
* Of all complexions the culled lotereianty."

Shakrtp. : Love i labour I Lot'. IT. S.

4. Supreme medicinal efficacy. (Shaketp. I

All's Well, i. 8.)

* SoV-ran, o. & . [SOVEREION.]

fate, fit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; gd, pot,

or, wore, W9lf, work, wh6. son ; mate, cub, care, unite, ear, rale, fall ; try, Syrian. , ce = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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80% (1),
* sowe, * suwe, s. [A.S. sugu, sri ;

cogn. with Uut. zog; Icel. syr; Dan. so; 8w.

sugijK, to ; O. H. Ger. su ; Ger. MI* ; Ir. tis ;

WeL fciocA (hog) ; Lat. su* ; Or. {, <ri/s (Au,
tw).J

J. Ordinary Language :

1. The female of the hog kind or of swine ;

s female pig.

2. An insect ; a milliped ; the sow-bug (q.v.).

IL Technically:

1. Founding:

(1) The main trough leading from the tap-
hole of a cupola or smelting-furnace, and
from which ramify the passages leading to

the separate moulds in casting, or to the

shallow ditches in the floor which receive the

pigs of cast metal.

(2) The piece of metal cast in this trough ;

an oblong mass of inet.il. [Pio.]

*2. Mil. : A military structure of the na-

ture of a movable covered shed, formerly used
in sieges to cover and protect men who were

employed in sapping and mining operations.

If To have, get, or take the right (or wrong)
tow by the ear: To pitch upon the right (or

wrong) person ; to form a right (or wrong)
conclusion.

sow bug, s.

Zool. : Oniscus asellut,

sow-drunk, o. Beastly drank.

sow-fennel, *. [FENNKL, s., U (4), Hoo's

FENNEL.)

OW (2). . [SOT.]

SOW(l), *sowe (pa. t. *sew, sowed; pa. par.
*
sowen, sown,

*
sowan). v.t. & i. [A.S. sdwan

(pa. t. stow, pa. par. sawen); cogn. with Dut
zaaigen; Icel. sci ; Dan. saae ; Sw. sa ; O. H. Ger.

sawen, sahen; Goth, saian ; Ger. sden; Wei.
hail ; Lat. sero.]

A. Transitive :

1. To scatter, as seed upon the ground, for

the purpose of growth ; to plant by strewing.
" He that suweth yede out to torn his sede." >-

eliffe : Halt. xiii.

2. To scatter seed over for growth ; to strew
with seed ; to supply or stock with seed.

"Sow the field> and plant vineyards." Pialm cvii. V.

3. To scatter over, to liesprinkle.
"He low U with stars the heav'n. thick as a field."

Milton : P. L.. vii. 358.

4. To spread abroad, to disseminate, to

propagate ; to cause to extend.
" He ileTiseth mischief continually, he loiocth ciis-

ord." Prooerbt vi. 14.

B. Intrant. : To scatter seed for growth or
the production of a crop.

SOW (2), v.t. & i. [Sew.]

tfw'-a, s6jK-a,. [Hind, sowa; Beng. sulpha.]

Bot. : Anethum Sowa, an umbellifer culti-

vated in India for its aromatic seeds, which
are much used by the natives in cookery, and
for the foliage, which serves as a vegetable.

sow'-ans, . pi. [SowExs.]

S<$w'-ar, *. [Hind.] A trooper ; a mounted
soldier belonging to the irregular cavalry.

sdV-baok, . [Eng. sow (1), a., and back.]

GeoL (PI.): A popular name for the long
parallel ridges or banks of boulder-clay in the

valleys of the Lowlands of Scotland.
" Snttbarki being the glacial counterpart* of those

broad banka of siltand sand that form here and there
upon the beds of rivers,"(reitoe .- Great let Age. p. 76.

ow'-bane, s. [Eng. sow (1), s., and bane. So
named because the species is said to be fatal
to hog*.]

not. : (1) Chrnopodium hybridum (Britten &
Holland) ; (2) C. rubrum. (Prior).

so"fr bread, <. [Eng. sow (1), a., md bread. So
called because the species is a favourite food
with the wild boars of Sicily.)

Bot. : Cyclamen europoevm and the genus
Cyclamen.

"
8^90, s. & v. [Souse.]

sow dan, s. [SULTAN.!

s5\rd -wort, . [A corrupt, of Eng. soda, and
wort.]

Bot. : (1) Aquilegia mlgarlt (Britten A Sol-
land); (2) SaUola Kali (Prior).

* SOWe, v.t. [Sow (1), v.]

Bdw"-ens, sow'-Ins.sSw-ans.s.p?. [Etyrn.

doubtful.) An article of food made from the
farina remaining among the seeds (husks) of

oats, and much used in Scotland. The husks
are steeped in water till the farinaceous matter
is dissolved, and until the liquid has become
sour. The whole is theu put into a sieve,
which allows the milky liquid to pass through
into a barrel or other vessel, but retains the
husks. The starchy matter gradually sub-
sides to the bottom of the vessel. The sour

liquid is then decanted off, and about an equal
quantity of fresh water added. This mixture,
when boiled, forms sowens. In England it is

more commonly known as flummery.

SOW-er (1), *. (Eng. sow; (1), s. ; -er.]

L One who sows or scatters seed for growth.
" A tower went forth to tov.~-.Vatt. ziii. 3.

2. An instrument or contrivance for sowing
seeds ; a sowing-machine.

3. One who scatters, disseminates, or

spreads; a disseminator, a breeder, a pro-

moter, a propagator.
" They are towen of stilts, which make the court

swell and the country pine." Hacon.

* SOW'-er (2), . [Pr. mure, tor = sorrel, red-

dish.] A buck in its fourth year ; a sore.

SOW-er (3), s. [SORREL.]

Sdw'-er-bjf, *. [George Brettingh Sowerby
(1788-1854), a distinguished naturalist] (See

compound.)

Sowerby's whale, *. [MESOPLODON.]

SoW-ing, pr. par. or a. [Sow (1), v.]

sowing-machine, s. An instrument or

contrivance for scattering seed either broad-
cast or in rows. There are numerous varieties

to suit different soils, seeds, &c.

SOW-ins, s. pi. [SOWENS.]

* sowl, *
sowle, v.t. [Cf. Prov. Ger. mueln

= to tug, to drag.) To pull by the ears; to

drag about ; to tug.
" Hell go and tnw! the porter of Rome gate* by the

ears." Shaketp. : Coriolanui, if. 6.

* sowle, *. [SOUL.]

* sowl-er, . [Etym. doubtfuL]
Bot. : A vena fat ua.

t. & V. [SOWMINO.]

86%m'-ing, . [Btym. doubtfuL]
Scots Law: A word used in the phrase

Sowming and rowming, applied to an action

whereby the number of cattle to be brought
upon a common by the persons respectively
having a servitude of pasturage may lie ascer-

tained. The criterion is the number of cattle

which each of the dominant proprietors is

able to fodder during winter. A sowm of
land is as much as will pasture one cow or
ten sheep; and, strictly speaking, to sowm
the common is to ascertain the several sowms
it may hold, and to rowin it is to portion it

out among the dominant proprietors.

*
s<$wn, v.i. or t. [SOUND, v.]

sown, pa. par. or o. [Sow (1), v.]

sowp, . [Sup, .) (Scotch.)

* sow-ter, s.

sow'-thls-tle (tie as el), s. [Eng. sow, and
thistle.]

Bot.: The genus Sonchus (q.v.). [MuL-
OED1UM.J

86"^, s. [See extract.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A sauce prepared In China and

Japan from the seeds of. Dolichos So/a, a kind
of bean. It is eaten with fish, cold meat, &c.

"
It may be worth while to put on record the deriva-

tion of the fish sauce called my. It Is well known that
the original toy was made from the coy bean. This
vegetable figures largely in the menus of the Japanese
cook* now in London under the name of Sho-yu ; In
Dutch it is called Shoya; and there is no doubt that.
like

'

Long Elizas' and many other Oriental novelties.

toy sauce came to London rid Amsterdam." fall
Mall Oautte, Nov. C, 188&.

2. Bot. : Soja hispida. [GLVCINE, SOJA.)

so^'-a, *. [SowA.]

so"yle, v.t. [Son. (3), v.] To solve.
1 Like* 1st raayst thou toylftll other texts.

11

Tyndalt.

* syle. . [SOIL, .]

1. Soil, ground ; specif., the mire in which
a beast of ttie chase wallows.

2. The prey of a carnivorous animal.
" Neither lets the other touch the to'/lt."

Spvaur: F. If.. IV. Hi. 11

so^-nu'-da, *. [Gond. soimi ; Telugu sitroi ;

Tamil skemwond = the red wood. (See def.)]

Bot. : A genus of Swietenete. Sepals five ;

petals five, shortly clawed ; stamen tube cup-
shaped, ten-lobed ; anthers ten ; stigma pel-
tate, five-cornered ; ovary five-celled, many-
seeded; fruit a woody, five-valved capsule,
with winged seeds. Only known species
Soymida (formerly Swietenia) febrifuga, the
Indian Redwood. It is a tree, about

ek'litj
fut high, with abruptly pinnate leaves, andi
tie flowers in large terminal |nicles, growing!
in jungles in Central India and the Deccan
Tie bark is deep red, and half an inch thick ;

it contains a gum, is very astringent, and
given by the Hindoos in fever, diarrhoea,

dysentery, and gangrene. It is used in small
doses in British medicine in fever and typhus.
The bark is employed in India in tanning,
and the timber for ploughshares, &c.

* so^ned, a. [Fr. soigner = to care for ; soin
= care.] Filled with care ; alarmed.

sSz'-zle, v.t. [A freq. from soss (q.v.).]

1. To mingle confusedly.

2. To spill or wet through carelessness ; to
move about confusedly or carelessly. (Amer.)

Spa,
* spaw, . [From Spa, a town in Bel-

gium, south-west of Liege, where there is a
mineral spring, famous even in the seventeenth

century.) A general name for a mineral spring,
or for the locality in which such springs exist.

"The Spaw in Germany."-Fuller: Worthia ; Kent.

* spaad, s. [Dut spaath ; Ger. spath spar.]
A kind of mineral ; spar.

"
English talc, of which the coarser sort is called

plaister : the finer, tpaad, earth-flax, or salamander'*
hair." Woodward.

8pa9e, . [Fr. espace, from Lat. spatiitm, lit

= that which is drawn out, from the root spa-
= to draw out ; cf. Gr. airdia (spio) = to diaw,
to draw out; Sp. espacio; Fort, espafo; ItaL

spazio.]

L Ordinary 1/xngvage :

1. Extension, considered independently of

anything which it may contain ; extension
considered in its own nature without regard
to anything external ; room.

2. Any quantity or portion of extension;
the interval between any two or more objects.

"Apart, some little ipnee, was made
The grave where Francis must be laid."

Wordtuorth : White Ax, vt

8. Quantity of time; duration; the interval
between two points of time.

" After some small tpace he sent me hither."

Sltakeip. : At fuu Like It. iv. &
*
4. A short time ; a while. (Spenser.)

IL Technically:

1. Geom. : The room in which an object,
actual or imaginary, exists. All material

objects possess length, breadth, and thick-

ness ; in other words, they exist in space of

three dimensions. Plane surfaces have only
two dimensions length and breadth, and
straight lines but one dimension length.
Hence we have notions of space of one dimen-
sion and of two dimensions, as distinguished
from the three-dimensional space in which we
live. The question has arisen, and has been

warmly discussed, as to whether space of.

four, and perhaps of higher dimensions exists. ;

Zollner (Transcendental Physics) believes that,
it does, and that some persons have some
of the powers of beings living in space of
four dimensions, anil thus accounts for many
of the phenomena of Spiritualism. For ex-

ample, while a being living in spaee of two di-

mensions could only get in pr
out of a square

by passing through one of its sides, a human
being could enter the square from above;

so, he argues, a person having the properties
of a four-dimensional being could enter or

leave a closed box or room on its fourth-

dimensional side. (See Abbott: Flat Lund,
and Hinton : What is- the Fourth Dimension f)

2. Metaphysics: A conjugate of material

existence. Empirical philosophers maintain
that notions of space are derived from our

knowledge of existence ; transcendentalists

that these notions are innate. [TIME.]

boil, b65j ptfilt. Jowl; cat, 90!!, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. -Ing.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tlon. -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = ehun. cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, &c. ~ bel, deL
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8. Music: One of the fourintervals between
th tive lines of a staff. They take their

names from the notes which occupy them :

thus, the spaces of the treble gtatf, counting
upwards, are f, A, C, aud E, and of the bass

A, c, E, and o.

4. Physics: The room In which the Cosmos
or universe exists.

14 As to the Infinity of physical nxic*. or the Infinity
of actual material eiisteuce. all that we can my is,

that however far we advance laud we have advanced
a great deal) in the power of discerning distant ob-

ject*, we have uniformly found new objects to dis.

earn, and we have, therefore, good analogical reason
for supposing that no liuiU can he assigned to their
till further existence. This view of what a com-
monly called the infinity of twice is further supported
by the fact that metaphysical tpare as a conjugate of

material existence in no way precludes the possibility
of its infinite extension." Brandt 4 Cox,

5. Printing:

(1) The interval between words in printed
matter.

(2) A thin piece of type-metal, shorter than
a type, and used to separate the letters in a
word or words in a line, so as to justify the
line.

space-being, s. A being living in actual

space ;
a human being.

" A tpace being can put an object inside the square
without going through any of the sides." Baueltt
Cyctopadia (1886), p. 184.

space-line, s.

Print. : A thin strip of metal, not so high
as the type, used to separate and display the
lines. [LEAD (1), ., II. 8.]

space-rule, s.

Print. : Fine rules of the height of the type,
of any length, and used for setting up tabular

matter, <fcc.

pace, v.t. &. i. [SPACE, s.]

A. Trans. : To arrange at proper intervals ;

to arrange the spaces in ; specif., in printing,
to arrange the spaces or intervals between
letters or words, so as to justify the line : as,
To space a paragraph.

* B. Intrans. (Lat. spatior) : To rove or
roam about ; to pace.

" But she, as fayes are wont, in privie place
Did spend her dayes, and loved in forest wyld to

tpace." Spenser : F. O.., IV. ii. 44.

If To space ovt :

Print. : To widen the spaces or intervals

between words or lines in a page for printing.

spa9e -ful,
* space full, a. [Eng. space,

s. ; -full.] Wide, spacious, extensive.
" The ship, in those profound

And ipaeefull seas, stuck as on drie ground."
Sandyt : Ovid ; tletamorphotet ill.

space'-less, a. [Eng. space, s. ; -less.]

Destitute of space

spa ci-aL spa'-ti-al (ci, ti as shl), a.

[Eng. space; -al.] Pertaining or relating to

space.

spa'-ci-al-ly,
*
spa'-ti-al-ly (ci, ti, as

Shi), adv. [Eng. spatial; -ly.] As regards
space ; with reference to space.

spac'-ing, s. [SPACE, v.]

Print. : The adjustment of the distance be-

tween the words or letters in a line.

spa cious,
*
spa-tious, a. [Fr. spacieux,

from Lat. spntiosus, from spatium space
(q.v.): Sp. espacioso ; Port, espojoso; Ital.

ipaziojp.]

1. Inclosing an extended space ; wide, ex-

tensive, roomy, widely extended.
14 Now possess,

As lord*, a tpacioui world." Hilton : P. L.. x. 467.

2. Having ample room ; wide ; not con-
tracted or narrow ; capacions, roomy.

" The former buildings, which were but mean, con-
tented them not: tpacinvt and ample churches they
erected throughout every city." Booker : Eccla.
Polity.

spa'-cions-ly, adv. [Eng. spacious; -ly.]
In a sparious manner ; widely, extensively.

" Most ipnciotalj/ we dwell."
.Covenant ; Gondibert, i. 6.

spa cious ness, *. [Eng. spacious ; -ness.]
The quality or state of being spacious ; roomi-

ness, extensiveness ; largeness of extent.
"

I, North Elding, am for tpacioumeis renown'd."
Dranton : Poly-Olbion, s. 28.

spa'-da-ite, *. [After Signer Medici Spada ;

suff. -we (Aftn.).]

Mln. : An amorphous mineral enclosing
Wollastonite (q.v.) occurring in nodules in

SPADES.
Ancient Greek; 2. Irish;

3. English Draining; 4. Ja-

panese.

the leueitic lava of Capo di Bove, near Rome.
Hardness, 2'5 ; lustre, greasy; translucent;
colour, approaching flesh-red. An analysis
yielded : silica, Sti'O ; alumina, 0'66 ; prot-
oxide of iron, 0'6t>; magnesia, 30'(57 ; water,
H '34 = 99-33, corresponding to the formula

('MyO-f JHO)Si02+ 4HO.
*
spa-das' -sin, s. [Fr., from Ital. spada = a
sword, from Lat. spatlia= a broad, flat instru-

ment, a pointless sword.] A swordsman, a

bravo, a bully.

spad -die, s. [A dimin., from spade (q.v.).]
A small spade ; a spud.

" Others destroy moles with a tpaddls, waiting in
the mornings and evenings for them." Mortimer :

Husbandry.

spade (1), s. [A.S. spcedu, spada; cogn. with
Dut. spadi ; Icel. spiulhi ; Dan, & Sw. spade ;

Ger. spate, spaten ;

Gr. trrrddi) (spathe)= a broad plate of
wood or metal, a

spatula, the blade
of an oar or of a

sword, &c. ; Lat.

spatha, whence O.
Fr. espee ; Fr. epee= a sword ; Sp. &
Port, espada; Ital.

spada.]

1. An instru-
ment for digging
or cutting the
ground, having a
broad blade of
iron, with a cut-

ting edge, fitted

into a long handle,
and adapted to be worked with both hands
and one foot.

" Of labouring pioneers
A multitude, with tpadet aud axes arm'd."

Milton: P. K.. iii. SSL

2. One of the four suits of cards, from the

spade-like figures on each card of the suit.
"
Ensangnln'd hearts, clubs typical of strife.
And spadet, the emblem of untimely graves."

Cowper : Task, iv. Zl.

3. Seal-engraving : A soft iron tool used to
dress off irregularities from the rounded
surface of a cameo figure.

4. Naut. : A blubber-spade (q.v.).

I To call a spade a spade : To call things by
their proper names, even though their names
may lie rather coarse or plain ; not to speak
mincingly.

spade-bayonet, s.

MU. : A broad-bladed bayonet, which may
be used in digging shelter-holes or rifle-pits.

* spade-bone, s. The shoulder-bone, the

scapula.
" By th' shoulder of a ram from off the right side par'd.
Which usually they boil, the s.wle-b'j,ie being bard."

Draytun : Poly-Olbion, s. 5.

spade-guinea, s. A guinea having a

spade-shaped shield bearing the arms on the
reverse. They were coined from 1787 to 1799

inclusive, and the last coinage of guineas,
which was from new dies, took place in 1813.

(Kenyan : Gold Coins of England.)

spade-handle, s.

Much. : A pin held at both ends by the
forked ends of a connecting rod.

spade-husbandry, s. A mode of culti-

vating the soil and improving it by means of

deep digging with the spade, instead of the
subsoil plough.

spade-iron, s.

Her. : The term used to denote the iron

part or shoeing of a spade.

spade (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A hart three

years old.

Spade (3), s. [Lat. sjiado a eunuch.]
*

1. A eunuch.

2. A gelded beast.

spade, v.t. [SPADE (I), s.] To dig with a

pade ; to pare off the sward of land with
a spade.

spade -ful, *. [Eng. spade (1), s. ; -fuMJ).] As
much as a spade will hold.

spa-dic'-eous (c as sh), a. [Lat. spailiceus,
from sp>idix, genit. spn<!icis m a light, red

colour.]

*
1. Ord. Lang. : Of a light, red colour,

usually termed hiy.
"Of those five Scaliger beheld, though one was

ipadivemu. or of a light red, yet was there not any of
this complexion among them." Browne: Vulgar
Errourt, bk. 1L, ch. xxiii.

2. Botany:

(1) Bright brown ; pure and very cleai
brown.

(2) Of or belonging to a spadiz (q.v.).

spa di -cose, a. [Mod. Lat. spadicusus, from
Lat. spatlix (q.v.).]

Bot. : Having or resembling a spadix (q.v.).

spa dille , spa-dil'-io (i as y), s. [Fr.

SpadilU ; Sp. espadilla, dimin. from espada =
a spade (q.v.).]

Cards : The ace of spades in the games of
ombre and quadrille.

Spa-dlX, s. [Lat., from Gr. <rjra'if (spaifiz)= a palm-leaf torn off with the inflorescence
of the tree.]

1. Bot. : A kind of inflor-

escence in which unisexual
flowers are closely arranged
around a fleshy rachis, or
imbedded in its substance.
The rachis often termi-
nates above in a soft, club-

shaped, cellular mass, ex-

tending far beyond the
flower. The spadix is found

only in Aracea; and Palms ;

in the former it is fleshy,
in the latter woody. It is

uniformly surrounded by a

large bract, called a spathe

*&"* : An organ con-

sisting of four tentacles which have coalesced
in the males of the Tetrabranchiate Cephalo-
pods. The normal number being twelve, eight
remain free.

spa do, s. [Lat.]
*

i. A castrated animal ; a gelding.

2. Civil Law: One who, from any canse,
has not the power of procreation ; an impotent
person.

spa-droon', s [Fr. & Sp. espadon ; Ital.

spadone.] A cut-and-thrust sword, lighter
than a broadsword.

spao, spay, v.i. or t. [Icel. spa; Dan. S/XMM= to foretelL] To foretell, to divine, to fore-

bode.

spae man, spay-man, s. A fortune-

teller, a prophet, a soothsayer. (Scotch.)

spae-wark, . Fortune-telling, predict-
ing, prophesying.

" To be sure he did gie an awsome glance up nt ths
auld castle nncl there was some ,>ae-ivarl gaed on
I aye heard that'

'

Scott : Gun Mannering. ch. xi.

spae -wife, spay -wife, s. A femal*
fortune-teller.

spa-er,
teller.

. [Eng. spa(e); -er.] A fortune-

spa gir -ic,
*
spa-gir'-ick, *spa-gyr

/-

ic, a. it s. [Fr. sjiagirique, from Gr. O-TTOW

(spao) = to draw, and dyeiou (ageiro) = to

collect.]

A. As adj. : Chemical, alchemical.
" The divine mercy, that discovered to man the

secrets of ipiyyru: medicines." Bp. Taylor: Sermont,
vol. it, ser. 26.

B. As subst. : A chemist, an alchemist.
" Like to some cunning tpaffirick, that can intend

or remit the heat of his furnace, according to occa-

sion."/;/!. Hall : Of Contentalion. { 4.

*
spa-gir'-ic-al, a. [SPAOYBIC, o.J

spa-ir-ist,
*
spa^-yr-ist, s. [SPA-

OIBIC.]

1. A term employed by the alchemists to
denote an operator on metals ; or, more gene-
rally, a chemist in search of the philosopher's
stone. (Orf. Encyc.)

2. Old. Med. : A name applied, chiefly in

France, to those practitioners who in the six-

teenth century made extensive use of mineral
medicines. Mathurin Morin was appointed

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian. CD. ce = e; ey = a; qu = lew.
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" medecin spagirlste
"
to Kins Henry II., and

the officfl was continued till the reign of

Louts XIV. (Di$t. Encyc. ds Sciences Mid.)

sp> hee, spa hi', s. [Turk, sipahi; Prs.
sipahee.]

L One of the Turkish irregular cavalry.

They were disbanded in 1826. [JANISSARY.]

2. A native Algerian cavalry-soldier in the
French army.

pale, 3. [SPAT.]

spall, v.t. & i. [SPALE.]

spairge, v.t. [Fr. asperger, from Lat. spargo= to scatter.] To dash ; to soil, as with

| mire ;
to bespatter. (Scotch.)
"
Spairges about the bruustane cootie,

To scJiud \>MT wretches !

"

Burns : AMrest tu the Dell.

pait, . [SPATE.]

gpake, pret. of v. [SPEAK.]

Spake, 3. [Etym. doubtful.] (See compound.)

spake-net, s. A net for catching crabs.

Spa lac' I-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. spalax, genit.

spalat-(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj. sulf. -idee.]

Zool. : Mole-rats, Rodent-moles ;
a family of

Myomorpha, strag-jlingly distributed over the
eastern hemisphere. General form cylin-
drical ; eyes and ear-conchs very small or

rudimentary ; tail short and rudimentary.
There are two sub-families : Bathyerginas and
Spalacinse (q.v.).

gi'-nae, s. pZ. [Mod. Lat. spalax,

genit! spalac(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -irue.]

Zool. : The typical sub-family of Spalaeida,
with two genera, Spalax and Rhizomys.

pa-lac' -6 -PUS, .s. [Gr. <rna\a (spnlax),

genit. oTraAaico? (spalakos) = a inole, and irovs

(pous) = a. foot.]

Zool. : A genus of Octodontinoe, with two
species, from Cliili. Ear-conchs rudimen'ary.
They make extensive burrows in the ground,
and lead an almost subterranean existence,

apal-a-co-ther'-i-um, *. [Gr. <nraXaf
(spalax), genit. o-TrdAaicos (wotefcos) = a mole,
and STjpioi/ (therion) = a wild beast.]

Palceont. : A genus of small Mammals, pro-

bably marsupiate, from the Purlie<--k beils.

They appear to have been insectivorous, and
allied to the Australian Phalangers and the
American Opossums.

Spil'-ax, *. [Gr. ffjroAaf (spalax) = a mnle.]

Zool. : Mole-rat (q.v.); the typical geuus of

Spalacinse. There is but one species.

Spale, *. [Dut. spill = a chip.]

1. A chip or splinter of wood. (Scotch.)

2. Shipbuild. : A strengthening cross-timber.

3. A lath, a pale.

Spale, v.t. [SPALE, s.]

Mining : To spall (q.v.),

spall (1). s. [SPALE, s.)

Afason. : A chip of stone removed t>y the
hammer.

spall (2), 8. [O. Fr. esrxtule; Itnl. spa!la =
the shoulder, from Lat. sputhtiln, sputula,
dimin. of spatha.] [SPADE (1), s.] The shoul-
der. (Spenser: F. Q., II. vi. 29.)

spall, v.t. [SPALL (1), s.]

1. Mining : To break, as ore, with a hammer,
previous to cobbing (q.v.).

2. Mason. : To reduce irregular Mocks of
stone to au approximately level surface.

Spall-Ing, pr. par. or a. [SPALL, v.]

spalling-hammer, s.

Mown. : An axe-formed, heavy hammer,
used in rough-dressing stones.

Bpalt, s. [SPELTER.]

8pa.lt, v.i. or t [SPALT, a.] To split off, as
chips from timber. (Prov.)

Bpalt, a. [Prob. allied to spall, split, &C.]
*

1. Brittle ; liable to break or split." Th park oke is . . . far more part and V>rlc':1
than the hedge oke." Ho inihed: D.'tcrip:. Eng., bk.
ii.. ch. xxii.

2. Frail, clumsy, heedless, part. (Prov.)

span, s. [A.S. span., spanu ; cogn. with Dut.
siian ; I eel. s/iou; Dan. spaiui; Sw. spanu;
Ger. gpanne.] [SPAN, v.]

L Onliiiary Language:
1. Ths space from tlie end of the thumb to

the end of the litrle linger wiien extended ;

nine inches ; the eighth of a fathom.
" The miud having got the idea of the length of any

part at expansion, lee it be a tuna, or a sjiace, or what
length you will, ca.li, as haa been said, repeat tn.it
idea." Locke: Human CiiUerstaudiity, bk. ii., ch. xv.

2. A brief space of time.
" \Ve should accustom ourselves to measure our lives

by the shortest t,,an."(idijln : Hermans, vol. i.. ser. 22.

3. A pair of horses ; a yoke of animals ; a
team. In America applied to a pair of horses

nearly alike in colour, <fec., and usually har-

nessed side by side. In Soulh Africa applied
also to other aiiim.ils. [iNsi'AN, OUTSPAN.]

" The waggon, with its revolving wheels aud long
ipnn of oxeu." Fmd. bept. 25, lass.

IL Technically:

1. Arch. .-The chord or reach ofan arch. The
distance between imposts at the springiugs of
the arch.

"
Cambridge, who were originally heading straight

for the MiiUicsox arch of t.ie ra ; '

/ay bridge, were
and I -nly fetched out and takeu through the centre
tpan." Field, April 4, 1884.

2. Nautical:

(1) A rope secured at both ends to an object,
the purchase being hooked into the bight.

(2) A leader for running rigging, which is

conducted through a thimble at each end of
the span, which is secured to the stay.

span-beam, s.

Mining : The horizontal beam into which the

upper pivot of the axis of the whin isjournalled.

span-block, s.

Kant. : A block attached to each end of a

sp.in or length of rope which lies across a cap
and hangs down at each side.

*
span-counter, s. A game played by

two persons with counters. The first threw
his counter on the ground, and the second
endeavoured to hit it with his counter, or at

least to get near enough to be able to span
the distance between the two counters, in

which case he won. If not, his counter re-

mained lying as a mark for his opponent, and
so alternately, till tlie game was won. Called
also Span-farthing, Span-feather.

"
Fiiith, you may intreat him to take notice of me

for any thing ; for being ail excellent farrier, for play-
ing well at .in-coun'>-. or sticking knives in walls."
Bcaum. is t'/et. : Woman Outer, i. 3.

span-dogs, s. pi. A pair of dogs linked

together and used to grapple timber, the

fangs of the extended ends being driven into
the log. [I)oo, s., II. 3.]

*
span-farthing,

*
span-feather, .

[SPAN-COUNTER. ]

* span-long, o. Of the length of a span,
'^Aud span-long elves that dance about a pool.

'

lien Jantm : Suul tihrpherd, ii. &
span-piece, s.

Carp. : The collar-beam of a roof.

span-roof, s.

Build. : A roof with two inclined sides.

span-saw, s. A frame-saw.

span-shackle, s.

Shipbuild.: A large bolt driven through
the forecastle and spar-deck beams and fore-

locked before each beam with a large square
or triangular shackle at the head for receiving
the end of the davit.

t span-worm, s. An American name for

a caterpillar of a geometer moth. Named
from its method of spanning the ground as it

moves forward. [Looi'ER.]

span, v.t. & i. [SPAN, s.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language:
1. To measure with the hand having the

finders extended, or with the lingers encom-

passing the object.

2. To measure or reach from one side of to

the other : as, A bridge spans a river.

*3. To measure in any way.
"Often the well-known sjiot I fix my eyes,
AuU ij*m the distance that b'-tween us li';s."

Th-kell: AnEptlttt.

*4. TO COfk. [SPANNER, I. 2.)
"
Every man. officer and soMler, having a pistol

rea<K- tpanu'dlu one hand." Clarendon : CivU Wart,
iii. 243.

5. To shackle the legs of, as a horse ; to
hobble.

IL Naut. : To confine with rop8 : a*, to
apt in the booms.

B. Intrans. : To be well-matched for running
in harness : as, A team s]xiiis welL (Amer.)

IT (1) To span the booms: To confine them
by lashings.

(2) The span of the shrouds : The length of
the shrouds from the dead-eyes on one side
over the mast-head to the dead-eyea on the
other side of the ship.

span, pret. ofv. [SPIN, v.]

spa-nas mi a, . [Gr. mrai/os (spanos),
o-irdi/tos (si-anios) = rare, lacking, and al/io

(huima) = blood.]

Palhol. : The same as AN.EMIA (q.v.).

Spa-nsB'-mic, a. & s. [SPAN^ESIIA.]

A. As adj. : Of or relating to spanaemia ;

having the quality of impoverishing the blood.

B. Assubst. : A medicine having, orsupposed
to have the quality ot impoverishing the blood.

span'-9el,f.<. [SPANCEL, s.] Totieorhobblb
the legs of, as of a cow or horse, with a rope.

span'-9el, . [A.S. spannan=tn bind; SOB

= a' rope.) A rope to tie a cow's or a horse's

hind-legs. (Prov.)

gpan'-celled, a. [SPANCEL, v.]

Her. : Applied to a horse that has the fore
and hind feet fettered by means of fetterlocks
fastened to the ends of a stick.

span -drel, span -dril,
* spaun-dere,

*
splaun-drel, s. [From O.Fr. explanader= to level, plane, lay even.]

Architecture:

1. The space over the haunch of an arch
and between it and the outscribing rectangle ;

between the estrados of an arch and the

square head or drip-stone over it.

(2) The space between the outer mouldings
of two arches
and the string-
course above
them.

1 When tim-
ber arches sup-
port a road-

way, the span-
drels contain

upright posts with diagonal stays. The posts
transmit the load to the arch.

spandrel-wall, s.

Mason. : A wall built on the extrados of an
arch.

spane, spean, spene, v.t. [A.S. spanu,

spana a teat.j To wean. (Prow.)

"'Spaning," or 'spooning,' is a Yorkshire term for

weaning." field, March 2u, 1886.

TIMBER-SPANDREL.

* spang (1), v.t. [A.S. spange = a metal clasp
or fastening ; Icel. spb'ug ; Ger. spo.nge.] To
set with spangles, to spangle.

"Juno's bird,

Whose train is ipanged with Argus hundred eyes."
Three Lordt of London.

"spang (2), v.t. & i. [Perhaps connected
with s/xm (q.v.).]

A. Transitive :

1. To cause to spring.

2. To span with the hand or fingers.

B. Intrans. : To leap, to spring.

Spang (1), . [SPANG (2), v.] A spring.
" Set roasted beef and pudding on the uppoaite (Ida

o' the pit o' Tophet and an Euglllhuuu will meek
tpang at it" Scott : /2o6 Kon, ch. xxviii.

Spang (2), . [SPANG (1), v.) A spangle.

"Our plumes, our tpangt, and al our queint aray,

Are pricking spurres, prouoki.ig filthy pnde.
Oaivoignt : Steclt Olat.

Span'-gle, . [A dimin. from spang (2), s.J

1. A small plate or lioss of shining metal ;

a small circular ornament of metal stitched

on an article of dress.

All cut In utars . . . made of cloth of llver and
diver ipnniiii"Hidneii : Arcadia, bk. 111.

2. Any littls thing shining or sparkling like

pieces of metal ; a small sparkling object.
" On the rude cliffs with frosty ivanfflei gray.
Weak M the twilight gleams the solar ray.

UKkle : Lutind, ill

^,-, TO, f polit, Jdwl; cat, jell, chorus, $hin, bench: so, gem; thin, this; sin, a?; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = 1

-Clan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -^ion, -ion = zhon. -cious, -tious, -sious = sous. -We, -die, &c. bel, del.
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ft. A spongy excrescence on th leaves and
tender I. ranches of Uie oak ; an oak-apple.

le, V.t. & i. [SPANGLE, *.]

A. 'I'mm : To <'t or sprinkle with spangles ;

to adorn with spanyles or small brilliant

bodies.
"
SpangltJ with a thousand tret." Gay : Pttnck.

B. l'Ura>u. : To glitter, to glisten.

span'-gler, . [Eng. spangl(e); -er.) One
who or that whk-h spangles.

p&n'-gly. Ok [Eng. spangle); -y.] Of or

pTtaining to a spiingle or spangles ; resem-

bling or consisting of spangles ; glittering,

glistening. (Keats: Endymion, i. 509.)

Syan iard (1 as y), *. [See def.] A native

or inhabitant of Spain.

spAn iel (i as y), spaynel, spaneyole,
s. & a. [O. Fr. tsi*ign*ul (Fr. eingnevl), from

Sp. espaHol = Spanish, from Espana Spain ;

Lat Hispania.]

A. As substantive:

1. Lit. A ZooL : A popular name for a class

rf dogs, distinguished chiefly by large droop-

ing ears, long silky coat, and a gentle, timid,
Mid atfi-ctionate disposition. Spaniels may
be grouped in three natural divisions :

(1) t<and Spaniels: The Cocker is one of the
mall, st of its kind, and is chiefly used for

flushing woodcocks. The coat should be wavy
and thick, and the colour black and white,

pure black, liver ami white, or red and white.

The Springer is heavier, slower, and more
easily kept within range than the Cocker.
The Clumber, the Sussex, and the Nor-
folk Spaniel are breeds of Springers. The
Clumber is a low, strong-limbed dog, never

giving tongue, highly valued for battue-shoot-

ing. Colour lemon and white, or yellow and
white ; coat thick, legs well fenthered, feet

round ; head square and heavy, muzzle broad,
ears long. The Sussex Spaniel is lighter in

shape and richei in colour than the Clumber,
and gives tngu freely. The Norfolk Spaniel
varies greatly, a'id is perhaps the commonest
breed In England. Colour black, or liver and
white.

(2) Water Spantels: The body should be
round and com punt, covered with short, crisp
curls ; ears long and deeply fringed ; legs very
strong, with broad spreading feet ; tail curled
to the end ; head long, face smooth, forehead

high ; the colour should be a brown-liver, but
liver and white is common. They are excel-

lent water-dogs, and extremely faithful and
affectionate. They run into several strains.

(3) Toy Spaniels : Of these there are several

varieties, the chief being the King Charles
and the Blenheim. The former is the larger
of the two, and should be rich black and tan.

They were the special pets of Charles II. The
Blenheim is white, with patches of red or yel-
low. Both should have a short muzzle round
head, full prominent eyes, ears close to the
head and fringed with long silky hair, and
hairs growing from the toes and reaching be-

yond the claws.
" He might be Men. before the dew was off the gnat,

in St. James's Park, striding niiioug the trees. playiug
with his i/xinislM, and fliugiug com to hit duclts."

Macaulay : Out. ling., ch. IT.

2. Fig. : An emblem of fawning submissive-
ness ; a mean, cringing, or fawning person.

"
I am your ipaniet ; and, Demetrius,
The more you beat me, I will fawn on you."

Sluiketp. : Midtummer Kighfi Dream, ii. J.

* B. As adj. : Like a spaniel ; fawningly
submissive ; cringing.
"
Low-crooked-curtsies, nnd base spaniel fawning."

Shaketp. : Juliut Ctetar, iii. L,

spaniel-like, a. Like a spaniel. (Shakesp.:
Two Gentlemen of Verona, iv. 2.)

span -lei (1 as y), v.i. ft t. (SPANIEL, .)

A. Intrant. : To fawn, to cringe.

B. Trans. : To follow like a spaniel.
"The hearts

That tpanM'd me at heels, to whom I gare
Their wishe*. do dUcaudy."

Shaketp. : Antony t CUopatra, IT. 10.

pa ni- 6 don, .?. [Gr. o-irdfiot (spanios) =
fe'w, scarce ; suff. -odon.)

Palaont. : A genus of Clupseidte, from the

Upper Chalk of Lel-anon.

pan'-I-o-lite, - [Or. wivm (ipania) =
rare, and Ai'So? (lithns) = a stone ; Ger. ipanio-
Itih.]

Min. : A variety of tetiahcdrlte (q.v.) con-

taining mercury, with sp. gr. of 5'2 to 5 4

28.

span -1-6 lit'-mln, . [Gr. <rir<mo (spanios)
= rare ; Lug. litin(us), and suit', -in.]

Chem. : A non-nzotized colouring matter,

occurring iii small quantity in litmus. (Kane.)

Span ish, a. & a, [Eng. Spain ; -ish.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Spain, Its

language, or inhabitants.

B. A3 subst. : The language of the people of

Spain.

Spanish arbour-vine, .

Dot. : Ipomaea tuberosa, a West Indian plant.
It furnishes u drastic substance like scamuiouy.

Spanish-bayonet, *.

Eot. : Yucca alotfolia. (West Indian.)

Spanish-black, . A soft black, pre-

pared by burning cork. (Used in painting.)

Spanish-broom, t.

Sot. : Spartium junceum.

Spanish-brown, . A species of earth

used in painting, having a dark, reddish-brown

colour, which depends on the sesquioxide of
iron.

Spanish-burton, .

Naut. : A single Span ish -burton has three

single blocks or two single blocks and a hook
in the bight of one of the running parts. A
double Spanish-burton has one double and
two single blocks. [BuETON.]

Spanish-chalk, s. [FRENCH-CHALK.]

Spanish-chestnut, *.

Bot. : Castanea vesca (or vulgaris).

Spanish-cress, *. [CRESS, s., j[ (24).]

Spanish-elm, s. [COKDIA, ELM, U (7).]

* Spanish-era, .

Chron. : An era founded on the Julian cal-

endar, beginning January 1, B.C. 38. It was
current in Spain, Portugal, the south of

France, and the north of Africa.

Spanish- ferreto, s. [FERRETO.]

Spanish-fly, s. [CANTHARIS.]

Spanish-fowls, . pi.

Poultry: A breed of domestic poultry of

Mediterranean origin ; tall, with stately car-

riage ; tarsi long; comb single, of great size,

deeply serrated; wattles largely developed;
ear-lobes and side of face white ; plumage
blac.k, glossed with green. They are tender
in constitution, the comb being often injured
by frost.

Spanish-grass, t.

Bot. : MacrocUoa tenacissima. [ESPARTO.]

Spanish-juice, s. The extract of the
root of the liquorice.

Spanish liquorice, s.

Bot. : The common liquorice, Glycyrrhiza
glabra.

Spanish mackerel, s.

Ichthy. : Scomber edicts, resembling S.

pneumatophorus in possessing an air-bladder,
but differing in coloration. It is a favorite
food fish in our Eastern cities.

* Spanish-main, s.

Geog. : The name formerly given to the
southern portion of the Caribbean Sea, to-

gether with the contiguous coast, embracing
the route traversed by Spanish treasure-ships
from the New to the Old World.

My father dear he Is not here ; he reeks the Spnmjft-
main." Barham: Ing. Legends; Ifell Cook.

* Spanish-marigold, s.

Bot. : Anemone coronaria, (Britten A Hol-

land.)

Spanish-marjoram, s.

Bot. : Urtica pilulifera, var. Dodartii. (Brit-
ten & Holland.)

Spanish-moss, *.

Bot. : Lycopodium denticulatum.

Spanish-nut, *.

Bot. : Morcea Sisyrinchivm.

Spanish-oak, .

Bot. : Quercut faleata, a North American
tree about sixty feet high, introduced into
Britain in 1763.

Spanish oniun, .

Bot. : A variety of Allium eepa, grown in

Spain and the south of Kun>pe. It is much
larger and milder than the English oniun, und
is imported in large quantities.

Spanish-potato, .

Bot. : The sweet potato. [BATATAS.)

Spanish-red, s. An ochre resembling
Venetian red, but slightly yellower and
warmer.

Spanish-root, .

Sot. : Ononis arvensis. Named from Its re-

semblance to Spanish liquorice (q.v.). (Brit-
ten & Holland.)

Spanish sea-bream, *.

Iclitky. : Pagelliis weenii, from the British
coasts and the Mediterranean. Called also

the Axi.hry Bream. It is about afoot long,
and pale silvery-red in colour.

Spanish-soap, s. [CASTILE-SOAP.]

Spanish-soda, s.

Bot. : Salsola Soda.

Spanish-tufts, t.

Bot. : Thalictrum aquilegifollwm.

Spanish-white, *. Finely powdered
and levigated chalk, used as a pigment.

Spanish-windlass, t.

Naut. : A windlass turned by a rope with a
rolling hitch and a handspike in the bi^lit.

spank, v.t. & t. [Cf. Low Ger. spnkkern,
spenkern = to run and spring about quickly.)

A. Trans. : To strike with the open hand ;

to slap.

"Suggested spanking all round as a cure for th*
evil." tauten, Sept. 28, 1835.

B. Intrant. : To move with a quick, lively

step, between a trot and a gallop; to move
quickly and with elasticity.

" We tpanked along, rapidly accelerating our pace."
Outsells Saturday Journal, Sept. 19, 1885. p. 803.

spank, s. [SPANK, v.] A sounding blow with
the open hand.

'spank'-er (1), . [Prob. connected with
spang = a spangle.]

1. A small copper coin.

2. A gold coin. (Prov.)

spank -er (2), s. [Eng. spank ; -er.]

L Ordinary language:
1. One who spanks; applied also to ft

sounding blow with the open hand.

2. One who takes long strides in walking ;

a fast-going horse. (Colloq.)

3. A tall person ; one taller than the cum*
mon.

IL Naut. : [DRIVER, s., II. 5.).

spank'-ing, pr. par. & a, [SPANK.]
A. As pr.'par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Moving with a quick, lively pace ; dash-

ing, free-going.
"
If you are not mine by entreaty, there are four

tpankinj greys reiuly harnessed in Cropland Park,
here, that shall whisk us to town in a uiiuute." O.

Caiman the younger : Poor Oentlemin, iv. 2.

2. Stout, large, considerable, solid. (Colloq.)

spanking-breeze, s. A strong breeze.

span'-ner, . [Eng. span ; -er.}

L Ordinary iMnguage :

I. One who or that which spans.
*

2. The lock of a fusee or carbine.
" My prince's court is now full of nothing but hntf

coats, ipannert, nnil niusket-rests." Baviell : Letters.

*3. A fusee or carbine.

"This day, as his majesty sat at dinner, there came
a tall man with his scanner and si-ai f ; whereby every
man in the presence supposed him some nfllcer in the

ariny." Bowring : Trial of Xing Charter I., p. 15*.

4. A screw-key ; an iron instrument for

tightening up or loosening the nuts upon
screws.

"A large iron wrench or tpanner was afterwardi
found on the spot." Daily Telrffrapli, Sept. 14. 1885.

5. A fireman's wrench by which he fastens
or unfastens the couplings of the hose.

II. Marine Steam-eng. : A bar used in the

parallel motion of the side-lever marine engine,
also in some of the earlier engines, the hand-
bar or lever by which the valves were moved
to admit or shut off the steam.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, 09 = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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.\n -new (ew as u), *span-newo,* pon neowe, a. [Icel. spannjr, spanjr,
from s/iann a chip, a shaving, and ni/r

new; M. H. Ger. spdnniuwe; Ger. spanneu,
from M. H. Ger. s^u/i, Ger. span= a chip, a

splinter, and niuwe, neu = new; cf. Sw.

tpillerny = spill
- new ; Dan. splinterny =

Bpliiiter-new. All these terms thus mean
originally fresh from the hands of the work-

men; fresh-cut.] Quite new, brand-new.
"Am I not totally a s/xitmea gal laut T

"

Btaum. * Pitt. : Falte On*.

span'-nlsh-Ing, s. [O. Fr. espanouisstment;
Fr. epatiouissement ; s'epanouir= to open out ;

from Lat. expando = to spread out : ex = ont,
and pando = to spread.] The blow of a flower.

(Romaunt of the Rose.)

spar (1), 'sparre, . [A.8. sparrian = to
fasten with a bolt ; Out spar a spar ; Icel.

sporri, sperra; Dun. & Sw. gparre; O. H. Ger.

tparro ; M. H. Ger. s;iarre ; Ger. sparren ;

Gael. & Ir. sparr. Prob. allied to spear.] A
long piece of timber, of no great thickness ;

a piece of sawe<l timber, a pole. Now seldom
used except in technical or special meanings :

as

1. Naut. : A long, wooden beam, generally

rounded, and used tor supporting the sails of

vessels. It assumes various functions and
names, as, a mast, yard, boom, gait; sprit, &c.

2. In hoisting machinery, spars form the
masts and jibs of derricks, and the elevated

inclined timbers which form sheers for mast-

ing and dismasting vessels.

3. In building, spars are used as rafters, as

scaffold-poles, eras ledgers to rest on the put-

logs. A common rafter is sometu^w called a

par.

4. The bar of a gate.

par-deck, s.

Kaut. : Originally one of a temporary cha-

racter, consisting of spars supported on beams.

Now, the upper deck, with an open waist, or
flush-deck. 'Ihe term is somewhat loosely
applied.

spar-piece, *. [SPAN-PIECE].

par-torpedo, s. A torpedo carried on
the end of a spar ligged overboard from the
bows of a vessel, and tired either by contact
or electricity. [TORFEDO.]

spar (2X
* sparr, s. [A.S. spcer, spcer-stdn.]

Mln.: A name applied to various minerals
which occur in crystals or which cleave

readily into fragments of definite form with

bright surface, sucli as calc-spar, fluor-spar, &c.

spar-bung, a. Hung with spar, as a cave,

par (3), *. [SPAR (2), v.]

1. Literally Boxing :

(1) A preliminary motion or flourish of the

partially-bent arms in front of the body, a

movement in which Ihe boxer is prepared to

act offensively or defensively.

(2) A boxing-match ; a contest with boxing-
gloves.

2. Fig. : A slight contest ; a skirmish.

spar (1),
* sparre (IX sper, spere, sperr,

v.t. [A.S Syrian.] (SFAK (1), s.j To Hasten

with a bar or bolt ; to bar, to bolt.
" Calk your windows, mar up all your doors."

Ben Jotaun : Staple uj Neva. 11. 1.

spar (2),
* sparre (2), v.i. &t. [O. Fr. esparer ;

Fr. eparer to fling or kick out with the

heels, from Low Ger. sparre = a struggling.]

A. Intransitive:
*

1. To rise and strike with the feet or

spiu-s. (Sit id of cocks.)

2. To move or flourish the arms about in

front of the body, as in boxing, or iua manner
suitable for ofl'ence or defence.

$. To quarrel in words ; to wrangle. (Colloq.)

B. Trans. : To engage in a boxing-match
with.

spar a-ble, *. [See def.] A cast-iron nail
driven into soles of lioots and shoes, and so
called from its resemblance in shape to a
narrow's bill.

sparable-tin, .

.Win. : A name given by Cornish miners to

crystals of Cassiterite (q.v.), which occur in

ditctragonal pyramid* resembling sparable
nails.

sp&r'-a-drap, spar-a-drab, *. [Fr.]

Pharm. : An adhesive plaster spread upon
linen or pa]r ; a cerecloth.

" With application of the common iparndrab for
Issues, tki* ulcer wai by a fouuiuel kept open."
Witeman: Surgery.

spar-a-drap'-I-er, s. [Fr.]

Fharm. : A machine for spreading plasters.
It is a table with two raised pieces, movable,
and furnished with points by which the cloth

may be stretched, aud a spatula for spreading
the composition.

* spar
1

-age (age as Ig),
* spar a gus, s.

[ASPARAGUS.]

Spar-as'-SnS, S. [Gr. <rirapao-o-w (sparasso) =
to rend in pieces.]

Zool. : A genus of Thomisidss. Sparassus
smaraydulus, is a British spider; the male
green, with yellowish abdominal bauds, the
female green.

spa rat-to sper'-ma, *. [Attic Gr. <nra-

parrw {sjKmitto) to reud in pieces, and
<nrep/uuL (sperma) seed.]

Hot. : A genus of Bignoniace*. The leaves
of Sparattosperma litliontriptlca. are given in

Brazil in cases of stone in the bladder.

*
spar'-ble, v.t. [0. FT. esparpiller.] To scat-

ter, to displace.
" The more parte of theyr company, where thorough

that symple felesiiyp whiche named tlieyin self shep-
herdes, was disseuered aud ijjurbclyd." Fabyan:
Chrortfd*; Louit IX. (an. i:Ji4>.

spare, v.t. k i. [A.S. sparian, from spcer=
spare, sparing ; cogn. with Dut. & Ger. sparen;
Icel. & Sw. spara; Dan. spare ; Lat parco.]

A. Transitive:

1. To use frugally ; not to be wasteful of ;

not to waste ; to dispense frugally.
" The rather will I ipare my praises towards him.'

Hhakesp. : Alii Well that Emit Well, li. 1.

2. To have unemployed ; to save from any
particular u*e : as, I have time to spare.

3. To pait with without inconvenience ; to

dispense with ; to do without.
"

I could have better ipared a better man."
Shaketp. : I Henry jr.. T. i.

4. To forbear, to omit, to rufraiu from ; to

withhold.
" Sport your arithmetic."

Shaketp. : Cambelinr. II 4.

If In this use often followed by an infinitive

or clause as an object.
"
Being moved, he will not ipare to gird the gods."

Shaketp. . C'oriolanut, i. L

5. To forbear to inflict or impose upon.
"
Spare my sight the pain." Ifryd n. (Toad.)

6. To use tenderly ; to treat with mercy,
pity, or forbearance ; to forbear to atiiict,

punish, or destroy.
" Svart us, good Lord." Boot of Common Praytr.

(Litany.)

7. To hold in reserve for tlie use of another ;

to give, to afford, to grant, to allow.
"

I am poor of thanks, and scarce can ipare them."
Si,iiketp. : Cymbeline, it 8.

B. Intransitive :

L To live sparingly or frugally ; to be par-
simonious, economical, or fiu^al ; not to be
liberal or profuse.

"
Spare not for cost."

ShaJcetp. : Romeo <t Juliet, Iv. 4.

2. To nse mercy or for1>earance ; to be mer-
ciful or forgiving ; to forgive.

'*
Jealousy is the rase of a man : therefore be will

not i;jare in the diiy oi vengeance." Pnverbt vi. 34,

Spare, *Spar, a. & s. [A.S. sprvr; cogn.
with Icel. sparr; Dan. s/wr (in sfmrsom =.

thrifty) ; Sw. spar (in syarsam) ; Ger. spar
(in sp'irlich) ; Gr. o-n-npi/o? (spariios) = rure,

lacking ; Lat. parcus = sparing.]

A. As adjective :

1. Parsimonious, frugal, thrifty ; not liberal

or profuse ; chary.
" Are they tpare in dietf

"

Shali*p. Henry V., It 1.

2. Scanty ; not plentiful or abundant : as, a

spare diet.

3. Lean, thin, meagre, wanting flesh.

4. Over and above what is necessary; super-
fluous, superabundant ; that may be dispensed
with.

"
Learning seems more adantpd to the female world

than to the male, bemuse ti.es liave nn re * mrt time
ui n tlielr I.Hinl-. aud leud a more sedentary life."

Addii,n: Speaator.

5. Held or kept in reserve or for an emer
gency ; additional ; not required for present
use : as, a tpare bed, a ipare anchor, &G.

6. Slow. (Prov.)
* B. At substantive :

L Parsimony ; frugal use ; economy.
"

I make no tpare." Shalceip. : Btnry YUL. T. 4
2. Moderation, restraint
"
Killing for sacrifice without any ipart.* ffoUand

(Todd.)

3. An opening in a gown or petticoat ; a
placket.

*
spare'-ful, a. [Bug. spare; -fitly).] Sparing,
frugal, chary.

* spare ful ness, *. [Eng. tpareful; -ness.)
'1 lie quality or state of being spareful ; sparing-
ness, frugality.
"
Largess hi* bauds could never skill of tpareful neu."

Sidney: Arctdia. l,k. li.

spare -ly, adv. [Eng. spare, a. ; -ly.] In
sparing manner ; sparingly, sparsely.

"
Alight, and tparely sup, and wait
For rest in tins outbuilding near."

Mattheu ArnoU. : Grande Chartrrvu.

spare -n6ss, s. [Eng. spare, a. ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being spare, lean, or thin

;

leanness.
" A Ipartnett and slenderriess of stature." Ban-

mood : Sermont, vol. iv., ser. 2.

spar'-er, s. [Eng. spar(e), v. ; -tr.] One who
spares ; one who is economical or frugal.

"
Very thriftle and uvtrgrea/- ^urr.'W. Holland:

Pliny, bk. xi., ch. xix.

spare -rib, s. [Eng. spare, a., and rib.] The
piece ol a hog taken from the side, cousiating
of the ribs with little flesh on them.

* spare-wort, *. [SPEARWOBT.]

spar-ga'-ni-um, . [Lat., from Gr. tnrao-

y<ii/ioi>(span7ani(m)= the bur-weed ; airdpyavov
(sparganon) = a band, from the form of the

leaf, which is long aud narrow.]
Bot. : Bur-weed (q.v.); a genus of Typhacese.

Spadix spherical ; perianth of three to six

spathulate, membranous scales ; stamens two
to three ; ovary one- or two-celled ; fruit a
small drupe. Known species about ten.

Spar'-ga-nO-SIS, S. [Gr. tnrapytiv<a<rit (spar-

ganosis) = the wrapping a child in swaddling
clothes.]

Pathology :

*
1. 8pargosisfq.v.)t

2. Elephantiasis Arubum (E. Wilson). [ELB-
PHANTIASIS.]

*
sparge, v.t. [Lat. parjo = to scatter, to

sprinkle.] To dush or sprinkle ; to throw
water upon in a shower of small drops.

* spar-ge fac'-tion, t. [SPARGE.] The aci
of sprinkling.

" The O] er/it ion was performed by tpargefaction. In a
proper time of the moon. Swift : Tale of a Tub, | IT.

Sparg'-er, s. [SPARGE.] A sprinkler ; usually
a cup with a perfoiated lid, or a pipe with a

perforated nozzle. Used for damping paper
clothes, &c.

spar -go sis.
* spar'-ga no-sis, . [Gr.

an-opyuw (sparyao) = to be full ; Fr. s;w0ose.]

Palhol. : Distension of the breasts with

milk, which is secreted in abundance, but)

with difficulty or entire absence of flow.

spar'-hawk, spar-hank, s. [SPARROW-
HAWK.]

spar-I dse, s. pi. [Lat spar(s) = Chr*.
sopkrys aumta, the gilthead (q.v.); Lat. fern,

pi. adj. suff. -idu:.]

1. Ichthy. : Sea-breams ; a family of Acan-

thopterygian Fishes, division Pcrciloi mes.

Body compressed, oblong, covered with scales ;

cutting teeth in front of jaws, or molHrs at

sides, palate generally toothless. One dorsal,
formed by a spinous and soft portion of nearly

equal development ; anal with three spines,
ventrals thoracic. The family is divided into

five groups based upon differences of denti-

tion : Cantharina, Haplodactylina, Sargina,

Pagrina, and Pimelepterina. (Giinther.)

2. Palreont. : They appear first in the Chalk
of Lebanon.

spar'-Ing, pr. par. A a. [SPARE, t>.J

A. At pr. par. : (See the verb).

boil, bo^; ptfttt, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -slon = shon; -tlon, -fion = zhiin. -cioos. -tioos, -slous = shns. -ble, ~dle, &c. = b?!, del.
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B. As adject lot :

1. Saving, parsimonious, chary, frugal.
"Christ . . . uponjuit M*aslons wiuuot tearing In

the UM of it" Bfi. Borttty : Sermuiit, vwl. lit. wr. HI.

*
2. Scanty, little.

" Of this there is with you tpariny memory, or none
;

but w* bav* lame knowledge thereof." llacon. ( J'ixM.)

8. Spare ; not abundant ; abstemious.
" Be mindful of that it>aring board."

THumtun : Autumn. 355.

*
4. Merciful, kind ; willing to pity and

spare.

par'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. sparing; -ly.]

1. In a sparing, frugal, or economical man-
ner ; frugally, parsimoniously.

" Anil taught at schools much inythologic stuff.
But sound religion ifMrinyly enough.

'

Cowper ; Tirocinium. 198.

2. Scantily ; not abundantly ; sparsely.
" The borders whereon you plant fruit trees should

be larxe, and set with tine flowers ; but thin and
Ipnringly, lest they deceive the trees." Bacon :

fttiyt ; Of Garden*.
*
3. With abstinence or moderation ; absti-

nently, moderately.
"
Christians are obliged to taste even the innocent

pleasures of life but t/xiringly." Atterbuiy.
*

4. Seldom ; not frequently.
"The morality of a grace sentence, affected by

Lu in. is more sparingly used by Virgil." Itryden.
*

5. Cautiously, tenderly, with forbearance.

"Speech of touch towards others should be tparingly
nse>l; for discourse ought to be as a field, without
coining ho.ue to any man." Bacon : Estayt; Of
Discount.

par iiVg ness, s. [Eng. sparing ; ness.]

1. The quality or state of beiug sparing ;

frugality, parsimony.

2. Caution, care, forbearance.

"This opinion, I say, Mr. Hobbes mentions at
pos Sole: but he does it with such hesitancy, diffi-

dence, and tpuringnrst, as shows plainly that he meant
it only as a last subteriuge to recur to." Clarice: On
On Atti-lbuta, prop. 10.

spark (1),
* sparke, *. [A.8. spearca; cogn.

witli O. Dut. sparcke; Low Ger. sparke; IceL

spraka ; Dan. sprage = to crackle.]

1. A small particle of fire or of ignited sub-
stance emitted from a burning body.

" Man is born onto trouble, as the iparkt fly up-
ward.' Job v. ;.

2. A small shining body or transient light ;

a sparkle.

3. A small portion of anything vivid or

active, or that, like a spark, may be kindled
into activity or flame.

" The small Intellectual fpark which he possessed
was put out by the fuel." Jlacaulay : Hint. Eng.,
eb.\iv.

spark-arrester, *. A wire-cage or other
contrivance placed upon the chimney of a
locomotive or a portable engine, to prevent
the passage of sparks from the chimney.

spark-condenser, s.

1. Elect. : [CONDENSER, ., II. 10. (3)].

2. Rait. : A means of carrying away sparks
from the locomotive chimney to a chamber
v. here they are extinguished.

Spark (2), *. [Icel. sparkr, sprcekr = lively,

sprightly ; Norw. spnek = cheerful, lively.]

L A gay young fellow ; a brisk, showy man.
" The florid fustian of a rhyming rpark"

Pom/ret : Strephon'i Lint.

2. A lover, a beau, a gallant.

spark (1) v.i. [SPARK (1), *] To emit

pai tides of tire ; to sparkle.
"
Delight upon her face, and sweetness shin'd :

Her eye do tpark as starres."
P. Fletcher : Thomalin, egl. vi., s. 19.

spirk (2), v.i. [SPARK (2), .] To play the

spa. k or gall.iat.

spark
1

-er, *. [Eng. spark (1), s. ; -en] A
spark-arrester (q.v.).

spark ful,
* sparke full, a. [Eng. spark;

full.] Lively, brisk, gay.
" Hitherto will our ipartful youth laugh at their

great grandfathers' English, who bad more care t<> do
well than to speak minion like." Camden : Kemairu.

spark'-isn, o. [Eng. spark (1); -ish.]

1. Airy, gay, lively, brisk.

"Is anything more tparkith and better htrmonred
than Veuus's accosting her sou in the deserts of

Libya?' Walsh.

2. Showily dressed, fine, showy.
A daw. to be tparkith. trtck'd himself on with all

the eay feathers h could muster." L'Estrange :

F,Ma.

*
spark'-lsh-ly, adv. [Eng. sparkish; -ly.]

bu as to sparkix ; sliuwily, gaily.
"
F:u-h ImUouhoU aud skirt, an>l hem is seen

Sjl,lui*li/ lge* witn la.- of yellow gul.l."
!,</< : Anst^r tau; tl. 47.

*
spar'-kle,

*
spar-cle, a. [A dimiu. from

s^ui-k(l), s. (q.v.).]

1. A small spark, a luminous particle.
" The tparklet seeiu'd up to the skies to die."

fair/ax : (jad/rey of Uoulvjite. i. 78.

2. Luminosity, lustre.

"The tparkle and flash of the sunshine."
Lonif/elluv : JUUes StanJish, y.

3. A spark, a small portion.
"
I cannot deny certain t/iarkJei of honest ambition."

Mutton : Letter to trie King (an. iii;).

spar'-kle (1), v.i. & t. [SPARKLE, s.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To emit sparks ; to send off small ignited
or shining particles.

2. To shine, as if giving out sparks ; to

glisten, to glitter, to flash, to twinkle.
"

I see bright houour tparkl through your eyes.*
Milton: ArciiUei, 27.

3. To be brilliant or showy ; to show off.
" Politulus Is a flue young gentleman, who tparklft

in all the shining things of dreas and equipage."
Wuttt.

4. To emit little bubbles which glitter in

the light (Byron : ChiUe Harold, Hi. 8.)
* B. Trans. : To emit with coruscations ; to

shine or sparkle with.

*
spar'-kle (2), v.t. [A corrupt, of sparpU
(q.v.).] To scatter.

" The landgrave hath sparkled his army without
any further enterprise." Mu(e 1'a^en, z. 718.

*
spar'-kler, s. [Eng. sparkl(e); -er.] One
who or that which sparkles ; one whose eyes
sparkle.

"See the tparl-ler shaking her elbow for a whole
night together, and thumping the table with a dice-
box." Guardian. No. 120.

*spark'-let, s. [Eng. spark'h), s. ; dim. suff.

-7k J A little spark. (Cotton: Ode to Night.)

*
spark'-li-ness, s. [Eng. sparkli(ng) ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being sparkling ; vi-

vacity.
" Sir John [Siickling] threw his repartees about the

table with much tparkliitr.ss, and geutileuess of witt."

Aubrey : Anecdote*, ii. 651.

spark'-ling, pr. par. & o. [SPARKLE (1), v.]

A, -4s pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Emitting sparks, glittering ;

hence, brilliant, lively, bright.
" And he continued, when worse days were come,
To deal about his spa rWina eloquence."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. 11

*Spark'-Wng-ly, adv. [Eng. sparkling ; -ly.]

In a sparkling manner; with vividness or

brilliancy.
" Diamonds sometimes would look more tparklinyly

than they were wont." Boyle: Works, i. 152.

spark'-ling-ness, s. [Eng. sparkling;

-ness.] The quality or state of being sparkling ;

brilliancy, sparkle.
"

I have observed a manifestly greater clearness and
tparklingneti at some times than at others." Uoyle :

Worki, i. 452.

Spar
1

-ling, . [Ger. spierling.] A smelt. Also

spelt spirting, or spurling.
"The iparling should be protected, as it was a fish

they all liked." Field, Jan. 23, 1886.

*
spar"-lyre (yr as ir), s. [A.S. spasr-lira.]
Ihe call of the leg.

spar'-no-diis, s. [Gr. o-jrapi/ds (sparnos) =
rare, few, and oSov's (odoi/s) = a tooth.]

Palceord. : A genus of Sparidse, of Eocene

age.

spar'-oid, a. & *. [Lat. spams the gilthead '>

Eng. sufT. -oid.]
* A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Sparidae.

B. As subst. : Any individual of theSpariclse.
" In our days iparnidt are held to be of little value."
Yarrell : tirit. Pithet (ed. 3r<lj, ii. 136.

sparold-scales, s.pl.

Ichthy. : The name given by Agassiz to the

peculiar scales of the Sparidae.
"
Sparoid-icalet are . . . thin, broader than Inng,

with the centre of prowth near their portrior bonier,
and the lines of structure lying parallel to the poste-
rior or free border, but. Incoming straight laterally."
TiirreU : British Fishet (ed. 3rd), ii. 1351

*spar'-pil, *spar'-ple, *spar'-p6il,
v.t. [O. Fr. esparpiller.] Tu scatter, to tspread

abroad, to disperse.

spar'-rer, . OM who span; a pugilist.

spar'-ring, . The act of buxing; pugilitvu

spar'-row,
* spar-ewe, sparwe. a

[Alid. Kng. si>aru>e, tpartwt; A.iS. s;j*urwa;
Icel. spor; Pan. ipurv ; bw. sparf; 0. H. Ger.
tparo; M. H. Gr. spar, whence Ger. sptrling;
all from Teut. type sy/arim (lit. = a fluttererX
from root spar- = to Quiver, hence to flutter.]

[SPAR (2), V.]

Ornith,. : Passer damesticus (Pyrgita domes-
tica, Cuvier), the House Sparrow, a well-
known bird, the constant follower of civilized
man. It ranges over the British Islands and
the Continent, into the North of Africa and
Asia, and has been introduced into America
and Australia. Sparrows are found even in
crowded cities and in manufacturing towns,
these differing only from the country birds in

being dirtier, aud, if possible, more daring.
Mantle of Aiale brown striped with black ;

head bluish-gray ; two narrow bands, one
white and the other rusty-yellow, on wings ;

cheeks grayish -white, front of neck black,
under-parts light-gray. From a high anti-

quity, their great fecuudity, their attachment
6> their young, their extreme pugnacity, and
the large tolls they levy on the farmer and
market-gardener have been commented on
by writers on ornithology, but opinions have
long been divided on the subject of their

alleged service to man in destroying insect

pests. English farmers, however, settled the

question to their own satisfaction, and in

many villages sparrow-clubs exist, from the
funds of which a small sum (about twopence
a dozen) is paid for the destruction of these
birds. Dr. Coues (The English Sparrow in

America, 1885) says that these birds, intro-

duced to keep down insect life,
" have proved

a failure, and are now generally regarded as a
distinct curse." This opinion is now generally
entertained in the United States, and the

sparrows are also disliked for their combative

disposition, and their tendency to drive off

other birds. They frequent the cities and add
an agreeable element of bird life to the streets.

The name sparrow is also applied in this country
to several of the Fringillidif. [HEIHJE-SPABBOW,
KEED-SPARKOW, TREE-SPARROW.]

sparrow-bill, s. [SPARABLE.]

sparrow-hawk, s.

Ornith. : Accipiter nisus, common In Great
Britain, extending across Europe, through
Asia to Japan. The adult male isabmittwelve
inches long, dark-brown on the upper surface,

softening into gray as the bird grows old ; the
entire under-surfac.e is rusty-brown, with
bands of a darker shade. The female is about
fifteen inches long, the upper surface nearly
resembling that ot male bird in ground-colour,
but having many of the feathers white at the
base ; under surface grayish-white, with dark
transverse bars. The Sparrow-hawk is very
destructive to small quadrupeds and young
birds, and is practically the only bird of prey
the English game-preserver need fear. The hen

lays four or H ve eggs irregularly blotched with
brownish-crimson on a bluish-white ground.

sparrow-tongue, s.

Bot. : Polygonum aviddare,

sparrow's dung, t.

Bot. : Salsola Kali.

spar-row -grass, spar"-r#- grass, >

[See del'.] A corruption of asparagus (q.v.X

spar"-row-wort, . [Eng. sparrow, and
wort.]

Bot. : The genus Passerina (q.v.).

spar"-ry, o. [Eng. spar (2), s. ; -y.] Rescnv

bling spar ; consisting of or abounding with

spar, spat-hose.
" And with the flowers are intermingled stones

Suarry and bright, the scatterings of the hills."

II unlsworth : fxcurtion, bk. *L

sparry-anhj'drite, *. [CUBE-SPAB.J

sparry iron ore, s. [SIDERITE.]

spar'-ry-grass, s. [SPARROW-ORASS.]

sparse, a. [Lat. sijarsus, pa. par. of spargo
= to scatter, to sprinkle.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Thinly scattered ; set,

placed, or planted here and there ; not close

together ; not dense.
" The congregation was very ipartt." Keadt : Sort

Ca>h, ch. v.

2. Bot. : Scattered (q.v.).

Cite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p8t

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian. , ce = e; ey = a; qu = ILW.
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parse, *aperae. v.t. [SPARSE, a.] To
gcattr, to disperse, to put abroad.

" And like .1 riming flood they ipnried are,
And uuarflow each couutrey. field mid |,Uln."

Fairfax: Ood/rty oj Voul^jitt, vi. 1,

* sparsed,
*
spersed, pa. par. or a. [SPARSE,

*.]

* spar'-sed-l& adv. [Eng. gparsed ; -ly.] In
a scattered manner; thinly, sparsely, not

densely.
"There are doubtless many such soils tparsedly

throughout this nation." Evelyn: Pomona. (Fret)

Sparse'-ly, adv. [Eng. sparse, a. ; -ly.] In a

sparse manner ; thinly, not densely or thickly.
" An utterly barren country three hundred leagues

long by from sixty to eighty brnad, Sftnrtely inhabited
t>y a young, hardy, warlike race." Standard, Jan. IS,

sparse'-ness, *. [En?, sparse; -ness.] The
quality or state of being sparse ; thinness ;

scattered state: as, The spurseness of the

population.

*spar'-sim, adv. [Lat] Scatteredly, here
and there.

apart, s. [ESPARTO.]

spart-grass, *.

Hot. : Spartina stricta.

spar'-ta-ite, . [After Sparta, New Jersey,
where found ; suff. -ite(!illn.); Qer. sparta.it.}

Mineralogy :

1. A variety of Calcite (q.v.), containing
some carbonate of manganese, occurring with
zinc ores.

2. The same as ZINCITE (q.v.X

Spar'-tan, a. & s. [Lat. Spartanus.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to ancient

Sparta or the Spartans ; hence, hardy, un-
daunted, indoiniu.nl,' : as, Spartan courage.

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of

Sparta.

Spartan-dog, s. A bloodhound ; hence,
cruel or bloodthirsty person.

" O Spartan day.
Von fell than anguish, hunger, or the sea."

Shakesp. : Othello, v. 2.

Spar'-teme, s. [Mod. Lat. spart(ium); -eine

(Chem.).]
Chem. : CisHggNj. An alkaloid discovered

by Dr. Stenhouse in 1851, in Spartium, sco-

parium. It is a thick, colourless, transparent
oil, heavier than water, and possesses a pecu-
liar, unpleasant odour, and a very bitter

taste. It boils at 288, is strongly alkaline,

sparingly soluble in water, very poisonous,
and resembles nicotine in its compounds.
Like the latter it is a nitrile base.

Spar'-ter-Ie, . [Sp. esparteria = a place for

making articles of esparto (q.v.).] A collec-

tive name for the various kinds of articles

manufactured from esparto -grass, as mats,
nets, cordage, ropes, &c,

* sparthe, *. [Lat. spartha.] An axe or hal-

bert.

spar-ti'-na, s. [Or. <nroprti^ (spartine> =
a rope or cord. Named from the use to which
the leaves are put.]

Hot. : Cord-grass ; a genus of Grasses, tribe
Chloreae. Spikes two or more, unilateral,

empty glumes two. Known species eight,
chiefly from warm countries. One, Spartina
ttrlcta, the Twin-spiked Cord-grass, is British,

being found in muddy salt marshes in the
east and sonth-east of England. There are
two sub-species, S. stricta proper and S. alter-

nifolia.

spar'-ti-um (t as sh), . [Gr. <ntapnov(spar~
(ion) = a small curd, a kind of broom ;

Spnrtium junceum.]
Bot. : A genus of Cytiseae. Shrubs thickly

set with brush-like verdant branches, very
ornamental, and in summer covered with
white or yellow papilionaceous flowers.

Spurtiun jnnceum is the Spanish-broom. In
France and Spain a thread made from its fibres

is twisted into cordage, or sometimes even
woven into cloth. It is used also as a green
food. It was introduced into English gardens
in 1548, and has since been a favourite
shrub. Its flowers are very attractive to
bees. S. monospermum, which has snow-white
flowers, grows on sand dunes in Spain, Bar-

bary, Arabia, &c., binding them together.
Its twigs are used for tying bundles, and as
a food for goats.

"spar'-J; *spar-ie, a. [Eng. sparse); -y.)

Sparing, parsimonious.
" Homer being otherwise tnnrle enough In speaking

of pictures and colours."?. Holland: PUny, bk,
xxxiii.. oh. vii.

spasm, * spasme, t. [Fr. spasme = the
cramp, from Lat. sj>asmum, accus. of spasmui,
Gr. o-irao-|ios (spasmos) a spasm, a convul-
sion, from o-irdu (spao) = to draw, to pluck ;

Sp. espasmo, pasmo ; Ital. spasmo, spasimo.]

1. Pathol. : A violent and involuntary con-
traction of the muscles. When partial, of
considerable duration, and attended by hard-
ness of the muscles, but not by uncon-
sciousness, they are called Tonic spasms or

Spastic contractions ; when there are rapidly
alternating contractions and relaxations they
are Clonic spasms. They may atl'ect the

bronchii, the glottis, the bladder, &c. Nearly
the same as Convulsion.

"
It cureth those who have their necks drawne

backward to their shoulders with the ,-as>e." P.
Holland: Pliny, bit. xx., ch. v.

2. A sudden, violent, and generally fruitless

effort : as, a s^iasm of repentance.

* spas-mat; -ic, 'spas mat ieke,
*
spas-

mat ical, a. [As if from a Lat. spasmati-
CMS.]

1. Of the nature of or pertaining to spasm,
spasmodic.

" The ligaments and sinews of my love to you have
been so strong, that they were never yet subject
to such tpasmatical shrill kings aud convulsions."
Howell : Letters, bk. ii., let. 20.

2. Sutfering from or liable to spasms.
" A soveraigne remedie for them that bee bursten

or fpaimaticke, that is to say, vexed with the crampe,"
P. BoUand : Pliny, bk. xx.. ch. vi.

8pclS-m5d'-lC, a. & s. [Fr. spasmndique, from
(jr. o-jrao-/uw5r)? (spasModes), from ajracr/j.os

= a
spasm (q.v.) ; Ital. spasmodico.}
A. As adjective :

1. Pertaining or relating to spasm ; con-

sisting in spasm ; convulsive : as, tpasmocUe
asthma.

2. Marked by strong effort, but of brief
duration ; violent, but short-lived ; evanes-
cent ; not permanent.
"A benevolent movement which otherwise might

be dissipated iu tpamoMa and evanescent efforts."

Standard, Jan. 16, 1886.

B. As subst. : A medicine or preparation
good for removing spasm ; an antisi>asmodic.

^J Spasmodic School of Poets: A term fre-

quently applied to certain authors, of whom
Alexander Smith and Philip James Bailey
may be taken as representatives. Their

writings are distinguished by a certain un-

reality and straining after effect, and were
ridiculed by Aytoun (under the pseudonym
of T. Percy Jones), in Firmilian : a Spasmodic
Tragedy. (Davenport Adams.)

spas mod'-ic-al, a. [Eng. spasmodic; -al.]

Pertaining or relating to spasm ; spasmodic.

'-ic-al-iy, adv. [Eng. spas-

modical; -ly.] In a spasmodic manner.

* spas -mo diet, s. [Eng. spasmodic) ; -ist.]

One of the spasmodic school. (Poe.)

Spas-mol'-O-gy, s. [Gr. OTraernos (spasmos)
= a spasm, and Aoyos (logos) = a word, a dis-

course.] The doctrine of spasms.

Spas'-tic, o. [Gr. <rira*m>c6s (spastikos).] Per-

taining or relating to spasm ; spasmodic.

spastic-contractions, s. pi. [SPASM.]

Spas-tl9'-i-t& . [Eng. spastic; -Uy.]

1. A state of spasm.
2. A tendency to or capability of suffering

spasm.

spat, pret. ofv. [SPIT, v.]

spat (1), s. [From spat, pret. of spit (q.v.).]
The spawn of shell-fish ; specif., the develop-
ing spawn of the oyster.

"
It is of the spat in its microscopic stage that the

dredger, really concerned in knowing his butne*s,
knew little, and needed to know naoh/Wtaty Tele-

gra/ih, August 31, 1SS5.

spat (2), a. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. A blow. (Prov.)

2. A petty combat ; a little quarrel or dis-

sension. (Amer.)
" A irnt between the feminine heads of two funl-

He." An A 'Ktric'iii Comtpondent iuSoteii (fueriei,
March li, 187, p. 20.

pr
oa

spat (3), spatt, 5. [Etym. doubtful; but
robably a shortened form of tj>atter orti/atter-

ath.] A short spatterdash, reaching to a
little above the ankle. (Scotch.)

spat (1), v.i. & t. [SPAT (1), .]

A. Intrans. : To deposit spat or spawn.
"Itiaouiuch as oysters continue ipattiny as late ft;

Octobur." JDitily Telegraph, August (1, 1885.

* B. Trans. : To spawn.
" Unless they be so newly tpat." Dtfot : Tour thro

Grtat Britain, i. 9.

spat (2), v.i. [SPAT (2), *.] To dispute, to
quarreL

* spat (3), v.t. [An abbrev. of spatter (q.vAT
To spatter, to defile.

spa-tan'-gi-dte, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. spatang(us);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. & Palceont. : A family of Echinoidea,
with several genera. Test oval, oblong, or

heart-shaped ; ambulacra petaloid, the an-
terior one unpaired ; anus posterior ; mouth
inferior. Bands of microscopic tubercles
known as fascioles, are generally present,
differently placed in different genera. They
commence iu the Chalk.

Spa tan -gtts, *. [Gr. <rira.-ra.yyot (tpatanggot)= a kind of sea-urchin.]

Zool. & Paltxoiit. : The type genus of Spa-
tangidw (q.v.). Spatangiispurpureus\8 British,
The genus commences in the Tertiary.

spatgh'-cock, * [Prob. for despatch-cock.}

1. A fowl killed and immediately broiled, on
some sudden occasion.

2. A boy's game.

spate (1), spait, s. [Gael., Irish speid.} A
sudden heavy flood, especially in mountain
districts, caused by heavy rainfalls ; a torrent
of rain.

"
Roaring tpnte.t of turbid and soil-laden water."

field, Oct. 3, 18S5.

spate (2), s. [SPATHB.]

spate-bone, s. The shoulder-bone.
"
Gnawing the tpate-bone of a shoulder of mutton.*

-fuller: Church Hilt., V. i. 82.

spa'-tha, S. [SPATHE.]

* spa tha'-96-88, . pi. [Fern. pL of Mod.
Lat. spathaceus, from Lat. spatha (q.v.).]

Bot. : The eighth order in Linnseus's Natural

System of classification. Genera, Leucuium,
Amaryllis, &C.

spa-tha -ceous (ce as shX [Eng. spath(e);
acemts.]

Bot. : Having, or resembling a spathe.

Spath'-aL a. [Eng. spath(e) ; -al]

Bot. : Furnished with or having a spathe.

spathe, s. [Lat spatha; Or. o-iraflij (spathe)= any broad blade of wood or metal, a spathe
of some plants. (See def.)]

Bot. : A large coloured bract in the Palms
and the Aracew, enveloping the spadix during
aestivation and sheltering the organs of repro-
duction from injury, as the perianth does in

an ordinary plant. [See cut under Spadix.]

spathed, a. [Eng. spatlt(e) ; -ed.]

Bot. : Having a spathe ; spathaL

spa thcl'-la, *. [SPATHELLK.]

spa thclle , sna thcl'-la, spa thtl'-Ia.a

[Mod. Lat., dimin. from spa(Aa(q.v.).]

Botany (I'l.) :

1. (Of the first two forms): Desvaux's name,
adopted by De Candolle, for the valves or

valvulae of which the bracts in grasses are

composed.
2. (Of all forms): Little spathes around

each division of the inflorescence enclosed
within a common spathe in Palms.

spath 1C, a. [Fr. spathique, from Ger. spath
= si>ar.]

Min. : Constituting or resembling a spar ;

spat hose ; sparry ; lamellar in structure. (See

compound.)

spathic Iron-ore, spathose iron-
ore, S. [SlDERITE.]

spath'-i form. o. [Ger. 7W& = spar, and

Eng. form.] Resembling spar in form.

bSH, bo^; po^t, Jo^l; cat, 9elL chorns. 9hin, bench; go, feem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e^ist. ph - t

-cian, -tian - shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -fion, -fion = hfi"- -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -tile, &c. = bel, del.
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e, *. [Or. orrdflri (spathl),
ud Kng. pyritt.] [SPATHE.]

Min. : A mineral occurring in rounded

crystals with angles near those of leucopyrite.
Crystallization, orthorhombic. Hardness, VO ;

p. gr. 6'7 ; colour, tin-white when broken,
but rapidly tarnishing to to a dark steel-gray.
An analysis yielded : arsenic, 61 "46 ; sulphur,
2-37 ; cobalt, 14-97 ; calcium, 4'22; iron, 16'47.

Found at Bieber, Hesse.

path 6 bat Is, . [Gr. o-6V, (spathi\ and
Lat Satis = a ray.] [SCATHE.)

Palteont. : A genus of Rliinobatidte, from the
Oolite. It Is closely allied to, if not identical

with, Rhinobatus.

path 6 dac -tyl iis, . [Or. <nr<0>, (spathg),
and iouervAos (daktulos) = a finger.] [SPATHE.]

PaUeont. : A genus of Clupeidse, from Ter-

tiary Swiss formations.

pa tho'-d6-a, s. [Or. tnrafa} (spathe), and
tlAo* = form. From the form of the calyx.]

[SPATHE. J

Bot. : A genus of Bignoniaoese. Tall trees

from the tropics of Asia and Africa, having
the leaves unequally pinnate, the inflorescence

in panicles, the calyx spathaceoua, and bright
orange or purple flowers.

pa thol 6 bus, J. [Or. <nrd9r, (spathe), and
Aooo? (lobos) = a lobe.] [SPATHE.]

Bot. : A genus of Dalbergieae. Spatholobus
Roxburghii, called also Butea parviflora, a sub-

Himalayan tree, exudes a red gum resembling
kino.

path -se (1), t spath -ous (1), a. [Eng.
spath(e) ; -ose, -ou$.]

Bot. : Of, belonging to, possessing, or re-

sembling a spathe.

pith -ose (2), t spath -ous (2), & [Ger.

tpath = spar ; Eng. stiff, -ose, -ous.]

.Win. : The same as SPATHIC (q.v.).

path -u late, a. [SPATULATE.]

path-iir'-a, s. [Gr. <nra<hi (spathe), and ovpa
(aura) = a tail The name refers to the spat-
ules at the
end of the ex- A
terior tail*
feathers.]

Ornith. : A
genus of Tro-

chilidse(q.v-).
Bill straight,
slender ; tall

very deeply
forked, exte-
rior feathers

very long,
bare almost
to end, where
they have a
racket-shaped
web ; tarsi
covered with

large muff of
soft down.
Several species, from Peru, Santa Fe, and
Bolivia.

spa tl-al (t as sh), o. [SPACIAL.)

spa -ti al-ljf (t as sh), adv. [SPACIALLT.]

spa -ti ate (ti as Shi), v.i. [Lat. spatiatus,

pa. par. of sputior.] [SPACE, *.] To rove, to
ramble.

"Confined to a narrow chamber, be could ipatiatt
at Urge through the whole universe." Btntley.

pat -ling. . [A.S. spatlian = to froth, spatl= spittle (q.v.).] (See compound.)

spatling poppy, *.

Hot. : Silent in/lota. So named from the

spittle-like froth often seen upon it (Prior.)
[CUCKOO-SPIT.]

pat-ter, v.t. A.i. [A frequent, from tpot, v.

(q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To scatter a liquid substance on or over ;

tip sprinkle with something, liquid or semi-
liquid, that befouls ; to bespatter.
" He come*, the herald of a noisy world.
With tpftttr'd boot*, ttrapp'd waist, and frozen
locks/ Cowper : Tat*, iv. .

BPATHURA UNDERWOOD!!.
A. Hale. B. Female.

2. To scatter about, as a liquid.
" Where fauiish'd dogs, lte guardians of my door,
Shall lick their mangled master's tpatlerd gore.

fop* : UunuT ; Iliad ml. *T.

n. Figuratively:

1. To asperse, to defame.
*
2. To throw out anything foul or offensive.

B. Intrans : To eject anything, as out of

the mouth, in a scattered manner ; to sputter.
" The Grave tpatttr'd and shook his head, saying,

twas the greatest error he had committed since he
knew what belong'd to a soldier." UoweU : Letitrt,
bk, i., let. 16.

spat' ter dash, t. [Eng. spatter, and dash.]

A leather legging for equestrians ; a covering
of cloth or leather for the leg, fitting upon
the shoe ; a gaiter.

" Hen's a fellow made for a soldier ; there's a leg for

tpaltertimh." Sheridan : Camp, 1. 2.

* spat'-ter-dashed, o. [Eng. tpatterdash;

id,.] Wearing spatterdashes.

Spat -tie, V.t. [SPATTLE (2), *.]

Pottery : To sprinkle, as earthenware, with

glaze or coloured slip; to make party-coloured
ware.

spat tie (1), . [SPITTLK.]

spat -tie (2), s. [Lat. spatula.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A spatula (q. v.).

2. Pottery : A tool for mottling a moulded
article with colouring matter.

spat'-tllng, pr. par. or o. [SPATTLE, v.]

spattling machine, s.

Pottery : A machine for sprinkling earthen-
ware with glaze or coloured slip, to make
party-coloured ware.

spat u-la, & [Lat dimin. from ipatha.]

[SPADE, **J

1. Ord. Lang. : A knife, with a broad, thin,
flexible blade, used by druggists, colour-

compounders, painters, &c., for spreading
plasters and working pigments.

2. Surg. : A flat instrument, angular or

straight, for depressing the tongue.

3. Ornith. : A genus of Anatidae, with five

species : one (Spatula clypeata), the Shoveller,

peculiar to the northern hemisphere, and four

peculiar respectively to Australia, New Zea-

land, South Africa, and South America. Bill

much longer than head, compressed at base,

widening at end, lainell* projecting conspicu-
ously from base to near broadest part ; tail

short, graduated, of foui-teen pointed feathers ;

legs very short, hind toe small, free, unlobed.

t spat-n-lar'-i-a, . [Mod. Lat, dimin.

from spatula (q.v.).J

Ichthy. : A synonym of Polyodon (q.Y.).

spat -u-late, spath'-u-late, o. [SPATULA.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Shaped like a spatula ; re-

sembling a spatula in form or shape.

2. Bot. : Oblong, with the lower end very
much attenuated, so that the whole resembles
a chemist's spatula, as the leaf of Belli*

perennis.

spat'-ule, . [SPATULA.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A spatula.
"Stirring it thrice a day with ft tpatule."P. S<&-

land: Pliny, bk. rxilL, ch. xvii.

2. Ornith. : A broadening of the vanes at
the end of the rectrices in some birds, usu-

ally separated from the rest of the vanes
by a bare portion of the stem. In many of
the Motmots spatules are formed by the de-
nudation of the stem of the tail feathers by
the bird. [See illustration under SPATHURA.]

" For a long time its tall had perfect i/uitulet. but
towards the end of its life I noticed that the median
feathers were no longer trimmed with euch preci-
sion." Proc. Zool. Soc., 187S, p. 4.

spauld, spawld, s. [O. Fr. espaule (Fr.

tpaule)=. the shoulder, from Lat. spatula = a
spatula (q.v.).] The shoulder. (Scotch.)

pav'-iet, a. [SPAVIN.] Having the spavin ;

spavined. (Scutch..)
" My ipamet Pegasus will limp."

Hurra : Epistle to Datie.

Sp&V'-In,
'
Spav-eyne, s. [O. Fr. esparvain;

Fr. eparvin ; 8p. esparavan ; Port, esparavao ;

O. Ital. tpavano; Ital. spare?!/').] A disease
in horses, affecting the hock-joint, or joint of
the hind-leg, between the knee and the fet-

lock. There are two forms of the disease :

SI)

Bog-spavin, or blood-spavin, in which th*
oiut is distended by synovia, or joint-oil ;

(2) Bone-spavin, or spavin proper, in which
there is a morbid deposition of bony substance,
such as to unite separate bones.

"
Lastly, the connection between the blood tpavin

anil the thoroughpin is proved by pressing on the
willing in front, and thereby causing the enlarge-
ment* abort to luonaM in site." fitU, April 4, 188&.

Sp&V-ined, a. [Eng. spavin ; -i.] Affected
with spavin.

"
Though she be fpavtn'd, old. and blind.
With fouuder'd feet, and broken wind."

. SamtnUt: Tlu Bald BatcMtr.
* spaw, s. [SPA.]

spaw-der, *. [Etym. doubtful.] An injury
arising from the legs of animals being forced
too far asunder on ice or slippery roads.

(Prov.)

spawL v.t. & t. [A.S. spttl = spittle.)

[SPIT (2), v.}

A. Intrans. : To eject saliva from the mouth
in a scattered manner ; to disperse spittle
about in a careless, dirty manner.

" He spits and tpawtt, and turns like sick men from
one elbow to another." Sir T. Oterbury: Ckaracttri,
Q. 4, b. (1627).

B. Trans. : To eject as spittle or saliva.
" That 'twixt a wiffe, a Hue or two rehearse,
And with their rheume together, ijmwle a verse."

F. Beaumont : Elegy upon Mr. franctt Beaumont.

SpaWl(l),*. [SPALL.]

* spawl (2), s. [SPAWL, v.] Spittle or saliva

ejected carelessly.
" First of spittle she lustration makes ;

Then in the tpavl her middle finger dips.
Anoints the temples." lirydtn : Periiui, sat it

* spawl -ing, spaul ing, *. [SPAWL, v.]

Spittle, saliva,

"Whose marble floors, with drunken ipaitlingi
nine." Confrm : Juvenal, sat. zi.

spawn, * spawne, *. [Etym. doubtful.

Perhaps from O. Fr. espandre = to shed, spill,

pour out or scatter ; Lat expando = to spread
out] [EXPAND.]

L Ordinary Language :

L Lit. : In the same sense as II.
" When the ipavmt on stones do lyV

Beaum t fM. : faithful Sktpheriui. Ill

2. Fig. : Any product or offspring. (Used as
term of contempt)
" A ipaum of all vice* and villanies. a deluge of all

mischief and outrage*." Wattrlamt : World, vi. Stt.

IL Technically:

L Bot. : [MYCELIUM].
2. Hort. : The buds or branches produced

from underground stems.

3. Zool. : A term applied to the ova of ovi-

parous animals which are extruded in a mass ;

as those of fish, frogs, and molluscs.
" The spawn of the sea-snails consists of large num-

bers of eggs adhering together in masses, or spread
out in the shape of a strap or ribbon in which the egg*
are arrayed la TOW*." Woodward : MoUuKa (ed. 1676),

p.*0.

spawn-eater, s.

Ichthy.: Leuciscus hudsonicus, a small specie*
about three inches long, from Lake Superior.
Called also the Smelt.

spawn, * span yn,
* spawn yn, v.t. & i.

[SPAWN, s.]

A* Transitive :

1. Lit. : To produce and deposit, as fish

their eggs.

2. Fig. : To bring forth, to produce, to

generate. (Used in contempt.)
" And 'twas the plague of countries and of cities.
When that great bellied boiue did /*m com.

mitteea. Bromt : Spetck to General Monk.

B. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To deposit eggs, as fish or frogs.
"I think about that time he tpaumt." Wattani

Angler, pt. t, ch. xir.

*
2. Fig. : To issue, to proceed, as offspring.

(Us>d in contempt)
"
It is so ill a quality, and the mother of so many 111

one* that tpaum from it, that a child should b*
Drought up in the greatest abhorrence of It" Lock*.

spawn'-er, s. [Eng. spawn, T. ; -er.] A fish

that spawns ; a female fish.
" The barbel, for the preservation of their seed, both

the tpattmer and the melter cover their spawn with
ami." Walton : Angler, pt. L, ch. xiv.

Spay, v.t. [Manx spoiy ; Gael. tpoth=:to
castrate; cf. Lat. spatlo = & eunuch.] To
castrate (female animals) ; to extirpate the
ovaries of; a process applied to female

Ste, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit*
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rale, full; try, Syrian, w, = e ; ey - a ; qu = lew.
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animals to prevent conception and promote
fattening.

" The do* run into corners, the ipayed bitch
Bays at hit back and howls."

Dryden : Duke at Guitt, r. t,

^ Shakespeare applies the word to males.
" Does your worship mean to geld and tpny all the

youths In the city?" Shaketp. : Ueaturefor Manure,
I i. 1 .

pay,
*
spaie, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A hart

three years old ; a spade or spaid.
" In examining the condition of our red deerc. I flnd

that the young male is called in the first yeere a calfe,

in the second a broket, the third a tpaie."HMnthed :

l>a. fiiylan 1, bk. iii., ch. iT.

spa-yade , s. [SPAT, $.]

Her. : A stag in his third year.

apeak,
* speake,

* speke (pa. t.
*
ipak,

*
spake, spoke, pa. par.

*
spoke, spoken), v. i. & t.

[For spreak, from A.S. sprecan, specan (pa. t.

tprcec, spcec, pa. par. sprecen); cogn. with Dut.

tpreken; Sw. spraka ; O. H. Ger. sprehhan ;

Ger. sprechen (pa. t. sprach). From the same
root as Icel. scrota ; Dan. sprage = to crackle ;

Dan. sprcekke= to crack, to burst]

A. Intransitive:

1. To utter words or articulate sounds ; to

express thoughts by words.

2. To utter a speech, discourse, or harangue ;

to utter thoughts in a public assembly ; to

harangue, to discourse.

3. To talk for or against; to express
opinions ; to dispute.

" He was yonr enemy : still tpake against
Your liberties." Shaketp. : Coriolamu, it 8.

4. To discourse, to make mention, to tell in

writing.
"The scripture tptakt only of thoM to whom It

peaks.
" Hammond.

5. To give out sound ; to sound.
" llake all your trumpets speak, give them all

breath.' Shaketp. : Macbeth, v. 6.

6. To hark or yelp. (Said of hounds follow-

ing scent.)
"The hounds could not tpeak to a line in the

eoTert." field, Dec. 26. isss.

7. To communicate ideas in any manner; to

express thought generally ; to be expressive.
" ' A sail I a sail ! 'a promised prize to Hop* 1

Her nation flag how tpeak* the telescope !
"

Byron : Corsair, 1. 1
B. Transitive:

1. To utter with the mouth ; to utter articu-

lately ; to pronounce.
"
Speak (air words or else be mute."

Shakeip. : Yenut t Adonis, 201.

2. To tell, to say, to announce, to declare

orally.

3. To tell, to report, to declare, to express,
to communicate.

" To tpeak my griefs unspeakable."
Hhaketp. : Comedy of Errort, L L

4. To proclaim, to declare.
" That want, uncured . . .

Speaki him a criminal."
Cowper : BiUt of llertatity, int.

5. To exhibit, to make known, to declare ;

to express in any way.
"Whose fury not dissembled tpeakt his griefs."

Shaketp. : Tilus Andronicut, L

6. To talk or converse in ; to understand
o as to be able to express one's self intelli-

gently in.
" He could not tpeak English in the natirt tongue."
Shaketp. : Henry r., r. 1.

*7. To address, to accost.
" He will deceive thee, smile upon thee, put thee in

hope, tpeak the* fair, and say, What wantest thout "

-tnlut. xiii. 6.

If Speak is an indefinite term, specifying no
circumstance of the action : we speak from
various motives : the discourse derives its

value from the nature of the subject, as well
as the character of the speaker : we speak on
any subject and in any manner : we discourse

formally : parents and teachers discourse with
young persons on moral duties.

1 (1) To tpeak against (or for) : To argue
gainst (or In favour of); to plead against

(or for) ; to oppose (or defend) the cause of.

(2) To speak a ship: To hail and speak to
her captain or master.

(8) To speak out: To speak loudly or more
loudly ; hence, to speak boldly and unreserv-
dly; to disclose openly what one knows
about a subject.

rt) To gpeak in a loud or louder tone ; hence.

to express one's thoughts freely, boldly, or
unreservedly.

(5) To speak well for : To be acommendatory
or favourable indication or sign.

(6) To speak with : To converse with.

speak-easy, t. A place where intoxi-

cants are sold unlawfully or without license.

( V. 8. Slang.)

* speak -house, * speke - house, .

The room in a convent in which the inmates
are allowed to speak with their friends.

speak, * speako, t.

utterance, words.
[SPEAK, v.] Speech,

* speak' -a -We, a. [Eng. speak ; -able.]

1. Possible or tit to be spoken.
"
Heapinge uthes.upon otlies one in anothers necke.

most horrible, and not tpvakable." Atchtim : Toxo-
phtlut bk. L

2. Able to speak ; having the power of

speech. (Milton : P. L., ix. 563.)

speak er, a. [Eng. speak, v. ; -*r.J

L Unit nary Language :

1. One who speaks.
" Find out the true sens* . . . which the tpeaker or

writer affixes to bis words." Wattt : Logiek.

2. One who utters or delivers a speech or
discourse ; especially one who speaks in public,
or one who practises public speaking.
" A most ran tpeaker." Shaketp. : Henry VIII., 1. 1.

*3. One who or that which proclaims or
celebrates.

" After my death I wish no other herald,
No other tpeaker of my living actions.
To keep mine honour from corruption."

Shakeip. : Henry VII1., IT. 1
4. One who is the spokesman or mouthpiece

of another or others.

5. A book of declamations. (V. 8.)

II. Politics: One who presides over a deli-

berative assembly, preserving order and regu-
lating the debates: as, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives; the Speaker of the
House of Lords and Commons.
"In England the Lord Chancellor is, ex

officio, the Speaker of the House of Lords
;
he

has the privilege of speaking and voting on
any question. In the United States' Senate
the Vice-President occupies this position, but
under the title of President of the Senate,
which office lie fills ex officio. In the House of

Representatives and the House of Commons
the Speaker is elected by the members of the
House from among themselves. He acts as

chairman, except when the House is iu

Committee, when the chair is taken by the
Chairman of Committees. He regulates and
controls the debates, keeps order, puts questions
to the vote, &c. He cannot himself vote,
except in case of an equality of votes, when he
can give a casting-vote, or when the House is

iu Committee. It is his duty to i nterrupt or call

to order any speaker who wanders from the

question in debate, or who uses indecorous or

unparliamentary language. The Speaker of
the House of Representatives receives 88000

per year, the Speaker of the House of Commons
6000.

speak er-ship, *. [Eng. speaker; -ship.]
The office of a speaker.

Speak -Ing, pr. par. ft a. [SPEAK, v.]

A. -4s pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Used for the purpose of conveying speech
or the sound of the voice : as, a speaking-tu.be.

2. Animated, vivid, forcibly expressive : as,
a speaking likeness.

f To be on speaking terms: To be slightly
acquainted, as from occasional meetings, in-

terchange of terms of civility, <tc. ; to have
a speaking acquaintance.

speaking - acquaintance, i. An ac-

quaintance of a slight or not very intimate

character, the parties generally limiting them-
selves to the interchange of mere phrases of

courtesy or the like.

speaking - trumpet, *. A conical,

flaring-mouthed tube employed for intensifying
the sound of the human voice, as in givingcom-
mands or hailing ships at sea, by firemen, Ac.

speaking-tube, *. A pi pe for conveying
the voice from one apartment to another.

peal, . [SPALL (2), .] The shoulder.

speal bone, t. The shoulder bone.

H Heading tlte speal-bone : ScapulimUMV
(q.v.).

"To find this quaint art lasting on into mote*
times tu Europe, we can hardly tu to a better pUMthan our own country ; a jjioiwi English trm foril

Mrafflia!
"" ***"* n*wj Frim. Cult. (td.

spear, 'speare, *spere, *. [A.S. spm;
cogu. with Dut. speer ; Icel. spjor; Dan. spcer;
O. H. Ger. sper;
Ger. speer ;Lat.
sparus. Allied
to spar (1), s.]

1. A very an-
cient instru-
ment of war
and hunting,
consisting of a '

blade on the
end of a long
shaft. It still

survives among
savage nations,
and, under the
name of lance,
is used by ca-

valry among
those compara-
lively civilized.

" One of the sol-

dierswitha<;>rar
pierced his side."
John xix. 34.

2. A man armed
with a spear; a
spearman.

" The mei

SPEARS.
a. and 6. Ancient Greek spears;

c. Roman |.ilnm ; d. Ancient
British snear ; e. Sjwtum (temp.
Edward IV.):/. Partisan (temp.
Henry VII.) ; g. Partisan {temp.
Henry VIII.); h. Partisan (temp.
Jiunes I.) ; i. Pike (temp. Cram-
well).

>f Nit h and Annan's Vale,,
And the bold Speart of Teviotdale."

Scott : Lord of the Itlei. rl 11.

3. A sharp-pointed instrument with barbs,
used for stabbing fish and other animals.

4. A shoot, as of grass. [PIRE (1), ., I. l.J

5. The feather of a horse ; called also the
Streak of the spear. It is a mark on the neck
or near the shoulder of some barbs, and is

reckoned a sure sign of a good horse.

6. One of the long pieces fixed transversely
to the beam or body of a cheval de frise.

*
7. Mining : A pump-rod.

If Under the spear: A translation of the
Lat. sub hastd. A spear (hasta), originally as
a sign of booty gained in fight, was stuck in
the ground at public auctions. [See extract
under OUTCRY, ., 4.]

spear-fish, s.

Ichthy. : The genus Carpiodes.

spear-foot, . The off foot behind of a
horse.

spear-grass, s.

Botany :

1. A name applied to various kinds of grata
having long, sharp leaves ; spccilic., the genus
Poa (q.v.).

2. Avena fatua, the Wild Oat, named from
the awn.

spear-hand, s.

Manege: The right hand of a horseman,
being the hand in which the spear is held.

spear-head, s. The metal point of a
spear.

spear-nail, s. A nail with a spear-shaped
point.

spear-pyrites, s.

A/in. : A form of Marcasite(q.v.) formed by
twin crystals which resemble the head of a

spear.

spear-side, spear-half. A terra oc-

casionally used for the male line of a
family,

in contradistinction to spindle side or spindle

half, the female line.

spear-staff, s. The handle of a spear.

spear-thistle, *.

Hot. : Carihtus (formerly Cnicns) tanrtotatiu,

a very common thistle two to five feet high,
with large purple flowers.

spear-wigeon, s.

Ornith. : Mergus serrator. (See extract under

SHELD-DUCK, 2.)

spear, r.t & i. [SPEAR, .]

A. Trans. : To pierce with, or as with a

spear ; to kill with, or as with a spear.

Our diversion was therefore changed to ipearinff of

salmon." Coo*: Third Voyage, bk. v., ch. T.

boil, boy ; pout, jowl; cat, fell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as; expect, Xenophon, e^iat. -ing.

-dan, tian = shan. -tion. -sion = shun; -(ion, -ion = zhun. - cious. -tious, -sions = shun. -ble. -die fcc. = bel. dL
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B. Intrana.: To shoot into a long stem ; to

spire (q.v.).
11 L*t them not lie lest they should tpear. and the 1

dry and tpoll the shoot," Mortimer ; Mutoundry.

spear -er. s. [Eng. spar; .)

1. One who spears.

2. A sjteannan.

spear man. * spere-man, *. [Eng. spear,

and man.) One who is armed with a spear.
" Horsemen seuenti and iptreinen twei huudride."

H'ycttfe: /*,< xxni.

spear' -mint, t spire'-mint, . [Eng.
spire (T); mint: so named because its inttor-

escesce is spiral in place of capitate. (Prior.)]

Bot. : A mint, Mentha viridis, with oblong,
lanceolate, sub-acute, serrate leaves, and slen-

der spikes of flowers. Found in watery places.
It is distributed through almost all the temper-
ate parts of the glol*, being very common in

many places. It has a very agreeable odor.

It is" used in cookery as a sauce, and yields
ar> aromatic and carminative oil, Oil of Spear-
mint.

pear'-wood, . [Eng. spear, a., and wood.]

Bot. : (1) Acacia doratoxylon; (2) Eucalyp-
tus doratoxylon.

pear -wort, s. [Eng. spear, s., and wort.]

Bot, : (1) Ranunculus Lingua ; (2) R. Flam-
mula. Called also the Lesser Spearwort

peat, s. [SPATE.]

pec,*. [Seedef.] An abbreviation of specu-
lation (q.v.).

"They said what a wery gen'rous thine It was o"

them to have taken up the case on tpec, and to charge
nothing at all for cosu, unless they got 'em out of Mr.
Pickwick." Dickens: Pickwick, eh. xixiv.

spaces, s. [SPECIES.]

pecht (ch as k), speight (gh silent), s.

[Ger. specht fhe woodpecker; Icel. spcetr;
Dan. spette.] A woodpecker. (Prov.)

pec ial (c as ah), *spec-iale, a. & s.

[Fr. special, from Lat specialis= belonging to
a species, particular, from species = species
(q.v.); Sp. & Port, especial; Ital. speciale,

tpeziaie. Special and especial are doublets.]

A. As adjective :

L Pertaining to, constituting, or noting a

pecies or sort.
" A ipecial idea ii called by the schools a species."

Wattt: Logic.

2. Particular, peculiar ; different from
others ; out of the common ; extraordinary,
uncommon.

I never yet beheld that tptcial face,
Which I could fancy more than any other."

Shakesp. : Tamin-j <tf the Shrea, 11. 1.

3. Designed for a particular purpose or oc-

casion ; affecting a particular person.
"O'Xeal . . . was made denizen by a tptcial act of

parliament" Darnel: State of Jrelund.

4. Confined to some particular class or
branch of subjects ; devoted to a particular
fieM or range : as, a special dictionary.

"5. Chief in excellence.
" The king bath drawn

The ipecial head of all the laud together.'
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., IT. 4.

B, As substantive :

L A particular item ; a special or parti-
cular person or thing.

" Promises of Ion? life annexed to some ipeciali of
his service." Hammond: Sermoni, vol. iv., ser. 3.

2. A person or thing designed or appointed
for a special purpose or occasion, as a train, a
constable, a correspondent, an edition of a
newspaper containing the latest news, &e.

" To number among Its enterprising band of corre-

spondents the famous sprint of the Daily Neva."
C. Pebody : English Journalam, p. 147.

If In special, in speciatt : Especially, par-
ticularly.

" For there be some in ipeciaU,
In whom that all vertue dwelleth."

Oower: C. A. (Prol.>

special-administration, . Adminis-
tration of the estate of a deceased person
granted for a special purpose.

special-administrator, .

Law: A person appointed to carry out

special administration (q.v.).

special-agent, s. An agent authorized
to transact only a particular business for his

principal, as distinguished from a general
agent.

special-ball, s. [BAIL, .]

special-bailiff; 3. [BAILIFF.]

special-bastard, a. A child born of

parents before marriage, tli parties after-

wards intermarrying.

special-case, .

law .- A statement of facts aproed to on
behalf of two or more litigants for the opinion
of a court of justice as to the law bearing on
the facts so stated. In Scots law, in civil

jury cases, a special wise differs from a special
verdict only in this that the special verdict is

returned by the jury, whereas the special case

is adjusted by the parties themselves, or by
their counsel, and sets forth the special facts

on which they are agreed without the evidence.

special-coinage, s. A term applied to
a word, coined for the occasion by an author,
but which has never been incorporated into

the language.

special-commission, .

Law: An extraordinary commission of oyer
and terminer and gaol delivery issued by the
Crown to the judges when it is necessary that
offences should be immediately tried and pun-
ished.

special-constable, s. [CONSTABLE.]

special - contract, s.

SPECIALITV.]
[CONTRACT OF

special -correspondent, s. [CORRE-
SPONDENT, s.]

special-damage, *.

Law: A particular loss flowing from an act

complained of, in addition to the wrongful
nature of the act itself.

special-demurrer, *. [DEMURRER.]

special-edition, s. [SPECIAL, B. 2.]

special-endorsement, . [ENDORSE-
MENT, s., II. 2.]

special imparlance, s.

Law : One in which there is a saving of all

exceptions to the writ or count, or of all ex-

ceptions whatever.

special-injunctions, . pi.

Law : Those prohibitory writs or interdicts

against acts of parties, such as waste, nuisance,
piracy, &c.

special -intention, *. The same as

INTENTION, s., II. 2. (Used also, as in the ex-

ample, by High Anglicans.)
"In the Communion Service a 'ipecial intention'

was made known by the introduction of words imnly-
Ing that the '

sacrifice was received in memory
'

of the
dead, with the added prayer for everlasting rest and
perpetual light. And nobody nowadays seriously pro-
tests against what would have been denounced at one
time as reviving purgatory." Echo, NOT. 30, 1886.

special-jury, s. [JURY.]

special -licence, s, [MARRIAGE-
LICENCE, i.]

special-occupancy, . [OCCUPANCY.]

special-paper, s.

Law : A list kept in court for putting down
demurrers, &c., to be argued.

special-plea, s.

Law: A plea in bar in a criminal matter,
not being a plea of the general issue. Such
pleas are of four kinds : a former acquittal, a
former conviction, a former attainder, or a
pardon.

special-pleader, s.

Law : A member of one of the Inns of Court,
whose occupation it is to give verbal or written

opinions on matters submitted to him, and to
draw pleadings, civil and criminal, and such

practical proceedings as may be out of the
usual course.

special-pleading, s.

L Ord. Lang. : A popular term for the spe-
cious but unsound or unfair argumentation of
one whose aim is victory rather than truth.

IL Law:
1. The allegation of special or new matter

as distinguished from a direct denial of matter

previously alleged on the other side.

2. The science of pleading, which, until the

passing of an Act in Iso2, was a distinct

bi aiicn of the practice of English law, having
the merit of developing the points in contro-

versy with great preciseness. Its strictness

and subtlety were frequently a subject of
complaint, and on of the objects of the Act
was to relax and simplify its rules.

special-property, s.

Law: A qualified or limited property, &
the property which a man acquires in wild
animals by reclaiming them.

special-tail, .

Law : Where a gift is restrained to certain
heirs of the donee's body, and does not de-
scend to the heirs in general.

special-trust, s.

Law: A trust which names some object
which the trustee is actively to carry out.

special-trustee, s.

Law: A trustee charged with a special
trust (q.v.).

special-verdict, .

Law : A verdict by which the jury find the
facts and state them as proved, but leave the
law to be determined by the court.

" Sometimes, if there arises in the case any difficult
matter of law, the jury, for the sake of better infor-

mation, and to avoid the danger of having their ver-
dict disregarded, will find a ipecial verdict, stating
the naked facts, as they find them to be proved, and
praying the advice of the court thereon. . . . Another
method of finding a species of ipecial verdict is when
the Jury find a verdict generally f..r the plaintiff, but
subject nevertheless to the opinion of the judge or
the court above, on a special case stated by the counsel
on both sides with regard to a matter of fw." Made-
Hone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 13.

*
special-vert, *.

Old Law : (See extract).
"
Special-vert, which may be over or netJifr-vert, or

both if it bears fruit, for nothing is accounted tpencU.
vert but such which belretb fruit to feed the deer.'
Helton : Lawt Cone. Game, p. 23L

specs'-ial-Ism (c as sh), s. [Eng. special;

-ism.] Devotion to a special or particular
branch of a profession. (Used at first, and
still principally, of particular branches of

medicine.)
"
Specialism!, doubtless, like other good things, an

liable to abuse." Cobboid : Human Paraiita, p. 86.

spec'- ial -1st (c as sh), . [Eng. special;

-ist.] One who devotes himself to a special
or particular branch of a profession, art, or
science ; one who has studied and acquired a

special knowledge of or skill in some parti-
cular subject.

" It Is most desirable that specialisti should, from
time to time, overstep the narrow limits of their own
subject, and judn anJ criticize the work of tpecialitU
in cognate branches." Athenaeum, Ocu 14, 1882.

SpSc-l-al'-I-ty (C as sh), s. [Fr. sptcialite.]

1. A particular matter or point ; a specialty.
" What we term natural selection is the epitome of

the improvements acquired by s/>ecia'iz'ition in the
process of adaptation.

'

Olcar Schmidt : Doctrine of
Descent, p. 190.

2. That property by which a person or

thing is specially characterized ; that branch
of a profession, art, or science to which one
has specially devoted himself, and in which
he has acquired a special knowledge.

3. A quality or attribute peculiar to a
species.

spec-lal-i-za'-tion (o as sh), s. [Eng.
specialise); -ation.]

L Ord. Lang. : The act of specializing ; the
act of devoting to a particular use or func-
tion ; the act of devoting one's self to a special
or particular branch of study.

"Extreme enthusiasm for tpecMization in study
has never pervaded this country, any more than it

has England, though for different reasulis. "Scrioner'l
Afiiganne, Dec., 1878, p. 290.

IL Biol. : The adaptation of a particular
organ for the performance of a particular
function. Animals of low organization are

less specialized than those higher in the scale

of being, and are older in geological date. As

they rise, organs which were originally used
to perform several functions become more and
more limited in their action, and consequently
carry it out more effectively. Many causes
have contributed to this end, one of the most

potent being natural selection.

spec'- ial-ize (c as ah), v.t. & i. [Eng.

special ; -ize.]

A. Transitive:
*

1. To mention specially ; to specify.
"Our Saviour tpecializinff and nominating th

places." She!,lon: Mirror nf Antichrilt, p. 261.

2. To assign a specific use or purpose to ;

to duvote or apply to a specific use or func-

tion.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; wo, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. se, ce = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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B. Intrant. : To devote one's self to a

special or particular branch of study.

pec-ial-ljf (c as sh), adv. [Eng. special;

iy-}

1. In an especial manner; particularly,

especially.
" Persons who were not specially interested in a

public biU very seldom petitioned Parliament."
Macaulay: Bitt. Eng., cli. xix.

2. For a special or particular purpose : as,

a meeting specially sumiuoiied.

spec'-ial-ty (c as sh), s. [The same word
as speciality (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. A particular point, matter, or thing ;

a particular.
"The specialties wherof do so fertorth in tbe first

chapiter of this boke appere." Sir T. Hurt: Worket,
p. 105.

*
2. A special term or article in a contract.

3. That property by which a person or

thing is specially characterized ; that to which
a person devotes himself, and hi which he is

specially versed ; speciality.

IL Law: A special contract ; an obligation
or bond ; the evidence of a debt by deed or
instrument ; such a debt is called a debt by
specialty in distinction from simple contract.

specialty-debts, s.pl.

Law : Bonds, mortgages, debts secured by
writing under seal.

Bpe cic (c as sh), s. [A pseudo sing, from

species =. money paid by tale, by confusion
with Lat. specie, abl. sing, of species, as, paid
in specie in visible coin.] Gold, silver, &c.,
coined and circulated as a medium of com-
merce and exchange ; hard money, coin ;

in

contradistinction to paper-money, as bank-

notes, bills, &c.

specie payments, s.pl. The act or

practice of discharging monetary obligations
in coin only, if creditors so demand.

spe'-cief (c as sh), s. [Lat. = a look, appear-

ance, kind, sort, from specie to look, to see ;

8p. & Port, tspecie ; Ital. spezie, specie.]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. Visible or sensible representation ; ap-

pearance to the senses or mind ; sensible or
intellectual representation ; an image.

"Those pretty mirrors . . . transmit tlie species ot
Tast excellency." Bp. Taylor: Sermons, vol. ii..ser. 5.

*
2. A public representation, spectacle, or

exhibition ; a show. (Bacon.)

3. A kind, a sort, a variety, a description :

as, a species of wit, a species of cunning, &c.
*
4. Metal coined into a circulating medium ;

coin, specie. [In Low Lat. species, from
having the meaning of wares in general, came
to mean valuables, precious goods, and the
like.]

Rome possessed a much greater proportion of the
circulating specits of its time than any European city."
Arbulhnot : On Coins.

IL Technically:

1. Biology : A somewhat ambiguous term
used to denote a limited group of organisms,
resembling each other, and capable of repro-
ducing similar organisms, animal or vegetable,
as the case may be. A species is defined by
Haeckel (lien. Morphotogie, ii. 359) as "the sum
of all cycles of reproduction which, under
Similar conditions of existence, exhibit similar
forms." Linnaeus held that all species were
the direct descendants from anil had the cha-
racters of primevally created forms (Totidem
numeramus species quot in principle formce snnt

creatce), and in this he was followed by those
who accepted the first chapter of Genesis in a
stric.tly literal sense. Bnffon and Cuvier,
leaving the question of origin on one side,
held the distinguishing marks of a species to
be similarity and capability of reproduction.
But besides varieties and races in various
species of animals and plants, dimorphism,
and in others trimorphism, exists, so that close

similarity cannot be taken as a criterion, and
the value attached to external resemblances
varies in the case of different observers. At a
later date was added the physiological defini-
tion that all the individuals of every species
were capable of producing fertile offspring,
by intercrossing, whereas sexual intercourse
between different species produced only sterile

offspring or was actually infertile; and, al-

though subject to exceptions, this definition
is generally true. The descent of any given

series of individuals from a single pair, or
from pairs exactly similar to each other, is

in no casa oapable of proof. Darwin, in

bis Origin of Species, says :
"

I look at
the term species as one arbitrarily given
for the sake of convenience to a set of indi-

viduals closely resembling each other, and
that it does not essentially differ from the
term variety, which is given to less distinct
and more fluctuating forms

"
(ch. ii.). [DAR-

WINISM.] That book popularized in England
the idea of the mutability of species, the chief
factor in which Darwin believed to be Natural
Selection, though he afterwards modified his
views to some extent as to its importance. The
latest theory of the origin of species is that of

Physiological Selection, propounded by Mr.
W. G. J. Romanes, F.R.S., who holds that

many species have, arisen on account of varia-

tions in the reproductive system, leading to
some infertility with parent forms mutual
sterility being thus regarded as one of the
conditions, and not as one of the consequences
of specific differentiation. ((Journal Linn.
Soc. ,

Zool. , July, 1886 ; see also Oscar Schmidt :

Doctrine of Descent, ch. v.)

2. Civil Law : The form or shape given to
materials ; form, figure.

3. Logic : A predicable that expresses the
whole essence of its subject in so far as any
common term can express it. The names
sitcins and genus are merely relative, and
the same common term may, in one case, be
the species which is predicated of an indi-

vidual, and in another case the individual of
which a species is predicated. Thus, the in-

dividual, George, belongs to the logical species
man, while man is an individual of the logical

species animal. [SPECIFIC-DIFFERENCE.]
" The name of a species is a more extensive [i.e.,

comprehensive] but less full and complete term than
that of an individual . . . since the ipecies may be
predicated of each of these.'' mutely : Logic, bk. it,
ch. T., 3.

4. Medicine:

(1) A component part of s compound medi-
cine ; a simple.

(2) A compound powder of any kind.

pecif'-ic,
*
spc-cif -ick, a. & s. [Fr.

specifique, from Lat. specifiers, from species =
species, and /ado = to make ; Sp. especifico ;

Ital. specifico.]

A. As adjective :

L Ordinary Language :

1. Pertaining to, characterizing, or con-

stituting a species ; possessing the peculiar
property or properties of a thing which con-
stitute its species, and distinguish it from
other things : as, the specific qualities of a

plant, the specific difference between virtue
and vice, &c.

2. Tending or intended to specify or par-
ticularize,; definite, precise : as, a specific
statement.

3. Specified or particularized ; definite : as,
a specific sum.

II. Technically:

1. Law : Having a certain form or designa-
tion ; observing a certain form ; precise.

2. Mcd. : Acting upon some particular
organ more than upon others ; possessed of a

peculiar efficacy ia the cure of a particular
disease. [B. 2.]

B. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : Something certain to effect

the purpose for which it is used
;
an unfailing

agent or remedy.
2. Med. : A remedy which possesses a

peculiar efficacy in the prevention or cure of
a particular disease ; an unfailing remedy.

"The tpeciflcks usually prescribed in inch cases."
Wiseman : Surgery, bk. i., ch. v.

specific-area, s.

Rial. : The space over which any individual
is distributed.

t specific-centres, *. pi.

Biol. : The points at which particular

species are supposed to have been created,
according to those who believe that each has

originated from a common stock. (Woodward.)

specific-character, s. [CHARACTEB,*.,
B. 2.}

specific-difference, &
Logic : (See extract).
"
Krecifck-rlifference is that primary attrirmt* which

distinguishes e..ch sperirt from one another, while
they eland ranked under the same ueiieral nature or

sure from the

genus. Though wine differs from the other Hqnids. In
that it is the juice of a certain fruit, yet tins U bat a
general or geuerick difference : for ft doe
tiuifuinb wine from cyder or perry; th
difference of wiue therefor* i* lu urensur
grupe."Watti: Logic.

specific-gravity, . [GRAVITY.)

specific-heat, . [HEAT, .]

specific-legacy, s.

Law : A bequest of a particular thing, as of
a particular piece of furniture, specified and
distinguished from all others.

specific-name, .

Nat. Science : The scientific name by which
one species is distinguished from another.
Liimaus introduced the binomial system of

nomenclature, in which the first word is

the generic, and the second the specific name.
Thus the lion and the wild cat both belong to
the genus Felis, but the specific name of the
first is leo, and of the second catus ; the potato
and the egg-plant both belong to the genus
Solatium, but the specific name of the first is

tuberosum, and of the second esculentuin. In
the trinomial system, sometimes adopted
owing to the difficulty of distinguishing
between varieties and species, the second
name is specific and the third varietal : as,
Sciurus (indicating the genus) caniceps (the
species) pygerythrus (the variety).

spe-clf'-ic-al,
*
specif" -ic-all, a. [Eng.

specific : -al.] The same as SPECIFIC, A. (q.v.).

spe-cif'-Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. specifical ; -ly.]

In a specific manner ; according to the nature
or character of the species ; definitely, par-
ticularly.

" Here the intended punishment is explained spe-
cifically."n'arourton: Uivint Legation, bk. iv., { 6.

specif -ic-al-ness, . [Eng. specifical;

-ness.] The quality or state of being specifical.

*
specif

'

-I-cate, v.t. [Lat. specificatvs, pa.

par. of specifico, from species = species, and

/ocip
= to make.] To mark, note, show, or

designate the species or the distinguishing
particulars of a thing ; to specify.

" Any particular, specificating, concurrent, new im-
perate act of the divine special providence." Bait :

Orig. o/ Mankind, p. 40.

spec-i-fI-ca'-tion, *. [Fr.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of specifying or determining
by a mark or limit ; notation of limits.

" This specification or limitation of the question,
hinders the disputers from wandering away from the

precise point of enquiry." Watt*.

2. The declaration or designation of par-
ticulars ; particular mention.

" A specification of a few improvements will add
but little to the sum of my transgression*." Knox:
University of Oxford.

3. A particularand detailed account ; specif.,
a statement of particulars describing the di-

mensions, peculiarities, materials, &c., of a
work to be executed, as in architecture, civil

engineering, building, drainage, or the like. A
person wishing to take out a patent for any
invention is required to furnish a specification
of his invention, in which its nature must be

particularly described.

4. An article, item, or particular specified.
*

5. Specific character.
" The scion gives goodness to the plant, and a tptet-

fication to the fruit." Bp. Hall : Christ Mystical.

IL Scots Law : The formation of a new pro-

perty from materials belonging to another.

specif -ic-ness, *. [Eng. specific; -ness.]

The quality or state of being specific.

spe9'-i-fy,
*
spec-i-fle, v.t. [Fr. $pecifier,

from Lat. specifico, only found in the pa. i>ar.

specificatus, from specificus = specific (q.v.) ;

Sp. & Port, especificar ; ItaL specificare.] To
mention or name specifically or distinctively ;

to designate in words, so as to distinguish
from anything else.

"
Tlie particulars are specified at the conclusion."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey. (Postsc.)

SpC9'-i-mcn, s. [Lat., from specio = to see,

to look at.]

1. A part or small portion of anything
intended to exhibit or illustrate the kind or

nature of the whole or of something not ex-

hibited ; a sample.
" From the fragment*: picks

Els specimen, if haply iuterveiu'd
With sparkling mineral."

Wordsworth : excursion, bk. lit

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 90!!, chorns, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-clan, -tian = sham -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -ion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, doL
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2. An illustration, an example, a sample,
in instance.

1'iiey wtr perhaps the two most remarkable
UMfiintnt that tb world could show o( irvuse
aosuidity." Maeavlay : Ultt. Kng., ob. xvL

ff It is sometimes used adjectively : as, a
specimen copy, &c.

Spe ci 61 o gy (c as sh), s. [Eng. speci(es);
sutl. -o/cj/y-] Ihe doctrine of species.

*
spe-ci-os'-i-ty (o as sh), s- [E"g- pci<ni* ;

5y.)

1. A beautiful scene, spectacle, or show ;

beauty.

2. The quality or state of being specious ;

speeiousness ; a specious show.
" So great a glory u all tbe tprriotUttt of the world

could not equalise." 17. More: On tivdlinat, bk. ill.,

oh. vl.. i 5.

spe clous, a. fFr. tpecitvx, from Lat. pe-
eiosus = beautiful, from specio to see.]

*
1. Beautiful ; pleasing to the eye ; fair,

showy.
" A* sweat to the smell u tptrlout to tb* tight"

fuller: PitgaK Sijht, bk. iiL. cb. ii., { S.

2. Apparently right ; superficially fair, just,
or correct ; plausible ; appearing well at first

ight
"

It WM a sin for which Ipeciiau Damn and pro-
texts might be found." Ma.cauJ.ai/: Hie. Eny., cb.
xiv.

3. Making a fair outward show.
"

I propose next to describe, the tnmov* or decent
mau. By the deceut man, 1 mean him v>iio governs
all hii actions by appearances." Qilpin &xinom,
vol. i.. ser. A.

spe clous ly, adv. [Eng. gpedmu ; -7y.] In
a specious manner ; with a fair show or

appearance ; plausibly ; with show of right
or justice.

" What may be said tpecioutty enongb to persuade."
On Batoru, let. 8.

Spe clous-ness, . [Eng. specious; -ness.}
The quality or state of being specious ; fair or

plausible appearance ; plausibleness.

peck (1), *specke, ' spekke, . [A.8.

gpecca = a spot, mark. From the same root as

tpew (q.v.); cf. Low Ger. spaken = to spot
with wet ; spakig spotted with wet.]

1. A spot, a stain, a blemish ; a small place
or anything which is discoloured with some
foreign matter or substance, or is of a colour
different to that of the main body.

" Ths bottom consisting of grey sand, with black
pfda." Anton : Voyagct. bk. U., ch. vii.

2, A minute particle or patch.
"
First a tptek, and then a vulture.
Till the air U dark with pinions/

1

Longfellow: niamOta, XIX.

Speck (2), s. [But. pek = fat]

1. Blubber ; the fat of whales and other
mammalia.

*
2. Bacon.

speck block, s.

Naut. : A block used in stripping the blub-
ber of a whale. Through it the speck-fall, a
purchase, is rove, the blocks being made fast
to the blubber-guy.

speck-falls, s. pi
Naut. : The ropes of the speck-block (q.v.Jt

speck, v.t. [SPECK, *.] To spot ; to mark or
stain, as with spots or drops.

" Ot white, or blue, or ipetVd with goW."
day : To a Lady, Ep. IS.

Spec -kle, . [A dimin. of speck (1), s. (q.v.).]
A little speck or spot in anything of a different
substance or colour to that of the thing itself.

" An huge great serpent all with tpecUet pide."
Sptnter : Viryili Gnat

Spec -kle, v.t. [SPECKLE, *.] To mark with
speckles or small spots of a different colour
to that of the ground or surface.

spec-kled (le as $l),pa. par. ft o. [SPEC-
KLE, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

L Ord. Lang. : Marked with specks or spec-
kles ; variegated with spots of a different
colour to that of the ground or surface.

"
Turning fierce her iptckttd taile advanngt,"

Spmter : F. Q., L L IT.

DL Her. : Spotted over with another tinc-

ture.

speckled-beauty, .

Entom. : A British geometer moth, Cleora
Viduaria.

spcckled-emys, .

Zvol. : bmyi bealii, about five inches long,
a Dative of China.

speckled footman, s.

Entom.. : A British ursine moth. Eulepia
cribrum.

speckled-yellow, s.

Entom. : A British geometer moth, Venilia
SMMMtatai

speckled-yellow butterfly, .

Entom. : Laxwmmata tegeria, a British but-

tertly. The larva feeds ou TrUtcani re/e;uf and
other grasses.

spec kled ness (le as el), s. (Eug speckled;
-IK-**.} The quality or state of being speckled.

speck'-ly, o. [Eiig. speckle); -y.] Specked,
speckled.

"
Auiung these the breed of Plymouth Rocks, a

tpeckly, ola-t'asluoued looking fuwL" Haiti/ Tet.eyra.ph,
Nov. 17, 1886.

speck -sion-eeV, spec tion - eer , .

ISPECK (-2), s.] In whale-fishing, the chief

harpooner, who has also the direction of the

cutting operations in clearing the whale of its

blubber and bones.
" The dignitary who ha* charge of the stowage Is

known as tbe tpectioneer. which a very slight philo-
logical knowledge enables any one to see has nothing
to do with inspection, but la a derivative of the word
spek.' fat, or blubber." Standard, Nor. 10, ISbS.

*
speckt, s. [SpscHT.]

specs, specks, s. pi. [See def.] A familiar
abbreviation lor spectacles (q.v.).

" He wore green sprci with a tortoise-shell rim."
ISarham : Ing. Lei/etui* : Unlght f: Lady.

*
spec'-ta-ble, a. [Lat. spectubills, from
specto = to see.] [SPECTACLK.] Visible, re-
murkable.

" Such corners where divers streets met, and so more
tptctiiblttv uuuiy passengers." Adams: Workt, i. 104.

spec' - ta-cle,
*
spek-ta-kel, s. [Fr. spec-

tacle, from Lat. spectaculum = a show, from
tpecto = tc see, from specturn, sup. of specie =
to see

; Sp. espectaeulo; Ital. spettacolo.]

L Literally:

1. A show ; a gazing-stock ; something ex-
hibited to the view as eminently remarkable
or unusual and worthy of special notice;
specif., a pageant, a gorgeous or splendid
Show, an exhibition attractive to the eye.

2. Anything seen ; a sight, a prospect
" Neerwlnden was a tprctaclt at which the oldest

oldiers stood aghast." ilacaulay : Hist. Eng., cb. xx.
*
3. A glass through which to view objects.

"
Poverte a ipektakel is, as thiuketh me,
Thurgh which he may bis very freudes see."

Chauco : C. T., ,?8S.

4. (PL): A familiar and invaluable optical
Instrument used to assist or correct defects of
vision. They are frequently also called eye-

glasses, though properly this term is applied
to spectacles which are merely fixed on the
nose. Spectacles consist of two oval or circu-
lar lenses mounted in a light metal frame,
composed of the bows, bridge, and sides or

temples. The frame is so constructed as to
rest on and adhere to the nose and temples,
and keep the lenses in their proper position.
Short sight is the habitual accommodation of
the eyes for a distance less than that of ordi-

nary vision, so that persons affected in this

way only see very near objects distinctly.
Its usual cause is a too great convexity of the
cornea or of the crystalline lens ; the eye being
too convergent, the focus, in place of form-

ing on the retina, is formed in front, so that
the image is indistinct. It may be remedied

by means of diverging glasses, which, in mak-
ing the rays deviate from their common axis,
throw the focus further back, and cause the

image to be formed on the retina. Long sight
is the contrary of short sight : the eye can
see distant objects very well, but cannot dis-

tinguish those which are very near. The eye
is not sufficiently convergent, and hence the

image of .objects is formed beyond the retina :

but if the objects are removed further off, the

image approaches the retina, and when they
are at a suitable distance is exactly formed
U{K>n it, so that the objects are clearly seen.

Long sight is corrected by means of converg-
ing lenses. These glasses bring the rays
together before their entrance into the eye,
and therefore, if the converging power is pro-
perly chosen, the image will be formed exactly

TEST-LINES FOB
ASTIGMATISM.

on the retina. Generally speaking, number*
are engraved on these glasses, which express
their focal length in inches. The spectacles
must be so chosen that they are close to the

eye, and that they make the distance of dis-
tinct vision ten or twelve inches. (Ganot.)

Astigmatic vision is a defect of the eyes ia
which the focus of the crystalline lens is dif-

ferent in different azimuths. Thus, if vision
is directed to a figure, as in the margin, ia

strong black lines and on a larger scale, some
of the lines may be seen

sharply defined, while
others are blurred. These
defects can be remedied
by spectacles in which
the focus differs in dif-

ferent azimuths, and ex-
treme cases have been
known in which cylin-
drical lenses (i.e., lenses
with no focus at all in one
direction, but a strong
focus in some other
a segment of a cylinder instead of a sphere)
have been required. Astigmatism more than

any other defect requires thorough study by
an oculist, as the focus of the eyes is apt to
be normal in some directions, and this masks
it, while yet the vain effort to define the
object in all parts causes constant distress and
pain. There are also tinted, gray, or smoke-
gray spectacles to protect sensitive eyes from,

too much lijdit. Mere weakness of the eyes
is not benefited by spectacles, unless by the

protective kind. Wire-ganze_ spectacles are
used to exclude dust and ashes. Divided

spectacles have each lens composed of two
semicircles of different foci neatly united ;

one half for looking at distant objects, the
other for examining things near the eye.
[GOGGLES, PEEISCOPIC-SPECTACI.ES.]

U. Figuratively :

*
1. The eye ; the organ of vision.
" Bid mine eyes be packing with my heart,
And called them blind and dusky t/jecacUt
For losing ken of Albion's wished coast."

Shakap. : 2 Henry 17., iii. 1
2. (PL) : Anything which assists or aids the

Intellectual vision.
"
Shakspeare was naturally learned : he needed not

the spectacl, s of books to read nature ; he looked in-
wards and found her there." lirydeit: On ifrarnaticM

Poesy.

spectacle-maker, s. One who makes
spectacles ; specific., a member of the Spec-
tacle-makers' Company, incorporated in 1630.

spectacle-snake, s. [SPECTACLED-
COBRA.]

spec -ta-cled (le as el), a. [Eng. spectacle) ;

-td.] Wearing, or assisted by, spectacles;
having spectacles on the nose.

" All tongues speak of him, and the bleared sight*
Are spectacled to see him."

Mmketp. : Coriolanut, ii. L

spectacled-bear, s.

Zool. : Ursus ornatus, about forty inches

long, from the mountainous regions of Chili.

The general colour is black, but the animal
has a light-coloured ring round each eye, not
unlike a large pair of old-fashioned spectacles.

spectacled-cobra, s.

Zool. : Any variety of Naja tripudians, in
which the spectacle-like markings on the
hood are well developed. The natives of
India say that these markings are more dis-

tinct in the snakes that are met with in and
near towns than in those which frequent the

open and hill country.

spectacled - shrimp, . [SKELETON-
SCREW.]

spectacled stenoderm, s.

Zool. : Stenoderma. persplcillatum, from the
West Indies, Guiana, and Brazil. It is about
four inches in length, and from sixteen to

twenty in wing expanse ; fur light-brown,
with a whitish arch over each eye. Called
also Spectacled Vampire.

spectacled-vampire, s. (SPECTACLED-
STENODERM.]

Spec-tac'-U-lar, a. [Lat. sfiectacul(um) = *

spectacle (q.v.); Eng. adj. sutf. -ar.J

1. Pertaining to, or of the nature of a spec-
tacle or show.

" This tprct ii-iilar episode is well worth seeing u a
stage curiosity." . Jamai Gazette, Feb. M, 18*7.

*
2. Pertaining to spectacles or glasses to

assist vision.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, cameL her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine: go, pot,

cr. wore, wolf; work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, nnite, car, rale, fall; try, Syrian, se, oe - e ; ey = a ; qa = kw.
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tant, a. [Lat. tpectans, pr. par. of
= to look.]

/f r. : A term applied to an animal "at
gaze," or looking forward ; sometimes termed
"in full aspect" Also applied to any animal
looking upward with the nose bend wise.

spec-ta'-tlon, s. [Lat. spectatio, from
tptctatus, pa. par. of specto = to look.] Regard,
respect, look, appearance.

" This simple tpectation of the lungs is differenced
from that which coucoinitates a pleurisy." Survey :

On Cantumption.

spSc ta tor,
* spec ta tour, *. [Lat.

tptctator, from gpectatus, pa. par. of specto to

look; Fr. spectateur ; Sp. espectador ; Ital.

tpettatore.] One who sees or beholds; one
who looks on ; especially one who is present
at a show or spectacle.

"
Plsys are feasts,

Poets the cooks, and the tprctatori guests ;

The actors, waiters." Carev: MeOnaenantt Plan.

Sp^C-ta-tbV-I-al, a. [Bng. spectator ; -ial.}

Of or pertaining to a spectator or spectators.
"
I must appeal to your tpectatorial wisdom."

tttOt: Spectator, No. 492.

irpSc-ta'-tor-ship, . [Eng. spectator;

ship.]

1. The office, quality, or position of a
spectator.

2. The act of beholding.
" Thou stnnd'st i' th' state of hanging, or of some

death more long in tpectatorthip, ana crueller in
suffering." Shulcttp, : Coriulanut, v. 2.

t spec ta tress,
*
spec ta trix, s. [Eng.

tpectator ; -ess; Lat. spectutrix.] A female

spectator or beholder.
"
Spectatress both and spectacle, a sad
And Hileut cipher." Coteptr: Talk, L 47*.

"
spec'-ter, . [SPECTRE.]

pec -tra, 5. pi. [SPECTRUM.]

pec'-tral, a. [Eng. spectr{e), spectriwn) ; adj.
suff. -at]

1. Of or pertaining to a spectre ; ghostlike,
ghostly.

14
Above, the tpectral glaciers shone."

Longfellow: Exceliior.

2. Pertaining to the solar or prismatic
spectrum ; pertaining to spectra ; produced
by the aid of the spectrum ; exhibiting the
hues of the prismatic spectrum.

spec-traT-1-ty, *. [Eng. spectral; -ity.]

Anything of a spectral nature.
"
Ghastly tpectralities prowling round him." Car-

Ifte: Life of Sterling, pt. i., ch. i.

pSc'-tral-ly, arfv. [Eng. spectral; -ly.] In
a spectral or ghostly manner.

spec-tre (tre as ter), *. [Fr., from Lat
spectrum = a vision, from specto = to see ; Sp.
espectro; Ital. spettro.]

1. Ord. Lang. : An apparition, a ghost, a
spirit ; the appearance of one who is dead.

" Roused from their slumbers,
In grim array the grisly ipectret rise."

Blair : The Grave.

2. Entom. : One of the many popular names
of the Phasmidae (q.v.).

spectre-bat, s.

Zool. : Vampyi-us spectrum. [VAMPIRE.]

spectre-shrimp, . [SKELETON-SCREW.]

spectre-tarsier, s. [TARSIVS.]

spec tred (tred as terd), a. [Eng. spectre;
id.} Haunted with sjiectres.

" The tpectred solitude of sleep."
Wolcvtt : P. l-indar, p. 44.

8peC-tr6-l8g'-io-al, o. [Eng. spectrolog(y) ;

-ical.] Of or pertaining to spectrology ; per-
formed or determined by spectrology.

Spe'c-trol'-O'-gjf, s. [Eng. spectrum, and Gr.

Aoyos (logos) a word, a discourse.] That
branch of science which determines the con-
stituent elements and other conditions of
bodies by examination of their spectra.

spec-trom'-e-ter, *. [Eng. spectrum, and
meter.]

Optics: This word is used in somewhat
different though allied senses. It has been
applied to a micrometer or other apparatus
applied to the eye-piece of a spectroscope for

measuring the position of the lines. But it

is now very generally used as a substitute for

spectroscope, the word being applied to that
better class of instruments which are fitted

up for measuring and determining with grrat
exactness thu position of the lines in the
spectra examined, and the qualities of prisms
as regards refractive and dispersive power.

spec'-tro-scope, 5. [Lat. spectrum, and Gr.
crKcnrtia (skopeo) = to see.]

Optics : An instrument for observing spec-
tra, or for spectrum analysis. With a single
glass prism, the few most prominent lines iu
a solar spectrum may be seen, by using a
narrow slit to admit the light, which was the
first great improvement made upon Newton's
experiment, since a hole or wide slit gives
confusion of effect. The second great im-
provement was to place a collimating lens
behind the slit at its focal distance, whereby
all the rays from the slit become a parallel
bundle before passing through the prism.
Finally, a small telescope was mounted be-
hind the prism, to magnify and define the
image thus obtained. The whole arranged on
a table, with means of adjusting the collimat-

ing and eye-tubes at the proper angles with
the prism, forms the ordinary single-prism
Spectroscope. Further prisms may be added
to increase the dispersion, and as many as
eleven have been used, but it is more usual to

SIMPLE FORM OF SPECTROSCOPE.

employ half the total number, and having
sent the rays once through their lower portion,
to reflect them back again through the upper
ends, thus using eacii prism twice. Arrange-
ments are often added for throwing the image
of a micrometer scale upon the spectrum
[SPECTROMETER], or a reflecting prism may be

placed over half of the slit to reflect the solar

spectrum into the instrument for comparison
with the one under observation. It is in this

way that spectra are compared with the solar

lines, which are carefully mapped, and form
the standard of reference. By combining
prisms of different refractive and dispersive
powers, a strong spectrum may be obtained
without deflection. Such prisms may be
contained in quite a small tube with slit and
lens, and are called Direct-vision Spectro-
scopes, which are much used for microscopic
observation. Instruments specially fitted for

the purpose are called Star Spectroscopes,
and there are also special Sun Spectroscojies,
such being necessarily different in practical
details from ordinary or Chemical Spectro-
scopes. Of late years, it has become very
usual to employ the spectra from diffraction-

gratings instead of prisms. The higher-order
spectra thus produced are very pure, and have
the advantage of giving the lines in the true

position due to their relative wave-lengths
alone, whilst prisms compress some groups
of lilies, and extend others, according to the

peculiar dispersion of the glass. Spectro-
scopes thus constructed are called Grating
Spectroscopes.

spec tro scop Ic, spec tro scop ic al,
a. [Eng. spectroscope) ; -ic, -ical.] Of or per-

taining to the spectroscope or spectroscopy.
'*

Huggins has applied tpectrotcapic observation to
the determining of the proper motion of the heavenly
bodies." Knight : Met. Mechanics, B.V. spectroscope.

'-Ic-al-iy, adv. [Eng. spectra-

scopical : -ly.] In a spectroscopic manner ; by
means of the spectroscope.

" Various portions of the plants were reduced to
ashes, and tested tprctroscapiaaUy for lithium."
Leisure Hour, Jan., 1886, p. 68.

spcc-tros'-co-pist, s. [Eng. spectroscope);
-ist.] One who uses the spectroscope ; one
who is skilled in sj>ectroscopy.

spec-tros'-co'-ptf, *. [Eng. spectroscnp(e) ;

y.} That branch of science which is con-
cerned with the use of the spectroscope and
with spectral analysis.

sj>-
"' trum (pi.

* spec trums, spcc'-
tr ; ), *. [Lat. = an appearance, image, ap-
parition, spectre (q.v.).J

*
1. Ord. Lang. : A spectre.

"
Lavatar puts solitaries, a mala cans* of f*Mh

nwc/runu or apparitiuus."-/larton ; Anal. & Met**,
duty. pt. lit, } 4, p. 2.

2. Optics : The coloured image or images
produced when the rays frmu any source of
light are decomposed or dispersed by refrac-
tion through a prism. It has been proved
that whiteness is simply a totality of effect

produced by the simultaneous effects of many
colours falling at once upon the retina. It
has been shown [REFRACTION] how a beam of
light is deflected on meeting at any inclina-
tion the surface of a denser medium, and it
is obvious that by using a prism with two
inclined surfaces, the 1 it-am may be perma-
nently deflected. It is found that eaclt differ-
ent colour, representing a different length of
wave, is differently refracted by the prism,
or has its own special index of refraction;
hence, the prism separates or spreads out, IB

order, according to their refrangibility, all the
different colours of which the beam is com-
posed. This appearance is the Spectrum of
that particular light. Solids or liquids heated
to incandescence as the particles of soot in a
candle-flame -always yield an unbroken band
of colours shading into one another ; this is

called a continuous spectrum. Incandescent
gases generally yield lines or bands only, and
this is a line or banded spectrum. When
portions ofwhat would have been a continuous
spectrum are intercepted or cut out by an in-

tervening medium, this is called an absorption
spectrum. Besides the waves of such a length
as cause visual effects, there are many more
beyond the red at one end of the spectrum and
the violet at the other, which produce powerful
chemical and heating effects. This portion
is sometimes called the Invisible Spectrum,
sometimes described as the Ultra-red or Ultra-
violet spectrum. Its length greatly exceeds
that of the visible spectrum, and it is found
to comprise lines and bands precisely analo-

gous to those occurring in the luminous
portion. [SPECTRUM-ANALYSIS.]

spectrum analysis, s.

Physics A Chem. : The determination of th
chemical composition, the physical condition,
or both, of any body by the Spectrum (q.v.)
of the light which it emits or sutlers to pass
through it, under ceitaiu conditions. For
such determinations an instrument is used
called the Spectroscope (q.v.), which em-
ploys the light passing through a very
narrow slit, and, by using more prisms than
one, disperses or separates the colours a great
deal more than one prism alone can do. The
human eye is totally unable to judge of the
real component colours of any light presented
to it ; not only does a mixture of all colours

appear white, but so do many simple pairs
of colours ; and, similarly, two apparently
similar shades of colour may be quite differ-

ently constituted, the one being perhaps a pure
colour, while the other is really a compound.
The prism never errs, but rigidly sorts out

any light presented to it into all the separate
wave-lengths of which it is composed, each
one having its own invariable place in the

spectrum of a beam of ideal white light.

A vast mass ofcommercial spectrum analysis
consists of the study of simple Absorption
spectra. Most of tlie colour we see around
us is really of the nature of a shadow ; the
coloured body absorbs amongst its molecules

many of the constituent rays of the white

light which falls uj>on it, and the colour we
see consists of the remainder. It is the same
with coloured transparent bodies ; a red glass
does not turn all the light into red, but simply
stops or absorbs all the rays except those
which make up the red. This is shown by
spectrum analysis of the light which has

passed through any such body, or been re-

flected from it ; various dark bands are cut
out of the white-light spectrum. If glass
cells are filled with various coloured fluids,

and interposed between the slit of the spec-

troscope and some source of light which gives
a complete continuous spectrum, the various

bands cut out are observed. These bands
are invariable for the same substance, in the
same state i.e., of dilution or otherwise
and hence we have an analysis which is very

powerful as regards adulteration. Thus, an
alcoholic solution with a decoction of log-

wood, &c., can be made up so as to precisely
imitate to the eye the colour of port wine.

But the spectroscope cannot be so cheated ;

the spectrum of port wine cannot be imitated

by anything else ; though the visual total

tooiL bo^ ; pd"ut, joM ; oat, 90!!, chorus, c'.ia, bench ; go, tern ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -lad
-dan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -tion, -slon = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -bio, -die. &c. = bcl, 4fL
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may appear the same, the prism will sort out
the imitation with different constituents.
It has been found that up to a certain age
even the year of the vintage can be thus
determined". So, again, healthy blood gives
a quite different absorption spectrum from
blond poisoned hy carbonic oxide. The prism
to thus used daily to test the validity of many
commercial products. It should be observed
that numerous apparently clear and colourless
substances show very strong absorption
bands, e.g., solutions of didynium.

Analysis of the rays emitted by luminous
bodies throws light upon both their chemical
constitution and physical condition. A solid

or liquid substance heated to a high tempera-
ture gives a continuous spectrum. [SPEC-

TRUM.] It first becomes red, representing the
lowest vibrations as taken up by its mole-

cules. Gradually the yellow, green, and,
finally, blue rays are added as quicker and
more energetic vibrations are imparted, till it

becomes a white or even bluish colour, but
the spectrum is always continuous so far as

it goes. Therefore a continuous spectrum is

presumptive proof of the body being in a solid

or liquid state. On the other hand, every
substance heated sufficiently to become lu-

minous as gas or vapour, when at a low

pressure, gives a spectrum of bright lines or
winds only. It is this localization which
causes the colour of the flame ; and the spec-
trum of each of the known elements is so well

recognized, that new lines are proofs of the

presence of some unknown chemical element,
several of which have been discovered in this

manner. Thus the spectrum of the vapour of

substance, when ignited in the electric arc

or in a vacuum tube, is another searching
method of chemical analysis. It is found,

however, that as the density is increaset1

, the
lines in the spectrum of a luminous gas are

widened or thickened. Gradually these
widened bands approach each other, until, at

great pressure, the spectrum becomes con-
tinuous. This is intelligible on the hypothesis
that in rarefied gases the molecules are free

to give their own peculiar periods of vibra-

tion, but that as they are crowded together
they are hampered, and the vibrations and
encounters modified into other periods, until

at last the complex vibrations of a solid are

produced, and give the complete or continuous

spectrum. Thus the nature of the spectrum
say of a gaseous nebula gives us informa-

tion' not only of the composition, but of the

physical condition of the gas.

Another wide department of research was
opened by the study of the spectrum of the
sun. To Newton this appeared continuous ;

but. when it was made pure by more dispersion
and the use of a slit, it was found to be
crossed by countless dark lines, thousands of
which have been mapped. On the face of it,

these appeared to show absorption of some
kind ; while the foundation or continuous

spectrum must be due to either incandescent
solid, liquid, or at least very dense gaseous
matter. It was soon discovered that two of
the most distinct dark lines (called D lines)
across the yellow portion were exactly coinci-
dent with the two bright yellow lines given
by incandescent sodium vapour ; and Prof.

Stokes, in 1852, pointed out the probable
cause of this, in the molecules taking up or

absorbing all vibrations of their own peculiar
period which reach them, just as a tuning-
fork will respond to its own note sung to it.

Kirchhoff verified this, proving experiment-
ally that sodium flame interposed before the
slit of a bright solar spectrum, darkened the
D lines. Most of the other dark lines of the
solar spectrum were afterwards identified
with the bright lines of the vapours of vari&us
elements ; and thus was proved the fact that
the incandescent photosphere of the sun is

surrounded by a highly-heated, but still by
comparison cooler, atmosphere containing
hydrogen, sodium, iron, and many other sub-
stances. Subsequently, by suitable arrange-
ments, the bright lines of this external at-

mosphere were obtained at the edge of the
sun's disc. The chemistry and condition of
the stars were rapidly studied in the same
way, with the result of discovering very in-

teresting resemblances, and in many cases
still more interesting and marked differences
between their condition and that of the sun.
In this way, for instance, when a great in-
crease in the brilliancy of the variable star
T Corona was observed in May, 1886, the

spectroscope showed its usual absorption

spectrum to be crossed by a few bright lines,
as in the figure ; and thus the phenomenon
was clearly traced to some almost inconceiv-
able outburst of glowing hydrogen, as was
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also the " new star
" which appeared in Cyg-

nus in 1876. In another star there is an abun-
dant quantity of the metal tellurium, which
cannot be traced in our sun, and is only
present in exceedingly small quantities in our
earth.

Still further : the apparent colour or wave-

length of any given ray apparently depends
simply upon the rate at Which the ethereal
waves beat upon the retina. If the source of

light be approaching rapidly enough, this

rate will obviously be increased, the effect of
which will be to make that ray of apparently
higher refrangibility, or nearer a blue colour.
In sound we get exactly the same effect, if a
whistle sounds while two trains are approach-
ing ; the pitch rises till the whistle is opposite
a hearer in the other train, and then as rapidly
falls as it recedes. Now it is found that well-

known groups of lines are thus shifted in the
case of certain stars ; and thus it is absolutely
determined that they are approaching or re-

ceding from the solai system at the rate of so

many miles per second. In exactly the same
way the speed of up-rushes and down-rushes
of the glowing hydrogen during solar storms
has been

determined^
Spectrum analysis has finally led to a

theory, or speculation of capital importance,
concerning the so-called " elements." The
spectra of compounds are as characteristic

as those of what are called elements ; but
as the temperature of the luminous vapour is

increased, this spectrum breaks up, as it

were, into the lines of the elements them-
selves. Where the vapour is known to be

"dissociated," as it is termed, at a certain

temperature, there is simultaneously a marked
and sudden change in its spectrum. Now it

is found that even at temperatures produced
in our laboratories the spectra of the so-called

elements themselves go through analogous
changes as the temperature is raised, giving
apparently similar reason to believe that they
then break up into still simpler elements. In
the far greater heat of the sun's chromo-
sphere there is much more evidence of this

process going on, and there is one strong line

in particular which, has never been identified
with any element known on earth. It fur-

ther appears, that unless we are to suppose
an amount of impurity hardly possible, dif-

ferent elements are capable at certain high
temperatures of giving rise to certain coinci-
dent lines ; and from these and other collated

facts, such as an ascertained relation between
the atomic weight of an element and the posi-
tion of its lines in the spectrum, it is now
held to be probable that the so-called elements
are themselves compounds, which at a certain

temperature are broken up into much fewer

elements, or possibly into one. This conclu-
sion is one of the latest results of spectrum
analysis.

Spee'-U-lar, a. [Fr. speculalre, from Lat.

specularis = pertaining to a mirror, from
speculum= a mirror, from specio to look at.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Having the qualities of a mirror or look-

ing-glass ; having a smooth reflecting surface.

*
2. Assisting the sight by means of optical

properties. " Thy specular orb
Apply to well-dissected kernels: lol
In each observe the slemler threads
Of ant-beginning trees." Philips : Cider, I

*
3. Affording a wide view or prospect.

" Look once more ere we leave this specular mount."
Milton : P. B., iv. 236.

IL Min. : Presenting a smooth and brilliant

surface, which reflects light like a mirror.

specular-Iron, specular iron-ore, s.

Min. : A bright shining crystallized variety
of Haematite (q.v.).

Ep5c-u-lar'-l-a, . [Lat. specularis per-
taining to a mirror; speculum = a mirror.
Named on account of the brightness of the
flowers when in sunshine.]

Bot. : A genus of Campanuleae, reduced by
Sir J. Hooker to a sub-genus of Campanula.
Corolla rotate; capsule fusiform, angled,
opening by slits beneath the calyx limb.
Specularia (Campanula) hybrida has the
corolla inside blue, outside lilac. It is wild
in England, but in Scotland only a colonist.
S. (C'.) Speculum a7id Specularia pentagonia
have been used in salads.

spec'-u-late, v.i. & t. [Lat. speculatus, pa.

par. of specular = to behold, from specula = a
watch-tower.]

A. Intransitive:

1. Ord. Lang. : To consider a subject by
turning it over in the mind, and looking at it

from various points of view ; to meditate ; to
revolve in the mind ; to theorize.

" By merely speculating upon the laws of perspec-
tive." Harrow: Sermons, vol. Hi , ser. 2.

2. Comm. : To purchase goods, stocks, or

any other commodity, in the expectation of
a rise in price, and of selling the goods to an

'

advantage by reason of such advance ; to

engage in speculation. (Frequently used of

engaging in unsound or hazardous business

transactions.)
* B. Trans. : To consider attentively ; to

examine.
" Man was not meant to gape, or look upward, bat

to have his thoughts sublime; and nut only b hold.
but tpecu.lo.te their nature with the eye of the under.
standing." Broume : Vulgar Errours, bk. iv., ch. L

gpec-U-la'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. specula
tionem, accus. of speculatio, from speculates,

pa. par. of specular to view, to contem-

plate ; Sp. speculation ; Ital. especulazione.]

I. Ordinary Language :

*
1. The act of viewing or looking on; view;

examination by the eye.
" We upon this mountain's basis by
Took stand for idle s)M-culntion."

Slutkesp. : Henry V., Iv. &
*
2. Power of sight ; vision,

" Thou hast no sr>eci<lation in those eyea
Which thuu dost glare with."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, lit 4
3. Mental view of anything in its various

aspects and relations ; intellectual examina-
tion ; contemplation, meditation.

" Whatever preference therefore, in speculation, he
might give to the republican form, he cuuld not, with
these principles, he practically an enemy to the govern-
meut of kings." Hartley: Sermuiis, vol. iii., er. 44.

(App.)

4. A train of thoughts formed by medita-
tion ; the conclusions at which the mind
arrives by meditation or speculation ; a theory.

" To his siiecutatiotis on these subjects he gave the
lofty name of the Oracles of Reason," Uaouulay :

Bist. Eu'j., ch. xix.

5. That part of philosophy which is neither

practical nor experimental.

6. In the same sense as II. 2.

IL Technically:

1. Cards: A game at cards, the leading
principle of which is the purchase of an un-
known card, on the calculation of its probable
value when known ; or of a known one, on
the chance of no better appearing in the
course of the game, a portion of the pack
not being dealt.

2. Commercial:

(1) The act or practice of buying goods,
stock, &c., or of incurring extensive risks,
with a view to an increased profit or success
in trade ; the buying of goods, shares, stocks,
or any other purchasable commodity, in ex-

pectation of a rise in the market, and thus

securing a gain to the buyer, or of selling
commodities in the expectation that prices
will fall, and that thus the seller will be able

to buy similar commodities back again at a

lower price. The term is generally used with
some degree of disapprobation.

"
Speculation, we fear, is Inherent in the human

constitution, and all that we can say on the subject Is

not likely to put a stop to it." Chambers' Journal,
Feb. 20, 1886, p. 523.

(2) A single act of speculation; a commer-
cial or other business transaction entered into

in the hope of large profits.

*
spec'-u-lat-ist, s. [Eng. speculate); -ist)

One wlio speculates or forms theories; a
theorist ; a speculator.

" Fresh confidence the tpeculattot tke
From ev'ry hair-brain d proselyte he makes.

Cowper : Progress of Error. <9L
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Speo'-u-la-tive, a. [Fr. speculatif, from Lat,

speculations; Sp. & Port, especulativo ; Ital.

tpeculativo, specolativo.]

1. Given to speculation or theorizing ; con-

templative.
" TUere was no region of the globe, no walk of sptau,

latite or of active life. In which Jesuits were not to be
found." Jfui-aiWaj/ : Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

2. Pertaining to, involving, or formed by
speculation ; theoretical, ideal ; not verified

by fact, experiment, or practice.
" That there are all in all, three speculative sciences,

distinguished by their several objects, physiology, the
pure mathematics, aud theology or metaphysics."
Vxdimr'h : Intell. System, p. 416.

*
3. Pertaining to, or affording sight or

prospect.
" Fond of the speculative height,
Thither he wings his airy flight."

Cowper: The Jackdaw
*4. Watching, prying.

" My speculative and ufficed instruments.
Sliaketp. : Othello, 1 .

5. Pertaining to or given to speculation in

trade ; engaged in speculation ; speculating.
"The speculative merchant exercises no one regular,

established, or well-known branch of business."
Smith : Wealth of Nations, bk. i., ch. x.

6. Of the nature of a speculation in trade ;

hazardous, risky : as, a speculative business or

transaction.

pec'-n-la-tlve-l^, adv. [Eng. speculative;
*!(]

1. In a speculative manner; with specula-
tion, theory, contemplation, or meditation ;

contemplatively.
"
I have discoursed more tpeculatively than 'tis fit

in a book that Is designed for common use and edifica-

tion." Scott : Christum Life. (Pref.)

2. Ideally, theoretically ; in theory only,
not in practice ; not practically.

"For conscience . . . signifies, speculativety, the

judgment we pass of things upon whatever principles
we chance to have." Warburton : Comment, on Pope't
Sstay on Man.

3. In the way of speculation in trade.

spec'-u-la-tlve-ness, s. [Eng. speculative;

-ness.] "The quality or state of being specula-
tive; the state of consisting in speculation
only.

Spec -u-la-tor, s. [Lat.]
* L One who watches ; a watcher, a look-

out.

"All the boats had one speculator, to give notice
when the iish approached." Broome : On the Odyssey.

2. One who speculates or theorizes ; a

peculatist, a theorist.
" The famous men of war have fought.
The famous simulators thought.

Matthew Arnold: Bacchanalia, 11.

3. One who speculates in trade ; one who
boys or sells with a view to a large profit.

" An old man, who had been a large speculator in
his early days." Chambers' Journal, Feb. 20, 1886,

p. 523.

* spec -u-la-tor-$r, o. [Eng. speculate);
on/-]

1. Exercising oversight ; overseeing.
"My privileges are an ubiquitary or circuraambu-

latory, speculators/, interrogatory, redarntary immu-
nity over all the privy lodgings." Cdrew: Calum
Uritannicum.

2. Intended or adapted for viewing or watch-

ing.
"
8peculatory outposts to the Akeman Street"

T. Warton : Hist. Kiddinylon, p. 58.

3. Speculative.

spSo'-u-list, *. [Eng. speculate); -ist.) An
observe'r, a speculator.

spec'-u-lum, . [Lat. = a mirror.]
* L Ord. Lang. : A mirror, a looking-glass.
"A rough and coloured object may serve for a

speculum, to reflect the artificial rainbow." Boylt :

On Colours.

EL Technically :

L Astron. <t Optics: A concave mirror of

metal, especially one used as a reflector in a
reflecting telescope.

2. Dot. : Prismatocarpus Speculum.
3. Ornith. : A spot or patch, usually of

brilliant colours, and metallic or iridescent,u on the wings of many of the Anatidae, the
eyes to the peacock's tail, &c.

4. Surg. : An instrument for dilating certain

passages of the body, in order to admit of ex-
aminations or access of instruments for opera-
tion. Speculums are known by their con-
struction, as bivalve, four-bladed valve, &c.,
or by the part of the lx>dy to which they are
applicable, as. aiial. nasal, vaeinal, &c.

speculum-forceps, s.

Surg. : Long, slender forceps, used for

dressing wounds or operating on parts not
accessible except through speculums.

speculum metal, s.

Chem. : An alloy of tin and copper, with a
small proportion of metallic arsenic. Other
alloys are of copper, tin, and zinc, or of anti-

mony and tin.

sped, pret. & pa. par. of v. [SPEED, v.]

*
spede, v.i. & t. [SPEED, v.}

*spede-ful, a. [SPEEDFUL.]

*speece, s. [SPECIES.] Kind, sort, species.

spec h,
*
speach,

* speche, s. [For spreche,
from A.S. s/xfc, later form of sprite, from

tprecnnto speak (q.v.); cogn. with Dut.

ipraak ; Ger. sprache.}

1. The faculty of speaking, or of uttering
articulate sounds or words ; the faculty or

power of expressing thoughts by words or
articulate sounds ; the power of speaking

"There is none comparable to the variety 01 in-

structive expressions by speech, wherewith man alone
is endowed, for the communication of his thoughts."

/folder : On Speech.

2. The act of speaking ; utterance of

thought.
"

I. with liberty of speech implored
And humble deprecation, tlius replied."

Milton : P. L., viii. S77.

*
3. The act of speaking with another ; con-

versation, talk.
" He desires some private speech with you."

Hhakesp. : Meaiurefor Measure, iii.

4. That which is spoken ; words, as ex-

pressing ideas ; language.
"O goode God ' how gentil aud how kind
Ye seined by your speclte and your visage."

Chaucer: C. T., 8,729.

*
5. Anything said or spoken ; an observa-

tion expressed in words ; a remark, talk,
Common saying.

"Here is sjx-ech that Scultetus is to make the next
Latin sermon." Bales: Remains; To Sir D. Carlton
(Nov., 1618).

*
6. A particular language, as distinct from

others : a dialect, a tongue.
" The best of them that speak this tpeerJi.'

Shakes>>. : Tempest, i. J.

7. A formal discourse delivered in public ;

an oration, an harangue.
*
speech-crier, s. One who hawked

about, printed accounts of the executions and
confessions (when any was made) of criminals,
particulars of murders, &c.

speech-day, s. The periodical (generally
annual) day for delivering prizes in schools,
when exercises are recited by the pupils.

speech - maker, s. One who makes
speeches ; one who speaks much in public
assemblies.

*
speech, v.i. & t. [SPEECH, .]

A. Intntns. : To make a speech ; to speak,
to harangue.

" And were you supposed to have the tonjnies of

angels aud archangels tusueccA it in your beh:ilf, their
words would have no weight \"Pyle: Sermons, ii. 4G5.

B. Trans. : To make speeches to.
" Your lordship having s .eeched to death
Some hundreds of your fellow-men."

Moore: Fudge Family, lett. 11.

*
Speech'-ful, a. [Eng. speech, s.

; -/Z(V).]

Speaking ; full of talk ; loquacious ; hence,
expressive.

" Dost thou see the speechfitl eyne
Ol the fond and faithful ere ituret"

Blackie : Lays of Highlands, *c., p. 18.

Speech -I- fl-ca-tion, s. [Eng. speechify;

cation.] The act or iiabit of speechifying or

making many speeches.

speech'-i-fl-er, *. [Eng. speechify; -tr.}

One who speechifies ; one who is fond of

making speeches.
"A county member ... is liked the better for

not being a speech(fter."O. Eliot: Daniel Dtronda,
ch. xliv.

spee9h'-l-fy, v.i. [Eng. speech; i connect.,
and suff. -///.] To make a speech or many
speeches ; to harangue ; to be fond of speak-
ing.

" When she tells Mr. Brooke that he Is sure to make
a fool of liimself if he goes s/vfchi/ains/ for the ladi-
c&lt." British quarterly Kevuiu. IviL 427. (1873.)

*
spee5h'-ing, *. [Eng. speech; -ing.] The
act of making a speech.

speech'-Igss,
* speche les,

* speche-
lease, a. [Eng. speech,; -lest.]

1. Destitute of the faculty of speech ; un-
able to speak ; dumb, mute.

" He that never hears a word spoken, it is no wonder
he remains speechless ; as any one must do. who from
au infant should be bred up among mutes.''Solder :

On Speech.

2. Unable to speak for a time ; temporarily
dumb.
"Sptechless he stood." Milton : P. L., ix. 894.

*
3. Silent ; undisturbed by a voice or sound.

" In the great, mysterious darkness
Of the speechless days that shall be !"

Longfellow : Hiawatha, xiv.

4. Silent, taciturn.

"Those whom speechless or sententious gravity
might not only displease." Seeker: Sermons, voL C
ser. 10.

spee9h' less ly, adv. [Eng. speechless; -ly.]
So as to be unable to speak : as, spee-Mestly
drunk.

speech less ness, * speeche les nesse,
s. [Eng. speechless; -ness.] The quality or state
of being speechless ; muteness.

"
Palenesseof the face, the memory confused. s;>eecht.

lesnesse, cold sweats." Bacon : Bist. Life t Death.

* sneech -man, * speach man, s. [Eng.
speech, s., aud man.] A spokesman.

"The Muscouits doo write vnto S. Nicholas to be a
speachmnn for him that is buried." Bolinshed : Dttcr.
of Britaine. ch. Ix.

speed,
*
spede, * sped en, v.i. & t. [A.&

spedan (pa. t. spedde); cogn. with Uut. spaeden;
Low Ger. spoden, spuden, spiiden ; Ger. sputen= to hasten, to advance %uickly.] [SPEED, .]

A. Intransitive;
*

1. To succeed, to prosper ; to advance in
one's purpose or enterprise ; to have success.

'

Spar hit nat and thou shalt spede the betere."
Piers Plowman, p. 59.

2. To fare ; to have any fortune, good or ill ;

to succeed, well or ill.

"You shall know how I speed." Shaken. : Iferru
Wives, ii. 2.

3. To make haste ; to advance or move with
celerity.
" Well have we speeded, and o'er hill and dale . .

Cut shorter many a league." Mi.ton : P. K., Iii. XI.

4. To pass quickly.
" Years had rolled on, and fast they sped away.

1*

Byron : Lara. i. 4.

*
5. To be expedient. (Used impersonally.)

"
If it behoueth to have glorie it spedith not"

Wyrliffe : 2 Corynth. xii. L

B. Transitive:

1. To favour ; to make prosperous ; to
prosper.

" Heaven so speed me in my time to come."
Shakesp. : Merry Wives, iii. 4

*
2. To advance, to promote.

"The! accomplishen and sp-den the deedes of hil
thought." Chaut-er : Boeciut, bk. v.

*
3. To despatch ; to send away quickly or in

haste ; to hasten, to hurry.
" Where is Mountjoy, the herald ? Speed him hence.*

Shakesp. : Henry P., iii. 5.

*
4. To hasten, to hurry ; to put into quick

motion ; to accelerate, to expedite.
" She . . . will tpreii her foot again."
ShaXesp. : All's Well that r.ndt Well, iii. 4.

*
5. To hasten to a conclusion ; to carry

through ; to execute.

"Judicial acts are all those writings and matter!
which relate to judicial proceedings, aud are si>ed in
open court at the instance of one or both of the par-
ties." Ayliffe: Parergon.
*

6. To help forward ; to hasten, to assist.
"
Propitious Neptune steered their course by night
With rising Rales, that sped their happy flitht."

Dryden. (Todd.)

7. To dismiss with good wishes or kindly
services.

" Welcome the coming, tprra the parting guest."
Pope: Burner ; Odytvii xv. 83.

*
8. To bring to destruction ; to destroy, to

ruin, to kill, to undo.
" Be you gone : you are sped."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Yentct, it 0,

*
9. To make to be versed ; to acquaint.

" ID Chaucer I am sped." SkeUan.

speed,
* spede, s. [A.S. sped (for sp6di)=

haste, success, from spoiean = to succeed ;

O. S. sp6d = success ; Dut. spoed = speed ;

O. H. Ger. spuot, spot = success ; spuon = to

succeed.)
*

1. Fortune ; success or prosperity in an

undertaking.
"Happy be thy iTtffd."

Sltakesp. : Taming of the Shrta, IL

boy; pout, jov/1 ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =

dan, -tlan - shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -(Ion, sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -siona = shus, -We, -die. ic. - bfl, doL
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2. A protecting and assisting power.

3. Swiftness, quickness, celerity; rapidity
of motion ; rapid pace or rate.

" So please you. >ir. their ipttd
Hath been beyond account."

NiuUwfi. . Win*rt roJ, IIS.

*4. Impetuosity; headlong violence ; fury.
"I pray you have a continent forbearance till the
Md of hi< rage goes slower." SltaJuip. . Ltar, i. S.

speed-cones, s. pi.

Much. : The dotible cone-pulleys, used for

varying and adjusting the velocity ratio com-
municated between a pair of parallel shafts

by means of a belt.

speed-indicator, *.

1. Mach. : A contrivance for Indicating the
nuiuitT of revolutions made by a shaft in a

given time.

2. Naut. : A log consisting of a spiral vane
turned by the passing water, and registering
its revolutions.

speed-multiplier, s.

Gearing : An arrangement by which pinions
are driven from larger wheels, the pinion-
shafts carrying large wheels, and so on.

speed-pulley, *. [CONE-PULLEY, 2.]

Speed -er, . [Eng. speed ; -cr.]
*

1. Ord. Lang. : One who speeds, hastens

forwards, or assists.

2. Cotton : A machine invented by Mason
as a substitute for the bobbin and fly-frame,

by which slivers of cotton from the carding-
machine are slightly twisted, and thereby
converted into rovings.

* speed fill,
* spede ful,

* sped ful, a.

[Kng. speed; fu.UJ.).'}

L Fortunate, successful, prosperous.

2. Aiding, assisting, advantageous.
"The more nedefull and necessary for vi is the

tprdeful helpe of almyghtye God." Fiihtr : Peniten-
tial Ptalmt, cillli.

3. Full of speed ; hasty.

*
speed'- ful ly,

* spede - ful -
ly, adv.

[Eng. speedful ; -ly.] In a speedful manner ;

speedily, fortunately, advantageously.
"This holye aacrafyce may ipfdefully mone the

goodiiM of almighty God to mercy." Fithtr : De Pro-

speed'-l ljf, adv. [Eng. speedy ; -ly.] In a
speedy manner; with speed, with haste;
quickly, hastily ; in a very short time.

" The king himself in person is set forth.
Or hitherwards intended tpecdily."

Slutkctp. : 1 Henri/ jr., IT. 1.

Speed'-I-ness, . [Eng. speedy ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being speedy ; speed, quick-
ness, celerity, haste, rapidity.

speed'- less,
* speed -lesse, a. [Eng.

speed; -less.\

1. Having no fortune; unfortunate, un-

lucky.
" And in their ship retnrne the tptedrase wowers."

Chapman : Bomtr ; Odytiey v.

2. Having no speed.

peed'-"Way, . A roadway specially pre-

pared in or near a city or town upon which
fast riding or driving U permitted.

*peed -well, . [Eng.
ipeed, and well.]

Dot. : The genus Veron-
ica, and specially Veronica,

Chamerdrys, the Germander
Speedwell. The name is

given because the blossoms
fall off and fly away as soon
as the plant is gathered.
Speedwell is equivalent to
Farewell or Goodbye, said
to them as they depart.
(Prior.) The stem is hi-

fariously hairy ; the leaves,
which are nearly sessile,
con late -ovate, inciso-ser-
rate ; the racemes many-
flowered ; the corolla very
blight blue, appearing in

May and June. V. virginica, a United States

species known as Culver's Physic, is used in
medicine as an active diuretic and cathartic.
V. qfficinalis, the Common Speedwell, was form-
erly much used as a substitute for tea, and as a
tonic and diuretic. [VERONICA.]

SPEEDWELL.

speed -y,
* sped 1, a. [A.S. spedig.]

*
1. Prosperous, fortunate.

"
If la ony mauer >uin tyuje I haue a iptdi weie in

the will* of Qod to outue to you." H>ci<fc : Komam
I 10.

2. Quick, swift, rapid, nimble ; moving at

a rapid rate.

3. Quick in performance ; not dilatory, not
slow : as, a speedy despatch of business.

4. Soon to be expected ; near ; quickly ap-
proaching.

" God send you a tpeedy infirmity."
Shakeip. : Twelfth .fight. L t.

speel, spell, v.t. or i. [Etym. doubtful.] To
climb.

"Na.
Scott/ Antiquary,

speel ken, s. [SPELLKKN.]

spebr, v.t. [SPEIR.]

* speer hawk, i. [First element doubtful,
and Eng. liawk.]

Sot.: Hawkweed (q.v.). (Britten& Holland.)

speer'-ing, s. [SPEIRINO.]

speet, v.t. [SPIT (1), v.] To stab. (Prov.)
"
If he came, [he] bad me n<

a

Spec -ton, s. [See def.]

Geog. : A chapelry of the East Riding of

Yorkshire, five miles north-west of Bridliugton.

Speeton clay, s.

Geol. : An argillaceous formation cropping
out from beneath the white ch;ilk of Flam-
borough Head. Prof. Judd (Quart. Journ.
Geol. Soc., xxiv. 218-250) considers that it con-
tains at least seven divisions well marked
lithologically, and still better palseontologi-'
cally. The highest three are Neocomian, and
the others Jurassic. The Upper, Middle, and
Lower beds of the former series correspond
to the Upper, Middle, and Lower Neocomian,
the fourth to the Portlandian, the fifth, sixth,
and seventh to the Upper, Middle, and Lower
Kimmeridge. All have distinctive fossils ;

many of them Ammonites occurring in par-
ticular zones. In the highest bed have been
found remains of Plesiosaurusand Teieosaurus.

Speight, s. [SPECHT.]

spell, v.t. or i. [SPEEL.]

speir,
*
spere,

*
speyre, . [SPEIR, *.] An

inquiry ; an object sought.
" Edward told William of Alfred alle the case
& praied him of help, for he dred harder page,
* if he myght couquere Inglond. that vas his tpeyrf."

Robert de Brunne. p. 5S.

Speir,
*
spere, v.t. or i. [A.S. spyrian ; Icel.

spyrja to trace out ; cf. Dut. sjioor ; Ger.

spur = a track.] To ask, to inquire. (Scotch.)
"

I'll gie you a bit canny advice, and ye manna tpeir
what for neither." Scott.- Guy Mannering, ch. rxii.

spe'ir'-an-thy, s. [SPIRANTHY.)

speir mg, s. [SPEIR.] An asking a ques-
tion ; an answer to questions asked ; infor-
mation. (Scotch.)

"
If it please my Creator, I will forthwith obtain

tpeiringt thereof Scott.- Waverley. ch. xxx.

speiss, s. [Ger. sveise = mixed metals.] A
brittle, reddish alloy, composed chiefly of
nickel and arsenic.

*
speke, s. [SPEAK.]

t speke, s. [SPIKE.]

t spek nel, s. [SPICNEL.]

* spek ta kel, *. (SPECTACLE.)
*
spe-laa'-an, a. [Lat. spelceum; Or. <rmj-
Aaiof (splUiion) = a cave.] Of or pertaining
to a cave or caves ; living in a cave or caves.

" More satisfactorily determining their contempo-
raneity itn the extinct quadrupeds those cave-c:eu
killed and devoured than in any other tfrltran retreat
which I have explored." Prof. Owen, in Longmarit
ilngattne, Nov., 1884, p. 67.

*
speld, *. [SPILL (1), *.) A splinter. (Wil-
liam of Paterne, 3,392.)

speld, v.t. [Cf. Ger. spalten =. to divide.]
[SPILL (1), *.] To spread out; to expand.
(Scotch.)

*
spel der,

*
spil-dnr, t. [A dimin. from

speld (q.v.).] A little splinter.

spel -ding, 8pl'-dr6n, *. [SPEID.] A
small tisli, spin and diiud in the suu.

*
speT-fuL, a. [Eng. spell, s. ; fu.U.l).'] Uaving
spells or charms.

spe'lk, 5. [A.S. spelc.] A small rod, used as
a splint ; a spike iu thatching ; a rod in a
loom, &c.

spill (1),
*
spelle, . [A.S. spel, tpell = a

saying, a story ; Icel. spjall ; O. H. Ger. iptl;
Goth, spill.] [SPELL (1), v.]

* L A tale, a story.

2. A charm consisting of some words of
occult power; any form of words, written or

spoken, supposed to possess magical virtues ;

an incantation ; a charm of any sort.

spell-binder, .. An epithet humor-

ously applied to effusive political orators and

tump-speakers, having reference to their sup-
posed power to hold an audience spell-bound.

(U.S.)

spell-bound, a. Under the influence

of a spell ; entranced, as by eloquence.
*
spell stopped, a. Spell-bound.

"There stand.
For you are ipell-ttopp'd." bhaketp : Tempest, T. L
*
spell-word, s. A magic word, a charm,

a spell. " His only tpell-word Liberty !*
Mo-ire : Fire- H'orthipptrt.

* spell-work, s. That which is worked
or wrought by spells ; the power or effect of

magic ; enchantment.
" Those Peri Isles of light,

That hang by ipell-taark in the air."
Moore : Fire- WorMppert

Spell (2), s. [A.S. spelian = to supply the

place ofanother ; cogn. with Dan. sjielen; Icel.

spila ; Dan. senile ; Sw. spela ; Ger. s^iielen = to

play, act a part ; Sw. & Dut. spel; Icel. & Dan.

tpil ; Ger. sjiiel ; O. H. Ger. sptt a game.]
1. A piece of work done by one person ii>

relief of another ; a turn of work ; a shift.
" Their toil is so extreme as they cannot endure it
hove four hours in a day, but are succeeded by ///;:

the residue of the time tlicy wear out at coytes and
reyles." Carew : Sitrae), of Cornwall.

2. A short period ; an interval ; a while or
season.

" A tpell of real dry and growing weather would
soon enable us to get fairly alongside of our work."
Field, March 6, 1886.

3. Gratuitous helping forward of another's
work ; as, a v/ood-spell. (Amer.)

spell (3), . [SPILL (!),.]

spell (1),
*
speale,

*
spell-en

*
spell yn,

v.i. & t. [A.S. spellian = to declare, to relate,
to tell, to speak, to discourse, from sjiel, spell
=. a discourse, a stnry [SPELL (1), s.] ; Dut.

spellen to spell ; M. H. Ger. spellen = to re-

late ; Goth, sjiillon ; O. Fr. espeler; Fr. epeler.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To form words with the proper letters,
either in reading or writing.

" Another cause which hath maimed our language,
is a foolish opinion that we ought to tpell exactly a*
we speak." Swift.
*
2. To read.

" Where I may Bit and rightly ipeU
Of every star that lieav n doth show.'

Milton : II Penteroto, 170.

B. Transitive:
*

1, To tell, to narrate, to teach.

2. To write, repeat, or point out the proper
letters of a word in their regular order ;

to
form by letters.

"
Leaving an obscure, rude name,

In characters uncouth, and IpeU amiss."
Covper: To**, L MS.

3. To read ; to read with labour or diffi-

culty ; hence, to discover by marks or charac-

ters. (Often with out.)
" To tpell out a God in the works of creation."

South- aermont.

4. To make up, to constitute, as letters

make up a word.
" The Saxon heptarchy, when seven kings put to-

gether did tpell but one in effect. "Fuller.
*
5. To act as a spell upon ; to fascinate,

to charm.
" Such tale* as needs must with amazement tpell you."

Keatt : To my Brother

spell (2), v.t. [SPELL (2), v.] To take or sup-

ply the place of another ; to take the turn of

at work ; to relieve.

*
spell -able, a. [Eng. spell; -oftte.] Cap-
able of IJeing spelt.

tfcte, flit, fire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
or. wore, woU work. whd. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; gd, p5t

Syrian, so, oe = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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pell er (1), 'spell are, t. [Eng. speU(l\
v ; -er.}

1. One who spells.
*
2. A book containing exercises in spelling ;

* spelling-book.

pSlT- er (2), s. [Prob. the same as spdder
(q-v-)-]

Her. : A brancft shooting out from the first

part of a back's born at the top.

pell-ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Sp*ix (1), v.]

A. & B. At pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

L The act of one who spells.

2. The manner in which words we formed
with letters ; orthography.

spelling-bee, s. A competitive examina-
tion in spelling. [BEE (1), s., II. 2.)

spelling book, . A book for teaching
children to spelL

spell'-ken, . [Dnt. speel ; Ger. spiel= play ,

and Eng. fcn= a house.] A play-house, a

theatre. (Slang.)
" Who in a row, like Tom, could lead the van.
Booze in the ken, or at the tpetlken hustle!"

Byron : Don Juan, xi. 19.

spelt, pret. & pa. par. ofv. [SPELL (1), .]

pelt (1), *. [SPELTER.]

pelt (2), *. [A. 8. spelt; Dai. & Low. Ger.

spelt; Ger. spelz.]

Bot. : An inferior kind of wheat, Triticum

Spelta; called also German Wheat. It has a

stout, almost solid straw, with strong spikes
of grain. It is more hardy than common
wheat, and grows in Bavaria and other parts
of Germany, in the south of France, and in

elevated situations in Switzerland where com-
mon wheat would not ripen.

"
They that use zea or tpelt. have not the fine red

wheat far." P. Holland : Plinie, bk. xviiL, ch. viii.

spelt-corn, spelt-wheat, . [SPELT,
(2). I

pelt, v.t. [Ger. spalten.] To split, to break.
" Feed geese with oats, .welted beans, barley meal,

or ground malt mixed with beer." Mortimer : Hut-

bandry.

pol'-ter, spelt (1), spalt, *. [Ger. spiauter
= zinc, pewter.]

Metallurgy :

L A commercial name for zinc.

2. A technical abbreviation of spelter-solder,
an impure zinc of a yellowish colour used in

soldering brass joints. It is known in Ger-

many as gelbliches englischer zinte, and possi-

bly owes its colour to the presence of a small
amount of copper.

spelter-solder, . [SPELTER, 2.]

*spe-lunc', . [Lat tpelunca.] A cave, a
cavern.

spen9e,
*
spense, . [O. Fr. despense, from

despendre (Lat. dispendeo) = to spend (q.v.).]
*

1. A buttery, a larder, a place where pro-
visions were kept.

" Al vinolent u hotel In the tpence."
Chaucer: C. T.,1,f\3.

2. A parlour ; the room where meals are
eaten.

"
t am nun to eat my dinner quietly In the ipence."

Scott : Old Mortality, ch. IT.

*
3. Expense, expenditure.

" For bettor la coste upon somewhat worth, than
pence upon nothings worth." Atcham: Toxophilut,
bk. II.

pen -cer (1), . [Called after Earl Spencer,
who first wore the garment, or at least first

brought it into fashion.] An outer coat or

Jacket without skirts.
" He wore a ipencer of a light brown drugget, a

world too loose, above a leathern Jerkin." Lord
Lftlon : Euyem Aram, bk. lit, ch. IT.

spender (2),
*
spen-cere. *spen-sere,

i. [O. Fr. despentier.] [SPENCE.] The person
who had the care of the spence or buttery.

pen -9er (3), . [Etym. doubtful.]

tfaut. : A four-cornered four-and-aft sail,
whose head is extended by a gaff and its foot

usually by a sheet. Its position is abaft the
fore or the main mast, and it is frequently
bent to a spencer-mast (q.v.). It is a trysail
to the fore or main mast, and differs from a

spanker or driver in position. The latter

belong to the inizzen. [SNOW (2), s.]

spencer mast, .

Naut. : A small mast abaft a lower mast for

hoisting a trysail.

Spen cer' I an, a. & i.

A. At adj.: Of or pertaining to Herbert
Spencer or Spencerism.

B. At mb*t. . A follower of Herbert Spencer.

Sp:n 9cr ism, . [See def.]

Hist. Jt Philos. : The system advocated by
Herbert Spencer (torn 1820) in his works
tin- application of the principles of evolution
to the phunomena of mind and of society.

Speneeriim, which, in the absence of grounded i>hilo-

so. hit: truth, offer to assume its place a..il duties."
T. Davidson: Phil. .">>. <tf A. Kotmini, p. cvi.

spend,
*
spende, v.t. ft i. [A.S. spendan

(in the cumpounds d-spendan and for-gpendan),
from Low Lat. dispendeo = to spend, waste,
consume ; Ital. spendere = to spend ; spendio= expense ; O. Fr. despendre.]

A. Transitive:

1. To lay out, to expend ; to part with,

2. To consume, to waste, to exhaust, to

squander.
"
There is oil In the dwelling of the wise, but

foolish man spmdcth it up." Proverbt xxi. 20.

3. To exhaust or drain of force or strength ;

to waste ; to wear away.
"The Trojans, worn with tolls, and spent with woes."

Drydm : Tirgil ; *neid i. 24:;.

*
4. To utter, to speak ; to give out, to

declare.
"

I will but ipend one word here in the house."
Shakeip. : Merchant of Venice, i. 1

5. To pass, as time ; to suffer to pass away.
"They tpend their days la wealth." Jot zzL 18.

B. Intransitive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. To expend money ; to make disposition of

money ; to incur expense.
*

2. To be lost, wasted, dissipated, or con-
sumed ; to vanish, to dissipate, to spread.

" The sound tpendeth, and is dissipated in the open
air; but iu such concaves it is conserved and con-
tracted." Sooon.

IL Min. : To break ground ; to make away.

If To spend is to deprive in a less degree
than to exhaust, and that in a less degree than
to drain ; everyone who exerts himself in

any degree spends his strength ; if the exer-

tions are violent he exhausts himself ; a country
which is drained of men is supposed to have
no more left. To spend may be applied to
that which is external or inherent in a body ;

exhaust to that which is inherent ; drain to
that which is external to the body in which it

is contained : we may speak of spending our

wealth, our resources, our time, and the like ;

but of exhausting our strength, our vigour,
our voice, and the like ; of draining, in the

proper application, a vessel of its liquid, or,
in the improper application, draining a trea-

sury of its contents : hence arises this farther

distinction, that to tpend and to exhaust may
tend, more or less, to the injury of a body ;

but to drain may be to its advantage. To
spend implies simply to turn to some purpose
or to make use of ; to expend carries with it

likewise the idea of exhausting ; to dissipate

signifies to expend in waste, to squander.
(Crabb.)

If To spend a mast :

Naut. : To break or carry away ft mast in
foul weather.

*
spend-all, *. A spendthrift

*spend'-a-ble, a. [Eng. spend; -able.]

Capable of being spent ; available for expen-
diture.

"The enormous loss of ipendable income thereby
occasioned to the landlords. Timet, March 23, 1886.

spend -er,
*
spend-our, s. [Eng. tpend;

er.]

1. One who spends.

8. One who spends lavishly ; a spendthrift.
"If they were tpmdert, they must needs have,

because it was seen in their port, and manner of

living." Soon: Bmry VIL

pSn'-drelL, s. (SPANDRIL.)

Arch. : A spandril.

spend thrift, a. A . [Eng. spend, and
thrift.]

A. As adj. : Prodigal, wasteful, improvident.
"
Straight from the filth of this low grub, behold
Conies fluttering forth a gaudy ijirndihrift heir."

Thornton: Caitltof l.idolenet, it SL

B. As subst. : One who spends his means
lavishly or wastefully; an improvident per-
son ; a prodigal.

" What would he have cost our prodigal tpendt'.riftt,
if he had )>een taken upon our co*ats near Rome t

"

P. Holland : Plinie, Lk. ix.. ch. xviii.

* spend'-thrift-y, a. [Eng. spendthrift ; -f.]
Spendthrift, prodigal.

"
Spendthrift}/, unclean, and rnfflan-like courses.'

Koyen : A'aanuin the Si/rinn. p. m
Spen~ser'-i an, o. [See def.l Of or relating

to the poet Spenser (1552-1599). Specifically
applied to the style of versification adopted
by him in his Faerie Queene, and followed by
Byron in his Childe Harold. It consists of a

strophe of eight decasyllabic lines, and an
Alexandrine, and has a threefold rhyme ; the
first and third lines forming one, the second,
fourth, fifth, and seventh another, and tlie

sixth, eighth, and ninth the third.
" In short, it is to be feared that Lord Carnarvon's

Odyssey can never supersede Wursley s, in Spentrrian
stanzas, nor Arias, though it is a very clou and
studious performance." Daily Newt. Nov. 16, 186*.

spent, pret., pa. par., & a. [SPEND.]
A. & B. As pret. pa. par, : (See the

verb).

C. As adjective:

L Worn out, weary, exhausted.
"Her recent efforts had been too much for he*

strength, and had left her ipent and unnerved."
JJacauUiy: Hilt. Eng., ch. xx.

2. Having deposited the spawn. (Said of

herrings, salmon, &c.)
3. Deprived of the charge ; from which the

charge has been fired.
" A spent cartridge was picked up." Daily Tel**

graph, Dec. 21, 1881.

Spent-ball, s. A cannon or rifle l>all

which reaches an oViject, but without suffi-

cient force to penetrate it or to wound other
than by a contusion.

sper, sperr, v.t. [SPAR (1), v.]

* sper -a-ble,
* sper -ra ble, s. [SPARABLB.]

*
sper'-a-ble, a. [Lat. sperabilis, from sjiero= to hope. ] Capable of being hoped for ;

within the bounds of hope.
" We may cast it away, if it be found but a bladder,

and discharge it of so much as is vain and not tptr-
able." Bacon.

*sper'-age (ageasig), *. [ASPARAGUS.]

Bot.: (1) Asparagus officinalis; (2) Orni-

thogalum pyrtnaicum; (3) Phaseolus vulgaru.
(Britten <t Huttand.)

speV-ate, a. [Lat. speratut, pa. par. of

spero="to hope.] Hoped for.
" We have spent much time in distinguishing be-

tween the tperatc and desperate debts of tlic clergy."

Repretentatinn to Queen Anne, In Ectorit Statt of

Queen Anne'i Bounty, p. 108. (1721.)

spere, s. & v.t. [SPGIR, s. & v,}

* spere (1), s. [SPEAR, .]

spere (2), . [SPHERE.]

* spere (3), . [Etym. doubtful.]

Arch. : An old term for the screen across

the lower end of a dining-room to shelter the

entrance.

sper'-gu-la, *. [Mod. Lat., dimin. from Lat

spa.rgo(m compos. -sprrgo)=. to scatter. Named
from scattering itf seeds.]

Bot. : Spurrey ; a genus of Illecebrare*

(Lindley), of Alsinese (Sir J. Hooker). Sepals

five, petals five, as large as the calyx, ovate,

entire ; stamens five or ten ; styles five, alter-

nate with the sepals ; capsule with five entire

valves, many-seeded. Species two or three,

from temperate countries. One, Sperguln. ar-

ventis, the Corn Spurrey, is European. It ha

stems six to twelve inches high, swollen at

the joints ; petals white. It is abundant in

cornfields, and is sometimes cultivated ai

food for sheep.

per gu-lar'-J-a, t. [Mod. Lat sperguHa);

Lat. fein. sing. adj. stiff, -aria.]

Bot. : Sand wort Spurrey ; a genus of Illece-

bracese or Alsinese, akin to Spergula. Th

sepals are flat, the petals ovate, entire, a*

bo^; ptfnt, J6%1; oat, cell, chorus, oHln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eyist. -Ing.

-clan, -tian = saan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -(ton, -fion = chua. -clous, -tious, -sious shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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large u the calyx ; styles usually three.

Knuwn specie* three or four. Two are

European; Sipergularia rubra. Field, and S.

marina, Seaside Suudwort Spurrey. Bolh have
red flowers. The tiist h8 flat leaves, lanceolate

cleft stipules, and the capsule as long as the

sepals ; the second has linear seniiterete leaves ;

deltoid ovate stipules, ami the capsule longer
than the sepals. The latter is fleshy, it may
be only a sub-species of S. rubra.

perm, * sperme. s. [Fr. sperme = sperm,
seed, from Lat. sperma ; Or. o-m'p^a (s/wma)
= seed, from a-xtipta (speiro) = to sow ; Sp.
iperma ; Ital: s;*rma.)

1. The seminal fluid of animals ; semen.
" Not beget*n of inaunes iptrme unclean."

Chaucer : C. T* 14,015.

2. The spawn of fishes or frogs.

3. A common and colloquial abbreviation
for spermaceti (q.v.).

sperm cell. s.

Biology :

L The male element in reproduction.

S. A spermatoblast (q.v.).

sperm-oil, s.

Chem. : An oil found, together with sperma-
ceti, in the head of the sperm whale. It is

neutral, liquid at 18, and is saponified with

difficulty by potash.

sperm whale, s. [CACHALOT.]

per ma ce -ti,
* par ma ce ti, s. & a.

[Lat. sperma ceti = sperm of the whale ; cetus

= a whale ; Or. KTJTOS (fcctos).]

A. As substantive :

1. Chem. : A neutral, inodorous, and nearly
tasteless, fatty substance, extracted from the

oily matter of the head of the sperm whale by
filtration and treatment with potash-ley. It

is white, brittle, soft to the touch, sp. gr.
0-943 at 15, melts from 38 to 47, and is

chiefly used in ointments and cerates.

2. Pharm. : Spermaceti was formerly given
as a medicine ; now it is chiefly employed
externally as an emollient, and in the pre-

paration of a blistering paper.

B. As adj. : Relating to or composed of

spermaceti.

spermaceti-oil, s. The same as SPERM-
OIL (q.v.).

spermaceti-ointment, s.

Pharm. : An ointment composed of sperma-
ceti, white wax, and almond oil.

spermaceti-whale, s. [CACHALOT.]

Bper-ma-, pref. [SPERMAT-.]

per-ma-cd'-ce, s. [Pref. sperm(a-), and Gr.

oxuxoj (nknke) = a point. Named from the
acute calyx teeth surmounting the seed-

vessel.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Spermacocida
(q.v.). Tropical weeds, with white or blue
flowers. Spermacoce femiginea and S. Poaya
are used in Brazil, and S. verticillata in the
West Indies, as substitutes for ipecacuanha,
and 5. hispida in India as a sudorific.

sper ma co 91 dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat sper-

macoc(e); Lat. fern. pi. adj. stiff, -idee.]

Bot. : A. family of Coffeue (q.v.).

sper -ma gone, sper ma-go -ni-um, s.

[SFERMOQOSE, SPERMOGONJUM.]

sper-man-gi-um, s. [Pref. sperm(a)-, and
Gr. ayyetoc (anggeion) = a vessel, a pail.]

Bot. : The case containing the spores of

Algals.
'

sper -ma phore. sper-maph'-or-um, s.

[ Pref. sperma-, and Gr. <op6s (phoros) = bear-

ing-]

Bot. : The placenta.

8perm'-a-ry, sper-mar'-I-fim, . [Mod.
Lat. spermarium, from Gr. (rwipna. (sperma)
seed.]

Anat. : The spermatic gland or glands or
tne male. (Dana.)

sper-matr , sper-ma-to-, sper-ma-,
Sper-mp-, pref. [Gr. a-n-epfjia (sperma),
genit. crirepnaTos (spermatos) = seed, sperm.]
Pertaining or relating to sperm or semen.

sper-ma-the '-ca, s. [Pret sperma-, and Gr.

0ijnj (theke) = a case.]

Entom. : A cavity in female insects for the

reception of sperm from the male. (Car-
penter.)

sper-ma -ti-a (t as sh), s. pi. [Mod. Lat,
from sperma seed, sperm (q.v.).]

Bot. : The spores of the Aseomywtes, Uredi-

nea-, and some other Fungals. They are con-
tained in speruiogonia (q.v.).

ffi>5r-mat -ic, sper-mat'-Ic-al,
* sper-

mat'-ick, a. [Fr. spermnti(jue, from Lat.

spermaticus ; Gr. enrepnaTiicds (spermatikos),
from <rire'p(xa (sperma), genit. oTrep^aTOs (sper-

matos) = seed, sperm.]
1. Consisting of seed ; seminal.

2. Pertaining to the semeu ; conveying the
semen.

" Two different sexes must concur to their genera-
tion : there is in Iwth great apparatus of tftrmtt&ct
vessels, wherein the more spirituous part of the blood
la by many digestions and circulations exalted into

sperm." Run : On the Creation.

Sper'-ma-tin, s. [SFERMAT-.]

Physiol. : An organic substance resembling
mucin and albumin, found in the vesiculce

seminales. (Power.)

sper
'-ma tism, s. [Pref. spermat- ; suff. -ism. ]

1. The emission of semen or seed.

2. The theory that the germ in animals is

produced by spermatic animalcules.

* sper'-ma-tize, v.i. [Gr. airepntnifr (sper-

matizo).]
'

To yield seed ; to emit seed or
semen.

" Women do not ipermatize." Browne : Vulgar Er-
rouri, bk. iii., ch. ivn.

sper-ma-to-, pref. [SPERMAT-.] (See the

compound.)

spermito-cystidium (pi. spermato-
cystiir.a), s.

Bot. : Hedwig's name for the supposed male
organs in the Muscales. [ANTHERIDIUM.]

sper mat'-6-blast, . [Prof, spermato-, and
Gr. /SAaoros (Waste*).]

Biology : A daughter-cell in the seminal
duct giving origin to a spermatozoon (q.v.).

Sper-mat'-6-cele, s. [Pref. spermato-, and
Gr. <ojA>7 (tele) = a tumour.]

Pathol. : A morbid distension of the epidi-
dymis and vas deferens.

sper-ma-to-gen'-e-sis, . [Pref. spermo,to-,
and Bug. genesis.}

Physiol. : The origin of spermatozoids in
the seminiferous canals.

" He (Prof. Griinhagen) had attained the same results
on tpermtttofjfnatis as had Dr. Bioudi, to whom, of the
two independent discoverers, was due the title of pri-
ority." .ATatur*, Oct. I, 1885, p. 544.

sper-ma-to-ge-net'-lc, a. [Pref. spermato-,
and Eng. genetic.] Of or pertaining to sper-
matogenesis (q.v.). (Encyc. Brit. (ed. 9th),
xx. 412.)

sper-ma-tog'-en-ous, a. [Pref. spermato-,
and La't. gigno, pa. t. genui = to produce.]
Producing sperm.

sper'-ma-toid, a. [SPERMAT-.] Sperm-like ;

resembling seed or sperm.

8per-ma-t6T-6-gy, s. [Pref. spermato-, and
Gr. AoV ? (logos) a discourse.] Scientific

facts or theories concerning sperm.

sper ma to-on (pi. sper'-ma-to-a), a.

[Pref. spertnat-, and Gr. <?6v (0011) = an egg.]

Biol. : A cell which stands in the relation

of a nucleus to a sperm-cell, and of a develop-
mental cell to the spermatozoa. (Brands &
Cox.)

sper-mat'-o-p'hb're, s. [Pref. spermato-,
and Gr. ^opds (phoros) bearing.]

Biol. (PI.) : Capsules or sheaths containing
fertilizing elements. Used chiefly of the cylin-
drical capsules senreted by the prostatic gland
of male Cephalopods. When moistened, the

spermatophores expand and burst, expelling
the contents with considerable force.

sper-ma toph- or- ous, a. [SPERMATO-
PHORE. J

"

Bearing or producing sperm or seed ;

seminiferous.

sper-ma-td-rrhoe'-a, . [Pref. spermato-,
and Gr."pe'o> (rheo)= to flow.]

Patliol. : A real or apparent discharge of

seminal fluid, without voluntary serual ex-
citement. It is of two kinds : (1) True, in
which discharges of spermatozoa occurs;
(2) False, or prostatorrhosa, in which a fluid

clearer and more tenac.ious than the seminal
fluid, and destitute of spermatozoa, is dig-

charged.

sper-ma-to-zd-ic, a. [En-?, spermatozoa);
-ic.] Belonging to or resembling spermatozoa
(q.v.). (Draper : Human I'hysiol., p. 518.)

t sper ma to zo -id, s. [Mod. Lat. sper-

matozo(on), and Gr. eMos (eidos) = form, re-

semblance. (See def.)]

Biol. : Von Siebold's name for a sperma-
tozoon (q.v.). Dunglison (ed. 1874) says:" More properly, spermatozoid, for their ani-
malcular nature is not demonstrated." Tha
name is also applied to antherozooids. [AH-
THEROZOOID.]

sper ma-to-zo -on (pi. sper -ma -tp-
zo'-a), s. [Pref. spermato-, and Gr. fj>o>

(zdon) an animal.]

Biology (PI.): The name given by Leeuwen-
hoek to the moving, active constituents of
the seminal fluid, which were brought to his
notice by his pupil Hamm, in 1677. Sper-
matozoa consist of a head, a rod-shaped
middle piece, and a long hair-like tail, by the
vibratile motion of which they move in a
spiral manner. Cold arrests their movements,
and they may be deprived of vitality (the power
of fecundation) in various ways. They were
at first regarded as parasites, and classified

as Helmiiithes or Infusoria, and Von Baer
maintained this view as late as 1835. Von
Siebold discovered them in many vertebrates,
but Kolliker was the first to recognize them
as definite histological elements arising with-
in the testes. [SPKRMATOZOID.]

*
sperme, s. [SPERM.]

sper mic, a. [Eng. sperm ; 4c.] Of or per-
taining to sperm or seed.

t sper mid i iim, s. [Mod. Lat, from Gr.

o-vfpna. (siJerma) =. seed.]

Bot. : An acheue (q.v.).

sper-mo-, pref. [SPERMAT-.]

sper'-mo-derm, s. [Pref. spermo-, and Or.
Stp/j.0. (derma) the skin.]

Bot.: The skin or testa of a seed. (Dt
Candolle.)

sper-mo-go'-nl-a, s. pi. [Pref. sperma-, and
Gr. yovevio (goneuo) =. to beget]

Bot. : The cysts containing spermatia in
lichens. (Ttdasne.yi

sper mol'- 6 -gist, s. [Eng. spermolog(y) ;

-ist.] One who treats of sperm or seeds ; one
who studies spermatology (q.v.).

, s. [Eng. sperm ; suff. -ology.]
That branch of science which deals with
sperm or seeds ; a treatise on sperm or seeds.

8peV-md-phile, s. [SPERMOPHILUS.]
Zool. : Any individual of the genus Sperrao-

philus (q.v.). They are squirrel-like in form,
with rather short tails.

" The labour of the moles is supplemented by tht
of the gophers, tpermophilet, and badgers." field,
Dec. 26, 1885.

sper-mpph'-il-us, s. [Pref. spermo-, and
Gr. $iAo> (philo) to love.]

Zool. & Palceont. : Pouched Marmots, a
genus of Sduridae, sub-family Arctomyinse,
with twenty-six species, confined to the
Nearotic and Pula;arctic regions. Cheek
pouches large ; pollcx rudimentary or absent
They appear first in the European Miocene,
and connect the Squirrels with the Marmots.
[SiSEL, SPERMOPHILE.]

SpeV-mo-phb're, sper moph -or urn, .

[Gr. <rn-ep(io<6pos (spermoptwros) = bearing
seeds : o-Tre'pfia (sperma) = seed, and 4>opot

(phoros) = bearing.]

Botany :

1. A cord bearing the seeds in some plants.

2. The placenta.

sper-mo-the'-ca, s. [Pref. spermo-; Lat.

theca, and Gr. 0>JKi) (the!;?)= a case, a box.]

Bot. : A seed-vessel.

*
sperr, v.t. [SPAR (i), .]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, role, full; try, Syrian.
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perse, . t. [Lat. sparsus, pa. par. of spargo
: to scatter.] To disperse, to scatter.
" Broke his iword in twaiue, and all his armour

tperst." Simuer : F. y., V. iii. 3.

Sperte, s. [Etyro. doubtful.]

Z?t><. : A variety of Sato viminalis. (Britten

Holland.)

Bperthe,s. [SPARTHE.] A battle-axe.
" At his saddle-gerthe was a good steel tperthe,
Full teu pound weight and more."

Scott : Eve of St. John.

per'-ver, s. [Etym . doubtful. ]

*
1. Arch. : An old name for the wooden

frame at the top of a bed or canopy. (Some-
times the term included the tester or head-

piece.)

2. Her. : A tent

Bpess art-ine, spcss'-art-ite, & [After
Bpessart, Bavaria, where first found : suff.

ine, -He (Min.); Ger. spessartit.]

Min. : A variety of Garnet (q.v.) containing
a large percentage of protoxide of manganese.
Dana makes tliis a special subdivision of the
Garnet group. Colour, dark hyacinth-red with
shades of violet. Found (among a few other

localities) in large crystals at Haddam, Con-
necticut.

spot, v.t. [SPIT, v.]

spot, s. [SPET, v.] Spittle.

SpStch'-es, . pi. [Etym. doubtful.] The
trimmings or offal of skins or hides, used for

making glue.

spef-tle, s. [SPITTLE.] (Bare*.)

spe turn, s. [Low Lai]
Old Arm. : A kind of spear used in the

fifteenth century. It differed from the parti-
san only in being lighter and of narrower
form. (See illustration under Spear.)

paw (ew as u), spue, * apewe, v.t. ft i.

[A.S. spitran (pa. t. S]>du>), pa. par. spiweri);

cogn. with Dut. spnuwen; Icel. spijja; Dan.
spye; Sw. spy; O. H. Ger. spiwan ; Ger.

speien; Goth, speiwan; Lat. spuo; Gr. jiruco

(jptun), From the same root come spit and
puke.]

A. Transitive :

L To vomit, to puke, to eject from the
Stomach.

" Therewith she limed out of her fllthie maw
A floud of poysoo horrible and blacke."

gpenter : f. Q., I. L 20.

2. To eject, to cast forth.
" When earth with slime and mud is cover'd o'er,
Or hollow places spew their wat'ry store."

Dryden : Virgil ; Oeorgic, i. ITS.

3. To eject or cast out with loathing or
abhorrence.

"
Keep my statutes, and commit not any of these

abominations, that the laud spew not you out."
Leciticiu xviiL 28.

B. Intrans. : To vomit ; to discharge the
Contents of the stomach.

"
If thou hast founden bony, ete of it that suffice th ;

for if thoa ete of It out of mesure. thou shalt sftewe,
and be nedy and poure." Chaucer: Title o/ iteUbeut.

Spew (ew as u), spue, s. [SPEW, v.] Vomib;
that which is ejected from the stomach.

pew'-er, spu'-er (ew as u), s. [Eng. spew;
er.] One who spews or vomits.

spew'-I-ness (ew as u), s. [Eng. spewy;
-ne*s.] The quality or state of being spewy ;

wetness, damp.
" The coldness and ipevrincu of the soiL" Gauden.

pew'-^ (ew as u), a. [Eng. spew; -y.J Wet,
damp, boggy.

"
Tlie lower vallies in wet winters are so spewy, that

they know not how to feed them," Mortimer: Bus-
baiuiry.

ph^9 cL s. [SPHACELUS.] Gangrene.

Bpha9-e-lar'-I-a, s. [Mod. Lat., from Lafc,

sphacdus (q.v.).

"

Named from the gangrene-
looking fructilicatiou.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Sphacelaridse.
Jointed.rigid, distichously-branclied, feathery,
filamentous fronds, of olive colour, with an
expanded terminal cell, containing a granular
mass.

r'-i dae, *. pi. [Mod. Lat. spha-

celar(ia); Lat. fern. pi. adj. snff. -id.}
Bot. : A family of Fucacese, tribe Halyserese.

(STHACELAIUA.)

spha9'-cl-ate, v.i. & t. [SPHACEL.]
A. Intransitive :

1. To become gangrenous, as flesh ; to mor-
tify.

"The skin, by the great distentton. having been
rendered very thin, will, if not taken away, iphticelate,
and tlie restdegenerate intoacaucerou* ulcer. Sharp :

Surgery.

2. To decay or become carious, as a bone.

B. Trans. : To affect with gangrene.
" The long retention of matter sphacelate! the

brain." Sharp : Surgery.

' - el - ate, sphag'
- el - at - ed, a.

[SPHACELATE, v.]

Bot. : Decayed, withered, dead.

sphag-el-a'-tion, s. [SPHACELATE, v.] The
process of becoming or making gangrenous ;

mortification.

spha,9'-el-i3m, sphag-el-is'-mus, s.

[SPHACELUS.] A gangrene; an inflammation
of the brain.

sph39'-e-lus, s. [Gr. <ra<c<?Ao (sphaJcelos),
from <r<f>d<o (sphazo) = to kill ; Fr. sphaeele.]

Medical Surgical :

1. Gangrene ; mortification of the flesh of a
living animal.

2. Death or caries of a bone.

sphser-, sphsBr-o"- (ser as e'r), pref. [Or.

<T<t>aipa. (sphaira) = a ball, a sphere.] Pertain-

ing to, or resembling a ball or sphere.

sphjer-al-ge'-a (ter as er), s. [Pref. splicer-,

and Gr. aAxe'a (alkea) = a kind of wild mallow.]
Bot. : A genus of Malveie. Trees or shrubs,

with toothed or three- to five-lobed leaves, a
three-leaved deciduous involucre, a five-cleft

calyx, five petals. Chiefly from South
America. A decoction of Sphceralcea cisplatina
is given in Brazil in inflammation of tlie

bowels.

sphser-an'-the-aa (aer as er), s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. sphcenuitlius ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ete.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Asteroidese.

sphser -an'-thus (cer as e'r), s. [Pref.

splicer-, and Gr. avdos (au(/to$)= a flower.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Sphserantheae.
Sphcerunthus indicus (or mollis), a composite
plant with globular heads of purple flowers,
common in India in rice fields, is considered

anthelniiutic, alterative, depuratory, cooling
and tonic, and diuretic. The powder of the
root is said to be stomachic, and the bark
ground and mixed with whey a remedy for

piles. (Cole. Exhib. Rep.)

sphaer-en'-ch$r-ma (aer as er), . [Pref.

splwer-, and Gr. lyx^a (engchuma)= an in-

fusion.]

Bot. : Merenchyma (q.v.).

sphaer'-i-a (ear as e'r), ._
[Or. o^aipCov

(sphairion), dimin. from afyaipa. (sp/iatra) = a

sphere. Named from the globular form of
the species.)

Bot. : The typical genus of Sphseriacei (q.v.).
Perithecia carbonaceous, completely exposed,
pirtially sunk into the matrix, or covered by
the cuticle and accompanied by a growth of

threads, constituting tlie mycelium. Known
species about 500, of which about 200 are
British. They are found at all seasons on the
trunks of trees, on leaves, on fir cones, &c.

sphser-I-a'-9e-i (aer as er), s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. sphceri((i); Lat. masc. pi. adj. suff. -acei.]

Bot. : A sub-order of Ascomycetes. They
have carbonaceous or membranaceous cysts,
or perithecia composed of cells or very rarely
of interwoven threads, with a pore or narrow
slit at the top, which often ends in a nipple or
crest. Lining the cysts is a gelatinous mass of
asci and parapliyses (barren threads). Found
on decayed wood, stems, algae, dung, soil, &c.

(Berkeley.)

sphK5r-id' i-a, s. pi.

Zool. : Stalked appendages with button-like
heads covered with cilia, found in most recent
sea-urchins. They are supposed to be organs
of sense, probably of taste. (Loven.)

sphser-Id-i-i'-nsB (ser as er), s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. spha;ridi(um) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

inre.)

Entom.: A sub-family of Hydrophilidae,
living on the dung of land animals.

sphar-Jd'-l um (so as e'r), . [Gr. cr*aip{.

iu>f(fphaifitUim\ dimin. from <rvoipa(pAairo)= a sphere. So named from the ipherical
shape of the insects.]

Entom. : The typical genus of Spharidiina
(q.v.). Three are British, the type being
Sphceridium scarabceoi<les.

sph8er-Is-teV-i-um (ser as e'r), . [Lat.,
from Gr. <r<(>aip(.<rT>jptoi< (sphniristerion), from
<r<f><upi'<TT>)(sp/Kuri.s<es)=a ball-player; onfiatpa
(sphaira) = a ball, a globe.]

Anc. Arch. : A court for the exercise of
ball-playing ; a tennis-court.

sphosr -ite (ear as e'r), . [Lat. tphcera = a
sphere ; suff. -ite (Mia.).]
Min. : A mineral occurring in globular con-

cretions without fibrous or concentric struc-
ture. Hardness, 4 ; sp. gr. 2'536 ; lustre,
greasy-vitreous ; colour, light-gray ; translu-
cent. Compos. : phosphoric acid, 26'1 ; alu-

mina, 47-4 ; water, 26-5 = 100, corresponding
with the formula 5Al 2O3,2POe + 16HO. Oc-
curs in fissures in limonite at Zajecov, Bo-
hemia, in Lower Silurian schists.

sphner 6 bias tus (ssr as e'r), . [Pret,

sphrero-, and Gr. /JAaorros (blastos) = a sprout,
a shoot.]

Bot. : A cotyledon which rises above ground,
bearing at its end a spheroid tumour.

sphser-o-car'-y-a (ser as e'r). s. [Pret
sphcero-, and Gr. copva (karua) a walnut
tree.]

Bot. : A genus of Santalace. Sph&rocarya
edulis is eaten in Nepaul.

sphser-o-co-balt'-Ite (aer as e'r), *. [Pret
sphcero-, and Eng. cobaltite.]

Min. : A mineral found in small spherical
masses, having crystalline structure, with
roselite, at Schneeberg, Saxony. Colour, ex-

ternally velvet - black, internally rose-red.

Hardness, 4; sp. gr. 4'02 to 4'13. An analy-
sis yielded : carbonic acid, 34 '65 ; protoxide of
cobalt, 58'86; sesquioxideof iron, 3'41 ; lime,
1'80 ; water, 1'22 = 99'94, which corresponds
to the formula CoCOa, which requires, COo,
36-94, CoO, 63-06.

sph8er-o-coc-9i'-tes (ser as e'r), s. [Mod.
Lat. sphcerococc(us) ; suff. -ites.]

Palceobot. : A genus of Algals. British

species two one from the Lias and one from
the Lower Jurassic.

sphser-6-coc-coid'-e-a, sphnor o eoc'-

ge-a (ser as e'r), s. pi. [Mod. Lat. sphcero-

coccfus), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -ex.}

Bot. : A suo-order of Ceramiaceae (q.v.)
(Lindley), placed under the Khodospenneffl
(Berkeley). Frond cellular, enclosing closely
packed, oblong granules arising from the liase,
within a spherical cellular envelope, which
finally bursts. Tetraspores in indefinite

heaps scattered over the frond. (Lindley.)

sphaer-d-coe'-cus (aer as e'r), *. [Pret
spluero-, and Lat coccus = a berry, a kernel.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Sphoerococcoide*
(q.v.). Now nearly restricted to twoEuropean
species.

sphaer 6 don (ser as e'r), s. [Pref. sphrer-f
and Gr. oSovs (odoits), genit. oSdcrot (odoiitos)= a tooth.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Pagrina (q.v.), with one
species from the Indian Ocean.

sphcer-6-don-ti dse (ear as e'r), & pZ.

[SPH/ERODON.]
Palceont. : A family of Ganoid Fishes. Body

oblong, with rhombic scales ; dorsal and anal
fins short (q.v.); vertebrae ossified, but not
completely closed ; tail homocercal ; fins with
fulcra ; teeth on palate globular. Type-genus
Lepidotus (q.v.), made by Owen the type of
his Lepidotidte.

spluer'-Q -diis (aer as e'r), s. [Pref. tphcer-,
and oSoiis (odous) a tooth.]

Palceont.: A genus of Pycnodontidse. One
British species, Sphrwodus gigas, from the

Kimtneridge Clay of Shotover and from the
Jura Mountains.

sphoer-6 gas'-tra (aer as er), s. pi. [Pref.

sphcero-, and Gr. ya.<nrjp (gaster), genit. yoa-
rpof (gastros) = the belly.]

Zool. : The same as ARANEIPA.

boil, 1)6^; pout, jov/1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, c^ist. ph s=

clan, -tian = han. -tiou, -ciou = shun; -{ion, -sion - zhan. -clous, -tious, nsious = saus. -olo, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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sphier 4 ma (XT as er). s. [Gr. <r$cu>/io
(tpfeiirtima) = anything numd.]

Zool. : The type-penusof Spli;erom1da?(q.v.),
with several species, which are vegetable-
feeders, and, like many of their allies, have
the power of rolling themselves into a balL

phaer-om'-I-daB (aer as er), s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. $ph<erom(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. stiff. -ida.]

ZooL : A family of Natatorial Isopoda, with
everal genera, in some of which the liranchial

emlopodites are transversely folded, so as to

approach those of the Xiphosura (q.v.X

sphser 6 no
:
me -I (asr as er), *. pi. [Mod.

jlat,, from pref. splwero, and Or. rij/ua (;u~u)= yarn.)

Bt. : An old order of Gasteromyeetes. The
species placed under it are now believed to be
immature states of other Fungals.

phaar-^-ni -tea (ter as er), *. [Gr. <r<6at-

pu>v (sphairi>n\ genit. cr^aipuii-os (sjihairi'i nos)= a round fishing-net]

Palcfont. : A genus of Cystideae, with five

British specks characterizing the middle di-

vision of the Bala or Caraduc rocks.

phser-6" phor I daa, sphr-6-ph6-ra'-
ce 88 (aer a-s er), s. pi. [ Mod. Lat. spluer-

oph(oron); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Hot. : A family of Gasterothalameae (q.v.).

Apothecia formed in the swollen points of
the t hallus, bursting irregularly.

phjer oph -or on (ser as er), . [Pref.

tpluero-, and Gr. 4>ope'<i> (phorei)) = to bear.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Sphaerophoridae
(q.v.). Sphcerophnron coral/oides is not un-
common on sand-rocks among mosses. S.

eompactum is less common.

phaer 6 si der ite (ser as er), spher-o-
sl-der -ite, s. [Pref. spkcero-, and Eng.
tideriU.]

ifin. : A variety of Siderire (q.v.) occurring
in globular form w th radiating fl I irons struc-

ture in cavities in basaltic rocks. The name
is sometimes misapplied to ordinary massive

clay-ironstones.

phser'-o' spore (ser as er), *. [Pref. tphce-

no-, and Eng. spore.)

Bot. : The quadruple spore of some Algals.

phjer-6"-8tir-bite (aar as er), *. [Pref.

tpluero-, and Eng. stilbite.]

Win. : A variety of stilbite sometimes
mixed with mesolite, occurring in spheres,
mostly minute, having a fibrous radiating
structure, with other zeolites in the Isle of

Skye.

phter-o-zy'-ga (r as er), s. [Pref. splwe-
ro- (q.v.), and Gr. vyoir (zugon) = a yoke.]

Hot. : A synonym of Anabaina (q.v.).

phaer-u lar -I a (aar as er), . [From
Lat. sp/iru'a = a little sphere.]

Zool. : A genus of Nematode worms, family
Gordiidse, founded liy Dufour, 1836, on a spe-
cimen (SplueruUiria bonibi) discovered by him
In the abdominal cavities of Bombus terrestris

and B. hortorum. Lubbock has since found
it in other species of that genus, and also in

Apath.ua vestalix (Nat. Hist. Rev., Jan., 1861).
He estimated the female to be 28,000 times

larger than the male, which is frequently
found united to his larger companion.

Bpbrer -n-lite (XT as er), s. [SPHERULITE.]

phag'-ne -i, sphig-na':9e-a3, s. pi. [Lat.

tphagnfam) ; masc. pi. adj. suflf. -ei, or fern.

-acece.}

Bot. : Bog-mosses ; an order, tribe, or family
of operculate mosses. Proper mots wanting ;

branches fasciculate ; leaves with two kinds
of cells one narrow, elongated, and filled with

chlorophyll; the other hyaline. Capsule
sessile, globose, in the elongated sheath ; at
first 8] >ores apparently of two kinds, the
first in sets of four, the last in sets of six-

teen. [SPHAGNUM.]

phag'-nous, a. [SPHAGNUM.] Pertaining to,
or of the nature of bog-moss ; mossy.

phag'-num, s. [Lat. sphagnos ; Or. <r<f>ayvo

(sphagnos), <r<J>o*o* (sphakos) = (1) sage, (2) a
lichen.]

Bot. : The only genus of Sphagnei (q.v.) It

occurs in all temperate climates. At first

sphseroma sphenographer

onlv one species, Sphagnum palustn, was ad-
mitted, then it was multiplied into fourteen,
then the number fell to four, then rose atnin
to nine, though some were doubtful. They
form a great pa rt of every bog
in moory districts. [PEAT.]
They make excellent bedding
material ; and when they be-
come lumpy they can be re-

stored to tlieir original soft-

ness by being taken out,

placed in water, and then
dried. In the northern re-

gions they are used for lining

clothes, especially boots, and
as wicks for lamps. They
afford excellent material for

enveloping and preserving
the roots of plants which have
to be sent a long distance. SPHAGNUM.

Sphag-6T-6-bus, s. [Gr. <nf>av>7 (sphage) =
the throat, and Au/3<k (lobos) a lobe.)

Ornith. : A genus of Bncerotidae, with one
species (Sphtignlohus atratus, the Black Horn-
bill), from tie west coast of Africa. It is

often classed with Buceros, but has been

separated by some authors on account of its

peculiar casque.

sphal'-er-ite, *. [Or. <r*a\><5 (sphaleros) =
treacherous ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

A/in. : The same as BLENDE (q.v.). This
name was originally proposed by Haidingcr,
because Blende had been applied to other

species, but it was lost sight of till Dana
resuscitated it. It is as yet, however, used by
few mineralogists.

sphal-er 6-car-pi um, sphil-er 6-
car'-pura, . [Gr. <r<J>oAcp<>? (sphaleros) =
slippery, and icapiros (fcarpos) fruit.]

Bot. : A fruit with a one-seeded, indehiscent

pericarp, enclosed within a fleshy perianth.
Lindley places it under his collective fruits.

sphar'-gi dae, s.pl. [Mod. Lat spharg(is);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.] [SFHARGIS.]

sphar'-gfe, a. [Gr. o^apayi'fw (spharagizo) =
to roar loudly.]

Zool. : A yenus of Cheloniates, with a single
species, Sphari/is coriacea, often made the

type of a family Sphai'gid*. The skin re-

sembles thick leather, and contains bony de-

posits, arranged like mosaic, but this dermal
shield is not united to the vertebrae and ribs.

The bones of tne paddles are extremely simple,
and claws are absent. Th 1; genus is an ex-

tremely ancient type, little progress having
been made in the development of a bony cara-

pace ; and Cope discovered in the Chalk of
Kansas a form, which he named Protostega,
allied to Sphargis.

sphe'-9i-a, s. [Gr. oxfnjf (sphex), genit. tnj>t)<e<k

(sphekos) = a wasp.]
Entom, : A genus of ./Egeriidae. Abdomen

modei-ately stout, no anal tuft. British

species two, Sphecia apiformis, the Hornet
Moth, and S. bembeciformis, the Lunar Hornet
Moth. [HOKNET-MOTH.]

t sphe 91 dse, t spbe'-gi-daa, s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. sphex, genit. $i)hecul(is), Si>he<jid(is) ; Lat
fern. pi. adj. sulF. -idee.] [SPHEX.]
Entom. : A family of Fossorial Hymen-

optera, often merged in Cral'ronidse (q.v.).
Antennae generally slender, with long joints,

prothorax forming a distinct neck ; base of
the abdomen constricted into a long petiole.
Genera, Sphex, Pepsis, Pompilus, Animo-
pliila, &c.

sphen-, pref. [SpHENo-.]

sphen-av-c&n'-thus, s. [Pref. sphen-, and Gr.
axavBa (alMntha) a spine.]

Palceont. : A genus of Pla^iostomes, founded
on spines from the Coal-measures.

sphene, s. [Gr. <r<f>^v (sphen) = a wedge.]
Min. : The same as TITANITE (q.v.).

sphen Is'-9idae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat sphenis-

c(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ornith.: A family of Natatorial Birds, equiva-
lent to Huxley's Splieniscoinorphne (q.v.). By
some authors the genera are subdivided.

sphe-ms-co mor -ph-T9, s. pi. [Mod. Lat,
from sphcniscus, and Gr. nop^ij (mor}>!ie)=:
form.]

Ornith. : A family of Schizognathae (q.v.X
It contains three genera : Budypte*, Sphenis-
cus, and Apteuodytes. (Proe. Zuol. Soc., ItKiT.

p. 458.)

sphen is'-cus, . fGr. o-^rjj'tVicot (spheniskoi),
dimin. from <r<t>riv (*pliin) = a wedge. From
the shape of the bill]

Ornith. : A genus of Spheniscidte. Bill

shortish, compressed; maxilla ending in

conspicuous hook. Four species, one ranging
as far north as the Galapagos.

sphen -6-, sphen-, prtf. [Gr. oxf.ij* (f^<en\
genit. cnirii/bs (sphenos) = a wedge.) Pertain-

ing to, or resembling a wedge in shape.

spheno maxillary, a.

Anat. : Of or belonging to the jaws and the
sphenoid bone : as the sphetw-Moxiliary fis-

sure and fossa.

spheno orbital, a.

Aruit. : Of or belonging to the orbital bones
and to the sphenoid.

spheno palatine, spheno palatin-
ate, a.

Anat. : Of or belonging to the palate bones
and to the sphenoid : as the spheno-palatint
artery, foramen, and ganglion.

spheno parietal, a.

Anat. : Of or belonging fo the parietal and
the sphenoid. Between these is the tplieno-

parietal suture.

spheno-temporal, a.

Anat. : Of or belonging to the temporal and
the sphenoid bones.

sphen 6 9eph'-a-lus, *. [Pref. spheno-, and
Gr. icc<t>a\ri (kephdle) the head.]

1. Anat. : A malformation of the head in
which the upper part of the cranium assumes
a wedge-like aspect.

2. Palceont. : A genus of Berycidae, from the
Chalk.

Sphen'-6-clase, . [Pref. spheno-, and Gr.
KAocris (Musis) = a fracture.]

Min. : A massive mineral which, when
struck, breaks into wedge-shaped fragments.
Hardness, 5'5 to 6 ; sp. gr. 3'2 ; lustre, feeble ;

colour, pale grayish-yellow; sub-translucent
An

anal.v.sjs yielded: silica, 4C'08; alumina,
13'04 ; protoxide of iron, 4'77 ; protoxide of

manganese, 3-23; magnesia, 6'25 ; lime, 2650
= 99-87. Found at. Gjellebiick, Norway, in

layers in a granular limestone.

sphen -6 don, s. [Gr.

wedge ; suff. -odon.]
(sphen) = a

1. Palreont. : A genus of Bradypodidae, from
the bone-caves of Brazil.

2. Zool. : The sole recent genus of Rhyn-
chocephalia (q.v.), with one species, Spheno-
don punetatiu (Hutteria punctuta), from New
Zealand, where it is called Tuatera by the
Maoris. Ex-

ternally,
there is lit I le

to distin-
guish this
genus from
ordinary liz-

ards, but im-

portant dif-
ferences oc-
cur in the
structure of
the skeleton,

viz., tne pre-
sence of a
double horizontal bar across the temporal
region, the firm connection of the quadrate
bone with the skull and the ptCTygoid bones,
biconcave vertebrae as in the Geckos and
many fossil Crocodilians, the presence of an
abdominal sternum, and unciuale processes
to the ribs (as in Birds).

sphen -6 -das, s. [Pref. sphen-, and Gr.
oSous (odous) = a tooth.]

Palfeont. : A genus of LauinMae, founded on
teeth from the Jurabsic.

sphen'-6-gram, s. [Pref. spheno-, and Or.

ypaniia. (iiramma) =. a writing, a letter.] A
cuneiform or arrow-headed character. [-GRAIL]

sphen-Sg'-ra-pher, s. [Eng. sphenographfy);
-er.] One vvlio is skilled in sphenography, or
the deciphering of cuneiform inscriptions.

fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, woli; work, who, son; mute, ciib, cure, unite, cur, rule, ffill; try, Syrian. , co - e ; ey = ; QU = kw.
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sphen-o-griph'-lc, a. [Eng. sphenogruph(y);
-ic.J Of or pertaining to Kpheuograpliy.

sphen-6g -ra-phist, s. [Eng. spheno-

grat>h(y); -isi.J A spheuographer (q.v.).

Sphen-d'g'-rsi-phy, . [Pref. spheno-, and Gr.

y^acju) (graphii) to write.] The act or art of

writing in cuneiform or arrow-shaped letters

or characters ; the art of deciphering cunei-
form writings or characters ;

that branch of

philological science which concerns itself

with cuneiform writings.

8phe-nolr'-yn-e, s. [Pref. spheno-, and Or.

yunj ((/une) =: a female.]

Dot. : The typical genus of Sphejiogynese
(q.v). Garden plants; their flowers orange
colour, barreil with Mack. They were brought
originally from the Cape of Good Hope.

, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. spheno-
gyn(e) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. sun", -tee.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Senecionideae,

phen'-oid, a. & s. [Gr. crfyrjv (sphen)= a
wedge, and etSos (eWos)=: form, appearance.]
A. .-Is adj. : Resembling a wedge ; wedge-

shaped.

B, As substantive :

1. .-) not. : The sphenoid-bone (q.v.X

2. Crystall. : A wedge-shaped crystal con-
tained under four equal isosceles triangles.

sphenoid bone, s.

A not. : A wedge-shaped bone placed across
the base of the skull near the middle, and
helping to form the cavity of the cranium,
the orbits, and the posterior nares. It has a
central part or body, two pairs of lateral ex-

pansions called the great and small wings,
and another pair pointing downwards called
the ptcrygoid processes. (Quoin.)

Sphen-oid'-al. n. [Eng. sphenoid ; -al.] Sphen-
oid (q.v. ) : as" the sphetwulal h'ssure, the sphen-
oidtU sinus, Ac.

sphen-o-lep'-ls, *. [Pref. spheno-, and Gr.
Ac? (lepis) a scale.]

Palceont. : A genus of Esocidae, with long
wedge-snaped scales, from lne freshwater
limestone of Aix and the gypsum of Paris.

sphon-on'-chns (pi. sphen oh-c!n), s.

[Pref. s^hen-, and Gr. oyicos (ongkos) = a hook,
a barl.-J

Palceont. : One of the hooked cephalic
dermal spines of Hybodus and Acrodtis, spe-
cimens of which genera are in the British

Museum, South Kensington, showing the

spines (not more than four in any individual)
iu $itu, but it is not known whether four was
the normal number, or if they occurred in all

the species. On these spines Agassiz founded
a genus Sphenonchus, which he placed with
the Hybodontidae. This has, of course, lapsed,
and the word Sphenonchus has now no gen-
eric signification.

sphen oph yl lum, . [Pref. sjiheno-, and
Gr. $v\*ov (iiliullon) a leaf.]

PaUeobot. : A genus of Equisetacese(?), allied
to (or, aci-ording to Mr. Carruthers, identical

with) Calamites. They have verticillate leaves,
like reversed wedges. Four species from the
Carboniferous rocks of Somerset and New-
castle ; others from North America.

sphen-op'-ter-ls, *. [Pref. spheno-, and Gr.

wTfpi* (pteris) = a kind of ftrn.J

Palceobot. : A genus of Ferns, having the
leaves twice- or thi ice-pinnate ; the leaflets

not adhering to the rachis by their whole base,
but resembling small wedges reversed, the
nervures dividing pinnately from the base.
From the Devonian to the Wealden. In the
Carboniferous rocks there are thirty-four spe-
cies, and in the Jurassic seventeen.

phcn 6 spon'-dyl us, s. [Pref. spheno-,
and (jr. anroVouAof (spotuiulos) = a vertebra.]

PdUeont. : A genus of Deinosnuria or Croco-

dilia, from the Purbeck beds and the Wealden.

phen 6-za mi'-tes, s. [Pref. spheno-, and
Mod. Lat. ziiiiiites (q.v.).]

Palaeobot. : A genus of Cycads, from the
European Jurassic rocks.

pher'-al, o. [Eng. sphere); -al.]

1. Of or pertaining to the spheres or hea-
renly bodies ; inha)>iting the spheres. (Lytton:
Ccutont, bk. xiv., ch. i.)

2. Hounded like a sphere ; sphere-shaped ;

hence, symmetrical, perfect.

sphere, * spere, . [O. Fr. espere; Fr. sphere,
from Lit. spluera; Gr. <r<j>atpa (sphaira) (1) a
ball for playing with, (-J) a sphere, a globe.}
L Ordinary Language:
L Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II.

(2) An orb, a globe, as the sun, the earth, the
stars, or planets ; one of the heavenly bodies.

" Pint the lull,A mighty iphere, he framed:"
Milton : P. L., Til. 84*.

(3) An orbicular body representing the
earth or the apparent heaveus; a celestial
or.terrestrial globe.
"
Conon. and what's his name who made the ip\fre,
And show d the seasons of the sliding year."

tnyden: Virgil; Act ill L

(4) A circular body ; a disc.
" With a broader tjJtera the inoou looks down."

Hood. (Annandale.)
2. Figuratively:

(1) Circuit or range of action, knowledge, or
influence ; compass, province, employment.

" The narrow iphert of our researches." Coot .

Third ruyiige. bk. iv., ch. ii.

(2) Rank ; order or class of society.

*(3) An orbit, a socket.

"Make my two eyes, like stars, start from their
tftheret." bhateip. : Hamlet, L 6.

II. Technically:

1. Astron. : A term formerly applied to any
one of the concentric and eccentric revolving
transparent shells in which the heavenly bodies
were supposed to be fixed, and by which they
were carried so as to produce their apparent
motions. The word now signifies the vault of

heaven, which to the eye seems the concave
side of a hollow sphere, and on which the

imaginary circles marking the positions of
the equator, the ecliptic, &c., are supposed to
be drawn. It is that portion of limitless

space which the eye is powerful enough to

penetrate, and appears a hollow sphere liecause

the capacity of the eye for distant vision is

equal in every direction.
" What stately buildlug dnnt so high extend
Her lofty toures auto the starry t/ihere."

Sfjenser: >'.., I. x. M.

2. Geom. : A solid or volume bounded by a
surface, every point of which is equally dis-

tant from a point within, called the centre. Or
it is a volume that may be generated by revolv-

ing a semi-circle about its diameter as an axis.

The distance from any point of the surface to

the centre is called a radius of the sphere.
Every section of a sphere made by a plane is

a circle, and all sections made by planes
equ.illy distant from the centre, are equal.
A circle of the sphere whose plane passes
through the centre, is a great circle ; all other
circles are small circles. All great circles are

equal, and their radii are equal to the radii of
the sphere. The surface of a sphere is equal
to the product of the diameter by the circum-
ference of a great circle ; or it is equivalent
to the area of four great circles. Denoting the
radius of the sphere by r, and its diameter by
d, we have the following formula for the sur-

face : * = 4irr = ml* = 3'14159 . . . d1
. The

volume of a sphere is equal to the product of
its surface by one-third of its radius. It is

also equivalent to two-thirds of the volume of
its circumscribing cylinder. The following
formula gives the value of the volume of any
sphere, whose radius is r, and diameter is d :

v = | n-r*. Spheres are to one another as the
cubes of their diameters.

3. Logic : The extension of a general con-

ception ; the individuals and species com-
prised in any general conception.

U (1) Armillary sphere: [ARMILLARY].

(2) Doctrine of the sphere : The application
of geometrical principles to geography and
astronomy.

(3) Harmony (or music) of the spheres : [HAR-
MONY, H (4).]

(4) Oblique sphere :

Spherical projection : The case In which the

projection is made upon the plane of the
horizon of any place not on the equator, or at
the poles.

(5) Parallel sphere : [PARALLEL, a.].

(6) Projection of the sphere : [PROJECTION],

(7) Right sphere : [RIGHT, o.].

* sphere - born, a. Born amonjr the

spheres ; celestial. (Milton: Solemn Music, 2.)

sphere -melody, sphere -music, .

Th harmony of Uie spheres. [HARMONY.]
*
sphere, *

sphear, v.t. [SPHERE, .]

1. Literally:

(1) To place or set among the spheres or
heavenly bodies.

" The glorious planet Sol,
In noble eminence euturuued and 'j-*itrid
Aluldat the ot i.er."

XhaJatp. : Tnilut t Creuida. i. S.

(2) To form into roundness ; to make round
or roundish.

"
Blow. Tillain. till thy tpkertd bias cheek
Outsweli tne puif'd Aquilou.*

.Juikap. : Truilut t Creuida, IT. L
2. Fig. : To give perfect or complete form

to ; to concentrate.
" Nut vassals to be beat, nor petty babes
To be dandled, no. but liviu* wills, and <;jfe-r*d
whole in uui selves and owed to none.'*

Teiiiiytun: I'rt.icea, iv. l.
SpheV.-S-6-type, *. [Gr. <nJ>aTpa (tphaira)= a sphere, and iing. type.]

Photog. : A positive collodion picture taken
upon glass by placing a mat before tne plate,
so as to give a distinct margin to the picture.

spher'-ic-al,
*
spher'-ic, a. [Lat . sj^hericus;

Gr. o-^xupiKot (siiliairilMs) = like a sphere
(q.v.); Fr. sylieriuue; Bp. esjei-ico; liaL

1. Having the form of a sphere ; orbicular,
globular.

" Some certain determinate figure either round or
angular, ij.heruai, cubical ... or the like." Cud.
w,.rtA . Intall. aytim, p. 8M.

2. Peitaining or belonging to a sphere.
*

3. Pertaining or relating to the orbs of the

planets ; planetary. (Shakesp. : Lear, i. 2.)

spherical -aberration, s. [ABERRA-
TION.]

spherical-angle, s. [ANGLE, .]

spherical-bracketing, s.

Arch. : The forming of brackets to support
lath-and-pla.ster work, so that the suriace of
the plaster shall form the surface of a sphere.

spherical case-shot, . [SHRAPNEL.]

spherical-excess, & [EXCESS.]

spherical-geometry, s. That branch
of geometry which treats ol spherical magni-
tudes, as spherical triangles, areas, and angles.

spherical-lune, s. A portion of the
suriace of a sphere included between two
great semi-circles, having a common diameter.
'Ihe angle of the lune is the same as the angle
of the planes of the circles. [LuNE.J

spherical-polygon, s. A portion of the
suriace of a spneie bounded by the arcs of
three or more great circles. Like plane poly-
gons they are named from the number of sides
or angles. [POLYGON.]

spherical-projection, s. A represen-
tation of the surface of the sphere upon a
plane, according to some geometrical law, so
that the different points in the representation
can be accurately referred to their positions
on the surface of the sphere. [PRIMITIVE*
CIRCLE, PRIMITIVE-PLANE.]

spherical-pyramid, 5. A portion of a
sphere bounded by a spherical polygon, and
by three or more sectors of great circles meet-

ing at the centre of the sphere.

spherical-sector, s. A portion of a

sphere which may be generated by revolving
a sector of a circle about a straight line

through its vertex as an axis.

spherical-segment, . A portion of a
sphere included between a zone of the surface

and a secant plane, or between two parallel
secant planes.

spherical -triangle, *. A spherical

polygon of turee sides. It is a portion of the

surface of a sphere bounded by the arcs of

three great circles. The points where Uie
arcs meet are called vertices of the triangle,
and the arcs are called sides.

spherical-trigonometry, . [TRIG-

ONOMETRY.]

spherical-nngnla, . A portion of the

sphere bounded by a lune and two semi-

circles meeting in a diameter of the sphere.

spherical-zone, . A portion of the
surface of a sphere included between two

parallel planes.

t>6y; pout, jowl; cat, 9011. chorus, gUn. bench; go, gem; thin, {his; sin, as; expect. Xenophon. exist. -Ing,

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion shun; -(ion, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -blc, -die, ic. ^ bcl, del.
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pher -Io-al-ly, <U-. [Eng. spherte.il; -ly.]

In furia of a spluu*.
"Either ipktriailly m angularly fijjurate." Ou<J-

wortA: ^/UU. Hyttim. j.. S5i.

spher -Ic-al-ness, s. [Eng. spherical ; -ntss.]

The quality or state of bemg spherical ;

sphericity.
"Such Indies r*c*lre their fiffure ami limits from

rucli let* u hinder them from attaining to that tphtri-
ealneu tiny aim at." Digby : On Bodiet.

'-l'-ty, *. [Fr. sphericite.] The
quality or state of )>eing spherical ; spherical-
ness, globularity, roundness.

" He espoused the correct view of the earth's t;>h-ri-

city auJ rotation." O. B. Leicei : BM. PhUat., ii. 106.

*
spher'- 1 - cle, s. [A diinin. from sphere
(q.v.).] A little sphere.

spher -ios, s. [SPHERIC.]
Geom. : Tlie doctrine of the properties of

the sphere, considered as a geometrical body,
and in particular of the different circles de-

scribed on its surface, with the method of

projecting the same on a plane ; spherical
geometry and trigonometry.

spher-I-fl-ca'-tion, s. [Eng. sphenfy;
c connect., and suff. -atiou.] The act of spheri-

fying, the state of being spherilied.

spher'-I-form, *spher'-$f-form, a.

[Eng. sphere, and form.] Having the form of
a sphere ; spheroidal.

"Aristotle dealt not ingeniously with Xenopha-
nes, when from that expression of his, that God
wu tt>ffrxf -rm, he would infer that Xenophanes
mde God to be body." Cudtaort/t : hitelL Syitem,
p. 378.

spher'-i-f^, v.t. [Eng. sphere; -fy.} To
make or form into a sphere.

" Seven uniform bands which were tphertfted lire-

pectively iutoas many moons." Poe: Eureka ( IToriel

184|, ii. I'M.

spher'-o-graph, *. [Gr. <r<f>atpa (spitaim)=
a ball, a sphere, and ypd<j><a (graplid) = to

write, to draw.]

Navig. : An instrument invented for the
mechanical application of spherics to navi-

gation. By its aid any possible spherical
triangle can be constructed without dividers
or scale. It consists of a stereographic pro-

jection of the sphere upon a disc of paste-
board, in which the meridians and parallels
of latitude are laid down to single degrees.
By its aid, with a ruler and index, the angular
position of a ship at any place, and the dis-

tance sailed, may be readily and accurately
determined on the principle of great circle

sailing.

Spher'-oid, s. [Gr. <r4>atpoieto'>jf (sphairaieides)= sphere-like, from o-(j>ai'pa(s^A/iira)=aspliere1

and Wos (eidos)= form, appearance ; Fr. spher-
oide.]

Geom. : A solid, resembling a sphere in form,
and generatx-d by the revolution of an ellipse
al>out one cfits axes. If an ellipse be revolved
about its transverse axis, the spheroid gener-
ated is called a Prolate spheroid ; if it be re-

volved about its conjugate axis, the spheroid
generated is called an Oblate spheroid. The
earth is an oblate spheroid that is, flattened
at the poles so that its polar is less than its

equatorial diameter.

Bpjher-oid al, spher-oid ic, spher-
Old'-ic-al, a. [Eng. spheroid ; -al; -ic; -ical.]

L Ord. Lang. : Having the form of a
spheroid.

"
If these corpuscles be spheroidical, or oval, their

shortest diameters must not be much greater than
those of light." Cheyne.

IL Crystallog. : Bounded by several convex
faces.

spheroidal-bracketing, s.

Arch. : Bracketing prepared for a plaster
ceiling whose surface is to form that of a
spheroid.

spheroidal-excess, s. [EXCESS, *. if.]

spheroidal-triangle, s. A triangle on
the surface ofa spheroid, analogous to a spher-
ical triangle.

pher-oid'-I-tfc sphe'r-Sld-ij'-I-tft *.

[Eng. spheroid, spheroidic; -ity.] The quality
or state of being spheroidal.

spher-om'-e-ter, s. [Qr. T

a sphere, and Eng. meter.] An instrument
fur measuring the curvature of surfaces. It

consists nl' a tiiree-anned Iranie, standing on
three steel pins, whii-h limn with each other
an equilateral triangle ; in the centre of the
instrument is a vertical screw with a tine

thread, und having a large graduated head.

spher-o"-sl~der'-ite, s. [SPH^EROSIDERITE.]

spher'-u-la, s. [Lat., dimin. from sphcera =
a sphere (q"v.).J

Sot. : A globose peridiuin with a central

opening, through which are emitted sporidia
mixed with a gelatinous pulp. It occurs in

fungals.

spher -u-late, a. [Eng. spherul(e); -ate.]

Covered" or" studded with spherules ; having
one or more rows of minute tuberc.es.

SpheV-ule, s. [SPHERULA.] A little sphere
or spherical body.

Their parts, or little inJiervles, become more
neighbourly, or contiguous. Brooke: Unimtrtnl
Beauty, bk. ii. (Note.)

SpheV-u-lite, s. [Lat. sphcerula = a little

sphere or globe, and Gr. At'flos (litjios) = a
stone ; Ger. sp/iarulit, sphdroiithe.]

Petrol. : A name originally applied to a

variety of pearl-stone or pi'tchstone (q.v.),
which consists of an aggregate of spheroidal
concretions, but it is now applied to the parts
ofany rock which may have a similar structure.

spher-n-lit'-ic, a. [Eng. spherulit(e) ; -ic.]

Petrol. : Partaking of the structure of a
Spherulite (q.v.).

*8pher'-y^ a. [Eng. spher(e); -y.}

1. Pertaining or belonging to the spheres.
" She can teach ye how to cMmb
Higher than the sphery chime."

Milton : Gamut, 1,021.

2. Resembling a sphere or star in round-
ness, brightness, or the like.

** Hake me compare with Hermia's sphery eyrie."
Shakeep. : Midsummer Xight'i Dream, ii. 3.

sphet'-er-ize, v.t. [Gr. o-^eTepi'fu (siilieter-

izo), from tr<t>ercpos (spheteros) their own ;

<Tcf>er? (spheis) = they.] To appropriate ; to
make one's own. (Burke.)

sphex, . [Gr. <r<{>ijf (sphex), genit. CT^JJKO'S

(sphekos) = a wasp.]
Entom. : The typical genus of Sphecidas or

Sphegidie. They are large, solitary, wasp-like
insects, some of them two inches long. They
store their nests with caterpillars, which
they paralyze by two stings. The genus is

cosmopolitan. One of the best known species,
Sphex flavipennis, is common in the south of
Europe,

sphig-mom'-e-ter, s. [SPHYGMOMETER.]

Sphinc'-ter, s. [Gr. o-<^iy<cT^p (sphingkter) =
that which binds tight; <r$>iyy<a (sphinggo) =
to bind tight.]

Anat. : A more or less circular muscle which
contracts or shuts any natural orifice, as the
bladder, the anus, &c.

"Nature has furnished the body of this little crea-
ture with a glutinous liquid, which it spins into
thread, coarser or finer, as it chouses to contract or
dilate its t/ihincter." Goldsmith : The Bee ; No. 4.

sphin'-ges, s. pi. [SPHINX, 3. (3).]

sphln-gi'-dze, s. pi. [Lat. sphinx, genit.
sphing(is) ; fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : The typical family of Spliingina
(q.v.). Antennae slightly thickened in the
middle, generally terminating in a hooked
bristle ; wings large, clothed with scales ;

the anterior part long and pointed, or with th"
hind margin indented. Larva generally naked,
with a horn on tlie back of the twelfth segment.
Pupa subterranean. Many species, widely
extended. Some of those of South America
strikingly resemble the humming birus.

Sphin-gi'-na, s. [Lat. sphinx, genit. sphi.n-

g(is) ; neut. pi. adj. suff. -iiw.]

Entom. : Sphinges or Hawk-moths ; a group
of Heterocera, having the antennae fusiform.

[CREPUSCULARIA, HAWK-MOTH.]

t sphln-giir-i'-nae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. sphin-
gur(us); Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff -inae.}

Zool. : A synonym of Synetherina (q.v.),
with three genera: Erithizon, Chartomys, and
Sphingurus (= Synetheres). [TREE - PORCU-
PINES.]

t Sphin-giir^-U3, s. [Gr.
<7(J>iyyu> (sphinggo)

to bind tight, to squeeze, and oup<i (euro)= a tail.] [SpHiNQURiN^e, SYNETHERINA]

sphinx (pi. sphiux'-es), t. [Lat., from Gr.

o<t>iyt; (sphinyx).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1.

2. Fig. : One who proposes riddles, puts
puzzles or obscure questions, or talks enig-
matically.

II. Technically:

1. Antiq. : A fabled monster, l^ilf woman
and half lion, said by the Grecian poets to
have infested the city of Thebes, devouring
its inhabitants till such time as a riddle it

had proposed to them should be solved. The
riddle was as follows :

" What animal is that
which goes on four feet in the morning, on

SPHINX.

(From the British Museum.)

two at noon, and on three in the evening?"
Numerous victims fell before the monster,
till at length CEdipus, who was then at Thebes,
came forward, and answered the sphinx that
it was Man, who, when an infant, creeps on
all fours ; when he has attained to manhood
goes on two feet ; and, when old, uses a staff
a third foot. The sphinx thereupon flung
herself down to the eaith and perished ; and
CEdipus was, by the gratitude of the Thebans,
chosen their king.
3 Egypt. Antiq. : A figure having the body

of a lion, winged, and a human (male or fe-

male) head. Those with human heads were
called Androsphinxes. Sphinxes are also re-

presented with the heads of rams and hawks
(Criosphinx, Hieracosphinx). The Egyptian
sphinx had no wings ; these were added by
the Greek artists. The Grecian Sphinx was
probably borrowed from the Egyptian.

3. Entomology :

*
(1) A comprehensive genus under which

Linnaeus placed all Hawk-moths.

(2) The typical genus of Sphingidse, Hind
wings rounded at tlje anal angle, <v with a
hardly perceptible projection. Tlie species
fly with great velocity in the dusk, remaining
for a time poised above flowers, sucking the
honeyfromthemwitliontaliarhting. The name
is derived from t he Sphinx-like atti tnde assumed
by the caterpillar of Sphinx ligustri, the Privet
Hawk-moth.

(3) Any individual of the modern genus
Sphinx [(2)]. In this sense the plural is

Sphinges.

4. Zool. : [SPHINX-BABOON].

sphinx-baboon, s.

Zool. : Cynoce/jhalus sphinx, a large species
from the West of Africa. They are good-
tempered and playful when young, but become
morose and fierce, as they grow older. They
bear confinement well, and are common in

menageries.

sphrag'-id, sphrag'-id-ite, s. [Gr. trfoayCs

(sphragis), genit. , j/payi6o? (sphragidos) = a
seal, a signet; sull. -ite (Jlfi.).]

M in. : A name given to a clay in ancient
times used as a medicine, and stamped with a

seal, hence the name. It was also called
Terra sigillata, and is the Terra I^emnia of

Pliny. Compos. : like all other clays, essen-

tially a hydrated silicate of alumina, but con-
tains some soda, hence its medicinal use.

Sphra-glS -tlCS, s. [Gr. <r<payi<mKo? (s;7ira-

gistikos) = pertaining to seals or sealing.]

[SPHRAOID.] The science of seals, their his-

tory, peculiarities, and distinctions. Its chief

use is to determine the age and genuineness
of documents to which seals are affixed.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, s'ire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a; an = lew.
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gphrIg'-6-ri8, *. [Gr. <7<J>piyiu> (sphrigaS) =
to ba full to bursting.]

Veg. Pathol. : Morbid luxnrlanc In plants.
It may exist in fruit trees, in cereals, in pota-
toes, &c. Thr is often a peculiar greenness,
sometimes produced by fungi, which lore-

shadows decay.

sphyg'-mlc, a. [Gr. <r4>vyn6s (sphugmos) =
the pulse.) Of or pertaining to the pulse.

sphyg' mo-graph, . [Gr. ^vypot (tphug-
M0f)=sthe pulse, and ypa<f><a (grapho) = to

write, to draw.]

Med. : An instrument used for recording
the character of the movements of the pulse.
An instrument for this purpose was con-

structed by Ludwig in 1847, and several forms
of sphymograph are now in use. That most
generally employed was first described by
Murey in 1863. It consists of an ivory pad,
which rests on the pulse, and is connected with
one end of a delicate spring, the other end
of the spring being fastened to a framework.

b

MABET'S SPHYGMOGRAPH.

The movements of the pulse, acting on the

pad, are communicated to a system of two
light levers, one of which carries a small

point, or pen (a), which produces a trace on a

piece of smoked glass or paper (b) attached to

a brass plate, which is moved along by clock-

work. The character of the trace thus pro-
duced depends on the character of the move-
ments of the pulse, which are magnified about

fifty times by means of the levers. The in-

formation gained by the examination of these

sphymographic traces is of the greatest value
in the diagnosis of affections of the heart, &c.

Bphyg-mo-graph'-Ic, o. [Eng. sphygmo-
gmph; -ic.) Of or pertaining to the sphyg-
mograph ; traced or marked by a spkygmo-
graph.

sphyg-mSm'-e-ter, s. [Gr. a^vy^ (sphug-

mos) = the pulse, and Eng. meter.]

Med. : A comprehensive name for any in-

strument for measuring and recording the
movements of the pulse.

iphyg mo-phone, s. [Gr. tr^vy^ (sphug-

mos) = the pulse, and <j>tavri (phone) sound.]

Med : An instrument devised to enable a

person to determine the rhythms, &c., of the

pulse at a distance by means of the electric-

wire. (Dunglison.) The gas sphygmoscope
is sometimes modified, so as to render the
variation of the pulse audible.

iphyg' mo scope, s. [Gr. <T<t>vyn6s (sphug-
mos) = the pulse, and axoirtat (skopeo) = to

observe.]

Med. : An instrument for rendering the
movements of the pulse visible. Marey's
sphygmoscope consists of a small glass cylin-
der containing a small indiarubber bag, c^n-
DPcted with a receiving and a registering
tambour. The expansion of the indiarubber

bag, consequent on the pressure on the receiv-

ing tambour, compresses the air in the cylin-
der and so affects the recorder. The gas
sphygmoscope consists of a metal chamlxer
with a bottom of delicate membrane, with a
service pipe at the side and a fine burner at
the top. When the membrane is placed over
an artery and the gas lit, the movement? of
the pulse are shown by up-and-down move-
ments of the flame. [SPHYOMOPHONK.]

Bphy-raen-a, s. [Lat., from Gr. o^vpntva.
(spliuraina) i a kind of sea-fish.]

Ichthy. : Barracuda, the sole genus of the

family Sphyrawiidse (q.v.). Large, voracious
fishes from the coasts of tropical and sub-
tropical seas. Some of them attain a length
of eight feet, and attack bathers. They are
used as food, but occasionally their flesh con-
tracts deleterious properties, from their hav-

ing fed on poisonous fishes.

Bphy-rsen I dae, *. pi. [Lat. sphyrcen(a) ;
fern. pi. ad.j. suit', -idee.]

1. Ichthy. : A family of Mugiliformes (q.v.).

Body elongate, sub-cylindrical, covered with

small cycloid scales ; mouth wide, armed with

strong terth.

2. falcsont. : They commence in the Chalk.

[HTPSODON, SPHYE-ENODUS.]

sphy-rsen'-o'-dus, . [Lat. sphyrcen(a), and
Gr. uSuvs (i^ous) = a tooth.)

Palceont. : A genus of Sphyrsenidfe, from
the London Clay of Sheppey and the Eocene
of Monte Bolca.

sphy-rap'-i-ciis, . [Gr. a^vpa (sphura) =
a hammer, and Lat. pints = a woodpecker.]

Ornith. : A genus of Picidse, with seven

species from the Nearctic region, Mexico, and
Bolivia. Sphyrapieus varius is the Yellow-
billed Woodpecker.

*
spi-al,

*
spy-al, s. [SPY, v.]

1. Close watch. (Udal: Johnvii.)
2. A spy, a scout.

" Csesar (as our tpialt say.
And as we know) remains with Tamburlalne.*

Marluice: 1 Tamtiurlaine, ii. 2.

spl-au'-ter-ite (an as 6%), s. [Sw., Dan.,
Ger. spiauter = spelter; suff. -tie (A/ in..).]

Min. : The same as WORTZITE (q.v.).

spi'-ca, s. [Lat. = an ear of corn.]

Surg. : A form ofbandage resembling a spike
of barley. The turns of the bandage cross
like the letter V, each leaving a portion un-
covei-ed.

Spica Azimcth, s.

spica descendens,

[SPICA VIRGIinS.]

Surg. : The uniting bandage used in recti-

linear wounds. It consists of a double-headed
roller, with a longitudinal slit in the middle,
three or four inches long.

Spica Virginis, Spica Azlmeth, s.

Aatron. : A star of the first magnitude, a
Virginis, in the constellation Virgo. If a line

be drawn through two opposite angles of the

rectangular figure in the Great Bear, Lad
prolonged with a slight curve, it will pass
through Spica Virginis.

spi'-cate, spi'-cat-ed, a. [Lat. spicatus,

pa. par. of spico = to furnish with spikes ;

spica an ear of corn.]

Bot. : Having a spike or ear ; eared like

corn.

spic ca'-to, adv. [Ital. = divided.]

Music: A direction that every note is to be

played with a distinct and separate sound. It
is marked by dots over the notes. In the case
of instruments played with a bow, it denotes
that every note is to have a distinct bow.

spice, s. JO. Fr. espice, from Lat. speciem,
accus. of species = a kind, a species (q.v.);

Sp. & Port, especia ; Ital. spezie; Fr. epice.

Spice and species are thus doublets.]

1. Ordinary Language:
*

1. Lit. : A kind, a species.
" The ipicei of penance ben three that one of them

Is solempne. another is commune, and the thridde
privie." Chaucer : Parian* Tale.

2. Fig. : A small quantity which gives
flavour or zest to a greater ; a small admixture ;

a flavouring, a smack.
"

If by hard work, it must he some kind that has a
tpice of adventure in It." Century Magazine, April,
1882. p. 508.

IL Comm. : A general name for vegetable
substances possessing aromatic and pungent
properties, such as cinnamon, cloves, ginger,
pepper, &c.

spice-bush, s.

Bot. : (1) Oreodaphne californfoi; (2) Spice-
wood (q.v.).

spice-mill, s. A mill similar to a coffee

or drug-mill, for grinding spices.

spice-nut, s. A gingerbread nut.

*
spice-plate, s. A plat* on which spice

was laid, when it was the custom to take

spice with wine. (Halliwell.)
" There was a void of tpice-platei and wine." Coron.

Anne Boleyn (Eng. Oarner, U. 50).

spice-wood, s.

Bot. : A North American name for Benzoin
odoriferum. Called also Spice-bush.

spice, v.t. [SPICE, s.)

I. Literally:

1. To season with spic ; to mix with spice ;

to mix aromatic substances with ; to season.

*
2. To impregnate with a spicy odour.
" In the iplced Indian air by night,
Full ufUu sb ntli guMip'd by my tide."

Shakttp. : Midsummer Xiyhtt Dream, ii. L
IL Figuratively:
1. To season ; to mix up with something

which gives flavour or zest.

"They will patronise a highly-pieed sensational
melodrama." D,Mg Telegraph, Sept. 29, 1888.
*

2. To render nice or scrupulous.

B not

" Take It, tis yours,
ipiced, it is good gold."
Beaum. t flet. : Mad Lover, ill

*Spi9'-er, *spyc-er, s. [Eng. spic(e); -er.|

1. One who seasons with spice.

2. One who deals in spices.
" A t/jycer or grocer named Petyr Gylls." fabyan I

dtmtftUj King John (an. 8).

*spl9'-er-y, . (O.Fr. espicerie: Fr. epicerie.]

1. Spices generally or collectively ; aromatic
substances used in seasoning.

" With baluie and wine, and costly tpicery*
Spemer : F. Q., II. xt 49.

2. A repository of spices.
14 The ipicerii, the cellar and its furniture, are too

well known to be here insisted upon."Additon: On
Italy.

*
spi-9lf'-er-ous, a. [Lat. spicifer = bearing
spikes or ears ; spica an ear, and fero =to
bear.] Bearing ears, as corn ; producing
spikes ; syicated.

t spi -91 form, a. [Lat. spica= a spike, and
/onna = form. ]

Bot. : Spike-like.

spi 9! ness, s. [Eng. spicy; -ness.] The

quality or state of being spicy.

spick, s. [SPIKE.]

spick-and-span, a. & adv.

A. -As adj. : Quite new or fresh, brand new.
" The tpick-and-zpan appearance presented by Mar-

low and Hastings after their journey." Referee, Feb.
27, 1887.

B. As adv. : Quite.

spick-and-span new, a. [Lit = spike
and chip new, that is, new as from the work-
man's hand's ; cf. Dut. spil&peldernieuw= spick
and quite new ; Sw. spik-spdngende ny.] En-

tirely new ; brand-new. [SPANNKW.]
" In the eame doings, to make a sinck-and^pan naif

world." &catt : liedgauntlet, letter xi.

splck'-nel, s. [SPJGNEL.]

spi'-cose, spi'-cous, a. [Lat. spica = an
ear or spike.) Having spikes 'or ears ; eared
like corn ; spicate.

spi-cos'-l-ty, s. [Eng. pico<e); -ity.] The
quality or state of being spicose, or of having,
or being full of ears, like corn.

spi'-cous, a. [SPICOSE.) 9

spic u la (pi. spic u Ice), t. [Mod. Lat.,
from spica (q.v.).J

1. Bot. : (1) A small spike, a spikelet ; (2)
a pointed, fleshy, superficial appendage ; (3)
one of the points of the basidia of fungals or
their aciculae.

2. Zool. : A fine pointed body like a needle.

SpiculiE are found in the body-mass of many
of the Protozoa.

spic -u lar, a. [Lat spiculum = a dart.)

Resembling a dart ; having sharp points.

spic -u -late, a. [Lat. spiculatus, pa. par. of

spiculo =. to sharpen to a point ; spiculum = a

point.)
*

1. Ord. Lang. : Covered with or divided
into fine points.

2. Bot. : Covered with fine, fleshy, erect

points.

*
spic'-u- late, v.t. [SPICULATE, a.] To
sharpen" to a point.

" Extend a rail of elm. securely armed
With ipiculated paling."

ilawn : English Garden, U.

spic'-ule, s. [SPICULA.] A needle-shaped body.
" It is destitute of hard irts, tpiculet or shell."

Scritner'i Magazine, June, 1877, p. 156.

Spic'-u-U-form, a. fEng. spicule, and form.}

Having the form of a spicule.

spic-u-Hsf'-en-ous, a. [Lat.

spicule, and girrnn, pa. t. gen>ii = to produce
Containing or producing spicule*.

boll, boy ; pout, jowl ; cat, 90!!, chorus, 9hin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, e?1st. ph = C
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -slon = shun; -(Ion, -fion - zhun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, ic. = bel deL
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(pi. plc'-u-la), . [Lat. = a

li'Ue'sliarp point or sting, diuiiu. from spied
= a thorn.]

Zool. : Any hard-pointed animal structure.

L Literally:

1. Producing spice or spices ; abounding
with spices. (Cowper: Chanty. 442.)

2. Having the qualities of spice ;
flavoured

with spice ; fragrant, aromatic.

"Out round fragrant miit of tpicii fumes.*
Adduon: Virgil; Gtoryicir.

U. Figuratively :

1. Having a sharp flavour or smack ; pun-
gent, pointed, keen : as, a tpicy story.

2. Showy, handsome, smart : as, a spicy
dress. (CoUoq.)

*pi dcr, *
spi-ther,

*
spi-thre,

* spy-
der, s. ( For spi nther, from spin (a. v.) ; cf. Dut.

spin = a spicier ; Dan. spintler, Irom spinde
to spin ; Sw. spinneL, from spinna, ; Ger.

tpinne.]

L Ord. Lang. : In the same sense as II. 5.

IL Technically :

L Milliards : A rest having long legs, so as.
to stand over a ball.

i. Domestic:

(1) A kitchen utensil, with feet, adapted to
be used on the hearth for baking or boiling.

(2) A griddle.

(3) A trivet

3. Machinery:

0) A skeleton of radiating spokes ; as a
procket-wheel (q.v.),

(2) The internal frame or skeleton of a gear-
wheel, for instance, on which a cogged rim
may be bolted, shrunk, or cast.

(3) The solid interior portion of a piston to
which the packing is attached aud to whose
axis the piston-rod is secured.

4. Nautical :

(1) An outrigger to keep a block from the
hip's side.

(2) An iron hoop around the mast for the
attachment of the futtuck-shrouds.

(3) A hoop around a mast provided with
belaying-pins.

5. Zoology:

(1) The popular name of any Individual of

Huxley's Araneina (q.v.). The species are

very numerous and universally distributed,
the largest l>eing found in the tropics. The
abdomen is without distinct divisions, and is

generally soft aud tumid ; the legs are eight
In number, seven-jointed, the last joint armed
with two hooks usually toothed like a comb.
The distal joint of the falces is folded down
on the next, like the blade of a pocket-knife
upon the handle, and the duct of a poison-
gland in the cephnlothorax opens at, the
summit of the terminal joint. There are two
or four pulmonary sacs and a trachcal sys-
tem ; eyes generally eight in uumlier ; no
auditory organs have been discovered. Their
most characteristic organ is the arachnidium,
the apparatus by which fine silky threads

in the majority of the species utilized for

spinning a web are produced. In Epeira
diadema, the Common Garden Spider, more
than a thousand glands, with separate excret-

ory ducts, secrete the viscid material of the
web. Those ducts ultimately enter the sir

prominent arachnidial mammilla 1

., projecting
from the hinder end of the abdomen, and
having their terminal faces beset with minute
arachnidial papillte, by which the secretion of
the gland is poured out. By means of these

ilky threads, spiders form their dwellings
and construct ingenious nets for the capture
of their prey; these threads serve also as a

safeguard against falling, and as a means of

transport from one elevated object to another,
being thrown out as a sort of flying bridge.
The webs are in high repute for stanching
blood ; the threads are employed for the cross
lines in astronomical telescopes, and have
been made into textile fabrics as articles of

curiosity. Spiders are essentially predaceous,
and adopt various devic.es as nets, traps, and
ambushes, for the capture of their prey ; but
the fate of the victim is always the same the

claw-joints of the falces are buried in the

body, inflicting a poisonous wound, and the

juices are then sucked out by the muscular
apparatus ap|nded to the oesophagus of the

spider. The bite of none of the species is

dangerous to man. [TARANTULA.] They ar

extremely pugnacious, and In their combats
often sustain the loss of a limb, which, like the

Crustaceans, they have the power of reproduc-
ing. The males are smaller than the females,
which tht-y approach with great caution, as

they run great risk of being devoured, even at
the time of impregnation. The eggs are numer-
ous, and usually enveloped in a cocoon or

egg-case ; the young undergo no metamorpho-
sis. The chief species are described in this

Dictionary under their popular names.
"
Scallger relatra that in Gascony, hU country, then

are tpidtri of that virulency. that if a man treads

upon them, to crush them, their poyaon will pan
through the very soles of his shooes.' Itrrham ; Phyi
Theol^ bk. IT., ch. xiii. (Note.)

(2) A spider-crab (q.v.).
" Like all the other triangular Crustacea, tne fisher-

men intetrrately term it 'tfttJtri'uaA they appear to
hive very little lde of any affinity between these
forms and the crabs properly ao called.." StU: Brit.

stalk-rye* Cruttacea, p. 42.

spider-ant, *.

Entom. : A name sometimes applied to the

European species Mutilla (q.v.), from the
fact that the females have a somewhat spider-
like appearance.

spider-catcher, s.

Ornithology :

1. Arachnothera, a genus of Indian birds,

family Meliphagidae.

2. The Wall-creeper (q.v.).

spider-crab, s.

Zool. : Any crab of the family Maiidse (q.v.).
One of the commonest is Maia squinado, the

Spinous Spider-ci-ab (q.v.).

spider-eater, s.

Ornith. : The same as SPIDER-CATCHER, 1.

spider-fly, s.

Entom. : A popular name for various insects

of the genera Hippobosca and Nycteribia.

spider-line, s.

Optics : A fibment of spider's web used in

micrometers for delicate astronomical obser-

vations.

spider-mite, *.

Zool. (PI.) : The Gamasei.

spider-monkey, s.

Zool. : A popular name for any individual
of the genus Ateles (q.v.), so called because,
in the opinions of the Europeans who tirst

saw them in their native forests, their long
limbs gave them some distant resemblance to

immense spiders.

spider-orchis, .

Bot. : Ophrys aranifera. Sepals yellow-
green inside, petals oblong, lip broad and
convex without an appendage, anther beaked.
Found in copses and downs in the east of

England.

spider-shell, s. [SCORPION-SHELL.]

*
spl'-dered, a. [Eng. spider; -ed.] In-
fested with spiders ; cobwebbed.

" Content can visit the poor spidered room."
Wolcott : Peter Pindar, p. 8.

spi' der like, a. [Eng. spider, and. like.] Like
or resembling a spider.

"Spider-like
Out of his self-drawing web he gives us note."

Shaketp. : Henry VIII., L 1.

pl'-der-wort, . [Eng. spider, and wort.]

Botany :

1. Sing. : (1) The genus Tradescantia ; spec.,
Tradescuntia virginica; (2) Anthericum sero-

tinwn.

2. PI. : The order Commelynaceee (q.v.).

spie gel-ei'-sen, . [Ger. (Seedef.)]
Meta.ll. : A name applied by the Germans to

a variety of cast-iron, which is coarsely crys-
talline, the large crystal planes having bright
reflections. Numerous analyses show that it

contains about five per cent, of combined
carbon, but although most, if not all, analyses
show a fair proportion of manganese to be

present it is still regarded as uncertain
whether this element or the combined carbon
determines the crystallization.

spier, *. [SPIRE, 3.]

spier, v.t. or {. [SPEIR.]

splT-ly, a. fEtym. doubtful.] Spruce, fine,

showy. (Slang.)

spif'-H-cate, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To
crush ; to smash up. (Slang.)

"The way in which the learned, racy old Hector
smashes ainl tfiijUcatei hcieiitinc idiots ... Is doll-
cions." Britith Quarterly Ktriew (117*1, Irii. 178.

splf H-ca'-tion, s. [Bug. tpiflica(te); -tion.]
The act of spitlicaling ; the condition of being
spitlicated.

" Whose blood he Towed to drink-the Oriental form
of threatening iiajiivation." Burton : fl M*din<L\, L
304.

spig-el'-e-se, . pi. [Mod. Lat. tpigel(ia);
Lat. fein. pi. adj. sun", -tie.}

Bot. : A tribe of Loganiacea? (q.v.).

spi-ge'-ll-a, * [Named after Adrian Spige-
lius (died 1625), Prof, of Anatomy and Surgery
at Padua, and a botanical author.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Loganiaceae.
Calyx five-parted ; corolla funnel -shaded ;

limb five-cleft ; anthers converging ; capsule
two-celled, four-valved, many-seeded. Known
species about thirty, from the warmer parts
of America. Various species, as Spigtlia
glabra, are poisonous ; i'. marilandica, the
Carolina Pink-root, and S. Anthelmia, are an-
thelmintic and narcotic.

spi-ge-li-a'-ce'-fe, s. pi [Mod. Lat. pt-

geli(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -actie.]

Bot. : The same as LOUAMACE/K (q.v.).

spi-ge'-li-an, a. [SPIOELIA.]
Anat. : Of or pertaining to Spigelius ; ap-

plied to the lobulus spigtlii, a lobe of the
liver lying behind the fissure for the portal
vein.

* spight (gh silent), s. & v. [SPITE, . & v.]

spight (yh silent), s. [SPECHT.]

spig -nel, s. [A corrupt, of spikeno.il (q.v.).]
The common name of plants of the geuua
Athamanta.

spig'-net, s. [A corrupt, of spikenard (q.v.).]

Bot. : Aralia mcemosa.

spig 6t,
* spig got,

*
spig-otte,

*
speg-

et,
*
spyk-ette, s. [Irish & Gael, spiocurd,

dimin. of spice = a spike (q.v.) ; Wei. yslrigod
= a spigot; ysbig a. spike. All from Lat.

spica a spike.] A pin or peg used to slop a
vent or to command the opening through a
faucet ; a spile.

" Then take out the tpiggot with your left hand,
and clap the jKjiut of it into your luuuih

'

Swtft:
Directions to the Butter.

spigot-joint, s. [FAUCET-JOINT.]

*
spl-gur'-nel, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Law : A name formerly given to the sealer
of the writs in Chancery.

spike (l),
* spycke,

*
spyke, s. [Lat. spica

an ear of corn, a point, a spike. Cf. Irish

pice; Gael, pic; Wei. piy; Icel. spik ; few.

spik ; Dan. spiger ; Ger. spieker ; Dut. spijker
a. nail. All due to Lat. spica= an ear of

corn, a point, a pike.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. An ear of corn or grain.
" The gleaners spread around, and here and there,
Spike after tpike, their scanty harvest pick."

Thunuun : Autumn, 16*.

2. A large nail or pin, usually of iron, but
sometimes of wood. ISpecif. : In base-ball, one
of a set of sharp nails projecting trom the
sole of a player's shoe, to prevent him from
slipping when running the bases.

3. A piece of pointed Iron, like a long nail,
inserted with the point outwards, as on the

tops of walls, gates, &c., to prevent persona
from passing over them.

" He bad climbed across the tpikes."
Tennyson: Princea. (Prol. 111.)

4. A nail or piece of iron with which the
vents of cannon are plugged up to destroy
their efficiency.

*
5. Something resembling an iron or

wooden spike.
" He wean on his head the corona radinta. another

.type of his divinity ; the ipikrt that shoot out repre-
sent the rays of the nuu."Addiion.

IL Botany:
1. A kind of inflorescence, having flowers

sessile along a common axis, as in Plantago.
[COMPOUND-SPIKE.]

"These latter In their turn developed ipH-ei ol

bloom nearly equal to the earlier cues." fMd, Oct. 1,

1881.

2. The same as SPIKE-LAVENDER (q.v.).

&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore. wolf, work, who, son: mute, cub, core, unite, our. rule, full; try, Syrian. e. ce = e; ey = a; qu = iiw.
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spike-lavender. .

But. : iMuaiuiula SjiiiM.

spike-nail, s. A nail of three inches or

upwards in length.
"Which they received with a great deal of Indiffe:

nee, except hatchets and tjiike-nails." Cook; Hceond

Voyage, bk. i.. ch. iy.

spike-oil, s.

Chem. : A volatile oil obtained by distilling
the leaves and stalks of the lavender. It is

less agreeable than lavender oil, specifically

heavier, and deposits a larger quantity of

camphor.

spike-plank, s.

Naut. : In arctic navigation, a platform pro
jecting across the vessel before the mizzen-

mast, to enable the ice-master to cross over
and see ahead, so as to pilot her clear of the
ice. It corresponds with the bridge in

steamers.

spike-rush, s.

lint. : The genus Eleocharis.

spike -team, s. A waggon drawn by
three horses, or by two oxeu and a horse.

(Amer.)

spike-wheel propeller, s. A mode of

propulsion of canal-boats, in which a spiked
wheel, driven by the engine, is made to track

upon the bottom of the canal, and thus draw
the boat. The spikewheel operates outside
the boat, or in a compartment inside open at
bottom.

pike (2), s. [Icel. spik = blubber ; Qer. speck= fat, bacon.] Blubber.

spike-tackle, s.

Naut. : The tackle by which the carcase of
a whale is held alongside while flensing.

spike-tub, s. A vessel in which the fat

of bears, seals, and minor quarry is set aside
till an opportunity occurs for adding it to the
blubber in the hold. (Smyth..)

Bpike, v.t. [SPIKE (1), s.]

1. To fasten with spikes or long nails.
"
Lay lung planks upon them, spiking or pinning

them down last." Mortimer : Husbandry.

2. To set with spikes ; to furnish with
spikes.

3. To fix upon a spike ; to impale on a
spike ; to pierce with a spike.

*
4. To make sharp at the end, like a spike.

5. To stop the vent of, as of a cannon, with
a spike.

" A battery of four gnus, which he tpOced." Field,
Sept 4, 1836.

If To spike a cannon or gun : To fill up the
touchhole or vent by driving a spike into it,
so as to render it unserviceable.

Spiked, a. [Bng. spike (1), s. ; -ed.]

1. Having spikes or ears ; eared.
"

I tpikel come, the leafe resembleth that which
groweth to reedea." P. Holland: flinie, bk. xviii.,
ch. vii.

2. Set with spikes.

spike let, s. [Eng. spike (1); dimin. suff.

-let.}

Dot. : A partial spike in grasses.

spike'-nard, s. [Eng. spike, and nard ; Mod.
Lat. spica nardi.]

1. Botany:

(1) Nardostachys Jatamansi, called in Hin-
dustan Jatamansi and Balckhar. The root,
which is from three to twelve inches long,
sends up many steins, with little spikes of
purple flowers, which have four stamens. It

grows in the Himalayas at an elevation of
from 11,000 to 15,000, or in Sikkim to 17,000
feet. [2.) [PLOUGHMAN'S SPIKENARD.]

(2) Valeriana celtica, and in various coun-
tries other plants.

2. Perfumes : An aromatic substance derived
from the root of Nardostachys Jatamnnsi [(!).]
(Song i. 12, iv. 13, 14.) It was highly prized
by the ancients, and used by them both in
baths and at feasts as an unguent (cf. HOT.
Carm., II. xi. 16, 17 ; IV. xii. 1(5, 17), and the
women of Nepaul still employ oil in which
the root has been steeped for perfuming their
hair. The "ointment of spikenard," with
which our Lord was anointed as he sat at
meat in the house of Simon of Bethany (Mark
Xiv. 3; John xii. 3) was prepared from it.

Its costliness may be inferred from the indig-

naut surprise of Judas (John ii. 5 ; cf. HOT.,
ubi sup.). Sometimes applied to the ointment
itself, as in the example.

"
Slid bows, she bathes her Saviour's feet
With costly i/iikcnai-d anil witli tears."

Tennason: In Mentariam, xxxii. 13.

spik y, spik ey, a. [Eng. spik(e) (l), s. ; -y.]

1. In the shape of a spike ; having a sharp
point or points.

2. Set with spikes.
" The spiky wheels through heaps of carnage tore."

Pope: Uomer ; Iliad xx. 685.

3. Resembling the spike of a grass. (Nature,
xxxiii. (1886), p. 500.)

spi -Ian' -this, spi -Ian' -thus, s. [Gr.
O-TJT'AOS (spilos) = a mark, and avdos (anthos)
flower.]

Bot. : A genus of Verbesinese. Composites
with yellow heads. Known species about
forty. Spilanthes oleracea, or S. Acmella, var.

oleracea, is the Para cress, cultivated in the

tropics as a salad and potherb. The whole
plant is acrid ; the flower-heads are sometimes
chewed to relieve toothache.

spile, s. [But. spij' ; Low. Ger. spile = a bar,
a stake ; Ger. spell = a skewer.]

1. A small plug of wood for stopping the
spile-hole of a barrel or cask. The spile-hole
is a small aperture made in the cask when
placed on tap, usually near the bung-hole, to
afford access to the air, in order to permit the
contained liquid to flow freely.

2. A spout for sugar-water (the sap of the

sugar-maple tree). [MAPLE-SUGAR.]
3. A stake driven into the ground to protect

a bank, form wharves, abutments, &c. ; a pile.

spile-borer, *. An auger-bit to bore out
stuff for spiles.

spile-hole, . [SPILE, ., 1.]

spile, v.t. [SPILE, *.] To supply with a faucet
or spigot, as a cask of liquor.

"
I had them spiled underneath." Marryat : Pacha

Of Many Talei ; The Greek Slam.

spiT-i-kin, *. [Eng. spill, a.; dimin. suff.

-kin.]

1. A small peg, of bone, wood, ivory, &c.,
used for taking the score at cribbagc and
other games.

2. (Pi.) : A game played with such pegs ;

push-pin.

spil ing, s. [SPILE.]

Shipbuilding :

1. The edge curve of a plank or strake.

2. (PL): Dimensions taken from a straight-
edge or rule to different points on a curve.

spill (1),
*
spil,

*
spille, s. [Prop, speld,

from A.S. speld = & torch, a spill to light a
candle with ; Dut. speld = a pin ; spul = the

pin of a bobbin, spindle, axis ; Icel. speld,

speldi = a thin slice of board ; spildd =. a

flake, a slice ;
Goth, spilda a. writing-tablet;

M. H. Ger. spelte = a splinter ; Ger. spalten =
to cleave.]

I. Ordinary Language:
*

1. A spile. [SPILE, ., 1.]
" Have near the bnughole a little ventbole, stopped

with a spill." Mortimer.
*

2. A piece broken off ; a splinter.
" The game mea'.e draweth forth spills of broken and

shivered bones."- P. Holland : Plinie, bk. xxii,
ch. xxv.
*

3. A small bar or pin of iron.

* 4. A little sum of money.
" The bishops . . . were wont to have a IpiK or por-

tule from the credulous laity." Ayliffe: Parergon.

5. A slip of paper rolled up, or a thin slip
of wood used to light a candle, lamp, &c.

II. Shipwright. : A small peg used to stop
the hole left by a spike when drawn out.

spill (2), s. [SPILL, v.] A throw, a tumble, a
fall. (Colloq.)

" A quick drive along the frosty road, ending In a
harmless spill." Field, Jan. 2, 1886.

Spill,
*
spille, v.t. & i. [For spild, from A.S.

spildan, spillan = to destroy, from spild = de-

struction, orig.= a cleaving, from the same
root as spill (1), s.]

A. Transitive :

L Ordinary language :

*
1. To ruin, to destroy.
"

If thou wilt go, quod she, and irnH thyself,
Takers." Surrey: I'irgile ; JSneit IL

*
2. To piece, set, or diversify with spills Of

small pieces ; to inlay. [&PILL (1), s.]
"
Though all the pillours of the one were guilt,And all the others pavement were witli y vory tpUt

'

Hpenter: F. <(.. IV. x. 6.

3. To throw, as from a horse or carriage.
(Colloq.)

4. To suffer to fall or run out of a vessel ;

to lose or suffer to be scattered. (Applied
only to fluids and substances whose particles
are small and loose : as, To spill water out of
a jug ; to spill quicksilver ; to spill powders.
It differs from pour in denoting an accidental
or undesigned loss or waste.)

" Like the fair pearl-necklace of the Queen,
Tuat burst in dancing, and the pearls were ijntt."

Tennyson : VMcn, 802.

5. To suffer or cause to flow out ; to shed.

(Applied especially with regard to blood.

Formerly applied also to tears.)
"
Enough of blood rests on my head.
Too rashly tpi'led."

Ucott : Lord of the Iilei, ill. 18.

II. Naut. : To discharge the wind from, as
from the belly of a sail.

B. Intransitive :

*
1. To be ruined or destroyed ; to come to

ruin.
" That thou wolt soffreu innocence to tpill,
And wicked folke regne in prosperitec."

Chaucer: C. T., 5,284.
*

2. To waste ; to be prodigal.
" Thy father bids thee spare, and chides for spitting*

Sidney.
3. To fall. (Amer.)
"
Its body slumps off, and rolls and spills down the

hill." Burroughs: Pepacton, p. 21V.

*
4. To be shed ; to be suffered to fall ; to

be lost or shed.
" He was so topful of himself, that he let it spill orj

all tni! company : he spoke well indeed, but he spok*
too long." H'attt.

*
spille, v.t. & i. [SPILL, v.]

spill ~er, s. [Eng. spill, v. ; -er.}

1. One who spills or sheds ; a shedder.

2. A kind of fishing-line.
" In harbour they are taken by tpillert made of a

cord, to which divers shorter are tied at a little dis-

tance, and to each of these a hook is fastened with a
bait: this spitler they sink in the sea where those
fishes have their accustomed haunt." Carew : Survey
of Cornwall.

spiU'-et, spIU'-iard (i as y), . [Appar-
ently a dimin. from spill (i), s.] (See com-
pound.)

spillet fishing, spilliard -fishing, .

A method of fishing practised in the west of

Ireland, in which a number of hooks are set
on snoods, and all on one line. Called also
Bultow or Bultow-fishing.

spil -li ken, . [SPILIKIN.]

spill -ing, pr. par. or a. [SPILL, .]

spilling line, .-.

Naut. : A line to spill the wind out ofa sail, by
keeping it from bellying out when clewed up.

*Spi-l6-g'-a, s. [G r. o-TriAos (spilos)= a spot,
and yala (gaia) = the earth.]

Bot. : A spurious genus of Coniomycetous
Fungals, the immature state of various species
of Cladosporium.

spi-lo-ga'-le, s. [Gr. OTTI'AOS (spilos)= a spot,
and yaAij (gale) =. Si weasel.]

Zool. : A genus of Melid*, frequently merged
in Mephitis (q.v.).

spil-or'-ms, s. [Gr. O-TTI Aos (spilos) = a spot,
and opvis (ornis) = a bird.]

Ornith. : A genus of Aquilinae, with six

species from the Oriental region and Celebes.

Formerly made a sub-genus of Circaetus (q.v.).

spi'-lo-site,.s. [Gr. omAos (spilos) = a spot ;

suff. -ite (Petrol.).]

Petrol. : A gray slate occurring in the Harts

Mountains, which encloses numerous dark-

brown grains, giving it a spotted aspect-

Spilt, pret. & pa. par. ofv. [SPILL, v.]

spil'-ter, s. [SPILL (I), s.] One of the small

oranches on a stag's head. [SPELDER.]
"Such tpiltert and trochinge on their buds."

Hawaii ; Parly af Beasts, p. 62.

*
spilth, s. [Eng. spil(l), v. ; -th.] The act of

spilling ; that which is spilt or poured out

lavishly.
" Our vaults have wept with drunken spilth of win*."

Shakesp. : Timon oj Atltent, il 2.
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spilus spindle

spi lus, . [Gr. (jiri'Aos (spiloi) = a spot.]

1. Hot. : A brownish spot, constituting the
nil urn in grasses.

2. PathoL : The same as N^EVUS (q.v.),

spi lyte, s. [SriLosiTE.]

Petrol. : A compact, grayish, felsitic rock,

containing globulos of carbonate of lime, t In-

base containing, according to Didot, 70 per
cent, of albite (q.v.).

pin,
*
spinne,

* spynne (pa. t.
*
span,

spun, pa. par.
*
sponnen, spun), v.t. & i. [A.S.

spinhan (pa. t. spann, pa. par. spunnen) ;

cogn. with Dut. spinnen ; Icel. & Sw. spinna ;

Dan. ipinde; Goth, spiitnan; Ger. spinnen.
Allied to span (q.v.).]

A. Transitive :

1. To draw out and twist into threads, either

by the hand or with machinery.
" The women spun gouts' hair." fxodut xxzr. 26.

2. To work on as if spinning ; to draw out

tediously ; to extend to a great length. (Gene-
rally with out.)

"Mr. Cowen never tpins out an argument; he re-

daces it to the comiMctest form and tLt fewest words."
Dtiilt Teltamph. Dec. S6. 1885.

3. To protract ; to spend by delays. (Fol-
lowed by out.)

"By one delay after another, they tpht out their
whole lives, till there's no more future left before 'em."
-~L'Kttrange.

4. To cause to whirl or turn with great
sperd ; to whirL

"The groups of children who tpin their tops on the

pavem-.-nt look rosy aud warm. Pall Mall Oatette,
March 31, 1J36.

5. To form as a filament or thread by the
extension of a viscid fluid, which hardens

upon coming into contact with the air. (Said
of api-Jers, silkworms, and the like.)

"
Spinning fine nete for the catching of flies."

Sharp : Sermons, vol. L. ser. 1.

6. To fish with spinning or spoon-bait.
" He was !x> be occasionally seen spinning the weir

pool uid oours below Marsh Lock. 'Field, Jan. 3u,

MM,
*7. To rapply continuously.
" Stockes ->l Battle spinning forth milke abundant-

ly." ffswell: Ctimdeti, j. 279.

B. Intransitive :

1. To perform the operation of spinning or
Of making threads ; to work t drawing out
and twisting threads.

" Biholde fs '.be '.ilies >f ^he feeld hou the! wexen ;

the! trauelen not, neither ipynnen.
'

WyMffe : Lube
xii.

2. To revolve or whirl round with great
speed ; to movs round rapidly.

"
Quick and more luick he tpint in giddy gyres."

Dri/den: 'jvid; J/st,im>rj>hoset viii.

*
3. To stream or issue in % thread or small

Current.
" The blood out rf '.hair jelmets tpan.
So sharp were their jncounlers.

Driyton. KymphaUa.
4. To run or drive with jreat rapidity ; to

move quickly : as, To spin, along a road.
* H (1) To spin a fair thread : To busy one's

self about trifles.

(2) To spin a yarn : To tell a long story.

(Orig. a seaman's phrase.)
" The yarn it tpttn by Ben Campion, the old ult who

was iU hero." Observer. Dec. 20, 1885.

(3) To spin hay :

Mil. : To twist it into ropes for convenient

carriage on an expedition.

Spin, s. [SPIN, v.] The act of spinning; a

rapi.1 uninterrupted action ; a single effort,
as in a race.

"
After a short undecided tpin, Athos took a good

load.
-

Field, Dec. 6, 1884.

Bpi -na (pi. spi'-nse), s. [Lat.) A thorn, a

prickle ; the backbone or spine.

spina-bifida, s.

Puthol. : Cleft spine ; a congenital malfor-
mation of frequent occurrence, arising from
arrest of development. It may be regarded
as a hernia of the membranes of~lhe spinal
cord through a fissure in the wall of the bony
canal. The person affected may occasionally
survive till middle life, but the disease usually
terminates fatally.

Bpi na ceoiis (ce as sh), 2. [SPINACH.)
Pertaining or relating to spinach, 31 to the
class of plants to which it belongs.

spin -ach, spin -age (ach, age as fg), s.

[Ital. spinace; Sp. ispinajca; Port, espinafre;

Low Lat. spinacia, spinacium, spinathia, spi-

narium, from Lat. spiiui = a thorn. So named
from its pointed leaves, or from tut processes
of the seed.]

1. Hort. : The genus Spinacia (q.v.), and
specially Spinacea oleracea, Common or Garden
Spinach. It is a hardy annual with large,

succulent, triangular leaves on long petioles.
Its home is unknown, but it is extensively
cultivated in various countries. Some varie-

ties have prickly, others smooth, seeds. The
leaves are used as a vegetable ; they are gene-
rally boiled and served with meat as a puree,
or with cream and gravy, or pressed into a
mould and served with poached eggs. In
India the seeds are given for difficult breath-

ing, inflammation of the liver, ami jaundice.
[HEATH-SPINACH, WILD-SPINACH.]

2. Entom. : A British geometer moth, Ci-
daria dotata.

spi na -gi-a, s. [SPINACH.]
Bot. : Spinach ; a genus of Chenopodiacea.

Flowers direcious, the males with five stamens,
the females witli four styles and simple stigmas.
Known species, two. [SPINACH.]

spi na9 i-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. spinax,

geuit. spinac(is) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. sutf. -itke.]

1. Ichthy. : A family of Selachoidei (q.v.),
with ten recent genera, of which the most
important are Centrina, Acanthias, Centro-

phorus, Spinax, Scyiunus, Lemargus, and
Echinorhinus. No nictitating membrane ;

two dorsals, no anal fin ; spiracles present ;

gill-openings narrow.

2. Palceont. : Two genera, Palaeospinax and

Prognathodus, from the Lias, and two, Dre-

panaphorus aud Spinax, from the Chalk.

spin'-al, a. [Lat. spinalis, from spina = the

spine.] Pertaining or relating to the spine or
backbone of an animal.

spinal-brace, a.

Surg. : A brace for remedying posterior
curvature of the spine.

spinal-column, s. [SPINE.]

spinal-cord, spinal-marrow, s.

Anfit. : That part of the cerebro-spinal axis

which is situated within the vertebral canal.

It extends from the margin of the foramen
magnum of the occipital boue toabout the lower

part of the body of the first lumbar vertebra.
It is continued above into the medulla oblon-

gata, and ends below in a slender filament,
the filum terminale, or central ligament of the

spinal cord. It is invested by a membrane
called the pia mater, surrounded by a sheath
formed by the dura mater. Between this and-
the pia mater is the arachnoid membrane and
the cerebro-spinal fluid. It is subject to

various diseases, as spinal congestion, ha;rno-

rrhage, irritation, meningitis, myelitis, paraly-
sis, &c.

spi'-nax, s. [Lat. spina = a spine.]

Idilhy. & Palceont. : A genus of Spinacidae

(q.v.), with three small species from the
Atlantic and southern extremity of America.
Each dorsal with a spine ; spiracles wide,
superior, behind the eye. [SPINACID.E, 2.]

spin die,
*
spin-el, spin nel (Prov.),

*
spin-dele,

*
spin-dell, s. [A.S. spinl,

from spinnan to spin ; O. Dut. spille ; Dut.

spil (for spinle); O. H. Ger. spinala ; Ger.

spille, spindel. The d is excrescent as in

sound, thunder, &c.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II. 6.
" The enormous wheel that turns ten thousand

tpindlet." Wordsworth : Excurtian, vji.

*
2. A long slender stalk.

" The tpindlet must be tied up, and, as they grow in

height, rods set by them, lest by their binding they
hould break." Mortimer : Husbandry.

3. Any slender pointed rod which turns

round, or on which anything turns : as

(1) A shaft, as of a fusee ; the axis of a

capstan.

(2) The rod which forms the axis of a vane.

(3) A round connecting piece in a chair, as
the vertical pieces uniting the seat and slat

top.

(4) The stem of a door-knob, which actuates
the latch.
*

4. Something very thin and slender.
"
I am fall'n away to nothing, to a tpindle."

Seaum. t Fiet : Woman Pieat'd, iv. S.

II. Technically:

1. Bu'dd. : The same as NEWEL (q.v.).

2. Founding : The pin on which the pattern
of a mould is formed.

3. Geom. : A slid generated by revolving a

portion of a curve about a chord perpendi-
cular to an axis of the curve. The spindle
takes its name from the curve which is re-

volved, as the hyperbolic, the parabolic, the

elliptic, &c., spindles.

4. Lathe: The arbor or mandrel. [HEAD-
STOCK, TAIL-STOCK.)

5. Mill. : A vertical shaft supporting the

upper stone or runner of the pair in a flour-

mill.

6. Spinning :

(1) A skewer or an axis upon which a bobbin
is placed to wind the yarn as it is spun. Aa
in a lathe, the spindles are said to be live or

dead, according as they do, or do not, rotate.
A ring-spindle has a travelling ring upon it.

(2) A pendent piece of wood for twisting
and winding the fibres drawn from the distaff

(3) The pin used in spinning-wheels for

twisting the thread, and on which the thread,
when twisted, is wound.

(4) A measure of length ; a spindle ol

eighteen hanks ofcotton yarn is 15,120 yards;
a spindle of twenty-four heers of linen yarn
is 14,400 yards.

7. Shipitn-ight. : The upper main piece of a
made mast.

8. Vehicles : The tapering end or arm on the
end of the axle-tree. The hub of the wheel is

slipped on the spindle, and is secured there

by a linch-pin in some cases, and by a nut in

others.

9. Weaving: The skewer in a shuttle on
which a bobbin or cop of yarn or thread is

impaled.
10. Zool. : [SPINDLE-SHELL],

spindle-lathe, s. [LATHE.]

spindle-legged, a. Having long, thin
legs.

spindle-legs, spindle-shanks, s. pL
Long, thin legs ; hence applied to a long,
slender person, humorously or contemptu-
ously.

" The marriage of one of our heiresses with an eml-
nent courtier gave us spindle-thank* and cramps."
Tatler.

spindle mould, s.

Bot. : The genus Fusarium.

spindle-shanked, a. Spindle legged
(q.v.).

"This spindle-shanked fellow." Additon : Drum-
mer, i. i.

spindle-shanks, s. pi. [SPINDLE-LEGS.]

spindle-shaped, a.

1. Ord. Lang. : Having the shape of a

spindle; fusiform.

2. Bot. : Thick, tapering to each end, as tha
root of the long radish.

spindle-shell, s.

Zool. : Fusus antiquus. Called also Buckie,
Roaring Buckie, aud Red Whelk.

spindle-side, s. The female side in de-

scent. [SPEAR-SIDE.]
"
I am not sure that lie does not think it a conspiracy

of all those to settle the representation of the martial
De Caxtons on the spindle-side." Lytton : Cazttmt,
pt. xviii., ch. viii.

spindle-Step, s. The lower bearing of

an upright spindle. Used inmilland -pinning

spindles.

spindle stromb, s.

Zool. : The genus Bostellaria (q.v.).

spindle tree, s.

Botany :

1. The genus Euonymus (q.v.) ; specit
Euonymus Europceus, so named Because it fur-

nishes a hard-grained wood which is used for

spindles, pins, or skewers.

2. (PL) : The order Celastraceee (q.v.).

Spindle-tree oil :

Chem. : A fatty oil extracted by pressure
from the seeds of the spindle-tree. It is

cler, redd i sli-brown, has a repulsive odour,
and bitter taste, soluble in alcohol and ether,

sp. gr. 0-938, and solidifies between 12 and 16.

spjndle-valve, s. A valve having an
axia. guide-stem.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall father: we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pet,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, cub. core, unite, cor, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a ; gu = kw.
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Spindle-whorl, spindle-whirl, s.

Archaeol.: A small perforated d-ak forming
a rutle fly

- wheel,
formerly fixed on
the spindle 10 main-
tain its rotatory
motion before the
introduction of the

epinning-wheel.
[SNAKE-STONE.]
They are often met
with in sepulchral
chambers, and the
oMest are probably
of N e o 1 i t h i c age. SPINDLE-WHORL.
The specimen in
the illustration was found at Holyhead.

spindle-worm, s.

Zool.: The caterpillar of an American moth,
Gortyna zeae, which burrows into the stem of
maize and some other cereals.

*spln'-dle, v.i. [SPINDLE, .] To shoot,
grow, or extend into a long slender stalk 01

body. (Cowper: Task, v. 11.)

Bpind-ling, s. [Eng. spindl(e); -ing.] The
Spindle-tree (q.v.). (Tennyson: Amphion,Q2.)

Spln'-drift, s. [Avariantofsjxxmdri#(q.v.).]
Naut. : The blinding haze of salt water,

blown from the surface of the sea in a hur-
ricane.

"
Driving the spindrift like clouds of smoke before

if Field. Dec. 19. 1885.

Apine, . [O. Fr. espine (Fr. er>ine), from Lat.

spina a thorn, a prickle, the spine ; allied
to spike (q.v.); Sp. espina; Port, espinha.]

i Ordinary Language :

1. In any of the senses of II.

2. A ridge of mountains, especially a central

Ticlge.

3. A longitudinal slat of a riddle.

II. Technically:

1. Bot. : An indurated branch or process
formed of woody fibre and not falling off like

ft prickle from the part that bears it. Some-
times spines are transformed tendrils. Spines
on the leaves are formed by the lengthening
of the woody tissue of the veins, in which
case they project beyond the margin of the

leaf, as in the holly, or they arise from a
contraction of the parenchyma of the leaves,
as in the barberry.

"
Boies, their sharp spines being gone."

Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 1.

2. Comparative Anatomy :

(1) The vertebral column. [VERTEBRA.]
" The pint, or back-bone, is a chain of Joints of

Tery wonderful construction." Paley : Nat. Theology,
ch. viii.

(2) A slender, sharp or pointed process, as
the nasal spine, the neural-spine, &c. Called
also a Spiuous process.

(3) A stout, rigid, and pointed process of
the integument, formed externally by the

epidermis, and internally of a portion of the
cutis. Sometimes used of stout, rigid, and
pointed processes of the epidermis only.

3. Mach. : A longitudinal ridge ; a fin.

spine-bearers, s. pi. [SPINIOERI.]

pine-tails, s.pl.

Ornith.: The family Dendrocolaptidae. They
ewe their popular name to their more or less

rigid tail-featliers. Messrs. Sclater and Salvin
divided the family into five sub-families : Fur-
nariinae, Sclerurinse, Synallaxinse (to which
the name Spine-tails is sometimes confined),
Philydorinae, and Dendrocolaptinae.

pined, a. [Eng. spin(e) ; -ed.] Having spines ;

spiny : as, a spined caterpillar, spined cicadas.

(Swainson dtShuckard: Insects, p. 406.)

pln'-el (1), s. [Gr. <rnivo<; (spinos), (mv&jp
(nnnther) = a spark (King) ; Lat. spinclla ;

Vr.spinelle; Ger. spinel; Ital. spinella.]

Mineralogy :

1. The type species of a group of minerals
calli'd the Spinel Group, crystallizing in the
isometric system, and l>eing compounds of

protoxides and sesquioxides with the typical
formula EOR2O3 .

2. A mineral occurring in crystals of octa-
hedral habit, and very rarely massive. Hard-
ness, 8-0 ; sp. gr. 8'5 to 4'1 ; lustre, vitreous
to splendent, sometimes dull; colour, many
shades of red, also blue, green, yellow, brown,

and black ; sometimes nearly white, or colour-
less ; transparent to opaque ; fracture, eon-
choidal. Compos. : when pure, alumina, 72-0;
magnesia, 28-0=100, corresponding with the
formula, MgOAl2O :j ; but the magnesia is

often partly replaced by other protoxides, and
the alumina by sesquioxides, giving rise to

many varieties. Dana thus distinguishes them :

(1) Ruby or magnesia-spinel ; with sp. gr. S'62to3'58 ;

(o) spinel-ruby, deep red ; (*) tolas-ruby, rose-red ; (c)
rubicelle. yellow or orange-red ; (dl almnudiiie, violet

(2) Ceylonlte. or iron-magnesia spinel = pleonaste,
containing much iron ; colour, dark green to black.

(3) Magnesia-liine-spinel ; colour, green.
(4) Chlorosplnel ; colour grass-green, with the iron

constituent as sesquioxide.
(5) Picotite. containing over seven per cent, of oxide

Of chromium.

Pound embedded in crystalline limestone, and
associated with calcite in various rocks, also
in the dolomitic agglomerate of Monte Somina.

spinel-ruby, s. [BALAS-RUBY.]

spin'-el (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] Bleached
yarn for the manufacture of inkle (q.v.).

*
spine'-less, o. [Eng. spine ; -less.] Desti-
tute of a spine; hence, limp. [INVERTEBRATE.]

" A remarkably stout father, and three tpinelea
sons. Dickent: Uncommercial Traveller, iv.

spin '-ell ane, 5. [Eng. spinel; suff. -ane

(Min.).']

Min. : The same as NOSITE (q.v.).

spin' -ell-ine, s. [Eng. spinel; suff. -ine

(Min.). ]

Min. : The same as SEMELINK (q.v.).

spin-es'-9ent, a. [Lat. spinescens, pr. par.
of spinesco = to grow thorny ; spina =a thorn.]

Bot. : Tending to be spinous ; somewhat
spinous.

spin et (1), spin -net, s. [O. Fr. espinette (Fr.
epinette) ; from Ital. spinetta, dimin. of spina= a thorn. Named from a fancied resem-
blance of its quill plectra to spines or thorns.]
Music : An

ancient keyed
instrument
similar in con-
struction to,
but smaller
in size than, SPINET.
the harpsi-
chord. The strings, which were placed at
an angle with tlie keys, were sounded by means
of leather or quill plectra.

" Educated only to work embroidery, to play on th
tpinet."Macaula.y : Sist. Eng., ch. vii.

Dumb-spinet: [MANICHORD].

*spin'-et (2), s. [Lat. spinetum, from spina= a thorn.] A small wood or place overgrown
with thorns and briars ; a spinney.

" A Satyr, lodged In a little spinet." Ben Jonson :

The Satyr.

*
spin -et-ed, a. [Eng. spinet (1) ; -ed. ] Cleft,

open, split. (Ascliam.)

spin if
'

-er-ous, a. [Lat. spina = a thorn,
a spine, and/ero = to bear.] Bearing or pro-
ducing thorns or spines ; thorny.

spin i-form, a. [Lat. spina = a thorn, a
spine, and forma = form.] Having the form
of a spine or thorn.

t spl-nig'-er-i, s. pi. [Lat. spina = a spine,
and gcro = to bear or carry.]

Entom. : Spine-bearers ; a division of Cater-

pillars in which they are armed with more or
less branched spines, shed with every moult,
but again renewed till the final one, when
they disappear. Example, the caterpillars of

Antiopa, lo, and Atalauta. (Newman.)

spin-ig'-e'r-ous, a. [Lat. spina = a thorn,
a spine, and gero = to carry.] Bearing a spine
or spines.

spin i ness,
* spin - i - nesse, . [Eng.

spiny; -ness.] The quality or state of being
spiny.

"
Their cold and bloudlesse i/rininetK." Chapman :

fliad, Hi. (Comment.).

spihk (1),
* spynke, s. [Sw. dial, spink ; Gr.

o-Tri'yyos (spinggos) = a finch.] A finch, a chaf-
finch.

" The ipink cbaunts sweetest In a hedge of thorns."
narrit.

spink (2), s. [Dut. pinkster bloem, from pink-
ster = Pentecost, at which the plant blooms.]

Bot. : Cardamine pratensis.

spin -na-ker, s. [SPIN, t ]

Naut. : A jib-headed racing sail carried by
yachts, set when running before the wind on
the opposite side to the mainsail.

.."^"
tlLh

!

lul 1 UP />'"* as thy oroart Uu
Hue. field, Oct. 8, 1885.

spin'-ner, *. [Eng: spin, v. ; -er.]

1. One who or that which spins ; one skilled
in spinning.

" The tpinntr is almost always a distinct persokfrom the weaver." Smith : Wealth of/ Xatitnt, Wu t.

2. A spinning-machine.
8. A garden-spider.

"
Wearing spiders, come not here t

Hence, you long-legged i^innert, henc 1"
Shaketp. : Midsummer NigMi Dream, U. A

4. A spinneret, (q.v.).

spin ner-et', s. [Eng. spinner ; dimin. soft
et.}

Comparative Anatomy :

1. Any one of the mammillae projecting
from the arachnidium in Spiders. These mam-
millae are little conical or cylindrical organs,
four or six in number, through which the
secretion of the glands of the arachnidium ia

passed, and moulded into a proper thread-
like shape for the formation of a web or line.

2. A tubular organ in the labium of cater-

pillars, communicating with two internal
glands which furnish the silk from which the
animal spins its cocoon.

spin' - ner - ule, s. [Eng. spinner; dimin.
suff. -ule.]

Compar. Anat. : One of the minute horny
tubes which compose the spinneret in the
Araneina.

spin' ner-y, s. [Eng. spinner; -y.] A spin*
ning-milL

spin -ney, spln'-ny, s. [O. Fr. espinoy*
(Fr. epinaie) = a thorny place, from Lat.
spinetum.] [SPINET (2).] A small wood with
undergrowth ; a clump of trees ; a small grove
or shrubbery.

" The strip of grass land which lies between the rate-
neyi and the farm." Field, April 4, 1888.

spin ning, pr. par. or a. [SPIN, v.]

spinning-head, s. A form of spinner
in which the drawing and twisting mechanism
are united in one head. This was the first

form of spinning-machine, if we except the
spinning-wheel. It was invented by Lewis
Paul, and patented by him in 1738.

*
spinning-house, *. An English house

of correction, go-called because women of loose

character had to spin or to beat hemp there as
a punishment. The House of Correction for

offenders within the
jurisdiction

of Cambridge
is, or was till recently^so-called.

spinning-jenny, s. The name given by
James Hargreaves to the spinning-machine
invented by him in 1T67. The name jenny is

a corruption of engine, the term gin being a
common local expression for a machine. It

consisted of a number of spindles turned by
a common wheel or cylinder worked by hand.

spinning-mill, s. A mill or factory
where spinning is carried on.

spinning-roller, s. A wheel in the

drawing portion of a spinning-machine.

spinning-wheel, s. A machine for

spinning wool, cotton, or flax into threads.
It consists of a large wheel, baud, and spindle,
driven by foot or by hand. The wool is carded
into rolls, which are twisted, drawn, and
wound a length at a time, the wheel being
turned periodically to twist the yarn. It was
the first great improvement upon spinning by
a distaff and spindle.

IT At first spinning was performed by the

spindle and the distaff. Representations of
the process are on the Egyptian tombs. The
spinning-wheel was invented in Nuremberg
about 1530, and was introduced into England
a few years after. In 1767 James Hargreaves
invented the spinning jenny, and Arkwright
the spinning frame in 1769; then followed
the mule jenny, invented by Crompton, in
1774-9.

*spin-ny (1), o. [SpiNT,a.J

spin'-ny (2), . [SPINNEY.]

spin'-ose, a. [SPINOUS.]

boll, boy ; pout, jowl ; cat, fell, chorus, (hin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion. -sion = shun; -(ion, -gion = zhOn. -cious, -tious, -sicus = SAU& -ble. -die. ic. = bel, del.
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pin-os'-I-ty, . [Eng. spinos(e); -ity.]

1. Lit. : The quality or state of being spinous
or thorny.

*
2. Fig. : Something thorny, harsh, or

crabbed.
" He [Jeremy Taylor] could bear with the harshness

and roughness of the schools, and was uot unstvn in
their subtilties aud tpinotitiej."'wd : Athena
Oion . vol. ii.

Bpi-no-sd-, pref. [Lat. spinosii-3.} Spinous.

spinoso dentate, a.

Bot. : Having teeth tipped with spines.

pin ous, a. [Lat. tpinosus, from spina = &

thorn, a spine.]

1. Lit. Bot. : Full of spines ; armed with

pines or thorns ; thorny.

2. Fig. : Thorny, crabbed, sharp.
" Nor needeth It any ipinmu criticism! for iti ex-

plication." Mede : Work*, disc. 4.

spinous-leaf, s.

Bot. : A leaf having its margin beset with

pines, as in thistles.

spinous loach, ..

Ichthy. : Cobitis ttrnia, an European species of
the Loach genus. It is about three inches

long, and less valued for food than the Common
Loach. [LOACH.]

spinous process, s.

A nat. : A sharp projection, as of a vertebra
or of the sphenoid bone. To the former Owen
gave the uame Neural-spine.

spinous shark, s.

Ichthy. : Echinorhinus spinosus.
"The Spinoiu-thark is readily recognized by the

abort, bulky form of its body, short tall, and large
apinous tubercles. It is evidently a ground shark,
which probably lives at some depth, and but accident-

ally comes to the surface. More frequently met with
in the Mediterranean, it has been found several times
on the south coast of England and near the Cape of

Good Hope." Oiinther : Study o/fahet, p. S31.

spinous spider-crab, s.

Zool. : Maia squinado, common on the south
and west coasts of England. The carapace is

convex, spinous, and tubercnlated, and grows
somewhat triangular by the increase in length
of the rostral portion.

Spi no-zism, *. [See def.]

Hist. A Philon. : The monistic system of
Buruch Despinosa(or Benedictus de Spinoza),
a descendant of Portuguese Jews who had
sought refuge in Holland from the cruelties

of the Inquisition. He was born at Amster-
dam (Nov. 24, 1632), and his father, an honour-
able but not very wealthy merchant, intended
\im for a theological career. His education
was superintended by the Talmudist Saul
Devi Morteira, but unsatisfied doubts kept
him from the profession of a Jewish teacher,
and his determined and continued refusal to
attend the Synagogue gave such offence that
in 1656 he was solemnly excommunicated,
rrhe terrible formula is printed at length in

Lewes: Hist. Phil. (ed. 1880), ii. 167-71.) For
a short time Spinoza became an assistant in a
school kept by a physician named Vanden
Enile, but he soon resigned this post and
afterwards maintained himself by the art of

polishing lenses, which, in accordance with
the Jewish custom of teaching every boy some
trade or handicraft, he had learnt in his youth,
though this source of income was afterwards
increased by a small annuity settled on him
by his friend de Vries. After a life of study,
abstemiousness, and bodily and mental suffer-

ing, Spinoza died at the Hague (Feb. 21,

1677), at the age of forty-four. The system of

Bpinoza has been described as Atheism, as

Pantheism, and as the most rigid Monotheism,
according as his cardinal teaching that there
is only One Substance, God has been inter-

preted. By Substance, however, Spinoza
meant the underlying reality and ever-living
existence, and he chose for the epigraph of
his Ethics the words of St. Paul :

" In Him
we live, and move, and have our being

"
(Acts

rvii. 28). God is for him the one principle,
having Thought and Extension as two eternal
and infinite attributes constituting its essence,
of which attributes Mind and Matter are the

necessary manifestations ; and thus he solves
the problem of the relation of the Finite to the
Infinite. Everything is a form of the ever-

living existence, the Substance, God, which
is, and is not, Nature, with which He is no
more to be confounded than the fountain with
the rivulet or eternity with time. God is

natura naturans, Nature is natura naturaia;
the one is the energy, the other is the act.

In the same way he explains the union of the
soul with the body. Man is but a mode of
the Divine Existence ; his mind a spark of the
Divine Flame, his body a mode of the Infinite

existence.
" Neither in Holland nor In Germany has there been

aSninozist, as there have been Cartesians. Kantists,
and Hegelians, although German philosophy is in
ome sense saturated with Spinotitm."Lewei : BM.
Philoi. (ed. 1830), ii. 211.

Spi no zist, s. [SPINOZISM.] A supporter
of or believer in the doctrines of Spinoza.

spin ster,
*
spynn-stere, s. [A.S. spin-

nan = to spin ; fern. suff. -estre, -ster.]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. A woman who spins or whose occupa-

tion is to spin ; a spinner.

If It was formerly applied also to a male

spinner, as in Shakesp. : Henry VIII., i. 2.

*
2. A woman of evil life or character ; so

called in England from their being obliged to

spin in the House of Correction as a punish-
ment. [SPINJJING-HOVSE.]

" Many would never be wretched spinsters were they
spinsters in deed, nor come to so public and shameful
punishments if painfully employed in that vocation."
fuller: Worthiet of England : Kent.

3. Any unmarried woman of marriageable
age.

II. English Law : The common term for an
unmarried woman, from a viscount's daughter
downward.

If It is also used adjcctively : as, a gpinster
aunt i.e., unmarried.

* spin stress, *. [A double fern, from spin.}
A spinster.

*spln'-8try, . [Eng. spinster; -y.] The
business or occupation of spinning.

"What new decency can then be added by your
tpirutryl" Milton: Kemont of Church Government,
bk. ii.. ch. ii.

*
spin'-text, s. [Eng. spin, and text.] One
who spins out sermons ; a prosy preacher.

" The race of formal spintexts and solemn aaygrace*
1* nearly extinct." Knox : Winter Eteningt, Even. .

spin there, *. [Gr. <rwtv9^p (spinther) = a
spark.]

Min. : The same as SEMELINE (q.v.).

spin'-nle, s. [Lat. spinula, dimin. from spina
=. a spine, a thorn.] A minute spine.

"The serrulations being composed of ipinulei."
Tram. A tner. PhUot. Society (1873), p. 287.

spin ules -cent, a. [Mod. Lat. spinules-

cens, from Lat. spinula = a little thorn.]

Hot. : Having a tendency to produce small

spines.

spin u lose, t spin'-u-lous, a. [Mod. Lat
spinulosus, from spinula a. little thorn.]

Bot. : Covered with small spines.

spin-u-lo-so-, pref. [SPINOLOSE.] Covered
with small spines.

spinuloso ciliate, a.

Bot. : Spinulose with fine spines.

spin y,
*
spin-ie,

* spin-ny, a. [Eng.
spin(e); -y.]

L Literally:

. 1. Full of or furnished with spines ; thorny.
*

2. Like a spine ; hence, slender.

"Cold tpinie grasshopper."
Chapman : Homer ; Iliad 111

* IL Fig. : Thorny, perplexing, difficult,
troublesome.
" So difficult and spiny an affair." Lrigby : On Bodiet.

spiny-finned fishes, s. pi.

Ichthy. : The Acanthopterygii (q.v.).

spiny-lobster, s.

Zool. : Palinurus vulgaris. [ROCK-LOBSTEK.]

spiny-rat, s.

Zool. : The genus Echinomys, small rodents
from the country east of the Andes and some
of the West Indian islands. The fur is mixed
with small spines, whence their scientific and
popular name.

*
spin-y, s. [SPINNEY.]

spi'-o, s. [Lat = a sea nymph in the train of

Cyrene.]

Zool. : The typical genus of Spionidiv (q v.).

Body long, .slender, tapering, witli sixty joints,

terminating in two short styles; head wiih

long cirri and two very long tentacles; eyes
four; colour pale, with pink cirri. It occu-

pies a very slender tube composed of adventi-
tious matter, slightly agglutinated, and placed
on sertulai ian zoophytes.

*
spi'-6n, s. [O. Fr. espion.] A spy, a scout.

"Captain of the ipiont."Heyv>ood.

spi-on'-i-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. spio, genit.
spioni(s) ; Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -ida!.]

Zool. : A family of Tubicolae (q.v.).

spir' a, s. [Lat.]

Arch. : The base of a column. This mem-
ber did not exist in the Doric order, but is

always present in the Ionic and Corinthian.

[See illustration under BASE (1), .]

*
spir'-a-ble, a. [Lat. spirdbilis, from spiro= to breathe.] Capable of being breathed ;

respirable.
" The spirable odor . . . ascending from it." Nathe:

Lenten Stuffe.

spir -a-cle,
*
spyr-a-kle, s. [Fr. spiracle,

from Lat. spiraculum = an air-hole, from spiro= to breathe.] Any small hole, aperture,
orifice, or vent in animal or vegetable bodies,
by which air or other fluid is inhaled or
exhaled. Applied to the breathing tubes of

insects, the blowholes of cetaceans, &c.

spi rse -a, s. [Lat. ,
from Gr. a-mpaia. (spiraia)= the meadow-sweet. (See def.).]

Bot. : The typical genus of Spiraeidse (q.v.).

Calyx inferior, equally five-cleft, persistent;
petals five, roundish ; follicles three to twelve,
usually distinct, one-celled, two-valved, with
few seeds. Known species fifty, from the

temperate and cold parts of the northern
hemisphere. Spirese tomentosa, or Hardback, an,

United States species, is used as a tonic and
astringent. The Meadow-sweet of Europe (S.

ulmaria), has strongly fragrant flowers, from
which a distilled water is prepared.

spiraea-oil, s. [SALICYLOL.]

Spi-r8B'-i-d, s. pi. [Lat. spirce(a); Lat.
fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Rosacese. Calyx tube

herbaceous, fruit a ring of follicles, seeds not
winged.

spi-rse-in, . [Mod. Lat. spiraea); -in

(Chem.).]
Chem.: C^H^Ou (?). A colouring mass ex-

tracted from the flowers of Spiraea Ulmaria
by ether. It is a yellow crystalline powder,
insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol and
ether, the solutions being of a deep green
colour when concentrated, yellow when
dilute. Its alcoholic solution forms a yellow
precipitate with baryta-water, crimson with
lead acetate, dark green with ferrous salts,
and black with ferric salts.

spir -al (1), o. [SPIRE (1), .] Pointed or

shaped like a spire.

spir al (2), a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. spiralis,
from 'spira = a coil, a twist, a wreath ; Sp. espi-
ral; Ital. spirale.] [SPIRE (2), s.]

A. As adjective :

1. Winding about a fixed point or centre,
and continually receding from it, like a watch-

spring.
" Some watches have strings and physics, and others

none; some have the balance loose, and others regu-
lated by a tpiral spring, and others by hogs' bristles."
Locke: Human Underttand.. bk. iii., ch. vi.

2. Winding about a cylinder or other round
body, and at the same time rising or advanc-
ing forward.

"From this a tube, or round body, was formed, by
which the water, or air, or both, was carried in a s/dral
stream up to the clouds."Cook : Second Voyage, bk. i,
cb. vi.

B. As substantive :

1. Geom. : A curve which may be generated
by a point moving- along a straight line, in
the same direction, according to any law,
whilst the straight line revolves uniformly
about a fixed point, always continuing in the
same plane. The portion generated during
one revolution is called a Spire. The moving
point is the generatrix of the curve, the fixed

point is the pole of the spiral, and the dis-

tance from the pole to any position of the

generatrix is the radius vector of that point.
The law according to which the generatrix

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
cr. wore. W9lf, work, whd, SOB; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. , ce = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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moves along the revolvir. 4 line is the law of

the spiral, and determines the nature of the
curve. Any position of the revolving line,
assumed at pleasure, is called the initial line.

Spirals are known by the names of their in-

ventors, or by terms derived from the pro-
perties by which they are characterised : as,
the spiral of Archimedes, hyperbolic spirals,

logarithmic spirals, parabolic spirals, &c.

2. A helix or curve which winds round a
cylinder like a screw.

spiral-bit, s. A wood-boring tool, made
of a twisted bar of metal, with a hollow axis.

spiral-gearing, s. [SPIRAL-WHEELS.]

spiral pipe-oven, *.

Metall. : An arrangement for heating air

for the blast furnace, consisting of a long

spiral
of cast-iron pipes, connected with each

other by cemented socket joints, through
which the air to be heated circulates.

spiral-pump, s. A form of the Ar-
chimedean screw water-elevator, consisting
of a pipe coiled spirally round an inclined
axis.

spiral-screw, s. A screw formed upon
conical or conoidal core.

spiral-spring, s. A coil whose rounds
have the same diameter, and which is gene-
rally utilized by compression or extension in
the line of its axis.

Spiral-spring coupling: A coupling for a
pair of shafts meeting at an angle. The ends
of the spiral connect to the respective shafts
and make a bent coupling.

spiral-vessels, s. pi.

Bot. : Membranous tubes with conical ex-

tremities, their interior occupied by a fibre

twisted spirally, and capable of unrolling with

elasticity. Called also Tracheae. They are

designed for the transmission of air. When
formed by the convolutions of a single spire
they are called Simple, when by those of many
turning in the same direction they ars called

Compound.

spiral-wheels, s. pL
Mack. : A species of gearing which serves

the same purpose as bevel-wheels, and is

better adapted for light machinery. The teeth
are formed upon the circumferences of cylin-
ders of the required diameter, at an angle
with their respective axes, when the direction
of the motion is to be changed. By this con-
struction the teeth become in fact small por-
tions of screws or spirals winding round the

cylinders. Wheels of this kind are used when
the two shafts require to pass each other ;

when the shafts are in the same plane bevel-
wheels are employed.

spi-ral'-I-ty, s. [Eng. spiral (2) ; -ity.] The
quality or state of being spiral.

spir'-al-ly, adv. [Eng. spiral (2) ; -ly. In a
spiral form or direction ; in the manner of a
screw.

"The sides are composed of two orders of fibres,
run u ing circularly or tpiroMy from base to tip." Ray :
On the Creation.

piV-ant, s. [Lat spirans, pr. par. of spin
=. to breathe.) A consonant in the articulation
of which the breath is not wholly stopped,
the articulating organs being so modified as
to allow the sound to be prolonged, a con-
tinuous consonant, such as h, th, f, v, &c.

pi ran -this, . [Or. a-ntlpa (spra) = a

spire, and av0o? (anthos) = a flower. Named
from the twisted inflorescence.)

Bot. : Lady's Tresses ; the typical genus of
Spiranthidse. Spike of small flowers in one
to three spirally-twisted rows ; sepals and
petals similar, the former gibbous at base,
upper part adnate to the petals, forming a
tube round the lip ; pollen masses four, pow-
dery; -stigma discoid. Known species forty-
six, from tropical and temperate countries.
S. gracilis, the Lady's Tresses, is a very delicate

plant, found in old woods in New England.

spi-ran -thi-ase, s. pL [Mod. Lat. spir-
an.tMfs), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Arethuseae.

spi ran thy, spei-ran'-thy, .

ANTHE9.)
Bot. : The occasional twisted growth of the

parts of a flower.

*
spi-ra'-tion, s. iLat. spiratio, from spiratus,
pa. par. of spiro ta breathe.) The act of

breathing.
"To other sulwtunces, void of corporeal bulk and

concretion, the name of spirit i assigned to imply the
manner of their origin, because God did. by a kind of
ipirtition, produce them." Barrow : Sermon*, Tol. ii.,
8er. xxxiv.

spire (1),
*
spir, *. [A.S. spir ; cogn. with

Icel. spira a spar, a stilt ; Dan. sjrire = a

germ, a sprout ; Sw. spira = a sceptre, a

pistil ; Ger. spiere = a spar.)

1. Ordinary Language :

L, A stalk or blade of grass or other plant.
" Bot yf that sed that soweu is. in the sli.h sterve
Shnll nevere ivir suriugeu up. ne spik on strawe
curne." fieri Plowman, c. xiii. 180.

2. A body which shoots up to a point ; a

tapering, conical, or pyramidical body. [II. 1.)

"On the shrine he heaped a ipire
Of .burning sweets." Keats : Endi/mint. i. 243.

*
3. The top or uppermost part of anything ;

the summit.
"To the spire and top of praises vouch'd."

mint.s/i. : Coriolaniu, i. 9.

IL Technically :

1. Arch. : The tapering portion of a steeple
rising above the tower ; a steeple ; a structure
of pyramidical or conical form surmounting
a church or cathedral. The earliest spires,

specimens of which still exist in Norman
architecture, were merely pyramidical or coni-

cal roofs. The spires in mediaeval buildings

SPIRES.

O. Tower and Spire, Than Church, near Caen U.D. 1080).

6. Turret and Spire, St. Peter's. Oxford (A.D. 1160).
c. Turret and Spire. Rochester Cathedral (A.D. 1160).
d. Tower and Broach Spire, Almondsbury Church,
Gloucestershire (A.D. 1250). e. Tower and Spire,
Chichester Cathedral U.D. 1337). /. Tower and Spire,
St. Dnnstan's Church, near the Custom House (one
of Sir Christopher Wren's churches, built about
A.D. 1680).

are generally square, octagonal, or circular in

plan, are sometimes hollow and sometimes
solid, and are variously ornamented with
bands or panels. The angles are sometimes
crocketted, and the spire almost invariably
terminates in a flnial. When a spire rises

from the exterior of the wall of the tower
without the intervention of a parapet, it is

called a Broach (q.v.).

"All the tpires and towers from Greenwich to
Chelsea made answer." Macaulay : Hut. of Eng., ch.
xxii.

2. Bot. : (1) Phragmites communis, called also

Spire - reed ; (2) Phalaris arundinacea ; (3)
Psamma arenaria.

3. Wining : The tube carrying the train to
the charge in the blast-hole. So called from

spires of grass or rushes used for the purpose.

spire-light, *.

Arch. : The window of a spire.

spire-reed, s.

Bot. : Phragmites communis.
*
spire-steeple, s.

Arch. : The portion of a steeple formed by
the spire.

spire (2), s. [Fr., from Lat. spira = a coil,
a twist, a wreath, from Gr. trmlpa. (speira) = a

coil, a wreath.)

1. That portion of a spiral which is gene-
rated during one revolution of the straight
line revolving about the pole. Every spiral
consists of an infinite number of spires. A
winding line like the threads of a screw ; any-
thing wreathed or twisted ; a curl, a twist, a
wreath.

2. A term applied collectively to the convo-

lutions of a spiral shell, which are placed
above the lowest or body whorl, whatever
shape it may assume.

spire-bearer, a.

Zool. : Any individual of the family Spirt-
feridae (V v

-)-

spire (1), *spyer, *spyre, v.i. & t.

[SPIRE (1), s.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To shoot ; to shoot up in manner of a
pyramid.

"
Suddenly a flume

Spired from the fragrant sinoke."
Landor : Gebir, bk. U.

2. To sprout, as grain in malting.
* B. Trans. : To shoot out.
"Would [navel tpired forth fruit of more perfection."
Spenier : Kuinei of Time. (Dedic.)

*
spire (2), v.i. [Lat. spiro.) To breathe.

Spired, a. [Eng. spire (1), s. ; -ed.J Having a
spire or steeple.

" Whose steeple's Gothic pride
Or pinnacled or ipir'd would boldly rise."

.Union : Englitk Garden, bk. lit

ST>ir'-I-fer, . [SPIRIFER^B.] Any individual
of the genus Spirifera.

spi-rlf-er-a, s. [Lat. fpira= a coil, and
fero = to bear.)

Palceont. : A genus of Spiriferidse, with nu-
merous opecies, beginning in the Lower Silu-
rian and ending in the Permian, or, according
to Woodward, ranging into the Triassie. Sheu
impunctate, valves articulated by teeth and

SPIRIFERA HYSTERICA.

A. Ventral valve. B. Dorsal Yalve. showing calcoreonj
spires for the support of the arms.

sockets ; hinge-line long and straight, hinge-
area divided across in each valve by a tri-

angular fissure (in the ventral valve closed,

partially or completely, by a pseudo-del-
tidium, in the dorsal occupied by the cardinal

process.) Woodward reckons three sub-

genera : Cyrtia, Suessia, and Spiriferina.

spir-i-fer'-I-dw, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. spirifer(a);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Palceont. : A family of Brachiopoda, ranging
from the Lower Silurian to the Lias. Animal
free when adult, or rarely attached by a mus-
cular peduncle ; the shell punctated or non-

punctated ; arms greatly developed, and en-

tirely supported upon a thin, shelly, spiral-

ly-rolled lamella. [SPIRIFERA.] Woodward
enumerates four genera, to which Tale adds
eight others.

spir-lf-er-i-na, *. [Mod. Lat. spirifer(a)

(q.v.) ; Lat. fern. sing. adj. suff. -ina.]

Pakeont. : A sub-genus of Spirifera. Known
species twenty-nine, from the Carboniferous
to the Lower Oolite. Found in Britain,
France, &c,

spir II li na, s. [Mod. Lat, dimin. from

spira = a spire.)

1. Zool. : The typical genus of Spirillinidea,
Test coiled into a Hat spiral.

2. Palceont. : Two species from the Permian
and one from the Upper Chalk.

Spir-fl-lin-Id'-S-a, . pi. [Mod. Lat., from

spirillina (q.v-).]

Zool. : A family of Perforate Foraminifera,

having a glassy, finely-porous, calcareous

test.

spir it, *splr-ite, *spir-yt, *spyr-yt,
. [O. Fr. esprit (Fr. esprit), from Lat spirit-

urn, accus. of spiritus = breath, spirit, from

spiro = to breathe ; Sp. espiritu ; Port. espi~

rito; Ital. spirito. Spirit and sprite are

doublets.)

L Ordinary Ijangwigt :

*
1. Breath ; the breath of life ; hence, life

itself, vital power, vitality.
" New my ipirit is going : I can no more."

Shnketp. : Antony * deopatru, IT. IS.

2. A breath of air; air, wind.
" All purges hare in them a raw iptHt or wind.

which i th principal cause of tension in tk* stomach,"
Bacon.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e^ist. -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -don = shon ; -(ion, -*lon = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious - shus. -We, -die, *c. = bel, dL
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Jl Imtiiaterul intelligence; intelligence con-
ceived oi' a part from any physical organization
or material embodiment.

"
If we seclude space, there will remain in the world

but matter aud uiiud, or body aiid tpirit." Watts :

iayic.

4. The intelligent, immaterial, and immortal
part of man ; the soul, as distinguished from
the body.

5. A disembodied soul; the soul after it has
left the body.

"Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was :

and the st-irit shall return uuto Uod who gave it."

<xts. xii. 7.

6. A spectre, an apparition, a ghost.
" They were terrified and supposed that they had

Men a spirit." Lulu xxiv. ST.

7. A supernatural being; a sprite, demon,
angel, fairy, elf, or the like,

" Sent by some spirit to mortals good.
Or th uuseen genius of the wood."

Milton : 11 I'enseroto, 151.

8. A person considered with regard to his

peculiar characteristics of mind or temper,
especially a man of life, fire, or enterprise.

" The choice and master spirits of their age."
Shakesp. : Julius Cosar. ill. 1.

9. Genius, vigour ofmind or intellect.
44 The noblest spirit or genius cannot deserve enough

of mankind, to pretend to the esteem of heroic virtue."

Temple.

10. Vivacity, animation, fire, courage ar-

dour, enthusiasm, vigour, or the like. (Often
in the plural.)

More alert my spirits rise.
And my heart is free and light."

Cotrper : Watching unto God.

11. Temper or disposition of mind, mood,
humour, mental condition, character, or na-
ture. (Often in plural, as, to be in good or
low spirits.)

" The whole spirit of the assembly had undergone a
change." M.icaulay : Hist, ling., ch. xix.

12. Real meaning or intent, as opposed to
the letter or literal statement.

"But they began to perceive that it was at direct
variance with the spirit of the constitution." Mac-
aulay : Hist. Enj., ch. ii.

13. That which pervades and tempers the
Whole nature of a thing ; the active, vital, or
essential part of anything ; essence, quint-
essence, actuating principle." Do not kill

The spirit of love with a perpetual duluess."
Shakesp. : Sonnet 56.

14. Tenuous, volatile, airy, or vapoury sub-
stances of active qualities.

" All bodies have ipiritt and pneumatical parts
within them-'-aaom.

15. A liquid obtained by distillation, espe-
cially alcohol, the spirit or spirits of wine,
from which it was originally distilled.

" In general, they give the name of tpirit to any dis-
tilled volatile liquor. Boyle.

16. (PI.) : Distilled liquors, such as brandy,
rum, gin, whisky, &c., containing much
alcohol, as distinguished from malt liqueurs
or wine : as, To take a glass of spirits.

17. A solution of tin in an acid. (Used in

dyeing.)
*
18. An aspirate, a breathing, as the letter h.

" Be it letter or tpirit, we have a great use for it in
our tongue." Ben Jonton : English Grammar.

II. Phar-m, (PL) : Solutions in spirit of the
Volatile principles of plants, prepared by ma-
cerating for a few days the bruised seeds,
flowers, leaves, &c., in rectified or in proof
spirit, and distilling at a gentle heat. Many
of the spirits of pharmacy are prepared by
simply dissolving the essential oil of the

plant in spirit of the prescribed strength.
They are employed medicinally as aromatics
and stimulants.

If (1) Animal spirits,: [ANIMAL-SPIKITS].

(2) Medicinal spirits : [SPIRIT, s., II.].

(3) Rectified spirit : [RECTIFIED-SPIBIT].

(4) The Spirit, the Holy Spirit: The Holy
Ghost (q.v.).

spirit-circle, s. A spirit-seance (q.v.).
"The souls of Strauss and Carl Vogt, as well as of

Augustine and Jerome, are summoned by mediums to
distant spirit-circles." Tyler : Prim. Cult. (ed. 1873),
I 143.

spirit-color, *. A style of calico-

printing produced by a mixture of dye-ex-
tracts and solution of tin, commonly called

spirit by dyers. The colors are brilliant but
fugitive.

spirit duck, s.

Ornith. : Clangula albeola, from North

America. Head and neck golden green, a
patch on the head, one behind the eyes, the
lower part of the neck, the breast, aud belly
white, the rest dusky white.

Spirit-hand, s. A form of spirit-mani-
festation in which phosphorescent hands, said
to be those of spirits, are visible.

" We bad . . . spirit-hands touching un." The
Medium, Feb. 9. 1872.

spirit lamp, s. A lampburning alcohol.
Dsed for many purposes in the arts where
heat rather than light is required.

spirit-leaf; spirit-weed, s.

Bot. : Crypkiacanthus barbudeiisis; called
also Kuellia tuberosa.

spirit-level, s. An instrument used for

determining a line or plane parallel to the

horizon, and also the relative heights of two
or more stations. It consists of a glass tube

nearly filled with alcohol, preferably coloured.
The remaining space in the tube is a bubble
of air, and this occupies a position exactly in
the middle of the tube when the latter is per-

fectly horizontal. The tube is mounted on a
wooden bar, which is laid on a beam or other

object to be tested ; or it is mounted on a

telescope > theodolite, and forms the means
of bringing these instruments to a level, the

slightest
'' fiation from the horizontal posi-

tion l>eing indicated by the bubble rising
toward the higher end of the tube.

Spirit-level quadrant : An instrument fur-

nished with a spirit-level aud used for taking
altitudes.

spirit-manifestations, s. pi. A generic
term for all the mysterious phenomena said to
take place through the intervention of spirits
in the presence of mediums.

I am well aware that the problem of the so-called

spirit-manifestations is one to be discussed on its

merits, in order to arrive at a distinct opinion how
far it may be concerned with facts insufficiently ap-
preciated aud explained by science, and how far with
superstition, delusion, and sheer knavery." Tulor :

Prim. Cult. (ed. 1873), i. 142.

spirit merchant, s. One who deals in
or is licensed to sell spirituous liquors, as

brandy, rum, whisky, &c.

Spirit - meter, *. An instrument for

measuring the volume, and registering the

strength, of spirits passing through a pipe
leading from a still.

spirit of turpentine, *. [CAMPHENE.]

spirit of wine, s.

Chem. : Alcohol of a strength 56 o.p., sp. gr.
0'838. Used in pharmacy.

spirit-rapper, s. One who believes, or

protesses-to believe, that he can evoke the

spirits of deceased persons, and hold com-
munication with them by raps made on a
table in reply to questions, or by their causing
a table, &c., to tilt up.

spirit-rapping, s. A general name given
to certain so-called spiritualistic manifesta-

tions, such as rapping on a table, table-

turning, and the like.
" The instructive, though deplorable hypothesis of

spirit-rapping." 0. B. Lewes: Hist. Philot. (ed. 1880),

L, p. xlvi.

spirit-room, s. A part of the hold of
a ship, in which spirits and wines are kept.

spirit-seance, s. A seance held for the

purpose of evoking spiritual manifestations.
"
Suppose a wild North-American Indian looking OH

at a spirit-seance in London." Tylor : Prim. Cult. (ed.

1873), i. 156.

spirit -stirring, spirit -rousing, a.

Rousing, exciting, or animating the spirit.
" The brazen trump, the spirit-stirring drum."

Byron : The Curse of Minerva.

spirit-world, s. The world of disem-
bodied spirits.

"Two of the most popular means of communicating
with the spirit-world, by rapping and writing."
Tylor: Prim. Cult. (ed. 1873), i. 144.

spirit-writing, s.

1. The act of producing writing, profess-
edly by the intervention of a spirit or spirits,

by mechanical means, as with a planchette
(q.v.); through a looked book-slate or on a
slate held firmly against the under surface of
a table, or on pieces of blank paper without a
material instrument.

"
It is not everybody who has the faculty of spirit-

vrithig, but a powerful medium will write al'me.
Such mediums sometimes consider themselves acted
on by a power separate from themselves, in fact, pos-

'

"Tylor: Prim, Citlt. (ed. 1873), i. 148.

2. Writing said to be produced by spirits.
"The Baron . . . |>ul.lihes a mass of lac-similes at

ipirit-iaritiiiys thus obtained.' Tulur : Prim. Cult.
(ed. 1873), i. 14.

spir'-lt, v.t. [SPIRIT, s.]
*

1. To animate or actuate ; to excite, to

encourage, to rouse, to inspirit.
"Civil dissensions never fail of introducing and

spiriting the ambition of private men." Awifi.

2. To convey away secretly and rapidly, aa

though by the medium of a spirit ; to kidnap.
" The ministry had him spirited away, and carried

abroad, as a dangerous person
"

Arbuthnot & Pope.
*
3. To breathe, to inspire.
"God hath . . . spirited our souls of one breath."

Adams: Works, i. 83.

*
spir'-it-al-ly, adv. [Eng. spirit ; -ally.)

By means of the breath ; as a spirant, non-
vocal sound.

" Conceive one of each pronounced ipiritallu, the
other vocally." Holder : Elements of Speech.

spir'-it-ed, a. [Eng. spirit, s. ; -ed.]

1. Animated, lively, vivacious ; fall of spirit,
fire, or life.

"
It may be read to great advantage in a version

equally spirited and literal." Scott : Rokebt/, iv. 1.

(Note.)

2. Having a spirit of a certain character.

(Now usually in composition.)
" Whither the party be poore spirited or proud, wyl

somwhat appeare by bys dely te iu hys own prayse-
"

Sir T. More: Workes, p. 1,190.
*

3. Possessed by a spirit.
" So talked the spirited sly snake."

Milton: P. L., IT. 61S.

Spir'-it-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. spirited; -ly.} In
a spirited manner; with spirit, animation,
courage, or ardour.

spir'-it-ed-ness, s. [Eng. spirited ; -ness.}

1. The quality or state of being spirited ;

animation, spirit, life, fire, ardour.

2. Disposition, temper, or character of mind.
(Defined by the adjective with which it is

compounded : as, moan -
spiritediiess, high-

spiritedness, &c.)

*
spir'-it-er, *. [Eng. spirit, v. ; -er.] An
abductor.

" Writh'd back to view his rplriter."
Cotton : Burlesqut upon Burlesque, p. 257.

*
Spir'-it-ful, a. [Eng. spirit; ful(l).'} Full
of spirits ; lively.

" The man, so late so tpiritfiOt,
Fell now quit* spiritlesse to earth."

Chapman : Homer ; Iliad ill

*
spir'-lt-ful-ly, adv. [Eng. spiritful ; -ty.)
In a spiritful or lively manner ; spiritedly.

*
spir'-lt-ful-ness, s. [Eng. spiritful ; -ness.]
The quality or state of being spiritful ; liveli-

ness, spirit, animation, sprightliness.
" A cock's crowing is a tone that corresponds to

singing, attesting his mirth and spirit/allies?."

spIr'-it-iJag, pr. par., a., & s. [SPIRIT, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (Sec
the verb).

C. As subst. : The working, service, or
actions of a spirit ; hence, work done quickly
and quietly, as though by a spirit.

"
I will ... do my spiriting gently."

Shakesp. : Tempest, t 8.

spir'-it-ism, s. [Eng. spirit; -ism.] Th
same as SPIRITUALISM, 2.

spir'-it-ist, s. [Eng. spirit ; -ist.] The same
as SPIRITUALIST, A. 2. (q.v.).

spir'-lt-less,
*
spir-It-lesse, a. [Eng.

spirit ; -less.]

1. Destitute of spirit, courage, life, or
vigour.

11
1 cannot think thee yet so dull of heart
And spiritless, as never to regret
Sweets tasted here." Cowper : Task, i. 652.

2. Destitute of spirits ; having lost one's

spirits ; dull, depressed, dejected.
" A man so faint, so spiritless,

So dull, so dead in look, so woe begone."
Sliakesp. : 2 Henry TV., i 1.

*
3. Having no spirit or breath ; dead, ex-

tinct.
" The spiritless body. "Oreenhill : Art / Embalm,

ing.

Spir'-it-less-ly, adv. [Eng. spiritless; -ly.]
In a spiritless manner ; without spirit, life,

animation, or vigour.
" But Bob was neither rudely bold,
Nor spirit/ess/// tame."

Cowper : Epitaph on a Redbreast.

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pS
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, w, 03 = e; ey = a; <ju = kw.
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plr'-it-lfcSS-neSS, s. [Eng. spiritless; ~ness.]

The quality or state of being spiritless ; waut
of spirit, life, animation, or vigour ; duluess.

" This is uot a loving agreement, arising from one-

ness u( spirit, but a dead stupidity, arguiug a total

lpiritleuness."leighton: Comment, on 1 Peter, ch. iii.

BplV-It-ly, a. [Eng. spirit ; -ly.] Spirited.
" Mounted on a spirMy jennet" Adams: Workt, ii.

SO.

flpir-I-td'-8d, adv. [Ital.]

Music: A direction that the movement to

which it is prefixed is to be performed in a

spirited manner.

spir -i-toiis, o. [Eng. spirit ; -ous.]

1. Having the quality of spirit; refined,

pure.
M More refln'd, more spiritous and pure,
Ai nearer to him plau'd or nearer tending.

Milton : P. /.., v. 475.

2. Of tBe nature of spirit ; containing or

Consisting of spirit.

3. Ardent, active.

"The spiritMS and benign matter most apt for

generation." Smith : Portrait of Old Aye, p. 113.

plr'-It-ouB-ne'ss, *. [Eug. spiritous;

-ness.] The quality or state of being spiritous ;

retined state ; fineness and activity of parts.

"They, notwithstanding the great thinness and
Spiritousness at the liquor, did lift up the upper
surface, and for a moment form a thin film like a
mall hemisphere." Boyle.

pir'-Its, s. pi. [SPIRIT, ., 1. 16.]

plr'-i't-u-al,
*
spir-it-u-all, *spir-itr

U-el, a.'&s. [Pr. spirituel, from Lat. spiri-

tualis, from spiritus = spirit (q.v.); Sp. &
Port. espirUual; Ital. tpirUuale.}

A. As adjective :

1. Pertaining to or consisting of spirit ; not
material ; immaterial, incorporeal.

" M illious of spiritual creatures walk the earth
Unseen, both when we wake aud when we sleep."

Milton : P. L., iv. 677.

2. Pertaining to the soul or its affections,
M influenced by the Holy Spirit; proceeding
from, or controlled or inspired by the Holy
Spirit ; pure, holy, sacred, divine.

"
I long to ee you that I may impart unto you some

spiritual gift, to the end ye may be established."
Romans i. 2.

3. Pertaining to the intellect or higher en-

dowments of the mind ; mental, intellectual.

4. Affecting the spirit ; pertaining or relat-

ing to the moral feelings or states of the soul.

5. Pertaining or relating to sacred things ;

not lay ; not temporal ; pertaining or relating
to the church ; ecclesiastical : as, the lords

tpiritiial and temporal, the spiritual functions
of the clergy, &c.

*B. Assubst. : A person ofa spiritual nature;
one having a spiritual office or character.

" We bee the spirituaJles, we Marche the bottome ol

Goddes commaudement." Sir T. J/or, p. 399.

spiritual-corporations, *. pi. Cor-

porations where the members are entirely

spiritual persons, and incorporated as such
for the furtherance of religion an<l perpetua-
tion of the rights of the church. They are of
two kinds : Solt>, as bishops, certain deans,

parsons, and vicars ; and Aggregate, as deans
and chapters, prior and convent, abbot and
monk.

spiritual-courts, i. pi.

Law: Courts having jurisdiction in matters

appertaining or annexed to ecclesiastical
affairs.

spiritual-lords, . pi. The archbishops
and bishops in the House of Lords.

spiritual-minded, a. Having the mind
set on spiritual things, not on temporal things.

spiritual mindedness, s. The quality
or state of being spiritual-minded.

spir it-u-al-Ism, s. [Eng. spiritual; -ism.]
*

1. The state of being spiritual ; spiritual
character ; religiosity.

" Prudential secularism had superseded the fanati-
cal fiiritunlism of the preceding age." Fraier:
Berkeley, p. 117.

2. Hist. : A system of professed communica-
tion with the unseen world, chiefly through
persons called mediums. It is asserted that

spirits manifest their presence by raps, by
nn fastening knots, by transporting furniture
and human beings through the air, by the turn-

Ing and tilting of tables, by writing on slates,

playing on musical instruments, impart-
ing phosphorescence to certain objects, and,

in some cases, by becoming partly or entirely
materialized in huni.ni form. The first rappings
are said to have been heard in April, 1848, in

a house in Acadia, New York, inhabited by
a Mr. Fox, whose daughters afterwards be-

came mediums, and gave public seances in

various towns in the United States. About
1852 American mediums came to London, and
their claims were more strictly investigated
than had been the case in their native country.
In 1855 Mr. D. D. Home visited England, and
afterwards the continent of Europe, where he
is said to have shown his powers before many
sovereigns, and to have strongly impressed
Napoleon III. with their supernatural cha-

racter. Since that time spiritualism has de-

veloped into a cult, and many persons have

professed to believe in it, and to derive con-

solation from its teachings. Its opponents
urge that two extremely suspicious circum-
stances attend so-called spirit-manifestations :

that they always take place in the dark, and
that the presence of a determined unbeliever
is sufficient to prevent them. Moreover, it is

indisputable that in some cases actual frauds
have been practised by mediums, and many
of the manifestations have been imitated by
professional conjurers. Tylor (Primitive Cul-

ture, ch. iv.) looks upon spiritualism as a sur-

vival, and says :

" Our own time has revived a group of beliefs and
practices which have their roots deep in the very
stratum of early philosophy where witchcraft makes
its first appearance. This group of beliefs aud prac-
tices constitutes what is now commonly known as

spiritualism."

The system, however, is not without de-

fenders ; several newspapers and monthly
magazines in England and America are de-

voted to its interests, and it has a voluminous
and increasing literature. The Spiritual

Magazine (the oldest Spiritualist journal in

England) has as its motto :

"
Spiritualism is based on the cardinal fact of spirit

communion and influx ; it is the effort to discover all

truth relating to man's spiritual nature, capacities,
relations, duties, welfare, aud destiny ; aud its ap;,li.
cation to a regenerate life. It recognizes a continuous
divine inspiration in man : it aims, through a careful
reverent study of facts, at a knowledge of the laws
aud principles which govern the occult forces of the
universe ;

nf the relations of spirit to matter and of
man to Ood and the spiritual world. It is thus
catholic and progressive, leading to true religion as at
one with the nigheat philosophy."

3. Philos. : A wide term embracing all sys-
tems which are not Materialist; that is, which
hold that Mind is not a function of, but some-

thing distinct from Matter [MATERIALISM], or
which deny the existence of Matter. Thus
the term covers all system* recognizing the
existence of Mind and Matter, as well as those

which, like the Idealism of Berkeley and the

Egoism of Fichte, regard the external world
as a succession of notions impressed on the
mind by the Deity, or as the educt of the
mind itself.

Splr'-it-u-al-ist, s. & a. [Eng. spiritual; -ist.]

A. As substantive :

*
1. One who professes a regard for spiritual

things only ; one whose employment is

spiritual.

2. One who believes in spiritualism ; one
who believes that intercourse may be held

with the spirits of the departed through the

agency of a medium ; one who holds or pre-
tends to hold such intercourse ;

a spiritist.

3. A believer in philosophic spiritualism;
an idealist.

*
4. One who looks rather to the spirit than

to the letter of Scripture ; a spiritualizes
"And yet our high-flown enthusiasts generally

(however calling themselves Christians) are such great
spiritualists, and so much for the inward resurrection,
as that they quite allegorize away, together with other
parts of Christianity, the outward resurrection of the
body." Cudworth : Inttll. System, p. 796.

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to any form of

spiritualism.
"The following passage from a spiritualist journal."
Tylor : Prim. Cult. (ed. 1873), ii. 39.

SpiV-It-ii-al-lst-ic, a. [Eng. spiritualist;

-tc.] Pertaining or relating to spiritualism ;

produced or pretended to lie produced by the

agency of spirits : as, spiritualistic manifesta-

tions.

-it-u-Sl'-J-tfr,
*
spir-lt-n-al-te,

spir-lt-u-al-ty, *. [Eng. spiritual ; -ity.]

1. The quality or state of being spiritual ;

spiritual character ; immateriality ; incor-

poreity.
"

If this light be not spiritual, yet It approacheth
nearest unto ipirittiHlity ; and if it have any corporal.

Ity, then of all other the most subtle aud pure."
Raleigh.

2. The quality or state of being spiritual-
minded, or of having the thoughts turned to

spiritual things ; spiritnal-mindedness.
" We are commanded to fast, that we may pray with

more spirituality, and witli repentance." Bp. Taylor :

Tol. i., ser. 4.

3. That which belongs to the church, or to
a person as an ecclesiastic, or to religion,
as distinguished from a temporality.

" Of common right, the dean aud chapter an
guardians of the spiritualities, during the vacancy ol
s> bishoprick." Aytiffe: Parergon.
*

4. An ecclesiastical body.
" The prelates . . . and the rest of the spiritualty."
Fox : Martyrs (ed. 1641), L 511.

If Spiritualities <tf benefices : The tithes of

land, &c.

spir-it-u-al-i-za -tion, . [Eng. spirit*-

ali~^e); -ation.]

1. Ord. iMng. : The act of spiritualizing.
*
2. Old Chcm. : The act or operation of ex-

tracting spirit from natural bodies.

spir it u-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. spiritual; -i*e.}

L Ordinary Language :

1. To make spiritual or more spiritual ; to
refine intellectually or morally ; to purify
from the corrupting influences of the flesh,
the world, or the grosser senses.

" Whatever may be the immediate state of oar
souls, our todies, in some spiritualised farm which we
understand not, shall be again united to them."
ailfin : (Sermons, vol. i, ser. 22.

2. To endow with spirituality or life ; to
infuse spirit or life into.

*
3. To convert to a spiritual meaning ; to

deduce a spiritual meaning from : as, To
spiritualize a text of Scripture.

* IL Chemistry :

1. To extract spirit from, as certain natural
bodies.

2. To convert into spirit; to impart the

properties of spirit to.

*
spir'-it-u-al-iz-er, s. [Eng. spiritualise);
er.] One"who spiritualizes.

" The Socinians . . . deviated more from these laws)

than the most licentious of the allegorists, or th*
wildest of the spiritualiars."Warourton: Bitrin*

Legation, bk. ix., f 1.

Spir'-It-U-al-ly, adv. [Eng. spiritual; -ly.]

1. In a spiritual manner ; without corporeal
grossness ; with purity of spirit or heart.

" For in the same degree that virgins live more
tpiritually than other persons, in the same degree fas

their virginity a more excellent state." Bp. Taylor:
Boly Lining, p. 7L

2. Like a spirit or spirits.
"
Bespangled with those isles of lifht,
So wildly, spiritually bright."

Byron : Hiegs ofCorbM, zL
*
splr'-it-u-al-ness, s. [Eng. spiritual;
-ness. ] The quality or state of being spiritual ;

spirituality.

*
splr'-it-u-al-t& s. (SPIRITUALITY.] An
ecclesiastical body. " We of the spiritualty

Will raise your highness such a mighty sum,
AM never did the clergy at one time."

Shaketp. ; Henry V., L S.

*
SpIr-it-U-OS'-l-t& *. [Eng. spirituous;

ity.] The quality or state of being spirituous ;

pirituousness, ethereality.
" We derive . . . their heat and activity from UM

flre, and their tpirttuosity from the air." Cuiivort* ;

Intellectual System, p. 421.

pl-rit'-u-ous, a. [Fr. spiritueux.]

L Having the nature or character of ft

spirit ; ethereal, immaterial, incorporeal)

spiritual.
*

2. Lively, active, gay.
" The mind of man is of that spirituous nature.*

Bouth : Sermons.
*

3. Cheerful, enlivening, cheering.
" That it may appear aiery and spirituous, and fit

for the welcome of chearful guests." Reliquiae H'ot-

toniarua, p. 42,

4. Containing spirit ; consisting of refined

spirit ; alcoholic, ardent.
"
Spirituous liquors distilled, not for sale, but for

private use." Smith : Wealth o/nations, bk. v., ch. U.

*
spl-rif-u-oiis-nesB, s. [Eng. spirituous ;

ness.] The quality or state of being spirituous.
" The operation was not always, especially at flrst,

so early manifest, as the spirituansness of the liquol
made some expect." Boyle : Works, iii. S7.

Splr'-It-us, *. [Lat. = breath, spirit.]

Gram. : A breathing, an aspirate. Applied
to two marks in Greek grammar. Spiritus oapeT

(lit. =a rough breathing) (') placed befor*

b&ll, bo?; ptfut, J6%1; cat, sell, chorus. shin, bench; go, tern; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e^ist. ph -

-olan. tiftn = shyi. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion = *""- -clous, -tlous, -sloua = shus. -We. -die. Ac. - bel, del.
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certain words beginning with a vowel to indi-

cate that they are to be pronounced like

words beginning in English with an aspirated
h. Also placed over the letter p, the equiva-
lent of the English r; and Spiritus Itnis (lit.
= a smooth breathing) Q, denoting tlic ab-
sence of iiny aspirate.

pir ket, *. [Etyin. doubtful.]

L Ord. Lang. : A large wooden peg.
"
High on the ipirtrt there it huug."

Bloomfitld : The fforkoy.

8. Shipbuild. : A space fore and aft between
floor-timbers or fut locks of a slap's frame;
distance between rungs.

pir ket ing, spir -ket ting, . [Spm-
KET.]

Shipbuilding :

1. The strake of inside planking between
the water-ways, which rest upon the deck-
beams and the port-sills.

2. The strake between the upper deck and
the plauk-shaar ; the quick-work.

spir'-ling, &, [STARLING.]

spir 6 bran -chus, s. [Pref. spiro-, and
Lat. branchia = a gill.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Labyrinthici, allied to
Anabas (q.v.), from the rivers of the Cape of
Good Hope.

spir'-ol, s. [Mod. Lat. spiraea); -ol.] [Pas-
SYLIC-ALCOHOL].

pir-o-lo'-be-w, s. pt. [Or. cnrelpa (speira)= a spire, and Ao/36s (lobos) a lobe.]

Sot. : A tribe of Brass icacese, having the

cotyledons incumbent and spirally twisted.

pir-om'-S-ter, . [Lat. spiro = to breathe,
and Kng. meter.] An instrument for measuring
the capacity of the chest. It consists of an
inverted chamber submerged in a water-bath.
The breath is conducted by a flexible pipe
and internal tube, so as to collect in the

chamber, which rises in the water. An index
is attached to the chamber, ami is graduated
on its face, so as to indicate against the edge
of the index-case the cubic inches of air

expired.

*
spir-6p'-ter-Is, . [Gr. wlpa (speira)= a
coil, and mepov (pterori) a wing.]

Zool. : A supposed genus of parasitic worms,
now known to be FUaria piscium.

spir-or'-bis, s. (Lat. spira = a spire, and
orbis = an orb, a circle.)

1. Zool. : A genus of Tubicolse. Shelly tube
single, coiled into a flat spiral, one side of
which is fixed to some solid object ; eggs car-
ried in a pouch ; larvae free, ciliated. They are

very common on the fronds of seaweed, &c.

2. Palteont. : From the Silurian onward.

pir'-o'yl, *. [Mod. Lat. spir(cea); -oyl.]

Chem. : CyHgOj. Lowig's name for the sup-
posed radical of salicylol.

*pir-d"yr-](c, a. [Eng. spiroyl; -ic.J Derived
from oil of spiraea.

spiroylic-acid, *. [SALICYLIC-ACID.]

pir-o^l'-ous, a. [Eng. spiroyl; -ous.] De-
rived from oil of spireea.

spiroylous-acid, s. [S ALICVLOL.]

spirt, v.t. & i. [SPURT, v.]

A. Trans. : To throw, force out, or eject
in a jet or stream.

" Toads are sometimes observed to exclude or spirt
out a dark and liquid matter behind." Browne :

Vulgar Errourt, bk, lit, ch. xiiL

B. Intransitive:

1. To gush, or issue out in a stream, as

liquor from a cask ; to rush out, to spurt out.
"
Bottling of beer, while new and full of spirits, so

that it ijrirteth when the stopple is taken forth,
maketh the drink more quick and windy." Bacon ;

Jfat. Hitt.

*
2. To sprout, to shoot.

"If a man have a desire that both garlicke and
onions may be kept long for his provision, their heads
most be dipped and well plunged in salt water,
warme : by this meanes indeed last they will longer
without Mpirtiny." P. Bolland : Flint, bk. xix.,
ch. vi.

*3. To make a short, rapid, and vigorous
effort ; to spurt.

pirt, t. [SPIRT, r.]

1. A sudden rushing out or ejection of a

liquid substance, as from a tube, orifice, or
oilier confined place ; a spurt.

*
2. A short, rapid, and vigorous effort ; a

spurt.

spirt'-Ing, pr. par. or a. [SPIRT, v.]

spirting -cucumber, .--. [CUCUMBER,

*
spir'-tie, v.t. [Eng. spirt ; frequent, suit

-<.] To spirt in a scattered manner.
" Th terraqueous globe particularly . . . would

by the centrifugal force of that motion, be soon dissi-

pated and sptrtfed into the circumambient space."
titrtMm : Phyrico-Theulogy, bk. i., ch. v.

spir -u la, s. [Mod. Lat, diniin. from spira= a spire" (q. v.). j

Zool. : The sole genus of the family Spiru-
lidae (q.v.), with three species from all the
warmer seas. Shell vertical in the posterior
part of the body, with the involute spire to-

wards the ventral side. The last chamber
contains the ink-bag, and is not larger in pro-
portion than the rest ; its margin is organi-
cally connected. Body oblong, with minute
terminal fins ; mantle supported by a cervical
and two ventral ridges and grooves, arms with
six rows of minute cups, tentacles elongated,
funnel valved. The shells are common, and
a few specimens are cast on the shores of
Devon and Cornwall every year by the Gulf
Stream, but the animal is exceedingly rare.

spir-u'-li-d, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. spirul(a) ;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Cephalopoda ; shell na-

creous, discoidal, whorls separate, chambered,
with a ventral siphuncle.

spir-u-li-ros'-tra, s. [Mod. Lat. spirula,
and Lat. rostrum a lieak.]

Palceont. : A genus of Sepiadse, with one

species, from the Miocene of Turin. Only the
mucro is known ; chambered internally,
chambers connected by a ventral siphuncle,
external spathose layer produced beyond the

phragmocone into a long pointed beak. Spiru-
lirostra forms a connecting link between

Spirula and the fossil Belemnites.

spir'-y (1),
*
splr-le, o. [Eng. spir(e) (1) ; -j/.]

1. Long, slender, and pointed, like a stalk
of grass or corn.

"
Every herb and every tpiry blade."

Camper : Teak, v. .

2. Having the form of a spire or pyramid ;

tapering like a spire.

3. Abounding in spires or steeples.
" To the wild herd the pasture of the tame,
The cheerful hamlet, spiry town, was given."

Thornton : Liberty, iv. 761.

*
spir'-y (2), a. [Eng. spir(e) (2) ; -y.] Wreathed,
curled, wavy, meandering, serpentine.

" Around our pole the tpiry Dragon glides."
Dryden : Virgil ; Georgic i. 884.

spir'-yl,*. [Mod. Lat. spir(cea); -yl.] [SALI-

CYL.]

spi-ryl'-lc, a. [Eng. spiryl; -ic.] Derived
from the oil of spireea.

spirylic acid, s. [SALICYLIC-ACID.]

'

spiss, o. [Lat. spissus.] Thick, close, dense.

"This episi and dense yet polished, this copious yet
concise, treatise of the variety of languages. Brere-
wood.

*
spiss'-at-ed, a. [Lat. spissatus, pa. par. of

spisso to thicken ; spissus thick, dense.]
Thickened, dense, inspissated.

"The images, which the tpittated juice of the poppy
presents to the fancy, was one reason why this drug
had a place in the ceremonial of the shows." War-
burton : Divine Legation, bk. ii., { 4.

*
spiss'-i-tude, s. [Lat. spissitudo, from

spissits = thick.] Thickness, denseness, espe-

cially of soft substances, thickness belonging
to substances neither perfectly liquid nor

perfectly solid.
"
Spittitude, attended with heat, grows inflamma-

tory. Arbuthnot : Jfature o/ Aliments, ch. vi.

spit (1),
*
spite,

*
spltte,

*
spytc, s. [A.S.

spitu, spitu, spite; cogn. with Dut. spit ; Dan.

spid ; Sw. spett ; M. H. Ger. spiz ; Icel. sptfta= a

spit ; spjot = a spear, a lance ; Dan. spyd = a

spar ; Sw. spjut ; Ger. spiess ; O. H. Ger. spioz.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A long, pointed spike or iron rod on
which meat is impaled for roasting.
"
Lest that thy wires with spiti, and boys with stones,
In puny battle slay me."

Shakap. : Corlolamu, iv. 4.

2. A narrow point of land jutting nut Into
the sea ; a long, narrow shoal extending from
the shore into the sea.

"After making a few boardi to weather a tpit tht
run out Hum an isl.ind uii our lee. Captain Clerks
made tlie signal lor h.aing discovered an harbour."
Cook : Third Voyage, bk. i., ch. v.

3. A spade ; hence, the depth of earth

pierced by a spade at once ; a spadeful.
" Where the earth is washed from the quick, face It

with the first spit of earth dug out of the ditch,"
tfi.Kimer : Husbandry.

II. Technically:

1. Print. : An obelisk or dagger ; the
mark (t).

2. Weaving : A horizontal pin in the cham-
ber of a weaver's shuttle, for receiving the
spool or pirn.

A spadeful.spit-full, spit ful, 9.

(Prov.)

spit sticker, s.

Engr. : A graver or sculper with convex
faces.

Spit (2), *. [SPIT (2), v.]

1. That which is spat or ejected from the
mouth ; saliva, spittle.

2. The spawn or eggs of certain insects : as,
cuckoo-spit.

spit (1),
*
speet,

*
spyte, v.t. & t. [Icel.

spita ; Dut. speten= to spit ; spitten = to dig.)
[SPIT (1), S.]

A. Transitive:

1. To thrust a spit through ; to put upon a
spit."

Weigh sunbeams, carve a fly, or tpit a flea."

Coicper : Charity, K4,

2. To thrust through ; to pierce.
" Infants tpitted upon pikes."

Shake*?- : Henry V.. 111. &
3. To spade, to dig. (Prov.)
*

4. To plant, to set.
" Saffron spitted ... or set ngaine under mould."

P. Holland: Camden, p. 453.

* B. Intrans. : To roast anything upon a
spit ; to attend to or use a spit.

spit (2),
*
spet,

*
spette,

*
spit-ten (pa. t.

spat,
*
spette, pa. par. spat,

*
spitte), v.t. & i,

[A.S. spittan, spcetan (pa. t. sp&tte); cogn.
with Icel. spgta ; Dan. spytte; Sw. spotta;
Ger. spiitzen, spuchen.]

A. Transitive :

1. To eject from the mouth ; to thrust out,
as saliva or other matter, from the month.

" He still tpitting blood,"
Chapman : Homer; Iliad XT.

2. To -eject or throw out with violence ; to
belch : as, A cannon spits out fire.

B. Intransitive :

1. To eject or throw out saliva from the
mouth.

"When he had thai spoken, he tpat upon the
ground.

" John ii. 6.

2. To mizzle, to drizzle ; to rain slightly.
"
It had been tpitting with rain for the last half-

hour." Kckent : Sicetchet ; Steamboat Excursion.

T To spit on, or upon : To treat with the

greatest contempt.

*
spit -al,

*
spit tie,

*
spit-el, *. [O. Pr.

ospital = an hospital.] A hospital, a lazar-

house.
" News have I that my Nell is dead i' the ipital."

Shakesp. : Henry r., i. &
*
spital-house, s. A hospitaL

*
spital sermon, s. A sermon preached

on behalf of a spittle or hospital.

spit box, s. [Eng. spit (2), s., and box.] A
spittoon (q.v.).

spitgh-cock, v.t. [Etym. doubtful; cf.

spatchcock.] To split, as an eel, lengthwise,
and broil it.

" No man lards salt pork with orange pel.
Or garnishes hia lamb with tpitchcockt eel"

King : Art of Cookery.

spitgh'-cock, s. [SPITCHCOCK, v.] An eel

split and broiled.

spite,
*
spyt,

*
spight, s. [A contract, of

despite (q.v.).J

1. A disposition to thwart the wishes of

another ; a desire to annoy, vex, or disappoint
another ; ill-will, malice, malevolence, malig-

nity.
" Now was the time to wreak the accumulated tpitt

of years." llacaulay : Hitt. Kng., ch. xv.

f&te, fit, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot,

r. wore, wglt, work, whd. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. SB, CD = e ; ey = a; qu = kw.



*
2. Hurt, harm, injury.

" But tpyt more." Gatcayn t the Grrnt Sniyht. 1.444.

3. That which is done to thwart, annoy,
vex, or disappoint another ; any manifesta-
tion of ill-will, malice, or malevolence ; a

spiteful action.

"I'll find Demetrius, aud revenge this tpite*
Shalcetp. : MUtummer lights Dream, iiL 4.

*4. Chagrin, disappointment, mortification,
vexation.

" The time is out of Joint-O cursed tpitel
That ever 1 was born to set it right !"

Shakcip. : Hamlet, L 5.

T In spite of, Spite of: In defiance of; in

opposition to all efforts of; hence, notwith-

standing.
"
Flourishes his blade in spite of me."

lihaketp. : Romeo i Juliet, i. L

pite, v.t. [SPITE, s.]

1. To thwart maliciously or spitefully ; to

disappoint, vex, or annoy with malice or ill-

will.
"
Til sacrifice the lamb that I do love.
To tpUe a raven's heart within a dove."

Shaketp. : Tuiel.th Night, T.

2. To fill with spite or vexation ; to annoy,
to offend, to mortify.

"
Darius, spited at the magi, endeavoured to abolish

not only their learning, but the! language." Temple.
*
3. To be angry, annoye* ,

or vexed at.
" The Danes . . . tpited places of religion." Fuller.

spite'-ful,
*
spight'-ful (gh silent), a. [Eng.

spite ; -ful(l).} Filled with spite ; disposed
to spite, thwart, vex, or annoy others ; having
a malicious or malignant disposition ; bearing
ill-will or malice ; malicious, malignant.

"But the tpiteful agitator found no support."
Macaiday : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

spite'-ful-ly,
*
spight -ful-ly (gh silent),

adv. [Eng. spitejul ; -ly.] In a spiteful man-
ner ; with spite or malice ; maliciously, malig-
nantly." The farmers ipitefutty combined,

Force him to take his tithes in kind."
Saift : Horace, bk. L

spite'- ful - ness, s. [Eng. spiteful; -ness.]
The quality or state of being spiteful ; a dis-

position to spite, vex, or annoy others ; malice,
fll-will.

"It looks more like spttefulnest and ill-nature than
a diligent search after truth." Keil againu Burnet.

Splt'-fire, s. [Eng. spit (2), v.,and./!re.] One
wlio is very violent or passionate ;

a fiery or

hot-tempered person.

*
spit-Otis, a. [A contract, of despitous (q.v.).]

Spiteful, angry, malicious, malignant.
" That arrow was with fellonie

Euvenimed, and with s/iitoui blame."
Romaunt of the Rote, 879.

*
spit-ous-ly, adv. [A contract of despit-

ously (q.v.).J Angrily, spitefully.
"Shook him bard and cried tpitmuly*

Chaucer : C. T., 8,471.

Spit ted, a. [Eng. spit (1), s. ; -ed.]

1. Put upon a spit ; pierced.
*
2. Shot out into length.

" Whether the head of a deer, that by age is more
ipitted, may be brought again to be more branched."
Bacon : Jfat. EM., { 787.

Spit -ten, pa. par. [SpiT (2), v.]

Spit-ter (1), s. [Eng. spit (1), v. ; -.]
L One who puts meat, Ac., on a spit
*
2. A young deer, whose horns begin to

shoot or become sharp ; a brocket or pricket.

spit-ter (2), s. [Eng. spit (2), y. ; -r.] One
who spits ; one who ejects saliva, &c., from
his mouth.

Spit -ting, pr. par. [SpiT (1), v.]

U Spitting of blood: [HAEMOPTYSIS].

spit -tie (1), s. [Eng. spit (1), s.; dim in. suff.

If.} A little spit or spade.

spit -tie (2),
*
spet-tle,

*
spat-tie,

* spat
yll,

*
spot il, s. [A.S. spoil ; Low Ger.

spittel, fpedel.} [SPIT (2), v.] Saliva ; the

thick, moist matter secreted by the salivary
glands ; saliva ejected from the mouth.

" In lustrall ipitlle her long finger dips."
Beaumont : Perttiu, sat li.

^ Spittle of the stars:

Sot.: Nostoc commune.

spit-tie (3), 'spit-tell, . [SPTTAL.]

spittle-man, s. A gaol-bird.

pit-tie, v.t. [SPITTLE (1), .] To dig or stir

up with a spittle or little spade. (Prov.)

spite splay

*sp*t-tty, o. [Eng. spittl(e) (2), .; -y.] Like
sputle, resembling spittle, full of spittle,
slimy.

spit-toon',*. [SPIT (2), .] A box or earthen*
ware vessel to receive discharges of saliva.

"A large gentleman with his hat on, who amused
himself by spittiug alternately into the tpittoon on
the right baud of the stove aud the ipittoon on the
left" Dickmt: Martin Chualemt, ch. xvi.

*
spit-ven-din, *. [Eng. spit (2), v., and
venom.] Poisou ejected from the mouth.

" The ipitvnwm of their poisoned hearts breaketh
out to the annoyance of others." Houker.

spitz, s. [Ger., for spitzig = pointed, sharp,
with reference to the pointed muzzle of the

animal.]
Zool. : A variety .of Canis familiarit ; called

also the Spitz-dog and the Pomeranian-dog
(q.v.).

spitz-dog, s. [SPITZ.]

splz-a-e'-tus, s. [Gr. <rwia.(spiza)=aam8}l
piping bird, and aero: (aetoe)=. an eagle.]

Ornith. : A genus of Aquilinae, with ten

species, from Central and South America,
Africa, India, and Ceylon to Celebes and
New Guinea, Formosa, and Japan. Beak con-
vex above, nostrils elliptical ; tarsi elevated,
rather slender; acrotarsia scutellated ; toes
rather short, claws acute. It corresponds
with the Morphnus of Cuvier.

splach'-ne-i, splach-na- 90
-
so, t. pi.

[Mod. Lat. splachn(um) ; Lat masc. pi. adj.
suff. -ei, or fern, -aceas.]

Bot. : A tribe of acrocarpous operculated
mosses growing in tufts, especially upon dung.
Stem loosely leaved

; peristome, if present, of
lanceolate rufeseent, rather fleshy teeth ;

capsule straight, on an apophysis ; spores
radiating in lines from the columella.

Splach'-num, s. [Gr. <nr\dyxvv (splangchnvn)= the inward parts.]

Bot. : Gland-moss ; the typical genus of

Splachnei (q.v.). Fruit -stalk terminal;
calyptra conical, entire or slit; peristome of
sixteen teeth, columella generally emerging,
capitate ; apophysis large, often umbrella-

shaped. Splachnum ampullaceum is common
on rotten cow-dung.

*
splaie, v.t. [A contr. of display (q.v.).] To
display, to unfold, to expand, to extend.

splanch'-nic,a. [Gr. <rir\dfyvov(splangchnon)= a bowel.] Pertaining or belonging to the
bowels : as, the splanchnic nerves.

splanch-no-, pref. [SPLANCHNIC.]
Anat. : Of or belonging to the entrails.

splanch-no^-ra-phy, s. [Pref. splanchno-,
and Gr. yp<icf>7) (graplu) = a writing.] An
anatomical description of the viscera.

splanch-nol'-o-g^, s. [Pref. splanchno-,
and Gr. Aoyos (logos) a word, a discourse.]

1. The doctrine of the viscera ; a treatise

or description of the viscera.

2. The doctrine of diseases of the internal

parts of the body.

splanch-no-pleu'-ral, a. [Eng. splanchno-

pleur(e); -al.] Of or belonging to the splanch-
nopleure (q.v.).

splanch'-no pleure, *. [Pref. splanchno-,
and Gr. irAevpa (pleura) = a rib.]

Embryology, c. : A term applied to the
lower lamina of the mesoblast, forming the
walls of the intestines ; the outer, or upper
lamina, which is called the somatopleure,
forms the walls of the body. These words
are used in analogous senses in Comparative
Anatomy.

" In the Rotifera a spacious perivisceral cavity
separates the mesoderm into two layers, the iplanch-
nopleure, which forms the enderon of the alimentary
canal, and the somatopleure, which constitutes the
enderon of the integument" Huxley : Anat. Invert.
A Him., p. 67.

splanch-no-skSl'-e-ton, s. [Pref.

splanchno-, and Eng. skeleton.]

Compar. Anat. : The bones connected with
the sense organs and viscera : e.g. the bone of

the heart in the bullock.

splanch-not-6-my, s. [Pref. splanchno-,
= a bowel, and Gr. ro/ijj (tome) = a cutting.]

Anat. : The dissection of the viscera.
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splosh (1), r.t. Si i. [Tlie same word as plat\
(q.v.) ; Sw. plaska = to splash ; Dan. pUiddce.]
A. Transitive :

1. To spatter with water, or water and
mud ; to dash a liquid, especially muddy or
dirty water, over.

"Now we go on foot aiid are tplathed by hU coach
and six." Jfacaulag: UM. Kitg., ch. xviii.

2. To dash or spatter; tothrowaboutindrops." Dash d and iplath'd the filthy grains about"
Lloyd : fpitt/e to Lord Churchill,

B. Intrans. : To strike and dash water or
other liquid about ; to be dashed about in
drops.

" He stumbled twice, the foam splaih'd high."
Scott: Lady o/ the Lake, ill It.

Splash (2), v.t. [PLASH (2), v.] To plash or
pleach.

" A high tplatheii fence on a bank, reminding one
more of Dorsetshire than Wilts." Field, Jan. 23, UM.

splash, s. [SPLASH (1), v.]

1. Water, or water and mud, splashed about,
thrown on anything or thrown from a puddle
or the like.

2. A noise, as from water or mud, splashed
or thrown about.

3. A spot of dirt or other discolouring or
disfiguring matter ; a blot, a daub.

4. An attempt, a try, a dash, a struggle, as
of one struggling in water. (Slang.)

5. A complexion powder used by ladies to
whiten their necks and faces, generally the
finest rice flour.

IT To make a splash: To make a show or
display. [Cur, v., C. 11.]

splash-board, splash-wing, s. The
leather or wooden board in front of the driver
of a carriage to prevent him, or those who sit
with him, from being splashed with mud.

splash-Wing, s. [SPLASH-BOARD.]

splash -er, s. [Eng. splash (1), v. ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
splashes.

2. Locomotive (PL): Guard-plates placed
'over the wheels of locomotives to prevent any
person coining in contact with them, and also
to protect the machinery from wet and dirt

projected by the wheels when running.
3. Vehicles:

(1) A guard over a wheel, to keep dirt from
reaching the occupants of the carnage.

(2) A guard near the door, to keep the drest
from rubbing against the wheel in entering or

alighting.

4. I'phoU. : A screen hung behind a wash-
stand to protect the walls from water.

splash' -y, a. [Eng. splash, s. ; -y.] Full of

dirty water
; wet and muddy ; slushy.

splat'-ter, v.i. & t. [Prob. for spatter (q.v.);
cf. sputter and splutter.]

A. Intrans. : To make a noise as in splash
ing in water.

B. Trans. : To splash or scatter about.
" Dull prose-folk Latin tptatter."

Burnt : To William Simpum. (PostJ.

splatter dash, -.

1. An uproar, a bustle.

2. (PL): Spatterdashes.

splatter-faced, a. Broad or flat-faced.

splay (1),
*
splaye, v.t. [A contract, of

display (q.v.).J
* L Ordinary Language :

1. To display, to expand, to unfold, to

spread. " To tplay out hir leves in brede."

Lydgate : Complaint of Black Knight.

2. To carve ; to cut up.
"
Splaye that breuie." Babeel Bake, p. i*.

3. To dislocate or break a horse's shoulder-
. bone.

II. Arch. : To slope ; to form with an obliqu*

angle, as the joints or sides of a window.

[SPLAY, S.]

* splay (2),
*
splaie, v.t. [Prob. for ipay

(q.v.).] To spay, to castrate.
" Sowes also are iplaled a* well as camels, but tw

dales before, they be kept from meat" P. MoUand :

Plinie. bk. v in., ch. li.

splay (3), v.t. [Etym. doubtful ] After two

boil, b6y; pout, J<Swl; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble. -die. &c. = bel, del.
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pie.rs of doth have Iven run up iu a seam, to

s. \v down the edges somewhat in the form of

a hem. (Scotch.)

(play, . & o. [SPLAY (1), v.]

A. As substttiitire :

Arch. : The inward or ontward expansion
of an opening ; the difference between its

greatest ami least cross-sections.

B, As adj. : Spreading out ; turned out-

Wauls ; wide : M, a sjilny foot, Ac.

splay foot, splay-footed, a. Having
the Uvt turned outwards ; having Hat feet.

** The doubters of a hare, or iu a morning
8lul from a tpUy -footed witch."

font : Brokfn Start, T. 1.

splay mouth, . A wide mouth ; a mouth
trvtched wide on purpose | a grimace.
" Hacl.t thou but, Janus lik. a (ac behind.
To >e the peopl* wbeu ipliiy-moutht they make."

Dryden : Pertita, sat. i.

splay mouthed, a. Having a wide or

8play mouth.

play'-er, . (Eng. splay ; -er.]

Tilt-maievug : A segment of a cylinder on
which a moulded tila is Dressed to give it a
curved shape, for a pantile, ridge or hip tile,

gutter or drain tile.

pleon,
*
splen, s. [Lit. tplen, from Gr.

trn\nv (splen) the spleen ; Sansc. plihan,
plihan.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II.

2. Figuratively :

(1) Anger ; latent spite or ill-will ; malice ;

Hi-humour.
"

I have no tplfrn against you."
SkaJcrtp. : Henry VI11., U. 4,

*
(2) A fit of passion or anger.
" llair-braiu'd Hotspur. governed by a iplten."

Shakup. : 1 Henry /V., v. S.

*
(3) Heat, fire, impetuosity, ardour, eager-

MSo.
" A brook, where Adon used to cool his tpteen."

Shakap. : 1'auionatt Pilgrim, T.
*

(4) A caprice, a whim ; a disposition act-

ing by tits and starts.
" A thousand spleens bear her a thousand ways."

SHakeip. : Venut i Adonis, 907.

*(5) A sudden motion or impulse.

haketp. : Midsummer Jfight'l Dream, i. 1.

*
(6) A fit of laughter ; immoderate merri-

ment.
" Abate their over-merry spleen."

Shaketp. : Taming of On Skreti (Ind. i.)

(7) Melancholy, hypochondria, low spirits.
" We have long been characterized a* a nation of

tplt-n, and our rivali on the Continent as a laud of

levity." OoldtmiOt: Polite Learning, ch. vii.

II. A not. : A soft, highly vascular, and
easily distensible organ, situated in the left

hypochondrium, between the cardiac end of
the stomach and the diaphragm. Its length
is about five inches, its breadth about three,
its weight about six ounce?. After a meal it

increases in size for a time, reaching its

maximum about five hours after food has
been taken. In fever and ague it is enlarged,
and in prolonged ague it is permanently hyper-
trophied. Its use is unknown. It occurs

only in the Vertebrates, and can 1* removed
Without any obvious changes taking place in

the animal economy. There are also acces-

sory or supplementary spleens. They are

email, detached, rounded nodules.

spleen-gangrene, s. [Q CARTER-EVIL.]

* spleen, v.t. [SPLEEN,*.]

1. To deprive of the spleen.
" Animals ipleened grow salacious." Arbuthnot.

2. To dislike.
" Sir T. Wentworth tpleentd the bishop." Bucket :

Ufe of Williams, li. 83.

3. To annoy.
"The author . . Is manifestly ipltened." Forth :

spleen' a -tive, spleen -I tive, a. [3n.su-
IT1VE.]

Splee-net'-ic, a. [SPLENETIC.)

* spleen' - fol,
* spleene - ful, a. PEng.

tpleen; -ful(l).\ Full of cr displaying spleen ;

angry, peevish, hot, eager, impetuous.
" And let my tpltenful sons this trull deflower."

: Titut Andronifia, il. S.

^ adv. [Eng. spleenful; -ly.]
In a spleenful manner.

spleen' ish, a. [En;:, splren; -ish.] Affected
with spleen ; spleenful, spleeuy.

cram tin (
trencher l.
Bp. Hall : Satire*. IT. 4.

* spleen ish -Ijf, adv. (Eng. spleenish; -ly.]
In a spleenish manner ; spleeul'ully.

* spleen' -Ish- news, . [Bng. tpleenish;
-/<r.<s.

| The quality or state of being spleenisu ;

spleen.

* spleen'-less.
* spleene -lese, a. [Eng.

spleen ; -less.} Having no spleen ; hence, kind,
favourable, gentle, mild.

" A ipltenelette wind, so stretcht
Her wings to waft vs, and so vrg'd our keele."

Chapman : Homer ; Odyiiey ill

spleen'-wort, *. [Eng. spleen, and wort.

The species to which the name was first ap-
plied was supposed to be good for the spleen
because its lobular leaves resembled that

organ in shape.]
Hot. : Asplenium Ceterach and the genus

Asplenium.

*
spleen'-y, o. [Eng. spleen ; -y.}

1. Full of or characterized by spleen; angry,
peevish, fretful, ill-tempered.

2. Eager, headstrong, impetuous.
"

I know her for
A ipleeny Lutheran, and not wholesome to
Our cause." Shakes?. : Henry t'111., ill. 1

3. Melancholy ; affected with nervous com-
plaints.

spleg'-et, *. [Prob. for pledget (q.v.).] A
wet cloth for washing a sore.

sple nal gi-a, sple - nal'-gy, . [Or.

<nt>^)v (splen) = the spleen, and oAyos (algos)= pain.] Fain in the spleen or its region.

*
splen'-den-cy, *. [Eng. tplenden(t); -ef.]

Splendour." ID sun-bright tplendmcy.*
Jfachin : Dumb KnigM, I.

splen' - dent,
*
splen' - dant, o. LLat

splendens, pr. par. of splcndeo = to shine.]
* L Ordinary Language :

1. Shining, resplendent, brilliant, beaming
with light ; glittering.

" And in his left hand had a tpltndant shield."

faire/ux : (ioalfrty of Boulogne, Till. 84.

2. Very conspicuous ; illustrious.
"
Divers great and tplendent fortunes of bit time

"

Seliguia Wottoniana, p. (6.

IL Technically:

1. Bot. : Glittering (q.v.).

2. Min. : Applied to minerals to indicate
their degree of lustre.

splen'-did, o. [Lat. splendidus, from splendeo
= to shine ; Fr. splendide ; Ital. tplendido ;

Sp. esplendido.]

1. Magnificent, gorgeous, showy, dazzling,
sumptuous.

" Had shone In the tplendid circle of Versailles."

ifacaulay : Ilia. Eng., ch. xiv.

2. Illustrious, grand, heroic, brilliant, glori-
ous : as, a splendid victory.

splSn-dld'-I-OUS, a. [Eng. tplendid;
-ious.) Splendid, magnificent.

" When he returned from that sovereign place,
His brows encircled witb splendidiout rays."

Drayton: Motet, lit

Splen'-dld-ljf, adv. [Eng. splendid ; -ly.] In
a

splendid
manner ; magnificently, sumptu-

ously, gorgeously, grandly, brilliantly.
" The ambassador was splendidly entertained by the

Duke of Orleans at St. Cloud, and by the Dauphin at
Meudou." Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

splen'-did ness, s. [Eng. splendid; -ness.]
The quality or state of being splendid ; splen-
dour, magnificence, gorgeousness, brilliancy.

"Their liveries, whose gnudiness evinces not the
footman's deserts, but his lord's iplendidnett, and in
men's esteem entitles the lacquey to nothing but a
good master." Boylm : Workt, vi. 18.

*
splen'-did-ous, a. [Eng. splendid; -out.)

Splendid.

fa*, i

* splen dif'-er-ous, a. [Lat. splendidus =
splendid, and fero = to bring.] Splendid,
splendour-bearing.

"O . . , daye moat iplendiferout."
Bale : Interlude of Johan Bapttot (15S8).

splcn'-dor, splen'-dour . [Fr. splendeur,
from Lat. sptenrlorem, accus. of splendor, from
splendeo = to shine ; Sp. & Port, esplendore ;

Ital. splendore.]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. Great brightness or brilliancy ; brilliant

lustre.
" We may admire

The blaze and tptendour, but nut handle fir."
Ben Jonson : Lady Anne 1'awlet.

2. Magnificence ; great
show of riclmess and ele-

gance ; pomp, parade.
"But though thers was little

tpJ'.,,dour there was much dis.
soluteuesa." Xacauliiy : His!.

ng., ch. IT.

3. Brillinnce, glory,
grandeur, renown : as, the

iptendor of a victory.

IL Her. : A term ap-
plied to the sun when re-

presented with a human face, and environed
with rays.

*
splen'- drous, * splen - dor - ous, a.

[iing. splendor; -ous.] Marked or characterized

by splendor; splendid.
"
Befors him in iplend'rma arms he rode."

Draylon: Battle of Agineourl,

sple-nStf-Jc, splen'-et-Ic.
*
sple-iigf-

ick,
*
splee not'-ic, u. & .

A. As adjective :

1. Affected with or characterized by spleen ;

peevish, ill-temjiered, fretful, morose.

2. Of or pertaining to the spleen; as, pte-
nefic fever, splenetic remedies, <fec.

B A$ substantive :

*1. A person affected with spleen.

2. Med. : A medicine specially useful in dis-
ease of the spleen.

U For the difference between tplenetlc and
gloomy, see GLOOMY.

* sple net ic al, a. [Eng. splenetic; -al.)

Splenetic.

Sple-net'-Ic-al-ly^ adv. [Eng. splenetteal;
ly.] In a splenetic, peevish, fretful, or
morose manner ; peevishly, fretfully.

*
splen'-e-tive, a. [SPLENTTIVE.)

splen ic,
* splen ick,

* splen Ic al, .

[Fr. spleidtiue, from Lat. splenicus, from splen= the spleen (q.v.).] Belonging or pertain-
ing to the spleen.

41 The tplenick vein has divers cells opening Into It
near its extremities in humaue bodies. Ray: Crto.
(ton, pt ii.

splenic-apoplexy, 5.

Animal Pathol. : A form of braxy (q.T-X

splenic-fever, *.

Animal Pathology :

1. A contagious and malignant disease of
the blood, most common in cattle, but com-
municable to all domestic animals and even
to man [PUSTULE, 2]. Known also as An-
thrax, Black-quarter, Black-leg, Black-tongue,
Bloody Murrain, and Quarter-ill.

2. A disease affecting herds of cattle in
the low swampy lauds of Southern Texas. It

closely resembles the Rinderpest (q.v.), and If

sometimes called the Spanish-fever.
" The spleen is uniformly enlarged, the weight Tarr-

ing from two to ten pounds. It is of a purplish
colour, and on cutting it the pulp oozes out, it being
soft like current jelly. From this condition of th
spleen, which was found in nearly 5,000 cases. Prof.

Gamgee calls the disease the tplenic-fefer.'TeOor:
Diteatei of Live Stock, p. 283.

3. A form of hog-cholera ; known also as

Anthrax, Charbon in swine, Malignant An-
thrax, and White Bristle.

splen'-ish, a. [SPLEENISH.]

sple - ni' -
tls, s. [Fr. spj/enitis;

Or. <nrXijv

(splen) = the spleen ; sail", -itis, denoting in-

flammation. Cf. Gr. trjrATji/im (splenitis) = of
the spleen.]

Pathol. : Inflammation of the spleen.

*
splen'-I-tive,

*
splen-I-tlve, a. [Eng.

spleen; -itive.] Splenetic, passionate, irritably

hot, impetuous.
"
I am not tpltntiixt and rash."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, T. 1.

splen'-i-fls, . [Gr. tmKrtviov (splenion) = a
bandage. So named because, like a bandage,
it binds down the parts lying under it.]

Anal. : A muscle dividing above into two,
the splenius colli, attached to the cervical

vertebra, and splenius capttis, attached to th
skull. It bends the neck backwards.

Ste, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. , ce = e; ey - a; = kw.
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splen-i za'-tion, s. [Gr. trn\iivifotiai (sj^Un-

izoiiMi) to be splenetic ; Eng. sutt. -atioii.]

Ftithol. : A state of the lung, produced by
inflammation, iu which its tissue resembles
that of the spleen. (Dunylison.)

plen'-6-9eie, s. [Gr. <mbnv (splen) = Vhe

spleen, and icjjAn (kele) = a tumour.] A hernia
of the spleen.

sple-nog'-r^-plijr, s. [Gr. o-irA^ (spleri) =
the spleen, and ypa^rj (graphe)= a description.]
An anatomical description of the spleen.

Splen'-oid, a. [Gr. an^-qv (spleri) the spleen,
and e'Sos (eidos) = form.] Spleen-like ; having
the appearance of a spleen.

Sple-nol'-6-g$r, s. [Gr. <nr\riv (spZn)=the
spleen, and Aoyo? (logos) = a word, a discourse.]
A treatise on the spleen.

gple-not'-d-my, s. [Gr. <nr\>ji> (spleri)= the

spleen, and TO/U.TJ (tome) = a cutting.]

Surg. : The act or art of dissecting the

spleen. (Dunglison.)

.ent, s. [SPLINT.]

1. A splint.
"
Solent is a callous hard substance, or an insensible

swelling, wliich breeds on or adheres to the snank-
boue of a horse, aud, when it grows biK, spoils the

shape of the leg. When there is but one, it is called a
single splrnt : but when there is another opposite to
it, on the outside of the shank-bone, it is called a
pegged or piimed splent." Farrier's Dictionary.

2. The same as SPLENT-COAL (q.v.).

splent-coal, s. [SPLINT-COAL.]

Splcn' iile, s. [A dimin. from spleen (q.v.).]

A small or rudimentary spleen.

snleu chan, spleu -ghan (ch, gh guttural),
a. [Gael, spliuchan.} A pouch. (Scotch.)

" There's some siller in the ipteuchan that's like the
Captain's am." Scott : Guy Mimnering, ch. 1.

splice, v.t. [O. Dut. spleisen = to weave or

laco two ends together, as of a rope, from

splitsen io splice, from splijten to split

(q.v.); Dan. spiidse, spledseto splice, from

splitter to split.]

1. Lit. : To unite or join together, as two
ropes, or two parts of a rope, so as to make a
continuous length, by interweaving the
strands of the ends ; also, to unite or join

together, by overlapping, as two pieces of

timber, metal, or the like.

2. Fig. : To marry. (Said of the person by
whom the ceremony is performed.) (Slang.)

U (1) To get spliced : To get married.

(2) To splice the main brace : To serve out an
extra glass of grog to sailors in case of extra

exertion, severe weather, &c. ; hence, to take
a dram.

gpli gc, s. [SPLICE, .]

I. Literally:

1. Much., &c. : The uniting of two pieces of

timber, metal, or the like.

2. Naut. : The joint by which two ropes are

united so as to make one continuous length,
or the two ends of a single rope are united, to

form a grommet or eye.
" In the short splice (a, 6), used for ropes which arenot

to be rove through blocks, the strands are unlaid for a
convenient length, aud each passed over one and under
another of its corresponding strands on the opposite
rope for a sufficient distance. The ends are then
drawn taut, usually trimmed off close, aud frequently
the splice is covered by serving. The
long splict, for rojws which are to pass
thn.n^h blocks, is formed by unlayine
the strands for a longer distance, and
laying two belonging to oach rope in the
cuivs formed by nnlaying the opposite
brands of the other. This distribute*

the joining over a considerable length, renderini
eul rgi-iiK-nt scarcely iierceptible. The long-n
H-l'ix \ used fur lead-Hues, lishiniHines, Ac. Th
or cant splice (e) is made by cutting a piece fr

rupe, and laying; open the ends of the strands, v

ore passed in botwMO the strnnds of the piece to v
it is to be attached. The ring-/rf?> in and the
tplice Id) are made in a similar way." Kniyht :

W Mechnnict, s.v. Hplic.
* IL Fig. : Marriage. (Slang.)

the
iling

splice-piece, s.

ltu.il.-eng. : A fish-plate at the junction of
two rails.

Spiked, pa. par. or a. [SPLICE, .]

spliced eye, s.

Naut. : A rope bent around a thimble, and
the end spliced into the standing part.

spli9' ing, pr. par. or a. [SPLICE, v.]

splicing fid, s. [FiD, s., II. 2.]

splicing hammer, s. A hammerhaving
a face at one end and a point at the other,
used in splicing.

splicing shackle, s.

Naut. : A device for enabling a hempen
cable to be bent to a chain-cable. The shackle
of the latter has a thimble like a dead-eye,
around which the hempen cable is passed,
and the end spliced to the standing part.

spline, s. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. splint.]

Mach. : A rectangular key fitting into a seat
on a shaft, and occupying a groove in the hub
of a wheel, which slips thereon longitudinally,
but rotates therewith.

splm -ing, o. [SPLINE.]

splining machine, s. A machine for

cutting key-seats and grooves.

splint, * splent, s. [Sw. splinta = to splint,
to splinter, to split, a nasalized form from
Sw. dial, splitta = to split ; Dan. splint = a

splinter, from splitte = to split; Ger. splint =
a thin piece of iron or steel

;
Low Ger. splinte= a forelock ; cf. Dan. splintre = to splinter ;

Dan. splinteren.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A fragment or piece of wood split off, a

splinter.
"
They all agreed, that so soon as ever they pulled

out the head and tplent of the dart out of his body, he
must needs die." North: Plutarch, p. 981.

2. In the same sense as II. 1.

IL Technically:

1. Farriery:

(1) The splint-bone (q.v.).

(2) A disease affecting the splint-bone, as a

callosity or excrescence.
" Rinelet has thrown a splint, which will destroy

her chance." Daily Telegraph, March 15. 1886.

*
2. Old Arm. : One of the overlapping

plates used in the manufacture of splint-
armour (q.v.), particularly at the bend of the
arm to allow freedom of motion.

3. Ordn. : A tapering strip of wood, used to

adjust a shell centrally in a mortar.

4. Surg. : A flexible and resisting lamina
of wood, metal, baru, leather, or pasteboard,
to keep the parts of frac-

tures in apposition and
prevent displacement.
They are usually padded,
and fixed by rollers or

tapes.

* splint-armor, *.

Anamu given to that kind
of armor which was made
of several overlapping

Slates.

It never came
ito very general use, be-

cause the convexity of
the breastplate would not
allow the body to bend,
unless the plates were
made to overlap upwards,
and this rendered them
liable to be struck into and drawn off by the

weapon of an antagonist.

splint-bone, s. One of the two small
bones extending from the knee to the fetlock

of a horse, behind the canon or shank-bone.

splint-coal, s.

Mining : A name given to a splintery coal

which is non-caking, owing to the high per-

centage of carbon and the low amount of

bituminous substance it contains.

splint, v.t. [SPLINT, s.]
*

1. To break into fragments ; to splinter, to

shiver.

2. To secure,.ioin together, or support with,
or as with, splints.

" The broken rancour of your high swota hearts,
But lately tainted, knit, and join'd together.
Must gently be preserved, cherish'd and kept."

Shaketp. : Richard III., ii. I

MKT ARMOR FOR
BACK AND BREAST
(A.O. 10TO).

splln'-ter, . [SPLINT, .]

1. A fragment of anything broken, split, oe
shivered otf, more or less iu the dire<,-tion of
its length ; a shive, a splint, a fragment.

" And with the fearful shock,
Their spears iu splinters flew, their beavers botfc

unlock." Urut/ton : Poty-Olbum. s. IX
2. A thin piece of wood.

splinter bar, s.

1. A cross-bar in front of a vehicle, to which
the traces of the horses are attached; as, in.

coaches and artillery carriages, in which
double aud single trees are not used.

2. A cross-bar which supports the spring.

splinter-netting, s. A netting of
rope designed to protect the crew of a wiusuip
from flying splinters, &c., during action.

splinter-proof, a. Proof or safe against
the splinters of bursting shells.

splin'-ter, v.t. & i. [SPLINTER, .]

A. Transitive:

1. To split or rend into long, thin pieces ; to
shiver.

"
Pendragon's daughter will not fear
For clashing sword or splintered spear." '

Scott : Rridal of Triermatn, ii. H.

2. To support with a splint, as a broken
limb ;

to splint ; hence, to unite or join la

any way. " Those men have broken credits,
Loose and dismemb'red faiths (iny dear Antonio)
That splinter 'cm with vows : am I not too bold T"

Beaum. & Flet. : J/aid in the Mill, 1. 8.

* B. Intrans. : To be split, rent, or skivered
into long, thin pieces.

splin'-ter-^, a. [Bng. splinter, s. ; -y.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Consisting of or resembling
splinters.

2. Min. : Applied to a variety of fracture
where the surface appears as if covered with
small, wedge-shaped splinters.

Split, *splette, v.t. & i. [Dan. spline; Svr.

dial, splitta; Dut. splijten ; Ger. spleissent
Dan. split a, slit; Dut. spleet ; Sw. split!
Ger. spleisse ; allied to splint, splice, and spelt.}

A. Transitive:

1. To divide longitudinally or otherwise ;

to cleave ; to separate or part in two from
end to end by force ; to rend.

" With sounding axes to the grove they go,

Fell, split, and lay the fuel on. a row.
Dryden : Palamon t Arcite, IU. Wl.

2. To tear asunder by violence ; to rend, to
burst.

" When cold winter split the rocks in twain."
Dryden : Virgil ; Georgic iv. SIM.

3. To divide or break up into parts, divi

sions, or parties.
" Shem being yet alive, and his family not tplit Into

its branches." Up. Hartley : Sermons, vol. ii., er. IT.

*
4. To cause to ache or throb.

" To split the ears of the groundlings." Shaketf.
Samlet, iii. 2.

B. Intransitive:

1. To burst or part asunder ; to suffer di>
ruption.

2. To divide, to part ; to be divided.
" The road that to the lungs this store transmit!,
Into uunumber'd narrow channels splits"

Blackmore: Creation*

3. To be broken or dashed to pieces.
" The ship tpWs on the rock."

Shakrsp. : 3 Henry VI., T. 4.

4. To differ in opinion ; to separate ; to dte>

agree.
"If Liberals were inclined to tplit." DaOf

Chronicle, Sept. 30, 1885.

5. To burst with laughter.
"Each had a gravity would make you tpUt*

Pope: Katin-i, vl. 181.

6. To throb painfully, as though likely to
burst.

"
I have such a tplittiny headache." Globe. Sept t,

1885.

7. To inform, as upon one's accomplices ;

to betray confidence. (Col/oq.)
11 Don't let Emmy know that we have tptit."-H

Book: The Suthrrlandt.

8. To run with long strides ; to run with

speed. (Colloq.)

If (1) To split a cause ofaction :

Law : To sue for only part of a claim or

demand, postponing the other portion of it to

form a basis of a fresh action. It is not per*
missible.

(2) To split hairs: To make too nice di

tinctions.

boll, bo^; pout, Jowl; cat, $ell, chorus, ghin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist, ph _ (
-oian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion' shun; -tion, -sion = *!*", -clous, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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(8) To tplit on a rock : To fail ; to come to

grief.

(4) To split one's sides : To burst with

laughter.

(5) To s}>lit one's vote: To divide or share
one's vote among the candidates to be elected

The opposite to plump (q.v.).

(6) To split the di/rrtnce : To divide the sum
or matter in dispute equally.

fplit, s. & a. [SPLIT, r.]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language:
1. Literally:

(1) A crack, rent, or longitudinal fissure.

*(2) A splinter, a fragment.

2. Figuratively:

(1) A division or separation, as amongst the

members of a party ; a breach.
" To discourage party tplitt and duplicate candida-

tnret.' Daily Telegraph, NOT. 4. 188i.

(2) A small bottle of aerated water. (Used
also adjectively : as, a split soda.)

IL Technically:

1. Basket-malting, Ac. :

(1) One of the pieces of an osier after it is

divided into four by two knives placed at

right angles to each other.

(2) A ribbon of wood rived<Trom a tough
piece of green timber. Applied to many of

the purposes for which osiers are commonly
used in places where they are plentiful.

2. Leather : A thin kind of leather made by
splitting a hide into two thicknesses.

3. Weaving : One of the flat strips which
are arranged in parallel vertical order and
form the reed of a loom.

B. As adjective :

1. Ord. Lang. : Divided, separated, parted,
rent, fractured.

2. Hot. : Deeply divided into a determinate
number of segments.

split-cloth, s.

Surg. : A bandage consisting of a central

portion and sis or eight tails. It is chiefly
Used for the head.

split-draft, s.

Furnace: In steam-boilers, when the cur-
tnt of smoke and hot air is divided into
two or more flues.

split-ful, *.

Weaving: The number of yarns, usually
two, passed between each split or opening in
the reed of the batten or lathe.

split-leather, s. [SPLIT, A., II. 2. J

split-mosses, *. pi.

Bot. : The Andraeacese (q.v.).

*
split-new, a. Brand-new. (SPANNKW.)
"A tplil-tiev democrat icat system." fij). Sagt, In

farringtorii A'otu on Church of Scotland, p. 25.

split-pease, 5. Husked pease, split for

making pease-pudding.

Split-pin, s. A pin or cotter with a head
t one end and a split at the other. The ends

diverging after passing through an object

prevent the accidental retraction of the pin.

split-ring, . A ring which practically
consists of two turns of a spiral, thus admit-

ting of other rings being threaded upon it. The
common split key-ring is a familiar example.

split tongued lizards, s.pl.

Zool. : The sub-order Fissilinguia (q.v.).

pllf-ter, s. [Eng. split, v. ; -er.] One who
or that which splits.
" How should we rejoice if. like Jndas the first,

Thoae splitters of parsons in sunder should burst."
Svift. (Todd.l

split ting, pr. par. or a, [SPLIT, v.]

splitting-board, *.

Mining: A dividing-board used in mine
ventilation to divide the incoming air and
direct it to separate districts of the mine.

splitting - chisel, s. A blacksmith's
Chisel with a sharp cutting edge, intended for

dividing metal longitudinally.

Splitting-knife, s. A knife nsed in a
machine for splitting leather.

splitting saw, . A saw for re-sawing
Or npping up.

splbre, s. [Etyin. doubtful.] A frolic, a riot

(Scutch.) (Scott: Guy Mannering, ch. 1.)

splotch, s. [Prob. from spot (q.v.).J A spot,

a stain, a daub, a smear.
" The leaves . . . were sinenred over with stains and

tplotchei." Mits Braddon : Eleanor t Victory, ch. v.

gplot9h'-y, o. [Eng. splotch; -y.] Marked
with splotches or daubs, daubed.

" There were tiintrhy engravings scattered here and
there." J/ia Braddtm: Etcanur't Victory, ch. v.

Splurge, s. [A word of imitative origin.] A
splash, a bustle, a noise.

" The great iplurge made by our American cousins
when . . . they completed another connection with
the Pacific." Daily Telegraph. Dec. 28, 1885.

splut'-ter.f.i. [Fromsjruer(q.v.).J Tospeak
hastily and confusedly ; to sputter.

" A Dutchman came into the secretary's office tplut-
taring and making a noise." Curleton : ilcmoirt, p, 83.

splut'-ter, s. [SPLUTTER, v.] A confused

noise, a bustle, a stir.
" A wild splutter of slop when the carcass ... is

thrown to the yelping, frothy dogs." Scribner'i Maga-
tine, Aug., 1877, p 508.

spluf-ter-er, s. [Eng. splutter; -er.] One
who splutters.

8p6'-dI-6-ite, s. [Or. o-n-oSios (spodio) =
ash-gray ; suff. -ite (Min.)."]

Min. : A rare mineral occurring in prismatic
crystals of the orthorhombic system in Werm-
land, Sweden. Hardness, 5'0; sp. gr. 2-94;
lustre dull, vitreous ; fracture, uneven. Eli-

minating impurities, it is essentially a calcium

phosphate and fluoride. Dana suggests that
it may be pseudomorphous.

spo'-dlte, s. [Gr. tnro&os (spodos) = ashes ;

suff. -ite (Min.).]
Petrol. : Fine volcanic ashes.

*
Spod'-6-man-9y, s. [Gr. <rirods (spodos)=
ashes, and (tavrda. (manteia) = prophecy, di-

vination.] Divination by ashes.

*
Spod'-O"-man-tic, a. [SPODOMANCY.] Per-

taining or relating to spodomancy or divination

by ashes. (Kingsley : Two Years Ago, ch. vii.)

Sp6d U mene, s. [Gr. o-iroSovnevos (spoudou-
menos) = burnt to ashes ; crirooow (spodoo) =
to burn to ashes.]

Min. : A monoclinic mineral occurring in

granites, sometimes, as in the United States,
in large, but well-defined crystals. Prismatic

cleavage very perfect and easily obtained.

Hardness, 6'5 to 7 ; sp. gr. 3-13 to 3'19 ; lustre,

pearly, in some parts vitreous ; colour, shades
of green to emerald green, grayish-white ;

transparent to sub-translucent ; fracture, un-
even. Compos. : silica, 64-2 ; alumina, 29'4 ;

lithia, 6'4 = 100, corresponding with the
formula, 3RO,3SiO2+4Al2O338iO2. A crystal
found at Norwich, Massachusetts, was 16i
inches long, and 10 inches in girth. (Dana.)

*
spoflf'-lsh,

*
spoff'-y, a. [Etym. doubtful.)

Smart, bustling, officious. (Colloq.)
"A little syiffish man with green spectacles."

Dickens : &>utcliet by Boz; Horatio Sparkim.

spoil, "spoile, *spoylc, *spoyl-yn, v.t.

& i. [Fr. spolier, from Lat. spolio = to strip of

spoil, to despoil, from spolium = spoil, booty ;

Port, espoliar ; Ital. spogliare. Spoil has been
to some extent confused with despoil (q.v.),
and has also taken the original meaning of

spill, i.e., to destroy.)

A. Transitive:

1. To rob, to plunder, to strip by violence,
to pillage.

" He entred the terytory of seynt Edmunde, and
wasted and tpoyled the countree.' Fabyan: Chrony-
cle, ch. cc.

U It is followed by of before that which is

taken.
*
2. To seize by violence, force, or robbery.
" Not hi* that spoilt her young before her face.

"

Shaketp.
' 2 Henry VI., ii. 2.

3. To pet, to indulge ; hence, to corrupt, to

damage, to mar, to vitiate. [SPOILED-CHILD.]
"The ipoiled darling of the court and of the popu-

lce." Macaiilay: Hilt. Eng., ch. T.

4. To render useless by injury ; to damage,
to ruin, to destroy.

"
Spoil his coat with scanting a little cloth.'

ShoJcetp. : Henry F., ii 4.

B. Intransitive :

*
1. To plunder, to rob, to pillage ; to prac-

tise plunder or robbery. (Psalm xliv. 14.)

2. To decay, to become useless ; to lose all
valuable qualities or properties.

" He that gathered a hundred bushels of acorns or
apples had thereby a property in ihnii : he wits only
to look that he used them before they ipoUed, tine he
robbed others." Locke.

spoil,
*
spoyl,

*
spoyle, s. [SPOIL, v.]

1. That wliich is taken from others by vio-

lence, force, or without licence ; plunder,
especially in war ; pillage, booty. (Used with
the same meaning in sing, and pi.)

2. The act or practice of plundering ; rob-

bery, waste.
" His soldiers fell to limit."

Shaketp. : Juliut Catar, v. S.

*3. That which is gained by strength or
effort.

*4. Corruption ; cause of corruption ; ruin.
" Villainous company hath been the spoil of me."

Shakes,,. : 1 Henry It'.. iiL :;.

*
5. The slough or cast skin of a serpent or

other reptile.
"
Snakes, the rather for the casting of their spoil

live till they be old." Bacon.

6. Earth dumped by the side of an excava-

tion, to get rid of it when it is in excess of the

quantity required for embankments.

7. (PI.) The honors and emoluments of

public office distributed by the party in power
among its adherents, to the detriment of (pos-

sibly deserving) opponents. ( V. S. Polit.)

spoil-five, s. A round game of cards

played with the whole pack, and by any
number of persons up to ten, each player
receiving five cards. Three tricks make the

game, and when no one can take so many the

game is said to be spoiled.

*
spoil-paper, s. A scribbler.

spoil-sport, s. One who spoils or mars
sport or enjoyment.

"Mike Lanibourne was never a make-bate, or a
tpoil-iport, or the like." Scott : Ktnilworth, ch. xxviil.

*
spoil'-a -ble, o. [Eng. spoil, v. ; -able.]

Capable of being spoilt.

spoil-bank, s. [Eng. spoil, and bank.] The
same as SPOIL, s. 6.

spoiled, spoilt, pa. par. or o. [SPOIL, *.]

Deprived of its valuable qualities or proper-
ties ; corrupted, damaged, marred, injured,
destroyed, ruined.

spoiled - child, spoilt - child, . A
child ruined by being petted or over-indulged ;

hence, one who has had too much of his own
way.

SpoiT-er, . [Eng. spoil, v. ; -er.)

1. One who spoils, robs, or plunders; ft

plunderer.
" The prophet's peaceful mansions evermore
From these rapacious tpoilrri should be free."

H'ett: Stury of Phineul.

2. One who corrupts, destroys, or injures j

a corrupter.
" The tpoilfr came, and all thy promise fair
Has sought the grave, to sleep for ever there."

Byron : Englith Bardt t Scotch Rniewert.

*
spoil' ful,

*
spoil full,

* spoyle full, a.

[Eng. spoti; -full.] Wasteful, rapacious.
" Those tpoHftd Picts and swarming F.asterlings."

Sfenser : f. C-, II. *.

spoke, pret. ofv. [SPEAK.]

spoke, s. [A.S. sjxica; cogn. with Dnt. spaak
= a lever, a roller; speek=a, spoke; Ger.

speiche; O. H. Ger. speiclid. From the same
root as SPIKE (q.v.).]

1. One of the radial arms which connect
the hub with the rim of a wheel. The parts
are : the foot, which is inserted into the hub ;

the shoulder of tlie foot ; the tongue or tenon,
which is inserted into the felly ; the body, or

part between the hub and felly ; the throat,
a contracted part of the body near the hub.

" On silver tpo*es the golden fellirs rold."

Kantiys : Orid ; MetainvrphoKt il.

2. A fastening for a wheel to lock it in de-

scending a hill.

3. Navt. : One of the handles projecting

beyond the rim of the steering-wheel.

4. A round or rung of a ladder.

If To put a spoke in one's wheel (or cart) : To
thwart him, or to do him a disservice.

spoke-anger, s. A hollow auger em-

ployed to make the round tenons on the
outer ends of spokes.

fftte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, ce = e; ey = a; QU = kw.
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spoke-gauge, s. An instrument for

testing the set of spokes in the hub.

spoke-lathe, s. A lathe for turning ir-

regular forms.

spoke-shave, . A form of plane with

a handle at each end. Its name is derived

from the article on which it was, perhaps,

primarily used.

spoke-wood, .-.

Bot. : Euonymus europaeus.

spoke, v.t. [SPOKE, s.] To fit or furnish

with spokes.

spok'-en, pa. par. & a. [SPEAK.]

A. ~As pa. par. : (See the verb).

H Used as an exclamation in parliament,
when a member rises to speak a second time
in debate.

B. As adj. : Oral, as opposed to written.

"The original of these signs for communication is

found in viva voce, in spoken language." Holder: On
Speech.

H It is also used as equivalent to speaking,
as a pleasant-snored man.

Spokesman, s. [Eng. spolce, v., and man.]
One who speaks for or on behalf of another or

others.
"
Lochiel, the ablest among them, was their spokes-

man, and argued the point with much ingenuity and
natural eloquence." Macaitlay : BM. Eng., ch. xiii.

spolo, s. [Etym. doubtful.] (See compound.)

spole frame, s.

Rope-making : One of the parts of a rope-
making machine. Each spole-frame has ap-

paratus for determining the torsion and ten-

sion of each strand, and a cluster of three

spole-frames combines the three strands into
a rope.

spo'-lf-a o-pi'-ma, s. pi. [Lat.] Originally
the spoils taken by a general from the general
of the opposite side, when he had slain him
in single combat ; the most valuable spoil
taken from an enemy ; any valuable booty or

Ol'Oll.

*
spo'-lX-a-ry

1

, s. [Lat. spoliarium.]

Roman Antiq. : The place in a Roman am-

phitheatre, where the slaughtered gladiators
were dragged, and where their clothes were

stripped from their bodies.

*
spo'-ll-ate, v.t. & I. [Lat. spoliatus, pa. par.
of spolio to spoil (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To plunder, to pillage, to rob,
to despoil.

"Spoliate their church and betray their king."
B. Disraeli : Sybil, bk. L, ch. iii.

B. Intrant. : To practise plundering ; to

pillage.

spo li-a'-tion, s. [Lat. spoliatio, from spoli-

atus, pa. par. of spolio = to spoil (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of plundering ; robbery, plunder.

2. The act or practice of plundering in time
of war, especially of plundering neutrals at
sea under authority.

IL Eccles. Law : (See extract).

"Spoliation is an injury done by one cleric or In-
cumbent to another, in taking the fruits of his bene-
fice withoutany right thereunto, but underapreteuded
title." Blackstone: Comment., bk. Iii., ch. 7.

H Writ of spoliation :

IMW : A writ obtained by a party to a suit

In the ecclesiastical courts, suggesting that
his adverf iry has wasted the fruits of a bene-

fice, or haa received them to the prejudice of
the rightful owner.

*
spo'-li-a-tive, a. [SPOLIATE.] Tending to
take away or diminish : formerly used in medi-
cine of anything that served to lessen .the

mass of the blood.

spo II a tor, . [Lat.] One who commits
spoliation.

po'-li-a-tor-y', a. [Eng. spoliate); -ory.]

Consisting in spoliation ; causing spoliation ;

destructive.

spon da -Ic,
* spon-da' ic al,

* spon
da ick, a. [Lat. spowlaicus, from spondeus

a spondee ; Fr. spondaique.]

1. Of or pertaining to a spondee ; denoting
two long feet in metre. (Rambler, No. 94.)

2. Composed of spondees in excess : as, a
tpondaic hexameter. [HEXAMETER.]

*
spon'-dal, s. [A corrupt, of spondyl (q.v.).]
A joint or joining of two pieces.

spon'-dee, s. [Lat. spondeus, spondmis, from
Gr. airoi/Seios (spondeios) = a spondee, from
a-TrovSai (spondai) = libations, a solemn treaty
or truce, so called because slow, solemn

melodies, chiefly in spondaic metre, were used
at such ceremonies ; Fr. spondee.]

Pros. : A poetic foot of two long syllables.
" The nimble dactyl striving to out-go
The drawling spondees pacing it below."

lip. Hall : Satiret, i. .

spon-dl-a'-$e-8e, s. pi. [SPONDIEVE.]

Spon'-dl- as, s. [Gr. irmv&id<s (spondias),
o-uoSids (spodias) = a bullace tree.]

Bot. : The -typical genus of Anacardiacese

(q.v.). Leaves alternate, without dots ; carpels
surrounded by a cup-shaped disk, and five in

number, each one-celled with a pendulous seed.

The fruit of various West Indian and South
American species, as Spondias purpurea, and
S. Mombin [HOG-PLUM], are eaten, so is that of

S. dulcis or cytherea (the Otaheite apple) in the

Society Islands. The great fleshy kernel of
S. Birrea is eaten in Abyssinia. An intoxicat-

ing drink is manufactured from it by the

negroes of Senegal. The bark of S. venulosa
is an aromatic astringent given in diarrhoea, &c.
The juice of the fruit of S. tuberosa is drunk
in Brazil in fevers. A species, S. mangifera,
called by Anglo-Indians Hog Plum, grows in

India. The pulp is given in bilious dyspepsia,
the bark as a refrigerant. It is also used in

dysentery, and the juice of the leaves in

earache. The gum is somewhat like that of

gum arabic, but darker.

spon-di-e'-w,
*
spSn-dl-a'-ce-w, . pi

[Mod. Lat. spondi(as) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

ece, -acew.}

Bot. : A tribe of Anacardiaceae ; ovary two to

five-celled, instead of being reduced by abor-
tion to a single cell. Some botanists elevate

it into a distinct order.

spoil -du lie, spon doo lie, spon'- du-
l&c, s.

"

[Etym. doubtful.] (See extract.)
"

I first became acquainted with the word in the
United States just twenty years ago. Spondulict was
then a slang term for paper-money an enlarged vul-

garisation of greenbacks. It may also have been ap-
plied to the uickel cents used in small change." O. A.
Sola, iii Ilia*. Land. Neva, Dec. 8, 1883, p. 647.

spon -dyl, spon-dyle, *spon-dil, s.

[Lat. spondylus ; Gr. o-n-oi/SuXos (spondulos);
FT. spondile.]

Anat. : A joint of the backbone ; a vertebra.
" His whole frame slackens ; and a kind of rack
Euiis down along the spondll* of his back."

Ben Jomon : Sad Shepherd, II. 2.

t spon-dyT-i-dsB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. span-
dyHus); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Asiphonida, generally
merged in Ostreidse.

spon'-dy'-lus, s. [Lat., from Gr. o-n6i>&v\os

(spondulos) = a vertebra.]

Zool. Palceont. : Thorny Oyster ; a genus
of Ostreidae (Woodward), of Peetinida? (Tate),

formerly made the type of the family Spon-
dylidse, with sixty-eight recent species, widely
distributed in coral reefs. Shell irregular,
with divergent ribs, terminating in foliaceous

spines, attached to foreign bodies by right-
valve ; umbones wide apart and eared ; lower
valve with triangular hinge-area ; two hinge-
teeth in each valve. Animal like that of
Pecten (q.v.). Water-cavities are common in

the inner layer, the border of the mantle
having deposited shell more rapidly than the
umbonal portion. Eighty fossil species, from
the Carboniferous onward. (Woodward.) Other
authorities make it commence in the Jurassic.

* spone, s. [SPOON.]

spohg, *. [Etym. doubtful.] An Irregular,
narrow, and projecting part of a field. (Prov.)

"The tribe of Judah with a narrow tpong confined
on the kingdom of Edom." fuller : Puaah SiaM, pt.
ii., bk. iv., ch. ii.

sponge.
* spounge, * spnnge, *. [O. Fr.

esponge (Fr. eportge), from Lat. sponc/ia; Gr.

OTroyyux (sponggia), triroyyos (sponggos) = a

sponge ; Lat. fungus = a fungus (q.v.) ; Sp.
& Port, esponja ; Ital. spugna, tpogna.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. Literally:

(I) The fibrous framework of any species of

Spongia (q.v.). It is soft, light, and porous,

easily compressible, readily absorbing fluids,
and giving them out again on compression.
Sponges are used for many domestic purposes :

the finer qualities for the bath and toilet, and
the coarser for washing paint-work, carriages,
&c. Mattresses are sometimes stuffed with
sponge, which is also employed as a filter and,
as a polishing material for fine surfaces.

Sponges are obtained either by diving, or by
tearing them from the rocks with a long pole.
The former method is adopted for the better
class of sponges. They are prepared for mar-
ket by soaking them in dilute hydrochloric
acid to cleanse them and remove adherent
particles of carbonate of lime.

" Then with a sponge he drest
His face all over." Chapman : Homer : fliad xvllL

(2) Any sponge-like substance, as, in baking*
dough before it is kneaded and formed, when
it is full of globules of carbonic acid generated
by the yeast or leaven.

2. Fig. : One who pertinaciously lives upon
others ; a parasite, a sponger.

II. Technically :

1. Manege: The extremity or point of a
horseshoe, answering to the heel.

2. Metallurgy :

(1) Iron in soft or pasty condition, as de-
livered in a ball from the p'uddling-furnace.

(2) Iron ore reduced, but not melted, pre-
serving its former shape, but porous and
lighter by the removal of foreign matters.

(3) Platinum sponge (q.v.).

(4) The gold remaining from the parting
process, after the silver has been dissolved by
nitric acid from the alloy of gold and silver.

(5) Silver in a partly reduced condition,
ready for refining.

3. Ordn. : A kind of mop for cleaning tho
bore of a cannon after a discharge.

4. Pharm. : Formerly burnt sponge was
much given in goitre and strumous glandular
swellings ; but the iodine and bromine, from
which it derived its value, are now adminis-
tered in other forms.

5. Zool. : Any species of the genus Spongia.
and popularly the three most commonly used

viz., Euspongia officinalis, the fine Turkey
or Levant Sponge ; E. zimocca, the Hard.
Zimocca Sponge, and Hippospongia equina,
the Horse Sponge or common Bath Sponge.
In the first, found in the Mediterranean and
in the West Indies, the chief fibres are of
different thicknesses, irregularly swollen at

intervals, and cored by sand grains, while
the uniting fibres are soft, thin, and elastic.

In the second the chief fibres are thinner,
more regular, and almost free from sand,
while the uniting fibres are denser and thicker.
The third has very generally a thick, cake-
like form. The Yellow and Hard-headed
Sponges of the American shores resemble S.

zimocca ; some at least of the Wool Sponges
belong to Hippospongia gossypina, and the
Velvet Sponge to H. meandriformis.

If To throw up the sponge : A phrase taken
from prize-fighting, where the loser's seconds
throw the sponge into the air in acknowledg-
ment of the defeat of their man ; hence, to

give in as beaten, to acknowledge one's self

beaten. (Colloq. or Slang.)

sponge-cake, . A kind of sweet cake,
so called from its light, spongy character.

sponge-crab, s. [DROMIA.]

sponge-fisher, *. A person engaged in

the sponge-fishery ; one who dives for sponges.

sponge-fishery, s. The act or occupa-
tion of diving for sponges.

" The number of men employed in the Ottoman
tpmge-JUhery is between 4,000 aud 6,000." Chamber'!
Sncyc., ix. 57.

sponge-leather, .

Bot. : Polytrichum commune.

sponge-particles, s. pi.

Zool. : The ultimate components of the

living substance of a sponge. Each is similar

to an amoeba, and contains a nucleus. Called
also Sarcoid.

sponge-tent, .

Surg. : A tent for dilating wounds. It is

formed by dipping sponge into hot wax
plaster, and pressing it till cold between two
iron plates. It is then out into pieces.

sponge-tree, s.

Bot. : Acacia Farnesiana.

boil, boy ; pout, jowl ; cat, 90!!, chorus, ?hin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin. as
; expect, Xenophon, exist.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -gion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious - bus. -blc, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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ponge, *
spunge, v.t. & i. [SPONGE, s.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally :

1. To cleanse or wipe with a sponge,
" To luad and tpoitge out so huge a piece ol cannon."
Altiy relejra/jk, Sept. 2S, 1886.

2. To wipe out with a sponge, as letters or

Writing ; to obliterate ; to destroy all trace* of.
" So that, except betweene the words of translation

and the niiiide of scripture it selfe there bee contra-
diction. euery little difference slioulil not seeiue an in-
tolerable blemish necessarily to be tpunaed out."
footer : Kcdts. Polity, bk. T.. i It.

* IL Figuratively :

1. To drain ; to harass by extortion
; to

queeze, to plunder.

. . . to bep .>!;// of their plate aud money ?
"

South :

termimt. vol. i., ser. 12.

2. To gain by sponging or sycophantic arts.
*' Here wont the dean, when he's to seek,
To tpttnge a breakfast once a week."

Swtft. (Todd.)
B. Intransitive:

1. lit. : To suck in, as a sponge.
2. Fig. : To live upon others ; to live by or

practise mean arts.

"He ... had no business to come sponging on Mr.
King." Chamber}' Journal, July, 1879, p. 408.

pdnge'-let, s. [Eng. sponge; dirain. suff.

-let.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A little sponge.
2. Hot. : A spongiole (q.v.).

* pdng'- eous, a. (Eng. sponge; -ous.]

Resembling a sponge ; like a sponge ; of the
nature of a sponge ; full of small pores.

" For which purpose, tpongeoiu It [the lights] is and
full of hollow pipes within." P. Holland: Plinie,
bk. xi.. ch. nv.

p^ng'-er,
*
spung'-er, s. [Eng. sponcfe) ;

tr.}
1. Lit. : One who or that which sponges, in

any sense.

2. Fig. : One who sponges on others ; a
parasite.

" A generous rich man. that kept a splendid and
open table, would try which were friends, aud which
only trencher-flies, and tpungert." LEstrange.

pon'-gi-a, s. [Lat., from Or.

(spongia) = a sponge.]

1. Zool. : The Linnsean name for the modern
class Spongida, now its typical geuus (q.v.).
Skeleton irregular in form, soft, elastic, very
porous, the internal canals with external ori-

fices. No earthy spicules. [SPONGE.)
2. Palceont. : From the Great Oolite onward.

tpdn -gi da, spon -gi dse, spon gi ae,
5. pi. [Mod. Lat., formed from spongia (q.v.).]

1. Zool. : A class of Protozoa. Though not
. the lowest animals in organization, they were
once relegated by some zoologists to the vege-
table kingdom, but the botanists repudiated
them, and with justice. They are essentially
tniilticellular animals, in which theendodermal
layers consist partly or wholly of flagellated
-Collared cells. Most of them have a horny
skeleton, composed of fibres, strengthened
by siliceous or calcareous spiculae (q.v.). The
animal is of a gelatinous substance, invest-

ing the fibres of the skeleton during life, and
traversed by canals connected directly or in-

directly with the surface of the skeleton by
many minute and a few larger apertures. The
gelatinous part consists of an outer superficial
layer of sponge particles. The inferior layer
Is of similar composition. The two are sepa-
rated by a wide cavity communicating with
the exterior by minute holes in the superficial
layer; it is filled with water. In the floor of
the cavity are many apertures, leading into

Canals, which ramify in the deep layer, and
end in the floors of lofty funnels or craters.
At the top of these are large exhalent aper-
tures called oscules, whence currents proceed,
While other currents set into the sponge by
many minute holes, called pores or inhalent

apertures. The pores bring in nutriment,
While the oscules carry off excrement! tious
'matter. They may also constitute an inci-

pi-nt breathing apparatus. Two reproductive

processes
exist one asexual, the other sexual.

Nearly all sponges are marine. They occur
more or less in every sea, and vary in size
from a pin's head to four or even six feet

high, and the same broad, but are largest
and most numerous in the tropics.

"
They

are massive, incrusting, sessile, or stalked,
globular, branched, tree -like, with the

branches free or united laterally into a net-
work ; lamel ar, irregularly or fan-shaped;
tubular, vasiform, or labyrinthic, many of the
forms presenting a close parallelism to corals."

(Soltas.) Orders: Myxospongiip., Calcispongise,
Silic.ispongiae, and Cerospongite. [SPONGE,
SPONOIA.]

2. Palceont. : From the Cambrian (?), or the
Silurian (?), onward. Vitreous sponges occur
abundantly in the Chalk.

spong'-i-form, a. [Eng. sponye, and form.}
Resembling a sponge ; sponge-like ; soft and
porous, like a sponge.

spongiform - quartz, t. [SPONGY-
QUARTZ.]

spon gil la, s. [Lat., dimin. from spongia.]
1. Zool. : The typical genus of Spongillina,

and the only one of which the species inhabit
fresh water. They are green or grey. Several
species occur in the streams of the United
States. They are found attached to stones, old

woodwork, &c.

2. Palceont. : From the Upper Oolite.

spon gil II -na, *. pi [Mod. Lat. spongill(a);
Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff. -ina.J

Zool. : A sub-family of Renierinae or Reni-
eridse. Reproduction by ova and by winter-

eggs or statoblasts.

spong'-in, s. [Eng. sponge ; -in (Chem.).~]

Chem. : An insoluble substance obtained
from sponge by treating it with ether,
alcohol, water, hydrochloric acid, and dilute

soda-ley. It closely resembles fibroin, but is

insoluble in an ammoniacal solution of copper,
and, when boiled with sulphuric acid, yields
leucine, but not tyrosine.

Spong'-J-ness, s. [Eng. spongy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being spongy.

" Consider the pon<rinea aud laxness of the brain."
More : Immort. Soul, pt. iii., bk. ii., eh. ix.

spong'-lrig, pr. par. or a. [SPONGE, p.]

sponging house, spunging-house,
s. A house or tavern where persons arrested
for debt were lodged for twenty-four hours,
before being put into prison, to allow their
friends an opportunity of settling the debt.

They were usually the private dwellings of
the bailiffs. (English.)

" From all the brothels, gambling-houses, aud
tpunying-houscs of London, false witnesses poured
forth to swear away the lives of Roman Catholics."
Macaiday : But. Eng.. ch. it

spon-gi-o-car'-pi-dae, spon-gi-o-car'-
pe-ze, . pi. [Mod. Lat. spongiocarp(us) ;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee, -ece.]

Bot.: A family of Cryptonemeie (Lindley);
an order of Rose-spored Algie (Berkeley).

- gl - 6 - Car'- PUS, S- [Gr. erjroyyia

(tponma) = a sponge, and Kopn-6? (karpos) =
fruit.]

Bot. : The single genus of Spongiocarpidae
(q.v.). Called also Polyides.

spong'-i-ole, s. [Lat. spongiolus= a kind of

fungus, dimin. from spongia (q.v.).]

Bot. : The young tender extremity of a root

by which fluid food is absorted from the
earth. It was once believed to be the grow-
ing and absorbing point of the root. This is

now known to be j ust behind the apex. Called
also a Spongelet.

"The effect of this pruning is to Increase the number
of fibres aud spongiolet."Scribner'i Magazine, April,
1880, p. 826. ,

t Spon'-gJ-O-Hte, s. [Or. oTroyyia (spongia)= a sponge, and Ai'Oos (lithos) =a stone.]

Palceont. : The fossil spicule of a sponge.
(Dana.)

spon-gi-d-pi'-line, s. [Gr. <nroyyi<x (spong-
gia) = a sponge, and JTI'AOS (pilos) felt.]

Surg. : A substitute for a poultice, made of
an absorbent stratum of sponge and fibre on
an india-rubber backing.

spon gi ous, spon gi ose, a. [Eng.
sponrj(e) ; -iovs, -iose.] Sponge-like, like a

sponge ; spongy.
*
spong'-ite, s. [Or. o-iroyyiTijs (spongites)=
of, in, or like a sponge.]

Palceont. : A fossil sponge.

*
spon'-goid, a. [Eng. spong(e) ; -suff. -oid.]

Resemliling a sponge ; sponge-like, spongy.

spong-y,
*
Spung' -y, a. [Eng. spo ng(e) ; -y.J

I. Ordinary Language:
1. Resembling a sponge ; sponge-like ; soft

and full of cavities ; of an open, loose, and
easily compressible texture ; spongeous.

" A light tpongu wood, and easily wrought." Cook:
Krtt Voyage, bk. 1., ch. rviil.

2. Having the quality of imbibing like a
sponge ; hence, drenched, soaked. (Lit. Fig.)" There is no lady of more softer bowels,

More tpongy to suck in the sense of fear."

Slialcetp. : Troiliu i Cretiida, iL L
*

3. Wet, rainy.
" The tponoy south." ffhakelp. : Cymbeline, ir. 1.

IL Bot. : Having the texture of a sponge ;

very cellular ; with the cellules filled with
air, as the coats of many seeds.

spongy-bones, s. pi.

Anat. : Various bones of spongy texture.
The superior spongy bone is the superior
turbinated process of the nose, the middle
spongy bone its middle meatus, and the in-

ferior one the inferior turbinated or maxillo-
turbinate bone. There are also etumoidal and
sphenoidal spongy bones.

spongy - platinum, s. [PLATINUM -

SPONGE.]

spongy-quartz, s.

Min. : A variety of quartz with a cellular,

sponge-like structure which will float on
water. Similar to floatstone (q.v.).

spongy stem, s.

Bot.: A stem internally of spongy texture;
a stem composed internally of elastic cellular
tissue

spon'-l-a, s. [Named after Jacob Spon (1647-
1686), a French physician.]

Bot. : A genus of Celtese. The bark of

Sponia orientalis, formerly called Celtis ori-

ental-is, a small Indian tree, yields a gnm.
The Coorg planters call it Charcoal-tree, the
burnt wood yielding good charcoal for gun-
powder. S. politoria, also Indian, is used to
tie the rafters of native houses.

sponk, s. [SPUNK.]
*
sponne, pret. ofv. [SPIN, s.]

* spon -sal, a. [Lat. sponsalis.] Pe.taining
or relating to marriage.

Spon'-Sl-ble, a. [A contract, of responsible

(q.v.).]

1. Capable of discharging an obligation ;

responsible. (Scotch.)

2. Respectable, creditable ; becoming one'a
station. (Scotch.)

spon -sing, epon -$ing, s. [SPONSON.]

spon'-sion, s. [Lat. s;)onsio = a solemn
promise or engagement, from spon^-us, pa. par.
of spondeo = to promise solemnly.] [Srouse.]

*
1. Ord. Lang. : The act of becoming

surety for another.
*' A mockery, rather than a solemn sponsion, iu too

many." Burnet : fJixt. Own Time. (Concl.)

2. Internat. Law : An act or engagement
made on behalf of a state by an agent not

specially authorized. Such conventions must
be confirmed by express or tacit satisfaction.

*
spon'-sion-al, a. [Eng. sponsion; -al.]

Responsible ; implying a pledge.
"It is evident that he is righteous, even In that

representative aud ipontiunal person be put oil."

Leighton: Ser.

mom, ser. 5.

spon son,
s. [Etytn.
doubtful.]

Shipbuild. :

The angular
space before
and abaft
the paddle -

box against
the ship's
side.

"The people
in the steamer
wanting to see
what was hap-
penin' all

SPONSON.

, of course, and listed her down till th
was sprmstm under." Daily Telegraph, Dec. 23, 1684.

sponson beam, s.

Shipbuild. : One of the two projecting beams
uniting the paddle-box beam with the ship'i
side.

i&te, fat. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, woro, wol work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce - e; ey = a; qn = kw.



sponson sporadial

upcuson rim, s.

Shipbuild. : The wale connecting the paddle-
beam with the ship's side.

pon'-so'n (2), *.

Navy : A bulging projection from the side of

of a warship, designed to give range fore aud
aft to the gun mounted therein.

spon'- sor, s. [Lat., from sponsus, pa. par. of

spondeo = to promise.]

1. A surety ; one who binds himself to

answer for another, and to be responsible for

his default.

2. Specif. : One who is surety for an infant

at baptism ; a godfather or godmother.

Spon-sbV-i-al, a. [Eug. sponsor; -to!.] Of
or pertaining to a sponsor.

spon' -sor ship, s. [Eng. sponsor; -ship.]
The state of being a sponsor ; the office or

position of a sponsor.

8p5n-ta ne -i-ty, s. [Fr. spontaneiti.]

L Ord. iMng. : The quality or state of being
spontaneous, or of acting from -natural feel-

ing, inclination, or impulse, without con-
straint or external force.

"
Really a large and charming sketch, it has all the

artist's spirit, spontaneity, and wealth of tones."

Athenaeum, Dec. 20, 1884.

II. Technically :

1. Biol. : The tendency to variation, unre-
strained by environment. [VARIATION.]

2. Mental Pkilos. : The doctrine that muscu-
lar activity may, and does, arise from inter-

nal causes, apart from, and independent of,

the stimulus of sensations. It supposes that
the nerve-centres, after repose and nourish-

went, acquire a fulness of vital energy which

discharges itself in the play of movement,
without any other occasion or motive. The
addition of a feeling or end enhances and
directs the activity, but does not wholly
create it. Freshness in horses, the gambols
of puppies and kittens, and the boisterous

play of children, are examples of spontaneity.
(bain : Senses & Intellect.)

spon-ta'-ne-ous, o. [Lat spontatieus, from
sponte = of one's free will.]

1. Proceeding from natural disposition, in-

clination, or impulse, without constraint or
external force ; impulsive.

2. Acting by its own impulse, energy, or
natural law, without external force.

" And rusted bolt and bar
Spontaneous took their place once more.**

Scott : Bridal of Triermain, ill. 17.

3. Produced or growing without being
planted, or without human labour.

" Thorns spring spontaneous at her feet."

Camper : Ouion ; Joy <f the Cross.

spontaneous-combustion, s. [COM-
BUSTION.]

spontaneous-fission, s. [FISSION, 2.]

spontaneous-generation, s. [GENE-
RATION.]

spontaneous-rotation, s. [ROTATION.]

pdn-ta'-ne-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. spontaneous;

1. In a spontaneous manner ; of one's own
impulse, inclination, or disposition ; impul-
sively, without external influence.

" He never gave spontaneously ; but it was painful
to him to refuse." JUacaulay : Hist. Bng., ch. ii.

2. By inherent or natural force or energy ;

without external influence, impulse, or force.
" The soil of the island is truly luxuiiant, producing

fruito of many kiud spontaneously. Anson :

Voynyes, bk. i., ch. v.

Spon ta'ne ous -ness, s. [Eng. sponta-
neous ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
spontaneous ; spontaneity.

"The sagacities and instincts of brutes, the tpon-
taneovsness of many of their animal motions." Hale:
Orif, of Mankind, p. 49.

spon toon', s. [Fr. espontnn sponton ; Ital.

tpontone, spuntone, from ptinto; Lat. punctum= a point.]

Old Arms : A military weapon ; a kind of
half-pike or halberd, borne by infantry officers
in the British service up to 1787. It was used
for signalling orders to the regiment.

"Says Johnson, in a tone of admiration, How the
little fellow brandished hit spontoonl" Murphy :

Life of Johnson.

pools,-.. [Out. spool-; Ger. spuk.] A ghost,
a hobgoblin. (Amer.)

spool,
*
spole, s. [O. Dut. spoele ; Dut. spoel ;

Low Ger. spole ; Sw. spate ; Dan. spule ; O. H.
Ger. spuolo, spuold; Ger. spule.] A hollow

cylinder upon which thread may be wound.
It assumes various forms : the ordinary spool
or reel for sewing-cotton ; the spool for wind-

ing-machines, otherwise called a bobbin ; the

spool to hold the thread in a shuttlt, and re-

volving on a spindle in the latter.

spool-holder, s.

1. A spool-stand (q.v.).

2. A creel on which spools or bobbins are

placed on skewers for warping.
3. A skewer on a sewing-machine to hold a

spool of cotton or thread.

spool-Stand, s. A frame for holding
various-sized spools for work-table purposes
or for exhibition in stores.

spool, v.t. (SPOOL, t.] To wind on a spool

spool er, . tEng. spool ; -er.] One who
uses a spool.

spool -ing, s. [SPOOL, v.] The winding of

yarn or thread upon bobbins.

spoom, v.i. [Prob. from spume = foam.]

Naut. : To move swiftly, as a vessel through
the water. (Also written Spoon.)

" When virtue spooms before a prosperous gale.

My heaving wishes help to fill the sail."

Drydtn : Bind <t Panther, ill. M.

spoon,
*
spon,

*
spone,

*
spoone, s. [A. 3.

spon. = a chip, a splinter of wood ; cogn. with
Dut. spaan = a chip, a splint ; Icel. spdnn,
sponn^SL chip, a spoon; Dan. spaan; Sw.
span; O. H. Ger. span; Ger. span.]

I. Literally:

1. A domestic utensil, having a shallow
bowl at the end of a handle, and used for

taking up and conveying to the mouth liquids
or liquid food. Spoons are made of various
sizes and materials, according to the particu-
lar purpose for which they are intended.

Spoons tor the administration of medicine are
made with a cover or shield, which converts
the pointed end into a funnel.

" He must have a long spoon that must eat with the
devil." Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, ir. I

2. A spoon-bait (q.v.).
" In the sea they wilt often take a ipoon."FMil,

Sept, 4, 1886.

3. A kind of club used in the game of golf.
" He played a capital shot with his spoon, clearing a

wide tXUbSfttU, Sept. 4, 1886.

4. Cotton : A weighted and gravitating arm
in the stop-motion of a drawing-machine,
which is kept in position by the tension of
the sliver, and falls when the sliver breaks or
the can is emptied, and thereby arrests the
motion of the machine.

IL Fig. : A foolish fellow, a simpleton, a
spooney. (Slang.)

" But you'll find very soon, If you aim at the moon
In a carriage like that, you're > hit of a 1/wn,"

llarham : Ing. Legend* ; The Witches' frolic.

U (1) Apostle spoons : [APOSTLE].

(2) To lie born with a silver spoon in one's
mouth : [SILVER, a.].

(3) To be spoons on: To be in love with.

(Slang.)
" A girl would rather make her wav out by herself

than with a fellow sites spoons on'Eawley Smart:
Struck Down, ch. xi.

(4) Wooden spoon : A term applied in Cam-
bridge University to the student last on the
list of mathematical honours.

spoon-bait, s. A sort) of bait for fish,

especially pike, consisting of a spoon-shaped
piece of metal with hooks attached.

spoon-bill, & [SPOONBILL.]

spoon-bit, s. A bit with a rounding end,
which assumes a conoidal form.

spoon-chisel, s. A bent chisel, with
the basil on both sides, used by sculptors.

spoon-gouge, s.

Join. : A gouge with a crooked end, used in

hollowing out deep parts of wood.

t spoon-meat, s. Food eaten with a
spoon ; liquid food. (Ford ; 'Tis Pity She's a
Whore, i.)

spoon-worms, s. pi. [GEPHYREA.]

spoon (1). v.i. (SPOOM.] To move rapidly
through the water.

" Without any inch of sayle, we Ipooned before the
tt*." Hat-kinyt : ravage*, vol. 111., p. 349

spooa-<kr:ft, . The same as SPINDRIFT
(q.v.),

spoon (2), v.t. A i. [SPOON, .)
*A. Trans. : To take up or eat with a spoon

or ladle.

"It then may be ipooned up a it Is wanted."
Anderson : On the Dsiiry.

B. Intrans. : To act the lorer.

* spoon -ago (age as ig), . [Eng. spoon;
aye.] Spoon-meat.

" Aud suck she might a teat for teeth.
And spoonaff* too did (uile.

1*

Warner : Albiom England, bk. il., ch. X.

spoon'-bill, . [Eug. spoon, s., and bill.)

1. Ichthy. : The genus Polyodon (q.v.).

2. Ornith. : Any individual of the genus Pla-
talea (q.v.) ; specif., Platalea leucorodia, the
White Spoonbill, found over the greater part
of Europe and Asia, and the north of Africa.
The adult male is about thirty-two inches
long ; plumage white with pale pink tinge ;

at the junction of the neck with the breast
there is a band of buffy yellow ; the naked
skin on the throat is yellow ; legs and feet
black ; bill about eight inches long, very
much flattened and grooved at the base, the
expanded portion yellow, the rest black.
There is a white occipital crest in both sexes.
The Spoonbill possesses no power of modu-
lating its voice. The windpipe is bent on it-

self, like the figure 8, the coils applied to each
other, and held in place by a thin membrane.
This peculiarity does not exist in young birds.

The Roseate Spoonbill (P. ajaja), an American
species, has rose-colored plumage. It is the
only species which occurs in the United States,
and is very abundant in the tropics. It is

nearly equal in size to the White Spoonbill,
which it resembles in habits. This bird is a
beautiful one, its plumage being of a fine rose

color, the tint deepest on the wings. The tail

coverts are crimson.

spoon'-ey, s. & a. [Eng. spoon ; -ey.)

A. As subst. : A stupid or silly fellow ; a
noodle, a spoon. (Slang.)

"
Yes, Captain Waldron averred, he was s spooney ;

that as the right name for a man who let himself be
played witii as she had played with him." J/uc-
mUlan't Magazine, Nov., 1869, p. 6.

B. As adj. : Spoony.

spodn'-ful (';
i. spoon fiils), spoon'-full,

* spone -
fill,

* spoone - lull, s. [Eug.
spoon, s. ; -fuU.\

1. As much as a spoon will contain.
" Devour the whole dish without offering a spoonful

to Her Royal Highness." Macaulay : JIM. Eng., ch. xi.

2. Any small quantity.
" At least of as much importance as what we tatf

seldom, and only by grains and spoon/ulls."Arlmth-
not.

Spo6n'-i-ly, adv. [Eng. tpoony; -ly.} In a
weak or spoony manner ; like a spoon.

epodn'-Wort, s. [Eng. spoon, and mart.] So
named because its leaf is shaped like an old-

fashioned spoon. (Prior.)]

Bot. : Cochlearia offlcinalis.

8po3n'-9, & s. [Eng. spoon, s. ; #.]

A. As adj.: Soft, silly, weak-minded;
specif., foolishly fond, showing calf-love.

"Lovell, a tall, thin, tpoony midshipman, usually
called 'Lady Margaret.'" Sannay : Singleton Fon-
tenoy.

B. As subst. : A spooney, a spoon.

spoor, s. [Dut.] The track or trail of a wild

animal, especially of such as are pursued as

game.
"
Following the spoor slowly and laboriously right

op to the top of the hill." Field, Sept. 4, 18S&

* spoor, v.i. [SPOOR, s.] To follow a spoor
or trail.

" After searching uid spooring about for another
hour, we were obliged to abandon pursuit." Field,
Feb. 17, 1887.

spb'r-, spb'r-6-, pref. [SPORE.] Of, belonging

to, or possessing spores or seed.

SpoV-o-des, s. pi. [Gr.] [SPORADIC.]

1. Geog. : A group of scattered islands;

especially applied to a group of islands in the

Archipelago.
2. Astron. : Stars not included in any con-

stellation ; unformed stars.

*
Spo-ra'-cU-al, o. [SPORADIC.] Scattered,

sporadic.

boll, boy ; pout, jdwl ; cat, jell, chorus, jhin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xcnophon, efist. ph = .
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4402 sporadic sport

gpo rad -Ic, spd rad -Ic-al, a. [Low Lat.

tfOnt&eitt, from Gr. o-iropaiico< (sfUi'Mtikos)
scattered, from airopas (s(ti>raa), genii, oiropaoos
(tpoi-atttis) = scattered, from antipta (speiro) =
to scatter ; Fr. sporadi<ju.]

1. Ont. Utng. : Separate, single, scattered ;

occurring singly or apart from other tilings
of the same kiiul.

" Under these circumstances, the cholera which has
broken out Ht Moutreuil would a|>ixr to \- loud nn>l

*puraiUc."J>aUy TeUyrattk, Sept 19. !<>$&.

2. Bio!. : Applied to animals and plants
spread over wiJe areas.

sporadic-disease, &
Pathol. : A disease which, being normally

an epidemic one, attacks in a particular year
only a person here and there without spread-
ing extensively.

spo rad-ic-al ly, adv. [Eng. sporadical;
ly.] In a sporadic or scattered man nor

;

separately, singly.
"
They are due to causes acting universally, and not

tporadicallv in one or more centres." Damkint : Early
Man in Britain, ch. t

spor-an-gi-as'-ter, s. [M<xi. Lat. sporan-
gi(um), and Gr. ao-n/p (aster) = a star.]

Bot. (PL): Certain bodies, often clavate,
intermixed with the spore-cases in some ferns.

Probably abortive sporangia. (Treas. of Bot.)

spor-an-gid'-i-um (pi. spbr-an-
gid -I a), s. [Mod. Lat. sporangium, and
Gr. eloW (eMos) = form.]

Bot. : The inner series of organs to which
the peristome belongs in the capsule ofa moss.

spbr an -gi ole, spor-an-gi-o'-lum (pi.

sp6r-an-gl-o'-la), s. [Mod. Lat., dimin.
from sporangium, (q.v.).]

Bot. : A case containing sporidia in Fungals.

pbr-an gi 6 phbre, spbr an gi oph-
or-um (pi. spbr-an-gl-dph-or-a), s.

[Mod. Lat. sporangium, aiid Gr.</>opo (phoros)= bearing.]

Bot. : The axis or columella on which the

spore-leases are borne in some ferns ; the fila-

ments bearing the sporangia in some fungals.

spbr-an gi um (pi. spbr-an gi- a), s.

[Pref. spor-, and Gr. dyyeioi/ (angyeion) =. a

vessel, a pail, a capsule.]

Bot. : The case in which the spores are con-
tained in flowerless plants. It varies in the
different orders.

pore (1), s. [Gr. <nr6pos (sporos), inropd (spora)= a sowing, seed.]

1. Bot. : The reproductive body in a crypto-
gam, which differs from a seed in being com-
posed simply of cells and not containing an
embryo. Called also Sporules. Applied also
to the reproductive bodies produced either

singly or at the tips of the fruit-bearing
threads in Fungi.

"From tht offensive smell communicated to sound
corn by tlie bursting of the envelope and distribution
of the fetid sporet." Field, Oct. 5, 1885.

2. PaUeobot. : A large part of the Better-bed
coal of Lowmoor, near Leeds, is formed by
spores and sporangia ; so is the white coal of
Australia. [FLEMINGITES.]

3. Zool. (PI.) : The reproductive gemmules
Of certain sponges.

spore-case, *.

Bot. : The immediate covering of the spores
In cryptogams.

spore (2), *. [SPUR, .]

spbr en do-ne-ma, *. [Pref. spor-; Gr.
ivSav (endon) in, within, and nj/*a (nemo) =.

yarn.]
Bot. : Either a genuine genus of Hyphomy-

Cetous Fungi, or a spurious one, founded on
some ha" developed fungals. Sporcndonema
muscce grows on flies in autumn, and kills

them. The fly attacked adheres to the walls
or window-panes by its proboscis, with its

legs spread out. About twenty-four honrg
after death a white substance projects from
between each ring of the abdomen, and in a
day or two after there is a circle around the
body. Called also Enipusa or Empusina.

t Spbr -Id, *. [SpoRiDroM.]
Bot. : A spore (q.v.).

Bpor-i-dcs' mi-inn, . [Pref. sporo-, and
Gr. 0*07*65 (desmos) = a band.]

Bot. : An obscure genus of Naked-spored
Fungals, with many species. They form soot-
like i>at<;hes on wooden rails, Stc.

spbr-I-dlf'-er-i, s. pi. [Mod Lat sporidia,
and Lat. fero = to bear.)

Bot. : The second of two cohorts of Fungals.
It consists of those bearing sporidia. Orders,
Ascomycetes and Phjsomycetes.

spbr-i-dlf-er-OUS, a. [SPORIDIFERI.] Bear-

ing sporidia.

spbr id I o la, s. pi. [PI. of dimin. from
Mod. Lat. sporidium (q.v.).]

Bot. : The spores or sporules of Thallogens
and Acrogeus.

spbr-Id'-I-um (pi. spbr-Id'-I-a), s. [Pref.

spor-, and Gr. eifios (tldos) form.]

Botany (PL): (1) The spores of fungals and
lichens when contained in asci. (2) Granules

resembling sporules, occurring in Alyals.
(Fries.) (3) The immediate cover of sporules
in Fungals.

spbr-If-er-i, s. pi. [Mod. Lat sporus = &

spore, and Lat. fero = to bear.]

Bot. : The first of two cohorts of Fungals.
It consists of those bearing spores. Orders,
Hymenomycetes, Gasteromycetes, Coniomy-
cetes, and Hyphomycetes.

spbr If -er-ous, a. [SPORIFERI.J
Bot. : Bearing spores.

*
sporne, v.t. [SPUBN.]

spbr-o-, pref. [SPOB-.]

spbr-6b-6 lus, s. [Pref. sporo-, and Gr.
/SoXos (bolos) a throwing.]

Bot. : A genus of Agrosteae. Sporobolus
tenacissimun, growing on dry, barren ground
in India, is a good fodder grass.

spbr -6 -carp, spbr-6-car- pi-um (pi.

Spbr-6-car -pl-a), s. [Pref. sporo-, and Gr.

(capiros (karpos) fruit. 1

Bot. : Any spore-case. Applied specially to

(1) a two-valved, coriaceous involucre in Mar-
sileaceae ; (2) the sporangium in Jungerman-
niaceae ; (3) one of the spore-cases in Lyco-
podiacese ; (4) one of the thecse in Equisetaceae.

spbr - och - ni - dae, spbr och na 90 ae,
s. pi. [Mod. Lat. sporochn(us) ; Lat. fern. pi.

adj. suff. -idee, -acece.}

Bot. : A family or tribe of Halyserese. Olive-

coloured, nnjointed sea-weeds, the oospor-
angesan<i trichosporanges ofwhich areattached
to external, jointed filaments, either free or
compacted together.

spbr-och-nus, s. [Pref. sporo-, and Gr.

Xvov<; (chnous) foam, wool, &c.)
Bot. : The typical genus of Sporochnidse(q.v.).

Receptacles lateral, on short peduncles.

spbr-o-cla'-di-um(pl. spbr 6da di a),
s. [Pref. sporo-, and Gr. K\OOS (klados) a
shoot, a brunch.]

Bot. : A branch on which the reproductive
bodies of some Algals grow.

spbr'-o-cyst, s. [Pref. sporo-, and Eng. cyst.]

Bot. : The spore-case of Algals.

SpbV-o-derm, s. [Pref. sporo-, and Gr. oe'pjua

(derma) = skin.]

But. : The skin of a spore.

t spbr'-p-gen, s. [Pref. sporo-, and Gr. ytwda
(gennao) to engender.]

Bot. : A plant bearing spores instead of
seeds.

t spbr-S-go'-ni-um (pi. spbr-6-go -ni a),
s. [Pref. sporo-, and Gr. yovy (gone) = otf-

spring.J
Bot. : A fruit-like structure, in which the

spores are formed in the Muscales.

SpcV-o-phore, s. [Pref. sporo-, and Gr. ipopo*
(phoros) bearing.]

Botany :

1. One of the fertile cells in the Naked-
spored Fungi. [BASIDIA.]

2. A filamentous process supporting a spore.

spbr-oph'-yl-lum (pL spbr-oph -yl-la),
s. [Pref. sporo-, and Gr. (pvAAoc (phullon) = a
leaf.]

Bot. : A small leaflet bearing tetraspore*.
as in I'locaniiiim.

spbr -6-sac, s. [Pref. sporo-, and Eng. oc.)
Zool. (PL): The simple generative buds of

certain Hydrozoa, in which the medcaoid
structure is not developed

spbr 6 zo id, s. [Pref.

sporo- ; Gr. $iZv (zoon) = au
animal, and eZSos (eidos) =
form.]

iol. : A zoospore (q.v.).

spor -ran, spor -an, s.

[Gael, spoi-an = a purse ;

Irish sparan.] The pouch or

large purse worn by High-
hinders in full dress, and
by men of the kilted regi-
ments. It is usually made
of Hie skin of some animal
with the hair on, and often
ornamented with silver and
stones. It is worn in front SPORRAN
of the kilt. The illustration

represents a soldier of the 42nJ Regiment (the
Black Watch), wearing the sporran.

"'Ay,' replied the Highlander; 'bntl keep neither
snaw nor dollars in my tporran.' "Scott : Rub Roy,
ch. xxiii.

sport,
*
sporte, s. [A contract, of disport or

desport ; cf. spend for dispend, splay for dis-

play, &c.)

L Ordinary Language :

1. A game, pastime, or amusement in which
a person engages ; a play, a diversion, a merry-
making, a frolic. (Cowper: Task, ii. 638.)

2. Out-of-door recreations such as grown-up
men engage in, and more especially hunting,
shooting, racing, fishing, and the like. (Often
used for such amusements collectively.)

" The king, who was excessively affected to hunting,
and the tport* of the fleld, had a treat desire to make
a great park, for red as well as fallow deer, between
Richmond and Hampton Court." Clarendon.

3. A comprehensive term embracing all

forms of athletics and games of skill in which
prizes are competed for or money staked.

4. Amusement or entertainment derived
from some person or thing ; diversion ; enjoy-
ment received.

"
By disturbing the foxes spoil the (port of fafr

hunters." Field, Feb. 12, 1SST.

5. Jest, as opposed to earnest ; a joke.
" In merry tport ... let the forfeit
Be nominated for an equal pound
Of your fair flesh."

Skaketp. : Merchant of Venice, L 8.

6. Mockery, mock, ridicule, derision ; deri-
sive mirth. (1 Esdras i. 51.)

*
7. A play ; a theatrical performance.

"Mark the moral of this /<ort."

.V/KiAej/.. : Kicliard ir., IT.

8. That with which one plays, or which is

driven about ; a toy, a plaything.
" Men are tport of circumstances, when
The circumstances seem the t/mrt of men.*

Byron : Don Juan, v. 17.

*
9. Play ; idle jingling.
"An author who should introduce such a ttxtrt at

words upon our stage would meet with small applause.**
Brvome.
*
10. Amorous dallying ; sensual enjoyment

of love.

11. One fond of sports ;
a sporting man.

II. Biol. : Any organism which deviates
from the normal or natural condition.

" We may conclude that sudden variations or sportt,
gnch as the a]>iJarance of a crest of feathers on the
head . . . would occur at rare intervals during the
many centuries which have elapsed since the pigeon
was lirst domesticated." Darwin : Animali t Plant*,
L213.

1 (1) Boofc of Sports :

Eng. Hist. : A proclamation issued by
James I., on May 24, 1618, entitled " The
King's Majesty's Declaration to his subjects
concerning lawful sports to be used." Jt ia

often represented as enjoining sports on the
Lord's L>a.v. It only enacted that people
"should not after the end of Divine service
be disturbed, letted, or discouraged from any
lawful recreations." Its first pul'lication led

to a Sabbatarian controversy. The Declara-
tion was embodied in a similar document
issued by Charles I. in 1633, and the severity
with which the public reading of it by the

clergy was enforced roused the Puritans to a
degree of indignation which contributed not
a little to tl"? overthrow of the Monarchy and
the Establishment. In 1644, the Parliament

late, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try. Syrian. , 03 = e; ey = a; an = kw.
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ordered all copies of it to be called in and
publicly burnt.

(2) In sport : In joke or jest ; not in earnest.

port,
*
sporte, v.t. & i. [SPORT, s.]

A. Transitive:
*

1. To divert, to amuse, to make merry.
(Used reflexively.)

"Against whom do ye tport yourselves." Itaiah Ivii. 4.

*
2. To exhibit by any kind of play.
"Now sporting ou thy lyre the love of youth."

Jtri/tten. (Toad,)

8. To exhibit ; to bring out in public ; to
wear. (SUing.)

"
Duly qualified by age to sport silk and satin on

the public racecourse." Daily Chronicle, Deo. 28, 1885.

B. Intransitive:

L Ordinary Language :

I. To play, to frolic ; to make merry ; to
muse one's self. (Milton : Lycidas, 68.)
*

2. To trifle.
"

If any man turn relialnn into raillery, by bold
Jests, he renders himself ridiculous, because he sports
with his own life." Tillotson.

*
3. To follow the diversions of the field.

II. Hiol. : To assume a character different

from the specific or varietal type.

T *(1) To sport off: To utter sportively ; to
throw off with ease.

(2) To sport one's oak : [OAK, f (2)J.

Sp6rt-a-bil'-i-t& . [Eng. sport ; -ability.]
Frolicsomeness.

" In this sportability of chit-chat" Sternt : Sent.

Journey ; The Passport.

*
sport'-a-ble, a. [Eng. sport; -able.] Pre-

sentable," natural.
" He had lost the iportaVte key of his voice."

Sterne: Tristram Sliandy, vi. 115.

*
8p6rt'-al, a. [Eng. sport ; -a/.] Of or per-
taining to sports ; used in sports. (Dryden.)

*
sport'-an9e, s. [Eng. sport; -ance.] Sport,
gaiety.

" Round in a circle our spnrtance must be."
Peele: Arraignment of Pnrit, i. 1.

sport'-er, s. [Eng. sport; -er.] One who
sports ; a sportsman.

port ful, a. [Eng. sport; -ful(l).]

1. Full of si>ort ; frolicsome, merry, wanton,
mirthful. (Milton: P. L., iv. 396.)

*
2. Done in jest or sport ; sportive.

"Though it be a sportful combat"
Khakesp. : Troilu* & C'ressida, L S.

*3. Amorous, wanton.
" Let Kate be chaste, and Dian sportful."

Shakesp. : Turning of the Shrev, U.

*Sport'-ful-ly, adv. [Eng. sportful ; -ly.] In
a sportful manner ; in sport ; sportively,
playfully.

"To see or hear a serious thing sportfully repre-
sented." Scott . Christian Life, pt. ii., ch. iii.

" sport -fiil-ness, s. [Eng. sportful; -ness.]
Ihe quality or state of being sportful ; play-
fulness, sportiveness.

"The ladies lost the farther marking his sportful-
ness." Sidney : Arcadia, bk. li.

Bpbrt -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [SPORT, v.]

A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Ord. Lang. : Pertaining or relating to

sport or sports ; practising or given to sport
er sports.

2. Bio?. : Assuming the character of a sport.
[SPORT, s., II., SPORTING-PLANT.]
C. As subst. : The act or habit of engaging

in sport or sports.
*
sporting-house, s. A public-house

frequented by sportsmen, betting-men, &c.
[SPORT, ., I. 3.]

sporting man, s. A sportsman ; one
who follows sport, as a pugilist, a pedestrian,
a racing-man, &c. [SPORT, s., I. 3.]

sporting-paper, s. A paper or journal
devoted to the interests of sport. [SPORTING-
MAN.]

"A London daily that chiefly lives on sport, though
it ia not a regulation sporting-paper." Keferee, April

*
sporting-piece, s. A plaything.

sporting-plant, s.

Bot. Hort. : The name' given by gardeners
to plants which have suddenly produced a
single^ bud with a new and sometimes widely
different character from that of the other buds.
Darwin calls them bud-variations, and says
that they can be propagated by grafts, &c.,
and sometimes by seed. They rarely occur in

plants in a state of nature, but are common
under culture. (Origin of Species, ch. i.)

sporting-press, s. That portion of the

public press devoted exclusively or mainly to
the interests of sport.

spb'rt'-lng-ljf, adv. [Eng. sporting; -ly.]
In a sportive manner ; sportively, in sport.

Sport'-ive, a. [Eng. sport ; -ive.]

1. Tending to or engaged in sport ; sportful,
merry, gay, frolicsome, playful.
" How often have I led thy spnrtlve choir,
With tuneless pipe, beside the murmuring Loire 1"

Goidsmith : The Traveller.
*

2. Amorous, wanton.
"

I, that am not shaped for sportive tricks.
*

Shakesp. : Hichard III., L L

spbrt'-ive-ljf, adv. [Eng. sportive; -ly.} In a
sportive manner ; playfully, in sport.

" I saw the soft air sportively to take it.

And into strange anil sundry forms to make It"
Drayton : DuJce of Suffolk to the French Queen.

spb'rt'-ive-ness, s. [Eng. sportive; -ness.]
The quality or state of being sportive ; dispo-
sition to mirth ; playfulness, mirth, gaiety,
frolicsomeness.

"The finale the Saltarello embodying as it does
the sportivenets and tumult of an Italian carnival,
never lacked the velocity and vigour tiie themes de-
niaiid." Daily Telegraph, Sept. 10, 1S8S.

*
spbrt'-less, a. [Eug. sport ; -less.] Without
sport or mirth ; joyless.

"Casting what s/mrtless nights she ever led."
P. Fletcher : Piscatory Eglogues, Til.

*
sport -ling, s. [Eug. sport; dimin. suff.

-ling.] A little person or creature that sports
or plays about

"
Pretty sportlinp* full of May."

Philips : To Miss Carteret.

Sports' man, s. [Eng. sports, and man.]
1. One who engages in or is given to the

sports of the field ; one skilled in spoits, as

hunting, shooting, fishing, &c.
"
Gray dawn appears ; th sportsman and his train
Speckle the bosum of the distant plain."

Cowper : Progress of Error, 82.

2. A.sporting-man (q.v.).

sporty -man-like,
*
sports' man ly, a,

[Eng. sportsman ; -like, -ly.] Befitting or be-

coming a sportsman.
"
Fly-fishing is practically brought to a standstill by

the less spoi-tsmanly method." f'ieitl, Oct 17, 1885.

sporty -man -ship, s. [Eng. sportsman;

-ship.] The practice of sportsmen ; skill in

field sports.

* sports'-wom-an, s. [Eng. sports, and wo-

man.] A Woman who engages in field sports.
"The twenty-three sportsmen and sportswomen who

took part In it" Daily Telegraph, Dec. 6, 1885.

spbV-tu-la, s. [SPORTULE.]

Spbr'-tn-lar-^, a. [Eng. sportul(e); -ary.]

Subsisting on alms, doles, or charitable con-
tributions.

"These tprrrtiiKtri/ preachers." Bp. Ball: Catet QJ
Conscience, dis. iii., ch. vii.

spor'-tule, s. [Lat. sportnla, dimin. from
spoi-ta ='n wicker-hasket ; Fr. sportule.] An
alms, a dole ; a charitable gift or contribu-
tion ; a largess.

"The bishops, who consecrated the ground, had a
Bpill OTSportule from the credulous laity." Ayliffe:
Parergon.

spor'-nle, s. [Dimin. from Eng. spore (q.v.).]

Botany :

1. A spore.

2. A granule within a spore; a sporidiolum.

spor-n-lif'-er-ous, a. [Eng. sporule, and
Lat. fero to bear, to produce.]

Sot. : Bearing sporules.

spot,
*
spotte, s. [From the same root as

A.S. spdtl = spittle (q.v.); cf. l)ut. spot = a

speck, a spot ; sputten = to spatter, to bedash ;

Sw. spolt = spittle ; spntta = to spit; Dan.

spatte = a spot, a speckle.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A mark on a substance or body made by
foreign matter ; a place discoloured ; a speck,
a blot.

2. A small part of a different colour from
that of the ground on which it is.

"An idea made up of barely the simple ones of
beast with spots, has but a confused ide.i of a leopard."
Locke: Human Underst., bk, ii., ch. xxix.

3. A dark place on the disc or face of the
sun or a planet. [SUN-SPOT.]

4. A stain on character or reputation ; a
disgrace, a reproach.

"
Marching in lovely wise, that could deserve
No spot of blame.'' Spenser : f. Q., IV. i. 4.

5. A small extent of space ; a place, a
locality.

" That spot to which I point is Paradise,
Adam's abode." Milton : P. L.. ill. r4.

6. A variety of the common pigeon, having
a spot on its head, just above its beak.

*
7. A stroke, a piece.

" You have made a flue spot of work on '*." Ci66r :

Son-juror, i.

IL Billiards:

1. A mark near the top of the table, on
which the red ball is placed.

2. A spot-stroke (q.v.).

If On (or upon) tlie spot: Immediately;
without moving ;

at once ; hence, fig., on the
alert, all alive to, well up in.

spot-lens, s.

Microscopy: A hemispherical lens with a
large opaque spot in the centre of its plane
face, adjustable with this plane side upwards
under the stage of the microscope, so that the

object is in the focus of the rays which it

converges from the mirror. The effect of this

arrangement is that no direct light from the
mirror can enter the objective, the spot caus-

ing a central shadow, but the light received

by the object from the marginal rays, and
reflected again by its particles, does enter.
Henoe the object appears as if brightly self-

illuminated upon a dark back-ground.

spot-stroke, s.

Billiards: A stroke which consists in holing
the red ball time after time in one of the top
pockets.

Spot, v.t. [SPOT, s.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. To make or put a spot or mark on ; to

discolour, to stain : as, To spot a dress.

2. To mark with a colour different from the

ground. " Have you not seen a handkerchief,
Spotted with strawberries, in your wife's handf

Shakesp. : Othello, iii. 8.

3. To cover with small spots or sprigs : as,
to spot muslin.

*
4. To put a patch or patches on by way of

ornament.
" Next morning the whole puppet-show was filled

with faces spotted after the whiggisli manner."
Addison: Spectator, No. 81.

5. To mark as with a spot ; to mark or note,
so as to ensure recognition ; hence, to catch
with the eye ; to detect, to recognize. (Colloq.}

"The hounds spotted him, and h became food and
trophy two minutes later." Field, April 4, 1685.

*
6. To stain, to taint, to blemish.

" Upon their */x>ttd souls."

Shaketp. : litckard II., lit I
IL Technically:

1. Billiards : To place (the red ball) on the

spot
" The marker spotting the ball." Field, Dec. 9, 1885.

2. Horse-racing, &c. : To pick out ; to pitch
upon ; to choose. (Slang.)

"
Having met with tolerable success in setting

the winners." Morning Chronicle, June 22, 1857.

^[ To spot timber : To cut or chip it in pre-
paration for hewing.

spot'-less, a. [Eng. spot; -Zess.]

1. Free from spots, foul matter, or discolor-

ation ; unspotted. (Thomson : Winter, 810.)

2. Free from stain or blemish ; pure, im-

maculate, untainted.
"
Marquis and count of spotless fame."

Longfellow: Capias d Manrigut.

spot'-less-ljf, adv. [Eng. spotless; -ly.] In a

spotless manner.

spot -less ness, s. [Eng. spotless; -ness.]

The quality or state of being spotless ; free-

dom from spot, stain, or blemish ; purity.
"
Lord, if thon look for a spntletsneu, whom wilt

thou look upon ! "Donne : Devotions.

boil, boy ; pout, jowl ; cat, 90!!, chorus, gain, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhon. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -Me, -die, &c. <- bel, del.
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Spot' ted, a. [Eng. spot; -ed.]

1. Marked with spate or places of a different
col. '< j- from the ground ; discoloured.

" Vo water siuikrs swain by the ship : they were

bm-^jfully ipottd."-Coo: : firtt l>ty, bk. iii.. ch. it.

*
'<, Suiined, tainted, disgraced, polluted,

guilty. "
\Jhlv tpctted and Inconstant man."
Statoip. . JUJiumnur A'ijltt i Dream, L L

spotted-axis, *. [Axis (-').]

spotted blouty. --

Ichthy. : IHriiHi'is vnlgaris, a fish from five

to seven inches long, common on the British
shores. "

Its thinness has also acquired for

it the epithet of Gunnel or Gunwale, such
being the name of the thin deal forming the

upper streak of a boat, which the fish is sup-
posed to be like." (Yarrell : Brit. Fishes

(ed. 3rd), ii. 377). Called also Spottad-guunel
and Butter-fish.

spotted comfrey. .

Bot. : Puhnonaria officinalis.

spotted-dogfish, s. [DOOFI^H.]

spotted ellipsoglossus, s.

Zool. : Ellipsoglossa n<evia, one of tho two
pecies of the Japanese genus Ellipso^.lassa,
which forms a connecting link between \ie
land and the water salamanders.

, spotted emu, s.

Or tilth. : Dromceus irroratus, confined to
Western Australia.

spotted -fever, *.

FEVER.]
[NEUROPURPURIC-

spottcd flycatcher, *. [FLYCATCHER,
- OJ-J

spotted-goby, --.

Ichthy. : Gobius minutus; called also the
Freckled- or Speckled-goby. [Gosius.]

spotted-gunnel, s. [SPOTTED-BLENNY.]

spotted-hyaena, s. [HY^NA.]

spotted lamprey, s. [LAMPREY.]

spotted manakin, s.

Ornith.: The genus Pardalotus (q.v.).

^wainson.)

spotted menobranclms, s.

Zool. : Menobranchus punctatus. [MNO-
BRANCHUS.]

spotted-muslin, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : Muslin covered with small

sprigs or spots.

2. Entom. : Diaphora mendica, a British moth,
family Chelonidse. Male black, female white.

spotted-ray, s. [HOMELYN-RAY.]

spotted -salamander, s. [SALAMAN-
DKH, II. 2.]

spotted-snake, s.

Zool. : Tropidonotus natrix. [SNAKE, . II.]

spotted-sulphur, s.

Eiitom. : A British night-moth, Agrophila
tulphuralis.

spotted-tree, s.

Bot. : Flindersia maculosa, a native ofQueens-
land. So named because the trunk is covered
with spots, owing to the outer bark falling off

in patches.

spotted wild-cat, s.

Zool. : Felis torquata, an Indian species,
about eighteen inches long, the tail being
about a foot more. It is gray, spotted with

black, and the ears are tufted, indicating a

relationship with the Lynxes.

spotted-wrasse, s.

Ichthy. : Labrus mixtus. [RED-WRASSE.]

spot ted ness, s. fEng. spotted; -ness.]
The quality or state of being spotted.

spot' ter, s. [Eng. upot, v. ; -er.] A secret

agent, a spy, an informer. Specif.: One who
is employed by a railway company to keep
secret tally of the number of passengers carried

aud fares received by the conductors.

spot-tl-ness, s. [Ens. ypotty ; -ness.] The

quality or state of being spotty or marked
with spots.

Spot'~ty, a. [Eng. spot; -y.] Full of or

marked with spots ; spotted ; patchy.

*
spoils ago (age as ig), s. [Eng. spous(e);
age.] The act of espousing ; espousal.
"The glorious tpmwagt of the Lain be." Bait:

Dilcouru on tht Revelation, P. ill., Cc. i.

* spous aile, s. [SPOUSAL. ]

* spous al,
* spous -all,

* spous ayl,
spous-aile, a. & s. [A contract, of espousal
(q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Pertaining or relating to mar-

riage ; nuptial, matrimonial, connubial, bridal.
" b'nmi them Asteria sprung, a nymph renowned.
And with tbe ipoutal love of Feisea crowned."

Cooke: llf.si-Hl.KSl.

B. As subst. : Espousal, marriage, nuptials.

(Generally used in the plural.)
" So be there 'twixt your kingdoms such a ipautal."

Shakeip. : Henry V., v. 2.

spouse, spowse, s. [O. Fr. espous, esponx,

espouse; Fr. epoux, tpouse, from Lat. sponsns,
fern, sponsa = one betrothed, a bridegroom, a

bride, from sponsus, pa. par. of spondeo to

promise solemnly, to betroth.] [SPONSOR.]
*

1. A bridegroom.
"The architriclyn c'epith the tpousr, and seith to

im, ech man settith flrstgood wyn.
17

\YycUffe : Jon ii.

2. One engaged or joined in wedlock ; a

iride, a wife. (Chaucer: C. T., 15,612.)

* spouse-bed, s. Marriage.
"
Spouse-bed spotlesn lawi of Ood allow."

Sylvester : Eden, M9.

* spouse - breach, * spouse - breke,
* spous-breeke, s. Adultery.

" A fol woman in tpousbrenhe he huld voder yc wyf."
Robert of Uloucetter, p. 279.

* spouse-hood,
*
spous-hed, s. The

marriage stete.
" He tbe Emperoures dogter in spousehed nome."

Hubert of Olousattr, p. 66.

*
ijpo^ie, v.t. [SPOUSE, s.]

1. Jo marry, to wed, to espouse.
**

-Jhe spouse and the spoused have the formost
.>yoe." Ben Jonion : Epithalamion.

2. To give in marriage.
"
Kyn^ William of Scotland did his doubter tpouse
To the eile of Bouloyn."

Robert uf Gloucester, p. 210.

spouse'-less, a. [Eng. spouse; -less.} Desti-

tute of a spouse ; having no wife or husband ;

unmarried, single.
" The ipouteleti Adriatic mourns hr lord."

Byron : Childe Harold, iv. 11.

* spous- ess,
* spous -esse, *spows-

esse, s. [Eng. span s(e) ; -ess.] A bride, a

wife, a married woman.
" Come thou and I schal scbewe to thee the tpoMeae,

the wyf of the Lambe." Wycliffe : Apaoalipi xxi.

spout,
*
spoute,

* spowte, *. [SPOUT, .]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The discharging chute, ajutage, or tubular

ventage of a vessel or machine whence issues

the liquid or comminuted material ; as, the

spout of a pitcher, the issuing nozzle for the

ground meal from the mill-stones, &c.

2. A pipe, a conduit ; a pipe for conducting
water, as from a roof.

" As in spouts the swallows build."

Longfellow : Nuremberg.

3. A shoot or lift ; specif., the shoot or lift

in a pawnbroker's shop ; hence, a pawnbroker's
shop. [If.]

*
4. A water-spout." That dreadful tpout,
Which shipmen do the hurricano call."

Shakesp. : Trail us 4 Cressida, V. 3.

II. Mining :

1. A channel of the same size as the air-

head, driven from the air-head into the gate-
road at intervals of about fifteen yards, to keep
the communication as forward as possible.

2. Tin chute which carries Ihe r.oal or ore

from the waggon, and dumps it into a car or

ship.

IT Up the spout : At the pawnbroker's, in

pawn ; pawned. (Slang.)

spout-fish, s.

Zool. : A fish or mollusc which spouts or

squirts out water ; spec., several bivalves,
as Solen, which do so on retiring to their holes.

spout-hole, s. An orifice for the dis-

charge of water.

spout-plane, s.

Carp. : A round-soled plane used in hollow-

ing out stuff for spouting and troughs.

spout-shell, s.

Zool. : The genus Aporrhals (q.v.).

spoilt, v.t. ft i. [According to Skent, for
sprout, from Sw. sputa, spr'^Ja to squirt, to
spout ; spruta a squirt, a pipe ; Dan. sprude,
tprutte=to spout, to spurt; sproite = to
squirt; Dut. spuiten=to spout, to squirt;
spuit= a spout, a squirt ; Ger. spritzen, spriitz~
en, sprudeln = to spout, to squirt; Low Ger.
tpruttr.n, sputtern; Ir. & Gael. s*wt = to spout,
to squirt.]

A. Transitive:

L Lit. : To pour out in a jet, and with
some force ; to throw out through a spout,
pipe, or jet,

" The atmndauce of water that this monitroo*
flsh /urt<*. "/'. Holland: Plinit, bk. ix., ch, vi.

IL Figuratively:

1. To utter with pomposity ; to mouth;
to utter or deliver for effect in the manner
of a mouthing orwtor.

" While spouting the most intolerant rubbish tht
can be endured." IkMy Telegraph, Oct. 14, 1886.

2. To pawn. (Slang.)
"The dons are going to ipnut the college plate," T,

ffughes : Tom Brown at Oxford, cb. xxiv.

B. Intransitive:

L Literally :

1. To eject water from or as from a spout or
pipe : as, A whale spouts.

2. To issue with some force, as water or
other liquid from a spout or narrow orifice;
to spurt.

" If they are deeply wounded in a dozen places,
there will instantly gush out as many fountains of
blood, spouting to a considerable distance." Anton :

ravages, bk. ii., ch. i.

II. Fig. : To make a speech, especially in a
pompous manner.

" Introduce him to tpmi'ing clubs or disputing
societies." Knox: Liberal Education, 20.

spout'-er, s. [Eng. spout, v. ; -er.] One who
spouts ;

one who makes speeches in a pompous
manner ; a speechitier ; a poor actor.

" The women's right* agitator, the platform ipoutfr
In petticoats. "Daily Telegraph, Jan. 12, 1886.

spout ing, s. [SPOUT, v.] Pompous talk;
speechifying.

"
Listening to the more forcible than polite i/wut-

ings of rabid 'fair traders' and Socialists." Daily
Telegraph, Feb. 9, 1886.

spout'-less, a. [Eng. spout ; -less.] Having
no spout ; destitute of a spout.

" There the pitcher stands
A fragment, and the ipoutlrsi tea-]), it there."

Cuwper : Talk. iv. 77*.

sprach'-le (Ic as el), sprac'-kle, v.i.

[Icel. sprokla.] To clamber, to struggle.

(Scotch.) " Sae far I tpracTtled up the brae."
Hurnt : On Meeting with Lord Dasr.

sprack, a. [Icel. sprcekr,spailcr brisk, lively;
Gael. <t Irish sprain strength, vigour.] [SPKY.]

Spruce, sprightly, lively, animated.
" He hath sae suddenly acquired all this fine i/rrack

festivity and jocularity." Scott : Waoerley, ch. xliii

sprac'-kle, v.i. [SPRACHLE.]

sprag, v.t. [SPRAO (2), s.] To support with

sprags.
" A portion of it was tpragged, but the first end,

which was four yards in length, was without one,"

Colliery Guardian, Nov. 5, 1880.

sprag, a. [A corrupt, of sprack (q.v.).] Quick,
lively, active.

" A good sprig memory." Shakes^. : Merry Wivet
of Windtor, iv. 1.

sprag (1), . [Cf. Icel. spraka = a small

flounder.]

1. A young salmon. (Prov.)

2. A ha'.f-grown cod. (Prov.)

Sprag (2), s. [Prob. allied to sprig (q.v.).] A
billet of wood ; specif., in mines, a diagonal

prop or stay for preventing the roof of a mind
from sinking in.

"
Sprays and other articles were thrown under th*

wheels without effect." Daily Telegraph, Sept. IS,

1886.

sprag gmg, s. [Eng. sprag (2), s. ; -ing.]

Sprags collectively ; the fixing of sprags.
" He did not say anything to the man about spraf-

ging." Morning Chronicle, Sept. 29, 1859.

spraich (ch guttural), s. [Gael.]

1. A cry, a shriek.

2. A collection, a multitude : as, a spraich
of children. (Scotch.)

spraich (ch guttural), v.i. [SPRAICH, *.] To
cry, to shriek.

spraic'-kle, v.i. [SPRACKLE.]

fLite. fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

o*. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, w, ce = e; ey = a: qu = kw.
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Sprain, v.t. [O. Fr. espreindre =. to press, to

wring, to strain (Fr. epreindre), from Lat. ex-

prlmo, from e*=out, and premo = to press.]

To overstrain, as the muscles or ligaments of

a joint, so as to injure them, but without
luxation or dislocation.

" The sudden turu may stretch the swelling vein.
The cracking joint unhinge, or ankle ipruiii."

Gay : Trivia, i. 38.

praln, . [O. Fr. espreinte.] [SPRAIN, v.] A.

violent straining or twisting of the soft parts

surrounding a joint, without dislocation. It

is generally attended with swelling and in-

flammation in the injured part.
"

I confessed I was in pain, and thought it was with
some iprain at tennis." Temple : Gout.

spr -lints, *. [O. Fr. espraintes (Fr. epreintes),

lit.=:outpressings, from espreindre=-ta squeeze

out.] [SPRAIN, v.] The dung of an otter.
"
Scrambling over the rocks in search of tpraintt."

Kingtley : Two Jean Ago, ch. xviii.

prang, pret. of v. [SPRING, v.]

pran'-gle, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.] To wander,
to spread irregularly, to sprawl.

" Over its fence spranglei a squash vine in ungainly
Joy." CornhiU Magazine, May, 1882.

prit (1),
*
sprot,

*
sprott,

*
sprotte, .

[Dut. sprot; Low Ger. sjn-ott ; H. Ger. sprotte.]

1. Jchthy. : Clupea sprattus ; a well-known
British fish, common on all the Atlantic

coasts of Europe, extending to the Baltic and
the western h;ilf of the Mediterranean. The

length of those usually brought to market is

about three inches ; but it is said to attain

about double I hat length. Scales smooth and
a ily shed ; lower jaw prominent, oval patch

of small teeth on tongue ; alxlomen serrated

l>eliin>l as well as in front of ventral fin. The

prat is taken in large quantities, and, in some

localities, the supply so far exceeds the de-

mand tliat they are spread on the ground for

n'i!iii-e. In Scotland it is known as the

"Gar\ ie or Garvio-herring. [CLUPEA.]
*

2. A small piece of bad silver money.
(.Slung.)

" Several Lascars were charged with passing tprati,
the slung term ftpulied to spuriuus fourpeimy nieces,

ixj.ences. and shilling*." Jforninp Chronicle, Dec. S,

1837.

Sprat-day, s. A term popularly applied
t.i .Nov. 9. tlie tirst day of sprat-selling in the

e' reels of London and other British cities. The
season lasts about ten weeks. (Brewer.)

sprat (2), 'spreat,
*
sprett,

*
sprit,

*
Sprot, s. [A.S. spreot, sprit = a sprout.]

Hot. : A. name given to various rushes, as

Junms lamprocarpus, J. acutiflorns, anil J.

btusi'flu-mis ; specif., Juncus articulates, wliich

grows on marshy ground. It is used for fodder
and for thatoh. (Scotch.)

sprat-barley, s.

not. : Hordeum vulgare, which has very long
awns.

Sprat, v.i. [SPRAT (1), s.] To fish for sprats.

"They will be afloat liere and there in the wild
weather, s/jraltina, hovelling, taking out anchors to
diatressed vessels. Dnila Telegraph, Aug. 27, 1386.

Sprit' -tie, v.i. [SPRAWL, *.] To scramble.

(tfootcfc.)

prat'-tle, s. [SPRATTLE, v.] A scramble, a

struggle, a sprawl. (Scotch.)

eprawl, *
spraule,

*
sprall, v.i. [For

sprattle, from Sw. sprattla to sprawl ; Sw.
dial spralla, sprala ; Dan. spralte = to sprawl,
to flounder

-,
Dut. spartelen to flutter, to

leap, to wrestle ; Icel. pnidhka = to sprawl.]

1. To spread or stretch the body carelessly
in a horizontal position ; to lie with the limbs
stretched out or straggling.

" His voice frightened the women, and yet they
^rere .jhul to see him He sin-ati'lmy upon the ground."

tiuni/an : Pilt/rim't Progrem, pt. ii.

3. To struggle in the agonies of death.
" Grim in couvu'sive agonies he sprnvrts."

Pope : Homer ; Odyssey xxii. 23.

8. To move with an awkward motion of the
limbs when lying down ; to scramble.

"
Whereupon he began to rpraTl to the other side."

Botiiished: Drscrlpt. Ireland, ch. ii.

4. To spread irregularly, as a plant, a vine
or the like ; to spread ungracefully, as hand-
writing.

"
Cull from the bine the tjrrtwling sprigs."

Smart : The Hop-garden.

i. To widen or open irregularly, as a body
of cavalry.

sprawl, s. [SPRAWL, v.]

1. The act or state of sprawling.

2. A small twig or branch of a tree
;
a spray.

(Pruv.)

Sprawl-or, s. [Eng. sprawl, v. ; -er.] One
who sprawls ; specif., a popular name for a
British cuspidate moth, Petasia cussinea.

spray (1), *spry, s. [Prob. allied to A.S.

spreyan = to pour ; Icel. sprtena a jet or

spring of water; sprtena = to jet, to spurt out ;

Norw. spreen = a jet of water.]

1. Water flying or driven in small, fine

drops or particles, as by the force of wind,
the dashing of waves, from a waterfall, or the

like.

"The spray of the sea being lifted up to a greater
height." Cook: Second Voyage, bk. Ii., ch. iv.

2. The vapour from an atomizer.

spray instrument, s.

Surg. : An atomizer (q.v.).

spray (2), s. [Dan. sprag = a sprig, a spray ;

Sw. dial, sprayge, spragy = a spray.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A small shoot or branch ; a twig ; the

extremity of a branch.
" We Ulk'd of change, of winter gone,
Of green leaves on the hawthorn spray"

Wordtworth : Mother t Return.

2. The small branches of a tree collectively.

3. A small branch of flowers, leaves, &c.,
worn by ladies in the hair or on the dress.

II. Founding : A set of castings attached

by their individual sprues to the main stem,

occupying the runner and its branches by
which the metal entered the mould and wa
led to the various places to be filled.

spray-drain, s.

Agric. : A drain formed by burying the

sprays of trees in the earth, which keep open
a channel. Much used in grass lands.

spray-work, s. A method of decoration

in which sprays and ferns are fastened on the
material to be treated, over which marking-
ink, liquid Indian ink or sepia, is sprinkled
by means of a line-bristled tooth-brush dipped
into the colouring matter, and then rubbed

lightly to and fro across the large teeth of a

dressing-comb.

spray, v.t. [SPRAY (1), s.] To let fall in the

form of spray. (Annandale.)

*spray'-ey, a. [Eng. spray (2), s. ; -ey.] Full

of sprays or twigs ; laden with sprays or

twigs.

spreach'-er-^ (ch guttural), s. [SPRECHERY.]

spread, sprede, *sprad (pa. t. *sprad,
*
spradde, spread,

*
spretl,

*
spredde, pa. jar.

*sprad, spread,
*
spred), v.t. & i. [A.S. sprcedan

= to extend, to spread out ; cogn. with Dut.

sprciden to spread, to scatter ; Low Ger.

spreden, spreen, sprein; Ger. spreiten; Dan.

sprede; Sw. sprida; Sw. dial, sprita.]

A. Transitive :

1. To extend in length and breadth, or in

breadth only ;
to stretch or expand out to a

broader surface. (2 Samuel xxi. 10.)

2. To open, to unfurl ; to stretch or extend
out. (Sliakesp. : Much Ado, ii. 3.)

*
3. To scatter, to disperse ; to cause to

disperse.
" Was iieuer in alle his lyue ther fadere ore so glad,
Als whan he sauh his sous tuo, the puiens force to

sprad." Kobcrt de Brunnc, p. 18.

4. To scatter over a larger surface ; to strew.

"The threading of mucke. and mingling with it the
mould of a laud."/1

. Holland: Ptinie, bk. xvii.,

ch. ix.

5. To cover by extending something over ;

to overspread. (Isaiah xl. 19.)

6. To extend over, to cover ; to overspread.
" Of plate of golde a berde he had,
The whiche his brest all ouer sjiradd."

Oower: C.A.,v.

7. To extend ;
to shoot to a greater length

in every direction ; to reach out, to put forth,

to stretch out. (1 Kings viii. 54.)

8. To divulge, to publish ; to cause to be

more widely or extensively known, as news
or fame

;
to disseminate. (Matthew ix. 31.)

"
They, when departed, spread abroad his fame In

all that country." Matthew ix. 31.

S. To propagate ; to cause to affect greater
numbers.

" The risk of spreading the dis

the blood. "-Field, Feb. 12, 1887.
by the agency of

10. To emit, to diffuse, to give out, as ema-
nations or effluvia.

11. To set and furnish with provisions : aa,
To spread a table.

If Usually followed in most of its senses by
abroad, up, over, or some other preposition.
B. Intransitive:

1. To be extended in length and breadth in
all directions ; to lie expanded to a broader
surface or extent ; to be extended or stretched
out.

" Her barbarous sons . . . tpreiia
Beneath Gibraltar to the L>biau sands "

Milton: /'. L.,\. 354.

2. To be propagated, published, circulated,
or made known more extensively : us, A re-

port spreads.

3. To be propagated from one to another.
"Lest his Infection spread fnitlier."

Shake*?. : Curt..l,inut. ill. 1.

If Things may spreoj.1 in one direction, or at
least without separation ; but they dis/itr^: in

many directions, so as to destroy tl.e con-

tinuity of bodies. Between scatter and dis-

perse there is no other difference than that
one is immethodical and involuntary, the
other systematic and intentional. To sjiread
is the general, to expand and diffuse are parti-
cular terms. To spread may be said of any-
thing which occupies more space tlian it hag

done, whether by a direct separation of its

parts, or by an accession to the su Instance;
but to expand is to spread by means of sepa-
rating or unfolding the parts. Evils s/iread,
and reports spreail ; the mind expands, and
prospects expand; knowledge diffuses itself,

or cheerfulness is dijiused throughout the

company. To spread is to extend to an inde-
finite width ; to circulate is to spread within a
circle ; thus news spreads through a country ;

but a story circulates in a village, or from
house to house, or a report is circulated in the

neighbourhood. S/iread and eirciiliUe are the
acts of persons or things; projxtyate and dis-

seminate are the acts ot persons only. (Crabb.)

spread, s. [SPREAD, v.]

L Ordinary Language :

\. The act of spreading ; the state of being
spread; extent, compass, diffusion, dissemi-
nation : as, the spread of knowledge.

2. Expansion of parts.
" No flower hath that kind of spread that the w*oi-

bine hath." Bacon : A'at. But., f 676.

3. A cloth used as a cover : as, a bed-

tpread. (Amer.)

4. A table as spread and furnished with

provisions ; hence, a feast. (Coltoq.)
" To judge from the spread
On the board, you'd have said

That the 'partie quarrce' had like aldermen fed."
Barham : Ingnldsby Legends ; Lord <,/ Toulouse.

H. Stock Exch. : The privilege of demand-

ing shares of stock at a certiin price, or ot

delivering shares of stock at another price
within a certain time agreed on.

spread-eagle, v.t. To scatter and leave

far behind.

"Caltha spread-eagled her field a long way from
home." Daily Chronicle, Oct. 27, 1865.

spread-eagle, s. & a.

A. As substantive :

1. Cookery: A fowl split open, broiled, and
served with mushrooms.

2. Her. : An eagle displayed, or an eagle

having the wings and legs extended on each

side of the body. [DISPLAYED.]

3. Skating: A figure somewhat resembling
an Eagle Displayed [2.].

*B. As adj.: Pretentious, boastful, pom-
pous, bombastic : as, a spread-eagle speech,

spread-eagleism, .

1. The state of being boastful or bombastic.

2. Sentiments or expressions characterized

by boastfuluess or extiavagant language.

spread'-er, s. [Eng. spread, v. ; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. One who or that wliich spreads, extendt,

expands, or propagates.
"If their child be not such a speedy spreader and

branc-her, like the vine --Seliyma ll'ittoniam*. p. 7T.

2. One who divulges, circulates, or disse-

minates ; a disseminator.

"These he designs for the ipreadert of his religion."

Sharp : Sermmii, vol. ii., scr. 3.

II. Technically :

1. Flax-manuf. : A machine in whic.h the

boll, boy; poUt, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, ghin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e?ist. ph - L

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -gion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = anus, -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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tricks of line, fresh from the heckle, and
drawn out and cuuibiued so as to make a

sliver, and eventually a rover, to be operated
u}>"ii by tlio spinning-machine.

2. A device for flattening and spreading the

Jet fri >ni a hose-pipe.

3. yehicles : A stick which stretches apart
the ends of a chain to which the .single-lives
re attached.

pread -ing. pr. par. or a. [SPREAD, v.]

spreading frame, s. [DRAWING-FRAME.]

spreading furnace, s.

<,"'!-.<. : A heated chamber in which cracked

cylinders of sheet-glass are laid in order to

spread out into sheets.

spreading machine, s.

Cotton-man. : A machine in which cotton is

formed into a continuous band ready for card-

ing.

spreading-oven, s. [FLATTENINQ-FCB-
JLACt:.]

spreading plate, *. [FLATTING-
HEAUTH.]

* spread'-ing-ly^ adv. [Eng. sheading; -ly.]

In a spreading manner, increasingly.
" The best times were spreadingly infected." Mil-

tan : Rtform. in England, bk. i.

Bpreagh (gh guttural), spreath, s. [Irish
& Gael, spreulh = cattle.] CatUe ; hence,

prey, booty. (Scotch.)
" Ye had better stick to your auld trade o

1

theft-

boot, black-mail, tpreaght." Scott : Kob Itoy, ch. xxiii.

preagh'-er-ie, spreach'-er-y, sprech -

er-Ie, sprech'-er-y (gh, ch guttural), s.

[SPREAGH.] Cattle-lifting, prey-driving; small

spoil; paltry booty of small articles. (Scotch.)
"

It is unspeakable the quantity of useless tjyreach-
ery whioh they have collected on their march."
Scutt: H'averley, ch. xli.

spreat, s. [SPEAT (2).]

preck'-led (led as eld), a. [SPECKLED.]
Speckled, spotted. (Scotch.)

Bprce, s. [Irish spre = a spark, flash of fire,

animation, spirit ; Gael, spraie = vigour, ex-

ertion.] A morry frolic, especially a drunken
frolic or bout ; a carousal. (Colloq.)

Bpree, v.i. [SPREE, s.] To indulge in sprees.

(Colloq.)
" He was always of the devil-may-care sort, fond of

tprer-ing about and lively company." Daily Tele-

fraph, Nov. 16, 1835.

*spreint, pa. par. or a, [SPRENQE.]

*sprenge, v.t. [A.S. sprengan, sprencan;
cogn. with Dut. sprenkelen = to sprinkle ;

Ger. sprenkeln.} [SPRINKLE, v.] To sprinkle,
to scatter, to disperse.

" All th ground with purple bloud was iprent."
Spenser: F. fi., IV. ii. 18.

Spreng'-el, s. [C K. Sprengel (1766-1833),

physician and processor of botany at Halle.]

(See compound.)

Sprengel's air-pump, s. [AIR-PUMP.]

* sprent, pa. par. or a. [SPRENOE.]

sprett, s. [SPRAT (2).]

* spreu-sid'-a-ny, *. [A corrupt, of Pev.ce-

danum (q.v.).j

t sprew (ew as 6), s. [SPROO.]

sprey, a. [SPRY.] Spruce, spry. (Prov.)

prig,
*
sprigge, s. & a. [A.S. spree= a spray,

a twig (Sornner); cogn. with I eel. sprek'=SL
stick. ; Low Ger. sprikk = a sprig, a twig ;

Dan. sprag = a spray.] [SPRAY (2).J

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. A rod for punishing children, a stick.

(P. Plowman, vi. 139.)

2. A small shoot, branch, or twig of a tree ;

spray. (Thomson : Spring, 651.)

3. A representation of a sprig or spray ; a

small, isolated ornament of the nature of a

branch, woven or printed on textile fabrics.

4. An offshoot, a scion, a slip, a youth ;

generally used in disparagement : as, a sprig
of nobility.

5. A small brad.

6. A brad or triangular piece of tin plate to

confine a pane of glass in a sash until the

putty dries.

JL Ar
aii<. : An eyebolt with a barbed shank.

* B. As adj. : Smart, well-trimmed.
" He wears his beard so sprig."
Cotton: Burlayut upon lliirlcsqiie, p. 531

sprig-bolt, s. [RAO-BOLT.]
* sprig-crystal, s. (See extract.)
" In per]>endicular fissures, crystal is found In form

of an hrxangnlar column, adhering at one end to the
stone, and near the other lessening gradually, till it

terminates in a point : this is called by lapidaries
prig or rock crystal." Woodward.

sprig, v.t. [SPRIG, s.]

1. To mark, ornament, or work with sprigs.
" He became the possessor of a certain bottle-green

coat with bright buttons, und a spt-iytied satin waist-
coat." Daily Telegraph, Dec. 25, 1886.

2. To drive sprigs into.

*
sprig'-gy, a. [Eng. sprig, s. ; -y.] Full of
or abounding with sprigs or small branches.

spright (gh silent), s. [A corrupt spelling of

sprite (q.v.).J
*

1. A spirit, a shade, a soul ; an incor-

poreal agent.
" And forth he cald out of deepe darknes dredd.
Legions of sprighti." Spenser : t'. <J., I. i. 38.

t 2. An elf, goblin, or fairy ; a sprite.
" In likeness of a page appeared a upright."

Hoole : Orlando Furiosu, bk. ii.

*
3. Power which gives cheerfulness or

courage ; spirit.
"

See, he gathers up his spright
And begins to hunt for life."

Beaum, t f'let. : The Faitltful Shepherdess, Iv. 1.

*
4. Mood, disposition or condition of mind,

temper.
"
Intending weariness with heavy spright."

Shakes?. : Rape of Lucrece, 121.
*
5. An arrow.
" We have in use for sea-fights short arrows called

tpn'fjhts, without any other heads save wood sharp-
ened ;

which were discharged out of muskets, and
would pierce through the sides o ships where a bullt
would not." Bacon : Natural History.

*
spright (>jh silent), v.t. [SPRIGHT, s.] To
haunt, as with a spright.

"
I am tprigh'ed with a fool"

Shakesp. : Cyinueline, 11. 8.

*
spright'-ful (gh silent), a. [Eng. spright;

-}'ul(l).~] Sprightly, lively, brisk, gay, nimble,
vigorous.

"
Venus, redress a wrong that's done
By that yuuug i-prightful hoy, tliy son."

Curtwrigiit : To Vema.
*
spright'- ful-ly (gh silent), adv. [Eng.
sprvjlitful; -ly.] In a sprightt'ul or sprightly
manner ; briskly, vigorously, with spirit.

Norfolk, tpriyhtfuHy and Tjold,

Btays but the summons of the appellant's trumpet."
Shakesp. : Jlichard 11., I. 8.

*
spright'- ful - ness (gh silent), s. [Eng.
sprightful; -ness.] The quality or state of

being spr:ghtful ; sprightliness, liveliness.

*
spright' less (gh silent), a. [Eng. spright ;

-less.} Destitute of spirit or vivacity; dull,

dispirited. " Are you grown
Benumbed with fear, or virtue's iprlyhllesi coldt"

Cowley.

spright'-li ness (gh silent), s. [Eng. sprightly;

ness.] The quality or state of being sprightly ;

liveliness, vivacity, gaiety, briskness.
" Youth has a ipric/httiness and fire to boast,
That in the valley of decline are lost."

Cowper : Conversation, 635.

SprTght'-ly (gh silent), a. [Eng. spright; -ly.]

*
1. Having the qualities or appearance of

a spright or spirit.
" With other sprightly shows of mine own kindred."

Khakesjj. : CumbHine, v. 8.

2. Lively, spirited, gay, brisk, nimble,
animated, vivacious.

" The lyre rejoins the spriyhtl;/ lay."
Pope : Homer ; Odyssey i. 630.

If Used by Shakespeare adverbially :

" Address yourself to entertain then- sprightly*
Ukakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 4.

spring, *sprynge (pa. t. sprarrj,
*
sprang,

*
sprunge, sprung, pa. par.

*
spronge

*
sprongen,

sprung,
*
sprungen), v.i. & t. |A.f^. springun,

sprincan (pa. t. sprang, spranc, pa. par.

sprungen), cflgn. with Dut. springen (pa. t.

sprang, pa. par. gesprongen) ; Icel. springa
to burst, to split; Sw. sprhuja ; Dan. springe;
Ger. 'iprinyen; Sw. spranga to cause to

burst.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To rise or come forth as out of the

ground ; to shoot up, out, or forth ; to begin

to appear; to come to light or existon e
; to

issue into sight or knowledge. (L'su il> ap-
plied to any manner of growing, 11 ing, or
appearing, as of a stream from its source, a
plant from seed.)

" But othire seedis felden iu to stony placis . . . anft
auooii Uiei sprungen up." WytHf* : Matthew xiii.

2. To issue, to proceed ; to take or hav
origin or beginning, as from parents, an-
cestors, country, or the like.

" What stock he springs of."

Shakesp. : Coriolama, ii. 9.

3. To result, as from a cause, motive^
reason, principle, or the like ; to originate.

" Whence springs this deep desiiair?"
Hhakrtp. : 3 Benry VI., 111. S.

4. To leap, to bound, to jump.
" Away he springs." Khakcs/i. : Venus 4 Adonis. 258,

5. To start up or rise suddenly, as from a
covert, &c.

6. To fly back, to start, as a bow when bent
springs back by its elasticity.

7. To shoot; to issue suddenly and with
violence.
" Then shook the sacred shrine, and sudden light
Sprung thro' the vaulted roof, and ma^e the tempi*

bright." Uryden ; Palamon & A rcite, iii. 268,

*
8. To thrive, to grow.

" What makes all this but Jupiter the king,
At whose command we perish and we spring t*

Drydcn: Palamon <f Arcile, ui. 1,081

9. To warp; to become warped or bent
from a straight or plane surface, as timber in

seasoning.

B. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. To cause to stait or rise suddenly; to
start or rouse, as game.

" The too much praise . . .

Could not but spring up blushes in my chfeks."
Masiiiiger: Part, of /. v. 1.

2. To cause to explode or burst ; to dis.

charge.
"Our miners discovered several of the enemierf

mines, who have sprung divers others which did iittl*
execution." Taller.

3. To cause to open : as, To spring a leak.

4. To crack ; to bend or strain, so as to
crack or split.

" The Genesta has broken her bowsprit off short . . .

If she has not also sprung her topmast." VaUy Tele-

graph, Sept. 10, 1886.

5. To cause to close suddenly, or come to-

gether violently, as the parts of an instrument
which are acted upon by a spring : as, To
spring a trap.

6. To bend by force, as something stiff or

strong ; to insert, as a beam in a place too
short for it, by bending it so as to bring tha
ends nearer together, and allowing it to

straighten when in place. (Usually with in:
as, To spring in a slat or bar.) (Goodrich.)

*
7. To leap over; to jump; to pass by

leaping.
" To spring the fence, to rein the prancing steed."

Tl.outton.

II. Arch. : To commence from an abutment
or pier : as, To spring an arch.

H (1) To spring a butt :

Naut. : To loosen the end of a plank in a
ship's bottom.

(2) To spring at : To leap towards ; to at-

tempt to seize with a spring.

(3) To spring forth .-To leap out ; to rush out

(4) To spring in: To rush in ; to enter with
a leap or in haste.

(5) To spring on (or upon) :

(a) Lit. : To leap on or upon ; to rush on
hastily and violently.

(V) fig. : To produce quickly or unex-

pectedly.
"Such a man is not likely to spring ufton his asso-

ciates and allies a scheme of English surrender to Irish
demands." Daily Telegraph, Iov. 21, 1885.

(6) To spring the luff:

Naut. : To yield to the helm, and sail nearer
to the wind than before. (Said of a ship.)

spring,
*
spryng,

* sprynge, s. [SPUING,*.)

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A leap, a bound ; a sudden effort Of

struggle.
" A verv hunter did I rush

Upon the prey : with Iraps and tprings.'
Wordsworth: To a liutterfly.

2. A flying back ; the resistance of a body
recovering its former state by its elastii

power : as, the spring of a bow.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, ciiro, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian. SB, oa = e; ey = a; <in =
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8. Elastic power or force ; elasticity.
" In adult persons, when the fibres cannot any more

yield, they must break, or lose their tpring." Ar-
tuthnot.

4. An elastic substance of any kind, having
the power of recovering, by its elasticity, its

natural state, after lieing bent or otherwise

forced, interposed between two objects, in

order to impart or check motion or per-
mit them to yield relatively to each other.

Springs are made of various materials, as

india-rubber, strips or wire of steel coiled

spirally, steel rods or plates, &c., and are
used for many purposes : as, for diminishing
concussion in carriages, for motive power,
acting through the tendency of a metallic

coil to unwind itself, as in clocks and watches ;

to measure weight and other forces as in the

spring- balance, &c. Springs of coiled wire
re much used for balances, for chair and sofa

cushions and backs, mattresses, and in vari-

ous other domestic applications where no

great amount of strength is required.
" The spring must be made of good steel, well tem-

pered ; and the wider the two ends of the spring
stand asunder, the milder it throws the chape of the
Tice open." Jfoxon : Mechanical exercises.

5. Any active power ; that by which action

Or motion is produced or propagated.
" Nature is the same, and man Is the same, has the

Sine
affections and passions, and the same ipringt

at give them motion." Rymer.

6. In the same sense as II. 2.

% Often used adjectively, as spring-water.

I. Any source of supply ; source, origin ;

1Jiat from which anything springs or is de-

rivud ; a source of supply.
"
Philosophy and science, and the tpringt
Of wonder, and the wisdom of the world."

Byron : Manfred, L. L
8. One of the four seasons of the year; that

season in which plants begin to spring and

vegetate; the vernal season. In the northern

hemisphere the spring season begins about
March 21, when the sun enters the sign of

Aries, and en Is about June 22, at the time of
the summer solstice. Popularly, however,
spring is considered to begin with March and
nd with May.

"
Spring it her* with leal and grass."

Tennyson: The Window, 128.

9. Hence, the beginning or freshest part of

ny state or time ; the early part.
" Our loTe was new, and then but In the tpring."

Shakeip. : Sonnet 102.

10. A young shoot, a bud.
" Where the new spring first shooteth forth." P.

fnlland : Plinie, bk. xviL, ch. xjd.

II. A plant, a young tree ; also a grove of
trees ; a small shrubbery.

** In yonder spring of roses." Milton : P. L., Ix. 218.

12. Specifically applied to a white thorn.

ifrov.)
"
They are commonly erected uixm the top of new

banks, until the spring has grown strung enough to

protect it" Field, Jan. 28, 1886.

*
13. A youth, a springal.
" The one his bow and shafts, the other springA burning trad about his head did move."

Spenser: Jluiopotmot,
*14. A race, a family.

15. A flock (of teal).
"
Presently surprising a tpring of teal with good

Effects on our bag. Daily Telegraph, Dec. 26, 1885.

*
16. That which causes one to spring ; spe-

cifically, a lively, quick, and cheerful tune.
" He play'd a spring and danc'd it round

Below the gallows-tree."
Burnt: McPherton't Farewell.

IL Technically:

1. Nautical:
*
(1) A leak ; the starting of a plank ; an

Opening in a seam.
" Where her tpringt are. her leaks and how to stop

'ein." Ben Jonton : Catiline, ill. L

(2) A crack in a mast or yard, rnnning
Obliquely or transversely.

(3) A rope or hawser passed from the stern
Of a ship and made fast to the cable on the
anchor from the bow, by which she is riding.
The object is to bring the broadside to bear in

any direction.

(4) A check on a cable while unshackling it.

(5) A rope extending diagonally from the
tern of one ship to the head of another, to
make one ship sheer off to a greater distance.

2. Fhys. Geog. it Geol. : An overflow of water
or other liquid. When rain falls on a porous
soil it is rapidly absorbed, the surface of the
soil b^ing soon again dry. Meanwhile, the
water has percolated downwards till it has,
at a greater or less depth, been intercepted
by an impervious stratum, where it gradually

forms a reservoir. It then presses with great
force laterally, and a system of subterranean
drainage is established. If the impervious
stratum be some distance up a hillside, the
water finds its way out, not, however, all

along the stratum, for the existence of rents,
fissures, and inequalities confines it to a few
spots. If the reservoir be beneath a plain,
and a boring to it be made, it will come to
or above the surface as an Artesian well

(q.v.) which is akin to a spring. Springs are
of two kinds, land and perennial springs, the
former existing where there is a porous soil

with an impervious subsoil, the latter deriving
their waters from deeper sources. Perennial

springs include thermal springs and geysers.
[INTERMITTENT-SPRING.] Sometimes springs
contain much earthy material ; thus there are

calcareous, sulphureous and gypseous, sili-

ceous, ferruginous, saline, carbonated, and
petroleum springs. They are then called
mineral springs.

H (1) Spring of pork : The lower part of the

forequarter, which is divided from the neck
and has the leg and foot without the shoulder.

(Beaum. Flet. : Prophetess.)
*
(2) Spring of the day: The dawn, dawning.

" About the spring of the day, Samuel called Saul to
the top of the house." 1 Sa.rn.uil ix. 46.

spring-back, .

Bookbinding : A mode of binding in which
a spring in the back throws up the folded

edge so as to make the leaves lie flat.

spring-balance, s. A balance in which
the weight of an object is determined from
the tension or compression of a spring pro-
vided with an index and scale. In the ordinary
form (A) the spring is spiral and inclosed in a
cylindrical box, at
whose upper end is a

suspending ring. The
hook from which the

object to be weighed
is suspended is con-
nected by a rod to a

piston above the
spring, so that the

weight has the effect of

condensing the spring,
a finger on the rod

projecting through a

long slot in the case
and indicating the weight upon a graduated
and numbered scale. Another (B) is in the
form of the letter C, the upper end being sus-

pended by a ring, and the lower end affording
attachment for the hook whereby the object is

suspended. As the bow opens a finger traverses
a graduated arc and registers the weight.

Spring-balance valve:

Steam: A spiral spring weighing-balance,
with an index and pointer attached to the
end of the lever, by which the pressure upon
the safety-valve is adjusted.

spring-beam, s.

1. Shipbuilding: The fore-and-aft timber
uniting the outer ends of the paddle-box
beams. [SPONSON.]

2. Mach. : An elastic bar at the top of a tilt-

hammer, mortising-machine, or jig-saw, to
accelerate the fall or give the return motion,
as the case may be.

3. Carp. : A beam stretching across a barn
without a central support, so as to leave the
two bents of the barn-floor free for various uses.

spring-beauty, s.

Bot. : An American name for the genus Clay-
tonia.

spring-beetle, . [CLICK-BEETI.B.]

spring-bell, s.

Bot. : Sisyrinchiiim grandiflorum,

spring-block, s.

Naut. : A common block or dead-eye con-
nected to a ring-bolt by a spiral spring. It

is attached to the sheets, so as to give a cer-

tain amount of elasticity and assist the vessel
in sailing.

spring-board, s. An elastic board used
in vaulting.

spring-bok, spring-boo,* . [SPRINO-
BOK.]

spring-box, *. The barrel containing
the spring in any piece of mechanism.

spring-carriage, s. A wheeled carriage
mounted on springs.

SPRING-BALANCES.

spring-cart, . A light cartmounted am
springs.

spring-coupling, s. A connecting de-
vice between cars, tor attaching the drafk-
teara to street-cars, &c.

spring-crocus, *.

Bot. : Crocus vernut, which flowers in spring.
[CROCUS.]

spring-faucet, . A faucet which is
closed by a spring when the opening force i*
withdrawn.

spring-feed, . Herbiige produced in
the spring.

spring-forelock, s. A cotter-key whose
entering end springs apart to keep it from
accidentally withdrawing.

*
spring-garden, s. A garden where

concealed springs are made to spout jets of
water upon the visitors.

spring-grass, s.

Bot. : Anthoxanthum odoratum, and the
genus Anthoxanthura. [VERNAL-GRASS.]

spring-gun, s. A gun which is fired by
the stumbling of a trespasser upon it at
against a wire connected with the trigger.
They were formerly set in plantations and
preserves.

" At that time no statute had been passed making
the use of tpring-gunt a legal offence.

" Hota t
Queries, March 19, 1887, p. 221.

spring haas, s.

Zool. : The Dutch name for the Jumping
Hare (q.v). Used also by settlers at the Cape.

spring-halt, s. The same as STRING-
HALT (q.v.).

"Spring-halt reigned amongst them."
Skaketp. : Henry VIII., t &

spring-head, s.

1. The head or source of a spring ; hence,
fountain, source, or origin. (Lit. <& Fig.)

2. A box, clutch, or connection at the point
of contact of the outer jends of an elliptic
spring.

*
spring-headed, a. Having heads thatj

spout or spring afresh.

"Spring-headed hydres ; and sea-shouldring whale*."
Spenser: f. ^ II. xii. 48.

spring-hinge, s. A hinge provided with
a spring to shut it after the door to which h>

is attached is opened.

spring-hook, s.

Steain-eng. : One of the hooks fixing the
driving-wheel spring to the frame of a loco-
motive engine.

spring-latch, s. A latch that snaps into
the keeper after yielding to the pressure
against it.

spring-line, s. In a pontoon-bridge,
line passing diagonally from one pontoon to
another.

spring-lock, s.

Locksmith. : A lock in which the bolt slip*
back when the catch or hasp is applied, and
returns by a spring to engage the hasp, catch,
or staple.

spring-mattress, s. A mattress having
metallic springs beneath the hair or moss
filling.

spring-pin, .

Locomotive : A rod between the springs and
axle-boxes, to regulate the pressure on the
axles.

spring-punch, s. A punch having
spring to retract the plunger after the blow or
the pressure.

spring-rye, *. Rye that is sown in the

spring.

spring - searcher, . [SEARCHER, .,

II. i.)

spring-stay, s.

Naut. : A preventer stay, used to assist Ik

principal stay.

spring-tails, s. pi.

Entom. : The Collembola (q.v.).

spring take-up, s.

Knitting: An elastic finger, fixed to th

needle-carrier, to take up the slack yam at
the end of each stroke.

toil, boy; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon. exist. -Ing.

elan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -jion = zhun. -cious. -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, Ac. = bel, deL
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spring-tide, s.

1. The time or season of spring ; spring-
time.

2. (PI.): The tides at the time of the new
and full moon. At these times the sun and
moon are in a straight line with the earth,
and their joint effect in raising the water of
the ocean is at a maximum, and the tides are

consequently the highest, (lirande <C Cox.)
" As the sprin-r-ti:t'-*. with heavy splash.
From the cliffs invading dash."

Bjron : aiege of Corinth, v. 24.

spring time, s. The time or season of

Spring ; spring.
" In spring-time, when the sun with Taurus rides."

ildtun: P. L., i. 769.

spring-tool, s.

Glass : The light tongs of the glass-blower,
whereby handles and light objects are grasped.

spring-trap, s.

1. A trap whose falling bar or door is

operated by a spring as soon as the detent is

released by any animal tampering with the
bait.

2. A form of steam-trap.

spring-usher, s.

Entom. : A. British geometer moth, ttybernia,

leticophearia. The female is apterous.

spring-valve, s. A valve which is held
to its seat by a spring, except as temporarily
depressed by the hand to allow the flow of
water.

spring-water, s. Water issuing from a
pring, as distinguished from rain-water, river-

water, &c.

spring wheat, s. A species of wheat to
be sown in the spring.

sprin -gal (1),
*
spriri gall (1),

* sprin-
gald (1), s. [Prob. from spring, and old =
old.] A youth ; an active young man.

" Then came two tpringals of full tender yeares."
Spenter: F. Q., V. z. 6.

sprin'-gal (2),
*
sprin -gall (2),

*
sprin-

gal (2), s. [O. Fr. espringale.]

Old War: An ancient form of military
weapon for hurling stones, arrows, pieces of

iron, &c.
" And tliis castell was set betwene the toune and the

e, and was well fortyflect with springalles, bombardes,
bouea, and other artillery." Berners : froissart;
Cronycle, vol. i., ch. cxliv.

pring '-bok, s. [Eng. spring, and Dut. 6oc= a buck, a goat. (See extract.)]
Zool. : Antilope euchore, an antelope exceed-

ingly common in South Africa. It is about
thirty inches high, the horns lyrate, very
small in the female ; colour yellowish dun,
white beneath. Two curious folds of skin
ascend from tlie root of the tail, and terminate
near the middle of the back

; they are usually
closed, but open out when the animal is in

rapid motion, and disclose a large triangular
white space, which is otherwise concealed.

" The Springbok derives its name from the prodigious
leaps which it takes either when alarmed or in play,
often to the height of seven feet, and sometimes of
twelve or thirteen feet." Chamber*' Cyclop., ix. 64.

prmge, v.t. [Cf. Dut. spring-net = a bird-
net ; Ger. sprinkel = a springe.] [SpaiNO, v.]
To cat<;h in a spring-

1
; to ensnare.

" Whose weight falls on our beads and buries us,
We springe our selves, we sink in our own bogs."

Beaum. A Flet. : Prophetess, iv. 8.

springe,
*
sprindge, s. [SPRINGE, v.] A

noose, a gin ; a snare for catching birds.
" As a woodcock to my own springe, Osric :

I am Justly kill'd with mine own treachery."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, t. 1

pring er, s. [Eng. spring ; -er.}
*

I. Ordinary Language :

1. One who or that which springs ; onewho
springs or rouses game.

*
2. A young plant.

" The young men and maidens . . . cut down aud
poll young springers to dress up their May-booths."
Xtetyn : Sylea, bk. v., 5 4.

3. A name given to various animals : as,

(1) [SPANIEL, A. 1. (1)].

(2) The springbok (q.v.).

(3) The grampus.

(4) A young salmon.
" A nice springer weighing lljlb. 'field, Jan. 28,

TL Technically:

1. Architecture:

(I) The impost or place where the vertical

support to an arch terminates and the curve
of the arch begins.

(2) A lower voussoir of an arch. [VoussoiB.]

(3) The rib of a groined roof.

(4) The bottom stone of the coping of a
gable.

2. But. : A variety of Agaricus arvensis
suitable for pickling.

* spring -gold, s. [SPRINOAL (1).]

spring i ness, s. [Eng. springy; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being springy ;

elasticity.
"A springiness, a vitality, an elasticity, and an eihi-

larative property in the air which is only equalled by
that of Athens." Daily Telegraph, Sept. 15, 1882.

2. The state of abounding with springs;
wetness, sponginess, as of land.

spring ing, pr. par., a., & s. [SPRING, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).
B. As adjective:

L Ord, Lang. : Rising or shooting up ; leap-
ing, proceeding, rousing.
" The springing trout lies still.*

Scott : Lad// of the
Lake, vi. 15.

II. Her. : A term applied
to beusts of chase in the
same sense as salient to
beasts of prey. Also ap-
plied to fish when placed
in bend.

C. As substantive: SPRINGING.

1. The act, state, or process of issuing,
leaping, arising, or proceeding.

" The sundry germinations and springing up of the
works of righteousness in him." More: Moral Cab-
bala, pt iv., ch. li.

*
2. Growth, increase.

" Thou makest it soft with shower* ; thou blessest
the springing thereof." Psalm Ixv. 10.

springing course, s.

Arch. : The horizontal course of stones from
which an arch springs or rises.

springing line, s.

Arch. : The line from which an arch rises.

springing-use, s.

Law : A contingent use.

*
sprin'-gle, s. [A dimin. from springe
(q.v.).j A springe, a noose, a snare.

" Almost euerie hedge serueth for a roade and enerle
plashoote for springles to take them." Carea : Survey
of Cornwall, fol. 25.

t springe-less, ra. [Eng. spring ; -less.] Des-
titute of springs or wells.

" In that all but springiest country." Burroughs :

Pepacton, p. 58.

t spring'-let, s. [Eng. spring ; dimin. suff.

-let.] A little spring, a small stream.
" But yet from out the little hill
Oozes the slender si.rinrjlet still."

Scott . Marmion, vL 87.

Sprmg'-y, a. [Eng. spring; -y.]

1. Having elasticity like a spring ; elastic.
" A light, thin fluid, or Ipringy body." Locke :

2. Accompanied or characterized by springi-
ness ; light.

" One of the candidates walked with a fine springy
action, and he was then elected." St. James's Gazette,
Jan. 14, 1886.

3. Full of, or abounding with springs ; wet,
spongy.

" Where the sandy or gravelly lands are springy or
wet, rather marl them lor grass than corn." Morti-
mer : Husbandry.

* sprink, * sprmck, s. [SPRINKLE, v.] A
sprinkle, a stain.

" By sprmck of spot distaynde."
Bawell: Arbor of Amitie.

sprin We, * spren-kle, * spren kel-
yn,

*
spren-kyll,

*
sprinc-kle, v.t. & i.

[A frequent, from Mid. Kng. sprenge (q.v.) ;

Dut. sprenkelen =. to sprinkle ; Ger. sprenlceln= to speckle, to spot.]

A. Transitive :

1. To scatter in small drops or particles ; to
scatter or strew in tine separate particles.

"
They present

with the hand ovt
bk. iii., ch. iii.

2. To besprinkle, to bestrew.
"
Sprinkling, as he pass'd, the sands with gore."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xiii. 681.

*
3. To wash, to cleanse.

t green branch, and sprinkle water
the head." Coo*.- Second Voyage,

B. Intransitive :

1. To peiform the act of scattering a liquid
or any fine substance in small particles.

2. To rain in fine drops, or with drops fall-

ing infrequently : as, It began to sprinkle*
(Colloq.)

*
3. To fly in small drops or particles.

sprin'-kle,
*
sprinc-kle, s. [SPRINKLE, .J

1. A utensil to sprinkle with, a sprinkler;
as a loose brush for sprinkling holy water

; a
holy water sprinkler.
" She [Hope] always smyld. and in her hand did hold
An holy water sprincklc, dipt in deow."

Spenser: F. <?., III. xii. IS.

2. A small quantity scattered, a sprinkling.
*

3. A tinkling sound, a tinkle.

sprink'-ler, s. [Eng. sprinkl(e); -er.] One
who or that which sprinkles.

sprink ling, pr. par., a., & s. [SPRINKLE, v.}

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act of scattering in small drops or
particles.

" Your uncleanly unctions, your crossings, creep-
ings, "eusings, sprinklings, 4c. Bp. Hall: Decad. 1.

Ep. 1.

2. A small quantity falling in separate
drops or particles, or coming infrequently :

as, a sprinkling of rain.

3. A small or a moderate number distri-
buted or scattered, as though sprinkled about.

" Within these limits there are sprinklings of vari-
ous nationalities." Daily Telegraph. NOT. 20, 1885.

*
sprint, pa. par. or a. [SPREINT.]

Sprint, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A short race
run at full speed.

" A strong wind prevailed ach day, which, blowing
down the straight, greatly interfered with the rimuer*
in the sprints." Field, Feb. 19, 1887.

sprint-race, s. The same as SPRINT^, v.).

sprint-runner, s. One who runs sprint-
races ; a sprinter.

" A sprint-runner and football-player Is mined for
life by accident, over-training, and over-exertion. "-

Daily Telegraph, Feb. 21, 1887.

sprint'-er, s. [Eng. sprint; -er.] The same
as SPRINT-RUNNER (q.v.).

" The master, who was well-known In the service aa
a very swift sprinter, is also a good swimmer." Field,
Feb. 12, 1887.

Sprit, v.t. & i. [A variant of spirt or spurt,
v. (q.v.).]

A. Trans.: To throw out with force from
a narrow orifice ; to spurt out.

B. Intrans. : To sprout, to bud, to germi-
nate, as barley steeped for malt.

sprit (1), s. [SPRIT, t'.} A shoot, a sprout.
" The barley, after it has been couched four dayi,

will sweat a little, and show the chit or sprit at the,
root-end of the corn." Mortimer : Jlutbandry.

sprit (2),
*
spret,

*
spreot, s. [A. 8.

spreot = a pole, orig. a sprout, from sprentan
to sprout (q.v.); Dut. spriet = a sprit;

Dan. sprod. Sprit aud sprowtare doublets.]

Nautical :

1. A diagonal spar which raises the peak of
a boat's sail, the lower end resting in a becket
called the Snotter. It serves instead of a gaft

2. A bowsprit (q.v.).

sprit-sail, s.

Nautical :

1. A four-cornered sail bent to the mast afe

its weather-leech, and having its peak ex-
tended by a sprit. It is a common form of
sail for boats.

2. A sail set on the bowsprit.

Sprit-sail barge :

Naut, : (See extract).
" For instance, there is the well-known sprit-iaO

barge, a. vessel with a mainsail that sets on a sprit. . . .

The mainsail of a sprv-tdil barge is brailetl up when
taken in, and one must he careful that she has brails
in talking to sailors about her." Daily Telegraph,
Oct. 27, 1885.

Sprit-sail yard :

Naut. : A spar, occasionally used, crossing-
below the bowsprit a little abaft of tlie

dolphin-striker, and used for securing the

rigging of the jib-boom and flying jib-bnom.
A pair of spars pointing obliquely downward
at opposite sides of the bowsprit are some-
times used instead of the sprit-sail yard.
These are known as sprit-sail gaffs.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or. wore, wglf, work, who, son; mute, cui, cure, uaite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ss, ce = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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sprite, sprit (3),
*
spryte, s. [Fr. esprit

= spirit, from Lat. spiritum, accus. of

piritus.] [SPIRIT.]

L Spirit, life.

" Yeld up the tprite with wounds to cruelly."
Surrey: Virgil*; Jineitil.

2. A spirit, an elf, a fairy.

"prite'-fnl, 'sprite'-ful-ly,&c. [SPRIQHT-

FUL, SPKIGHTFULLY, &c.]

sprit-ing,
*
spryt ing, s. [SPIRITING.]

sprock' et, . A motor wheel having cog-
like projections from its periphery, designed to

act upon the links of a driving chain. Also,
one of such projections.

sprocket wheel, s. A wheel having
sprockets. [RAO-WHEEL.]

prod, s. [Gael, sprodh ; Irish sproth a

sprat] A salmon in its second year. (Prov.)

* sprong, pret. ofv. [SPRING, v.]

prod, sprcw (ew as 6), sprue, *. [Dut.
sprouw, spruw. ]

Pathol. : Thrush. (Scotch.)

prot, s. [The same word as sprout.] [SPRAT
(2), s.] A kind of rush. (Scotch.)

profit,
*
sprat,

*
sprute, v.i. [O. Pr.

spruta ; Low Ger. Sjiruten, sprotten ; Dut.

spruiten ; Ger. spriessen ; Icel. spretta = to

spurt or spout out water, to sprout (pa. t.

spratt, pi. spruttu, pa. par. sprotlnn) ; A.S.

tjweotan (pa. t. spreat, pa, par. sproten) = to

sprout. Allied to sprit, sprat, spurt, sputter,

tpluttir, and a doublet of spoilt (q.v.).j

1. To shoot, as the seed of a plant; to

germinate ; to begin to grow ; to put out
shoots.

*
2. To shoot into ramifications.

"Vitriol is apt to tproitt with moisture." Bacon.

3. To grow, like the shoots of plants : as, A
deer's horns sprout.

*4. To proceed, to shoot.
" The heartiest gratitude . . . fproutt orijinally from

the earthy principle of self-interest." Search: Light
Of Mature, vol. i., pt ii., eh. ixiii.

prout, s. [Dut. spruit; IceL sproti; Ger.

spross.] [SPROUT, v.]

1. The shoot or bud of a plant ; a shoot
from the seed, or from the stump, or from the
root of a plant or tree, or from the end of a
branch.

"To this kid, taken out of the womb, were brought
In the tender iproutt of shruba ; and, after it had
tasted, it began to eat of such as are the usual food uf

goats." Ray : On the Creation.

2. (PI.): Brussels sprouts (q.v.).

3. (PI.) : A bunch of twigs. (Amer.)

pruce, a. & $. [For .Spruce (leather) =
Prussian (leather). To dress sprucely was to
dress after the Prussian manner. (Skeat.)]

A. .1 adjective:
*

1. Brisk, dashing, sprightly.
"Now my ipruct companions. "~ShaJeesj>. : Taming

t/theHhrew, iv. 1.

2. Trim, neat. (Milton.)

3. Dandified ; neat without elegance or
dignity. " In so neat and spruce array."

Beaumont: Remedie of Lav*.
B. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. The same as SPRUCE-LEATHER (q.v.).

2. The same as SPRUCE-BEER (q.v.).

II. Bot. : The same as SPRUCE-FIR (q.v.).

Spruce -beer, s. A fermented liquor
made from the leaves and small branches of
the spruce-fir, or from tliu essence of spruce,
boiled with sugar or molasses, and fermented
with yeast. It is useful as an anti-scorbutic.

spruce-fir, s.

Bot. : A popular name for many species of
the genus Abies (q.v.), specif. Abies excelsa, a
fine evergreen which sometimes reaches a
height of 150 feet, witli a straight, though
not very thick trunk, and a regular pyramidal
form. Leaves scattered equally round the
twigs ; four-cornered, inncronate, dull green ;

cones cylindrical, pendulous, with blunt, sinu-
ate, slightly toothed scales. It is a native
of the north of Germany and Norway, whence
it is often called the Norway spruce. It is

SPRUCE FIR.

commonly planted in Britain, and affords an
excellent shelter for game. Its timber consti-
tutes white deal. It is not so durable as the
Scotch pine, but is prized for masts, spars,
scaffolding poles, &c. In Norway it takes
seventy or eiyhty years to arrive at maturity.
By incision it yields
a resin whence tur-

pentine and Bur-

gundy pitch are
manufactured. The
White Spruce fir(A f
alba) has the leaves ''',

somewhat glaucous, j

rather pungent ; the t
cones narrow, oval,

tapering, with even,
undivided scales.
It is found in North
America, where it

reaches the height
of forty to fifty feet.

The Black Spruce
is A. nigra, from
the very cold parts
of North America.
It grows to seventy
or eighty feet high. The timber is very valuable.
Another United States species is A. rubra, the
Red Spruce. A . cnnademis, the Hemlock Spruce,
is abundant in the forests of the north. There
are several very large species in the west, espe-
cially A. Douglasii, which attains a height of
250 feet, and forms immense forests in the
mountain districts. [HEMLOCK-SPRUCE.]

spruce-leather, *. Prussian leather;
pruce.

spruce-ochre, s. Brown or yellow ochre.

sprite, v.t. & i. [SPRUCE, a.)

A. Trans.: To trim or dress in a spruce
manner ; to dress up ; to prink.

" Then 'gan Don Psittaco
To tpruce his plumes." More : Song of the Soul, I. ii. 89.

B. Intrans. : To dress one's self with
affected neatness.

If To spruce up : To dress sprucely or trimly.
"Salmacis would not be seen of Hennaphroditus,

till she had spruced up her self first." Burton : Anat.
of Melancholy, p. 335.

spru.9e'-ly, adv. [Eng. spruce; -ly.] In a
spruce manner; with extreme or affected
neatness.

" Beware of men who are too tprucelu dressed."
Gangrene : Ovid Imitated.

sprue'-ness, . [Eng. spruce; -ness.] The

quality or state of being spruce ; neatness
without elegance.

" Now in the time of rpruceness. our plays follow the
niceness of our garments." Middleton : Roariny Girl.

(To the Reader.)

*
spru9'-i-ry, *spru9'-J-fie, v.t. [Eng.
spruce ; suff. -Jy.] To make spruce or fine.

(Cotgrave : s.v. pimper.)

sprue (1), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Founding :

1. The ingate of a mould, through which
the metal is poured.

2. The piece of metal attached to a casting,

occupying the gate through which the metal
was poured.

3. A piece of metal or wood used by a moulder
in making the ingate through the sand.

sprue (2), s. [SPROO.]

sprug, v.t. [Cf. sprack and spruce.] To make
smart. (Prov.)

If To sprug up : To dress neatly ; to spruce
up.

sprug, s. [Perhaps from sprug, v.] A sparrow.
(Scotch.)

sprung, pret., pa. par., k a. [SPRING, v.]

A. & B. As pret. & pa. par. : (See the verb).

C. As adjective :

1. Strained, cracked : as, a sprung bat.

2. Intoxicated. (Slang.)

sprunt, v.i. [Etym. doubtful ; but perhaps
connected with sprout (q.v.).]

1. To spring up ; to germinate, to sprout.

2. To spring forward or outward.
" Dear Image of thyself ; see ! how it tpruntt
With joy at thy approap),

"

Somerrille : Rural Oamel, III.

3. To bristle up ; to show sudden resent-
meiit. (Ainer.)

eprunt, a. & s. [SPRUNT, v.]

A. As adj. : Active, vigorous, lively, lriak_

B. As substantive :

1. A leap, a spring.

2. A steep ascent in a road. (Prop.)
3. Anything short and not easily bent.

sprunt'-ly, adv. [Eng. sprunt; -ly.]

1. Vigorously, youthfully ; like a young
man.

2. Neatly, trimly, sprucely.
" How do 1 look to-day ? am I not drest
Spruntivl

"
Ben Jonton : Devil it an All, IT. L

sprush, a. [SPRUCE, a.] (Scotch.)

Spry, a. [Sw. dial. sprygg = \ery lively, skit-
tish ; sprag, sprdk, spraker spirited, mettle-
some. Allied to sprack (q.v.).] Active, nimble,
lively, sharp, wary. (Chiefly Amer.)

pud, s. [Prob. a corrupt, of spade ; but cf.

Dan. spyd; IceL spjot a spear; Bug. spit
(1), s.]

*
1. A short knife.

" My iputt these nettles from the stones can part.
No knife so keen to weed thee from my heart."

Swift : Pastoral Dialogue (1728).

2. Anything short and thick ; specifically

(1) A piece of dough boiled in fat (Amer.)

(2) A potato. (Irish.)
" But it was eminently a 'speed the plough,' aspeed

the 'spuds
' and the seeds day." field, March 12, 1887.

3. A sharp, straight, narrow spade, with a
long handle. It is used for digging post-holes,
and digging out heavy-rooted weeds, such as
burdock, thistles, &c.

"He comes upon him grubbing thistles with
tpud."!iuturda.j/ Review, Dec. 2, 1882, p. 737.

4. A kind of small spade with a short

handle, for use with one hand.

5. A spade-shaped implement, used in fish-

ing for broken tools in a welL

Spue, v. & s. [SPEW.]

spuil zie, spur zie (z as y), s. [Fr. spolier,
from Lat. spolio = to rob, to spoil (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : Spoil, booty.
2. Scots Law : The taking away of movable

goods in the possession of another, against
the declared will of the person, or without
the order of law.

spuke, s. [SPOOK.] A spirit, a spectre.

spule, s. [O. Fr. espaule ; Fr. epaule = the
shoulder.] [SPAULD.]

spule bone, s. The blade-bone.

"There's nojuuckle left on the tpule-bane." Scott:
Bride of Larnmermoor, ch. xviii.

spul'-ler, s. [For spooler.] [SPOOL.] One
employed to inspect yarn, to see that it is

well spun and fit for the loom. [Prov.]

spul zle (z as y), s. [SPUILZIE.]

spu-mar'-i-a, s. [Mod. Lat., from Lat. spuma= foam.]

Sot. : A genus of Gasteromycetous Fungals.
Spumaria alba looks like white froth, and
grows on grasses, &c.

spume, s. [Lat. spuma = foam.] Froth,
scum, foam ; frothy matter rising on liquor
or fluid substances in boiling, effervescence,
or agitation.

" Tbenee nitre, sulphur, and the fiery tpumr.
Of fat bitumen." Thornton : Summer, 1.1M.

spume, v.i. [SPUME, *.]

1. To froth, to foam.

2. To spoom.

* spum'-e-ous, a. [Lat. spumeus.] Foamy,
frothy, spumous.

" In the spumeout and watry or terrene moisture of

the seed is contained a body of a more spirituous or
a"real consistency." More : Immortality of the Soul,
bk. ii., ch. xiv.

*
spu-mes'-9enge, *. [Eng. spumescen(.t) ;

-ce.] The quality or state of being spumes-
cent ; the state of foaming or being foamy.

*
spu-mes'-gent, a. [Lat. spumescens, pr.

par", of spurnescn = to grow foamy, from s ma
foam.] Resembling froth or foam ; foaming.

*spum'-Id, a.

foaming.

SPUME.] Spumous, frothy.

toil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, $hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; ", as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = ,

-clan, -tian = suan, -tion, -sion = shun; -(ion, -fion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -clous - shus. -ble, -die, tc. = bel, del.
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spu ttuf'-er-ous, a. [Lat. ttpuma = foam,
au Ifero to bear.] Producing foam or spume.

spurn i ness, s. [Eng. spumy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being spumy.

Spurn' -OUS, a. [Lat. spuiiinsii.'i, from spuma
loam,

j Consisting of froth or foam
; frothy,

foamy.
The tpitmotu and flurid state, which the blood ac-

quires iu passing through the luugs." Artut/mot:
On .Uimrntt, ch. u

pum'-y, a. [Eng. spum(e); -y.]

1. The same as SPUMOUS (q.v.).
" From both th wounds giuh'd forth the tpumy gore."

Oat : Tkt Deal* of Aeuut.

2. Covered with foam.

pun, pret. & pa. par. o/v. & a. [SPIN, .]

A. & B. As pret. & pa. par. : (See the verb).

C. As adj. : Worked by spinning.

spun-gold, s. A flattened silver-gilt

Wire, wound on a thread of yellow-silk.

spun-Silk, s. A cheap article produced
from short-libred and waste silk, in contra-

distinction to the long fibres wound from the
cocoon and thrown. It Is frequently mixed
with cotton.

spun-silver, s. Thread of coarse silk or

inglus, wound with flattened silver wire.

spun-yarn, s.

Naut. : A line formed of a number of yarns
twisted together, but not laid up. Used for

seizings, serving, &c.

spune, s. [SPOON.] (Scotch.)

spunge, .s. & v. [SPONGE, s. & t.]

spun ger, s. [SPONGER.]

punk, sponk, *spunck, s. [Ir. &Gael.

tponc= sponge, tinder, touchwood, from Lat.

tpongia = a sponge (q.v.).3

X Ordinary Language :

1. Touchwood ; tinder made from a species
of fungus ; amadou.

' To make whit* powder j it is surely many wayes
feasible : the best [ know is by the powder of rotten
willows, tpunk, or touch-wood prepared mii;ht perhaps
make it russet." Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. ii..

eh. v.

2. A match, a small piece of wood dipped
in sulphur ; a spark.

" A spun* o' fire in the red-room." Scott : Ouy Man-
nerinj, ch. xl.

3. A quick, ardent temper ; mettle, spirit.

IL Bot. : Polyporus igniarius.

purik y, spunk'-ie, a. & *. [Bng. spunk;
V-}

A. As adjective :

L Spirited, mettlesome, flery, irritable.
" Erskine a tpunkie Norland hillie."

Burnt : Cry t Prayer.

2. Applied to a place supposed to be

haunted, from the frequent appearance of the

ignis fa.tv.vs.

B. As substantive :

1. The ignis fatuua, or Will-o'-the-wisp.

2. A person of a fiery or irritable temper.

pur,
'
spore,

*
sporre,

* spurc,
* spurre,

t. [A.S. spura, sporo = a spur; cogii. with
Dut. spoor=a
spur, a track;
Icel. spori;
Dan. spore;
6w. sporre;
O. H. Ger.
sporo ; M. H.
Ger. spor;
Ger. sporn,
all = a spur ;

Eng. spoor ;

track, a spoor
(q.v.).]

L Ordinary
Language :

1. Literally:

(1) An in-
strument at-

tached to the

heel, and hav-

ing a rowel or
wheel of points to prick a horse's side. The
rim is the part inclosing the heel of the boot ;

SPURS.
a. Prankish (10th cent.) ; b. Norman ;

c. Henry IV. : d. Henry VL ; e. Ed-
ward IV. ; /. Edward IV. ; a. Henry
VII.; h. Henry VIII. ; i. Elizabeth ;

j. A Jingling Spur (Elizabeth!; k.

Cromwell ; 1. A Gamlado Spur
(James II.): m. A Gambado Spur
(William III.; n. George L

the neck, the part between the rowel and rim.

[RowKL.) Spurs were the special badge of

knighthood ; hence, To win one's spurs = to
become a knight, and, generally, to achieve
the utmost one can in any line or profession ;

to attain the highest eminence.
Wild a> the wild deer, and untaught.
With spur and bridle undented."

Bvran: Mateppa, ix.

*(2) The largest and principal root of a tree.
" By the tpurt plucked up the pine and cedar."

Sh<ikap. : Tempett, .

(3) Something which projects ; a snag.

(4) The hard-pointed projection on a cock's

leg, which serves for defence and attack.

"The cock, for instance, hath his tpurt. and he
strikes his feet inward with singular strength and
order." tlale : Orig. of J/atMaa.^. M.

(5) A mountain, or mountain mass, shooting
out from a range of mountains, or from ano-
ther mountain, and extending for some dis-

tance in a lateral or rectangular direction.

"Finally gaining the height of the first ipur that
barred their way." field. Feb. 19, 18*7.

(6) A sea swallow. (Prov.)

2. Fig. : Anything that seems to goad, spur,
or impel to action ; a goad, an incitement, an
incentive, a stimulus.

" His ferocious temper needed no tpur ; yet a tpur
was applied." Miicaulay : Mitt. Eny., eh. v.

II. Technically:

1. Anat. : The angle at which the arteries

leave a cavity or trunk. (Dunqlison.)

2. Arch. : A buttress,

3. Botany:

(1) [CALCAR (2).]

(2) (PI.) : Little stunted branches on a tree,
flower buds, the growth of which has been
retarded because they are about to put forth
flower buds instead of leaves. (Lindley.)

(3) A grain of rye affected with ergot
4. Carp. : A strut or brace strengthening a

rafter or stiffening a post.

5. Fortification:

(1) A tower or blockhouse in the outworks
before the port.

(2) A wall that crosses part of a rampart
and connects it to the interior work.

6. Hydr.-eng. : A projection carried out
from the bank of a river to deflect the current
and protect the bank. It is made of masonry,
of piles, or of earth revetted by gabions or
fascines.

7. Nautical:

(1) A sole with spikes, to enable a seaman to
stand on a whale while flensing it.

(2) A prong on the arm of some forms of

anchor, to assist in turning the lower arm
from the shank.

8. Shipbuilding:

(1) A shore extending from the bilgeway,
and fayed and bolted to the bottom of the

ship on the stocks.

(2) A curved piece of timber, serving as a
half-beam to support a deck where a hatch-

way occurs.

(3) A compass timber or knee, having one
arm bolted to the dock-beams and a vertical

arm bolted to the bitts, which are addition-

ally secured thereby.

T (1) Battle ofSpurs :

Hist. : The name given to two battles in

Which the French were defeated at Guine-

gate, near Courtrai : (1) by the Flemings in

1302; (2) by the English and Austrians in

1513. These battles are said to have been so

named, because the losers " used their spurs
more than their swords." In the first case, a
more probable reason is to be found in the
fact that " the Flemings took at Courtrai
four thousand pairs of gilt spurs, which were

only worn by knights. These Velly, happily
enough, compares to Hannibal's three bushels
of gold rings at Cannae." (Hallain: Middle
Ages, ch. i., pt. i., note.)

(2) On the spur of the moment : On the im-

pulse felt at the moment ; without considera-
tion.

" He most likely regrets now having acted on the
tpur of the moment." Daily Telegraph, Dec. 25, 18S5.

spur-gear, spur-gearing, s.

Mach. : Gearing in which spur-wheels are
used.

spur-maker, s. One whose occupation
is to make spurs.

spur-pruning, . A mode of pruning

trees, by which one or two eyes of the preced-
ing year's wood are left, and the rest cut off,
BO as to leave short rods.

spur-rowel, s. The rowel of a spur.
" Put feathers, bullets, and tpurrowelt iu a box."
More: Immortality of the Soul, bk. ii., ch. 11

spur-royal, *
spur-rial,

* spur-ryaL
. A gold coin first made in the rjeign of

Edward IV. In the reign of James I., its

8PTJR-ROVAL.

value was 15s. So called from having on the
reverse a sun with four cardinal rays issuing
from it, so as to support a resemblance to the
rowel of a spur. The illustration is about
half the size of the coin.

"
I have a paper with a ifnr-ryal In."

lien Jonton : Alchemist, til. L
spur-shell, s.

Zool. : The genus Imperator (q.v.), in allu-
sion to its old name Calcar, and to tlie fact

that, seen from above, the shell somewhat
resembles the rowel of a spur.

spur-tree, *.

Bot. : Petitia domingensis.

spur-valerian, s.

Bot. : The genus Centranthus.
* spur-way, s. A narrow w^iy for horses ;

a bridle-path.

spur-wheels, s. pi.

Mach. : The ordinary form of cog-wheels.
The cogs are radial and peripheral, and are

adapted to engage counterpart cogs on another
wheel. The pitch-lines of the driving and the
driven wheel are in one plane

spur-wing, s.

Ornith. : A popular name for any bird

having a horny spur or spurs on the shoulders
of the wings. [PALAMEDEID^E.]

spur-winged-goose, s.

Ornith. : Plectropterusgambensis, from north-
ern and western Africa. It is about the size
of the common goose ; upper parts of body
glossy black, with metallic reflections ; under
parts white

;
bend of wing with a large blunt

spur, which is sometimes double.

spur-wood, s.

Bot. : Ranunculus Flammula, (Britten 4
Holland).

pur,
*
spurre, v.t. & i. [SPUR, s.]

A. Transitive :

L Literally:

1. To prick with spurs ; to urge to a faster

pace with spurs.
" Resolv'd to learn, he tpurr'd his fiery steed."

Dryden: Palamon .1- Arcite, 11. 249.

2. To fit or furnish with spurs ; to put
spurs on ; to attach spurs to : as, A traveller

booted and spurred.

IL Figuratively:

I. To urge, encourage, or incite to action ;

to instigate, to impel, to goad.
" With their power to unsheath the taste and tpur

the flagging appetite." Scribner't Magazine, August,
1877. p. 477.

*
2. To hasten. (Shakesp. : Coriolanut, L 10.)

B. Intransitive :

L Lit. : To spur one's horse to make it go
ast or faster ; to ride fast.

" But all tpurd after, fast as they mote fly,

To reskew her from shamefull villany."
&jteraer: F. <J., ILL L 18.

II. Figuratively :

1. To press forward.

"Some bold men. though they begin with iufinlt*

ignorance and errour, yet, by tpurring on, refine them-
selves." Crew.

2. To urge, to impel, to incite, to instigate.
"
Self-interest, as we there show, spurring to action

by hopes and fears." Yfarburtan: Divine Legation,
bk. i., { 4.

*
spur'-gall, v.t. [Eng. spur, and galL] To
wound or gall with, or as witli a spur.

"
I am ridden. Tranio,

A&d tpur-gnll'd to the life of patience."
Beaum, i Flet. : Woman't Priu, ii. 4>

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
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spur'-gall, s. [SPUROALL, .] A place galled
or excoriated by much using of the spur.

purge, s. [O. Pr. spurger, espurger = to

purge ; Lat. expurgo; ex = out, and purgo =
to purge.]

Bot. : Tlie genus Euphorbia (q.v.).

spurge-flax, s.

Bot. : Daphne Gnidium.

spurge hawk moth. s.

Kntom. : Deilephila euphorbia. Fore wings
cray, with blotches and bands of olive-brown,
hind wings pink, with black blotches and

tands, and at the anal angle a snowy-white
mark ; thorax and aMomen olive-brown, with
black and white lines and spots. The larva

feeds on spurges.

spurge-laurel, .

Bot. : Daphne Laureola.

spurge-olive, .

Bot. : Daphne Mezereum.

purge wort, s. [Eng. spurge, and wort.]

Botany :

1. Iris faetidiisima. ^

2. (PI.) : The order Euphorbiacese.

* Spurg -ing, s. [SPURGE.] Purging.
" The tpurginy of a dead man's eyes."

Hen Jomon : Witclua' Charm.

piir'-I-ous, a. [Lat. spurius= bastard.]

1. Not legitimate ; bastard.
" Your Scipios, Caesars, Pompeys. and your Catoa,
These gooa on earth, are all the spurious brood
Of violated maids." Addiion : Cato, ii. 1.

2. Not proceeding from the true source, or
from the source pretended ; not being what
It pretends or appears to be ; not genuine ;

counterfeit, false.
" To mistake your genuine poetry for their ipuriout

productions." Drydrn: Juvenal. (Dedic.)

spurious-disease, s.

Pathol. : A dise-ise which is mistaken for

another, as spurious croup, hydrocephalus,
&c.

spurious-wing, s. [BASTABD-WINO.]

pur'-i-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. spurious; -ly.]

In a spurious manner ; falsely, counterfeitly.
"The child had been xpuriousfy passed upon Vir-

ginias for his own." Webster : Tragedy of Appiui <t

Virginia.

pur I-oiis ness, s. [Eng. spurious; -ness.]

1. Illegitimacy, bastardy ; the state of being
of illegitimate birth.

2. The quality or state of being spurious,
false, counterfeit, or not genuine.

" Books snperadded by Patricius . . . and no sign of

tpi'riousnesi or bastardy discovered in them.' t'tid~

vorth : Intell. Syttem. p. S21.

spur less,
*
spure-les, a. [Eng. spur ;

-Uss.] Without spurs ; having no spurs.

spurless violet, s.

Bot. : The old genus Erpetion, now merged
In Viola (q.v.).

spur ling, s. [SPARLING.]

spurling line, s.

Nautical :

1. A line from the steering-wheel to the
tell-tale in the cabin, by which the position
of the tiller may be observed without going
on deck.

2. A line with fair-leaders, for running ropes.

spurn, * sporne, * spume, * spurn en,
v.t. <fe i. [A.S. speortian, gespeornan, gespornan= to kick against (pa, t. spearn, pi. spurnon,
pa. par. spornen) ; cogn. with Icel. sperna (pa. t.

sparn) = to spurn, to kick with the feet : Lat.

tperno = to despise.)

A. Transitive:

1. To kick hack or away, as with the foot ;

to kick.
"

lie with his feet wol ipurnen donn his cup."
Ch-iucer: C. T.. 10.929.

2. To reject with the greatest disdain; to
corn, to despise; to treat with contempt.
" Man tpnrni the worm, but jiausus ere he wake
The slumbering venom of the folded snake."

Byron : Cortair, L 11.

B. Intransitive :

*
1. To kick or toss up the heels.

" The drunken chairman in the kenuel ifmrnt,
The glasses shatters, and his charge o'erturns."

Oay : Trivia, 11. 51.

*
2. To dash the foot against anything ; to

kick with the feet.
" A leper lady rose, and to her wend.
And sayJ, Why tpumtt thou again the wall T

"

Chaucer : Complaint of Creieidf.

3. To manifest the greatest disdain or con-

tempt in rejeetinganything ; to show contempt
or disdain in resistance.

" This pomp of pretension, which ipiirnt at the idea
of reform." Knox : Liberal Education. (App.)

spurn,
* spurne, s. [SPURN, v.]

1. Ordinary Language :

*
1. A blow with the foot ; a kick.

" And what defence can properly lie used In snch a
despicable encounter as this, but either the slap or
thejuur>;" ifMan: Colasterion.

2. Disdainful or contemptuous rejection ;

an insult.
" The insolence of office, and the ipurm
That patieut merit of tit' unworthy takes."

Sanlcetp. : Hamlet, lit. 1.

TL Mining (PI.) : Small ties or connections
left between the coals hanging and the ribs

and pillars, to ensure safety to the miner
during cutting.

*
spurn-point,

* spurne poynte, t.

An old game, the nature of which is not

exactly knowu.

spurn-water, s.

Naut. : A channel at the end of a deck, to
restrain the water.

*
spurne, v.t. [SPUR, v.]

spurn'-er, . [Eng. spurn, v. ; -er.] One who
spurns.

spurn'-ey, s. [See def.] Probably a corrupt,
of Spurrey (q.v.).

spurre, s. [SPUR, s.]
*

1. A spur.

2. The Sea-swallow.

spurred, a. [Eng. spur, a. ; -ed.}

1. Wearing or having spurs.

2. Having prolongations or ihoots like

spurs.

spurred chameleon, s.

Zool. : Chameleon calci/er, from the country
round Aden.

spurred corolla, s.

Bot. : A corolla having a spur near its base,
as in Tropseolum. [SPUR, s., II. 3.]

spurred-rye, s. Bye affected with er-

got. [ERGOT, BYE.]

spurred tree-frog, s.

Zool. : Polypedates eques, from Ceylon. The
fingers are not webbed, and there is a spur-
like appendage on the heel ; grayish-olive
above, with a black mark like an hour-glass
on the back.

spur'-rer, s. [Eng. spur, v. ; .]

1. Lit. : One who spurs ; one who uses spurs.

2. Fig. : One who or that which spurs,
incites, or urges on ; a stimulus, an instigator.

Spiir'-rejf, . [O. Fr. spume; Ger. spark,

spergel, sporgel ; Mod. Lat. speryula.]

Bot. : The genus Spergula (q.v.).

spur'-ri-ir, s. [Eng. spur ; -ier.] One whose
occupation is to make spurs.

" That saddlers and ipnrrleri would he ruined by
hundreds." Jlacaulay : Hitt. Eng., oh. ill.

spur'-ry, s. [SPURREY.]

*spur'-rtf, a. [Eng. spur; .] Forked like

the rowels of a spur.
" Like a star it cast a tnurry ray."

Chapman: Hoiner; Iliad zlx. 867.

Spurt (1),
*
spirt, v.t. & i. [The same word

as sprout; Mid. Eng. sprutten, from A.S.

sprythan, spritten = to sprout.]

A. Trans. : To throw out or eject in a
stream or jet, as water ; to spout out ; to
drive or force out with violence, as from a
narrow orifice ; to squirt.

B. Intrans. : To gush out in a small stream
. suddenly and forcibly, or at intervals, as blood
from an artery, &o. (Usually followed by out.)

" At List I perceived two white specks in the middle
of the buil. Hud squeezing It. two small white worms
tpurted out." Dampier : I'ot/ayes, vol. ii., pt. iiL,
ch. i v.

Spurt (2), v.i. [Icel. sprettr = a spurt, spring,
bound, from spretta, pa. t. spratt to start, to

pring, to sprout ; cf. Sw. spritta = to start.

Closely allied to spurt (1), v.J To make a
sudden, sharp, and vigorous temporary effort
in an emergency, as in running, rowing, &c.

" Pitman tpurted in a most determined manner."-
field. April 4, 1835.

spurt (l), . [SPURT (ix v.]

1. A forcible gush of liquid from a confined
place or narrow orifice ; a jet.

" See the breeze curling on tbe water on both side*
of us. and sometimes get a ipurt of it."Damaitr
foiiagei. vol. ii.. pt. Hi., ch. iv.

2. A short, sudden outbreak.
" A sudden ipurt of woman's jealousy."

Tension. Tirim, *,*
3. A shoot, a bud.

spurt-grass, .-.

Bot. : Scirpus maritimus.

spurt (2), s. [SPURT (2), v.] A sudden, sharp,
and vigorous temporary effort in an emer-
gency.

" Oxford drew away again as the ipurt in the losing
boat died away." Field. April 4, 1885.

* spur -tie, v.t. [A frequent from spurt (1),
v. (q.v.).] To spurt or shoot in a scattering
manner.

spur'-wort, *. [Eng. spur, and wort.]
Bot. : Sherardia arvensis.

spu'-ta, s. pi. [SPUTUM.]

* spu-ta -tion, s. [Lat. sputatus, pa. par. of
spu'to = to spit.] The act of spitting.

" A moist consumption receives its nomenclature
from a moist tputation, or expeotoTmttoD : a dry one i*

known by it* dry cough." Harvey : On Consumption!.

*
spu'-ta-tlve, a. [SPUTATION.] Spitting
much ; inclined to spit.

"To allay that tputatite symptom." Wotton:
Remaint. p. 370.

Sputch'-eoiM. [Etym. doubtful.] The inner

part of the mouthpiece of a sword scabbard,
which retains the lining in place.

*
spute, v.t. [A contract, of dispute (q.v.X3

sput'-ter, v.i. & t. [A frequent, from spout, v.

(q.v.); Low Ger. spruitern, sputtern = to
sprinkle.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To eject or throw out moisture in small
detached particles.

"
They keep the wheels of his temper oiled, and th

fire within from t/mttering into the ashes of dis-
content." Field, April 4, 1885.

2. To eject saliva from the mouth in small
or scattered portions, as in rapid speaking;
to spit, to splutter.

" While N and M tputter there
Thou'lt ne'er prevent with all thy care,
The melting of the suet." Mason : Oat.

3. To fly off in small particles with a
crackling noise.
" When sparkling lamps their tniitfring light advance.
Aud in the sockets oily bubbles dance."

Dryden : rirpil ; Oeorgi? i. 537.

4. To make a spluttering noise in water.
" The multitudinous tputtering and shuffling of

their bills In the water." Barroughl : Pepacton. p. 30C

B. Transitive:

1. To eject or emit with a spluttering noise.
" Lick'd their hissing jaws that tputter'd flame."

Dryden: firgU: .Uneid ii. S7.

2. To utter rapidly and indistinctly ; to
jabber ; to splutter out.

sput'-ter, s. [SPUTTER, v.]

1. Moist matter ejected in small detached
particles.

2. A noise, a bustle, an uproar.

sput'-ter-er, s. [Eng. sputter; -er.} One
who sputters or splutters.

spu'-tum, s. [Lat., from spuo = to spit out.]
*
1. Ord. Lang. : Spittle ; salival discharges

from the mouth.

2. Pathol. : The substance expectorated in

bronchitis, pneumonia, and other chest
affections. Often in the plural, sputa.

spy,
*
spie,

*
spye, s. [O. Fr. espie.] [SPY, .]

1. One who keeps a constant watch on the

actions, movements, &c., of others ; one who
secretly watches all that passes.

" As each is known to be a ipy upon the rest, they
All live in continual restriut"-/<Hcr, No. 78.

2. Specif., one who is sent secretly into

the camp, or territory of an enemy, to exa-

mine their works, ascertain their strength and

boll, boy; potlt, J6~wl; cat, 90!!, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
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intended movements, and report thereon to
the proper authorities. A spy if caught is

liable to capital punishment.
" Sends be some spa. amidst these silent hours,
To try you CJUIIP, and atcli the Trojan powers !

'

Pop* : Homer ; Iliad x. 43.

*
3. The pilot of a vessel.

*4. A glance, a look.
" Each other's equal! puissaunce envies,
Anil through thoir iron sides with cruell ipirt
Doe seeke to jwrce." Spenser: f. Q., I. it 17.

* spy-boat, s. A boat sent out to gain
Intelligence.

"Giving the colour of the tea to their tpy-boatt, to
keep them from being discovered, came from the
Veneti." Arbuthnot.

spy glass, s. A telescope ; a small tele-

acope.
* spy-money, s. Money paid to a spy ;

reward for secret intelligence.

Spy-Wednesday, s. A name given
to the Wednesday immediately proceeding
Easter, in allusion to the betrayal of our Lord
by Judas Iscariot.

*py, *spie, v.t. & i. [For >v>y, from O. Pr.

espitr; from O. H. Ger. spehon ; M. H. Ger.

spehen ; Ger. spoken = to watch closely ; Lat.

tpecio = to look ; Gr. oxe'irrofxai (skeptomai)=
to look.]

A. Transitive:

1. To gain sight of ; to discover, to espy, to

perceive, to detect.
"
And, when I tpi/ advantage, claim the crown."

Shakeip. : 2 Henry VI., i. 1.

*
2. To explore, to view, examine, or inspect

closely and secretly. (Generally with out.)
" Moses sent to spy out Jaazer. and they took the

Tillage thereof Xumbers xxi. 32.

3. To ascertain or gain a knowledge of

secretly and by artifice ; to discover by close
search or examination.

B. Intrans. : To search narrowly ; to scruti-

nize, to pry. "
It is my nature's plague

To spy into abuses." Shakesp. : Othello, ill. 3.

spy'-al.s. [SPIAL.]

py'-craft, s. [Eng. spy, and craft (1), s.]

The acts or practice of a spy ; the act or

practice of spying.

Spy'-d6m, s. [Eng. spy; -dom.] The act
or practice of spying ; the system of employ-
ing spies ; spyism.

"A sensible international custom has obtained
throughout Europe which deprives spydom of its only
imaginable excuse whilst nations are at peace with
one another." Daily Telegraph. Feb. 16, 1886.

py'-ifm,*. [Eng. spy; -ism.] The same as

SPYDO.H (q.v.).

spyre, v.i. [SPIRB, v.]

q., abbrev. [See def.] Square.

squab, 'jsquob, a., adv., & s. [Sw. dial.

sqvapp = & splash; Ger. schuxipp = a. slap;
Sw. dial, sqwibb loose or fat flesh ; sqvabba
=. a fat woman ; sqvabbig flabby.]

A. As adjective :

1. Fat, short, thick and stout ; bulky.
" The nappy ale goes round ;

Nor the squab daughter nor the wife were nice.
Each health the youths began, Sim pledg'd it twice."

Betterton.

2. Unfledged, unfeathered, newly-hatched.
"IU gout is pre eminently good in a pie, and with

tfua.li (i ., very young) chicken." Field, IS, 1886.

*3. Shy, coy, quiet
" Your demure ladies that are so squob in company*we devils in a corner." Hat. Let : Princess of Clew

iii. i.

*
4. Short, curt, abrupt.

* B. As adv. : With a heavy fall ; plump,
flop.

"The eagle took the tortoise np into the air, and
drnpt him down, squab, upon a rock." L'Ettrange :

Fables.

C. As substantive :

1. A short, fat person.
"
Gorgonius sits, abdominous and wan.
Like a fat squab upon a Chinese fan."

Camper : Progress of Error, til.

2. A young pigeon or dove.

3. A kind of sofa or couch ; a stuffed cushion.
" On her large squab yon find her spread."

Pupe : Artemisia.

squab-chick, s. A chicken not fully
feathered. (Prov.)

squab-pie, s. A pie made of meat,
apples, ana onions.

" Cornwall iyuab-iiit, and Devon whltepot brings."
King : Art of Cookery.

* squab, v.i. [SQUAB, a.] To fall plump or

flop.

squa-bash', v.t. [Prob. a corrupt, of squash
(l-v.),] To crush, to squash, to ruin. (Colloq.
or slang.)

"
Compared with the sarcastic Irony which tgua-

bashes poor Mr. Nicholas Carlisle." /HteH/ye/tcer,
April 11, 1830.

* squa-bash', s. [SQL-ABASH, v.] A crush-

ing, a squashing.
" A squabash of the growing Incumbrance of

chivalrous navels." Morning Advertiser, July 1, 1833.

*squab'-bish, a. [Eng.sguaft, a.;-is/i.] Squab,
thick, heavy ; short and thick.

" Diet makes them of a squubbish or hardy habit of

txAy." Harvey: Of Cunsuin/ttion.

squab'-ble, v.i. & t. [Sw. dial, skwbbel = a

squabble, from skvapp= a splash ; cf. skvakka
= to chide, to scold ; Icel. skvakka = to give
a sound as of water shaken in a bottle.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To engage in a low, noisy quarrel or dis-

pute ; to wrangle, to brawl, to scuffle.
" For which they squabble and for which they pine."

Savage: Volunteer Laurent, No. S.

2. To debate peevishly ; to dispute, to

argue.
" The sense of these propositions is very plain, though

logicians might squabble a whole day, whether they
should rank them under negative or affirmative.'
Watts: Logic.

B. Transitive :

Print. : To put awry ; to disarrange or
knock off the straight line, as type that lias

been set up. A page is said to be squabbled
when the letters stand much awry, and re-

quire painstaking adjustment.

squab'-ble, s. [SQUABBLE,?;.] A petty quarrel ;

a wrangle ; a noisy dispute ; a scuffle.
" He takes the side of the Irish House of Commons

in all its squabbles with the mother country." Brit.

Quart. Review, Mi. 510 (187S).

Squab'-bier, *. [Eng. squabbl(e); -er.1 One
who squabbles ; a noisy, quarrelsome fellow ;

a brawler, a wrangler.

squab' by, a. [Eng. squab, a. ; -y.] Short
and thick ; dumpy.

" 80 far as the squabby stone structure which com-
prises the offices of the L'ommandcr-in-Chief is con-
cerned." Daily Telegraph, Sept. 10, 1885,

squac'-co, s. [Native name.]
Zool. : A species of heron, Ardea comata.

squad, s. [O. Fr. esquadre, escadre, from Ital.

squadra = a squadron (q.v.).]

1. Mil. : A small number of men assembled
for drill or inspection.

"F Company provided the winning squad." Daily
Chronicle, Sept. 7, 1881.

2. A small number or party of people ; a
crew, a set.

If Awkward squad : A body of recruits who
have not yet mastered their drill sufficiently
to take their places in the regimental line

;

hence, any awkward set of persons.

squad, v.t. [SQUAD, s.] To draw up in a
squad.

"
Squad your men. and form np on the road."

Lever: Charles O'Halley, cli. Ixxxvi.

* squad' dy, a. [Prob. for squabby (q.v.), or
for squatty (q.v.).] Fat, thick, dumpy. (Still
in use in America.)

" We know him by his bald pate and his cowl hang,
ing at his back, that he was a fat, squaddy monk that
had been well fed in some cloyster," Vrcene : Newt
from both Betiven t Hell.

squad'- ron,
* squad - rone, s. [O. Fr.

esquadron (Fr. escadron), from Ital. squadrone= a squadron, from Lat. squadra= a. squadron,
a square (q.v.).]

L Ord. Lang. : Originally a square or square
form ; hence, a body drawn up in a square ; a
square body of men.

" Those lialf-roimdini: guards
Just met, and closing stood in u/uadron joined."

Milton : P. L., iv. 862.

II. Technically:

1. Mil. : A force of cavalry commanded by
a captain, and usually aliout 100 strong. Each
squadron is composed of two troops, each, in

ordinary service, commanded by a captain

for purposes of administration, but united
under the senior for service in the field. Four
squadrons form a regiment. The squadron is

frequently considered the tactical unit of

Cavalry.
"Rank upon rank, iquadrnn upon squadron pour."

Scott : Don Roderick, ix.

2. Naval : A division of a fleet ; a detach-
ment of ships of war employed upon parti-
cular service or station, and under the com-
mand of a commodore or junior flag-officer.

"Soon came the North Holland squadron, the Maes
squadron, the Zealand squadron." .Uacautay : Hist.

Eng.. ch. xviil.

U Squadron of Evolution : A naval squadron
engaged in manceuvering, practicing with
signals, and acquiring efficiency iu fleet-drill.

Flying Squadron : A squadron of vessels fitted
out and intended for rapid cruising.

* squad'-roned, a. [Eng. squadron ; -ed. J
Formed into a squadron, squadrons, or

squares.
"
They gladly thither haste, and by a quire
Of luuadruntd augeU hear His carol sung."

Milton : /'. /,., xii. 8*7.

squall, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.) To throw-
sticks at cocks.

squall'-er, s. [Eng. squail; -er.] (See extract.)
" Now that the trees are bare and the leaves hnve

fallen, the idlers of the county towns may perli-'i[

sally forth armed with squatters, an ingenious instru-
ment composed of a short stick of pliant cane and
leaded knob, to drive the harmless little squirrel from
tree to tree, and lay it a victim at the feet of a success-
ful shot." Daily Telegraph, Nov. 30, 1881.

* squaim -ous, a. [SQUAMOUS.]

squal -Id,
* squal lid, a. [Lat. squalidu*

= stiff, rough, dirty, from squaleo = to bo

stiff, rough, or dirty ; Ital. squatlido.]

1. Toul, filthy ; extremely dirty.
"
They saw a squire in squallid weed."

Spenser: F. .. V. I. U.
* 2. Rough, shaggy.

"A bristled boare or else a Iqualid beare."
P. Fletcher : Piscatory Kcloguet, T.

*
squal'-i-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. sgaZ(iw);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. : A family of Plagiostomous fishes,
founded by Cuvier. Miiller, in his systt-in,
elevated it to a sub-order, but the genera it

comprised are now generally classed under
Selachoidei (q.v.).

squa lid I-ty. squal -id ness, s. [Eng.
squalid; -ity, -ness. }

The quality or state of be-

ing squalid ; foulness, dirt, fllthiness, squalor.

Squal'-Id-ly, adv. [Eng. squalid ; -ly.] In a
squalid manner ; dirtily, filthily.

squall, v.i. [Icel. skvalu. to squeal, to bawl
out ; skval = a squalling ; Sw. sqmlu = to

stream, to gush out violently ; sqval an im-

petuous running of water ; sqval-regn a
violent shower of rain; Dan. sqva!dre t

clamour, to bluster
;
Gael, sgal = a loud cry,

the sound of high wind ; sgal to howl. Sqiialt
and squeal are doublets.] To cry out ; to cry
or scream violently, as a woman frightened,
or a child in pain or anger.

"
Frequently interrupted by the squalling .baby."

Daily Telegraph, Sept 10, 1885.

squall, s. [SQUALL, v.]

1. A loud cry or scream ; a harsh cry.

2. A sudden gust of wind, or a sudden and
vehement succession of gusts, generally ac-

companied with rain, snow, or sleet ; a Haw.

If (1) A blade squatt : One attended with a.

dark cloud, diminishing the usual quantity of

light.

(2) A thick squall: One accompanied with

hail, sleet, &c.

(3) A white squall : A violent squall, occur-

ring in or near the tropics. Its approach is-

not indicated bv thick clouds, as is the case

with the Black Squall, and the surface of the

sea is lashed into white, broken foam by the
violence of the wind.

(4) To look out for squalls : To be on one'*

guard ; to look out for trouble or disturbance.

(Colloq.)

squall -cr, s. [Eng. squall, s. ; -er.] One who.

squalls ; especially, a child who cries or
screams loudly.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. p5t
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce - e ; ey - a; qu = lew.
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squal'-ly, o. [Eng. squall, s. ; -.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Abounding with squalls; frequently dis-

turbed with storms or gusts ; gusty.
" The night has been squally, and rain, though not

heavy, is falling." field, Dec. 6, 1884.

2. Having unproductive spots interspersed
throughout. (Said ofa field of turnips or corn.)

(Prow!)

II. Weaving ; Faulty or uneven, as cloth.

Squal'-o-don, s. [Mod. Lat. squal(us); suff.

-odon.] [SQUALODONTID^E.]

squal 6 don'-ti-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. squal-

odnn, genit. squalodont(is) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj.
suff. -idee.]

Palceont. : A family of Odontoceti, consist-

ing of a single genus, Squalodon, founded for

the reception of numerous extinct forms

chiefly teeth and fragments of crania

widely distributed throughout the Marine
Miocene and early Pliocene of Europe, North

America, and South Australia. The teeth are

in groups, as in Zeuglodon(q.v.), the posterior
molars with two roots ; the cranium is essen-

tially odontocete.

8qual'-6id, a. [Lat. squalus = a shark ; Eng.
suff. -old.] Like a shark ; resembling a shark.

equal -or, . [Lat] [SQUALID.] The quality
or state of being squalid ; dirt, filth, foulness.

T Squalor carceris :

Scots Law: The strictness of imprisonment
which a creditor is entitled to enforce, in

order to compel the debtor to pay the debt
or disclose any concealed funds.

Sqnal-o-ra'-ja (j as y), s. [Mod. Lat. squalus,
and raja.]

Palceont. : A genus of Selachoidei, from the
Lias of Lyme Regis. (For detailed descrip-
tion, see Proc. Zool. Soc., 1886, pp. 527-38.)

squal'-us, s. [Lat.]

Ichthy. : A Linnsean genus of Amphibia,
with five lateral spiracles. It was approxi-

mately equivalent to the modern Selachoidei

(q.v.), and, in a more or less modified form,
found a place in several classifications, but
has now lapsed.

squa ma (pi. squa-mae), s. [Lat = a

scale.]

1. Bot. : A scale. [SCALE (1), *., II. 1. (1).]

2. Compar. Anat. : A horny scale. [SCALE
(1); ., II. 2. 3.]

3. Pathol. (PI.): An order of skin-diseases

In which a morbid secretion of the epidermis

produces scales or scurf, readily detached,
but reproduced again and again by desqua-
mation : the scales are degenerated, thick-

ened, dry epidermis covering minute papular
elevations of the skin. Local heat and itching
are present, but there is no constitutional dis-

turbance. The order comprehends psoriasis,

including lepra, pityriasis, and ichthyosis

(q.v.). None is contagious.

4. Zool. : [ELYTRON, 2.].

qua ma ceous (ce as sh), a. [SQUAMA.]
The same as SQUAMOSE (q.v.).

4 squa ma' ta, s. pi. [Neut. pi. of Lat.

squamatus = scaly.]

Zool. : A section of Reptilia, in which the
skin is covered with scales. It contains the
Lizards and Snakes.

squa mate, squa'-mat ed, a. [SQUAMA.]
Covered with small scale-like bodies ; scaly.

squa-ma'-tion, s. [Eng., &c., squam(a);
-ation.] The formation of squamae, or scale-
like processes, e.g., the rosettes of scale-

shaped leaves in the rose-willow.

gquame, s. [Lat squama.] A scale.
" As orpiment, brent bones, yren sq unmet."

Chaucer: C. T., 16,22*.

II Still occasionally used in Natural Science,
as in Huxley: Crayfish, p. 172,

Squa mel-la, s. [Dimin. from Lat. squama
(q.v.).]

1. Bot. : A scale-like, membranous bract,
as on the receptacle in Composites. (In this
sense there is a plural squa-mel'-l<e.)

2. Zool. : A genus of Rotifera, family Eu-
chlanidotae. It has four eyes, and the trochal
discs or rotatory organs are divided.

squa mcl late, squam 11 lose, a. [Mod.
Lat. squamellatus, squamulosus, from squamella
(q.v.).J Having, or covered with squamella;.

squam'-1-form, a. [Lat. squama = a scale,
and forma = form. ] Having the form or shape
of scales.

squa-mig'-er-ous, a. [Lat. squama= a scale,
and gero to bear.] Scaly ; bearing or having
scales.

* squa'-mi-pen, *. [SQUAMIPENNES.] One of
the Squamipennes.

squa mi pen -nes, s. pi. [SQUAMIPINNES.]

squa mi pin nes, * squa mi pen nes,
s. pi. [Lat. squama = a scale, and pinna, pen-
no. = a fin.]

Ichthy. : Coral-fishes ; a family equivalent
to the Chsetodontidse (q.v.). (See extract.)

" The typical forms of this family are readily recog-
nized by the form of Iheir body, and by a pecu-
liarity from which they derive their name, Syuiimi-
pinnes; tiie soft, and frequently also the sinuous,
part of their dorsal and anal fins are so thickly
covered with scales that the boundary between tins

and body is entirely obliterated." Gunlher: Study of
Fishes, p. 397.

squa mo-, pref. [Lat. squama.] Squamose
(q.v.).

squamo zygomatic, a.

Anat. : A term applied to the squamous
portion of the temporal bone, and to the

squamosals or squamous bones collectively.

squam' Old, a. [Lat. squam(a)= a scale ;

Eng. suff. -aid. ] Resembling a scale or scales ;

covered with scales or scale-like integuments ;

scaly.

squa-mo '-sal, ft. &s. [Eng. squamos(e); -al.]

A. As adj. : Squamous (q.v.).

B. As substantive :

Anat. : The squamous part of the temporal
bone ; applied collectively in the plural to
this bone, the zygoma, and the articular sur-

face of the lower jaw.

squam'-ose, a. [SQUAMOUS.]
Bot. (Of a surface) : Covered with the rudi-

ments of leaves ; covered with minute scales

fixed by one end, as the young shoots of the

pine-tribe.

squam -ous, a. [Lat. squamosus, from squama
= a scale.] Covered with scales ; consisting
of scales, resembling scales, scaly.

"In the gems of oak, which may be called

tquamous oak-cones.' Derham : J'hysico-Theology, bk.

viiL, ch. vi. (Note.)

squamous-bones, s.pl. [SQUAMOSAL,B.]

squamous bulb, s.

Bot. : A scaly bulb. [BULB, II. 1.]

squamous -suture, s. [TEMPORO-PA-
RIETAL SUTURE.)

squa mu la (pi. squa -mu-lse), s. [Lat.,
dimin. (KO& tgruoma (q.v.).]

/.W. : A paleola, a lodicule (q.v.). Called
also a Squamule.

squam ule, s. [SQUAMULA.]

squam'-u-lose, a. [SQUAMELLATE.]

squan'-der, v.t. & i. [A nasalized form of
Lowland Scotch squatter = to splash water

about, to scatter, to dissipate, to squander ;

Prov. Eng. swatt/er, swatile, freq. from Dan.

sqvatte = to splash, to squirt, to squander ;

Sw. sqvattra = to squander, freq. of sqvdtta =
to squirt. ( Wedgwood. )]

A. Transitive:
*
1. To scatter, to dissipate, to disperse.

" And the recollections of the great Armada squan-
dered upon the sea." Daily Telegraph, Sept. 29, 1886.

2. To spend lavishly, wastefully, or pro-
fusely ; to spend prodigally, to waste, to dis-

sipate, to lavish.
" The cruel wretch . . . has tquander'd vile,

Uiwn his scoundrel train, what might have cheerM
A drooping family." Thomson : Summer, 1,638.

B. Intrans. : To waste one's substance ; to

spend prodigally or profusely.
"A vast excess of wealth for squandering heirs."

King : Art of Cuokrry, let. iv.

* squan'-der, s. [SQUANDER, v.] The act or
habit of squandering ; waste, prodigality.

squan'-der-er, s. [Eng. squander, v. ; -er.]

One who squanders ; one who spends his sub-

stance prodigally or lavishly ; a spendthrift,
prodigal, a lavisher.
"
Plenty in their own keeping teaches them from.

the beginning to be tquandtrertiu\& waster*.'ioc**?
Education, f 130.

squan'-der-Ing, pr. pur. ora. [SQUANDER, v.J

squan'-der-Ing-ljf, adv. [Eng. squander-
ing ; -ly.] In a squandering, wasteful, or
prodigal manner; prodigally, wastefully, la~

vishly.

Square, o., adv., K *. [O. Fr. esquarrt=
squared, square ; esjuarre = a square, square-
ness ; Ital. Sffuadra from Lat. ex out, fully^
and quadro= tn square, to make four-cornered,,
from quadrus (for quaterus) = four-cornered,
from quutuor = tour; Fr. equerre; Sp. -

cuadra.]

A* As adjective:

L Ordinary Ij^iguage :

1. Literally:

(1) Having four equal sides and four right 1

angles : as, a square room, a square table, &c,

(2) Forming a right angle.
"This inotrument is for striking lines square to

other lines or straight side*, and try the squareness at
their work," Aluxon.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Having a shape broad for the height,
with rectilineal and angular rather than curvei
outlines ; stout, well-set : as, a man of a.

square frame.
*
(2) Exactly suitable or correspondent f

true, just.
"
She's a most triumphant lady, if report be syuuf*

to her." Shakesp. : Antony A Cleopatra, ii. 2

(3) Rendering equal justice ; just, fair,,
honest : as, square dealing.

*
(4) Fair, right, just.

"
All have not offended ;

For those that were, it is not square to take.
On those that are. revenges."

Shakesp. : Tinum of Athens, v. &

(5) Even ; leaving no balance
; exactly

balanced.
" James again brought matters square on the fifth.*'

Field, Oct. 3, 1885.

(6) Leaving nothing ; hearty, vigorous.

(7) Complete, hearty, full, satisfying.
" By heaven ! square eaters !

More meat, I say."
Beaum. i Flet. : Bonduca, 1L H

II. Naut. : At right angles with the mast ofr

the keel, and parallel to the horizon.

B. As adverb :

1. Lit. : At right angles : as, To hit a batt

square to the wickets in cricket.

2. Fig. : Squarely, fairly, honestly : as, Tifc

act square. (Colloq.)

C. As substantive :

L Ordinary language :

1. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II. 5.
" Pores round his cell for undiscovered start,
And decks the wall with triangles and squares."

Fawkei : A Voyage to the ria-iett.

(2) A figure, body, or substance nearly ap
preaching such a figure ; a square piece or-

surface.

(3) An area of four sides witli houses on
each side ; sometimes a square block of houses,
and sometimes applied to an area formed by
the meeting or intersection of two or more
streets. In the cities of the United States many,
usually rectangular, spaces called by this name,
and planted with grass and trees, are laid off as

small parks, furnishing breathing places in the

closely built-up portions of the city. William
Penn, iu laying out the plan of his new city
of Philadelphia, was careful to provide for a
number of squares, conveniently situated, and
to these many others have since been addedK
while several of the other cities of the country
have followed the same salutary example*.
Similar open spaces exist in European cities.

They yielded the original suggestion of the-

modern park.

(4) A square body of troops ; a squadron*

I" 7'1 "Heaione
Dealt on lleutenantry, nd no practice had

In the rave
(

.
?

ar of/
^^^ ^^

(5) A pane of glass.

(6) A square block of houses on the street*

of a town : the area occupied or intended to be-

occupied by such a block ;
the distance along

a street from one intersection to another ; as,,

two squares above our house. (U.S.)

boil, b6^; pout, J6%1; cat, gell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e^ist. ph -C.

-elan, -tian = snaa. -tion, -ston = shun; -tion, -gion = zhun. -cious, tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, Ac. - feel, del*
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(7) An implement used by artittcers for

laying off lines to which work is to be sawed
or cut. It consists essentially of two pieces

at rijiht angles to each other, one of which is

oim-times pivoted, so that other angles than

4 riuht angle may be scril>ed or measured. A
T square is one in which one ruler meets the

-othrr in the middle, so as to form the figure

of a letter T. (Written also Squier, Squire,

fiwere, Swire.)
" Do yon not know ray lady's foot by th' iquitr,

Audlaugh upon the apple of her eye T

Skakttp.: Lout Labturt Lot,*.*.

2. Figuratively:

(1) A measure, standard, pattern, or model.
"Th.e that affect antiquity will follow the tquare

thereof. "-Milton.

(2) Rule, regularity ; exact proportion ; just-
ness of workmanship and conduct.

I hve not kept my wuara, but that to come shall
all >>e d.me by th' rule?' Skaketp- : Antony t Cleo-

jM/ra, h. :!.

(3) Level, equality.
" We live not on the ware with uch u these.
Such are our betters who can better please.

"

Dryden. (Toad.)

(4) A quarrel.

(5) The front part of the female dress near
the bosom, generally worked or embroidered.
" Between her breasts the cruel weapon rives

Her curious quare, embossed with swelling gold."
Fair/ax.

IL Technically:

1. Arith. & Alg. : The result obtained by
'taking a quantity twice as a factor. Thus
16 (4 x 4) is the square of 4.

2. Astral. : Quartile; the position of planets
4W degrees distant from each other.

" Their planetary motions and as]>ects.
In seitile. fan.ire. and trine, and opposite,
Of noxious efficacy." Milton : P. L., x. 659.

3. Bookbind. : The projection of a board

"beyond the book-edge.

4. Carp. : 100 feet, that is, 10 x 10 ; a unit
of measurement used in boarding and rooting.

5. Geom. : An equilateral and quadrilateral,

laving all its angles right angles. The dia-

gonals of a square are equal, and mutually
bisect each other at right angles. The ratio

of either side of a square to its diagonal is

that of 1 to ,/27 The square is employed as
unit of measure in determining the area of

*u i faces, whence the term square measure, in

"that connection. The area of any square is

q'ial to the product of two adjacent sides.

6. Hor. : That portion of the arbor on which
tie winding-key is placed, or a similar part on
the arbor of the hands of a watch, whereby
they are set.

7. Mil. : A formation adopted by infantry,

formerly, to resist a charge of cavalry. It

^was two or four men deep, the front ranks

"kneeling with fixed bayonets, and the rear
rank standing. Occasionally squares have
been formed to enclose baggage, wounded,
Ac., when in presence of overwhelming num-
bers, as in savage warfare.

8. Naut. : That part of the shank of an
anchor to which the stock and shackle are
attached.

9. Print. : A certain number of lines in a

column, of nearly equal height and width.

K 1. All square: All right, all arranged.
*

2. At square : In or into opposition or

nmr*y. [SQUARE, ., I. 2. (4).]
"
Falling at tquare with hir husband." HiMntHtd:

BiO. Eng.. bk. Iv., ch, viii.

3. Geometrical xjuare : [GEOMETRICAL].
4. Magic square : [MAGIC].

5. Method of hast squares: The method of

finding the probable error in assuming the
mean of a number of discordant observations
of a phenomenon ; the method of determining
"the values of certain elements by means of
several equations which only approximately
express the relations existing between the
elements. These approximate equations of
coii'lition are usually derived from a series of
observations, or of experiments, which are

.necessarily liable to certain errors. It is

hown in the theory of probabilities, that the

probable error will be least when the sum of
"the squares of the errors is a minimum.

6. On. (or upon) the square :

(1) Lit. : At right angles : as, To cut cloth
on the square.

(2) Fig. : Fairly, honestly : as, To act on the

7var. (Colloq.)
*
7. Out of square: Out of the proper order,

rule, r proportion.

"T1i whole ordinance of that government was at
first evil plotted, and through other overnights came
more out a} tquare. to that disorder which it is now
come unto." Sprnur : Slate of Ireland.

8. Three square, five square, Jtc. : Having
three, five, &c., equal sides ; having three,
five, &c., angles. (An improper use of square.)

"One end of which being thicker, and almost three
t']\i<-c, is inserted into the first bone of the steruon."
Wilcman : Xurtjery.
*

9. To break no squares : To make no differ-

ence ; to give no offence.
"
I mil break no tquarei whether It be so or not."

L'Estr.uig- fablet.
*

10. To break squares : To depart from the
accustomed order.

*
11. To see how squares go : To see how

matters are going ; to see how the game pro-
ceeds. (An expression borrowed from chess,
the chess-board being divided into squares.)

'One frog looked about him to tee how tquaret went
with their new king." L'Ettranye : Fublet.

square-built, a. Of a square build or
frame ; having a shape broad for the height,
and bounded by rectilineal rather than curved
lines : as, a square-built man.

square-coupling, s.

Mill-work. : A kind of permanent coupling,
of which the coupling-box is made in halves
and square, corresponding to the form of the
two connected ends of the shafts. The halves
of the box are bolted together on the opposite
sides.

square-file, s. An entering-file (q.v.).

square-frame, s.

Shipbuild. : A frame square with the line of
the keel, having no bevelling.

square-framed, a.

Join. : Applied to a work when the framing
has all the angles of its styles, rails, and
mountings square, without being moulded.

square-joint, s.

Join. : A mode of joining wooden stuff, in
which the edges are brought squarely together,
without rabbeting, tongue, or feather.

square-leg, s.

Cricket: A fielder who stands square with
the wicket and behind the batsman.

*
square-leg, v.t.

Cricket : To hit to square-leg.
"Mr. Read continued a fine display of well-judged

bitting by tyuare-leyaitig both bowlers for a couple
each time." Daily Telegraph, Sept. 8, 1882.

square-measures, s. pi. The squares
of lineal measures : as, a square inch, a squart

yard, &c.

square-number, $.

Arith. : A number which may be resolved
into two equal factors ; the product of a num-
ber multiplied into itself. Thus, 4, 9, 16, 25,
are square numbers, being the squares of 2, 3,

4, 5 respectively.

square-parsley, s.

Bot. : Meum Buniitt.

square-rig, s.

Naut. : That rig in which the lower sails

are suspended from horizontal yards, as dis-

tinguished from fore-and-aft rig.

square-rigged, a. [SHIP-RIGGED.]

square roof, s.

Carp. : A roof in which the principal rafters

meet at a right angle.

square-root, s.

Arith. Alg. : A quantity which, being
taken twice as a factor, will produce the given
quantity. Thus, the square root of 25 is 5,

because 5 x 5 25 ; so also
fj

is the square
root of |, since $ x f = $ ; z* is the square
root of *, since za x z'' = z*; o + z is the

square root of a2 + 2ax + 12
,
and so on. When

the square root of a number can be expressed
in exact parts of 1, that number is a perfect
square, and the indicated square root is said

to be commensurable. All other indicated

square roots are incommensurable.

square-sail, s.

Nautical :

I. A four-sided sail, whose middle position
is athwartship. It is supported by a yard,

slunj: at its mid-length by a truss or parral. It

is distinguished from sails which are extended

by stays, booms, gafl's, lateens, sprits, &c.

2. A sail set on the foremasts of schooners,
and on the masts of sloops and cutters, when
sailing before the wind in light weather.

square-stern, s.

Naut. : A transom stern.

square-toed, a.

1. Lit. : Having the toes or end square.
" It |,-,)in mmi-place wit) is as obsolete as fardlngale*.

ruffs, and tquare-toed tboe."Knox: Winter iven-
ingt, even. 9.

2. Fig. : Formal, precise, prim, finical,

punctilious.

square-toes, s. A formal, precise, or
finical, old-fashioned person. A term derived
from the wearing bygentlemen ofthe old school
the square-toed boots of their younger days.

square tucks, . pi.

Shipbuild. : The flat surfaces left at the
stern of a vessel when the planks of the
bottom are not worked round to the wing-
transom, but end in the fashion-piece.

square, v.t. & i. [SQUARE, a.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language:
1. Literally:

(1) To form with four equal sides and four

right angles.
"Squaring it in compasse well beseene."

Spenter: Virgil; Gnat.

(2) To reduce or bring accurately to right
angles and straight lines : as, To squart mason's
work.

*
(3) To draw up in squares or squadrons.

"
Squared in full legion." Milton : P. L.. viiL 233.

2. Figuratively:
*

(1) To reduce or bring to any given mea-
sure or standard ; to compare with a given
standard.

" To tounre the general sex
By Cresslds rule*

Shakesp. : Troilta * Crelsida, T. 1
*
(2) To adjust, to accommodate, to regulate,

to shape. "
O, that ver I

Had iquared me to thy counsel."

Shakeip. : Winter'! Tatt. T. 1.

*
(3) To hold a quartile position respecting ;

to be at right angles to.

(4) To make even, so as to leave no differ-

ence or balance ; to equalize.
"Mr. Laidlay won with six, and tqtuKtd matter*.*
Field. Sept. 25, 1886.

*
(5) To balance, to counterbalance.

"
I hope, I say, lioth being put together, may tquart

out the most eminent of the aiu-ient gentry, in some
tolerable proportion." Fuller: Worthiet. vol. 1., ch. xv.

(6) To arrange matters with ; to bring to
one's side by a bribe or the like ; to gain over,
as to silence. (Slang.)

"They have squandered enormous sums of money in
tqunringe, huge ar:ny of committee men, collector!,
and other hangere-ou." Globe, March 10, 1886.

IL Technically:

1. Math.: To multiply by itself: as, To
square a number or quantity.

2. Naut. : To place at right angles with the
mast or keel : as, To square the yards.

B. Intransitive :

1. To suit, to accord, to agree, to fit. (Fol-
lowed by with.) (Cowper : Charity, 559.)

*
2. To quarrel. " Are you such fool*.

To tquarefor this 1
"

Shaketp. : Midntmmer IfigJU'i Dream. 11. L
3. To take the attitude of a boxer ; to spar

(followed by vp or off : as, He iquared up (or

off ) to me. ( Colloq.)
*
4. To strut

"Totquare it up and down the treat*." Orient:
Quipfor an Upstart Courtier.

If (1) To square away :

Naut. : To square the yards by the braces
and run before the wind.

(2) To square the circle : To determine the
exact area of a circle in square measure;
hence, to attempt impossibilities. (See extract

under QUADRATURE, II. 2.)

(3) To square the shoulders : To raise the shoul-

ders, so as to give them a square or angular

appearance ;
a movement of scorn or disgust.

square'-ly, adv. [Eng. square, a. ; -ly]

1. Lit. : In a square mariner; at or with

right angles.
" With shoulder* tyuarelv set.' Daily Telegraph,

spt- 7. 1885.

te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p8t

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, to = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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2. Fig. : Fairly, honestly ; with fairness or
frankness.

"The question will now come squarely before the
House." Daily Telegraph, Feb. 17, 1886, p. 8.

* square -man, s. [Eng. square, and man.]
One who cuts and squares stone. (Carlyle:
French Kevol, II. v. 1.)

square'-ness,
* square nesse, s. [Eng.

tquare, a. ; -ness.]

1. Lit. : The quality or state of being square.

2. Fig. : Fairness, honesty, frankness.

Squar er, s. [Eng. squar(e); -er.]

I. Lit. : One who squares : as, a squarer of
the circle.

*
II. Figuratively :

1. One who quarrels ; a hot-headed, quarrel-
gome person.

"
Is there no young sfuarer now, that will make a

Tnyage ith him to the devil?" Shakesp. : Much Ado
About .Vuthing. i. L

2. One who spars ; a sparrer.

squar -ish, a. [Eng. squar((), a. ; -ish.]

Somewhat square ; nearly square.

squar'-rose, t sqnar'-roiis, o. [Lat. squar-
rosus rough, scurfy, scabby.]

Hot. : Spreading rigidly out from a common
axis, at right angles or nearly so, as the leaves

of some mosses, the involucres of some com-

posites, &c.

"The involucral scales are tquarrote.'Gardenerf
Chronicle, 1SS1, p. 600.

squarrose-slashed, a.

Hot. : Stashed with minor divisions at right

angles with the others. Called also Squarroso-
laciniate.

Squar- ro-&d-,pref. [SQUAEROSE.] (Seeetym.
and compounds.)

squarroso dentate, a.

Hot. : Kaving teeth which do not lie in the

plane of tha leaf, but form an angle with it.

squarroso-laciniate, a. [SQUAKROSE-
SLASHED.]

squarroso pinnatipartite, a.

Bit. : Deeply pinnatifid with sqnarrose

divisions, as the leaf of Achillea MUliJolium.

squarroso pinnatisect, a.

Hot. : Pinnatitid, with the segments so

straggling as to appear on different planes.

squar'-rous, a. [SQUARROSE.]

SquaJT'-ru-ldse, a. [Mod. Lat. squarrulosus,
dimin. from Lat. squai*rosus.] I.SQUARKOSE.]

Hot. : Somewhat sqnarrose.

tsqnar'-son, s. [Compounded of Eng. squire),
and (p)ai-son.] A dignitary of the Church
who is also the squire of the parish. The for-

mation of this word has been attributed to

Sydney Smith, Theodore Hook, and Dr. Wil-

berforce, Bislvp of Oxford, and afterwards of

Winchester, who is also credited with the
formation of "

sqnishop.
1 '

(See Notes & Queries,
7th ser., ii. 273, 338, iii. 58.)

quash,
*
squach-en, v .t. [O. Fr. esquacher,

escacher (Fr. ecache.r) = to crush, to squash,
from Lat. ex out, fully, and coacto = to

restrain, to forre, from coactus, pa. par. of

togo = to compel. ] To crush ; to beat or press
into a pulp or flat mass.

" There is an unbnppie bird called ^Esalon, and but
little withall: yet will she <yu<uA and bretke the
raven's egges." P. llMand : flinie, bk. x., ch. ixxiv.

quash (1), *. [SQUASH, v.]

1. Something soft and easily crushed or

pressed into a pulp; something unripe and
soft; esi-ec., an unripe pea-pod.

" Not yet ulJ enongh for a man, nor yonng enough
for a ''MY ;

as a sytiash is before it is a peascod. or a
eod:in* w!:eii it is almost an apple. 'iHiakctp. :

Tm.l/tK A'iykt, Lc.

2." A sudden fall of a heavy, soft body ; a
hock of soft bodies.
" My fall was stopped by a terrible iquash that

oiin.lcil louder to my ears than the cataract of

Niagara, after which I was quite iu the dark." Swift :

Oulltver ; Brobdiijnng, ch. vlii.

^ Lemon squash : A cooling drink made
by squeezing the juice of a lemon into a
tumbler, and adding pounded loaf sugar and
soda water.

squash (>), s. [Massachusetts Indian asquash= raw, green, immature, to be eaten un-
cooked ; askuta squash vine-apple.]

Hot. Hort. : A popular American name
forany species of the genus Cucurbita ; specif.
Cucurbita Metojiepo. Leaves cordate, obtuse,
somewhat five-lobed ; tendrils denticulated,
or converted into small leaves ; calyx with
the throat much dilated ; fruit flattened at
both ends, with white, dry, spongy fruit,
which keeps fresh for many mouths. It is

boiled and eaten with meat.
" A selected seed, he had received from me, for that

purpose, uf sqitas'i, which is an Indian kind of pom-
piou that grows apace." Boyle : Works, vol. i., p. 494.

squash-bug, s.

Entom. : The name given in New England
to Coreus tristis, a hemipterous insect, de-
structive to the Squash.

squash - gourd, squash - melon,
squash-vine, s. [SQUASH, 2.]

squash (3), s. [An abbrev. of Musquash (q. v.).]

squash er, s. [Eng. squash, v. ; -er.] One
who or tliat which squashes.

squash -i ness, s. [Eng. squashy; -ness.]
Tiie quality or state of being squashy, soft, or

miry.

squash -y, o. [Eng. squash (1), s. ; -y.]
Soft and wet ; miry, pulpy, muddy.

"
Squashy roly-poly pudding, with all the Jam boiled

out. and the water boiled in. E. J. Worboist : Sissie.
ch. xix.

squat, v.i. &t. [O. Fr. esquatit = to flatten,
to crush, from Lat. ex= out, fully, and quatio= to press down.]
A. Intransitive :

1. To sit down upon the hams or heels, as a
human being ;

to sit close to the ground ; to

cower, as an animal.
" We could see him plainly squat on his hind legs

and smooth his ruffled fur." Burroughs : Pepacton,
p. 211.

2. To settle on land, especially public or
uncultivated land ; frequently, to settle on
land without any title.

B. Transitive :

*
1. To bruise or make flat by a falL

*
2. To squash, to annul.

"
Although lawes were squatted in warre, yet not-

withstanding they ought to be reuiued in peace."
Buiinshed : Desc. Ireland, ch. iii.

3. To seat on the hams or heels ; to cause
to cower or lie close to the ground. (Used
retlexively.)

"
Squatted herself down, on her heels, on the top of

all." Coo* . Second Voyage, bk. iii., ch. JU.

Squat, a. & s. [SQUAT, v.}

A. As adjective :

1. Sitting on the hams or heels ; cowering
close to the ground." Him there they found,

Squat like a toad close at the ear of Eve."
Milton : P. L., iv. 800.

2. Short, thick, dumpy, like the figure of
one squatting.

B. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. The posture or position of one squatting,
or cowering dose to the ground.

44 She sits at squat, and scrubs her leathern face."

Dryden : Juvenal, sat. X.
*
2. A sudden fall.

"
Bruises, squats, and falls, which often kill others,

can bring little hurt to those that are temperate."
Berbert.

IL Mining :

1. Tin ore, mixed with spar.

2. A small separate vein of ore. *

squat-a-ro'-la, s. [A word ofno signification. ]

Ornith. : A genus of Charadrinse. Bill

about as long as the head, rather strong;
wings long, pointed ; legs of moderate length,
slender; toes four, three directed forward,
and slightly webbed at base ; fourth behind
rudimental.

*
squa'-ti -na, s. [Lat. =the angel-fish (q.v.).]

Ichthy. : A' synonym of Rhina (q.v.).

squat'-ter, s. [Eng. squat, v. ; -er.]

1. One who squats or sits on his hams or

heels.

2. One who settles on new or uncultivated

land. In Australia, formerly used as in the

extract (q.v.) ; now, one who occupies an

derunsettled tract of land as a sheep fiirm, uu
lease from government at a nominal rent.

eed or ticket-of-leave man, wb
on unoccupied ground, l>u> > or

steals a few anim >U, elU spirits without liwm-e.
receives stolen goods, and so at last becuines rich and
turns farmer; he is the horror of all his l,oiu*t
neighbours." Darwin: Voyage Kound World, ch. xxi.

squat'- ter, v.i. [A freq. from siiuat, v.

(q.v.).] To flutterm water, as a wild duck.
(ScofcA.) " Awa ye squattered like a drake."

Burns : Address to the Dett.

squat -ting, a. [SQUAT, v.] Used by or de-
voted to squatters.

"Wodgate was a sort of squatting district of th*
great milling region to which it was contiguous."
II. Disraeli : Sybil, bk. ii., ch. ii.

squat'-tie, v.i. [Eng. squat; dimin. suff. -lt.\

To spiawL (Scotch.)
"
Swith, in some beggar's haffet squa'tle :

There ye may creep, and sprawl, and sprnttle."
Burns : To a. Lout*.

Squat'-ty, a. [Eng. squat, a. ; -y.] Sliort and
thick ; dumpy.

" A few yards away stood another short, sqiiatt*
hemlock, and I said my bees ought to be there."-*
Burroughs : Pepaclon, p. 100.

squaw, s. [N. Ainer. Ind.] Among th
North American Indians, a woman, a wife.

squaw-man, .-.-. (See extract.)
" Yet there is one still lower depth, the squaw-matt
the miserable wretch of European blood fio inairie*

a Ciow or a Blackfoot in order to take up land in th
Indian Reservation. The poor soul looks perpetually
ashamed of his weakness ; his own friends avoid him 1
his wife's do not ; on the contrary, they come and liv

upon him with great contentment. The gqua*' c&a
easily divorce herself by Indian law, and when >h
does, the property, with all his luipi ovaments. re.
mains hers, lie hasn't even compensation for di-
turbance." Pall Mall Gazette, Aug. 26. ISSt

squaw-root, s.

Bot. .-'The genus Conopholis, closely allied
to Orobanche.

squaw-weed, s.

Sot. : Senecio aureus.

squawk, s. [SQUAWK, v.] A squeak.
" Gerard gave a little squawk." Keade : Cloister A

Hearth, ch. xxvi.

squawk, v.i. [An imitative word.] To jry
with a loud, harsh voice.

squawl, v.i. [SQUALL, v.]

squeak, v.i. [Sw. sqi-aka = to break ; ct
Norw. skvaka = to cackle ; IceL skvahka = to
give a sound as of water shaken in a bottle.]

1. To utter a sharp, shrill cry, usunily of
short duration ; to cry in a shrill, fretful .-Mie,
as a child, a mouse, a pig, <fcc. ; to makj &
shrill noise, as a door, a wheel, a pipe, &c.

" The mimic took his usual station,
And squeaked with general admiration."

Smart : The Piy.

*2. To break silence or secrecy; to confess.

"If he be obstinate, putaclvllqr.jstiou to him upoa
the nek, and he squeaks, I warrant him." tiryden:
Don ScbMliin, iv. L

squeak, s. [SQUEAK, v.] A sharp, shrill cryf
usually of short duration ; a shrill, fretful

cry, as of a child, a mouse, a pig, &c. ; a shrill

noise, as ofa door, a wheel, a pipe, &c.
" Our gravity prefers the muttering tone,
A proper mixture of the squeak and groan."

Byron : College Examination.

squeak'-er, s. [Eng. squeak; -er.}

1. One who or that which squeaks, or utter*
a shrill cry or noise.

2. A term applied to young birds, of various

species, as a young pigeon, a young partridge,
&c.

"Going on to where the lunch was to meet us, I.

killed an old bird and a squeaker." St. James's liaMtit,

Sept. 1, 1886.

squeak Ing, pr. par. or a. [SQUEAK, v.]

Squeak'-Ing-ly
1

,
adv. [Eng. squeaking ; -ly.J

In a squeaking manner ; with a squeaking
noise.

* squeak'-let, s. [Eng. squeak; dimin. suff.

let.] A little squeak.

squeal, *sqneale, *sqnelen, v.i. [Sw.
sqi'iiln to squeal ;

Norw. tkvella.']

1. To utter a more or less prolonged cry withe

a shrill, sharp voice, as certain animals do>

when in want, pain, or displeasure.

2. To acknowledge guilt, or to betray an

accomplice in wrong-doing, especially to gain
immunity for one's self. (Police Slang.)

boll, bo> ; pout, J6%1 ; cat, 96!!, chorus, 9hln, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing

-dan, -tian= sh^n. -tion, -sion = shun ; -$ion, -ion = zh un. - cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die. &c. = bel, del
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squeal, s. [SQUEAL, v.] A sharp, shrill cry,
more or less prolonged.

queam ish,
* squam - ish,

* squcm -

ous,
* squaim ous, * squeym ous, a.

[Mid. Eng. sictt'iu, siaiim = swimming in the

head, veitigo, from I eel. sveimr = a bustle,
stir; Norw. swim = a hovering about, a

lulit intoxication; A.S. swima a swoon;
Iivl. fit-imi = a swimming in the head; Sw.

4wiinning = a swoon ; Dnt. zvijm = a swoon ;

lrt-1. srinm = to 1* giddy ; O. Sw. surinta = to
"be dizzy ; Sw. swimma to faint.] Having a
stomach that is easily turned or nauseated ;

hence, easily disgusted ; nice to excess ; easily
oflended at trifles : fastidious, scrupulous.

"
lie was glad that the consciences of other men

Were less tqutami A."-.i/>uviu<y Hist. Eng., ch. x.

1] For the dilference between squeamish and
fastidious, see FASTIDIOUS.

squeam ish ly, adv. [Eng. squeamish ; -ly.]

In a squeamish or fastidious manner; fas-

tidiously. (Cunyreiv : Ovid Imitated.)

queam'- iah - ness, s. [Eng. squeamish;
-it-**.] The quality or state of being squeam-
ish, fastidious, or scrupulous ; fastidiousness.

"
I have been so far from that effeminate. squtamiA-

neu." Boyle: Work*, ii. 14.

* BQueam'-ous, a. [SQUEAMISH.]

*
squeaf -I ness, s. [Eng. squeasy; -ness.]

Nausea, squeasiuess.
" A *-{iir minft* and rising up of the heart against

any nn-mi, Tulgar. or mechanical coiitlitiou of men.'
a,imtn,,.,d : tt,,rks. iv. 614.

* squeas'-y, a. [An intensive from queasy
(q.v.).j Queasy, nice, squeamish, fastidious,

HIS.

Squce gee', . [From squeege, a Tulgar cor-

rupt, of squeeze (q.v.).] A scrubber, consist-

ing of a plate of gutta-percha at the end of a
handle, used for cleaning the decks of ships,
foot -pavements, &c. ; also written squillagee,

tquilgee.

squccl, v. & i. [SQUEAL, v. & *.]

Bqueez-a-bQ'-I-ty, s. [Kng. squeezable; -ity.]

The quality or state of being squeezable.

Squeez a ble, a. [Eng. squeeze), v. ; -able.}

1. Lit. : Capable of being squeezed or com-

pres.sc'd.

2. Fig. : Capable of being constrained ;

ready to submit to pressure.
" You are too versatile tuid squeetablt."Savag* : R.

Medlicatt. bk. 1., ch, ix.

Squeeze, 'squise, squeis en, squize,
v.t. & i. [A.S. swisan, cwyMn = to squeeze,
to mush ; with O. Fr. pref. es- Lat. ex- =
out, fully ; Sw. qvdsa to squeeze, to bruise ;

Or. quetschen to squash, to bruise.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To press between two bodies ; to press
Closely ; to compress, to crush.

"Applied to the squeezing or pressing of things
down wards."- Wiltons: Archimedes, ch. ix.

2. To press so as to expel juice or moisture.

3. To force to pass or issue by pressure ; to
cause to pass. (Corliet: On John Dawson.)

4. To clasp ; to press lovingly : as, To squeeze
one's hand.

IL Figuratively :

1. To oppress, so as to cause to give money ;

to harass by extortion.
"
In a civil war people must expect to be crushed

nd finf zed. toward the burden." LEstrange.

2. To exact by pressure or extortion.
" A mandarin, noted for squeezing the people. "St.

Jamtt's OiiKtte. Oct. 16, 1886.

B. Intransitive:

1. To press ; to press or push among a
number of i>eople ; to force one's way by
pressing or pushing.

"
Manyapuhlic minister comes empty in ; but when

he baa crammed hia guts, he is fain to nt uene hard
before he can get off." L Estrange.
*

2. To pass through a body on pressure
being applied.

'' Let the water squeeze through it, and Btnnd all
OTer its outside in multitudes of small drops, like
dew." NtKtvn: Optics.

f To squeeze through : To make one's way
through by pressing or pushing ; to push
through.

squeeze, s. [SQUEEZE, v.]

1. The act of squeezing, pressing, or com-
pressing between two bodies ; pressure.

2. A clasp, an embrace, a grasp.
3. The same as SQUEEZING, C. 3.

4. A tiglitnetis or unusual pressure; ai, a
ii;f << in the money market.

squeez -er, s. [Eng. squeeze), v. ; -er.\

1. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
squeezes.

2. Metal-working: A machine which takes
the ball of puddled iron and reduces it to a
compact mass, ready for the rolls.

squeez' irig, pr. par., a., &s. [SQUEEZE, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj.: (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act of pressing between two bodies ;

pressure, compression.

2. That which is forced out by pressure.

3. A copy or facsimile made by pressing
some soft material on to the thing of which a

copy is to be made : as, a squeezing of a medal
or brass.

squeezing box, s.

Pottery : A metallic cylinder having a hole
in the bottom, through which clay is pressed
for shaping the handles, &c., of earthenware.

squelch, v.t. & i. [Perhaps allied to quell ;

but cf. Prov. Eng. quelch a blow.]

A. Trans. : To crush, to destroy, to squash.
"In ten or a dozen years, the farmers of that section

will be lighting the tire that, so easy to squelch at its

beginning, is so baffling when once it geU under full
blast." Scribner"! Mayaziite, March, 1880, p. 689.

* B. Intrans. : To be crushed or destroyed.

squelch, s. [SQUELCH, v.] A heavy blow ; *
flat, heavy fall.

"He tore the earth which he had saved
From squelch of knight, aud storm'd and raved."

Butler : Hudibras, ii- MS.

tsquench, v.t. [Eng. quench, with pref. *

intensive.] To quench.
"
They'll . . . make church buckets ou'i skin to

squench rebellion. "Ulaum. t Flet. : I'hUaattr, V. 1.

sque teague', s. [Etym. doubtful.]

IchtJiy. . Otolithus regalis, found along the
Atlantic coast to the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
It is from one to two feet long, brownish-blue
above, with irregular brownish spots, sides

silvery, belly white. The flesh is wholesome
and well-flavoured, but so quickly gets soft

that it does not rank high in the market. The
air-bladder makes excellent isinglass. (Ripley

Dana.) It is a voracious fish and bites

readily, but its mouth is easily torn, whence
it is often called Weak-fish.

squib,
*
squibbe, s. [For squip, or swip, from

Mid. Eng. squippen,swippen to moveswiftly,
to fly, to sweep, to dash ; from Icel. svipa =
to Hash, to dart; svipr 9. swift movement ;

Norw. svipa = to run swiftly. Allied to sweep,

swoop, swift. (Skeat.)']

1. A hollow pipe or cylinder of paper filled

with gunpowder or other combustible mate-

rial, like a rocket, so that when the powder is

ignited the squib throws out a train of fiery

sparks, and bursts with a crack.
"

I have been burnt at both ends like a squib."
Renum. i Flet. : Island Princess, ii L

*2. A paltry fellow.
" Asked for their pas by everie squib."

Spenser : Mother BubbardCs Tale, 871.

*3. One who writes squibs or political

lampoons ;
a petty satirist.

"The souths are those who in the common phrase of
the world are called lil>ellerst lampooners, and pam-
phleteers." Tatter, No. 88.

4. A petty lampoon ; a sarcastic speech or
little censorious publication.

" On account of a political squib in -verse which he
had just written." Daily Telegraph, Feb. 23, 1887.

5. A head of asparagus.
"
It [asparagus] is sold in bundles containing from

>ix to ten dozen squibs." Mayhew : London Labour
i London Poor, i. 99.

*
squib, v.i. & t. [SQUIB, s.]

A. Intrans. : To use or write squibs, petty
lampoons, or sarcastic and censorious reflec-

tions.

B. Transitive:

1. To write or publish squibs on; to

lampoon.
" The Bloomer costume, tquibbed by John Leech In

1861." Itaily Telegraph, March 26, 1887.

2. To inject, to squirt
* squib- bish, ii. [Eng. squib; -ish.] Slight,

flashy.
"
Light, s<iuibbish things." Southey : Doctor, ch. xd .

squid, s. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps a variant
of squib, from their squirting out black matter.]

Zool. : A popular name for any of the Teu-
thidse (q.v.). The Common Squid (Loligo vul-

garis), about eighteen inches long, is found in
shoals around the Cornish coast, and is taken
by the fishermen in large numbers for bait.
It is bluish with darker spots, yellowish-white
beneath. The Little Squid (Loligo media), in
about one-fourth the size, spotted with dot*
of red or purple.

*
squier (1), s. [SQUARE, *.]

*squier(2), . [SQUIRE.]

*
squierie, *. [SQUIER (2), .] A company or
number of squires.

squig gle, v.i. [Cf. swi,ggle.]

1. To shake a fluid about in the mouth with
the lips closed. (Prov.)

2. To move about like an eel ; to squirm.

squll' geo, . [SQ.UEEOEE.]

squill
*
squille,

*
squylle, s. [Fr. cqvitte,

scille, from Lat. ^uilla, scilla (q.v.).J

1. Bot. : Any plant of the genus Scilla (q.v.]>,

spec. Scilla maritima, called also Urginec
scilla, indigenous in the south of Europe and
the Levant. S.

verna is a fa-

vourite in gar-
dens owing to

its beautiful
blue blossom.

2. Pharm. :

The bulb,
sliced and
dried, of Scilla,

maritima. The
bulb, which is

scaly, is pear-
shaped, and
weighs from

SQUILL. (Scilla maritima.)
. ,,11'biB.Baireof flower, ; c,. .

which appear after the flower..

half a pound
to four pounds,
Its prepara-
tions are vine-

gar, oxyiuel, syrup, and tincture of squill,
compound squill pill, and pill of ipecacuanha
with squill. It is a stimulant, expectorant,
and diuretic, and in larger doses produces
vomiting and purging. It increases the se-
cretions of the bronchial mucous membrane,
and facilitates the expectoration of mucus.
When used as a diuretic it is generally com-
bined with a mercurial. (Garrod.)

3. Zool. : A popular name for Squilla mantit.
"The curious tquitt. so common in the Mcditwr-

rHnean." Wright : Animal Life, p. 53.

*
squill-fish, s. An unidentified aquatio

animal. [SQUILL-INSECT.]

squill-insect, s. An unidentified aqua-
tic animal. Monfet (Theater of Insect?, lib. ii.,

ch. xxxvii.) says,
" The Sqnilla, an insect,

differs but little from the fish Squilla," a word
which he uses as synonymous with shrimp.
But by early writers names were loosely "p-
plied, and from Grew (Mus. Reg. Soc., p.'T 9)
we learn that Squilla was applied also to ..hat
he calls the Rough-horned Lobster (probably
Palinurus vulgaris).

" The squill-insect described by Moufet So called
from some similitude to the squill-fish: chiefly in

having a long body covered with a crust composed of
several rings or plates. The head is broad and .- uat
He hath a pair of notable sharp fangs before, ooth
hooked inwards like a bull's horns." Grew. Musaum,
p. 176.

squll-la, s. [Lat. = (1) A
small crustacean, possibly the

pea-crab [PINNOTHERES] ; (2) a

sea-onion, a sea-leek, usually
written scilla (q.v.).]

Zool. : A genus of Stomapoda
(q.v.), with several species, of
which the best known is Squilla

mantis, with a number of popu-
lar names. Segments much less

coalescent than in the lobster ;

those bearing the eyes and an-

tennules are readily separable
from the front of the head, and
are not covered by the carapace, which only
conceals eight segments. The gills are borne

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go,
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by the abdominal swimming feet, free and un-

covered. The first pair of thoracic limbs are

developed into a pair of formidable claws, the
terminal joint of which bears a row of long,

harp, curved teeth, doubling back on the

edge of the penultimate joint, which has a

groove to receive them. They lay their eggs
at the bottom of the sea, and the larvae pass
into forms which have been described as in-

dependent genera.

2. Pakeont. : Several specimens of true

Squilla (Sculda pennata, Miiust), have been
found fossil in the Solenhofen Limestone.

(Kncy. Brit., vi. 658). It occurs also in the
Eocene.

quil -la-gee, squil'-gee, s. [SQUEEGEE.]

f squil -li-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. squill(a);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -icUe.]

Zool. : A family of Stomapoda with one

genus Squilla (q.v.).

* squil Ht'-ic, 'squil-Utf-ick, 'squil-
llt-icke, o. [SQUILL.] Of, pertaining to, or
obtained from squills.

" A decoction of this kind of worms sodden in tqull-
Utit-ke viuegre." P. Holland : Plinie, bk. xxx., ch. iii.

*squin -an9e, *squin'-an-9y, s. [QUINSY.]

L Ord. Lang. : The same, as QUINSY (q.v.).

2. Bot. : [QUINSYWORT, WOODRUFF].

*squinacy-berry,s. [QUINSY-BERRY.]

*
squin'-an-9y-wort, s. [Eng. sqninancy,
and wort.] [QUINSYWORT, WOODRUFF.]

squinch, s. [SCONCE.]

Arch. : A sm<dl pendentive arch formed
across the
angle of a

square tower
to support
the side of a

BQperim-
poseil octa-

gon. Also
called a
Sconce.

*quin'-sy, s.

[QUINSY.]

quint, a. & SQUINCH.

S raw. svin- (Canon's Ashby. Northampton.)

ka = to shrink, to flinch. (Skeat.)~\

A. As adjective :

*
1. Looking obliquely or askance ; not

looking directly ; oblique.
"

I incline to hope rather than fear,
And gladly banish squint suspicion.

"

MUton : Comtis. 413.

2. Not having the optic axes coincident.

(Said of the eyes.)

B. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of looking oblique or askant ; an
Oblique look, a sidelong look.

2. A look generally.
" After taking a prolonged squint, he called to me

that the object was a ships boat." Daily Telegraph,
Dec. 24, 1885.

3. An affection of the eyes in which the

optic axes do not coincide. [STRABISMUS.]
" There are two kinds of squint the inward and the

outward, which depend, with rare exceptions, on two
opi'0-.ile optical defects. The inward squint is associ-

ated, in by far the greater majority of cases, with far-

sightedness, the outward with short-sightedness."
Scribner't Magazine, Sept., 1877, p. 702.

*
4. A distortion.

" Wit is a squint of the
nnilerslanding. Elizabeth
Carter: Letters, iv. til

IL Arch,. : An opening
through the wall of a
Roman Catholicchnreh,
in an oblique direction,
for the purpose of en-

abling persons in the

transept or aisle to see

the elevation of the
Host at the high
altar. They are

generally found
on one or both
sides of the
chanoel arch,
and are about

a yard high and two feet wide. Also called
a Hagioscope.

squint-eye, *. An eye that squints.
"

I fear me thou have a squint-eye."
Spenser: Shepheards Calender ; August.

(Hnseley, Oxon.

squint-eyed, a.

1. Having eyes that squint.
" He was o v/uint-eyed, lhnt he seemed spitefully

to look upon them whom he beheld." Knolles : History
of the Turks.
*

2. Oblique, indirect, malignant.
" This is such a false and squint-eyed praise,
Which seeming to look upwards on his glories.
Looks down upon my fears." Denham: Sophy.
*
3. Looking obliquely or by side glances.

squint-quoin, s.

Arch. : An external oblique angle.

squint, v.i. & t. [SQUINT, a.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To look with a squint, or with the eyes
differently directed.

" Some can squint when they will ; and children set
upon a table, with a caudle behind them, both eyes
will move outwards, to seek the light, and so induce
squinting." Bacon.

2. To have the axes of the eyes not coinci-
dent ; to be affected with strabismus.

" We have many instances of squinting in the
father, which he received from fright or habit, com-
municated to the offspring." Qoldsmith: Animated
Nature, pt. ii., ch. xi.

*
3. To run or be directed obliquely ; to

have an indirect reference or bearing.
" In prudence, too, you think my rhymes
Should never squint at courtiers' crimes."

Gay : Ant in Office.

*
4. To refer indirectly or obliquely.

** Not meaning . . .

His pleasure or his good alone,
But squinting partly at my own."

Cowper : To Rev. W. Butt.
* B. Transitive :

L To turn (the eye) in an oblique direction.
" Perkin began already to sqitint one eye npon the

crown, and another npon the sanctuary." Bacon .'

Henry VII.

2. To cause to look with a squint, or with
non-coincident optic axes.

" He gives the web ami the pin, squints the eye, and
makes the hare-lip." Shakttsp. : Lear, ilL 4.

*
3. To cast or direct obliquely.
" On others' ways they never squint a frown."

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, i. 18.

*
squint'-er, s. [Eng. squint, v. ; -er.] One
who squints.

" The triumphs of the patriot squlnter."
Warton : Oxford A'ewsman's Verses.

*
squint-I-fe'-go, a. [SQUINT.] Squinting.
" The timbrel and the sqitintifego maid
Of I sis awe thee." Dryden : Persius, sat. v.

squint'-ing, pr. par. or a. [SQUINT, v.]

squint'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. squinting; -ly.]

In a squinting manner, with a squint; by
side glances, obliquely.

squin'-y, squin'-ny, v.i. [SQUINT, a.] To
squint ;

to look askance or asquint. (Prov.)
"

I remember thine eyes well enough :

Dost thou squiny at me f
"

Shakesp. : Lear, iv. 6.

*
squiii-zey. s. [SQUINSY.]

squir, squirr, v.t. [Prob. imitative of the
sound of a body passing rapidly through the
air ; cf. whirr.] To throw with a jerk ; to
cause to cut along ; to move as anything cut-

ting through the air.
"

I saw him mtirr away his watch a considerable
distance into the Thames." Budgell : Spectator, No. 77.

*
squir'-al-ty,

*
squir-al -I-ty, s. [Eng.

squir(e); -alty.] The same as SQUIREARCHY
(q.v.).

squir'-arch-y, s. [SQUIREARCHY.]

squire (1),
*
squiere, s. [A contract, of

esquire (q.v.).]

1. An attendant on a knight ; a knight's
shield or armour-bearer.

" The squire, who saw expiring on the ground
His prostrate master, reiu'd the steeds around."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xx. 565.

2. An attendant on a person of noble or

royal rank : hence, colloquially, an attendant
on a lady ; a beau, a gallant ; a male com-

panion, a close attendant or follower.
" Has your young sanctity done railing, Madam,
Against your innocent squire!"

Benum. t Flet. : Wife/or a Month, i. L

3. The title of a gentleman next in rank to
a knight.

"
I think he may be called a squire, for he beareth

euer after those arines." SmWi : Commonwealth, bk.

L, ch. xz.

4. A title popularly given to a country
gentleman.

5. A title given to magistrates and lawyers
in the United States. In New England it is

given especially to justice of the peace and
judges; in Pennsylvania to the justices of the
peace only.

^ Squire of Dames: A personage intro-
duced by Spenser in the Faery Queen (III.
vii. 51). Often used to express a person de-
voted to the fair sex.

squire (2), s. '[O. Fr. esquierie.] A rule,
foot-rule, a square (q.v.).

*
squire, v.t. [SQUIRE (1), s.]

L To attend as a squire.

2. To attend as a beau or gallant ; to escort.
"She offered, if I would squire her tliere, to send

home the footman." Goldsmith : Bee, No. 2.

* squire age (age as ig), s. [Eng. squire;
-age.] Landed gentry ; squires.

* squire -arch, s. [SQUIREARCHY.] A mem-
ber of the squirearchy.

"I had long been disgusted with the interference ol
those selfish squirearchs.'Lytton: Caxtons, bk. il_
ch. xi.

* squire arch al,
* squire arch ic aL

a. [Eng. squirearclt(y) ; -al, -iad.] Of or per-
taining to a squirearchy ; fit for a squire.

"Living ia houses often almost squirearchal."
Daily Jfews, Sept 20, 1881.

squire'-arch-y, s. [Eng. squire, and Or.
apxi (arche) rule, apx<a (archo) = to rule.)
The squires or gentlemen of a country taken
collectively ; the domination or political in-
fluence exercised by the squires considered as
a body. (English.)

" The lesser Irish squirearchy of three or four g*n.
rations ago." Brit, (^unrteily lieview, IvU. 410. (187SJ

squir-een', t. [Eng. sqnire (1), s. ; dimin.
suff. -een.] A small or petty squire.

*
squire'-hood, s. [Eng. sqnire (1), s. ; -hood.}
The rank or state of a squire.

* squire ling,
*
squire-let, s. [Eng.

squire (1), s. ; dimin. sutl'. -ling, -let.] A small
or petty squire ; a squireen.

" A grand political dinner
To half the squirelinqs near."

Tennyson : Maud, I. xx. X
*
squire'-ly, a. & adv. [Eng. squire (i), s. ;

ly.]

A. ^s adj. : Becoming or befitting a squire.

B. As adv. : Like a squire.
"
Squierly forth gan he gon."

Romaunt of the Ron.

squire '-Ship, s. [Eng. squire (1), s. ; -ship.]
The state or position of a squire ; squirehood.

" What profit hast thou reaped by this thy squirt-
shipT Shelton : Don Quixote, I i.

squir'-ess, s.

wife of a squire.
[Eng. squir(e) ; -ess.] The

squirm, v.t. or i. [Perhaps a form of swarm
(q.v.).]

1. To move like a worm or eel ; to writhe
about. (Prov. Amer.)

" Next he squirms rapidly through the loosened
girths until he can bring his heels to bear." Scribner't
Magazine. April, 1880, p. 936.

2. To climb by embracing and clinging with
the hands and feet.

squirm, s. [SQUIRM, v.]

1. Ord. Ling. : A wriggling motion, as of
an eel.

2. Naut. : A twist in a rope.

squirr, v.t. [SQUIR.]

squir'-rel, *squir-el, *scur-el, *scur-
ellc, s. [O. Fr. escurel ; Fr. ecureuil ; Low
Lat. sciuriolus, dimin. from Lat. sciurus, from
Gr. oxt'ovpos (skiouros) : O-KLO. (skia)= a shadow,
and ovpa. (oura) = a tail, hence the name =
the animal that shades or covers itself with
its tail, from its habit of sitting with the tail

curved over its back ; Prov. escurol ; Sp. &
Port, esquilo ; Ital. scojattulo.]

Zool. : A popular name for any of the
Sciuridee (q.v ), more particularly for the ftenus
Sciurus, though tliere are seven genera and

many species in the family all popularly known
as squirrels They are characterized by their

slender bodies, round, hairy tails, large, promi-
nent eyes, and usually arboreal habits, though
some few excavate subterranean retreats. In

Sciurus the tail is long and bushy and the ears

pointed. Taniias is an Uni ed States genus, with

four species, each having cheek pouches, and
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the back striped light and dark. The Chip-munk or Grouud Squirrel is a common ex-
ample. Squirrels haunt woods and forests,
nesting in trees, and displaying marvellous
gility among the branches. They tVed ou
nuts, acorns, beech-mast, which they store

up, birds' eggs,
and the young
bark, shouts, and
buds of trees,

doing no small
mount of dam-

*ge. They pass
the winter in a
state of partial

hibernation,
waking np in

fine, warm we.i-

thcr, when the

provision laid up
In the summer is

made use of for

food. They are

monogamous, and the forcale of S. vnlgtrit, the
common European squirrel, produces three
four young. They are often kept as pets;
Lapland and Silieria this species is killed in

great numbers for the sake of its winter coat.

This, though valuable, is inferior to the fur of the
North American Gray Squirrel (S. carolinemit).

squirrel-corn, s.

Hot. : Dicentra camiden,iis.
"
Dicentra, commonly called squirrel-corn, has nearly

the mine perfume." llurrought : Ptpaeton, p. 2i6.

squirrel-cup, s.

Sot. : Hepatica or Liver-leaf.
"

Tlie loutrrel-cuni. a graceful company,
Hide in their bells, a soft aerial blue."

Bryant, in Burroughs: Pe/jacton, p, 180.

squirrel-fish, s. A sort of perch.

squirrel flying phalanger, s.

Zool. : Pelaurus sciureus ; from South Aus-
tralia, about eight or nine inches long, with a
tail as long as the body. Colour, ash-gray
with a black stripe from the nose to the root
of the tail, cheeks white with a black patch,
under surface white. [PETAURUS.]

squirrel-like rodents, s. pi. [SCIURO
MORPHA.)

squirrel-monkey, s.

Zool. : Callithrix sciureus, from South
America. It is about ten inches long, with a
tail half as much again ; fur olive-gray on the

body, limbs red, muzzle dark. They are af-

fectionate and playful in disposition.

squirrel-tall, squirrel-tall grass, s.

Bot. : Hordeitm maritimum. Named from the

shape of the flower-spikes. The awns are in-

jurious by their mechanical action to the

gums of horses.

quirt, *squyrte, v.t. & i. [Sw. dial. skvittUr
= to sprinkle all round ; Icel. skvetla = to

squirt out, to throw out ; skvettr = a gush of
water poured out ; Dan. sqvatte to splash.]

A. Trans. : To eject or throw in a stream
out of a narrow orifice or pipe.

"To squirt water into that part." P. Holland:
Plinie, bk. viii., ch. xivii.

B. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To be thrown out or ejected in a
stream from a narrow orifice or pipe.

*
2. Fig. : To throw out words ; to prate.
You are so given to tquirting up and down, and

that the world would say, I had chosen &
iug for a priine-uiiuister." L'Ettrange:

chatteri

Jack-p^'
Fablet.

quirt,
*

squyrt,
*
squyrte, s. [SQUIRT, v.]

1. An instrument with which water or other

Hqukl is ejected in a stream with force ; a

yringe.
14 But when they have hespatter'd all they may,
The statesman throws his filthy tqulrt* away 1

"

Fauna : To Mr. Pope, ep. 1.

2. A small jet.

"The watring of those lumps of dung, with tquirti
f an infusion of the medicine in dunged water."
Bacon \,it. Hist.. 500.

*
3. Looseness of the bowels ; diarrhoea.

"Squyrte, a laie ; foire." Pa!*grav.

4. A foppish young fellow ; a whipper-
snapper. (Colloq.)

quirt'-er,
*
squyrt-er, s. [Eng. squirt ;

er.] One who or that which squirts; one
who uses a squirt.

" Who made squirt-guns of the hollow metal pen-
Mndles which were in vopne in those days, and who
as a mysterious i^uirter of ink for four days before he

was found out.
1

Scribner't Magazine. Nov., 1878, p. 78.

Squirt'-Ing, pr. par. or o. [SQUIRT, v.]

squirting - cucumber, t spirting -

cucumber, s.

Bot. : Ecbalium agreste (formerly Momordica
Elaterium), a prostrate plant from the south
of Europe. Corolla yellow, veined witli green ;

the fruit is a small, elliptical, green gourd
covered with prickles. When ripe, it ejects
its seeds and juice with some force. [ECBA-
LIUM, ELATERIUM.]

squish op, *. [Bug. square), and (bi)sJwp.]
[SQUARSON.]

squitch, s. [QUITCH.]

squyer, s. [SQUIRE (1), .]

sradh, shraddh, s. [Mahratta, &c. shraddh.]
Brahnuinism : Funeral rites performed on

the death of an individual, without which his
soul would have to continue in a wandering
state. Similar rites are performed monthly
and yearly to the manes of deceased ancestors.

Stab,
*
stabbe, v.t. & i. [Etym. doubtful ;

prob. from Ir. stobaim = to stab ; Gael, stob
= to thrust or fix a stake in the ground, to
stab, to thrust, from stob = a stake, a pointed
iron or stick ; cogn. with Eng. sto/(q.v.).]
A. Transitive:

I. Literally:

1. To pierce or wound with a pointed
weapon ; to kill with a pointed weapon.

" Clarence is come, false, fleeting, perjur'd Clarence.
That stubb'd me in the field by Tewkesburv."

Shaketp. : Richard III., i. 4.

2. To drive, thrust, force, or plunge, as a
pointed weapon.

" Stab poniards in our flesh."

Shaketp. : 3 Uenry VI., It 1.

. IL Fig. : To pierce or wound in the heart
or feelings ; to injure secretly or by malicious
falsehood or slander ; to inflict keen or severe

pain on.
"
Then, to complete her woes, will I espouse
Hermioue : 'twill itab her to the heart"

A. I'hilipi.
B. Intransitive:

I. Literally:

1. To give or inflict a wound with a pointed
weapon.

None shall dare
With shortened sword to stab in closer war."

Dryden : Palamon Jt Arcite, hi. 509.

2. To aim a blow at a person with a pointed
weapon.

" Thou hid'st a thousand daggers In thy thoughts . . .

To nab at my frail life."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., ii. 4.

II. Fig. : To inflict pain secretly or mali-
ciously ; to mortify, to pain.

" Critics of old, a manly literal race,
Approv'd or censur'd with an o|>en face . . .

Nor stabb'd, conceal'd bcne.ith a ruffian's mask."
Lloyd/ Eiiitiltta C. Churchill.

stab (1),
*
stabbe, s. [STAB, v.]

L Literally:

1. The thrust of a dagger or other pointed
weapon.

" And the possibility of getting rid of him by a lucky
hotor< tb was au-ain seriously discussed." Macaulay:
Bitt. Eng., ch. xxi.

2. A wound with a sharp-pointed weapon.
'* His gash'd xt".b* look'd like a breach in nature,
For ruin's wasteful entrance."

tihnkrsp. : Macbeth, ii. 8.

IL Fig. : A wound or injury inflicted in the
dark ; a secret injury maliciously inflicted.

" This sudden ttah of rancour I misaoubt."
Sliakes/>. : Richard III., iii. 1.

'Stab (2), s. [See def.] An abbreviation em-
ploye' 1 by workmen for established wages, as

opposed to piece-work.

Sta-bat Ma'-ter, Sta bat Ma'-ter, s.

[Lat. = The Mother stood, the first words of
the hymn. (See def.).]

Music: A well-known Latin hymn on the
Crucifixion, sung during Passion week in the
Roman Church. Jaeopone, a Franciscan who
lived in the thirteenth century, is supposed
to have been the author of the words. In
addition to the ancient setting, probably con-

temporary with the words, many composers
have written music to the Stabat Mater, but
the compositions which are best known are
those by Palestrina, Pergolesi (the last effort
of his life), and Rossini.

Stab'-ber, s. [Eng. stab, v. ; -er.]

I. Ord. Lang. : One who stabs ; a privy
murderer. (Browning: Bordello, i.)

II. Technically:

1. Domestic : A lady's awl for open'.ng hole*
for eyelets.

2. Leather : A pegging-awl ; a pricker.
3. Naut. : A marlinspike.

Stab bihg, pr. par., a., & . [STAB, .]

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See>
the verb).

C. As substantive:

L Ord. Lang. : The ct of wounding at
piercing with a pointed weapon.

"Special orders were given by Barclay that th
swords should lie made rather for stubbing tliau fof
lashing." Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xxL

II. Technically:
1. Bookbinding:

(1) The puncturing of the boards for the
slips.

(2) The perforation of a pile of folded sheet*
for a stitching twine ; a cheap substitute for

sewing.

2. Mason. : The picking or roughening of a
brick wall, in order to make plaster adhere
thereto.

stabbing - machine, stabbing -
press, .-.

Bookbind. : A machine or press for per-
forating a pile of folded and gathered signa-
tures to prepare them for the operation of
stitching.

* stab - bmg-ly, adv. [Eng. stabbing ; -Zj/.J
In a stabbing manner

; with intent to stab oi
injure secretly and maliciously.

" This intimation against the council is as tin'.binglt
suggested." np. Parker: Reply to actuarial Trant.
prosed, p. 287 (16731.

*
sta-bir-I-fy, v.t. [Eng. stable, a. ; suff. -fy.J
To make stable, fixed, or firm

; to establish.

(Browning.)

*
sta-bil'-i-ment, s. [Lat. stabilimentum,
from stabilio = to make stable (q.v.).] Tlie act
of making firm or establishing ; firm support.

"
Its firmament by the principles of Christianity.

hath been blessed bv the issues of that stabiliment. 1

Bp. Taylor : Sermont, vol. iii. ser. 6.

*
sta-bil'-i-tate, v.t. [Lat. stabiUs = stable

(q.v.).] To make or render stal.le: to es-
tablish.

" What she most doth love
She oft before itahilUatei."

Mure: Immort. Soul, L it. 48.

stabil-I-ty,
*
sta-bil-y-tye, s. [Lat

stabilitas, from stabilis = stable (q.v.): Fr.
stabilile.]

1. The quality or state of being stable or
firm ; stableness, firmness

; strength to stand
and to resist being moved or overthrown.

" Which number [eight] being the first cube, is a fit

hieroglyphick of the liability of that government."
More: Philos. Cabbala. (App.)

2. Firmness or steadiness of character,
resolution, or purpose; freedom from fickle- .

nessorchangeableness; constancy, resolution.
" But for its absolute self ; a life of peace,
Stability without regret or fe.ir."

Wordtworth : Excursion, bk. ill.
*

3. Fixedness, as opposed to fluidity.
"
Fluiduess and stability are contrary qualities.

"

Boyle.

*
Sta'-bil-ize, v.t. [Eng. stable, a. ; -ize.] To
make stable or firmly established ; to establish
firmly.

"The language is stabilized." WKUney: Lift *
Growth of Language, ch. ix.

Sta'-ble, a. [O. Fr. estable (Fr. stable), from
Lat. stabilis stable, standing firmly, from
sto = to stand ; Sp. estable ; Ital. stabile.}

I. Ordinary Language:
1. Fixed ; firmly established ; not to b&

easily moved, shaken, or overthrown ; firmly
fixed, settled, or established.

2. Steady and constant in resolution or pur-
pose ; firm in resolution ; not fickle or change-
able ; constant.

"God [saith he] is the prince and ruler over all.

alwayes .me. i'-rble, immovable, like to himself."
Oudworth: lute/I. System, p. 39:i.

3. Abiding, durable, lasting; not subject to

change or destruction.
" He perfect, stable ; but imperfect we.
Subject to change, and dim-rent in degree."

Dr.vflen: Palamon i Arcile. in. 1.04&

II. Physics : Not easily moved from a state
of equilibrium. [EQUILIBRIUM, II. 2.]

If Stable & unstable equilibrium: [E<juiu
BRIUM].

&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot,

cor. wore, W9lf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian. , ce - e ; ey - a ; <ju = kw.
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Bta' ble, s. [O. Pr. estable (Fr. ttabU), from
Lat. itabulttm a standi.ig-place, an abode, a

stall, a stable, from sto = to stand ; 8p.

wtoiio.)

1. A house or building constructed to lodg*
and feed horses, and furnished with stalls,

racks, mangers, and all other necessary equip-
ments.

fl The word is occasionally used in a wider

sense, as equivalent to a house, shed, or

building for beasts generally, as a cowshed, &c.

2. A racing-stable ; an establishment where
nee-horses are trained.

"
They can Insure a straight run for their money in

connection with this liable." Keferee, April, 24, 1887.

3. (PI.) Mil. : Attendance on horses in the
tables.

" They seem always at ftiMct, on parade, or out
doing field-firing." Homing Pott, Feb. 5, 1884.

8tabl-boy, s. A boy who attends in a
table.

"Served as &ttable-boy, errand-boy, porter, and groom."
Wordttforth : farmer of TiUbury Vale.

Stable-man, s. A man who attends in a
stable ; a groom, an ostler.

"
If a liable-man cannot keep a bloom on horses'

coats when standing on it. I am sure that it is the
fault of the liable-man." Field, Jan. 23, 1886.

stable-room, s. Room in a stable;
room for stables.

* stable-stand, *.

Old Law : (See extract).
" Stnble-ttand is one of the four evidences or pre-

mmptions, whereby a man is convinced to intend the

stealing of a king's deer in the forest." CoveU : Lav
Mat.

sta -ble (1), v.t. [STABLE, o.] To make
stable, fixed, or firm ; to fix, to establish.

"
Articles devised by the king's highness to stable

Christian quietness and unity among the people."
Stri/pe : Life qf Arcnbithop Cranmer (under 1536).

Bta -ble (2), v.t. & i. [STABLE, .]

A. Transitive:

L Lit. : To put, place, or keep in a stable.
" He meetly stabled his steed In stall."

Si:utt : Lay of the Loot Minstrel, L 8L
*

2. Fig. : To fix, to stick.

"When they the peril that do not forecast,
In the stiff mud are quickly ttabled fast."

Drdl/ton : The Moon-Calf.

T In this sense perhaps belonging rather to
STABLE (1), v.

* B. Intrans. : To dwell or lodge in, or as

in, a stable ; to kennel ; to dwell, as beasts.

Bta ble ness,
* sta-ble nesse, 3. [Eng.

stable, a. ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being stable, fixed,
or firmly established ; fixedness and firmness

of position ; stability ; strength to stand or
remain unchanged.

2. Steadiness or firmness of character, reso-

lution, or purpose ; firmness, strength, reso-

lution, constancy.

sta bier, s. [Eng. staU(e), s. ; -er.] One
who keeps stables ; one who stables horses.

sta bler-ess, s. [Eng. stabler; -ess.] A
female who keeps stables.

"A scandal Is raised on her name, that she was
Btabnlarla,

" a itablereu." whereof one rendreth tMs
witty reason, because her father was Comes Stabuli."
Fuller: WorOuet; Enex.

stab-li,
* stab-Hebe, adv. [STABLY.]

Bta -bling, $. [Eng. stabl(e), a. ; -ing.]

1. The act or practice of keeping in a stable
or stables.

2. A stable ; a house or shed for lodging
beasts.

"Now smok'd in dost, a stabling now for wolves."
Thornton : Liberty.

stab '-Hah, * stab 11s en, v.t. [An abl.rev.

of establish (q.v.).] To settle permanently In
a state ; to make firm ; to fix, to settle, to
establish.

" Wlste thou not well that all the lawe of klnde is

my lawe, and by God ordeined and tta'itithrd to dura
by klude reaaoun." Chaucer : TeUa.rne.nt of Loue.

Stab' llsh ment, *. [Eng. itablish; -ment.]
Establishment ; firm settlement.

"
Sufficient for their sonles health, and the I'anHnh-

ment of his monarcLUuie." Voiintked: DeKript.
Brit., ch. Ix.

sta-bly, * stab li,
*
stab-llche, adv.

[Eng. ttali(l); -ly.] In a stable or firm man-
ner ; firmly, steadily, constantly.
" And bad hem for the lone of God, that bee he

vudeiitode.
And ttatiliche held togedere, to saue that lond."

Koturt of UlouKiter, p. 12*.

* stab-u-la -tion, s. [Lat. stubulatio, from
itabulatus, pa. par. of stubulor = to stand in a
stable ; stabulum. a stable (q. v.). J

1. The act of stabling or housing beasts.

2. A place or room for housing beasts ; a
stable.

Stab -wort, *. [Eng. stab (1), *., and wort.]

Bot. : Oxalis Acetosella. Park in his Theatre

says that it is "singular good in wounds,
punctures, thrusts, and stabbes into the

body." (Britten d> Holland.)

Stac-ca'-to, adv. [Ital., pa. par. of staccare,
for distaccare to separate, to detach.]

Music : Detached, taken off, separated. In
music the word signifies a detached, abrupt
method of singing or playing certain notes,
by making them of less duration than they
otherwise would be. A small dash over a
note signifies that it is to be played staccato.

Stach'-er, v.i. [A softened form of stagger
(q.v.).] To stagger. (Scotch.)

"
I ttacher'd whiles, but yet took tent aye

To free the ditches/'
Burnt: Death A Dr. Hornbook.

sta-chyd 6-SB, sta' -chc'-se, s. pi. [Lat
stachys, genit. stacliyd(is) ; fern. pL adj. suff.

-ect.]

Bot. : A tribe of Lamiaceae. Stamens four,

parallel, two upper shorter, ascending under
the concave upper lip, or included in the
tube ; nutlets free, smooth, or tubercled.

Sta'-chyg, s. [Lat, from Gr. oraxvt (stachus)= an ear of corn ; woundwort (See def.)J

Bot. : Woundwort ; calyx as long as the tube
of the corolla, sub-campanulate, ten-ribbed ;

teeth five, nearly equal, acuminate; upper
lip of the corolla arched, entire ; lower one
three lobed ; the two lateral ones reflexed ;

the two anterior stamens the longest, with
the anther cells diverging. Chiefly from the
warmer parts of the Northern Hemisphere.
Known species aliout 160, mostly European.
Stachys sylcatica, the Hedge; S. palustris, the
Marsh

; S. germanica, the Downy ; S. arvensit,
the Corn Woundwort, and S. Betonica, called
also Belonica officiualu, are common species.
The bruised stems of S. parviflora, a native of

Afghanistan and Northern India, are applied
to parts of the body affected by the guinea-
worm.

stach y tar -pha, stach y-tar phe -ta,
s. [Gr. O-TOXVS (stachus) = an ear of corn, and
Tap<jn-ios (tarphfios) thick. Named from the

inflorescence.]

Bot. : A genus of Verbenea; ; aromatic herbs
or shrubs with fleshy spikes, stamens four,
the upper two without anthers ; nutlets two.
The Brazilians attribute powerful medicinal

properties to Stachytarphela jamaicensis. Its

leaves are sometimes used to adulterate tea.

* stack, pret. ofv. [STICK, v.]

stack, 'stac,
*
stale,

'

stakke, . [Icel.

stabler = a stack of hay ; stakka = a stump ;

stack = a columnar, isolated rock ; Sw. stack
= a rick, a heap, a stack ; Dan. stak. Allied
to stake and stick.]

1. Corn In the sheaf, hay, pease, straw. &c.,

piled up in a circular or rectangular heap,
coming to a point or ridge at the top, and
thatched to protect it from the weather.

"The straw tract or the plowmen at work with
their teams." Century Magazine. Aug., 1882, p. SOS.

If The term stack is applied in the United
States to those which are round, rick to those
which are elongated.

2. A pile of wood containing 108 cubic feet ;

also, a pile of poles or wood of indefinite

quantity.
" The Indians ... lay themselves quietly upon a

Itacke of wood, and so sacrifice themselves by fire."

Bacon : Euayt ; Of Outturn.

3. A number or cluster of chimneys or
funnels standing together.

" On the opposite shore are several large buildings
with tall smoke-rtacfe. the only un-orieuUl objects
within sight." Scribner'i Ungatlne, Sept, 1877, p. 602.

4. A chimney of masonry or brickwork, usu-

ally belonging to an engine or other furnace ;

the chimney of a locomotive or steam-vessel.

5. A columnar, isolated rock ; a high rock
detached ; a precipitous rock rising out of th
sea.

" Fenced by many a ttack and skerry.
Full of rifts, aud full of Jags."

III. i<-t.i,. Layi ofHighland! t Itlandt, p. U.

H Stack of arms :

Mil. : A number of small fire-arms set up
together so that their bayonets cross.

stack-borer, s. An instrument for

piercing stacks of hay to admit air, when the
hay has become dangerously heated.

stack-cover, s. A cloth or canvas cover
suspended over stacks while being built, to
protect them from the rain, <kc.

stack-funnel, s. A pyramidal open
frame of wood in the centre of a stack, to
allow the air to circulate through the stack
and prevent the heating of the grain, &c.

stack-guard, s. A temporary roof

capable of elevation, and designed to protect
a stack or rick of hay or grain in process of
formation.

stack-stand, t. A device for supporting
a stack of bay or grain at a sufficient distance

STACK-STAND.

above the ground to preserve it dry beneath
and prevent the ravages of vermin ; a rick-
stand.

Stack-yard, s. A yard or inclosure for

stacks of hay or grain.

Stack, v.t. [Sw. stacka; Dan. stackkt.] [STACK,
s.] To pile or build up into the form of a
stack ; to make into a pile or stack.

" Stack pease upon hovell abroad in the yard."
Timer: Huibandry ; Augutt.

^ To stack arms :

Mil. : To set up arms, as muskets, rifles, or

carbines, with the bayonets crossing each
other or united by means of ramrods or hooks
attached to the upper part of the weapon, so
as to form a sort of conical pile.

* stack -age (age as Ig), s. [Eng. stack, a. ;

-age.]

1. Hay, grain, or the like, put up into

stacks.

2. A tax on things stacked.
"
Portage, bankage, ttackagt, &c."Holin!hed : D*>

tcript. Eng., bk. 11.

stack'-er, v.i. [STAGGER.] To stagger. (Prov.)

*
stack'-et, s. [STOCKADB.]

Stack-hous'-I-a, s. [Named after John

Stackhouse, F.L.S. (died 1819), a botanical

author.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Stackhousiacea

(q.v.). Plants with white or yellow flowers

from Australia and the Philippine Islands.

stack-hoTis-i-a'-fe-ee, s. pi [Hod. Lat
stackhoitsi(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : Stackhousiads ; an order of Perigynoua
Exogens, alliance Rhamnales. Herbs or

slirubs, with simple, entire, alternate, some-
times minute leaves ; stipules lateral, minute;
spikes terminal, each flower with three bracts ;

calyx monosepalous, five-cleft, tube inflated ;

petals five, equal ; stamens five, distinct, un-

equal, arising from the throat of the calyx;
styles three to five, stigmas simple ; ovary in-

ferior, three or five-celled, each with a single
erect ovule ; fruit of three to five indehiscent

wings, or wingless pieces. Australian plants.
Genera two, species ten. (Lindley.)

stack-hoHs -i ad, s. [Mod. Lat. rtoc*.

hvusi(a); Eng. suff. -ad.]

Bot. (PI): The Stacklionsiacese (q.v.X

Stack -Ing, pr. par. or a. [STACK, v.]

stacking band, stacking belt. s. A
rope used in binding thatch upon a stack.

boll, boy; poiit, j6*l; cat, 9011. chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, {hi*; Bin, af; expect, Xenophon, eyist. -nig.

-oian, -tian = shaa. -tion, sion = shun ; -(ion, ion = zhun. -cious, -tloua, -sioua - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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stacking-derrick, . A form of der-

rick for use ia the Held or stack-yard for

lifting hay on to the stack.

stacking stage, s. A scaffold used in

building stacks.

Stac tc, i [Lat, from Or. <rrcuen) (staktf). ]

The Septuagiat rendering of the Heb. F|*}

(natuph), the name of one of the spices used
in the preparation of incense. Not certainly
identified. Perhaps it was the gum of the
Storax-tree (Styrax officinale).

" Take tweet spice*, ttactt, and galbtuum." fxodut
XXX. S4

tad die,
* sta die, s. [A. 8. statlhel. stadhol

a foundation, a basis, from the same root
as steady, statid.]

L Ordinary Language:
* L A prop or support ; a staff, a crutch.

" He couieth ou. his we;ik steps governing
And aged liuibs on cypress stadlt stout

SIMIIUT : F. y., I. vt 14.

2. A young or small tree left standing when
the others are cut down.

"
Ooppice-oods. if you leave In them ttndtet too

thick, will run to bushes and briars, and have little
clean underwood."-Bacon. Henry fll., p. 74.

IL Agriculture:

L A stack-stand (q.v.).
" His bams are stor'd

And groaning ttaddlti bend beneath their load."
Somervile : The Chace, U.

2. One of the separate plots into which a
cook of hay is shaken out for the purpose of

drying.

Btaddle roof, s. A protection for a stack.

staddle stand, s. A stack-stand.

tad -die,
*
sta-dle, v.t. [STADDLE, *.]

L To form into staddles, as hay.

2. To leave the staddles in, as in a wood
when it is cut.

" First see it well fenced, ere hewers begin .

Then see it well ttaddlf.1. without and witbitt
"

Tutser : Htuba.nd.ry ; April.

Stade (IX s. [Fr., from Lat stadium.} A fur-

long, a stadium (n.v.).
" The greatness of the town, by that we could judge,

tretcheth in circuit some forty ttadei." Donne :

Hilt. Septuayint, p. 71.

Stade (2) , *. [STAITH.]

gta-di um, s. [Lat., from Gr. <rrd&i<,v (sta-

dion).]

1. Greek Antiquities :

(1) A measure of 125 geometrical paws or
625 Roman feet, or 606 feet 9 im-hes of English
measure, and thus somewhat less than an
English furlong. It was the principal Greek
measure of length.

(2) The course for foot-races at Olympia in

Greece, and elsewhere. It was exactly a
Stadium in length.

1 2. Pathol. : A stage or period of a disease.

* Sta-dle, s. & v. [STADDLE, . & v.]

Stadt hold er (dt as t), s. [Out. stadhouder,
from st"d a, city, and homier = & holder.]

Formerly the chief magistrate of the United
Provinces of Holland ; or the governor or

lieutenant-governor of a province.
"
William, first of the name. Prince of Orange

Nassau, and Stadthoiier of UolUud, had bended the
memorable insurrection against Spaiu." JJactiulay :

Hitt, Kay., ch. ii.

tadt hold-er ate, stadt hold er-
ship (dt as t), s. [Bug. stadtholiler ; -ate,

-ship.] The josition or office of a stadtholder.
" He turned bookmaker, and wrote a book about

the staM.hotderate."J. Morten Diderot, ch. xv.

Staff,
*
staf.

* staffe (pi. staves, staffs, in
senses A. I. 7 and B. 3 always the latter), s.

[A.S. st<r,l (pi. stafas= staves, letters of the

alphabet) ; cogn. with Dut. sta/; Icel. sta/r= a staff, a written letter ; Dan. stab, stav ;

8w. staf; O. H. Ger. stap; Ger. stab ; Gael.
stob ; Lat stipes a stock, a post. Allied to
ttab and stub.]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

L A stick carried in the hand for support ;

walking -stick.
" Balaam's anger was kindled, and be smote the ass

with a *Uiff" Humbert xxiL 27.

2. A stick used as a weapon ; a club, a
cudgel.

3. A long piece of wood, used for various

purposes : as

(1) The handle of a tool or weapon, as of a

spear.
" The Kaft his siwar WHS like a weaver's beam,"

1 &mu>< xvii. 7.

*
(2) Hence, a spear or lance ; a pike. [I.]

"In classic k authors we have relations of a ttaff or

pike made of a durable wood, that many years after
the tree had been cut down, being casually struck into
the ground took rout there. Boyle: (forte, lii. 124.

(3) A pole on which a flag ia hoisted ; a
flag-staff. [B. 6.]

(4) A pole, a stake.
" The rampant bear chained to the ragged itaf."

mutbap. : 2 Henry VI., v. 1.

(5) A straight-edge for testing or truing a
surface : as, the proof-stajf, red stajf (q.v.).

(6) One of the bars of an open waggon-bed,
made like a crate.

4. The round of a ladder.
"
Descending and ascending by ladders, I ascended

at one of six hundred and thirty-nine icam-t, or eighty-
nine fathoms." Brovm: Traoeli.

5. An ensign of authority ; a badge of office.
14

Methought this itaff, mine office-badge in court,
Was broke in twain : by whom I have forgot."

Sbikelp. : 1 Henry ft, i. 1

6. A name given in composition to several

instruments formerly used for taking the
sun's altitude at sea : as, a back-sto/, a cross-

staff, &c.

7. A body or number of executive officer?

attached to any establishment for the carry-
ing out of its designs ; a number of persons,
considered as one body, entrusted with the

carrying on of any undertaking : as, a hospital
staf, the staff of the ordnance survey, &c.

[B. 3.J

n. Figuratively:

1. A support ; that which supports, props,
or upholds.

2. A stanza, a stave.

"Oowley found out that uo kind of itaf is proper
for an heroick poem, as being all too lyrical." Dryden :

DiK. Kine Poetry.

B. Technically:

1. Arch. : The same as RDDENTURE (q.v.).

2. Metall. : A bar of iron about four feet

long, welded at one end to a flat piece or
blade of iron, resembling in shape a baker's

peel. On this the stamps are placed for re-

heating.

3. Mil. : A body of officers selected and ap-
pointed to carry out the higher administration
and moving of an army. Each unit, such as

brigade, division, and corps, contains a certain
number of staff-officers. The staff is divided
into two sub-departments that of the Adju-
tant-General, which deals with equipment and
discipline of the troops ; and that of the

Quartermaster General, which has to do with
the inarching and manoeuvring of troops. In
addition to this, eah General has his per-
sonal staff.

4. Music: The five parallel lines and four

spaces on which notes of tunes are written ;

a stave.

5. Naut. : A pole for a flag.

6. Plastering : An angle-staff (q.v.X

7. Shipbuild. : A name given to various
kinds of measuring and spacing rules.

8. Surg. : A curved and grooved steel in-

strument introduced through the urethra into

the bladder in the operation of lithotomy, and
serving as a director for the gorget or knife.

9. Surveying:

(1) A graduated stick, used in levelling.

(2) A Jacob's staff (q.v.).
*

1J To have the better (or worse) end of the

stajf: To be getting the best (or worst) of a
matter.

staff-angle, s.

Plastering : A slat at a salient angle of an
interior wall, to protect the plastering.

Staff-bead, s. [ANGLE-BEAD.)

staff-herding, s.

Law : The following of cattle within a forest.

staff hole, *.

Metall. : A small hole in the puddling-
furnace, through which the pnddler heats his

staff.

staff-man, . A workman employed in

silk-throwing.

staff-officer, s.

Mil. : An officer detailed for staff duties
on the General staff of the army, or on the
Regimental staff of his battalion as Adjutant,
Quartermaster, .tc.

staff-sergeant, s.

Mil. : One of a superior class of non com-
missioned officers belonging to the staff of a
regiment, as a quartermaster-sergeant, ar-

mourer-sergeant, &c.

staff-sling,
* staffe-slynge, *staf-

slinge,
* staf slouug, s.

1. Anthrop. : A stick-sling (q.v.).

2. Archccol. : An ancient weapon of war, con-

sisting of a sling attached to the end of a staff.

It was held with l'th hands, and was used to
throw stones, and, at a later period, grenades.

" This geaunt at him stones caste
Out of a fel ttaf-iiinge."

Chaucer : llime of Sir Topat, J.01I.

*
staff-striker, s. A sturdy beggar, s

tramp.

staff-tree, s.

Bot. : The genus Celastrus.

staff'-el-ite, s. [After Staffel, Nassau, where
found ; sulf. -ite (A/in.).]

Min. : A botryoidal or reniform mineral in-

crusting phosphorite (q.v.). Hardness, 4'0 ;

sp. KT. 3'12 ; colour, leek to dark-green. An
analysis yielded : phosphoric acid, 39'05 ; car-
bonic acid, 3'19 ; alumina, 0'026 ; sesquioxide
of iron, 0'037 ; lime> 64 -67 ; fluorine, 3-05 ;

water, 1 '40 = 101 '423. A n altered phosphorite.

Staff'-el It old, s. [Eng. staffelite ; suff. -aid.]

Min. : A variety of phosphorite resembling
staffelite (q.v.).

Staf'-fl-er, s. [Eng. stajf; -ier.] An attend-
ant bearing a staff.

staf -fish, staf fishe, o. [Eng. staff;

ish.] Stiff, harsh.
" A wit in youth not over dull, heavy, knotty, and

lumpish, but hard, tough, though somewhat itaffish,
both for learning and whole course of living proveth
always best." Aschum: Schulemaster, bk. i.

Staff -less, a. [Kng. a/; -less.] Without
a staff.

Stag,
*
stagge, s. [Icel. steggr, tteggixi

he- bird, a drake, a tom-cat]

L Ordinary Language:
1. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II. 2.

"To the place a poor seuuester'd ttaff,
That from the hunter s aim hud ta'eu a hurt,

Shaketp. : At Ton Like It, U. I
(2) A hart in his fifth year. (See extract

s. v. STAOON.)

(3) The male of the ox kind, castrated at
such an age that he never attains the full size

of a bull ; a bull-stag. Also called locally a
bull-segg.

(4) Applied to male animals of various spe-
cies, as a stallion, a gander, a young horse, A
turkey-cock, &c.

2. Figuratively :

(1 ) A man, as opposed to, or separated from,
woman ; hence, sta</-<lance, afuj-dinner, ttag-

concert, taff-entertainmeut or -party, &c., per-
formances at which men alone are admitted.

(2) A romping girl. (Prov. Eng.)

IL Technically:

1. Commercial Slang :

(1) An outside, irregular dealer in stocka,
not a member of the Stock Exchange.

(2) A person who applies for the allotment
of shares in a joint-stock company, not be-

cause he wishes to hold the shares, but because
he hopes to sell the allotment at a premium.
If he fails in this, he forbears to pay the
amount due on allotment, ai.d the deposit is

forfeited.

2, Zool. : The male of the red-deer (q.v.X

stag-beetle, s.

Entom. : Any individual of the family Lu-
canidae (q.v.); specif., I.uctinus cerrus, one of

the largest known insects, the male being
about two inches lung. Their projecting
mandibles are denticulated, and somewhat
resemble stag's horns : with these they can

inflict a pretty severe wound. The Sfcig-lieetle

is common in forests, and flies about in the

veiling in summer. The larva feeds on the

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go. pS

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, son; mate, cfib, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try. Sjfariui. ,o3 = e;ey = ;o.u = kw.
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Wood of the oak and the willow, into the

trunks of which it eats its way, and lives for

a considerable time before undergoing a meta-

morphosis. Some of the tropical Stag-beetles
are vary brilliantly coloured.

stag-dance, s. A dance performed by
males only ; a bull-dance. (Amer.)

stag-evil, s.

Farriery: A kind of palsy affecting the jaw
Of a horse.

stag-horned longlcorn, .

Entam. : Acanthophorus serraticomis, from
southern India.

stag-hound, .

Zoology Sporting:
1. The Scotch deer-hound, called also the

Wolf-dog, a breed that is rapidly dying out.
These dogs hunt chiefly by sight, and are used
for stalking
deer, for
which pur-

Ce
a cross
tween

the roughScotch
greyhound
and the
colley or
the fox-
hound is
also often
employed.
True stag- SCOTCH STAG-HOUND.
hounds are

wiry-coated, shaggy, generally yellowish-gray,
but the most valuable are dark iron-gray,
with white breast. They are of undaunted
courage and great speed, and should stand not
less than twenty-eight inches high.

2. A breed of dogs hunting by scent. (See
extract.)

"The modern Stag-haund is a tall Fox-hound of
about 26 inches in height. The ancient breed is quite
extinct ; it was, I believe, last used in the Devon and
Somerset pack, to hunt the wild red deer. The old
bounds have often been described to me as large white
and yellow dogs of the old Talbot-breed. They wen
heavy and slow, but able, from their exquisite scent-
ing powers, to give the stag a grace of an hour or
more, and kill him afterwards. The music of their
tongues is spoken of as magnificent In hunting
water they were perfect." Meyrick: ffoute Dogi i
Sporting Dogt, pp. 21, 22.

stag's horn, stag-horn, .

Bot. : (1) Rhus typhina; (2) Cenomyce ceroi-

eornis; (8) Lycopodium davatum (See ex.).
"That plant which in our dale
We call itag-harn, or fox's tail."

Wordtioorth : Idle .-Shepherd-boyi.

Stag's horn moss :

Bot. : (1) Lycopodium davatum ; (2) Hypnum
purum.

Stdg. v.i. & t. [STAG, .]

A. Intransitive :

*
1. Ord. Lang. : To hunt stags ; to go s Jag-

hunting.
2. Comm. Slang : To act the stag on the Stock

Exchange. [STAG, s., II. 1.]

B. Trans. : To watch or dog. (Slang.)
" You've been ttagging this gentleman and me."

H. Kin.itley : Oeoffry Uamlyn, ch. v.

Stage, *. [O. Pr. estage (Pr. ttage), as if from
a Lat. staticum, from Lat. stittum, sup. of tto
= to stand ; Ital. sta/jgio = a prop.]

I. Ordinary Language :

*
1. A floor or story of a house.

" Al sleyynge he fel douu fro the thridde ttage."
Wye! iffe : Dedit xx.
*

2. A platform of any kind.
* There shewed hym how the great toure stode bat

on ttagat of tymbre." Rernert: Froiuart: Cronycle,
vol. i , ch. ccviii.

3. A floor or platform elevated above the
level of the ground or surrounding surface, as
for the exhibition of any performance or object
to public view.

" Me thought I seighe vpou a tt'ige,
Where stoode a wonder strange image."

Ooaer : C. A. (PpoL)*
4. A scaffold.

"That these bodies
High on a ttage be placed to the view."

Shukeip. : Hamlet. T. S.

6. An elevated platform or floor for the
convenience of performing mechanical work,
or the like ; a platform on which workmen
stand in pai ozing, pointing, caulking, scraping,
&c., a wall 61 a ship.

6. 1 he raised platform on which theatrical

performances are exhibited ; the flooring in a

theatre on which the actors perform. Hence,
the stage the theatre, the prolension of an
ator, the drama an acted or exhibited.

"
Lo, w here the ttage, the poor, degraded ttage,
Holds its warped mirror to a gaping age."

Sijiragae: Curiotitfi.

7. A place where anything is publicly ex-
hibited ; a field of action ; the scene of any
noted action or career; the spot where any
remarkable affair occurs.

" When we are born, we cry that we are come
In this great ttage of fools."

Shattetp. : Lear, iv. .

8. A landing at a quay or pier. It some-
times rises an.l subsides with the tide, or is

lowered or raised to suit the varying height of
water.

"A ship may He afloat at low water, so near the
shore as to reach it with a ttage."Cook : Pint Voyage,
bk. iii., ch. T.

9. A place of rest on a journey, or where a

relay of horses is obtained, or where a stage-
coach changes horses ; a station.

10. The distance between two such stations
or places of rest on a road.

"
Brother, you err, 'tis fifteen miles a day.
His ttage is ten, his Iwatingi are fifteen."

Beuum. 4 Flet, : King i Xo King, IT.

11. A single step of a gradual process ; a de-

gree of progression or retrogression, increase
or decrease, rise or fall ; a change of state.

" The first stage of healing, or the discharge of mat-
ter, is by surgeons called digestion." Sharp: Surgery.

12. A coach or other carriage running regu-
larly from one place to another for the convey-
ance of passengers, parcels, &c.

" To pay my duty to sweet Mrs. Page,
A place was taken in the Stamford stage*

Fawket : The Stage Coach.

IL Technically:

1. Arch. : The part between one splayed
projection and another in a Gothic buttress ;

also the horizontal division of a window
separated by transoms.

2. Microscopy : The support upon which the

object is placed for examination. It is often

quite plain, with single springs to keep the
slide steady. It is often made circular, with

graduated divisions nd other fittings, which
is a Concentric Stage. In high-class instru-

ments, there are generally screw motions

giving two rectangular adjustments in the
manner of the slide-rest of a lathe, to which
the concentric fitting may or may not be
added. This is called a Mechanical Stage, of
which there are numerous modifications. The
simplest Stage generally has some fitting on
its under-side for receiving a spot-lens, nicol-

prism, or other adjuncts. [SUBSTAQE.]

t Three stages : [THREE-STAGES].

stage-box, s. A box in a theatre close
to the stage.

*
stage-carriage, . A stage-coach.

Stage-coach, s. A coach that runs by
stages ; a couch that runs regularly every day
or on certain days between two places for

the conveyance of passengers, parcels, &c.

[COACH, s.] (Cowper : Retirement, 492.)

stage coachman, s. The driver of a
stage-coach.

stage-direction, s. A written or printed
instruction as to action or the Joke, which
accompanies the text of a play.

Stage-door, s. The door giving admis-
sion to the stage and the parts behind it in a
theatre ; the door of entrance for actors,
workmen, &c.

Stage-driver, . The driver of a stage-
coach : a stage-coachman.

stage effect, s. Theatrical effect ; effect

produced artificially.

stage-forceps, *. A device for holding
an object upon tue stage of a compound micro-

scope.

stage-manage, v.i. & t.

A. Intrans. : To act as stage-manager.
"He possessed two of the essential elements that

make success he could write aad ttaye-manage ; but
his plots were weak and flimsy." Pall Matt Qatette,
June 9, 1884.

B. Trans. : To superintend the production
of upon the stage.

stage-manager, . One who super-
intends the production and performance of

a play, and regulates all matters behind the
scenes.

"A
so de
Coinl.

stage-micrometer, s. One adapted to
the stage of a microscope, to measure an ob-

ject within tli field of view.

stage-plate, s.

Optics : A glass plate 4x1$ inches, on the

stage of a microscope, having a narrow Icdgo
of glass cemented along one edge to hold an
object when the instrument is inclined. It

may form the bottom-plate of a growing-slide.
*
stage-play, . A theatrical representa-

tion ; a play adapted for representation oil

the stage.
"This rough-cast unhewn poetry was Instead of

ttage-i>layt for one hundred and twenty years."
Dryden: Juvenal. (Dedic.)

*
Stage-player, s. An actor on the stage.

g slaves who exercised polite arts, none sold
s ttage-playert or *cton."Arlmthnot: On

Stage-struck, a. Smitten with a love
for the stage ; possessed by a passion for the
drama, or to become an actor.

" Or ttage-ttrurt Juliet may presume
To choose this bower for taring-room."

Scott : Bridal of Triermain, U. Z

stage-wagon, stage -waggon, t.

1. A wagon for conveying goods and pas-

sengers by stages at regularly-appointed times.
*

2. A stage-coach.

Stage-whisper, s. An aside spoken by
an actor to the audience, generally out loud,
and so used sometimes to mean the opposite
of a whisper.

* stage-wright, . A dramatic author ;

a play-wright.
" The stagers and your ttage-vrightt too."

Ben Jonion : Indignation of the Author.

Stage, v.t. (STAGE, s.]

1. To place or set on a stage or platform.
"Messrs. 8- also ttaged examples of their new

melons.' Daily Chronicle. Sept 8, 1886.

2. To put upon a stage ; to mount and ex-
hibit as a play.

"It was capitally staged by Messrs. Chute." Daily
Chronicle, Sept H, 1885.

*
3, To exhibit publicly.

" Bat do not like to ttage me to their eyes."
Shaketp. : Measure for Measure, t I

*
Stage'-craft, s. [Eng. staye, and craft.] The
art of dramatic composition.

"The resource only of inexperienced beginners in
the an of ttagecraft. Globe, Sept 11, 1886, p. 3.

* Stage -1^, o. [Eng. stage; -ly.] Vertaining
to a stage ; becoming a stage ; theatrical

" Nor may this be called an hlstriomck i>aida, or
ttagely visard and hypocrysy." Up. Taylor: Artifi-
cial aandtomeneu, p. 108.

* stage -man, & [Eng. stage, and man.] An
actor.

stag'-er, *. [Eng. stag(e); -er.]
*

1. A player, an actor. (Ben Jonton:

Poetaster, i. 1.)
*

2. A horse used to draw a stage-coach.

3. One who has long acted on the stage of
life ; a person of experience or of skill gained
from experience. (Usually with old.)

"While Sabriua and Ripple, old ttagertit the gam*,
sJid along the shore."-Field, Deo. , 1884.

*Stag'-er-y\ s. [Eng. stage; -ry.] Exhibi-

tion on a stage ; acting.
"
Likening those grave controversies to a piece ol

ttagery or scene- work." Milton: Apology for Smio-
tymnttu*.

Stag--ey.
*
Stagey, a, [Eng. stage; -y.] Of

or pertaining to the stage ; resembling the

manner of actors ; theatrical. (Used in a

depreciatory sense.)
"She was less excitable, less demonstrative, lea

ftagv . . . than his cousin."/". W. Robinton : Dridgt
ofWatt, bk. iii., ch. ii.

Stag'-gard, s. [Eng. stag; -ard.} A stag
four years old.

stag ger,
*
stag-gar,

* stak-ker, v.i. & t.

[A weakened form of stacker, stoker, from Icel.

stakra = to push, to stagger, freq. of staka =
to grunt, to push ; cogn. with Eng. stake ;

O. Dut. staggeren = to stagger, to reel ; freq.

of staken, staecken = to stop or dam up (with

stakes), to set stakes.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To reel, to move from one side to the

other in standing or walking ; not to stand

or walk steadily.

"My ttagring steppes eke tell the trueth that natnr*

iaileth fast." Oatcoigne : Dimrceaf a Later.

1)611, by ; p6ut, J<Swl; oat, 90!!, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eyist. ph - 1

-Clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = ebon, -clous, -tious, -sious = suns, -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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*
2. To feint ; to bsgin to give way ; to

eease to stund firm.

"Th enemy staygtrt ; \t you fallow your blew, h
fall* at you' ftet." Xddfeon.
*
3. To hesitate ; to fall into doubt ; to

waver ; to become loss confident or deter-

mined.
He t'agytred not at the promiM of Qod through

uiuellef." ftomuiu iv. 30.

B. rransifire:

L Oniinury Language:
1. To cause to reel.
" Tli-U IriMl shall burn In never-quenching fin,
That ttaggtrt Uiiu niy |>*rs.iu."

Shukeip. Richard 11., T. k.

2. To cause to doubt, hesitate, or waver;
to make less confident or steady ; to shock.

"At tlit> they were so inucn ttaggtred thnt they
plainly discovered their ignurance of the effect of flie-

arius. Coo* : Third \'oya>j. bk. iv., cli. iii.

IL Vthidei : To set spokes in a hub so that

they are alternately on the respective sides of
a median line. [UODOINO, B. 2.]

t&g'-ger, . [STAOOER, .]

1. A sudden swing or reel of the body, as If

the person were about to fall.

*
2. (PL) : A sensation which causes reeling

or staggering. (Shakesp. : Cymbeline, v. 6.)
*

3. (PI.) : Perplexity, bewilderment, con-
fusion.

" The ttapgert, and the careless iapae
Of youth aud Ignorauce." Shake<p. : All'i Welt, II. 8.

4. (/ '.) : A disease of horses and cattle,
attended with reeling or giddiness. In the
horse it appears in two forms : mad or sleepy
staggers and grass or stomach staggers ; the
former arising from inflammation of the brain,
the latter due to acute indigestion. [CCE.NUKE.]

stagger-bn.sh, .

Bot. : Lyonia mariana.

t&g'-gercd, pa. par. or a. [STAGGER, v.)

staggered-wheel, . A wheel whose
pokes are set in and oat alternately where

they enter the hub.

tag' ger er, .

1. One who or that which staggers.
2. Something that staggers one. [See STAO-

OEB, v.t., B. 1. 1.] (CoUoq.)

tag'-ger-Ing, pr. par. or o. [STAOOEB, .]

tig'- ger- ing -ly, adv. [Eng. staggering;
-J

' IP staggering or reeling manner ; with
douDt or hesitation.

"Then they looked well to their steps, and made a
hlft to go staggeringly over.

"
Buityan ; Pilgrim'l

Proyreu, pt. ii.

Stag gerf , *. pi [STAGGER, *., 4.1

tag -ger wort, . [Eng. stagger, and wort.]

Bot. : Senecio Jacobcea.

gtag'-gie, t. [Eng. stag; dimin. suit -it.] A
little stag ; a young deer.

" Ire seen the day,
Thoa could hae gaen like onie ttaggU."

Burnt : Auld Farmer to Hit Auld Mart.

*. [Eng. stagy; -7i.] The
quality or state of being stagey; theatrical

manner, action, or display.

tag -ing, *. [Eng. stag(t) ; -ing.]

1. A temporary structure, as a stage or plat-
form, of posts and boards, used by builders,
painters, and the like.

2. The business of running or managing
stage-coaches ; the act of travelling in a stage-
coach.

Sta-gi'-rite, Stag--y rite, . [See def.]
An appellation given to Aristotle, from the
name of the place of his birth, Stagira, in Ma-
cedonia. The name of the town is Uta-gir'-q,
and the appellation should be Sta-gl'-rUe, but
Brewer notes that Stag

1

-p-rite is' usually em-
ployed in English verse, and gives additional

examples from Pope and Wordsworth.
" In one rich onl

Plato, the Stan/rite, and Tully Joined."
Thomson : Summer, 1,559.

'stag'-ma, . [Gr. oroy/ia (stagma) = a drop-
ping fluid, from o-rafia (stazo):=to drop, to
fall drop by drop. ] Any distilled liquor.

tag-mar I a, *. [STAOMA.]
Bot. : A genns of Anacarrliacew. Leaves

simple, without stipules. C;dyx tuimlur, the
limb irregularly ruptured, deciduous. Petals

five, stamens five, styles one to three, ovary
t h ree lol >ed. Berry kidney shaped, one seeded.

Stagmaria vtrniciflua, a native of tha Indiiin

Archipelago, yields the hard black varnish
called Japan lacquer.

Stag'-ma tito, . [Or. -rra.yn.ei (stagma), genlt
oToy^oTo (stagmatus) = a drop ; sull'. -it

(Afiu.).]

Id in. : Protochloride of iron found in certain
meteoric irons.

Stag'-nan-cy, *, [Eng. stagnanff); -cy.]

1. The quality or state of deing stagnant or
without motion, flow, or circulation ; stagna-
tion.

2. Anything stagnant ; a stagnant pooL
"Th'-ugh the country people are so wise
To call these rivers, they're but ttamunctei
Left by the flood."

Cotton: Wond.cn of the Peake, p. SS.

St&g'-nant, a. [Lat. stagnant, pr. par. of

stagno = to stagnate (q. v.) ;
Fr. stagnant ; ItaL

stagnant*.]

1. Not flowing ; not running in a stream or
cnrrer.t ; motionless ; hence, impure or foul

froin, want of motion.
"
T*iey seem to be a stagnant fen,
Growu rank with rushes and with reeds."

Longfellow: Waytide Inn. (luterlnde.)

2. Without life, spirit, or activity; dull,
inert, inactive, torpid, not brisk.

" Immur'd and hurled In perpetual sloth,
That gloomy slumber of the Magnant soul."

Johnton : Irene.

Stag'-nant-ljf, adv. ["Emg. stagnant; -ly.]

In a stagnaut, motionless, inactive, or dull
manner.

stag -nate, v.L [Lat stagnatus, pa. par. of
stagno to be still, to cease to flow, to form a
still pool; st<ignum = a. pool, a stank (q.v.);
O. Fr. stogner; ItaL stogiMre.]

1. To cease to flow or run ; to be motion-
less or without current or motion ; to have
no current ; hence, to become impure or foul

through want of motion.
" Like standing water, stagnate and gather mire."

Scott : Chrittian Life, it. i. ch. iii.

2. To cease to be brisk orartive ; to become
dull, quiet, or torpid : as, Trade stagnates.

* Stag -nate, a. [STAGNATE, v.] Stagnant.
"A Magnate mass of vapour." Young.

stag-na -tion, s. [STAGNATE, v.]

1. The quality or state of being stagnant ;

cessation of motion, flow, or circulation of a
fluid ; the state of being without P.ow or cir-

culation ; the state of being motionless.
"

If the water runneth, it holdeth clear, sweet, and
fresh; but tlagnalion turneth it Into a noisome
puddle." Barrow: Sermont, vol. lit, ser. 18.

2. Cessation of briskness or activity ; a
state of dulness or inactivity ; torpidity.

" But there's a blank repose in this.
A calm stagnation thnt were bliss."

Moore : fire- H'oriMpperi.
* Stag -on, s. [STAG.] A stag in its fourth

year.
"

I find that the yoong male li called in the fourth
fyear] a

ttnqon
or ttAf-'Soti/ithed : iDeK. Kagiomd,

Stag on 6 lep' is, . [Gr. trraytov (stagdn),

genit. o-Tnyoro? (stagonot) =. a drop, aud Aciric

(lejiis)
= a scale.]

PoteoTit. : A genus of Crocodilia, from the
Trias. It resembled the Caimans in general
form, but possessed an elongated skull like
the Gavials. The body was protected by bony
pitted scutes, of which there were only two
rows on the dorsal surface ; teeth with ob-

tusely-pointed crowns, sometimes showing
signs of attrition.

Stag -y-rite, t. [STAGIRITE.]

* Stahl -I-an-Ism, . [Eng. StaMian ; -ism.]

Med. : Tlie doctrine that refers all the phe-
nomena of the animal economy to the soul.

*
Stahl'-I-anf , *. pi. [See def.]

Hist. & Med. : The followers of Qeorg Ernst
Stahl, a German physician (1C60-1734), who
held that the anima, or soul, is the immediate
and intelligent agent of every movement and
of every change in the body, and that disease
was an effort of the soul to expel whatever
was deranging the habitual order of health.

They were also called Aniniists, and their
school the Dynamic School.

staid, pret. & pa. par. ofv. [STAY, t>.)

Staid, *stayd, o. [Prop, the pa. par. of
tiny. v. (c|.v.).l Sober, yrave, steady ; not wild,
not volatile, nighty, or fanciful ; sedate, com*
posed. (Milton : On Education.)

Staid -ly, adv. [Eng. staid, a. ; -ly.] In a staid,
sober, grave, or sedate manner ; sedately.

staid' ness,
*
stayed-ness,

* stayed-
ncsse, s. [Eng. staid, a. ; -ness.] The quality
or state of being stuid, sober, grave, or sedate ;

soberness, sedateness, gravity.
"The love of things doth argue itayrdnrur; bat

levltie and want of ixpcrUoM maketh apt unto liuto-
vMuu."Hiajker : cclet. Politit, bk, T., { 7.

staig, s. [STAG, s.] A young horse not yt
broken in ; a stallion. (Scotch.)

Stall, S. [STALE (2), S.]

stain, 'stayne, *stcine, v.t. & i. [An
abbrev. of ilistuin, as sjiend for dixpt'td, sport
for disport, &c. ; O. Fr. desteindre, fioin Lab
dis- = away, and tinyo = to dye.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally :

1. To discolour by the application of foreign
matter ; to spot, to make foul, to maculate.

"The lost blood which ttaiiit your northern field."

Rone: Lucaa ; I'hitrnlta. \. 5S.

2. To colour, as wood, glass, or the like, by
means of a chemical or other process.

3. To dye ; to tinge with a different colour :

as, To stain cloth.

4. To impress with figures or patterns in
colours ditterent from thut of the ground : as,
To stain paper for hangings.

IL Figuratively:

1. To soil or sully with guilt or infamy ; to
disgrace, to tarnish ; to bring disgrace on.

"William could not, without training his own
honour, refuse to protect one whom he had not
scrupled to employ." Macaulay : 11, tt. Eng., ch. XX.
*

2. To disfigure, to deface, to impair, to

injure. (Shakesp. : Richard II., iii. 3.)
*
3. To darken, to dim.
"Clouds and eclipses stain both snn and moon.*

Si.aketp. : Sonnet tt.

*4. To pervert, to corrupt, to deprave.
" We must not so ttain our Judgment."

Shakcap. : Alt'i.H'M that Eiuit Well, 11 L
*6. To excel.
* voice that doth the thrttsh In shrillness ttain."

Sidney: Arcttaia, p. ail
B. Intransitive :

L To cause a stain or discoloration.
" As the berry breaks bef..re it ttainet\."

Shakesp. : I'enut t Adonit. 480.

2. To take stains ; to become stained Of
soiled ; to grow dim or obscure.

"11 virtue's gloss will ttain with any soil."

Shaketp. : Looel Laoour't Lutt, II

Stain, s. [STAIN, v.]

L Literally :

1. A spot; a discoloration caused by
foreign matter.

" Full of uupleasing blots and sightless <fez<n.*

Shakeip. : hing John. Iii. L
2. A natural spot of a color different to

that of the pound.
3. A sort of thin paint

IL Figuratively:

1. A taint of guilt or evil ; disgrace, re-

proach, fault.
"
I come thy stains to wash away."
Wordtworih : Elegiac Venn (Feb., lilt).

2. Cause of reproach, shame, disgrace.
"
Hereby I will lead ber that is the praise, and yt

the ttain of all womankind." Sidney.
*

3. A tincture, a tinge ; a slight taste or

quality.
" You have some ttain of soldier in yon."

Shakes?. : All't Well that ndt Welt, L L
Stain' -and, a. [STAIN, v.]

Her.: A term applied to the colours san-

guine and tenne when used in the figures
called abatements or marks of disgrace.

stained,
* stayned, 7x1. par. & a. [STAIN, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Having a stnin or stains; discoloured,

spotted, dyed, tarnished.

2. Produced by staining ; caused by a stain
or disgrace. (Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., ill S.)

Stained-glass, s. Glass painted on tha
surface with mineral pigments, which ar

afterwards fused and fixed by
of heat [GLASS-PAINTINO.]

fate, tat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or. wore, won work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, nnite, our. role, toll; try. Syrian. , oe - 6 ; cy - a; qu = kw.
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Stain -er, stayn-er, *. [Eng. stain, v. ; -r.]

1. One who stains, discolours, or tarnishes.

2. A workman employed In staining. (Gene-
rally used as the second element of a com-
pound, as a paper-stainer.)

tain -less, a. [Eng. stain ; less.'}

1, Lit. : Free from spots or stains ; spotless.
" The phoenix wings are not so ran .

For faultless length aud Xa'mlett heu."
Sidney : Arcadia, It

2. fig. : Free from the stain of guilt or
crime ; unsullied, immaculate, pure.

"A man of parts and learning, of quick sensibility
and utiinleu virtue." Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. IT.

Stain'-iSss-ly, adv. [Eng. stainless ; -ly.} In
a stainless manner ; with freedom from stain.

Stair,
*
staire,

* stayrc,
*
stcir,

*
stclre,

*steyer, . [A.S. stip.ycr = a. sfciir, a step,
from stdh, pa. t. of stinan = to climb ; eogn.
with Dnt. steiger = a stair ; strgel a stirrup ;

stijgen = to mount; Icel. stigi, stegi = a step,
a ladder ; stigr = a path ; stiga = to mount ;

Bw. steg = a round of a ladder ; siege a lad-

der ; Dan. stige = a ladder ; sti = a path ; stige= to mount ; Oer. steg a path ; skiycn = to

mount.]

1. Literally:
*

I. Any succession of steps to ascend by ;

as a ladder.
'* Draw me Into hlisse, ne stryeri to steye on is none,
o that without reconer endl'esse, here to endure I
wote well I purueide." Chaucer: Testament o/ Love, I.

2. One of a series of steps for ascending or

descending from one story of a house to the
next ; in the plural, a succession of steps rising
one above the other, and arranged as a means
of ascent between two parts of a buildiug at
different heights.

3. Steps leading down to the waterside for

convenience in entering or leaving a boat
" The Thames, by water when I took the air.
That danced my barge, in lunching from the ttnlr*

Drayion: Elenor Co'iham to Duke Humphry.
* IL Fig. : A step, a degree.
" D igh honors ttaire." Spenter : F. Q. . I. II. S.

^ (1) Below stairs: In the basement ; in the
lover parts of a house ; hence, amongst the
servants.

(2) Down stairs : [DOWN-STATES].

(3) Flight of stairs: [FLIGHT, s., II. L].

(4) Pair of stairs: A staircase; a set or
flight <>f stairs. [PAIR, s.]

(5) Up stairs : In or to the upper part of a
bouse.

" Tis gone and in a merry fit

They run up ttniri in gamesome race."
Wordtaorth : M .Ihtr's Return.

Stair-carpet, s. A narrow carpet used
to cover stairs.

*
stair-foot, t. The bottom of the stairs.

Stair-rod, s. A rod confining a stair-

carpet at the receding angle where the riser
and tread meet.

* stair-wire, *. A stair-rod (q.v.).

Stair-case, 5. [Eng. stair, and case.] A set
of steps in a house to ascend from one story
to another. [UEOMETRIC-STAIR.]

staircase-shell, s.

Zool. : The genus Solarium (q.v.),

Stair -head, s. [Eng. stair, and head.] The
top of the
staircase.

stair'-way,
. [Eng.

(fair, and
way.] A
staircase.
(Longfellow :

The Build-
ers.)

t a 1 1 h ,
* s taithcl
stathe,

*. [A.S.
ttOSdk = 8 STiTTH
bank, a

8TAITtt

shore ; Icel. stodh = a harbour, a roadstead.]
1. A landing-place.
"On arriving at the ttattht they ascertained that

one of the men answering to the description was on
board the ship." Dally Telegraph, Dec. 19. 188&.

2. An elevated railroad-stairing, from which
coal-cars discharge their loads into cars or
vessels beneath. (See illustration.)

Stalth'-man, s. [Eng. sUiith, and man.] A
man employed in wi^hing and shipping coals
at a itaith.

Stake, s. f A.S. stnka = a stake, from the same
root as Mick, v. (q.v.); e.qgn. with O. Uut.
stake, ttatck = a stake ; Dut. stiMk, steken =
to stab, to prick ; Icel. stjuki

- a stake, a
punt-pole ; Dan. stagt = a stake ; Sw. stake =
a stake ; Ger. stake a stake, a cole. Allied

tostocfc(q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A long piece of wood or timber, espec. a
piece pointed atone end and stuck or set in the

ground, or prepared for setting, as a support
to anything, a part of a fence, &c. ; an upright
bar to support a vine or tree. One of the

uprights of a wattled fence or screen. One of
the pieces of timber leaning against the corner
of a worm-fence, aud serving with its fellow
on the other side to hold the rider rail.

2. The post to which persons condemned to
be burnt to death were fastened : as. To suffer
at the stake, i.e., to suffer death by burning.

3. The post to which a bear or bull was tied
to be baited.

"
Call hither to the itaktmy two brave hears."

Shakeep. : 3 Henry VI.. v. L
* L A pyre.

" Place barrels of pitch upon the fatal ttake."

SfeiJtittA . 1 Henry VI., T. 4.

*
5. Judgment ; execution generally.

"Bringing the murderous coward to the Itake.*

Shnkfip. : Lear, IL 1.

6. That which is staked, pledged, or

wagered : that which is laid down or hazarded
to abide the issue of an event, ami to be gained
or lost by victory or defeat.

" For their itaka the throwing nations fear."

Dry ten: Jinn at MinMlu, CXxiv.

7. Tlie state of being pledged or staked as a
wager ; the state of being at hazard. (Pre-
ceded by at.)

"At every sentence sets his life at it ike."
Hake: Juvenal, sat, IT.

*
8. The prize in a contest.
" From the king's hind must Douglas take
A silver dart, the archers' itake.

Scott : Ltutt of the Lake, r. Ji
IL Technically:

1. Currying: A post on which a skin is

stretched while currying or graining.

2. Metal-working : A small anvil used by
blacksmiths and sheet-metal workers. It

usually has a tan;-, by which it i.: stuck in a

square socket of a bench, block, or anvil. It

has various forms in different trades.

3. Shipwright. : A strake (q.v.).

4. Vehicles : An upright or standard, to keep
a log or a load from shifting sideways.

*
stake-fellow, *. One tied or burnt at

the slake with another.

stake-head, *.

Rope-Tnaking : A horizontal bar supported
by a post and stationed at intervals in the
length of a roj>ewalk, to support tlic yarns
while spinning. The upper edge of the l>ar

has
pegs to separate the yarns which are spun

by the respective whirls in the spiuner.

stake-bolder, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : One who holds the stakes,
or with whom bets are deposited, when a
wager is made.

2. Law : One with whom a deposit is made
by two or more who lay claim to it

stake-iron, s.

Vehicles: The same as STAKE, ., II. 4.

take, v.t. [STAKE, s.]

1. To set or plant like a stake ; to fasten,
support, or defend with stakes.

"
Sttilui and bind up your weakest plants and flowers

against the inds."Evelyn: Calendar.

2. To set stakes in ; to fill with stakes.

Drai/ton : flattie nf Agii

3. To mark the limits of by stakes. (Now
followed by out.)
"
First the ntmi.id alle the. the ptirale suld mnke.
That thorjh the reauie suld go, the buumlrs forto

itake." K. Brunne, p. S<>9.

*4. To keep out by means of stakes. (Fol-
lowed by out.)

"On the bank of loose stones above the mud and
stakrs that v.i'.vj the tide out."IHckeni: Oreat *
pertiitimu. ch. iii.

5. To pierce or wound with a stake.
" A horse so badly tt.ilud that its life was not worth

an old Boiig.'WiVM, Duo. 26, 1846.

6. To wager, to pledge; to hazard on UM
issu* of some event

"
Every man who heads a rebellion against an es-

tablished Kuvernmriit itnkei his life on the event."
Macaulay : IIM. Eng., ch. v.

stake'-net, *. [Eng. stake, and net.] A form
of net for catching salmon, consisting of a
sheet of network stretched upon stai._s fixed
into the ground, generally in rivers or friths,
where the sea ebbs and flows, with contriv-
ances for entangling and catching the fish.

*stak-er, *stak-ker, v.i. [IceL stakra.}
To stagger (q.v.).

" She riste her vp. and itakl-errth here and there."
Chaucer: Legende of Bypermettrt.

stak'-er, *. [Eng. stake, v. ; -er.J One who
stakes, wagers, or hazards.

Stak-tom -e-ter, s. [G^. trreumfe (staktos)=
falling by drops, and iiirpov (metrori) = a mea-
sure.) A pipette (q.v.).

sta-lao'-tic, sta-lac'-tic-al, a. [Eng.
stalactite); -ic, -ical.} Of or "pertaining to
stalactite; resembling stalactite.

" Incrustrated with this sirry. Ualncttcal sub.
stance." Derham : Physieo-Theology, bk, ill., ch. 1.

Sta-lac'-tl-form, a. [Eng.statocU(te); -/orm.)
Having the form of a stalactite ; like stalac-
tite ; stalactical.

stal'-ac-tite. stal-tto-ti'-tes, . [Qr.
oTaAoKTos (stalactos)= a dripping or dropping.!
Min. : A

name origin-
ally given to
the cones of
carbonate of
lime found
dependent
from the
roofs of cav-

erns, formed '

by the water

percolating
through the
rocks above

becoming
charged with
carbonate of
lime and
slowly de-

positing it

on evapora-
tion. The
name is now applied to other mineral sub-
stances of similar form, and having a similar
origin.

t Stal'-ac-tit-e'd, a. [Eng. stalactite); -ed.}
Hung with stalactites.

"The cave is extremely picturesque, its roof itat-
actlted with pendent ferus. JJenmt; Citiett C'etnt-
terie.i of Etraria, I. 79.

Stal-ac-ti -tes, . [STALACTITE.]

stal-ac tit-Ic, stal-ac-tit'-Ic-al,a. [Eng.
stalactite); -ic, -ical.]

Min. Geol. : Partaking of the structure of
a stalactite (q.v.).

"A brilliant gallery of Halactitic ornaments extends
beyond the great Pillar." Svribner'i Uayaiine, April,
1S80, p. 878.

6tal-ac-t!f-I-form, a. [Eng. stalactite, and
farm.] Stalactifonn.

stal'-ag- mite,
*
stal-ag-mi'-tes, s. [Or.

o-raAnyMa (stalagma) = that which drops ; suff.

tit (Jfin.>]
Min. : The calcareous or other mineral sub-

stance fonning the floor of a cave, and formed
in the same manner as a stalactite (q.v.).

Structure, laminar, the laminae frequently
showing a fibrous structure at right angles
to the plane of deposition. [CAVE-DEPOSITS.]

"The process often oes on until st.-ilart.ite meetl
tta'aumite iu a column." Scritner'i Uagoaine, April,
1880, p. 878.

*
8tal-&g-mi'-tes, s. pi. [STALAGMITE.]

St&l-ag-mit'-io, a. [Eng. stalagmite); -ic.]

Min. Geol. : Applied to mineral substances
which present a similar structure to, snd
which have been formed in tiie same way as
a stalagmite (q.v.).

"Tracing the rk-ht edge of the cut, we found it run-
ning Hlnlernrath a iralafmitlc wrapping, e!K lit feet
wide and ten inches thick at Its thickest part
Scribnef'l 1/agaiitn, April. 1880, p. *7.

stal-ag-mit -Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. ttalag-
miticca: -ly.] In the form or manner of a

stalagmite.

iTALACTITES AND STALAOMITM.
(OEOTTO OT AVTIPAKOS.)

boil, bo^; poiit, jo"wl; oat, 9011, chorus, 9tin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Gin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-tfan, -tian = shan. -tion, -slon - shun ; -tion, -ion = zhan. -cious. -tious. -sious - slius. -bio, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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stal ag--m5m -g-ter. *. [Or.

(stalaymos)= a dropping, anil ^irpov (metron) =s

measure.) Tlie same as STAKTOMETER (q. v.).

stal'-der, 3. [Eng. stall to at or plact]
A tresUii or stand fur casks.

Staid -ing, s. [Etyin. doubtful.] A conn-
terfeit coin in the relgu of Edward I., worth
about id., manufactured abroad, and sur-

reptitiously introduced into England.

tale, (i. A . [Sw. stalla = to put into a stall,

to stall-feed ... to stall, as cattle; Dan.
stahle - to stall, to stall-feed ; stalle = to stall,

as a horse ; staid a stable.]

A. A$ adjective :

1. Vapid or tasteless from age or being kept
too long; having lost its life, spirit, and
flavour from keeping. (Prior? Alma, ii. 203.)

2. Not new ; not newly or lately made ;

rather old.

"The line had cot too itale for them to do much
with It" field, Feb. 13, 1886.

*
3. Having lost the life or graces of youth ;

long past prime ; decayed.
" A a,ilt virgin sets up a shop In a place where she la

not known." Spectator. (Todd.)

4. Past the prime through overwork. (Slang.)
" Home have been disabled and othen are Uale."

Field, April 4. 13.-5.

5. Out of regard from use or long familiarity ;

having lost its novelty and power of pleasing ;

trite, common, musty.
"A dull author, stiff and Halt."

Dryden : Art of Poetry.
B. At substantive :

L Urine. (Shakesp. : Ant. <fc Cleopatra, i. 4.)
*
2. That which is worn out by use, or lias

become vapid and tasteless, as old, flat beer.
*
3. A prostitute. (Shakesp. : Mitch Ado

About Nothing, iv. 1.)

stale-cheque, s. An antedated cheque.
[CHECK, II. 2.]

stale-demand, s.

Law : A claim for a long time dormant and
ondemanded.

Stale (1), J. [A.S. stalu = theft, from ttelan

= to steal (q.v.).]

1. Something set up to allure or draw others
to any place or purpose; a bait, a decoy, a
nare. (Dryden : Don Sebastian, i. 1.)

2. A stalking-horse.

3. A laughing-stock ; a dupe ; an object of
ridicule.

" To make me a stale amongst these mates."
Sfuikeip. : Taming of the .Sftreio, i. 1.

4. The same as STALE-MATE (q.v.).
" Like a ittit at chesse, where It is no mat*, but yet

the game cannot stir." Bacon : Euayi ; Of Boldnett.

stale-mate, s.

Ctitss : The position of the king, when he is

o placed that, though not at the moment
actually in check, he is unable to move with-
out placing himself in check, and there is no
other piece that can be moved. In such a
cue the game is considered as drawn,

Stale-mate, v.t. To subject to a stale-

mate ; hence, to push or drive into a corner,
to bring to a stand.

tale (2), stall, steal, steale, stele,
Steel, s. [A.S. steel, stel; Dut steel; Ger.

.
ttiel = a stalk (q.v.).]

L A long handle.
"
It hath a long ttale or handle, with a button at

the end for one's hand." Mortimer : Huibandry.

2. A round or rung of a ladder.

tale, v.t. & i. [STALE, a.]

A. Trans. : To make stale, vapid, tasteless,
useless, or worthless ; to destroy the life,

beauty, or use of.
"
Age cannot wither her, nor custom Hal*
Her infinite variety."

Shaketp. : Antony * Cleopatra. It t.

B. Intrant. : To make water. (Said of horses
and cattle.)

"I found my horse* unfortunately ttaUd In the
night" Field, Jan. 30, 1886.

Stale'-ly, adv. [Eng. stale, a. ; -ly.\

1. In a stale manner.

2. Of old ; for a long time. (Ben Jonson :

Catiline, ii. 1.)

tale -ness, . [Eng. ttrile, a. ; -Tien.]

L The quality or state of being stale, vapid,

tasteless, musty, old, or flat ; the state of

having lost life or flavour ; oidnss, musti-
M,

"
Provided our landlord's principles were sound. w

did nut Uike any uotioe ot Uiu u<vf*at ol bis (ir
TUiuua." Attditan. (Todd.}

Z. The state of being out of regard ; trite-

ness, couunonness : as, the stateness of a
remark.

Stalk (I silent), (1),
*
Stalke, a. [A dimln.

from stule (2), s. (q.v.) ; cogn. with IceL stiller

x a stalk ; Dan. stilk ; Sw. ttjelk.}

L Ordinary Langitnge :

1. One of the side-pieces of a ladder.

"To cliinban by the rouges and the stalkri."
Chaucer : C. T.. 3,3i.

2. In the same sense as II. 2.
" From a italit Into an ear forth-growes."

Spenter : Jluinei of Rom*.

3. The stem of a quill ; anything resem-

bling the stalk or stem of a plant
"
They appear made np of little bladders, like those

in the plume or italk of a quill." Grew.

4. A tall chimney, usually of a furnace : a
stack.

IL Technically:

1. Arch. : An ornament in a Corinthian

capital, which resembles the stalk of a plant,
and which is sometimes fluted. From it the

volutes and helices spring.

2. Biol. : The stem or support of an organ,
as the petiole of a leaf, the peduncle of a

flower, or that of a hracliiopod, a barnacle, &c.

3. Founding: An iron rod armed with spikes,

forming the nucleus of a core.

stalk-eyed, a.

Zool. : Having the eyes fixed on movable

footstalks, as in the Crabs, Lobsters, and

Shrimps. A term applied to the Podoph-
thalmia, and opposed tc sessile-eyed (q.v.).

Stalk (I silent), (2), *. [STALK, .]

L A high, proud, stately walk or step.
" With martial italk.' Shaketp. : Samlet, i. L

2. The act of stalking wild animals.

"Cartridges with heavy shot were chosen, and w
commenced our Waif Field, Feb. 19, 187.

stalk (I silent), stalke. v.i. & t. [A.S.
stti'.icriH = to go warily ; stoelcung a stalking ;

Dan. stall;e to walk.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To walk slowly, softly, and warily ; to
walk in a sly, stealthy manner.

"Into the chamber wickedly he stalks."

Skaketp. : Rape of Lucrece, 865.

2. To walk behind a stalking-horse ; to

pursue game by approaching stealthily behind
cover.
" One underneath his horse to get a shoot doth italk.*

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, a. 25.

3. To walk with high, proud, or pompous
steps ; to walk in a pompons or dignified
manner ; to pace slowly. It generally con-

veys the idea of affected dignity or import-
ance. (Byron: Childe Harold, ii. 19.)

B. Trans. : To pursue stealthily, as behind
* stalking horse; to pursue, as 'game, by
creeping and moving behind cover.

" One of four we marked down on a small pool, and
then italked." Field, Dae. 19, 188&.

Stalked (I silent), a. [Eng. stalk (1), n. ; -td.]

Having a stalk or stem.

stalked-crlnolds, . pi.

Zool. : The Crinoidea (q.v.).

Stalk er (I silent), s. [Eng. stalk, v. ; -r.]

1. One who stalks.
"
Deerstalking has been often described, but the

adventures of every italker differ in details."Field,
Jan. ,

1886.

2. A kind of fishing-net

Stalk -IngO silent), pr. par.,a., &. [STALK, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or practice of pursuing
orhuntinggame by creepingand moving behind
cover, until near enough to be able to shoot

stalking-horse, s.

*
1. Lit. : A. horse, or figure like a horse,

behind which a fowler concealer! himself from
the sight, of the game he was following.

" When the game was not to be run down with horse
and hound, various stratagems were used to get within
shooting reach of it by the pedestrian huntsmen, the
chief of which was called the itaJking-tutrte. Thin
WHS a canvas flgnre, resembling a horse in the act of

JTHIHIK ; and so light that it could be carried in one

hand. Soi etimcs the flirare represented a cow, staf,
or other ouiumuu animal ; and uutlar cover of this the
spuruiuei) stule su ni^h the value, that he ooukl easily
bring it dowu with shaft ur bullet." Knight : fwtoriat
Hat. Kng.. 11. W.
2. Fig. : Anything thrust or put forward to

eoncaal some more Important object ; a mask.
"
Let the counsel ler give counsel not for faction but

for ooiiKience. forbearing to make the good of the
stats the itailclnyJiorK of his private euds." Xulce-
will : On Providence, bit. iv., ch. xiv.

Stalk-l6ss,a. [Eng. sMMr(l), g.;-ks*.] Having
no stalk ; destitute of a stalk. [SESSILE.]

stalk -let (Ik as k), s. [Eng. slulk (I), n. ;

dim. sun*, -let.]

Bot. : The stnlk of a leaflet, a secondary
petiole, a petiolule.

Stalk -tf (I silent), o. [Eng. stalk (1), s. ; -y.]

Resenibling a stalk ; of the nature of a stalk ;

hard as a stalk. [SESSILE.]
" It grows upon a round stalk, and at the top bean

a great Italky head." Mortimer : Husbandry.

Stall,
*
stal, stalle, . [A.S. steel, steal =a

place, a station, a stall ; cogn. with Dut. stal ;

Icel. stallr = a stall ; stalli = an altar ; Dan.
staid = a stable; Sw. stall, Ger. stall; O. H.
Ger. stal ; Sansc. sthala, sthdta = firm ground ;

Or. <rjAi7 (stele) = a column.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A bench, form, or kind of table in the

open air, or within a large building, on which

goods are exposed for sale.
"

I saw a great deal of meat on the ita'li, that were)

placed at a small distance from the tower." Dumpier:
Voyager (an. loss).

2. A small house or shed in the open air, or

within a large building, in which goo<ls are

exposed for sale, or in which an occupation
is carried on. (Spenser : F. Q. , I. v. 49.)

3. A stable ; a place for lodging and feeding
horses or cattle.

4. A division or compartment of a stable,
in which an ox or horse stands or is kept.

"The fat o, that wont liege in the ttall."

Spetaer: Shei'heardt Calender; Sept.

*
5. The chief seat on the dais in a domestic

hall.

6. A fixed seat, wholly or partially enclosed
at the back, having elbows at the sides, and

usually a ledge for books, and a kneeling-
board in front Stalls are generally of wood,
occasionally of stone, enriched with sculp-
tured foliage and
figures, some-
times of a gro-

tesque charac-
ter; and in many
cases each stall

is covered with
a rich canopy of
tabernacle work;
when there are
two rows of
stalls on each
side, those in
the hinder row
only have can-

opies. Most
of the stalls in

the choir or
chancel of Eng-
lish cathedrals
and churches,
and in chapter-
houses, date from pre-Reformation times, and
were intended for the use of the clergy, the

chapter, or religious. In cathedrals and col-

legiate churches, the stalls are used by the
canons and preliends. Sometimes there is a
row of stalls for the choir, who occupy them
because in some sort they fulfil part of the
duties of the monks the chanting of the
divine office.

"The pope creates a canon beyond the number
limited, and commands the chapter to assign unto
such canon a itall lu the choir and place in the

chapter." Auliffe : Parergon.

7. A canonry or prebend.

8. A high-class seat in a theatre, between
the pit (where it exists) and the orchestra.

9. A name given by garotters and pick-

pockets to those who walk before (front-

stall) and behind (back-stall) the person who
is to operate and his victim, in order to cover
the operation, and assist in the escape of the

actual operator.

f To hold a stall : To be a eanon or pre-
bend of a cathedral or collegiate church.

IL Mining : A room. [Rooi, *., II., POST

(1), ., II. 5.1

STALLS.

(Oxford Cathedral.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, w6t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p5t,

or. wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fall; try, Syrian. ,ce = e;ey = a; qu = kw.
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tall-boards, a. pi. A series of floors on
which soil or ore i pitched successively iu

excavating.

stall-fed, a. Fed or fattened ins stall or
table on drj fodder.

" The most fat, and best
Ol all the ttoM-fed."

Chapman : Homer ; Odyitey XT. 161.

Stall-feed, v.t. To feed or fatten in a
tall or stable on dry fodder.
" We do not ittM-feed beyond scattering a little bar

tor them in severe weather." Field, Sept 4, 1886.

* stall-reader, s. One who reads books
while standing at the stalls at which they are

Bold.
" Cries the trail-reader. Bleu us ! what a word on
A title page is this I

" Milton : Sonnet 1L

Stall, V.t. & i. [STALL, I.]

A. Transitive:

1. To put into a stall or stable ; to keep in

stall.
" Now fast Hailed in her crumenall."

Speiiter : Shepheard* Calendrr ; Sept.
*
2. To place or set in a stall ; to install ; to

place in an office with the customary formali-

ties.
" The muukys . . . chas him to the archebysshopys

see, & had ye piille, 4 WHS itallyd suoue inter.

Fai.yaa : Cronycle (an. 1597).

*
3. To place as in a stall ; to fix or fasten,

to as to prevent escape.
"
Stall'd the deer that them should'st strike."

Shaketp. : Complaint, MO.

*4. To shut up or in ; to surround.
" Here you a muckworm of the tuwu might see.
At his dull desk, umid his legers sCalt'd"

Thornton : Cattle of Indolence, i. 50.

5. To place and keep securely.
"
Pray you leave me, ttail this in your bosom."

Bkaketp. : All'l Well. i. 3.

*6. To plunge into mire, so as not to be
able to move ; to bog.

" A Confederate field-piece which was stalled or
bogged in a bit of swampy ground." Field, Sept. 4,

MS.
*

7. To forestall. (Massinger.)

8. To satiate, to fatten. (Prov.)
*

9. To allow to be paid by instalments ; to
forl'i-ar to claim for a time.

" His Majesty would stall his fine, and take it up,
as his estate would bear it" Backet : Uf at WUlia.ia,
11 128.

B. Intransitive:

L To live as in a stall ; to dwell.
We could not itall together

In the whole world."

ShaJcesp. : Antony i Cleopatra, T. L
8. To kennel, as dogs.

3. To be set fast, as in mire ; to be bogged.
A, To be tired of eating, as cattle.

J To stall off: To avoid, to frustrate.
"
Lovely drew out, and, sta'ling nff the challenge of

the ungenerous Duke of RiclimonJ, won by two
leugths." bailg Telegraph, Nov. 12, 1885.

Stall age (age as ig), s. [O. Fr. estallage,
from estal a stall.]

1. The right of erecting a stall or stalls in

fairs ; also the rent paid for a stall.
" The company is authorised to charge a weekly

rental of sixpence a square foot for ttaltage." Daily
Telegraph, Nov. 14. 1885.

*2. Laystall, dung, compost.

stall a-tion, s. [An abbrev. of installation

(q.v.).] The act of installing ; installation.
" And now his itallation grew near." State Triall

Ian. Io29).

* Stall-er, . [Eng. stall ;.] A standard-
bearer. (Fuller.)

Stalling, s. [Eng. stall; -ing.] Stabling.
*
stalling-ken, s. A house for receiving

stolen goods. (Slang.)

Stall in ger, *. [STALL, .] One who keeps
a stall. (Prov.)

star lion (1 as y),
'
stal aunt, 'stall

and, *
stall-ant,

* stal on, s. [O. Fr.
estalon (Fr. etalon), from estal a stall (q.v.) ;

cf. Ital. Stallone = a stallion, an ostler.] A
horse not castrated, an entire horse ; a horse
kent for breeding purposes.

' The colt that for a Hallinn is design'd.
By sure presages Dhows his generous kind,"

Dryden : rfrgil ; Georgia UL 118.

tall -man, *. [Eng. stall, and man.] One
, who keeps a stalL

Stall-on, s. [STALL, .] A slip, a cutting.
"I know who might hane had a slip r HaTlm

VbenoL'Bolinthed : Dei*. England, bk. 1L, oh. xiz.

stal wart, * stal'-warth, stal'-worth,
"stal-warde, 'stale warde, "stale-
wurthe, * stal-word, " stall-worth, a.

[A.S. stodwyrdhe, either = worth stealing, or

good at stealing ; from A.S. stalu = theft, and
worth (q.v.), or still-worthy, i.e., worthy of a
place or stall (q.v.).]

1. Strong, stout ; big and strong in frame.
2. Brave, bold, redoubted, daring.
3. Sturdy in partisanship, especially in regard

to the Republican party. ( U. S. Polit.)
*stal'-wart-hood, * stal-ward-bed, s.

[Eng. stalwart ; -hood.] Stal wariness.
"The kyng adde by hys vorste wyf oue stalnarde sone.
That, vor hys ttalwanihed, longe worth iu moue."

Robert of Oloucetter, p. 293.

stal war t ly,
* stal ward lyche,

* stal -

wdrth-ly, stal worthe ly, adv. [Eng.
stalwart; -ly.] In a stalwart manner ; stoutly,
bravely.

" Whan the! were alle d it'll t, ttalwortheiy ft fast
Bothe day & uygh t vnto the toure he hast

"

Robert de Brunne, p. 165.

stal wart ness,
'

stal worth ness, s.

[Eng. stalworth ; -ness.] The quality or state
of being stalwart.

Sta men (1), (pi. sta mens in sense II.,

stain in a in the other senses), s. [Lat.
stamen (pi. stamina) = the warp in an upright
loom, a thread ; lit. = that which stands up,
from sto= to stand (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

*1. A thread, especially a thread of the
warp ; the warp in the ancient upright loom
at which the weaver stood upright, instead of

sitting.

2. (PI.) : The flxed, firm part of a body,
which supports it or gives it strength and
solidity.

3. Hence (PL) that which constitutes the

principal strength or support of anything ;

power of endurance ; staying power, vigour,
backbone.

*4, A first principle ; an essential part.
" Some few of the main ttamina, or chief lines, were

taken care of from the tir.it. and made up the first
creeds." Waterland : Workt, iv. 309.

II. Bot. : The male organ of a flower, called

by the old botanists an apex and a chive.

Morphologically, it is a transformed leaf. It
consists of a filament, an anther, and pollen.
The last two are essential, the first is not.
When anther and pollen are wanting, the
stamen is called sterile or al>ortive. If the
stamens are equal in number to the petals,
then normally they alternate with them.
When opposite, as in the primrose, it is sup-
posed that the stamens are
the second of two rows, of
which the first has not been

developed. When the stamens
are twice as numerous as the

petals, and are arranged in a

circle, as in Silene, it is be-
lieved that they really con-
stitute two rows of five each,
though they look like a single
row. They always originate
fn-m the space between the
base of the petals and the STAMENS.
base of the ovary, but they .

may cohere with other organs, whence the
terms Epigynous, Hypogynous, and Perigyn-
ous (q.v.). Cohesion among themselves may
make them Monadelphous, Diadelphous, or

Polyadelphous (q.v.). They may be on differ-

ent flowers, or even different plants, from the

pistils, whence the terms Monoecious or Dioe-

cious (q.v.). Other terms used of stamens
are exserted, included, declinate, didynamous,
and tetradynamous (qv.). In the'Linnsean
or Artificial System of arrangement, most of
the classes are framed on the numler of the
stamens. [LINN/EAN-SYSTEM.] The stamens
taken collectively form the Andrceceuin or
male apparatus of the flower.

* sta'-mgn (2), *. [STAMIN.J

Sta -mened, a. [Eng. stamen (I) ; *]

Bot. : Furnished with stamens. (Often in

compos.)
" The long and short ttamened flowers of the prim-

rose." /t Brown : Manual of Botany (1874), p. 321.

stam-for'-tis, s. [STANIUM.]

sta -min, * sta-mine, . [O. Fr. estamine,
from Lat. sttimineia K consisting of threads,
from itamtn, genit staminis = a thread.]

[STAMEN (1), s.] A. light woollen cloth ; linsey-
woolsey. Also written T*UQ'M Tamlnr.
I'ami.i, lamuy.

stain In-a, t. pi. [STAMCW (IX *1

t Stam -In-al, a. [Lat. stamen, genit itaminit= a thread, a stamen ]

L Pertaining to or consisting in stamens-
" The ttaminal whorl may be regular or Irregular.*
R. Brown : ... anuat of Botany (1874), p. 821.

2. Pertaining to stamina; strength-giving:
as, staminal food.

Stam In ate, o. [Eng. stamen (1) ; -ate.]

Bot. : Furnished with stamens, but destitute
of a pistil.

" The whole of the flowers of one individual plant
of a species may have only stamluate flowers. A
Brown : Manual of Botany (1874), p. 480.

* stam in ate, v.t. [Eng. staminfa); -ate.]
To endue with stamina.

Sta mm'-e-al, sta min e ous, a. [Lat.
stamineus, from stamen, genit. staminit=itt
thread, a stamen.]

Botany :

1. Consisting of stamens.

2. Possessing stamens.

3. Pertaining to the stamen or attached to ft.

sta-min id I um (pi. sta min id I a). *.

[Mod. Lat., dimin. from stamen (q.v.).]

Bot. (PI.): The antheridia of cryptogamic
plants.

Sta-mln-If'-er-oiis, a. [Lat. stamen, genit
stamiiiw = a stamen, and fero = to bear.)
Bearing or having stamens.

sta mm ig -er-ous, a. [Lat stamen, genit
stamin(is), and gero to bear or carry.]

Bot. : Bearing stamens.

stam in ode, stam-In-o'-di -urn (pi.

stam-ln 6 -di-a), s. [Lat. stamen, genit
staminis, and Gr. Wo? (eidos) form.]

Bot. (PI.) : Bodies resembling stamens, an<J

probably those organs in an abortive state
found in certain plants. Sometimes they re-
semble scales. [CORONA, NECTARY.]

* stam'-mel, * stam -el, s. & a. [O. Fr.
estamet = a coarse woollen cloth ; estame = a
woollen stuff, from Lat. stamen = a warp.]
A. As substantive :

1. A kind of woollen cloth, usually of a red
colour.

"His table with ttammel, or some other carpet
neatly covered."Commentary on Chaucer, p. la

2. A kind of coarse red colour, inferior tc
fine scarlet.

"
Redhood, the first that doth appear
In stammel : ncarlet is too dear."

Ben Jonson : Love't Ifelcomt.

B. As adj. : Made of stammel ; pertaining
to stammel ; of a red colour like stammel.

"
I'll not quarrel with this gentleman
For wearing stammel breeches."

Beaum. 4 flet. : Little French Lawyer.

stam'-mer,
' stam er, v.i. & t. [AS.

stamer, stamur = stammering ; cogn. with Dut
stameren, stamekn = to stammer ; It-el, stamr

stammering ; stamina, stama = to stammer ;

Dan. stamme to stammer
; Sw. stamma ; Ger.

stammern, stammeln, from O. H. Ger. stam =
stammering ; Goth, stamms = stammering.]
A. Intransitive :

1. To make involuntary breaks or pauses
in speaking ; to speak in a hesitating or fal-

tering manner
;
to hesitate or falter in speak-

ing ; to speak with stops or difficulty ; to
stutter.

"And the Black-robe chief made answer.
Stammered in his speech a little."

Longfellow : Biawatha, xxli

2. To speak imperfectly or like a child.
" And ttammerinff babes are taught to lisp thy name.**

Dryden : Absalom t Aehitophel, i. 243.

B. Trans. : To utter or pronounce with hesi-

tation or imperfectly. (Frequently with out.)
" When children first begin to spell.
And Hammer out a syllable."

Cowper: The Parrot.

Stam'-mer, . [STAMMER, v.] Defective or

imperfect utterance or speech ; a stuttering.

Btam'-mer-er, . [Eng. stammer, v. ; -er.]

One who stammers in his speech ; a stutterer.
"
Michael, the Stammerer sent from the East."

Longfellow : Golden Legend, vL

boll, boy ; pout, jowl ; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, e?ist. ph = K

-clan, -tian = shaa. tion, aion = shun; -(ion, sion - shun, cious, tious. sious = shus. -ble. -die, &c- = bel. del.
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tarn -mer-ing, pr. par., a., & *. f,8TAM-
MKB, t!.]

A. At pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. At adj. : Characterized by spasmodic,
hesitating, or defective speech ; apt to staw-
ter or stutter ; hesitating iu speech.
" The Parthian grape we dry ; Lageui Juice
Will ttiimmertng Umgues aud staggering fee*, pro-

duce." Drydin: Virgil -tjtorfic iL UU.

C. As substantive :

PathoL : A defect of utterance which renders
one unable, especially when excited, to pro-
nounce certain syllables. It is much more
common in men than in women. It does
not generally appear till about the fifth,
and often culminates about the tenth year.

Though there may be organic defect, the fact

that it varies in intensity at different times
hows that it is chiefly functional. Practice

in slow, deliberate, and careful enunciation
tends to diminish it, and the more one can gain
elf-possession in speaking the more likely
U the defect to disappear altogether.

Btam'-mer-lng-ty, adv. [Eng. stammering ;

-ly.\ In a stammering mauuer ; with a stam-
mer or hesitation iu speech.

Stamp, stampe, v.t. & i. [A.8. ttemptn;
cogn. with Dan. stumpen; Icel. stappa; Sw.
ttaiiijia ; Dan. stampe; Ger. stamp/en; O. Fr.

estamper; Fr. (tamper; Gr. ori-'/i/Jw (stembo);
Bansc. stambk= tn make linn or hard

; O.H.Ger.
ttamph = a pestle for pounding ; ItaL stain-

pare = to stamp ; Sp. estampar.]

A. Transitive:

1. To strike, beat, or press forcibly with the
bottom of the foot, or by pressing the foot
downwards.

" Under my feet I ttamp thy cardinal's hat."

Shaketp. : I Benry VI., L 8.

2. To thrust or press down with force : as,
To stamp the foot on the ground.

3. To impress with some mark or figure ; to
mark with an impression.

4, To impress, to imprint.
" Wherein is ttamped the semblance of a devil."

Skoketf. : Rap* of Lucrecc, 1,24ft.

fi. To mark, impress, or imprint deeply.
" Branch and leaf

Are stamped with an eternal grief."
Byron : Bride off AUydai. ii. 18.

ft. To affix a stamp to, as for postage or

receipt : as, To stamp a letter.

*
7. To make valid and correct, as coins by

tamping.
" An eye can ttamp and counterfeit advantages."

Shaketp. : Othello, IL L
8. To cut into various shapes, forms, or

figures with a stamp.
9. To crush by the downward action pr

pressure of a pestle, as in a stamping-mill
(q.v.).

"
I took the calf yon had made, burned it with fire,

and itam^fd aud ground it very su\M."Deut, U. 21.

B. Intransitive :

L To strike the foot with force on the

ground.
"
Here's no war-steed's neigh and champing,
Shoutiug clans or sqiiadruus itam/iing."

Scott : Lady of the Loke, L SI.

2. To press or thrust down anything with
the foot : as, He stamped on the paper.

1 To stamp out: To extinguish, as fire, by
tamping on ; hence, to extirpate, as a disease
which has broken out in a herd, as cattle, &c.,

by destroying the animal or animals affected ;

ami generally, to exterminate, to eradicate, to

extirpate.
" The ttamping^ntt policy was adopted to save the

uninieeted. but endangered cattle. Britit/t quar-
terly Uei-ievi. Ivii. 213 (1873).

tamp. s. [STAMP, .]

I. Ordinary Language:
1. The act of stamping.

" At our stump here o'er and o'er one falls.'

Skatfsp : Midiummer Xight't Dream. M. *.

2. An instrument for making impressions
or marks on other bodies ; an engraved block

by which a mark may be delivered by pressure.

3. A mark or figure impressed or imprinted ;

an impression.

4. Hence, a distinguishing mark of any kind.
" His ether gifta

All bear the royal ttamp, that sneaks them his."

Couper : Tiulr, v. 551.

5. A character or reputation, good or bad,
attached to anything.

" A peculiar ttamp of iiuplety." South : Sfrmont.

6. Make, cast, form, character.
" Not a soldier of this season's tramp,
Should go so general current through the world."

SnaXap. : \ tenrt It'., ir. L

7. That which 1s stamped or marked.
" Th uier* despair of surgery he cures ;

Hanging a gulden tt.im;> about their necks,
Put uu witb huly prayers."

Ao* i Jfacttth, ir. S.

*
8. A picture cut in wood or metal, or made

by impression; an engraving, a plate (Fr.
estatn.pt).

" At Venice they put out very curious stamps of the
several edifices, which are most famous for their
beauty and magnificence." Additon : On Italy.

9. An official mark set upon things charge-
able with some duty or tax, to show that such
duty or tax has been puid ; the impression of
a public mark or seal made by the government
or its officers upon paper or parchment,
whereon private deeds or other legal instru-

ments are written for the purposes of revenue.

11 Hence, the plural, stamps, is equivalent to

Stamp-duties (q.v.).

10. A small piece of paper, having a certain

figure impressed by government and sold to
the public to be affixed to papers liable to

duty, in order to show that such duty has
been paid : as, a postage-stump.

11. An Instrument for cutting out materials

Sis
paper, leather, &c) into various forms by

ownward pressure ; an instrument for cutting
out objects, such as wads, plauchets, blanks
for making various objects.

*12. Authority, currency; value derived
from any suffrage or attestation.

13. (PI.) Money ; probably suggested by mint
stamp, or by the no-called "

postal
"

currency.
(17. S. Slant/.)

IL Technically:

1. Bookblnd. : A brass tool for embossing
or gilding. Some are hand-stamps, others
are arranged on a foundation plate and used
in a press.

2. Leather : A machine for softening hides,
&c., by pounding them in a vat.

3. Mutall. : A tool or machine by which
sheet-metal is moulded into form by a blow

simple pressure.

4. Mining:

(1) One of the pestles or vertically moving
bars in an ore-stamping mill.

(2) A mark cut in the roof or sid of the

mine, as a point of reference to show the
amount of work done.

5. Print: A letter. (Used chiefly of small

type.)

Stamp Act, s. An act for regulating the

stamp-duties to be imposed on various docu-
ments : specif., an act passed by the British

Parliament, in 1765, imposing a stamp-duty
on all paper, parchment, and vellum, used in

the American colonies, and declaring all

writings on unstamped paper, &c., to lie null
and void. The indignation roused by this act
was one of the causes of the Revolution.

stamp battery, s.

Meta.ll. : A series of stamps in a machine for

comminuting ores. [STAMP, ., II. 4.]

stamp collector, *.

1. One who collects specimens of the stamps
of various nations as articles of curiosity.

2. A collector or receiver of stamp-duties.

stamp distributor, . An official who
issues or sells government stamps.

Stamp-duty, s. A tax or duty imposed
on pieces of parchment or paper, on which
many kinds of legal instruments are written.

Documents which are liable to stamp-duty
are not admissible in evidence unless they
bear the stamp required by law. (English. )

stamp - hammer. . A direct-acting
hammer where the hammer-block is lifted

vertically, either by cams or friction -rollers,
or by steam or water- pressure acting on a
piston in a closed cylinder. (Percy.)

Stamp-head, a. The iron block at the
end of a vertical stamping-bar.

stamp mill, stamping-mill, *.

Metall. : A mill in which the rock is crushed

by descending pestles which are lifted by
water or steam-power.

stamp-note, .

Cnmm. : A memorandum delivered by a

shipper of goods to the searcher, which, when

stamped by him, allows the goods to be sent
off by lighter to the ship, and is the captaiu'i
authority for receiving them on board.

Stamp-Office, s. An office where govern-
ment stamps are issued, and where stamp*
duties and taxes are received.

stam-pede', s. [Sp. & Port, estampido ^
crash, the sound of anything bursting or fall-

ing.] A sudden fright, seizing upon large
bodies of horses or cattle, in droves or en-

campments on the prairies, and causing them
to run for long distances ; a sudden dispersal
of a herd of cattle or horses

; hence, a sudden
flight, as of an army, in consequence of a
panic ; a hurried rush.
"A ttompeoVi was made to the nearest place of

egress." field, Feb. 13, 1187.

Stam-pede', v.t. & i. [STAMPEDE, .]

A. Trans. : To cause to break off in a stam-
pede ; to cause to take to panic or (light.

"There is little fear that t'.ey will wander away from
the horse unless ttnmp-ded, and that rarely occurs."
Bcribnert Magaiine, April, 1880. p. S:12.

B. Intrant. : To take to sudden flight, U
in a panic.

* Stam pe do, s. [STAMPEDE, s.]

Stamp -er, s. [Eng. stamp, v. ; -er,]

L Ordinary Language :

1. One who stamps : as, a stamper in a post-
office.

2. An instrument for stomping ; a stamp.
*3. The foot. (Broome: Jovial Crew, i.)

IL Porcelain : A mill with heavy iron-shod

stamps, which comminute calcined flints for

porcelain.

stamper-press, s. A press for stamp-
ing sheet-metal.

Stamp -ing, pr. par. or a. [STAMP, .]

stamping - machine, stamping -

press, s.

Metall. : A machine for swaging sheet-metal
between dies to the requisite torin.

stamping-mill, s. [STAMP-MILL.]

stamping - press, s. [STAMPING-MA-
CHINE.]

starve, *. [Fr., from Lat. stans, pr. par. of tto

= to stand.] [STANZA.]

1. A site, a position, a situation ; an area
for building.

" No ! sooner may the Saxon glance
Unfix Beuledi from his ttanre."

Hcott : Lady of the Lake, IT. L
*

2. A stanza
" The first stance of the second song."

Chapman : Hatque of Middle Ttm&t.

stanch, staunch (u silent),
*
staunche,

v.t. & i. [O. Fr. estancher (Kr. etancher), from
Low Lat. stanco = to stx>p the flow of blood ;

stanca & dam to keep in water.] [STANK.]

A. Transitive:

L To stop or prevent the flow of, as blood.
" And with a charm she ftannhed the blood."

Scott : Lay of /he Latt JUiiatrel, iii. 23.

2. To stop the flow of blood from : as, To
Stanch a wound.

3. To quench, as thirst or fire ; to allay, to

extinguish.
" To Kauneh the thrust of my blisfull bitUrnes."

Chaucer: Tettament of Low, bk. i.

B. Intrans. : To stop flowing or running.
"A woman touched the hem of his garment, and

immediately her issue Hunched.' Luke Till. 44.

stanch, staunch (u silent), o. & . [O. Fr.

estartche, pa. par. of estancher = to stanch

(q.v.); cf. Sp. stanco = water-tight, not leaky
(said of a ship).]

A. As adjective :

1. Strong and tight ; not leaky ; sound,
firm, watertight.

" Build me straight, O worthy Master,
Staunch and strong, a goodly vessel.

Longfellow : Building of the Ship.

2. Firm in principle ; sound in heart ; steady,
constant, hearty, loyal, trustworthy.

" Some of the ttaunchett friends of the people."
Xnox : Spirit of Detpotinn.

3. Close, secret, private.

B. At subst. : A flood-gate for accumulating
a head of water in a river to float boats over

shallows, when it is allowed to escape.

Stanch'-eL, *. [See del]

Arch. : A stanchion (q.v.).

fite, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or, wore, wolt work, who. sin; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian. se, oa-e; ey = a; qn = kw.
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stanch' er, staunch -er ( silent), s. [Eng.
ttaiuih. ; -er.] un<* who or that whicli stanches
or stops the How of blood.

Stan-Chi6n, *. [O. Fr. estanfon, estanson

(Fr. etanfon), diiuin. from estance = a situation,
a condition, a *taiicliion, from Low Lat.

ttantia a house, a chamber, from Lat. stuns,

pr. par. of sto = to stand, j

L Ordinary Language:
1. A prop, a support, a post, a pillar, a

beam, or the like, used as a support, as a

piece of timber supporting erne of the main
parts of a roof.

2. One of the vertical bars of a stall for

oattle.

II. Technically:

1. Mack. : A principal post of a frame ; es-

pecinllv one giving lateral support.

2. Nautical:

(1) A post, to which man-ropes are attached
at a gangway or stairs.

(2) Posts which support the quarter-ratling,
netting, awning, &c.

3. Shipwright.: A post for supporting the
deck-beams.

stanchion-gun, *. A pivot-gun ; a duck-

gun.

stanph less, staunch'-lSss (w silent), a.

(Eng. stanch,; -tow.) Incapable of being
stanched or stopped ; unquenchable ; insati-

able.
" With this there grows,

In my most Ill-composed affection, such
A itanclilest avarice." Zhalcetp. : Macbeth, IT. 8.

Stanch ness, staunch -ns8 (u silent), *.

[Eng. stanch; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being stanch ;

sound, lii in, or uot leaky.

2. Firmness in principle ; closeness of ad-
herence ; constancy.

"Starick,
*
stank, a. [0. Fr. estanc; Ital.

ttanco tired, weary.] Tired, exhausted, faint.
"
Diggon, I am so stiffe and so itam-fc."

Spnter: Stupheardi Calender; Sept.

Stand,
*
Btoad, * stonde (pa. t.

*
stod,

*
stode, stood, pa. par.

*
standen, *stonden,

stood), v.i. & t. [A.S. standnn, stonden (pa. t
ttod, pa. par. standen) ; cogn. with Icel. standa;
Ooth. standun ; Dut. staan, pa. t. stand ;

Dan. state, pa. t. stod; Sw. st-'i, pa. t. stod;
Oer. stehen, pa. t. stand ; Lat. sto = to stand ;

Sansc. sthd = to stand.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To be stationary In an erect or upright
position ; to be set in an upright position, as

(1) Of men or beasts : To be upon the feet ;

opposed to lying, sitting, or kneeling.
" Thus itandt she in a trembling eestacy."

Skaketp. : Venut t Adonis, 895.

(2) Of thing*:

(a) To be on end ; to be set upright.
"Look how you see a field of Handing corn.
When Boiue strong wind in summer baps to blow."

liraytim : Battle ofAgincourt,

(6) To become erect.

"Mute, and amaz'd, my hair with horror flood;
Fear shrunk my sinews, and cungeal'd my blood."

Dryden : I'iryil ; .tn'fid ill. 40.

2. To cease from progress or motion ; not
to proceed ; to cease moving ; to come to a
stand or a state of rest ; to pause, to stop, to
halt.

"Stand, ho 1 Speak the word along." Slutketp. :

Julius Conor, IT. 2.

3. To be, as regards situation or position ;

to be situated or located ; to have a site or

position.
" My house doth iland by the church." Shaken. :

Twelfth flight, ili. L
4. To continue or remain without ruin or

Injury ; to continue to withstand or resist

decay or injury ; to last, to endure, to abide.

(Of material things.)
"
Troy In oar weakness itandt, not iu her strength."

Shaketp. : TroUut t Crettida, L 8.

5. To continue, to endure, to abide. (Of
Immaterial things.)

" Now doth my bononr ttnnA a* firm as faith."

Statap. : Mrrry Wivet, |T. i.

8. To maintain one's ground or position.

0) Not to yieM *r give way ; to resist suc-

cessfully.
"
rut on the whole armour of 8ed, that ye may be

able to Hand against the wiles of the devil" ti>ht-
Hant vi. IL

(2) Not to faU or faU ; to be acquitted or

approved.
"
Readers, by whose Judgment I would stand or fall,

would u. it besucii as are acquainted only with the
French and Italian critics." Adaiivtt: Spectator.

(3) To remain constant ; to be fixed or con-
stant.

"Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like
men. be >trung."l Corinthians xvi. u.

*(4) To delay, to pause, to stop.
"They will suspect they shall make but small pro-

gress, if, in the books they read, they must stand to
examine and unravel every argument." Lueke.

7. To stagnate ; to be stagnant ; not to flow
or run.

" Cream and mantle like a standing pond."
Sliakesp. : Merchant of Venice, L L

8. To maintain a fixed, firm, or steady atti-

tude ; to take up a fixed or firm position, as
of opposition, resistance, or defence.
" From enemies lieuv'n keep your majesty ;

And wueu they stand against you. may they fall."

Ultah-tp. : 2 Henri/ I?., iv. 4.

9. To remain or continue in the present
state.

"
If meat make my brother to offend, I will eat no

fleah while the world tandeth."l Corinthians Till IS.

*
10. To persevere, to persist.

" Never stun I in a lye wlien thou art accused, but
ask pardon and make amends."Taylor: Holy Licinj.

11. To be pertinacious, unyielding, particu-
lar, or obstinate.

" To stand upon every point, and be curious in par-
ticulars, belongeth to the tirst, author of the story."
t Jlaecaoeet li. 30.

*
12. To remain satisfied ; to depend.

"
Though Page be a secure fool, and stand so firmly

on his wife's frailty, yet I cannot put offmy opinion
so easily." ahnkap. : Merry Wives, li. 1.

13. To be in a particular state or condition ;

to be ; to fare.
"
It ftandi well with \>im."Sfiakesp. : Two Oentlt-

men, ii. 5.

*
14. To be or lie exposed or subject.

" Hare I lived to fund in the taunt of one that
makes fritters uf English 1 "Shakttp. : Merry Wita
o/ ir/4tor, v. i.

15. To be consistent ; to agree, to accord.
"

I pray the, if it fand with honesty.
Buy tfauu the cottage. istur. mid the flock."

ShalMp. : At You LUv It. ii. 4.

16. To be in the place ofanything ; to repre-
sent a ti.ing ; to be equivalent.

17. To be valid ; to continue in force ; to
have efficacy.

" No condition) of our peace can stand."
Shaketij. : 2 Henry IF., iv. \.

18. To be or be placed with regard to
relative position, rank, or order.

"
Mr. got down with a nee put, and stood again

one up." Field, Sept IS, 188.

19. To measure, as from the top to the

bottom, or from the head to the feet : as, He
stood six feet high. .

20. To become a candidate for an office or
the like.

21. To hold a certain conrse, as a ship ; to
be directed towards any particular spot.

" On the af 'eruoon of the second of May he ttnod
out to sea before a favourable breeze." Macaulay :

Bitt. fng., ch. v.

B. Transitive:

1. To place or set in an erect position ; to
set up.

2. To endure, to sustain, to bear, to put up
with ; to be able to endure or meet : as, To
stand cold, to strind expense.

*
3. To await ; to abide by ; to suffer ; to

stand by. " Bid him disband the legions, . . .

And stand the judgment of a Roman senate."
Adaiion: Cato, II L.

*
4. To resist without yielding ; to with-

stand.
" None durst stand him ;

Here, there, and every where, eurag'd he flew."

.Oiaketp. : 1 Henry >'/., I. L
6. To be at the expense of; to pay for.

(Colloq.)
"
fHe] asked us to stand him a drop of mm." Daily

Telegraph, June 9, 1885.

H Stand with many adverbs assumes an idea

of motion as previous to coming to rest or

stop, or of a state caused by previous motion,
and is almost equivalent to go, step, move,
come: as, to stand aloof, to stand aside, to
staiul back.

\ 1. To stand against : To oppose, to resist
" Stand agalmt us like an enemy."

Shakes?. .' 1 lltnry IV., IT. 8.

2. To ttand by :

(1) With by as an adverb.

(a) To be present, without taking an activ*
part ; to be a spectator ; to be near.

"
Margaret's curse U fall'n upon our beads,
For Handing on when Richard kill'il her son."

alMketp. : Utcluird 111., lii. S.

(1) To be placed, left, or set aside ; to be
neglected or disregarded.

" We make all our addresses to the promise*, hogand cares* them, and iu the interim let the cuuiiuacdl
ttand by neglected." Decay of Piety,

(2) With by as a preposition.

(0) To support, to assist ; not to desert.
"
Now, brother Richard, will you st-,n i b us?"

Shaketp. : S Henry VI., IT. L
(6) To rest in, to repose.

" The world is Inclined to stand by the ArundelUn
marbles." Pope : Kstay on Homer.

(c) Naut. : To attend to, and be prepared
for action with : as, To stand by the anchor.

3. To stand fire : To remain firm without
giving way, while under fire from an enemy.

4. To stand for:

(1) To espouse the cause of ; to support, to
maintain.

"
I stand wholly for yun."Sltakesp. : Merry Wivu

oj Windsor, ii. 1

(2) To represent ; to be in the place of.
"

I Hand here /or him.' Shakesp. : Henry V., ii. 4
(3) To offer one's self as a candidate.

" Were he to ttand for consul."

Shakesp. : Coriolamu, ii. L
(4) Naut. : To direct the course towards.

5. To stand from :

Naut. : To direct the course away from,

6. To stand in :

(1) To join in.

(2) To cost : as, It stood me in ten shillings,

(3) Naut. : To direct the course towards the
land or a harbour. (With for before the

object of the course.)

7. To stand in for: ffl 6. (3)].
*

8. To stand in hand : To be conducive to
one's interest ; to be advantageous or service-
able.

9. To stand of:

(1) To keep at a distance.

(2) To refuse ; not to comply.
" Stand no more off." Shaketp. : All'i Well, IT. &
(3) To keep at a distance in friendship of

social intercourse ; to forbear intimacy.
" Such behaviour frights away friendship, and

makes it standoff iu dislike and aversion." Collier :

On Friendship.
*
(4) To appear prominent ; to have relief.

" Picture is best when it standetlt off as If it wen*
carved." Wotton : Architecture.

10. To stand o/ and on :

Naut. : To sail toward the land and then
from it.

11. To stand on : flf 22].

12. To stand one's ground : [GROUND, s., If 9].

13. To stand out :

(1) To project, to be prominent
" Their eye* ttand out with fatness." Psalm Ixzlil R

(2) To have relief.
" All objects on the horizon . . . Hand out sharply

against the sky." Century Magazine. Aug., 1882, p. 50&

(3) To persist in opposition or resistance ;

not to yield, comply, or give way.
"
Scarce can a good-natured man refuse a compliance

with the solicitations of his company, and stand out
against the raillery of bis familiars." Rogers.

14. To stand to:

*
(1) To apply or set one's self to ; to ply.

"Stand to your tackles, mates, and stretch yoni
oars." Dryden: Virgil; .t'nrid v. 81.

(2) To remain fixed in a purpose or opinion ;

to maintain.
"

I will stand to it, that this is his senne, as will

appear from the design ol bis voi^t-'StUling/leet.
(Todd.t
*

(3) To abide by, to adhere to, as to a con-

tract, promise, &c.
" As I have no reason to ttand to the award of my

enemies so neither dare I trust the partiality of my
friends." Dryden. (Todd.)

(4) To be consistent, to accord, to tally : as.

That does not stand to reason.
*
(5) Not to yield, not to fly ; to maintaiD

one's ground.
"Who before him tto*d to to it? for the Lord

brought his enemies unto him." Scclut. xlrl. s.

*
15. To stand together : To be consistent, to

agree.

16. To stand to sea :

Naut. : To direct the course from the land ;

to put to sea.

bo?; poiit. Jowl; cat, fell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go. gem; thin, this; sin, af ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-dan. -tian <= shan. -tion. -sion = shon ; -(Ion, -gion s zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shits, -ble, -die, &c. ~ bel, del.
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17. To stand trial: To sustain the trial or
examination of a cause; not to g;/ up
without a trial.

*
18. To stand under :

(1) To undergo, to sustain.
"
If yon unit* lu your complaints,

And force them with n constancy, the cardinal
Cannot Hand under them."

Sktiketp. : Benty Till., liL 1
(8) To be subject.
" Nous itundi under more calumnious tongue*.

"

SHaktip-
'

Senrf VI11.. T. L
19. To stand up :

(1) To rise from sitting ; to rise to one's

feet ; to assume an erect or -standing position.
He stood up uid spoke."

Skakelft. : Antony i Cleopatra, T. L

(J) To rise in order to gain notice.
" When the accusers Hand up. they brought none

ccvsatiou of such thingsu I supposed." Actt xxv. 18.

(S) To rise in opposition or resistance ; to rise

to make a claim ur declaration ; to rise in arms.

(4) To rise and stand on end : as, His hair

food up with fear.

20. To stand up against: To rise or place
one's selfin opposition to ; to resist, to oppose.

21. To stand up for : To rise in defence of ;

to support, to justify.

22. Tii stand upon :

*
(1) To concern, to interest
" Consider how it itandt upon my credit.*

Shaketp. : Comedy of Mrrort, ir. L
*

(2) To insist on.
" Do not ttand upon it"

Shaketp. : Cariolanut, il. 1

(3) To make much of; to attach a high
value to.

" You ttand upon your honour.'
ShiUcrMp. : Merry iriivi of H'indtor, ii. i.

"
(4) To depend on.
" Your future ttnod upon the casket there."

Shaketp. : Merchant of Venice, lit S.

*
(5) To be becoming to ; to be the duty of.
"

It itandt your grace upon to do him right."
Kl,ilkep. : Richard //., U. 1

* 23. To stand with : To be consistent : to
accord.

Stand, s. [STAND, .]

L Ordinary iMnguage :

1. Tlie act or state of standing ; s cessation

Of progress or motion ; a stop, a halt.

"A stride and a ttand."

Shakap. : TroUut <t Creuida, Hi. S.

2. A halt or stop made for the purpose of

resisting an attack ; the act of opposing or

resisting ; resistance.
" We are come off

Like Romans ; neither foolish in our itandt,
Nor oowardly in retire." Sluiketp. : Coriolanut, i. .

3. A point or condition beyond which no fur-

ther progress is or can be made ; a standstill.
"
Finding the painter's science at a ttand,
The goddess snatched the pencil from his hand."

Prior : A Flower painted by Vareltt.

*
4. A state of hesitation, perplexity, or em-

barrassment.
" Make the ears a little longer, then yon begin to

boggle : make the face yet narrower, and then you are
at a ttand.' Lock*.

5. A place or post where one stands ; a

place convenient for persons to remain for

any purpose ;
a station.

" Some ttand from off the earth beyond our sight"
Spenter : Jfutophilut.

*
6. Rank, post, station, standing.
"
Father, since your fortune did attain
So high a ftand, I mean not to descend."

Daniel. (Todd.)

7. A small table, frame, or piece of furni

tore on which an object is placed for support.
" After supper a ttand was brought lu, with a brass

vessel full of wine, of which he that pleased might
diink ; but no liquor was forced. 'Dryden : Life of
Cleomenet.

8. A young tree, usually reserved when the
other trees are cut ; a staddle ; also, a tree

growing or standing upon its own root, as

distinguished from one produced from a scion
set in a stock either of the same or another
kind of tree.

9. A place or station in a town, where car-

riages, cabs, and the like, stand for hire ; a

standing.

10. A temporary or permanent erection or
raised platform for spectators at open-air
gatherings, as at races, cricket-matches, and
the like.

11. The place where a witness stands to

give evidence in court. (Amtr.)
*

12. A beer-barrel standing on end.

II. Technically :

1. Comm. : A weight of from 8J to 8 cwt of

pitch.

2. Microscopy: The table on which the

cbjitct if plactfd to be vitwd.

If Stand <tf arms:

Mil. : A musket or rifle with its usual ap-
pendages, as bayonet, cartridge-box, &c. (Used
also as a plural.)

"
Causlux the destruction of ... many thousand

ttand of arnu.-Chamber$' Xncyc. (ed. 1867), ix. MO,

stand-crop, s.

Bot. : Crassula minor.

stand-pipe, *.

1. Steam-engine:

(1) A boiler supply-pipe of sufficient eleva-
tion to enable the water to flow into the

boiler, notwithstanding the pressure of the
steam.

(2) Stand-pipes are also used on the educ-

tion-pipes of steam-pumps to absorb the con-
cussions arising from pulsations and irregu-
larities, caused by the unavoidable employ-
ment of bends and change in the direction of

pipes. Stand-pipes for this purpose are
erected on the eduction-pipe, as near the

pump as possible.

2. Hydr.-eng. : A curved vertical pipe, ar-

ranged as a part of the main in water-works
to give the necessary head to supply elevated

points in the district, or to equalize the force

against which the engine has to act.

3. Gas : The vertical pip* leading from the
retort to the hydraulic main.

stand-point, s. A fixed point or station ;

a basis or fundamental principle ; a position
from which things are viewed, and in rela-

tion to which they are judged and compared.

stand-rest, . A kind of stool which
supports a person behind whilst standing in
an almost upright position at a desk, an easel,
Ac.

stand-still, t. A stand, a stop ; a state
of rest.

"The engine rested athwart the line, and was
brought to a ttand-stUl by coming into collision with
the buttress of the rail of a bridge." Weekly Echo,
Sept. 5, 188a.

stand-up, a. A term applied in pugilism
to a fair boxing-match, in which tlie com-
batants stand up manfully to each other : as,
a fair stand-vp fight.

stand'-age (age as ig), i. [Eng. stand;
-age.}

Mining : Space for water to accumulate in.

Stand'-ard,
* stand'- erd,

* stand ert,
s. & a. [O. Fr. estandart, from O. H. Ger.
standan = to
stand (q.v.);
O. Dut. stan-

daert= a stan-
dard ; M. H.
Ger. stand-
hart; Ger.
standarte ;

Sf.estandarte;
Fr. eten/lard ;

Ital. sten-
dardo.]

A. As sub-

stantive :

L Ordinary
Language :

1. A flag or

ensign round
which men
rally, or under
which they
unite for a
common pur-
pose ; a flag or
carved sym-
bolical figure.

BOMAN STANDARDS.
niost ancient form : a handful

o( bay or feru flxed to the to o{ ,
; hence, the comp

led
of ... ; l>-gio-

3. Ensign of Maniple of htill

Utter date ; the eagle, wolf, mi no-
taur, horse, and bear were used as
emblems. 4. In the second consul-

ship of Marina (B.C. 104), he adopted
the eagle only. &. The ball, emble-
matic of dominion. 6. The bronze

^..^..
'*'=>

figure of Victory. 7. A square cloth
C., erected attached to a pole, bearing the let-

On a long pole ters S. P.Q. R. (Senatut Pojiultaque
nr ti fT prv Rnmnnut = the Senate and peopletat1

'
Se

of Rome. i.e., the State, the Repiib.
lie) ; S, 6, or 7 was sometimes substi-
tuted for the eagle under the later

emperor*. 8. Standard of a cohort ;

each cohort had its own device em-
blazoned on a square piece of cloth
attached to a crossbar, and elevated
on a gilt staff. 9. Vexlllum or
standard of th<

. . n
ing as a rally-

ing - point or
thp lilro Tha

Ukancient mili-

tary Standard
ftnrmtatorl of a

step,
or a

symbol car-

ried on a pole like the Roman eagle, which
may be considered as their national standard.
Each cohort had its own standard, by which

it was known, and which was surmounted
with a figure of Victory, an open hand, &c.,
ths pole being decorated with circular medal-
lion*, crescents, Sic. The Labaruro was the
peculiar standard adopted by Constantine.
[LABARUM.] In mwdiiKval times the standard
was not square, like the banner, but elon-

gated, like the guidon and pennon, but much
larger, becoming narrow and rounded at the

end, which was slit, unless the standard be-

longed to a prince of the blood-royal. The
size of the standard was regulated by the
rank of the person whose arms it bore : that
of an emperor was 11 yards long ;

of a king.
9 yards ; of a prince, 7 yards ; a marquis, tij

yards ; an earl, 6 yards ; a viscount or baron,
5 yards ; a knight-banneret, 4^ yards; and a
baronet, 4 yards. It was generally divided
into three portions one containing the arms
of the knight, then came his cognizance or

badge, and then his crest ; these being divided

by bands, on which was inscribed his war-cry
or motto, the whole being fringed with his

livery or family colours. The so-called Eng-
lish royal standard, as at present displayed,
is properly a banner, being square, and having
its whole field covered solely by tlie national
arms. Cavalry standards are also properly
banners, of a small size, and corresponding
in colour with the facings of the regiment to
which they belong. They are charged with
the cipher, number, insignia, and honours of
the regiment. The corresponding flags used

by infantry regiments are called colours.
"
Knights bauuerets are made in the nelde, with the

cerenionie of cutting of the point of bis ttandert, A
making it as it were a banner." Smith : C'ommoxr
wealth, bk. i., ch. xviii

2. That which is capable of satisfying cer-

tain defined conditions fixed by the proper
authorities; especially that which is esla-

blished by the competent authority as a rule
or measure of quantity ; the original weight
or measure sanctioned by government, and

deposited in some public place, to lie used in

regulating, adjusting, and trying weights and
measures used in traffic. [MEASURE, WEIGHT.)

"It Is therefore necessary to hare recourse to some
visible, palpable, material ttandard ; by forming a
comparison with which, all weights and measures
may be reduced to one uniform size: and tin- pre-
rogative of fixing this ttandard our antient law \ e?ted
In the crown." Blactttane : Comment., bk. i., ch. 7.

3. That which is established as a rule or

model, by the authority of public opinion, or

by respectable opinions, or by custom or

general consent ; that which serves as a test,

gauge, or measure.
" Labour alone, therefore, never varying In its own

value, is alone the ultimate and real ttandanl by
which the value of all commodities can at all tinm
and places be estimated and compared.* Smith:
Wealth o/.folium, bk. L, ch. v.

4. A certain degree of advancement, pro-
gress, proficiency, &c., to which one must
attain to meet certain requirements : as, The
standard of height in loot regiments ;

and the

degree of proficiency which a child must
reach in order to satisfy the requirements of
the public schools, in passing from section to

section, or graduating.
*

5. A candlestick of large size, standing on
the ground, and having branches for several

lights.

6. A measuring device for men or horses ;

the first expressed in feet and inches, the
latter in hands and inches.

7. In the same sense as II. 4.

*
8. One who remains or stays long in th*

same place or position.
" The ficklenesse and fugitlvenesse of such servant!

Justly addeth a valuation to their constancy who are
ttandai-its in a family, and know when they Iriue

met with a good master." fuller : General Worthiet,
ch. xi.

* 9. A snit.

"The lady commanded a ttandard of her own best
apparel to be brought down, and Prudence is so lilted."
Ben Jonton : A'eu Inn. ( Argum.)

IL Technically:

1. Bot. : The erect and expanded fifth or

upper petal in a papilionaceous corolla. Called
also Vexillum (q.v.).

2. Carp. : A strut.

3. Coinage: The proportion of weight of
fine metal and alloy established by authority.
Standard gold is a mixture of metal contain-

ing 11 prts of pure gold, with one part of alloy
i.e., 22 carats fine, with two carats of alloy.

Standard silver is a mixed metal, containing
37 parts of pure silver, with three parts of

alloy.

4. Hort. : A tree or shrub standing by it-

self, without being attached to any wall or

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

or. wore, wplfc work, who, son; mate, cub. care, unite, our, rale, fall; try. Syrian. ,ce = e;ey = a;qu = kw
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support ; also, a shrub, as a rose, grafted on
an upright stein.

6. Husbandry : Th slieth of a plough.

C. Much. : A vertical principal post of a
machine-frame.

*
7. OW .drm. : A collar of mail, worn in the

fifteenth century, for the protection ot the
neck of an armed soldier.

8. Shipbuild. : A. knee-timber above deck,

having one erect and one prone arm, bolted
to the bitt, or other object, and to the deck
and its beams.

9. Vehicles: An upright rising from the

end of the bolster to hold the waggon-body
laterally.

B. As adjective :

1. Ord. Lung. : Having a permanent quality ;

capable of satisfying certain conditions fixed

by a competent authority ; fixed, settled as,

ttutulurd weight, standard measure, &c.

2. Hort. : Not trained on a wall ; standing

by itself : as, a standard pear-tree, a standard

rose, &c.

1 Battle of the Standard : A battle fought be-

tween the English and the Scotch, near North-

allerton, Yorkshire, in 1138. Here David I.,

fighting on behalf of Matilda, was defeated by
King Stephen's general, Robert de Mowhray.
The battle received its name from a ship's

mast, erected on a waggon, and placed in

the centre of the English army. The mast

displayed the standards of St. Peter of York,
St. John of Beveiley, and St. Wilfrid of Rippn,
and on the top was a little casket containing
a consecrated host.

standard-bearer, s. An officer of an

army, company, or troop that bears a .standard.
" As ttaitdard-beitrer he defended
Olafs flag in the fight."

Longfellow : Miuician't Tal, xiv.

Standard-gauge, s. A gauge for verify-

ing the dimensions, or any particular dimen-

sion, of articles, or their component parts,
which are made in large numbers, and re-

quired to be of uniform size.

standard-piles, s. pi.

Hydr.-eng. : Piles placed at regular inter-

vals apart and connected by runners.

standard-time, $. [UNIVERSAL-TIME.]

Standard-wing, s. [SEMIOPTERA.]

Stand'-ard, v.t. [STANDARD,*.] (See extract.)
" To standard gold or silver is to convert the gross

weight of either metal, whose fineness differs from
the standard, into its equivalent weight of standard
metaL" BU/ixll : Counting-Houte Diet.

stand -ard-ize, v.t. [Eng. standard; -ize.}
To bring 'up to, or recognize as, a standard.

* stand 1,
* stand'-ell, s. [STAND.]

L Ord. Lang. : A tree of long standing.
" Care was taken ... for the preserving of the

ttandelltol beech." Fuller: Worthlei ; Buck*.

2. Law : A young store oak-tree, twelve of
which were to be left in every acre of wood at
the felling thereof.

t stand' - el - wort,
* stand - el - worte,

stand' - er - wort, s. [Eng. standel, and
wort; cf. Ger. stendelwurz spotted orchis.)

Bot. : Various Orchids, spec. Orchis mascula.

Stand er, s. [Eng. stand; -er.)

I. Ordinary Language:
1. One who stands.
*

2. A. tree that has long stood.

"The fairest ttantleri of all were rooted np and cut
into the &re."Ascham: Sc/ioolmiuter, bk. il

3. A supporter.
"The old ttanden and professors of the sect."

Berkeley : AM/ihron, 11. } 37.

* IL Church Hist. (PL): A class of penitents
In the early Church, when public penance was
practised. When the other penitents, etier-

gumens, and catechumens had been dismissed,
the slanders were allowed to remain and join
in the prayers and witness the oblation, but
could not partake of the Eucharist. Called
also Bystanders, Costandent, and, in ecclesias-

tical Latin, Consistentes.

stander-by, s. One who stands by ; a
bystander, a spectator.

" Were her antics play'd In the ey
Of a thousand t'anderi-by."
Wordtaorth : Kitten <t the Falling Leave*.

* stander-up, t. One who takes a sid.

Stand -or grass, . [Eng. ttander, and grass.]

Standelwort (q.v.). (Beauni. Jt Flet. : Faitk-

ful Shepherdess, ii. 2.)

stand -er-wort, s. [STANDELWOKT.] (friar.)

Stand -Ing,
* stand -and, * stand yng,

* stond yng, *
stond-ynge, pr. par., a.,

& s. [STAND, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Erect ; in an upright position ; not sit-

ting, kneeling, or lying.

2. Remaining erect ; not cut down : as,

Standing corn.

3. Fixed ; not movable.
" His Handing bed and truckle bed." ShaJtetp. :

Jferry Wiaet, IT. 6.

4. Established either by law or custom ;

continuously existing ; not temporary.
"The name of Handing army was long held in

abhorrence." Macaulay : Hilt. Eng., ch. li.

5. Lasting, permanent ; not transitory ; not

fugitive : as, a standing colour.

6. Stagnant; not flowing : as, standing water.

7. A term applied to a relatively stationary
portion of an object which has several parts,
one or more of them moving : as, the standing
leaf of a hinge, that attached to the post;
the standing part of a rope, the main portion
around which the end is hitched ; the standing
pulley of a compound system, that attached
to a permanent object.

C. As substantive:

1. The act or state of being erect or up-
right ; a being or becoming erect or upright.

'

.standing upright of the hair is caused, for that by
the shutting of the pores of the skin, the hair that lieth

aslope must needs rise." Bacon : Sat. Hut., } 713.

2. Position, place, stand.
" Your cavalcade the fair spectators view,
From their iiigh Handings, yet lnok up to yon."

Dryden : To hit Sacred Majesty.

3. Continuance, duration, existence.
" This tract of land is as old, and of as lone a stand-

ing, as any upon the continent of Africa," Woodvard.

4. Possession of an office, position, charac-

ter, or place.

5. Power to stand. (Psalm xlix. 2.)

6. Condition or position in society ; rank,
reputation : as, a man of high standing.

standing-army, s. [ARMY t (/).]

standing-block, s.

Naut. : That block of a tackle or purchase
which is attached to a stationary object, in

contradistinction to the block which moves as
the fall is hauled in or paid out. [RUNNING-
BLOCK.]

standing buddlo, s.

Mining: A trough filled with water, in

which pieces of lead ore are placed and stirred
with a shovel.

standing-orders, s. pi. [ORDER, s., <i.]

standing-part, s.

1. (Of a hook) : The part attached to a block
or chain, by which power is brought to bear

upon it.

2. (Of a rope or tackle) : The part made fast

to the object, in contradistinction to the fall

or part pulled upon.

standing-press, s. A heavy press for

bookbinders or other trades.

standing-rigging, s.

Naut. : The fixed ropes and chains whereby
the masts and bowsprit are stayed securely.

[RUNNING-RIGGING.]

standing-stones, a. pi.

Archceol. : A generic name for menhirs,
cromlechs, &c., without reference to the pur-
pose for which they were erected.

" The remarkable groups of Hamllng^tonei in India
are in many cases at least set up for each stone b> re-

present or embody a deity." Tylor : Prim. Cult. (ed.

1873), ii. 163.

* stand'-Xsh, s. [Eng. stand, and dish.] A
stand or case for pen and ink.

"A itandith, steel and golden pen."
Pope : On deceiving a Standith t Pent.

Stane, stainc, s. [STONE, .] (Scotch.)

stane raw, staney rag, 8.

Bot. : Parmflia saxatilis, var. omphalodet.
[CROTTLE, SKROTTA.)

8tan'-ek-ite, . [Named by Dana after J.

Stanek, who analysed it ; stiff, -ite (AM?i.).]

Min. : A resin-tike substance separated by
boiling alcohol from pyroretin (q.v.). Compos.:
carbon, 76-97 ; hydrogen, 7-24 ; oxygen, 15-79

Stang (1), *stange,
*
stangue, . [IceU

stong, genit. stanyar = a pole, a stake ; A.S.
steng ; L)an. slang ; Sw. stang ; Dut. stung;
Ger. stange ; from the pa. t. of sting (q.v.) ; ct
Icel. stanga to goad.)

*
1. A long pole, a shaft, a stake.
"Hu has brw braid sli..uthers, and I just took ths

measure o' them wi' the Hang." Scott : Antiquary,
ch. xxvii.

2. A pole, rod, or perch ; a measure of land.
"These fields were intermingled with woods of half
f.i<7, and the tallest tree appeared to be seven feet

high."-,</* . Gulliver ; Ltlliijut, ch. ii.

*
3. A tooth, a tusk.

"
They lik the twynkilland itangii in tharhed."

O. Douglat : Virgil ; jEneid ii

1 To ride the stang : To be carried on a pole
on men's shoulders, in derision ; a punish-
ment inflicted on wife or husband beaters, or
the like.

" A custom [is] still prevalent among the country
people of Scotland ; who oblige any m;m. who is so
unmanly as to beat his wife, to ride astride on a long
pole, borne by two men, through the village, as a
mark of the highest infamy. This 'they call riding
the stang ; and the person who has been thus treated
selJom recovers his honour in the opinion of his
neighbours. When they cannot lay hold of the culprit
himself, they put some young fellow on the stang or
pole, who proclaims that it is not on bis own account
that he is thus treated, hut on that of another iwrsou,
whom he names. 'Ca.llu.nder : Two Ancient ScottM
Poenu, p. 154.

stang ball, .-.-.

Proiect. : Two half-balls united by a bar ; a
bar-shot.

Stang (2), s. [STANG, v.] A sting. (Scotch.)

stang fish, s. (See extract.)
"
Whilst, from disagr ations produced by, e

handling most of them, they [the jell.v-nshes] have
been called Sea-nettles, Stingers, or Stnng-fithet."
T. Rymer Jonet : Animal Kingdom, p. 74.

Stang, v.t. & i. [From stang, old pa. t. of sting
(q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To sting. (Scotch.)

B. Intrans. : To shoot with pain. (Prov.)

Stan'-hope (1), s. [Prom the name of the de-
viser.] A light, two-wheeled carriage without
a top ; a sporting phaeton.

"Broughams and wagonettes, ttannopa and ba-
rouches, filled with strangely assorted company."
Daily Telegraph, Nov. 28, 1885.

Stan' hope (2), s. [Seedef.]

Printing : An iron press invented by Lord
Stanhope, and completed in 1800. It was a

great improvement on the old wooden presses,
and the modern presses now in use are only im-

provements on it. Called also Stanhope-press.

stanhope-lens, s.

Optics: A magnifying lens consisting of two
convex surfaces of dissimilar curves, separated
by a considerable thickness of glass so ad-

justed that when the more convex surface is

next the eye, small objects on the other sur-
face are in focus.

stanhope-press, s. [STANHOPE (2).]

stan ho scope, . A magnifying lens differ-

ing from the Stanhope lens (q.v.) iu being
plane on the side opposite the eye.

*stan'-iel (i as y), *stan-yel, s. [STAN-
NEI.] The kestrel.

*
stan'-iel-ry (iasy),*. [Eng. itaniel; -ry.]

The act or practice of hawking with stamels;
ignoble falconry.

* sta'-ni-um, s. [Low Lat.] A kind of strong
cloth of a superior quality worn during tha

Anglo-Norman period ; called also Stamfortis,

* Stank, a. [STANCK.]

Stank, v.i. [Sw. stanha.] To sigh. (Prov.)

t Stank, pret. ofv. [STINK.]

Stank,
* stane, s. [O. Fr. estang, from Lat.

stagnum = a pool of stagnant water ; Sp.

estangue. ; Port, tongue ; Ital. stagno. Stank
and tank are doublets.] A pool, a tank.

" They lighted and abiden binide a wnter Hank."
Robert de Brarmt, p. ML

stank, stanok, v.t. [STANK, .]

1. To dam up.
"
St*tnck up the salt conduits *f mine eyw."

2. To make a well water-tight.

boil, by ; pout, Jowl ; cat, cell, chorus, shin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin. as ; expect, Xenophon, e? ist. ph =

-clan, -tlan = shaa. -tion, -sion = shun; -{ion, -sion - zhfin. -cions, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die. &c. - bel, dcL
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Stan -ley\ s. [See def. of compound.]

Stanley-crane. .

Oi ititlt. : AnthroiHjitles stanleyanus, from the

East Indies. It is about forty inches long,

general plumage bluish. Named by Vigors in

honour of Lord Stanley, afterward* thirteenth
Earl of Derby (1776-1851).

Stan -ley-an, a, [Eng. Stanley (q.v.); -<m.]
Of or belonging to the thirteenth Earl of

Derby, in whose menagerie at Knowsley, near

Livrepool, the species was first recognized.

Stanlcyan dccrlet, s.

Zool. : Tragulus stanleyanus. [TRAOULU3.]

Htan march, s. (\.9.stdn = stone, and Mid.

Eng. marche = parsley.)

Bat. : Smyrnium Olusatrum.

tann-am'-yl, s. [Eng. stann(um), and amyl.]

Chen, (PL): Compounds prcxluced by the
action of ainylic iodide on aii alloy of sodium
and tin. The product contains the three

compounds, Bn^CfcHufe Sn'-'-XCsHa^, and
Bn1 (CgHnb, homologous with the stanne-
th\ Is. They are all unctuous masses, and do
not fume in the air, insoluble in water, soluble

in ether ; and more soluble in alcohol in pro-

portion as they contain less tin. The stan-

namyls reduce silver solutions, and are oxi-

dized by nitric acid.

ttan'-nar-jf,
*
stan'-ner-ft o. & . [Low

Lat. staniiaria = a tin-mine, from Lat. stan-

num = tin, an alloy of silver and lead ; cf.

Corn, steun ; Wei. ystaen ; Bret, stcait ; IT.

stan; Gael, staoin ; Manx stainney= tin.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining or relating to tin-

mine*.
" The ftannarv court) in Devonshire and Cornwall,

for the administration of Justice among the tinners
therein, are also courts of record, but of the same
private and exclusive nature." Blackttone : Com-
mentai-ia, bk. iii., ch. 6.

B. As subst. : A tin-mine, tin-works. The
term is generally used to include in one
general designation all the tin-mines within a
certain district, the miners employed in work-

ing them, and the customs and privileges
attached to the mines and those employed in

them.
"

II by publlck law the mint were ordained to be
onely supplied by our stannariet, how currently would
they pass for more precious than silver mines t

"
Sp.

Ball : Select Thought*.

Stan nate, s. [Eng. stannic) ; -ate.]

Ohem. : A salt of stannic acid,

stannate of potassium, s.

Chem. : KaSnOj. Prepared by dissolving
stannic acid in potash-ley, and evaporating
over sulphuric acid. It is gummy, uncrystal-
lizable, and strongly alkaline, very soluble in

water, but insoluble in alcohol.

stannate of sodium, s.

Chem. : Na-jSnO^ Prepared by dissolving
stannic acid in soda-ley, and evaporating over

sulphuric acid. It is a crystallo-granular
body, and is less soluble in warm than in cold

water, insoluble in alcohol. Used in calico-

printing as a mordant, chiefly for mixtures of
wool and cotton.

* stan - nel,
*
stin'-yel,

*
stan'-nell, *.

[Prpb.
a corrupt, of stand-gale, from the habit

which the bird has of sustaining itself in onewnicn me oira nas 01 sustaining iise.ii in one

position, with its head to the wind, by a rapid
motion of the wings ; cf. its other name,
Wind-hover.] The Kestrel (q.v.). Called also
""

-'el, Stanyel, Stannyel, Stone-pale.
o prevent this daunger, therefore, the dove* need
>ve with them the bird which is called Tiimnn-
, tt, a kestrlll, or ttanneU."f. aolUutd:
f. bk- T.. eh. TTiviL

Wind-hover.] tiic nenu-n ^.v.;. vai

Btaniel, Stanyel, Stannyel, Stone-gale.

to ha'
culus, ..*., . ~.

ini, bk. I., ch

Btann-e -thyl, s. [Eng. stannfum), and %!.]
CAm. (PZ.): Ethyl compounds of tin. Three

of these are at present known : viz., stannous
ethide, Sn'^CjHij^, stannoso-stannic ethide

8n'"j(C2H5)g, and stannic ethide Sn"(C2H8)4,
the tirst and second acting as organic radicles

capable of uniting with chlorine, bromine,
oxygen, &c., and the third being a saturated

compound.

Stan'-nic, a. [Eng. stann(um); -ic.] Con-
tained in or derived from tin.

stannic-acid, s.

Chem.: H2SnO3. Obtained by adding
barium or calcium carbonate, not in excess,
to a solution of stannic chloride. When
recently precipitated, it is gelatinous; but

after drying in the air, it forms hard trans-
lucent lump* like gum-arabic. It dissolve* in

the stronger acids funning stannic salts, and
forms easily-soluble suits wuh the alkali

inetuls.

stannic-chloride, s.

RIDE.]
[TlN-TETRACHLO-

stannio-ethide, s.

Chen,.: Su"(C-jHs)4. Stannotetrethyl. A
transparent colourless liquid obtained by the
distillation of sUuinous ethide. It lias a faint

ethereal odour and metallic taste, sp. gr. 1*19,
boils at 181, and is very inflummable, burn-

ing with a dark blue-edged flume. It dis-

solves iodine with a brown colour, which
gradually disappears.

stannic-oxide, s. [TIN-DIOXIDE.]

Stan-nif'-er-ous, a. [Lat. stannum = tin,
and /ero = to bear, to produce.] Producing or

containing tin.
" The further addition of the oxide of tin produces

an eu:uiiel of an upaque white of great purity, which
is the characteristic glazing of ttannijftrmu or till-

glazed wares." fortnum: Alujolica, p. 4.

stan -nine, stan -mte, s. [Lat. stann(um)= tiu ; sutf. -ine, -ite (Min.) ; Fr. etain tul-

fure; Ger. zinnkies.}

Mineralogy :

1. An ore of tin, now of rare occurrence, but
formerly found in a few mines in Cornwall in

fair quantity. Crystallization undetermined,
but probably tetragonal ; found mostly mas-
sive. Hardness, 4'0 ; sp. gr. 4'3 to 4'5 ; lustre,
metallic ; streak, blackish ; colour, steel-gray,
sometimes with a bluish tarnish ; opaque ;

brittle. Compos. : sulphur, 2SP6; tin, 27'2;

copper, 29'3 ; iron, 6'5 ; zinc, 7'5 = lOO'l.

2. Under the name Staunite, Breithaupt has
described an amorphous pale-yellow mineral,

which, with much tin oxide, contains also
much silica. Now shown to be quartz, in

which finely divided cassiterite (q.v.) is me-
chanically suspended.

stann-mo thyl, s. [Eng. stann(um), and
methyl.]

Chem. (PI.): Methyl compounds of tin.

Compounds analogous in constitution to the

stannethyls, and resembling them generally
in their properties and modes of formation.
Three of these are known, viz., stannous
methide, Sn'XCHgXj, stannoso-stannic methide,

,
and stannic methide

Stan-no-, pref. [Lat. stannum = tin.] Of,

pertaining to, or consisting more or less of
tin.

stan-nd-di-e'-thyl, *. [Pref. stanno-, and
Eng. diethyl.} [STANNOUS-ETHIDE.]

Stan-no-SO-, pref. [Mod. Lat. stannosus
full of tin.] Pertaining to tin, largely con-

sisting of tin.

stannoso stannic chloride, s. [TiN-

8ESQUICHLOK1DE.]

stannoso stannic ethide, .

Chem. : Sn'^C-jHs^. Stannotriethyl. A
slightly yellow retractive oil obtained by
digesting an alloy of sodium and tin with

ethyl iodide, exhausting the mass with ether,

evaporating the ethereal solution, and washing
the residue with alcohol. It has a peculiar
odour, resembling that of rotten fruit, is

insoluble in water and alcohol, soluble in

ether, and boils at 180.

Btan-no-tS-trSth'-yl, . [Pref. ttanno-, and
Eng. tetrethyl.] [STANNIC-ETHIDE.]

stan-no-tri-e'-thyl, s. [Pref. stanno-, and
Eng. triethyl.] [STANNOSO-STANNIC ETHIDE.]

stan no type, . [Lat. ttannum tin, and
Eng. type.}

Photog. : A picture taken upon a tinned iron

plate.

stan -nous, a. [Lat stnnnum = tin.] Of,

pertaining to, or containing tin.

stannous- chloride, *. [TIN-DICHLO-
EIDE V

stannous-cthlde. s.

Chem. : Kn^C^B^. Stannodiethyl. A thick

yellowish oil, obtained bv heating ethyl iodide
and tinfoil in a sealed glass tube to 160*, and
decomposing the resulting iodide with sodium
or zinc. It has a pungent odour, is insoluble

In water, soluble in alcohol and ther, sp. gr.
1-658, doe not ^olidify at -

12*, and cuuuot
be distilled without decomposition.

stannous oxide, s. [TIN-MONOXIDE.]

stan-num, s. (Lat. = tin.] [Ti.v.]

*
stant, v.i. [For standeth, 3rd pers. sing. pr.
iiidic. of stand.]

Stan-tien itc, s. [Etym. doubtful, but pro-
bably after a Mr. StanUen ; suff. -ite (.Win.).]

Min. : A black resin found in glauconitic
sands in East Prussia. Sp. gr. 1-175. Compos. :

carbon, 71-02 ; hydrogen, 8'15 ; oxygen. 20'83
= 100. Insoluble in benzine, alcohol, dec.

* stan tlcnt (ti as sh), s. [STANCHION.]

Stan -tion, 5. [STEMSON.]

*
Stan'-yel, s. [STANIEL.]

stan za, "starve,
"

stanze, 'stan-zo,
*. [Ital. stanza; O. Ital. s(ftn(ia = a lodjring,
a dwelling, a stanza, from Low Lat. stantia =
an abode, from Lat. stuns, pr. par. of sto = to
stand ; Fr. stance ; Sp. & Port, estancia.]

1. Poetry: A number of lines or verses

regularly adjusted to each other, and properly
ending in a full point or pause ; apart of a
poem ordinarily containing every variety of
measure in that poem : a combination or ar-

rangement of lines usually recurring, whether
like or unlike in measure. A stanza is va-

riously termed Terzina, Qnartetto, Sestina,
Ottava, &(., according as it consists of thiee,
four, six, eight, ic., lines.

"Therefore (but not without new-fashioning the
whole frame) I cln.se Aqiostu's ttunza. of all utl.ei the
most compleat and best-proportioned, consisting of
eight; six interwoven or alternate, and a couplet in
base." Drayton : Baront' Wart. (Pref.)
*
2. Arch. : An apartment or division in a

building ; a room or chamber.

Stan za'- ic, a. [Eng. stanza ; -ic] Pertaining
or relating to a stanza or stanzas ; consisting
of or arranged as stanzas.

"That revolt against all ttanzaic law for wl.lch hi
was afterwards to become so famous." Athtnceum.
Feb. 25, 1882.

Stanz a ite (z as tz), s. [After Stanzen,
Bavaria, where found ; suff. -ite (A/in.).]
Min. : The same as ANDALCSITE (q.v.).

*
Stanze, * stan-zo, s. [STANZA.]

Sta pe'-di al, a. [Low Lat. stapes a itir-

rup.] Stirrup-shaped.

Sta pe'-di-us, s. [Mod. Lat, from Low Lat
stapes (q.v .).]

Anal. : A muscle of the ear, lying in a small

cavity of the os petrosum and inserted into the
head of the stapes. It is governed by fibres
from the facial nerve, tightens the tympanic
membrane, and is supposed to regulate the
movements of the stapes.

sta-pe'-li-a, *. [Named by Linnapus after

John Boda'us Stapel, who died in 1636. He
was a physician at Amsterdam, and wrote a
commenta y on Theophrastus.)

Bot. : The typical genus of Stapeliese (q.v.).
Corolla rotate, five-cleft, fleshy, containing
inside it a double stamina! corona of leaves
or lobes; odour of the flowers like that of
carrion ; stems succulent. The branches are

generally four-sided and toothed, without
leaves. More than a hundred species are

known, from the Cape of Good Hope. Some
are cultivated in gieenbouses on account of
the beauty of their flowers.

sta pe-li e'-w, s. pi. [Mod. Lat stapeli(a),
Lat. fern. pi. adj. sutf. -en-.]

Bot. : A tribe of Asclepiadaceae.

Sta pes, . [Low Lat. = a stirrnp.]

1. Anat. : The third and innermost bone of
the ear, named from its form. It is composed
of a head, a base, and two crura. It is the

auditory ossicle, which is joined tothe/e;is<ra
avails, and corresponds with the columella in

Sauropsida.

2. Surg. : A bandage for the foot, making
a figure-of-8 round the ankle.

Staph:
!s-a -grl a, s. [Lat. ttaphis ; Gr.

ora^u's (staphi*) (1) a raisin, (2) stavesacre

(see def.), and aypiot (agrios) = living iu the

fields, wild.]

Pharm. : The seed of Delphinium Staphi*

fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or. wore, woll, work, who, son; mute, cftb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. , ce = e; ey = ; qu = kw.
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aarln, the Stavesacre, or Licebane (q.v.). It

ppe.irs to act as an emetic, purgative, and
antheliuintie. A powder or ointment of it

applied externally destroys vermin.

Staph-Is-a'-gric, a. [Eng.staphisagr(ia);-ic.]
Contained in or derived from staphisagria

(q.v.).

staphlsagrlc-acid, *.

Chem. : A peculiar acid, said to exist in the

seeds of Delphinium Staphisugria. It is white,

crystalline, and sublimable, and possesses
emetic properties.

Staph is-a-grme, . [Eng. staphisagr(ia) ;

Chen. : Staphisaine. An alkaloid extracted

from the seeds of Delphinium Staphisagria by
alcohol. It has a slightly yellowish colour

and a sharp taste, is insoluble in water and

ether, very soluble in alcohol, and dissolves

in acids, but without neutralising them.

Staph'-is-aine, s. [STAPHISAGRINE.]

Staph'-y-le, s. [Gr. = a bunch of grapes.]

A nat. : The uvula.

Staph-y-le'-a, s. [Abridged from Gr. <rra<f>v-

lo&ev&pov (sfaphulodendron) = the bladder-

nut]
Bot. : Bladder-nut (q.v.); the typical genus

of Staphyleacese (q.v.). The branches of

Btai'hylea Emodi are made into the "serpent-
sticks" which are sold by the Afghans and
the Indian hill tribes, it being supposed that

they possess the property of keeping off

snakes.

staph-yl-e-a'-cS-aJ, s. pi. [Mod. Lat

sUtphyle(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ace<e.]

Bot. : Bladder-nuts ; an order of Hypo-
gynous Exogens, alliance Sapindales, some-
limes reduced to a section of C'elastracese.

Leaves pinnate, with common and partial de-

ciduous stipules ; flowers in terminal, stalked

racemes; sepals five, coloured, imbricate;

petals five, inserted in or around a crenate,

nancer-shaped disk ; stamens live, styles two
or three, cohering at the base; ovary two or

three-celled, with the carpels more or less

distinct ; ovules several ; fruit membranous
or fleshy ; seeds ascending, roundish. Known
genera, three; species, fourteen, widely dis-

tributed.

Staph'-y-line, a. [Gr. <rra#vA>j (staphule)= a
bunch of grapes.]

Min. : Botryoidal (q.v.).

Staph y-lm'-i-dze, s. pi [Mod. Lat. staphy-

liu(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suit'. -id(K.\

Entom. : Rove - beetles : Devil's Coach-
horses ; the typical family of the section

Biache!ytra(q.v.). Some recent entomologists
make it the only fanuly of the section, and
divide it into eleven sub-families, with about

6,000 species. These are spread over the

world, occurring in the dung of animals, in

decaying animal and vegetable matter, under
the bark of tiees, in fungi, in ants' nests, &c.

They fly abroad in large numbers in warm
evenings after sunset. Their larvse more
nearly resemble the adults than in other Cole-

optera, showing their rank in the order to be
low. (Bates, in Cassell's Nat. Hist.)

Btaph-JMl'-nfis, s. [Lat, from Gr. trraQv-
AII-OS (sta]ihnUnos) = (l) a kind of carrot or

parsnip ; (2) a beetle.]

Entom. : The typical genus of Staphylinida
(q.v.) Labrum fissile; tarsi always penta-
merous. They are the largest of the family,
and are predaceous. Six or more species are
British.

Btaph y-lo'-ma, s. [Lat., from Gr. <rra<f>v-

Aiofta (staphutonM) ; crra^uArj (staphvlf) = a
bunch of grapes, to which the diseased por-
tion <>f the eye sometimes bears a remota re-

semblance.]
Patliol. : The protrusion of part of the eye-

ball l>eyond its natural position. When the
affection has its seat in the cornea it is called

staphyloma corneas ; when in the sclerotica,
i. scleroticce. It may arise from the ulceration
of the cornea, or from the effu.sion of fluid

behind the lens of the eyeball. Called also

Staphylosis.

Staph'-y-lo-plas-tlc, o. [Erig. starhylo-

plajt(y); -ic.J Of or relating to staphyloplasty
(q.v.).

staph'-y-lo-plas-ty, *. [Gr.

phuU) the uvula, and vkdaaru

mould, to form.]

Surg. : The operation for replacing the soft

palate when it has been lost

Staph-y-ldr'-a-phic, a. [Eng. staphyle-

>'/"''(.//); -"'-I Of or relating to stapliylo-

raphy (q.v.).

staph y lor -a-phy, . [Gr. <rra4>v\j (sta-

pnule) = the uvula, and pcufj (rhaphe) = a
suture ; pairru (rliapto) = to sew.]

Surg.: The operation of uniting a cleft

palate.

Staph-y-lo'-sls, s. [STAPHYLOMA.]

8taph'-y-l6-tdme, s. [Or. <rrupvA)j (staphule)
= the uvula, and TO^ (tome)= a cutting.]

Surg. : A knife for operating upon the uvula
or palate.

Staph-y-lSt'-d-my, s. [STAPHYLOTOME.]

Surg. : Amputation of the uvula.

sta pie, *sta-pel, 'eta pil, 'stap-yllc,
s. & a. [O. Fr. estaple, estupe (Fr. elape) a

staple, or mart, from Low Ger. stapel a heap,
a storehouse of wares ; Uut. stapel a staple,
a pile ; Dan. stabel = a hinge, a pile ; Sw. stapel
= a pile, a heap; Ger. staffel = & slip, a

staple; stapel a pile, a heap. The meaning
A. I. 7 is directly from A.S. stapul = a prop.]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

LA prop, a foundation, a support.

*2. A heap of goods or wares; hence a
settled or established mart or market ; an

emporium ; a town where certain wares were

chieHy taken for sale. In England, formerly,
the king's staple was established in certain

ports or towns, and certain goods could not be

exported without being first brought to these

ports to be rated and charged with the duty
payable to the king or public. The principal
commodities on which customs were levied

were wool, skins, and leather, and these were

originally the staple commodities.
"
Bruges . . . was the great ttnple for Iwth Mediter-

ranean and Northern merchandise,"-Battam: Middle

Ages, h. ix., pt. ii.

*
3. A mart, a market, a place of production.

" This city of Ams'erdam, tlrongh she be a great
ttfivte of news, yet I can impart none unto you at this

time." Boa It : LeUert, bk. i., let. &.

4. The commodities sold at a mart ; hence
the principal commodity grown, manufactured,
or produced in any country, district, or town,
cither for exportation or home consumption.

6. The material or substance of anything ;

raw or unmanufactured material.

6. The thread or pile of wool, cotton, or flax.
" Her wool whose itiplt doth excel.

And seems to overmatch the golden Phrjgia'' fell."

llrayton: Poin-Olbion.

f. The principal element or ingredient in

anything ; the chief constituent ; the main

part, the chief item.

8. A how or loop of metal bent and formed
with two points for driving into wood, to hold
a hook, pin, bolt, &c.

" He gan the strong gates hew and break :

From wheus be bet the ft <pia ont of l>nss."

Surrr.0 : rirgile ; ,nrit U.

*
9. A district, especially one granted to an

abbey.
" He also grannted libertle of coyning to certaine

cit'es and ablieies. all wing them niteitapte. and two
puncheons at a rate, with certaine restrictions."

Camden : Krmalnes ; Honey.

n. Technically:

L Foundry : One of the pieces of nail-iron,

a few inches long, on one end of which flat

discs of thin sheet-iron are rivetted.

2. Mining :

(1) A shaft uniting workings at different

levels.

(2) A small pit
B. As adjective :

*
1. Pertaining to or being a staple or mart

for commodities : as, a staple, town.
*

2. Established in commerce ; settled.
" To ruin with worse ware our ttapte trade."

firydm: Annul Mirabili*. ccrii.

*3. According to the laws of commerce;
marketable ; fit to be sold, &c.

" What needy wrirswonld n"t sottclttu work under
such mast.m. who will take n'.' t I.HJI wnrf at thHr ,.>vn

rates, an.l trunble nt ti">iuselves tu examine wlieu.er

it lie tbtplt or not "ifwi/t.

4. Chief, principal, main ; regularly pro-
duced or manufactured.

"The said three commodities (wool, (kins, and
leatherl . . . were styled the MM* coiumodltiesoi
the kingdom, because they were obliged to be bruughi
to these puru where the king's ttaplc WHO established,
in order to be t hero tint rated, and theu exported."-.

; Comment., bk. L, ch. vili.

Staple-knee, *. [STANDARD-KNEE.]

staple-punch, s. A punch with two
points, used to prick blind-rods and slats to
receive the staples which connect them.

sta'-ple, v.t. [STAPLE, s.] To sort and adjust
the ditierent staples of : as, To stable wool.

sta'-pler,
*
sta-pel-er, *. [Eng. stapUe);

-er.]

1. A dealer in staple commodities.
"
Stapleri and merchant-adventures, the one re-

ilding constantly in one place, where they kept their
magazine of uool, the other stirring, and adventuring
todivcri places abroad." HamU : Lctteri, bk- i., let 3.

2. One employed in assorting wool accon'

ing to its staple.

Star (1),
*
starre,

*
sterre, . [A.8. stem;

cogn. with Dut. ster (in comp, sterre); O. H.
Ger. sterro; Icel. stjarna; 8w. stjerna ; Dan.
stjarne; Goth, stairno; Ger. stern; Lat
Stella (for sterula) ; Gr. OCTT^P (aster) ; Corn. &
Sliet. steren ; Wei. seren ; Sunsc. tard (for
stdrd), stri. From the same root as ttrva

(q.v.).]

L Ordinary language:
1. Literally :

(1) In the same sense as II. 2.

'{He] sow'd with Mart the heav'u thick as a field*
iliUm: P. L., vii. Sit.

(2) Something resembling a star ; spedf.,

(a) An ornamental figure, having rays like
a star, and worn upon the breast to indicate
rauk or honour. (Tennyson: Wellington, 19ft.)

(d) The series of radial spokes, forming
handles, on the roller of a copperplate or

lithographic printing-press.

(c) A reference mark () used in printing or

writing as a reference to a note in the margin
or at the foot, or to fill a blank where words
or letters are omitted ; an asterisk.

" Remarks worthy of riper observation, note with a
marginal tlnr." Wattt.

(d) A radiating crack or flaw, as in ice or

glass. (Tennyson : Epic, 12.)

2. Fig. : A person of brilliant or preeminent

qualities, especially in a public capacity, as

distinguished actor or singer.

IL Technically:
*

I. Astral. : A heavenly body supposed to
have influence over a person's life ;

a con-

figuration of the planets supposed to influence

fortune.

U Hence the expressions, To thank one's

stars, To be born under a lucky star, &c.

-2. Astron. : The word star is popularly ap-

plied to any of the heavenly bodies, with the

exception of the sun, the moon, and comets.

Strictly speaking, the name is limited to the

self-luminous bodies, constituted like the

snn, and apparently maintaining a fixed posi-
tion towards each other. [FIXED-STARS, STAB-

DRIFT.) Till recently the hypothesis that the

fixed stars, which are undoubtedly suns, are

all surrounded by planets, was formed solely
on the analogy of the solar system ;

now the

discovery of an apparent planet revolving
round Sirius (q.v.) places it on a firmer basis.

The fixed stars have long been grouped into

constellations. [CONSTELLATION.] The apjia-

rent revolution of the celestial vault with all

the constellati'inH around a fixed point near

Polaris, or the Pole Star (q.v.), is produced
by the real rotation of the earth.

3. THllianis: In the game of pool, an
additional life bought by a player who has

already lost his three lives. In a {:aiiie of

less than eight players there is only one star.

So called from the player's colour on the scor-

ing-board being marked with a small siar.

"The ttar cannot be taken before the balls hT9
done rolling.

" rtM, Jan 2\ 1886.

4. Fort. : A small fort, having fire or more

points, or salient and re-entering awl
flunking one another. Called also a Star-frt.

5. Her. : An estoile ; a charge frequently
borne on the shield, differing from tlx

mullet in h-iving its rays or points waved

instead of nfriirht, and in having usually six

of these point*, while the mullet liss only
five. When the number Is greater, the points
are waved and straight alternately

boil, bo^; p6fct, J6%1; eat, cell, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, feem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eyist. -ing,

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -don = ahun ; -(Ion, -ion = zhon. -dous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, Ac. = bel, del.
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6. Pyrotechny : A small piece of inflammable

composition., which burus with a coloured
flame.

HI. OrdtrofthtStar: An order of knight-
hood formerly existing in Fiance, founded in

1300, in imitation of the Order of the Garter
In England, then recently instituted.

2. Order of At Star of India : An order of

knighthood instituted in February, 1861, to
commemorate the direct assumption of the

government of India by Queen Victoria, and
subsequently enlarged in 1S66, 1875, and 1876.

It is conferred for services rendered to the
Indian Empire.
The collar of gold consists of the lotus of

India, palm branches tied together, and altern-

ate red and white roses, the whole enamelled
in their proper colours. The badge is an oval

onyx cameo of her Majesty, surrounded by
the motto and surmounted by a star of

STAR.
(Order of Ike Star of India.)

diamonds. The star is a five-pointed one
composed of diamonds, resting npou a light
blue enamelled circle bearing the motto, the
whole surrounded by rays of gold. The
ribbon is sky-blue, with narrow white stripe
towards each edge. The motto on the badge
is

" Heaven's Light our Guide."

3. Star of Bethlehem :

Hot. : (1) The genus Ormthogalum(q.v.), and
pec. 0. Mmbettatum ; (2) Hypoxis decumbens ;

(3) Stellaria Holostea ; t (4) Hypericum, caly-
ein'nn ; (5) Applied to some species of
Allium. Ornithogalum is a genus with
somewhat numerous species, almost exclusively
confined to the Eastern Hemisphere, many
belonging to the Cape of Good Hope, some to

the south of Europe. 0. umbellattim bears 6 to

9 large flowers, white and somewhat fragrant.
It is a native of France, Switzerland, Germany,
.Vc., but is naturalized and a common wild
flower in the United States.

4. Star ofJerusalem :

Bat. : Tragopodon romfoliiu and T. prolen-
lis. Jerusalem is a corruption of ItaL Giro-

*>le, from its turning to the sun.

5. Star of'night :

Hot. : Clusea roseo.

6. Star of the earth i

Dot. : Plantago Coronopus. Named because
the leaves spread on the earth in star-fashion.

(Prior.)

1! Star is largely used in compounds, the

meaning being in most cases sufficiently

obvious, as star-aspiring, star-bespangled, star-

erowned, star-encircled, star-vaved, star-roofed,

ttar-x-prinkl&l, &C.

star-anise, s.

Bot. : lUicium anlsatum, a small tree of the
order Magnoliacea?, indigenous to China and
Japan. The seeds resemble anise, whence
the name. In India they are used medicinally,
in Europe they are employed chiefly to flavour

spirits.

Star-anise oil :

Chem. : A volatile oil extracted from the
seeds and seed-capsules f Illicium anisatum.
It has a pale yellow colour, and resembles
anise oil in taste, odour, and nearly all of its

reactions, but is more mobile, and remains

liquid at + 2.

star-apple, .

Bot. : The fruit of Chrytophyttiim Cainlto.

It is about the size of a large apple, with ten

cells, and ten seeds disposed round the centre.

[CHRYSOPHYLLOM.]

Star-bearers, . pi. [BETHLEHEMITE, 3.]

*
star-blasting, s. Th gnpp>8d per-

nicious influence of the star*.

"Bleu thee from whirl* null. ttar-Nattinff, and
taking."-Shalutp. : Lour. Ul. 4.

Star Chamber, s.

Eng. Hist. : A court of civil and criminal

Jurisdiction at Westminster. As originally
constituted, it consisted of a committee of
the Plivy Council. When remodelled by
Henry VIII., it consisted of four high officers

of state, with power to add to their number
a bishop and temporal lord of the council,
and two justices of the courts at West-
minster. It had jurisdiction in cases of

forgery, perjury, riots, maintenance, fraud,
libel, and conspiracy, and generally of every
misdemeanour, esi>ecially those of public im-

portance. It was exempt from the inter-

vention of a jury, and had the power of in-

flicting any punishment short of death. Under
Charles I. its jurisdiction was extended to
cases properly belonging to the courts of com-
mon law, and its process was summary, and
frequently iniquitous, the punishments in-

flicted being cruel and arbitrary, and mainly,
if not solely, for the purpose of levying fines.

It was abolished by the Statute 10 Charles I.
" That court of Justice. BO tremendous In the Tudor

and part of tne Stuart reign, the ttar-chamber, still

keeps its name; which was uot taken from the stars
with hinh ita rouf is said to have been painted (which
were obliterated even before the reign of queen Eliza-
beth), but from the starra (Hebrew thetan or Jewish
covenants, hieh were deposited there by order of
Richard I. In chests under three locks. No Starr was
allowed to be valid except found in these repositories :

here they remained till the banishment of the Jtwt
by Edward I." Pennant : London, p. 1M.

1J Now used derisively in referring to any
inquiry or investigation (especially of a politi-
cal character) conducted with entire or partial
secresy.

star cluster, t.

Astron. : A spot or region of the sky thickly
studded with stars. [CLUSTER, s., f ; NEBULA.]

* star-conner, * star-eooner, s. One
who cons or studies the stars ; a stargazer,

an astrologer.

* star-crossed, a. Not favoured by the
stars ; unfortunate.

star-diamond, s.

Min. : A diamond, which, when viewed by
transmitted light through one of the octahe-
dral planes, displays a six-rayed star.

star-drift, s.

Astron. : (See extract).
"
It may, indeed, sometimes happen, as Mr. Proctor

has pointed out, that stars in a certain region are
animated with a common movement. In this phen-
omenon, which has been called ttar-drift by its dis-

coverer, we have traces of a real movement shared in

by a number of stars in a certain group." Bali: Story
of the Heavens, p. 48.1.

Star-falling, s. [STAB-JELLY.]

star-finch, s.

Ornith. : The Redstart (q.v.>

star-fish, .

1. Zool. : A popular name for any individual
of the family Asteriadte or Asteridse (q.v.);

applied specifically to the Common Star-fish,
Asterias (Uraster) rubens, a familiar object on
the British coasts. The body is more or less

star-shaped, and consists of a central portion,
or disc, surrounded ly five or more lobes, or

arms, radiating from the body and containing
prolongations of the viscera ; but in some
forms the central disc extends so as to include
the rays, rendering the animal pentagonal in

shape. [See illustration under Asterias.] The
integument is of a leathery texture, and is

often strengthened by calcareous plates or

spines. The mouth is situated in the centre
of the lower surface of the body ; and the
anus is either absent or on the upper surface.

Locomotion is effected by means of peculiar
tul>e-like processes [AMBULACRUM], which are

protruded from the under-surface of the arms.
The nervous system consists of a gangliated
cord suirounding the month, and sending
filaments to each of the arms. The young
generally pass through a free larval stage,

[EcHiNOP^emuM], and parthenogenesis seems
to occur in Asterias. Star-fish are extremely
voracious, and are very destructive to fisher-

men by devouring their bait. They possess in

a high depi-ee the power of reproducing lost

members, and abound in all seas. [BRITTLE-
STAR.]

2. Bot. : Stapelia Asteriat.

star-flower, s.

Hot. : (1) Borraijo tjficliwlU ; (2) various
specie* of SUllaria ; (S) Qrnithogalum, um-
bUittum, from thy stllat whit* flowers ; (4)
TrientulU umeritMim.

tar-fort, .

Fort. : The same as STAB (1), II. 4
star fruit, t.

Bot. : Aetinocarpiu Damasoniitm, called Mso
Damasonium stellutum. It is named from the
radiated star-like fruit. IACTINOCARPUS, IAM-
6MH8K.]

tar-grass, i.

Bot. : (1) The genns CaHitriche, named from
the grassy appearance and stellate leaves ; (2)
Asperula odorata ; (3) the genus Hypoxis ;

spec. H. erecta, a small plant, with grassy
lea\ es and star-shaped yellow flowers ; (4) the
genus Aletris.

' star-hawk, . Prob. a mistake tea

Sparhawk = a Sparrow-hawk.

star-head, s.

Bot. : The genus Asterocephaltu.

star-hyacinth, .

Bot. : (1) Scilla aittitmnalis ; (2) S. WJblfa,
named from the stellate look of .the open
flowers.

tar-jelly, s.

Bot. : Nostoc commune, a trembling, gelati-
nous plant which springs up after rain.

Called also Star-shoot, Star-shot, and Star-

slough, from the old folk-superstition that it

was part of the remains of a fallen star.

(See extract for an obsolete hypothesis as to
this plant.)

" The gelatinous substance known by the name ot
ttar-stiot. or star-jelly, owes Its origin to this bird, or
tome of the kind ; being nothing but the halfdigested
remains of earthworms, on which these birds feed,
and often discharge from their stomachs. "Pennant I

British Zoology, vel il, p. 6.18.

tar-light, s. & a. [STARLIGHT.]

tar-lizard, t. [STELLION.J

star map, s.

Astron. : A map of the stars or constella-

tions visible in a portion of the sky. The
observer is supposed to be looking either due
north or due south along the meridian of the

place.
* star - monger, . An astrologer, a

quack. " A cobler, ttar-monger, and quMk."
Swift : Elegy on Partridge.

star-nose, .

ZooL : Condylura cristate, the sole species
of the genus. It is about five inches long,
brownish-black in colour, a little paler be-

neath. At the extremity of the elongated
nose is a sort of fringe of about twenty long,

fleshy processes, forming a regular star, with
the nostrils in the centre. Called also Stan
nosed Mole.

star-nosed mole, . [STAR-NOSE.]

tar-reed, *.

Bot. : Aristolochia fragrantissima. Its root
is used in Peru against dysentery, malignant
inflammatory fever, cold, rheumatism, &c.

tar-ruby, *.

Min. : A variety of red corundum (q.v.), ex-

hibiting a six-rayed star when cut en cabochon,

tar-sapphire, s.

Min. : A variety of sapphire (q.v.), which,

owing to an internal lamellar structure, shows,
when cut en cabochon, a six-rayed star.

Star-Shake, s. A defect in timber, con-

sisting in clefts radiating from the pith to the

circumference.

star-shaped, a.

Bot,. : Stellate (q.v.).

star-shoot, star shot, *. [BTAR-JISLLY.]

* star-shooter, . An old term of con-

tempt for an astronomer. (From their using

optical instruments to observe the stars.)
" When navigators began tomake observations with

Instruments on deck, the self-sufficient called them
ttar-thaotert. and. when a stars altitude WHS taken,

would ask them if they had hit it." from Matter tt

Spirit, by C. D., Pref. by A. B.

star-slough, *. [STAR-JTXLV.]

star-spangled, a. Spangled with stars .

as, The stiir-xp'ingled banner is the national

flag of the United States.

fate, tat, tare, amidst, what, tall, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t
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star-spotted, a. Spotted or studded
With, or us with stars.

Wlills evening's solemn bird melodious weep.
Heard by itar-tpotttd bays, beneath the sUeps."

H'urdlievrth: DfttriptiH BkftthM.

tar-stone, . [STAB-IAPPHIKB.]

tar-tall,*.
Ornith. : Any Individual of the genus

Ph..<:thon (q.v.).
" On account of It* shrill 07, the sailor* call It the

Boatswain. bird They also call it by the name of tt'ir-

tail, on account of the long projecting tail feathers."
Wood: lllu. fiat. Hitt., 11. 76*.

tar-thistle, .

Botany :

1. Centaurea CaJcitrapa, a British biennial

plant, from one to two feet high, with inter-

ruptedly pinnatiftd leaves, long spines, and

rose-purple flowers. It is rare. [JERSEY
STAB-THISTLE.]

2. Centaurea solstitiali*.

tar-wheel, 3.

Horol. : A wheel having radial projections,
which engage with a pin on the hour-wheel,
employed in repeatiug-clocks. Also used in

metres and registers.

star* and bars, s. A field of three
bars with a number of stars representing the
number of States

;
used as a distinctive flag by

the Southern Confederacy. ( U. S.)

stars and stripes, *. The flag of
the United States : a field of thirteen stripes,

representing the thirteen original States, and
a blue union with as many white stars as there
were States in the Union on the Fourth of

July last preceding. ( (.'. 8.)

tar (2), shtarr, s. [Mod. Lat. starrum, from
Heb. "tt?TlJ (shetar)= a deed, a contract, TOO
(shatar) to write.] An ancient name for all

deeds, leases, or obligations of the Jews, and
also for a schedule or inventory.

tar, v.t. & i. [STAB (i). ]

A. Transitive:

1. To set or adorn with stars or bright
radiating bodies ; to bespangla

"
Like a sable curtain ttarr'd with gold."

Young : night Thought!, ix. 6S.

2. To make a radiating crack or flaw In : as,
To star a mirror. (Colloq.)

B. Intransitive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. To shine as a star; to be brilliant or

prominent.
" Buch his fell glances as the fatal light
Of starring comets that look kingdoms dead."

Crathaw.

2. To shine above others, as a theatrical or
musical performer ; to appear as an actor, <tec.,

in the provinces amongst inferior players.
(Theat. slang.)

II. Billiards : To buy an additional life at

pool. [STAR (1), *., II. 3.]

tar blind, a. [A.S. stare-blind ; Dut. tter-

blind ; Dau. starbliud ; Ger. staarblind ; Dan.
$tcer, Ger. staar cataract, glaucoma.] Pur-
blind; seeing obscurely, as from cataract;
blinking.

star board, * star - boord, * stere-
bourdc, * store burde, s. & a. [A.S.
ttenrbord= the steer-bord, from stedr = a

rud'ler, and bord a board, the steersman
standing on the right side to steer; Dut.
ttuurboord, from stuur = helm, and boord =
board, border ; Icel. stjdrnbordhi = starboard,
from itj6rn = steerage, and bordh board,
side of a ship; Dan. styrbord, from styr =
steerage, and bord = board ; Sw. styrbord.]

A. As substantive :

Naut. : The right-hand side of a vessel,

looking from aft forward ; in contradistinction
to port, which was formerly called larboard.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to, or on the right-
hand side of a vessel, looking from aft forward :

as, the starboard quarter, the starboard tack,
Ac.

tar'-board, v.t. & i. [STARBOARD, s.]

A. Transitive:

Naiit. : To tnrn or put to the right or star-

boRrd side of a vessel : as, To starboard the
helm.

B. Intransitive :

Naut. : To turn or put the helm to the right
or starboard side of a vessel.

" Whether the steamer ttarboaraed." Daily Ttle-

yraph, Dec. 8, 1884.

8tar9h,
*
starche, s. & a. [A weakened form

of stark (q.v.), as bench from A.S. benc, arch
from Fr. arc, &c. ; Ger. starke = (1) strength,
(2) starch, from start = strong.]
A. As substantive :

1. Lit. & Technically :

(1) Chem. : (C12H :>oO 1o). Amylum. Fecula.
One of the most important and widely dif-

fused substances in the vegetable kingdom,
being found, in greater or less quantity, in
almost every plant. To prepare it, the root
or seed is finely ground, so as to break the

cell-membranes, stirred up with water, and
the milky liquid, after passing through a fine

sieve, allowed to stand for some time, when
the starch settles to the bottom of the vessel.

It is a glittering white powder, soft to the

touch, tasteless, and insoluble in cold water.

Sp. gr. 1'505 at 19. Under the microscope
it is found to consist of granules varying in

size, according to the plant from which it is

obtained, from '002 to "18J millimetre in dia-

meter. The granule consists of a thin envelope
or series of envelopes, having the composition
of cellulose, and enclosing the true starch
matter or granulose. In water heated to more
than 40, the granules swell, burst the integu-
ment, and the granulose diffusing through
the liquid makes the mass appear like a solu-
tion. On cooling, if too much water has not
been used, it becomes a transparent or semi-

transparent jelly, and dries to a hard mass.

Sulphuric acid and diastase change it into

dextrose, maltose, or dextrine, according to
the temperature and the agent employed.
Heated to 160, starch is converted into dex-

trin, sometimes called British gum. The most
characteristic reaction for starch is the deep
blue colour which it gives with iodine.

(2) Bot. PhysM. : Starch is deposited in

vegetable cells. Starch grains are stored up
as reserve food material in bulbs, rhizomes,
tul>ers, the cellular parts of endogenous stems,
seeds, &c. It is starch which makes the

grains of cereals and the seeds of leguminous
plants so nutritive.

2. Fig. : A stiff, formal manner; formality,
starchedness, primness : as, To take all the
starch out of a person.

* B. As adj. : Stiff, precise, starched, prim,
formal.

"
Philips came forth as Itarch as a Quaker."

Burkinahamtliin: Election if laurtat.

starch-corn, a.

Bot. : Triticum SpeUa.

starch-hyacinth, .

Bot. : Muscari racemosum.

starch-sugar, s. [GujcostJ

8tar9h, v.t. [STARCH, s.]

L To stiffen with starch.

2. To make stiff and heavy with starch.
" These Manchester goods ... are o< fibre heafily

Itarched." Field, Oct. 3, 1885.

Stabbed, a. [Eng. starch; -ed.]

L Literally :

* L Stiffened, stiff, stark.
" Wide he star'd and ttarched hair did stand."

P. Fletcher : Purple Iiland. vli

2. Stiffened with starch.
" WhoT This in the itarched beard!" Ben Joraon :

Every Man out of hit Humour, iv. 4.

IL Fig. : Formal, stiff, precise, starchy.
" Does the Gospel any where prescribe a itarched

squeezed countenance, a stiff formal gait, or a sin-

gularity of manners?" Swift.

, *. [Eng. starched ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being starched ; stiff-

ness in manners ; formality, preciseness.

"Chancing to smile at the moor's deportment, as
not answering to the ita.rchr<tnet* of his own nation."

L. Addiinn : Weit Bursary, p. 105.

Starch'-cr, s. [Eng starch; -er.] One who
starches; one whose occupation is to starch

linen, &c.
"The taylors, ttarchert, serosters."

Martton : Com. of What few Will.

starch'-1& &dv- [Eng. starch, a. ; -ly.] In a

starch, stiff, or formal manner ; stiffly, primly,

precisely.
"
I might, with gnd patience enonirh. talk ttarchly."

twift : Lftttr in Sheridtnl Ltfe (1T04X

*
star9h'-ne*s, . [Eng. starch, a.; -ness.]

Stiffness, starchedness, preuisaness.

8tar9h'-wort, t. [Eng. starch, s., and wort.}

Bot. : Arum maculatum. Named because
its tubers yielded the finest starch for the
rufls worn in the reign of Elizabeth. [ARUM.]

*
Star9h'-#, a. [Eng. starch, a. ; -y.}

1. Consisting of starch, resembling starch.

2. Stiff, precise, formal in manner, prim.
"
Nothing like their ttarchy doctors for vanity."

0. Eliot ntiddlemarch, ch. xxil.

*star'-craft, *. [Eng. star, s., and craft.]

Astrology.
" Under the selfsame aspect of the stars
(O falsehood of all ttarcraft t) we were born."

Tennytun : The Lover'l Tale, I.

Stare (1), s. [A.S. steer, stceru, steam ; copn.
with Icel. starri, start; Dan. st<vr; Sw. stare;
Ger. staar; Lat. sturnus.] [STABLING.] A
starling.

A popinjay, apye, or* ttare." Myot : Oovernowr,
hk. L, ch. siii.

tare (2), s. [STARE, v.] The act of one who
stares ; a fixed look with eyes wide open.

tare (3), *starr, s. [Ger. starr= rigid.]

Bnt. ; Various coarse sea-side grasses and
sedges; spec., Psamma arenaria, Carex aren-

aria, and C. vulgaris.

tare,
*
star-yn, v.i. & t. [A.8. starian =

to stare ; cogn. with Icel. stara, stira ; Sw.
stirra ; Dan. stirre ; Ger. stieren.]

A. Intransitive:

L Ordinary language :

L To look with eyes fixed and wide open ;

to gaze earnestly, as in admiration, wonder,
surprise, stupidity, horror, fright, impudence,
or the like ; to fix au earnest gaze upon some
object." Wild itared the Minstrel's eyes of flame."

Scott: Ulenjinlat.

2. To stand out stiffly ; to stand on end ;

to be stiff, to bristle.
"
[Thou] makest my hair to ttare."

Shakeip. : Julius Catar, IT. 8.

II. Art: To stand out with undue promi-
nence. Used of any featu^ or bit of colour
in a picture that claims attention when it

should subserve the general effect.

B. Trans. : To look earnestly or fixedly at ;

to gaze at with a bold or vacant expression ;

to affect or influence by staring, as to drive

away or abash. (Followed by out of.)

"A bear ... as I approached with my present,
threw his eyes in my way, and stared me out of uy
resolution." Additon : Guardian.

1 For the difference between to star* and
to gape, see GAPE.

If To stare in the face : To be evident before

the eyes ; to be clear and obvious. (Lit. fig.)
" This terrible object ttarei oar speculative inquirer

in theface." Bolingbroke : The Occasional Writer.

*star-ee', *. [Eng. starve); -ee.] A person
stared at.

"
I as stare r, and she as itaree."Hiu Edgevmrth :

Belinda, ch. iii.

Star -er, s. [Eng. stare, v. ; -er.] One who
stares.

" A ttarer is not usually a person to be convinced

by the reason of the thing.*Steele: Spectator, No. ML

*8tarfe, pret. of v. [STARVE.]

* star^ful,
*
star'-full, a. [Eng. star ; -full. ]

Starry. (Sylvester : Vocation, 889.)

star -gaz er, starre-gas-er, s. [Eng. star

(1), s., and gazer.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who gazes at the stars ;

a contemptuous name for an astrologer, and
sometimes for an astronomer.

" Let now the astrologers, the itarregasert. and
prognosticatours stand vp." Ita. xlvii. 13. (1583.)

2. Ichthy. (PI.): The group Uranoscopina
(q.v).

star'-gaz ing, s. & o. [Eng. star (1), 8., and

gazing.]

A. As subst. : The act or practice of ob-

serving or studying the stars ; astrology.

B. As adj. ; Looking at, observing, or ad-

miring the stars. (Swift : Elegy on Partridge.)

Star-1-er, . [Eng. star (1), s., -ter.] An
astronomer.

Without any maner of nlclte of ttarieru iinagina.

don." Chaucer: Ttitament of Lnue, bk. ill.

b&U bo>; pdut, J6%1; cat, fell, chorus, gala, bench; go, gem; thin, fbls; dn, as; expect, Xenophon, e^lst. ph - ft

-clan, -tlan = shaa. -tion, sion = stun ; -tion, -gion = zhun. -cloua, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, ic. - bel, del.
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Star' -ing, pr. par,, a., & cuh: [STARS, .]

A. As pr. par. : (See the rerb).

B. ^ j adjective :

L Gazing fixedly and earnestly with widely
opened eyes.

2. Standing stiffly up ; standing on nd ;

bristling.

8. Very bright, glaring, dazzling : as storing
colours.

C. Aiadi'. : Staringly.
"Stark, ttaring mad.' Dryden : Perrita, sat T.

tar -Ing-iy, adv. [Eng. starinij ; -ly.] In

staring manner ; with fixed or wild look.

Stark, v.t. [STARK, a.] To stiffen.
"
II horror have not ttark'd yonr limbs."

Taylor : St. Ctemenfi KM, r. .

Stark, 'starke, a & adv. [A.S. ttearc;

cogn. with Dnt. sterk; IceL tterkr; Dan.
ttcerk ; Sw. & Ger. starfc.]

A. As adjective :

L Stiff, rigid, as in death.
" Many a nobleman lies tftrrk and stiff."

Sbalcelp. : 1 Uexry IP., T. .

2. Stout, strong, powerful.
" Counted was baltb wight and ttark."

Burnt: El*n.

3. Entire, full, perfect, absolute.

"Consider the ttark security
The commonwealth 1 In now."

Ben Jonton : Catiline, L 1.

4. Mere, gross, downright, pure.
" He is a ttarti heretlke.

M-r T. Hart : Wortet,

PL SSI.

*5. Naked.
"
I stripped and dressed mylf. for ... there was

no harm In my being ttark." Walpote : Letfrt, iv. 24.

B. As adv. : Wholly, absolutely, entirely,

completely, purely.
The courtiers who attended him, ten or twelve In

nnmbrr. were start naked." Macaulay : Bat. Eng.,
eh. xxlv.

stark'-en, v.t. [Eng. starfc ; -en."] To make
stiff; to stiffen. (Taylor: Edioin the Fair, iv. 4.)

stark'-ljf, adv. [Eng. starfc; -ly.] Stiffly,

strongly.
" When It lies ttarUy In the traveller's bones."

Shatetp. : Meature/or Meature, iv. 1

stark'-ncss,
* starke-nesse, s. [Eng.

stark; -ness.] Stiffness, rigidity.
" The stiffness* and itarkrneue of the times.* P.

H'Uand : Ptiiue, bk. xxxl, en. X.

Star'-k^-ites, s. pL [Named from the Rev.

Samuel Starky, rector of C'harlinch, to whom
Prince was curate in 1840.] [PRINCEITES.]

star -less, *ster-lesse, *sterre-les, a,

[Eng. star (1), s. ; -?ess.] Destitute of stars ;

having no stars visible ; not starlight.
"
Dark, waste, and wild, under the frown of night
Starlea expoe'd." Milton : P. L., iii. 425.

star'-let, s. [Eng. star (1), s. ; dimln. suff.

-let.] A little star.

tar -light (gh silent),
*
Starr-light, s.&a.

lEng. ttar (1), s., and light, s.]

A. At subst. : The light emitted by, or pro-
eeeding from, the stars.

" Dark In comparison, when this was done,
As moon or $tarlighi to uieridiau sun."

Byram : A Memorial Abttract.

B. As adj. : Lighted by the stars, or by
the stars only ; starlit.

"
Owls, that mark the setting sun, declare
A ttarlight evening and a morning fair.*

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia L MS.

Star'-like, a. [Eng. star (1), s., and like.]

1. Resembling a star ; radiated like a star ;

stellated.
" The nightshade tree rises with a wooden stem,

green-leaved, and has ttiirtUce flowers." Mortimer:
Sutbandry.

2. Bright, lustrous, illustrious, luminous.
* With itartikc virtue in its place may shine ;

Shedding benignant influence."
Wordtwort\: Reclute.

Star -ling (1),
*
ster-lyng, s. [A dimin. from

stare(l),s.(q.v.).]
Ornith. : A popular name for any individnal

of the genus Sturnus (q.v.), sometimes ex-
tended to the whole family [STURNID^I, but
specifically applied to Sturnus vulqaris, the
Common Starling, abundant in most parts of
Britain and the continentofEurope, frequently
visiting northern Africa in its winter migra-
tions. The male is about eight inches long.
general colour of the plumage black, glossed
with blue and purple, the feathers, except
those of the head and fore-neck, having a

triangular white spot on the tip. The female
Is very similar, but has the feathers tipped
with broader spots, those on the upper part*
being light brown. The eggs are from four to
six in number, light blue in colour, and art

delimited in some hole or crevice on a scanty
lining. Starlings feed on snails, worms, and
insects ; they are gregarious, uniting in large
flocks, and may be readily distinguished from
all other birds by their whirling method of
flight They become exceedingly familiar in

confinement, and display great Imitative

powers, learning to whistle tunes and to
articulate words and phrases with great dis-

tinctness.

starling-like birds, . pL
Ornith. : The sub-order Sturniformes (q.v.).

star ling raster -ling,.s. [Etym. doubtful.)

Hydr.-eng. : An enclosure consisting of piles
driven closely together into the bed of a river,
and secured by horizontal pieces at the top.
The space between th rows of piling, being
filled with gravel or stone, forms an effectual

protection for the foundation of a pier.

star'-llng, a. & s. [STERLING, a.]

Star'-Ht, a. [Eng. star (l),s., and lit.] Lighted
by the stars ; starlight.

s. [Polish.] A Polish nobleman
possessed of a castle or domain called a

Starosty (q.v.).

Star -6s ty, *. [Polish.] A name given in
Poland to a castle or domain conferred on a
nobleman for life.

starred, starred, a. [Eng. star (IX * ; -*.]

1. Studded or decorated with stars ; be-

spangled.
2. Set in a constellation.
" Or that ftamd Ethiop queen that strove
To set her beauty's praise abuve
The sea-nymphs, am4 their powers offended."

Milton : II Penteron, 19.

3. Influenced by the stars. (Usually in

composition, as ill-starred.)
" Starred most unluckily."

Bkakrtp. : I Xtnry IV., L &
4. Having a radiating crack or flaw : as, A

mirror is starred.

*
star'-ri-iy,

* staf-rSMy, v.t. [Eng. star;
i connect. ; suff. -ft/.] To mark with a star.

" His forehead ttarryji'd."
Sylaetter: Bandie-Craflt, 418.

star-rf-ness, s. [Eng. starry; -ness.] The
quality or state of being starry.

Star'-rjr,
*
star-rle, a, [Eng. star (1), s. ; -y.]

1. Abounding with stars ; studded or
adorned with stars.

" At once the four spread out their starry wings."
Miltan : r. L., vtfar.

2. Consisting of or proceeding from stars ;

stellar, stellary.

3. Shining like stars ; bright, brilliant.
" The peacock sends his heavenly dyes,
His rainbows and his ttarrn eyes.

Cowper : Mrt. Montague't Feather Hanffingt.

*4. Connected with the stars. (Byron.)

5. Having rays radiating like those of a
star ; shaped like a star ; stellate, steUiforin.

starry puff-ball, t.

Bot. : The genus Qeaster or Geastrum (q.v.).

* star' shine, *. [Eng. star, s., and shine.]
The light of the stars.

" Neither noontide nor starMne . . .

Slight pierce the regal tenement."
Browning : Pararelnu, iv.

Start,
* stertc (pa. t. *stirte, *storte, *sturte,

started), v.i. & t. [Cf. Dut. storten = to pre-

cipitate, to plunge, to rush ; Dan. styrte = to

fall, to hurl ; Sw. storta = to cast down, to
ruin ; Ger. sturzen = to hurl, to precipitate,
to ruin ; Low Ger. steerten = to flee.)

A. Intransitive:

1. To make a sndden and spasmodic move-
ment ; to move suddenly and spasmodically,
as with a twitch ; to make a sndden and in-

voluntary movement with the body, as in

surprise, fear, paiu, or other feeling or emo-
tion.

"Starting is both an apprehension of the thing
feared land. In that kind, it is a motion of shrinking) ;

and likewise an inquisition, in the beginning, what
the tuxtter should be (and in that kind It is a motion
of erection); and therefore, when a man would listen

suddenly to anything, he ttarteth ; for the starting is

an erection of the spirits to attend." Baton : fat.
hilt., | 713.

2. To shrink, to wince.
M With trial flit touch me his finger end ,

If he b. chute, the flame will back deaosad,
And turn him to no p.uu ; but. If he ttart,
It Is the flesh ef a corrupted heart"

Xfiakaii. : Merry Wivet, T. ft.

S. To move suddenly ; to rise and move
abruptly ; to mak a sudden or unexpected
change of place ; to spring from a place or
position.

" From her betnmbled couch she itarteth."

WxiA-Mji) .- Rape of Lucrece. 1,087.

4. To set out ; to commence a course, as a
race, a journey, or the like ; to begin or enter
npon any career, enterprise, or pursuit: as,
To start in a race, to start in business, &c.

5. To be moved from a fixed position ; to
lose hold ; to l>e dislocated.

" You must look to see another plank in the State-
vessel Hart ere long." Snuthey : Lettert, iv. 66.

6. To change condition at once ; to make a
sndden or instantaneous change.
B. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language :

1. To cause to start ; to disturb suddenly ;

to startle.
" Dlreness familiar to my slaughterous thoughts.
Cannot once ttart me." Shaketp. : Macbeth, v. t,

2. To cause to start or move suddenly from
concealment ; to cause to rise and flee or fly.

"The blood more stirs
To rouse a lion than to start B hare."

Sltaketp. : 1 Henry jr.. i. S.

*
3. To produce to view suddenly ; to raise)

or conjure up.
" Brutus will ttart a spirit as soon as Caesar."

Shaketp. : Juliut Caesar, i. 1
4. To move suddenly from its place ; to

cause to lose its hold ; to dislocate.
"
One, by a fall in wrestling, started the end of the

clavicle from the sternon." Witeman : Surgery.

6. To give the signal to for beginning a
race ; to act as a starter to : as, To start com-
petitors.

6. To bring forward ; to raise, to allege.
"What exception can possibly be itarttd against

this stating?" Hammond.
7. To invent or discover ; to originate.
" The sensual men agree in pursuit of every plea-

sure they can ttart." Temple.

8. To set in motion ; to set agoing : as, To
ttart an engine.

9. To begin, to commence ; to put in opera,
tion.

"
Starting a loan-office, and calling himself Ely the."

Victoria Magazine, Nov., 1886, p. S3.

1L Naut. : To empty, as liquor from a cask ;

to pour out.

H (1) To start after: To set out in pursuit
of ; to follow.

(2) To start against : To set up as a candi-
date in opposition to ; to oppose.

(3) To start an anchor :

Naut.: To make it lose its hold of the

ground.

(4) To start a tack (or a sheet) :

Naut. To slack it off a little.

(5) To start for : To set out for ; to become
a candidate or competitor for.

(6) To start up : To rise suddenly, as from
a seat or conch ; to come suddenly into
notice or importance.

Start (1),
* stert (1), s. [START, v.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A sudden, involuntary motion, twitch,
or spring, caused by surprise, fear, pain, or
the like.

" The fright awakened Arclte with a start."

Drydm: Palamon t Arcite. L S.
2. A sudden voluntary movement, or change

of place or position.

3. A quick movement, as the recoil of an
elastic body ; a shoot or spring.

"In strings, the more they are wound up and
strained, and thereby give a more quick ttart back,
the more treble is the sound." Bacon : Hot. Hi*.
*
4. A bursting forth ; a sally.
" Several aurts of fancy, off-hand, look well enough ;

but bring them to the test, and there is nothing ID
'tia."i'itranae : Fablet.

5. A sudden fit ; a spasmodic effort ; a
sudden action followed by intermission.

" She did speak In startt distractedly."
SHnkei>. : Twelfth Kigttt. 11. .

6. A sndden beginning of action or motion :

a sudden rousing to action ; the setting of

something agoing.
" How much had I to do to calm his rag* t

Mow fear I this will give it Uart again."
Shaketp. : Samlet, ir. T.

&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or. wore. wolf. work, who, son : mute. cub. curs, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, ae, ce = e ; ey = a j o.u - kw.
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7. First motion from a place ; first motion
In a race or the like ; the act of setting out ;

cutset.
" The eager dogs upon the itart do draw."

Drayman: Pulg-Otbioti, s. 23.

8. A starting-post.

"Capital 'vantage ground for spectator*, especially
11 the it'tri and finish and the club rafts be plated at

the went end.' Field. Feb. 19, 1887.

EL Hydraul. : One of the partitions which
determine the form of the bucket in an over-

shot wheel.

U To get (or have) the start: To be before-

hand ; to gain the advantage in a similar
nndei taking ; to get ahead. (Followed by of.)

"She might have forsaken htm If he had not got the
Mart of her."Dryden: Virgil ; *eneid. (Dedic.)

tart (2),
* stert (2), s. [A.S. steart = a tail ;

Iccl. sterti ; O. Dut. steert ; Dut. stert ; Low
Ger. steerd; Ger. sterz; Dan. stiert; Sw. stjert.]

L Ordinary language :

*
1. A tail ; the tail of an animal.

2. Something resembling a tail, as the
handle of a plough. (Prw.)
IL Mining : The lever of a crab or gin, to

which the horse is attached.

start' er, . [Eng. start, v. ; -er.]

1. One who sets out or starts on a race, a

journey, or the like.
"
If I had been asked to make out a list of probable

ttartrrs. I should certainly have Included all those
mentioned." Referee, April 17, 1887.

2. One who or that which sets persons or

things in motion ; specif., a person who gives
the signal for the beginning of a race ; an ap-
paratus for giving an initial motion to a

machine, especially such as may be at rest on
a dead centre.

"
Only a couple of the twenty-one coloured on the

ard faced tiie ttarter." field, Oct. 3, 188S.

*
3. A dog that rouses game.

"There were two varieties of thi kind, the Frit
tued in hawking, to spring the game, which are t'ae

nine with our ttartert." Pennant : British Zoolojy ;

The Dog.
*

4. One who shrinks from his purpose ;

one who suddenly moves or suggests a ques-
tion or an objection.

5. A beginning; a first effort; as, this will
do lor a starter. ( Colloq.)

start ful, a. [Eng. start (IX s.; -fuHf).] Apt
to start; skittish.

" Where dost thou delight to dwell t
With maids of honour, ttartfal virgin'"

Wolcoit : Peter Pindar, p. IT4.

start'-ful-ness, *. [Eng. startful; -ness.]
The quality or state of being startful ; skit-

tishness ; aptness to start

Btart'-Ing, pr. par. or a. [START, v.}

starting-bar, s.

Steam-eng. : A hand-lever for starting the

valve-gear of a steam engine.

gtarting-bolt, . A drift-bolt (q.v.).

starting -hole, & A loophole, an
evasion, a subterfuge.

" What farting-hote canst thou now find out?"
BHakeip. : 1 Heara I V., It 4.

starting-place, s. A place at which a
start or beginning is made ; a starting-point.
(Denham.)

starting-point, a. The point from
which anything starts; a point of departure,

Starting-post, s. A post, stake, barrier,
&c., from which competitors start in a race.

starting price, s.

Boeing: The odds on or against a horse at
the time of starting.

" A little jade of a mare, whose Itarting-price had
been 16 to 1, took the lead, and held it. Saturday
Renew. NOT. 25, 1882, p. 70S.

1 Used also adjectively.
"
Making stay-at-home itarting-priee bookmakers

mart." Rtferet, April 17. 1887.

starting-valve, .

Steam-eng. : A small valve used in starting
the main valves of large steam engines when
setting the engine to work.

starting-wheel, .

Steam-eng. : A wheel operating the valves
In starting the engine.

Starf-Ing-iy, adv. [Eng. starting; -ly.]

By sudden tits ; by fits and starts ; spasmodi-
cally, abruptly.

" Why do you speak o ttartlnglii T
"

Shaketp. : Othf.Ua. ill. 4.

*
start'-ish, o. [Eng. start, v. ; -ish.] Apt to
start ; skittish, shy. (Said of horses )

star tie, ster-tle, stir-tie, v.i. & t [A
frequent, from start, v. (q.V-XJ
A* Intransitive:
*

1. To move spasmodically or abruptly ; to
start.

'

The startling horses plunged and fl'in :."

Scott: lard of the Isl.n, v. SI.

2. To run, as cattle stung by the gad-fly.
" Or by Madrid he takes the rout . . .

Or down Italian vista itar let."

Burnt : Two Dogt.

B. Transitive:

1. To cause to start; to excite by sudden
alarm, surprise, or the like ; to alarm, to

shock, to fright.
" The supposition at least, that angels do sometimes

assume bodies, needs not iturtle us." LocJCe : Human
Undent., bk. ii., cb. xxiii.

*
2. To deter, to move ; to cause to deviate.

" His known affections to the king's service, from
which it was not possible to remove or ttartle him."
Clarendon: Civil War.

*
star'-tle, s. [STARTLE, v.} A. start, a fright ;

a sud. leu motion or shock caused by an un-

expected alarm, surprise, or the like.

Start -ling, pr. par. & a, [STARTLE, .)

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Impressing suddenly with fear

or surprise ; strongly exciting or surprising.
"
It may now perhaps be a ttartling thonght, that

they are Just upon the edge of eternity.
"

Gilpin :

.Sermons, vol. ill., ser. 22.

start -ling ly, adv. [Eng. startling; -Jy.]

In a startling manner ; so as to startle.
"
Whirling with tt<irtlingl# sharp twists down a

steep zigzag. Eng. lUuttr. Mag., Aug., 1884, p. 697.

* Start -Ush, o. [Eng. startl(e); -is*.] Apt
to start ; start ish, shy, skittish.

* start-up,
* stert -up, s. & a, (Eng. start,

v., and up.]

A. As substantive :

L One who suddenly comes into notice or

importance ; an upstart.
" That young itartup hath all the glory of my ovr-

throw." Shukesp. : Much Ada About Huthing, i. 3.

2. A kind of rustic shoe with a high top or
half gaiter.
" Fie upon t, what a thread 't here ! a poor cooler's wife
Would make a finer to sew a clown's rent itartup."

Ford: Picture, v. 1.

B. As adj.: Suddenly coming into notice
or importance ; upstart.

" Father Falconara'r itartup son." Walpole : Cattle

Of Otranto, ch. ir.

Star-va'-tlon, . [Eng. stance); -ation.]

According to Horace Wai pole (Letters, ii. 396)
it was first used by Mr. Dundas, afterwards
Viscount Melville, in a debate on American
affairs in 1775, and in consequence he obtained
the nickname of Starvation Dundas.] The
state of starving or of being starved ; ex-

treme suffering from cold or the want of food.

Starve, 'Sterve (pa. t *starf, starved), v.i.

& t. [A.S. steorfan (pa. t. stearf, pa. par.
storfm)= to die ; sterfan = to kill ; cogn. with
Dut sterven (pa. t. slierf, storf, pa. par. ge-

storven); Ger. sterben (pa. t. starb, pa. par.

gestorben.]

A. Intransitive:

*1 To die, to perish.
" He that ttarf for oar redemption."

Chaucer: O, T., 4,983.

2. To perish with, or suffer extremely from
hunger ; to suffer extreme want ; to be very
indigent

"
But, said the Pharisee, if yon tell yonr poor father

you intended to dedicate your money to holy uses,
you may let him ttarte."0ilpin : Sermont, vol. ill,
scr. 6.

3. To perish or die with cold ; to suffer ex-
treme cold. (Prov.)

" Have I seen the naked ttarce for cold.
While avarice iny charity controlled J"

Sandyt: ParapJtrate.

*4. To be hard put to it, through want of

anything.

B. Transitive:

L To kiH or distress with hanger; to dis-

tress or suudue with famine.
"

I am ttarted for meat.*
Shiiketp. : Taming of the Shrew, IT. t

2. To kill, afflict, or destroy with cold.

3. To destroy by want or deprivation of

anything.

4. To deprive of force or vigour ; to psV

ralyze.
"The powers of their minds are ttarvcd by dlsoMh

and liave lost that reach and strength which nature
titled them to receive." Lucke.

starve acre, s.

Bot. : Ranunculus arvensis. So called from
its impoverishing the soil, or indicating that
the land is poor. (Britten & Holland.)

Starved, pa. par. & a. [STARVE, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

Bot. : Less perfectly developed than hi
usual with plants of the same family, as tho
lower scales of a cyperaceous plant, which
produce no flowers.

Starve -ling, a. ft s. [Eng. starve; dimin.
guff, -ling.}

A. As adj. : Hungry, lean
; pining with

want.
" And ttarteling famine comes of Urge expense.*

lip. Ball: Satiret, ii. L
B. As subst. : An animal or plant thin,

lean, and weak through want of nutriment
"But there are, apart from this predatory class,

plenty of deserving ttaraelingt who might honestly be>

relieved." Obterver, Nov. 15, 188S.

* star
1

-ward, a. [Eng. star (1), s. ; -ward.]
Pointing or reaching towards the stars or sky.

"
1 clomb thy itn-uxird peak not long ago."

BlMkie : Lays of Uijhlandt, te.. p. M.

Star'-wdrt, s. [Eng. star (1), s., and wort.]

L Botany :

(1) Sing. : A popular name for (a) The genus
Stellnria, (6) Aster Tri/mlium, (c) Heloniat
dioica, (Britten & Holland.)

(2) PI. : The Callitrichacese (q.v.).

2. Eiitom. : A British night-moth, Cucullta
asteris.

stas'-is, s. [Gr. o-rao-tt (stasis) = a placing, a
setting, a standing.] [STATIC.]

Pathol. : Stagnation of the blood or othef
fluid in a vessel of the body, from the cessa-
tion or slowness of its movement.

stass'-furt-ite, s. [After Stassfurt, Prussia,
where lound ; suff. -ite (Min.).]
Min, : Named in the belief that it was

hydrous boracite (q.v.), but since shown to
contain chloride of magnesia, which is very
deliquescent. Is a massive boracite.

* stat'-aL a. [Eng. stat(e) ; -al.] Of or n*
lating to a state, as distinguished from the

general government

Stat'-ant, a. [Lat sto = to stand.] [Posi.J

* sta-tar'-I-an, a. [Lat. statarivs = station*

ary ; sto= to"stand.] Steady, well-disciplined.
" A detachment of your itatarian soldiers to escort

him into the regions of physiology and pathology."
Search : Light ofNature, voL ii., pi ii., ch. xxiiL

*
Sta-tar'-i-an-ly, adv. (Eng. statarian;
-ly.} In a statarian manner.

" Your skirmishing parties . . . shall never drive my
ttatarianli/ disciplined battalliou from its ground."
Search: Light of Nature, vol. ii, pt. ii.. ch. xiii.

*sta'-tar-y, a. [Lat statarius.] Fixed,
settled.*

" The set and notary times of paring of nails, and
cutting of hair, U thought by many a point of con-
sideration." Browne: Vulgar Errourt. bk. v., ch. xzi.

State,
* stat, s. & a. [O. FT. ?st<it (Fr. Mat)s

estate, case, nature, from Lat. statum, accus.
of status = condition, from statum, sup. of
ito = to stand ; Sp. & Port estado; ItaL stato.

State and estate are doublets.]

A. As substantive :

1. Condition as determined by circumstances
of any kind ; the condition or circumstances
of any being or thing at any given time ; posi-
tion.

"I all alone beweep my outcast tate*
Shalca,>. : Sonnet*.

2. Bank, condition, standing, quality.

*3. A seat or chair of dignity ; a throne.

"This chair shall be my Hate, this daggfc. or
ceptre." Shaketp. : 1 Henry IV.. ii. 4.

4. A canopy ; a covering of state.
" His high throne, which under Hate
Of richest texture spread, at th upper end
Was plac'd in regal lustre." Hilton : P. I.., . 44t>

5. Royal or gonjesus pomp ; splendour}

appearance of greatness.
"

iliifh on a throne of royal ifate."
Mil tun : P.L.. ii. L

, b6y; poUt, J6%1; cat, 96!!, chorus, $hin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; stn, as; expect, Xenophon, e^lst. -lift

-clan, -tian = Shan, -tion, -slon = shfin; -(ion, -gion - rinn- -olons, -tious, -sioiM = siiiia. -bio, -die, ic. s bgl, do]*
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6. Dignity of deportment.
With what gnat ( he heard their embassy."

.Juketn : Wintry Y.. ft. 4,

*
7. A person of high rank. (Milton: P. L.,

1L 387.)
' & Estate, possession.

"
Strong was their plot.

Their ttata far otf, and they of wary wit.'
IXinM. (Todd.}

9. One of the separate commonwealths which
ar combined to form the United States of

America, each of which stands in certain

relations of subordination to the central or

national government, but possesses an inde-

pendent i*>\ver aa concerns its internal affairs:

as, the State of Pennsylvania. The original
thirteen of these were separate colonies, which
combined in revolt against Great Britain, and
afterwards associated into a federal republic, to

which new states have lieeu added till they
now number 45. New Mexitv and Arizona may
oon be made states, leaving only 2 territories.

10. Any body of men constituting a commu-
nity of a particular character in virtue of

certain political privileges, who partake either

directly or by representation in the govern-
ment of their country ; an estate : as, The
Lords spiritual and temporal and the Com-
mons are the states (or estates) of the realm
in Great Britain.

11. (PI): The legislative body in the island
of Jersey. It consists of fifty-five persons,
including the Bailiff of the island, who is ex

offifio president.
" The State* of Jersey on Monday pasted a measure

to enable landlords to evict refractory tenants."
MfynoItU Xetetptper, Feb. 13, 1837.

H States-General : The bodies that consti-
tute the legislature of a country, in contra-
distinction to the assemblies of provinces ;

specifically, the name given to the legislative
assemblies of France before the revolution
of 1789, and to those of the Netherlands.

12. A whole people united into a body
politic; a civil and self-governing community.
(Often with the).

13. The power wielded by the government
of a country ; the civil power, often as con-
trasted with ecclesiastical.

" The same criminal may be absolved by the church,
and condemned by ihettate; absolved or pardoned by
the ttate. yet censured by the church." Lelley.
*

14. A republic, as opposed to a monarchy.
* 15 Stationary point or condition ; crisis,

height ; point, as that of maturity between
growth and decline, or as that of crisis be-
tween the increase and the abating of a
disease.

" Tumours have their several degrees and times : as

beginning, augment, itate, and declination." Wife-
nun : Surgery.
*

16. That which is stated or expressed in
words or figures ; a statement ; a document
Containing a statement.

" He pnt on his spectacles and sate down to examln*
Mr. Owen's ttatei." Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxiv.

B. As adjective :

L Pertaining to, or belonging to the com-
munity or body politic ; public.

2. Used on, or intended for occasions of
state or ceremony : as, a state carriage.

*
3. Stately. (Spenser : Shep. Col. ; Sept.)

H For the difference between state and
tltuation, see SITUATION.

state-ball, s. A ball given by a sove-

reign or viceroy.

State-barge, a. A royal barge ; a barge
used on occasions of state.

state-bed, s.

decorated bed.
An elaborately-carved or

State-carriage, s. The carriage used by
sovereign, prince, or any public official on

occasions of state.

State-craft, s. The art of conducting
state affairs ; state-management, statesman-

ship.
" He had gained two kingdoms by ttate-craft, and
third by conquest." Macaulay : Bitt. Eny., ch. xx.

State-criminal, s. One who commits
an offence against the state ; a political of-
fender.

State-house, . The building in which
the legislature of a state holds its sittings ;

the capitol of a state.

state-monger, s. One who dabbles or
Is versed in state affairs.

state-paper,
lating to tue inrelating

state.

A paper or document
terests or government of a

State -prison, s. A prison or jail in
which state-criminals are confined. In Amer-
ica, the name given to a public prison or

penitentiary.

state-prisoner, . A state-criminal ; a
political offender.

State Rights, . Those rights and
privileges not specially delegated by the Con-
stitution to the. United States Government, nor
yet prohibited by it to the individual States.
UJ. S. Constitutional Law.)

state-room, s.

1. A magnificent room in a palace or great
house.

2. A small cabin, usually for two persons,
and elegantly fitted up, on a steamer.

"
Leading to the ladles' saloon and state-room and

the Mute-room of the owner." Century Magazine,
Dec., 1878, p. 606.

3. An apartment in a railway sleeping-car.

State Sovereignty, *. The theory
upheld by the secessionists, that sovereignty
ultimately resides, not in the people of the
United States as a whole, but in the people of
each separate State.

state-sword, s. A sword used on state

occasions, being borne before the sovereign
by a person of high rank. Called also a Sword
of State.

state-trial, *. A trial for a political

offence, as treason.

State's evidence, . Testimony in-

troduced by the State prosecutor ; also, evidence
tendered by an accomplice in a crime.

,

States-General, . pi. [STATE, ., 10. f.]

state, v.t. [STATE, *.]
*

1. To set, to settle, to fix, to establish.

[STATED.] (Pope: Essay on Man, iii. 107.)

2. To express or declare the particulars of ;

to set down in detail or in gross ; to make
known specifically ; to represent all the cir-

cumstances of ; to declare fully in words ; to

narrate, to recite.
"
Many other Inconveniences there are consequent

to this noting of this question.' Hammond : Workt.
i.462.

Stat'-ed, pa. par. & a. [STATE, v.]

A. Aspa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Settled ; regular ; occurring at regular
intervals ; not occasional.

" Men should assemble at tinted interval! for the
public worship of God." Bp. Borsleu : Oerinont, vol.

L, ser. 21.

2. Fixed, established, settled : as, a stated

salary.

stat'-Sd-ljf, adv. [Eng. stated; -ly.] At
stated or settled times ; at certain intervals ;

regularly.

state H ness, * state-li-nesse,
* state-

ly-ness, s. [Eng. stately ; -ness.] The quality
or state of being stately ; loftiness of mien or

manner; dignity, majestic appearance.
"In beau tie and itutelinette of building . . . there

was not any other in the realme comparable."
Bolimhed : Xichard II. (an. 1381).

State -ly, a. & adv. [Eng. state ; -ly.]

A. As adjective:

1. August, grand, noble ; having a noble or

dignified appearance.
" Now Is the ttately column broke,"

Scott: ilarmion. L (Introd.)

2. Elevated or dignified in sentiment ; ma-
gisterial.

" He maintains majesty in the midst of plainness,
and is ttately without ambition." Oryden. (Todd.}
* B. As adv. : In a stately manner; statelily,

loftily. (Milton: P. L., v. 201.)

State'- merit, s. [Eng. state, v. ; -ment.]

1. The act of stating, declaring, reciting, or

presenting verbally or on paper.

2. That which is stated, declared, or re-

cited ; the embodiment in language of facts

or opinions ; a narrative, a declaration, a re-

cital.

stat'-er (1), . [Eng. stat(e), v. ; -er.J One
who states.

* sta'-ter (2), . [Or.]

Numis. : The name of certain coins current
in ancient Greece and Macedonia. The gold

MACEDONIAN STATKK.

stater of Athens was worth al>out 94.00; th
silver stater about 88 cents, and the Macedonian
gold stater about $5.25.

States'-man, . [Eng. states, and man.',

1. One who is versed in the arts of govern-
ment

; one eminent for political ability; a
politician, in tlie be.-t sense.

" The word Uatetmen, Is of great latitude, sometime*
signifying such who are able to manage offices of state,
though never actually called thereunto." fuller:
Worthltt, ch. vi.

2. One employed in the administration of
the affairs of government.

"
It is a weakness which attends high and low ; th

Itateimiin who holds the helm, as well as the peasant
who guides the plough." South.

3. A small landholder, as in Cumberland.
(Prow.)

States man lUie, a. [Eng. statesman ; -like.]

1. Worthy of or becoming a statesman.
"This great land question should be dealt with in a

UatesmaMike manner." Daily Telegraph, Sept. 23, 188*.

2. Having the manner or experience of a
statesman.

States'-man-ly, adv. [Eng. statesman; -ly.]

In a statesmanlike manner ; in a manner be-

fitting a statesman ; like a statesman.

States'-man-Ship, s. [Eng. statesman; -ship.]

The qualifications or occupation of a states-

man ; political skill or experience.
" A perfect connoisseur in ttatesmanMp."

Churchill : Candidate.

* states'-WO-man, *. [Eng. state, and woman.]
A woman who meddles in public affairs.
"
[She may] be utatetwoman, know all the news." m

Jonton : Silent Woman, ii. L

Bt&t'-fc,
* Stat ick, a. & s. [Or. <rraTo*

(statikos) = at a standstill, from a-rarot (states)
= placed, standing, from <rra- (sta-), root of

lorn/Lit (histemi) = to stand.]

A. As adj. : The same as STATICAL (q.v.X

B. As subst. : [STATICS].

stat'-Ic- al, a. [Eng. static ; -al]

1. Pertaining to bodies at rest or in equili-
brium.

2. Acting by mere weight, without pro-
ducing motion : as, statical pressure.

statical-electricity, . [FRICTIONAL*
ELECTRICITY.]

statical-figure, s.

Physics : The figure which results from the

equilibrium of forces : as, the statical figure
of the earth. (Lyett.)

Stat Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. statical; -ly.] In
a statical manner ; according to statics.

Stat'-I-ce, s. [Lat., from Or. <rraTi(cij (statikl)
= an astringent herb, probably Armeria
maritima.]

Bot. : Sea-lavender ; the typical genus of

Staticeae (q.v.). Perennial herbs, with radical

leaves, and unilateral spikes on a panicled

scape ; calyx funnel-shaped, plaited, dry, and
membranous ; petals united at the base,

bearing the stamens ; styles distinct, glabrous ;

stigmas filiform, glandular. Known species

fifty or sixty, from the sea-shores in Western
Asia and other parts of the north temperate
zone. S. caroliniana, the Marsh Rosemary of

North America, has narrow, obovate leaves on

long petioles, and bluish-purple flowers. It is

one of the most powerful astringents derived

from the vegetable kingdom. It has been given
with success in Cynanche maligna, aphthae of

the jaws, &c. Of the other species may be
named : Statice Limonium, the Creeping Spiked ;

S. auricwloefolia, the Upright Spiked Sea Laven-

der, and S. catpia, the Matted Thrift. The first

and third have one-ribbed, and the second
three-nerved leaves. [APHTHA.]

Cite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full: try. Syrian. , te = e ; ey = a; au = lew.
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Btat-i-ce'-se, . pi. [Mod. Laf, static(e); Lat.

iuni. pi. adj. luff. -UK.}

Bot. : A ti'ib* of Plumbaginacese having the

styles fr.

Stat-iCS, *. [STATIC.J

Physics: That branch of dynamics which
investigates the relations which exist between
forces in equilibrium. A body is said to be
in equilibrium when, if two or more forces

act upon it at the same time, their united

effect is such that no motion ensues. The
science of dynamics is divided into kinetics

and statics, the former treating of forces

considered as producing motion, tine latter of
forces considered as producing rest. By
some authorities statics is used in opposi-
tion to dynamics, the former lieing the science

of equilibrium or rest, the latter of motion,
and the two together constituting mechanics.
The two great propositions in statics are that
of the lever and that of the composition of
forces.

" John Wallis placed the whole system of ttatia
on a new foundation." ilacaulay : Hitt. Eng., ch. ill.

If Social statics : [SOCIOLOGY].

tstat I graph, tstat I gram, s. [Eng.
statistics); sutf. -graph, -gram.] Terms pro-

posed to denote representations of statistics

by means of lines, areas, <fcc. (Nature, Oct. 22,

1885, p. 597.)

Sta tion,
" sta-ci on, s. [Fr. station, from

Lat. stationem, accus. of statio = a standing
still, from status, pa. par. of sto = to stand ;

8p. estacion ; Ital. stazione.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act or manner of standing ; atti-

tude, posture, pose.
" In itiition like the herald Mercury."

Sltaketp. : Hamlet, lit. 4.

2. A state or condition of standing or

rest; a standing.
" His motion and her ttation are as one."

.UtaHesp. : Antony <t Cleopatra, lli. S,

3. The spot or place where a person or thing
stands, especially the spot or place where a

person habitually stands or is posted to re-

main for a time ; a post assigned.
" Take up some other station."

Shaketp. : Curiolanut, IT. i.

*4. Situation, position.
" The fig and dte, why love they to remain
In middle ttaliun, and an even i>laiu ?"

Prior : Solomon. 1. 68.

5. Condition of life ; social position ; rank,
State, status.

" And yet my love without ambition grew,
1 knew thy state, my station."

Byron : Lament of Taiso, T.

6. Employment, occupation, business ;

phere or department of duty.
" We acquire new strength and resolution to per-

fcrin Qod's will In our several ftat iont the week fol-

lowing."-Helton. (Toad.)

EL Technically:

L Ecclesiology & Church History :

(1) A name given to the fast on Wednesdays
and Fridays. In the Roman Church these
were fasts of devotion, not of precept, and the

Wednesday fast died out, while that on Friday
became obligatory, about the end of the ninth

century.

(2) A church in which a procession of the

clergy halts on stated days to say any stated

prayers.

(3) A stopping-place in a monastic pro-
cession. These are usually three : Before,

(a) the dormitory ; (b) the refectory, and (c)

the west door of the church.

(4) Any one of the series of stopping-places
in the devotion of the Stations of the Cross.

(5) (In Ireland) : (See extract).
"A nation lu this sense differs from a station made

to any peculiar spot remarkable for local sanctity . . .

here, it simply means the coming of the parish priest
Mid his curate to some house iu the townlaud. on a
day publicly announced from the altar for that pur.
pose, ou the preceding Sabbath. This Is done to give
those who live within the district in which the Motion
U held an opportunity of coming to their duty, a*
frequenting the ordinance of confession is emphatically
called." Carleton: Talft of lri>h Peaiaiitrv ; The
Station.

2. Police: A place or building where the

police force of any district has its head-

quarters ; a district or branch police-office.

3. Railroad: A building or buildings erected
for the reception and accommodation of pas-
sengers and goods intended to be conveyed
by railway ; a place at which railway trains

regularly stop for the setting down or taking
tip of passenger* or freight. [DEPOT.]

4. Shipbuild. : Arooin-and-spac2 staff(q.v.).
- 5. Survey. : The position of an instrument
at the time of an observation.

6. Zoology <t Botany :

(1) The peculiar nature of the locality where
any plant grows or any animal lives. In the
case of plants, it has reference to climate,
soil, humidity, light, and elevation above the
sea ; in that of animals, it has reference

chiefly to food, climate, and elevation. Thus
some animals feed only on certain plants, and
cannot exist where they are absent. The
station differs from the habitation or habitat
of the plant or animal, which simply means
the country of which it is a native. (Lyell :

Princ. of Geol., ch. xxxviii., xlii.)

(2) A building, generally on the sea-coast,
titled with all appliances for the examination
of the animals of the adjacentbay, gulf, &c. : as,

the Granton station, the Neapolitan station, &c.

1 (1) Military station: A place where troops
are regularly kept in garrison.

(2) Naval station: A safe and commodious
shelter or harbour for the navy or mercantile
marine of a nation, provided with a dock and
all other requisites for the repair of ships.

(3) Stations of the Cross :

Eccles. Church Hist. : A popular devotion
in the Roman Church, consisting of visits,
either alone or in procession, to a series of

pictures or images, each corresponding to

some particular stage in the Passion of Christ,
and meditating devoutly thereon. The stations
are to be found in nearly every church, and on
the continent of Kurope they are frequently
erected in the open air. The devotion began
in the Franciscan order, the official guardians
of the Holy Places of the Latins in Jerusalem,
and is intended to be a pilgrimage in spirit to
the scene of the Saviour's sufferings and death.

Many indulgences are annexed to the Stations
of the Cross. When the stations are made in

procession,
a verse of the Stabat Mater (q.v.)

is sung as the people pass from one station to
another. Called also Way of the Cross. There
are fourteen stations :

l. Christ condemned by Pilate: a. Christ receives
his cross ; 3. His first full ; 4. His meeting with his

mother; 6. The bearing of the cross by Simon of

Cyrene; . Veronica wipes the face of Jesus with a
handkerchief; 7. His second fall ; 8. His words to the
women of Jerusalem :

"
Weep not for me," Ac. ; 9. Uis

third fall ; 10. He is stripped of his garments : 11. The
crucifixion ; 12. The death of Jesus ; IS. The taking-
down from the cross ; 14. The burial.

station-bill, s.

Naut. : A list containing the appointed posts
of the ship's company when navigating the

ship.

station-calendar, s.

1. A dial-board at a railway-station, to in-

dicate the hours of starting of trains for

given destinations, or the time of starting of
the next train for a given place.

2. A contrivance by which the name of the
station they are approaching is exposed to the
view of the passengers iu a railway car.

(U.S.)

station-clerk, *. A clerk employed at
a railway-station.

Station-house, *. A police-station.

station-master, s. The official in charge
of a station : specie, the official in charge of
a railway-station.

station-pointer, s. A circular plotting
instrument, having a standard radius and two
movable ones. By laying off two observed

angles right and left from a central object,
and laying it over the objects on a chart, the

position of the observer is indicated.

station-staff, s.

Survey. : An instrument for taking angles.

Sta'-tion, v.t. [STATION, s.] To place, set, or

post in or at a certain station; to assign a

station, post, or position to ; to appoint to
the occupation of a post, place, or office.

" This youth had ttation'd many a warlike band
Of hone and foot"

Ilnole: Orlando t'urioto, xxiii.

* sta tion al, a. [Eng. station, a. ; -al.] Of
or pertaining to a station.

* sta -tion-ar-i-ness, . [Eng. stationary;

ness.] The quality or state of being station-

ary ; fixity.

"The itiiaonarinat of Bartm thought may be
more thoroughly appreciated." C. H. Levitt: SM.
Philot.. 1. 2.

sta'-tion-ar-y, a. & . [Fr. stationnain,
from Lat. staticnarius, from stutio = a station

(q.v.); Sp. estacionarw ; Ital. stazionario.]

A. At adjective :

L Ordinary Language :

1. Remaining or continuing in the same
station or place ; not moving, or not appear-
ing to move ; fixed, stable.

" No stationary steeds

Cough their own knell." C'teper : Tatk, iv. Iff.

2. Remaining in the same condition or state ;

neither progressing nor receding ; neither im-

proving nor getting worse ; standing still.

"Though the wealth of a country should be very
great, yet if It has been long stationary, we must not
expect to find the wages of labour very high in it

"

Smith : Wealth of Xatioiu. bk. i., ch. vili.

IL Astron. (Of a planet) : Not changing its

relative place in the heavens for some days.
This stage occurs at the beginning and end-

ing of the planet's retrogradation.
* B. As subst. : A person or thing which

remains or continues in the same place.
" Then they are Uationariei in their houses, which

be in the middle points of the latitudes, which they
call eclipticks." P. Holland : Plinie. bk. li, ch. xvi.

stationary-diseases, s. pi.

Pathol. : Certain diseases which depend upon
a particular state of the atmosphere, and
which, after prevailing for a certain number
of years, give way to others. (Dunglison.)

Stationary-engine, s. An engine per-
manently fixed, as distinguished from a loco-

motive or portable engine ;
a fixed engine for

drawing carriages on a railway or tramway,
by means of a rope extending from the station
of the engine along the line.

Sta'-tion-er, s. [Eng. station; -er.]

1. One who took his station to sell an article.

If applied, as it generally was, to those con-
nected with book-selling, it included the pub-
lisher as well as the bookseller.

" The right of the printed copies (which the itationer
takes as his own freehold), was dispersed in five or six
several hands "

Oley : Pref. to Dr. Jackson's Workt.

2. One who sells paper, pens, pencil, ink,
and other articles connected with writing.

1 The Stationers, or Text Writers, consti-
tute one of the London companies. They
were formed into a guild in 1403, and received
their first charter in 1557.

Stationers' Hall, . The hall of the
Stationers' Company in Ave Maria Lane,
London. [STATIONER.]

U To enter at Stationers' Hall : To register

(a published work) in the books of the Sta-

tioners' Company. This formality is neces-

sary before commencing proceedings for in-

fringement of copyright.

Sta -tion-er-y, s. & a. [Eng. stationer; -y.]

A. As subst. : The articles retailed by sta-

tioners, such as paper, pens, pencils, ink, ac-

count-books, writing-cases, portfolios, &c.

B. As adj. : Belonging to or sold by a sta-

tioner : as, stationery goods.

stationery-office, s. A government
office in London through the medium of which

stationery is supplied to all other government
offices at home and abroad. It also contracts

for the printing of reports, &c.

*stat-ism, s. [Eng. stat(e); -ism.] The art

of government ; policy.
" Hence it is that the enemies of God take occasion

to blaspheme, and call our religion ttatitm." Smith :

Sermon*, vol. i., ser. 4.

*stat 1st (1), s.

statistician.

* stat'-ist (2), s. [Eng. stat(e); -ist.] A states-

man, a politician ; one skilled in government.
" Adorned with that even mixture of fluency and

grace as are requested both in a statitt and a courtier."

Marmion: Antiquary, i. 1.

Sta-tfe-tlc, a. & . [Eng. stat(e): -fetfc.)

A. As adj. : The same as STATISTICAL (q.v.).

B. As substantive :

1. [STATISTICS].
*

2. A statistician.
" You were the best itatiitic In Europe." SouOHy,

In llemoin of Taylor of A'arwlch, i. 508.

Sta tls'-tlc al, a. [Eng. statistic; -al.] Of,

relating to, or treating of statistics.

"Tbe narrow views of cold-hearted ttatiitical

writers." Knoz: Sermon 28.

Statistical Society, s. [STATISTICS, 1f.]

[Eng. statistics); -itt.] A

b6y; pdut, ]6%1; cat, fell, chorus, fhin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - ft

-Cian, tiaa sliaii. -tion, aion = ahfln
; $ion, -jion = hfl. -clou*, -tious, -sious - anus, -ble. -die. &c. - bel, dpi.
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dta-tls tic-al :y, adv. [fug. slutistinal ;

iy. ] In a Ntatistital mnur ; by waus of

Statistics.

t&t-Is-tlc'-lon (0 as sh\ s. (Snjt. ttaii*-

M; -tun.] One wlio is VXISIH! In statistic*;
one who collects, classifies, ami arrange* Ja^ts,

especially numerical facts, relating to the
Condition of a country, state, or community,
with respect to extent of population, wealth,
social condition, &C.

tta-tis tics, s. [Fr. statistique.]

1. A collection of facts, arr.m^ed and classi-

fied, resecting the conditii>n of a people in a
state or community, or of a class of i>eople,
their health, longevity, domestic economy,
their social, moral, intellectual, physical, and
economical condition, resources, <fcc., espe-

cially those facts which can be stated in

numbers, or tables of numbers, or in any
tabular and classified arrangment.

Z. That department of political science
which classifies, arranges, and discusses sta-

tistical facts.

U The Italians were the first to recognize
the importance of statistics. The earliest

English work on the subject was Graunt's
Observations on the Bills of Mortality, published
in 1661. The Statistical Account of Scotland,
edited by Sir John Sinclair, which appeared
In 1791, was the first complete work on the

subject. The perfecting of statistical methods
is largely due to Quetelet, the great Belgian
statistician, who founded the Belgian statistical

bun-aii in 1831. The first International Statis-

tical Congress, held at Brussels in 1853, was due
to his exertions. Similar congresses have been
held since, and in every civilized country since
then much time and pains have been given to

the collection and tabulation of statistics. This
has 1 it-en particularly the case in the United
States, France, Italy, and Germany.

Btat-lS tol-6 gy, s. [Eng. statistics) ; -oloyy.]A discourse or treatise on statistics.

e, a. [Lat. stativus = stationary ;

stativa (castra) = a stationary (camp), from
status, pa. par. of sto = to stand.] Pertaining
to a fixed camp or military posts or quarters.

stat -ize, v.i. [En?, state ; -ize.] To meddle
in staLe affairs. (Adams: Works, ii. 168.)

tat'-O-blast, *. [Gr. <rrinv; (states) land-
ing, and /SAcuTTos (blastos) = a sprout, a shoot.]
[STATIC.]

Siol. : One of a number of peculiar internal
buds developed in some of the Polyzoa, and
liberated after the death of the parent or-

ganism. After a time, the statohlast is

ruptured and there emerges ayoung Polyzoon,
with essentially the same structure as the
adult. It is, however, simple, and has to

undergo a process of continuous gemination
before assuming the compound form.

tatf-u-a, . [Lat.] A statne (q.v.).
"Some hire worke of ttatuai in the middest of

this court." Bacoit : Etiayt; On Building.

Stat'-U-ar-y\ . & a. [Fr. statuaire = a statu-

ary, a
"

stone-cutter, from Lat. statuarius,
from itatua = a statue (q.v.) ; Ital. ttatuaria.]

A. As substantive:

1. The art of carving or sculpturing statues ;

the art of modelling or carving figures repre-
senting persons, animals, &c.

" No science or art offers its instruction and amuse-
ment in so obvious a manner as statuary and paint-
lag."-6oldtmith : The Bee, No. S.

2. Statues collectively.

3. One who practises or professes the art of
Carving or making statues.

" There was not a single English painter or ttatuary
whose name is now remembered." Macaulay : Sin.
Eng., ch. ill.

B. As adj.: Pertaining or relating to
Statuary.

" Moses [banished] both minting and the statuary
mtl.~-Hakevell: Apology, 6k. ill., ch. V.

statuary-bronze, s.

Metall. : An alloy of copper, tin, zinc, and
lead.

statuary-marble, *.

Jfin. : A fine-crystalline white limestone
suitable for statuary.

St&t'-ue, . [O. Fr. ttatuS (Fr. statue), from
lat. *taua=a standing image, from statum,
sup. of sto = to stand ; Sp. & Port, estat-ua ;

Ital. statua.]

1. A lifelike representation of a living being,
carved or modelled in some solid substance,
as marble, bronze, iron, clay, or iu some ap-

parently solid suli.suuire. ; a sculptured cost or
moulded tio'iire, of some size, anc in the round.

~
A stupid moment motionless she stood :

So ifauuU thy italue tlint enchant, the world."

IkMMMI . Summer, 1,347.

*
2. A picture. {Massinger.)

H Equestrian sMue : A statue in which the

figure is represented as mounted on a. horse.

statue like, o. Like a statue ; sdll,
motionless.

" Silent and ttatwe-like stood Priscilla.
"

Longfellow : Mdot tXanduh, viii.

*
stat'-ne, v.t. [STATCE, .] To form a statue

of ; to place as a statue.
" The whole man becomes ra It ttatued Into stoue

aud earth." feltham: Kttolnes. pt L, re*. W.

*
Stat'-ued, a. [Eng. ttatu(e) ; -id.] Fur-
nished or ornamented with statues.

* Stat ue less, a. [Eng. statue; -lest.] De-
stitute of a statue or statues.

" The ttatueleu column." Thackeray : Roundabout
Papert, xix.

gtit u esque (que as it), a. [Eng. statu'e);

-esque.] Having or partaking of the character-
istics of a statue ; calm, immobile.

* stat n-esque -ly (que as k), adv. [Eng.
statuesque ; -ly.] In a statuesque manner; like

a statue.

* Stat U-ette', *. [Fr., from Ital. statuette,.]

A little statue ; a statue smaller than nature.

* Stat -U-lie, v.t. [Eng. statu(e); -i.] To
commemorate by or in a statue.

"James II. did also ttatuiie himself In copper."
Milton : Tratelt in JSngland, p. so.

sta-tu-ml-na'-tn, s. pi. [Fem. pi. of
Lat. statuminutus.] [STATUMINATE.]

Hot. : The sixty-first order in the Natural

System of Linueeus. Genera, Ulmus, Celtis,
Bosea.

* sta tu'-ml nate, v.t. [Lat. statuminatut,
pa. par. of statumino, from statumen, genit.
statuminis= a prop, a support.] To prop up ;

to support. (Ben Jonson : New Inn, ii. 2.)

Stit'-ure, . [Fr., from Lat. statura = an up-
right, posture, stature, fiom staium, sup. of
*to = to stand; 8p. & Port, estatura; ItaL

statura.]

1. The natural height of an animal ; bodily
height or tallness. (Generally used of human
bodies.)

" A man in Mature, still a boy In heart"
Pop* : Homer; Odyuey xvUi. 2M.

*
2. A statue.

" And then before herfDiana's] nature strait he told.
Devoutly all his whole petition there."

itirrour/or Magistrates.

If In comparative stature various Polynesian
tribes stand first, being 69'33 inches; the

Patagonians, whose stature has been much
exaggerated, 69 inches ; the American whites
in the United States, 67 -67 ; the Zulus, 67'19 ;

the American negroes, 66-62 ; the English
Jews, 66 -o7 ; the French upper classes, 66'14 ;

the Germans, 66'10; the Arabs, 66-08; the

Russians, GG'04 ; the French working classes,
65-24; the Hindoos, 64-76; the Chinese, 64-17 ;

the Bushmen of South Africa, the lowest in
stature of any known people, 5278 inches.
The people of the United States differ widely i u
stature in different sections of the country, those
of the State of Maine, according to army meas-
urements, lieing the greatest in average height.
The average height of the natives of the British
Isles nearly equals that of those of the United
States, the latter being C7'67, the former 67'66.

* stat tired, a. [Eng. statute); -ed.]

L Arrived at full stature.
" How doth the giant honour seeme
Well Matured iu my fond extreme I

*

J. Sail : Poemt, p. M.

2, Conditioned, circumstanced.
"Being mark'd alike in their poetical! parts, living

In the same time, and ttatur'd alike in their estates.
fuller: Worthiet; Euez.

sta'-tus, s. [Lat.]

1. Standing or position in society, or as re-

gards rank or condition.

2. Position of affairs.

1 Stotu* quo: The condition in which a
thine or things were nt first : as, a treaty l>e-

tween two States, which leaves each in statu

quo antea, i.e., in the same, position as they
were, before the war begau.

Stit'-Ut a-ble, o. (Eng. statute); -able.]

1. Made or introduced by -statute ; proceed-
ing from an act of the legislature.

"They spend no more time iu the university than
Is necessary to give them H itatu'tiblc claim to gradua-
tion." A'noz ; Liberal education.

2. Made or being in conformity with statute;
standard.

Stat'-ut-a-bly, adv. [Eng. statutab(k) ; -ly.}
In a 'nuuner agreeable to statute ; in accord-
ance or conformity with statute.

"The servant whom he originally itdtutuWy em-
powered to couvey him ind his." Field, Dec, in. 1884.

Stat' ute, a. & s. [Lat. statittus, pa. par. of
stutuo = to set, to establish ; stututum = a
statute ; Fr. statut ; Sp. estatuto ; Ital. sUttuto.]

* A. As adj. : Determined, decreed, ordained,
settled.

"It is itatute and ordaint. that gif ony sli!p, gal.
zeoun, or otlier vessel, happciils to Crek." Sea Lawii
iu Ba/Sour'a Practical, p. 6U.

B. As substantive :

1. A law proceeding from the government
of a state ; an enactment of the legislature of
a state; a written law: specif., ii, ll.e United
States an Act of Congress or state legislature,
madeby the two Houses and the Presiuem 01 Gov-
ernor. In Biitain a similar Act of Parliament.

"The written laws of the kingdom are ftatiita,
metis, or edicU, made by the sovereign, by and with th
advice and coiueut ot tiie lords spiritual aud tem-
poral. and commons, in larliament assembled. Tht
oldest of these now xbuit, and pzlnted in our Hatute
books, is the famous Magua C'liiirta, as continued in
pai-llauieut 9 Henry III. . . . And these statutes are
either general or special, public or private. A general
or public act is a universal rule, that regards the whole
community : and of this the courts of law are bound
to take notice Judicially and ex officio. Special or
private acts are rather exceptions than rules, being
chose which only operate upon particular persons, and

ate
,

d of these the judges are not
they be formally shownb mud to take notice, unle

and pleaded. Statute* also are said to be either de-
claratory or remedial. Declanitory, where the old
custum of the kingdom is fallen into' disuse, or become
disputable ; in which case parliament has sometime*
thought proper to declare what the common law 1*
and ever has lieen . . . Remedial stain/ei are thoM
which are made to supply defects in the common law
itself, either hy enlarging the law wnere it was narrow,
or by restraining it where it was too lax." Bhicktton* :

Comment., 2. (Introd.)

2. The act of a corporntion, or of its

founder, intended as a permanent rule or law:
as, the statute of a university.

3. (In foreign civil law) : Any particular
municipal law or usage, tliougl .....t resting
for its authority on judicial decisions or the

practice of nations. (Burrill.)

4. A statute fair (q.v.). (Prov.)

If (1) Statute of Frauds : [FRAUD, f (3)].

(2) Statutes of Limitation : [LIMITATION, II.].

Statute-book, s. A register of the
statutes, laws, or legislative acts of a state.

*
statute-cap, s. A woollen cap, en-

Joined to be worn on holidays by a statute

passed in 1571.

"Better wits have worn plain ttatute-capt."
tihaketp. : Love't Labour'! Lott, T. I

Statute-fair, *. A fair held by regular
legal appointment, as distinguished from one
authorized only by use and custom.

Statute-labor, . The amount of work
appointed by law to be furnished annually
for the repairs of highways not turnpike.
(Scotch.)

Statute-law, s. A law or rule of action

prescribed or enacted by the legislative autho-

rity, and promulgated and recorded in writing ;

also, collectively, the enactments of a legisla-
tive assembly, in contradistinction to com-
mon-law.

statute-merchant, .

Eng. : A bond of record, acknowledged before
the chief magistrate of some trading town,
pursuant to statute 13 Edward I., on "hicli if

not paid at the day, an execution might be
awarded against the body, lauds, and goods of
the obligor.

" Statute-merchant lls] a bond acknowledged before
one of the clerks of tl.e statuti'S.m,-nhant, and mayor
of the staple, a chief warden of the citie of London, or
two merchants of the said city, for that purpose as-

signed ; or before the mayor, chief warden, or master,
of other cities or good towns, or other sufficient men
for that purpose appointed : sealed with the seal of
the dflitur and the king, which is of two pieces; the

G
eater is kept by the said merchant, 4c., and the less

_' the said clerk." tttount.

*
statute-roll, . A statute, from its be

ing at nrst in the form of a roll. (Hallam.)

fats, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, po"?

or. wore, wolf; work, whd, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, aa. 09 = e; ey = a; an = *w.
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"All th
have bee
Wealth of Holion*. bk. L, ci

statute-staple, .--.

Eng : A bond of reconl acknowledged, pur
suant to statute 27 Edward 111., c. 9, befor
the mayor of the staple, by virtue of wliich
the creditor might forthwith have executio
against the body, lands, and goods of thi

debtor on non-payment.
" How much money had proprietors borrowed on

mortgage, on statute merchant, on ttatute ttaulel"
ilacaulay : Biu. Eng., ch. xii.

tatf-U-tor-y, a. [Eng. statute); -ory..
Enacted by statute; deriving its authority
from statute.

different itatutoru regulations seem to
ith frreiit propriety." Smith

h. ix.

statutory-exposition, s.

law: An exposition, direct or indirect, o
an ambiguous statute by one subsequently
passed.

statutory-law, s. The same as STATUTE-
LAW.

statutory-release, .

Law: A conveyance established by 4 & 5
Viet., c. 21, which superseded the old com-
pound assurance by lease and release.

Staum rel, a. [Etym. doubtful.] Stupid." The iiu,mr<-l eorky.headecl graceless gentry.
The herrymeut and ruiu of the country."

Burnt: Brljiof Ayr.

staunch (u silent), a. & v. [STANCH, a. & v.}

staunch (n silent), *. [STANCH, v.]

Sot. : Anthyllls Vulneraria. (Pratt.)

Staun to m a, *. [Named after Sir George
Stannton, Bait. (17;i7-1801), who introduced
many plants into Britain from China.]

Bot. : A genus of Lardizabalacese. Flowers
monoecious; males with six sepals, petals six
or wanting, the stamens six, opposite the
petals ; females with no petals, six sterile
stamens and three distinct ovaries. The fruits
oif tstauntonia liexaphylln have a sweetish,
watery taste, and are eaten by the country
people of Japan ; the juice also is a remedy
for ophthalmia.

Stau'-rl-a, s. [Or. <rravp<> (stauros)= a cross
;

so named because four of the principal septa
form a cross in the calice.]

Palcennt. : The typical genus of Stanridae.
The lamellae or septa in each cup are divided
by four prominent ridges into four groups.
From tle Silurian.

Stau ri dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. staur(la);
Lat. lem. pi. adj. stiff, -idee.}

Palceont.: A family of Rugosa. Septa well
developed, extending from the bottom to the
top of the visceral chamber, and showing a
conspicuous quaternary arrangement. Dis-

sepiments are present, and there is a central
tabulate area. From the Silurian to the
Tertiary.

Btav:-r6-, pref. [Gr. <rravpdc (sfauros) = a
cross.) Pertaining to or resembling a cross ;

having processes in the form of a cross.

Stau ro 9oph -a lus, s. [Pref. stauro-, and
Gr. Kt>a\ri (kephale) = the head.]

Palceont. : A genus of Cheiriiridae (q.v.),
from the Upper and Lower Silurian, with
the general characters of the type-genus, l>ut

hm-ing the frontal portion of the glubella
enormously swollen.

Stau ro der'-ma, s. [Pref. stauro-, and Gr.
&pij.a (derma) = the skin.]

Paltzont. : The typical genus of Stauroder-
midie (q.v.). From the Upper Jurassic.

Stau ro der mi-de, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

stauroderm(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idce.\

Palceont. : A family of HexactinellidSponges.

Stan ro lite, s. [Pref. staurn-, and Gr. Ai0o*
(lUhos) = a stone ; Ger. stauroiith.]

Mineralogy:
1. An orthorhombie mineral occurring only

In crystals, mostly in cruciform twins of two
kinds, one in which the crystals form ap-

proximately right angles with each other, and
the other in wliich they are inclined at an
an^le of about 60. Hardness, 7 to 7'5 ; sp. gr.
8-4 to 38, after purifying, 3'70 to 376 ; lustre,
sub-vitreous ; colour, dark brown to block,
sometimes giayish; translucent to opaque;
fracture, conchoidaL Compos. : silica, 28'3 ;

alumina, 51 -7; protoxide of iron, 15'8 ; mag
nesia, 2-5 ; water,] -7 a= 100, the discrepancies
in the analyses being due to impurities. Th
varieties are: (1) Ordinary; (2) Zine-stann,
lite ; (3) Manganese-staurolite = Nonlmai kite
Occurs in schists and gneiss, occasionally in
crystals of a tesselated structure, when seei
in transverse section, resembling chinstolite.

2. The same as HARMOTOME (q.v.). Named
by Kirwan because of its cruciform twins.

staurolite schist, s.

Petrol. : A tine micaceous schist containing
crystals of staurolite iu various stages of de
velopment.

Stau r6 pus, *. [Pref. stauro-, and Gr. >rou

(puns) a foot. ]

Entom.: AgenusofNotodontid.se. [LOBSTEB
MOTH.]

stau ro scope, s. [Pref. stauro-, and Gr.
o-xoire'u (ikopeo) = to see.]

Optics: A kind of polariscope invented by
Von Kobell, of Bavaria, about 1855, and par-
ticularly designed for investigating the effects
of polarized light upon crystals.

stau r6 scop ic, stau ro scop Ic al, a.

[Eng. ntauTuscop(f) ; -ic, -teal.] Of, pertaining
to, or determined by means of the stauroscope.

"A complete itaurotcopic examination." Kutley.
Studf of liockl led. 2nd), p. 85.

Stau-ri-ScSp'-fa-al-ly, adv. [Eng. stauro-

scopical ; -ly.] By means of the stauroscope.
" The different crystallographlc systems may be de-

termined ttauroKopicaHg.'Ruttcy : Study of Roda
(ed. 2nd), p. 84.

Stau -ro tide, s. [STAUROLITE.]

stau-rot -y pous, a. [Pref. stauro-, and Gr.
TVTJ-OS (tu/ws) = a type.]

Min. : Having the marks or spots in the
form of a cross.

Stave, s. [From stave, dat., and staves, pi. of
staff (q.v.) ; cf. Icel. stafr = a staff, a stave ;

Dan. stau = a staff; stave =a stave ; Icel. stef
a stave in a song.]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. A pole or piece of wood of some length ;

a staff.
" But I must hasten downward.
All with my pilgrim ttiw.:*

Longfel'Mt : Whither!

2. Specif., one of the strips (dressed or un-
dressed) which compose the sides of a cask,
tub, or bucket.

3. One of the boards joined laterally to form
a hollow cylinder, curb for a well or shaft,
the curved bed for the intrados of nn arch, &c.

4. One of the spars or rounds of a rack to
contain hay in stables for feeding horses ; of
a ladder, of a lantern-wheel, Ate.

5. A stanza, a verse, a metrical portion.
" And let us chant a pnssing sttiv

In honour of that hero brave !

"

Wordruorth : Rob Rotft Graft.

H. Music: A term applied to the five hori-

zontal and parallel lines in music, upon which
the notes or rests are written ; a staff.

If Great Stave :

Music: A stave consisting of eleven lines,
formed by the ordinary treble and bass staves
connected by a dotted line, on which Middle

Treble. Soprano.

Alto Baritone.

c is written. On the great stave the clefs

never change their places ; but any consecu-
tive set of tive lines can be selected from it,

the clef really retaining, though apparently
changing, its place.

Stave, v.t. & i. [STAVE, .]

A. Transitive:

1. To.brenk in a stave or staves of; to
break a hole in ; to burst. (Often with in.)

" The risk of having our bmts filled with water, or
even itaned to piece*." Coot.- Second Voyage, bk. ii.,

ch. i.

2. To push, as with a staff; hence, to put
off, to delay, to postpone. (With off.)" Pitman did his utmust to ttae of what jooind
like impending defeat."_,,, April 4, 1885.

3. To furnish with staves or rundles.

. ..
*

4. To suffer to be lost or poured out by
staving a cask.

" The feared disorders that might ensue thereof
have been an occasion that divere times all the win.
ill the city hath been Uated"Sandyi : Trauelt.

5. To make firm by compression ; to shorten
or compact, as a heated rod or bar by end-
wise blows, or as lead in the socket-joints of
pipes.

* B. Intrans. : To fight with staves.
*

IT To stave and tail : A phrase taken from
bear-baiting ; to stave was to check the bear
with a staff, and to tail was to hold back the
dog by the tail ; hence, to cause a cessation or
stoppage.

"
First Trulla ttated, and Cerdon taVd.
Until their mastiffs loosed their hold

"

B.itler: Hutlilmu. I. ill. 13S.
*
Staved, a. [Perhaps a misprint for slaved or
staled.} Accustomed, used.

" My touch knew how to perform her office, but by
touching unclean tilings, orl.y using clenn tilings un-
cleanly, that sense became ttated to all sensuality

"

S. Bratthwaite : The Penitent Pilgrim, p. 169.

Stav'-er-wort, s. [Mid. Eng. stavtr stagger,
and Eng. wort ; from its being supposed to
cure the staggers in horses. (.Prior.)]

Bot. : Senecio Jacobcea.

Staves, s. pi. [STAFF.]

t staves a ere (ere as ker), *staves-
a-ker, s. [Corrupted from Lat. stapltiaagria
(q-v.).]

1. Bot.: Delphinium Stapli isagria.

2. Pharm. : The seeds of Delphinium Sta-

phisagria. Formerly used as a'pur^ative foi

dogs, and to destroy vermin in the had.
- Now sold as a medicine to kill vermin in
cattle.

"
Stavetaker I that's good to kill vermin." Mar

tout : Dr. fauitui.

Stave'-wood, s. [Eng. stave, a., and wood.]
Bot. : Simaruba amara.

Stav-ing, s. [Eng. stav(e); -ing.]

1. A casing of staves or planks which forms
a curb around a turbine or similar water-wheel.

2. Forging: Shortening or compacting a
heated rod or bar by endwise blows ; upsetting.

Staw, v.i. & t. [Dan. staae ; Sw. staa = to
stand (q.v.).]

A. Iittrans. : To be fixed or set ; to be
stalled ; to stand still, as a cart. (Prow.)

B. Trans. : To put to a stand ; to surfeit,
to glut, to clog, to disgust. (Scotch.)

Stay (1),
*
Stey-yn, v.t. & t. [O. Fr. estayer

;= to prop, to shore, to stay, to underset
(Fr. etayer), from estaye a prop, a shore, a
stay (Fr. etai), from O. Dut. stade, staeye= *
prop, a stay.]

A. Transitive:

1. To prop up, to support, to underset.

2. To obstruct, to delay, to hinder, to keep
back.

" Your ships are itaycd at Venice."
Shaketp. : Taming of the Slireie, IT. S,

3. To detain ; to cause to remain.
" That tide will ttay me longer than I should."

Sha-kesp. : Turn QeiMcmen of t'eronn, 11. S.

4. To make to stand ; to stop ; to hold
back ; to retard, to withhold ; to put oil ; to

pat an end to.
" Old men, upon the verge of life.

Blessed him who ttaiie I 1)1. civil strife."
Scott : Lada of the Luke, v. .

5. To abide ; to undergo, to meet, to stand.
"
They basely fly, and dar^ not itny the field."

Shahlft. : Venus t Admit, 894.

6. To remain for the purpose of; to wait

for; to await the time of; to wait to partake
of or to be benefited by.

"
I ttay dinner there."

Sh,,k:-iji. : Itichnrd III., 111. t.

7. To last during the accomplishment 01

completion of.
" Doubts are also entertained concerning her ahilit;

to ttay the course." frtily T.-l<<ir<i/,)i. NOT. 11, 1885.

*
8. To stop for, to care for, to heed.

" MOT hedge, nor ditch, nor hill, nor dale she etayei'
Spenitr : F. ., IV. Til. 2X

boll, btfy ; pout, J6%1 ; cat, fell, chorus, 9hln, bench ; go, &em ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing;

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -{ion, -gion
- cbun. -clous, -tious, -sioua = slius. ble. -die. &c. = bcl. deL
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B. Intransitive :

1. To remain or continue in a place; to
abide or remain for any indefinite time.

iou by thy lord.

Slkakttfi. : Ju/iiu Conor, T. 1

S. To delay, to tarry, to be long.
" Where is Kate f I tfoy too long fruin her."

Sltaiu*t>: Taming of the sltrete, ill. S.

& To make a stand ; not to flee ; to stand.
- Give them leave to fly that will not ftay."

Sltakctp. : S Btnr* VI.. it. S.

4. To take up one's position ; to stand ;

to insist
"

t ttiy here on my bond."
Skakftp. : Merchant of rrnici, IT. L

6. To stop ; to stand still.
" The glorious sun Han In his course."

Skaketp. : King John, III. I.

6. To have an end ; to come to an end ; to

" Here my commission stayt."
ShaJcetp. : t Urnry r/, 1L 4.

7. To continue In a state ; to remain.
" The stain upon his silver down will ttax."

Sh'tkeip. : Jlape of Lucrece, 1,011

*
8. To wait, to attend ; to forbear to act.

" Would ye ttay (or them from having husbands t
"

Kuth i. la.

9. To dwell in thought or speech ; to linger.
"

I must tt'iv a little on one action, which preferred
the relief of others t<> the ouaideration of yourself."
DryJen. (Toad.)
*

10. To wait, to attend ; to give attendance.

(With on or i/pon.)
" Worthy Macbeth, we stay upon your leisure."

Shaketp. : .l/,icfA. t 1
* 11. To rest, to depend.
" Ye trust in oppression, aud ant thereon." Ilaiah

IT-. IS.

12. To last in a race or contest.
" He won at Lincoln . . . and would <riy better than

PUarro." Daily Telegraph, Sept. 14, 1884.

tay (2), v.t. & i. [STAY (2), $.]

Nautical :

A. Trans. : To tack ; to arrange the sails

and move the rudder, so as to bring the ship's
head to the direction of the wind.

B. Intrans. : To change tack ; to be in

tays, as a ship.

H To stay a mast :

Naut. : To incline it forward or aft, or to
one side, l>y the stays and back-stays.

tay (1),
*
staye, s. [STAY (l), v.]

L Ordinary Language :

L A support, a prop ; anything which sup-
ports.

"The Lord was my stay.' Psalm xviii. 18.

*2. A stop, a check, an obstacle, an ob-
ttruction.

3. Stand, stop ; cessation of motion or pro-

gression.
"A base spirit has this vantage of a brave one, it

keeps alwayes at a ttiy, nothing brings it down, not
beatiiiK." Beaam. i flat.: King t Xo King, lit

4. Continuance in a place ; abode for any
Indefinite time.

" Your itay with him may not be long." Shaketp. :

Mtaiurefor Meature, hi. 1.

6. A lingering or tarrying ; delay.
" No more nay : to-morrow them must go."

fftaketp. : Two Gentlemen, L 8.

*
6. Continuance in a state or condition.

" The conceit of this Inconstant ttaij."

Shaketp. : Sonnet U.
7. State.

"It were good we Invented some politicise wale
Our matters to addresse In good orderly ttaie.'

Jfew Cuttome, i, L
8. A fixed state ; fixedness, stability, per-

manence.
" Alas t what ttny Is there in human state.
And who can shun inevitable fate?

"

Dryden. (Toad.}

*9. Restraint of passion; prudence, mod-
eration, caution, steadiness, sobriety.

" With prudent stay he long deferr'd
The rough contention." Pltilipt. (Todd.)

*
10. A hook or clasp.

*
11. A station or fixed anchorage for vessels.

" Our ships lay ancbor'd close : nor needed we
Feare harine on any itiiei."

Chapman: Homer; Odyueyf.
12. (PI.): A corset (q.v.).

"Yet, U you saw her nnconfin'd by ttavt!"
Gay : the Toilet.

^ In composition the singular is always
nsed, as staj/lace, sfat/maker, &c.

IL Technically:
1. Build. : A piece performing the office of

a brace, to prevent the swerving or lateral
deviation of the piece to which it is applied.

stay stead

2. Mach., c. : A lean-to, support, brace-
tie &c., as the case may be.

3. Mining: A piece of wood used to secure
the pump in an engine-shaft.

i. Steam:

(1) A rod, har, bolt, or gusset in a boiler, tr>

hold two parts together ag.-iinst the pressure
of steam, as the tul>e-8tays, water-space stays,
Ac.

(2) One of the sling-rods connecting the
locomotive bojler to its frame.

(3) One of the rods beneath the boiler sup-
porting the inside bearings of the crank-axle
of an English locomotive.

stay at home, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Not given to roam or travel.
" An indolent. Hail-at-home man." Mia Austin :

Mani.lcld Park, ch. v.

B. As suhst. : A person not fond of roam-

ing or travelling.
" The quantity of admiration might make a modest

*tn.'/-'-* " ilizzy to coutemulate." Pall Mall Ga-
te* te, Nov. 2. law.

stay-bar, .

1. Arch. : The horizontal iron bar which
extends in one piece along the top of the mul-
lions of a traceried window.

2. Steam : A stay-rod (q.v.)*

stay-bolt, s.

Mach. : A bolt connecting two plates, so as
to make them mutually sustaining against
internal pressure.

stay-busk, *. [BUSK (2), ., A.)

stay-chain, *.

Vehicles : One of the chains which connect
the ends of the double-tree with the fore-axle,
so as to limit the sway of the former. In

carriages straps effect the same purpose.

stay-pile, s.

Hydraul.-eng. : A pile driven into a bank
and affording an anchor for the main piles
which form the face of the quay, to which it

is connected by land-ties.

stay plough, s.

Bot. : The same as REST-HARROW (q.v.^

stay-rod, .

1. Steam-engine:

(1) One of the rods supporting the boiler-

plate which forms the top of the fire-box, to

keep the top from being bulged down by the

pressure of steam.

(2) Any rod in a steam-boiler which con-
nects parts exposed to rupture in contrary
directions.

(3) A tension-rod in the frame of the marine

steam-engine.

2. Build. : Any tie-rod which prevents the

spreading asunder of the parts connected.

stay-wedge, s.

Locomotive : One of the wedges fitted to the
inside bearings of the driving-axles, to keep
them in their proper position in the stays.

Stay (2), *. [A.S. stceg ; cogn. with Dut. stag;
Icel., Dan., Ger., & Sw. stag ; prob. from its

being used to climb by ; cf. A.S. staeger= a
stair ; Sw. stege = a ladder.]

Naut. : A strong rope which stiffens and
supports a mast in its erect position, by con-

necting its head to some part of the hull, or
to a part stayed from the hull. The fore-and-

aft stays lead forward in the vessel's line

amidships; the back stays pass somewhat
abaft the shrouds, and are attached to the
side of the vessel, at the channels ; the breast
and standing stays lead from the mast-heads
down to the gunwale on each side. Spring
stays are preventer stays to assist the prin-

cipal ones. The fore-and-aft stays support
the staysails by means of hanks. The stays
are named from the masts they support : as,
the forestay, foretopmast-stay, maintopmast-
stay, jib and flying-jib stay, bob-stay, &c. A
jumper-stav is a movable stay leading from
the head of a mainmast to a pair of eye-l>olts
in the deck close to the after part of the fore-

rigging. The triatic stay is connected at its

ends to the heads of the fore and main masts,
and has a thimble spliced to its bight for the

suspension of the stay-tackle (q.v.).
" When the Manila ship first puts to sea, she take*

on board a much greater quantity of water than can
be stowed between decks, and the Jars which contain
it are hung all about the shrouds and ttayt, so as to
exhibit at a distance a very odd appearance.

'

Anton :

Yoyaget, bk. ii., ch. x.

H 1. In stays, tore in stays :

Naut. : The situation of a vessel when she
is staying or

HEAR

situation of a ship when she works slowly in

stays.

stay-hole, *.

Naut. : The grommet or hole in a stny-safl

through which the hanks pass ; by the latter

the sail runs on the stay.

stay-sail, s.

Naut. : A fore-and-aft sail supported by a
stay of a vessel.

"
If caught suddenly in a squall, the stay-tail can b

quickly lowered." Field. Jau. 80, 188*.

stay-tackle, s.

Naut. : Tackle suspended from the triatie

stay, and used for hoisting in heavy butts of

water, freight, boats, blubber, &c.

stayd,
* stayed, a. [STAY (1), v.} Staid

(q.v.).
" Whatsoever is above these proceedeth of shortness

of memory, or of want of a stayed and equal atteu-

*
Stayed'-ly, adv. [Eng. stayed ; -ly.] In a
staid manner ; staidly.

*
stayed' - ness,

*
stayd' - ness, . [Eng.

stayed; -ness.]

1. Solidity, weight.
"When substantialness comblneth with delightful,

ness, and currentness with unynlnea, how can the
language sound other than most full of sweetness ?

"

Cumden: Jlemaint.

2. Composure, gravity, staidness.
" Their supposed courage, ttayednest and sobriety U

really nothing else but the dull and sottish stupidity
of their minds." Cudworth : Intett. Syttem, p. 668.

Stay'-er, . [Eng. stay (IX v. ; -er.]

1. One who or that which stays ; one who
or that which supports, stops, or restrains.

" Jove the guardian of the capitol,
He, the great stayer of our troops in rout.*

A. rhttipt,

2. A man or animal capable of holding on
for a long time.

" Monolith has never been thought such a genuine
Ita'/er as to prefer two miles to oue." Field, Oct. 8.

1885.

Stay'-lage, *. [Eng. stay (1), s., I. 12, and

lace.] A lace for fastening up the slays, or
the bodice of ladies' dress.

"Aitaylace from England should become a topick
for censure at visits." Swift.

* stay -less,
* stai lesse,

* stay lesse, a.

[Eng. stay (I), s. ; -less.] Without stop or delay.
" They fled the field . . .

With ttaileu steps, e.-ich one his life to shield."

Jfirrour/or Mayiifratet, p. 117.

stay'-mak-er, a. [Eng. stay (1), s., I. 11,
and maker.} One whose occupation is to
make stays.

Stays, s. pL [STAY (1), ., 1. 12.)

stead,
* stede,

*
steed,

*
stude, . [A.B.

stede & place ; stcedh, stedh^a. bank, a shore

[STAITHE] ; cogn. with Dut. stad = a town;
O. Dut. stede a farm ; Icel. stadhr = a stead,
a place ; stadha= a place ; Dan. & Sw. sf.ad

=s a town ; Dan. sted = a place ; Ger. stadt,
statt = a town, a place ; O. H. Ger. slot ; Goth.
staths = a stead, a place.]

* L A place, a spot.
"
Flie, flie this fearefull itfad anoon.*

Spenier : F. y., IL IT. 42.

2. Place or room which another had, or

might have had. (Preceded by in.)

s need."
Btitle.r : Budibrat, 11 1

*
3. A frame, as of a bed.

"To loll on couches, rich with of >n Hedt."
Dryden: Virgil; Georgic ii. TO.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cor, rule, fall; try, Syrian, , oa = e ; ey - a; qu = kw.
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4. A steading (q.v.).

5. Plight, state, condition.
" In so bad a stead." Spenser: F. f., IV. Ir. n.

6. A moment ; time.

Best a little Head." Bpenur : f. . . VI. rli. 49.

T Stead is common as the second element
In names of places : as, Hampsteod. Of. also

"homestead, roadstead, &c.

If (1) To do stead : To do service to ; to
vail. (Usually with an adjective.)

" Here thy sword can do thee little stead."
Milton : Comta. 611.

(2) To stand in stead: To be of use or advan-

tage. (Usually with an adjective.)
"The help of one ttandt me in little stead."

Shaketp. : 1 Henry VI., ir. 8.

stead,
*
Steed, v.t. & i. [STEAD, s.]

A. Transitive:

1. To stand in stead to ; to benefit, to ad-

vantage. (Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen, ii. 1.)

2. To supply the place of; to replace.
"We shall advise this wronged maid to ttead np

your appointment, and go in your place." Shaketp. :

Muu.,efor Measure, iii. 1.

B. Intrans. : To stop, to stay.
"

I shalle not tted
Tille I have theym thider led."

Townley Mysteries, p. 61

Stead' a-ble, o. [Bng. stead; -able.] Ser-

viceable."
" Wherein I could not be steadable," Crquhart :

Rabelais, bk. 1., ch. xxviii.

Stead fast.
< sted -fast,

* sted faste,
* stide'- fast,

' stude-vaste, a. [A.S.

ttedefceste = firm in one's place, steadfast ;

ttede = a place, and fast = fast ; cogn. with
O. Dut stedevast ; Icel. stadhfastr, from stadh
= a place, and fastr= fast ; Dan. stadfast.]

1. Firmly fixed or established ; firm.
" How rev'rend Is the face of this tall pile . . .

By it* own weight made steadfast and immoveable."
Congrcee : Mourning Bride, ii.

2. Constant, firm, resolute; not fickle or

wavering.
" Whom resist, steadfast in the faith.* 1 Peter T. 8.

3. Steady, unwavering, firm.
44We say with word stedfaste. we chese Ballol Jon."

Robert de Brunne, p. 260.

Stead fast ly, sted fast-ly, adv. [Eng.
steadfast; -ly.\

1. In a steadfast manner ; firmly, resolutely ;

Without wavering.
" But to the politics of his family he tted/aiUy ad-

hered." Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xx.

2. With steady or fixed gaze.

"Admiring with a look ttedfaitty set,
His real beauty in his counterfeit."

xherburne: Salmacit,

Stead fast ness,
* sted fast nesse, s.

[Eng. steatl/ast ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being steadfast ;

firmness of standing ; fixedness in place.

2. Firmness of mind or purpose ; fixedness

hi principle ; resolution, constancy.
" In public storms of manly steadfastnets."

DryJ.cn : Absalom t Achitophel, i. 8S9.

Btead'-I-er, s. [Eng. steady, v. ; -er.] One
who or that which steadies ; in racing slang,
a heavy weight to be carried by a horse.

"
Carrying the steadier of 12 it Ib. on her back."

field, Dec. 26, 18&V.

Btead'-I-ly,
*
sted-dl-ly, adv. [Eng. steady ;

-Jy.J

1. In a steady manner ; with steadiness or
firmness of standing or position; without
shaking or tottering.

2. Without wavering or irregularity ; con-

stantly ; without variation.
" Meanwhile a fire of musketry was kept np on both

sides, but more skilfully and more ste'idify by the
regular soldiers than by the mountaineers.* ila-

caulatj: Hilt. Eng., ch. xiii.

BtSad -I ness,
*
sted-dl-ness, t. [Eng.

steady ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being steady ;

firmness or fixedness of standing or position ;

freedom from tottering or shaking.
"Setting out the stradini-t' and immutableness of

the matter." More : Ii f. Philot. Cabbala. (App.).

2. Firmness of mind or purpose ; steadfast-

ness, constancy, resolution.

3. Consistent, uniform, or steady conduct.
" A friend is useful to form an undertaking, and

tecure steaiUneit of conduct." ColUer : Of Priendihip.

4. Uniformity ; absence of variation or ir-

regularity.
" This extraordinary steadiness of price.* Smith :

Wealth of fiatinns. bk. i., ch. ii.

stead'-Ing, *. [Eng. stewl, s. ; -ing.} The
collection of buildings, the house, stables,
barns, and other out-houses of a farm.

st6ad-y, *sted-dy, *sted i, sted-y,*
sted-ye,

*
stid-igh, a. [A.S. skeddtiig =

steady, from stcedh = a place ; cogn. with
O. Dut. stedigh = firm, from stede = a place ;

Icel. stodhugr= steady, from stadhr ; Dan.
ttadig ; Sw. stadig ; Ger. statig = continual,]

1. Firmly fixed ; firm in standing or posi-
tion ; fast ; not shaking or tottering.

2. Firm in mind or purpose ; constant,
resolute ; not fickle, changeable, or wavering ;

not easily moved or persuaded to change a

purpose.
" O'er moss and moor, and holt and hill.
His track the Head)/ bloodhounds trace."

Scott: The chase, xxiv.

3. Regular, constant, undeviating, uniform ;

free from variation or irregularity.
" He would have seen, wherever he turned, that dis-

like of Heady industry." Macnulny : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xiii,

4. Not loose or irregular in conduct ; per-
severing.

Steady-going, a. Quiet, respectable ;

that may be depended on.
" He has been for many years a prominent member

of the House, where his iteady-gmnj qualities and
oominon-senne have given him weight and influence."

St. James's Oaiette, Feb. 22, 1847.

steady-pin, .

Founding :

1. One of the pins which connect the parts
of a flask.

2. A dowel- pin in a sectional structure.

steady-rest, s.

Lathe : A guide attached to the slide-rest of
a lathe, and placed in contact with the work,
to steady it in turning. Called also a Back-
rest [REST, II. 5.]

St$ad'-y, v.t. & i. [STEADY, o.]

A. Trans. : To make steady, firm, or fast ;

to hold or keep from shaking or tottering : as,
To steady one's hand.

B. Intrans. : To become steady ; to regain
or maintain an upright position ; to move
steadily.

antditv with
.__, __., ___

rward motion." field, Sept.

" The /apidity with which they ttca-ly down and
sume their straightfon

* stead -y, . [STITHY.]

steak, *stelke, *steyke, *. [Icel. ateik =
a steak, so called from its being roasted,
which was formerly done by sticking it on a
wooden peg before the fire ; from steikja = to
roast ; stika a stick ; Sw. stek roast meat ;

steka = to roast, sticlca = to stick, to stab ;

Dan. steg a steak ; ste.ge
= to roast ; stik =

a stab ; stikke = a stick.] A slice of beef, pork,
venison, or the like broiled or cut for broiling.

"
If there want but a collop or steak."

Beaum. <t flet. : Maid in the Mill, ir. 1

Steal,
*
steale,

* stele (pa. t
*

sta!,
*
stale,

*
stool, stole; j>a. par.

*
stole, stolen), v.t. & i.

[A.S. stelan (pa. t. sted, pi. stdslon, pa. par.

stolen); cogn. with Dut stelen; Icel. stela;
Dan. stiaele; Sw. stjala; Ger. stehlen; O. H.
Ger. stelan ; Goth, stilan.]

A. Transitive :

1. To take and carry away feloniously ; to
take clandestinely and without right or leave,
as the goods of another ; to purloin.

2. To take, to extract, without any idea of
felonious intent

"
And, like the bee, ttenl all the sweets away."

Cowper : An Ode.

*3. To gain or win secretly or gradually.
" How many a tear

Hath dear religion's love ttol'n from mine eye."
Shaketp. : Sonnet U.

4. To assume hypocritically.
" Who cannot tteal a shape that means deceit T"

Shaketp. : 3 Henry VI., iii. L
*&. To withdraw clandestinely, to insinuate,

to creep, to slink furtively. (Used reflexively.)
" He will steal himself into a man's favour."

Shaketp. : AUt Well, iii. 6.

8. To do, perform, or effect secretly ; to

try to accomplish clandestinely.
Twere good to tl'al our marriage."

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrrie, UL *.

7. To abduct
" The gentleman

That Utely Hole his daughter."^
Shaketp. : Merchant of Venice, IT. L

f To steal a bate: Tn base-ball, the act of a
base-iunner who takes advantage of the Slow

passing of the ball between pitcher and catcher
to run from one base to the next without wait-
ing for the opportunity afforded by a base-Lit
or an error in fielding.

B. Intransitive:

1. To thieve ; to practise or be guilty of
thieving.

2. To withdraw or pass privily ; to go or
come furtively ; to slip away or in secretly." He itealeth into her chamber." Shaketv. : Rant of
Lucrece. Arg. 15.

U To steal a march : To march secretly ;

hence, figuratively, to gain an advantage by
being beforehand. (Usually followed by on.)

teal, t. [SriAt, *.] Any act of stealing, or
one involving a theft

; unjust and unlawful
appropriation.

Steal'-er (1), a. [Eng. steal, v. ; -er.] One
who steals ; a thief.

" Yield np
Their deer to be the stand of the Uealrr."

Shaketp. : Cymbelitie. Ii t,

Steal -er (2), s. [STEELEB.]

steal'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [STEAL, .]

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (Set
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act of one who steals ; theft. [LAR-
CENY.]

*2. That which is stolen ; stolen property.
(Generally in the plural.)

*steal'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. stealing; -ly.] By
stealing; slily, stealthily, furtively, imper-
ceptibly.

"
They did so HeaHngly slip Into one another."

Sidney. Arcadia, bk. ii.

stealth,
*
stelth,

*
stelthe, s. [Eng. steal;

th; Icel. stuldr; Dan. styld; Sw. stold.]
*

1. The act of stealing.
" The owner proveth the Health to have been com-

milled upon him by such au outlaw, and to have been
found in the possession of the prisoner." Spenttr:
Stale of Ireland.
*
2. That which is stolen ; stolen property.

" On his back a heavy load he bare
Of nightly Healths, and pillage several."

Speiaer: F. ., 1. iii. U,

3. A going secretly ; clandestine or furtive

motion.
" Your Health unto this wood."

Skaketp. : ilidtutnmer Jfighft Dream. ULt.

4. Secret, furtive, or clandestine mode of

procedure; a proceeding by secrecy; furtive

actions or procedure. (Used both in a good
and bad sense.)

1 By stealth : Secretly, in secret, privately.
* Let humble Allen, with an awkward shame,
Do^jood by Health, and blush to find it fame."

Pope : Eptioffue to Satires, L 1M.

* Stealth-like, o. Stealthy, furtive, sly.
" And then advanced with Health-like pace.
Drew softly near her and more near.

Wordmorth : Hhite Doe, rU.

stealth'-ful,
*
stealth'-ltll, o. [Eng.

stealth; -full.] Given to stealth ; stealthy.
"
If thy graue raie

H.ith any man seene, making ttealihfutt wale
With all these oxen 1

Chapman : Homer ; Hymne to flermet.

*St5alth'-fUl-ly, adv. [Eng. steallhful ; 4y.]

Stealthily.

* stealth ful -ness, . [Eng. ttealthful;

-ness.] Stealthiness.

Stealth -My, adv. [Eng. stealthy; -ly.] In
a stealthy manner ; by stealth ; furtively,

slily.

Stealth'- i- ness, *. [Eng. stealthy; -nut.]
The quality or state of being stealthy.

stealth'-y, a. [Eng. stealth; -y.] Like one
whose object is to steal ; done by stealth ;

done or accomplished clandestinely ; furtive,

sly, clandestine, privy.
" Now wither'd murder with his Healthy pace,
Moves like a ghost." Shaketp. : Macbeth, ii. 1

steam. * steem,
* stem,

* steeme, 5. [A.S.

steam = a vapour, smell, smoke ; Lut sUxm
= steam.]

L Ordinary Language :

L In the same sense as II. 1.

2. Popularly applied to the visible moist

vapour which rises from water, and from all

moist and liquid bodies, when subjected to

the action of heat : as, the steam of boiling

water.

3. Haze caused by the sun's heat

b6y ; pout, JorW; cat, cell, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, gem; thin, $hls; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - fi

-oian, -tlan = ghfr", -tiou. -slon = than; -{ton, -fion = zhun. -cioas. -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, Ac. = Del, del.
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4. Any exhalation.
" A iwstilent mid most corrosive ittim.
Like gross fog bojutiau. rising f.t."

Cottptr: ru*l,iiLM.
H. Technically:

1. Physics : Water in its gaseous form. It

la a colourless, invisible gas, quite distinct

from the visible cloud which issues from a

kettle, Ac., which is composed of minute

drops of water produced by the condensation
of the steam as it issues into the colder air.

Under ordinary atmospheric pressure, water
boils in an open vessel at a temperature of

21 -2', and the steam always has this tempera-
ture, no matter how fast the water is made to

boil. The heat which is supplied simply
suOces to do the work of converting the

liquid water at 212* into gaseous steam at 212',

without raising the temperature of the steam
at all. If the temperature of steam at 212 is

lowered by only a very small amount, j>art of

the steam is condensed ; hence steam at this

temperature is termed moist or saturated

steam. At high temperatures and pressures,
steam behaves like a perfect gas; but, at

lower pressures and at temperatures near the

boi!intf-i>oint of wat'T, its behaviour diflVrs

markedly from that of perfect gases ; and this

change of properties has to l>e taken into

account in all calculations connected with tlie

expansion of steam in steam-engines. [LAW,
H (2).J The terms high pressure (q.v.) and U>w

pressure (q.v.) are applied to steam without

any sharply-defined limit between them. If

the steam is superheated by passing it through
hot pipes, it is converted into dry steam,
which, within certain limits, behaves like a

perfect gas. If, instead of allowing the steam
to escape freely, the water is boiled in a closed

vessel, the steam accumulates, and both

pressure and temperature rapidly increase,
until the former becomes several times greater
than that of the atmosphere. If now the

team is allowed to escape, it rapidly expands,
nd, if it escapes into the cylinder of a steam-

engine (q.v.), the expansion can be utilised

nd converted into work. As the steam ex-

pands, its pressure of course becomes less

nd less, until it is not greater than that of

the atmosphere ; and at the same time its

temperature is reduced, the reduction depend-
ing on the rapidity with which expansion
takes place. The economic uses of steam are

extremely numerous. The most important is

that of an agent for the production of me-
chanical force on railways, in steam-boats, and
In manufactories. It is also largely employed
in warming buildings, in heating baths, in

brewing, in distilling, and for cooking pur-

poses. [STEAM-ENGINE.]
2. Geol. : The explosive force of steam

seeking vent is believed to 1* a potent factor

in producing earthquakes and volcanic phe-
nomena.

Steam-blower, . A blower driven by
steam-engine, or one in which the steam is

mingled with the air-blast. [.BLOWER, s., II. 1.]

Steam-boat, s. A boat or vessel pro-

pelled by steam acting either on paddles or on
a screw." The term es]>ecially belongs to steam

river-craft; ocean-going craft being called

Steamers, steamships, &c,

Steam-boat rollers: Rollers armed with steel

teeth, and revolving on pirallelaxes towards
each other, by which coal is broken at the

mines. The coal falls on to an inclined screen

known as the steam-boat screen (q.v.).

Steam-boat screen : An inclined barrel-screen

which receives the coal from the steam-boat
rollers, and sorts it.

Steam-boiler, . [STEAM-ENGINE.]

steam-box, s. A steam-chest

steam-brake, s.

Rtiil.-eng. : A device for bringing the power
of steam under pressure to act upon the car

riage wheels and stop their motion.

Steam-buzzer, s. A form of steam'
whistle (q.v.) used in the manufacturing dis-

tricts as a signal for commencing and leaving
off work.

"Nothing at all approaching the tfeam-buaer.
which is still to be found in some manufacturing
neighbourhoods, was known to our happy forefathers.
The ittam-buztrr is a peculiarly-ingenious combinr
tion of the fox-horn, a threshing-machine, and a loo

motive boiler on the point of bursting. When th
device 'goes off' at six o'clock in the morning, with
the object of summoning workpeople to their daily
toil. It is universally recognized in its vicinity that
the time tat sleep h&s passed." Daily Telegraph, Dec.

r, IMS.

Steam-car, s. A steam-carriage ; a car or

carriage drawn by steam power. (Ainer.)

steam-carriage, . A carriage pro-
pelled by steam ; specially used of a locomo-
tive engine adapted to work on an ordinary
road. ISxEAM-ENoiNE, TRAMWAY.]

steam-casing, ---.

Steam-tng. : A steam-jacket around a cylin-
der or other object to keep in the warmth.
Invented by Watt, to prevent the radiation

of heat from the cylinder.

steam-chamber, .

1. The steam-room in a boiler ; the space
for the collection of steam, above the water-

line ; a steam-dome.

2. A steam-tank (q.v.).

steam chest, s.

1. Steam-engine : A box or chamber above
the boiler to form a reservoir for the steam,
and whence it passes to the engine.

2. Calico-printing : One form of steam ap-

paratus in which steam is applied to cloths,
in order to fix the colours, called steam-
colours from this mode of treatment.

3. A chamber heated by steam, and used
for softening timl>er which is to be bent to a
curved form, as ships' planking.

steam-chimney, s.

Steam-eng. : An annular chamber around
the chimney of a boiler-furnace for super-

heating steam.

Steam-cock, . A valve or faucet in a

steam-pipe.

Steam-coil, *. A steam-pipe bent into a

shape to occupy the bottom or sides of a

boiler, so as to have a large surface in com-

pact space. Used in lard-tanks, malt-vats,

vacuum-pans, &c.

steam-colors, t. pi. A style of calico-

printing in which a mixture of dye extracts

and mordants is topically applied to cloth,
while the chemical reaction which fixes the
colors to the fibre is produced by steam.

Steam-crane, s. A crane worked by a

steam-engine ; it frequently carries the engine
upon the same frame.

steam-cylinder, *.

Steam-eng. : The chamber within which the

piston reciprocates. [PISTON.]

Steam-dome, *. [STEAM-CHAMBER, 1.]

Steam-dredger, . [DREDOINO-MACHINE.]

Steam-engine, s.

Steam Mech. : An apparatus for converting
heat into work. The first steam-engine (

which we have any account is the eolipile

(q.v.). The Marquis of Worcester (about

described by Papin a few years previously
[UioEsTER. II. |, and was applied by New*
comeii, wlio, in conjunction with Cawley,
invented the first self-acting engine in 1712,
and used it for working pumps, &c, It

consisted of a cylinder in which there was
a circular disc or piston fitting tightly, but

capable of being moved up and down. At-
tached to the centre of the piston wa a ver-

tical shaft or piston-rod ; and a scout beam,
turning about a centre, was attached at one
end by a chain to the piston rod, and at the
other end by a chain to a pump-rod. Steam
was admitted to the cylinder at the bottom,
anil the piston rose, the pump-rod being pulled
down by a counterpoise attached to that end
of the beam. When the cylinder was full of

steam, the supply was cut off, and cold water
was injected into the cylinder. The sleam
was thus condensed, and the pressure of the

atmosphere acting on the top of the pistou
drove it down, raising the opposite end of the

beam, and with it the pump-rod. In 1763
James Watt invented the method ofcondensing
the steam in a separate vessel away from the

cylinder [CONDENSER, II., 1.] ; he also was the
first to use the pressure of the steam itself

instead of that of the atmosphere, thus mak-
ing the mechanism in reality a steam-engine.
Watt's first patent was taken out in 1769.

Newcomen's engine and Watt's first engine
were single-acting (q.v.). In 1781 Watt took
out a patent for a double-acting engine
(q.v.). Some time previously Watt had
introduced the method of allowing the
steam to work expansively. [EXPANSION,
II. 5], and showed that the condenser might
be dispensed with, the waste steam being
discharged into the air by opening suitable

valves. The non-condensation of the steam
and the method of working steam expensively
can only be satisfactorily employed with high-

pressure engines, in which the pressure of the
steam is several times greater than that of the

atmosphere ; the early engines of Newcomen
and Watt were low-pressure engines, in which
the pressure of the steam was not very much
greater than that of the atmosphere. The es-

sential parts of a modern steam-engine are :

the steam-boiler, usually called the boiler, in

which the steam is generated. It is made of

wrought-iron plates, sufficiently
thick to resist

considerably more than the highest pressure
which they will be called upon to bear, and
the form of the boiler is designed to secure

the greatest possible economy of heat. The
boilers of locomotives, and of those of many
stationary engines, are traversed by a large
number of tubes, along which the gases from
the fire pass ; and in steam fire-engines the

boiler consists of a series of comparatively
narrow tubes filled with water, this being the
form which enables steam to be got up with
the greatest rapidity. The height of the water

and the pressure of steam in the boiler are in-

TYPE Of MODERN HIGH SPEED SINGLE VALVE E.NGIXF. WITH AUTOMATIC OOVBHSOR.

1601-1667) described a steam-engine in his

Century of Inventions, but no practical result

followed. In 1698 Captain Savery described

his engine for raising water, and this was the

first actually used. The principle had been

dicated by gauges, of which there are several

forms. In order to prevent the pressure rising

too high, each boiler is fitted with one or

more forms of safety-valve (q.v.). The cylinder
is made of cast-iron, carefully bored on th

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, fattier: we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

or, wore, wol work, who. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, to, = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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inside; and the piston (q.v.) is a circular plate
of iron packed closely into the cylinder by
means of metallic rings. The piston-rod is

usually steel, and passes ont of the cylinder

through a stuffing-box, in which it is packed
steam-tight, either by g'eased tow or by me-

tallic-rings. The cylinder is provided with a

steam-jacket, or outer casing, in which steam

circulates ; or is covered with some non-con-

duoting material, in order to prevent loss of

heat and consequent condensation of steam.

The distribution of steam, or its admission

above and below the piston, is controlled by
a slide-valve (q.v.), working in a small cylin-

der or valve-casing attached to the cylinder.

According to the arrangement of these prin-

cipal parts, distinctive names are applied to

steam-engines. [BEAM-ENGINE, HORIZONTAL

STEAM-ENOINK, OSCILLATING-ENGINE, VERTI-

CAL-ENGINE.] They are also classified accord-

ing to their uses, as Portal 'le, Stationary, Lo-

comotive, Marine, Pumping, &c. In order to

overcome the difficulty of the dead-points

(q.v.), the fly-wheel was adopted by Watt in

his engines, and has been used ever since.

.[FLY-WHEEL.] In engines which have no fly-

wheel the same end is attained by having two

cylinders, working on the same shaft, but
With their cranks at right angles. The speed
at which an engine works depends on the re-

sistance which it has to overcome ; and where
this resistance is continually varying, as it

generally is, the speed of the engine will also

vary. It is necessary, however, to keep the

.speed as uniform as possible, and this is done

partly by the fly-wheel, and partly by the

governor. [GOVERNOR, II., 2.] In locomotive

and other engines where fly-wheelsor governors
are not used, the speed is regulated by means
of an arrangement for varying the time at

which the steam is cut otf by the slide-va'.ve.

[COMPOUND STEAM-ENGINE.] About 1784,
Watt patented, but did not actually construct,
a locomotive, and Murdoch made a small high-

pressure engine, the fly-wlieels of which, nine

and a half inches in diameter, were used as

driving-wheels. Trevithick constructed a

high-pressure locomotive in 1802, and Blen-

kitisop and Chapman also made locomotives

a few years later. The oldest locomotive in

existence, Puffing Mlly, now in the Patent

Museum, South Kensington, was constructed

in 1813, and was continually used until June

6, 1862. In 1814, Stephenson constructed the

Killingworth Engine, which he continually

improved, and, in 1S-9, won the prize offered

by the directors of the Liverpool and Man-
chester Railway, with his engine, Rocket. In
this he used two cylinders placed one on each
side of the engine, and acting on cranks at-

tached to large driving-wheels. The boiler

was traversed by a number of narrow tubes,
as proposed by Seguin and Booth. In modern
locomotives, the boilers are of the tubular

form, and the engine is driven by two, or

occasionally four, cylinders, placed in front

nnderthe boiler, and inside the iron frame on
which the boiler is supported. The waste
steam from the cylinders is discharged through

pipe in the chimney of the engine, and
creates the draught for the boiler. The two
cylinders a.;t on cranks on the axle of the

diiviiig-wheels, which are sometimes eight or

nine teet in diameter. The number of wheels
is six, eight, and in some cases twelve, there

being two, four, or six di mug-wheels coupled
together. Since the date of the experiments
descril>ed the power and efficiency of engines
have been enormously increased, largely
through the skill and talent of the inventors
and machinists of the United States, who have
more than kept pace with those of England in

the conception of useful and economical de-

vices. The application of the steam engine to

the movement of lioats was first made a success

by Fitch and Fulton, and the power and size of
locomotive engines have been increased, until

now monsters of eighty tons weight are in use,
and a speed of seventy miles an hour is occa-

sionally attained, while forty and more miles
has become a common speed. The nominal or

low-pressure horse-power of English marine
engines is uot 33,000 foot pounds, as on land, but
more than 44,000 foot pounds, and in America
its value is still greater. [INDICATOR, II., 3.J

steam exhaust -port, *. [EXHAUST-
POPT.)

steam fire-engine, . [FIRE-ENGINE, 1.]

steam fountain, s. A jet or body of
water raised by the pressure of steam upon
the surface of the water in a reservoir.

steam -gas, *. [SUPERHEATED STKAJK

Steam-gauge, . An instrument attached
to a boiler to indicate the pressure of strain.

There are many varieties. The oldest and
simplest consists of a bent tube partially tilled

with mercury, one end of which springs from
the boiler, so that the steam rising in the
tube forces up the mercury in proportion to

the amount of pressure. Bourdon's consists
of an elliptical copper tube bent into an arc
of 540. One of the extremities communicates
with the boiler or reservoir of condensed gas
whose pressure hi to be measured, and the
other carries an index which moves backward
or forward on a graduated arc as the curvature
Of the tube is varied by changes of pressure.

steam-governor, s. (GOVERNOR.]

steam-gun, *. A gun whose projectile
force is dented from the expansion of steam
issuing through a shotted tube.

steam hammer, s.

Mech. : A hammer worked by means of
steam. The idea of a steam-hammer seems
to have occurred first to James Watt, who
patented it in 1784. William Deverell also

took out a patent for a steam-hammer in

1S06 ; but it does not appear that in either
case the idea was carried into operation. In
the year 1839 James Nasmyth invented the
steam-hammer called after him, and patented
it In 1842. In the older forms of steam-

hammer, the hammer-head, attached to one
end of a lever, was raised by the action of a

cog-wheel or cam acting on the other end of
the lever, and was then allowed to fall by its

own weight. Hammers of this description are
often culled Steam-tilts. In Nasmyth's ham-
mer, the head is attached to the piston rod ofan
Inverted cylinder supported vertically, and the

piston is raised by the action of the steam
admitted into the cylinder lielow the piston.
The hammer is allowed to Ml by its own
weight, or is

driven down-
wards with
still greater
velocity by
the action of
steam admit-
ted into the

cylinder
above the
piston. The
admission of
steam into
the cylinder
is regulated
by a slide-
valve worked
by a lever,
and the force
of the stroke
can be con-
trolled to
such an ex-

tent, by regulating the admission of steam,
that the largest hammer can be made to
crack a nut, or to come down upon a mass
of iron with a momentum of many hun-
dred foot-tons. The cylinder, which is sup-

ported on a strong iron framework, is very
strong, and the steam-pipes are of extra

strength, because of the high pressure at
which the steam is employed. The piston-
rod is of stout wrought-iron or steel, and the
hammer itself is also of steel. The weight of
the hammer ranges from about two hundred-

weight to twenty-five tons ; and the object to
be struck is placed upon an anvil, consisting
of a slab of iron resting on a huge mass of

piles and concrete, which frequently descends
a great depth into the ground. There are

some other forms of less importance. In
Condie's steam-hammer the hammer-head is

attached to the lower end of the cylinder,
and Ratnsbottom's two cylinders move hori-

zontally in the same line, but in different

directions, and the metal to be forged is placed
between them. Some of these are in use at
the Railway Works, Crewe. Steam-hammers
are rated or classified according to the effective

weight of the piston and hammer-head or

drop, and range from 100 pounds up to 80
tons. The laigest steam-hammer in the world
is one in Pennsylvania, of 125 tons. Powerful

hydraulic presses are being substituted for

hanimeis in heavy forging work.

Steam-hoist, s. An elevator or lift worked
by a sieam-engine, frequently portable.

BTEAM-HAMMEB.

Steam-horn, . A steam-buzzer (q.v.).
"The tteam.liorru of Urge nuuiulactories." XoUt t

Queriei, April 2, 1887, p. .

steam-indicator, s. A dev i ce to record
the pressure of steam. It was invented, by
James Watt.

Steam-jacket, . [JACKET, *., II. 1.]

steam-jet, s. A blast of steam emitted
from a nozzle.

Steam-jet pump : A form of injector or ejector
in which the body of water is put in motion
by a steam-jet.

steam -kitchen, s. An apparatus for

cooking by steam.

Steam-launch, s. A large kind of boat
with a propeller-engine.

Steam-navigation, s. The art or prac-
tice of applying steam to the propelling of
boats and vessels ; the art or practice of navi-

gating steam-vessels. A doubtful claim has
been made that on June 17, 1543, a Spaniard,
Blasco de Garay, exhibited a steam-ship,
which made an experimental trip in the port
of Barcelona, in presence of commissioners
appointed by Charles V. The Marquis of
Worcester described a steam-ship in 1655,
though he did not publish his description till

1663. On Dec. 21, 1736, a patent was granted
to Jonathan Hulls for a kind of steam-tug,
which he does not seem actually to have con-
structed. In 1783, Fitch, an American, looved
a boat on the Delaware by paddles worked by
a steam-engine ; and in the same year Claude,
Comte de Joutfro.v, constructed an engine
which propelled a boat on the Ka&ne. Paddle
wheels had been patented by Miller in 1781,
and for some time all steam- boats were pro-
pelled by paddles. [SCREW -PHOPELLER.]
Symington used a steam-boat on the Forth
aiid Clyde in 1790, and in 1802 he had one
on the Clyde which was able to tow vessels.

Fulton used a steam-boat on the Seine in

1803 ; and in 1807 his boat, the Clermont,
with engines built by Boulton and Watt, ran
from New York to Albany, and soon after-

wards there was a regular service between
these towns. Th* first successful steam-boat
in Europe was Bell's Comet, which in 1812, ran
on the Clyde between Glasgow and Oreenock,
three times a week, witli a maximum speed of
five miles an hour. The first voyage of a
steam-ship from New York to Liverpool was
made by the Savannah in twenty-six days,
in 1819. Regular steam communication witli

Europe was begun in 1838. In 1845 the Great
Britain crossed the Atlantic in fourteen days;
on October 21-26, 1894, the Lucania made the

trip from Queenstown to New York (about
2,800 miles) in five days, seven hours and

twenty-three minutes, which is the record to

date. Other steam-ships, as the Teutonic, Paris,
New York, St. Low is, and St. Paul, have developed
approximately equal speed. The two last

named were built on the Delaware in 1893-5,
and are unsurpassed for comfort and sea-

worthiness. The staunch construction of the

St. Punt (see illustration) was amply demon-
strated when, on the morning of January 25,

1896, this noble vessel was driven hard and
fast upon the beach at Long Branch, N. J.,

during a heavy fog. When finally hauled off,

after straining and thumping in the surf for

ten days, the vessel was found to be entirely

uninjured. [STEAM-ENGINE.]

steam navvy, s. A steam-engine em-

ployed in excavating earth for docks, canals,
Ac. (English.)

Steam-packet, s. A steam-vessel carry-

ing mails and running periodically between
certain ports.

Steam-pipe, s. Any pipe conveying steam

from a boiler to an engine, or a supply-pipe in

a system of steam heating or drying.

Steam-plough, s. A plough or gang of

ploughs drawn by portable steam-engines. By
the same means, cultivators, harrows, and

other agricultural implements are drawn.

Steam ploughs are largely used on the great

wheat farms of the West, which are much too

large for hand ploughing.

steam-port, *.

Stenm-eng. : An opening through the valve

seat to the inside of the cylinder. Known at.

the induction (inlet) port, or the eduction (out-

let) port, respectively, according to the course

of the steam.

1>oil, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, 90!!, chorus, shin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eyist. -Ing.
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steam power, s. The power of steam

applied to move machinery or produce any
results.

steam press, s. A press worked by
steam-power; specif., a platteu-machine driven

by steam power.

steam-propeller, s. The same as SCREW-
PROPELLER (q.V.).

steam-ram, s. [RAM, s., II. 2. (2).]

steam-roller, s. A locomotive witli wide
wheels used for crushing road-metal and level-

ling roads.

steam-room, s. The capacity for steam
over the surface of the water in the boiler.

steam-Ship, s. A ship propelled by
steam ; a steamer.

steam-sled, s. A locomotive constructed
to run on ice. The front part rests on a

sledge, and the driving wheels are studded
with spikes.

steam-stoker, . A gas-retort charger

(q.v.).

steam-table, i. A hollow table, heated

by steam, to keep joints and other viands
warm in the dining or carving rooms of hotels.

Steam-tank, s. A chamber heated by
steam, used for various purposes in the arts,

such as steaming wood, paper-stock, render-

ing fats, &c.

Steam-tight, a. Tight enough to resist

the ingress or egress of steam.

Steam-tilt, s. A steam-hammer (q.v.).

steam-toe, s.

Steam-eng. : An arm fastened to a lifting-rod

to raise it by the contact of the cam or tappet.
The toes on the lifting-rods of the inlet and ex-

haust are steam and exhaust toes respectively.

Steam-trap, s. A self-acting device for

the discharge of condensed water from steam-

engines or steam-pipes.

Steam-tug, s. A small but powerful steam-
vessel for towing ships in or out of harbour.

steam vacuum-pump, s. A pump for

raising water by the condensation of steam
In a vessel situated at such elevation above
the water supply that the atmospheric pressure
will raise the water to the chamber and operate
the valves.

steam-valve, s. A device for opening or

closing a steam pipe or port.

steam-vessel, s. A steam-ship.

steam-way, s. A passage leading from
the steam-port of a valve to the cylinder.

steam-wheel, s. The same as ROTARY
STEAM-ENGINE (q.V.).

steam-whistle, s. A sounding device
connected with the boiler of a steam-engine,
either stationary, locomotive, or marine, for

the purpose of announcing the hours of work,
signalling, &c. In the ordinary
locomotive steam-whistle the
foot is bolted on to the fire-

box, has an opening (a) for the j
admission of steam, and is pro-

'

vided with a cock (e), l>y turn-

Ing which steam is permitted
to rush into the hollow

piece (b), which is pro-
vided with holes around
its lower and narrower

portion, through which
the steam rushes into
the cavity of the cup
(c), and, passing out

through the narrow an- STEAM-WHJSTIJI.
nular opening, impinges
against the rim of the bell (cf), causing a
shrill, piercing sound. Holes in the top of
the liell permit the escape of the steam up-
wardly and increase the volume of sound.
The quality of the tone depends on the width
of the annular opening, the depth of the bell,
and the distance between it anil the cup. The
calliope (q.v.) is a series of such whistles
tuned to a scale and operated by keys.

Steam-winch, s. A form of hoisting-
apparatus in which rotary motion is imparted
to the winding-axle from the piston-rod of a
steam engine, directly or intermediately,
through bevel-gearing. The former is more
rapid ; the latter affords greater power. Spe-
cially used for loading and unloading ships.

steam-yacht, . A yacht fitted with a
screw propeller.

steam,
' steme. 'steerae, r.i. <t(. [STEAM,*.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To emit steam or vapour; to give out

any vapour or exhalation.

Ye mists and exhalations that now rite
From hill unlearning lake."

Jlilton : P. L., i. 1R5.

2. To rise in a vaporous form ; to pass off in

visible vapour.
"The fum. or vapour thereof tteeminy." P.

Bolliind : Plinie. bk. xxlx., ch. iv.

3. To move or travel by the agency of steam.
" He steamed into the station at the usual speed."-

Dnily Chronicle, Get, 19, 1886.

B. Transitive:
*

1. To emit or give up in vapour ; to exhale,
to evaporate.

" In slouthful sleepe his molten heart to steme."
Spenser: F. Q.. II. vi. ST.

2. To expose to the action of steam, for the

purpose of softening (as wood), cooking, or

disinfecting.

Steam er, s. [Eng. steam, v. ; -er.]

1. A vessel propelled by steam ; a steam-ship.

2. A steam fire-engine.

3. A locomotive for roads.

4. A culinary vessel with a perforated
bottom, placed upon a cooking pot, and having
a lid to keep in the steam.

5. An apparatus for steaming grain pre-
paratory to grinding.

6. A steam-tank (q.v.).

steamer-duck, s. [RACEHORSE, 2.]

steamer - lane, s. The usual track
followed by ocean steamers plying between

any two ports, e.g., Liverpool and New York.

"Moving east on a north-easterly track, a little
south of steamer-lanes." St. James's Gazette, April 6,

1887.

steam' i ness, . [Eng. steamy ; -ness.]
The quality or state of being steamy or

vaporous; mistiness.

8team'-y, a. [Eng. steam, s. ; -y.] Consisting
of or abounding in steam ; resembling steam ;

misty, vaporous.
"
Meantime, on that side steamy vapours rise."

Camper: Sonnet.

stean, s. [STEEN.]

ste-ar'-a-mide, s. [Eng. stear(ic), and amide.]
Chem. : (C18H35O)H2N. Obtained by heating

ethylic stearate with alcoholic ammonia for

several days in a sealed tube at a temperature
of 120. It is purified by recrystallization
from alcohol and washing with ether. After

melting it solidifies at 107 '5.

ste-ar-an -fl-ide,s. [Eng. stear(ic); aniline),
and'suir. -iile.]

Chem. : (Ci8H35OXC6H5)HN. Phenyl-steara-
mide. Formed when excess of aniline is dis-

tilled over stearic acid heated to 230 in an oil

bath. The product is purified by repeated
crystallization from alcohol, when it is ob-
tained as white shining needles, melting, at

93-6, and solidifying to a mass of radiated

crystals.

8te'-ar-ate, s. [Eng. stear(ic) ; -ate.]

Chem. (PI.) : Compounds of stearic acid with
the alkalis and metals. They have the con-
sistence of hard soaps and plasters, and are

mostly insoluble in water. Stearate of potas-
sium, CjgHssKOs, separates on cooling from a
solution of one part stearic acid and one part
potassic hydrate in ten parts of water. It

forms shining delicate needles, having a faint
alkaline taste, and dissolves in 6'7 parts boil-

ing alcohol and 25 parts boiling water. Acid
. stearate of potassium, CigHssKOa'CjgHsfiOj,
'

obtained by decomposing the neutral salt with
1,000 parts of water. When dried and dis-
solved in alcohol, it separates in silvery scales,
inodorous and soft to the touch. It dissolves
in four parts of boiling absolute alcohol.

ste'-ar-ene, s. [STEARONE.]

Ste-ar'-gil-lite, *. [Formed from Eng. stea-

tite, and argillite.]

Min. : A soapy-looking clay of varying co-

lour, and like all other clays a hydrated alumi-
nous silicate. Found near Poictiers, France.

Ste-ar'-ic, a. [Eng. stear(in); -ic.] Derived
from or containing stearin.

stearic acid, s.

Chem, : CigH^D'OH. An acid discovered

by Chevreul, and found as a frequent con-
stituent of fats derived from the animal and
vegetable kingdoms, and especially abundant
as a tiistearin in tef and mutton suet. It

may be obtained by saponifying the fat with
soda ley, decomposing with sulphuric acid,

dissolving the fatty acids in alcohol, and re-

peatedly crystallizing, the first portions of

the fatty acid only being taken. When pure
it crystallizes from alcohol in nacreous laminae
or needles, is tasteless and inodorous, and
has a distinct acid reaction. Its specific

gravity is nearly that of water, it melts at

69-69-2, distils in a vacuum without altera-

tion, and is sparingly soluble in alcohol, more
so in ether and benzene.

stearic anhydride, s.

Chem. : C^H^O }
' Formed ty the action

of stearic chloride on potassic stearate. It is

difficult to obtain pure.

stearic ether, s.

Chem. (PI.): Compounds of stearic acM
with the alcohol radicals. Methylic stearate,

CjgHsj^CHsJOa, is formed by heating stearic
acid with methylic alcohol in a sealed tube.
It is a neutral crystalline mass, insoluble in

water, and melting at 38. Ethylic stearate,
stearic ether, CjgHss^HjX^. Obtained by
passing hydrochloric acid gas into an alco-
holic solution of stearic acid. It is a crystal-
line mass, resembling white wax, melts at

337, and is tasteless and inodorous.

Ste a-rld'-Ic, a. [Eng. stearin) ; Gr. tlSot

(eidos) = form, and Eng. suff. -ic.] Derived
from or containing stearic acid.

stearidic acid, s.

Chem.: C^H^Oy. Obtained by heating
bromostearate of silver with water. It is an

amorphous mass with' a peculiar faint odour,
is soluble in alcohol, melts at 35, and distils

unchanged. Witli the alkalis it forms soaps.

Ste ar-in, . [Gr. o-reop
f
stear)=fzt, tallow,

suet.]

Chem. (PL): Glyceric stearates. These com-

pounds can be formed artificially, but the last

is also a constituent of most of the more solid

animal and vegetable fats. (1) Monosteariu

(q.v.). (2) Diste-.rin, C3H5
(Cl8

^g
O2)2-

Ob-

tained by heating monostearin with stearic

acid to 260D
for three hours. It forms micro-

scopic laminae, which melt at 58. (3) Tri-

stearin (q. v.)

Ste'-ar-in-er-y, s. [Eng. stearfn(e); -ery.J
The process of making stearine from animal
or vegetable fats ; the manufacture of stearin

or stearine products.

Ste ar 6 chlbr-hy'-drm, s. [Eng. stear-

o(ne); chlorhydr(ic), and sulf. -in.]

Chem.: C3H5
(Cl

j
Cj Produced by pass-

ing hydrochloric acid gas into a mixture of
stearic-acid and glycerin heated to 100. Puri-

fied from ether it forms a solid mass, melting
at 28.

ste-ar-oc'-6"n-6te, s. [Pref. steam-, and Gr.
Kov'is (konis) = powder.]

Chem. : Couerbe's name for a yellow-brown
pulverulent fat which he extracted from the
brain. It is insoluble in alcohol and ether,

except in the presence of fixed oils, in which
case it dissolves in ether.

Ste ar-6-glu -cose, s. [Pref. stearo-, and
Eng. glucose.]

Chem. : C6H5 ( ^C
(fjo>

Glucic stearate.

Formed when stearin and anhydrous glucose
are heated to 120 for fifty or sixty hours. It

is obtained in microscopic granules, or as a
white fusible mass, is neutral, and assumes
with oil of vitriol a reddish colour, changing
to violet and black.

ste-ar-i-lan-rgt'-in, s. [Pref. stearo- ; Eng.
laur^in), and retin.]

Chem. : Grosourdi's name for the solid fat

which separates on standing at + 10 from
the oil obtained by warm pressure from the

pericarp of bay-berries. It crystallizes in

warty masses, but has not been further ex-

amined.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go. pot,
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Ste ar-o-lau'-rln, s. [Pref. stearo-, and Eng.
lau'rin,.]

Chem. : Grosourdi's name for a fat, de-

posited on standing at + 6 from the oil ob-

tained by warm pressure from the shelled

Heeds of the bay-berry. It forms a yellowish
white mass.

te-ar-oT-Io, a. [Pref. stear-, and Eng.
ol(e)ic.] Derived from oleic and elaidic acid.

stcarolic acid, s.

Chem. : Ci8H32O2 - Ci 7H31 -CO-OH. Ob-
tained by huating the di bromide of oleic and
elaidic acids with an alcoholic solution of

potash. It forms long, colourless prisms, in-

soluble in water, slightly soluble in alcohol,
melts at 48s

,
and volatilizes without decom-

position. Its salts are mostly crystalline,
those of the alkalis having the properties of

soaps.

te ar one, stc -ar-ene, s. [Eng. stear(ic) ;

one, -ene.}

Chem. : CiaR^O-CnH.-^. The ketone of
steafic acid, produced by the dry distillation

of i-alcic or plumbic stearate, the resulting

product being finely pulverised, and then
several times washed with ether. It forms
delicate pearly lamiiue, slightly soluble in

boiling alcohol, nearly insoluble In coldether,
and melts at 87-8.

te-ar-o-phan'-ic, a. [Eng. stearophan(in);

ic.] Derived from stearophanin (q.v.).

stearophanic acid, 5.

Chem.: A kind ofstearic-acid obtained from
Cocculus indicus berries. It crystallizes in

small needles, melting at 68.

Ste ar-oph-an-m, s. [Pref. stearo-, and
Gr."<cuV<o (phaino) to appear.]

Chem. : The fat of Cocculus indicus berries.

It agrees with tristearin in nearly all its pro-

perties, but melts at 35-36.

ate - ar - op - tene, s. [Pref. stearo-, and
Gr. irnji/os ( ptinos) = feathered ; hence, fleet-

ing, volatile.]

Chem. : Any of the more solid constituents

of essential oils, which crystallize out in the
cold.

gte ar-ox-yl-ic, o. [Pref. stear-; Eng.
ox(al)yl, and suff. -ic.] Derived from or con-

taining stearic acid and oxatyl.

stearoxylic acid, s.

Chem.: dgHy.A^CtfH^Os-CO-OH. Ob-
tained by the action of nitric acid on stearolic

acid. It crystallizes in brilliant plates, in-

soluble in water, soluble in boiling alcohol,
and melts at 86.

Ste ar-o^l, s. [Eng. stearo(ne) ; -yl.]

Chem. : Ci8 H^. The hypothetical radical

of stearone.

Ste ar yl, . [Eng. stear(ic); -yl]

Chem. : CigH^O. The radical of stearic-

acid.

sto at-, pref. [STEATO-.]

Bte-at-ar'-gill-ite, . [STEAROILLJTE.]

Min. : A doubtful mineral sj>ecies occurring
in some porphyritic rocks near llmenau,
Thuringia.

to a tlte, . [Gr. a-Ttap (stear), genit. <rtiOTOS

(stedtos) = tallow, hard fat. The steatitis of

Pliny.]

Mineralogy :

1. A term including all the massive and
Crystalline-massive varieties of talc (q.v.).

2. The same as SAPONITE (q.v.).

Bte-artit'-Ic, o. [Eng. steatite); -ic.] Per-

taining to steatite or soapstone ; of the nature
of or resembling soapstone.

Bte a-to-, ste-at-, pref. [Gr. (rrtap (stear),

genit. ore'oTo* (stentos) = tallow, hard fat.]

Fatty ; composed of or resembling fat

Sto at -6-5610, s. [Pref. steato-, and Gr. mjAij

(kele) = & tumour.]
Pathol. : A tumour of the scrotum contain-

ing fat ; scrotal hernia.

Ste-a-to'-ma, s. [Gr. trnariana (Ktefitfimn).~}

Surg. : A wen, the contents of which re-

emble suet. It may arise on any part of the

body, and often grows to a large size.

Ste a tom'-a-tous, a. [STEA.TOMA.] Of the
nature of a uteatoma.

ste at -6-mys, *. [Pref. steato-
,
and Or. ^

(mus) a mouse.]
Zool. : A genus of Miiridse, sub-family Den-

dromyinn, with two species from North and
South Africa.

ste-a-top -y-ga, *. [Pref. tteato-, and Gr.

rrvyri (puge) = ihe rump, the buttocks.] A
great accumulation of fat in the buttocks of
some Africans, especially of Hottentot women.

Ste -a top -y-gous, a. [STEATOPYOA.] Per-

taining or relating to steatopyga ; character-
ized by steatapyga.

ste-at-or -nls, *. [Pref. steat-, and Gr. opm
(onus) = a bird. Named because the birds
are extremely fat. GUACHARO-OIL.]
Omtth. : A genus of Caprimulgidse, with a

single species, Steatornis caripensis, sometimes
made the type of a family Steatornithidse. In

many respects it resembles the Goat-suckers,
but differs from them in being a vegetable-
feeder. Since Humboldt's time, it has been
found in Bogota [GUACHARO] and in Trinidad.

Ste-at-or-nith'-i-dae, s.pl. [Mod. Lat.

steatornis, genit. steatornith(is) ; Lat. fem. pi.

adj. suff. -idee.] [STEATORNIS.]

ste a -td-zo'-Sn, s. [Pref. steatn-, and Or.
JoV (zoori) = a living being, an animal.]

Zool. : A synonym of Demodex (q.v.X

steck-a'-do, s. [STICKADOBE.J

*
sted, . [STEAD.]

sted'-fast, a. [STEADFAST.]

Sted -ing-erf , s. pi. [See def.]

Church Hist. : A politico-religious sect which
arose early in the thirteenth century in the
district of Steding, now called Oldenburg.
They appear to have been a section of the

Albigenses, and a crusade was organized
against them by Gerhard, Archbishop of
Bremen.

stee, s. [A.S. stigan = to mount.] A ladder.

(Prov.)

Steed,
*
stede, *. [A.S. steda = a stud-horse,

a stallion (cf. stddmyre = a stud-mare), from
stod = a stud (q.v.) ; Irish stead = a steed ;

Ger. stute = a mare ; Icel. stedda = a mare ;

stddhhestr = a stallion ; stodhmerr = a stud-

mare, a brood-mare.] A horse, especially a

spirited horse, or one for war or state. (Used
chiefly in poetry or poetical prose.)

" To see this wondrous
Winged steed with inane of gold."

Longfelloa : Pegmiu in Pound.

Steek, eteik, v.t. [A.S. stician = to pierce,
to stick (q.v.).]

1. To pierce with a sharp-pointed instru-

ment ; to stitch or sew with a needle. (Scotch.)

2. To shut, to close, to fasten.
" But now, hi nny, that re hae brought us the brandy,

and the mm? with the het water . . . ye may Keek the
door." Scott : Guy Manneriny, oh. xlvl.

steek, steik, s. [STEEK, v.] The act of

stitching with a needle ; a stitch.

Steel, s. & a. [A.8. itel, title, style ; cogn. with
Out. stool; Icel. ttdl; Dan. stool; 8w. stdl;
O. H. Ger. stahal ; Ger. itahL]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language .

1. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II.

(2) A piece of such metal used for striking

sparks from flint to ignite tinder or match.
"The tteeJ must be struck in a proper manner, and

with proper materials, before the latent spark can be
tUcited.-/fnoi: Ettayt. ess. TO.

(3) A round rod of steel, having longitudinal
striations, used for sharpening knives.

2. Figuratively:

(1) A weapon, especiallyan offensive weapon,
as a sword, a spear, or the like.
" Brave Macbeth with his brandish 'd ttr'l . . .

Carv'd out his passage." Shafatp. : Macbeth, I S.

(2) Anything of extreme hardness ; hard-

ness, sternness, rigour : as, a heart of steel.

(S) A narrow slip of steel used for stiffen-

ing or expanding ladies' dresses.
" No tteflt are worn behind the knees." Daily tFewi,

Dec. 17, 188.

(4) A mirror. (Cartwright : Lady Errant.)

IL Technically:
1. Chen., c. : A very remarkable and useful

kind of metallic iron, intermediate between
cast-iron and malleable iron, prepared I y im-
bedding bars of malleable iron in powdered
charcoal contained in a large rectangular cru-
cible, and exposing for many hours to a ful' red
heat. The iron takes up from one to two per
cent, of carbon, becoming harder, and, at the
same time, fusible, but with a certain diminu-
tion of its malleability. The product of this
operation has a blistered appearance hence
called blistered steel, but this is obviated by
welding a number of bars together. Bessemer
steel is produced by forcing atmospheric air
into melted cast iron. The colour of steel is

grayish-white ; sp. gr. 7'60-7'93. Its most
remarkable property is that of becoming very
hard when heated to redness and suddenly
plunged into cold water. If re-heated to red-

ness, and left to cool gradually, it becomes as
soft as ordinary iron. Between these two
conditions any required degree of hardness
may be attained. Hence, in the manufacture
of steel articles, they are first forged into

shape, then hardened, and, lastly, tempered
by exposure to a proper degree of annealing
heat, which is often judged of by the colour
of the thin Him of oxide which appears on the
surface. A temperature of 221, indicated by
a faint straw colour, is the most suitable

temper for lancets and razors, 250, indicated

by a brownish tint, for scissors and penknives.
For swords, watch-springs, and all articles

requiring softness and elasticity, the steel

must be heated to 289-293, or until the sur-
face becomes deep blue.

"
Steela is eldest brother of iron, extracted from the

same oare, (littering from it not in kind, but degree of
purity, as being the first running thereof. It is inur
hard and brittle (whi lest iron is sufterand tougher),
useful for the making of English knives, sithes,
(hears, 4c., but flue edges cannot be made thereof, as
lancets for letting of blood, incision knives, razors,
4c." Fuller : Worthiet; Oloucettenhire.

2. Hist., &c. : In the A.V. of the Bible, the
word " steel" occurs in 2 Sam. xxii. 35 ; Psalm
xviii. 34 ; Job. xx. 24 ; and Jer. xv. 12, but in

all these places the R.V. substitutes the word
" brass." The Greeks are said to have de-
rived it, as early as the Homeric age, from
the Chal.vbes, and the name \d\v<fi (Chalups)
was applied both to the people and to the
metal. The Celtiberians were celebrated for

their manufacture of steel in the first century,
B.C. The process of hardening it by immer-
sion in water was known in Western Europe
in the eleventh or twelfth century. Then oil

was substituted for water. Cast steel was
first made at Attercliffe, near Sheflield, in

1740. The Bessemer process for converting
pig-iron into malleable iron, and it again into

steol with small consumption of fuel, was
first communicated to the British Association
at Cheltenham in 1856. Siemens, in 1876,

produced steel direct from iron ore. The

greater durability of steel now increasingly
leads to its being preferred to iron, for the

'

construction both of ships and of rails.

B. As adjective:

1. Lit. : Made of steel.

2. Fig. : Resembling steel in hardness:

hence, unfeeling, stern, rigorous.
" Thy iteel bosom." Shaketp. : Sonnet ISl.

steel-bow, .

Scots Law : Steel-bow goods consist of corn,
cattle, straw, implements of husbandry, de-

livered by the landlord to his tenant, by
means of which the tenant is enabled to stock
and work the farm, and in consideration of

which he becomes bound to return articles

equal in value and quality at the expiration of

the lease. The origin of the term is uncertain.

(Bell.)

Steel-bronze, . A very hard and tena-

cious alloy, used as a substitute for steel in

the manulacture of cannon. Its composition
varies but little from that of the usual gun-
metal 90 copper, 10 tin.

Steel -cap, . A cap or head-piece of

steel ; armour for the head.

"He has placed the iteel^ap o'er his long flowing
hair. Scott : linketiy. v. 20.

Steel-clad, a. Clad in steel or armour
mailed.

" No longer sttfl-dad warriors ride

Along thy wild and willowed shore."
liciitt : Lay of the Latt .Minstrel, IT. L

* steel clenched, a. Fastened or pro-
tected wito steel.

"B ttefl-elenelifd postern door."

ScoW .- Lay of the Latt Minitnl, It &

bo>; prfut, J6\H; oat, 90!!, ctaorns, 9hln, bench; go, gem; thin, tW"J * *9> aspect. Xenophon, eylst. ph = fc

oian. -tian -- fy. -tion. -sion = My ; -{ion, -fion - zhua. -clous, -tioua, -sious = alias, -bio, -die, &c. - tool, d.eL
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steel dight, o. Steel-clad.

"And <:el-di;i>a noble* i.'i-il tli.-lr e'e."

Hcatt : TAontuJ rAo M^mer, pt ii.

steel engraving, .

1. The art of engraving upon steel plates
for the purpose of producing prints or im-

pressions in ink upon paper and other sub-

stances.

2. The design engraved upon a steel-plate.

3. The impression or print taken from an

engraved steel-plate.

steel furnace, s. A tnetallurgic furnace

in which ore or iron Is treated for the pro-
duction or refining of steeL

steel headed. steel-bead, 'steel-

bed, a. Having a head, tip, or top of steel.
* The ittel-ktii speares they strongly couch t. and met."

Spenter: F. .. III., ii. 16.

Steel-headcd-raU :

Railway: A rail having an upper surface or

tread of steel welded on to a body of iron.

steel hearted, a. Hard-hearted, stern,

rigorous.

steel-master, . A proprietor of steel-

Wo i ks.

"Iron-masters, tteel-mtutert, iron consumers, and
export merchant*, fnnn all parts of the kingdom, will

be present in fcivat force. Daily Telegraitk, Sept
klifc

steel-mill, *.

1. Ord. Lang. : A mill with metallic grind-

tox-surfaces, usuallv of steel, but sometimes
of cast-iron, as being chea[>er and sufficient

for the purpose.
*2. Mining: A steel-wheel revolving in

contact with a flint, to make a light in a mine ;

used before the invention of the safety-lamp.

steel-ore, s.

Min. : A name given to the siderite (q.v.) of

Nassau, because of the iron it yielded being

peculiarly adapted for conversion into steel.

Steel-pen, 5. A pen niadeofsteeL [FEN
(2), *., 1. 1. (3).]

steel-plate, .

1. A piece of steel flattened or extended to
an even surface, and of uniform thickness.

They are used as armour for the sides of war-

ships, and other purposes.

2. A plate of polished steel, on which a de-

sign is engraved for the purpose of transferring
it to paper, &c., by impressing or printing.

3. An impression or plate taken from an

engraved steel-plate ; a steel engraving.

Steel-toys, s. pi. A manufacturing term

applied to small articles such as corkscrews,
buckles, and similar objects, when made of

polished steel. Birmingham and Sheffield are
tue chief seata of their manufacture, which
employs a large amount of capital and a con-
siderable number of operatives. (Chambers.)

steel-trap, . A trap with steel jaws
and a spring to catch wild animals.

steel-wine, s. Wine in which steel filings
have b<:en placed for some time ; it is used

medicinally.

steel-yard, . [STEELYARD.]

Steel, v.t. [A.S. stylan; Icel. ttdOa; Ger.

ttahlen.}

L Lit. : To point, overlay, or edge with steel.
" He had in Ms hande a great glaue, aharpe and well

Ue'yd." Bcrnert: Froistart ; Croiiycle, voL i., ch. Ux.

IL Figuratively:

1. To fortify as with steel; to make hard,
stui'lxirn, obdurate, or unfeeling ; to harden,
to strengthen.

2. To ranse to resemble steel, as in smooth-
ness, polish, or other qualities.

Bteele'-ite, *. [After Mr. J. Steele ; sufl*.

He (Min.y]
Min. : An altered variety of mordenite (q. v.),

occurring in spheres varying in size from one
to two and a half inches in diameter at Cape
Split, Nova Scotia,

steeT-er, . [Etym. doubtful.]

Shipwright. : The foremost or aftermost

plank in a strake, which is dropped short of
the stern or stern-post of a vessel!

Steel I-ness, . [Eng. steely ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being stxsly; extreme
hardness.

Steel'-Ing, pr. par. & s. [STEEL, vJ
A. As pr. par. (See the verb).

B. As substantive :

1. The process of welding a piece of steel

on that part of a cutting instrument which is

to receive the edge.

2. The process of covering a metal plate
with steel by voltaic electricity for the pur-
pose of rendering it more durable. It is ap-
plied to stereotype and engraved copper-plates.

steeling strake, s.

Shipwright. : A steeler (q.v.),

*steeT-y, *stel-y, o. [Eng. sttA; -y.]

1. Literally:

(1) Made of steel ; consisting of steel.
" Steel through opposing plates the magnet draws.
And tttc/t atoms calls from dust and straws."

Craboe : Paritk Seffitter.

(2) Resembling the surfcce of polished steel.

2. Fiy. : Resembling steel in hardness ;

hard, linn, stern, inflexible.
" O tough and Mv hertes, o berte more herd than

flyute or utuer itone." Puher : Seum PMlmet, Pa. 143.

pt. U.

steel yard. stil-i-ard, 'styl I arde,
s. [Eng. steel, and yard.}

Mech. : A balance or weighing-machine con-

sisting of a lever with unequal arms. It is of
two kinds. The Roman balance is formed by
suspending the article to be weighed from the
end of the shorter arm, or placing it in a scale

depending therefrom, and sliding a determi-
nate weight along the longer one till an equili-
brium is obtained. The longer arm is so

graduated that the figure opposite to which
the weight rests indicates the weight of the
article at the extremity of the shorter arm.
The second form is the Danish balance (q.v.).

"It is usual with butchers and other tradesmen to

weigh in the siatera, commonly called the ailiardt,
ten or twenty pounds weight." Boyle : War**, lit 431.

Steelyard Company, Stillyard Company :

Hist. : A company of German and Flemish
merchants to whom Henry III. granted many
valuable privileges in 1259. These were con-
firmed by Edward I., and the company
flourished till the reign of Edward VI., when
the Merchant Adventurers complained of
them, and they were held to have forfeited
their liberties, and were expelled from England
by Elizabeth in 1597. Their hall was called
the Steelyard, according to some authorities,
from the steel which they imported, but more
probably from the king's steelyard erected on
that spot (near what is now Iron Wharf) to

weigh the tonnage of all goods brought into
London. (Thombury : Old New London,
ii. 32-34.)

stein, stean, *steane, s. [A.S. stcena.] A
vessel of clay or stone.
"
Upon a huge great earth-pot tteant he stood.
From whose wide mouth there flowc I forth the

Boiuane flood." Spenter : F. {{., VII. vii. 41

steen, stean, v.t. [STONE, .] To line with
stone or brick, as a well, a cesspool, or the
like ; to mend with stone, as a road. (Prov.)

steen'-bok, s. [STEINBOK.]

steen Ing, stean Ing, . [STCEN, v.}

Arch. : The brick or stone wall or lining of
a well or cesspool, the use of which is to pre-
vent the irruption of the surrounding soil.

Steen'-klrk, s. [STEINKIRK.]

Steen'- stru-pine, *. [After Steenstrup, who
first found it ; surf, -ine (A/in.).]

Min. : A mineral occurring in crystals and
massive at Kangerdlnar&uk, Greenland,
associated with lepidolite and segyrite. Hard-
ness, 4'0 ; sp. gr. 3'38 ; colour, brown.

Compos. : essentially a hydrous silicate of

cerium, lanthanum, didymium, thoria, soda,

alumina, and sesquioxide of iron.

steep,
*
steepe,

*
step,

*
stepe, a. tc s.

[A.6. stedp = steep, high, lofty ; O. Fris. stnp= high ; Icel. steypdhr = steep, rising high ;

A.S. stepan = to erect, to exalt.]

A. As adjective :

1. Making a large angle with the plane of
the horizon ; ascending or descending with

great inclination ; precipitous.
*

2. Not easily accessible ; lofty, elevated,
high.

3. High-priced, dear. (Slang.)

B. As subst. : A precipitous place ; a rock

or hill sloping with a large angle to the ->>ane
of tlie horizon ; a precipice.

" So eagerly the fiend
O'er bog, or iteep, through strait, rough, deusv, or rant
With livad. Lauds, wiuua, or feet, imrMies hu way."

Jliltun : /'./.., ii .

*steep-down, a. Precipitous.
" Wash me iu it. --p-down gulfs of liquid fire."

Hhakttp. : othclto. r. 1
t steep-grass, steep-weed, steep-

wort, i.

Bot. : Pinyuicula vulgaris.

steep,
*
stepe,

* stepyn,
*
steepe, v.t.

|Icel. steypa=.to make to stoop, to pom out

liquids, to cast metals ; stupti to stoop
(q.v.) ; Sw. stopa to cast (metals), to steep,
to sink ; Dan. stolie = to cast (metals) ;

stiib =
the steeping of grain, steeped corn.]

1. To soak in a liquid ; to macerate ; to dip
and soak in a liquid, to imbue ; to extract the
essence by soaking.

" A sop lu bouey *tee/>'d to charm the guard."
Dryden Virgil ; ,*/ietd vi. M7.

2. To wet, to make wet.
" That nought she did but wayle, and often iterpe
Her dainty couch with teares, which closely she did
weepe." Speiaer: F. ((., IIL ii. 28.

3. To imbue thoroughly.
" With tongue in venom ttrtned."

Sliaketp. : Hamlet, 11. 1

steep, steepe, . [STEEP, v.]

1. Something steeped or used in steeping;
a fertilizing liquid in which seeds are steeped
to quicken germination.

*
2. The state of being steeped, soaked, or

imbued.
"
Strait, to the house she hasted ; and sweet sleep*
Pour'd on each wooer ; which so laid iu Urrpe
Their drowsie tempies. that each brow did iMd."

Chapman : Homer ; Otti/Key ii.

3. A rennet-bag.

'Steep -en, v.i. [Eng. steep, a, ; -en.] To be-
come steep, or steeper.

Steep'-er, *. [Eng. steep, v. ; -er.] A rat in

which the indigo-plant is soaked for macera-

tion, previous to soaking in the beating-vat.

steep'-! ness, s. [Eng. sleepy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being steepy or steep ;

steepness.
"The cragglness and tteepineit of places up and

down is a great advantage to the dwellers." tioxnil :

Irut. for TraveUert, p. 132.

Steep'-lAg (1), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A
counterfeit coin current in the reign of Ed-
ward I. They were manufactured abroad,
and were of the value of one halfpenny.

Steep'-ing (2), s. [STEEP, v.] The watering
or wetting of flax haulm, to facilitate the

separation of the woody matter from the fibre.

stee pie,
* ste pel, s. [A.S. stfpel= a lofty

tower, from stedp = lofty, high ; Icel. stbjmU ;

Low Ger. stijiel.] [STEEP, o.] A tower or
turret of a church or other public edifice,

ending in a point, and generally intended to
contain bells ; the superstructure above the
tower of a church ; a spire, a lantern.

"The whole con"try was one ?re.it lake, from which
the cities, with iheir raniiwls and iteepiet, n*c lilt*

islands." Jlacauiay : Hitt. Eng., ch. ii.

steeple-bush, s.

Sot. : Spircea tomentosa. [HARD-HACK.]

steeple-chase, s. A kind of horse-race
across country, in which ditches, hedges,
fences, &c., have to be jumped. The name
is derived from the fact that these races were
originally run in a straight line across country
from some point to a conspicuous object,

generally a church steeple, which served
the purpose of the modern winning-post.
The course is now marked out by flags r.nd

stakes between which all the riders must
pass.

steeple-chaser, s. One who rides in

steeple-chases ; a horse engaged iu or trained
for steeple-chases.

steeple crown, . A tall hat formerly
worn by women. (Hudibras Redivivus.)

steeple-engine, s.

Steam. -eng. : A form of marine engine, com-
mon on American river-boats. It derives its

names front the high erection on deck required
for the guides to the connecting-rod, which
works above the crank-shaft.

* steeple-house, s.

name for a church.
A contemptuous

iate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. , ce = e ; ey = a; qu = kw.
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steeple jack, s. A man who climbs

itej>les and t-nl chimneys to effect small re-

pairs, or to erect scaffolding.

"A ttfi')ili-.jn,-k of Sheffield . . . met with a shock-

Ing accident. at. Jamas Gazette, May 11, l7.

(tee'-pled (le as el), a. [Eng. $teepl(e) ; -ed.]

Furnished or adorned with, eras with steeples
or towers ; towering up, high.

"A tteepled turbaut on her bend she wore,"
Fairfax : Ood/rty of Buulogne, ix. 8.

Steep -ly, adv. [Eng. steep, a. ; -ly.] In a

steep niiiiiner ; with steepness, precipitously :

as, A hill rises steeply up.

teep'-ness,
* steepe nesse, *. [Eng.

steep, a. ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
steep; precipitousness.

" Forct by the steepeneae of the dike."

Chapman : Humor ; Iliad ivi.

*
Steep'-jf, a. [Eng. steep, a. ; -y.] Steep,

precipitous. (Scott: Marmion, vi. 2.)

steer (1),
* stere (1), s. [A.S. stfor; cogn.

with Out. & Ger. stier = a bull; Icel. stjorr ;

Gotli. stiur ; Lat. taunts; Gr. -tavpos (tauros);
Rnss. tur ; IT. & Gael, tarbli ; Wei. tana] A
young male of the common ox, or ox kind ; a
bullock.

" The distant steer forsook the yoke."
Byron : Siege of Corinth, xxxiii.

steer (2), steire,
* stere (2), . [Cut

stuur ; Icel. styri ; Dan. styr ; O. H. Ger.

stiura; Ger. stener.] [STEER (1), v.] A rudder,
a helm. (Gower: C, A., ii.)

Steer (1),
*
store, v.t. & i. [A.S. iteoran,

styran; cogn. with Dut. sturen; Icel. styra;
O. H. Ger. stiurjan, stiuran ; Ger. steiiern ;

Goth, stiurjan.]

A. Transitive :

1. To direct and govern the course of, by
the movement of a helm.

"Two . . . tteer the vessel alternately." Anton:
Voytyet, bk. I1L. ch. v.

2. To control, direct, or govern the course
of ; to direct, to guide.

" With cane extended far I sought
To tteer it close to land."

iKurdnrortA : Dog <* Water Lily.

B. Intransitive:

L Literally:

1. To direct and govern the course of a ship
or other vessel in its course, by the movement
Of the helm.

" We ttterrd hy the sound of the breakers." Coot :

Flrtt roya.7, bk. L. ch. vli.

2. To direct one's course at sea ; to sail, to
take a course.

" Four days I steered to eastward."
Longfellow : Ditconerer of North Cap*.

3. To have a certain character as regards
answering the helm ; to answer the helm : as,
A ship steers welL

IL Fig. : To conduct one's self; to take or

pursue a certain course.

Steer (2), v.t. [STIR, v.] To stir, to molest,
to meddle with. (Scott ; Antiquary, ch. xxxiv.)

Ctee'r (3), v.t. [STEER (1), .] To castrate.

(Said of a bull.)
" The male calves are ttrerrd and converted to beef."

Daily Telegraph, Oct. 18, 1886.

steer age (age as ig),
* steer idge, s.

[Bug. steer (1), v. ; -age, -idge.]

L Ordinary Language :

L Literally :

(1) The act or practice of steering, or of

directing and governing the course of a vessel

by the movements of the helm.

(2) A part of a ship forward of the chief

cabin, fr.nn which it is separated by a bulk-
he.nl or partition. In passenger ships it is

allotted to the inferior class of passengers,
thence railed steerage passengers ; and in

m -reliant ships it it occupied by the petty
officers and crew.

*
(3) The part ofa ship where the steersman

Stands ; the stern.
"

I was much surprized, and ran Into the tlrrri'igf
to look on thecomp.iss." Damintr : Voyage! (w. v-iis).

2. Figuratively :

(1) The act or power of directing, guiding,
or governing anything in its eourse ; direction,
guidance, regulation.

" H* that hath the tteernge of my course."
iHuike,,,. : AW,,-, * Juliet, L 4.

(2) That by which a course is directed.
" Here he hung on high.

Tbetteerage of his wings, aud cut Hi sky.'
Dryden. (Todd.)

II. Naut: Theeffectof ahelmonaship; the

jieriili.ir manner in which an individual ship
is ailected by the hulm.

steerage-way, s.

Naut. : Motion of a vessel sufficient to
enable her to feel the effect of the rudder.

" We were not going more than a knut through the
water . . . barely enough to give u tteerajt-MUH."
Caaetti Saturday Journal, Sept. 18, IW4, p. KA.

Steer'-er, >. [Eng. steer (1), v. ; -er.]

L One who steers ; a steersman, a guide.
"
There's not a better strertr in the realm."

Swift : Epittle to Lord J. Carttret.

2. The rod and wheel (the latter usually
small) which guide or turn H triycle. When

placed before the body of the machine it is

known as a front-steerer, when Cehind as a

rear-steerer.

Steer'-Ing, pr. par. or a. [STEER (1), v.]

steering-apparatus, .

Naut. : Any contrivance in aid of the steers-

man, being interposed lr-ween the tiller or
tilh.-r-wliei.-i and the rudder-head.

Steering-sail, s. A sail set to assist in

steering a snip.

steering-wheel, s.

Naut. : A wheel by which a rudder is turned

through the medium of a tiller-rope winding
on the axis of the wheel.

* steer1

-less,
* stere les,

*
ster-les, a.

[Eng. steer (2), s. ; -less.] Without u ruUUer or

helm. (Chaucer : 0. T., 4,859.)

"
steer'-llng, s. [Eng. steer (1), s. ; dimin. suff.

ling.] A young steer or bullock.
" While I with grateful care one steerliny feed."

Franca Horac*; Odet if. L

steers' man. * ster ys man, * stlres-

mxn, *. "[Eng. steer (1), v., and man.] One
who steers ; the helmsman of a ship or boat.

" The Cambridge ttetrs<nin commenced to bora his

opponent outwaros." Fitta, April 4, 1889.

Steerf'-man-ship, s. [Eng. steersman; -ship ]

Skill as a steersman.

"They praised my itttrtmantUp." Murroughi :

Pepacton, p. 21

*
steerf'-mate, . [Eng. ttetr (l), T., and

mate.] A steersman.

SteeV-y.s. [Eng. ser(2), v. ; .] Bustle, stir

quandary. (Scotch.) (Scott: Antiquary, ch. ix.)

steeve, o. & s. [Prob. allied to sti/(q.Y.) ; ct
Dut. stevig = firm.)

A. As adj. : Stiff, strong, durable. (Scotch.)
" But then there's parts that look the ttettter aud

stronger." Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxviii.

B. As substantive :

Nautical :

1. The upward slope of an outboard spar,
as the bow-sprit, cathead, &c.

2. A long, heavy spar, with a place to fix a
block at one end, used in stowing certain kinds
of cargo, which need to be driven iu close.

steeve, v.t. & i. [STEEVE, a.]

A. Transitive:

L. To give a certain angle of elevation to,

as to a bowsprit.

2. To stow, as bales in a hold, by means of

a jack-screw.

B. Intrans. : To project from the bows at

an angle, instead of horizontally ; said of a

bowsprit. (So called when the lower end is

fixed firmly, or stiffly and immovably in the

vessel, a horizontal bowsprit being movable.)

steeve'-ly, adv. [Eng. steeve, a. ; -ly.} Firmly,
stoutly. (Scotch.)

Bteev'-ing, . [STEEVK, v.l

Nautical :

(1) The Hngle of a bowsprit with the horizon ;

formerly 70 to 80, now much less.

(2) Stowing bales in a hold by means of a

Jack-screw.

steg,
*
steyg,

*
stegg, *. [Icel. sterjgr = the

male of various animals.] [STAG, .] A gander.

(Prov.)
"
Item, J. gees with one ittgj.' Invent, of Thomni

Roointon. of Afipltby (1M2I.

*steg-an-o'g'-ra-phist, . fEng. stcgano-

grafh(y); -ist.] One who practises or is

skilled in steganography.

"
steg-an-dg'-ra-phy, , iGr. artyiu,<n(tteg*
uu'w) = Covered, secret, and ypd^u (jraphu) ^
to write ; Fr. steyanographie. ) The art of
secret writing; the ait of writing in cipher,
or in characters intelligible only to those who
have the key ; cryptography.

"Such occult notes. Heyanography, poly(rraphy, or
maguetical telling of their niiuds. Burton : Anat. at
Melon., p. 503.

t steg-an-oph-thal'-ma-ta, s.pl. [Mod.
Lat., from Gr. o-reyaxos (stegdnns) = covered,
and u4>daA/i6f (ophttialmos) the eye.]

Zool : A group of organisms which, with the
Gymnoplitlialmata (q.v.), made up the old
suli-class Acalephae (q.v.). [STEOMIOPUTHAL-
KATE-MEDUSA.]

t steg an oph th\1 mate, t steg-an-
6ph - th41'-m DUS, a. [STEOANOPIITIIAL^
MATA.] Having the eyes covered or protected.

* teganophthalmate medusae, s.pl

Zool. : Tlie Steganoplithalmata, now merged
in Lucernarida. They consist of the genus
PeUutia, the free generative zooMs of most of
the Pelagidee, aud those of the Khizostomidse.

St2g'-an-d-p6d, *. [STEOAXOPODES.]
Omith. : Any individual of the Steganopodet

(q.v.).

8teg-an-6p -6 des, s. pi. [Gr. trTtyavorroitt

(istegitnopixles) = web-footed animals, a term
employed by Aristotle.]

Ornith. : An order of birds, easily recognis-
able by the feet, all the toes being united by
a web, which joins the hind toe, as well as the
three front ones. It includes three families

Fregatidae, Phaethontidie, and Pelecanidas.

Steg-no -sis, s. [Gr.] Constipation.

Steg-not -Ic, a. & s. [Gr. areyvunicos (steg*

notikos); Fr. stegnotiqiie.]

A. As adj. : Tending to constipate or render

costive, or to diminish excretions and dis-

charges generally

B. As subst. : A medicine which tends to
increase constipation or costiveness, or which
diminishes excretions and discharges generally.

Steg-6-, pref. [Gr. <rr>) (stege) = a roof, a
covering.] Covered, defended, .protected.

t Steg-o'-car'-pi, s. pi. [Pref. stego-, and Gr.

icapn-os (fotrpps) = fruit.]

Bot. : Mosses having the theca covered by a

calyptra, and opening by throwing off an

operculum. The same as BRYACE^E (q.v.).

Steg'-i-don. s. [Gr. -

covering; suff. -odon,.]

(stege) = a roof, a

Pal(eont. : A sub-genus of Elephas (q.v.).

with three or perhaps four species of extinct

forms from the Indian Tertiaries. These were

collectively named by Clift Mastodon elephant*

aides, and constitute the intermediate group
of the Proboscidea, from which the other

species diverge, through their dental charac-

ters, on the one side into the Mastodons, and
on the other into the typical Elephants. Steg-

odon insigtiis abounded iu the bivalik Hills.

(Falconer: Palceont. Mem., ii. 9.)

StSg-Sph'-fl-uS, s. [Pref. steqo-, and Or.

<f>tAw (philo) to love.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Siluridse (q.v.). Body
narrow, cylindrical, and elongate, a small liar-

bel at each maxillary ; short, stiff spines in

operculum and interopercnlum. Stegophilus
and the closely-allted genus Vandellia consti-

tute the group Branchicolae. They are from

South America, and live parasitically in the

gill-cavities oMarger fishes.

stSg-i-sau'-rf-a, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., from

stego.iaiirus (q.v.).J

PaUeont. : An order of Cope's sub-class

Dinosauria, with two families, Scelidosauridse

and Stegosauridae. Feet plantigrade, with

five digits, ungulate ; fore-limbs very small,

locomotion mainly on hind limb* ; vertebra

and limb-bones solid ; a bony dermal armour;
herbivorous.

stSg-i-san'-ri-dw, . pi [Mod. Lat. stego.

saur(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Palrmnt.: A family of Stegosanria (q.v.);

vettebrse biconcave; ischia directed back-

wards, with the sides meeting in the median

line; astragalus coalesced with tibia, meta-

tiirsals short Genera : Stegosaurus, some

thirty feet long, well armed with enormous

bfiil, bo^; po"ut, J6%1; cat, 56!!, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun, -cious, -tious. -sious = Shis. -Me, -die, &c, = bel, deL
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bucklers, some of which were splnous, from
the Jurassic beds of the Rocky Mountains ;

Diracodon, and Amosaurua.

Steg-o-sau-rus, . [Pref. ttego-. and Or.

vaupot (sauros) a lizard.] [STEUOSAUKIDJL]

teg-ds -td-ma, *. [Pref. stego-, and Or.
vroua (itoma) = the inoutlu]

Ichthy. : A genus of Selachoidei, with one

pecies. Stegostoma tigrinum, the Tiger Shark
(q.v.), from the Indian Ocean. Tail, with
caudal fin, measuring one-half the total length ;

eyes very small ; teeth small, trilooed. in

many series, occupying a transverse flat patch
in both jaws.

f Stein. r.t. [STEEN, V.]

Stein bok, steen -bok, s. [Put. stein, steen
= a stone, and bok, hoc = a goat]

Zoology :

L Antilope tragulus, from the stony plains
and mountains of South Africa ; rather more
than three feet long, and about twenty inches

high at the shoulder ; red brown above, white
below ; tail rudimentary, ears large ; horns
straight, about four inches lung in the male.
absent in female ; no false hoofs.

2. The ibex (q.v.).

Stein heil-ite, s. [After Mr. Steiuheil ; sutt

Alin. : The same as IOLITE (q.v.).

Stein -Ing, s. [STEESIXO.]

Stein kirk, Steen kirk, s. [See def ] A
name brought into fashion, after the battle of
Steinkirk (1692), for several articles, especially
of dress, as wigs,
buckles, powder,
&c., and especially
large, elaborately
ornamented neck-
ties of lace.

" Lace neckcloths

me of fwhiouTand'
It had been usual to

arrange them with
great care. But at
the terrible moment
when the brigade of
Bourbonnais was fly-

lug be!"'

of the allies, there
was no time for fop-
pery ; and the finest

gentlemen
STEINKIRK.

Rto
the front of the line of

cravats in disorder. It there.
fore became a fashion among the beauties of Paris to
wear round their necks kerchiefs of the finest lace

studiously disarranged ; and these kerchiefs were
called Steinkirk*." Nowaday : Bill. Eng. cb. xix.

Btein man-nite, s. [After the German
chemist, "Steinmann ; suff. -ite (3/in.).]

Mii>. : An impure galena containing arsenic
and zinc.

tc'-la, ste'-le, s. [Gr. <m}A)j (stele) = a post,
a pillar.]

1. Arch. : A small column without base or

capital, serving as a monument, milestone, or
the like.

2. Archceol. : A sepulchral slab or column,
which in ancient times answered the purpose
of a gravestone,

tele, s. [STALE (2), .] A handle. (Prop.)

Ste -le-Chlte, s. [Gr. ore'Aex * (stelechos)
the crown of the loot from which the stem
springs.] A fine kind of storax.

ste'-lene, a. [STELA.] Resembling or used
as a stela ; columnar.

tel-gid-6p'-ter-yx, s. [Gr. <rrAy (stelgis),

gen it. <rreA-yi'5o (stelyidos) = a scraper, and
wre'pvf (pterax) = a wing.)

Ornith. : A genus of Psalidopror-ninse, with
five species, ranging from La Plata to the
United States.

Stel -Is, s. [I-at., from Gr. <rrt\it tstelis) = a
kind of mistletoe.]

Bot. : A genus of Pleurothallidae. Known
species, about 130. Orchids, most of them
small, with solitary leaves, and spikes or
racemes of minute green, yellow, or purple
flowers. From South and Central America.

tell (1), s. [Allied to to(q.v.).] [STELL, v.]
A sort of fenced-in inclosure for cattle or

sheep. (Prov.)
" The neighbouring tteUt and walls failed to show

a single hewn stone.' Field, Oct. 17, 1885.

Stell (2), . [STILL,*.] A still. (Scotch)
" Thae curst burse-leaches o' th' Excise,Wha mak the u-hisky at,-in their prize."

Burnt : Scotch Drink.

Stell, r.t. [Dut. & Ger. stfllun = to set, to place.)
To rix, to set ; to place in a permanent mauuvr ;

to place against a fixed support.
" To find a place where all distress Is tte'lrd."

Shalceip. : fiape of Lucrece. 1,444.

SteT-la, s. [Lat. = a star.]

Surg. : A star-shaped bandage crossed like

the letter X, applied to the shoulder in cases
of fracture of the clavicle or scapula, or dis-

location of the humerus.

8teT-lar,a. [Lat. stellaris, fromsteMa = astar.J

1. Of or pertaining to stars ; astral
"
Thi-re was no sign whatever of a itellar nucleus."

Daily Telegraph, Sept. 8. 1885.

*
2. Starry ; full of or set with stars : as,

the stellar regions.

stellar indicator, s. An instrument for

enabling an observer to recognize the different
stars and point out their positions in the
heavens.

stel lar' i-a, s. [Mod. Lat., from Lat. std-
ktris = perta'ining to a stir. So named be-

cause the corolla is stellate.]

Bot. : Stitchwort; agenusof Alsinese. Herbs,
often glabrous, with the flowers in dichoto-
mous cymes ; sepals five ; petals five, deeply
cloven ; stamens ten ; styles three ; capsules
opening with six valves, many seeded. Known
species, 70, from temi>erate or cold climates.
The Stellaria are frequently known under th

popular name of Stitchwort. They are small

herbs, in moist, shady places. Stellaria media
is the Common Chickweed, found as a weed in

every situation north of Mexico. The seeds are
eaten by poultry and birds. There are in all

eight species in the United States. 8. longifolia,
a northern species extending to the Arctic

circle, has an open cyme of attractive white
flowers. S. Holostea, an European species, bears

large white flowers, and is cultivated.

*
stel'-lar-y, o. [Eng. stellar; -*] Stellar,
astral.

" An Infinite Infinltyof such groups of rtettary orbs."

Stukely : Palaog. Sacra, p. 43.

Stel-la'-tse, . pi. [Fern. pi. of Lat. stellatus =
set with stars, starry.]

Bot. : The forty-fourth order in Linna?us's
Natural System. Genera Galium, Hedyotis,
Spigelia, Cornus (?), Coffea, &c. Retained,
in a restricted sense, by Ray, Decandolle,
Hooker, &c., as a synonym of Galiacew (q.v.).

Stel -late, stel -lat-ed, a & s. [Lat. stel-

fatus, pa. par. of stello = to set with stars ;

Stella = a star.]

A. As adjective (Of both forms):

1. Ord. Lang. : Resembling a star ; radiated.
" A more conspicuous star than 1 have seen in sev-

eral stellate reguluses." Boyle : Worla, i. S25.

2. Bot. : Divided into segments, radiating
from a common centre.

B. As substantive (of the form stellate) :

Bot. : (PI.): The Galiaceae (q.v).

stellate-bristle or hair, s.

Bot. (PI). : Bristles or hairs growing in tnfts

from the surface, and diverging a little from
their centre, as in the mallows.

stellate-flower, s.

Bot. : A radiate flower.

stellate-leaves, s. pi.

Bot. : Leaves in a whorl, verticillate leaves.

stellate-ligament, s.

Aruit. : The anterior cisto-central ligament
of the ribs. Called also the Radiated ligament.

stellated-bandage, s. [STELLA.]
*
stel-la'-tion, s. [STELLATE.] Radiation of

light, as from a star.

Stel-la-to-, pref. [STELLATE.] Radiating,
stellate.

stellato pilose, a.

Bot. : Having hairs arranged in a stellate

manner.

*Stelled, a. [Lat. stella a. star.] Starry,
stellated.

" The itMed firea. Shak<-tp. : Lear, III. 7.

S By some explained as fixed, from stell =s

to fix.

SteT-ler, *. [Gtsorg Wilhelm Steller (1709-
1745), a German physician, naturalist, and
traveller, for many years iu the Kussiau aw
vice.] (S compounds.)

Steller's blue-jay, s.

Ornith. : Cyanocitta stelleri,

Steller's rhytina, .-. [RHYTIHA.]

Steller's sea-lion, s. [SEA-LION. 5

stel ler Id, stel-ler -I-dan, s. [STF.LLEB-
IDEA.J Any individual of the Stellerida, Stel-

lerides, or Stelleridea (q.v.).

stel ler i da, stel ler i-des, s. pi.

LERIDEA.J

stel-ler
1

-! dan, [STELLERID.]

[Formed from Latstel ler-Id -e-a, s. pi.
Stella a star. ]

Zopl. : A term introduced by Lamarck for a
section of Echinodermata, equivalent to the
Liiniii-an genus Asterias. it was afterwards
used by Blainville, Pictet, and others, in
almost the same sense. The names Stellerida
and Stellerides occur in a similar sense.

*
SteT-ler-ine, s. [STELLERUS. ]

Zool. : An old name for any individual of
the genus Rhytina (q.v.).

*
Btel'-ler-us, s. [Mod. Lat., from Steller

(q.v.).]

Zool. : Cuvier's name for the geuus Rhytina
(q.v.).

Stcl-lif'-er-ous, a. [Lat stella = a. star;
fero to bear, to produce, and Eng. adj. suff.

-ous.] Having or abounding with stars, or

anything resembling stars.

Stel -li-form, a. [Lat. slella-=& star, and
forma form.] Formed like a star ; stellate,
radiated.

*
Stel'-li-fy, v.t. [Lat. Stella = a star ; Eng.
suff. -fy.] To make or turn into a star

; hence,
to make glorious ; to glorify.

"
fhloris, in a general council of the Gods, was pro-

claimed goddess of the flowers ; and was to be itellified
on earth,"lien Jonton: Chloridia.

* Stell -ing, s. [STALLING.] Sheds for cattle.

SteT-ll-6, s. [Lat. = Loxerta gecko (Linn.),
from its star-like spots ; Stella =. a star.]

Zool. : A genus of Agamidae, having the tail

ringed with spinous scales. There are five

species, ranging from Greece and the Caucasus

8TELLIO CORDYLINA.

to Arabia, the Himalayas, and Central India.
The illustration is from a specimen in the
British Museum of Natural History, South

Kensington.

t stel'-U-8n, s. [STELLIO.]

Zool. : Star-lizard, a popular name for any
species of the genus Stellio (q.v.).

* steT-H-on-ate, s. [Lat. steHionatus, from
stellio = (1) a lizard, (2) a crafty or deceitful

person ; Fr. stellionat. ]

Scots & Rmnan Law : A kind of crime which
is committed in law by a deceitful selling of a

thing otherwise than it really is ;
a term used

to denote all such crimes, in which fraud is an

element, as have no special names to dis-

tinguish them, and are not defined by any
written law, as when one sells the same thing
to two purchasers, when a debtor pledges to

his creditors that which does not belong to

him, vc.
" The court of star-chamber U compounded of good

elements, for It consisteth of foure kinds of pel-sons,
counsellors, peeres, prelates, and chiefe-judges. It

discemeth also principally of foure kinds of causes :

forces, frauds, crimes various of tteltionate-, and th
Indications or middle acts towards crimes capital or
bainous. not actually committed or perpetrated.""
Bacon : Benry VII., p. 64.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce - c; ey = a; qu = kw.
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Ste'lT-ite, s. [Lat. stelUa) a star ; suif -itt

(Ifin.).]

Min. : The same as PECTOLITE (q.v.).

Btel'-lu-lar, a. [Lat stellula, dimin. from
stellar a. star.]

*
1. Ord. Ian0. : Having the appearance of

little stars.

2. Nat. Science: Small and radiated, like

stars, as some corals, or the markings on the
corals themselves.

steT-lu late, a. [Lat stellula = a little star.]

Resembling little stars.

(stelographia),'from cmjA>) (stele) = a pillar, and
ypd<j>u> (grapho) = to write.] The art or practice
of writing or inscribing characters on pillars.

" This pillar thus engraved gave probably the origin
to the invention of stelogrni>lty."Stac>choute : Hist.
Bible.

stem, * starn,
* stemme, . [A. 8. stn-fn,

stefn, stemn = (I) a stem of a tree, (2) the stem
or prow of a vessel, (3) a stern or race o

people ; stefna, stcefna = the stem or prow of a

vessel, from stfef= a staff (q.v.); cogn. with
Dut. Kdini = a trunk, stem, stock ; steven = a

prow ; IceL stafn, stamn, stefni, stemni = the
stem of a vessel ; stofn, stomn = the stem of a
tree ; Dan. stamme = the trunk of a tree ;

tttgvn = the stem of a vessel ; Sw. stam =
trunk ; staf= prow ; framstam =. the fore-

Stein, the prow ; Ger. stamm = a trunk ; Steven

(or vorder steven) = the stem.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II. 1.
" ShrlveU'd herbs on withering ttemt decay."

Dryden : riryil ; Oeoryic i. 1ST.

(2) The peduncle of the fructification or the

pedicel of a flower ; the petiole or leaf-stern ;

that which supports the flower or the fruit of
a plant.

" Two lovely berries moulded on one stem."

Sluikesp. : Midsummer Kigllt'i Dream, lit. i

(8) Anything resembling a stem or stalk :

as, the stem or tube of a tobacco-pipe, a ther-

mometer, or the like.

(4) In the same sense as II. 6.
" Armed the stemme and beake-head of the ship

with sh.irpe tinea and pikes of bran." P. Holland :

Plinie, bk. vii., ch. IvL
*

2. Figuratively :

(1) The stock of a family ; a race or genera-
tion of progenitors. ^

"Whosoever will undertake the imperial diadem,
must have of his own wherewith to support it ; which
is one of the reasons that it hath continued these two
ages and more in that stem, now so much spoken of."
Havel : Vocal Forett.

(2) A branch ; a branch of a family.
"Thisisa<n

Of that victorious stock.'

Shakes^, : Henry T., 11. 4.

(3) An advanced or leading position ; a look-

out
IL Technically :

1. Bot. : The ascending axis of a plant. It

seeks the light, strives to expose itself to the

air, and expands itself to the utmost extent
of its nature to the solar rays. With regard
to direction, it may be erect, pendulous, nod-

ding, decumbent, flexuose, creeping, or climb-

ing. It is generally cylindrical ; but may be

triangular, as in Carex ; square, as in the Labi-
al a- ; two-edged, as in some Cacti ; filiform, as
in flax ; or leaf-like, as in Ruscns. It consists
of bundles of vascular and woody tissue em-
bedded in various ways in cellular substance,
the whole being enclosed with an epidermis.
Sterns may be aerial or under ground. The
most highly developed form of the former is

the trunk of a tree, the next is that of a shrub.
There are also herbaceous steins. Sometimes
a plant appears stemless ; only, however, be-

cause the stem is short enough to be over-

looked. In duration, a stem may be annurl,
biennial, or perennial. In structure it may be

exogenous, endogenous, or acrogenous (q.v.).
Aerial stems generally branch, and bear leaves,

flowers, and fruit. An underground stem is

often mistaken for a root, but differs in its

capacity of bearing leaves. [RHIZOME.]
2. Mech. : The projecting-rod which guides

a valve in its reciprocations.

3. Mining : A day's work.

4. Music : The line attached to the head of

a note. All notes used in modern music
but the semibreve, or whole-note, have stems ;

quavers and their subdivisions have stems

and hooks. In writing a "
single part" for a

voice or instrument, it is usual to turn the
stems of notes lying below the middle line
of the stave upwards, of notes lying above
the middle line downwards. Notes on the
middle line have their steins up or down as
seems best. In a " short score, as for four

parts, the stems of the higher part in each stave
are turned up, those of the lower part down.

&. Ornlth. : The main stalk of the feather,
bearing all the other external parts, and
usually resembling a greatly elongated cone.
At the lower part, which is inserted in the
skin, it is cylindrical, hollow, and transparent ;

higher up, it is filled with a cellular pith. The
parenchymatniis portion of the stem is called
the shall, and it is from the flattened sides of
this that the barbs issue. (Nitzsch : Pteryla-
graphy, sect, i., ch. i.)

6. Shipbuild. : The upright piece of timber
or bar of iron at the fore end of a vessel, to
which the forward ends of the stakes are
united. With wooden items, the lower end
is scarfed into the keel. The upper end sup-
ports the bowsprit, and in the obtuse angle is

the figure-head. The advanced edge of the
stem is the cut-water. It is usually marked
with a scale of feet, showing the perpendicular
height above the keel, so as to mark the

draught of water at the fore-part Called also

stem-post.

7. Vehicles : The bar to which the bow of a

falling hood is hinged.

stem-clasping, a.

Bot. : Embracing the stem with its base ;

amplexicaul, as a leaf or petiole.

Stem-head, *. The top of the stern-post

(q.v.).
" A gaff trysail and a staysail tacked to the Kent-

head gives me sufficient sail-area for cruising." field,
Jan. 30, 1886.

stem-knee, s.

Shipbuild. : A knee uniting the stem with
the keel.

stem-leaf, .

Bot. : A leaf growing from the stem.

stem-muscle, s.

Biol. : A name sometimes given to a con-
tractile fibre in the pedicle of Vorticella(q.v.).

stem-piece, s.

Shipbuild. : An independent piece (q.v.).

stem-post, s. [STEM, II. 6.]

stem-winder, s. A watch having a
stem or pendant which may be thrown into

engagement with a winding wheel, so as to

wind up the spring without the intervention
of a key ; a keyless watch.

Stem, * stemme, v.t. & i. [Eng. stem = a
trunk of a tree, as a trunk thrown into a river

stems or checks its current ; Icel. stemma = to

dam up ; Dan. stemme = to stem ; Ger. stem-men
= to fell trees, to dam up water.]

A. Transitive :

1. To dam up ; to check or stop, as a stream
or moving force.

" Not being able to item the torrent which he has
allowed to burst forth."-etooe, Sept. 2, 1885.

2. To make way or progress against, as a

tide or current ; to make way or press forward

through. (Mallet : Amyutor & Theodora, i.)

3. To dash against with the stem ; to strike

or cut with the stem : as, The vessels stemmed
each other.

*
4. To steer.

" He is the master of true courage that all the time
sedately items the ship." Cornelius Jfepoi In Englith
(1723). (Dedlc.)
* B. Intrans. : To make way in opposition

to some obstacle or obstruction, as a tide, a

current, the wind, or the like.

They on the trading flood, . . .

Ply, ttemming nightly toward the pole."
Milton: P. L., ii. MS.

* steme, v. [STEAM, s. kv.]

Ste'm'-le'ss, a. [Eng. stem ; -less.] Having
no stem ; having the 'Stem so little developed
as to appear to be wanting ; acaulescent

stSm'-let, . [Eng. stem, s. ; dimin. suff.

-let.] A little or young stem.

stem'-ma-ta, t.
pi. [PI. of Gr. <rrV>i

(stemma) = a garland. So called because they
are often arranged in a circular form on the

top of the head.]

Compar. Anat. : The same as OCELLI, X>
.. (COMPOUND-EYES.)

stem-ma-txSp'-ter-is, . [Gr. trnVfic
(stemma), gen it. trri^naro^ (stemmatos) a gar-
land, and nrepij (pteris) = a kind of fern, so
named from the form of the markings on its

surface.]

Palceobot. : Probably the external aspect of
the tree-ferns of which the internal one uv

Psaronius (q.v.). It is of considerable size,
and occurs in the Devonian and Carboniferous
rocks. It is not accepted as a genuine genus.

* Stem-mat'-6-pua, s. [Gr. <rre>na (Ktemma),
genit. <rre'(jiM'aTO (stemmatos) = a wreath, a

garland, and o\f/ (ops) the countenance.]
Zool. : Cuvier's name for the Hooded Seal,

to which he gave generic distinction as Stem-

matopus cristatus (= Phoca cristata = Cysto<

phora o~istatu).

* stemme, v. & s. [STEM, v. & s.]

stem'-mer, s. [Eng. stem, v. ; -er.]

Mining : A piece of iron with which clay to

rammed into the blasting holes to make them
water-tight

stem'-ming, s. [STEM, .]

Mining : The stuff beaten down upon a
charge of powder.

Ste mo-ni-tis, s. [Gr. trniiuav (stemon)=.

warp, spun thread.]

Bot. : A genus of Myxogastrous Fungals.
Small, stamen-shaped plants, separate or fasci-

culate, growing on rotten wood. Stemonitis

fusca is abundant in hothouses.

stem'-ple, s. [Perhaps a nasalized dimin.
from step, s.] .

Mining: One of the cross-bars of wood
placed in the shaft of a mine and serving the

purpose of steps.
"The transverse pieces of wood for this purpose

they call ttfmptet.'Reei : Cyclopaedia.

Stem'-son, *. [STEM, s.]

Shipbuild. : A knee-piece whose horizontal

arm is scarfed to the keelson and vertical arm
fayed into the throats of the transoms.

"
Steinson and keelson and sternson-knee.''

Long/Mule: building of the Ship.

Sten-, pref. [STENO-.]

Sten, v.i. [An abbrev. of stend (q.v.).] To
leap, to spring ; to rear as a horse. (Scold*.)

Bten, s. [STEN, v.] A long step, a leap.

(Scotch.)" Or fanning strang, wi' hasty stem."
Burnt: Elegy on Ca.pt. M. Henderson.

sten-an'-thi-um, s. [Pref. sten-, and Gr.

ai-flo? (anthos) = a flower.]

Bot. : A genus of Veratrese, closely akin to

Veratrum. Segments of the perianth united

at the base, and adhering to the ovary. St*n-

anthium frigidum, called in Mexico Savoeja,
has a rod-like stem, grassy leaves, and a long
terminal panicle of flowers. It is poisonous,

stupefying animals which eat it

sten-as'-ter, s. [Pref. sten-, and Gr. aernjp

(aster) = a star (q.v.).]

Zool. : A synonym of Urasterella (q.v.).

Stench,
* stenche, 'stinch,

* stinche, .

[A.S. stenc, from stanc, pa. t of stincan= to

stink (q.v.) ; Ger. stank.]
*
1. A smell ; a scent of any kind.

" Black bulls and bearded goats on altars lie.

And clouds of savoury stench involve the sky.
Rryden: Homer; Iliad i. 441.

2. A foul or offensive smell ; a stink.

"The stench remains, the lustre dies away."
Coupler : Conversation, fiTi.

Stench-trap, s. A depression in a drain

made to collect water, so as to prevent the

reflex current of air.

stench (1), v.t. [STENCH, *.] To cause to

stink.
" A boast how vain ! What wrecks abound I

Dead bards ttench every coast,"

Young : Resignation, L

St8nch(2), v.t. [STANCH, v.] To stanch or

staunch ; to stop the flow of.

"
Restriugents to stench, and incrasaatlve* to thicket

the blood." Hartley : On Consumption.

StSnch'-ful,a. [Eng. stench; -.MOO Full

of bad smells ; foul.
" Smoke and ttenchful mists." Adam : Worki, it M.

bo^; prfut, Jo%l; cat, cell, chorns, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph - t
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Stench'-y"t a. [Eng. stench, s. ; -y.] Having
an offensive smell, stinking.

" Where ttmckt vanoun oitcu blot the sun."
Dtvr: /Ymx.L

te"n 9!!, *. [Etym. doubtful. Skt>at sug-

gests that it is for stinsel, the original form of
tinstl (q.v.), from O. Fr. e$tiaci/2<:r= to sparkle,
to got with sparkles.) A thin plate of metal,
cardboard, leather, or other material (brass
generally), out of which patterns, numbers, or
letters have been cut. The plate is laid on
the surface to be tainted or marked, and a

brush, dipped in ink or colour, is then rul>ld
over it, the surface receiving the colour only
through the parts cut out of the plate.

Stencil-plate, . The same as STENCIL,
* (q.v.).

8ten' 9!!. v.t. [STENCIL, s.] To mark or form

by means of a stencil or stencil-plate ; to

paint, colour, or mark with a stencil.

ten cQ-ler, . [Eng. stencil, v. ; -tr.] One
who works or marks surfaces with a stencil or

stencil-plate.

tend, v.t. [O. Fr. estendre= to extend (q.v.).]
To leap, to spring ; to walk with a long step
or stride. (Scotch.)

tend, s. [STEN-D, v.] A leap, * spring; a
long step or stride. (Scotch.)

te'n-S-ly'-tra, . pL [Pref. sten-, and Eng.
elytra, pL of elytron (q.v.).]

Entom, : The third sub-tribe or family of
Heteroraera in Latreille's arrangement. Ob-
long, convex beetles, with long legs and an-

tennae, the latter thickened at their extremi-
ties. They live under the bark of trees, or on
leaves and' flowers. Genera : Helops, Cistela,

lE'lt'im'ra, &c.

tcn-e-6 -fi'-ber. . [Or. vrivot (stenos),

genit oreVeos (steneos) = a narrow, confined

space, and Lat. fiber = a beaver.]
Palitont. : A genus of Castoridae, from the

Miocene of France.

ten e 6-sau rus, *. [Or. oreVos (stenos),

genit. o-reVeos (steneos) = a narrow, confined

space, and craupot (sauros) = a. lizard.]

Palceont. : A genus of Amphicoelian Croco-
diles, with six species from the Jurassic.
With the exception of their biconcave ver-

tebrae, they present many points of resem-
blance to the living Gavials. They attained
a considerable size ;

for the skull of one
species, Steneosaurus herberti, is about forty
inches long.

ten'-I-a, . [STENUS.]
Entom. : The typical genus of Steniadae.

Ste m -a-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat stenia; Lat.
fern, pi* adj. suff. -(i)d(e.]

Ei! torn. : A family of Pyralidiua. Antennae
of the male pubescent, or slightly ciliated ;

abdomen very long and slender; anterior

wings narrow, lanceolate. Four British

species.

ten -I dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. sten(us); Lat.
fern. pL adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : An old family of Brachelytra, now
gem-rally merged in Staphyliuidae. Very
active little beetles with cylindrical bodies
and prominent eyes ; found in moist places.

Sten-6-, Sten-, prej. [Gr. irrtvo* (stenos) =
narrow ; ct tv a-rfv$ (en steno) = in a narrow
compass.] Small, narrow, confined ; in a
small compass.

ten-6 bran'-chl-SB, *. pi. [Pref. steno-,
and Mod.Lat. branchiae = gills.]

Ichthy. : A section of Siluri'lae (q.v.), with
one group, Doradina, comprising several

genera from South America, and one (the
most important) from tropical Africa. [SYNO-
DONTI3.J The rayed dorsal, if present, is

short ; gill-membranes confluent with the
skin of the isthmus.

Bten-och'-ro-my, . [Pref. steno-, and Gr.

Xpwfta (chrSma) colour.]

Printing: The production of many colours
at one impression. Mr. E. Meyerstein de-
scribed Ms method of doing this at the Society
of Arts (Dec. 13, 1876).

tcn-d-co'-rS'-nlne, a. [Pref. sttnn-; Lat
corona a crown, and Eng. suff. ~ine.]

fool. : Having narrow-crowned molar teeth.

"It h;w boeti suggested to we thnt tin, cuiitnuted
terms of Uliiotlwriau mid Hii>|H>iwUmiu.> tyi. my
luialead. through IK-III^ suppued to haply a grwvter
amount bulb o( affinity and of dlueiencu Until 1 lu-
t, n.lr.l. I propow, therefore, to iniMtituU (or the
former Euryourouiua or uivad-crowued tyie, and for
the Utter MMtcoratim or Damw-truVBM type."
Falconer: PaUMnt. Mamolrt, li. 83. (Note.)

sten -6-denn, s. [STENODERMA.] Any indi-
vidual of the genus Steuoderma (q.v.).

stcn 6 der ma, s. [Pref. steno-, and Gr.
&{ptj.a (ilerina) skin.]

ZooL : The type-genus of Stenodermata
(q.v.). Crown of head slightly elevated ;

muzzle very short and broad ; nose-leaf well

developed in front of nasal aperture ; inter-
femoral membrane short. Three species, Steno-
derma, aclirailophilum, S. rufum, and S. fal-
oitum. The genus is divided into several sub-

genera.

sten 6 der'-ma-ta, s. pi. [Mod. Lat, pi.
of stenoderma (q.v.)!]

Zool. : A group of Bats, family Phyllo-
stomiilse (q.v.), from the Neotropical region.
Muzzle very short, and generally broad in
front ; nose-leaf generally short, horseshoe-

shaped in front and lanceolate behind ; inter-
femoral membrane always concave behind ;

no tail ; inner margin of lips fringed with
conical papillae.

stfin' 6 graph, s. [Pref. stenn-, and Gr. yp<j>w
(grapho)=: to write.] A production of. steno-

graphy ; any writing in shorthand.
"The reporters' room. In which they redact their

hasty stenogruplu." Emerson : Enjlitli Traiti, ch. XT.

Sten' 6 graph, v.t. [STENOGRAPH, .] To
write or report in stenography or shorthand.

Sten og'-ra pher, a. [Eng. stenograph^) ;

-er.] One who practises or is skilled in the
art of stenography ;

a shorthand-writer.
" The speech as a whole la evolved to a Uenoarapher

before It la addressed to an audience." Daily Tele-

graph, Dec. M. 1485.

sten 6 graph' -Ic, stn 6 graph ic al.
a. [Ens. stenograph^/) ; -if, -icul.\ Of or per-

taining to stenography or the art of writing
in shorthand ; written or expressed in short-
hand.

Stdn-Sg'-ra phlst, S. [Eng. stenograph^) ;

-ist.] A stenographer ; a shorthand-writer.

Ste'n-Sg'-ra-phy, . [STENOGRAPH.] A
generic term applied to any system of short-
hand (q.v.), whether based upon phonetic,
alphabetic, or hieroglyphic principles., .

"The alphabet sln.uM furnish a good basis for a
system of tteniyraphy, vet stenographic hooks, crooks,
and contractions should form no essential part of the
regular writing." Bcribntr't Magazine, Oct., 1873, p.

Ste no'-nl-an, a. [From Mod. Lat. Stenoni-

anus, from 'Stenanius, the Latinised form of

(Nicholas) Steno or Stenon, an eminent Dan-
ish anatomist (1631 (or 8)-1686), physician to

Ferdinand II., Grand Dnke of Tuscany, and
titular bishop of Titinpolis.]

Anat. : Of or belonging to Steno. (See etym.)

Stenonian-duot, s.

Anat.: A name sometimes given to the

parotid duct ; from Steno, its discoverer.

sten-6-p6t -a loiis, a. [Pref. steno-, and
Gr. irtTa\ov(petalon).'} [PETAL.]

Bot. : Narrow petaled. (1'axton.)

st6n 5ph'-^l loQs, a. [Pref. sleno-, and Gr.

<j>v\\ov (phiMon) = a leaf.]

Bot : Narrow-leaved.

ston'-ops, . Pref. steno-, and Gr. *y (ops)= the countenance.]

Zool. : A synonym of Loris (q.v.).

sten-Sp'-ter-fx, . [Pref. steno-, and Gr.

irre'pvf (pterux) = a wing.]
Entom. : A genus of Hippoboseidae (q.v.),

infesting birds. Stenopteryx hirundinis occurs

numerously in the plumage of young swallows.

sten-6-rhyn chi'-n, . pi. [Mod. Lat.

stenorhynch(us) ; Lat. fern. pi. ad.|. suff. -ince.]

Zool. : A sub-family of Phocidae (q.v.), with
five genera, Monaohus, Stenorhynchus (=
Ogmorhinus, Pet.), Lobo<lon, Leptonyx, and
Ommatophoca. (Floioer : Ency. Brit., xv. 443.)
Molars two-rooted, except the first On the
hind feet the fourth and tifth toes greatly ex-

ceed the others in length ; nails rudimentary
or absent Monachusfrom the Mediterranean,
the other genera from the shores of the
southern hemisphere.

sten 6 rhyn -chus, . [Pref. steno-, and Gr.

pvy\os (rhungchos) the snout]

Zoology :

1. A genus of Stenorhynchinse (q.v.) Skull
elongated ; molars with three pointed cusps.
Flower recognizes one species, S. leptonyx, tha
Sea Leopard, widely distributed in the Ant-
arctic and south temperate seas.

2. A genus of Maildae (q.v.).

sten 6s t6 ma, . [Pref. steno-, and Gr
oro/ua (sfo/iui) = the mouth.]

Palneont.: A genus of Berycidae, with

granular scales, from the Upper Chalk.

sten 6-st6m -a-ta, . pi. [STENOSTOMA.]

Zool. : A sub-order of CUnophora. having
the mouth small and narrow. Families :

Baccate, Lobatae, and Teniatie. (Nicholson.)

ten'-6 type, . A letter of the alphabet or
a combination of letters standing for the chief
sound-character or -characters of a word or a
group of words.

* St^nt (IX v.t. A i. [A.S. styntan, gestenta*.]

A. Trans. : To keep within limits ; to re-

strain, to stint

B. Intrans. : To cease, to stint, to stop.

stent (2), v.t. [STENT (2). .]

Scots Law : To assess ; to tax at a certain
rate.

* Stent (1), . [STENT (1), v.} A stopping, a
ceasing; stint

stSnt (2), a. [Low Lat. extenta= valuation,
from eitendo (O. Fr. estendre)= to estimate.]

L Ord. Lang. : An allotted portion ; a quan-
tity, a task ; work to be performed in a certain

manner; stint (Scotch.)

2. Scot* Law : A valuation of property in
order to taxation ; a tax, a tribute.

" Our Laird gets In his racked rents,
His coals, bin kaiu, au J a' his ttenU."

Burnt: Ttn Doyt.

tint (3), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Mining : The rubbish constituting the

waste-heaps at mines.

Stent -Ing, stent 6n, . [Etym. doubtful.]

Mining: An opening in a wall in a coal-

mine. (Prov.)

stenton wall, *.

Mining: The pillar f coal between two
winning head ways.

Stn'-tor, . [See def.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The name of a Greek herald
in the Trojan war, famous for the louduess of
his voice, which was said to equal that of

. fifty other men together : hence, a person
having a very louil, strong voice.

2. Zool.: Trumpet- animalcule; the type-
genus of Stentoridae (q.v.), cosmopolitan, w ith

numerous species, from salt and fresh water,
mostly social. Animalcules sedentary or mobile
at will ; body conical or trumpet-shaped, often

brilliantly coloured, covered with cilia, ante-
rior portion widened and fringed with a mar-

ginal row of longer cilia, with a spiral row
extending from the month. They are among
the largest and most beautiful of the class, of
which they are the earliest known members,
the first record of them being by Trembley,
who described them under the name of
Funnel-like Polypes, in Phil Trans. (1744).

They increase by oblique fission, and by germs
separating from the band-like endoplast. One
species, Stentor niger, is common in ponds in

Eppiiig Forest

sten - tor' - 1 - an, a. [Lat. stentoreus; Gr.

ereiropetoj (steiitoreios).']

1. Extremely loud, like the voice of Stentor.

"They echo forth In itentorian clamour*." Sir T.

Berbert : Tratdt, p. S28.

2. Able to utter a very loud sound: as,
stentorian lungs.

sten-tor'-I-dse, . pi [Mod. Lat stentor;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -fcke.J

Zool. : A family of Heterotriehous Infu-

soria, with three genera. Animalcules free-

swimming or temporarily adherent, highly
elastic and contractile, more or less elongate

fato, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolt; work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, so, ee - e ; ey - a; QU = fcw.



stentorious- stepparent >l

and cylindrical ; often inhabiting, either singly
or socially, a mucilaginous or hardened S'IUMI ii

or lorica. (Kent.)

Bte'n-tb'r'-I-OUS, a. [Lat stentoreus.] Sten-
torian.

voice." Fuller:

Sten-tor-Sn'-ic, a. [Eng. stentor; -onic.]
Stentorian ; very loud.

" He measures out his own stmtorontc voice." Bp.
Warburton : Doctrine of Grace, bk. ii., ch. v.

*sten-t6r-6-phon'-ic, o. [Gr. SreVrap
(Stentor) = Stentor, and

tt><ayj (phone) = a
, voice.] Speaking or sounding very loud ;

Stentorian.
"

I heard a formidable noise,
Loud as the stent'rophonick voice,
That roar'd far off!

*

Butler: Hudibras, III. i. 251.

ten' US, . [Gr. o-revds (stenos) = narrow.]

Jintom. : The typical genus of Stenidie (q.v.).
About 64 species are British. (Sharp.)

top, stappe,
*
steppe, v.i. & t. [A.S.

stnpan (pa. t. stop, pa. par. stapen.) = to go, to
advance ; steppan = to step ; Dut. & Low Ger.

ttappen; O. Fris. steppa, stapa.] [STEP, s.]

A. Intransitive:

L Literally:

1. To move by a single change of the place
of the foot; to move the foot and leg in walk-

ing ; to advance or recede by a movement of
the foot, or feet, forwards, backwards, or

Sideways.
"They were afraid of the lions; so they stepped

back, aud went behind." Bunt/an : Pilgrims J^ro-

ffrets, pt. ii.

2. To go, to walk, to march. (Used espe-
cially and colloquially of a little distance and
a limited purpose.)

"
Step into the chamber." Shaketp. : Merry Wines

Of Windsor, iv. a.

3. To walk or move gravely, slowly, or

tesolutely.
* Home, from bis morning task, the swain retreats,
His flock before him stepping to the fold."

Thomson : Summer, 221.

II. Figuratively:

1. To advance or come, as it were, suddenly
OI by chance. (Usually followed by into.)

" Ventidius lately
Buried his father, by whose death he's stepp'd

'

Into a great estate." Shaketp. : Timon, Hi. 8.

2. To advance.
" I am in blood

Kte/it in so far, that should I w.-ide no more,
Keturuing were as tedious as go o'er."

Shak*p. : Macbeth, iii. t,

3. To go in imagination ; to move mentally.
"
They are stepping almost three thousand years

back into the remotest antiquity." Pope : Iliad.

<Fref.)

B. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. To set, as the foot.

2. To measure by stepping or walking over
and counting the steps : as, To step a piece of

ground.
II. Naut. : To fix the foot of, as a mast ; to

erect in readiness for setting sail.

If 1. To step aside :

(1) To move or walk a little distance ; to
Withdraw a short distance.

*
(2) To deviate from the right path ; to err.

2. To step old :

(1) To go out of doors, generally for a short
time or distance.

" When your master wants a servant who happens
to be abroad, answer, that he had but that minute
ttept out." Swift : Instructions to Servants.

(2) To increase the length but not the
rapidity of the step.

3. To step short:

Mil. : To diminish the length or rapidity of
the step, according to the established rules.

Step, steppe, s. [A.S. stcepe, from stapan =
to go, to advance, to step ; Dut. stap = a foot-

print, a footstep ; Ger. sta/e.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) A pace ; an advance or movement made
by one removal of the foot, as in walking.

" Over fields aud waters, as in air
Smooth sliding without step."

Milton : P. L., viii. 802.

(2) One remove in climbing, or in ascending
Or descending a stair ; a stair.

" Upon the second step of that small pile . . .

He sat, and ate his food in solitude.
'

Wordsworth : Old Cumberland Beggar.

(3) A round or rung of a ladder.

(4) The space passed over or measured by a
single movement of the foot ; the distance
between the feetin walking or running ; a pace.

" The gradui, a Roman measure, may be translated
mtep, or the half of a patsus or pace." Arbuthimt :

On Coins.

(5) A footprint, a footstep ; the print or

impression of the foot ; a track.

(6) (PL) A self-supporting ladder, with flat

steps, much used in reaching to a moderate
height ; a pair of steps ; a step-ladder.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Gait; manner of walking ; also the sound
of the step or setting down the foot ; footfall :

as, A person is recognized by his step.

(2) A degree or grade in progress or rank,
especially a degree of advance or promotion ;

a higher grade of rank ; promotion ; a decisive

gain or advantage.
" He geta his step, and at once assumes an air of

greater and becoming importance." Daily Telegraph,
Doc. 29, 1884.

(3) A gradation, a degree.
"The same sin for substance hath sundry step) and

degrees, in respect whereof one man becometh a more
heinous offender than another." Perkins.

(4) A small space or distance.
" There is but a step between me and death."!

Samuel xx. a

(5) (PI.) The course which one follows.

(6) A proceeding ; the first of a series of

proceedings ; measure, action ; course adopted.
" Such a step would be attended by considerable

danger to the Spanish throne." Daily Chronicle,
Sept. 7, 1885.

II. Technically:

1. Carpentry:

(1) The foot-piece ofany timber.

(2) The tread of a stair.

2. Machinery:

(1) The lower brass of a journal-box or

pillow-block.

(2) The socket for the lower pivot of a
spindle or vertical shaft; an ink. Sometimes
called a breast.

3. Music: A term often applied to one of
the larger diatonic degrees or intervals of the

scale, as between one and two.

4. Shipwright. : The block in which the foot
of a mast is placed.

5. Vehicles: A foot-piece to assist one in

entering or descending from a carriage.

^ 1. Pair of steps: A step-ladder (q.v.),

2. Step by step :

(1) By a gradual and regular process.
" Put it iuto words, and step by step show it another."
Locke : On Sum. Cndertt., bk. ii., ch. ix.

(2) Moving as fast ; keeping together.

3. To talce a step (or steps) : To make a move-
ment in a certain direction (Lit A fig.), to
move in a matter ; to take action.

step-bit, s.

Locksmith. : A notched key-bit.

step-box, s.

Mach. : A case for a bearing surface at the
lower end of a vertical spindle or shaft.

step-grate, s. A furnace-grate in several
successive heights, like stairs.

step-ladder, *. A portable ladder,

usually having flat steps, and its own means
of support by struts or posts.

*
step-stone, s. A stepping-stone (q.v.).

step-wheels, *. pi. Wheels having seve-

ral sets of teeth on the circumference forming
a series of steps. (Rossiter.)

Step-, pref. [A.S. steop =. orphaned, deprived
of its parent ; cogn. with Dut. stief-, as in

stiefzoon, stief(lochter, &c. ; Icel. stjup-, as stjup-

son, stjupdottir, &c, : Bzn. sted-, as in stedbarn ;

Sw. sty/-, as in styfbarn ; Ger. stief-, as in

stiefsohn, stieftochtsr, &c. ; O. H. Ger. stiuf.

Cf. O. H. Ger. stiufan= to deprive of parents.]
A prefix used before child, brother, sister,

fatlier, mother, daughter, and the like, to

signify that the person spoken of is a relative

only by the marriage of a parent. It was
originally used in the compounds stepchild,

stepbaim, stepson, and stepdaughter, as re-

ferring to orphaned persons (see etym.), and
was afterwards extended to stepfather, step-

mother, <tc.

Btep'-bairn, *. [A.8. ste6pbearn.] A stepchild

(q.V.).

Step'-broth-er, s. [Pref. step-, and Eng.
brother.] A stepfather or stepmother's son
by a former wife or husband.

Stepchild, s. [A.S. stedpcild,] The child of
a husband or wife by a former wife or husband.

*
step -dame, s. [Pref. step-, and Eng. dame.]A stepmother.

"
Ills cruell stepdame, seeing what was done."

Spenser : F. Q., I. v. S3.

Step'-daugh ter (gh silent), s. [A.S. $tedp-
dohtor.] The daughter of a husband or wife
by a former wife or husband.

*
Stepe, o. [STEEP, a.]

Step'-fa-ther, s. [A.S. ste6pfceder.] A
mother's second or subsequent husband.

Steph-an'-I-a, s. [Named after S. Stephan,
professor of botany at Moscow, who died in

1817.]

Bot. : A genus of Cissampelidese. The root
of Stephania hernandifolia, an Indian plant, is

an astringeat useful iu fevers, urinary dis-

eases, dyspepsia, &c.

Steph'-an-ite, s. [After the Archduke
Stephan of Austria ; sutf. -He (M in.).']

Min. : An ore of silver occurring both in

crystals and massive. Crystallization, ortho-
rhombic. Hardness, 2 to 2'5; sp. gr. 6'269 ;

lustre, metallic ; colour and streak, iron-black.

Compos. : sulphur, 16'2 ; antimony, 15'3 ;

silver, 68'5 = 100, corresponding with the
formula 5AgS + SbjSs. Occurs with other
silver ores in lodes in various localities.

Steph-a-no-, pref. Gr. <rrc'4>ai'o: (stephanos)= a crown, a garland.]

Phys. : Resembling a crown or garland ;

bearing circular processes.

8teph-a-no9'-er-as, . [Pref. stephano-, and
Gr. Kf'pos (keras)= a horn.] [AMMONITE, B.
II. 2.]

Steph-a-no9'-er-os, s. [STEPHANOCERAS.]
Zool. : A genus of Floscularidse. Eyes

single ; rotatory organ divided into five ten-

tacular lobes, furnished with vibratile cilia,

with which the animal takes its prey; body
attached by the base to a cylindrical hyaline
tube. One species, Stephanoceros eichhornii,

5̂ inch long, from fresh water.

steph-a no mo-nad'-I-dse, s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. st'ephanomonas, genit. stephanoniona,d(is) ;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool.: A family of Cilio-Flagellata ; ani-

malcules free-swimming, bearing a single ter-

minal flagellum, the base of which is embraced

by a brush-like fascicle, or uninterrupted
circular wreath of cilia. One genus, Stephano-
monas, with one, or possibly two, species.

(Kent.)

stSph-a-no^-mSn'-as, s. [Pref. stephano-,

and Mod. Lat. monas (q.v.).] [STEPHANO.
MONADID.fi.]

Steph-a-no-sgy'-phus, s. [Pref. stephano-,
and Gr. <ncu<f>o (skuphos) = a cup.]

Zool. : The only known genus of Thecome-
dusee. Animal consisting of a series of chltin-

ous tubes embedded in a sponge, and opening
by oscula. From these the animal, which has
a crown of tentacles, at intervals protrudes

.
itself.

steph-a-niir'-us, . [Pref. stephan(o)-, ana
Gr. oupo (oura) = the tail.]

Zool. : A genus of Strongylidte (q.v.), allied

to Strongylus (q.v.). Stephanurus dentatut

probably produces, in whole or in part, the

hog-cholera of the United States.

step'-moth-cr,
* step-mod er, . [A. a.

stedpmdder.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A father's second or subse-

quent wife.
" You shall not find me, daughter,

After the slander of most ttepmothert,
Ill-eyed unto you." Shaketp. : Vi/mbtHr.t, L t

2. Bot. : Viola tricolor.

Step' -moth-er-ly, a. [Eng. stepmother ; -ly.]

Or, belonging to, or befitting a stepmother;
hence, neglectful, harsh.

"A long period of stepmotherly treatment" DaOt
Newt, Nov. 8, 1886.

step'-par-ent, s. [Pref. step,

A stepfather or stepmother.

boll, b6y; pdut, J6W1; cat, sell, chorus, $hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

dan, -tian = shan, -tion, sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -cioutr, -tious, -sioua - alms, -bio, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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steppe, s. [Russ. fiei* = a waste, a heath, a

steppe.] A term applied to one of those i
j x-

tensive plains which, with the occasional in-

terpolation of low .Bilges of hills, stretch
from the Dnieper across the south-east of

European Russia, round the shores of the

Caspian and Aral seas, between the Altai and
. Ural chains, and occupy the low lands of

Siberia. In spring they are covered with

verdure, but for the greater part of the year
they are dry and barren.

^ There ar# three different kinds of steppe,
viz., grass, salt, and sand steppes, each main-

taining peculiar forms of vegetation.

Steppe - murrain, s. The rinderpest
(q-v.).

Stepped, a. [Eng. step; -ed.] Having' steps
or grades.

stepped gauge, s. A form of gauge
having a series of notches which may tit

rarying sizes of holes.

stepped gearing, s.

Mach. : An invention of Dr. Hooke for

obtaining A continuous bearing between the

meshing surfaces of gear-wheels.

stepped key, s.

Locksmith. : The same as BIT-
KEY (q.v.).

stepped -rack, s. A rack

having teeth arranged in several

rows, which alternate with each
other so as to produce the uni-

formity of motion due to smaller

teeth, without sacrifice of
strength. The teeth of the pinion
with which it gears are, of course, correspond-
ingly arranged.

StSp'-per, s. [Eng. step, v. ; -er.] One who
steps ; one that has a gait, good or bad ;

specif, applied to a horse, in reference to his

high action in trotting. [HIOH-STEPPER.]

tep'-ping, pr. par., a., & s. [STEP, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. < particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. .4* subst. : A step ; motion ; progress or
advance.

" But still the flood crept by little Helpings.' Bp.
Taylor: Sermont, voL L, ser. 8.

stepping-stone, s.

L Lit. : A raised stone in a stream or

wampy places, by stepping on which a per-
son may cross without wetting or dirtying
the feet.

2. Fig. : An aid or means for the accom-

plishment of an end or the gaining of an ob-
ject ; a help, an advantage.

"Those obstacles Ms Ken ins had turned \utoitepping.
ttonet."McKaulay : Hitt. Eng.. ch. xi.

tep -SlS-ter, s. [Pref. step-, and Eng. sister.]
A stepfather or stepmother's daughter by a
former wife or husband.

step'-son,
*
step sone, s. [A.S. steopsunu.]

The son of a husoand or wife by a former wife
or husband.

-Bter, suff. [A.S. -estre (the same as in the
Lat. oleaster, Low Lat. poetaster). Cf. Dut.

spinster = a spinster ; zangster = a female
singer. In A.S. we also find hearpestre = a
female harper, webbestre = a female weaver,
fit/ielestre a female fiddler, faecestre, &c.] A
suffix denoting occupation : as, maltster, game-
ster, songster, huckster, &c. Up to the end of
the thirteenth century the suffix -ster was a
characteristic sign of the feminine gender,
and by its means new feminities could be

always formed from the masculine. In the
fourteenth century the suff. -ster began to

give place to the Norman-French -ess, and
there is consequently a want of uniformity in
the employment of this suffix. Tims Robert
de Brunne uses songster (songster) as a mas-
culine. A good number of words with this
suffix are to be found as feminines even late
in the fifteenth century : as, kempster, wcb-
Mer, sewster, baxter, &c. In modern English
there is only one feminine with this suffix,

viz., spinster, though huckster was used very
late as a feminine, and sewster is still used
in Scotland and provincial dialects. When
the original feminine force of the suffix -ster

was forgotten or lost, some new feminities
were formed from English feminines by the

addition of the French suffix -ess: as, seam-
ster, seamstress, songster, songstress, which are

thus really double feminines.

"The suffix -ittr now often marks the agent with
more or less a sense of contempt and depreciation, as

puurter, tricluter." JlarrH: Kn</luh Accident*, p. W.

ster-, pref. [STEKEO-.J

* ster cor-ii ceous (ee as sh), a. [Lat.

sfercus, gcnit. stercoris = dung.] Pertaining
to or composed of dung ; partaking of the
nature of dung.

" The stable yields a ittrcaracema heap."
Cotoper: Tatk, ill 4W.

stercoraccous vomiting, s.

Pathol. : Vomiting of fiscal matter, some-
times occurring in enteritis and obstruction
of the bowels.

* Ster - cor an-ism, s. [STERCORANIST.]
Church Hist. : The belief that the Eucharistic

elements suffered physical change in the body
of the recipient. During the controversy on
Transubstantiation, in the eleventh century,
the charge of stercorauism was brought against
the believers in and the objectors to that dog-
ma by their respective opponents.

"
It is not easy to determine the precise form of this

indecent charge as advanced by either party. The be-
lievers in tranaubatnntiatiou supposed the sacramental
elements not to pass through the human body like
ordinary aliments, but to become wholly incorporated
with the bodies of the communicants ; so that on their

principles they could not be justly charged with tier-

coranittn. Ou the contrary, the opposers of transub-
stautiatiou supiwsed the substance of the sacramental
elements to undergo the ordinary changes in the
stomach and bowels of the communicant; so that by
assuming that these elements had become the real

body and blood of Christ, they might be charged with
Itercoranism ; but it was only by assuming what they
expressly denied, namely, the truth of the doctrine of
transubstauti.-itlon. Thus neither party could 1 justly
taxed with this odious consequence; and yet a dex-
terous disputant, hy resorting to a little perversion of
his antagonist's views, might easily cast upon him this

vulgar and unseemly reproach." Mosheim : Ecclei.
Hitt. (ed. Reid), p. 318. (Note 2.)

*
Ster'-cor-an-ist, s. [Fr. stercoraniste, from
Eccles. Lat." slercoranista, from Lat. stercus,

genit. stercoris = dung.]
Eccles. : One charged with holding that the

Eucharistic elements suffered physical change
in the body of the recipient. The word appears
to have been first applied l>y Card. Humbert,
about the middle of the eleventh century, to
the Greek monk Nicetas.

" He [Radbert] does not, however, apply the term
sterconmifti to his opponents.

"
McClintock & istrong :

Cyclop. Bib. Lit., ix. 1,014,

*
Ster-co-rar-I-an, s. [Lat. stercorarius =
pertaining to dung.] The same as STERCO-
RANIST (q.v.).

ster-co-rar-I-i'-nse, . pi. [Mod. Lat. ster-

corari(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

[STEHCORARIUS.]

Ster-co-rar'-i-us, . [Lat. = pertaining to

dung.]
Ornith. : Skua (q.v.), a genus of Laridae, in

some classifications made a sub-family bter-

corariinae. These birds were at first classed
with the Gulls [LARUS], but were separated
on account of differences in external charac-
ters and habits, and placed in a separate
genus, Lestris (q.v.). The Linnaean name
Stercorarius was adopted by Brisson, with a
generic description (Ornithol., vi. 150), in 1760,
and is now revived by those authors who are

endeavouring to purify nomenclature and to
restore to use names originally given.

*
ster-cor-ar-^, a. [Low Lat. stercorarium,
from Lat. stercus, genit. stercoris = dung.] A
place, properly secured from the weather, for

containing dung.
* ster-cor ate, v.t. [Lat. stercoralus, pa. par.

of stercoro = to manure, from stercus, genit.
itercoris= dung.] To manure, to dung.

" Mould Itercorated or unstercorated." Scott : Pirate,
ch. iv.

*
Ster-cor-a'-tion, s. [Lat. stercoratio.] The
act of dunging; the act of manuring with

dung.
" The ttureoration ot tbe toil, and promotion of the

growth, though not the first germination of the
seminal plant." Kay : On the Creation, i.

*
Ster-cbV-i-an-ism, s. [STERCORANISM.]

Ster-COr-lc'-O-lotts, a. [Lat. stercus, genit.
stercoris= dung, and colo= to inhabit.] Living
in dung.

"This appears to be probably the case In parasitic
nd itercoricolout toraa.'Encyc. Brit. (ed. 9th), xix.

898.

*
ster'-eor-Ist, *. [Lot. stercus, genit. tfer
coris = dung.] A stercoranist.

' Writers like Sanchez and the StenorisH who had
opened frivolous und unbecoming questions." /.
Murtey : Voltaire, ch. v.

Ster'-cor-lte, s. [Lat. stercus, genit. stercor(w)= dung ; suff. -ite (A/in.).]

M in. : A mineral found in crystalline masses
and nodules in the guano of Ichaboe. Com-
pos. : phosphoric acid, 34 '05 ; ammonia, 12-40;
soda, 14'92; water, 38 '(53 = 100, corresponding
with the formula NaO,NH4O,PO6 -HJHO. This
is a native microcosmic salt (q.v.).

*
SteV-Cor-y, . [STERCORIST.] Excrement,
dung.

Ster-cu'-le-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. stercul(ia);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ex.]

Bot. : A tribe of Sterculiacese. Leaves
simple or palmate; flowers by abortion uni-
sexual.

'-U-a, . [From a Latin god, Ster-

culius, who "presided over manuring; sterati= dung. So named because the leaves of
some species are fetid.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Sterculiacea
(q.v.). Trees with soft timber ; leaves simple
or compound ; inflorescence in racemes or
panicles ; flowers polygamous or monoecious ;

calyx somewhat coriaceous, five-lobed ; pet als

none ; carpels follicular, five or fewer, each
with one cell and one or many seeds. Sterculia
urens is a large Indian tree, with white bark,
cordate leaves, and very small flowers in ter-
minal panicles, coining out in February or
March. The tree yields an inferior sort of

tragacanth, used in the hospitals at Bombay
and in making sweetmeats, and native guitars
are made of the wood. Its seeds are cathartic.
S. villosa, another Indian tree, yields a similar

gum of little value. The bark of these, and
of S. colorata and S. gvttata, also Indian trees,

yield fibres adapted for cordage. An oil may
be extracted from the seeds of S. foetida, a
large East Indian evergreen, by boiling them
in water. The seeds of S. tomentosa and S.

acuminata, African species, when chewed and
sucked, render half-putrid water agreeable.
S. Tragacantha, of Sierra Leone, yields traga-
canth (q.v.). The nuts of S. balanyhas, S.

fcetida, and S. urens, are eaten in India, and
are sometimes roasted like coffee, as are those
of S. nobilis in the East Indies, and those ot
S. Chiclta and S. lasiantha in Brazil.

ster-cu-li-a'-ge-ie, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. ster'

culi(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -aceas.]

Bot. : Sterculiads ; an order of Hypogynous
Exogens, alliance Mai vales. Large trees or

shrubs, having the hairs, if present, stellate.

Leaves with free deciduous stipules; calyx
naked or surrounded by an involucre ; sepals
five, more or less united at the base, aesti vation

generally valvate ; petals five or none, sestiva-

tion convolute ; stamens indefinite, monadel-

phous ; anthers two-celled, turned outwards ;

styles five or three ; fruit capsular, three-
or five-celled, or drupaceous, berried, or con-

sisting of distinct follicles ; seeds sometimes
winged or woolly. Natives of warm countries.

Tribes, Bombaceae, Helicterese, and Sterculese.

Genera, 34; species, 125. (Lindley.)

ster cu'-li-ad, s. [Mod. Lat. sterculi(a)

Eng. suff. -ad.]

Bot. (PL) : The Sterculiacese (q.v.).

*
stere, s. & v. [STEEB, s. & v.]

Store, *. [Fr., from Gr. orepeo? (stereos) =t

solid.] The French unit for solid measure,
equal to a cubic metre, or 35 '3156 cubic feet,

*
stere, v.t. & i. [STIR, v.}

* stere -Ics,
*
stere-less, a. [STEERLESS.]

t ster-el-min'-tha, s. pi. [Pref. ster-, and
Gr. <?A/ut (kelmins), geiiit. eA^icfios (helmin-
tlios)= a tape-worm.]

Zool. : Owen's name for one of the two
classes into which he divided the Entozoa,
the. other being Coelelmintha. It is equiva-
lent to the Trcmatoda (q.v.). (See extract
under Coelelmintha.]

ster-e-o-, ster-e-6-, pref. [Gr. <rrepeo

(stereos) = solid.] Solid ; having an appear-
ance of solidity.

IT Authorities differ as to the pronuwMtion
of the first e in ihis prefix. In printidg, how-

ever, ster-c-u- is always used.

fate, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or* wore, woU, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. ,
= e; ey = a; <&u= ltwt
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Ster'-e'-d, s. [Alibrev. from stereotype (q.v.).]

The same as STEREOTYPE, 1.

J Used also adjectively : as, a stereo plate.

Stcr'-e-o-bate, s. [Pref. stereo-, and Gr.

J3ao-is (basis) = a base (q.v.).]

Arch. : A base ; the lower part or basement
of a building or column ; a kind of continu-

ous pedestal under a plain wall.

8ter'-e- 6- chrome, s. [Pref. stereo-, and

Eng. chrome,] A stereochroniic picture.

Ster-e-o-chrom'-ic, a. [Eng. stereo-

chrom(y) ; -ic.] Of or pertaining to stereo-

chromy ; produced by stereochromy.

Ster-e-o'ch'-r6-m$f. s. [STEREOCHROME.] A
method of wall painting in which the colours

are covered with a varnish of soluble glass.

ter-e-o-del'-phls, s. [Pref. stereo-, and
Gr. fiAi' (delphis) = a dolphin.]

Pakeont. : A genus of Delphinidse (q.v.),
from Miocene strata.

ter-e-o-S-lec'-tric, <* [Pref. stereo-, and
Eng. electric.]

Elect. : Of or pertaining to the generation
of electricity by solids alone : thus, a stereo-

electric current is one produced without the
intervention of a liquid. (Dana.)

Ster-e-og'-na-thiis, s. [Pref. stereo-, and
Gr. yfoOos (gnathos) a jaw.]

Palceont. : A mammalian genus of unknown

SteV-e-d-gram, steV-c-6-graph, s.

[Gr. o-Tepeos (stereos) =. solid ; surf, -gram,

graph.] The representation of a solid on a

plane ; specif., a stereoscopic slide.

SteV-e-6-graph, . [STEREOORAM.]

BtSr-e-o-graph'-Jc, ster-e-o-graph'-ic-
al, a. [Eng. stereograph(y) ; -ic, -ical.] Made
or done according to the rules of stereo-

graphy ; delineated on a plane.

stcreographic projection, s. That

projection of the sphere which is represented
upon the plane of one of its great circles, the

eye being situated at the pole of that great
circle. All circles are projected either into

straight lines or circles, and the angle made
by two circles meeting on the globe is the
same as that made by the projections of those
circles. It is the projection generally em-
ployed in ordinary atlases. The distortion in

the form of countries on the plane surface is

very slight.

8t2r-e-6-graph'-Jc-al-iy, adv. [Eng.
stereographical ; -ly.] In a stereographic
manner ; according to the rules of stereo-

graphy ; by delineation on a plane.

ter-S-oV-ra-phy, s. [STEREOORAM.] The
art of delineating tlie forms of solid bodies on
a plane ; a branch of solid geometry which
demonstrates the properties and shows the
construction of all solids which are regularly
defined.

ter-S-Sm'-e-ter. *. [Pref. stereo-, and Eng.
meter.]

1. An instrument for measuring the solid

or liquid contents or the capacity of a vessel.

2. An instrument for determining the spe-
cific gravity of porous bodies, powders, &c.

stcr c 6 met ric, ster e 6 met ric al,
a. [Eng. stereometry) ; -ic, -icaL] Pertaining
to or performed by stereometry.

ter-e-oin'-e-try, s. [Eng. stereometer; -y.]

1. The art of measuring solid bodies and
determining their solid contents.

2. The art or process of determining the

specific gravity of liquids, porous bodies, &c.

*ter-e 6 mon'~6 scope, s. [Pref. stereo-,

Gr. HOTOS (monns) = alone, and oxon-cu (skopeo)= to see.] An instrument with two lenses by
which a stereoscopic effect can be obtained
from a single picture. (Proc. Roy. Soc., June,
1857, and April, 1858.)

ter-e-8p'-tl-c8n, . [Pref. stereo-, and Gr.
on-rued? (optikos) of or for seeing or night.]
An American name for a magic lantern in

which photographic slides are employed.

Ster'-e-o-scdpe, s. [Pref. stereo-, and Gr.
<rcoire'u> (skoped) = to see.]

Optics: An instrument invented by Wheat-
stone and improved by Brewster, for giving a
flat picture the appearance of a solid object.
Perception of perspective and what is termed
the solidity of an object depends on the fact
that in consequence of the distance between
the eyes the right eye sees part of the object
which is invisible to the left eye, and vice

versa, the two separate images being combined
by the brain into one impression. If a land-

scape, &c., is viewed with one eye alone, the
effect of perspective to a great extent vanishes.
The stereoscopic effect is also lessened by dis-

tance. In order to obtain a due effect from
a stereoscopic slide, two pictures are neces-

sary, one representing the object as seen by
the right eye alone, the other representing it

as seen by the left eye alone, and these pic-
tures must be so arranged that each eye sees

only the corresponding picture. Brewster's

stereoscope consists of a box divided by an

opaque partition down the middle, the slide

being placed at the bottom of the box, and
then viewed through a pair of half-lenses or

prisms, which act upon the light rays pro-
ceeding from the pictures in such a way that
the virtual images of the two pictures are co-

incident in position ; the two images are com-
bined by the brain into one impression ; and
the appearance of solidity of the scene or ob-

ject is accurately reproduced. In Wheatstone's

original instrument mirrors were employed
instead of half-lenses or prisms. In the
binocular microscope a certain Amount of

stereoscopic effect is obtained.

ste'r-e-d-scSp'-Ic, ster-c 6 scop ic al,
a. [Eng. stereoscope); -ic, -icai.] Pertaining
or adapted to the stereoscope ; produced by
the stereoscope.

" These observations will be found nseful In ob-

taining stereoscopic views of the structures in carpen-
try and shipbuilding." Brewster : Stereoscope, p. 188.

stereoscopic-slide, *.

Optics: A slip of cardboard on which are
mounted side by side two photographs of the
same scene or object. Theoretically, these

photographs should be taken by similar lenses
from points of view separated by a space equal
to the distance between the human eyes, but
in practice especially in dealing with archi-

tectural groups the space is increased in

order to procure a greater effect.

ster-e-o-scop'-Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. stereo-

scopical; -ly.] In a stereoscopic manner; by
means of a stereoscope.

* ster-e-os'-co-pist, s. [Eng. stereoscope);
-ist.] One who is skilled in the use or manu-
facture of stereoscopes.

*
Ster-e-Ss'-CO-py, s. [Eng. stereoscope) ; -y.]

The art of using or manufacturing stereoscopes
or stereoscopic pictures.

ster-e-o-sper'-mum, s. [Pref. stereo-, and
Gr. 0-ire'pjj.a (sperma) seed.]

Hot. : A genus of Bignoniacese. Trees from

tropical Asia and Africa, with uuequally
pinnate leaves and terminal panicles of fra-

grant flowers, generally white. The bark of

Stereospermum suaveoleni, an Indian plant,

yields a gum of the hog or tragacanth series,
and the root and bark are used in Hindoo
medicine, as are the roots, leaves, and flowers

of S. chelonioides. Both are large trees with
deciduous leaves.

Ster-e-o-Stat'-Ic, a. [Pref. stereo-, and Eng.
static.] Applied to a linear arch sustaining
the pressure of a material in which at any
given point there are a pair of conjugate
pressures, one vertical and the other in a fixed

direction, horizontal or inclined. The con-
ditions involve the symmetrical distribution

of the vertical load on either side of a vertical

axis, traversing the crown of the arch.

gter-e-6-t5m'-Ic, ster-S-o-to'm'-Ic-al,
a. [Eng. stereotom(y) ; -ic, -icaZ.] Pertaining to

or performed by stereotomy.

ste'r-e'-5f-6'-iny, *. [Pref. stereo-, and Gr.

row (tome) a cutting.] The science or art

of cutting solids into certain figures or
sections.

SteV-e'-O'-trope, s. [Pref. stereo-, and Gr.

Tpojnj (trope) = a turning ; rpewia (trepo) to

turn.] An instrument by which an object is

perceived as if in motion, and with an ap-

pearance of solidity or relief as in nature. It
consists of a seiies of stereoscopic pictures,
generally eight, of an object in the successive
positions it assumes in completing any motion,
affixed to an octagonal drum, revolving under
an ordinary lenticular stereoscope, and viewed
through a solid cylinder pierced in the entire

length by two apertures, which makes four
revolutions for one of the picture-drum. The
observer thus sees the object constantly in
one place, but its parts apparently in motion,
and in solid and natural relief.

steV-e-o-type, stSr'-S-o-type, *. & o.

[Gr. orepeds (stereos) solid, and Eng. typt
(q.v.).]

A. As substantive :

1. Fixed type; hence a plate cast from a

Elaster
or papier-mache mould, on which is a

icsimile of the page of type as set up by the
compositor, and which, when fitted to a block,
may be used under the press, exactly a*
movable type. The alloy for stereotype,
plates is composed of the same materials as
ordinary type-metal. An alloy composed of
500 lead, 300 tin, and 225 cadmium, has, on
account of its hardness, been pronounced the
best for stereotype-plates. The original, or
plaster process of stereotyping was invented

by William Ged, a goldsmith of Edinburgh,
who was employed by the University of Ox-
ford, in 1731, to manufacture plates for Bibles
and Prayer-books. In this process the type
is set up in the usual way, except that shoul-

der-high spaces and quadrats are employed.
The face of the forme is thinly and evenly oiled

with a brush, and it is surrounded by a rect-

angular frame termed a flask. Plaster of Paria
mixed with water is then poured upon it,

forming a mould corresponding to the face of
the forme. When this has sufficiently hard-

ened, it is dried in an oven until all the moist-
ure is driven olf, and it is then used as a mould
to obtain a facsimile in stereotype metal of
the forme of type. This system, however, lias

been to a great extent superseded by the

papier-mache process, invented by Wilson, in

Scotland, in 1823. This is a very expeditious
process, and is generally used on the daily

papers of large circulation. A paper matrix
is formed by spreading paste over a sheet of

moderately thick unsized paper, and covering
it with successive sheets of tissue-paper, each

carefully patted down smooth, and the pack
then saturated. The face of the type is oiled,
the face of the paper treated with powdered
French chalk and laid upon the type. A linen

rag is wetted, wrung out, laid over the paper,
and then the matrix dabbed by a beating-
brush from the back, so as to drive the soft

paper into all the interstices between the

letters of the form. The cloth being removed,
a reinforce sheet ofdamp matrix paper is laid

upon the back of the matrix, and the matrix
beaten again without the cloth, to perfect the

impression and establish a junction. The hol-

lows in the back are filled up with a smooth
coat of stucco, and the matrix, after being
covered with a double thickness of blanket, is

placed in a press and subjected to strong

pressure over a steam-chest, the heat of which
dries the matrix. The press is unscrewed, the
matrix removed, its edges pared, and it is

warmed on the moulding-press. The matrix
is then placed in the previously-heated iron

casting-mould ; a casting-gauge to determine
the thickness of the stereotype is placed round
three sides of the matrix, the other side being
left open for a gate, at which the molten
metal is poured in. The cover is screwed

tight, the. mould tipped to bring the mouth up,
and the metal poured in. When the metal is

set, the mould is opened and the matrix
removed. The plate is then trimmed and
otherwise prepared in the usual manner. For

rotary printing-machines both matrix and

plate form the segment of a circle to enable

the plate to fit on the impression cylinder.

[ELECTROTYPE.]

2. The art of making solid plates forming
an exact facsimile of the page of type as set

up by the compositor, and from which im-

pressions are taken in the usual manner; the

process of producing printed work in such >

manner.

B. As adjective :

1. Pertainiiigorrelating to the art of stereo-

typing; pertaining to fixed types.

2. Done or executed by means of fixed me-

tallic types, or plates of fixed types : as stereo-

type printing, a stereotype Bible.

toil, b6y; pout, Jo^rl; cat, jell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, $hls; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, eyist. ph - fc

-clan, -tian = shau. -tion, -sion = shim; -(ion, -gion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, ic. = bel, del.
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stereotype-block, s.

Print. : A block on which a stereotype is

mounted to make it type high. Blocks are

made with clasps, and are adapted to hold

plates within a given range of sizes.

stereotype - plate, s. The same as

STEREOTYPE, s., 1.

stereotype shooting - board, .

[SBOOTINO-BOABD. ]

stereotype-work, s. Printed work exe-

cuted from fixed type or plates of fixed type.

ter'-e'-6v-type, v.t. [STEREOTYPE, a.}

L Literally:

1. To cast, as a stereotype plate.

2. To prepare for printing by means of

tereotype plates : as, To stereotype a book.

IL Fig. : To fix or establish firmly and un-

changeably. (In this sense often pron. stir'-

i-6-type.)
"To ttertotn* the Liberal creed.' Standard, Oct

0.1885.

BteV-S-o^-typed, a. [STEREOTYPE.]

1. Lit. : Made, executed, or printed from

stereotype plates.

2. Fig. : Fixed, formed, or settled firmly
ami unchangeably ; unalterable, unaltered : as,

stereotyped opinions, a stereotyped answer.

ter'-e'Hfc-typ-er, s. [Eng. stereotype), v. ;

-er.] One who stereotypes ; one who makes

stereotypes.

ter'-e'-d-typ-er-y', s. [Eng. stereotype ; -ry.]

1. The art, work, or process ofmaking stereo-

type plates.

2. The place where stereotype plates are

made ; a stereotype-foundry.

BteV-e-d-typ-Ic, a. [Eng. stereotype) ; -fc.]

Of or relating to stereotype or stereotype

plates.

Bter e 6 typ-ing, s. [STEREOTYPE, v.] The
art or process of making stereotype plates,
and of pi-educing printed work from such

plates.

ter'-e-O-typ-ist, s. [Eng. t*ereotyp(e) ; -ist.]

One who makes stereotype-plates ; a stereo-

typer.

ter-e'-o'-ty-pog'-ra-phe'r, s. [Pref. stereo-,

and Eng. typographer (q.v.).J A stereotype
printer.

ster-e-6-ty-pog
/

-ra-phy', s. [Pref. stereo-,

and Eng. typography (q.v.).] The art or prac-
tice of printing from stereotype plates.

teY-e-6-typ-y', s. [Eng. stereotype); -y.]

The art, process, or business of making stereo-

type plates.

stores-man, s. [STEERSMAN.)

ter-hy-drau'-lic, a, [Gr. orepefc (stereos)
= solid, and Eng. hydraulic.] A term applied
to a press in which a powerful hydrostatic
pressure is obtained by introducing, by a
steady, uninterrupted movement, a solid sub-
stance into the cylinder of a hydraulic press
already filled with liquid.

ate rig'-ma (pi. ste-rig'-ma-ta,), s. pi.

[Gr. <mjpryMo. (sterigma)= a support, a foun-

dation, a prop.]

Botany (PI.) :

1. Filiform or pointed protuberances on
special cells which develop into spores in

fungals, the filaments forming the pedicels
of the spermatia in fungals. (Tulasnt,)

2. The name given by Link and Klotzsch to
the elevated lines on the stem of various

thistles, &c., produced by decurrent leaves.

*te rig'-mum, s. [STERIOMA.]
Bot. : Desvaux's name for a Carcerule (q.v.).

ster'-n,
* ster -ill, a. [STERILE.)

steril coal, s.

Alining : Black clay or shale at the head of
ft coal-seam.

Ster'-n, s. [Etym. doubtful.] (See extract)
" To lade so many thousand sttritt or measures of

corn out of Sardinia and Sicily custom-free." Howell:
Lettert, p. 118.

Bter-ile, *steV-n, "ster'-ill, a. [Fr.
fterile, from Lat. sterilem, accus. of sterilli =

barren, unfruitful ; Ital. sterile ; Sp. esterile.

From the same root as Gr. (rrepeds (stereos) =
hard, solid ; Gar. sturr rigid.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally :

(1) Barren, unfruitful ; producing little or

no crop ; not fertile.
" The sterUl coast* of barren Rinoceere
They past, and seas where Uisiua hill doth stand."

t'aire/ax: Qoafrey of Boulogne, xv. 15.

(2) Barren ; producing no young ; of seeds

or plants, not germinating, not producing
other plants.

(3) Not accompanied with good crops ; un-

productive.
" In sterile years, come sowne will grow to an other

kinde." Bacon : Nat. Hist., i 525.

2. Fig. : Barren of ideas ; destitute of senti-

ment : as, a sterile author or work.

IL Biol. : Barren. [STERILITY.]
"
Rearing curious exotics sterile of all flowers or

fruit" O. H. Lewes: Hist. Philos. (ed. 1880), ii. 8.

sterile-wood, s.

Bot. : Coprosma foetidissima, a cinchonaceous

plant from New Zealand.

ster -a'- 1-t& ster -11-1 -tie, *. [Fr.

sterilite, from Lat. sterilitatem, accus. of ster-

ilitas, from sterilis = sterile (q.v.); Sp. ester-

ilulad ; Ital. sterelitd.]

L Literally:

1. The quality or state of being sterile ;

barrenness, unproductiveness, unfruitfulness.

"Sterility has been said to be the bane of horti-

culture." Darwin: Origin of Spjcids (ed. 1859), p. .

If Sterility in animals and plants may be
constitutional or accidental, and often arises

from changed conditions of life. Thus most

raptorial birds from the tropics do not lay
fertile eggs in captivity intemperate climates,
and many exotic plants under cultivation

have worthless pollen. Sometimes a little

more or less water will decide whether or not
a plant will seed. There are various degrees
of sterility in first crosses and hybrids ; occa-

sionally there is an absence of some element

necessary to reproduction, thus in the more
sterile kinds of hybrid rhododendrons pollen
is wanting. (Darwin.)

2. Barrenness, unfruitfulness ; want or ab-

sence of power of producing young, as of
animals.

IL Fig. : Barrenness of ideas or sentiments ;

want of fertility or the power of producing
sentiment.

" One cannot ascribe this to any sterility of expres-
sion, but to the genius of his time*." Pope : Essay on
Homer.

stSr-il-i za'-tion,
* ster-Il-i-sa'-tion,

. [English tteriliz(e) ; -ation.] The act of

making sterile, barren, or unproductive.

teV-il-ize, ster-il-ise, v.t. Eng. iter-

il(e) ; -*.]
1. To make sterile, barren, or unproductive ;

to impoverish, as land ;
to exhaust of fertility.

2. To deprive of fecundity, or the power of

producing young.
3. To destroy microbes in (milk, &c.).

steV-il-I-zer, s. One who, or a substance
or an apparatus x^hich, sterilizes.

Ster'-let, s. [Ger., from Russ. sterliad.]

Ichthy. : Adpenser ruthenus, from the Danube
and Russian rivers flowing into the Black Sea.

It is a small species, rarely exceeding three feet

in length, but
is highly
prized as a
food-fish. It
has a narrow, STERLET.
elongated,
pointed snout, barbels slightly fringed, skin
of upper surface dark gray, dorsal shields and
belly whitish. The sterlet is a regular article

of food at Vienna, and sometimes ascends the
Danube as far as Ulm.

ster -ling (1),
*
star-ling,

*
ster-lyng,

s. & a. [Prob. for esterling or esternling, from
A.S. edstan = from the east, or eastern =
eastern, and suff. -ling; so called after the

Esterlings or North Germans (Hanse mer-

chants), who were the first moneyers in Eng-
land. In a statute of Edward I. we find

"Denarius Angliae, qni vocatnr Sterlingus ;"
and in a charter of Henry III. the sterling
is set down as a penny. Cotgrave gives"

Esterlin, a penny sterling, our penny."]

A. As substantive :

*
1. A penny.

*
2. Sterling coin ; coin of good weight.

" Vor he gef hem atten end*
Four thouseud pound of turlrnfftt, liom Hgea to

weude." Kobert of Uloucester, p. 2M,.

3. English money ; English coin.

"Accept this offering to thy bounty due,
And Koiiiuu wealth in English sterling view."

Arbuthnot. (Todd.)
*
4. Standard, rate.

B. As adjective :

L Lit. : A term applied to English money
of account, signifying that it is of the fixed
or standard national value.

" An annual revenue amounting to close upon one
hundred anil tifty millions of pounds sterling. Daily
Telegraph, March 12, 1887.

IL Figuratively :

*
1. According to a fixed standard ; having

a fixed and permanent value.

"II my word be sterling yet in England."
Shaketp. : Richard If., IT.

2. Genuine, pure, unadulterated ; of excel-

lent quality.
" True faith like gold into the furnace cast,
Maintains its sterling fine-ness to the last*

Harte : Thomas d Kempit.

ster'-ling (2), s. [STARLING.]

e (1), s. [After Sterling, New
Jersey, where found

;
sun", -ite (Min.).]

Min. : The same as ZINCITE (q.v.).

Ster'-ling-lte (2), s. [After Sterling, Massa-
chusetts, where found ; suff. -ite (Min.)."]

Min. : A variety of Dainourite (q.v.) occur-

/ring with spodumene.

stern,
* sterne, * sturne, i. [A.S. styrne

= stern ; styrnan= to be stern or severe. From
the same root as Icel. storr large ; Ger. starr
= stiff, rigid ; Icel. stura = gloom, despair.]

1. Severe of countenance ; austere, rigid,

gloomy, grim, frowning, hard ; fixed with au.

aspect of severity and authority.
" Why look yon still so stern and tragical ?"

Shaketp. : 1 Henry 17., iii. 1.

2. Severe of manners ; harsh, hard, hard-

hearted, pitiless. (Of persons.)
"
He, like you. would not h.ive been so stern.'

Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, ii. S.

3. Harsh, hard, cruel, afflictive. (Of things.)
" Uncourteous speech it were, and stern,
To say Return to Liudisfarn."

Scott : Marmion, v. 18.

4. Fierce and rude ; rough.
"The iterne wynde so loude gan to route."

Chaucer : Troilus t Cressida, lit.

6. Cruel, ferocious.
"
Teaching stern murder how to butcher thee."

Shakesp. : Richard IL, i. ft

6. Wild, savage.
" These barren rocks, your stern inheritance."

\rordstaorth : Excursion, bk. Ix.

7. Rigidly steadfast ; immovable : as, stern

honesty.

stern,
* sterne,

* steorne, *. [Icel.

stjdrn = a steering, steerage ; hence applied
to the hinder part of a vessel where the
steersman stood.] [STEER (1), v.}

L Literally:

LA rudder, a helm, a tiller.

" And how he lost his steresman,
Which that the sterne. or he tooke keep*
Suiote ouer the bord as he sleepe."

Chaucer : Huus of Fame, it

2. Shipwright. : The after part of a vessel or
boat. In ships the stern ends below at tho

junction of the stern-post with the keeL
Sterns are round or square. [ASTERN.]

IT A ship is said to be down by the stem,

when drawing more water aft than forward.

3. The tail of an animal.
" Gan bis sturdy sterne about to weld."

Spenter: F. &, I. xl. M.
* IL Fig. : The post of management or

direction ; the helm.
" Have sometime possessed the iterne of Scotland."
llolhished : Hist. Scotland (an. 1553).

stern-board, s.

Naut. : The backward motion of a vessel ;

hence, a loss of way in making a tack.

^[ To make a stern-lward : To fall back from
the point gained in the last tack ; also, to set

the sails so as the vessel may be impelled
stern foremost.

Stern-chase, s. A chase in which two
vessels sail on one and the same course, one

following in the wake of the other : as, A
stern-chase is a long chase.

fate, rat, fare, amidst, what, fall, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot

r. wore, wplt work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. 20, ce - e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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Stern-chaser, s. A gun pointing through
stern -port.
"Constantly firing her single ttern-?haer." Cat-

ttttt Saturday Journal, Sept. 19, 1-iv, p. 8cM.

stern-fast, .--.

Naut. : A warp or chain mooring the after

part of a vessel to a wharf or quay.

stern-frame, s.

Shipbuild. : The pieces which make up the
stern of a ship the stem-post, transom, aiid

fashion-pieces.

stern-knee, *. [STERNSON.]

stern-port, *.

Naut. : Any opening in the stern of a ship
to admit cargo, light, or air, or to allow of
the service of a gun, as the case may be.

stern-post, s.

Shipbuild. : A slightly raking straight piece,

rising from the after end of the keel, to which
It is secured by tenons and dovetail-plates.

stern-sheets, s. pi.

Naut. : That part of a boat which is in-

cluded between the stern and the aftermost
thwart. It is the place of honour in the boats
of a Government or other vessel, and for

passengers in ferry-boats and wherries.

Stern-way, s. The movement of a ship
backward, or with her stern foremost.

T To fetch stern-way: To acquire motion
stern.

tern-, pref. [STERNO-.]

*Btern, *
sterne, v.t. [STERN,*.] To steer,

to guide, to direct.
"
Directing them wlilch waie to tterne their ships."

Solinslied : Detcrip. of Ireland, ch. iii.

ter -na, *. [Mod. Lat, from tern (q.v.).]

Ornith. : Tern ; a cosmopolitan genus of

Laridse, sub-family Sterninse. Bill longer than

head, nearly straight, compressed ; nostrils
near middle of the beak, pierced longitudin-
ally, pervious ; legs slender, toes four, the
three in front webbed ; wings long, pointed ;

tail distinctly pointed. In plumage the terns
resemble the

fresh as well as salt water. Those of the north
migrate to the south iu winter. The species
are found everywhere, and some of them have
a wide range of habitation. Thus, the Common
Tern (S. fluviatalis) is found on the coasts of

.Europe, western Asia and Africa, and eastern
North America. Terus lay their spotted eggs
on sand or shingle, from which it is not easy to

distinguish them.

*Stern'-age (age as ig), s. [Eng. stem, s. ;

-age.] Steerage, stern.
"
Qrapple your minds to iteritag* of this navy."

Shaketp. : Henry V.. iii. (Chorus.)

tern'-al, a. [Lat stern(um) = the breast-

bone ; Eng. adj. suff. -al.]

1. Of or pertaining to the sternum or breast-
bone : as, the sternal ribs.

2. On the same side as the breast-bone ;

anterior.

sternal-ribs, *. pi. [Rie, II. l.]

tern al'-gl-a, s. [Pref. stern-, and Gr. oAyot
(algos) = pain.]

Pathol. : Pain in the breast. Applied speci-
fically by Baumes in ISOti to angina pectoris.

Stern-ar'-chus, s. [Pref. stern-, and Or.

ap\'o9 (archns) the fundament (Agassiz) ;

ifX<a (archo) = to rule (McNicoll).']

Ichthy. : A genus of Gymnotidae, with eight
species, from tropical America. Tail termi-

nating in a small, distinct caudal fin, dorsal

rudimentary, teeth small, bianchiosteguls

four. Some of the species have the snout
compressed and of moderate length, in others
it is produced into a long tube.

Stern-as pi doe, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. stern-

asp(is); Lat. fem. pi. adj. sutf. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Tubicolae. Annelids
'

having very short bodies, the fore part thick,
and with three rows of setae and a corneous
shield on the under surface, near the ex-

tremity. The setae are locomotive organs.

Stem-as'-pis, s. [Pref. stern-, and Lat. aspis;
Gr. ao-jrc's (aspis) = a round shield, an asp.]

Zool. : The typical genus of Sternaspidae
(q.v.).

Stern-berg'-i-a, *. [Named after Count
Caspar Steinberg, a botanist and patron of

botany.]
1. Hot. : A genus of Amarylleae. Sternbergia

lutea, which resembles an autumnal crocus, is

cultivated in gardens.

2. Palteobot. : A pseudo - genus of fossil

plants. It is a cylindrical stem with trans-

verse markings, now known to be the cast of
the pith cylinder of some tree. One so-called

species from the Carboniferous rocks.

Stern'-berg-ite, s. [After Count Caspar
Sternberg of Prague ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : An orthorhombic mineral, of rare

occurrence. Hardness, 1 to 1 '5 ; sp. gr. 4'215 ;

colour, pinchbeck-brown, blackening on ex-

posure ; streak, black ; opaque ; very flexible.

Compos.: sulphur, 30'4; silver, 34'2 ; iron,
35'4 = 100, which yields the formula AgS+
3FeS+FeS2 .

*
sterne, a. [STERN, a.]

* sterne, *. [STERN, *.]

Stcrned, a. [Eng. stern, a. ; -ed.] Having a
stern ; used iu composition, as square-sterned,
fee.

*
stern'-er, s. [Eng. stern, v. ; -er.] A director,
a guide.

" He that is
'

regeus sidera,' the sterner of the stars."

Dr. Clarke: Strmont, p. 15. (1637.)

* stern -ful, a. [Eng. stern, a. ; ful(l).'] Stern.

*
stern'-ful-ly, adv. [Eng. sternfu.1 ; -ly.]

Sternly. (Stanyhurst.)

Ster-ni'-nce, s. pi. [Mod* Lat. stern(a); Lat.

fem. pi. adj. sun. -ince.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Laridse. It in-

cludes three genera : Hydrochelidon, Sterna,
and Anous.

* stern -less,
*
stern'-lesse, a. [Eng. stem,

s. ; -less.] Having no rudder or helm.
"He ... iterneteMshipysteares."

Gotton : Hchoole of A but*, p. 76.

stern'-1^,
* sterne-ly,

*
sturne-lyche,

adv. [Eng. stern, a. ; -ly.] In a stern man-
ner ; with sternness, severity, or austerity ;

severely, harshly.
"The stranger guests he tttmly eyed."

Scott : Lord of the Met, 11. .

Stern'-most, a. [Eng. stern, s., and most.]
Nearest the stern or rear; farthest in the
rear ; farthest astern.

stern'-ness, *stern-esse, s. [Eng. stern,

a. ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being stern ;

severity of look ; a look of austerity, rigour,
or severity.

" Should I, in these my borrow'd flaunts, behold
The tternnett of bis presence !"

Shakesp. : Winter"t Talt, iv. 4.

2. Severity or harshness of manner ; rigour.
"

I have sternnea in my soul enough
To hear of soldiers' work." Itryden : Cleomtnn.

Ster-nd-, stern-, pref. 'Mod. Lat. sternum,

the breast-bone.] Of, belonging to, or
situated on or near the sternum (q.v.).

sterno clavicular, a.

Anat. : Of or belonging to the sternum and
the clavicle.

sterno-cleidomastoid, sterno-
mastoid, a.

Anat. : Of or belonging to the sternum, the
clavicle and the mastoid process. There is a
sterno-deiilomastoid or a sterno-mastoid muscle.

sterno hyoid. a.

Annt. : Of or pertaining to the sternum and
the hyoid bone. There is a sterno-hyoid muscle.

sterno-mastoid, a.

Anat. : Of or pertaining to the sternum and
the mastoid process. There are sterno-mastoid
arteries, and a sterno-mastoid muscle.

sterno-thyroid, a.

A not. : Of or pertaining to the sternum and
to the thyroid cartilage. There is a sterno-

thyroid muscle.

Ster'-non, . [Gr.] The breast-bone; the
sternum.
"A soldier was shot in the breast through the

tternon.
"

Wittman.

stern op tych'-I-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
sternoptyx, genit sternoptycli(is) ; Lat. fem.
pi. adj. suff. -ida;.]

Ichthy. : A family of Physostotni ; pelagic
and deep-sea fishes of small size. Body
naked, or covered with thin, deciduous
scales ; gill-opening very wide ; air-bladder

simple, if present ; adipose fin generally rudi-

mentary ; series of phosphorescent bodies
along the lower parts. The eggs are enclosed
in the sacs of the ovarium, and excluded by
oviducts. Giinther enumerates nine genera.

stern-op -tyx, s. [Pref. sterno-, and Or.

imJf (ptux) a fold.]

Ichthy. : The type-genus of Sternoptychida
(q.v.). Body compressed and elevated, tail
short ; covered with a silvery pigment, regu-
lar scales absent ; phosphorescent spots on
lower surface. Specimens are occasionally
picked up in the Mediterranean and Atlantic.

They most probably live at a small depth
during the day, and come to the surface at
night.

Ster-nop'-y-gus, s. [Pref. sterno-, and Or.

mrffi (puge) = the rump.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Gymnotidffi, with four

species, from tropical America. Caudal and
dorsal absent ; small villiform teeth in both
jaws and on each side of the palate ; body
scaly.

ster no theV-us, ster-no thser'-iis (set
as er), ster-no-theV-es, s. [Pref. sterno-,

and Gr. datpot (thairos) = a hinge.]

Zool. : A genus of Chelydidse, with six

species, from tropical and southern Africa
and Madagascar. Head depressed, with great
plates, jaws without dentilations, no nuchal

plate ; sternum wide, with narrow lateral pro-

longations ; free anterior portion of plastron
rounded and moveable.

t stern-oV-i, t stern-ox'-I-a, *. pi. [Pret
stern-, and Gr. ofus (oxus) sharp.]

Entom. : Asub-tribeof Pentamerous Beetles.

Presternum produced in front into a lobe,
and behind into a spine received into a small

cavity of the mesosternurn. Families, Ela-

teridse and Buprestidse.

stern'-son, s. [STERN, s.]

Shipbuild. : A binding-piece above the dead-
wood in the stern, and practically forming an
extension of the keelson, on which the stern-

post is stepped.

t stern'-n-la,
sterna (q.v.)..

. [Mod. Lat., dimin. from

Ornith. : A genus of Laridfe, founded by
Boie for Sternula minute (= Sterna minuta),
the Little or Lesser Tern. [STERNA.]

SteV-num, . [Gr. <rripi/ov

breast, the chest.]

Compar. Anat. : The breast bone. In man
the flat bone occupying the front of the chest.

and formed by the meeting of the visceral

arches. It is flattened from before back wards,
and presents a slight vertical curve with the

convexity iu front. It is divided into the

manubrium or presternum, the mesosternum,
and the ensiforin or xiphioid process or meta-

sternum. All mammals and birds possess a

sternum, and the presence or absence of a
keel on that bone in birds is used as a means
of classification. Fishes, Amphibians, and

Ophidians have no sternum, ami in Saurians

the broad portion is generally expanded.
Some suppose that the plastron of the Chelonia

is a highly-developed sternum ; others hold

that it is a mere integumentary ossification.

The name sternum is also given to the plate

on each segment of the breast ot a crustacean

and an araclmidan, but these are integu-

mentary, and have no relation to a true

sternum.
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ter-nu-ta'-tion, s. [Lat stermttatio, from
sternutit' fivqm-iit. of terouo = to sneeze.]

The act of sneering.
"A disease wherein ttornutatioH proved mortal,

mid such as aueoiwl died." Brown* : Vulgar rrour$,
bk. iv., ch. ix.

ster-nu'-ta-tlve, . [Fr. ster;<i/(/:]

Having the quality of provoking to sneeze.

ter-nu'-ta-tdr-jf, a. & s. [Fr. sternutatoire,

from Lat. sternuto = to sneeze.]

A. As adj. : Having the quality of exciting
to sneeze ; sternutative; as snuft', subsulphate
of mercury, Ac. [ERRHINE.]
B. .4s stt&si. : A substance which provokes

sneezing. The most familiar sternutatories

are snuffs of various kinds.
"
Physicians, in persons near death, use Mernuto-

ch medicines as provoke unto sneezing."
, bk. iv.,

' '

Broume : Vulgar Errourt, I ,ch.ix.

* steV - nu - tor - $, s. [Lat. sterintto = to

sneeze.] The same as STERNUTATORY, B. (q.v.).

Stcr'-6 pef, s. [G. Srepoin/? (Steropes) = the

Lightner, one of the three Cyclopes.]

Entom.: A genus of Hesperidae. Steropes

vaniscits, the Chequered Skipi>er, rare and
local iu England, lias rich dark-brown wings
chequered with orange-tawny spots.

* Ster-quU'-In-ous, a. [Lat. sterquilinium= a dunghill, from stercus, genit. stercora =
dung.] Pertaining to a dunghill ; hence,
dirty, mean, paltry.

"
Any tterquUinma rascal, is licens'd to throw dirt

in the face of sovereign princes in open printed lan-

guage." BoveU : Letlert, bk. ii, let 18.

" Bterre, s. [STAR, $.]

*
Btert, . [START, .]

" Sterte, v.i. or t. [START, .J

ter -tor ous, *
ster-tor'-I-ous, a. [Lat

tterto to snore.] Characterized by deep
snoring, such as frequently accompanies cer-

tain diseases, as apoplexy ; hoarsely breathing ;

snoring with a loud and laborious breathing.
"The stertnrout, unquiet slumber of sick life.*

Carlyle: Sartor Retartus, bk. L. ch. iii.

ter -tor-oiis-ly, adv. [Eng. stertorous; -ly.]
In a stertorous manner; with hoarse breathing
or snoring.

"The deceased was then on the couch, breathing
Itertoroully."I>aity Telegraph, March 16, 1887.

* sterve, v.i. or t. [STARVE.]

tet, yir. [Lat = let it stand.]

Print. : A word written in the margin of a

proof, directing attention to a portion of the

matter, and countermanding an order to ex-

punge it A series of dots made below the
matter has the same effect. Often used as a
verb : as, To stet a passage.

stet processus, phr. [Lat = let the

process stop.]

Law : An order from a court to stay pro-
ceedings.

Btct'-e-feldt-ite, . [After Stetefeldt, who
analysed it ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Afin. : An argentiferous copper 6re, found
fn Nevada. Analyses of a similar ore from
other localities are discordant. It is probably
a mixture of antimony oxide with copper and
other metallic oxides.

Stcth'-al, s. [Eng.^earic),ande(ftaJ.][STETHY-
L1C-ALCOHOL.J

Bteth-om'-e-ter, s. [Gr. <TT^OC (stethos)
the chest, and nfrpoii (metrori) a measure.]

Surg. : An instrument for measuring the
external movement in the walls of the chest

during respiration, as a means of diagnosis in
thoracic disease. In one form a cord is ex-
tended round the chest, and its extension, as
the thorax is expanded, works :m imiex-h'nger
on a dial-plate. It thus becomes a measure of
the expansive power and capacity of the lungs.

6tcth'~6 scope, s. [Gr. crrjflos (stethos)= the

chest, and a-Ko-dui (skopeff) to see, to observe.]

Med. : An instrument employed in auscul-
tation (q.v.). It was invented by Laennec,
who at tirat used a roll of blotting-paper for
th purpose of concentrating and conveying
so'.md to the ear ; but, according to Tyndall
(Sound, pp. 42, 43), the philosophy of the

stethoscope was enunciated by Dr. Robert
Hooke (1635-1702). The simplest form of

stethoscope, and that most commonly em-

ployed, consists of a cylindrical stem of

porous wood, as cedar or deal, some seven or

eight inches long, expanding at one end into a

circular, funnel-shaped aperture from two and
a half to three inches in diameter, which is

applied to the chest, whilst the other end
terminates in a smaller aperture, which is

placed in the ear of the physician. Flexible

stethoscopes of rubber are also employed ;

these are sometimes furnished with two ear-

tubes, so that the sounds may be perceived
by both ears. The chief use of tlie stetho-

scope is to enable the medical man to s'nind

small portions of lung at a time, ami so

detect more correctly than by the unaided
ear the exact seat of disease.

*
Steth'-o-scope, v.t. [STETHOSCOPE, .] To
examine with a stethoscope.

"You wish me to submit to be ttethotcoped."
Savage : R. Medlicott, bk. L, ch. xxi.

stcth 6 scop'-io, steth 6 scop'-ic-al, a.

[Eng. stelhoscop(e) ; -ic, -ical.] Of or pertain-

ing to a stethoscope ; obtained or made by
means of a stethoscope : as, a stethoscopic ex-
amination.

steth-6-sc6p'-Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng stetho-

seopical ; -ly.} By means of a stethoscope.

Steth-OS'-c6-pist, s. [Eng. stethoscope): -ist.]

One who is skilled in the use of the stetho-

scope.

Steth-OS'-CO-py, s. [Eng. stethosccp(e) ; -y.]

The art of stelhoscopic examination.

Steth-yl'-ic, o. [Eng. st(e.aric), and ethylic.]

Derived from or containing cetyl alcohol.

stethylic-alcohol, s.

Chem. : C^H^O = C^H^-HO. Stethal.

The alcohol of tlie series, CnHan+zO, corre-

sponding to stearic acid. It occurs in sper-
maceti, together with ethal and niethal, but
has not yet been obtained in the separate
state.

Steve, v.t. [From stevedore (q.v.).] To stow,
as cotton or wool, in a ship's hold. (Local.)

stev'-e-dbre, s. [Sp. estivador = a packer of
wool at shearing, from estivar= to stow, to

lay up cargo in a ship's hold, to compress
wool, from Lat stipo to crowd or press to-

gether. Cf. Sp. estiva; Fr. estive = tlie stow-

age of goods in a ship's hold ; Port, estivar =
to trim a ship ; Ital. stivare = to press close.]
One whose occupation is to stow goods, pack-
ages, &c., in a ship's hold ; one who loads or
unloads vessels.

*
Stev'-en, s. [A.S. stefn ; IceL stefna = the

voice, a cry.]

L A voice.
" So loude crieden they with mery iteven."

Chaucer : C. T.. 2,5*4.

2. A cry, an outcry, a clamour, noise.
" And had not Kofly reuue to the steoen,
Lowder li.-id been slam thilke same even."

Spenser : Sttephe^trdi Calender ; Sept.

3. An appointment ; an appointed place or
time.

" Al day meteth men at unset iteven."
Chaucer : C. T., 1,S2.

Stev'-I-a, . [Named after Peter James Esteve,
M.D., Prof, of Botany at Valencia.]

Bot. : A genus of Vernoniace akin to
Ageratum. Pretty autumnal flowering plants,
natives of this country, with purple, red, pink,
white, or violet flowers. Many species have
been brought under cultivation in gardens,
where they are sometimes used as border
plants, but require the protection of a frame
in severe weather.

stew (ew as u), stuw-en, * stuw-yn,
* stuyn, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. estuver (Fr. etuver)= to bathe, to stew, from eatuve (Fr. etuve) =
a stove, a hothouse, in pi. stews ; O. H. Ger.

stiipaCL hot room for a bath; Sp. & Port
titiiJn & stove, a hothouse ; Ital. stufa.]

A. Trans. : To boil slowly or with a simmer-
Ing heat ; to cook or prepare, as meat or fruit,

by putting it into cold water, and gradually
bringing it to a low boiling point.

"
fttcut'd shrimps and Afric cockles shall excite
A jaded drinker's languid apiwtite."

Franci* : Horace ; Sattret iv. 1
B. Tntrans. : To be boiled or cooked in a

slow, gentle manner, or in heat and moisture.

stew (ew as u), (l), *stewe, *stue,
* stuwe, * stuyve,

*
stywe, s. [STEW, .]

*
1. A hot or warmed room ; a house or

t"
ii'e furnished with warm water or vapour
ths ; a bagnio, ((lower: C. A., viii.)
*

2. A brothel
;

a house of institution.
(Generally in the plural form, but frequently
treated as a singular.)

" And here as in a tavern or a iteua,
He ami hia wild associates sinml their hours."

Uait Jonton: Every Mail in hts Umixiur. ii. L
*3. An early form of lock-hospital (q.v.).
"
Thus, In the borough of Southwark. prior to th

time sometimes lixed upon for the origin of syphilis,
there were places Ciillecl news, where prostitutes er
confined, and received the benefits of surgical assist-
ance. They were taken up and put Into these estob.
liahuienU, whether agreeable to them or not, by vii tue
of certain decrees, inade expressly to jirutect the rest
of tlie community from the risk of catching their
complaints.' .S. Cooper: Practice of Surgery (ed. 6th(,

(kM,
*

4. A prostitute. (In this sense also the
plural form is frequently used as a singular.)

"
Instead of that beauty he had a notorious stew

sent to him." Sir A. H'eldon: Court qf King Jatnet,
p. 146.

5. A dish that has been cooked by stewing;
meat stewed.

6. A stew-pan (q.v.).

7. A breeding-place for tame pheasants.

1[
Jn a stew: In a state of agitation, con*

fusion, trouble, or excitement
"
He. though naturally bold and stout,
In short was in a tremendous flew."

Bo.rha.rn : Ing. Legends ; The GTuat.

Stew-pan, . A cooking utensil for ex-

posing meats to a prolonged gentle heat;
usually in well-appointed kitchens a charcoal
furnace or steam-bath.

Stew-pot, *. A pot or vessel for st e wing.

stew (ew as u) (2),
* stewe, s. [Cf. Prov.

Ger. stau & dam, a pond.] A small pond
where fish are kept for the table ; a store-pond.

" This gentleman constructed carp tteics.'t'ida*
Oct. 3, 18S.

stew -ard (ew as u),
* stiv ard, * stiw-

ard, * stu-arde, s. [A.S. stiweurd, stiward
for stigweard =a sty-ward, from stigo = a sty,
and iveard = a guardian, a warden, a keeper ;

IceL stivardhr. The original sense was one
who looked after the domestic animals, and
gave them their food ; hence, one who pro-
vides for his master's table, and, generally,
one who superintends household affairs for
another. (Skeat.)]
* L One who manages affairs for another.
" The first of them, that eldest was and best.
Of all the house had charge and government,
As guardian and steward of the rest."

Spenter: F. Q., 1 x/87.

2. A person employed on a large estate or
establishment, or in a family of consequence
and wealth, to manage the domestic affairs,

superintend the other servants, collect rents,
keep the accounts, &c.

" The consequence was that the tlemird was taken
Into custody and heavily fined." Macaiday : Hut.
Eng., ch. xvii.

3. An officer in a college who provides food
for the students, and superintends tlie attain
of the kitchen.

4. An official on a vessel, whose duty is to
distribute provisions to' the officers and men.
In passenger ships, a man who superintends
the distribution of provisions and liquors,
waits at table, &c.

5. A fiscal agent of certain bodies : as, the
Steivard of a congregation of Methodists.

6. An officer of state, as the Lord High
Steward, the Steward of the Household, &c.
The Lord High Steward was the greatest
officer of state in England. The office was
anciently the inheritance of the Earls of

Leicester, till it was forfeited by Simon de
Montfort to Henry III., at the end of whose
reign it was abolished as a permanent office.

A Lord High Steward is now only appointed
for particular occasions, as a coronation or
the trial of a peer. In the former case he has
to arrange questions of precedence ; in the
latter to preside over the House of Lords.
His office ceases with the business for which
it was required. The Steward of the House-
hold is an officer of the royal household, who
presides over the court known as the Board of
Green Cloth, which has the supervision of the
household expenses and accounts, the pur-
veyance of provisions, payment for them, &C,
He appoints the royal tradesmen, and select*

and has authority over all servants of the

household, except those of the chamber,
chapel, and stables.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf; work, who. son; mate, cub. care, unite, car, rule, fall: try, Syrian. SB, co e; ey = a; qu = kw*
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7. In Scotland, an officer appointed by the

sovereign over certain lands belonging to him-

self, having the same proper jurisdiction as a

regality; also, the deputy of a lord of regality.

H Steward (or Hiqh Steward) of Scotland:
An ancient chief officer of tlie crown, of the

highest dignity and trust. He had not only
the administration of the crown revenues,
but the chief oversight of all the affairs of the

household, and the privilege of the first place
in the army, next to the king, in battle.

stew'-ard (ew as u), v.t. [STEWARD, .]

To manage as a steward. (Fuller.)

Stew'-ard-ess (ew as u), . [Eng. steward,
e. ; -ess.] A female steward; specifically, a
woman who waits upon ladies in passenger
ships, &c.

tew'-ard-ljr (ew as u), adv. fEng. steward,
s. ; -ly'.] Like a steward ; with the care of a
Steward.

"To be ttfwardly dispensed, not wastefully spent"
Canon footer. ( Webster.)

* Stew'-ard-rjr (ew as u), s. [Eng. steward,
s. > -ftf-l 1 he work, office, post, or position
of a steward ; stewardship, superintendence.

tew'-ard-Ship (ew as u), s. [Eng. steward,
s.

', -ship.] The office, post, or position of a
steward. (Shakesp. : Ricliard II., ii. 2.)

Stew'-art-ry (ew as u), s. [Eng. steward,
8. ; -ry.}

* L The office or post of a steward ; steward-

ship. "A human ttewartry, or trust,
Of which account is to be giv'n, ami just."

Byrom: Poeticiti Version if a Letter.

2. Jurisdiction over a certain extent of

territory, nearly the same as that of a re-

gality ; also, the territory over which this

jurisdiction extends. Most stewartiies con-
sisted of small parcels of land, which were

only parts of a county ; but the stewartries of

Kirkcudbright, and of Orkney and Shetland,
make counties by themselves.

*Stewe, v. & s. [STEW, v. & .]

stew'-ish (ew as u), a. [Eng. stew, s. ; -ish.]

Befitting a brothel ; low, coarse, obscene.
" Rhymed in rules of stewish ribaldry."

lip. Ball : .-iaiiret, i. *.

Btey, o. [STEYE, v.] Steep.
"The tteyett brae thou wad hae fac't It"

Burnt : Auld farmer to hit Mart.

Steye,
*
Stye, v.i. [A.S. stigan = to ascend,

to mount.] To ascend, to mount, to soar.

"steyer,
*
steyere, s. [STAIR.]

Stham'-ba, s. [PALI.] A pillar. [Lat.]

then'-ic, a. [Gr. <r6evos (sthenns) = strength.]

Pathol. : Arising from accumulated excit-

ability ; used by the founder of the Brun-
onian system for the increased, tone, vigour,
or vitality which certain constitutions possess
temporarily or permanently, and which creates
in them a liability to a class of diseases not

likely to affect an asthenic or feeble constitu-

tion. Thus, what looks like rude health,
sometimes precedes and prepares the way
for an attack of rheumatism. [BRUNONIAN-
THEORY.] Cullen called it inflammatory dia-

thesis.

Sthen-iir'-us, s. [Gr. o-0<-Vos (sthenos) =
strength, and ovpa. (oura) = the tail.]

PaliKont. : A genus of Diprotodont Marsu-
pials, allied to Dendrolagns, from the post-
Tertiary deposits of Australia.

Sti-a-cei-a'-to (cc as h), s. [Ital.= crushed,
flat ; from sluice tare = to crush ; stiacciata= a
cake.]

Art : A very low relief, adopted by sculptors
for works which could be allowed little projec-
tion from the surface or base line. (Fairholt.)

sti'-an,
*
sty'-an, *sty-an-ye, . [STY (2),

.] A humour iu the eyelid ; a sty.

tib'-ble, *. [STUBBLE.] (Scotch.)

stibble rig, s. The reaper in harvest
Who takes the lead. (Scotch.)

Btib'-bler, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A ludicrous

designation for a clerical iirobationer. (Scotch.)

* Stib borne, a. [STUBBORN.]

Stib'-I-al, o. [Lat stibi(uin) = antimony ;

Eng. adj. suff. -al.} Like or having the quali-
ties of antimony ; antimonial.

"The former depend upon a corrupt Incinerated
melancholy, and the latter upon au adiut sttbM or
erugiuous sulphur." Surrey.

Stlb'-I-al-ism, s. [Eng. stiUal; -ism.} Anti-

monial intoxication or poisoning. (Dunglison.)

Stib'-I-an-lte, s. [Lat. stibi(um) = antimony,
an connect., and suff. -ite (Min,.).]

Min. : A doubtful species, resulting from
the alteration of stibuite (q.v.).

*
Stib-i-ar'-i-an, s. [Lat. stibi(um) = anti-

mony ; Eng. s'utf. -aria. From the violent

operation ofantimony.] A violent man.
"This stibinrian presseth audaciously upon the

loyal throne, and, after some sacrificatiou, teudereth
a bitter pill of sacrilege and tyuelty ; but, when the
same was rejected because it was violent then he pre-
sents his antimoniau potion." White. (Todd.)

Stib'-i-at-ed, a. [Lat. stibium, = antimony.]
Impregnated with antimony.

Stib'-ic, stib'-i-otis, a. [Lat. stibium = an-

timony ; Eng. adj. suff. -ic, -ows.] Antimonic,
antimonious.

Stib'-i-c6n-Ite, s. [Lat stibium= antimony :

Gr. c<w'u (konia) = dust, and suff. -ite (ifi.).J
Min. : A massive compact mineral, occur-

ring also in a pulverulent form. Hardness,
4 to 5'5 ; sp. gr. 5'28 ; lustre, earthy ; colour,

pale yellow to yellowish-white. An analysis
yielded : oxygen, 19-54 ; antimony, 75-83 ;

water, 4'63 = 100, which gives the formula

SbO4+HO. A species not as yet well defined.

Stib ine', . [Eng. stib(ium) ; -int.}

1. Chem. : An antimony base, formed on the

type of ammonia, NII,j. Thus SbH3 is stibine,

SU(C2H5)3 is ethylsti&tne, &c. (Watts.)

2. Min. : [STIBNWE].

stlb-i-o-fer'-rlte, s. [Pref. stibio-, and Eng.
Jierrite.]

Min. : An amorphous mineral found coating
stibnite in Santa Clara County, California.

Hardness, 4'0 ; sp.gr. 3 "598; lustre, somewhat
resinous ; colour, yellow. An analysis yielded :

antimonic acid, 47'69; sesquioxide of iron,
35-36 ; water, 16'94 = 99"99.

Stib-I-6-ga-le'-nite, a. [Pref. stibio-, and
Eng. galen'ite.]

Min. : The same as BINDHEIMITE (q.v.).

stib-I-o-hex-ar-gen'-tite, s. [Pref. stibio-;
Gr. e (hex) = six, and Eng. argentite.]

Min. : One of two native compounds of

antimony and silver, the other being stibio-

triargeutite (q.v.). Compos. : antimony and
silver, with formula AggSb2. Petersen con-
siders that all analyses of dyscrasite (q.v.)
indicate mixtures of these two compounds.

Stib-I-o-tri-ar-gen'-tite, . [Prefs. stibio-,

tri-, and Eng. argentite.]

Min. : A mineral consisting of antimony
and silver, with formula AgsSbg. [STIBIO-

HEXAROENTITE.]

stib'-i-ous, a. [STiBic.]

stib'-i-um, s. [Lat] [ANTIMONY.]

Stib'-lite, s. [Lat. stib(ium), and Gr. Aiflo?

(litkos) = a stone ; Ger. stiblitli.]

Min. : The same as STIBICONITE (q.v.).

stib'-nite, stib-ine', . [Lat stibium =
antimony ; Pr. antimoine sulfure ; Ger. grau-

spiessglanzerz.]

Min. : The principal ore of antimony.
Crystallization, orthorhombic ; crystals being

deeply striated longitudinally. Cleavage,

prismatic, very distinct. Hardness, 2'0 ; sp.

gr. 4'516 ; lustre, metallic ; colour and streak,
lead to steel-gray. Compos. : sulphur, 28'2 ;

antimony, 71'8 = 100, which corresponds to

the formula 80083. Occurs abundantly in

many places, sometimes in beds but more

frequently in veins.

Stl-bd'-nl-tim, . [Eng. stib(ium), and

(amm)oniwn.}
Chem. : An antimony-radicle formed on the'

type of ammonium, NH4. Thus Sb(C2H6)4

is tetretliyl-stiboruunt. (Walts.)

stie-ca'-do, stic-ca'-to, . [Ital.]

Music: An instrument composed of pieces

of wood of graduated lengths, flat at tho
bottom and rounded at the top, resting on the
edges of an open box, and tuned to a diatonic
scale. The tone is produced by striking the
pieces of wood with small hard balls at the
end of a flexible stick.

*
stich, s. [Gr. <m'xo* (stichos)= a row, a line,
a verse.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A verse, of whatever measure or number
of feet

2. A row or line of trees.

II. Hebrew Literature : One of the rhythmic
lines which go to constitute the parallelism in
the poetic books of Scripture. The books of
Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the

Song of Soloman are thus written in the
oldest known Hebrew manuscripts, and poeti-
cal passages (like Exod. xv. 1-21) iu the his-
toric books are still so printed in the Hebrew
Bible, whence they have been transferred to
the English Revised Version. The arrange-
ment is of great antiquity, and may have been
introduced by the sacred writers themselves.
Sometimes prose works are divided into stichs,
consisting either of a certain number of words
or clauses separated by their sense. It is be-
lieved that a stichometrical arrangement per.
vades the whole Vulgate, the prose as well aa
the poetic books ; and Josephus considered
that his works were composed of 60,000 stichs.

Stl-chse' us, s. [Mod. Lat.] [STICK.]

Ichlhy. : A genus of Blenniidae, with ten

species, peculiar to the coasts near the Arctic
circle, ranging southwards to Japan, Norway,
and Sweden. They are small fishes, and have
the body elongate and covered with small
scales, sometimes several lateral lines ; dorsal
fin of spines only.

*StIch'-Ic, o. [Eng. stich; -ic.] Pertaining
or relating to lines or verses ; consisting of
lines or verses.

stich id I iim d'1. stich-Id'-i-a), s. [Mod.
Lat, from Gr. trri\i&t.ov (stichidion), dimin.
from O-TI'XOS (stichos) a row, a line.)

Dot. (PI.) : The pod-like processes contain*

ing tetraspores in some rose-spored algse.

Stich-6-, pref. [STICH.] Having rod-like pro-
cesses.

Stich 6 chae'-ta, *. [Pref. sticho-, and Or.

Xamj (chaite)= long, flowing hair.)

Zool. : A genus of Oxytrichidse, with on*
species, Stichotricha pedicuHformis ; akin t

Stichotricha (q.v.), but separated therefrom
on account of its well-developed anal styles.
Free swimming animals, from salt-water.

*
stlcb.'-d-man-cy, s. [Gr. (m'xos (stichos) =s

a line, a verse, and /lavreta (manteia) = pro-

phecy, divination.] Divination by lines or

passages in books taken at hazard ; biblio-

manoy.

stlch-o-met-ric-al, o. [Eng. sticho-

inetr(y); -ical.] Of or pertaining to sticho.

metry ; characterized by stichs or lines.

* stlch-Sm'-e'-try, s. [Or. (m'xos (stichos)=
a row, a line, a verse, and fic'Tpoy (metron)=
measure.]

1. Measurement or length of books as ascer-

tained by the number of verses contained in

each book. [STICH, II.]

2. A division of the text of books into lines

accommodated to the sense ; a practice fol-

lowed before punctuation was adopted. [Quo-

MOMETRY.J

stich -6-myth, . [Gr. <mx<>nu0ia (stick*

muthia).]

Gk. Plays : A conversation in alternate lines.

Stfch-St'-ricll-a, * [P>ef. sticho-, and Or.

0pi (thrix), genit rpix<> (trichos) hair.]

Zool. : A genus of Oxytrichidae, with five

species from salt and fresh-water. Animal-
,

cules elongate, elastic, and changeable in
v

form, often excreting and inhabiting a mucil-

aginous or .granular sheath, the anterior half

of the body when protruded from this sheath

usually twisted like a screw.

stick,
* steke,

* sticke,
*
stike,

* styke
(pa. t.

*
stak,

*
sticked, stuck, pa. par.

*
stekeii,

*stiken,*stnke,
* stoke n, stuck), v.t. & i. [A.8.

stecan, a strong verb (pa. t stcec, pa. par.

stccen, stocen); cogn. with Low Ger.

, b6y; pinlt, Jtirl; cat, fell, chorus, fbln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e^tet. **-*
-ian, -tian = shou. -tion, -sion = shun; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sioua = shua. -We, -die, Ac. - oel, del,
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to pierce, stick (pa. t stak, pa. par. steken);
Ger. stechen = to sting, to pierce, stick, stab

(pa. t. stack, pa. par. gestocnen). Also A.S.

ttician, a weak verb (pa. t. sticode); cogn.
with Hut. steken = to stick ; Icel. stika = to

drive piles ; Dan. stikke = to stab ; Sw. stikka
s= t* stab, to sting, to prick ; Ger. sleeken
~ to stick, to set, to plant. Sting is a nasal-

ized, and niiti-h a softened form of stick,]

A. Transitive :

L Ordinary Langnnge :

1. To pierce with a sharp instrument; to
tab with a weapon.

" You were best stick her.
*

$)><iktsp. : Two Gentlemen, i. L
2. To cause to pierce ; to thrust iu so as to

pierce or wound.
"Thou ttii-krst :\ dagger in me."

Shakap. : Merchant of I'enice, Hi. L
8. To fasten or cause to remain by piercing ;

to thrust in.
**A codpiece to stick pins on."

Shaktsp. / 1'wo Oentltmen, 1L 7.

4. To fasten or attach by causing to adhere
to the surface : as, To stick a stamp on a letter.

& To fasten or attach in any manner.
"Stick your rosemary on this fair corse."

Shaketp. : Romeo i Juliet, iv. 5.

& To fasten, to fix, to place, to settle, to set.
"

I t!uck my choice upon her."

Shakes/i. : AlTi Well that Ends Wtll, V. 8.

7. To set ; to fix in ; hence, to set with

something stuck in or pointed ; to furnish by
inserting in the surface : as, Tost id; a cushion
full of pins.

8. To fix on a pointed instrument : as, To
stick an apple on a fork.

IL Technically:

1. Print. : To compose or arrange in a
Composing-stick : ns, To stick type.

2. IVooil-work. : To plane as the mouldings
on sash-bars and rails.

B. Intransitive :

1. To cleave or adhere to the surface, as by
tenacity or attraction ; to adhere.

2. To be fastened or fixed by insertion, or

by piercing, or by being thrust in.
"
Lucretia's glove wherein her needle sticks."

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 317.

3. To remain or continue attached naturally.
" Like fruit uuripe sti-ks on the tree."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, Hi. S.

4. To continue where attached or fastened.
" There ifnot no plume in any English crest."

Shakesp. : King John, ii.

5. To hold fast to or continue in any posi-
tion ; to adhere closely ; to abide.

"In their quarrels they proceed to calling names,
till they light upon one that is sure to stick." Swift.

6. To adhere closely in friendship and
affection.

7. To remain, abide, or continue in a place.
"And there they must have ituck, till famine and

desertion had ended the quarrel." Warburton: Divine
Legation, bk. L, 5.

8. To be hindered from proceeding or

making progress ; to be restrained from
moving forward, or from action of any kind ;

to be arrested in a course, career, motion,
passage, or the like.

" Amen
Stack in my throat." Shakesp. : Macbeth, li. 4

9. To be brought to a standstill; to be
embarrassed or puzzled.

"A truth that nobody. . . sticks at." Locke: Human
Pnderstand., bk. iv., ch. it
* 10. To scruple, to hesitate.

' "Aristotle sticked not to affirm that the world
neither began, nor yet shall end." Swan: Upeculum
Uundi, ch. i.. t L
*

11. To cause difficulty, trouble, or em-
barrassment.

"This is the difficulty that sticks with the most
reasonable of those who, from conscience, refuse to
join with the revolution." Swift.

If (1) To stick expresses more than to cleave:

things are made to stick either by incision
into the substance, or through the interven-
tion of some glutinous matter ; they are made
to cleave by the intervention of some foreign
body : what sticks, therefore, becomes so fast

joined as to render the bodies inseparable ;

what cleaves is less tightly bound, and more
easily separable. Two pieces of clay will
stick together by the incorporation of the
substance in the two parts ; paper is made to
stick to paper by means of glue : the tongue

in a certain state will cleave to the roof. Stick
is seldom employed in the moral sense, ex-

cept in familiar and inelegant style ; cleave is

peculiarly proper in the moral acceptation.

(-2) For the difference between to stick and
to fix, see Fix.

II 1. To stick by :

(1) To adhere closely to ; to be constant to ;

to support steadily.
" We are your only friends j itick by us, and w will

stick by you." ueie/ujn(.

*
(2) To be troublesome by adhering.

" I am satisfied to trifle away my time, rather than
let it stick by me." Pop*: Letters.

2. To stick out:

(1) To project ; to be prominent.
"His bones that were not seen stick out." Job

xxxiii. 2L

(2) To hold out ; to refuse to treat, sur-

render, or come to terms : as, They stuck out
for a rise of wages.

3. To stick to :

(1) To adhere closely ; to be constant to ;

to stick by.

(2) To be persevering in holding to, or in

continuing at ; to abide or continue firmly
and steadily at.

' Two gentlemen, fishing at Aldermaston, stuck to it
all day." Field, Oct. 8, 188*.

4. To stick up :

(1) To stand on end ; to assume an erect

position ; to stand up : as, His hair sticks up.

(2) To run into debt for
; to run credit for :

as, To stick up a suit of clothes. (Slang.)

(3) To put a stop to ; to cause to fail : as,
To stick up a game.

(4) To attack and plunder. (Australian
slang.)

"
Having attacked, or in Australian phrase, stuck

up the station, and made prisoners of all the in-
mates." Leisure Hour, March, 1885, p. 1W.

5. To stick up for: To maintain the cause
of; to fight or contend for : as, To stick up for
one's rights.
*
6. To stick upon :

(1) To adhere to ; to stick to.

"Proverbial sentences are formed into a vent,
whereby they stick upon the memory." Watts.

(2) To dwell upon ; not to give up ; to
stick to.

"The mind must stop and buckle to It, and stick

upon it with labour and thought." ioc**

7. To stick up to :

(1) To court (Colloq.)

(2) To stand up to, to fight

Stick, * sticke, s. [A.S. sticca = & stick, a
staff, a stake ; Icel. stika = a stick, a yard
measure.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally :

(1) A piece of wood of indefinite size and
shape, but generally long and rather slender ;

a branch of a tree or shrub broken or cut off ;

a piece of wood chopped for burning, or cut
for any purpose. (Gower: C. A., v.)

(2) A rod, a wand, a staff, a walking-stick.

(3) Anything shaped like a stick: as, a
stick of sealing-wax.

(4) A thrust with a pointed instrument,
which penetrates the body ; a stab.

(5) The number of twenty-five eels; ten
sticks make one bind. Called also a Strike.

2. Figuratively:

(1) One who perseveres ; one who sticks to

anything.

(2) A term of contempt for an awkward,
incompetent, or stupid person.

"A great actor may not exhibit himself as a 'stick'

for half an hour together, and claim to redeem his
fame by a few magnificent

' momenta.' "JJaUy Tele-

graph, July 13, 1886.

IL Technically:

1. Gun. : A rammer used in filling car-

tridges.

2. Printing:

(1) A composing-stick (q.v.). A stickful is

as much as the stick will hold, and the matter
is then lifted and placed in the galley.

(2) Furniture for locking up a forme in a
chase or galley. Known according to posi-
tion as head-stick, foot-stick, side-stick, or

putter-stick, the latter being between the

pages.

3. Pyrotechnics: The slat which trails be-
hind a rocket, and directs its flight.

H (1) Gold-stick, Silver-stick: (See under
GOLI> and SII.VKR).

(-2) To beat all to sticks: To completely
su rpass.

(3) To go to sticlcs and stares: To go to
pieces, to be ruined.

*
(4) To stick a point : To settle the matter.

stick aud groove, s.

Anthrop.: One of the simplest means of

producing tire, out of which the fire-drill

(q.v.) was developed. Till recently it was in
common use in the South Pacific.

"One of the simplest machines for producing fin
is that which may be called the MJdkan4m<nM. A
bluut-pointed stick is run along a groove of its own
making in a piece of w.iod lying on the ground. . . .

Mr. Darwin says that the very light wonil of the
n-oucus tiliaceus was ,'iloue used fur the jmrin>st- in
Tahiti. A native would produce fire with it in a few
second*." Tutor : Early Bill. Mankind (ed. 16i8)

Stick-chimney, s. A chimney made
with sticks laid crosswise and plastered with
clay inside and out. Common iu the Western/
States of America in log-cabins.

'

stick-insects, s. pi.

Entpm. : The Phasmidse (q.v.). Called also

Walking-sticks. Most of them resemble
sticks, either green growing twigs or brown
and withered branches, hence their popular
names. [PHYLLIUM, LEAF-IKSECTS.]

stick-lac, s. [LAC.]

stick-seed, s.

Hot. : The genus Echinosi>ermum (q.v.Ji

stick-sling, *.

Anthrop. : The simplest and earliest form
of sling, consisting of a stick split for a short
distance down one end, so as to form a notch,
in which the stone is placed ; the elasticity of
the two halves of the stick, which are kept
asunder by the stone, retaining it there until
the proper moment lor its discharge.

stick -a dore, stick'- a dove, stock a
do, s." [A corruption of'Lat. (Jios) Stcechados,
= the flower from the Stcechades or Hyerea
Islands, near Marseilles. (Prior.)}

Bot. : Lavandula Stoxhas.

stick -er, s. [Eng. stick, v. ; +r.}

L Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

(1) One who or that which stabs or sticta|
one who kills : as, a fig-sticker.

(2) One who or that which causes to stick

or adhere : as. a bill-sticker.

(3) Voting : A piece of paper bearing the

name of a favored candidate, prepared with

a view to affixing it on a regular ticket in

place of another nominee, who is thus rejected

by the voter. Also called patter. (U.S.)

2. Figuratively :

(1) An article or commodity which does not
meet with a ready sale. (Arner.)

*
(2) A sharp remark, very pointedly made,

and calculated to silence a person or put .him
completely down.

IL Technically:

1. Mach. (PI.): The arms of a crank axis

employed to change the plane and direction
of a reciprocating motion. Fo distinction
the arms are thus named when they act by
compression, and trackers when they act by
tension. The axis is termed a roller.

2. Music: A rod connecting the far end of
the key of an organ-manual witli the lever by
which the valve is opened, to allow the wind
to pass from the chest to the appropriate pipe
of the organ.

Stick-ful, s. [Eng. stick; -MOO
Print. : [STICK, s., II. 2.].

stick -i-ness, s. [Eng. sticky ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being sticky ; viscousness,

glutinousness, tenacity, adhesive quality or
nature.

Stick'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [STICK, .]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (So*
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. (PI.): The sameasSTicKiNO-PiECE(q.v.).
2. Carp. : The act of running or striking a

moulding with a moulding-plane.

3. Mining : A narrow vein of ore.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,

or. wore, wolf, work, wad, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, as = e ; ey = a; qu - fcw.
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sticking-piece, s. A joint of beef cut

from the neck of the ox ; it is considered

coarse meat, tit only for gravy-beef or pies.

* sticking-place, s. The point of deter-

mination. (Sliakesp. : Macbeth, i. 7.)

sticking-plaster, s. An adhesive

plaster for closing wounds.

tick'-it, a. [STICK, v.} (Scotch.)

stickit -minister, s. A clerical student
or probationer disqualified for the ministerial

office from imbecility or immoral conduct;

spec, one who breaks down on endeavouring
to deliver his first sermon, and never has the

courage to attempt a second. (Scotch.)
" But. alas ! partly from his own bashfuliiess, partly

owing to a strong aud obvious disposition to risibility
which pervaded the congregation upon his first at-

tempt, he became totally iuca able of proceeding in
his intended discourse gasped, grinned, hideously
rolled his eyes till the congregation thought them
flying out of his head shut the Bible stumbled down
the pulpit-stairs, trampling upon the old women who
generally take their station there and was ever after

designated a ttickit-minuter." Scott : Guy Manner-
ing. ch. ii.

*8tic'-kle, v.i.&t. [0. Eng.s%Mfe=torule.]
A. Intransitive:

1. Orig. : To interfere, as seconds were
accustomed to do, in a duel, when the prin-

cipals were imagined to have satisfied the
laws of honour. It is supposed they bore

sticks, wandsL or sceptres, as symbols of their

authority. Sometimes also, quarrelling with
ach other, they fought with their sticks.

"The same angel fin Tassol. when half of the Chris-

tians are already killed, and all the rest are in a fair

way of being routed, stickles betwixt the remainders
of God's hosts and the race of fiends, pulls the devils
backwards by the tails, and drives them from their

quarry." Dryden : Juvenal. (Dedic.)

2. To take part with one side or the other.

3. To contend, contest, or altercate per-
tinaciously or obstinately on insufficient

grounds; to stick up pertinaciously or ob-

stinately for some trifle.
" The presbyter and independent.
That tticlcle which shal. make au end on't."

Butler : Hudibrai. iii. S.

4. To play fast and loose ; to pass from one
ide to the other.

B. Trans. : To intervene in ; to part the
combatants in ; to arbitrate in or between.

tic kle (IX s. [A.S.

sting.] A prickle.

! = a prickle, a

stickle haired, a. Rough-haired.
" Their dogs . . . that serve for that purpose are

itickle-hairctl. and not unlike to the Irish gray-
houude." Sandyt : Trim-Is, p. 76.

tic'-kle (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A rapid
shallow in a stream. (Prov.)

" The easy tticklei, which may occasionally produce
big trout Field, March 6, 1886.

stlc -kle-back, stik kle bag,
*
styk-

yl-bak, *. [Eng. stickle (1), s., and back.]

Ichthy. : A popular name for any of the

species of Gasterosteus (q.v.). The Fifteen-

spined Stickleback, lives in salt or brackish

water, the others are freshwater fish ; aud all,

though small in size, are active, greedy, and
extremely destructive to the fry of other
fishes. Giinther (Study of Fishes, p. 505)
records that fact that a young Three-spined
Stickleback (G. aculeatus) the common Euro-

pean species,
"
kept in an aquarium, devoured

in five hours' time seventy-four young dace,
which were about a quarter of an inch long,
and of the thickness of a horse-hair. Two
days after it swallowed sixty-two, and would
proliably have eaten as many every day could
they have been procured." In the breeding
season the male Stickleback constructs a nest,
about three inches wide and six inches deep,
of stalks of grass and other matters, cemented
together with mucus which exudes from his
skin. The nest is barrel-shaped and has
apertures at each end, thus permitting both
ase of ingress aud the current of water
needed in the development of the ova. The
nest, when filled with eggs, is jealously guarded
by the male, who keeps off parasites and other
fish, even those of much larger Bi/e. After the
eggs are hatched the male takes similar active
care of the young; keeping them within
the shelter of the nest till large enough to care
for themselves.

tie -lUer, *. [Eng. stickle), v. ; -er.J
* L One who as a second helped to separate

combatants when they had fought long enough
to satisfy what were deemed to be the claims

of honour ; a second to a duellist ; an umpire
or arbitrator of a duel.

" But Baslllus rising himself came to part them, the
itlcklert authority scarcely able to persuade cholerick
hearers; aud part them he did." Sidney : Arcadia,
bk. i.

2. An obstinate and pertinacious contender
about anything, especially a thing of little or
no consequence.

"The Englishman in his own country greatest of
all sticklers for the correct thing ill raiment."Weld,
April 4, isoj.

*
stickler-like, adv. Like an arbitrator

or umpire in a duel.
" The dragon-wing of night o'erspreads the earth.
And, iti<Mer-likc, the armies separates."

Shaketp. : Troilut A Creuida, v. 9.

*
stick'-ling, . [STICKLE (1), *.] A fish, pro-

bably the stickleback (q.v.). (Prompt. Pan.)

Stlclt-y',
*
stick-ie, a. [Eng. stick, v. ; -y.]

Having the quality of adhering to a surface ;

adhesive, viscous, glutinous, viscid, tenacious.
" Herbs of strong smell, and with a ttickie stalke."

Bacon: Sat. llist., 588.

Stfc'-ta, s. [Or. OTUCTOS (stiktos) =. pricked,
punctured.]

Dot. : A genus of Parmeliadae. Lichens,
some of them very large, with circular white
or yellow pits on the underside, whence their

generic name. They grow on trees, and some
have a fishy smell. Sticta pulmonaria, or pul-
monacea, is used for dyeing, &c.

Stlc'-tlc, a. [Mod. Lat. stict(a); Eng. suff. -ic.J

Derived from Sticta pulmonacea.

stictic-acid, s.

Chem. : An acid discovered by Knop and
Schneedermann in Sticta pulmonacea. It has
a peculiar bitter taste, is slightly soluble in

water and in ether, very soluble in boiling

alcohol, and is precipitated by acids, acetate
of lead, and silver salts.

Stld'-dy, s. [STITHY.] An anvil, a stithy.

*
stie, v.i. [A.S. stigan = to mount.] To soar,
to mount.

" Here and there, and round about doth ttle."

Spemer : f. Q., IV. ix. S3.

stieve, a. [STEEVE.]

Stieve'-ljf, adv. [STEEVELT.]

stiff, *stif, *stiffe, *styi; "styffe,
*
steve, *styve, a. &$. [A.s. stif; cogn.

with Dut. stijf= stiff, hard, rigid ; Dan. stiv;
Sw. styf; Ger. steif. Allied to staff.}

A. As adjective :

L Ordinary Language :

1. Not easily flexible, bent, or pliant ; not
limber ; rigid.

" Where sixths hand, and still the tongue,
Of those who fought, aud spoke, and sung."

Scott : Marmion, i. (Introd.)

2. Not liquid or fluid ; not easily yielding
to the touch ; thick and tenacious ; not soft

nor hard.
"
Mingling with that oily liquor, they were wholly

incorporate, and so grew more it iff and firm, making
but one substance." Burnet : Theory of the Earth.

3. Drawn very tight ; tense.
" This said, another arrow forth from his ttiffe string

he sent." Chapman: Homer; Jliatt vili.

4. Not easily moved ; not to be moved with-
out great friction or exertion ; not working or

moving smoothly or easily : as, a stiff joint.

5. Hard to work, tough, strong, heavy ; as,
a stiff soiL

6. Not natural, smooth, or easy ; not flow-

ing or graceful ; cramped, constrained ; not

easy in action or movement
" Your composition needs not be at all the differ,

but may be the freer, for the pains thus employed
upon it. Seeker : A Charge to the Clergy of Canter-
bury.

7. Rigidly ceremonious, formal, precise,
Constrained, affected, starched.

" The French are open, familiar, and talkative ; the
Italians t iff, ceremonious, and reserved." Additon:
On Italy.
*
8. Not easily subdued ; firm or resolute in

resistance or perseverance; obstinate, stub-

born, pertinacious.
" A war ensues, the Cretans own their cause,

Stiff to defend their hospitable laws."

Dryilen : Cj/mon t Iphigenia, 634.

9. Impetuous in motion, strong, violent.
" The ttiffer gales

Else on the poop and fully stretch the sails."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey iv. 48S.

10. Strong : as, a stiff tumbler of punch.
11. Heavy, costly : as, He paid a stiff price

for it. (Slang.)

12. Dear, high-priced. (Comm. Slang.)
" Yarna were very itiff." Daily Chroniclt, Mart*

tl, 187.
*
13. Harsh, grating, disagreeable.

" This is stiff news."
Shakeip. : Antony A Cleopatra, i t.

14. Severe, hard, strict : as, a stiff examina-
tion. (Colloq.)

IL Naut. : Bearing a press of canvas without
careening : as, a stiff vessel. (Opposed to
crank.)

B> As suli>t. : A cadaver. (Med. Klang.)

stiff bit, s.

Harness : A bit without ajoint, like a snaffle ;

or branches, like a curb-bit.

*
stiff-borne, a. Carried on with un-

pliant constancy.
" Could restrain

The ttiff-oorne action." Shaketp. : t Henry IV., L L
*
Stiff-grit, a. Obstinate.

*
Stiff-hearted, a. Obstinate, stubborn,

contumacious.
"
They are Impudent children, and ttiff-hearttd."

Ktekiel li. 4.

stiff neck, .

Pathol. : A kind of rheumatism, generally
produced by sitting in a draught. The
muscles of the neck become very painful, and
to relax them the patient bends the head to
the affected side. The muscles in consequence
become rigid, whence the name Stiff- or Wry-
neck.

stiff-necked, a. Stubborn, obstinate,
contumacious.

" This people is a stif-necked people." Exod. xxxil. ,

stiff neckedness, s. The quality or
state of being stiff-necked ; obstinacy, stub-
bornness.

stiff-tailed ducks, s. pi.

Ornith, : The genus Erismatura, with six

species from America, the south-east of

Europe, and Africa. The tail-feathers are

narrow, pointed, and extremely rigid, and not
covered at the base by the upper tail-coverts.

*
Stiff, v.i. [STIFF, a.] To be stiff; to persevere.

" Dido affrighted stiff also in her obstiuat onset,"

Stanyhurtt : Vlrgtt; ^neid iv. 690.

Stiff '-en,
*
stifne, v.t. & i. [Sw. stifna; Dan.

stivne ; Dut. stijven; Ger. steifen.] [STIFLE.]

A. Transitive:

1. To make stiff or more stiff ; to make lest

pliant or flexible.

The blast that whistles o'er the fells,

Stiffen* his locks to icicles."

Scott : Marmion, iv. (Introd.)

2. To inspissate; to make more thick or
viscous : as, To stiffen paste.

*
3. To make torpid ; to deprive of the

power of motion ; to paralyze.
"
Stifned with the like dismay was Menelaus to."

Chapman : Earner ; Iliad Iv.

*4. To make stubborn, obstinate, or con-

tumacious.
" The man . . . who is settled and itiffened in vice."

Barrow: Sermons, voL iii., ser. 16.

5. To make stiff, constrained, or formal in

manners.
" And binds a wreath about their baby brows.
Whom education tti/ens into state/

Courper: Table Talk, It*.

B. Intransitive:

1. To become stiff or stiffer ; to become
more rigid or less flexible.

"Though faint with wasting toil aud stiffening
wound." Byron : Cortair, ii. 8.

*
2. To become more thick or less soft ; to

become inspissated ; to approach to hardness.

*
3. To become more obstinate or stubborn ;

to grow less susceptive of impression ; to be-

come less tender or yielding.
" Some souls we see

Grow hard and stiffen with adversity.
Dryden. (Todd\.

4. To become violent, strong, or impetuous ;

to increase in strength or violence ; as, A
breeze stiffens.

5. To become higher, to rise : as, Prices

stiffen.

Stiff-en-er, s. fEng. stiffen; -er.} One who
or that which stiffens ; specif., a piece of stiff

material inside a neckcloth.

stiff'-en-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [STIFFEN.]

A."& B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

*61l, b6y ; prfut, J6%1 ; cat, cell, chorus, $hin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, eyist. -ing.

dan, -tian = shaa. -tion, -sion = ahiin ; -$ion, -sion = *!">", -cious, -tious. -clous = shiis. -blc, -die, &c. bel, del*
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C. As substantive :

1. The act of making stiff; the state of be-

coming still' or stitt'er.

2. Something used to make a substance stiff

or more stiff.

stiffcning-girder, s. A truss girder
which distributes the weight of the platform
anil load upon the suspension-chain and pre-
vents undulations.

stiffening order, s. A custom-house
wai rant by which ballast or heavy goods may
be taken "on board before the whole inward

cargo is discharged to prevent the vessel be-

coming too light

tiff-fan, a. [Eng. sti/; -ish.] Somewhat
Btiff, rather stiff.

"There was a rther itifflih south-easterly wind
blowing, which somewhat militated agaiuat good
play." Field, April 4, 1884.

tiff-ltf stiffe-ly, "stif-ly, *sttfe-ly,
styi-liche, *styflyche, adv. [Bug.

tti/; -ly.}

1. In a stiff manner; rigidly, inflexibly,

strongly, firmly.

2. Obstinately, stubbornly, unyieldingly,
Contumaciously.

" How darcke is th doctrine of them that say stiffly

that the worke of the sac-raineutea in it selfe (not re-

ferring it to styne vp the faith of the promises an-
nexed to them) doth Justine." TyndaU : Worki. \,. 23i

3. In a formal, cramped, constrained, or
ffocted manner : as, To act stiffly.

4. Heavily, expensively, with heavy cost :

as, To pay stiffly for an article.

Stiff ness,
'

stlff-nesse, s. [Eng. stiff;

-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being stiff ; want
Of pliableness ; rigidity, firmness ; thatquality
or state of a substance which renders it diffi-

cult to bend.
" The willow bows and recovers, the oak Is stubborn

and inflexible : and the punishment of that ttiffnttt a
cue branch of the allegory." L'Estrange.

2. A state between hardness and softness ;

pissitnde, viscidness.

3. Tension : as, the stiffness of a rope.

4. The state of being difficult to move, or of

Hot moving easily or smoothly.
"It mollifieth the aiffenette and hardnesse of the

Jlnewls." P. Holland: Pliny, bk. xx., ch. xx.

5. Obstinacy, stubbornness, contuma-
Clousness, firmness.

" Firmness or stiffnett of the mind is not from ad-
herence to truth, but submission to prejudice."
Locke.

6. Formality of manner ; a constrained,

Cramped, or affected manner: as, sti/ness of
manners.

7. Affected or constrained manner or style
of expression or writing; absence or want of

natural ease, simplicity, and grace.
"Yet yon would think me very ridiculous. If I

botild accuse the stub! ..-.riuiess of blank verse for this,
ami not rather the ftiffnea of the poet" Dryden:
Kaay on Dramatic Poesie.

8. Highness of price, high rate.

"The ttiffmst of country rates also tends to give
firmness to the attitude of staplers." Dally Jfeua,
Sept. 28. 188S.

ti-fle, sti-fil, stie-fle, v.t. & <. [Icel.

stij(a = tf> dam up, to block up, to choke ;

Norw. stivla = to stop, to check ; stirna = to
Stiffen ; stiva (Dan. stive) to stiffen ; Sw.
ttyfva; Out. stijven; Ger. stei/en= to stiffen.]

A. Transitive:

L LiteraUy:

1. To block the passage of; to arrest the
free action or passage of ; to stop.

"
Sighs were stifled in the cries of blood."

Dryden : Ovid ; Xetamorphoset viii.

2. To kill by impeding respiration, as by
covering the mouth or nose, by introducing
an irrespirable substance into the lungs, or

by other means ; to suffocate or greatly op-
press by foul air or otherwise ; to smother.

"Within a while smored and ttlfltd, theyr breath
failing, thei gaue vp to God their innocent soules into
tbe loyes of heauen." Sir T. More : Worket, p. 68.

U, Figuratively:

1. To stop the passage or progress of; to
deaden, to quench, to smother : as, To stifle
sound.

2. To suppress ; to keep from any active
manifestation ; to keep back from public
notice or knowledge ; to conceal, to repress,
to put down.

"
It would be a bad day for England if debate were

to l>e stifled and minorities silenced." St. Jameit
Gatetle, Sept 23, 1S85.

B. Intransitive :

1. To be suffocated ; to perish by suffoca-

tion or strangulation.
" Vou shall stifle In your own report."

Shaketp. : Measurefor ileaiure, U. 4.

2. To be so hot and close as almost to stifle.
" In the ftijliny bosom of the to*n."

Cotaixr : Talk, iv. 758.

Sti fle, s. [Prob. connected with stiff (q.v.).]

1. The joint of a horse or other animal next
to the buttock, and corresponding to

' knee
in man ; also called the Stifle-joint.

" He has rare legs and feet, grand ehoul-
ders, but he is too straight in stiflei to

please us." FieUl, Sept , 1888.

2. A disease in the knee-pan of a
horse or other animal. t<

Stifle-bone, s. A bone in the

leg of a horse, corresponding to the

knee-pan in man. In the illustra-

tion, a is the femur or thigh-bone ;

b, the stifle-bone ; c, the tibia ; d,
the tarsus ; and e, the metatarsus.

stifle-joint, . The same as

STIFLE, s. 1.

stifle-shoe, s.

Farr. : A horseshoe which has a L
curved bar beneath it, exposing a or HOUSE.'

rounded surface to the ground, so
as to give it an insecure foundation. It is

placed on the foot of the sound leg, in order
to induce the animal to throw tlie weight of
the hind-quarters upon the foot of that leg
which is stifled, that is, has a luxated or weak
stifle-joint.

sti' -fled (le as el), o. [Eng. sti.He), s. ; -ed.]

Suffering from or affected with stifle.

Sti'- fler, s. [Eng. stifle), y. ; -er.] One who
or that which stifles ; specifically, in military
engineering, a small mine made for the pur-
pose of interrupting the operation of the

enemy's miners ; a camouflet.

stiff'-ma (pi. stig'-mas; stig'-ma-ta, in

senses 1 1. 1. 2. 4.), s. [Lat., from Or. <rriyfj.a

(stigma) = a mark.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) A mark made with a redhot iron ; a
brand impressed on slaves and others.

(2) A small red speck on the human skin,

causing no elevation of the cuticle ; a natural
mark or spot on the skin.

2. Fig. : Any mark of infamy, disgrace, or

reproach which attaches to a person on
account of bad conduct ; a slur.

IL Technically:

1. Anat. : The projecting part of a Graafian
follicle at which rupture occurs.

2. Biol. (PI.) : The external openings of the
tracheal apparatus in the Insecta and
Arachnida. Applied also to the pores of the

segmental organs of Leeches, and to the

openings by which the pneumatocyst com-
municates with the exterior in some of the

Pbysophoridse. [SPIRACLE.]

3. Bot. : The part of the pistil to which the

pollen is applied. It is generally situated at
the upper extremity of the style. It is a

glandular body, destitute of epidermis, and
secretes a viscous material, which is most
abundant at the period of fecundation. It is

sometimes smooth, at others it may be covered
with papillae or with plumose hairs, or it may
have around it an indusium. Morphologically
viewed, the stigma is the apex of the carpellary
leaf. When there is more than one style, each
has a stigma ; when there are several, they
may coalesce so as to have various lobes or
divisions. In most cases the stigma is thicker
than the style. It varies greatly in form, and
may be capitate, penicillate, plumose, or

feathery, petaloid, peltate, filiform, or papil-
lose. In some cases the stigma extends down
the inner face of the style ; it is then called
unilateral.

4. Ewles. (PI.) : A term borrowed from Gal.
vi. 17,

"
I bear in my body the marks (Gr.

imyfiara., Vulg. stigmata,) of the Lord Jesus,"
and applied by ecclesiastical writers to the
marks of stiginatization (q.v.). St. Paul prob-
ably took his metaphor from the fact that

pagan soldiers sometimes branded the name
of their general on some part of their body.
(Lightfoot, in toe.). No writer of authority
has ever maintained that the stigmata of St.

Paul were anything more than the actual

marks of sufferings inflicted by his perse-
cutors (Cor. ii. xi. 23-27).

"In work on the subject Dr. Imbert-Qourbeyr*
enumerates 145 persons, twenty men. the rest women,
who are stated to have received the tti'jmata." Addit
* Arnold: Cath. Diet., p. ;?;.

Stig-mar -i-a, s. [Gr. <mypa (stigma) =
mark.]

Palceobot. : A pseudo-genus of coal plants,
now proved by actual union to be the roots

chiefly of Sigillaria, but in some cases of

Lepidodendrou. Cylindrical, trunk-like bodies,
often more or less compressed, the external
surface of which is covered with shallow pits,
sometimes with a rootlet projecting. Very
abundant in the fireclay of the carboniferous

rocks, the old soil in which the Sigillaria

grew. The common species is Stigviaria f*
coides.

stig'-ma-ta, s. pL [STIOMA.]

stig mat' ic,
* stig'-ma-tic, stfe-mat'-

ick, a. & s. [Fr. stigniatique, from Lat. stig-

ma, genit. stigmatis; Gr. <m'yna(s(i<?ma),geiiit.
o-Tt-yjLLaTOf (stigmatos) = a mark.}

A. As adjective:

L Ordinary Language:
1. Marked with a stigma ; deformed.

2. Having the character of a stigma.
" The muse hath made him stigmatic and lame."

T. Mei/wood: Truia BritanniotU
*
3. Disgraced, infamous.

II. Bot. : Belonging or relating to the stigma.
* B. As substantive :

1. A notorious profligate or criminal who
has been branded ; one who bears about him
the marks of infamy or shame.

" Convaled him to a Justice, where one swore
He had been branded itigmatic before."

fMlomythie. (161S.)

2. One on whom nature has set a mark of

deformity.
" Like a foul misshapen ttlgnuMe,
Mark'd by the destinies to be avoided."

Shakesp. : 3 11mm VI., 11. t.

*
stlg-mat'-ic-al,

v
stig mat'-Ic-alL, a,

[Erg. stigmatic; -al.} Stigmatic.
"
titigmatical in making, worse in mind."

Shakei/>. : Comedy of Smart, Iv. I
*
Stlg-m&t'-Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. sti^matieal;

-ly.] With a stigma, or mark of shame at
deformity.

"
If yon spy any man that hath a look,
UiymaticaUi/ drawn, like to a fury ."

Wonder of a Kingdom. (1HJ

Stig-mat -ick, a. & s. [STIGMATIC.]

Stlg'-ma-tist, s. [STIGMA.] One on whom
stigmata, or the marks of Christ's wounds,
are said to be supernaturally impressed.

stig-ma-ti-za-tion, stig-ma-ti-sa'~
tion, s. [Eng. stignMtiz(e) ; -ation.]

Eccles. & Church, Hist. : The appearance or

impression of counterparts of all or some of
the wounds received by Jesus in his Passion,
in their appropriate positions on the human
body. The first case on record, and the most
important, is that of St. Francis of Assist,

the founder of the Franciscans. It is said

that, while the saint was engaged in a fast of

forty days on .Mount Alveinus, in the year
1224, a crucified seraph with six wings ap-
peared and discoursed to him of heavenly
things. Francis fainted, and, on recovering
consciousness, found himself marked with the
wounds of crucifixion in his hands, his feet,
and right side. Thomas a Celana and St.

Buenaventura attested the case, and Pope
Alexander IV. (1254-1261) claimed to have
seen the stigmata during the lifetime of St.

Francis and after his death. A feast of the

Stigmata of St. Francis is celebrated in the
Roman Church on Sept. 17. The Dominicans
claimed a similar distinction for a saint of
their Order (St. Catherine of Siena, 1347-80).
and the faet of her stiginatization is recorded
in the. fifth lection of the office of her feast

(April 30) in the Roman Breviary. She is

honoured with a special feast in her own
Order, though she is never represented in

painting or sculpture with the stigmata.
Since then many persons have claimed to have
received these marks of divine favour. [See
extract under STIGMATA, II. 4.] There is an
excellent account of one of the latest cases-
that of a Belgian peasant woman, Louise
Latean in Macmillan's Magazine, ApriJ, 1871.

Carpenter (Mental l'hysioL,ed. 4th, 641) seet

nothing either incredible or miraculous in

i&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Or. wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, cub, euro, uaite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, 03 = e ; ey - a; qu = kw.
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these cases.
" The subjects have been persons

of strongly emotional temperament, who fell

Into a state of profound reverie, in which their
minds were wholly engrossed by the con-

templation of their Saviour's Batterings, with
an intense direction of their sympathetic
attention to his several wounds ; and the

power which this state of mind would have on
the local action of the corresponding parts of
their own bodies gives a definite physiological
rationale for what some persons accept as

genuine miracles and others repudiate as the
tricks of imposture."

"
Stigmatization seems only to have occurred where

the subject bad earnestly .and decisively turned away
from the world aud its pleasures, ami had emlmu-ed
the Saviour in the fervour of a glowing love; but it

was nevertheless not an endowment conferred by God.
As a phenomenon, permitted rather than caused by
him, it must, be regarded rather as a negative than a
positive effect of his divine working." SloClintock *
Strong : Cyclop. Bid. Lit., ix. 1,026.

stlg'-ma-tize, stig'-m^-tise, v.t. [Fr.

stiginatiser = to brand with a hot iron, to
defame publicly, from Gr. <my/uaTi'ui (stigma-
tizo) = to mark or brand, from orty^a (stigma),

genit. ari'yuaTos (stigmatos) = a mark, a prick,
a brand, from <rrt<o (stizo) =to prick.]

1. Lit. : To brand ; to mark with a brand or

stigma.
"
[They had more need some of them] have their

cheeks stigmatized ith a hot iron, I say, some of our
Jew bells, instead of painting, if they were well
erved." Burton : Anat. Melancholy, p. 470.

2. Fig. : To set a mark of disgrace on ; to
attach disgrace or infamy to ; to brand, to

reproach ; to hold up to disgrace, reproach,
and contempt.

"
Stigmatized by the popular branch of the legisla-

ture as a teacher o( doctrines so servile that they dis-

gusted eveu Tories." Macaulay : Silt. Eng,. ch. xlx.

Stig -ma-tized, pa. par. & a. [STIGMATIZE.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Marked with a stigma; branded with
disgrace.

2. Resembling stigmata : as, the stigmatized
dots on the skin in measles.

tlg-ma-to'ph'-or-a, . [Gr. <mV<* (stigma),

genit. cm'yfiuTos (stigmatos), and $opds (phoros)= bearing.] [STIGMA.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Syngnathina (q.v.),
from the Australian seas.

Stig ma toph'-or-iis, s. [STIGMATOPHORA.]
Lot. : The part of the style of composites

which bears the stigmata.

gtig'-ma-tose, a. [Gr. crfy/ua (stigma), genit.

<TTi'y|uaTos (stigmatos); Eng. suff. -ose.]

Botany:
1. Of or relating to the stigma ; stagmatic.

2. Having the stigma long and lateral or
on one side of the style. (Paxton.)

stlg-ma-to-ste'-mon, . [Gr. o-ny/ua
(stigma)', genit. <rriy/u.aTos (stigmatos)= a
mark, and <rrrjnuv (stemon).] [STAMEN.]

Sot. : A body formed by the union of
anthers with the stigma.

stig mite, s. [Gr. <rriyna. (stigm(a)= a spot ;

sulf. -ite (Petrol.).]

Petrol. : A name given by Brongniart to the

porphyritic varities of pitchstone (q.v.).

Stig mo no'-ta, s. [Gr. oriyua. (stigma) = a

puncture, and HOTOJ (notos) = the back.]

Entom. : The typical genus of Stigmonotidse.

Stig mo no'-ti-dse, . pi. [Mod. Lat. stig-

monnt(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of Tortridna. Anterior

wings varying in length, costa regularly
arched, larva feeding in rolled leaves or
between united leaves or under bark, or on
the young shoots of trees. Species widely
distributed.

*
Stig' on 6 man 9y, s. [Or. <TTiy<av(stigon),

genit. oTi'ywvos (stigbno's) one who marks,
from oriw (stizB) = to prick, to mark, and
nai'Tcia. (manteia) = prophecy, divination.]
Divination by writing on the bark of a tree.

stlke, v.t. [STICK, v.]

stik pile, stik-pyle, t. [A.8. <icwtn = to

pierce, and pile a pillow (?).]

But. : Erodium cicutarium. (Britten,

Holland.)

Stll-&g-ln-a'-ge-8e, . pi. (Mod. Lat. stilago,

genit stilcujin(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff -aceue.]

Dot. : Antidesmads ; an order of Diclinous

Exogens, alliance Urticales. Trees or shrubs,
with simple coriaceous alternate leaves, and
twin deciduous stipules. Flowers minute,
in axillary scaly spikes. Flowers unisexual,
with a two-, three-, or live-parted calyx, and
no corolla. Males, stamens two or more,
arising from a tumid receptacle ; females with
a three- or four-toothed sessile stigma, and a
one- or two-celled ovary, with the ovules sus-

pended in pairs. Fruit drupaceous. Found
in the East Indies arid Madagascar. Known
genera three, species about twenty. (Lindley.)

stil-a'-go, s. [Lat. stilus, stylus [STYLE],
perhaps with reference to its length.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Stilaginacese
(q.v.), not sufficiently distinct from Anti-
desina (q.v.). The shining, sul>acid fruit of

Stilago Bunius is eaten. The leaves are acid
and diaphoretic ; the young ones are boiled
with potherbs, and given in India in syphilis.

Stil'-ar, o. [Eng. stil(e)(l), a. ; -or.] Pertain-

ing or belonging to the stile of a dial.
"
Laying a ruler to the centre of the plane and to

this mark, draw a line for the ttilar line. Moxon.

stil ba'-9e-89, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. stilb(e); Lat
fern. pi. adj. suff. -oceot.]

Bot. : Stilbids ; an order of Perigynous
Exogens, alliance Gentianales. Shrubs, with
rigid, leathery, narrow leaves in whorls,
articulated at the base, without stipules.
Flowers in dense spikes at the point of the

branches, sessile, each with three bracts at
the base. Calyx tubular, campanulate, limb
five-cleft, the segments equal, corolla mono-
petalous; the limb four-, rarely five-parted,
somewhat two-lipped ; stamens as many as
the divisions of the corolla, if five, then one
abortive ; ovary superior, with two cells, each
with an erect ovule ; fruit dry, indehiscent.
All from the Cape of Good Hope. Genera
three, species seven.

*
stll-ha'-oS-i, s. pi. [Mod. Lat stilb(um);
Lat. masc. pL adj. suff. -ocei.]

Bot. : An obsolete sub-order of Hypho-
mycetous Fungals, having a wart-shaped
receptacle composed of conjoined filamentous
or hexagonal cells and spores, borne singly on
the apices of free filaments. Nine British

genera are placed under it, but some may be
immature states of other fungals. They grow
on decaying animal or vegetable matter, or
on bark or leathery leaves.

StaT-be, s. [Gr. a-ri\@r, (stilbe) = a lamp, from
<m'A/3o> (stilbff)

= to glitter, to shine ]

Bot. : The typical genus of Stilbaceae (q.v.).
Flowers in straight flowering spikes ; corolla
lobes narrow. Known species four, from the

Cape.

stil' bene, stil -bin, . [Eng. <ni^r) (stito?)= lustre, aud Eng. ben(zeit)e.]

Chem. : C14H12 = CH5-CH CH-C6HS. Pi-

cramyl. Toluylene. Prepared by passing the

vapour of toluene over heated plumbic oxide,
or by the action of sodium on benzoic alde-

hyde. It crystallizes in thin, colourless plates,

having a mother-of-pearl lustre, is insoluble
in water, soluble in boiling alcohol, melts at

115, and boils at 306. Heated with hydriodic
acid, it is converted into dibenzyl.

stilbene oxide, s.

Chem. : C7HgO. Laurent's name for oil of
bitter almonds.

stilbene peroxide, s. [STILBOUS-AOD.]

Stil be'-slc, a. [Gr. O-TC'AJSI) (stilbe) = lustre ;

s connect., and suff. -ic.] Derived from or

containing stilbene.

stilbesic-acid, s.

Chem. : QjsHioO? (?). Obtained by passing
chlorine gas into crude bitter-almond oil,

pressing the product between paper, and

washing with a mixture of ether and alcohol.

It crystallizes in monoclinic prisms, is very
slightly soluble in alcohol and ether, but solu-

ble in alcoholic ammonia, and melts at 105.

stil'-bi a, s. [STILBUM.]

Entom. : The typical genus of Stilbid(q.v.).

Stil blc, a. [Eng. stilb(ene); -ic.]

Chem. : A term sometimes used as a syn-
onym of Benzilic (q.v.).

StU'-bid, s. [Mod. Lat. stilbe, and Gr. <Tdo
(uios) = form.)

Bot. (PL): Lindley 's name for the Stilbacesa
(q.v.).

stil -bi-dce, s. pi. [Mod. Lat stiMia): L*i*
fern. pi. adj. sulf. -idee.]

EiUrnn. : A family of Noctuina. Thorax
smooth ; abdomen long, smooth ; anterior
wings narrow, in repose forming a very in.
elined roof. Larva smooth, with sixteen legs,
feeding on grasses. Only British species,
Stilbia anomala.

Stn-blT-lC, a. [Eng. stilbyl; -ic.)

stil -bin, s. [STILBENE.]

Mineralogy :

1. An orthorhombic or monoclinic mineral
belonging to the group of zeolites. Occurs.
commonly in sheaf-like bundles of crystals,
divergent, also globular. Hardness, 3'5 to 4 ;

sp. gr. 2-094 to 2-205 ; lustre of cleavage face,
pearly, of others vitreous ; colour, white,
yellow, brown, red ; transparent to trans*
lucent. Compos.: silica, 57'4; alumina, 10-5;
lime, 8'9; water, 17 -2 = 100, which corre
spondstothe formula 6SiO2,Al2O3,CaO,6HO.
Mostly found in cavities in amygdaloidal
basaltic rocks, hut sometimes in metalliferous
veins, also in fissures in granites and gueisa.

2. The same as HEULANDITE (q.v.)

Stll-bous, a. [Eng. stilb(ic); -ous.] Derived
from or containing stilbic acid.

stilbous acid, s.

Chem. : Ci5Hi2O3 (?). Stilbilic acid. Aconv
pound formed by treating bitter almond oil
with fuming sulphuric acid. It crystallizes
from ether in monoclinic prisms, from alcohol
in trimetric prisms, is insoluble in ammonia,
and melts at 360. When boiled in canstio
potash, it is resolved into benzoic acid and
benzoic hydride.

Stil -bum, s. [Gr. <mAj3ds (stilbos)= glittering.J

1. Bot. : The typical genus of Stilbacei. Re-
ceptacle stalked at the base, capitate or
clavate at the summit Various mildew-like
fungals, often brightly coloured, on decaying
wood, herbs, &c.

2. Entom. : A genus of Chrysidi.lae (q.v.)k
Stilbum sptendidum is more tlian half an
inch long, blue or emerald, often with the
alxlomen golden red. It occurs in the south
of Europe and in Asia and Africa.

Stlr-byl, s. [Eng. stilb(ene); -yl.]

Chem. : Ci4Hu. The hypothetical radical
of stilbene.

Stile (1), s. [STYLE (1), s.] A pin set on th*
face of a snn-dial to form a shadow.

Stile (2),
*
Style, . [A.S. stigel, from stigax.

to climb, to mount; cogn. with O. H. Ger.

stigila = a stile ; stigan to climb.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A step or series ofsteps, or a
frame of bars and steps which may be .iscended
or descended by a pedestrian for getting over
a fence or wall, but stopping the passage of
horses, cattle, &c.

" Did yon not see a little below these mountains %
ttile that led into a meadow on the left hand oi to*
way?" Bunyan: PUyrimi Progret*. ut. i.

2. Carp. : One of the vertical bars in a
wooilen fence, as of a door or sash. In the
former they receive the rails and panels, in
the latter the rails and bars.

IT To help over a stile. To help a lame dog owr
a stile : To help one over a difficulty ; to render
assistance.

stMet-td, stf-lgtte', *ste-let-to, *,stll-

let-o, s. [Ital. stiletto = a little dagger;
dimin. from stilo (O. Ital. stillo) = a dagger, a
gnomon, from Lat. stylam, accus. of stylus^
a style (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. (Of the forms stiletto, steletto, and
stilleto):

(1) A small dagger with a round, pointed
blade, about six inches long.

" Your pocket-dagger, your itil:teo. ont with It I"

Beaum. i Flet. : Cuttom of At Country. 1. L

(2) A pointed instrument for making eyelet-
holes.

boll, b6y ; pout, Je%l; cat, 9011, chorus, $hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, c^ist. ph = ft.

-Clan, -tian = shaa. -tion, -sion = shun; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -We. -die, Ac. = toel, del*
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*2. Fir;.: A beard trimmed into a sharp,
pointed form.

IL Surgical (Of theform stilette) :

1. A small, sharp-pointed instrument in-

closed in a canula, or sheath, nd usrd for

Biaking openings for the introduction of the
said canula into dropsical tissues or cavities,
into tumours, &c.

2. A wire placed in a flexible catheter to

give it the required form ami rigidity.

'tMef-td. stn-let'TO.tr.t. [STILETTO, .]

To stab or kill with a stiletto.

"This king likewise was ttUrttoed by a rascal

Votary. which hud lvn enchanted for the purpose."
Bacon: Charges againtt It'. Tutbut.

ti -II for, s. [Lat. stllns = * stake, a pale,

style, andySrro = to bear.]

Zool. : The typical genus of Stiliferidse (q.v.)

(Tote), a genus of Pyramidellidse (S. P. Wood-

ward). Shell hyaline, globular, or subulate,
with a tapering apex ; the animal with slender

cylindrical tentacles, having at their outer
Bases small sessile eyes ; foot large. Parasites,
attached to the spines of Sea-urchins or im-
mersed in living Star-fishes and Corals.
Known species sixteen, from the West Indies,

Britain, the Philippines, &c.

a, s. pi. [Mod. Lat stUifer;
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A. family of Holostomata, separated
by Tate from the Pyramidellidse.

tHl (1), stille, *styUe, v.t. [A.8. stiUan,
from stille = still (a.) ; cogn. with Dut.siiHe =
to be still ; stellen = to place, from stal = a
stall ; Dan. sttile = to still, to set, to place, from

ttald, stall = a stall ; Sw. stilla = to quiet,
from stall = a place ; Ger. stillen = to still;
ttellen = to place, from stall = a place.]

1. To make quiet, to stop, as motion or

agitation ; to check, to restrain, to quiet, to
make motionless.

2. To appease, to calm, to quiet, to lull,

to allay.
Til walk.

To ttill my beating mind."
Shakesp. : Tempett, Iv. L

3. To make silent, to silence, to bring to
llence.
" T1 merry, tis merry, in good green wood.
Though the birds have stilled their singing."

Scott: Lady of the Lake, iv. 14.

* Still (2), v.t.&i. [A contr. of distil (q.v.);
in sense B. directly from Lat. stillo to fall

In drops.]

A. Transitive:

L To cause to fall in drops.

2. To expel spirit from liquor by heat, and
Condense it in a refrigerator ; to distil.

" The knowledge of anting is one pretty feat."
Tutser: Husbandry ; May.

B. Intrans. : To fall in drops, to drop.
" From her fair eye wiping the dewy wet
Which softly ttild." Speraer : P. .. IV. vlL X.

till,
*
stille, *stylle, a., adv., & s. [A.S.

itille, from steal, stiel a place, station, stall ;

hence, remaining in a place, fixed, at rest,
still ; cogn. with Out. stil = still ; Dan. stille;

8w. stilla ; Ger. still.} [STILL (1), v.]

A* As adjective :

1. At rest, motionless.

2. Quiet, calm ; undisturbed by noise or

agitation. " At Kill midnight."
Shakeip. : Merry Wives, ir. 4.

8. Uttering no sound ; silent, noiseless.
" And the peple blamyde hem that the! schulden be

iHlle.'-U'ycltfe: Matthew xx.

4. Not loud, gentle, low, soft.
"
After the fire a still small voice."! Kings xlz. 11

6. Not sparkling or effervescent: as, still

hock.
*
6. Continual, constant.

"
Still ose of grief makes wild grief tame."

ShaJcetp. : Richard III., iv. 4.

B. As adverb :

L Continually, abidingly, ever, constantly."
Like ttill pining Tantalus he sits."

Shaketp. : Rape o/ Lucrece, 853.

2. Ever; in future no less than now or
formerly."

Hourly Joys be itit> upon yon !

Shakesp. : Tempest, IT.

3. In an increasing or increased degree ; even
yet; with repeated or Jded efforts; even

more. (Often with comparatives, as still

more, still further, &<.)
" The guilt being great, the fear doth if ill exceed,"

Shakes?. : JIajie <if Lucrece, 229.

4. To this time ; till now ; yet ; now no
less than formerly.

" She holds them prisoner! stirt."

Shakes?. : Tvo (ieiitlemen, it 4.

5. Nevertheless ; notwithstanding what has

happened or been done; yet; in spite of all

tint has occurred ; all the same.
"
They fright him, but he ttill pursues his fear."

Shaketf. : Rape of Lucrece, S08.

6. After that ; after what has been stated ;

in continuance.
*

If Still and anon : Ever and anon ; con-

tinually.
"

Still and anon cheered up the heavy time."
Shakesp. : King John, iv. 1.

* C. As siibst. : Calm, quiet, stillness ; ab-
sence of noise, agitation, or disturbance.

still-birth, s. The state of being still-

born ; birth of a lifeless thing ; an abortion.

still-born, a.

L Lit. : Born lifeless ; dead at the birth.
" Many casualties were but matter of sense ; as,

whether a child were abortive or itill-oorn," Qraunt:
SiUt of Mortality.

2. Fig. : Abortive, unsuccessful.
*
still-closing, a. Always uniting or

coalescing again.
" The (tflt-dlaiin? waters."

AO*C<A . TfmpUt. 11L S.

* still gazing, o. Continually or silently

gazing.

still hunt, s.

1. Noiseless hunting ; stalking.

2. A canvass, especially a political one, car-
ried on in secret or unfairly. ( U. S.)

still hunt, v.i. To carry on a still-hunt.

still-hunter, . One who still-hunts.

still-life, i.

Art : A term applied to that class ofpictures

representing fruit, flowers, groups of furni-

ture, dead game, or other articles, which

generally form adjuncts to a picture only,
and none of which have animate existence.

*
still-peering, o. Motionless in appear-

ance (?) (Shakesp. : Att'i Well, iii. 2.) Many
emendations have been proposed.

*
Still-stand, s. A halt, a stop, a stand.
" As with the tide, swell'd up unto its height,
That makes a still-stand, running neither way."

Shakeip. : 2 Benry IV., it *
* Still-vexed, a. In a state of continual

agitation or disturbance.
" The still-vex <1 Bermootb.es."

Shaketp. : Tempett, L 1
Still,*. [STILL (2), V.]

1. A vessel or apparatus employed for the
distillation of liquids. It is made in various
forms and of various materials, some being
very simple, whilst others are elaborate and

SIMPLE FORM OF 8TTLL.

complicated. They all consist essentially of
a body or boiler (a), a worm (b) enclosed in a
refrigerator, and a receiver (c). The body is

generally made in two parts: the pan or

copper to which the heat is applied, and the
head or neck, which is removable. [ALEMBIC,
DISTILLATION, RETORT.]

" On the Slst I ordered the still to be fitted to the
largest copper, which held about sixty-four gallons."
Cook : Second Voyage, bk. iv., ch. x.

2. The house or works in which liquors are
distilled ; a distillery.

still-burn, v.t. To burn in the process
of distillation : as, To still-burn brandy.

still house, s. A distillery, or rather
the part containing the stilL

still-room, *.

1. An apartment for distilling ; a domestic
laboratory.

2. An apartment where liquors, preserves,
and the like are kept.

Still-age (age as ig), s. [Etym. doubtful.]
A low stool to keep cloths off the floor of a
bleachery.

* Stil la'-tim, adv. [Lat, from stilla = *
drop.] Drop by drop.

* Stil-la-ti -tious, a. [Lat. stillatitivs, from
stillatiim, sup. of stillo = to drop; s*iMi=a
drop.] Falling in drops ; drawn by a still.

*
stilT-a-tor-y, s. [STILL (2), v.]

1. An alembic, a still, a vessel for distillation.
" Put water into the bottome of a stillatory, with

the neb stopped." Bacon : Nat. Hist., 27.

2. A place or room in which distillation is

performed ; a laboratory, a still-room.

"These are nature's ititlatoriet, in wlinse hollow
caverns the ascending vapours are congealed to that
universal aqua vitoe." More : Antidote againtt
Atheism, bk. it., ch. iii.

*
Stille, a. [STILL, a.]

Still -er, *. [Eng. still (1), v. ; -en] One who
stills or quiets.

StilT-i-9ide, . [Lat. stillicidium, from stilla

=. a drop, and cado = to fall ; Sp. & Port.

tstillicidio.]
*

1. Ord. Lang. : A succession of drops ; a
continual falling in drops.

"We see in liquors, the threading of them in tft'fti.

tides, as hath been said." Bacon : Kat. Hist., \ 29:<-

2. Law: The right to have the rain from
one's roof to drop on the laud or roof of
another.

Still-i-cid'-i-oiis, o. [STILLICIDE.] Falling
in drops.

"Crystal is found sometimes in rocks, and in some
places not unlike the stirious or stillicidious depen-
dences of ice." Browne : Vulgar Errourl, bk. ii., ch. L

still-l-cld'-l-iim, . [Lat.)

Law : [STILLICIDE, 2].

Stil li-form, a. [Lat gtilla = & drop, and
forma = form.] Having the form of a drop.
(Owen.)

still'-ing (1), . [STILL (2), v.] The act, pro-
cess, or operation of distilling ; distillation.

Still'-ing (2), *. [Low Ger. stelling, from Ger.
stellen = to place, to set.] A stand for casks ;

a stillion.

stil -lin'-gi-a, s. [Named after Dr. Benjamin
Stillingfleet "(1702-1771), an English botanist,
grandson of Bishop Stillingfleet.]

Bot. : A genus of Hippomanese. Milky trees
or shrubs with alternate leaves, on petioles
which have two glands at the apex ; flowers

monoecious, the males usually in crowded
terminal spikes, with a bi-glandular bract at
the base ; calyx cup-shaped ; stamens two,
with their filaments united at the base ; female

solitary ; calyx tridentate or trifid ; stigmas
three, simple ; ovary three-ceiled, three-seeded ;

fruit capsnlar, globose, with three cells, each
one-seeded. From the tropics of Asia and
America. Stillingia sebifera is the Chinese
Tallow-tree (q.v.). The root of S. sylvatica is

considered in Carolina and Florida to be a
remedy for syphilis.

still'-ion (i as y), s. [STILL (2), v.] The same
as STILLING (2).

Stll-li-8te-ar'-ic, a. [Mod. Lat. stilU(ngia\
and Eng. stearic.] (See def. of compound.)

stillistcaric acid, s.

Chem. : C]r,H3 O2. Borck's name for th

fatty acid obtained by the saponification of
Chinese tallow.

*
still'-i-tor-y, s. [STILLATORY.]

still -ness, 'stil nesse,
*
styl nesse, .

[Eng. still, a. ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being still ; free-

dom from agitation, disturbance, or noise;
calm, quiet, silence.

"
Passing and repassing, in great itilineu betwson

the ships. Coot : Third Voyage, bk. v., ch. iv.

-fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; gd, pot.
or, wore, vrqU, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. role, full; try, Syrian. , ee = e ; ey = a ; <iu = liw.
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2. Freedom from agitation or excitement :

as, th stillness of the passions.

*3. Habitual silence or quiet; taciturnity.
hiug so becomes a man,
nd humanity."
Shakes?. : Henry V., iii. t

*
Btill'-d-lite, s. [Lat. stilla, a drop, and
Gr. Ai'flos (lithos) = a stone.]

Min. : A variety of siliceous sinter (geyser-

ite).

Still -y, a. & adt>. [Eng. stf, a. ; -y.J
* A. As adj. : Still, quiet.
" 0t in the stilly uight." Moon : frith JModiu.

B. yls adverb :

1. Silently, quietly ; without noise or dis-

turbance.
** From camp to camp, through the foul womb of
The hum of eitlier army stilly sounds." [Bight

Shakes?. : Henry V., iv. (Chorus.)

2. Quietly, calmly, gently, softly.
Thus mindless of what idle men will say,
Ue takes his own, and stilly goes his way."

More : Philosophical Poemt. (1647.)

tilp- ndm'-c lane, s. [Gr. <m\irv6s (stilp-

os) ;= shining, and ^eAas (melas) black.]

Min. :A mineral occurring as foliated plates,
also fibrous. Hardness, 3'4 ; sp. gr. 276 ;

lustre, in parts pearly, sometimes sub-metal-
lic ; colour, shades of black, yellowish and
greenish bronze. Compos. : a hydra ted sili-

cate of alumina, proto- and sesquioxides of

iron, with some magnesia. Found in several

places associated with iron ores.

Stilp - no - si - deV - ite, s. [Gr. <rriAirvd

(stilpnos) = shining, and Eng. siderite.]

Min. : The same as LIMONITE (q.v.).

tilt,
*
stilte,

*
stylte, s. [Sw. stylta ; Dan.

stylte ; Norw. styltra a stilt ; Dan. stylte =
to walk on stilts, to stalk ; Dut. stelt = a stilt ;

Ger. stelze. Allied to Eng. stalk and stale, s. ;

Gr. o-njAr) (stele) =a column, from the same
root as stand (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language i

1. Literally:

(1) A staff or pole having a rest for the foot,
nsed in pairs, to raise a person above the

ground in walking.

(2) The handle of a plough.
*
(3) Applied to the leg of a heron or other

long-legged bird.
" The heron, and such like fowl that live on fishes,

walk on long stilts like the people in the marshes."
More : Against Atheism.

*(4) A root which rises above the surface
of the ground, supporting a tree above it, as
in the mangrove.

" Neither the black nor white mangrove grow tower-
ing up from itlltt or rising roots, as the red doth j but
the body immediately under the ground, like other
trees." Damyier : Voyages (an. 1682).

2. Fig. : Conceit, self-esteem, bombast
" Solemn face, where Ignorance in stilts . . .

With parrot tongue perforni'd the scholar's part."
Cowper : Talk, li. 738.

IL Technically:

1. Arch. Engin. : One of a set of piles

forming the back for the sheet-piling of a
starling.

2. Pottery : A small piece of pottery placed
between two pieces of biscuit ware in the

saggar to prevent the adherence of the pieces.

3. Ornith. : The Stilt-plover (q.v.).

stilt-plover,
*
stilt-bird, .

Ornith. : Himantopits candidus (or melan-

opterus), which owes its popular name to the

great length of its legs, which are about twenty
inches long.

STlLT-PLOVEa.

Spanish Peninsula, on the Lower Danube end
the shores of the Black Sea, extending into
Africa and Asia. The male is about thirteen
inches long, greater part of the plumage white,

STILTED ARCHES.
(From Norwich Cattle.)

back and wing deep black glossed with green ;

in the female the back and wings are brownish-
black. Collectively, the name is applied to
two genera : Himautopus and Kecurvirostra.

*
Stilt, V.t. [STILT, S.]

1. Lit. : To set or raise on stilts.
" This antic prelude of grotesque events.
Where dwarfs are often stilted."

ruling : Xifflu Thoughts, vi. 355.

2. fig. : To raise, to excite, to stir up.
"It takes the whirl; wol of a general election to t

the bluod of an English or Scotch voter." Daily Tele-
graph, Jan. 10, 1886.

Stilt ed, a. [Eng. stilt ; -td.]

1. Lit. : Raised or set on stilts.

2. Fig. : Bombastic, pompous ; stiff and in-
flated. (Said of language.)

"
It is a fault, no longer so common as it formerly

wan, with story-writers, to be stilted." Daily Tele-
graph, Aug. 29, 1885.

stilted-arch,
s.

Arch. : A term
applied to a form
of the arch which
does not spring
immediately from
the imposts, but
from a vertical

piece of masonry
resting on them,
so as to give the
arch an appear-
ance of being on
stilts. Arches of
this kind occur frequently in all the medi-
ae?! styles, especially as a means of main-
taining a uniform height when arches of
diflorent widths are used in the same range.

*
Stilt-i-fy, v.t. [Eng. stilt ; i connect., and
suff. -fy.~\ To raise, as on stilts.

"Cushioned and stiltified into great fat giants."
Reade : Cloister 4 Hearth, ch. liv.

Stl!-ton, a. & s. [See def.]

A. .4s adj. : Applied to a highly-esteemed,
solid, rich, white cheese, originally made at
Stilton, in Huntingdonshire, but now chiefly
made in Leicestershire.

B. As subst. : Stilton cheese. [A.]

*stilt'-& a. [Eng. stilt; -y.J Stilted, in-

flated, pompous, bombastic.

Stime, s. [Cf. A.S. stima=Si gleam, bright-
ness.] A glimpse, a glimmer; the slightest
or faintest form of anything ; the slightest
degree imaginable or possible.

Sti'-mie, s. [STIMT, .]

stim -part, s. [Etym. doubtful.] The eighth
part of a Winchester bushel. (Scotch.)

"Ji heapit stimpart, I'll reserve ane
Laid by for you."

Burns: Auld Farmer to his Auld Man.

stim'-u-lant, a. & s. [Lat. stimula.ns, pr.

par. of stimulo = to stimulate (q.v.); Fr.

stimulant.]

A. As adj. : Serving to stimulate ; inciting,

provocative ; specif., in medicine, producing
a quickly diffused and transient increase of
vital energy and strength of action in the
heart and arteries.

" The solution of copper in the nitrous acid is the
most acrid and stimulant of any with which we are
acquainted." Falconer.

B. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : Anything which stimulates,
incites, or provokes ; a stimulus, a spur.

" The frivolous and dissolute who remained required
every year stronger and stronger stimulants. Ua-
cauliiy: Hitt. Eng., ch. iii.

2. Pharm. (PL): Agents which increase
vital action, first in the organ to which they
are applied, and next in the system generally.
Stimulants are of three kinds, stomachic,
vascular, and spinal. The name is popularly
restricted to the h'rst of these, which act upon
the stomach, expelling flatulence, besides

allaying pain and spasm of the intestines.

They are also called carminatives. Examples :

ginger, capsicum and chillies, cardamoms,
mustard, pepper, nutmeg, &c. Some vascular
stimulants act on the heart and the larger

vessels, others on the smaller ones. Of the
first are free ammonia, alcohol in the form of

brandy or wine, camphor, aromatics, &c. Of
the latter are acetate of ammonia, guiarum,
sassafras, &c. Spinal stimulants increase the
function of the spinal cord. Examples : mix

vomica, strychnia, cautharides, phosphorus
&c. (Garrod.)

stim -u-late, v.t. & i. [Lat. stimulatus, pa.
par. of stimulo = to prick forward, to stimu*
late, from stimulus (for stigmulus) = a goad,
from the same root as stick, sting ; Fr. stintu.
ler; Sp. estimular ; Ital. stimolare.]
A. Transitive:

1. To prick, to goad ; hence, to rouse, anl*
mate, or excite to action or greater exertion
by persuasion or some powerful motive ; to
spur on, to incite, to urge on.

" That crisis would have paralysed the faculties of an
ordinary captain : it only braced and stimula'cd those.
of Luxemburg." Macaulay : Hat. Eng., ch. xir.

2. To excite or arouse greater vitality of
keenness in ; specif., in medicine, to produce
a quickly-diffused and transient increase of
vital energy and strength of action in ; to ex-
cite the organic action of, as any part of the
animal economy.
B. Intrans. : To act as a stimulus ; to goad

or urge on ; to instigate.
"
Urg'd by the stimulating goad,
I drag the cumbrous waggon's load."

Gay : To a Poor Man.
stim u la'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. stimu*

lationem, accus. of stimulatio, from stimulatm^
pa. par. of stimulo to stimulate (q.v.).]

1. Ord, Lang. : The act of stimulating or
exciting ; the state of being stimulated ; that
which stimulates ; a stimulus.

"The secret stimulation of vanity, pride, or envy."
Watti: On the Mind, pt i., ch. v.

2. Physiol. : A quickly diffused and transient
increase of vital energy.

*
Stim'-u-la-tive, a. & s. [Eng. stimulate);
-ive.]

A. As adj. : Having the power or quality of
stimulating.

B. As subst. : That which stimulates or-

rouses into more vigorous action ; a stimulant,
a stimulus.

" So many ttinmlatlves to such a spirit as mine."-*
Richardson : Clarista, i. 225.

stim' u-la tor, s. [Lat.] One who stimu.
lates.

"

*stim'-u -la -tress, . [Eng. stimulate)j
-ress.] A female who stimulates or incites.

stlm'-u-li, s. pi. [STIMULI^]

stim'-u-losc, a. [Lat stimulosiis.'}

fot. : Covered with stings or stimuli

stim' -u - liis (pi. stim'-u-li), . [Lat. = a
prick, a goad.] [STIMULATE.]

L Ord. Lang. : A goad ; hence, that which
stimulates, excites, or animates to action op

greater exertion ; anything that rouses or ex
cites the spirits or mind ; an incitement, a
spur.

"
Its issue, in the absence of mercenary or monetary

ttimutut. was stripped of all its attractions,
"

Da/ttat

Telegraph, March 12, 1887.

II. Technically:

1. Bot. (PI.): Stinging-hairs (q.V.)t

2. Pharm. : A stimulant.

stT-mjf, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.)

Golf: To place one's ball close to the hole,
and exactly in a line between the hole anq
the adversary's ball, so that the latter, whosa
turn it is to play, is unable to make the hole
without touching the first ball. [STivv.]

"Kirk once more tttmied MacQregor." field. Sept,
4, 1886.

sti'-m^, sti'-mie, s. [STIMT, u.)

Golf: The position of a ball as described
under the verb.

"Doleman . . . laid his opponent dead !(."-.
field, Sept. 4, 1886.

*stlnch, v.t, [STANCH.]

sting, v.t. & i. [A.S. stinrjan (pa. t. stang, p*.

par. stungen); cogn. with Dan. ttinge; Sw,
stinga; Icel. stingo.]

A. Transitive:

t Literally:

1. To pierce or wound with a sting, or th

sharp-pointed organ with which certain ani-

mals and plants are furnished ; to poison or

goad with a sting.

2. Applied improperly to the biting of ft

serpent or the like ; to bite.
" Anone the neders gonne her for to iting,
And she her death receiueth with .good chere."

Chaucer: Legend of Good Women; Cleopatra,

boy; pout, joivl; eat, 90!!, ehorns, 9hin. bencb; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

dan, -tian = shan, -tion. -ion - ghun ; -fion. -ion - zhon. -cious. -tious, -sioua - alms, -ble, -die, &c. = bcl, dyl.
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JL Figuratively:

1. To goad, to prick, to stimulate.

2. To pain acutely, as with a sting.
Not ooii provoked, however SIHHJ Hiitl tewed."

Confer : l/utrity, 4i8.& Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To use as a sting ; to wound with a

ting ; to bite as a serpent.
" H ! it buzzes and stinffs like a hornet I"

LonffMlow : Uttlden l.cjritd, vL

2. Fig. : To hurt, to pain, to bite.

Sting, s. [A.S., Dan., & Sw. sting; Icel. stingr.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II. 2.

(2) The thrust of a sting into the flesh.
" Killed by death's sharp a 1/1.7.

"

ShaXcsp. : Cotnjtlaint, 134.

JL Figuratively:

(1) That which goads, excites, or incites ;

goad, a spur, a stimulus.

"They never worked till they felt the King of

hunger.
'

jtfucauiuy . Hist. Kng., oh. vl.

(2) Anything which gives acute pain.
"
Slander. whose sting is sharper than the sword's."

Skakesp. : Winter i Tale, ii. 3.

*(3) That which constitutes the principal
terror and jain. (1 Corinthians xv. 56.)

(4) The biting, sarcastic, or cutting effect

Of words ; the point, as of an epigram.
" It is not the Jerk or tting of an epigram, nor the
Mining contradiction of a poor antithesis." Drifden.

w.i

(5) An impulse, a goad, a stimulus, a spar.
" The wanton itinm and motion of the sense."

Slutkeip. : Measurefor Measure, L 4.

H. Technically:

1. Hot. : A stinging hair (q.v.%

2. Enfom. : A weapon of defence, concealed
Within the abdomen in bees, wasps, &c. [Acu-
LEATA], and capable of exsertion, or forming

part of the last joint of the tail in scorpions.
(SCORPION.] The sting of the bee appears
to the naked eye a simple needle-shaped
organ ; but the microscope shows that it is

formed of three pieces : a short, stout, cylin-
drico-conical sheath containing two setae, or

lancets, one edge thickened and furnished
With teeth directed backwards, the other sharp
mnd cutting. The jwison apparatus consists

of two glandular elongated sacs, and terminates

by one or two excretory ducts. Morphologi-
cally viewed, a sting is an altered oviduct.

If Tlie term sting is sometimes inaccurately
Used of the bite of a venomous serpent, and
of the forked tongue of snakes.

" Beware the secret snake that shoots a sting."

Dryden: Yirgil ; Ed. lit 146.

Sting and ling, phr.

1. By force of arms, vi et amis. (Scotch.)
" Unless he had been brought there sting and ling.'
Hc'jtt : Antiquary, ch, xliv.

2. Entirely, completely.

sting -bull, a.

Ichthy. : A popular name for Trachinus

cfraco, from the painful effects of a prick from
the spines of the dorsal fin and of the oper-
culum, which are supposed to be sharp enough
to pierce a bull's hide. (H'ood.)

sting-fish, s.

Ichlhy. : Trachinus vipera, common on the
British coasts. Called also Otter-pike and
Liesser Weever.

sting-moth, .;.

Entom. : Doratifera vulnerans, from New
Bouth Wales. The larva is furnished with
protuberances on the head and on the tail,
from which it projects slight filaments, capable
of piercing the skin and causing painful
Wounds. (Wood.)

Sting-nettle, s. [NETTLE, .J

sting-ray, s.

Ichthy. : Any individual of the family Try-
-gouidae (q.v.) ; specif., Trygon pastinaca, from
tmpic-al seas. The tail is armed in its middle
portion with a sharp, flattened bony spine,
serrated on both sides, projecting upwards
and backwards, and capable of inflicting a
Very severe and dangerous wound.

sting-winkle, a.

Zool. : Murex erinoceus. [MuRex, 1.]

Stin-ga ree', . [STINO-RAY.]

8ting'-er, s. [Eng. sting, v. ; -er.] One who
or that which stings, vexes, or gives pain ; a

heavy blow. Applied to the sting of an in-

sect [STING, ., II.], and, erroneously, to the
forked tongue of snakes.

Stlng'-i-ly', adv. [Rng. stingy; -ly.] In a
stingy imtnncr ; with menu covetousness ;

meanly, covetously ; in a niggardly manner.

Sting;-!-ness, s. [Eng. stingy ; -ness.] The
quality or state of lining stingy ; meanness,
covetousness, niggardliness.

"To make amends fur his stiiitiinrii In the matter."
J<>ltnsi>/i : A'octes .Vottiiighamica, p. 19.

sting
1

-Ing, pr. par. & a. [STINQ, .]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Ord. iMng. : Piercing with or as with a

sting; causing acute pain ; sharp, keen, biting.
" He wrapped her warm in his seaman's coat.
Against the uiayhig blast"

Longfellow : Wreck of the Hesperus.

2. Bot. : Covered with hairs which sting the
hand that touches them. Used of a leaf, a
plant, &c. [STINGING-HAIR.]

stinging-trash, s.

Bot. : Jatropha stimulant. (Treas. of Bot.)

stinging-hair, s.

Bot. (PL): Sharp, stiff hairs, containing an
acrid fluid which is injected into the wound
which they produce ; stimuli (q.v.). Example,
the nettle, in which the apex is expanded into
a little bulb, which is broken off when the

sting is slightly touched.

stinging hymenoptera, s. pi.

Entom. : The Aculeata (q.v.).

Sting'-ing-ly", adv. [Eng. stinging ; -ly.] In
a stinging manner ; sharply, keenly, bitingly ;

with biting sarcasm.
"But who is the critic T Disraeli says, stingingly,
The man who has failed,' and who tries to avenge
himself upon those who succeed," Harper's Maya-
tine, July, 1886, p. 311.

Sting'-less,
*
sting-lesse, a. [Eng. sting,

s. ; -less.] Having no sting ; destitute of a

sting ; innocuous.
" What harm can there be in a stinylesse snake?"

Biihop Ball: Balm of QUead.

Stin'-go, *styn-gO, s. [From sling, v., in

allusion to its sharp, biting taste.] Strong
ale, old ale.

" Thys Franklyn, syrs, he brewed goode ayle.
And he calle.l it rave piuxle stynyo."

Barham : Ingoldsby Leg. ; St. Dunstan.

Stlng'-y' (1), a. [Eng. sting, v. ; -y.] Having
power to sting or produce pain ; stinging.

Sting"-^ (2), a. [Eng. sting; -y; cf. swing and
swinge; but cf. also skinch = to stint.]

1. Extremely close-fisted and covetous ;

meanly avaricious, niggardly, miserly.
" No little art is made use of to persuade them (my

servants) that I am stingy, ami that my place is the
wcir.it iu the town." Knox: Essay 166.

*
2. Sc.mty; not full or abundant: as, a

stingy harvest.

Stink,
* stmck, * stinke (pa. t stank,* stonk,

stunk, pa. par.* stonken, stunk), v.i. & t. [A.S.
stincan (pa. t. stone, stone, pa. par. stuncen) ;

cogn. with Dut. stinken; Icel. stoklcva; Dan.
stinke; Sw. stinka; Goth, stiggkwan; Ger.

stinken.]

A. Intransitive :

1. Lit. : To emit an offensive or noisome
smell ; to send out a disgusting odour.

" Exhale out filthy smoak and ttinHnt steams."
/lishop Hall : Satires, i. 3.

2. Fig. : To be offensive; to be in bad
odour or reputation.

" Ful Both it is that swiche profered service
Stinketh." Chaucer: C. T., 16,464,

B. Trans. ; To annoy with an offensive
smell.

Stink,
* stinke,

*
stynke, s. [STINK, v.]

1. A strong, offensive smell ; a disgusting
odour ; a stench.

"They are the most contemptible people, and have
kind of fulsom scent, no better tlmn a stink, that

distinguisheth them from others." Uowell: Letters,
bk. i., let. 14.

2. A disagreeable exposure. (Slang.)

Stink-ball, s. A combustible prepara-
tion, composed of pitch, rosin, nitre, gun-
powder, colophony, assafnetida, sulphur, &c.
It emits a suffocating smoke and smell, and is

thrown among working parties, or on an
enemy's deck at close quarters. Still used by
the Chinese and Malay pirates.

stink-stone, s.

Min. : A bituminous limestone which gives
off a fetid odour when struck.

stink-tree, s.

Bot. : Viburnum Opulus. So called because
the wood, when green, and the fruit, when
kept too long, emit an unpleasant odour.

stink-wood, s.

Bot. : The genus Oreodaphne, and spec. (1)
Oreodaphne bullata ; (2) Fcetidia mauritiana;
(3) Zieria macrophylla.

Stink -ard, s. [Eng. stink; -ard.]
*

1. Ord. Lang. : A mean, paltry fellow.
" No matter, stinkards, row." Ben Jonson : Voyage,

2. Zool. : [MYDAUS, TELEDU],

Stink'-er, s. [Eng. stink; -er.] One who or
that which stinks ; something intended to
offend by the foul smell ; a stinkpot.

"The nlr may be purified by burning of stinkpot* or
stinkers in contagious laues." Haney.

Stink'-horn, s. ["Eng. stink, and horn. Named
from its shape and from its offensive odour.

(Prim:)]
Bot. : Phallus impu'licus.

Stink-ing, pr. par. or a. [STINK, v.]

Stinking-badger, s. [MYDAUS.]

stinking-cedar, s.

Bot. : Torreya taxifolia, a tree from Florida.
So called because it lias a strong and peculiar
odour when burnt or bruised. The wood is

not attacked by insects.

stinking-gladden, stinking-glad-
wyn, s.

Bot. : Iris fcetidissima.

stinking- horchound, s.

Bot. : The genus Ballota, and spec. Ballota

nigra.

stinking-mayweed, s.

Bot. : Anthemis Cotula, a corymbosely
branched composite plant, with glandular-
dotted leaves ; occurring in cultivated fields
in Britain, where it is a troublesome weed.
Watson considers it a colonist. It is acrid
and emetic, and the leaves blister the hand.

stinking-polecat, s.

Bot. : Phallus impitdicus. (Treas. of Bot)

stinking-vervain, s

Bot. : Petiveria, alliacea.

Stinking-weed, s.

Bot. : Cassia occidentalis.

Stinking-wood, s.

Bot. : (I) Anagyris fcetida ; (2) Cassia ocej-

dentali-s.

stinking-yew, s.

Bot. : The genus Torreya. [STINKING-CEDAR.]

Stink'-ing-ly,,
adv. [Eng. stinking ; -ly.] In

a stinking or disgusting manner; disgustingly,
"Canst thou believe thy living is a life,

So slinking!.!/ depending?"
Sliakesp. : Measure/or Measure, iii. 2,

Stink'-pot, s. [Eng. stink, and pot.]

1. A vessel used by the Chinese and Malay
pirates to throw on board a ship to suffocate

the crew.
*

2. A vessel, pot, or jar full of stinking
materials.

*
3. A disinfectant.

"The *ir may be purified by fires of pitch barrel*
(specially in close places, by burning of stinkpots."
JJarcey.

Stink trap, s. [Eng. stink, and trap.] A
contrivance to prevent the escape of effluvia

from the openings of drains ; a stench-trap.

Stint, (1)
"

stinte, *stynt, v.t. & i. [A.S.

styntan = lit., to make dull, hence to stop,
from stunt = dull, obtuse ; Icel. stytta = to

shorten, from stvttr short, stunted ; Sw.
dial. stynta = to shorten, from stunt = small,
short ; Norw. stytta, stutta = to shorten, from
stutt = short.]

A. Transitive:
*

1. To stop ; to cause to stop ; to put an
end to.
" The Reve answered and saide. Stint thy clappe."

Chaucer: C. T., 8,144,
*

2. To spare, to omit.
" Mount thee on the wightest steed ;

Spare not to spur, nor stint to ride."
Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, L U

4Ste. fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wist, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,,
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3. To restrain within certain limits ; to

bound, to confine, to limit; to restrict to a

canty allowance.

"The river, stinted in its supplies, ran at a very low
level." Chambers' Journal, July, 1879, p. B66.

4. To serve. (Said of mares.)
"The mares would have foaled and been stinted

gain." Field, March 13, 1886.

* B. Intrans. : To stop, to cease, to leave
off.

"But I will never stint, nor rest, until I have got
the ful and exact knowledge hereof."-Sir T. More:
Utopia; Giles to Buslide.

tint (2), v.t. [STENT(2)F s.] To assign a cer-

tain task or labour to, on the completion of
which the person employed is excused for the

day or for a certain time.

tint (1),
*
stynt, s. [STINT (1), .]

1. Ord. Lang. : Limit, bound, restriction.

2. Ornith. : A popular name for several

species of the genus Tringa (q.v.). The Stint,
or Common Stint (T. alpina), is known also

as the Dunlin (q.v.), Purre, Churr, Ox-bird,
and Sea-snipe. Many species are known aa

Sandpipers. Of United States species may be
named the American Stint (T. miuutilla), and
the Solitary Sandpiper (T. solitarius).

" In the Household Books of the L'Estrange family,
and of the Duke of Northumberland, Styntrs seem to
have varied frum a dozen t* six for a penny, but
several of the smaller species were comprised under
Uiis name." rurrt-K. z,-it. ISirds (ed. 4th), ill. 378.

If Common without stint :

Law: An unmeasured right of common
lasting all the year, and permitting a com-
moner to put an unlimited number of cattle

upon the common. It is possible in law, but

irery rarely exists, being ultimately cut short

by admeasurement (q.v.).

tint (2), s. [STINT (2), v.] A quantity as-

signed ; proportion ; allotted task or perform-
ance.

"Whilst in Birmingham and other workhouses
able-bodied men were required to pick Bib. of beaten
or 4lb. of unbeaten oakum, the Mint in the Wallsal
workhouse was ouly 41b. of beaten." Echo, Jan. 27,
18SS.

8tint'-an9e, . [Eng. stint; -ance.] Re-

straint, stoppage, stint.
"

I shall weep without any itintance." London
Prodiyal, i. 1. (1605.)

Stint -cd, pa. par. or o. [STINT (1), v.]

Stint -ed-ness, s. [Eng. stinted; -ness.] The
quality or state of being stinted.

* Stmt'-er, s. [Eng. stint (1), v. ; -er.] One
who or that which stints.

"The great hinderer and stinter of it." South:
Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 3.

Stint' ing, s. [Eng. stint (1), s. ; -ing.] Stint,
restriction.

Stmt'-less, a. [Eng. stint (1), s. ; -kss. ] With-
out stint; unstinted.

" The stintless tears of old Heraclitus."
Uarston. (Webster.)

8tl -pa, s. [Gr. o-TVTnj (stupe)= tow.]

Bot. : Feather-grass ; the typical genus of

Stipeae (q.v.). Inflorescence an erect, some-
what contracted panicle ; spikelets one-
flowered ; glumes two, membranaceous, larger
than the floret, outer one involute, with a very
long, twisted awn, which finally separates at
a joint near its base. Steudel describes 104

species. They are widely distributed, but are
most abundant in warm countries. Stipa
pennata is the Common Feather-grass. It has

rigid, setaceous, grooved leaves, and exceed-

ingly long awns, feathery at the point It is

very ornamental in gardens in summer, and
if gathered before the seeds are ripe it retains
its long feathery awns, and is sometimes dyed
of various colours and used for decorative

purposes.

stipe, sti-pes, s. [Lat. stipes = a log, a

stock, the trunk of a tree.]

Botany:
1. The petiole of a fern.

2. The stalk supporting the pileus of a
fungal.

3. The caudex of An endogcn, especially of
a palm.

Sti'-pe 89, s. pi. [Mod. Lat stip(a) ; Lat. fern,

fem. pi. adj. suft'. -en:)

Bot. : A tribe of Grasses.

sti pel, s. [STIPULE.]
Bot. (PI.): Stipules at the base of each

leaflet of a pinnated leaf in addition to the
two at the base of the common petiole.

Sti'-pend, s. [Lat. stipentlium (for stippen-
dium or stipipendium, from stips, genit.
stipis = small coin, and pendo = to weigh out) ;

8p. & Port, estipendio; Ital. stipendio.] A
periodical payment for services rendered; an
annual salary or allowance, especially the
income of an ecclesiastical benefice, and in the
Roman Church the sum which a priest may
demand for saying mass for a special intention.
In Scotland, a term applied specilically to the
provision made for the support of the parochial
minister of the Established Church. It con-
sists of payments made in money or grain, or

both, varying in amount according to the
extent of the parish, and the state of the free

teinds, or of any other fund specially set apart
for the purpose.

"
It is evident, therefore, that an official man would

have been well paid if he had received a fourth or fifth
part of what would now be an adequate stipend."
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

*
sti'-pend, v.t. [STIPEND, s.] To pay by a
settled stipend, salary, or allowance.

"
I. sir, am a physician ; and am ttipended in this

island to be so to the goveruours of it." Shelton :

Don Quixote, ch. xl vii.

"Sti-pen-dar'-I-an, a. [Eng. stipend;
-arian.] Mercenary, hired ; acting from
mercenary motives ; stipendiary.

*sti-pen-di-ar
/

-I-an, a. [Eng. stipendiary ;

-an.] Acting from mercenary motives ; hired

stipendiary.

Sti-pen'-di-a-ry, a. & s. [Lat. stipendiaries,
from stipendium = a stipend (q.v.); Fr.

stipendiaire.]

A. As adj. : Receiving pay, wages, or salary ;

performing services for a fixed stipend or

salary.
"Toe usual pay of a curate or of a stipendiary

parish priest." Smitn : Wealth o/A'aUo>u, bk. i.. ch. x.

B. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. One who performs services for a settled

stipend, payment, or allowance.
"

If thou art become
A tyrant's vile stipendiary."

Glover : Leonidat, vlii.

2. A stipendiary magistrate (q.v.).
*

II. Law : A feudatory who owed service
to his lord.

stipendiary-estate, s.

Law : A feud or estate granted In return for

services, generally of a military kind.

stipendiary-magistrate, s. A paid
magistrate acting in large towns, and ap-
pointed by the Home Secretary on behalf of
the Crown. (English.)

*
sti-pen'-dl-ate, v.t. [STIPEND.] To endow
with a stipend or salary.

"Professors stipendinted by the great cardinal.
"

Evelyn : Diary, Sept 14, 1664.

* sti'-pcnd-lcss, a. [Eng. stipend ; -less.]

Having no stipend, allowance, or compensa-
tion.

Stl'-per-stone, s. [A.S. stipere = a pillar (?),

and Eng. stoiie.]

Geog. (PL): The local name of natural

quartzose eminences forming the summits
of the hills flanking the mining district of

Shelve, at heights varying from 1,600 to 1,600
feet. (Murchison.)

stiperstone group, s.

Geol. : The lowest beds of the Lower Silu-

rian. Called also the Arenig group.

sti'-pef, s. [STIPE.]

Btip'-I-form, o. [Lat. stipes, genit sttpitis= a
trunk, and/orma= form.]

Rot. : Having an unbranehed trunk like

that of an endogenous tree, as the Papaw.

Stlp'-I-tate, a. [Lat. stipes, genit stipitis= the trunk of a tree.]

Bot. : Elevated on a stalk which is neither a

petiole nor a peduncle ; furnished with a stipe.

stip ite, s. [Lat. stip(es) = a trunk ; suff.

-ite (Min.).']

Min.: A variety of lignite named from
the feet that the woody texture of trunks of

trees is apparent.

Sti-pIt'-I-form, a. [STIPIFORH.]
Bot. : Resembling a stalk or stem.

stip'-ple, v.t. [Utit. stippelen = to speckle, to
cover with dots, from stippel=& speckle,
dimin. from slip =. a point; Dut. & Ger. stip-
pen = to make dots or points ; Dut. stip; LOST
Ger. slippe= a dot, a point]

1. Engrav. : To engrave by means of dots,
as distinguished from engraving in lines.

2. Paint. : To paint by means of small
touches rather than by broad touches or
washes.

" Those who colour and Mpple their pictures to th
semblance of highly-finished miniatures." Dailw
Telegraph, March 26, 186S.

Stip'-ple, stip -pling, s. [STIPPLE, .] A
mode of engraving in imitation of chalk draw-
ings, in which the effect is produced by dots
instead of lines. Each dot, when magnified,
is, however, a group of smaller ones. Used
also of painting [STIPPLE, v. 2.J.

Stip -pier, s. [STIPPLE, v.] An artisfs brush,
used for stippling. [STIPPLE, v. 2.]

" A stipiiler made of hog's hair.
1 '

CasselCs Technical
Educator, pt. xi., p. 304.

Stip'-plihg, pr. par. or a. [STIPPLE, *.J

stippling machine, s.

Metal-work. : A machine or tool for giving a
roughened, or, as it is termed, matted surfaea
to metal in order that the dead portions may
form a foil to the more lustrous ones.

*
Stip'-tic, a. & s. [STYPTIC.]

stip -u-la (pi. stip'-n-lae), s. [STIPULE.]

Stip-u-la-ceous (oe as sh), a. [Eng.
stipul(e); -aceous.]

Bot. : Occupying the place of stipules, as
the prickles at the base of the petiole in
Paliurus australis.

Stip'-U-lar, a. [Eng. stipule); -or.]

Bot. : Of, belonging to, or standing in the
place of stipules.

stipular buds, s. pi.

Bot. : A bud enveloped by the stipules, aa
are those of the Tulip-tree.

Stip'-u-lar-y, a. [Eng. stipul(e); -ary.]

Bot. : Relating to stipules; stipular.

stip'-u-late, v.i. & t. [Lat stipulatus, pa.
par. of stlpulor to settle an agreement, to

bargain ; lit. = to make fast, from O. Lat
stipulus fast, firm ; allied to stipes = a post ;

Fr. stipuler; Sp. & Port, estipular; ItaL

stipulare.]

A. Intrans. : To make a bargain, agreement,
or covenant with any person or persons to do
or to forbear to do any thing ; to bargain, to

contract, to make terms. (Often followed

by for : as, To stipulate for a longer time.)
"The parties stipulating must both possess th

liberty of assent and refusal." Pa,ley : Moral Philo-

sophy, bk. iv., ch. iii.

B. Trans. : To settle by agreement or
covenant: to arrange."

"Those articles which were stipulated in thai*
favour."-.ffue .' Letters, bk. i., let. 20.

Stip'-U-late, a. [Eng. stipule) ; -ate.]

Bot. : Having stipules on it.

Stip'-u-lat-ed, a. [STIPULATE, .] Agreed
on, contracted, covenanted, bargained ; deter-

mined by stipulation : as, He finished the
work in the stipulated time.

stipulated damage, s.

Law : Liquidated damage (q.v.).

stYp-u-la'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat sfiputo-

tiune'm, accus. of stipidatw, from stipnlatu*,

pa. par. of stipulor = to stipulate (q.v.) ; Sp.
estipulcmon ; Ital. stipulazione.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of stipulating, bargaining, agree-

ing, or covenanting ; a bargaining, contract-

ing, or agreeing.
" Without the express stipulation of any other con.

dition.'Wfp. llvritey: .Sermon., vol. ill., ser. 41

2. That which is stipulated or agreed on ; a
contract or bargain ; a particular article,

item, or condition in a contract or covenant
"
Being obliged under the same laws and stipula-

tions." Scott : Christian L(fe, pt. ii., ch. viii.

IL Technically:

1. Bot. : The situation and structure of the

stipules.
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2. Law: An undertaking, in the nature of

bail, taken in the Admiralty Courts.

atlp 11 la tor, 5. [Lat.] One who stipulates,

contracts, bargains, or covenants

stip-ule, stlp-u-la (pi. stip-u-loa), s.

[Ijnt.'stipultt a stalk, stem, or blade of corn,
dimin. from stipes (q.v.).]

Botany (PL):
1. Two small appendages, generally taper-

ing at the end, situated at the base of a

petiole on euch side, and generally of a less

firm texture than the petiole itself. They
eit'ier adhere to the base of the {>etiole or are

separate ; they may last as long as the leaf,

or fall off before it. In texture they may be
membranous, leathery, or spiny ; in margin
entire or laciniated. Stipules are absent in

exogens with opposite leaves, in some with
alternate leaves, and in the great majority of

endngens. They are probably transformed,

leaves. [OCHREA, RETICULUM.]

t 2. Appendages at the base of the leaves

in Jungermauniaceae and Hepaticae.

Stlp'-Uled, a. '[Eng. stipul(e) ; -ed,}

Bot. : Furnished with stipules, or leafy ap-
pendages.

Stir, v.t. & i. [A.S. styrian = to stir, to move ;

allied to I eel. styrr= stir, disturbance; Dut.
ttoren = to disturb, to interrupt; Sw. stora;
Ger. ttoren=-to disturb; O. H. Ger. stoeren,
ltdren to scatter, to destroy, to disturb.]

A. Transitive:

L To move ; to cause to move ; to cause to

change place in any way.
"He could not stir his pettitoes."

Shakesp. : Winter t Tale, iv. 4.

2. To agitate ; to cause the particles of, as

of a liquid, to change places, by passing some-

thing through it ; to disturb.

"My mind is troubled, like a fountain stirred."

Shakesp. : Troilat i Crettida, iii. 8.

3. To agitate ; to bring into debate ; to

bring forward, to moot, to start.

"Preserve the right of thy place, but stir not ques-
tions of Jurisdiction." Bacon.

4. To agitate, to disturb.

"I will ttir him strongly."
Shakesp. : Henry nil., lit J.

*
5. To incite to action ; to instigate, to

prompt, to stimulate.
" Stirred by a painted beauty to his verse."

Shaketp. : Sonnet 21.

6. To excite, to raise ; to put in motion.
" To ttir a mutiny in the mildest thoughts."

Shaketp. : Titus Andronictu, iv. 1.

7. To arouse, to awaken.
"Tis time to stir him from his trance."

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew, i. L
B. Intransitive :

1. To move one's self; to change posture,

position, or place ; to go or pass from one

place to another in any way.
" He listened to the song.
And hardly breathed or stirred,"

Longfellow : Golden Legend, ii.

2. To make a disturbing or agitating mo-
tion, as in liquid, by passing something
through it.

3. To be in motion ; not to be still ; to
Iwstle about (Shakesp. : Romeo <t Jul., iii. 1.)

*
4. To be roused ; to be agitated.

" That . . . for which the people stir."

Shaketp. : Coriolamu, lit 1.

5. To be on foot; to exist, to occur, to

happen.
"Nollllnckrtirrin^

But what lights on my shoulders."

Xhakesp. : Merchant of \'en1ce, Hi. 1.

6. To become the object of notice or con-
versation ; to be on foot.

7. To be already out of bed in the morning.
" Yon are early stirring."

Shakesp. : Kichard III., iii. 8.

t To stir tip :

1. To excite ; to put or bring into action ;

to start.
"
I will stir up in England some black storm."

Shakesp.: 2 Henry VI., iii. 1.

2. To incite, to animate ; to instigate by in-

flaming passions.
"The words of Judas were very good, and able to

Mr them up to valour." 2 Maccabees xiv. 17.

3. To quicken, to enliven ; to make more
lively or vigorous.

" The use of the passions is to stir up the mind and
pnt it upon action." Ad titan.

4. To disturb : as, To stir up the sediments
of a liquid.

stir, s. [IccL rfi/rr = a disturbance, a stir.]

[STIR, V.]

1. The state of being in motion or inaction ;

agitation, tumult, bustle, noise.

2. Public disturbance or commotion ; tumul-
tuous or seditious uproar.

".What halloiuR and what stir is this to-day T"
Hhakesp. : Tim Gentlemen, v. 4.

3. Agitation of thought ; disturbance of
mind ; excitement.

"This kind of writing makes an angry ttir In the
blood of men." Brit, Quart. Keviev, Kii. 610. (1872.)

Stir, s. [See def.] Sir. (Scotch.)
"I'm seeking for service, stir." Scott : Old Mor-

tality, ch. viii.

Stir a-bout, s. [Eng. stir, v., and about.] A
dish composed of oatmeal and water boiled to
a certain consistency, or of oatmeal and drip-

ging
mixed together and stirred about in a

yiug-pan,

* stir I-at-ed, a. [Lat. stiria, = an icicle.]

Ornamented with pendants like icicles.

*
Stlr'-I-pus,

*
stlr'-ri-ous, a. [Lat. stiria

= an icicle.] Resembling an icicle or icicles.

"The stiriout or stillicidious dependences ol ice."
Browne: Vulgar Errouri, bk. ii., ch, i.

Stirk, s. [A.S. styrc, styric, a dimin. of steor
= a steer.] [STEER (1), s.] A young steer or
heifer between one and two years old.

" To procure restitution in inti-grum of every stirtc

and stot that the chief, his forefathers and his clan
bad stolen." Scott : Wcaerley, ch. xv.

*
Stir'-less, a. [Eng. stir; -less.] Still ; with-
out motion ; motionless.

" But silence, and a tt'irlett breath
Which neither was of life nor death."

Byron : Prisoner of Chilian, fct

stir'-ling-ite, s. [After Stirling, New Jersey,
U.S.A.]
Min. : (1) The. same as RCEPPERITE (q.v.) ;

(2) the same as STERLINGITE (q.v.).

*
stirp,

*
stirpe, s. [Lat. stirps = a stock.]

Race, family, generation, stock.
" She is sprong ol noble rti'r/w and high."

Chaucer : Court of Love.

*
Stirp'-i-cul-ture, s. [Lat. stirps, genit.

stirpis a. stock, and Eng. culture.} The
breeding of special stocks or races.

Stirps, s. [Lat. = a stock.]

1. Bot. : A rare or permanent variety, as the
Red-cabbage. (Treos. of Bot.)

2. Law : The person from whom a family is

descended ; family, kindred.

*
stir'-rage (age as Ig), s. [Eng. stir ; -age.}
The act of stirring ; stir.

"Every small ttirrage waketh them." (Stranger:
On Kccles., p. 320.

stir'-rer, s. [Eng. stir, v. ; .]

1. One who stirs or is in motion.

2. One who or that which stirs or puts in
motion

; specif., an instrument to keep a solu-
tion or the like from settling, or to mix more
completely the ingredients of a mixture.

3. An exciter, inciter, or instigator.
"These uglie stirrert of rebellion." Sir J. Chekt:

Hurt of Sedition.

4. One who rises in the morning.
"An early stlrrer."Sha\esp. : 2 Henry IV., Ii. J.

Stirrer-up, s. An inciter, an instigator.
"An industrious ttirrer-upal doubts." Atterbury:

Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 8.

Stir'-ring, pr. par., a., & s. [SxiE, v.}

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Being constantly in motion ; bustling
about ; characterized by stir or bustle ; active,
energetic ; accustomed to a busy life.

2. Animating, rousing, exciting, stimulating.
" Bnt now, the stirring verse we hear,
Like tiump in dying soldier's ear !

"

Scott : Jtokeby, v. 21
C. As mMmffw :

1. The act of moving or setting in motion ;

the state of being in motion.

2. Impulse, stimulus, prompting.
"
It feels not now the stirrings ol desire."

Crabbe : Talet of the Soft, vilL

stir'-rup,
*
stir-op,

*
stlr-rop,

* stir-

rope,
*
sty-rop,

*
sty-rope, s. [For sty-

rope, from A.S. stirdp, stigrdp, from stigan=

to climb, to mount, ami r<ip=:a rope, th

original stirrup being merely a roje for mount-
ing into the saddle

; O. LHit. stegel-reep, steegh-

reep, from stijgen to mount, and reep a
rope ; Icel. stig-reip, from stiga, and reip ;
Ger. stegreif, from steigen, and ret/.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A leather strap, or similar
device, suspended from a saddle, and having
at its lower end a loop, ring, or other suitable

appliance for receiving the foot of the rider,
and used to assist him in mounting a horse, as
well as to enable him to sit steadily in the
saddle while riding, and also to relieve him by
supporting a part of the weight of the body.

"Dundee turned round, stood up in his stirru/a,
and, waving I. is hat. invited them to come on." J/oc-
uu! ,./ : Bitt. Eng., ch. xiii.

H Stirrups were not known to the ancients,
and in the second century, B.C., the highways
in and around ancient Rome were fitted with
stones to enable horsemen to mount. Sti mips
were introduced about the fifth century, but
were not general till about the twelfth.

IL Technically:

L Carpentry :

(1) A device for holding a rafter-post or
strut to a tie. In wooden construction it

consists of a wrought-iron loop, secured by a
through bolt to one piece and embracing the
foot of the other. In iron framing the surrup
is usually wrought on the tie.

(2) An iron strap to support a beam.

2. Machinery:

(1) A band or strap which is bent around
one object and is secured to another by its

tangs or branches.

(2) The iron loop or clevis by which the
mill-saw is suspended from the muley-head or
in the sash.

3. Naut. : A rope with an eye at the end
for supporting a foot-rope below its yard.

4. Shipbuild. : A plate which laps on each
side of a vessel's dead-wood at the stein or

stern, and bolts through all.

stirrup-bar, s.

Saddlery : The part of a saddle to which tha

stirrup-strap is attached.

stirrup-cup, stirrup-glass, s. A
parting glass of liquor given to a traveller
when he has mounted his horse and is about
to leave.

" Lord Marmion's bugles blew to horse:
Then cauie the ttirnt/j-cup in course."

Scott: Maniuun, L M.
stirrup-iron, s.

Saddl. : The ring suspended from a saddle,
and in which the toot is placed.

Stirrup -ladder, s. A thatcher's short
ladder which is attached to the roof by spikes.

stirrup-leather, stirrup-strap, s.

Saddl. : The strap by which the stirrup i

attached to the saddle.

* stirrup - oil, s. A sound thrashing
(orig. with a stirrup-leather).

Stirrup-piece, s. A name given to a
piece of wood or iron in framing, by which any
part is suspended ; a vertical or inclined tie.

Stirrup-strap, s. [STIRRUP-LEATHER.]

stirrup-verse, . A verse at parting.
(HalliweU.)

Stir'-rup-less, a. [Eng. stirrup ; -less.} With-
out stirrups ; not having stirrups.

" The equestrian statue of George IV. sitting stir.

rufUftt on a spiritless steed." Daily Telegraph, Aug.
25, 1883.

stitgh, v.t. & i. [STITCH, s.J

A. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language:
I. Literally:

(1) To form stitches on ; to sew in such a
manner as to show on the surface a continu-
ous line of stitches.

(2) To unite together by sewing.
" Full many a feather

With twine ol thread he ititch'd together."
King: Art of Lot*,

*
2. Fig. : To join, to unite, to repair, to-

mend.
"It is in your hand as well to stitch nphis life again,

as it was before to rent it." Sidney : Arcadia.

II. Agric. : To form into ridges.

B. Intrans. : To practise stitching or needle-

work ; to sew.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wove, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey - a; qu = kw.
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stitgh,
*
stlohe,

*
styche, s. [A.S. stice =

a uricking sensation, from stician = to prick,
to pierce, to stick (q.v.); Ger. stick a prick,
a stitch, from stechen = to prick ; sticken = to
titch ; But. stikken ; Sw. sticka.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) A sharp, spasmodic pain in the side ; a
harp local pain.
"It taketb away the ttitcht in the aide." P. Sol-

land : Pliny, Lit. xxi., cb. xix.

*
(2) A contortion or twist ot the face.

(3) A single pass of a needle in sewing.
"There are four sorts of Hitches mentioned by the
ncieuts." Wiseman : Surgery, bk. v., ch. i.

(4) A 'single turn of the wool or thread
round a needle in knitting ; a link of thread :

as, To. take up or drop a stitch.; to cat the
stitches of 8 dress, <fcc.

2. Figuratively :

(1) Used to express the smallest part of
dress or clothing, or the like. (CoJtog.)

With every >tit,h of clothing wet, and no facilities
lor drying them." Field, April 4, 1885.

*
(2) Space passed over at one time ; dis-

tance, way.
IL Agrie. : A space between two double

furrows in ploughed ground ; a furrow or

lidge.
" Many man at plow . . . drave earth here and there,
Aud turud up stitchet orderly."

Chapman : ffomer; Iliad xviii.

stitch-wheel, s. [PRICKER, s., II. 4.]

Btlt9h'-el, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A kind of

hairy wool. (Prov.)

stlt9h'-er, s. [Eng. stitch, v. ; -er.] One who
stitches.

tltch'-er-& s. [Eng. stitch ; -try.} Needle-

work, sewing. (Used contemptuously.)
" Come, lay aside your ttilchery ; play the idle house-

wife with uie this afternoon.' tiiutkesp. .' Coriolanta,
Li

stit9h -fall-en,
*
stitch-fain, a. [Eng.

stitch, and fallen.] Fallen, as a stitch in knit-

ting. (Dryden: Juvenal, x. 309.)

8tit9h ing, pr. par., a., & s. [STITCH, .]

A. & B. Aspr. par. particip. adj. : (See the
verb).

C. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language:
1. The art of sewiog or of making stitches.

2. Work done by sewing ; stitched work,

II. Technically :

1. Agric. : The formation of land into ridges
or divisions.

2. Bookbind. : Fastening the sheets of a

pamphlet or book together by threads passed
through holes simply stabbed through the

pile. A cheap substitute for sewing.

stitching-horse, s. A sewing-horse
(q.v.).

8tlt9h'-w6rt, s. [Eng. stitch, s., and wort.}

Botany :

1. The genus Stellaria, and spec. S. Holostea.
So named because used in some parts as a
remedy for stitch in the side.

2. Plantago holosteum.

stith,
*
stithe,

*
stythe, . [IceL stedhi;

8w. stad.] An anviL
" Determined to strike on the itith while the Iron

was hot." Ortene : Card o/ Fancy.

stfth, 'stithe, a. fA.S. stidh; O. Fris.

ttitk.] Strong, stiff, rigid.
"
atith and strong." Story of Genesis i Exodus, l&l.

-ir, *stith-le, *steth-y,.
1. A smith's workshop ; a forge, a smithy.

" Hy imaginations are as fonl
As Vulcan's stithy." Shokesp. : Hamlet, 111. J.

2. An anvil.

"There is of It [steelel which serveth better for
UUhie or anvill heads.* P. IlMand: Pliny, bk.
xxiv., ch. xiv.

stIth'-&
*
styth-y, v.t. [STITHY, .J To

forge, as a smith on an anviL
" The forge that sfithied Mars his helm."

Khakesp. : Troilus * Cressida. iv. 5.

Stive (1), v.t. & i. [O. Fr. estiver; Lat. stipo
to compress, to pack tight; Out. stijven;
Sw. flyfva ; Ger. steifen = to stiffen. Allied to

'!. v.).] [STIFLE, v.]

A. Transitive:
*

1. To stiffen.
" The hote sunne hade so hard the hide* itiued."

William of falerne. 8,038.

2. To stuff ; to pack close ; to cram, to
crowd ; hence, to make hot, sultry, or close ;

to render stifling.
" His chamber was commonly stiard with friends or

suitors of one kind or other." Wottou: Remains, p.

B. Intrans. : To be stifled ; to stew, as in a
close atmosphere.

* Stive (2), v.t. [A variant of stew (q.v.).] To
stew, as meat.

Stive (1), s. [Cf. Ger. stuub ; Dan. sttev =
dust, or perhaps from stive (1), v.] The float-

ing dust in flour-mills during the operation of

grinding.

Stive (2),* [STIVE (2), v.] A brothel, a stews.

stived.a. [STIVE (1), u.] Close, stuffy, stifling.
"
Mounting to the fifth storey of the rickety, sliced

building." Scribner's Magazine, Nov., 1878, p. 78.

Sti'-ver (1), s. [Out. stuiver; allied to Ger.
sliiber = a stiver.]

*
1. Lit. : An old Dutch coin and money of

account, worth about Id. sterling.
"
They will not budge under a stiver." Dampier :

Voyages, an. 169:).

2. Fig. : Anything of little or no value ; a
straw, a fig.

* Sti'-ver (2), . [Eng. stive (2), s. ; .] An
inhabitant of the stives or stews ; a harlot.

Stives, s. [STEWS.]

sti'-vjf, v.t. [Prob. connected with stive (1), v.]

Golf: To stiiny (q.v.).
"With a good put stivied his opponent." Field,

Oct. 3. 1885.

sto'-a, . [Gr. = a porch.]
Gr. Arch. : A porch, a port'eo ; specially of

the Stoa Poikile referred to in the extract
[STOIC.]

" The schools of ancient sages ; his, who bred
Great Alexander to subdue the world,
Lyceum there, and painted oa next."

Milton: P. B., IT. SSS.

stoak, v.t. [Cf. Ger. slacken = to stop.] To
stop up ; to choke. (Prov.)

Sto-as'-to-ma, s. [Gr. o-roa (stta) = a roofed

colonnade, and ard^a (stoma) = a mouth.]
Zool. : A genus of Cyclostomidae (Woodward),

of Helicinidse (Tate), with nineteen species,
from Jamaica. Shell minute, globose-conic
or depressed, spirally striated ; operculum
shelly, lamellar.

Stoat,
*
stott, s. [Mid. Eng. stot = (l)a stoat,

(2) a horse, a stallion, (;;) a bullock ; Icel. sti'Ur

= a bull ; Sw. stut ; Dan. stud; Norw. stut.]

Zool. : Mustela erminea, the Ermine (q.v.).
" Tt is exceedingly sanguinary in disposition and

agile in its movements : it feeds principally on the rat,
the water-vole, nml tlie rabbit, which it pursues with
unusual pertinacity and boldness, hence the name
st -nit, signifying bold, hy which it is commonly
known." i'/icyc. Brit. (ed. 9th), Till. 526.

sto-ble, s. [STUBBLE.]

*
stob'-wort,

*
stub'-W9rt, . [Eng. stub,

and wort.]

Bot. : Oxalis Acetosella.

* sto'-can, s. [Ir. & Gael, stooaeh= a kitchen

lounger.] An attendant, a horseboy, a hanger-
on.

" He holdeth himself a gentleman, and scorneth to
work, which be saith Is the life of a peasant ; but
thenceforth becumeth a horseboy or a stocah to some
kern." Spenser : State 'jf Ireland.

stoc-cade (1),
* stoc-ca -do,

* sto ca -

da, s. [Fr. estoccade; S^.estocada; Ital. stoc-

caia = a thrust with a weapon, from Fr. estoc ;

Sp. estoque ; Hal. stucco = a truncheon, a short

sword; Ger. stock = a stick, a staff, a slock

(q.v.).] A thrust in fencing ; a stab ; a thrust
with a rapier.

"Tut, sir; I could hare told yon more: in these
times you stand on distance ; your passes, stoccados,
and I know not what." Shakfsp : Merry Wives, ii. L

* stoc-cade' (2), s. [STOCKADE, .]

* sto o cade', v.t. [STOCKADE, v.]

*
st8~chas'-tJc, * sto-chas tick, a. [Or.

oToxaTTi/co? (s/o<;A<is<iA;os)=: conjectural, from

o-To^afo^oi (stttchJtzomai) = to aim at a mark,

to conjecture ; <rr6\Qs (stochos)= a mark.l
Conjectural ; able to conjecture."

Though he were no prophet, nor son of a tin, i .hot.
ret in that faculty whichrome, nearest lib' ex-
telleth. i.e., the aochauick, wherein he was telJom
"il^' . J

1 "" t
,
1
:

1
!
1" veuU, as well public as private."

Whttefoot : lute of Bramu.

stock (1),
*
stocke, *

stok, *
stokke, s. & a.

[A.S. stocc = a post, a trunk, from the same
root as stick, v. (q.v.) ; cogn. with Out. stok =
a stick, a handle, stocks ; O. Dut. stock ; Icel.
stokkr=a. trunk, log, stocks; Dan. s<o/,=ra
stick ; Sw. stocfc = a beam, a log ; O. H. Ger.
stoch; Ger. stoch, from gestochen, pa. par. of
stechen = to stick.]

A, As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. The stem or main body of a tree or plant :

the trunk.
"The bud of peach or roae.
Adorns, though differing In its kind.
The ftoc* whereon it grows."

Cmaper : To Ken. W. C. Pnwi*.
. 2. The stem in which a graft is inserted,
and by which it is supported ; also, the stem
or tree which furnishes slips or cuttings." The scion over-rnleth the stock quite ; and the
toct is passive only, and giveth aliment, bat no
motion to the graft "Bacon.
3. Something fixed and solid; a post, a

block, a pillar.

4. Hence, something lifeless and senseless.
"
Saying to a stock, thou art my father, and to

tone, tbou hast brought me tattli." Jeremiah ii. 27.

5. A person who is as lifeless and senseless
as a post or stock.

" While we admire
This virtue and this moral discipline,
Let's be no stoics, nor no stocks."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, L I.

6. The principal supporting or holding part
of anything ; that part in which others are

inserted, or to which they are attached for
firm support or hold ; specifically :

(1) Husbandry : The part of a plough or
other implement to which the irons, draft,
and handles are attached.

(2) That part of a firearm to which the
barrel and lock are attached.

(3) Joinery:

(a) That arm of a bevel which is applied to
the base or moulding side.

(6) The brace which holds a bit for boring,

(c) The block which holds the plane-bit.

(4) Mach. : The handle which contains the

screw-cutting die.

(5) Naut. : The cross-bar at the upper end
of the shank of an anchor, which cants the
anchor and turns a fluke down.

(6) The support or pillar of the block on
which an anvil is fitted, or of the anvil itselt

(7) The wooden frame which supports the
wheel and post of a spinning-wheel.

(8) (PI): [STOCKS, 1.].

7. The original race or line of a family ; the

progenitors of a family and their direct de-

scendants.
"
Say what stock he springs of."

Shake.-?. : Coriolanut, ii. 8.

^ Used also in an analogous sense of the
domesticated animals, &c.

" In the case of strongly-marked races of some other
domesticated species, there is presumptive or eveu
strong evidence that all are descended from a single
wild stock." ftarvin: Origin o/Hpecies (ed. 6th), p. IS.

8. The property which a merchant, a trader,

or a company has invested in any business,

including merchandise, money, and credits ;

more especially the goods kept on hand by a
commercial house for the supply of its cus-

tomers.

9. Capital invested : as

(1) A fund employed in the carrying on of
some business or enterprise, and divided into

shares held by individuals who collectively
form a corporation ; shares.

"In modern finance the term [Stock] is applied to
an imaginary sum of money, almost invariably 100,

on which interest is paid at a given rate in |>er|x tuity.

Hence, a person who buys fitock, simply buys a right
to receive the said interest: and this right he may
sell again, but the principal sum is altogether ima-

ginary, and cannot be claimed. Consols. Railway
Stock*, and Stacks in Commercial OompaulM are ex-

amples. In the first of these, any amount of ttoc*

ean he purchased and held that does not imolve
fractions of a penny. In Railway Stocks the limit

more commonly stands at one shilling or one pound.
In thlsres|>ect Sto>-k diffign from bonds, debentures,

shares, and obligations, which are invarinhly for

round sums, as 10. in, so, lino, and so on : never-

theless, the term Stocks is currently uxed in a loose

wxy to signify bonds, shares, and financial sfcnritiet

of any kind whatsoever." BUIielt : Vaunting Ujutt
Dictionary.

Doll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. -Lug.

-Clan, -tian - shan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, gion - zhun. -clous, -tlous, sious = shua. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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(?) A fund consisting of a capital debt due
by liovermiieiit to individual holders, who
receive a fixed rate of interest on their shares;

money funded in Government securities : as,
the Three per Cent Stocks.

"
It was customary when money was horruwed for

6t,tte purposes to record the transaction by means of
notches on a stick (commonly hazel), and then U> split
the stick through the uuU-hes. The lender uwk one
half as a proof of his claim against the Exchequer,
ltd it was called his ttw/t. The Exchequer kept the

other half, which was called the counterstock.

hntoudu money lent to the tJoverument. and
eventually to any puMli- body whatever, and the dif-

ferent fuml.- *ub<i-nl.ed frum time to time came to be
called The Stxkt"-ll,t>tcU : Couiiting-Bauie Diction-

tn-f.

10. A supply provided ; provision, store,
fund, accumulation.

"
Till all my !'(- of Infant sorrows spent,
I learn d at last submission to my lot"

Cotfper My Mather't rii-lnrt,

11. That portion of a pack of cards which
Is not dealt out in certain games, but is allowed
to remain on the table, and may be drawn
trun; as occasion requires.

*
12. A covering for the leg ; a stocking.
"Our knit silke UocJcei and Spanish lether shorn."

tiatcoigne : Stele (Hits, 376.

13. A kind of stiff wide band or cravat worn
romi'i the nook.

14. Bags and material for making paper.
Said also of other material used in business.

15. Liquor in which meat, bones, vegetables,
Ac., have been boiled, used aa a foundation
for soups and gravies.

16. A counterstock [9. (2)].

II. Technically:

1. Agriculture:

(1) The collective animals used or reared on
a farm ; called also Live slock.

"The facilities he has tor making ready disposal of

iuriilus ttoi-k.
"

Field, Jau. 23. 1886.

(2) The implements of husbandry and pro-
duce stored for use ; called also Dead stock.

2. Hot. & Hort.: An abbreviation of Stock

Gillyflower, Matthiula incana, extended in

hot-mic*] works to the genus Matthiola
uuder which article a number of species
re described. Various species have furnished

the garden stocks, which have run into

varieties ami sub-varieties, some of them

probably hybrids. All the garden varieties

of the Brompton or Simple-stemmed Stock
and of Queen's Stock have been derived from
M. incana; those of Ten-weeks' Stock, from
It. annua, and the Smooth-leaved annual
stocks from M. grceca. The Wallflower-

leaved Stock, M. tristis, a small plant, with
narrow hoary leaves and dingy brown flowers,

growing in the south of Europe, is the Night-
scented Stock, which is cultivated in green-
houses for its fragrance by night, as are M.
livida and If. oduratissima, &c. M. fenestra-

lis, is the Window-stock. [GILLIFLOWER,
MATTHIOLA, VIRGINIA-STOCK.]

3. Build. : Red and gray bricks used in

particoloured brickwork.

4. Fulling : The beater of a fulling-mill.

6. Shipbuild.: The frame which supports a
vessel and its cradle while building.

6. Timber : Lumber of regular market size.

[STOCK-OANO.]
B. As adj. : Kept in stock ; kept on hand

ready for service ; habitually used, standing,

pernifliient.
"
Anything was thought good enough for the staging

of a ttovk piece. "-6'tode. Jan. 6, 1886.

f (1) Stock and die : The screw-cutting die

in its holder.

(2) Stock-and-stone worship :

Camp. Relig. : A term embracing all forms
of worship offered directly or indirectly to

stocks and stones; i.e., whether they are

considered as fetishes, or as mere ideal repre-
sentatives of deities.

" The frequent ttock-and-stone warship of modern
India belongs especially to races non Hindu or part-
Hindu In race and culture. Among such may serve as

examples the bamlxjo which stand.-) for the Bodo god-
dess Maiuow. and for her receives the annual hog.
the monthly eggs o ered by the women ; the si

under the great cotton-tree of every Khond village,
hrine of Nadzu Peiitni. tie village deity," tic.-Tylor :

Prim. Cult. (ed. 1873). ii. 113.

(3) Stock in trade : The goods kept for sale

by a shopkeeper ; the tools and appliances of

a workman; hence, tig., a person's resources
or capabilities.

(4) To take stock : To make an inventory of

goods on hand ; hence, tig., to make an esti

mate, to set a value.

(5) To take stock in : To believe in, to I* in-

fluenced by; generally in the negatire. (Colloq.)

stock-account, s.

Comm. : The account in a ledger, showing
on one side the amount of the original
stock with accumulations, and on the other
the amount withdrawn.

Stock-bill, s. [A corrupt, of stork's bill.]

But. : Geranium Robertianum. (Britten &
Holland.)

*
stock-blind, a. Blind as a stock ;

stone-blind.
" True lovers are blind, itock-Mind." Wi/cherley :

Country Life, ii. 1.

stock-board, s.

1. Music : The board above the arrangement
of register slides by which is regulated the

access of air to the respective systems of

pipes or reeds which form the stops of an

organ. The stock-board is pierced with holes,
in which set the lower ends or feet of the

pipes.

2. Brick-making : The board over which the
brick-mould slips, and which forms the bottom
of the latter while the brick is moulding.

3. Comm. : A body of brokers engaged in
the purchase and sale of stocks.

stock-breeder, s. One who devotes his

attention to the breeding of live stock, or

domestic animals, as horses or cattle.

stock-broker, *. A broker who deals

in the purchase and sale of stocks as the agent
of others.

Stock-brush, . A brush for whitening
and distempering. The tufts are on each side

of a long head.

stock certificate, a.

Law it Comm. : A certificate of title to

certain stock or any part of it, with coupons
annexed, entitling their bearer to the divi-

dends on the stock.

stock-dove, .

Oruitli : Culuntba anas, an European species
more locally distributed, smaller in size, and
darker in colour than C. livia, the Wood-
pigeon (q.v.), and with no white on the neck
or wings. It is the Hohltaube or Hole-dove
of the Germans.

"
By Montagu, Bewick. Fleming, and some of the

earlier authors the stonk-dove was confounded with
the Rock-dove [C. livia]. from which, however, it is

now well known to lie perfectly distinct. Whilst this

confusion lasted, the name was supposed to be owing
to its being considered to be the origin of cui'domestic
stock ; buttheappellation is now generally attributed
to its habit of nesting in the stocks of trees, particu-
larly such as have been headed down, and have
become rugged and bushy at the top." Yartell: Brit.

Birds (ed. 4th), iii. 9.

stock-exchange, s.

1. The building, place, or mart where stocks

or shares are bought and sold.

2. An association of brokers and dealers or

jobbers in stocks, bonds, and other securities

created under state or municipal authority, or

by corporations concerned in the business

connected with the carrying on of railways,
mines, banks, manufactures, or other com-
mercial or industrial pursuits.

stock-farmer, s. A farmer who devotes
himself to the breeding and rearing of different

kinds of live stock, as horses and cattle.

* stock-father, . A progenitor.

stock-feeder, s.

1. A stock-farmer.

2. A contrivance for automatically supply-
ing feed to stock in limited quantities at cer-

tain times.

stock-fish, s. [Dut. stokvisch.] Fish, as

cod, ling, torsk, split open and dried in the
sun without salting.

Stock-fowler, s. A blunderbuss; a
short gun with a large bore.

Stock-gang, s. An arrangement of saws
in a gate, by which a log or baulk is reduced
to boards at one passage along the ways. The
stock-gang makes stock-lumber, or regular
market-lumber, as distinguished from dimen-

sion-lumber, which is sawn to a specific size.

stock gillyflower, s. [STOCK, A. II. 2.]

H Stock here means the trunk of a tree or
the woody stem of a shrub, to distinguish it

from the Clove Gillyflower. (Prior.)

*
Stock-gold, s. Gnld hoarded or accu-

mulated, so us to make a store.

stock-hole, s.

Puddling : The opening through which the
crude metal, or stock, is inserted. It is closed

by a door which is counterweighted or raised

by a lever.

stock-jobber, s. One who deals In
stocks and shares ; one who speculates in

stocks, &c., for profit.
" A succession of rumours, which sprang . . . from

the avidity of itock-jubl>ert.Macaulny: Uitt. Knff.,
I'll. XXi.

stock-jobbing,
*
stock-jobbery, .

The actor business of dealing in stocks and
shares ; the business or profession of a stock-

jobber.

Stock-list, *. A list published daily or

periodically in connection with a stock-ex-

change, enumerating the leading stocks dealt

in, the actual transactions, and the prices
current.

stock-lock, s. A lock adapted to be

placed on an outer door. It is inclosed in an
outer wooden case, and is opened and locked
from the outside by the key, and bolted only
inside.

" There are locks for several purposes ; as street-door
locks, called ttock-locks ; chamber-door locks, called

spring-locks ; and cupboard-lucks." J/ojcon : J/-
ehanical Exerciiei.

stock-man, s. One having the charge of
stock ; a herdsman. (Austr.)

stock-market, s.

1. A mart where stocks and shares are sold!
a stock-exchange.

2. A cattle-market.

stock morel, s.

But. : Helvella esculenta.

stock-nut, s.

Bot. : Corylus Avellana,

stock-pot, s.

Cook. : A pot in which stock for soups Of

gravies is boiled. [STOCK, s., A. I. 15.]

Stock-pump, s. An arrangement in

which the weight of the animals coming to
drink is made to work the pump.

*
Stock-punished, a. Punished by being

set in the stocks.
"
Whipped from tithing to tithing, and Moot-

punithed. Shakes^. : Lear, iii. 4.

stock-purse, s.

*
1. Ord. Lang. : A common purse.

2. Mil. : Savings made in the outlay of a
corps, and applied to regimental purposes.

Stock-range, s. A range or pasture for

cattle, sheep, &c.

"The hill country is all open as dock-range."
Century Magazine, Aug., 18S2, p ill.

stock-shave, s. A form of shave used

by block-makers.

stock-shears, s. pi. Shears used in

shearing cloth.

*
stock-sleeve, . A truncated or half-

sleeve.

Stock-station, s. A station or district

where stock is raised. (Austi.)

stock-still, a. Still a? e fixed post ; per-

fectly still ; motionless
"Our preachers stand stock-M'i ir. th< pulpit, and

will not so much as move t fingei to set oil the belt
sermon." Addiion.

Stock-Stone, s. A rubbing-tool usec by
curriers on the grain side of leathel to stretch
and straighten it before currying.

stock-tackle, s.

Naut. : A tackle applied to the stock of aa
anchor, wheu fished, to rouse it perpendicular.

Stock-taking, s. A periodical examina-
tion, inventory, and valuation of the stock in

a shop, warehouse, or other business pre-
mises.

stock-trail, s. A term applied to gun-
carriages which have a stock between the
cheeks supporting the gun. The trail at
the end of the stock rests upon the ground
when the gun is in position for firing. When
limbered up, a loop on the extremity of the
trail is passed over the pintle-Look of Uie
limber.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pi*,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e; ey = a; <sa = kv-
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Stock-work, 5.

Mining : A method of working ore where,
instead of lying in veins or strata, it is found
in solid masses, so that it is worked in chain-
T>ers and stories.

stock-yard, s. An inclosure for cattle
on the way to or at market.

tOCk (2X *. (STOCCADE.)

1. A throat with a rapier.
" To ae thee pass thy puncto, tliy stock, thy reverse."

Shakesp. : Merry WVHS of Windtor, U. 3.

2. A long rapier.

tOCk, V.t. & i. (STOCK (1), S.J

A. Transitive :

1. To lay up in store ; to accumulate or put
by for future use.

2. To supply, provide, or furnish with stock ;

to till, to supply.
"Did re make bad world, and <* it with bad

Inhabitants?" Oilpin: Sermints, vol. iii., *er. 13.

*
3. To put into the stocks.

" Who ttocKd my servant ?~ Skakesp. : Lear. H. 4.

4. To attach to or supply with a stock,
Jjandle, or the like : as, To stock an a.iclior.

5. To put into a pack: as, To stock cards.

6. To suffer, as cows, to retain their milk
for twenty-four hours or more previous to

being sold.

B. Intrans. : To take in, provide, or pro-
cure supplies.

"They stock heavily and expensively for the festive
easou, and the we:ith, r being close and wet, the meat
keeps badly." D-iily Telegrnph, Dec. 13. 1835.

T * To stock up : To root or dig up ;
to ex-

tirpate.
"The wild boar not only spoils her branches, but

toci< up her roots." Decuy of Piety.

etoc'c ade',
* stoc cade, s. [From Eng.

*toi-k(\), s., in imitation of stoccade (q.v.).]

I. Ord. Lang. : An inclosure or pen made
Wi'h posts and stakes.

II. Te-hnically:

1. Cii-U Engin. : A row of piles, or a series

Of rows with brushwood in the intervals,
driven into a sea or river shore, to prevent
the erosion of the banks.

2. fort. : Stout timbers planted in the

ground so as to touch each other, and loop-
Iioled for musketry. In its most effective
form it is eight or nine feet high, has a ditch
an front, and a banquette in the rear. As
Appears from the extract (and from the still

surviving customs of savage races), the driving
of timber into the ground was an early form
of fortification. The illustration shows a
oa'ive stockade at Donoobow, in Burmah,
which was stormed by the British troops in

1820. It was composed of eolid teak beams
<c), from fifteen to seventeen feet high. Be-
fciiul this wooden wall, the old brick ramparts
<A) of the place rose to a considerable height,
Connected with the front .defences by means
of cross beams (B), which afforded a firm and
elevated foo'ing to the defenders. A ditch
<D) of considerable magnitude -surrounded the
defences, the passage of which was rendered
more difficult by spikes, narls, holts, and
other contrivances. Outside the ditch were
oevcrd rows of strong railing (E), and in front
of all an al-attis (F), thirty yards broad,
reaching down to the river Irrawaddy (o).

"
Tlie earthworks and itnrfridm which were said to

have l.cen constructed by Severus." Elton : Origins of
Big ith Hiir.,-p. 325.

tdck ada', v.t. [STOCK VDE, .] To surround,
fortify, or protect with a stockade.

"Th <1aroiti are reporied to he strongly tttclcadti
at Moiithol>o."-Z>iii/y Telegraph, .Dec. 12, 1885.

stock'-cr, *. [Eng. stack, v. ; -er.]

1. One who stocks.

2. One engaged in making stock-locks.

stocker's saw, s. A small saw, specifi-

cally constructed for the use of the armourer
or gun-stocker.

stock'-hold er, s. [Eng. stock, s., and holder.}
One who is the holder or proprietor of stock
in the public funds, or in the funds of a bunk
or other public company.

StSck-i-net', s. [STOCKINO.]
Fabric : An elastic material used for dresses,

jackets, &c.
" The tall gentleman in the stockinet pantaloons."

Th. Hook : Tim Sutherland*.

Stock'-mg, . [From stock (1), s., in the sense
of stump or trunk. The clothing of the legs
and lower^>art of the body formerly consisted
of a single garment, called hose, in French
chausses. It was afterwards cut in two at the

knees, leaving two pieces of dress- -viz., knee-
breeches, or, ns they were then called, upper-
stocks, or in French haut de chausses, and the

nether-stocks, or stockings, in French bas de

chtnisses, and then simply bas. In these
terms the element stock is to be understood
in the sense of stump or trunk, the part of
the body left when the limbs are cut off.

In the same way Ger. strumpf=& stocking,
properly signifies a stump. (Wedgwood.)]

1. A close-fitting knit or woven covering
for the foot and leg. They are made of wool,
cotton, or silk.

" The first person that wore stockings in England is

said to have been Queen Elizabeth. She received them
as a present from the Spanish ambassador." Smith :

Wealth of .\ations, bk. i., ch. it

2. An elastic bandage used as a support, and
to remedy varicose veins, injuries to the ten-

dons, &c., occurring in the human leg. A
coarser and stronger kind is used in veterinary
surgery.

H 1. Tn one's stocking feet: Without shoes
on. (Colloq.)

2. To have a long stocking : To be well off;
to have saved a good amount of money.

stocking - frame, s. A machine for

weaving or knitting stockings or other hosiery
goods. It was invented by William Lee, of

Cambridge, in 1589.

Stocking-loom, s. The same as STOCK-
ING- FRAME (q.v.).

stocking-weaver, *. One engrg&d ia

weaving stockings.

Stock'-ing, v.t. [STOCKING, s.J To dress

with, or as with stockings ; to enclose in

stockings.
" The. yard dotted with shaven polls, and the foot-

ropes embellished with several varieties of ttockinycd
legs." Daily Telegraph, March 6, 1887.

Stock'-ing er, s. [Eng. stocking; -er.] One
who knits or weaves stockings ; a stocking-
weaver.

stock
~

ig less, a. [Eng. stocking; -less.]

Without stockings.
"All sllnshoed, itoclilnylest some." Kidicudion:

Clarissa, viii. 166.

stSck Ish, a. [Eng.s/ocfc(l),s.;-M.) Like
a stock or block ; stupid, blockish.
" Since nought so stockish, hard, and full of rage,
But music for the time dotli change his nature."

Hhakap. : Merchant of Venice, v. 1.

stock'-less, a. [Eng. stock (1), s. ; -less.]

Having no stock ; without a stock.
" He fired off his ifoctlesi gun and brandished his

sword dreadfully."St. Jam.es i Gaulle, Jan. 14, 188*.

stocks, s. pi. [STOCK (1), s.)

I. Ord. Lang. : An apparatus formerly used
for the punishment of petty offenders, such as

vagrants, trespassers, and the like. It con-

sisted of a frame of timber, with holes, in

which the ankles, and sometimes the ankles
and wrists, of the offenders were confined.

" Fetch forth the Uncle* :

As I have life and honour, there shall he sit till noon."
Shakesp. : Lear, ii. X

IL Technically :

1. Farrier;/, <c. : A frame in which refrac-

tory animals are held fur (hoeing or veterinary
purposes.

2. Finance: [STOCK (1), ., A. I. 9. (2)].

3. Shipwright. : A frame ofblocks and shores
on which a vessel is built. It declines down
toward the water, and is usually a timber

frame, which, as the building proceeds, as-
Rumes the form of a ciadle. The cradle rest*
on ways, on which it eventually slides when
the vessel is launched. The vessel is laterally
supported by shores; the cradle is held by
struts and chocks. In launching, the shores
are removed, so that the vessel rests altogether
in the cradle ; the ways are greased or soaped ;
the struts are knocked awi\y; the chocks
knocked out, and the ship slides down the
ways into the water, where the cradle becomes
detached and floats away.

If On (or upon) the stocks: In preparation;
in course of preparation or manufacture.

" Mr. Dryden has something of this natore upon,
the stocks." T. Browne: Work*, iv. .

Stock -y, o. [Eng. stock (1), s. ; -.]
1. Stout of person ; rather thick than ta'.l or

corpulent.

2. Thick, stout, stumpy.
" The canes are very i/odc.u and ttronf." {fe^neTS

Maij.^tue, M.ur.i, 18SU, p. 7'i.'.

3. Headstrong, (Prov.)

8tC8-cM-8r-6-,"3r, s. [Sroicmior.ooT.]

Sto9-chi-6-met-rI-CP.l, a. [STOICHIOIIEB
BICAL.]

Stce-chl-om'-e-try, s. [STOICHIOMETRY.]

Sto'-lC, "Sto'-Jc't, s. & a. [Lat. Stolons, from.
Gr. STW'IKOS (Stoikos) = (1) belonging to a colon-

nade, (2) stoic, because Zeno taught under &
colonnade at Athens, named the Ktoa PoikiU;
OTQO. (stoa) = a colonnade, a portico.] [SIOA..I

A. As substantive :

1. Lit. & Philos. (PI.): The adherents of a
system of philosophy derived from that of
the Cynics by Zeno(boin at Citinm in Cyprus
about the middle of the fourth century B.C.X
Zeno was the son of a merchant, and being
reduced to poverty by the loss of a cargo
of Phoenician purple wliich he was faking
to Athens, he embraced the doctrine of
the Cynics, and became for a ivhiie the
disciple of Crates. But he disliked the gross
manner of the Cynics, r.ud chose Stilpo of
Mega fa [MKOARIC] fur his next instructor;
then, still unsatisfied, he turned his attention
to the Platonic philosophy. After twenty
years of laborious study he became a teacher
himself, and opened his school in the Stoa at

Athens, whence his followers derived their
name. Though it had its origin in Greece,
the Stoical philosophy was Roman in spirit;
and, after giving way to other systems in its

native land, it exercised great influence in

Italy, and among the Roman Stoics tire to be
mentioned Cato the Younger (f 46 A.D. ; ct
Lucan: Phar., ii. 380-91), Seneca (B.O. ft-

65 A.D.), Epictetus (60-140 A.D.), and the
Emperor Marcus Aurelius (120-180). Stoical

philosophy recognised one Supreme Moral
Governor of the Universe (who, according to

Epictetus, is the Father of all men), and a
number of inferior deities. They taught that
man alone had a rational soul, and that

though he has a body like the lower animals,
he has reason and intelligence like the gods,
and that all his other faculties should be
brought into subjection to re;ison. Hence,
all that interfered with a purely intellectual

existence was to be eliminated as dangerous.
The pleasures and pains of the body were to
be despised, for the pleasures and pains of the
intellect were alone worthy to occupy man,
allied to the gods by the possession of reason.
It therefore became the duty of man to sub-
due his passions and senses, so that he mighfc
be free and virtuous.

" The Stoics, in their dread of becoming effeminate
became marble. They despi-ed pain ; they ile-pised
death. To be above iiii was thought manly. They
did nut see that in this respect, instead of heing above
Immunity, they sank below it. . . You receive
blow, and you do not wince? Ho much of heruism is

displayed by a stone. Yuu are face to face with Death,
nnd you have no regrets Then you are unworthy of
life. Real heroism feels the pain It conquers, anil

loves the life it surrenders in a noble cause." O. if.

Lewes : Hist. Philos. (ed. 1880). i. 884.

2. Fig. : A person not easily excited, moved,
or disturbed ; one who is, or pretends to be,
indifferent to pleasure or pain.

B. As adjective:

1. Of or pertaining to the Stoics or thei

teaching.
"The Stoic sect was founded by Zeno." Carter I

Xpicte/us. (Intnid.)

2. Apathetic, stoical.

Full many a ittir eye and aspect stern
Mask hearts where grief ba'h little left to learn."

Uyi-on : Corsair, iii. .

l5il. bojf; pout, Jovkrl; cat, jell, chorus, cHin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; Sin, as; expect, Xenophon, c^ist. ph = &
-cian, -tian = slian. -tioa, -sion = sliun ; -{ion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious^ sbus. -tole, -die, AC. = bel, del.
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to ic aL a. [Eng. stoic; -al]

1. Lit. : Of or pertaining to the Stoics or

their teaching.

2. Fig. : Not affected by passion ; able com-

pletely to repress feeling ; manifesting or

characterized by real or pretended iiiditierence

to pain or pleasure.
"The condemned men faced death with ttofcol

courage." Time*. Weekly tuition, March 11. 1887, p. 7.

to Ic~al-ly, adv. [Eng. stoical ; -ly.] In a
stoical manner ; like a stoic ; with real or

assumed indifference to pleasure or pain.

"B iiatttoiailly mistaken In the quality of sins."

Brottitt: Christian Morals, bk. iii., ch. xii.

to ic al ness, x. [Eng. stoical; -ness.] The
quality'or state of being stoical ; stoicism.

tol-chI-dl-6-gy, s. [Or. orolxot (stoichos)
= a row ; sulf. -ology.]

Science : The doctrine of elements, whether
material or mental.

" Such also was the ttnichlology connected with
this reduction |of the ideas to numbers), or the doc-
rine of the singular or limiting element, of the un-
determined element determinable by the former, and
of the third element resulting from the mixture of

the first two-the three constituting the elements of

all that exists." Uebertaeg : Bat. PhUot. lug. ed.),

i. 117.

toi chl-i-metf-rlc-al, a. [Eng. stoichio-

jnetr(y); -teal.] Of or pertaining to stoichio-

metry.

t61~chi-om'-e-try, . [Gr. o-rorxo? (stoichos)^ a row, ami ^irpov (metron) = a measure.]

Chem. : The law of chemical combination in

definite proportions, anil its application to
chemical calculations. (Watts.)

to I- 9ism, s. [Eng. stoic ; -ism.]

1. Tiie opinions, teachings, or maxims of
the Stoics-

" As a reaction against effeminacy, stnlciim may be
applauded ; as a doctrine, it is one sided. It ends In

apatliy and egotism." Q. B. Lewes : lint. Philot, (ed.

1880). 1. 361.

2. The quality or state of being stoical;
real or assumed indifference to pleasure or

pain.
"William so far forgot his wonted stoicism as to

utter a passionate exclamation at the way in which
the Knglish regiments had been sacrificed." Mac-
aulny: Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

to-ic'-I-ty, s. [Eng. stoic; -ity.] Stoical-

iiL-ss, stoicism.
" Leave this t/oici'y alone, till thou makest Ber-

n\ou*."BenJoruon: Silent Woman, i. 1.

Stoit, stolt'-er, v.i. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. Sw.
stoeta = to Jash one thing against another.]
To wilk in a staggering manner; to totter;
to stumble on an object. (Scotch.)

"
I wish ye had seen him slatting about, offae leg on

to the otUer."-icotr . Heart of Midlothian, eh. xifx.

Stoics, stock, pref. siiff. [See def.] Used
in place-names as a prefix and suffix, with the

meanings of (1) place, from A.S. stoc = a
place: as, Woodsfa>cfc; A.S. wuile stoc = a
woody place : Bishopstofce = the bishop's
place or seat ; (2) a stock, a stick, a trunk,
from A.S. stoc, stocce = a stock (q.v.), as in

Stoctwood, Stockton, &c., being thus equiva-
lent to a place stockaded.

stolie (1),
*
stokke, v.t. [O. Fr. estoq-uer.]

To stab.
" What for ire 4 tene. and alle in enelle wtlle,
Scho stokked kyng Steueu, & ther did scho ille."

Robert de Brunne, p. 121,

Btoke (2), v.t. & i. [Formed from stoker (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To poke, stir up, supply a fire

witli fuel, and attend to it generally. (Spoken
generally of large furnaces, steam-engines, or
the like.)

B. Intrans. : To act as a stoker

stoke-hole, s.

1. Furnace :

(1) The place beneath the level of a boiler
or oven where the furnace fire is fed or tended.

(2) The hole in a furnace at which the poker,
Btiner, rabble, paddle, or other tool is intro-
duced to stir the charge, as in puddling, cal-

cining, or refining.

2. Naut. : A scuttle in a steamer's deck for
the admission of fuel.

tok'-er,
*
stoak'-er, s. [Dut. stoker = a,

kindler or setter on fire, from striken = to
m.-ike or kindle a fire ; stock = a stirk, a stock

(q.v.).]

L One who feeds and attends to a furnace

kin

or large fire, especially one employed to feed
and tend the furnace of a locomotive or marine

engine.
*
2. A poker.

stok in, stok en, *. [Etym. doubtful;
rhaps from Stoke, in Herefordshire.] A

:ind of apple.

Sto la. s. [Lat., from Gr.

<TToA>) (stole) = equipment, a

robe, a stole ; orcAAw (stelLo)= to equip.]
Roman Antiq. : A loose gar-

ment worn by Roman matrons
over the tunic. To the bottom
of it a border or flounce was
sewed, the whole reaching
down so low as to conceal the
ankles and part of the fee.t. It

was the characteristic dress of
the Roman matron, as the toga
was of the men; divorced
women or courtesans were not
allowed to wear it. It was usu
ally gathered and confined
at the waist by a girdle,
and frequently ornamented
at the throat by a co-

loured border. It had
either short or long sleeves, and was fastened
over the shoulder by a tibula.

Stole, pret. of v. [STEAL.]

Stole (1), *. [A.S., from Lat. stola = a. stola

(q.v.).]
*

1. A garment resembling the Roman stola ;

a loose robe or garment worn by ladies, and

reaching to the ankles or heels.
" The solemn feast of Ceres now was near,
When long white linen stoles the matron* wear."

Dryden : Cinyras * Myrrha, 239.

*
2. A dress or robe worn by men.
"And the fadir seide to his seruauntin, switb*

brynge ye forth the first stole ; and clothe ye hym."
Wycliffe : Luke xv.

3. A narrow band of
silk or stuff, some-
times enriched with

embroidery and
jewels, worn on the
left shoulder of dea-

cons, and across both
shoulders of bishops
and priests, pendant
on each side nearly to
the ground. It was
used in the adminis-
tration of the sacra-

ments and all other STOLE.
sacred functions. In

. England, since the fourteenth century to the

Reformation, it was worn crossed on the
breast by the priest at the altar, as it still is

by Roman priests when saying Mass.

t 4. A surplice, a cotta.
" Six little singlng.hovs dear little souls I

In nice clean face's, and nice white stnlet."

llarham : Ing. Leg. ; Jackdaw of Rheimt.

5. A band of trimming for ladies' dresses
and mantles.

" Between the lines of passementerie in front is a
wide stole of blue fox, grebe, or chinchilla." Daily
Jiews, Dec. 17, 1886.

*
6. A dress, a covering.

" When mil.) mom in saffron stole
First issues from her extern goal."

Wart-tn : Ode on A ppronvh of Summer.

Tf G^onm, of the Stole : The first lord of the
bed-chamber in the household of English
sovereigns. His title is derived from the long
robe (sMa) worn liy the sovereign on state
occasions, (vrande.)

"ffrnom of the stole ... is a great officer o* the
king's household, whose precinct is properly the king's
bedchHiuiwr. where the lord chain berlain hath nothing
to do." Jacob: Law Diet.

stole-fees, s. pi. [SURPLICE-FEES.]

Stole (2), s. [STOLON.]

* Stole (3), s. [STOOL.]

stoled, a. [Eng. stol(e). s.
; -ed.] Wearing a

stole or long robe ; robed.
"
Prophets brightly Holrd

In shining lawn." O. Fletcher : Christ't I'ictory.

Stol'-en, pa. par. or a. [STEAL.]

stolcn-goods, a. pi.

Isite : Goods or any kinds of property
which have been stolen. The civil law requires
that any one who has purchased such goods,
unless in open market, such as a shop or store,

is bound to restore them to the true owner.
This law does not apply to valuable se, urines,
which have beeu purchased boua ful?. if the
securities are negotiable Instruments. It is a
puiiifihablo offence to offer or accept reward*
for the recovery of stolen property.

Btol id, a, [Lat. stolidus = firm, stock-like;
from same root as stand.] Dull, foolish,
stupid, impassive.

Sto-lid'-i-ty, s. [Fr. stolidite, from Latu

stoliditatem, accus. of stoliditas, from stolidut
= stolid (q.v.).] The quality or state of being
stolid; dulness of intellect; stupidity, im-
passiveness.

These are the fools In the text, indocile antracUbl*
fools, whose itnlidity can baffle all arguments."
Bentley : Sermons, ser. i.

Stol id-ly, adv. [Eng. ttolid; -ly.] In a stolid
manner.

Stol Id ness, s. [Eng. stolid; -ness.] Stolid-

ity.

Sto Ion, stole (2), *. [Lat. stolo, genit.
stolonis = a branch.]

1. Bot. : A shoot which proceeds from a
sten above the ground, and then descends
into it and takes root, as in Aster junceus. It
is akin to a sucker, which, however, leave*
the stem beneath and not above the ground.

2. Zool. : The name given to (1) any con-

necting process of protoplasm in the multi-
locular Foraminifera ; (2) to the prolongation
of the common tunic, forming a vascular

canal, in the Social Ascidians ; and (3) to any
of the processes sent out by the coenosarc in
some of the Actinozoa.

to-lon-If'-er-ous, a. [Lat. stolo, genlt.
stolonis a branch, and/ero =to bear.]

Bot. : Producing or putting forth stnlonju
Sometimes used more loosely for producing or
putting forth suckers. [STOLON.]

Stol pen ite, *. [After Stolpen, Saxony,
where it occurs ; sun. -ite (A/in.).]

Min. : A clay found in the basalt of Slolpen.

Stolz ite (z as tz), s. [After Dr. Stolz, of
Teplitz ; suft'. -ite (Min.); Ger. scheelbleispathf
scheelbleierz, wulframbleierz, stolzit.]

Min. : A tetragonal mineral occurring mostly
np.tfl.hp.fi ml forms. HnrHnpss. 9-7 t.n S an.

.sto ma (pi. sto ma ta), sto'-mate,
* sto-ma'-ti-iim (pi. sto -ma'-ti a) (tl
as Shi), s. [Gr. o-rd/aa (stoma), genit. or<
l*aro; (stomatos) = a mouth.]

1. Anat. (PL, generally of the form stomata):
Openings in the lymphatic vessels in man;
lymphatic orifices. Similar orifices h;ive been
found in the oinentum of the lower mammals.
Used also of the spiracles or breathing holes
along the sides of insects.

2. Botany:

(1) The opening through which dehiscent*
takes place in the spore-cases of ferns.

(2) The ostiolum of certain fungals.

(3) (PL): Passages through the cuticle of ft

plant for the maintenance of respiration.

They appear like an oval space, in the centre
of which is a slit that opens or closes accord-

ing to circumstances, and lies above a cavity
in the subjacent tissue. In some plants,
including those with floating leaves, stomata
are on the under, in others on the upper
surface of the leaves ; in leaves standing at

right angles to the earth both sides have
stomata. In succulent plants the stomata
are few.

St6-mac'-a-5e, s. [Lat., from Or. OTO/IOXOXQ
(stonMkake)= scurvy of the gums.]

Pathol. : (1) An erosion of the gums, with

spontaneous hemorrhage, fetid breath, &c.,
symptomatic of scurvy ; (2) scurvy (q.v.).

stom - ach, * stom - aok, * stom - acite,
* stom ak,

* stom-ake, s. [Fr. estmnao

(O. Fr. estomo.ch), from Lat. stomach um. accus.
of stnmnchus = the gullet, the stomach, from
Gr. o-TbVax? (stomnchos) = a mouth, an open-
ins, the gullet, the stomach, from o-ro/Lia

(stoma) & mouth ; Sp. & Port, stomaco.]

Ote, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, oe - c ; ey = a; au = kw.
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1. ordinary Language:

1. Literally :

<1) In the same sense as II. 1.

*
(2) The throat, the gorge, the gullet

*2. Figuratively:

(1) The desire for food caused by hunger ;

ppetite.
" What is't that takes from thee thy ttomach I

"

Shakelp. : 1 Uenra I r., U. s.

<2) Inclination, liking.

<3) Courage.
" He who hath no itomach to this fight
Let him depart." Shaketp. : Henry V., IT. S.

<4) Violence of temper ; anger, resentment.

The winds grow high ;
so do your stomacht. lords."

Shaketp. : 3 Henry VI., It 1.

(5) Sullenness, resentment, stubbornness,
Wilful obstinacy. (Shakesp. : Tempest, i. 2.)

(6) Pride, haughtiness, arrogance.
" He was a man

Of an unbounded stomach, ever ranking
Himself with princes."

Shaketp. : Henry rill., iv. *
U. Technically :

1. Compar. Anat. : A membranous sac,

formed by a dilatation of the alimentary

canal, in which food is received and sub-

jected to the processes of digestion among the

Veitet'iata. The human stomach is an elon-

gated, curved pouch, from ten to twelve inches

long, and four or five inches in diameter at

its widest part, lying almost immediately
below the diaphragm, nearly transversely
across the upper and left portion of the abdo-

minal cavity, and having the form of a bag-

pipe. It is very dilatable and contractile,

and its average capacity is about five pints.
The left and larger extremity is called the

cardi.ic, great, or splenic extremity ; the right
and smaller, is known as the pyloric, from
its proximity to the pylorus (q.v.). The food

nters the stomach through the oesophagus
by the eanlia or cardiac orifice, and, after

having bem acted on by the gastric juice, is

nas.se.l on in a semi-fluid or pulpy state

through the pylorus into the small intestines.

The stomach
"

has four coats, named from
without inwards : (1) the serous, (2) the mus-

cular, (8) the areola or sub-mucous, and (4)

the mucous coat. The last is a smooth, soft,

rattier thick and pulpy membrane, generally
reddish in colour from the blood in its capil-

lary vessels ; often ash-gray in old age. After

death it becomes a dirty brown, and in acute

inflammation, or from the action of strong
acrid poisons, it becomes of a bright red,

either continuously or in patches. Corrosive

poisons also affect its coloration. The sur-

fece of the mucous membrane is beset with

accreting glands. The stomach is supplied
with blood from the coeliac artery, which

gives off arterial branches that ramify freely,

and the veins return the residual blood into

the splenic and superior mesenteric veins,

and directly into the portal vein. The lym-

phatics of the stomach are very numerous,
and arise in the mucous membrane. The
nerves are large, and consist of the terminal

branches of the two pneumogastric nerves

belonging to the cerebro-spinal system, and
of offsets from the sympathetic system de-

rived from the solar plexus. Their ending
iia; not been traced. In the lower mammals
three forms of stomach
h.-ivc. been distin-

guished : (1) Simple,
consisting of a single

cavity, as in man ; (2)

Complex, in which
there are two or more
compartments commu-
nicating with each
other, as in the kan- i

garoo, the porcupine,
and the squirrel ; and
<3)Compound, in which c

the stomach is sepa-
rated into a reservoir

and a digestive portion.
(RUMINATION.] In
birds there are three
sin;dl but distinct dila- TYPICAL MAMMALIAN
tations of the aliment- STOMACH.
ary canal [CROP, Giz- (Esophagus; it atom-

ZARD, PROVENTRICU- acn; Small intestinr

iitul and in mn<t ran. ' Large intestmo ;

LUSJ, ana i rnosi rep- COUMIU ; r Kectum.
tiles the simplicity of
the oesophagus extends to the stomach. In

fishes, two forms are found, the si phonal stom-
ach (q.v.) and the coecal, in which the upper
portion gives off a long blind sac. In the

higher Invertebrate, there is a digestive tract

with functions analogous to those of the
stomach of Vertebrates ; in the lower there

may (Hydra) or may not (Amoeba) be a gastric
cavity in which food is ingested and absorbed.
In the latter case the living protoplasm closes

over its prey, and, after a time by a reversing

process, the indigestible remains are ejected.
To these tracts or cavities, the name stomach
is often applied. [DIGESTION, II. 4.]

2. Pathol.: The human stomach is subject
to ulceration, cancer, cadaveric softening, per-

foration, catarrh, &c. ; besides which, chiefly

through errors in food, and want of exercise on
the part of the individual, it may fail in its

proper function of digestion. [INDIGESTION.]

-
* stomach-animals, s. pi
Zool. : Oken's name for the Infusoria.

stomach piece, s.

Shipbuild. : A com pass-timber fayed to the
stem and keel ; an apron.

stomach-pump, *.

Surg. : A suction and force pump for with-

drawing the contents of the stomach in cases
of poisoning, &c., and also used as an injector.
It resembles the ordinary syringe, except that
it has two apertures near the end, in which
the valve opens different ways, so as to con-
stitute a sucking and a forcing passage.

* stomach qualmed, a. Sick at heart.
" Or ttomach-qualmed at laud, a dram of this

Will drive away distemper.
J

Shakeip. : Cjmbeli::; iii. 4.

stomach - staggers, s. A disease in

horses, depending on a paralytic affection of

the stomach. In this disease the animal dozes
in the stable, and rests his head in the manger ;

he then wakes up and falls to eating, which he
continues to do till the stomach swells to an
enormous extent, and the animal at last dies

of apoplexy or his stomach bursts.

* stomach-timber, s. Food.

stom ach, *stom ack, r.t. & i. [Lat.

stomachor = to be or become indignant.]

[STOMACH, *.]

A. Transitive:
*

1. To resent ; to remember with anger and
resentment.

"
Believe not all ; or, it you must believe,

Stomach not all."

Shukeip. : Antony i Cleopatra, 111. 4.

2. To bear without resenting or opposing ;

to put up with ; to brook.
"
English theatrical audiences, who will not itomach

the uncompromising realism with which co-temporary
French dramatists set forth the workings of the

deadlier sins." Daily Telegraph, Dec. 26, 188S.

*
3. To encourage.

" When He had ttmniched them by the Holy Ghost."
Balf : Select Work*, p. 313.

* B. Intrans. : To be angry ; to show re-

sentment.
" Tis not a time for private ttomachiny."

Shaketp : Antony t Cleopatra, 11. 8.

* stom'-aoh-al, a. [Fr. stomacal.] Stomachic,
cordial."

* stom'- ached, a. [Eng. stomach; -ed.] Filled

with resentment (Chiefly in composition.)

stom'-ach-er, s. [Eng. stomach ; -tr.]

*
1. One who stomachs.

2. An ornamental covering for the breast,

forming part of a lady's dress. (In this sense,

pron. stom'-a-fher.)
" These bodices are of peculiar cut with a sort of

lull stnmachtr. always of a different cotton to the

bodice." field, Oct. S, 1886.

* stom'- ach - ful,
* stom'-ach - full, o.

[Eng. stomach ; -full.} Sullen, stubborn, per-

verse, wilfully obstinate.
" A itrmadifull Esaw knows that his good father

cannot but be displeased with his Pagan matches."

Up. Hall : Jtemainet, p. 138.

* st6m'-ach-ful-l$r, adv. [Eng. stomachful ;

-ly.] In a stomachful, obstinate, or perverse
manner ; perversely, angrily.

* stim'-ach-ful-ness, s. [Eng. stomachful ;

-ness.] Stubbornness, perversity, obstinacy
sullenness.

"
Pride, ttomachfulnett, headiness avail but little.

1

Granger : On Kcclet., p. 248.

sto mach -Ic, a. & . [Eng. stomach; -ic.]

A. As adjective :

1. Of or pertaining to the stomach.
" Various shades of ttomachic and cerebral discom-

fort." Ulackit: Self-culture, p. 41.

2. Strengthening and comforting to tha
stomach ; exciting the action of the stomach ;
cordial.

B. As subst. : A medicine which strengtbena
the stomach, and excites its action.

H There are stomachic tonics or stomachics
proper, i.e., medicines which act directly upon
the stomach, improve appetite, and aid the
digestive function, as calumba, gentian,
quassia, hops, strychnia, cinchona bark,
sulphate of quinine, salts of iron, &c. ; sto-
machic stimulants or carminatives, as ginger,
capsicum and chillies, mustard, nutmeg, dill,

fennel, &c. ; and stomachic sedatives, aa
dilute hydrocyanic acid, nitrate of silver,
bicarbonate of soda, bicarbonate of potash,
belladonna, opium, &c. (Garrod.)

* sto mach ic al, sto mach ic all, o>

[Eng. stomachic; -al.] Stomachic.
" The dropsie and the defluziou ttomachicail.'

P. Holland : Pliny, bk. xx., ch. xvit

* stom'- ach -ing.
* stom -ack ing, .

[Eng. stomach; -ing.] Resentment, anger.
" There was great itomaehing betwixt the clergie of

the two provinces." BMnihed : Ckron. of England;
Henry I. {an. 1108).

stom ach less,
* stom ack Icsse, a.

[Eng. stomach; -less.]

1. Lit. : Destitute of a stomach ; having no
stomach.

2. Fig. : Having no appetite ;
without any

appetite.
" Why else Is thy countenance to dejected, thy

cheeks pale, and watered so oft with thy teares. thy
Bleeps broken, thy meals ttomackleut I

"
Bp. Bolt:

Balm of OUead.

Stom -ach ous, a. [Eng. stomach ; -out.]

Sullen, obstinate, stubborn.
" But with stern looks, and itomachout disdain.
Gave signs of grudge and discontentment vain."

Spenur: F. ., II. viil. tt.

*

stpm'-ach-$, a. [Eng. stomach; -y.] OlK
stinate, sullen, stubborn.

stom a pod, s. [STOMAPODA.]
ZooL : Any member of the order Stomapoda

(q.v.).

t sto-map'-o-da, s. pi. [Gr. o-Td>a (stoma)=
the mouth, and irovs (pous), genit. rroSos (po-

dos) a foot.]

1. Zool. : An order of Crustaceans, legion

Podophthalmia. The gills are composed of

plates or simple filaments attached to the

feet ; carapace shorter, and body narrower
and less compact than in the Decapoda.
Under it are ranged Squilla (the type), some-
times made a family (Squillidaj), Mysis (with
some forms of Erichthys), to which similar

distinction is sometimes given (Mysidae), and
an anomalous group, Diastj lidae, consisting
of three genera : (Juma, Alauua, and Bodotria,

2. Palatont. : Pygocephalus huxleyi, from the

Coal-measures, probably belongs to this

division. True Squill* and Mysis-like forma

occur in the Jurassic.

sto map'-6-dous, a. [Eng. stomapod ; -owj
Pertaining or belonging to the Stomapoda.

sto ma-ta, . pi. [STOMA.]

sto -mate, a. & s, [STOMA.]

A. As adjective :

Bot. : Having stomata.

B. As subst. : [STOMA].

stcm-a-tel-la, s. [Mod. Lat., dimln. from

Gr. <rroiJ.a (stoma) = a mouth, an aperture.]

Zool. & Palceont. : A genus of Turbinida,
with thirty-three recent species, found on
reefs and under stones at low water in tropical

and sub-tropical regions. Shell ear-shai>ed,

regular, spire small, aperture oblong, very

large and oblique ; interior pearly, lip thin

and even, operculum circular, horny, and

multispiral. They commence in the Second-

ary. (Nicholson.)

std-ma'-tl-a (ti as sW), . [Mod. Lat.,

from stoma (q.v.).]

Zool. * Palceont. : A genus of Haliotidse,

akin to Haliotis, but with a prominent spire,

and a furrow instead of perforations on the

shell. Recent species twelve, found under

stones at low water, from Java, the Philip-

pines, Torres Straits, and the Pacific ;
fossil

eighteen, from the Lower Silurian to the Chalk

of North America and Europe.

bSil. bo?; p6rtt, Jtffrl; oat, 9ell, chorus, ?hlxi, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, *******

-cLva. tia^ shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. -sion - zhiin. -clous, -tious, -siou. - shiis. -We, -die, ftc. = Del,
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Sto mat 1C, s. & o. (Gr. oro/biaTiicos (storoa-

tikos) pertaining to the mouth ; OTOJX<ITIIC>}

(stonuitike) = a medicine for diseases of the

mouth.]
A. As subst. : A medicine for diseases of

the mouth.

B. -4s adj. : Of or pertaining to a stoina or

stoiaata.

tdm-a-tif'-er-ous. a. [Mud. Lat. stomata,
and Lilt. Jtro to bear.]

tt't. : Bearing stomata.

torn a ti'-tis, s. [Gr. arofia. (stoma), genit.

ffro/mVo? (stouuitos); suff. -itis.]

Pathol. : Inflammation of the mouth, a dis-

ease commonly occurring in young children.

There are three forms of it: follicular stoma-

titis, affecting the mucous follicles of the

mouth ; ulcerative stomatitis, attacking the

gums ; and gangrenous stomatitis, cancrutn

o>'is, or sloughing phagediena of the mouth,
utlecting the tissues of the cheek.

Bto ma -ti-um (ti as shi), s. [STOMA.]

tdm-a-to-, pref. [Gr. <-To>a (stoma), genit.

oTOMaVos (stomato*) a mouth.] Pertaining
to or connected with the mouth.

tom-a-to'-da, s. pi. [Pref. stomat(o)-, and
Gr. ei6os (eidos) form.]

Zool. : An old order of Infusoria, charac-
terized by the possession of a mouth.

torn a tode, a. & s. [STOMATODA.]
A. As adj. : Possessing a mouth ; belonging

to the Stomatoda (q.v.).

B. As subst. : Any individual of the Stoma-
toda.

stomatode protozoa, s. pi
Zool. : The Infusoria.

tom-a to-den dron, (pi. stom-a-to-
dcn dra), s. [Pref. stomato-, and Gr. SevSpov

(dendron)
'

a tree.]

Zool. (PI.) : Tlie dendritic branches of the
Rhizostomida. They end in minute poly-

piles, which cover them.

Btom-a-to gas trie, a. [Pref. stomato-,
and Eng. gastric (q.v.).] Of or pertaining to

the mouth and stomach. Used chiefly of the

system of nerves distributed upon the sto-

mach and the intestinal canal. (Owen.)

Stom-a-to-mor'-phous, a. [Pref. stomato-,

and Gr. poptfrri (morphe) form.]

Bot. : Mouth-shaped. (Treas. ofBot.)

torn a -to plas' tic, a. [Pref. stomato-, and

Eng. plastic (q.v).]

Surg. : Applied to the operation of forming
a mouth, where the aperture has been con-
tracted from any cause. (Dunglison.)

tom-a-to-rrha'-gi-a, s. [Pref. stomato-,

and Gr. priywiii (rhegnumi) =. to break.]

Pathol. : Discharges of blood from the moulh
and throat. As a rule, it is not a formidable
disease.

t6-mat'-o-sc6pe, s. [Pref. stomato-, and
Gr. oxoTre'o) (skopeo)=to observe.] An instru-

ment for keeping the mouth open for pur-
poses of inspection.

Btom'-a-tous, a. [Mod. Lat. stomata ; Eng.
adj. suff. -cms.] Furnished with stomata.

8tdm-e-chi'-nus, s. [Gr. <7T6><x (stoma) =
a mouth, and Mod. Lat. echinus (q.v.).]

Palceont. : A group of Star-fishes, family
Echinidae, occurring in the Jurassic.

Sto'-mi-as, s. [Gr. aro/xias (stomias) = hard-

mouthed.]

Ichthy. : The type-genus ofStomiatidae(q.v.),
with three species. Body elongate, compressed,
covered with delicate deciduous scales ; head

compressed, snout very short, mouth-cleft

very wide ; series of phosphorescent dots

along the lower side of head, body, and tail.

Specimens have been dredged at depths vary-
ing from 450 to 1,800 fathoms.

to mi if, i ti.se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. stomias,

genit. sl^Tnat{is); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

-idee.]

Ichthy.: A family of Physostomi (q.v.);

deep-sea fishes from the Atlantic, charac-

terized chiefly by their formidable array of

teeth. Skin naked, or covered with very
delicate scales ; eggs enclosed in the sacs of

the ovarium, and excluded by oviducts. Dr.
Gunther enumerates the following genera :

Astronesthes, with two dorsals, the posterior

adipose ; Stomias, Echiostoma, Malacosteus,
and Bathyophis, in which the rayed dorsal is

opposite to the anal tin.

sto mi um (pi. sto'-mi-a), s. [Gr. <rr6-

ILIOV (stnmion) a small mouth, dimin. from

(TTona (stonia) = a mouth.]
Bot. : The same as STOMA, 2. (1), (2).

stom - ox" - ^8, s. [Gr. crro/aa (stoma) = a

mouth, and 6fv (oxus) sharp.]

Entom. : A genus of Muscidse. Stomoxys
calcitrans resembles the house-fly, but has a

long, sharp proboscis, by means of which it

sucks the blood of man and the inferior

animals.

stomp, s. & v. [STAMP.]

* stond, s. [STAND.]

1. A stop, a stand ; an impediment or
hindrance.

"The removing of the stands and impediments of
the mind, dotli often clear the passage, and current
to a man's fortune." fiocon : Letter to Sir Henry
Savttle.

2. A stand, a post, a station.
*

3. An attack.

"On th' other side, th' assiered castle's ward
Their stedfast stands did mightily maintain."

Spenser : f. Q., II. xi. 18.

*
stonde,

* stond-en, v. [STAND, v.]

Stone,
*
ston,

*
stoon, s. & a. [A.S. stan ;

cogn. with Dut. steen; Icel. steinn; Dan. &
Sw. sten ; Ger. stein ; Goth, stains ; Russ.
stiena = n wall ; Gr. ori'a (stia) a stone, a

pebble.]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally :

(1) In the same sense as II. 1.

(2) The material obtained from rocks or

stones ; the kind of substance they produce.
" There beside of marble stone was built
An altare." Spensar : F. (., I. riii M.

(3) A gem ; a precious stone.

"I thought I saw
Wedges of gold, great anchors, heaps ol pearl,
Inestimable stones, unvalued jewels."

Shakesp. : Kiduird III., i. 4.

(4) Something made of stone : as

(a) A monument erected to preserve the

memory of the dead ; a gravestone.
" Underneath this stone doth lt

As much beauty as could die."
Ben Jonson : Epitaph on Queen Elizabeth

*
(J) A gun-flint.

(5) Something which resembles a stone : as

(a) A calcareous concretion in the kidneys
or bladder ; hence, the disease arising from
a calculus. [CALCULUS, 2.]

" Pat earthquakes ay, and gout and ttone."

Tennyson : Lucretius, 153.

(Z>) The nut of a drupe or stone fruit ; the

hard covering enclosing the kernel, and itself

enclosed by the pericarp ; the hard and bony
eiidocarp of a drupaceous fruit.

"Cracking the stones of the prunes."
SlMkesp.: Measure for Measure, il. 1.

(c) A testicle.

IT In composition used by the old herbal-

ists for an orchis, as dog-stones = dog-orchis

(Orchis mascula).

(d) The glass of a mirror ;
a mirror.

41 Lend me a looking-glass ;

If that her breath will mist or stain the stone,

Why then she lives." Shakesp. : Lear, v. 3.

*
(6) A hailstone.

*
(7) A thunderbolt.

" The gods throw stones of sulphur on me."
Shakesp. : Cymbeline, V. 5.

(8) A measure of weight in use throughout
the north-west and central countries of

Europe, but varying much in different places.
The English imperial standard stone is a

weight of 14 Ibs. avoirdupois, but there are

stones of other weights for particular com-
modities ; thus the stone of butcher's meat or

fish is 8 Ibs., of cheese 16 Ibs., of hemp 32 Ibs.,

of glass 5 Ibs., &c.

2. Fig. : Used as the symbol of hardness,

torpidity, or insensibility : as, He has a heart
of stone.

II. Technically:

1. Petrol., Geol., Arch., &c.: Stone is not

used as a technical term in either Petrology
or Geology, though it enters into the compo-
sition of words in those sciences, as Portland-
stone. By masons, builders, &c., it is con-

tinually used, and is specially contrasted with
brick as material for the construction of
editices. "That portion of it," says Weale,
"which is used for building purposes is a
dense, coherent, brittle substance, sometime*
of a granulated, at others of a laminated
structure, these qualities varying according
to its chemical constitution and the moda
in which it has been deposited." The qual-
ities which render a building stone valu-
able are strength to resist superincumbent
pressure, durability, and, a capability of

being easily wrought. The chief building
stones at present in use are granites of various
colors, syenites, porphyries, sand-stones, mill*
stone grit, dolomite, marbles, the mountain
limestone, and others. The art of working in
stone is of great antiquity, the Egyptians being;
especially celebrated for their granite edifices,

obelisks, sculptures, &c. Among the Greek*
marble was usually employed for the great
temples and other edifices.

2. Print. : The same as IMPOSING -STONB
(q.v.).

B. As adj. : Made of stone.

"titnut, walls do not a prison make,

Lovelace: To Althea, from Prison.

1F (1) Artificial stone: A concreted material
used for many purposes, as making building
blocks, flagstones, tiles, vases, statuary, sewer-

pipes, &c. Many substances have l>een used
for its production. That which has been used
on the largest scale, and, until a compara-
tively recent period, exclusively, was cemented
Roman, or, still better, Portland cement,
which hardens after being mixed with water.

Ordinary concrete and beton are of this chiss.

Terra-cotta, employed for architectural orna-

ments, statuary, &c., is in the nature of a
fine brick.

(2) Meteoric stone : [AEROLITE].

(3) Philosopher's stone : [PHILOSOPHER'S
STONE].

(4) To leave no stone unturned: To use all

available or practicable means to effect an
object ; to omit or spare no exertions.

stone-age, s. [AGE, s., B. 3.]

Stone-axe, s. An axe with two some-
what obtuse edges, used in spawling and
hewing stone.

stone-basil, s.

Bot. : Melissa Clinopodium.

stone-bass, s.

Ichthy. : Polyprion cernium, about eighteen
inches long, and valued for the table. It
occurs round the European coasts, and is

often met with accompanying floating wood,
being attracted by the small marine species
generally surrounding such objects and afford-

ing a supply of food.

stone-blind, a. Blind as a stone ; per-
fectly blind.

stone-blue, s. A compound of indigo
and starch or whiting.

stone-boat, s.

1. A barge used for carrying stones.

2. A flat-bottomed sled for hauling heavy
stones for short distances.

stone-boilers, s. pi.

Anthrop. : Any race of people practising
stone-boiling (q.v.). [HIDE- BOILING, POT-

BOILER, A. 2.]

"The Australians, at least in modern times, nmsb
be counted as stone-boilers." Tylor: Early Hist. Man-
kind (ed. 1878), p. 265.

stone-boiling, s.

Anthrop. : (See extract).
"

It is even likely that the art of boiling, as com-
monly known to us, may have been developed thiough
this intermediate process, which I proiKwe to call

stone-boil'inn. There is a North American trio*, who
received from their neighbours the Ojibwas, the name
of Assinaboiiis, or 'stone-builers,' from tlieir mude ot

boiling their meat. . . . They dig a hole in tU s lol'udL

tike a piece of the animal's raw hide, and i.ress it

down with their h*mls close to the sides of the Imle.

which thus becomes a sort of pot or basin. This they
fill with water, and they make a number of stoue

red-hot in a lire close by. The meat is put into th

water and the stones dropped in till the meat i

boiled." Ti/lor Early Hist. Mankind (ed. 1878), p. 263.

stone-borer, s.

Zool. : A popular name for any of the Litho-

phagi (q.v.).

late, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian. ,
= e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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*
stone-bow, s. A cross-bow for shoot-

ing stones.

"O for a stone-law to hit him In the eye."
Shaketp. : Twelfth tHgM, li. .

stone-bramble, .

Botany :

1. Rubus saxatilis, a bramble having the
barren stems procumbent, unarmed, or with
scattered bristles, trifoliate leaves, and very
small petals. Found on the stony banks
of subalpine and alpine rivulets in'Britain,
Europe, and Asia to the Himalayas.

t 2. Rubus Chamcemorus. (Ogilvie.)

stone-brash, s.

Agric. : A subsoil composed of shattered
rock or stone.

stone-break, s.

Bot.: Any saxifrage (q.v.). Gerarde calls

Saxifrage granulata tire White Stone-break,
and Chrysosplenum oppositifolium the Golden
Stone-break. (Britten & Holland.)

Stone-buck, s. The steinbok (q.v.).

Stone-butter, s. A sort of alum.

Stone-canal, s. [SAND-CANAL.]
*
Stone-cast, s. A stone's cast ; as far as

one could throw a stone.
" About a ttone-cait from the wall."

Tennyson : Mariana, 87.

Stone-Cement, s. A hard composition
Of the nature of mortar, whiuh will harden
nd form a water-tight joint.

stone-circles, *. Circles of standing
stones, occuriug in the British Isles, where they
are popularly known as Druidical circles; in

Scandinavia, where they are called Dom-rings,
or Thing-steads ;

in France, where they receive
the popular name of Cromlech, and in other
countries. All these titles are given under erro-
neous ideas, since the origin of these circles

precedes historical times, and there is little

evidence as to their purpose. In amne localities

they are very numerous, and some are of such
size and weight that it is remarkable how they
were erected. In certain places they seem con-
nected with burial customs.

stone-coal, s.

Min. : A name applied in America and Eng-
land to anthracite (q.v.), but in Germany it is

used to distinguish the coal of the carboniferous
formation from the more recent Lignites or
Brown Coals (Ger. braunkohle) of the" Tertiary
period.

stone-cold, a. Cold as a stone : very
cold.
" At last as marble rocke he atandeth still,
Stone-cold without ; within, burutwith loues flame."

Faire/ax : Godfrey of Boulogne, xxvit

stone-color, s. & a.

A. As subst. : The color of a stone; a gray,
ish color.

B. As adj. : Of the color of a stone ; of a
grayish color.

Stone-coral, s. Massive, as distinguished
from branched, coral.

stone-cray, s. A distemper in hawks.

Stone-crush, s. A sore on the foot oc-
casioned by a bruise, or as if by a bruise.

(Prov.)

stone-curlew, stone-plover, .

Ornith.: (Edicnemus scolopax (t crepitans);
called also the Thick-knee, Thicknee, or Nor-
folk Plover. An European bird, whose common
name comes from swellings at the joints in the
young.

Stone-cutter, a. One whose occupation
Is to cut stones for building, ornamental, or
other purposes; a machine for working a
face on a stone or ashlar.

" A ttnne-cutter'f man had the Yesicul of his lnng>
o Bluffed with dust, that, in cutting, the knife wentu if through a heap of sand." DerJuim: Phyt. Theol.

Stone-cutting, a. The business or occu-
pation of cutting or hewing stones for walls,
monuments, &c.

Stone-dead, a. Dead, or lifeless as a
stone ; quite dead.

" Then home he went ami left the Hart, ttone-drod.*
Wor<ls,rnrth : Hurt-Leap Well.

Stone-deaf, a. Deaf as a stone, perfectly
deaf.

stone -dresser, *. One who dresses,
hapes, or tools stone for building purposes.

Stone-eater, s. ^STONE-BORER.]

stone-falcon, stone-hawk, a.

Ornith. : The merlin (q.v.).
" From this habit of perching on pieces of stone, it

has derived the name of ttont-fnlcon, a tiule which
baa been applied to this bird in Germany and France
as well as iu England." Wood : Illiu. Jiot. Bitt* li. 77.

stone-fern, s.

Botany :

1. Ceterach officinarum. So named because
it grows on stone walls.

2. Allosorus crispus. (Britten & Holland.)

Stone-fly, s. [PERLA.]

stone fougasse, s.

Mil.-eng. : A mine covered with stones.

stone-fruit, s. Fruit whose seeds are
covered with a hard shell enveloped in the
pulp, as peaches, plums, cherries, &c. ; a drupe.

" We gathered ripe apricocks and ripe plums upon
one tree, from which we expect some other sorts of
ttone./ruit" Boyle.

stone-gall, s.

1. The name given by quarrymen to nodules
or round masses of clay often occurring in

variegated sandstone, and rendering it less
valuable as a building stone.

2. The same as STANNEL (q.v.).

stone-grig, s.

Ichthy. : The young of the Mud-lamprey,
Petromyzon branchialis.

Stone-hag, s. The name given to the
pit-houses, divided into apartments by
partition-walls, and all strongly lined with
stone, so as to be the favourite quarry of the
road-menders, probably 2,000 or 3,000 years
old, found in such numerous clusters at
Goathland and elsewhere in the easterly
moorlands of north Yorkshire. (Gentleman's
Magazine, May, 1861, p. 503.)

stone-hammer, s. A chipping hammer
used by stone-masons in rough-dressing stone.

*
stone-hard, a. Hard as stone, unfeel-

ing. (Shakesp.)

stone-harmonicon, s. A musical in-
strument consisting of a number of bars or
slabs of stone supported on wood or straw,
and played like the dulcimer.

stone-hatch, .-.-.

Ornith. : (See extract).
" The nest is only a slight hollow in the sand, in

which its four eggs are deposited ; but sometimes this
cavity is lined or covered with a number of small
stones about the size of peas, upon which the eggs are
laid, and this habit has gained fur the Ringed tlover
[sBy/alili* liiaticula] in some counties the provincial
name of ttone-katch."Yarrell: Brit. Bird! (ed. 4th),
ill. 258.

Stone-hawk, *. [STONE-FALCON.]

stone-head, s.

Mining: The rock immediately below the
alluvial deposit.

Stone-hearted, a. Hard-hearted, piti-
less, unfeeling, stony-hearted.

stone hore, stone-hot, s.

Bot. : (1) Sedum acre (Britten A Holland);
S. rcflexum (Prior).

* stone-horse, s. A horse not castrated,
an entire horse.

" The Scythians chuse rather to nse their mares in
warrc-service than tiieir ttone-harses." P. Holland :

Pliny, bk. viii., ch. xlii.

Stone-house, s. A house built of stone.

Stone-jug, s. A prison. (Slang.)

stone-lichen, s.

Bot. : Parmelia fahlunensis. (Rossiter.)

Stone-lily, s. [ENCRINITE, ENCRINUS.]

stone-lugger, s.

Ichthy. : Campostoma, an American genus
of Carps.

stone-marten, s.

Zool. : Mustelafoina, a species allied to the
Pine-marten (q.v.), from which it differs in

cranial and dental characters, and in having
the throat white instead of yellow. It is

also known as tbe Common or Beech Marten.

It, with the Pine Marten, is a native of

Europe.

Stone-mason, s. One who dresses stones
for building or other purposes ; one who
builds with stone.

stone-merchant, *. One who deals in

building, paving, or other stone.

stone-mortar, s. A large mortar for-
merly used in sieges for throwing a muss of
small stones or hand-grenades upon an ad-
vancing enemy.

stone-oak, s,

Bot. : Litliocarpus javensis, a mastwort;named from tiie hardness of its fruit.

Stone-ochre, s. An earthy oxide of iron
which forms a yellow pigment of considerable
peunanence in oil or water-colours.

Stone-oil, s. Rock-oil, petroleum.

stone-orpine, s.

Bot. : Sedum reflexum. Corrupted into
Stone-hore or Stonor.

stone-parsley, s.

Bot. : Sison Amomum.

Stone-pillar, s. A standing-stone; a
monolith worshipped as the representative
or embodiment of a deity. [PILLAR-DEITY,
PILLAR-SYMBOL, STONE-WORSHIP.]
"A curious inquiry, whether this point uf Ireland,on the utmost western verge of Europe, be uot the

last spot in Christendom in which a trace can now b
found of stone-pillar worship." Jiotel t Oueriet Feb.
1, 1852, p. 121.

stone-pine, s.

Bot. : Pinus Pinea; a tree about sixty feet
high, with cones five inches in length, the
kernels of which are eaten in Italy, France,
and China. It is the irmi? (pilous) of Dios-
corides.

Stone-pit, . A pit or quarry wher
stone is dug.

Stone-pitch, s. Hard, inspissated pitch.

Stone-plant, s. [LITHOPHYTE.]

Stone-plover, . [STONE-CURLEW.]

Stone-pock, s. An acrid and hard
pimple which suppurates.

*
Stone-priest, s. A lecherous priest.

Stone-quarry, *. A stone-pit (q.v.).

Stone-rag, stone-raw, s. [STANE-RAW.]

Stone-rollers, s. pi. [BED-HORSES.]

stone-root, s.

Bot. : Collinsonia canadensis, a labiate plant,
having light-yellow flowers with a lemon-like
odour. [HORSE-BALM.]

stone-seed, ..

Bot. : Lithospermum officinal*, the Common
Cromwell.
* stone-shot, s.

1. An early form of projectile for a cannon,
consisting of a lump or ball of stone.

2. The distance to which a stone can be
shot or cast ; a stone's cast. (Tennyson :

Princess, v. 51.)

Stone-snipe, s. [STONE-CURLEW.]

stone-squarer, s. One who forms stones'
into square shapes ; a stone-cutter. (1 Kings
v. 18.)

stone-still, a. or adv. Still as a stone ;

perfectly still.

"I will stand ttontjtill.'

Shakctp. : King John, i v. L
stone toter, s.

Ichthy. : Exoglossum, an American genus
of Carps. Called also Cut-lips.

Stone-wall, s. A wall built of stones.

stone-ware, s. A species of potter's or
ceramic ware largely in use for domestic and
other purposes.

" The itone-mtre of London is made of pipe-clay
'

from Dorsetshire nd Devonshire, calcined and ground
flint from Staffordshire, and sand from Woolwich and
Charlton. The dry clay is pulverized and sifted. Th
ingredients are compounded in different proportions,
according to the fineness of the ware, its sixe, and
puniose. The round articles are turned on a wheel,
dried, and shaved in a lathe. Articles of other shape*
are moulded. The articles are then stacked in the
kiln, with pieces of well-sanded clay placed between
them, to prevent their adhering. A slow fire dissi-

pates the molftnn, and the heat js then raised until
the flame and ware have the same colour. The glaz*
is then added by pouring twenty or thirty ladlefuls of
common salt into the top of the kiln. This is volt,
tilized by heat, becomes attached to the surface of tho
ware, and is decomposed, the muriatic acid flying off
and leaving the soda behind it to form a fine thin
glaze on the ware, which resists ordinary acids."

Knight : Diet. Mechanic*, t. v. Wane-ware.

Stone -work, s. Work consisting of
stone ;

mason's work of stone.

"They make two walls with flat stones, and fill th

cp.v-o with earth, and so they continue the Hunt-
work." Mortimer.

boll, by; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus,

-clan, -tian shan. -tion, -sion - shun
chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph = f.

; -tion, -sion = aliua. -clous, -tious, -aious - alias, -hie, -die, &c. = Del, del.
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stone-worship, .>.

<'<>mi>ur. lieliywiis : Divine honours paid to

tones, either as the embodiments or the re-

prrs.'ntat i vi>s of deities. It is a part of stock-

and -3tone worship, dating from remote an-

tiquity, and was once widely spread. Grote

(Htit. Greece, iv. 132) notes that it existed

among the ancient Greeks; Tacitus (Hist., ii.

8) describes a conical pillar which stood in-

stead of an image to represent the Paphian
Venus, and acMs, "ratio in obscuro," and
Isaiah Ivii. 6 shows that it was not unknown
among the Jews. It lingered on in France
an I Kurope till the Early Middle Ages (Lub-
bock : Orig. Civil, (ed. 1882), p. 307), in Norway
till the end of the eighteenth century (Nilsson:
Primitive Inhabitants of Scandinavia, p. 241),

and, according to Lord Eoden (.Progress of
Reformation in Ireland, pp. 51-64), the is-

landers of Inniskea, off the coast of Mayo,
worshipped a stone, and whenever a storm
Erase besought it to send a wreck on the

const. Tylor, coupling the fact that stone-

worship survived to the Early Middle Ages in

England and France with the circumstance
that groups of standing stones are set up in

India to represent deities, suggests
" that men-

hirs, cromlechs, Ac., may be idols, and circles

and lines of idols, worshipped by remotely
ancient dwellers in the land as representatives
or embodiments of their gods." [STYLITE.]

"TliU itone-ifarihip among the Hindus seems a
nrvlvalofa rite belonging orisiimlly to a lew civili-

xntion, probably a rite of the rude indigenes of the
Unil." Tttar: Prim. Cult. (ed. 1873), ii. lot

stone's cast, stone's throw, s. The
distance to which a stone can be thrown by
the hand.

" The new building will be within a Itone't throw at
the Kiugstrasse." Oaiiy Telegraph, March 14, 1887.

tone 9h&t, s. [Eng. stone, s., and chat (1), s.]

Uruith. : Saxicola rubicola. The colour
varies according to the season : in an adult
male in summer the head, throat, and small
coverts of the wings are black, the borders of
each feather ruddy brown, white spots on the
sides of the neck, on the wings above, and on
the ramp, under parts ruddy, wings brown,
tail-feathers white at the base, on the other

parts dark brown. The colours of the female
are less bright, and the white spots on the
sides of the neck are smaller. The Stonechat
occurs all the year in Britain, though many
migrate southwards for the winter. It is rather
smaller than the robin, frequents furze-clad
commons or heaths, where it perches upon
stones, darting forth in pursuit of some insect,
and then returning to the same spot. The
nest is built in April of moss and grass, hair
ami feathers ; eggs pale grayish blue, with
some reddish-brown spots at the larger end.
It occurs in India, Asia Minor, <fcc., as well
as throughout Europe. Called also Stone-

smith, Stone-smich, Stone-chatter, Stoneclink,
and Moor-titling.

stone' -crop, 8. [Eng. stone, s., and crop = a
top, a bunch of flowers ; so called because the

typical species, Sedum acre, grows on stone

walls, and has dense tufts of flowers. (Prior.)]

Hot. : Any species of the genus Sednm (q. v.),
and specially the Common or Biting Stone-

crop, Sedum acre.

H The Great Stonecrop is (1) Cotyledon Um-
bilicus, and (2) Sedum album; the Shrub
Btonecrop is Swxda fruticosa.

Otone, *stene, v.t. [STOKE, &)
L Literally:

L To pelt, beat, or kill with stones.
" And the husbandmen took his servants, and beat

one and killed another, andrtoned another." Matthew
xxi. 3>.

2. To face or wall with stones : as, To stone
well.

Z. To cover, spread, or repair with stones.
" Many of the orchards are more than a mile from

the to* 11. no ttoned roads leading to them." Field,
Feb. 3*. 1387.

4. To free from stones : as, To stone raisins.
*
II. Fig. : To harden ; to make like stone.

" O [rjnr'd woman I thou dost itone my heart."

Skaketp. : Othfllo, v. X
Stone'-less, a. [Eng. stone, s. ; -less.] Free
from or destitute of stones.

"
Netting, for which the river Is far too well adapted

owiux to its ttHiirlea, gravelly bottom." Pithing
Oatett-, Jan. SO, 1888.

*ton'-on, a, [Eng. ston(e); -en.] Of stone;
atone.

" He fonothe areride a etonm signe." Wycliffe :

Cenetit XXV. 14.

8tdn'-er, s. [Eng. ston(e); -er.] One who stones.

It was the character of Jerusalem to be the killer
of the proi>hU. aud the Uontr of thetu who were seut
uiito her. Harrow : On the Creed.

Stones'-fleld, s. [Eng. stone, s., and field.]

Geog. : A parish in Oxfordshire, three and a
half miles W.N. W. from Woodstock.

Stonesneld slate, s.

GeoL : A slightly oolitic, shelly limestone

occurring at Stonesneld. It forms large,
lenticular masses, embedded in sand only six
feet thick, but is very rich in organic; remains.
It contains pebbles of a rock very similar to,
if not identical with itself. Of plants it con-
tains about twelve fern genera ; specially,
Pecopteris, Sphenopteris, and Taeniopteris ; a

cyead, conifer*, Thuyites, and Araucaria, an
endogen like Pandauus. Of animal remains,
the elytra of beetles, some resembling Bu-

prestis ; reptiles, specially Ichthyosaurus,
Plesiosaurus, Cetiosaurus, Teleosaurus, Mega-
losaurus, and Rhamphorhynchus ; ten species
of marsupials of the genera Amphilestes,
Phascolotherium, and Stereognathus. The
Stonestield-slate lies at the base of the Great
Oolite, and is developed in Oxfordshire, North
Northamptonshire, and Lincolnshire. (Lyell.)

stonef mic kle, stone smit9h,s. [Etym.
of second element doubtfuL] The Stonechat
(q.v.X

stone'-wort, s. [Eng. stone, and wort ; from
the calcareous deix>sits on its stalk.]

Sot. : (1) The genus Chara (Prior); (2) The
genus Nitella.

*
ston'-i-f^, v.t. [Eng. stone, i connect. ; suff.

-fy-] To petrify.
"A shell-fish stonificd." Holland: Oamden, p. 86S.

St6n'-I-l$f, adv. [Eng. stony; -ly.] In a
stony manner ; with stony coldness or unim-
pressiveness ; coldly, harshly, inflexibly.

ston'-i-ness,
*
ston-y-ness. *. [Eng.

stony; -ness.]

1. Lit. : The quality or state of being stony
or abounding with stones.

" The name [Hextonl really owes its original to the
natural s oninrst of the place." Uearne : (.llouary to
K. Gloucetter, p. 657.

2. Fig. : Hardness of heart or mind.

St6n'-jf, a, [Eng. ston(e); -y.]

L Lit. : Pertaining to, made or consisting
of, abounding in, or resembling stone.

"Salt water which had filtered through a rtony
beach." Coo* .- Second Voyage, bk. it, ch. vlil.

IL Figuratively:
*
1. Petrifying ; converting to stone.

" And itony honour all her sceuces flld."

Speruer : F. Q.. I. vi. $7.

2. Hard, cruel, pitiless, inflexible, unre-

lenting.
" My heart Is turn'd to stone ; and while 'tis mine,
It shall be ttony.' Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., T. .

3. Cold, hard, unimpressive.
" He responded only with a ttony stare." Daily

, Sept. 12, 1

4. Obdurate, perverse, stubborn; morally
hard or hardened.

stony-coral, s.

Zool. (PL): Any coral of stony structure,

[STONE-CORAL.] Spec, any one of the Coral-

line, a sub-family of Gorgonidse,

stony-hard, s.

Lot. : Lithospermnm officinale.

Stony-hearted, a. Hard-hearted; to-
sensible to feeling ; unfeeling, obdurate.

"
Eight yards of uneven ground is threescore and

ten miles a-foot with me. and the ttony-hearted villains
know it," Shafoxp. : 1 Henry IV., it a.

Stood, pret. pa. par. ofv. [STAND, v.]

Stock, . [Ix)w Ger. stuke ; Ger. stanch = a
heap.) A shock of corn, consisting, when of
full size, of twelve sheaves.

" A* soon as the corn there (mostly oats) begins to
ripen, the grouse in large numbers come down from
the neighbouring moors to tt, aud. when cut and in
ttook. they may lie seen at feeding time busy enough
on the shocks and stubble*." Field, March 13, 18S6.

Stook, v.t. [STOCK, .] To set or make up, as
sheaves of corn, in stooks or shocks. (Scotch.)

"
Still shearing and clearing
The tither ttonked raw."

Burnt : To the Ouidarife a' Wauchopt ffouu.

Stook'-er, K. [Eng. stook, v. ; -er.] One who
sets up sheaves in stooks or shocks in the
harvest-field.

stool,
*
stole, *stoole, "stoale, "stoulo.

s. [A. IS. it<'il. n seat, a throne; cogn. with
Dut. stoel a chair, seat, stool ; Icel. stall ;
Dan. & Sw. stul a chair ; Goth, stols = a seat ;

O. H. Oer. stuol, stual ; Ger. stuhl; Buss, ttol
= a table ; Lith. stalas = a table.]

J. Ordinary Language :

1. A kind of seat without a back, usually a
square or circular block supported on three or
four legs. Stools are named from their con-

struction, as a folding-stooJ; or from their

purpose, a camp-stooi, a foot-stooi, a music-
Stuol, &C.

" Fetch me a stool hither."

Shakeip. : 2 Henry VI., It 1.

2. The seat used in evacuating the bowels ;

hence, an evacuation, a discharge from the
bowels.

3. The root or stump ofa timber-tree, which
throws up shoots ; also the set or cluster of
shoots thus produced.

" When a grene tree is cut in sunder In the middle,
and the iwirt cutoff la carried three acres bredth from
the stocke. and returning again to the ttoale. shall
ioiue therewith, & begin to bud aud bear fruit after
the former mauer, by reason of the sap renewing th
accustomed nourishment : then (I say) may tl,ere b*
hope that such euils shall ceaae aud diminish."
Hoiimhed : Hat. ng., bk. vii.. ch. vli.

4. The mother-plant from which youug
plants are propagated by layering.

5. A decoy-bird. [In this sense probably a
corruption of stale (q.v.).] (Amer.)

IL Technically:

1. Agric. : A frame of four growing corn-

stalks, tied together to form a support for a
corn-shock.

2. Brick-making : A stand for a brickmaker.
" The present output is at the rate of 00.0on brick*

a week ; hut it is proposed to lay down twelve mon
Hoofs, by which the company's make can be increased
to 30,000,000 per annum, or more than double to*
present yield Daily Telegraph, Nov. 23, 18.6.

3. Shipbuilding:

(1) PI. : Chocks beneath the transoms for
the attachment of the fashion-pieces.

(2) A piece of plank fastened to a ship's
side to receive the bolting of the gallery.

(3) A small channel on a ship's side for con-

taining the dead-eyes of the back-stays.

H (1) Stool of a window, Window stool :

Arch. : The flat piece upon which the win-
dow shuts down, corresponding to the sill of
a door.

*
(2) Stool of repentance : An old appliance

for punishment in the discipline of the Kirk
of Scotland, somewhat analogous to the pil-

lory. It was elevated above the congregation.
In some places there was a seat in it, but it

was generally without, and the person who had
been guilty of fornication stood or sat therein
for three Sundays, in the forenoon ; and after
sermon was called upon by name and sur-

name, the beadle or kirk officer bringing the

offender, if refractory, forwards to his post ;

and then the preacher proceeded to admoni-
tion. Here too were set to public view adul-
terers ; only these were habited in a coarse
canvas. Gradually the harsher features of
the punishment were modified, and it had
itself nearly everywhere disappeared by the
end of the eighteenth century.

* Stool-ball, s. A game at ball, formerly
played by young women.

"The game of ttool-ba.ll, the rudimentary form oj
cricket ... is not extinct." Saturday Review, Feb.
16, 1884, p. 329.

stool-bent, s.

Cot. : Juncus squarrosw.

Stool-end, s.

Mining: A portion of the rock left unworked
for the purpose of supporting the rest.

Stool-pigeon, s. A pigeon used as a

decoy to attract others ; hence, a person used
as a decoy for others ; a decoy. [STOOL, s., I. 5.]

Stool, v.i. [STOOL, s.]

Ayric. : To tiller, as grain ; to shoot out
stems from the root.

"Cutting the saplings where they ttooled too don
together. 'Klackmure : Lorna ttoone, ch. zxxviit

8to6m, v.t. [STUM.]

Stoop,
*
Stoupe, v.i. &, t. [A.S. stupian,

cogn, with O. Dut. stuypen io bow; Icel.

stupa ; Sw. stupa = to fall, to tilt. From the
same root as steep.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To bend the body downward and for-

fits, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, hero, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mate, cub, cure, nnlte, oar, rale, fall; try, Syrian, as, ce = e ; ey = a; aa = kw.
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ward ; to bemi down the head and upper

part of the Ixxly.

stooping lowly down, with loosen 'd ione,
Throw each bebiud your backs your mighty mother's
bones." Dryden : Ovid : Metamurphoses i.

2. To bend or lean forward with the head

*nd shoulders ; to walk or stand with tlie

back bowed or bent ; to become bent or bowed
In the back : as, Men stoop from age or in-

firmity.

3. To come down, as on a prey, as a hawk ;

to pounce, to swoop, to drop.
" Her* stands my dove ; Hoop at her, if you dare."

Ben Jonson: Alchemist, v. 8.

*
4. To sink when on the wing ; to alight.

" Satan ready now
To stoop with wearied wings and willing feet,

Ou tin bare outside of this world."
Milton : P. L., ill. 73.

6. To descend from rank or dignity ; to

Condescend ; to lower one's self.

"Danby. on the other hand, rather than relinquish
his great place, sometimes stooped to compliances
wh Icn caused him bitter pain and shame." Macatilay :

Hill. Kn'j.. ch. 11.

*
6. To yield, to submit, to bend, to give

way.
"
I was reported unto film that I st oped not and

was stubborn." State Tria.lt .- Gardiner.
*

1. To give way under pressure ; to bend.

"The grass ttoopt not, she treads on it so light."
Htuikesp. : Vemu 4 Ailottis, 1,028.

B. Transitive:

1. To bend or bow downward and forward ;

to bow down.
"
Stooping his pinions' shadowy say
Upon the uighteU pilgrim's way."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, ii. S3.

*
2. To bend or bow down ; to abase, to

liumble, to debase.
" Before his sister should her body ttoop

To such pollution."
Shtilcetp. : Measurefor ileature. ii. 4.

3. To fause to incline downward ; to bend

forward, to slant : as, To stoop a cask of ale,

4. To cause to submit or give way ; to over-

come, to submit.

toop (1),
*
stonp, s. [STOOP, v.]

1. The act of stooping or bending the head
and upper part of the body forward and down-
ward ; an habituil bend or bow of the back
or shoulders : as, He walks with a stoop.

*
2. Descent from dignity or superiority ;

tct of condescension.
*
3. The fall or swoop of a bird on its prey.

" Now I will wander through the air,

Mount, make a stoop at every fair."

Waller : To the ilittabU Fair.

* 1 To givt the stoop : To yield, to knock
tinder.

Stoop (2),
*
stope,

*
Stoup, s. [A.S. stedp

= a cnp ; cogn. with Dut. stoop = a gallon ;

Icel. staup = a stoup, a beaker, a cup ; Sw.

stop = a measure, about three pints ; O. H.
Ger. steup, stouph ; Ger. stauf.] A vessel of

liquor, a ttagon.
"
Set me the ttoopt of wine upon that table."

Shakesp. : Bumltt. v. i

atoop (3), *. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. stub.]

1. A post fastened in the earth ; a stump.
"
It iuit;ht I* known hard by an ancient ttoop,
Where grew an oak in elder days."

Tancred 41 Gismunda.

2. A pillar.

If (1) Stoop and room :

Mining : The same as Post and stall. [Posr

<1), s.. It 5.]

(2) .Stoop and roop, stowp and roup: Com-
pletely, altogether. (Scotch,.)

Stoop (1), * [Out. stoep.] The steps at the
entrance of a house ; door-steps ; a porch
with a balustrade and seats on the sides.

(Amer.)
"He came on to the stoop and whispered to the

reeve."- Knglish Illust. Magazine, August, 1384, p. 699.

toop' -er, s. [Eng. stoop, v. ; -er.] One who
stoops or bends the body forward.

toop '-Ing, pr. par. or a. [STOOP, v.]

*toop'-Ing-l& adv. [Eng. stopping ; -ly.]

In a stooping manner or position ; with a
stoop.

"To tread softly, to walk stoopinjly."~/icliqui<B
Wotloniana, p. 260.

Btoor, a. &s. [SrouR.]

to")r, v.i. [Cf. stir and Wei. ystwr a stir, a
bustle.] To rise in. clouds, as dust or smoke.
(I'rov.)

stoot er, s. [Dut <k H. Ger. stoszer.] A
small silver coin ill Holland, valued at two
ami a halt' stivers, or about live cunts.

stooth -ing, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Arch. : A provincial term for battening.

Stop,
*
stoppe, v.t. & i. [ A.8. stoppian ; cogn.

with Dut. stoppen = to fill, to stuff, to stop ;

Sw. stoppa; Dan. stoppe; Ger. stop/en; ItaL

stoppare, from Low Lat. stupo = to stop up
with tow, to stop, from Lat. stupa, stuprxi
= tow ; Gr. <rrujr>), trrumn) (stupe, stuppe) ;

O. Sp. estopar; Fr. etouper.]

A. Transitive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. To close up by filling, stuffing, or other-
wise obstructing ; to fill up a cavity or cavities

in.
" She cut off her sho sole,
And stopped therewith the hole."

Skelton : Eliuour Humming.

2. To stanch or cause to cease bleeding.
" Have by some surgeon . . .

To stop his wounds, lest he do meed to death."

tihakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iv. t

3. To fill entirely.
"
Stopping my greedy ear with their bold deeds."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry 1 1'.. L 1.

4. To obstruct ; to render impassable.
"Sad Creusa stopp'd my way."

Dryden : Virgil ; &neid ii. 916.

5. To impede ; to stand or set one's self in

the way of ; to arrest the progress of ;
to pre-

vent from progress or passage.
" He stopped the fliers.

"

Shakes;'. : Coriolanus, 11. 2.

6. To cause to cease working or acting : as,
To stop an engine.

7. To restrain, to hinder ; to suspend the
action of: as, To stop the execution of a
decree.

8. To leave off, to desist from : as, You
must stop that habit.

9. To repress, to suppress ; to put down, to

finish.
" Send succours and stop the rage betime."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., lit 1.

10. To check or hinder in utterance ; to
silence.

" We shall ttop her exclamation."
Sliaketp. : King John, it.

11. To hinder in performing its proper
function.

"
I'll stop my ears against the mermaid's song."

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, ill. S.

12. To hinder from action or practice.

13. To keep back and refuse to pay ; to

deduct.
"Do you mean to stop any of William's wages f"

Shakes/i. : 2 Denry IV., v. 1.

14. To regulate the sound of by pressure
with the finger or otherwise : as, To stop a

string.

1 15. To point, to set with stops, to punc-
tuate : as, To stop a sentence.

IL Naut. : To make fast ; to stopper.

B. Intransitive:

1. To cease to go forward ; to stand still ;

to come to a stop. " He bites his lips, and starts ;

Stnps on a sudden, looks upon the ground.
Then lays his finger on his temple ; straight
Springs out into fast gait, then stjpi again."

Snakes?. : Henry rill., i.i. 4.

2. To cease from any motion, habit, practice,
or course of action.

" Encroachments are made by degrees from one step
to another ; and the best time to stop is at the begin-
ning." Lesley.

3. To remain ; to stay or reside temporarily ;

to put up, to have lodgings.

1 For the difference between to stop and to

check, see CHECK.

StOp-OUt, v.t. & i.

Steel Engraving: (See extract).
"
If variation of tone and a difference of force In the

lines is required, as is usually the case, the more deli-

cate portions of the sketch a>-e trap/n-a^ut, thut is.

covered by varnish so that they shall not beatlected

by any subsequent exposure in the hath. The plate is

again immersed, and the process of *en;.;m></-owt re-

peated." ScrOmer's Magnvne, Aug., 1880, p. 686.

stop,
*
stoppe, s. [STOP, v.}

L Ordinary language :

L The act of stopping; the state of being

stopped; cessation of progressive motion.

2. Hindrance of progress, action, or opera-
tion ; pause, interruption.

3. The act of stopping, filling up, or closing;
stoppage.

" A breach that craves a quick expedient stop."
tihakesp, : S Ueitry VI.. Hi. L

A. That which stops, hinders, or obstruct*;
an obstacle, an obstruction, a hindrance, an
impediment.

*5. A state of embarrassment or perplexity.
" Marti us was a little at a stop." Bacon : Hutu War.
6. A point or mark in writing intended to

distinguish the sentences, parts of a sentence,
or clauses, and to show the proper pauses in

reading ; a punctuation mark. [PUNCTUATION.]
II. Technically:

1. Joinery : One of the pieces of wood nailed
on the frame of a door to form the recess or
rebate into which the door shuts.

2. Music:

(1) The pressure by the fingers of the strings
upon the fingerboard of a stringed instrument.

(2) A fret upon a guitar or similar instru-
ment ; a vent-hole in a wind instrument.

"
Teaching every stop and key
To those upon the pipe that play."

Drayton : Muses Elysium ; Nymph. IT.

(3) The handle and leverage which act upon
the rows of pipes in an organ ; a register.

(4) The series of pipes thus acted on. Organ-
stops are of two kinds, flue and reed : the
tone of flue-pipes is produced by directing a
current of air against a sharp edge called the

lip ; the tone of reed-pipes is produced by
setting a metal tongue in motion at the open-
ing of a tube. Flue-stops are opened or closed
at the top ; as, open diapason, stopped diapa-
son, &c. The tone of a stopped pipe is an
octave lower than that produced by an open
pipe of the same length. An open pipe of 8 ft.

in length gives the note cc, the lowest note,

on the manuals of a modern organ ; it is cus-

tomary, therefore, to write on stop-hand lea

the length of the longest pipe of the series,
thus informing the player of the pitch of the

stop, e.g., double diapason, 16ft. ; open dia-

pason, 8 ft. ; stopped diapason, 8 ft. tone (4 fL

stopped) ; octave or principal, 4 ft. ; flute,
4ft. tone, &c. The 8ft. flue-stops constitute

the foundation stops. Stops containing more
than one rank of pipes, such as mixture,
sesquialtera, &c., are called compound stops.

Stops sounding the interval of a twelfth, or
tierce (and sometimes also the octave and the

fifteenth), are called Mutation stops.

3. Naut. : A projection at the upper part of
a mast, outside of the cheeks.

4. Optics: A perforated diaphragm between
two lenses, to intercept the extreme rays that

might disturb the perfection of the image.

stop-cock, s. A faucet in a pipe, to open
or close the passage.

stop-finger, s. The same as FALLER-

WIRE, 2.]

stop gap, s. & a.

A. -4s- substantive :

1. Lit. : That which closes or stops a gap or
other opening.

2. Fig. : A temporary expedient.

B. As adj. : Acting as or serving the pur-

pose of a stopgap ; temporary.
" As a mere stop-yap Government he admits they

may be allowed to hold office a little longer." Daily
Chronicle, Nov. 18, 1S85.

Stop-motion, s. An arrangement in a
machine by which the breakage or the failure

of supply of the material under treatment,
causes an arrest of the motion.

stop-order, s.

Law: An order for the stoppage of the

transfer of any stock till notice has been sent

to the person by whom the stop-order has

been obtained.

stop-plank, .

Hydraul.-eng. : One of the planks employed
to form a sort ofdam in some hydraulic works.

They generally occupy vertical grooves in the

wing walls of a lock or weir, to hold back

water in case of temporary disorder of the

lock-gates.
*
stop-ship, *. The Remora (q..).

stop-valve, s.

1. Hydr. : A valve which closes a pip*

agninst the pnssnge of fluid. The large valve

used in water-inmns is known by this name.

It is usually a disk which occupies a chamber
above the pipe when the passage-way through

Doil, bo?; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, ?hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eylst. -In*

-daa, -tian = shan. -tton. -sion = shun; -tion, -fion = zhiin. -oious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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the latter is open, and is driven down by a
screw to stop the aperture, its face being

pressed against the seat by the contact of the
rear with wedging abutments.

2. Steam-eng. : Valves fitted in the steam-

pipes where they leave th several boilers,
ati'l in the connecting-pipes between the

boilers, in such a manner that any boiler or
boilers may be shut off from the others, and
from the engines.

stop-watch, . A watch in which the
works (or a part of them) may be stopped by
pressing in an exterior pin. Used in timing
races, &c.

stop-work, 5. A device attached to the
barrel of a watch, musical-box, or spring-
clock, to regulate the winding of the spring,
and prevent overwinding.

tope, s. [From step (q.v.).]

Mining: A horizontal bed or layer of ore

forming one of a series of steps into which it

has been excavated.

We were obliged to ttope the side* of the abaft in
blue stone, but we have cut through the lode in the
tt>tx about live feet wide of very good appearance."
M-ney Market Renew, NOT. 7, 1835.

tope, i:t. or i. [STOPE, *.]

Mining :

1. To cut away the ore so that the upper or
under surface presents the form of a series of

steps.
We are itill sinkingand rtoptn? at the No. 2 shaft"

Standard, Oct. 48, 188L

2. To fill in with rubbish, as a space from
which the lode has been excavated.

* Stopen, pa. par. or a. [STEP, v.]

top -ing, s. [STOPE, v.]

Mining: The act of cutting mineral ground
with a pick, working downwards ; the act of

forming into slopes.

stop -leas, a. [Eng. stop; -less.] Not to be

stopped."
Stoplat as a running multitude."

Dacemint: Return qf Charlei II.

top page (age as ig), s. [Eng. stop, v. ;

aye.]

1. The act of stopping or arresting motion
or progress ; the state of being stopped.

" This ttoppage of a favourite article, without
assigning some reason, might have occaaionedageneral

. murmur." Coo*: Third Voyage, bk. iii., ch. 1.

2. A deduction made from pay or allow-

ances, to repay advances, &c.

H Stoppage in transitu :

Law : The right which an unpaid vendor of

goods has, on hearing that the vendee is in-

solvent, to stop and reclaim the goods while
in transit and not yet delivered to the vendee.

topped, pa. par. or a. [STOP, v.}

stopped-pipe, .--.

Music: An organ-pipe, the upper end of
which is closed by a wooden plug or cap of
metal. [STOPPER, II. 3.]

top'-per, . [Eng. stop, v. ; -er.}

L Ordinary Language :

L Lit. : One who or that which stops or
hinders ; that which stops or obstructs ; that
which closes or fills a vent or hole in a vessel ;

plug or cork for a bottle ; a stopple.

2. Fig. : A finisher, a settler.
" Here we come immediately upon a ttopper, unless

it can be happily shunted." field, Feb. 19, 1887.

IL Technically:

1. Naut. : A short piece of rope having a
knot at one end, with a laniard under the

knot, applied to shrouds, cables, &c., for

various purposes, as for checking and holding
fast a cable, rope, &c.

*
2. Ba.il.-eng. : A trailing-brake formerly

Tised on inclined planes. It was in the rear of

the last waggon in ascending, and was thrown
into action by the pressure of the cars if the

rope broke. It penetrated the ground and

stopped the descent Also called a Trailer or

Cow.

S. Musie: The plug inserted in the top of

mn organ-pipe, in order to close it, thereby
producing a note an octave lower than the

pitch of the pipe if open.

stopper-bolt, s.

Naut. : A large ring-bolt driven in the deck
of a ship before the main-hatch, for securing
the stoppers to.

stopper-hole, s.

Puddling : A hole in the door of the furnace

through which the iron is stirred and the

operation observed. It is sometimes stopped
with clay, hence the name.

stop' -per, v.t. [STOPPER, .] To close or
secure with a stopper.

U To stopper a cable :

Naut. : To put stoppers on it to prevent it

from running out of the ship when riding at
anchor.

Stop -pered, a. [Eng. stopper, s. ; -erf.] Pro-
videa with a stopper : as, a stoppered bottle.

stop - per - less, o. [Eng. stopper; -less.]

Without a stopper or stoppers.
"The ttopperleu cruets." Diclttni: Uncommercial

Traveller, xxii.

Stop -ping, pr. par., a., & *. [STOP, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act of one who stops ; the state of

being stopped.

2. That which serves to stop, All, or close

up : as, stopping for a decayed tooth.

IL Technically:

1. Build. : Patching incomplete work with

cement, such as gaps made by the spalling of
marble or stone, of veneer, &c.

2. Engrav. : [ETCHING, STOP-OUT].

3. Farriery : A pad or ball occupying the

space within the inner edge of the shoe,
around the frog and against the sole. Its

object is to keep the parts in a moist con-

dition", similar to that which they possess in

a state of nature, where the sole and frog
come in contact with the damp earth and
verdure.

4. Mining : A door in a drift or gallery
which stops the passage of air at a certain

point, being a part of the artificial ventilation

system of a mine.

5. Music: The act of pressing the fingers
on the strings of the violin, viola, &c., in
order to produce the notes. [DOUBLE-STOP-
PING.]

stopping brush, s.

1. Hat-making: A brush used to sprinkle
hot water upon the napping and the hat body
to assist in uniting them.

2. Steel Engraving: A camel's-hair brush,
used by engravers in stopping out portions of
etched plates.

stopping-knife, . A glazier's putty-
knife.

stopping off, s.

Founding : A term applied to the filling up
with sand of a portion of a mould, when the

casting is desired to be smaller than the

pattern from which the mould is formed.

stopping-out, s.

Steel Engrav. : [STOP-OUT, ETCHING].

stopping-up pieces, s. pi.

Shipbuild. : Timbers placed on the middle

part of the bilge-ways, to meet and support
the bottom of the ship. They form a part of
the cradle.

stop -pie, *stop'-pel, s. [Eng. stop; dimin.
suff. -le; cf. Low Ger. stoppel; Qer. stopfel,

stopsel.]

L Ord. Lang. : That which stops or closes

the mouth of a vessel ; a stopper.
" Here's the best ale i' th' land, if you'll go to the

price ;

Better, I sure am. never blew out a ttopple."
Cotton : Voyage to Ireland in Burlesque-

2. Music : A plug inserted in some of the

ventages of the flute in order to accommodate
its scale to some particular mode.

stop'-pie, v.t. [STOPPLE, s.] To close or stop
with a stopple,

stbr age (age as ig), s. [Eng. stor(e), v. ;

age.]

1. The act of storing ; the act of depositing
in a store, warehouse, or the like for safe

keeping.
2. The price charged or paid for the storing

of goods.

storage-battery, *. [ELECTRIC-
BATTERY, 3.]

Stbr -ax, s. [Lat. stomx, styrax.] [STYRAX.!
Chem. : A fragrant, balsamic resm im-

ported into Europe from Trieste. True storar
was a solid resin, obtained from the stem of

Styrax officinale. It was held in great esteem
from the time of Pliny down to the end of the
last century. At the present time it has
almost disappeared, genuine specimens being
rarely found even in museums. (LiQUID-
AM KKK, LlQUlD-STORAX.]

"
I yielded a pleasant odour like the best myrrh, u

galbanum, and sweet itorax."Eccle. xxiv. 15.

stbr -ax-wort, s. [Eng. storax, and wort.]
Bot. (PI.) : The order Styracacese (q.v.).

Store,
*
stor,

*

stoor, s. & a. [O. Fr. estor,

estoire, from Low Lat staurum = store, from
Lat.

instaurp
= to construct, to build, to re-

store, from in = in, and stauro = to set up.]

A. As substantive :

1. That which is collected, accumulated,
hoarded, or massed together ; stock accumu-
lated ; a supply, a hoard : specif., in the
plural, articles, especially of food, provided
for some special purpose ; supplies, as of pro-
visions, arms, ammunition, clothing, &c., for
an army, a ship, or the like.

"Increase thy wealth and double all thy ttore."

Jirydcn : Pertiut, sat. vi.

*
2. Hence, a great quantity, plenty, abund-

ance, a large number.
" Too small a pasture for such ttore of mutton."

Shaketp. : Tuxt Gentlemen, i. L
3. A place where supplies, as provisions,

arms, ammunition, clothing, &c., are stored
for future use ; a storehouse, a warehouse, a
magazine.

"Sulphurous and nitrous foam.
Concocted and adusted, they reiluc'd
To blackest grain, aud into ttore conrey'd."

J/Uton : P. L., vi. 51$

4. A place where goods are kept for sale,
either by wholesale or retail ; a shop.

" The owner of this small ttore gravely asserts that
he has naught to sell of a fluid kind stronger than
water." Barper'i Magazine, Sept., 1882, p. lai.

B. As adjective :

1. Hoarded up, laid up, amassed, accumu-
lated.

2. Kept in stock ; stock.
" To buy in ttore sheep to feed off their turnip crop*

in winter." Daily Telegraph, Sept 28, 1886.

*3. Containing stores; set apart for re-

ceiving stores or supplies for future use.

4. Obtained at a store or shop ; purchased
or purchasable at a store : as, store-clothes.

(Amer.)

^ (1) In ttore : Accumulated ; ready for use ;

on hand.

(2) To set store by : To value highly ; to set a
great value on.

store-farmer, s. A farmer who devote*
himself chiefly to the breeding of sheep and
cattle.

Store-house, s. [STOREHOUSE.]

store-keeper, s. One who has the charge
of a store ; one who superintends the purchase
and issue of stores.

store-man, *. A man engaged in a store
or in storing goods.

" The question of wages of shifters and ttort-mm
has been referred to arbitration," Weekly i't/io, Sent*
6, 1885.

Store-master, s. The tenant of a sheep-
farm. (Scotch.)

Store-pay, s. Payment for goods or work
in articles from a store or shop instead of
cash. (Amer.)

Store-room, s. A room set apart for the

reception of stores or supplies.

store-ship, . A vessel employed to carry
stores for the use of a fleet, garrison, &c.

Store, v.t. [STORE, .]

1. To collect, amass, or accumulate in, as
tor future use ; to stock, to furnish, to supply.

"
Having by sensation and reflection ttored our

minds with simple ideas." Locke: Bunuin Under-
Handing, bk. ii., ch. xxii.

2. To stock or supply with stores, provisions,
Ac.

" Corn . . . whereof, they say,
The city Is well ttored."

Shaketp.: Coriolanui, 1 1
3. To deposit, as in a store, warehouse, Ac*

for preservation or future use.

Ammunition wasord in the vaults." Macaulay
Hi*. Kng., ch. xii.

fete, fht, tare, amidst, what, aii, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot*

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. , oe = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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tore'-house, *. [Eng. store, and house.}

1. A house in which things are stored ; a
building for storing grain, supplies, guods,
Ac. ; a warehouse, a repository.

"So that the common itorehoutet and barns be
ufflcieutly stored." Mure : Utopia, bk. ii., ch, ii.

2. A repository, a magazine, a store.
" An illustration of this may again be taken from

that rich storehouse of facts furnished us by Hudson."
Barper't Magazine, July, 1886, p. 255.

*
3. A store, a great quantity. (Spenser.)

tor -er, . [Eng. stor(e), v. ; -er.] One who
lays up or forms a store.

Stbr -ey, s. [STOBY (2), .]

Btor'-ge, s. [Or., from o-repyw (stergS) = to

love.] That strong instinctive affection which
animals have for their young ; parental affec-

tion { tender love.

stoV-i-al,
*
stor'-I-all, a. [Eng. stvry (l),

8. ; -aZ.) Historical, true.
" This is ttona.ll sooth, It is no fable."

Chaucer : Legend of (load Women ; Cleopatra.

stor -led (1), a. [Eng. story (1), s. ; -ed.]

1. Painted or adorned in any way with
scenes from stories or history.

'As the ancient art could stain
Achievements on the storied pane."

Scott : Sla.rm.vm, v. (Introd.)

2. Related, referred to, or celebrated in

Story or history ; having a story or history
attached.

* Ye Naiads ! blne-ey'd sisters of the wood I

Who by old oak, or storied stream,
Nightly tread your mystic maze."

Logan : Ode to a fountain.

tor
1

T led (2), a. [Eng. story (2), s. ; -ed.]

Having a story, stories, or stages.
"When we speak of the Intercolumniation or dis-

tance which is due to each order, we mean in a
dorique, ionical, corinthian porch, or cloister, or the
like of one contiguatiou, and not in storied buildings.'

Wotton: Semaint, p. 26.

tbV-I-er, s. [Eng. story (1), v. ; -tr.] A.

relater of stories or history ; an historian.
" The storie made of three most famose and credible

Koriert in Greek Loud." Bp. Pecock, in Life, p. 117.

Stb'r'-I-fy, v.t. [Eng. story (1), a. ; -fy.] To
form or tell stories ot

Stor-i-ol -6-glSt, s. [Eng. storiolog(y) ; -ist]
A collector or student of popular tales and
legends.

"English comparative itoriolofflstt undoubtedly
ought to be grateful to him." Academy, Jan. 9, 1886,

p. 22.

stor-i-ol'-o'-gy', s. [Eng. story (1), s. ; stiff.

-ology.] The study of popular tales arid

legends.

Stork, *storke, *. [A.S. store; Dan., Sw.,
Dut., <fe Ger. stork.]

Ornith. : Any individual of the genus
Ciconia, or of the sub-family Ciconiinae. In
form the storks resemble the herons, but are
more robust, and have larger bills, shorter

toes, with a non-serrated claw on the middle
toe. They inhabit tlie vicinity of marshes
nd rivers, where they find an abundant
upply of food, consisting of frogs, lizards,

fishes, and even young birds. Storks are

migratory, arriving from the south at their

breeding haunts in the early spring, and de-

parting again in the autumn. The White
or House Stork (Ciconia alba), which is com-
mon in many countries of Central Europe,
constructs a large nest, most frequently on
the chimney of a cottage ;

also on the tops of
tall trees, spires, walls of ruined buildings, Ac.
The plumage is dirty white, the quills and
longest feathers on the wing-covers black ;

beak and feet red. The male is about forty-
two inches long, the female somewhat less.
The Black Stork (C. nigra), from the centre
and east of Europe, Asia, and Africa, has the
upper surface black, the lower parts white.
It resembles the White Stork in habits. Storks
are protected by laws in some countries for
their services in destroying small mammals
and reptiles, and in consuming offal. They
have also been celebrated from ancient times
for their affection for their young ; their re-

putation for regard for the old birds is much
overrated, though heralds have ad<>)iterl the
Stork as an emblem of piety and gratitude.

stork-billed kingfishers, s. pi.

Ornith. : The genus Pelargopsis (q.v.),

stork's bill, 5.

Sot. : (1) The genus Erodinm, and spec.

Erodium moschatum; (2) Geranium Rober-
tianum (Britten & Holland}; (3) The genus
Pelargonium (Treas. of Dot.). All are so named
from their long, tapering seed-vessels.

storm, s. [A.S. storm; cogn. with Icel. stormr;
Dut., Sw., & Dan. storm; Ger. sturm; Ital.

stormo. From the same root as Lat. sterno ;

Eng. strew.]

L Ordinary language :

1. Lit. : A violent commotion or disturb-
ance of the atmosphere, producing or attended
by wind, rain, snow, hail, or thunder and
lightning ; a tempest. (Often applied to a
heavy fall of rain, snow, &c., without a high
wind.)"

Bide the pelting of this pitiless Worm."
Shakesp. : Lear, Ui. 4.

IT The severest storms which occur on the
globe have their origin in the tropics. They
were long known as hurricanes, but the in-

vestigation of the law of storms proved them
to be rotatory, aud they are now called

cyclones. [CYCLONE.] Modern investigation
has divided storms into two classes, the Cyclone,
or great rotatory storm, and the Tornado, or
small rotatory storm, believed to be a secondary
result of the Cyclone. Thunder storms aud
hail storms often appear to originate iu causes
similar to those which produce the Tornado.
In the United States, Cyclones have two
centres of origin, one in the region of the
West Indies, whence they migrate up the
Atlautic coast region, and the other in the
district east of the Rocky Mountains, whence
they make their way eastward by the line of
the Great Lakes. The width of their circle
of rotation may be 1000 or 2000 miles. Torna-

does, on the contrary, are very contracted

storms, a half mile and usually much less in

width, but of extreme violence of rotation.
The destruction of life and property caused by
these storms is sometimes enormous.

2. Figuratively :

(1) A violent disturbance or agitation of
human society ; a tumult, a clamour, a com-
motion.

"The storm subsided as quickly as it arose, and all's

well that ends well, we are told.
1

Field. Sept. 4, 18*6.

(2) A violent or vehement outbreak.
"

Bills, the first appearance of which has aroused a
ttorm of protest and denunciation from the traders."
Morning Pott, Feb. 5, 1835.

(3) A violent or destructive calamity ; a
gad or distressful state of affairs; extreme
distress, misfortune, or adversity.

"A brave man struggling in the itorru of fate."

Pope : Prol. to Additans Cato.

(4) A heavy shower or fall.
"
Battling storms of arrows barbed with fire."

Milton: P. L., vi. M6.

II. Mil. : A violent assault on a fortified

place or strong position ; a furious attempt
by troops to capture a fortified place by
scaling the walls, forcing the gates, or the
like.

" Far more terrible to me than all the dangers of the
ttorm itself." Lever : Charles O'MaUey, ch. ciii.

If (1) Magnetic storm:

Magnetism: A magnetic disturbance simul-

taneously affecting a large portion of the

globe. Sabine records a storm of this kind
felt at the same time at Prague, the Cape,
Tasmania, and Toronto.

(2) Stnrm in a tea-cup : A great quarrel or
Commotion about a trifling matter.

If Storm is largely used in compounds, the

meanings being in most cases self-explana-
tory : as, storm-menacing, storm-presaging,
ttorm-tossed, &c.

Storm and stress, phr. [A translation
of the German sturm und drang.] Impulse,
excitement, unquiet, unrest.

"There Is a good deal of ttorm and ttrest In Slgnor
O '

pianoforte playing." Referee, July 18, 1886, p. S.

If Used also ad.jecti vely, as a storm and stress

period i.e., a period in which one's actions

spring from impulse rather than judgment.

Storm-beat, storm-beaten, a. Beaten
OT injured by storms ; weather-beaten.

" To dry the rain on my ttnrm-braten face."

Shuketp. : Sonnet 34.

Storm-bird, . The Stormy-petrel (q.v.).

Storm-blast, . The blast of a tempest.

Storm-bound, a. Prevented from pro-

ceeding by storms or inclement weather ;

storm-stayed.
" For four weary days we had hern storm-bound on

a small Maid." Field, Sept. is. 1886.

Storm-cook, s. The Missel-thrush (q.v>" Our resident thrushes are the thro.tle, he oranno-
billed black-bird, misnel-thrush or itonn-cock, aud tb
dipper." at. Jtimes't (icoette, Jan. 17, 1887.

storm-cone, s. A cone consisting of
tarred canvas extended on a frame three feet
high and three feet wide at base ; used singly
or in conjunction with a cylinder or drum as-
a storm-signal (q.v.), [STORM-DRUM.]

Storm-door, s. An outer or additional
dooi for protection against storms or incle-
ment weather. (Awer.)

Storm-drum, *. A drum or cylinder of
tarred canvas thre-j feet high and three feet
wide, used as 4 storm-signal (q.v.).

Storm-finch, *. The Stormy-petrel (q.v.X-

storm-glass, s. A tube containing a
liquid holding a solution which is sensible to
atmospheric changes. In clear weather th
substance is seen to settle near the bottom of
the tube, the liquid remaining comparatively
clear ; previous to a storm the substance rises,

causing the liquid to present a turbid and
flocculent appearance.

Storm-kite, . A contrivance for send*
ing a rope from a stranded vessel to the shore.
An anchor-ball is frequently used from tha-
shore to the vessel.

storm-pane, a. A supplementary framed
sheet of glass, to substitute, in an emergency,
for a broken pane iu a lighthouse.

storm-pavement, s.

Hydr.-engin. : The sloping stone paving
which lines the sea-face of piers and break-
waters. The breakwater glacis.

Storm-petrel, *. [STORMY-PETREL.]
*
storm-proof, a. Proof against storm*

or bad weather.

storm-sail, .

Naut. : A sail of reduced dimensions and
extra stout canvas, for heavy weather ; as a
storm-jib, storm-trysail, &c.

storm-signal, s. A signal for indicating
to mariners, fishermen, &e., the probable ap-
proach of a storm. It consists of a hollow
cylinder and cone, either of which, or both
simultaneously, may be suspended from a.

mast or
staff; their

positions
denoti ng
the prob-
able direc-

tion of tlie

wind in an

approach-
ing storm.
Thus . Cone
point up-
ward (a), to
the right
of the staff,

northerly
gale. Cone
pointdown-
ward (6), to
the left of

the staff,
southerly gale. Cylinder (), dangerous wind
from both quarters successively. Upright cona
above cylinder (d), dangerous wind from north.

Reversed cone below cylinder (e), dangerous,
Wind from south.

storm-stayed, storm-stead, o. Pre-
vented from proceeding on, or interrupted ilk

the course of a journey by bad weather.

Storm-window, . An outer window to

protect the inner from the effects of storms,

or the inclemency of the weather; also, ia
some localities, a window raised from th

roof, and slated above and on each side-

(Amer.)

storm,
* storme, v.t. & i. [STORM, .]

A. Trans.: To attack and attempt to tak

by scaling the walls, forcing the gates or

breaches, or the like ; to assault ; to take by
storm.

" Of castles ttnrmed, of cities freed . . .

As herues think, no thought the Brace."
Scutt : Lord of the Islet, ill. IT..

B. Intransitive:
*

1. To raise a tempest. (Spenser.)
" From Shetland straddling wide, his foot on Thnly

seta:
Whence storming, all the rait Deucalidon he threat*,*

Drat/ton : Poltj-OlMoii, a. 10.

STORM-SIfWALS.

boil, bo?; pout, Jdwl; cat, fell, cfcorns, 9hln, bench: go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =

clan. -Man = ehan. -Won, -eioa = sliun ; -{loo, -ion - zhou. -clous, -tious, -clous = suds. -Die. -die, &c. = toel, dek
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*
2. To blow with violence ; to rain, hail,

now, or the like violently. (Used imper-
sonally.)

3. To be in a violent passion ; to rage, to
fume.

14And he so often itormt t nought,
Allah I forbid that eV he ought 1*

Byron : Bride of Abydot, L IS.

*torm -er, *. [Eng. storm, v.; .] One who
takes part in a storming party (q.v.).

"'Move on, move on,' whispered O'Shanghnessy,
they're tilling off the tlormtn.'

"
Leoer ; CHarlet

VMallen, ch. ci.

torm'-f&l,a. [Eng. sfora; -JW(Z).] Abound-
ing with storms ; stormy.

* storm ful-noss, s. [Eng. ttormfids -ness.]
The quality or state of being stormful ; abund-
ance of storms ; storminess. _

*torm -I-ly, adv. [Eng. stormy; 4y.]

1. In a stormy manner; with storms ; tem-

pestuously.
" The wind blew siormily and a high sea was run-
ing.'-Dat/y Telegraph, Sept. 11, ISSo.

2. In a tumultuous, excited, or disturbed
manner.

" The session had opened ttormUy." Century ilaga-
tint, Dec., 1878, p. SO*.

torrn i-ness, . [Eng. stormy; -nes.] The
quality or state of being stormy ; tempestu-
onsness.

torm ing, pr. par. or a. [STORM, v.}

storming party, ..

Mil. : The party to whom the duty is as-

igned of making the first assault in storming
a fortress or town.

torm'-lSss, a. [Eng. storm; -less.] Free
from storms.

"It seems astonishing that any, save the lowest
thickset trees, could ever have found a period suffi-

ciently stormless to establish themselves.
1'

Scriliner't

Magazine, Nov., 1878, p. 54.

atorm'-y, * storm-ie, a. [Eng. storm, s. ; -y. ]

L Lit. : Characterized by storms or tem-

pests ; tempestuous, boisterous, very rough ;

accompanied by high winds.
" The shudd'rlng tenant of the frigid zone ...
Extols the treasures of his stormy seas."

Goldtmith : Traveller.

2. Fig. : Violent, passionate, rough, excited
"
If you give o'er to ttormy passion."

Shaketp. : 2 Henry IV., L L

stormy-petrel, t.

Ornith. : Procellaria petagica, common In
the North Atlantic. In general appearance it

Is not unlike a swift, of a sooty black colour,
with a little white on the wings, and some
near the tail. It is popularly believed to be

harbinger of bad weather, and is called

Tby sailors, Mother Carey's Chicken, a name
which is also applied to other species. [PE-
TREL, TliBINAEBS.]

tor thing (th as t), s. [Dan. stor = great,
and thing = court.) The parliament, or su-

preme legislative assembly of Norway ; the

great court or representative of the sovereign
people. It is elected triennially, and holds
annual sessions. When in session, it divides
Itself into two houses, one-fourth of the mem-
bers constituting the lagthing, and the re-

maining three-fourths the odelsthing.

stor ven, pret. ofv. [&TABVB.]

tdr-y (1), "Btor-Ie, s. [O. Pr. estoire, e-
tore, variants of histoire= history (q.v.) ; Ital.

istoria, storla.]

1. A narrative, recital, or description of

something which has occurred ; an account of

.past events ; history.
" He with his consorted Eve

The ttory heard attentive, and were fill'd

With admiration.- MUton : P. L., vil. 5L

2. A narrrative or account of an incident or
veiit ; a short narrative.

" Intent be hears Penelope disclose
A mournful story of domestic woes."

Pope : Homer ; Odyttey xxiii. KM.

8. A fictitious narrative; a short romance
r imaginative tale.

" A ttory in which native hnmoOT reigns,
Is often useful, always entertains."

Courier : Conversation, 408.

4. A He, a falsehood. (Colloquial.)
" As they can't all be true, some of them must be

Hoi :&." Referee, April 17, 1887.

story-book, s. A book containing one or
joore stories or tales.

" My maid left on the table one of her story-boola,
which I found full of strange impertinence, of poor
servants who came to be ladles."

story-teller, s.

1. One who tells stories, true or fictitious ;

a writer of stories or tales.

*
2. An historian. (In contempt.)

"
Company will be no longer pestered with dull,

dry, tedious ttory-teUert," Swift : Polite Conversation.

3. One who tells stories or falsehoods.

(Colloquial)

story telling, s.

1. The act of relating stories or tales, true
or fictitious.

2. The act of telling stories or falsehoods.

"story-writer, s.

1. A writer of stories or tales.

2. An historian, a chronicler (1 Esdras ii. 17).

StoV-y (2), stor'-eft s. [O. FT. estorte= a
thing built ; properly pa. par. of estorer = to

build, to store (q.v.).J

*L A building.
" Hli bygonne her heye tonnes strengthy vaste aboute,
Her castles & ttoryt." R. Gloucester, p. 181.

2. The space between two floors of a build-

ing ; a stage or floor of a building ; a sub-
division of the height of a house ; a set of
rooms on the same floor or level.

"
Mounting to the fifth story of the rickety, stived

building. "-JScrioner'l magazine, NOT., 1878, p. 78.

story-post, t.

Build. : An upright post occupied in sup-
porting the bressomer when a window occu-

pies the whole front of the ground floor.

story-rod, s.

. Build. : A rod equal in length to the height
of the floor, and having the heights of the
several steps of the stairs marked upon it, so
that the steps may be measured and distri-

buted accurately.

*
Stbr'-y (IX v.t. & i. [STORY (1), ]

A. Trans. : To tell in historical relation ; to
make the subject of a story, history, narrative,
or account ; to relate, to narrate.

" What the sage poets, taught by th' heavenly muse,
Storied of old In high immortal verse.
Of dire chimeras." Milton: Comut. 516.

B. Intrans. : To tell, to relate, to narrate,
to declare, to report.

"
Cupid, if start/ing legends tell aright.
Once framed a rich elixir of delight*

Coleridge : Kiuet.

*Stor'-y (2), v.t. [STORY (2), s.] To arrange
or range under one another; to arrange or
build in stories. (Only used in the past par-
ticiple.)

" All the parts of an undisturbed fluid are either of

equal gravity, orgradually placed and storied together
according to the differences of it." Bentley : Sermont,
sen.

Stot,
* stoat,

*
stote,

*
stott, . [Icel. st&tr

.= a bull ; 8w. & Norw. stut.] [STOAT.] A
bullock between two and three years old.

" To procure restitution in inteqrum of every stlrk
and stut that the chief, his forefathers, and his clan,
had stolen." Scott : Waterley, ch. zr.

*2. A stoat (q.v.).

*3. A horse, a stallion.
" This Eeve sate upon a right good ttat,

That was all pomelee grey, and bight Scot."
Chaucer : C. T., 617. (Prol.)

Stot, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.] To stump, to

tramp.
"They Hotted along side by rid*." Jtitt Ferrier :

Inheritance, ii. 367.

* stound, v.i. [Icel. stynja, pret. stundi = to

groan ; Dan. stoune; Ger. stohnen.] To be in

pain or sorrow.

* stound, pa. par. [STUN.] Stunned,
" So was he ttound with stroke of her huge talle."

Bpenter: P. Q.. V. It 2.

stound (1),
* stounde, * stownd a). *

[IceL stynr.] [STOUND, .]

1. Sorrow, grief.

Seeming like one In uncouth ttound."
Spenter : An Elegit.

2. A shooting pain, a pang.
" Like a mazed steer.

That yet of mortal stroke the ttound doth fear."

Spenter: F. O... IV. vl. 87.

'stound (2), *stownd (2), . [STOCiro,pa.
par.}

1. Amazement, astonishment.
"
Lightly he started up ont of that (found.

Spenter: F. ., IV. rill
2. A blOW
" This the sword which wrought those crnell itoundt."

Spenser: F. Q., V. lii. 22.

* stound (3),
*
stounde,

*
stand. * stundflk

. [Icel. stund; A.8. & Dan. stund ; Ger.
stujule ; Dut. stand.]

1. A certain length of time, long or short ;

ft short space of time.
"The kyng blheld him a ttound, A sauh no repentance,
He bad drawe away that hound, God has taken

vengeance." Robert de Brunnt. p. 55.

2. A point of time ; hour, moment, time,
season.

" Out of his head the tame stminde
Thei stert." Oover : C. A.. Ii.

Stound (4), s. [Mid. Eng. ttond = stand.) A
vessel to put small beer in. (Prov.)

* stounde mele. * stound -meale, adv.

[A.S. stundmcelum.] Momentarily ; every
moment.

" This wind that more and more
Thus ttoundmeale encre&seth in my face."

Chaucer : Trail. Jt Creseide, T.

stoup, stowp, stoop,
*
stone, s. [A.&

teip = acup; Icel. to!/p=a oeaker, a cup;
Dut. stoop = a gallon ; Sw. stop ; Ger. ttavf;
O. H. Ger. staup,
stouph.} [STOOP (2), s.J

1. A deep and narrow
vessel for holding li-

quids ; a flagon ; also
a vessel used as a mea-
sure : as, a pint stoup.

(In this sense_usually
pronounced stowp.)
"
Here's crying out for bakso

and gills.
And there the pint stoup

clatters."
Burnt: Holy Fair.

2. A portable vessel
for holy water; a stone
basin for holy water, placed at the entrance
to a Roman Catholic church ; an aspersorium.

*stoup-en, pa. par. or a. [STEP, v.] Ad-
vanced : as, stoupen in age.

stour,
*
stonre,

* stowro, *. [O. Fr. ettor*

estour.]

1. A battle, a skirmish, a tumult.

*
2. A fit, a paroxysm.
" Which suddeln fitt and halfe extatick ttoure."

Spenter: F. ., IIL ilL Ml

3. Dust
;
more particularly dust in motion.

(Scotch.)
" Our minister did weel ; ay, he gars the itnur flee

out of the cushion." Dean Ramsay : Jieminiscenca
(ed. 1862), p. 187.

Stour, Stoor, a. [A.S. stoV; O. Icel. storr;
Low Ger. stur.] Strong, great, brave, tall,

stern, hard, tough.
" A fenny goose, even as her fleshe is blacker, stoorer.

unholsomer, so is her feather, for the same cause,
courser, stoorer. and rougher." AKham : ToxopMlui,
bk.ii.

stour-looking, a. Gruff-looking. (Scotch.)

Stour'-bridge, s. [Eng. Stour, a river in

Worcestershire, and bridge!}

Geog. : A township of England, twenty mile*
N.N.E. of Worcester.

Stourbridge-clay, *.

Pottery : A dark-coloured clay used in th*)

manufacture of crucibles.

* stonre,
* stowre, a. [STOUR, .]

Stout, *stonte, a., adv., ft s. [O. Fr. estotrf

= stout, furious, rash, from O. Dut. stolt, stout

= stout, bold, rash ; Ger. stolt ; cogn. with
stolz = proud ; A.S. stolt ; cogn. with Lat.

stolldus = stolid (q.v.Xl

A. As adjective :

L Strong, lusty, vigorous, robust
"A <(out and sturdy thief."

Spenter: F. ., L 111 .

2. Strong, firm.
" Rifted Jove's (tout oak.' ShaJcetp. : Tempest, T.

*3. Proud ; one possessed of strength or
stoutness being tempted to this feeling ; over-

bearing.
" So ambitious and ttnut to strive against Antlgono*

for the chiefest place of authority." North : Plutarch'*
Lives, p. 509.

*
4. Bold, intrepid ; valiant, brave, coura-

geous. (Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., v. 4.)

5. Rather corpulent, or fat in proportion to
size ; thickset.

* B. As adv. : Stoutly, vigorously, bravely,

overbearingly.
" A man that beris him ttoutf, whan that he suld bow*
In chauce if that he coute. he flndes foos inowe.

Robert de Brunne, p. S9a

&to, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, W9H work, wild, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rnle. full.: try, Syrian. e,aj = e;ey = ;qu = kw.
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C. As subst. : The strongest kind of porter.
" With heavenly Uuubs-wool and nectwi.il ftovt."

Somerrile: Tht Wtfe.

tout-built, stout-made, a. Robust,
trong, thickset

tout-dart, *.

Entom. : A British night moth, Agrotis
ravida.

stout-hearted, a. Having a brave or
tout heart.

"
Injustice seems, however, to hare animated the

courage of the ttout-heartett yoemeu of Bucks."
Macau/ay: Biit. t'ny., cli iv.

* stout-resolved, a. Finn or resolute

ID purpose.
"How now, my hardy, ttout-retnlved mates t
Are you now going to despatch this thins'?"

Xhaketp. : Ilichard III., 1. S.

touth, . [For stowed, i.e., hoarded up.] A
store, a hoard.

stouth and routh, phr. Plenty, abun-
dance.

"
It's easy for your Honour ... to say sae. that hae

ttntith and rout/i, and fire au.l feuding, and meat and
claith." Scott : Antiquary, cli. xi.

St6"uth'-rief, . [Scotch stouth (q.v.), and
rte/=pluiKkT.J [REAVE.]

Scots IJCLW: Robbery; theft accompanied
with violence ; usually applied to robbery
Committed within a dwelling-house.

"Deforcement, spulzie, ttou'hrirf masterful res-

cue!' exc.:umed Peter." ScoU : Kedgaunt^et, ch. vui.

Stoutf-isli, a. [Eng. stout; -ish.] Ralher stout.
" A stout ish mail of nbout forty." Dicketa : Sketchet

by But ; Partour Orator.

tout ly, stoute-ly, adv. [Eng. stout;

-ly.] In a sto'it manner; lustily, boldly, ob-

stinately, pertinaciously, sturdily.
"
Stoutly they braved the current's course."

Svott : Marmion, vi. 22.

tout noss, . [Eng. stout ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being stout;
vigour, robustness, sttirdiuess, lustiness.

2. BoU'ness, courageousness, valour, spirit.
*

3. Pride, obstinacy ; stubbornness, over-

bearinguess. " Come all to rain, let

Thy mother rather feel thy pride, Uian fear

Thy dangerous Houtnes$."
Shakap. : Coriolnnut, iii. 8.

4. Fulness and fleshiness of body ; corpu-
lence, bulk,

tove, s. [O. Dut. stove = a stew, a hot-house ;

Low Ger. stove ; Icel. stofa, stufa = a bathing-
room with a stove ; Ger. slube = a room ; U.
H. Ger. stufa a, heated room; Sp. eatufa;
Kail, stufa; Fr. etuee.}

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. A room or place artificially heated,

uch as a bath, a hothouse, &c.
" When a certain Frenchman came to visit MeUnch-

then, he found him in his scoot, with one hand dan-

dling his child in the swaddling-cluuts. and the other
hul.Uug a book aud reading it." Fuller: Holy State,
bk. ii., ch. xi.

U Often applied to the hottest room in a
Turkish bath.

2. An apparatus in which a fire is made for

the purpose of warming a room or house, or
for cooking, or for other purposes. They are

generally nmde of iron, sometimes of brick

or tiles, and are of various forms, according
to the heating
me dium used,
wu 'cn may be coal,
wood, oil, or gas.
In most stoves the
fire is excluded
from sight, but in
some it is open in

front, thus at once

ni'liating heat, and
admitting air to
support combus-
tion. Stoves on

the continent of Europe
have a double casing which

surrounds the fu<-l-<-hamber. Into the in-

tervals between the casings, air is admitted
from the outsi.le of the building, and from
this space the heated air is conducted to the
room. These stoves are generally f earthen-

ware, being made round or squire, and are

frequently constructed mainly ol tiles.

3. A small box with an iron pan used for

holding coals to warm the feet ;
a foot-warmer.

II. Technically:

L Bookbind. : A small gas-stove used for

heating the tools with which the covers of
books are lettered aud ornamented.

2. Cloth-manuf. : The room in which scoured
cloths are dried before burling and fulling.

3. Found. : The usual contraction for the
drying-stove for cores and moulds.

4. Hort. : A hot-house or structure in which
a high temperature is constantly maintained.
They are heated by smoke-flues, or by hot-
water or steam-pipes, or by fermenting bark.

"
,<*!.!,- are contrivances for the preserving such

tender exotick plants, which^rill not live in these
northern countries without artificial warmth iu win.
ter." Miller : Gardtner'l Dictionary.

5. Pharm. : A chamber used in drying
plants, extracts, &c.

6. Surg. : A heated dry-air bath.

Stove-damper, s. [DAMPER, *., II. l.].

stove-drum, s. A chamber above a
stove in which the heated products are dis-

seminated, in order that their heat may be
more perfectly abstracted.

stove-bouse, . The same as STOVE, s.,

II. 4.

stove-tank, . A reservoir attached to
a stove.

stove-truck, *.

Found. : A truck employed in cannon-foun-
dries for moving pieces of ordnance.

Stove, pret. of . [STAVE, v.]

Stove, v.t. [STOVE, *.]

*
1. To keep warm in a house or place arti-

ficially heated ; to force in a stove.
"
Orange-trees, Union-trees, and mirtles, if they be

Itoved." Bacon : Jisaajt; Of Gardeiu.
*

2. To heat, as in a stove : as, To stove

feathers.

3. To cook in a close vessel ; to stew.

(Scotch.)
*

4. To shut or exclude from sight, as the
fire in a stove.

" A naked or itoo'd fire, pent up within the house
without any exit or succession of external fresh and
unexhausted vital air must needs be noxious aud per-
nicious." Jinslyn : Advertisement to Quintenye.

*
Stpv'-er, . [O. Fr. e^tnver, estoi'oir= neces-

saries, provisions.] Fodder and provisions of
all kind for cattle.

"The hale of our low medowes is not so profitable for
ttniicr and forrage as the higher meads be." llottn-
ihed: Detarift. Brit., ch. xviii.

Stov' Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [STOVE, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. .4s substantive :

1. Cloth-manf. : The erposnre of printed
fabrics in a heated room to tix the colour.

2. Vlnffjitr-making : Exposure of malt-wash
in casks to an artificial heat iu closed rooms.

stow (1),
* stowe, v.t. [STOW, *.]

1. To put av;ay in a suitable or convenient

place or position ; to lay up, to put up, to

pack : as, To stow a cargo" iu a ship's hold.

2. To place, to lodge.
" Where hast thou ttow'd my daughter?"

Shakap. : Othello, L 1

3. To arrange things compactly and neatly
in ; to nil by packing closely ; to pack : as,
To stow a ship's hold.

stow wood, s.

Naut. : Billets of wood used as chocks to

steady casks in a ship's hold.

Stow (2), v.t. [Of. Low Ger. stuw = a remnant ;

stuf blunt, stumpy.] To cut off, to crop, to

lop. (Pros.)

Stow, * stowe, s. [A.8. st6w = a place ; O.
Fris. sto; Icel. std ; Lith. stuwe.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A place, a spot. (Frequently
found in place-names : as, Walthamstou;.)

2. Tin-work. : A raised structure containing
the furnace ami set of pots used in the manu-
facture of tin-plate. The pots are arranged
In a series of five : tin-pot, wash-pot, grease-

pot, pan, list-pot.

stow'-age (age as Ig), s. [Eng. stow (l), v. ;

-age.]

1. The not or operation of stowing or put-
ting by or away in a suitable place or re-

ceptacle.
"Then the itmengg of these things cannot be left

out of sight/' field. March 19, 1887.

2. The act or operation of packing or filling
with goods, &c,

"On Wednesday we had finished the ttatoaff* of UMV
holds.' Couk : Third Voyage, bk. vi.. ch. vT^
3. Room or accommodation for things to be.

stowed.
"
They are a fortnight or twenty days at sea, an*

could keei> it longer if they had more ttomge (or pro-
visions." Couk : f'irtt I'oyaje, bk. L. ch. xviii.
*

4. The state of being stowed, packed, or
laid up.

" And I am something curious, being strange,
To ba\e them in safe itoumpe."

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, i. C.
*
5. Money paid for the stowing of things^

*
6. That which is stowed.

Stow1

-a-way, s. [Eng. stow (1), v., and
away.] One who conceals himself on board a
vessel about to leave port, and who does not
mean to sh-:w himself till too far from the-
shore to be sent back, and so obtains a free,

passage.
"The people who make ttowamt/i of themse!v

are usually of the moat hopeless sort" Daily TtU*
graph, Sept 5, 1886.

stoW-board, *. [Eng. stow, v., and 6oant|A place iuto which rubbish is put.

St6w9e, s. [Etym. doubtfuLJ
Mining :

1. The drawing-stowce is a small windlass.
2. (Pi.) : Pieces of wood of particular form*

and constructions placed together, by which
the possession of mines is marked.

Stow -ing,
* stoo ing. s. [STOW (1), v.]

Mining : Rubbish put into old workings U>
fill them up.

Stow'-lin'J, adv. [Scotch stown = stolen ; adn.
suff. -tins'] By stealth. (Scotch.)

"
Bob, itoidini, prie'd her bonny mon'.

Burnt: Hal
*
stowre, o. [STOUR.]

Sto^te, v.i. [STorr.] (Scotch.)

Stra -blsm, s. [Fr. strabisme, from Lat. stm
bismus.] The same as STRABISMUS (q.v.).

stra-bif'-mils, s. [Lat., from Gr. o-TpaSio-^ofr

(sirabismos\ from irrpapifa (strabizo) = to
squint, from orpa/Sos, <rrpaftu>v(strabos, siraboiA= distorted, squinting, from a-rpetfua (strepho)= to turn ; Sp. estrabismo; Ital. strabisstoi
Fr. strabisme.]

PathoL : Squinting, arising from the optift
axes of the eyes iu certain individuals not
being, as in normal cases they are, parallel.
Strabismi! > may affect one or both eyes, and.

may be upwards, downwards, inwards, ouV
wards, or in the intermediate directions,

Stra bom -e-ter, . [Gr. o-rpa/Sdc (strabos)

squinting, and nirpov (met ran) a measure.]

Surg. : An instrument for measuring th

want of concordance of the optic axes.

Stra'-bo-tome, s. [STRABOTOMT.]

Surg. : A kuifu for operating for stnUiisman.

stra-bdt'-^-my, s. [Gr. o-rpa^o? (strabos)^.

squinting, and rofti) (tome) a cutting.]

Surg. : The operation for the cure of squint-
ing by cutting the muscle or muscles UJ&
distort the eyeball.

*
strack, strak. pret. of v. [STRIKE, t>.l

* strack en, pa. par. [STRIKE, .]

* Btrad-a-mef-ri-cal, o. [STRADOMETBI
CAL.J

strad'-dle,
*
stri-dle.

*
strld-dil, v.i. & *

[A frequent, from stride (q.v.).J

A. Intrant. : To part the legs wide ; to-

stand or walk with the legs wide apart ; to
sit astride.

"Then Ai>ollyon itradlled quite over the what*
breadth of the *?." Banyan: Pilgrim I Proarm
pt.1.

B. Trans. : To place the legs one on. each.

Bide of ; to stand or sit astride of.

straddle-legged, a. Having the ings,

wide apart ; with the legs astride of an object.

straddle-pipe, s.

Gas: A bridge-pipe connecting the retort

with the hydraulic main.

straddle-plough, *. A plough with
two triangular, parallel shares, a little di*

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophcn, exist, -ing.,

-clan, -tian ^ shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -fion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious - slius. -hie, -die, Ac. = Del, 401*
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tance apart, and used for running on each side

of a row of dropped corn, to cover the seed.

Strild die, s. [STRADDLE, v.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. The act of standing or sitting with the

legs far apart.

2. The distance between the legs or feet of
One wh straddles.

" Then holding the spectacle* up to the court
Your lonUhip observes they are lu:tile with a

ttnulMe." I'M'!* r Adjudged COM.

3. Anything more or less resembling the

pace inclosed by the legs in straddling.

IL Stock Kffh. : A contract which gives
the holder the privilege of calling for tr.e

stock at a fixed price, nrnf'lelivcrtog it at the

same price to the party who signs the contract

frtrad -dllrig, a. [STRADDLE.] Applied to

sp<>kes when th'-y are arranged alternately
in two circles in the hub. When the spokes
are thus arranged, the wheel is said to be

staggered.

str&d-o-mSf-rfc-al, strad-a-metf-
ric-al, a. [Ital. strada = & street, a road ;

Eng. 'metrical (q.v.)."] Of, or relating to, the

measuring of streets or roads. (In the ex-

ample pedestrian, walking through the

streets.)
" We commenced our ttradnmetrical survey of

Rotterdam.' Household Word*, vii. 246. (18.nl.)

Str.ie, s. [STRAW.]

strae death, s. Death upon the bed-
tr.uv ; a natural death. (Scotch.)
" You ure come to no house of a lair Urae-death.*

Scott : Huy Jlanntring. ch. xxviu

*Btrage, s. [Lat.] Destruction, massacre,
carnage. (Heywood : Earth & Age.)

tr vg gle,
*
strag-le, v.i. [For slrackle,

ftv'iuent. from Mid. Eng. stral:e = to go, to

roam, from A.S. strac, pa. t. of stricaii =to go,
to strike.]

1. To wander from the direct course or read ;

to rove.
"
Straggled soldiers summonM to their arms."

llriide.i : Ainu/urn t Ac/lit >ithrl. ii.

2. To be dispersed or scattered ; to stand
alone ; to be isolated ; to be apart from any
main body.

3. To escape and stretch beyond the proper
limits ; to spread widely ; to shoot too far.

4. To wander at large ; to roam idly about.

trag gler,
*
strag'-ler.s. [Eng. straggle);

r.]

1. One who straggles ; one who has deserted

Or has been left behind by his fellows ; one who
ias wandered from the direct or proper road.

- Cromwell had sent him to follow in the track of
the king's march to gather up the ttraglert."
Clarendon : Civil Wan. lii. lt'3.

*
2. A vagabond ; a wandering, shiftless

fellow. (Shakesp. : Richard III., v. 3.)

3. Something standing alone or apart from
Others.

4. Something which shoots or spreads out
too tar or beyond the rst ; an exuberant

growth.
" His pruning hook corrects the vines,
And the loose ttragglert f. Iheir ranks confines."

Po/Jt. (Todd.)

Strag gling, pr. par., n,
,
& s. [STRAGGLE.]

A. As pr. par. : (See i,he verb).

JB. As cutjective :

i Ordinary Langr.af,l :

L Wandering -jr having wandered from the
tnain body ; rovi'^f, ranging loose; spreading
Or stretching out irregularly.

" Each ilragglinj felon down was hewed."
.Scott : Rokeby. v. 8S.

2. Scattered, dispersed ; standing alone or

ingly.
" Some other ttragglinq rocks He west of the O>t>e."
Cook: Second Voyage, bk. iv.. ch. ill.

IL Bnt. : Turning off irregularly, but almost
At a right angle, as do many branches.

C. As substantive:

Stone-tonrk. : The process of working down
the face of a grindstone to a regular shape.

straggling-money, s.

1. Money given for the apprehension of
desertei-s and others who straggled or over-

Stayed their leave of absence,

2. Money deducted from the wages of a
man absent from duty without leave.

Strag'-gllng-ly, adv. [Eng. straggling ; -ly.]
In a straggling manner.

strahl ite. stral Ite, s. [Ger. strahlerz.]
'

Min. : The same as ACTINOLITE (q.v.).

straight (<ih silent) (l),
*
strayght,

straught, 'straight, 'strait,
streyghte, c., adv., & .. (The same word

as Mill. Eng. streigltt, pa. par. of strecchen = to
stietcli ; A.S. strelit, pa. par. of streccan to

stretch.] ^
A. As adjective :

L Ordinary Language:
1. Passing in a direct line from one point

to anol her ; right, in a mathematical sense ;

not bent, curved, or crooked ; direct.

The streets are iirui,/ht. and of a convenient
breadth." Cook : FirU I'ogas/e, bk. i., cb. 11.

2. Upright; according with justice and
rectitude ; notdeviatiug from truth or fairness.

" But going to first principles, nothing can be
ttniiphtrr or more likely to work to an employer's
interest than for his jockey to back his own mount."
Referee, April 17. 1887.

3. Chaste ; of irreproachable morals. (Slang.)
"The hnslwmj of Lady Usk. a virtuous Udy. who,

a* we are frequently told, is perfectly t'niiaht mid all

that sort of thing." Si. JtimrtiQtiwtte. Nov. 11. 1886.

4. Direct, plain, open : as, a straight hint.

(Slang.)

II. Technically:

1. Bot. (Of a stem, <te.): Not wavy or

curved, or deviating in any way from a straight
direction.

2. Cards: Applied to a series of regularly

graduated value, as ace. king, queen, knave,
ten, &c. at poker. (Amer.)
B. As ml verb :

1. Directly ;
in a straight line : as, To walk

straight.

2. Immediately, at once, directly, without

delay or deviation.
" To her goes he ttraight."

Shaketii. : t'enut * Admit, 364.

3. Plainly, openly, directly. (Slang.)

C. As substantive:

1. Ord. Lang. : Straight part ; straight
direction : as, the straight of a piece of timber.

2. Cards : A series of regularly graduated
value, as ace, king, queen, knave, &c. at

poker. (Amer.)
" We always decide that a ttraiqht beats triplets.

A ttmlii\' .s much more uncommon than triplets,
and the general principle of the anme is t-iat the rare
hands beat the more frequent auea." Field, SUrch 13,

1886.

H Straight is applied in its proper sense to

corporeal objects : a path is straight because
it is kept within a shorter space than if it were
curved. Direct is said of that which is made
by the force of the understanding, or by an
actual effort,
what one wishes
it to be ; hence
we speak of a
dirert route or of
a direct answer.

straight- ~^i
arch, s.

Build. : A kind
"*

of arch usi-d for "^^HSJJ^^^^^J'j'
'.''-

the heads ofdoor- '~*""^H ^T ~

ways and win-
d O W S. It is STRAIGHT-ARCH.
formed of vous-

soirs, but has a level intrados.

straight-billed parrots, s. pi
Ornith. : Psittaci orthognathi, a name given,

in some classifications, to the sub-family
Trichoglossinae (q.v.).

straight-edge, s. A strip of metal or
wood of proved rectitude, used to test the
flatness of a surface or the straightness of an

edge.

straight-joint, *.

1. A joint which does not curve or depart
from a straight line.

2. A name given to the junction line of

flooring hoards when the joints at the butting
ends of the boards form a continuous line,

straight-line, s.

Geom. : A line which lies evenly between
its extreme points ; a line in which, if any
two points be taken, the part intercepted
between them is the shortest that can be
drawn. In geometry, a straight line is re-

garded as of indefinite length, unless it is

expressly limited.

Straight-line chuck: A peculiar chuck fitted
to a rose-engine when the patterns are re-

quired to follow a straight instead of a curved
direction.

straight of breadth, s.

Shi/ibuiUl. : That part of a vessel where bar
cross-sections are vertical at the sides.

straight out. a.

Polit.: Adhering strictly to party lines and
theories, with no deviation toward projected
changes <>r reforms

; as, a straight-out Democrat,
a ttraight-out Republican, <fcc.

*
straight pight, a. Straightly fixed ;

erect.
" The shrine of Venus or araiyht-pight Minerva."

Shakttp : Cj/mbeline. r. &.

straight-ribbed, a.

Botany :

1. Having the lateral ribs straight, as in
Alnus glutinosa. (Mirbcl.)

2. Having the ribs straight and almost
parallel, as in grasses, palms, and orchids.

(De Candolle.)

straight-sinus, s.

Anat. : A sinus of the dura mater, running
backward in ihe base of the falx cerebri.

straight-stall, s.

Mining : An excavation made into the thick

coal, having the solid coal left on three sides
of it.

straight-veined, a.

Bot. : The same as STRAIGHT-RIBBED, 2.

* Straight (gh silent) (2), a. [STRAIT, a.]

* straight (gh siler.t), v.t. [STRAIGHT (IX O.J
To make straight ; to straighten.

straight en (1) (gh -silent), v.t. & i. [Eng.
straight (I), a. ; -en ]

A. Trans. : To make straight ; to reduce
from a crooked, curved, or ben: to a straight
form.

" A crooked stick is not ttrtightenrd unless it b
bent as farre on the cleane contrary siiln."llo.ker :

Eccle*. PuHty, bk. iv.. f 8.

B. Intrans. : To become straight ; to as-
sume a straight form.

Straight -en (2) (gh silent), v.t. [STRAITEN.]

straight' - en - er (gh silent), s. [Eng.

straighten (1), v. ; -er.] One who or that
which straightens.

'Straight- forth (gh silent), adv. [Eng.
straight (I), a., and forth.] Directly, straight-

way.

straight'-for-ward (gh silent), o. & adv.

[Eng. straight, and forward.}

A* As adjective :

1. Proceeding in a straight or direct line;
not deviating.

2. Upright, honest, open, frank : as, a
straightforward man.

3. Characterized by uprightness, honesty,
or frankness : as, a straightforward answer.

B. ^s adv. : Directly forward ; straight on.

straight'- for-ward -ly (gh silent), adv.

[Eng. straightforward; -ly.] In a straight-
forward manner.

straight'- for-ward-ness (gh silent), a.

(Eiig. straightforward; -ness.] The quality or
state of being straightforward; straightuess,

uprightness, honesty, openness.

Straight -lined (gh silent), o. [Eng. straight

(1), a., and line.] Having or consisting of

straight lines.

* straight'-ly (1) (gh silent),
*
streight-ly.

adv. [Eng. straight (1), a. ; -ly.] In a straight
line ; straight on or forward.

"To walk ttreightly and surely." Barrow: 3tr*

mans, vol. L, ser. 3.

Straight'-tf (2) (gh silent), adv. [STBAITLT.J

straight'- ness (1) (gh silent), s. [Eng.

straight (1), a. ; -ness.] The quality or state

of being straight.

straight -ness (2) (gh silent), . [STRAIT-

NESS.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; g", pet,

or. wore, ^volt; work, who, son; mute, cub, core, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian.
-

. ce = e ; ey = a ; qu -
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Straight'-way (gh silent), *streight-
W-v, tidu. lEng. straight (1), a., and //.]

Forthwith, at oiice ; without loss of time;
on the spot.

"
Straightway on that last long voiage fare."

Spenser: f. ., I. X.63.

straik (1), s. [STROKE.] A stroke. (Scotch.)

StraiU (2), s. [STRAKE.]

train,
* straine,

* strayne, * strcin,
* streyn,

* strcync, v.t. & i. [O. Fr.

estraindre, from Lat. stringo = to draw tight ;

Fr. etreindre. From the same root come con-

tr>'n, restrain, restriction, strict, straight,

sti-iii'jent, <tc. ]

A. Transitive:

1. To streti-h ; to draw out with force ; to

extend with great effort : as, To strain a rope.
*
2. To make tighter ; to bind closer.

" Thou, the more he varies forms, beware
To strain his fetters with a stricter care."

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia iv. 596.

3. To exert to the utmnst.
"He strained his feeble voice to thank Auverquer-

que fur the affectionate ami loyal services of thirty
years." Macaulay : Hiit. Eng., ch. xxv.

4. To injure or weaken by stretching or
over exertion ; to subject to too great exer-

tion or effort ; to injure by a twist or wrench ;

to sprain : as, To strain, the neck or arm.

T Used also figuratively, in an analogous
ense.

" The latter is naturally in a condition which justi-
fies the statement that his relations with the Admiral
are strained." St. James't Giaetta, Dec. 22, 1886.

5. To push beyond the proper extent ; to
stretch or carry too far.

" With that catalogue of decisions before him, he
pretends that the law was hardly ever strained or
"carried out with triumphant recklessness.' "Brit.
<}u,,rt. Review, Ivii. 510. (1873).

*
6. To urge, to ply, to press.
" Note if your lady strain his entertainment
With any strong or vehement importunity."

Shakes/I. : Othello, iii. 3.

*
7. To force, to constrain.

" The quality of mercy is not strained."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iv. 1.

8. To press, to squeeze.
" Yf thou rtesyrest or wylt vsen grapes, ne seke thou

nat a gloutons honile to straine and presse the stalkes
of the vyne in the firste summer ceason." Chaucer :

Boethius, bk. i.

9. To press or squeeze in an embrace.
"Our king has all the Indies in his arms,
Ami more and richer, when he itrains that lady."

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., iv. 4.
*

10. To confine.

11. To press or cause to pass throush some
porous substance, originally by squeezing ; to
filter ; to purify and separate from extraneous
matter by filtering : as, To strain milk.

12. To remove by straining or filtering.

<Followed by out.) [GNAT, s., %]
B. Intransitive:

1. To exert one's self; to make violent
efforts ; to struggle.

"The frantic crowd amain
Strained at subjection's bursting rein."

Scott : ilarmion, i. (Introd.)

IF Used specif, of evacuating the bowels.

(See extract under STRAIN, *., I. 1.)

2. To be filtered ; to percolate : as, Water
straining through sand becomes pure.

*
3. To distrain.

II 1. To strain a 'point:

(1) To make a special, and generally incon-
venient effort to oblige another.

(2) To exceed one's duty ; to overstep one's
Commission.

*2. To strain courtesy :

(1) To use ceremony ; to insist that another
or others shall take precedence.
"
Finding their enemy to I* so curst.
They all strain courtesy who shall cope him first."

Shakesp. : Venut t Admit, 888.

(2) To remain behind.
" My business was great : and In such a case as mine

a man may s/rain courtesy." Hhakesp. : Romeo <t

Juliet, ii. 4.

U To strain is properly a species nfforcing;
we may/ore* in a variety of ways, that is, by
the exercise offorce upon different bodies, and
In different directions ; bat to strain is to
exercise force by stretching or prolonging
bodies; thus to strain a curd is to pull it to
its full extent ; but we may speak of forcing
any hard substance in, or forcing it out, or
forcing it through, or forcing it from a body :

a door or a lock may be forced by violently

breaking them ; but a door or a lock may be
strained by putting the hinges or the spring
out of place. So, likewise, a person may
be said to force himself to speak, when by a
violent exertion he gives utterance to his
words ; but he strains his throat or his voice
wlien he fxe.rcises/orce on the throat or lungs
so as to extend them.

strain (l),
*
straine,

*
strayne,

*
strein,

s. [STRAIN, v.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A violent effort; an excessive exertion
or straining of the limbs, muscles, or mind.

"Troublesome eflers and strains to the scege without
doiug anything."-/-. Holland.: Pliny, bk. xxii., ch.
xx i.

2. An injury caused by excessive or inju-
rious exertion, drawing, or stretching ; an
injurious straining of the muscles or tendons.

*
3. Internal action ; motion of the mind ;

impulse, feeling.
"
Swell my thoughts to any strain of pride.'

Shakesp. : 2 Henry II'., iv. 5.

4. Manner of speech or action ; line, course,
bearing.

" Such take too high a strain at the first, and are
magnanimous more than tract of yean can uphold : as
was Scipio Afriuamis, of whom Livy saith,

' Ultima
priuiis cedebaiit." Bacon.

5. A song, a poem, a lay.
" Few will hear, and fewer heed the strain."

Cowper : Expostulation, 728.

6. The subject or theme of a poem, dis-

course, conversation, &c. ; manner of speak-
ing or writing, style.

" Iu this strain the venerable sage
Poured forth his aspirations."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. Iv.

IL Technically:

1. Mitch. : The force which acts on any ma-
terial, and which tends to disarrange its com-

ponent parts or destroy their cohesion ; also,

any definite alteration in the form or dimen-
sions of a given portion of matter. In solid

bodies strain is always accompanied with in-

ternal stress, and this property of exerting
stress when strained is called elasticity.

2. Music:

(1) Generally, a tune ; a melody or part of
a melody.

(2) More strictly, a musical subject forming
part of, and having relations to, a general
whole.

strain (2),
*
straine,

* strcen,
'

strcn,
"

streno,
*
streon, s. [A.S. strgnd, from

steonan, strynan = to beget.]

1. Race, stock, generation, descent, lineage ;

quality or line as regards breeding.
" U thou wert the noblest of thy strain."

Sliakesp. : Julius Ccesar, v. 1.

*
2. Hereditary or national disposition ;

turn, tendency.
" You have shown to-day your valiant strain."

Shakesp. : Lear, v. 3.

*3. Rank, character, kind, sort.
" But thou who, lately of the common strain,
Wert one of us." Dryden. (Todd.)

* strain'-a-ble,
* strein'-a-ble,

*
streyn-

a-ble, a'. [Eng. strain, v. ; -able.]

1. Capable of being strained or pushed be-

yond the proper extent.

"A thing captious and strainable." Bacon : Of
Church Controversies.

2. Violent, strong.
"A Port.ngale ship was driven and drowned by

force of a streinalile tempest neeve unto tl.e shore of

theScotish Isles." HMiished: Hist. Scotland ; Jusiiui.

* strain'-a-bl& * strein -a -blie, adv.

[Eng. strainab(le) ; -ly.] Violently, fiercely.

"The wind . . . drove the flame so streinnblie

ammivest the tents nml cabins of the Saxons,"
Holinshed : Hist. Gotland ; llougall.

Strain -er, s. [Eng. strain; -er.]

1. One who strains.

2. That through which any liquid passes
for filtration and purification ; an apparatus
for filtering.

"The same pitch-rosin, if It be boiled more lightly
with water, tt I* let to run through a strainer, com-
nielli to a reddish colour, and is glewie." f. Holland :

Pliny, bk. xvi., ch. xi.

strain ing, strayn ing, pr. par., a., & 8.

[STRAIN, v.\

A. & B. As pr. 'par. particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of one who strains ;

a stretching, forcing, or filtering, as through a
strainer.

2. Sud/llery: Apiece of canvas or leather,
which, bring drawn tightly over the tre,
forms the foundation for the seat of a saddle.
It receives its name from the fact that the
stretch is taken out of it by repeated wettings
and strainings.

straining-beam, straining-piece, .

Carp. : The piece situated between the
upper end of the queens of a frame to resist
the thrust of the rafters.

straining-fork, s.

Saddlery : A tool used in straining the web-
bing over saddle-trees.

straining-leather, s.

Saddlery: A kind of web forming the seat
of a hussar-saddle.

Straining-piece, s. [STRAINING-BEAM.]

straining-post, s. A post firmly fixed
in the ground, from which wire fences are
strained or stretched tight.

straining-reel, s.

Saddlery : A tool for taking the stretch out
of webbing before putting it on the tree, as a
foundation for the saddle-seat.

straining-sill, s.

Carp. : A piece of timber on the tie-beam,
between the feet of the queen-posts, to hold
them against the thrust of the struts.

*0traint, s. [STRAIN (1), .] A strain, an
effort, a pressure.

" That with the straint his wesand nigh he hra.it."

Spenser: f. ft., V. 1L 14.

* strait (1), a. [STRAIGHT, a.]

Strait (2),
* straight (gh silent),

*
etrayt,

*
strayte,

*
streight,

*
streit,

* si rcii c,
*
streyt, av adv., Ai s. [O. Fr. estreit, estroict

(Fr. etroit), "from Lat. strictus= strait, strict

(q.v.) ; Sp. estrecho ; Ital. stretlo. Strait aud
strict are doublets.]

A. As adjective :

1. Narrow, close, not wide.
" Enter ye In at the rtrait ge.ie."ifattheu vli 18.

2. Confined, smalL
"The place where we dwell la too ttrait fur us."

S Kings vi. 1.

*3. Tight, close, not loose.
" In your strait strossers." Shaketp. : Btmry V.. 111. T.

*4. Close, niggardly, stingy, mean, avaricious.
" You are so strait and so ingratefuL"

Shakes?. : King John, v. 7.

*5. Strict, rigorous.
" Such a strait edict" Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., HL 9.

*6. Close, familiar, near, intimate.

"He forgetting all former iu]uries, had received
that naughty Flexirtiu into a straight derM of
favour." Sidney.

7. Difficult, distressful.

"But to make your strait circumstances yt
ttrattar." Seeker : Sei-mons, vol. ii., er. 11.

* B. As adverb :

1. Tightly.
"Hire hosen weren of fine scarlet rede.
Ful streUe yUyed, and alioon ful moist and newe.*

Chaucer : C. T., ProL 459.

2. Strictly, severely, harshly.
"Proceed no straiter 'gainst our uncle Gloucester."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry 17., lit 2,

C. As substantive :

*
1. A narrow pass or passage.

" He brought him, through a daiksom narrow ftrayt,
To a broad gate all built of beaten gold.'

Spenser: F. ., II. vil. 40.

*
2. A strip of land between two seas ; an

isthmus.

3. A narrow passage of water between two
seas or oceans. (Often used in the plural : as,

the Straits of Dover.)
" Through Helle's stormy straits, and oyster-breeding

sea. Uryden : Virgil ; (ieorgic i. 2a7.

4. Distress, difficulty.

"The strikes continue, and the people are in great
ttraits." Weekly Echo, Sept. 6, 188S.

* strait -braced, o. Braced or laced

tightly.
"The dread ful bellowfng of whose strait-bravd drum*.
To the French toondeu like the dieadful doom.

l,rayton: Battle of Aglucourt.

* strait-handed, . Close-fisted, parsi-

monious, niggiirdly.

"If you are strait-handed." Otn'lcman Instructed

p. 628.

* strait-handedness, s. Niggardliness^

parsimony, closeness.

"The Romish doctrine makes their strait.hanat*.

nrss so much more Injurious." Bp. Ball: Vatet of
Conscience, dec. iv., case 8.

toil, bo^; pout, J6%1; cat, 50!!, chorus, 9hin, bench ; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, eyist. ph - f.

-oian, -tlan = shan. -tien* -lion = shun; -(ion, -sion= zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious - alms. -We. -die, &c. = bel, d^l.
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strait -Jacket, *. A strait - waistcoat
(q.y.).

strait-laced, a.

L Literally:

1. Having the stays or bodice tightly laced ;

laced or braced tightly.

2. Stiff, constrained.

IL Fig. : Rigid in opinion ; over-strict in
morals or manners.

"
I know not wbt philosopher hee was. that would

have women come but thrice abroad all their time, to
Iv baptised, maried. and Imried. but he was too strait-
laced." Burton : Anat. Melancholy, p. 629.

Strait-waistcoat, s. A gnrmcnt made
of some strong material with long sleeves,
which are tied behind the body, so that the
amis cannot be drawn out ; used to restrain a
lunatic or a person labouring under violent
delirium. Called also a Strait-jacket.

*
trait,

*
straight (gh silent), v.t. [STRAIT

(2),a.]

1. Lit. : To narrow ; to make narrower or
closer ; to contract.

"
ICraasus) set his ranks wide, casting his sonldiers

into a square batu-ll : yet afterward he changed his
mind again, aud strutted the battell of his footmen,
fashioning it like a brick, more long then broad,
making a front and shewing their faces every way."
Sorth : Plutarch, p. 479.

2. Fig. : To embarrass.
" You were ttraitrd

For a reply." Shakes?. : Winter1

! Tale, Iv. f.

trait en,
*
straight'-en,

*
streighf en

(gh silent), v.t. & i. [Eng. strait (2), a. ; -en.}

A. Transitive:

L Literally :

1. To make narrow or strait ; to narrow, to
con line, to contract.

"The breadth of the waters is straitened." Job
xxxvii. 10.

2. To make tense or tight ; to draw tight.
"
Stretch them at their length,And pull the streightened cords with all your strength."

Dryden. (Todd.)

3. To diminish, to reduce, to lessen.
"
[She] does a mischief while she lends a grace,
Straitening its growth by such a strict embrace."

Cvuper: Retirement, 234.

IL Fig. : To place in a state of distress or
difficulty ; to embarrass, to press ; to put in

pecuniary difficulties.

"That we may not pretend to want objects of com-
passion and charity, or to grow straitened aud narrow
in our affections, all mankind have an interest and
concern in them." Waterland : Works, viii. 374.

* B. Intrans. : To become narrow or nar-
rower ; to contract.
" Nor straitening vale, nor wood, nor stream divides
Their perfect ranks." Miiton: P. L., vi 70.

straitf-for-ward, a. [STRAIGHTFORWARD.]

strait'-ly,
*
streight-ly, adv. [Eng. strait

(2), a. ; -ly.]

L In a strait manner ; narrowly, closely.

2. Strictly, rigorously.
" He strnitly charged him, and forthwith sent him

away." J/ari L 43.

*
3. Closely, intimately.

Btrait'-ness, s. [Bug. strait (2), a. ; -ness.]

L Narrowness.
" The town was hard to besiege, and uneasy to come

unto, by reason of the ttraitnett of all the places."
1 Uacvibe.-t xii. 21.

*
2. Strictness, rigour.

"If his own life answer the ttraitnca of his pro-
ceeding, it shall become him welL" Shakesp. .- Jtea-
ture/or Measure, iii. 2.

*
3. Distress, difficulty.

"Since the late cold weather, there is complicated
with it a more asthmatici! sliaitness of respiration
than lirretofore." Wattendance Reliquiae, p. 467.

*
4. Want, scarcity.

" In the siege and in the ttraitness wherewith thine
,

enemies shall distress thee.
"

Deuteronomy xxviii. 63.

* Stroke, pret. ofv. [STRIKE, .]

Strake (1), s. [STREAK, s.]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. A streak, a band.

"Jacob took him rods of green poplar, and of the
harel and che.-tnut-tree, and pilled wuite strakes in
tliem." Genesit xxx. 37.

*2. A narrow board.

3. A hand on the felly of a wheel, u> sec-

tions, and not continuous like a tire.

H. Technically:

1. Afining : An inclined trough for sepa-
nting ground ore according to gravity, by
means of a flow of water ; a launcle..

2. Shipbuild. : A continuous line of plank-
ing or plates on a vessel's side ; reaching from
stem to stern.

" Strake (2), s. [STRIKE, s.] A bushel.

*
Strake, r.f. [A.S. strdc, pa. t. of $trican=
to go, to strike.] [STRAGGLE.] To go, to

pass, to roam.
"
They ouer loud itraketh." Fieri Plotcman'i Crede, 82.

strak 6 nltz ite, *. [After Strakonitz,
Bohemia, where it occurs ; suff. -ite (Mm.)."]

Min. : A steatitic mineral substance occur-

ring in greenish-yellow crystals, pseudomor-
phous after augite (q.v.).

*
strale, s. [Gcr. strahl = & ray.] The pupil
of the eye. (Withal)

Stram, .{. & t. [Cf. Low Ger. strammen ;

Dan. stramme = to strain, to stretch ; stram
= stretched. ]

A. Intransitive:

1. To spring or recoil violently. (Prov.)

2. To spread out the limbs
; to walk un-

gracefully ; to straddle. (Amer.)
B. Trans. : To dash down violently ; to

beat. (Prov.)

stra-mash', s. [Pr. estramacon = a blow, a
cuff, from Ilal. stramazzare to knock down,
from mcr2?a= a club, a mace (q.v.).] A tumult,
a fray, a fight, a struggle. (Prov. & Scotch.)

" What a fearful stramnsh they're all in."
Barham : Ingoldsby Legend! ; Bouse- Warming.

stra mash', v.t. [STRAMASH, s.] To strike,

beat, or bang ; to break, to destroy.

* stram'-a-zdun, s. [Pr. estramacon.]
[STRAM ASH, s. ] A descending blow or cut
with a sword, as distinguished from a
stoccade or thrust.

"I ... made a kind of stramazoun, ran him wp to
the hilts through the doublet." Ben Jomon : Every
Man out of hit Humour, iv. 3.

stra mm e ous, a. [Lat. stramineus, from
stramen, genit. straminis -= straw.]

L Ordinary Language :

I. Lit. : Strawy ; consisting of straw.
" The stramineous b< dies will at first a little neede."
Robinson : Eudoxa, \i. 123.

*
2. Fig. : Chaffy ; like straw ; light.

" In all other discourse, dry. barren, stramineous,
dull, and heavie." Burton: Anat. Melancholy, p. 149.

II. Bot. : Straw-coloured (q.v.).

stram' mel, . [STRAMINEOUS.] Straw.

(Scotch.)
"
Sleep on the ttrammel in his bam." Scott : Guy

Mannering, ch. xxviii.

stra-mo'-ni-um, stram ony, s. [Mod.
Lat. abbrev. of Gr. vrpv\vo<t (struchnos) =
nightshade, and HO.VIKOS (manikos) = mad.]

Bot., Ac. : Tlie thorn-a]iple, Datura Stra-

monium, a herbaceous plant about three feet

high, with a green stem ; ovate, angulate, sin-

uate, glabrous leaves ; generally white flowers ;

capsular and ovate, erect fruit, clothed ex-

ternally with numerous nearly-equal spines,
and Internally four-celled at the Vase and
two-celled at the apex. A native of the East
Indies, but introduced into the United States,
Ac. A variety occasionally occurs with purple
stems and flowers. The Stramonium is a
dangerous narcotic. [DATURA, DATURIN.]

stramonium-cigar, s. A cigar made
from the leaves of Datura Stramonium, or D.
tatnla. Such cigars are highly recommended
for asthma.

strand (1), strond, . [A.S. strand ; cogn.
with Dut. strand ; Icel. strond ; Dan., Sw., &
Ger. strand.]

1. The shore or beach of the sea or ocean,
or of a large lake, rarely of a navigable river.

" On thedreary strand of the estuary of the Laggau."
Uaeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ivi.

2. A shore, a country, a land.
" As home his footsteps he hath turned,
Froui wondering on a foreign strand.

Scott: Lay of the Last Minstrel, vi. 1.

3. A small brook or rivulet ; a passage for
water ; a gutter. (Scotch.)

strand mole-rat, s.

Zool. : Batliyergus maritimus, from the Cape
of Good Hope. It is about ten inches long,
tail two inches ; fur grayish white, yellowish
on under-surface. It frequents sandy localities

near the sea-shore.

strand-wolf, ..

Zool. : Hyiena striata, the Striped or Crested
Hysena. [HYJSNA.]

Strand (2), . [Dut. streen ; Ger. str&hne = a
skein, a hank.] One of the twists or parts of
which a rope is composed ; an assemblage of
several twisted yarns wound together. Hemp
is twisted into a yarn ; and several of th
latter are twisted together, or, as it is called,
laid up, into a rope.

Strand (1), v.t. &{. [STRAND (1), .]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To drive, run, or force aground on
the sea-shore.

" A whale, with a tongue seventeen feet long and
seven feet broad, had been stranded near Aberdeen."-^
Uaeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

2. Fig. : To bring to a standstill ; to wreck,
to embarrass.

"Then came shallow water where both canoes and
hopes were well-nigh stranded." Kcribner's Magazint-
August, 1887, p. 600.

B. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To drift or be driven or forced
aground on the sea-shore ; to run aground.

"
Stranding on an isle at morn."

Tennyson : Enoch Arden, 558.

If To constitute stranding in law it is neces-

sary that the ship which runs aground shall
remain stationary for some time.

*
2. Fig. : To have progress interrupted ;

to come to a standstill.

Strand (2), v.t. [STRAND (2), s.] To break
one of the strands of, as of a rope.

strang, a. [STRONG.] (Scotch.)

strange, *
strannge, a. & adv. [0. Pr.

estrange (Fr. etrange), from Lat. extraneus^
foreign, from extra without, outside; Sp.
extrano ; Ital. estranio, estraneo.] [EXTRA.]
A. As adjective :

1. Foreign ; belonging to another country.
" One of the strange queen's lords.'

Shakesp. : Lore's Labour's Lost, IT. &
2. Foreign.
" Where wast thou born, Sosicrates, and where,
In what strange country can thy parents live?"

Cowper: On Female Inconstancy.

3. Not one's own ; not pertaining to one's
self or one's belongings ; belonging to another
or others.

" Some such strange bull leaped your father's cow."
Shakesp. : Much Ado about Jfuthing, v. 4.

4. New ; unused before ; not before seen,
heard, or known ; unknown.

" The signet is not strange to you."
Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, iv. 4

5. Wonderful; causing wonder or surprise;
exciting curiosity ; extraordinary, remarkable,
unusual, singular.
" Tis strange but true : for troth is always strange-
&tranger than fiction."

Byron : Don Juan, xiv. 101.

6. Odd, unusual, singular ; not according
to the ordinary way.
" Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the mrd."

Shakesp. : As You. Like It, ii. 7.

7. Distrustful, reserved, estranged.
"Why do you look so strange upon your wife f

"

Bhakrsp. : All's Well that Ends WM, V. 8.

8. Unacquainted ; not knowing.

*
9. Backward, slow.

B. -4s adv. : Strangely.
" She will speak most bitterly and strange?

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measurt, T.

II Strange is often used as an interjection,

elliptically, for It is strange.
"
Strange, all this difference should be
Twixt tweedle-duin and tweedle-dee."

Byrom: Miscetlantft.
*

IT To make it strange : To act as if some-
thing extraordinary had happened ; to appear
to be shocked.

" She makes it strange, but she would be best pleas'd
To be so anger'd with another letter."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, i. &
* strange-achieved, a. Acquired not

for one's self, but for the benefit of others.
" Canker'd heaps of strange-achieved gold."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 5.

* strange-disposed, a. Of a remark-
able disposition or nature.

"
Indeed, it is a ttrange^isposed time."

Shakesp. : Julius Caesar, i. S.

strange-sail, s.

Naut. : A vessel heaving in sight, of which
the particulars are unknown. (Smyth.)

Sate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot
or, wore, W9l work, who. son: mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ca - e ; ey - a; qu - kw.
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* Strange, v.t. & i. [STRANGE, a.]

A. Transitive:

L To alienate, to estrange.

2. To change. (Gowr : C. A., iL)

B. Intransitive:

1. To wonder ; to be astonished.
"
Impieties, which we need not strange at." Glan-

tUl : Scepsis Sdentifca. xlx.

2. To be alienated or estranged.

8. To be or become strange. (Gower:C.A.,L.)

* strange' ful,
*
strange'-full, a. [Eng.

strange; -full.} Strange, wonderful. (Syl-

vester.)

strange' -1& *
straunge-lle, adv. [Eng.

strange, a. ; -ly.}
*

1. As belonging to some one else ; in a

foreign place ; at or to a distance.

"As by strange foTtune
It came to us. I do in justice charge thee
That thou C'.mmeud it strangely to some place.
Where chance may unrse or end it."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tule, ii. S.

2. In a distant or reserved manner, as one
who does not know another.

"They pass by strangely.'
Shtikesp. : Troilut Cressida, III. 8.

3. In a strange, odd, remarkable, or singular
manner ; in a manner to excite surprise or

wonder ; wonderfully, unusually, remarkably.
" Men who had never before had a scruple had on a

sudden Iwcome strangely scrupulous." Macaulay :

Hitt. Eng., ch. vi.

strange -ness, * strange-nesse, s. [Eng.

strange, a. ; -wess.]

1. The quality or state of being strange or

foreign ; foreignness ; the state or condition

Of belonging to another country.
" If I will obey the gospel, no distance of place, no

strangeness of country, can make any man a stranger
to me." Sprat.

2. The quality or state of being strange,

odd, remarkable, or singular ; wonderfulness,

surprisingness ; the power or quality of ex-

Citing surprise or wonder by novelty.
" This is above all strangeness."

Shakesp. : Lear, iv. t.

3. Distance in behaviour ; reserve, coldness,

forbidding manner.
"
Uugird thy strangeness, and tell me what I shall

Tent to my lady." Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, iv. 1.

A. Alienation of mind ; estrangement ; mu-
tual dislike.

"To create a distance and mutual strangeness be-

tween them." Scott : Christian Life, bk. ii., ch. vU.

* 5. Remoteness from common manners or
notions ; uncomhness.

"
[Men) worthier than himself

Her* tend the savage strangeness he puts on."
Shakesp. : Troilus Crestida, ii. 3.

atrang :er,
* straung-er, s. & a. [O. Fr.

estrangier.]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. A foreigner ; one who belongs to a foreign
country. (Shakesp. : Henry VIII., ii. 2.)

2. One of another place in the same country ;

one whose home is at a distance from where
be is.

" To see the famished ttranger fed."
Crabbe: Woman.

3. One unknown or not familiar : as, He is

stranger to me.

4. A guest, a visitor ; one not belonging to
the house.

"A neat room designed for the reception of
Itnmgers."Dampier : Voyages (an. 1688).

5. A non-member, a visitor.

If In college halls at Oxford, guests are
often entertained at a special table known as
the Strangers' Table, and in the principal
clubs there is a Strangers' Boom.

*
6. One not admitted to any communica-

tion or fellowship ; one having no community.
7. One not knowing ; one ignorant or un-

acquainted.
" But truly there are many that go upon the road,

who rather declare themselves strangers to pilgrimage,
than strangers and pilgrims on earth." Bunt/an :

Pilgrim's Progress, pt ii.

II. Technically:

L Entom. : A rare British night-moth,
Hadena peregrina.

2. Law : One not privy or party to an act.

8. Parliament (PL): All persons otlier than
members or officials present when the House
is sitting. When the House is cleared for a
division the reporters are not required to
withdraw. Formerly, if any member called

the attention of the Speaker to the fact that

strangers were present, he had no alternative
but to order them to withdraw, und then the

reporter's gallery was also cleared
; this rule is

now modified.

4. Congress (PI.) : All persons other than
members or pet-sous officially connected with
the llouge or Senate are considered strangers,
and subject to an order to withdraw when pri-
vate business is to be transacted, as when the
Senate goes into executive session. In case of
undue applause or confusion the sergeant-at-
anns may be directed to clear the galleries.
B. As adj. : Strange.

" The stranger guest
Followed and entered with the rest"

Longfellow : Musician's Tale, vi.

*
strang'-er, v.t. [STRANGER, s.] To estrange,
to alienate.

"Dower'd with our curse, and stranyer'd with our
oath." Shakesp. : Lear, i. 1.

Stran'-gle, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. estrangler (Fr.

etrangler), from Lat. strangulo, from Gr.

tn-payya^dia (stranggalao), from oTpayyaA>)
(stranggale) = a halter; orpayyos (slranggos)
= twisted ; Sp. & Port, estrangalar.]

A. Transitive:

I. Lit. : To destroy the life of by compress-
ing the windpipe ; to choke.

" You three shall be strangled on the gallows."
Shakesp. : 2 henry VI., ii. &

H. Figuratively :

1. To suffocate by drowning.

2. To suppress ; to keep back from birth or

appearance; to stifle.
"
Strangle such thoughts.'

Shiiketp. : Winter's Tale, ir. 4.

* B. Intrans. : To be choked or suffocated.

"I praye God if it wer so I strangle of this brede."
Robert de Drunne, p. 55.

*
stran'-gle,

*
stran'-gel, s. [STRANGLE, v.]

Strangulation.
" Min is the prison in the derke cote,

Min is the strangel and hanging by the throte:"
Chaucer: C. T., 2,460.

strangle-tare, s.

Botany :

1. Vina lathyroides and V. Ursula, tares

which strangle other plants.

2. Cuscuta europcea, and the Orpbanehes,
because they strangle tares. (Prior.)

strangle -weed, s.

Sot. (1) The genus Cuscuta ; (2) The genus
Orobanche.

*
stran'-gle-a-ble, a. [Eng. strangle; -able.]

Capable of being strangled.

stran'-gler, s. [Eng. strangle), v. ; -er.]

1. One who or that which strangles or de-

stroys.
"The band that seems to tie their friendship to.

gether, will be the very strangler of their amity."
Shakesp. : Antony t Cleopatra, ii. 6.

2. [THUO].

stran'-gles, s. p.. [STRANGLE, v.]

Farriery : A disease attacking horses, gener-

ally between the ages of three and five years.
It consists ofan abscess, which occurs between
the branches of the lower jaw. It is con-

sidered contagious. Also applied to a similar

infectious disestse in swine.
" 81dritis hath a peculiar vertue for to cure swine of

their squinsies or strangles." P. Holland : Pliny, bk.

xxvi., ch. zv.

stran'-gu-late, a. [Lat. strangulatus, pa.

par. of slrangulo =to strangle (q.v.).J

Dot. : The same as STRANGULATED (q.v.).

* str&n'-gu-late, v.t. [STRANGULATE, a.] To
strangle.

" Suck their food, like the Ivy, from what they
strangulate and kill. Southey : Doctor, interchapter
Tii.

Stran'-gu-lat-ed, a. [STRANGULATE.]

1. Bot. : Irregularly contracted and ex

panded.
2. Surg. : Having the circulation stopped

in any part by compression : as, a strangulated
hernia ; that is, one so compressed as to ob-

struct the circulation in the patt and to cause

dangerous symptoms.

stran-gu-la'-tlon, . [Fr., from Lat. stran-

gitlationem, accus. of strangulntio, from stran-

gutotus, pa. par. of strangulo = to strangle

(q.v.) ; Sp. estrangulacion ; Ilal. strangulazione.]

L Ord. Jang. : The act of strangling ; the

state of being strangled ; a sudden and forcible

compression of the windpipe, so as to prevent
the passage of air, and thereby suspend
respiration and life.

IL Technically:

1. Bot. : The state of being irregularly con-
tracted and expanded.

2. Patlwl. : The state of a part too closely
constricted, as the throat in hysterics, or th
intestines in hernia.

*Stran-giir-I-an, s. [STRANGURY.] Stran-

gury.
"The gout, colic, (tone, or strangurian."War4:

Sermons, p. 60.

stran-giir'-l'-ous, a. [Lat. stranguriosut,
front stranguria= strangury (q.v.).] Suffer-

ing from strangury ; of the nature of strangury ;

denoting the pain of strangury.
"

I was often fretted with strangurious symptoms."
Chcs/ne : English Malady, p. 321.

Stran'-gu-rjr, s. [Lat. stranguria, from Gr.

o-TpayyoiTpio (stranpgouria) = retention of the

urine, when it falls by drops, from orpoyf
(strangx), geriit. orpayyo? (stranggos)= a drop,
and ovpov (ouron) = uriue ; Sp. estranguria ;

Ital. stranguria.]

1. Bot. : A swelling or other disease pro-
duced in a plant by the pressure of too tight
a ligature.

2. Pathol. : A disease in which there is pain
in passing the urine, which is excreted in

drops.
"

I hope they got better of their colds, toothaches,
fevers, stranyuries. sciaticas, swellings, and sore eyes.
Sterne : Tristram Shandy, voL vih., ch. iii.

trap, strop,
*
strope, s. [A. S. stropp,

from Lat. struppus a strap ; Dut. strop = a
halter ; Fr. etrope ; Dan. stroppe ; Sw. stropp ;

Ger. strippe, striippe, strvppe strupp, stropp;
allied to Gr.

orpocjjos (strop,.os) = a twisted
band or cord, o-Tp'<pw (strepho) = to twist.]

[STROP, STROPHE.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. A narrow band or strip of cloth, leather,

or otlier material used to form a fastening;
they are genei-ally provided with a buckle,
and are mude in various forms : as, the strap
of a shoe or boot, i.e. a short strap connect-

ing the two sides of each leg of a pair of trow-

sers, by passing under the shoe or boot, the

object being to keep the trowsers well over
the ankles.

" These clothes are good enough to drink in, and so
be these boots too ; an' they be not, let them hang
themselves in their own strap*." Shakesp. : Twelfth
Xight, i. 3.

2. A piece of leather prepared with fine

emery or polishing-powder, to sharpen a razor

or knife ; a strop.

II. Technically:

1. Botany:

(1) The flat part of the corolla in a lignlate

floret, specially in the florets of the ray in

composite plant.

(2) The leaf without the sheath in some

grasses.

2. Carp. : An iron plate placed across the

junction of two or more timbers, either

branched out or straight, as may be found

requisite, and each branch bolted or keyed
with one or more bolts or keys, through each

of the timbers, for the purpose of securing
them together.

3. Harness: A leathern thong, provided
with a buckle, by which separate parts of

set of harness are connected together.

4. Mach. : A band over the end of a rod to

hold a connecting pin or wrist.

5. Mil. : A strip of worsted, silk, silver, o*

gold, wont on the shoulder that has no epau-
let. [SHOULDER-STRAP.]

6. Nautical:

(1) One of the rudder bands, which also

holds a pintle, which hooks into an eye on
a brace bolted to the stern-post.

(2) A band of rope or metal around the shell

of a tackle-block, by which its hook, eye, or

tail is attached thereto.

7. Vehicles:

(1) A plate on the upper side of the tongue,

and resting upon the double tree, to assist in

holding the waggon-hammer.

(2) A clip, such as tltat which holds th

spring to the spring-bar or to the axle.

(3) The stirrup-shaped piece of a clevis.

U Black-strap: (BLACK-STRAP],

; ca, 5e, or, , , , ; ln, as; expect, Xenophon, e?lst. -ing.

-tion. -slon = shun ; -$lon, -sion = zhon. -clous, tious. -sious = sbns. -We, -die, 4c. = Del, aek
fcoll, bo^; poTit, J6%1; cat, 5ell, chorus, 9liin, bench; go, gem; thin,

-clan, -tian =
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STRAP-WORK.
{From the door of St. Jlaclou,Rouen,

C.1542.)

strap-block, s.

Naut. : A block with a strap around it, and
an eye worked at thu lower end for attach-
ment to a hook upon duck for a purchase.

strap-head, .--.

Itach. . A jourual-box secured by a strap to
ft connecting rod.

strap-hinge, x. A hinge with long flaps,

by which it is secured to the door and post.

strap-joint, $.

.Mack. : A connection by strap, key, and

gib, as on the end of a pitman.

Strap-oil, s. A thrashing. (Cf. STIRRUP-
OIL.)

Strap-shaped, a. [LIQULATE.]

strap-work, s.

Arch. : A style of architectural ornamenta-

tion, representing a band or bauds crossed,
folded, and
interlacing.
There exist

specimens
of it, which
must have
been exe-
cuted a s

long ago as
the eleventh

century, but
it was far more general in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries.

Strap, v.t. [STRAP, *.]

L To fasten or bind with a strap.
With spatter'd boots, ttrappd waist, and frozen

locks." Cowpcr: Tcuk, iv. 6.

2. -To beat or chastise with a strap.

3. To sharpen with or on a strap or strop.

4. To hang. (Scotch.)

Strip-pa -do, s. [ItaL strappata = a pull-
ing, wringing, from struppare to pull, to

wring ; O. Fr. atrapude ; Sp. estraixtda.] A
kind of military punishment, formerly prac-
tised in drawing up an offender to the toj> of
a beam, and letting him fall ; in consequence
of which dislocation of a limb usually hap-
pened.

" Were I at the ttrappado, or all the racks in the
world, I would not tell you on compulsion." ShaJtetp. :

iaenr},ir..ii.i.

*8trap-pa'-dd, v.t. [STRAPPADO, .] To tor-

ture or punish with the strappado.
"
Stmpvado'd with an oath ' ex ofticio

'

by ynur bow-
meu of the arches." Milton : Animad. Jtemoia. De-
fence.

Btrap'-per, . [Eng. strap; -er.]

1. One who uses a strap.

2. Something bulky or large; a tall, strap-
ping person.

"She's a strapper, a real ttrapper." 0. Bronte:
Jane Eyre, ch. zx.

Strip -ping, o. [STRAP, v.] Tall, lasty,

strong, well-made. (From the idea of large
size being connected with violent action. Cf.

bouncing, thumping, thundering, whacking, &c.)
" The police, flue ttrapping fellows, usually Irish,

wear white ducks ill flue weather." Daily Telegraph,
Aug. 25, 1885.

strapping-plate, s.

Mining : One of the straps or bands which
bind the connecting rods to each other at the

points where they are scarfed together.

*Strap'-ple, v.t. [A frequent, from strap

(q.v.).] To bind or tie with a strap ; to strap.
"
Strupp/ed strait

One of his Imgest oxen.
Chapman : Homer ; Hymn to Hermet.

Strap'- wort, . [Eng. strap, and wort.
Named from its trailing habit.]

Bot. : The genus Corrigiola, and specially
Corrigiola littoralis.

trass (1), s. [Named after the inventor, a
German chemist.]

Min. : A name applied to an artificial com-
pound used to imitate precious stones. Com-
pos. : silica, potash, and lead, with various
metallic oxides according to the colours re-

quired.

Btrass (2), . [Etym. doubtful.)

SiH.: : The refuse of silk in the process of

working into skeins.

Stra'-ta, s. pi. [STRATUM.]

straf-a-gem, * strat-a-geme, *. [Fr.

strutagetne. from Lat. strutttieina; Gr. o-rpa-nj-

yjj/na (slruteijKinn) = the device or act of a

general, orpaTrryos (stwtcyoi) = a general .

orpaTos (stratos) an army, and ayu> (</(>) =
to lead ; tip. estratugeuM ; ital. stniiagenuiM.]

1. An artifice in war ; a trick by which the
enemy is deceived.

" Their wonted wiles and ttratagemt provide.
To aid their great ackuowled/d victor's side."

Koms : Luctm ; /'/i ir,,/M. iv.

2. Any artifice or trick by which an advan-
tage is gained.

" An innocent stratagem to draw their attention to
his biM)k."-*nox : Winter Kveaingt, even. 10.

*
3. A cabal ; a combination for the com-

mission of some unlawful act.
" The man that hath no music in himself,
It tit for treasons, itratw.ienu, and spoils."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, V.

* strat a gem ic,
* strat a gem - ic al,

o. IEng. stratagem; -ic, -ical.] Of the nature

of, or containing a stratagem.
" His wife, to gain entirely his affections, sent him

this stratii-jemical epistle." Swift : Tripot, assigned
to him by Or. Barret.

*strat-a-rlth'-met-ry, . [Or. orpaTdv
(stratos)= an army ; aptd^of (arithmos) = num-
ber, and fitrpov (metrori) = measure.]

Mil. : The art of drawing up an army or

boily of men in a geometrical figure, or of

estimating or expressing the number of men
in such a figure.

*
strat-e-get -10,

*
strat-g-get'-ic-al, a.

[Eng. strategy); -etic, -etical.] Strategic.

*
Strat-S-get'-Ic-al-l^, adv. [Eng. strate-

geiical ; -ly.] Strategically.

stra-teg'-io, stra teg Ical, a. [Gr. orpa-
Trryiieds (strategikos), from

o-TpaTijyia (strategia)= strategy (q.v.); Fr. strategique ; Ital. stra-

tegico.} Pertaining to strategy; effected by
strategy ; of the nature of strategy.

strategic-line, s.

Mil. : An imaginary line joining strategic
points.

strategic-point, s.

Mil : A point or object in the theatre of

military operations which affords to its pos-
sessor an advantage over his opponent.

" A ttratcgic-point on the railway west of Fhllippo-
polis." . Jamet't Oazette, Sept. 23, 1886.

stra-teg'-Ics,
*
strat-e'-get'-Ics, s. [STRA-

TEGIC.]

Mil. : The same as STRATEGY (q.v.).

StrS,t'-e-gist, s. [Eng. strategy) ; -ist.] One
skilled in strategy,

Stra-te'-gUS, S. [Gr. o-Tpa-nryos (strategos).']

[STRATAGEM.] An Athenian general officer.

Strat'-e-gy^ s. [Gr. (rrpanryi'a (stratlgia) =
generalship, from oTpcmrydf (stratcgos) = a
general; Fr. strategic; Sp. estrategia ; Ital. &
Lat. strategia.]

1. if il. : The science, as distinguished from
the art of war ; the direction of a campaign ;

the combination and employment of his avail-

able forces, by a commander-in-chief, to bring
a campaign to an end, as distinct from the
minor operations by which it is sought to
effect that result, and which are subsidiary to
the general plan. [TACTICS.]

2. The use of artifice, stratagem, or finesse
in carrying out any project.

Strath, s. [Gael, srath ; Wei. ystrad = a val-

ley.] A valley through which a river runs.

(Scotch.)
" Arrived at the bottom of the strath on the sea-

coast." Hlaxkle: Highfandt A Itlandt, p. 40.

2. A hillock ; a little mound or hilL
" Here and there are pockets, knolls, or itrathi of

gravel.'' rime*. Nov. 4, 1881.

Straths -pey, s. [See def.]

1. A kind of dance in duple time, so called
from having been first practised in the dis-

trict of Strathsi>ey. It resembles the reel,
but is slower in movement. It was invented
about the beginning of the eighteenth century.

" The best dancer of a itrathtpey in the whole
trath." Scott : Waaerley, ch. xviii.

2. A kind of dance music adapted to this

dance.

Strat Ifica'tlon, s. [Eng. stratify ; c con-
nective ; -ation.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The process by which substances in the
earth have been formed into strata or layers.

2. The state of being stratilied; an arrange-
ment of strata or layers one upon another.

" A mass in which there is no itrat(/u;ation."But'
ton : Theory of the Karlh, li. 807.

II. Technically:

1. Elect. : A term used of the electric light
when it does not appear as an uninterrupted
brush, but is arranged in zones of different
width and intensity. The cause of this phe-
nomenon is not satisfactorily ascertained.

2. Physiol. : The disposition of tissues in

layers in certain organs.

strat'-i-fled, pa. par. or a. [STRATIFY.]

stratified -lichens, s. pi. [HETEROMH-
ROUS- LICHENS.]

Strat I form, a. [Eng. stratum, and form.)
In the form of strata ; applied to ruck masses,
whether aqueous or igneous, having more or
less a stratified appearance.

Strat'-l-fv, v.t. [Eng. stratum ; suff -Jy ; Fr
stratifier.] To form into strata or layers ; to

range in strata.
"
Steel is made from the purest and softest iron, by

keeping it red hot, ttru.tif.ed with coal-dust and wood.
alies, &c."UUl : .Valeria Uedica.

sti at i graph Ic, strat I graph Ic al,
a. lEng. stratigraphfji) ; -ic, -ical.] Pertain-

ing or relating to strata or their disposition ;

relating to the manner in which substances
are arranged in strata in nature.

"The fifth bok is palaeontological; the sixth ttratif
graphical." Athenaum, October 28, 1882.

8trat-I-graph'-Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. strati-

graphical; -ly.] In a stratigraphical manner;
as regards stratigraphy or the disposition of
strata.

stra-tlg'-ra-phy, . [Eng. = a stratum, and
Gr. yp<i?iio (grapho) to write, to describe

)

Geol. : That department "f geology which
deals with the disposition or arrangement of

strata, or the order in which they succeed
each other.

strat-i-o-my'-i-dsB, s. pi. [Lat. stratiomy(s);
Lat fern. pi. adj. stiff, -idee.]

Entom. : A family of Notacantha. Antenna
three jointed, and having in most cases a
terminal stylet with five or six rings. When
this is absent, the third articulation is long
and fusiform. Wings in many .species couched
one upon the other. There are two sub-fami-
lies Stratiomyin* and Xylophagime.

Strat-X-S-my-i'-naB, s. [Mod. Lat. stratio-

my(s); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Entom. : A sub-family of Stratiomyidse.
Abdomen with five free segments.

Strat'-I-o-mys, s. [Gr. o-Tponos (st-vtios) =
warlike, and nuia (mia)= a fly.]

Entom. : The typical genus of Stratiomyidse.
The best-known species is Stratiomys chamce-

leon, a large, handsome fly, a little more than
half an inch long, the colour brassy black,
with tawny hairs ; the scutellum yellow, with
two long spines ; the abdomen black with

yellow spots and i>ands. The female deposits
her eggs on the lower side of the water-plantain,
Alisma PUintago; the pupa floats like a boat.

Strat-I-o'-te'-ae, s. pi. [Lat. stratiot(es) ; Lat
fern. pi. adj. suff. -eoe.]

Bot. : A tribe of Hydrpcharidaces, having
the ovary six, eight, or nine-celled.

Strat-I-6'-tes, s. [Lat. from Gr. o-rp<mciTi)

(stratiotes) = (1) a soldier ; (2) a water-plant
(see def.), so named from the sword-like

foliage.]

Bot. : Water-soldier ; the typical genus of

Strntiotese (q.v.). Only known species, titra-

tiotes aloides, a stoloniferous submerged dioe-

cious herb, with the leaves, which are all

radical, triangular, aculeate, serrate ; the

scape four tosix inches long, compressed, two-

edged ; the perianth six-parted, white ; the
stamens twelve or thirteen, with twenty-three
or twenty-four staminodes ;

six stigmas, and
a six-celled, many-seeded, baccate fruit It

is a very ornamental plant, and occurs in

Britain, especially in the fens of Norfolk and
Lincolnshire. It remains under water during
the greater part of the year ; but appears on
the surface at the time when the seeds require
to be fertilized.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our. rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, 03 = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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stra-toc'-ra-9y, *. [Gr. <rrpaTo' (stratos) =
au army, and xparcui (krated) to rule.) Mili-

tary government ; govuriuiuut by military
Chiefs and an army.

"Morbidly anxious (or the support of a composite
Itratocraci/ aud a decaying desputism." Daily A'etM,
Nor. 10, 1886.

stra-tog'-ra-phy, s. [Gr. en-paro? (sfratos)= an army, and ypa<f><a (grapho) to write, to

describe.] A description of armies or of what
belongs to an army.

Stra-tom'-e-ter, s. [Eng. strata, and meter.]
An instrument for determining in what
manner geological strata press upon each
other. (Mayne.)

stra-ton'-Ic, a. [Gr. orpaTos (stratos)= an
army.) Pertaining or relating to an army.

Btra-to-pe'-Ite, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Min. : An amorphous mineral resulting
from the alteration of rhodonite, the manga-
nese passing from protoxide to sesquioxide.
Dana makes it a variety of neotncite, but it is

a doubtful compound. Found with
1

rhodonite
at Filipstad, Sweden.

Btra tot'-Jc, o. [Gr. vrparot (stratos) = an

army.] Warlike, military.

Stra turn (pi. stra'-ta), a. [Lat.= that
which is laid flat or spread out, neut. sing.
of stratus, pa. par. of sterna = to strew (q.v.).]

L Ord. Lang. : A bed or layer artificially
made of any material.

IL Technically:

1. Bot. : A layer of tissue.

2. Geol. : Abed or mass of matter spread out
over a certain surface, in most cases by the
action of water, but sometimes also by that
of wind. The method in which stratification

by ttie agency of water has been effected in

bygone times may be understood by a study
of the manner in which successive layers of

gravel, sand, mud, &c., are deposited in a
river or running brook. The same process
has been at work through untold periods of
time. The greater part of the earth's crust,
in nearly every land, is found to be thus
stratified. Strata may be conformable (q.v.),
or unconfonnalile (q.v.). In the former case
there generally is a considerable approach to

parallelism among them. It is, however, in-

ferior in exact
ness to tha' of

cleavage pianos.
Strata laiddown

SEDIMENTARY STRATA.
a. Mud ; . Sand : r. Pebbles. Th-y

all rest uuconformably on older
bedi dipping at a high angle.

when they were
soft and plastic.

Metamorphism
generally de-

stroys those or-

ganic remains,
but leaves the
stratification
undisturbed ; thus there nre two kinds of
strata sedimentary and metamorphie nearly
synonymous with fossiliferous and non-fossil-
ile.-ous stratified rocks. Most strata have a
dip (q.v.) and a strike (q.v.). The fossils will
in most cases show whether strata are lacus-

trine, fiuviatile, or marine. They prove that
'deposit was very slow. One stratum may
overlap another, or a stratum may thin out,
or an outcrop of it may exist As a rule, the
lowest are the oldest, but some great con-
vulsion may have tilted over strata in limited

areas, so that the oldest have been thrown
uppermost A study of the same beds over a
wide expanse of country prevents error in

estimating the relative age of strata thus
reversed. The thickness of the stratified
rocks is believed to be about twenty miles,
or 100,000 feet They are not all present at
one place, or even in one country. Though
a large number are to be found in the United
States, yet many foreign beds require to
be inserted in the series, and even then great
gaps remain, each representing a lapse of
time. For the order of superposition, see
Fossiliferous. (GEOLOGY.)

tra'-tus,*. (Lat.= a strewing, a covering.]
[STRATUM.]

Meteor. : A very large and continuous hori-
zontal sheet of cloud, looking, in many cades,

as if it rested on the ground. It occurs chiefly
at sunset and disappears at sunrise. It 1
common in autumn, but rare in spring.

Straucht, straught (ch, gh guttural), v.t.

[STBAUOHT, pa. t.\ To stretch out; to make
straight. (Scotch.)

" Hand of woman, or of man either, will never
traught him." licatt ; Bride o/ Lammtrmoor, ch.

* Straught (gh guttural), pa. t. It pa. par.
[STRETCH, .]

stra-va'-dl-um, s. [Malabarname Latinised.)
Bot. : A genus of Barringtoniaceee; calyx

four-parted, ovary two-celled, fruit four-sided,
ribbed. The root of Stravadium racemosum is

somewhat bitter, but not unpleasant to the
taste. Hindoo doctors consider it aperient,
deobstruent, and cooling. The bark is sup-
posed to possess qualities like those of
Cinchona.

stra-vaig', stra-vague', v.i. [0. Fr. estra-

vaguer, from Lat extravago, from extra = be-

yond, and vago = to wander ; Ital. stravagare.]
To wander ; to tramp about idly. (Scotch.)

Stra-vaig'-er, s. [Eng. stravaig ; -er.] One
who wanders about idly ; a tramp, a stroller,
a vagabond. (Scotch.)

straw,
* strawe, *

stre,
*
stree, . ft a.

[A.S. streaw, streow, stred; cogn. with Dut
stroo ; Icel. strd; Dan. straa; Sw. stra ; O.
H. Ger. slrou ; Ger. stroh; Lat stramen =
straw ; struo = to heap up.] [SiREW.]
A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) The stalk or stem of certain species of

grain, pulse, &c., especially of wheat, rye,
oats, barley, and pease ; it is principally used
for plaiting, thatching, paper-making, and
litter.

(2) A piece of such a stalk or stem.
" When ihepherds pip* on oaten if raws.'

Jihukesp. : Lone* Labour t Lost, v 1.

(3) A bundle or mass of the stalks of certain

species of grain when cut and after being
thrashed ; as a load of straw. (In this sense
the word does not admit of a plural.)

2. Fig. : Used proverbially for anything
worthless or of no account ; a fig, a jot.

"And whan that they ben accompliced, yet ben
they not worth a strc." Chaucer : Tale of Melibeut.

IL Technically:

1. Bot. : Linnaeus' s name for the culm or
stem of grasses.

2. Mining : A fine straw filled with powder,
and used as a fuse.

B. As adj. : Made, plaited, or composed of
straw : as, a straw bed, a straw bonnet, a
ttraw hat, &c.

1 (1) A man of straw : The figure of a man
formed of a suit of old clothes stuffed with
straw ; hence, the mere resemblance of a man ;

one of no substance or means ; an imaginary
person.

(2) In the straw : Lying-in, as a mother ; in

childbed.

T Fuller (Worthies; Lincoln) says that "this

English plaiu proverb . . . shows feather-beds

to be of no ancient use among the common
sort of our nation." Burgoyne (Heiress, i. 1)

suggests that it arose from the practice of

laying down straw before the houses of

persons who were ilL

*
(3) To break a straw : To quarrel.

(4) To lay a ttraw: To pause.

ff Straw is commonly used in compounds,
most of which are self-explanatory : as, ttravt-

roofed, traw-stuffed, &c.

straw bail, . Bail given by a person
without property on which the court can levy
in case the person bailed absconds.

straw-Delle, ..

Entom. : A British geometer moth, Aspt-
lates giivaria. The caterpillar feeds on the

yarrow.

straw-board, *. Thick paper-board
made altogether or principally from straw ;

usually that of wheat or rye.

Straw-braid, . The same as STRAW-
PLAIT (q.v.X

straw built, o. Built or constructed of

straw. (Macaulay : Capys, xvii.)

Straw-carrier, .

1. An endless apron in a thrashing-machine
to lift the straw as it conies from the cylinderand discharge it at the tail of the machine.
The carrier being of open work, the grain and
chaff are sifted out on the way.

2. A straw elevator at the end of the
thrasher to lift the straw on to the rack.

straw-color, . & o.

A. At subit. : The color of dry straw ; a pal*
yellow.

B. At adj. : Straw-colored.

straw-colored, a. Of the color of dry
straw

; of a pale yellow color.

Straw-colored bat :

Zool. : Nataltis albiventer, from South and
Central America.

Straw-cutter, s. An instiament or
machine for cutting straw for fodder or other
purposes.

straw-drain, . A drain filled with
straw.

Straw-fiddle, *. A name sometimes
given to the claque-bois (q.v.), when the rods
rest on cylinders of twisted straw instead of
on cords. (Tyndall : On Sound, lect. iv.)

straw-house, s. A house or shed for

holding straw after the grain has been
thrashed out.

straw-paper, s. Paper made wholly or

principally from straw.

straw-plait, straw-plat, s. A plait
or braid formed of straw, chiefly of rye, plaited
together, and generally from half to an inch
wide. These plaits when sewn together are
used to form different descriptions of ladies'

bonnets, hats for both sexes,- &c. For hats
the whole straw is used ; for bonnets it is

split, and the part under the husk removed.
The braids are plaited with from eleven to
thirteen straws each. Their length is from
800 to 320 feet, their width and the quantity
of straw entering into them varying accord-

ing to quality.

straw-ride, s. A country ride taken for

pleasure in a wagon or a sleigh lull of straw
on which, the members of the party sit.

Straw-rope, s. A rope made of straw

twisted, and used to secure the thatch of corn
ricks and stacks and of cottages.

Btraw-underwing, a.

Entom. : A British night-moth, Cerigo Cy-
therea, the hinder wings of which are straw-

coloured, with a broad, smoke-coloured
marginal band. The larva feeds on tha

grasses which grow on dry and stony lulls;
the chrysalis is subterranean.

Straw-worm, . A worm bred in straw ;

the caddis-worm.

* straw, v.t. fSTRAW, *.) To spread, strew,
or scatter. [STREW.]

" The ashes of his body were after hi death itravvd
.abroad through the isle of Salauiiua." Jfortlt: Plu-
tarch, p. 81.

Straw'-ber-ry, *. [Eng. straw, and berry;
A.S. stredlerige, its runners being like straws

(Skeat), or from the ancient practice of laying
straw between the rows, to keep the ground
moist and the fruit clean (London).]

Bot. <t Hort. : In tioteny, the genus Fragaria

(q.v.); in horticulture, its cultivated species,

spec., Fragaria vesca, of which there are wood
and alpine varieties ; F. elatior, the Hautbois,
F. virginiana, the Virginian or Scarlet, F.

grandijlora, the Pine, and F. chilensis, the

Chilian Strawberry. The magnificent fruit

now produced by cultivation in the outcome of

American species : the Virginian, a native of the

State of Virginia and neighboring states; *he

Pine, probably from Carolina, a species tinsur-

piuw-il iu flavor or texture; and the Chilian,

from Chili Soiuh America, which has yielded

some of the finest varieties. The Virginian or

Scarlet Strawberry hostile leaves nearly smooth,
dark green, of thin texture, with sharp eerra-

tureg, the fruit mostly small. The Pine Straw-

berry has the leaves almost smooth, dark green,

of flnn texture, with obtiiss serratures, the

flower and fruit large; the latter white to

nearly purple. The Chilian Strawberry has

very villous or hoary leaves, with small thick

leaflets, having obtuse serratures, the fruit

lare but insipid. All have run i-ifo varii tiei

and sub-varieties, besides producing variou*

bott, boy ; pout. J6%1; cat, jell, chorus, jhin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon. ejiat. ph = t

-dan, -tiaa = ttt
i?n. -tlon, -sion = aliun ; -(ion, ion = shun, -clous, -tious, -Bious - shus. -bio. -die, &c. = bel, del,
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hybrids. Strawberries are cultivated with ease

ill gunlens, aud a few I'lante 8<><m spread by
Buckets over a considerable part of a garden,
but the plants require to be renewed from
time to time. The strawberry is an exceed-

ingly wholesome artU-le of food. Eaten alone

or witli siuar und cream it is easily digested,
and does not l>ecome acid in thu stomach.
It promotes perspiration, and is refrigerating,
has some effect on the gout aud the stone,
and is not without influence in pulmonary
consumption.

U Barren strawberry is a book name for

Potentilla Fragariastrum.

strawberry-blite, *.

Sot. : The genus Blitum (q.V.X

strawberry-bush, s.

Bo!. : Euonymus americanvt,

strawberry-clover, *.

Sot. : Trifolium fragiferurn. Named from
its round, pink, strawberry-like heads of seed,
formed by the inflated calyx.

strawberry-leaves, s. pi. A symbol-
ical term for a dukedom, the curonet of a duke

being ornamented with eight strawberry-
leaves. (See illustration under CORONET.)

strawberry-pear, .

Hot. : Cerrus trifngularis, a kind of cactus

growing in the West Indies, and bearing a

fruit which is sweetish, slightly acid, pleasant,
and cooling.

strawberry-tomato, *.

Sot. : Physalis AUxkengi, the Winter-cherry
(q.v.)-

strawberry-tongne, s.

Pathol. : A tenn applied to the tongue when
It is clean and preternaturally red in one stage
of scarlatina,

strawberry-tree, s.

Bot. : Arbutus Unedo. Named from the

shape and colour of its fruit [ARBUTUS.]

t strawberry-mire. s.

Bot. : Fucus vesiculosus, when the recep-
tacles are large and swollen. (Scotch.) (Brit-
ten Holland.)

' straw -en,
* strawne, a. [Eng. straw, a. ;

en.} Mu'de of straw ; straw.
14

1.ik'st a itratene scare-crow iu the uew-sowne field.
Rear d uu some sticke, the tender come to shield."

Bp. U,M : Satires, iii. 7.

straw^-y,
* straW-ie, a. [Eng. straw, s. ; -y.]

Pertaining to, made of, or resembling straw ;

consisting of straw.
" Unlike. O much unlike, the itravy shed.
Where Mary, queeu of Heaven, iu hutnbless lay,"

Thompton: The Nativity.

Stray,
*
straie, v.i. & t. [O. Fr. estra^er =

to stray ; Prov. estradier one who strays,
one who roves about the streets or ways, from
estrada = a street ; O. Fr. estree = a street ;

O. Ital. itradiotto = a wanderer, a gadder
about, from strada =. a street (q.v.).J

A. Intransitive :

L Literally:

1. To wander, as from the direct course ; to
deviate ; to go out of one's way or from the

proper line ; to go astray.

2. To move about at large ; to roam, to
rove, to wander.

But when the swarms are eager of their play,
Aud luath their empty hives, and idly ttray."

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia iv. 158.

*3- To run in a serpentine course; to

meander, to wind.

"My eye, descending from the hill, surveys
Where Thames arnomt the wanton valley itriyt,"

Dunham : Cooper t fill, 160.

1L Figuratively:

1. To wander from the path of duty or
rectitude ; to do wrong.

" And let me never, never ifray from Thee I

"

Thornton : A uturnn, 1,371*

2. To go astray, to err, to mistake.
" Meaner things, whom instinct leads
Are rarely known to stray,

"

Covrper : The /tone*.

* B. Trans. : To cause to stray ; to mis-
lead ; to lead astray.

H ith not else his eye
Srav'dhisHfteetion in unlawful love'"

Shaketp. : t'umtdy of Errors, T. L

Stray, *. & a. [STRAY, v.]

A. As substantive :

1. Any domestic animal which has left an

inclosure, or its proper place and company,
aud wanders at large or is lost ; an estruy.

"The owner of a large flock is solicitous fur the re.

eovrry of a aillgle ttra.j/."ttp. Hjnteg : Hermans, voL
Iii., oer. 4.'.

*
2. The act of wandering or going astray ;

aberration.
"
I would uot from your love make such a stray."

Skaketp. : Lar, L L

3. Collectively: Stragglers, fugitives.
" Strike up our drums, pursue the scattered stray."

3>l'tlce>i>. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 1

B. As adj. : Having gone astray ; strayed,

wandering, straggling : as, a stray sheep.

stray-line, s.

Naut. : A portion of the log-line, say ten

fathoms, between the log-chip and the first

knot, and left unmarked in order to allow the
latter to get out of the eddy in the ship's wake
before turning the glass. When the stray-
mark is reached, the glass is turned, and
counting commences.

Stray-mark, *. [STRAY-LIKE.]

stray'-er,
* strai-er, s. (Eng. stray, v. ; -er.]

One who strays ; a wanderer.
" A great str tier abroad in all quarters of therealme

to defme aud irnpeacli the springing of Gods holy
gospel." /'oj . Acles & JtonumenU, p. 1,581.

*
stray'-ling, s. [Eng. stray, B. ; -ling.] A
wanderer.
"
Together away, ye straylingi of our Lady of Din-

dyma's drove." Grant Allan : Atyl,

*
Strayt, o. [STRAIT, o.]

*
Stre,

*
stree, s. [STRAW, *.]

streak,
* strake,

*
stroke,

* strike, s.

[Sw. strek = a dash, a stroke, a line ; Dan.

streg^ a. line, a streak, a stripe; Dut. streek

= a line, a stroke, a course; Sw. tfn/fctt = to

stroke, to ruo ; Dan. stryge : A.S. strica &

line, from strican = to go, to strike.]

L Ordinary Langu-'ge :

1. A line or long narrow mark of a different

colour from the ground ; a stnp.
" The masthead vane was stii less as a ttrmt of red

paint. -Daily Ti-lwra.p'i , Dec. 26, Ugi.
*

2. The rung of a ladder.

IL Technically:

\, Entomology:

(1) In the Lepidoptera, an elongated tnark-

ing, not necessarily of uniform width. Called
also a stripe. (Stainton.)

(2) A rare British geometer-moth, Chssias

spartiata.

2. Min. .-One of the distinguishing characters

of minerals. It may be shining or dull, and
the colour is determined by rubbing on a
white unglazed porcelain plate.

3. Shipbuild.: The same as STRAKE, *. (q.v.%
" Three ttreaki of the sheathing, about eight feet

long, were wanting." Coo*.- Firit Voyage, uk. Iii.,

ch.lv.

Streak, (1), streek, v.t. & t. [A.S. strtccan

to stretch (q.v.).J (Scotch.)

A. Transitive:
*

1. To stretch, to extend.
"

1 wad e'en streek mysell out here." Scott : Anti-

quary, ch. xxi.

2. To lay out, as a dead body.
" He's a bonny corpse . . . and weel worth th

ttrettking.' Scott : Guy ilannering, ch. xxvii.

* B. Intrans. : To stretch.

streak (2),
*
stroke, v.t. & i. [STREAK, $.]

A. Trans. : To form streaks or stripes on
or in ; to stripe ; to variegate with streaks or
lines of a different colour or colours.

B. Intrans. : To run or move swiftly.

(Prov.)
"
Mayflower, first to take the breeze, went streaking

away from Galatea," Held, Sept. 25, 18SS.

Streaked, pa. par. or o. [STREAK (2), v.]

streaked-dart, i.

Entom. : A British night-moth, Agrotis
aquilina.

streaked-gurnard, *.

Ichthy. : Trifjla lineata ; red, with large

pectoral fins, more or less spotted with blue.

streaked tanrec, s.

Zonl. : Crntetes semispinnsus, from Mada
gnsrar. It is about the size f a mle, striped
with bla(!k and yellow. Mivart makes it a

separate genus, Hemicentetes. [TANREC.]

Streak y, a. [Bug. streak, a. ; -y.] Marked
with streaks or stripes ; streaked, striped,
variegiited.

stream, * streame, *
streem, *

streme, *.

lA.S. stream, ; co^n. with Dut. stroom ; IceL
straamr ; 8w. & Dan. strain; O. H. Ger.
straum, stroum ; Ger. strain. From the mot
of rianse. *ru = toflow; cf. Ir. sroth= a stream ;
Litliuan. srotne.]

L Literally :

1. A river, brook, rivulet, or coursa ot
running water.

" He brought ttreamt also out of the rock, and
caused water to ruu down little rivers. 'I'lalin
Izxviii. 16.

2. A flow of any fluid or melted substance,
as of blood, melted metal, &c.

3. A steady flow, as of air, gas, or the like.

4. A steady current in the sea, or in a river,

especially the middle or most rapid part of 8
tide or current.

"
Floating straight, obedient to the itream."

Shiikap : Comtdy of Erroft, 1. 1.

IL Figuratively:

1. An issuing in beams or rays ; a steady
flow, as of light.

"Thy [the moon's] gracious, golden, glittering
Itreuinx."

Shaketp. : ifidtummer tiight't Dream, T. 1.

2. Anything issuing from a head or source,
and moving forward with a continuity of

parts : as, a stream of words.

3. A continued current or course, as the
current or course of events.

" We see which way the stream of time doth run."

Shukcsp. : 2 Henry If., iv. L

4. A number of individuals moving forward
uniformly without interval.

" The rich itream of lords and ladles."

Sliakap. : Henry VIII., iv. 1.

stream-anchor, s.

Naut. : An anchor, intermediate in size, be-
tween the bower, or large anchor, and the

kedge. Used in warping ; or mooring iu a

place but slightly exposed.

stream-cable, s.

Kant. : A cable smaller than the cable of
the Ixiwers, and used in mooring or riding
by the stream-anchor.

stream-ice, s. A collection of pieces of
drift or bay ice joining each other in a ridge,

following in the line of course.

stream-measurer, s. An instrument
for ascertaining the velocity of a stream of
water at different deaths.

stream-tin, stream tin-ore, s.

Min. : A variety of Cassiterite (q.v.) occur-

ring as waterworn grains or pebbles in beds
of streams, obtained from granitic rocks by
their disintegration.

stream-wheel, s. An undershot or cur-

rent wheel.

stream-works, s. pi
Min. : Works on alluvial metalliferous de-

posits ; an establishment where tin ore is

worked in the open air by means of a stream
of water.

stream, * streame, * streme, v.i. & t.

[A.S. stredmian; Dut strunen; Sw. stronma;
Ger. atriJinen.]

A. Intransitive:

L Lit. : To flow in a stream ; to move, flow,
or ruu in a continuous current.

" With his tt -filming gore
Distaines the pillours ami tne holy ground."

Upenitr : f. .. ill. iT. IT.

IL Figuratively:

1. To pour out or emit an abundant stream ;

to overflow, as with tears.
" Fast strtam'd her eyes, wide flow'd her hair.'

licott : Lord of the Isles. IL 1.

2. To Issue continuously; not iu fits and
starts.

" To imiwrial Love, that God most high,
Do my sighs itream.' Sluiketp. : All't Well. 11. 8.

3. To issue or shoot in streaks, beams, or

rays : as, Light streams.

4. To inove in a body uniformly forward
without interval.

" Across which the hounds were alrtmdy $tr earning.'

Field. Feb. 2, 1887.

5. T<> stretch or hang in a long liue or at

full length. " With itreaminij locks
That half embraced her in a hinni.l veil."

Thomson : Summer, MM.

late, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pit,

or, wore, wolf; work, who. son; mute, cub, core, unite, cur, rule, full; tcx, Syrian. SB, ce = e; ey - a; qn = lew.
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*B. Transitive:

1. To send out or forth in a current or
rtream ; to cause to flow.

."Aifasta* they [wounds | rtreom forth thy blood."
til,akep. : JuLtut t'asg>ir, lit 1.

2. To cause to hang or tly at full length.
"
Streaming the ensign of the Christian cross."

Shafaup. : /tichard //.. iv. 1.

8. To mark with colours or embroidery in

long tracts. (Bacon.)

H To stream a buoy: To let it drop into
the water previously to castiug anchor.

streame, s. & v. [STREAM, s. & v.]

Stream er, s. [Eng. stream; -er.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A long narrow flag; a pennon streaming
or flowing in the air.

"There were banners and ttreamert, and shamrock
devices, and brass bauds ou every aidi" Daily :

graph, Sept. 10, 1835.

2. A stream or column of light shooting
from the horizon, as in some forms of the
aurora borealis.

"The moon was indeed at the full, and the northern
ttreamert were shilling brilliantly." Macaulaj/ : UM.
Eng., ch. v.

IL Technically:

1. Entom. : A handsome British geometer
moth, Antidea derioata. Wings with a deli-

cate gloss, the fore-pair purple In-own, with

markings, the hinder pair gray, with few
markings; expansion about an inch. The
caterpillar feeds on the bnds and stems of the

Dog-rose in June and July, the perfect insect

appearing ill the following April and May.
2. Mining : A person who works in search

of stream-tin.

Stream-ful, a. [Eng. stream; -Jul(T).'] Full
of streams or of currents.

" Sbov'd by the winds against the ttreamful tide."

Drat/ton : Piert Oavetton.

* stream' I-ness, s. [Eng. streamy; -ness.]
The quality or state of being streamy.

Stream' -Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [STREAM, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <6 particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. -4s substantive :

Mining : The management of a stream-
work, or of stream-tin during the process of
refinement.

Stream'-let, s. [Eng. stream, a. ; dimin. suff.

let.] A little stream, a brook, a rivulet.
" Hence the streamlets seek the terrace shade."

Swage: The Wanderer, L

stream'-lmg, s. [Eng. stream, s. ; dimin.
suff. -ling.] A little stream ; a streamlet.

"A thousand itreamHngt that n'er saw the sun."
Sylaetter : The Captainet, 118.

Stream'-wort, s. [Eng. stream, and wort.]

Bot.(Pl.): The Hippurids. [HALORAOACELB.]

Stream'-y, a. [Eng. stream ; -y.}

1. Abounding with streams or running
water.

"
Arcadia,

However itreamy now. adust and drv *

Prior: Pint ffymn of Callimachui.

2. Having the form of a stream or beam of
light. " HI nodding helm emits a streamy ray."

Pope: Homer; Iliad, xi.. 1,014.

& Full of streams or beams.
" The rreamy twilight spread

Like distant luoniing iu the skies."

Hughet: The Ecstasy.

strecche, v.t. or i. [STRETCH.]

Streek, streik, v.t. [STREAK (1), v.]

Streel, v.i. [Btym. doubtful : cf. Gaul, striall= a stripe, a shred.] To trail, to drag, to
stream.

Street,
*
strete, . [A.S. itrvt, from Lat.

strata, for strata (via) = a paved (way) ; from
stratus, pa. par. of sterno = to strew, to pave,
and via = a way ; Dut. straat ; Icel. strcr.ti ;
Dan. strceile ; Sw. strut ; O. H. Ger. straia ; Sp.& Port, estraila ; Ger. strass ; O. Fr. estree ; Ir.
& Gael, sraid ; Wei. ystryd. ystrad. Street is
one of the six words derived iHrwtly from the
Roman invaders, the other tlve being, ceaster

(Chester), coin (Lincoln), foss, port, &ndwaU.]
*

1. A highway, a road.

2. A way or road in a city, having houses
on one or both sides : es]>ccially a main or
chief way, as distinguished from a lane or

alley ; applied to the houses as well as the
open way.

1f The Street: A commercial term signifylu.
the market, especially the stock market; ainu
the traders therein collectively.

street-arab, . A neglected, outcast bo\
or girl of the streets.

street-oar, . A car for local or city
travel, running ou rails on the surface of the
public streets.

street-door, *. That door of a hous
which opens into the street or road.

street-orderly, *. & o.

A. As subst. : A man employed to sweep am
scavenge the streets of a town

; a scavenger.
"The first appearance of the street-ordrrtiet iu th

metropolis was iu !.-_ilayheu : London Labour

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to scavenging
carried out by scavengei-s.

" The ttreet-orderlu system is the only rational and
efficacious mode of streefccleanal.ig."-Maynew : Londun Labour, ii 290.

Street-orderly bin: An iron receptacle ii

the streets in which horse manure is deposited
during the day by brigades of boys organizet
for that purpose. (English.)

street-orderlyism, . The system of
cleansing the streets of a city by means of
street-ord:il:es.

street-railroad, street-railway,
. A railrwl constructed on the surface of the
streets; (in Kn land) a tramway.

street-sweeper, s. One who or that
which sweeps the streets

; specif., a machine
provided with scrapers and brushes for gather-
ing up street-dust and mud.

street-walker, .

1. A common prostitute, who walks the
streets.

*
2. An idler.

street-walking, *. The practice of a
street-walker ; prostitution.

*
street-ward, s. An officer who had

the charge of the streets.

* Street'-ward, a. [Eng. street ; -ward.] Ad
joining the street ; looking into the street.

Street'-way, *. [Eng. street, and way.] The
open space in a street ; the roadway.

*Street'-y, a. [Eng. street; -y.] Belonging
to the streets ; hence, town-bred.

"
I am of the streets, and ttrertyeit ten polin is

my haven." CF. A. SMa: A Journey due North (1859),

P.*.

*
strelght (gh silent), a., adv., & *. [STRAIT.]

A. As adj. : Narrow, strait.

B. ^s adv. : Strictly, stiaitly.

C. As substantive :

1. A narrow, a si rait.

2. Difficulty, distress, straits.

3. An old rame for a narrow alley In London
frequented by loose persons.

*
strelght -en (gh silent), v.t. [STRAITEN.]

*
streine, v.t. [STRAIN, v.]

*StrSl'-Jtz, s. [Russ. strielietz = an archer,
a shooter; strield = &\\ arrow.] A soldier of

the ancient Muscovite guards, abolished by
Peter the Great.

Stre-Utz'-I-a, *. [Named by Acton after the

queen of George 111., who was of the house of

Mecklenburgh-Strelitz.]
Bot. : A genusof Uraneie(q.v.). Fineherl>a-

ceous plants, akin to the banana ami the

plantain, with large leaves and handsome
flowers ; the outer segments of the perianth

(sepals) generally bright orange, two of the
three inner large and bright purple, the third

one small and hooded. From the Cape of
Good Hope. Several species are cultivated
in our greenhouses, and of these Strelitzia

reginse is the nuest; its seeds are eaten by
the Caffres.

* streme, . & v. [STREAM, . ft v.)

Strom'-ma, s. [Gr.= a twist, a strain, from
<rrpe<t>ia (sfrepho) = to turn, to twist.]

Pathol. : A strain or sprain of the parts
about a joint.

*
Strene, . [STRAIN (2), .)

1. Race, offspring.
2. Descent, lineage.

*
String, a. [STRONG.]

Min. : An orthorhombic mineral occurring
in small spherical groups of radiating fibres
rarely in crystals. Hardness, 3 to 4 ; gp gr.
2-87 ; lustre, vitreous ; colour, shades of red
Compos. : phosphoric acid, 37-97 ; sesqui-
oxide of iron. 4-2'78 ; water, 19-25 = 100 which
gives the formula [Fe.J P2O8 + 4aq.

strength,
*
strengthe, s. [A.S. strength*,from strung = strong (q.v.).J

L Ordinary Language :

1. That property, attribute, or quality of an
animal body, by which it is enabled to move
itsel f or other things. The strength of animals
is the muscular force or energy which they
are capable of exerting. For the purpose of
comparing the strength or the effects produced
by the energy exerted by different animals,
or by the same animal under different circum-
stances, it is usual to assume as a dynamic
unit the force required to raise one pound of
weight througli one foot of space in one
minute of time. [HORSE-POWER.]

" But their lot had fallen on a time when men had
discovered that the ttrrnij/h of the muscles ii far
inferior to the strength of the luiud." Macaiitati
Hat. Eng., ch. xx.

2. The quality or property of bodies by
which they sustain the application of force
without breaking or giving way ; solidity,
toughness, tenacity. The strength of a body
is tested by forces acting in different ways :

thus a body may be torn asunder by a tensile
or stretching force, or by a direct pull in the
direction of its fibres, as in the case of a rope,
&c. ; or it may be broken across by a tians-
verse strain, crushed by a pressure exerted in
the direction of its length, twisted, shorn
across, &c.

3. Force proceeding from motion, and pro
portioned to it.

4. Power of resisting attacks.

5. Power or vigour of any kind
; ability to

do or bear ; capacity of exertion, intellectual,
moral, or physical.

"Though she was a woman of great itrength cf
mind." M.icaulny : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

6. Force as measured or stated in figures;
amount or iiumiiers of any body, as of an
army, a fleet, or the like.

" To descry the itrength of the enemy.'
Skakap. : Lear. Ir. 5.

*
7. Hence, an armed force ; a body of

troops ; an army.
" Discover your united itrengthi."

Shakeip. : King John, 11 1.

8. One who or that which constitutes or Is

regarded as embodying force, strengtn, 01

firmness ; a person or thing on which reliance

or confidence is placed ; support, security.
"God is our refuge and itrength." Pialm xlvi. L
*

9. A fortification, a stronghold, a fortress.
" This Inaccessible high ttrmgth . . .

lie trusted to hare seized."
VMon: P. L.. Til. ML

10. That quality which produces or tends to

produce results; the effective power in an
institution, established custom, or the like;

legal or moral force ; binding, constraining, or

influencing force or power; force, efficiency,

weight, influence.
" With all religious ttrmgOt of sacred vowt."

Xhikrtp. : Kliiy John. ill. L
11. Intensity or degree of potency of the

distinguishing or essential element or con-

stituent ; the quality or property of producing
sensible effects on other bodies. (Said of

liquors and the like.)

12. Force or power in the expression of

meaning in words ; vigour of style ; nervous
diction or style ; the quality or power of fully
and forcibly expressing idea.
" And praise the easy vigour of a line.

Where Di-nhams ttrena'h and Waller's sweetness

Join." Pope : Kstmi on Criticism, 301.

13. Vividness, intensity, brilliance, bright-
ness.

" His countenance wu as the sun shlnetk In hii

Mrength." Kenelarion. I. 15.

*
14. High degree, vehemence, frce.

"You would abate the itrenffth of your displeasure.''

Shakeip. : Merchant qf I'tnica. V.

"boil, boy; poiit, J6wl; cat, fell, chorus, ghin, bencn; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-dan, -tian - ah^n. -tlon, -siou = shun ; -(loo, -sloa - chfin, -clous, -tlous,
-sioua = ahus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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IL Art: Boldness of conception or treat-

ment.
"Canccl'i strength, Cortgglo's softer line.*

Pup*. t>utle*. ill. V.

H On (or upon) the strrngth of: In reliance

on ; on the faith of ; in dependence on.
" The allies, after a succewful summer, are too apt,

upon th strength of it. to ueglevt their preparations
(or the ensuiug campaign." Addtwn.

Strength, i\t. [STRENGTH,*.] To strengthen.
" ll.ith he not made me In the Poiw's defence
Tu sueud the treasure that should strength my land I"

Jlarluice : Maaacrt at Parit, UL 1

Btrengthed, a. [Eng. strength ;VJ.] En-
dowed with strength.

" And his annas and leases well lengthed and
Itrenythtd." Faoi/an : Ckronycle. ch. clvl.

trchgth en, r.t. & i. [Eng. strength ; -en.}

A. Transitive:

L To make strong or stronger ; to give
greater strength to physically, legally, or

morally ; to confirm, to establish.
"
Entreating them to come up without delay to

London, and to itrttiyhm the hands of their metro-
politan at this conjuncture." Macaulay : Hilt. Hug.,
ch. Till.

*
2. To animate, to encourage.

3. To make stronger or greater ; to add in-

tensity to ; to intensify.
" To ttrengthrn that Impatience."

Shakesp. : Julius Caesar, tt. L
*

4. To cause to increase in power, author-

ity, or security.
" Let noble Warwick, Cobham, and the rest . . .

With powerful policy strengthen themselves."
ShoJcesp. : 3 Benry VI., L 1

B. Tntrans. : To grow or become strong or

tronger ; to increase in strength.
" The young disease that must subdue at length
Grows with his growth, and strengthens with his
strength." Pope : Essay on Man, ii. 13i.

If Whatever adds to the strength, be it in

ever so small a degree, strengthens; exercise

ttrengthens either body or mind : whatever
gives strength for a particular emergence for-
tifies; religion fortifies the mind against ad-

versity : whatever adds to the strength,, so as
to give a positive degree of strength, invigor-
ates; morning exercise in flue weather in-

vigorates.

trcngth-en er, *strehgth'-ner,s. [Eng.
strenythfn; -er.] One who or that which
strengthens ; one who or that which adds or
increases strength, moral or physical ; specif.,
tn medicine, sometning v/hich, when taken
Into the system, increases vital energy and
confirms the stamina.

"
Garlic Is ... a great ttrengthmer of the stomach."

Sir If. Ttmple: Health t Long Lift.

Strength'-ful, a. [Eng. strength, a. ; -/W(0.]
Abounding in strength ; strong.

strength -ful-ncss, s. [Eng. strengthful ;

-ness.] The quality or state of being full of
strength ; fulness of strength.

StrSngth'-ing, s. [Eng. strength ; -ing.] A
fortress, a fortification, a stronghold.

strength' - less,
* strength - lease, o.

[Eng. strength,^. ; -less.] Wanting in strength ;

destitute of strength, force, power, potency,
efficacy, or the like ; weak.

" Then hopeless, strtnythlea, sick for lack of food.
He crept beneath the coverture."

Coleridje : Dettiny of Notion*.

Strength'-ner, s. [STRENGTHENED]

StrSngth'-y, a. [Eng. strength; -y.] Strong;
having strength.

Stren - u' - 1 - ty", s. [Lat. strenuitas. from
ttrenuus = strenuous (Q..V.).] The same as
STBENUOUSNESS (q.v.).

" Bred like strenuity In both."
Chapman : Homer ; Iliad XT. tit.

t 8tren-U-OS'-I-t^, *. [Eng. strenuous ; -ity.]
The state or condition of being strenuous ;

a straining after effect.
**
StrenuotUy In style Is not quite the same thlo; u

strength." Academy, Jan. 30. 1856, p. 7S.

Btren'-u-ous, a. [Lat. strenuvs = vigorous,
active, "strong; allied to Gr. yrprtv^i (siren's)= strong ; Sp. & Port, estrenuo ; ItaL strenuo.]

1. Zealous, ardent; eagerly pressing or
urgent; earnest, enthusiastic, active, vigorous,
energetic : as, a strenuous supporter of a cause.

2. Strong, bold, vigorous.
Be gave his prince sullen looks, short answers, and

faithful and ttrenuoui service*. JtacatUaj/ : Bist.
Bnff.. ch. xiili.

S. Necessitating vigour or energy ; accom-
panied by labour or exertion.

Love bondage mure than liberty ;

Bondage with ease than ttreiiuoia liberty."
Milton : Samson Agoiiutet, JT1.

Str8n'-U-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. strenuous ; -ly.]

In a strenuous manner ; with eager or press-
Ing zeal ; ardently, earnestly, vigorously.

"This Improvement was. as usual, strenuously re-
sisted,'-llacaulay : Hist. Eng., cb. ill.

Stren'-u-ous-ness, s. [Eng. strenuous;

ness.] "The quality or state of being strenu-
ous ; eagerness, zeal, earnestness, enthusiasm,
ardour, vigour.

*
strepe, v.t. [STRIP.]

*
strep -ent, a. [Lat. streprns, pr. par. of

strepo = to make a noise.) Noisy, loud.
" Peace to the ttrrpmt horn."

Shenttunt : Jiural Elegance.

*
strep'-er-ous, a. [Lat. strepo to make a
noise.] Noisy, loud, boisterous.

" In a itreptrout eruption. It riseth against fire."

Browne: Vulgar Errouri, bk. 11., ch. vL

* Streph'-on, s. [See def.] The name of a

shepherd in Sir P. Sidney's Arcadia, in love
with the shepherdess Cliloe ; hence, applied
as a generic term to any sentimental or lan-

guishing lover.

8tr6-pl-t6'-so, adv. [ItaL]

Music: A direction that the passage to
which it is attached is to be played iu a noisy,
Impetuous manner.

* strep' -it-oils, a. [Lat. ttrepUus = a noise ;

strepo = to make a noise.] Noisy.
"The ttrepitotu ministrations of the electric

'wakener.'" Daily Telegraph, Dec. 1. 188L

Strep-si-, pref. [Gr. vrpi^ut (strepho), fut.

<Trp(il/o> (strepso) =: to twist, to turn.] Twisted
or turned ; having any process twisted or
turned ; turning.

*
strep- 819' er-ro, . pi. [Mod. Lat., from

ttrepsiceros (q.v.).]

Zool. : An old group of Antelopes, with

spirally-twisted horns. Genera : Strepsiceros,
Oreas, Tragelaphus, and Portax.

strcp'-si-9ere, s. [STREPSICEROS.]

Zool. : Any antelope belonging to the Strep-
sicerae (q.v.).

stre'p-sl9'-e'r-6's, s. [Lat, from Gr. trrpttyi-

Ktptat (strepsikerfs) = prob. the addax (q.v.) :

trrpeQta (strepho), fut. <rrp(\l/<a (strepso) = to

twist, and pa (keras) = a horn.]

Zool. : Koodoo (q.v.) ; the type-genus of

Strepsicene (q.v.), with spiral-keeled horns.
There is a single species, Strepsiceros kudu,
often included in the genus Tragelajilius.
Sir Victor Brooke, in his arrangement of the
revised family Bovidse, has a sub-family (Tra-
gelaphinae) of the same extent as the old

Strepsicerae.

strep -S1-1&S, s. [Pref. street-, and Gr. Ais

(las) = a stone.]

Ornith. : A genus of Charadrnase, by some
authorities made the type of a sub-family,

Strepsilatinae (q.v.). Beak strong, forming an
elongated cone as long as the head ; nostrils

basal, lateral, lineal, pervious, partly covered

by a membrane ; wings long, pointed ; feet

four-toed, three in front (united by a mem-
brane at base) and one behind. There are

two species, almost cosmopolitan : Strepsilas

interpret, the Turnstone (q.v.), is a native of

Europe.

strep si-la-ti'-nae. s. pi [Mod. Lat. strep-

silos, genit. strepsilat(is) ; Lat. fern. adj. suif.

-ince.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Charadriidse, with
three genera: Pluvianellus, Aphirza, aud
Strepsilas (q.v.).

t strep-sip'-ter, . [STREPSIPTERA.]
Entom. : Any insect of the group Strepslp-

tera (q. v.).

t BtrSp-sIp'-ter-a, . pi [Pref. sirepsi-, and
Gr. vrcpov (pteron) = a wing.]

Entom. : A group of Insects parasitic on the

Hymenoptera. By some writers they are
made a distinct order, whilst others regard
them as a degraded group of Coleoptera, and

place them in a family Stylopidae (q.v.).

strep sip ter an, . [STREPSIPTKR.] 'She
same as STREPUIPTER (q.v.).

strep sip -ter-ous, a. [Eng. strepsipter ; -out.]
Of or pertaining to the Strepsiptera (q.v.).

t strgp-sl-rhl'-na, . pi. [Pref. strepsi-, and
Gr. pt's (rAis), genit. pii-os (rhinos)= the nose.]

Zool. : Owen's name for the Lemuroidea,
from their having twisted or curved nostrils
at the end of the snout.

t strep'-si-rhme, a. [STREPSIRHINA.] Of,

belonging to, or characteristic of the Strepsi-
rhiua (q.v.).

strep so don to-sau rus, s. [Or. <rrpi-

<t>ia (strepho), fut. trrpe \fiia (strepso)= to turn ;

6ious (odous), genit. oo6vro<; (odontos) = a tooth,
and o-aCpof (sauros) a lizard.]

Palcennt. : A doubtful genus of Amphibia,
found in the Newcastle and the Belgian Lower
Coal measures.

Strep'-SO-dus, s. (Gr. rrpfyia (strepho), fut
crrpeifiui (streps6) to turn, and u5ov (odous)= a tooth.]

Palaspnt. : A genus of Holoptychiidae, from
Devonian and Carboniferous strata.

Strep'-to-pus, s. [Gr. oTpeirrd? (streptos)=
twisted, and irout (poits) = & foot Named
from the bent flower-stalks.]

Sot. : A genus of Uvularese. Perennial,
herbaceous plants, with creeping rootstockg,
a six-parted, campanulate corolla, a three-
celled ovary, and succulent fruit. The roots
of Streptopus amplexifplius, a native of Hun-
gary, have been used in gaigles.

Strep -td-SpSn'-dy-lUS, S. [Gr. trrpnrros

(streptos) = turned, and <nroyo'vAo$ (spondalos)= a vertebra.]

Palceont. : A genus of Crocodilia, founded
on vertebrae from Oolitic and Wealden forma-
tions. It was placed by Owen in his provi-
sional group Opisthocojlia, but is now referred
to the Amphicoelia.

Stress,
*
stresse, a. [An abbreviation ot

distress (q.v.).] [STRESS, v.J

L Ordinary Language :

* L Distress, trouble, affliction.
" With this sad hersall of his havy ftrrti*.*

Spenser : F. Q., III. xU U.

2. A distress ; goods taken under a distress,

[IL2.J
"Strette or wed take by strengths and vyoleno*.

radimonium." Prompt. Part.
*
3. A stretching or straining ; strain.

* The si n i! le twyned cordes may no such ttrene Indnre,
Ja cables brayiled thre-fould may, together wrethed

sure." Surrey : ccletiattet, Iv.

*
4. Effort or exertion made ; strain.

"
Though the faculties of the mind are Improved b

exercise, yet they must not be put to a strtst beyond
their strength." Locke.

5. Constraining, urging, or impelling force,

power, or influence ; pressure, force, violence :

as, To be driven out of the course by stress of
weather.

6. Weight, importance, or influence im-

Suted
or ascribed; important part or in-

ueuce ; emphasis.
"So much strrts should never be laid on faith, or

any other motive of action, as to exclude other
motives." GUpin : BintsJar Sermons, vol. L, ( 2t

7. Accent, emphasis.

On Accent, p. 48.

IL Technically:

1. Mech. : Force exerted in any direction or
manner between contiguous bodies or parta
of bodies, and taking spedlic names accord-

ing to its direction or mode of action : as

(1) Compressive stress: Tending to crush a

body.

(2) Shearing stress : Tending to cut it

through.

(3) Tensile stress: Tending to draw or pull
the parts of a body asunder.

(4) TorsionoJ, stress: T<nding to twist it

asunder, the force acting with leverage.

(5) Transverse or lateral stress : Tending to

bend it or break it across, the force being

applied laterally, and acting with leverage.

2. Scots Law :

(1) The act of distraining ; distress.

*(2) An ancient mode of taking up indict-

ments for circuit courts.

U Stress is general in sense and application;

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit.

or. wore, wou, work, wild, sdn ; mate, cub, cure, unite, oar, rale, fall; try, Syrian, w, ce = e ; ey = a ; qu kw.
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tmphnsis is a mode of the stress. The stress is

a strong and special exertion of the voice on
one word, or one part of a xvord, so as to dis-

tinguish it from another. The stress may con-

gist in an elevation of voice, or a prolonged
utterance ; the emphasis is that species of
stress which is employed to distinguish one
word or syllable from another ; the stress may
be accidental ; but the emphasis is an inten-

tional stress. We lay a stress or emphasis on a

particular point of our reasoning, in the first

case, by enlarging upon it longer than on
other points , or, in the second case, by the

use of stronger expressions or epithets. (Crabb.)

stress,
*
stresse, v.t. [O. Fr. estresir,

estroissir, estroyster = to straiten, to |>inch, to

narrow, to compress, from Lat. strict us =
btrict (q.v.).]

1. To narrow, to compress.

2. To pre.ss, to urge, to distress ; to put to
traits or difficulty.
"

If the magistrate be so ttreued that be cannot

protect those that are pious and peaceable, the Lucd
help." Waterhoiue: Apology for Learning, p. 1M.

3. To subject to stress or force.

tretgh (1) strecche (pa. t.
*
straight,

*
straughte,

*
streiyhte, stretched, pa. par.

*
straught,

*
streight,

*
streyyht, stretched),

v.t. & i. [A.8. streccan (pa. t. strehte, pa. j>ar.

ttreht), from strax, strec, stearc = strong,

violent, stark (q.v.) ; cogn. with Out. strekken ;

Dan. atrmkke to stretch ; strcek ~ a stretch ;

8w. stracka ; Ger. strecken, from strack =
straight ; Lat. stringo = to draw tight ; Or.

rrpayyos (stranggos) twisted tight. From
the same root come struin, strict, strangle,

ttrait, string, and strong.}

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To draw out ; to extend in length ; to
draw tight ; to make tense.

2. To extend in any direction ; to spread
out ; to expand. (Spniser: F. Q., II. i. 49.)

3. To reach out ; to put forth ; to hold out
" Stretch thine hand unto the \wor."Eccla, vii. 32.

4. To open, to distend.
" Stretch the imstril wide."

Shaketp. : Henry r., lit L

5. To strain ; to put to the utmost strength
or efficacy ; to apply stress or force to.

"
Stretch thy chest"
Shakes?. : Troilui Jt Cretsida, iv. t.

IL Figuratively:

L To extend ; to cause to extend or spread.
" Then will they ttrrtch their power athwart the

land." Dryden: Virgil; .Eneid viii. IDS.

2. To extend too far ; to exaggerate : as, To
ttretch an account.

B. Intransitive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) To extend, to reach ; to be drawn out In

length or breadth, or both ; to be continuous
over a distance ; to spread.

"
Deep Lake is narrow, and ttretches for fifteen

miles." Field, Sept. 4, 1888.

(2) To be extended, or to bear extension

without breaking, as an elastic substance ; to

attain greater length.
" The inner membrane . . . because it would uretch

and yield, remained unbroken." Hoyle.

2. Figuratively:
*

(1) To reach, to last, to satisfy.

"As far as my coin would ttretch." Shaketp. :

1 Henry jr.. Li.

(2) To sallybeyond the truth ; to exaggerate.
" What an allay do we find to the credit of the most

prnUilile event that is reported by one who uses to
$tretch /

"
Government of the Tongue.

H. Naut. : To sail under a great spread of

canvas. It di tiers from stand in that the
latter implies no press of sail.

U (1) Stretch out: An order to a boat's crew
to pull strong.

(2) To stretch out : To give a long pull in

rowing.

Btrct9h (2), v.i. [A softened form of strelce or

streak (2). v. ; Ger. streictou= to run.] To
make violent efforts in running. (Prov.)

Stret9h, s. [STRKTCH (1), .]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of stretching ; the state of being
stretched ; reach, effort, struggle, strain.

" Now one and all they ing amain ; they row
At the full itreti-h, an 1 shake the brazen prow."

brydm : Virgil ; AtneU v. W9.

2. The exteut to which anything may be
stretched.

" At all bar ttretch her little wings s pread."
Dryden : Ceax u Alcyone, 488.

*3. Hence, the utmost extent or reach of
meaning, power, or the like.

"
Quotations, in their utmost ttretch, can signify no

more than that Luther lay under severe agonies of
mind." A tterbury.

4. The act of straining or stretching beyond
what is right or fair : as, That is a stretch of
authority, a stretch of imagination.

5. A continued surface ; an extended surface
or portion.

"
Stretchei of road down In the gorge here were laid

on tree-trunks that bridged the spaces (rum projection
to projection." Jinylith llltutrated Magazine. Aug.,
1884, p. a7.

6. Course, direction : as, the stretch of seams
of coal.

7. The punishment of seven years' penal
servitude. (Slang.)

IL Naut. : The reach or exteut of progress
on one tack ; a tack.

H At (or on) a stretch : At one or a single
effort; at one time; continuously.

" Drivers and others frequently make twenty hours
at a itretch."lit. Jameii Gazette, Sept. 23, 1885.

* stretch-mouthed, a. Open-mouthed ;

hence, chattering.
" Some itretch-mnu'hed rascal would, as it wen,

mean mischief. 'Miaketp. : Winter t Tale, iv. 4.

stretgh'-er, s. [Eng. stretch (1), v. ; -er.J

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) One who or that which stretches, ex-

tends, or expands. Specially :

(a) An instrument for stretching gloves.

(b) An expanding last for distending shoes.

(c) A frame for expanding a canvas for

painting.

00 A corner-piece for distending a canvas
frame.

(e) One of the extension-rods of an um-
brella, attached at one end to the sleeve

which slides on the handle, and at the other
end to a rib of the frame.

(/) A round rail joining the legs of a chair ;

a round.

(g) A jointed rod by whose extension the

carriage bows are sepaiated and expanded, so

as to spread the canopy or hood.

(*) A jointed and folding strip of cloth-

covered pasteboard upon which samples, as of

book-bindings, are displayed.

(2) A flat board on which corpses are

stretched or laid out previously to coffining.

(3) A litter, frame, or hand-barrow for carry-

ing a wounded, sick, or dead person ; also, a

frame on which disorderly or violent persons
are strapped in order to move them from one

place to another.
" was insensible for a short time, and had to be

brought back oil a stretcher to the enclosure." Field,

Sept 4, 1886.

2. Fig. : A statement which outstretches

the truth ; a lie, an exaggeration.

IL Technically:

1. Carp. : A tie-timber in a frame.

2. Build. : A hrick or stone whose length is

laid in the direction of the lengl h of the wall.

[HEADER, II. 1, BOND, ., II. 1. 2.]

3. Nautical:

(1) The foot-rest of a rower at the bottom
Of a boat.

"The work is not kept on long enough from the
ttretcher." Field, March 6, 1888.

(2) A cross-piece to keep the sides of a boat

distended when slung to get on board or over-

board.

stretcher-bearer, s.

Mil. (PI.) : Men detailed for conveying the

wounded from the Held to the nearest Ambu-
lance or dressing station.

stretcher mule, .

Cotton: A mule adapted to stretch and
twist fine rovings of cotton, bringing them
forward another stage in respect of attenua-

tion and twisting.

stret9h'-ing, pr. par. or o. [STRETCH (l)i ]

stretching-course, s.

Mason. : A course of stones or bricks laid

with their longest dimensions in the direction

of the length of the wall. [BOND.]

stretching-frame, t.

Cotton:

1. A machine in which rovings are stretched
In the process of converting tliem iuto yarn.

2. A long frame on which starched muslins
are stretched and exposed in a warm room to
dry. It is the substitute for the cylinder
drying-machine, which is used upon heavier
classes of goods.

stretching-iron, s.

Leather : A currier's tool, consisting of a
flat piece of metal or stone fixed in a handle
and used to scrape the surface of curried
leather, to stretch it, reduce inequalities, and
raise the bloom.

Stretching-machine, . A machine
for stretching textile fabrics so as to lay their

warp aud woof yarns in truly parallel posi-
tions.

stretching-piece, ,

Carp. : A strut (q.v.).

*
strete, s. [STREET.]

stret'-ta, & [Ital.]

Music: A coda or final passage taken in
quicker time than the preceding movements.

stret -to, s. & o. [Ital.]

A. As substantive :

Music : The special passage in a fugue in
which the whole of the parts, or as many as

possible, take up the subject, at as short an
interval of time as possible. [FuouE.]

B. As adjective :

Music: A term signifying that the move-
ment to which it is prefixed is to be performed
in a quick, concise manner ; opposed to largo.

strew (ew as 6),
* straw, * strewo,

* Strow, v.t. [A.S. streowitin, from sti'tuio

Straw (q.v.); cogn. with Dut. strooijen= to

scatter, from stroo = straw ; Icel. strd ; Sw.
Ktrij; Dan. strfie; Ger. streuen = to strew;
Lat. struo = to heap up.]

1. To scatter, to spread by scattering. (Sai
of things separable into parts or particles.)

"And rushes shall be itreuwd on the stair."

Scvtt: Eoeofbt. John.

2. To scatter, cast, or throw loosely about.
"
Many corses . . .

Of murdred men, which therein i/ruwid lay."
Upenter: F. <J.. I. V. U.

3. To cover by scattering or spreading.
"

It was reckoned .1 piece of magnificence in Thomas
Becket. that he ttreiecd the floor 01 his hall with
clean hay." SmM : H'ealt., of Xatiotu, bk. ui., cli. ir.

4. To cover by being spread or scattered

over.
" But walk'd him forth along the sand.
Where thousand sleepers itrev'd the strand."

Byron : Hu'ffe of Corimh, xiii.

*
5. To spread abroad ; to disseminate ; to

give currency to.
"

I have stri-w'd it In the common e.ir."

Xl<ti..es]i. : illaim <!for Jlrutur*, i. &

Strew"-Ing (ew as 6), pr. par., a., & .

[STREW, V.]

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act of scattering or spreading about
or over.

*2. That which is strewed or is fit to be
strewed.
" The herbs thnt have on them colddw o' th' night
Are ttrewingt fitst for truces."

Muteup. : Cymbelint, tv. t,

streW-ment (ew as 6), . [Eng. strew;

-ment.] Anything strewed or scattered in de-

coration.
" But here she is allow'd her virgin crants,
Her midden stiewmentt." Kltaketp. : BanUt, T. L

fctri'-a (pi. stri'-w), s. [Lat.]

1. A rch. : A fillet between the channels Of

flutes of columns, pilasters, and the like.

2. Med. : A large purple spot, like the mark

produced by the stroke of a whip, api>eariiig

under the skin in certain malignant fevers.

3. Nat. Hist. : A slight superficial furrow,
or a fine, thread-like line or streak, seen on

the surface of a shell, mineral, plant, or other

object, longitudinal, transverse, or oblique.

4. Aftn. (PI.): The lines seen to traverse the

planes of a crystal. They lar a definite re-

lation to certain crystal forms of the mineral

on which they occur.

DSn, bo?; poUt, J6%1; cat, cell, chorns, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, .
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tri -ate, stri -at-cd, a. [Lat. striatus, pa.

par. of strio = to streak ; stria = a streak.]

1 Ordinary Language :

1. Marked with striee ; marked or scored
With superficial or very slender lines ; marked
With line parallel lines.

2. Having a thread-like form.
" These effluviums fly by itriatrtl atoms and wind-

ing particles, as D Cartes coucelveth." Brutvnt :

Yulj.tr Kmurt. bk. ii., ch. iL

IL Art : Disposed in ornamental lilies,

either parallel or wavy.

striated-fibre, *.

Anat. : The primitive fibres composing or-

dinary muscle. They have two sets of mark-
ings ; one longitudinal, the other transverse.
In general, when a fibre is resolved into

flbrillae, the cleavage is in the direction of the

longitudinal, though sometimes it is in that
of the transverse fibres. Striated fibre con-
stitutes the voluntary muscles, comprehend-
ing those of locomotion, respiration, expres-
sion, ic.

striated-rocks, striated-boulders,
Aft.
GeoL : Rocks or

boulders with
strue along their

surface, the result
of the passage
over them of
masses of ice with

projecting stones
imbedded in the
lower part. Such
striated rocks
exist along the
sides and at the
foot of mountain
ranges wherever
glaciers have de- STRIATED-ROCK.
Mended. They are
found also in the arctic and temperate zones
wherever ice has passed from the North dur-

ing the glacial period. [DRIFT.]

Stri ate, v.t. [STRIATE, a.] To mark with
stride.

tri a'-tion, . [STRIATE.] The state or con-
dition of being striated or marked with striae.

Specifically

1. Anat. (t PhysioJ. : The production of deli-

cate spiral, longitudinal, and transverse striae

on the cell wall, formed by the deposition
within it of several layers, varying from each
other in refractive power, or, in the case of

plants, by the unequal absorption of water.

2. GeoL : The production of striae on rocks,
boulders, &c., by the passage over them of
blocks of ice with stones fixed in their lower
part. [STRIATED-ROCKS.]

tri a ture, s. [Lat. striatura.] Disposition
of striae ;" striation.

"
Parts of tuberous hematite show several varieties

in the crust, striature, and texture of the body."
Wootmtrd.

strich, s. [Lat strix = & screech-owl.] A
bird of bad omen.

" The leather-winged bat, day's enemy,
The rueful ttrh-li, still waiting on the bier."

Spenter: F. Q.. II. xil. SB.

trick, s. [STRIKE, s.] A handful or bunch
of hackled and sorted flax, ready for conver-
sion into slivers by the drawing-machine. A
cwt of flax makes from 300 to 400 stricks.

Strick' en, pa. par. & a. [STRIKE.]
*A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. -s adjective :

L Lit. Struck, smitten.
" That shall I shevr, as sure a* hound

The iti-icJ;r:i deer doth challenge by the bleeding
wound." Spenter: P. (4., II. i. .

H. Figuratively:

t 1. Advanced, far gone, worn.
" Abraham and Sarah were well stricken in years."

Genesis xviii. IL

2. Whole, entire. (Said ofan hour as marked
by the striking of a clock.)

Btrlc'-tie, s. [A dimin. from strike (q.v.).]

1. Agric. : An instrument for whetting
scythes ; a rifle.

2- Carp. <t Mason. : A pattern or templet.
3. Cloth-shearing : A straight-edge fed with

emery and employed to grind the edges of a
series ofknives arranged spirally on a cylinder.

4. Flax : A strike or sword used in dressing
flax.

5. Founding:

(1) A semi-circular piece of wood used in

smoothing moulds of loam to form cores for
curved and crooked pipes ; also for spreading
upon the cores a thickness of loam answering
to the required thickness of the pipe.

(2) A straight-edge of wood with which to
remove superfluous sand from a flask after

ramming up.

6. A straight-edge to strike grain to a level
with the upper edge of the measure ; a strike.

stric kler, strick less, s. [STRICKLE.]
A strickle or strike. (Prov.)

Strict, a. [Lat. strictus, pa. par. of stringo =
to draw tight, to compress. From the same
root come strain, strait, stress, &c.]

L Ordinary Language :

*
I. Drawn tight, strained, tight, close.

" She wildly breaketh from their Uriel embrace."
Shaketp. : Venus t Adonis, 874.

*
2. Tense ; not lax or relaxed.
" The fatal noose performed its office, and with most

ttrirt ligature squeezed the blood into his face."
Arbitthnot.

3. Exact, accurate, rigorous, careful, severe,
stringent.

" Thi ttrict and most observant watch."
Shaketp. : ffamlet, i. 1.

4. Regulated or acting by exact rules ; exact,
rigorous, severe.
" Which if thou follow, this ttrict court of Venice
Must needs give sentence 'gainst the merchant

there." Sluiketp. : Merchant of Venice, iv. 1.

5. Positive or definite as to terms ; precise,
stringent.

" Such ttrict and severe covenants.
14

Shaketp. : 1 Henry VI., T. 4.

6. Rigidly or exactly interpreted ; limited ;

not lax or loose
; free from latitude : as, a

strict definition, a strict interpretation.

t IL Bot.: Upright, straight.

Strict Observance, s.

Church Hist. : The name given to a sub-
division of the Observantine branch of the
Franciscan Order. The first house of Strict
Observance appears to have been founded by
Spanish Franciscan, John de Puebla, on the

Sierra Morena in 1489. The friars scon be-
came a separate congregation, and spread to

Italy, where they were known as the Re-
formed, early in the sixteenth century. They
established themselves at Nevers in France in

1597, and were there called Recollects. The
Latin holy places at Jerusalem are under the

charge of the Franciscans of the Strict Ob-
servance.

"Certain orders of friars practise this austerity,
which was first introduced among the Friars Kiuor
Of the Strict Observance by the Blessed Jolin of Guada-
lonpe. about the year 1500." Addit i Arnold: Cath.
Diet., p. 365.

strict-settlement, *.

Law : A settlement by which land is settled
to the parent for life, and after his death to
his first and other sons in tail, trustees being
interposed to preserve the contingent re-
mainders.

*
strict-land, . [Eng. strict, and land.] A
narrow piece of land or passage ; a strait.

"
Beyond the which I find a narrow going or ttrict-

land from the point to Hiratcastell which standeth
into the sen.'tiolinihed : Dttaript. Brit., ch. xii.

trict'-ljf, adv. [Eng. strict ; -ly.]

1. In a strict manner; exactly; with nice
or rigorous exactness or accuracy : as, Strictly
speaking, he is wrong.

2. Positively, definitively, in strict terms.
" The king hath ttrictiv charg'd the contrary."

Sliakap. : Kichard III., iv. L
3. Rigorously, severely, closely.

4. With strict observance of laws, rules,
rites, or the like.

"
Many of them live so strictly as it they did not

believe so foolishly." Bp. Taylor: Sermons, vol. it,
ser. 26

Strict'-ness, s. [Eng. strict; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being strict ; ex-
actness, rigorous accuracy ; strict or precise
observance or interpretation.

"
Fifty thousand pounds a year, to which. In ttrict.

nett of law he had no right, awaited his acceptance.*
Macaulna : ffitt. Eng., ch. xxiii.

2. Rigour, severity, stringency.
" Such of them as cannot be concealed yon will

please to connive at, thouirh, in the ttrictnta of your
Judgment, you cannot pardon." Druiitm : Virail:
.neis. (Ded.)

Strict'-ure, . [Lat. strictura, prop. fern. sing,
of stricturus, fnt. part, of stringo = to draw
tight ; Fr. stricture ; ItaL etrettura.]

L Ordinary Language :

*L Strictness.
" A man of stricture and firm abstinence."

Shakesp. : Meature for Measure. L 4.

*
2. A stroke, a glance ; a slight touch.

"Passive strictures, or signatures of that wisdom
which liath made and ordered all things." Ba.lt :

Oriy. of Mankind, p 46.

3. A touch of sharp criticism ; censure,
critical remark.

"But to what purpose are these ttricturei I To a
great and good one. A'nox : Liberal Education.
(Coucl.)

II. Pathnl. ; A contraction and induration
of any duct, so as to prevent free passage
through it. There may be stricture of the

urethra, of the oesophagus, of the rectum, &c.

Stric'-tured, a. [Eng. stricture); -ed.] Af-
fected with a stricture.

Strid'-dle, v.i. [STRADDLE, v.] (Scotch.)

stride, stryde, s. [STRIDE, v.]

1. A step, especially a long, measured, or

pompous step ; a wide stretch of the legs.
" The monster, moving onward, came as fast,
With horrid strides; hell trembled as lie strode."

Milton : J>. L., ii. 676.

2. The space measured between the legs
wide apart ; the space covered by a long step ;

hence, a short distance.
" Betwixt them both was but a little ttride."

Spenter: F. <j., II. vii. 44.

3. A rapid or lar-reaching movement or
advance.
" God never meant that man should scale the heav'ni
By strides of human wisdom."

Covrper: Task, iii. 222.

Stride,
* Stryde (p?, t *

strode,
*
strided,

strode, pa. par. '"striddt, stridden), v.i. & t.

[A.S. stridan = to strive, er> 6ti.dc; cf. Low
Ger. striden = to strive, to stride ; streven = to

strive, to stride ; streve a striving, a stride ;

Dut. strijden ; Ger. streiten ; Dan. stride ; Icel.
stredha ; Sw. strida= to strivt.J [STRIVE.]
A. Intransitive:

1. To walk with long steps.
" When our vessels out of reach he found.
He ttrided onward."

fn-fden : Virgil ; .fneid iii. MO.

2. To stand with the feet wide apart; to
straddle.

B. Transitive:

1. To pass over at a step ; to step over.
"A debtor that dares not to ttride a limit."

Shakesp. : Cymbellnt, iii. S.

*
2. To bestride ; to mount as a rider ; to

ride on.
"I mean to ttride your steed."

^ Shakesp. : Curiolantu, i. 9.

Stri'- dent, a. [Lat. stridens, pr. par. of
strideo'= to creak.] Creaking, harsh, gi-ating.

"A place that still echoes with the strident chords
of the Italian maestri." Daily Telegraph, Feb. 20, 1886.

stri'- dor,
* stri -dour, s. [Lat. stridor,

from strweo = to creak.] A harsh, creaking
noise or crack.

" Her screaming cry
And ttridour of her wings."

Dryden : Virgil; <neid xii. 1,258.

*strfd-u-lan'-ti-a (ti as shi), s. pi. [Mod.
Lat., from Lat. stridulus =. creaking.]
Entom. : The Cicadidte (q.v.).

*
Strid'-u-late, v.i. [STKIDUI.OUS.] To make
a harsh,*creaking noise, as some insects.

Strid-u-la -tion, *. [STRIDULATE.] The act
of making a harsh, creaking noise ; specif.,
the power possessed by some male insects of

making a shrill, grating noise between a
serrated part of the body and a hard ]>art, for
the purpose of attracting the females ; the
noise so produced. It takes place in various

Orthoptera, Homoptera, and Coleoptera, and
in some spiders of the genus Theridion.

{Darwin : Descent of Man, ch. ix., x.)

8trid'-U-la-t6r, s. [Eng. stridulat(3 ; -or.]
That which stridulates or makes a harsh,
grating noise.

Strid'-u-la-tor-y\ a. [Eng. stridulat(e) ;

on/.] "Harsh and creaking ; stridulous.

Strid'-n-lons, a. [Lat. stridulus, from strideo
= to creak.] Harsh, creaking, strident ; hav-

ing a thin squeaky voice.
"
Thestriaulnut strain already described."Harftr'l

Uagazine, July, 1886, p. 286.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there j pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try. Syrian, ce, ce = e; ey = a; n = kw.



trie -gis-dne, a. [After Langen-Strlegis,
Kuxouy, where found ; sutf. -one (Min.).~]

Min.: A variety of Wavellite (q.v.), of a

straw-yellow and green colour.

trife,
*
str: T,

*
stryfe, t. [O. Fr. estrif,

from Icel. stridh= strife, contention ; O. Sax.

& O. Fries, strid; Dut. strijd ; Dan. & Sw.

strid; O. H. Ger. strit ; Ger. streit.]

*
1. The act of striving or endeavouring;

the act of doing one's best.
" With ttrife to please you."

Shaketp. : All't Well.T. 8.

*
2. Endeavour to excel another ; emula-

tion, exertion, or contention for superiority,
mental or physical.

" Son and father weep with equal ftrift
Who should ween most."

Shaketp. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,791.

3. Contention in anger or discord ; discord,

contest, enmity, quarrel.
"
Stay your deadly ttryfe a space."

Speraer : F. Q., II. vl. IS.

*4. Opposition, contrariety, contradiction,
YViance.

"A* if between them twain there were no itrife.'

Shakes}!. : Rape of Lucrece. 403.

*
6. That which is contended against ; occa-

sion of contest.

H For the difference between strife and dis-

cord, see DISCORD.

strife'- ful, *stry-ful, story- fall, a.

[Eng. strife; -ful(l).] Full of or given to

strife ; contentious.

"Stryjull mind and divers* qualitee."
Speraer : F. .. II. IL 11

trig, . [STRIOA.] The footstalk of a flower,

leaf, or bud.

"The cones wen seriously blackened by lie* at the

itrig."-Field, Oct. 8, 1884.

tri -ga (pi. stri'-gaa), . [Lat]

1. Arch. : The fluting of a column.

2. Bot. (PI.): Little, upright, unequal, stiff

hairs, swelled at their bases.

trig'-ef ,
s. pi. [PL of Mod. Lat. strix (q.v.).]

Ornith. : Owls ; a sub-order of Accipitres,

universally distributed ; equivalent to the

Btrigidse of early authors, by some of whom
they were called Accipitres nocturni. Outer
toe reversible ; tibia twice as long as tarsus ;

body feathers without an after-shaft or acces-

sory plume ; plumage soft and fluffy ; a facial

disk. Now generally divided into two fami-

lies, Strigidae and Bubonidae.

-! dfe, *. pi- (Mod. Lat. ttrix, genit.

ttrig(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suflT. -idee.]

Ornithology :

1 1. A family of Accipitres, equivalent to
the sub-order Striges (q.v.). Wallace (Geog.
Dist. Anim., ii. 350), puts the genera at 23
and the species at ISO.

2. A family of Striges (q.v.), distinguished
by having the inner surface of the middle
claw indented with minute serrations, and
the breastbone without clefts in its hinder

edge. The type is StrixJlammea. [STRIX, *., 2.]

1. Classic Antiq. : An instrument used in
baths for scrap-

ing offthe sweat,
but more speci-

fically useful in

exciting the ac-

tion of the skin
and tissues *>e-

neath. The three

examples to the
left in the illus-

tration are Ro-
man ; the other
is from a statue

of an athlete
using the stri-

gil, by Lysip- STRIOILS.

pus, a cast of
which is in the South Kensington Museum.

2. A flesh-brush.

Strig -II ose, o. [Dimin. of ttrigose.]

Bot. : Set with small, slender strigse.

Strig' me, a. [Lat strix, genit ttrigis= an

owl; Eng. suff. -int.)

Ornith. : Owl-like ; specif., applied to owls

resembling Strix striduln, as distinguished
from those of which Aluco jlammeus is the

type, which are called the Alucine section.

CREEK

stiiegisane strike

*
Strig'- merit. *. [L;it. ttrigmentum, from
stratus, pa. par. of stringo = to draw tight, to

scrape. ] Scraping ; that which is scraped
Off; excrement.

" Many besides the ttrigmenti and sudorous adhe-
sions froiu men's bauds." Browne : Vulgar Errourt,
bk. ii., ch. v.

strig 6-9eph'-a-lus, s. [STBINOOCEPHALUS.]

strig'-ops, *. [STRINOOPS.]

Stri'-gose, stri -gous, a. [Lat strigosui =
lean, lank, thin, meagre.]

Bot. (Ofa surface) : Covered with strigse.

tri'-gO'-vite, J. [After Lat. Strigovia =
Striegau, Silesia, where found ; sutf. -ite

(Min.).]
Min. : A dark-green coating of minute

crystals on various minerals in the granite of

Striegau, Silesia. Hardness, 1-0 ; sp. gr.
3'144. Compos. : a hydrous silicate of alu-

mina, proto- and sesquioxides of iron.

strike (pa. t. *strak, *strek, *stroak, *strok,
*
stroke,

*
strook,

*
strooke, struck, pa. par.

*
stricken,

*
striken,

*
strook,

*
strooke, struck),

v.i. & t. [A.S. strican = to go, to proceed
(pa. t strdc, pa. par. stricen) ; cogn. with Dut.

strijken to smooth, rub, spread, strike ; Ger.

streichen (pa. t. strich, pa. par. gestrichen) = to

stroke, rub, smooth, spread, strike ; Ii-cl.

ttrjuka (pa. t. strauk, pa. par. itrokinn) = to

rub, to wipe, to strik~ ; Sw. stryka=to stroke,

wipe, strike, : ove ; Dan. stryye = the same.]

A. Intransitive:
*

1. To go, to move, to run, to advance.
"A mrius . . .

Stroke forth sternly." Fieri Plowman, FroL 183.

*
2. To fall.

" Strek into a ttudy." WOU-m of Paterae. 4,034.

3. To j>ass quickly ; to dart, to penetrate.
"
Till a dart ttrikf through his liver." Proverbi vii. 48.

4. To hit, to touch, to glance, to graze.
"Consider the red and white colours in porphyre:

nish.
Locke.

hinder light from itrikiiiy on it, and its colours vani

5. To make a quick blow or thrust ; to hit
"
Willing to wound, and yet afraid to itrlke."

rope : Satirct, Prol. 208.

6. To use one's weapons; to fi'rht ; to be

active in fighting or on any occasion of em-

ploying force.
"Strike, fellows, ttrike.'

Bhakeip. : Troilui 4 Creuida, T. 8.

7. To hit, to collide, to dash, to clash : as,

The hammer sprites against the bell of a clock.

8. To run, dash, or be driven upon the

shore, a rock, or a bank ; to be stranded.

"After the vessel itruck he saw water rushing Into

the engine-room." Daily Telegraph, May 5, 1887.

9. To sound by percussion, with or as with

blows : as, A clock striket.

10. To cause something to give out a sound

by percussion.
" She ttrftM upon the bell."

Hhaketp. : Macbeth, 11. 1.

11. To give out a sound, as of music ; to

begiu to play ; to strike up.
41 Let our drums itrlke*

Shaketp. : Timon o/Athent, V. 4.

12. To lower a sail, flag, or colours, in token

of respect, or of surrender to an enemy;
hence, to surrender, to yield.

13. To quit work in order to compel an in-

crease or to prevent a reduction of wages, or

to secure shorter hours of working, or other

like cause.
" About 1.000 bands ttruelc at two of the principal

works." Weekly Echo, Sept. , 1885.

14. To take root ; to grow, as a lip of a

plant [B. 22.]
" The young top* ttrOc* freely if they are taken off

about three inches long, anci inserted singly in

sandy soil in small pots." Field, March 12. 1887.

15. To take a course or line ; to turn or

break off.
" Hounds ttrOctng to the right"-****. March IS,

1187.

*
16. To blast or destroy life.

" Then no planets itrlke." Shaketp. : Hamlet, t L

17. To steal money. (Slang.)
" The cutting a pocket or picking a ptuse 1 called

Krikinff." Greene : Art of Cnneyca'cMng.

18. To row, from the oar striking the water.
" This rate of ttrUHmr wa kept up for the first

mile." Field. March 6, 1887.

B. Transitive :

1. To touch or hit with some force, either

with the hand or with some instrument ; to

smite; to give a blow to, with the hand or
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with an Instrument either held in the hand at
propelled in some way.

"
I hare ever known thee a coward, and therefor*

durst never ttrike thee." Beaum. i t'let. : King t Ho
King. i. i.

2. To give, inflict, or deal.
" Who would be free, themselves must itrlke the

blow." Byron : Childe Harold, ii. 78.

3. To dash, to hit, to knock. (With th*
instrument as object.)

" He itruck his hand upon his breast."

Shitkeip. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,8*1

4. To produce by a blow or blows.
" From the Dauphin's crest thy sword struck fire."

Shaketp. : 1 Henry VI., v. 6.

5. To cause to ignite by friction : as, To
ttrike a match. /

6. To stamp with a stroke; to impress;
hence, to mint, to coin.

" Some very rare coius, fruck of a pound weight, of

gold and silver, Ccmatautius sent to Chilperick."
Arbuthiiot : On Coini.

7. To impress, to stamp.
" There seems to be a constant decay of all our ideaj,

even of those which are struck deeped." loeta

8. To throw, to dash. (Exodus xii. 7.)

9. To thrust in ; to cause to enter or pene-
trate : as, A tree strikes its root into the ground.

10. To cause, to sound by beating ; to begin
to beat, as a drum. [H 16. (1) 6.]

11. To notify by sound.
"
It itruck nine as we were coming up the street."

E. J. Worboite: Siaie. eh. xx.

* 12. To sound ; to begin to sing or play.
"
Strike a free march to Troy."

Shaketp. : Trailla t Creuida. v. 10.

13. To light upon ; to hit or pitch upon ; to
fall in with.

" We ttrike a trail, two or three days old, of some
former hunters. "Burrouffht : Pe/uicton. p. 291.

*
14. To touch lightly ; to stroke ; to pass

lightly.
41 Strike hi hand over the place." 2 Kinys r. U.

15. To prostrate, to blast, to confound, as

by some superhuman power, or by the in-

fluence of the planets.
" Struck Corioli like a planet."

Sluikctp. : CurManut. 11. S.

*
16. To afflict, to punish, to chastise, to

mite.
" To punish the Just is not good, nor to ttrike prince!

for equity." Proverbt xvii. 26.

17. To affect in a particular manner by a
sudden impression or impulse.

" Thii parting itriket iwor lovers dumb,"
Shitketp. : Tun Gentlemen of Verona, if. S.

18. To impress strongly ; to affect sensibly
with strong emotion.

" I am itruck with sorrow."
Shaketp. : Coriolanui. V. .

19. To produce by a sudden action ; to effect

or cause at once.
" Should ttrike such terror to his enemies."

Shaketp. : 1 Benry IV., 11. 8.

20. To occur to ; to appear in a certain light t

as, That did not strike me.

21. To make and ratify. [Lat. fcedus ferin.]
" I come to offer peace : to reconcile
Past enmities ; to ttrike perpetual leagues
With Vanoc." A. Philips : Briton.

22. To propagnte by slips or cuttings ; to

insert cuttings in the soil. [A. 14.]
41 The way to strike them Is to take off the points of

any of the young shoots, and after trimming them In

the ordinary ay, they should be inserted in saudf
oil." Field, Oct. S, 1885.

23. To level, as a measure of grain, salt, or

the like, by scraping oft" with a straight in-

strument all that is aliove the level of the top
of the vessel in which the grain, &c., is con-

tained. [STRUCK-MEASURE.]

24. To lower, as the yards of a vessel ; to

let down, as a sail or flag, in token of sub-

mission or surrender.

25. To take down ; to lower and pack up :

as, To strike tents.

26. To take forcibly or fraudulently.

(Gooilrich.)

27. To Inde into a cooler, as the cane-joio*

in sugar-making.
* 28. To tap, as a cask, &c.

" Strike the vessels, bo.
Here's to desar."

Shaketp. : Antony t Cleopatra, U. T.

IT For the difference between to ttrike and
to l>t'<i-t, see BEAT.

If 1. To strike a balance :

Book-keep. : To bring out the amount due on

one or other of the sides of a debtor and

creditor account ; hence, in general, to ascer-

tain on which side the preponderance lies.

tXfr; iXfilt, jftrl; cat, 9ell, chon, fHUi. bench; go, gem; thin, into; >in, a?; expect,

-olan. -tian = shan, -tion, -sioa = ban ; -fion. -flon = zhun, -olous, -ttoum, -*iou = infis. -We. -41e. *c. =
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2. To strike a. centre (or centring):

Arch. : To remove tlie centre or centring
from an arch.

3. To strike a jury :

Law: To constitute m social jury ordered

by a court, by each party striking out a certain

number of names from a prepared list of

jurors, so as to reduce it to the number re-

quired by law.

4. To strike a rate : To assess and seal a rate

formally.
" Both bodies had rtrudb rate*." Daily Telegraph,

Jan. 30. 1886.

5. To strike at : To make or aim a blow at ;

to make an attack at ; to attack.
" A puny subject sfriJtn

At thy great glory." Shaketp. : Richard II., IT. 2.

6. To strike down : To prostrate by a blow
Or blows ; to fell.

7. To strike home : To give an effective blow.

8. To strike in :

*
(1) To go in suddenly; to disappear from

the surface, with internal consequences, as an

eruption on the skin.

(2) To interrupt, to interpose.
*

9. To strike into :

(1) To break forth or out into ; to be put
Into any state by some sudden act or motion.

"
It ttruek on a sudden into such reputation, th.it it

corns any longer to sculk, bat owns itself publickly."
'-Government of the Tongue.

(2) To turn into quickly and abruptly ; to
betake one's self quickly into.

10. To strike in with: To conform to; to
suit itself to ; to agree with at once.

"He Immediately itrurk in icith t'.iem ; but de-
crlbed tliis march to the temple with BO mnch
horrour. that he shivered every joint." Addison :

freeholder.

11. To strike off :

(1) To knock off or separate by a blow or
ny sudden action.

(2) To erase, to strike out.
" The Czar's ukase striking Prince Alexander oTthe

Bnssiau army list" Daily Telegraph, Nov. 9, 10 ,i.

(3) To erase or deduct from an account : as,
He struck o/ ten shillings.

(4) To impress, to print: as, A thousand
Copies were struck off.

12. To strike off the rolls, to strike one's name
off the rolls: To erase the name of from a list

or roll ; specif., of a solicitor or an attorney,
to strike his name off the list of persons
qualified to practise. This may be done at
his own request, but it is the invariable penalty
in cases of gross professional misconduct.

" There had been nomlseoncluct shown of a character
to justify striking the man's name off the roUt."Pall
Mall Gazette, Aug. 8, 1884.

13. To strike oil : [OiL, s. t H].

14. To strike out :

(1) To pmduce by striking or collision : as,
To strike out tire with a steel.

(2) To blot out, to erase, to efface.

(3) To plan or excogitate by a quick effort ;

to hit upon, to invent, to devise, to contrive :

as, To stnke out a new line.

(4) In boxing, to deliver a blow straight
from the shoulder.

(5) To direct one's course in swimming : as,
He struck out for land.

(6) To wander; to make a sudden excursion.
"When a great man t'riket out into a sudden

irregularity, lie needs not question the respect of a
retinue." Collier.

15. To strike soundings :

Naut. : To ascertain the depth of water
with the hand-lead, die.

16. To strike up :

(1) Transitive:

(a) To drive up with a blow.

(b) To begin to play or sing.
"

StriJce up the drum." Shaketp. : 3 Henry F/., T. a
(c) To enter into, to contract.
" He is distressed at the notion of Fanny having

ttrn k iir an acquaintance with her next-door neigh-
bours.

"
Daily Telegraph, Dec, 19. 1885.

(2) Intrans. : To begin to play or sing.

(Shnkesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 4.)

17. To strike work : To leave off work, espe-
cially in order to compel an increase or to

prevent a reduction of wages, &c. [A. 13.]
"The colliers . . . have ttruek work against a pro-

posed reduction in wages." WeeU.ii Echo, Sept. 5, 188i.

*
18. To strike hands : To shake hands.

*
19. Strike me luck, Strike me lucky: An

expression formerly used by the lower orders
when striking a bargain, and alluding to the
custom of striking hands on ratilication of
the liargain, when the buyer "left in the hand
of the seller an earnest penny. (Now only
used as a slang oath or ejaculation.)
"Come itrikt me luck with earuest and draw the

writings." Oeaum. t flet. : Ocornful Lady, ii.

Strike, s. [STRIKE, v.]

I. Ordinary Language:
I. An instrument, consisting of a strip of

wood or metal, with a straight edge, used in

levelling a measure of grain, salt, or the like,

by scraping off what is above the level of the

measure; hence the term struck measure as

distinguished from heaped measure.
*
2. A bushel ; four pecks.

3. A measure of four bushels, or half a
quarter. (English.)

4. A number (twenty-five) of eels: ten
strikes make a bind. (English.)

5. An iron pale or standard in a gate 01

fence.

6. The act of workmen, in any trade or
branch of industry, when they leave their
work with the object of compelling the masters
to concede certain demands made by them, as
an advance of wages, the withdrawal of a
notice of reduction of wagfs, a shortening of
the hours of work, the withdrawal of any ob-
noxious rule or regulation, or the like.

f Strikes have become of increasing fre-

quency and extent during recent years, as
workmen have become more thoroughly organ-

ized, and are often attended with a violence

that renders military interposition necessary.
Of strikes of this character the first of great

imi>ortance was the railroad strike of 1877,

during which immense damage was done in

the city of Pittsburgh an r
l elsewhere. The

depression of business in 1894 was signalized

by two strikes of great dimensions, one by the

cual-miners for an advance of wages, ami one
of a different character by railroad employes.
The great strike of the Philadelphia street-

r:iihv:iy employes in December, 1895, although
warmly supported by the public ami arnica' <ljr

adjusted in January, 1896, through the inter-

vention of a volunteer committee maile up of

prominent citizens, did not result in any
apparent benefit to the strikers.

*
7. Full measure ; hence, excellence of

quality. (Temple.)

II. Technically:

1. Brick-making: A small piece of wood
used to remove the superfluous clay from the
mould.

2. Flax: A handful of flax that may be
struck at once.

G. Founding :

(1) A hook in a foundry to hoist the metaL

(2) A paddle or straight-edge. [STRICKLE.]
4. Base-ball : Neglect to strike at, or failure

to hit a good ball on the part of the batsman
or striker.

5. Metal-work. :A puddler's stirrer ; a rabble.

6. Mining :

(1) Tlie prolongation or extension of a
stratum in a direction at right angles to the

dip. The strike is also called the line of

bearing. If a stratum dip to the north, the
strike is east and west.

"The true Write of the reef being from N. 40* W. to
8. 40" E.' Stanford, March 1, 1886.

(2) The place where the vein crops out.

7. Sugar : The quantity of syrup, the con-
> tents of the last-pan, emptied at once into

the coolers.

II (1) By the strike : By measure not heaped
np; having what is above the level of the
measure scraped off.

*
(2) Strike-of-day : Break or dawn of day.

(3) Strike-nr-silent :

Horol. : A piece in a clock which sets the

striking parts in or out of action.

(4) To mate a ttrike : To make an effort,

especially a successful one. ( Oolloq.)

strike-a light, s.

Anthrop. : A flint implement resembling a

scraper in form, but of much smaller size,
often found in burial places. Evans (Ancient
Stone Implements, p. 283) believes that they
were used "

for scraping iron pyrites, and not

improbably, in later days, even iron or steel,
for procuring flre."

strike-block, s.

Carp. : A plane, shorter than a jointer used
for shooting a short joint.

strike-hand, . A haud, i.e., a work*
man, on strike.

"The arike-handt, however, are on the alert."

Daily Telegraph, NOT. 19, 1S8&.

strike-pay, s. Pay granted to a workman
on strike by the trade-union of which he is a
member.

strik -er, *. [Bug. strik(e), v ; -er.]

L Ordinary Language :

I. One who strikes ; one who uses force

(formerly applied especially to a robber) ; a
blacksmith's assistant.
" Whilst th' immoderate stroke's miscarrying faro*
Had almost borne the striker from his horse."

Covrley : Uatideit, IT.

*
2. One given to quarrelling or blows ; a

quarrelsome person. (1 Timothy, iii. 3.)

3. A harjKion, also a harpooner.
Wherc-ever we come to au anchor, we always sen4

out our ttrikert. and put our hooks and line? over-
board, to try fur fait.' Lumpier ; Voyagel (an. 1684).

*
4. A wencher.

5. A workman who is on strike.

"When the train arrived with the men to supply
the iil.-.ce of the ttrikert it was found that a large
crowd had asseml.UI outside the station." ikjrif
CArontc/e, Dec. 18. 188S-

II. Technically:

1. Forging:

(1) A species of steam-hammer, striking in a
manner similar to the trip-hammer, but oper-
ated directly from the engine, the cam-wheel

being dispensed with. It may be adjusted to
strike either vertically or horizontally, or at

any angle.

(2) A hardened mould, or former, upon which
a softened steel block is siruck, to receive a
concave impression from the striker. Swages
are made in this way, the two portions re-

ceiving their grooves from a striker between
them. [SWAGE, s.]

2. Games: The player whose turn it is to
strike the ball in cricket, lawn tennis, base-

ball, golf, billiards, &c. In lawn-tennis the

player who first delivers the ball is called the
server or striker-in, the other the striker-out

striker-ill, s. [STRIKER, s., II. 2.]

Striker-out, s. [STRIKER, s., II. 2.]

Strik'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [STRIKE, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Affecting with strong emotions

surprising, forcible, expressive, very notice-
able.

" The flowers of the normal form are golden yellow,
while those of the variety are ile sulphur, and not
nearly so Uriking." Field, Feb. 17, 18W

C. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of one wlio strikes.

2. The propagation of plants by cuttings or
slips.

IL Technically:

1. Arch. : The removal of a centre upon
which an arch has been built. It is done by
striking the wedges on which the ribs rest.

2. Join. : Running a moulding with a
moulding-plane.

striking - distance, *. The distance

through which a givan effort or instrumen-

tality will be effective.

striking-knife, s. A triangular steel

knife for smoothing hides.

striking machine, s.

1. Leather: A knife for scraping hides.

2. Metal : A machine for stamping metals.

striking-plate, s.

Carp. : The device by which the wooden
centring of an arch is lowered when the arch
is completed.

striking-reed, s.

Music : A percussion reed in harmoniums.

striking -up press, s. A press for

striking up or raising sheet-motal in making
dishes, pots, pans, cups, &C.

striking -watch, s. A watch which in-

dicates tlie time of day by striking, either

automatically or In response to the pushing
in of a knob.

, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,

or. wore, woii, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, x. as- e; ey = a; n = tor.
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Jig-rjf, adv. [Eng. striking ; -ly.] In
a striking manner or degree ; so as to atl'ect or
surprise ; surprisingly, forcibly, strongly, iui

pressively.
"The superiority of the present age ... Is s'rikinyly

conspicuous." Knox : Winter Meanings, ev. 7u,

Strik'-ihg-ness, s. [Eng. striking; -ness.

The quality 01 state of being striking ; iui

pressiveness.

Strik-le, s. [STRICKLE.]

string,
*
streng.

*
stringe,

*
strong, .

[A.S. strenge (from its being strongly or tightly
twisted), from stratig = strong (q.v.); cogn.
with Dut. streng, from streng = strong ; Icel.

strengr; Dan. strceng; Sw.stra.ng; Ger. strang;
Gr: <rrpayyoA>j (ftrungyale) = a halter, from

ffrpoyyos (stranggos) = hard twisted.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A small rope, line, twine, or cord : a strip
of leather, or other like substance, for tieing
or fastening things.

" 111 knit It up in silken ttringt."
Shakesp : Tim tientlfmen of Verona, it. 7.

2. A piece of thread, or the like, upon
which anything is strung or tiled ; hence, a
set of things strung or tiled on a line.

"I have caught two of these dark undermining ver-
min, ,-uid intend to make a tiring of them, in order to
bang them." Addison : Spectator.

3. A succession of things following in a line.

"Strings of camels were perpetually traversing the
sandy track." Daily Telegraph, Jan. 16, 1866.

4. Hence, a series of things connected or

following in succession ; any concatenation of
things : as, a string of arguments.

5. A strip of leather or the like by which
the covers of a book are held together.

6. The chord of a musical instrument, as of
ft harp, a violin, a pianofnrte. [II. 4.]

"
Among the ttringt his Angers rainre."

S<:utt : Su&by, V. IS.

7. Hence, in the plural, the stringed instru-
ments of an orchestra, as distinguished from
the brass and wind instruments.

"With the orchestra little fault could be found
beyond the weakness of the strings." Daily Telegraph,
Jlarch 14, 1887.

8. The line or cord of a bow.
* When twanged an arrow from Love's mystic string."

Coleridge: In the manner of Spenser.

9. A riband.
" Round Onnond's knee thou tie'st the mystic string,
That makes the knight companion to the king."

Prior: Carmen Seculare, xix.

10. A fibre, as of a plant.
" hi pulling broom up, the least ttringt left behind

will grow." Mortimer: Husbandry.
*
11. A nerve or tendon of an animal.
"The string of his tongue was loosed and he spake

plain." Mark vii. 85.

12. A resource, a resort. (Only used in the
phrase, a second string = a second horse
entered for a race.) [1J 2.]

" In three instances the second string, according to
the market, was successful." Daily Telegraph, Dec.

IL Technically:

1. Arch. : A string-course (q.v. ).

2. Billiards:
*
(1) The number of points made in a game.

(2) The act of stringing for lead [STRING,
V., B.]

3. Mining: A small vein of ore, diverging
from the main vein and passing otf into the
rock. Still smaller veins are called threads.
A string is often worth following to great dis-
tances from the vein from which it diverges.
Miners view strings as feeders of such a vein,
and believe that, as a rule, its productiveness
is proportioned to their number.

4. Music: Prepared wire or catgut, plain or
covered, used for musical instruments. Strings
of steel or brass wire are used for all instru-
ments which are struck with hammers or
plectra, as dulcimers, zithers, mandolines,
and pianofortes, and strings of catgut for in-
struments played with the unprotected fin-

gers, or with a bow, as guitars, harps, violins,
violas, violoncellos, and double-basses. Violin

strings are made of catgut, each string being
of a di ilcrent thickness, according to the tone
ftnd tension required, the fourth string being
covered with a fine wire, either of silver or
white metal ; hence it is called the silver
sti ing. The covered strings on the guitar are
upon a basis of silk instead of catgut, arid the
double bass strings are of thick gut uncovered ;

the two lowest strings on the violoncello are
silver strings.

5. Shipwright. : The uppermost row o
planks in a ship's ceiling, or that between th
upper edge of the upper deck-ports aud the
gunwale.

If (1) To harp upnn one string : To talk ince
saiitly upon one subject or tiling. (Uuiloy.)

(2) To have two strings to one's bow : To have
two expedients or resources for attaining some
object ; to have two objects in view.

String-band, s. A band of musicians
playing only or mainly on stringed instru.
ments ; that portion of the orchestra which
consists of stringed instruments, as opposed
to the wood aud brass bauds respectively.

string-beans, s. pi. French beans, from
the string-like tibre, stripped from them in
preparing them for the table.

'string-block, .

Music: A block in the wooden-frame piano-
forte into which were driven the studs upon
which the strings were looped.

string-board, .

Carp. : One of the slanting pieces of stairs
into which the steps are notched.

string-course, s.

Arch. : A course of brick or stone projecting
slightly from the face of the wall and forming
a horizontal line. It may be flat, moulded,
or enriched.

string-gauge, .

Music : A small instrument for measuring
the thickness of strings for violins, guitars,
&c., consisting of a disc or an oblong piece of
metal, with a graduated slit and engraved
table.

string-organ, s.

Music : A musical instrument, the sounds
of which are produced by the association of ft

free reed and wire string.

string-piece, 5.

Carjientry:

(1) A horizontal connecting-strip or plank
of a frame.

(2) The timber beneath a staircase which
forms the soffit or ceiling.

(3) A timber in a floor framing.

string-plate, s.

Music : An iron bar in a pianoforte frame
Into which are inserted the studs to which
the strings are secured.

string, v.t. & i. [STRING, *.]

A. Transitive:

1. To furnish with a string or strings ; to
furnish with nerves.

"
Orpheus' lute was strung with poets' sinews.'

. : Too Ueittteiueu, ill. 2.

*
2. To tune the strings of, as of a stringed

instrument.
" Here the muse so oft her harp has strung,
Xhat uot a mountain rears its head unsung.*

AUdison.
3. To put on a string.

" As these stars were but so many beads
Strung ou one string."

Donne: Progress of the Soul.

*4. To make tense ; to impart vigour to ; to
tone.
" By chase our lonpr-Hr'd brothers eam'd their food ;

Toil strung the nerves and purified the blood."

Dryden : KniUle to John t)ryden, 88.

5. To deprive of strings or fibres : as, To
String beans.

6. To tie up or hang by a string.
" Give the dops tlieir portion of liver and lights,

and ariiig up the carcases." Field, Sept 25, 1886.

t 7. To bind with string.

8. To excite or deceive by false or exaggerated
Statements. (Slang.)

B. Intransitive:

Billiards: To determine who shall lead off,

each player striking his ball so that it shall
hit the top cushion ami come back towards
balk ; he whose Kill stops nearest the balk-
line being entitled to choice of playing lirst.

Stringed, o. [Eng. string; -cd.]

1. Having strings.
" We wil sing mv songi to the stringed instruments."
Jiniah zviii. -jo ji.v>i).

*2. Produced by or on strings.
"
Divinely warMedTOlw

Anwerlne the frin-ifl unite.
Aa all their suuls ill blissful rapture took."

Milton : The Nativity.

Strin'-gen-9?, . [Eng. stringen((); -cy.J
1. Ord. Lang. : The quality or state of beine

stringent; strictness.

2. Comm. : Hardness, dearness, scarcity." Within the last few days Kasteru rates are muck
stronger, uwiug to a ,/.,.,, i,, tne value of um5
111 India. -Uudy Telegraph, Feb. 8, 1887.

strin gen'-do, adv. [Ital.]

Music: A direction to accelerate the time.

Strinf-ent, o. [Lat. stringens, pr. par. of
stnngo = to draw tight.] [STRICT.]

*
1. Binding tightly, drawing tight.

2. Making strict claims or requirements:
strict, binding, rigid, severe.

" What is more uuex^ptioually stringent and foro.
Ing. Hare: Antidote against A tlieUm, bk. Ii., ch. vii.

String'-ent-ljf, adv. [Eng. stringent; -ly.}
lii a stringent manner ; strictly, rigidly."

Proving more stringently that . . . &c.~JtortImmort. of the Soul, bk, ii., ch. ii.

String -ent-ness, s. [Eng. stringent; -ness.]
The quality or state of being stringent ; string-
eucy.

Strlng'-er, s. [Eng. string, v. ; -er.]

i Ord. Lang. : One who strings, as
1. One who makes or furnishes strings for

a bow.
"The offices of the bowmaker. the fletcher, and the

2. One who files or arranges on a string : as,
ft stringer of beads or pearls.

*3. A fornicator, a wencher.
" Hath been an old stringer in his days."
Beaum. i Flet. : Knight of Burning Petttt, L

H, Technically:
1. Carp. : A horizontal timber connecting

posts in a frame ; as

(1) A tie-timber of a truss-bridge.

(2) A horizontal tie in a floor framing.
2. Rail.-eng. : A longitudinal balk or timber

on which a railway rail is fastened, and which
rests on transverse sleepers.

3. Shipwright. : An inside strake of plank
pr of plates, secured to the ribs and support-
ing the ends of the beams ; a shelf-piece.

String-halt, s. [Eng. string, aud halt.]

Farr. : (See extract).
"
Strinrfhalt is a sudden twitching and snatching no

of the hinder leg of a horse much higher than the
other, or an Involuntary or convulsive motion of the
muscles that extend or bend the hough." Furrier t

Dictionary.

String'-I-ness, s. [Eng. stringy ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being stringy ; fibrousness.

String -less, a, [Eng. string; -less.] Having
110 strings.

" His tongue is now a stringiest Instrument."
Shakes/1. : Ilichord 11., ii L

strin go-ccph a lus, strig-d-cgph'-
a-lUS, s. [Gr. orpif (strix), ge:iit. <rrpiyd

(strigos) [STRIX], and xe^oAij (kephale) = the

head.)

Palreont. : A genus of Terebratulidse. Shell

;unctate,
suborbicular, with a prominent

pak. Stringocephalus burtoni is found in the
Middle Devonian. There is aStnugocephr.lus
schist and a Stringocephalus limestone in the
Devonian of Germany. The latter occurs also
in the same formation in Devonshire.

Strin-gop'-i-dee, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. stringop(s);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. sulf. -idcK.]

Ornith. : A family of Reiehenow's Psittaci,
of the same extent as Stringnpinte (q.v.).

strin-go-pi'-nse, strig-i-pi'-nse, s. pi
[Mod. Ijnt. stringop(s), strigop(s); Lat. fern. pL
adj. snff. -ince.]

Ornith. : A snb-family of Psittacidas (q.v.X
with a single genus, Stringops (q.v.X

String ops, strig/ ops, . [Gr. crrpi'f (ttrlz).

genit. <rTpiyo* (strigos) =an owl, and 6<ji (ops)
a= the face.]

Ornith. : The sole genus of the family Strin-

gopidse or the sub-family Stringopinse (q.v.),
with one species, Strigopt hnhroptilits, the

Kakapo or Kakapoa (q.v.). Duller (Birds of
New Zealand, p. 28), considers S. grryi, pro-

visionally recognised by Gray (Ibit, 1862,

p. 230), to be only a variety.

String'-wood, *. [Eng. string, s., and wood.}

Bot. : Aculypha rubru.

P"lie

boil. t>6> ; pout, jowl ; cat, cell, chorus, (bin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = L
clan. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = Bhun; -(ion, -aion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, 4c. = bel, del.
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String'-t, a. [Bng. string ; ~y.]

1. Consisting of strings or small threads ;

fibrous, filamentous.

"The tough mid arinm coat of the tree* nut"
Coot : nnt royajr. bk. Ill , ch ix.

2. Ropy, viscid ; that may be drawn into a

thread.

*3. Sinewy, wiry : aa, A stringy man.

stringy bark tree, s.

Bot. : A popular Australian name for many
of the Eucalypti, from the fibrous character
of their burk ; specif., Eucalyptus gigantea, a

buge tree, 400 feet high, and about 100 feet in

girth a yard from the ground. Next to the
mammoth Sequoia of California these are the
la. gc-t trees upon the earth's surface, anil they
are taller than the Sequoia. One fallen speci-
men observed by Wallace must have Leen

nearly 500 I'eet high. Their frequently ragged
ba;k, peculiar aiomatic odor, and the vertical

direction of their leaves combine to give them
a unique character. The title Stringy-Bark
Tree, however, is particularly applied to E. ro-

buila, a species which yields a beautiful red

gum. The culture of Eucalyptus has been
introduced with good results into California,
and other countries, it having a high reputa-
tion as a destroyer of malarious conditions.

trin'-kle, v.t. or i. [A variant of tpririkle

(q.v.).] To sprinkle. (Scotch.)

Btrin -klmg, *. [STRINKLE.]

L The ai:t of one who sprinkle*.

2. That which is sprinkled ; a sprinkling.

Btrin si a, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Gadidie, limited to the
Mediterranean. The species live at a greater
depth than those of Gadus, but are not in-

cluded in the deep-sea fauna.

trip,
*
strepe, *strype,

*
stryppe

(pa. t.
*
strepte, stripped,

*
stripte, pa. par.

"
strept,

*
i-stru}ied, stripped), v.t. Si i. [A.S.

ttrypan ; cogn. with Dut. stroopen= to plunder,
to strip ; strepeii = to stripe ; striken = to

whip, to strip off leaves ; O. H. Ger. stroufen;
Ger. streifen = to graze.] [STRIPE.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary language :

1. To pluck, pull, or tear off, as a covering.
(Frequently with off.)

" She stripprd it from her arm."
Shakeip. : d/mbeline, 11. I

2. To deprive of a covering ; to skin, to
*eel. (Generally with of before the thing
taken away : as. To strip a tree of its bark ;

To strip a man of his clothes.)
" And stripped his limbs to such array,
A best might suit the watery way.'

r

Scott : Lady of the Lake. it. M.

8. To despoil, to plunder, to pillage ; to de-

prive of arms, accoutrements, &c.

"A corpse which marauders have just itript and
mangled.' tla.cau.lny : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

4. To bereave, to deprive, to divest, to de-

spoil, to make destitute. (With of before the

wing taken away : as, To strip a man of his

possessions.)

6. To take away.
" All the temporal lands would they strip from n*.'

tihalmp. : Henry V., i. L
*

6. To uncover, to unsheathe.

"Strip your sword >tark naked."
Hhaketp. : Twelfth Night, UL 4

T. To unrig : P%, To strip a ship.
*
8. To separate ; to put away.

" His nnkindnesa
That itript her from his benediction."

Shaken,. : Lrar, IT. S.

*
9. To pass rapidly ; to run or sail past ;

to outrun, to outstrip.
" Before he reached it he wai out of breath,
And then the other stripped him."

Keaum. t Flet. ( WebXcr.)

10. To press the last milk put of, at a milk-

ing ; to milk dry : as, To strip a cow.

IL Technically:

1. Agric. : To pare off the surface In strips,
and turn over the strips upon the adjoining
surface.

2. Afacfc. : To tear o(T the thread of. (Said
Of a screw or bolt : as, The screw was stripped.)

B. Intransitive:

1. Ord. Lang. : To take off the covering or
Clothes ; to uncover, to undress, partially or
ntirely.

"After passing Saudford lock the crew stripped.'
field, March 4. 1887.

2. Much. : To lose the thread, or have the
thread stripped off. (Said of a screw or bolt.)

U To strip one's telf:

1. To deprive one's self. (Followed by of:

as, To strip one's self of all one's possessions.)

2. Specif. : To undress ; to take off one's

clothes.
" The moment they saw the king enter, they stripped

themselves in great haste, being covered before."
Cook : Second Voyage, bk. 1., ch. xi.

strip-leaf, *. Tobacco from which the
stalks have been removed before packing,
(Simmonds.)

trip (1), *. (STRIP, v., STRIPB, t.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A narrow piece, comparatively long.

2. A stripling.

IL Technically:

1. Carp. : A narrow piece of board nailed
over a crack or joint between planks.
" When a plumed faune may shade thy chalked face,
Aud lawuy strips tuy naked bugom grace."

liithop lla.ll : Haiires, Iv. 4.

2. Mining : An inclined trough in which
ores are separated by being disturbed while
covered by a stream of water descending the

strip.

trip (2), *. [Norm. Pr. estrippe = waste.]
Waste ; destruction of fences, buildings,
timber, &c. (Amer. law.)

tripe, *strype, 5. [O. Dut. strijpe; Dut.

streep = a stripe, a streak ; Low Ger. stripe=
a stripe ; s<ripeji = to stripe; Ger. streift^
stripe, a streak, a strip ; Dan. stribe.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A line or long narrow division or strip of

anything, of a different colour from the ground.
"There is a very beautiful sort of wild ass in this

country, whose body is curiously striped with equal
lists of white and black ; the stripes coming from the
ridge 'A his back, and ending under the belly, which
il white." Dampier: Voyages (an. 16K1).

2. A linear variation of color,

3. A wale or discoloration caused by a lash
or blow.

4. A stroke made with a lash, whip, scourge,
rod, or the like.

" Wtth V.s siripet we are healed."Isaiah Hii. s.

5. Color as the badge of a party or faction ;

hence, distinguishing ciiaracterist.ic, character,
feature : as, persons of the same political
stripe.

*
6. A blow, a stroke.

"
But, when he could not quite it, with one fiript
Her lions clawes he from her feetc away did wipe."

Openter : F. ., V. xl XI.
*
7. A wound.
" The shaftea of Inde were very longe, a yard and a

halfe, as Arriauns dotli saye or, at the Icr.st, n yarde,
as Q. Curtius dolhc saye, and therefore they gave the
greater itrype."Ascham : Tozophilui, bk. li.

*8. Pattern, manner.
"
I shall go on ; and first in differing *Mp
The flood-god's speech t.lius tune on oaten pipe."

Browne : Britannia* Pastorale.

IL Technically:

1. Entom. : [STREAK, II. 1. (1).]

2. Mil. (PI.): Narrow strips of cloth, or gold
or silver lace, worn by non-commissioned

officers, to denote their rank, and as a mark
of good conduct. Bank is denoted in a
similar manner in the police force.

3. Weaving : A pattern produced by arrang-

ing the warp-threads in sets of alternating
co.ours.

If To get (or lose) one's stripes :

Mil. : To be promoted to (or reduced from)
the rank of a non-commissioned officer.

stripe-tail, .

Ornith. : Any individual of the Humming-
bird genus, Eiipherusa. There are three

species, from Central America.

Stripe, v.t. [STRIPE, i.]

1. To form stripes upon ; to variegate with

stripes ; to form or variegate with lines of
different colours.

*
2. To strike, to lash ; to beat with stripes.

Striped, o. [STRIPE, .] Marked with or

having longitudinal stripes of a colour differing
from that of the general hue.

striped-bellied tunny, t.

Ichthy. : A popular name for the Bonito

(q.v.), from the fact that it has four brownisft

longitudinal stripes on the under surface.

striped-hyeena, . [H YA:NA, 1.]

striped-mouse, t.

Zool. : Mus barbarus, an elepant little mouse
from the north of Africa. It is of a bright
yellowish brown, with longitudinal dark-
brown streaks.

striped sack-winged bat, *.

Zool. : Saccopteryx bilineata, a small species
from Surinam. [SACCOPTERYX.]

striped spermophile, s.

Zool. : Spermophilus tridecemlineatus, a small
American rodent, from six to eight inches

long ; colour, chestnut-brown, with seven

yellowish-white lines running along the back,
and between these six rows of small white

spots. It ranges from Canada as far south as
Texas.

striped surmullet, *.

Ichthy. : MuUus surmuletus. [MULLTJS.]

striped-wrasse, s. [RED-WRASSE.J

strip'-ling,
*
stryp-ling, s. & a. [Adirain.

from strip (1), s.]

A. As subst. : A youth in the state of

adolescence, or just passing from boyhood
Into manhood ; a lad.

"Angel 1 forgive this stripling's fond despair."
Byron : Biaaen t Earth, i. f.

B. As adj. : Youthful ; like a stripling OY
youth. (Pope : Homer ; Odyssey i. 194.)

Strip'-per, . [Eng. strip, v. ; -er.]

I. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
strips.

IL Technically :

1. File-making : A file-stripper (q.v).

2. Carding : A device for lifting the top
flats from the carding-cyliiider.

*
Strip'-pSt, s. [A dimin. from strip (1), a,]

A very narrow stream ; a rivulet.
" From whence runnetli a little l.rook 01 ttrippet."
Bolinthed : Descrip. Acutland. ch. x.

Strip' ping, pr. par., a., & s. [STRIP, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

L Ord Lang. : The act or process of de-

priving of the covering or coat.

IL Technically:

1. Carding : The operation of cleaning 01

removing the short fibres from between the

teeth of the various cylinders and top flats.

2. File-making: The process of cross-filing

and then draw-filing file blanks to prepare
them for grinding or cutting.

3. Tobacco: Removing the wings of the
tobacco leaf from the stems.

stripping-knife, s. A tool for removing
the blades of sorghum from tiie stalks, pr-
Tious to grinding.

stritch'-el, t. [STRICKLE,]

Strive, *stryve (pa. t. *strived, *strof,

strove, pa. par. striven), v.i. [O. Fr. estriver,

from estrif= strife (q.v.); Dnt. itreien; Low
Ccr. strewn; Ger. strelen ; Dan. striibe; Sw.

strdfva.]

1. To make efforts ; to use exertions ; to en-

deavour with earnestness ; to work hard ; to

labour earnestly ; to try hard ; to do one's

best.
"Striae, man. and speak."

ShaKesp. : CymbeHne, V. S.

2. To contend ; to struggle in opposition ,

to fight, to contest. (Followed by against or

with before the person or thing opposed, and
for before the object sought.)
" The state that striceifnr liberty, though foll'd, . ..

Deserves at least applause for her atUinpt."
Covtpcr : Task. v. 367.

3. To quarrel or contend with each other;
to be at variance, or come to be so ; to be in

contention, dispute, or altercation.
" The fatal colours of our striving houses."

Shakesp : 3 Henry IT, li *.

*
4. To oppose by contrariety of qualities.
" Now private pity tlrovt with public hate.

Reason with rage, anil eloquence with f te.

Dcnhtim.

5. To vie ; to be comparable ; to emulate ; to

contend in excellence. (Chaucer: C. T., 1,036.)

^ For the difference between to strive and
to contend, see CONTKND,

late, tat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, po

or. wore, wolt; work, whd, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, B, = e;ey = a;q.u = kw.
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strive, *stryve, s. [STRIVE,*.]

1. A striving, an effort, an exertion.

2. Strife, contention.

"And whniiue ye srhnlen hers bateilis and ttryuel
wtthinne Isetiitiouesl; uyle ye be aierd." Wvcli/e :

Luke ill.

StriV-er, . [Bug. stride), v. ; -er.] One who
strives or contends ; one who makes efforts of

body.

Striv'-mg, pr. par. or a. [STRIVE, v.]

*
Btrlv'-Ing-ljT, adv. [Eng. striving ; -ly.] In
a striving manner ; with great exertions or

efforts.

Strix, *. [Lat., from Gr. <rrpt (strix) orpiy?

(stringx) = a,n owl, lit., the screeclier, from

o-rpi'-ju), TpiVu (strizo, trizo) = to screech, to

scream.]

Ornithology :

*
1. A genus founded by Linnaeus, contain-

ing all the owls known to him. Thisgeii'is was
divided by Brisson, who made Strix strMula

(Linn.), the Tawny Owl (the Syrnium aluco

of some authors), the type of his genus Strix

[3), and the S. otxs (Linn.), the type of a new
genus, Asio. (Ibis, 1876, p. 94-104.)

t2. A genus founded by Savigny, with S.

finmrnw. (Linn.), the Screech Owl, as its type.

Fleming gave to this bird the. generic name
Aluco (Latinised from Ital. allucco, probably
by Gnza, the tnnslator of Aristotle, 1503),

and denned it thus : Beak straight at base,
decurved towards point; nostrils oval, oblique;
facial disc large and complete, narrowing
rapidly below the eyes towards the beak ;

auditory opening square, large, furnished with
a large, nearly rectangular npcrculum ; wings
long and ample ; tail shortish ; legs long and
slender, clothed with downy feathers to the

origin of the toes ; hind toe reversible; head
smooth, not furnished with tufts. Very many
authors, however, still retain the name Strix.

This genus is the type of the Alucine section,
in which the hinder margin of the sternum is

entire or slightly sinuated, the keel united
with the furcula, and the manubiial process
alis-nt; the beak in all is straight at the

base, and the '-law of the middle toe serrated

Oil the inner edge.

3. Ac-cording to Brisson, and the modern
tnxonomists, a genus of Strigidse, with several

species, widely distributed. Bill decurved
from the base ; nostrils large ; facial disk

large and co nplete ; ears large and furnished
in front with a large, cre.scentic operculum,
broad below, tapering above; wings short ami
rounded ; tail long, concave beneath ; legs
and toes feathered ; head large, round, and
without tufts. The genus is the type of the

Strigine section, in which the hinder margin
of the sternum is characterized by two or
four more or less deep clefts. This section

may be further sub-divided into owls which
do, and owls which do not possess an oper-
culum.

Stream, v.i. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps allied

to stream. ]

1. To wander about idly; to roam, to
troll.

"He ... ttroam'd up and down the room." Mad.
D'Arblay: Camilla, lik. Hi., ch. x*.

2. To walk with long strides. (Prow.)

Btroan, v.i [Btym. doubtful.] To spout ; to
make water. (Scotch,.)

" But lie wad stan't as glad to see him,
Aiid ttrvan't on stauesan' hUluckl wi' him."

Burnt . The Taa nngt.

Stro-bl'-la, *. [Or. trrpopiAos (strobilos) =
anything twisted up, a In apple, a pine-cone ;

f-rptifxa (streplto) to twist, to turn.]

Zoology :

1. A mature tapeworm, with its generative
segments. [PiioGLoms.]

2. The name given by Sars to a stage in the

life-history of the Lucernarida, when the

hydra-tuba developed a mass of reproductive
zooids arranged somewhat in the form of
a pine-cone.

strob-i-la'-ceotis (ce R sh), a. fEng.
ttrobil(a); -aceoits.\ The same as SruoBi LI-

FORM (q.v.).

StrSb i-lan'-thes, . fGr. <rTp<?/SiAoc (tro-

biloa) = anythingtwisted, and a^os (aiUAos)= a flower.)

Bot. : A large genus of Ruelliea. Strobil~
anthes flaccidifoli-iis, growing in Assam aud
liui mah, yields a valuable blue dye.

Stro -bile, stro-bi -lus, s. [STROBILA.]

Botany :

1. An ament converted into a pericarp.
(Linnaeus) [CoNE, 11. 6.]

2. Any similar fruit.

3. An imbricated scaly inflorescence.

4. Hard scales arising from spirally-arranged
imbricated flowers.

Stro -bil-i- form, a. [Eng. ttrobik, and
form.] Shaped like a strobile.

StrS-bi'-line, a. [Eng. strobil(e); adj. suff.

-in*.] Pertaining to a strobile ; cone-shaped.

Strob'-i-li-tes, s. [Mod. Lat strobil(us)
-ites.]

Palceobot. : A provisional genus cf fossil

fruits. Three British species are enumerated
by Morris : one from the Upper Greensand of

Wiltshire, one from the Lias of Lyme Regis,
aud one from the Pleistocene of Norfolk.

stro bi -lus, s. [STROBILE.]

strob'-ft-scope, s. An instrument for study-
ing the periodic motion of the body.

stro cal, stro kal, strd'-kle, *. [Etym.
doubtful.)

Glass: A shovel for frit, sand, *c. It has

turm>d-up edges to increase its holding
capacity.

*
strode, . [STRUDE.)

Strode, pret. ofv. [STRIDE, v.}

Stroem'-ite, s. [After Herr Stroem, of
Sweden ; siuT. -ite (Mia.); Ger. strdaiti.]

Min. : The same as RHODOCHROSITE (q.v.).

gtrog'-an-o-vlte, s. [AfrerCount Stroganov ;

suff. -lie (Mui.) ; Ger. strogannwit.]

Min. : An altered form of Scapolite (q.v.),

containing carbonate of lime. Found at bludi-

anka, Transbaikal.

*
stroie, v.t. [Smov.]

*
stroi-er, *. [STROYEB.]

stro kal, s. [STROCAL.)

*
stroke,

*
strook, pret. ofv. [STRIKB, v.]

stroke,
*
stroak,

* strok, * strook, s.

[A..S. strdc, pa. t. of strican = to suike; Ger.

Streich.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. laterally :

(1) A blow, a knock ; the striking of one
body against another ; the action of one body
upon another when brougiit into sudden con-
tact with it ; the sudden effect of forcible

contact ; specif., a blow struck by means of
the human arm ; a blow with a weapon ; a
hostile blow.

"
And, with his ax, repeated itrokct bestows
Ou the strung duors."

Dryden : Virqil ; ^fneid li. 6SS.

(2) The moment of striking (applied to a

clock) ; the sound of a clock striking the
hours. (Shitkesp. : Richard III., iii. 2.)

(3) A dash in writing or printing ; the touch
of a pen or pencil.

" But imitative itrolca can do no more
Thau please t lie eye." Cow/vr : Talk, L 4M.

*(4) A throb, a pulsation, a beat.

"Twenty Hrokei of the blood."

Temiyton : Elnine, 71*.

(5) A caress, a stroking ; a gentle rubbing
with the hand, expressive of kiiiuiiess.

2. Figuratively:

(1) The agency of any hostile and pernicious

power ; fatal assault or attack.
" Dased an T, much like vnto the gise.

Of one striken with dint of lightening.
Blind with the itrokr. and crying here and there."

Want : Loiutr describing hit being ttrikm.

(2) A sudden attack of disease or affliction ;

calamity, distress, mishap. I'M
"Some distressful Wrote that ray youth suffered."

xlinkrxp. : OthtUo. L .

*
(3) A sudden burst or flash.

"A tlruke of cruel sunshine on the cliff."

TriimiKim : frinceu, IT. M3.

(4) A touch ; an effort; an attempt. (Usu-

ally in a good sense : as, a bold stroke, a
master stroke.)

(5) A series of operations : as, To do a good
stroke of business.

*
(6) Power, efficacy, influence.

" He ban a great itruht with tiie reader, when ho
condemns any of my poems, to make the world have a
better opinion of them." Dryden. (Todd.)
*

(7) Appetite.
"Too have a good ttroak with yon." Swift: PolUt

Conversation, ii.

IL Technically:
1. Games : The act of striking the ball with

the cue, racket, club, &c. (Used in billiards,

rackets, tennis, golf, (Sic.)

2. Rowing:
(1) The sweep of an oar.

(2) The stroke-oar or strokesman of a boat.
"Wrote still requires more life, his feather also is

not always as clear as it miglit be." Field, March 5,
1887.

3. Steam-eng. : The length of rectilinear mo-
tion of a piston, pump-rod, plunger, &c. The
stroke of a valve is called its travel or throw.

II St-oke of paralysis or apoplexy :

PathnL : A sudden attack of paralysis or
apoplexy.

stroke-oar, .

Rowing : The aftermost oar in a boat, or the
rower who pulls it ; the strokesman.

stroke,
*
stroak,

*
stroake, v.t. [A. P.

stracUin, from strdc, pa. t. of strican to
strike ; Ger. streicheln = to stroke, from
streichen=.to rub ; Dut. strooken; Dtai.stryge;
Sw. stryl.-a.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. To rub gently with the hand to express
kindness or affection

; to rub gently in one
direction ; to soothe.

" They stroke her neck ; the gentle heifer stands.
And her neck oilers to their stroking hands."

llryden : Olid ; JUetamorpitottt L

2. To smooth ; to rub down.
" And then another p;mse ; and then,
stroking his leard, he said agtin.''

Longjellow: Wayside IIM. (Interlude.)

3. To act as a strokesman to or in.

"Bickuell. who has hitherto stroked the boat."

Field, Felj. 27. 1886.

II. Masunry: To work the face of a stone
so as to produce a sort of fluted surlaue.

U To stroke the wrong way of the hair : To
ruillc, to annoy.

strok er,
* stroak -cr, s. [Eng. stroke, v. ;

-er.}

.1. One who strokes ; specif., one who pre-
tended to cure by stroking the pait affected.

"They will remind us of the cures worked by Great-

rix tlie ttroakei; iii the memory of our fathers ; nd of

those performed at the tomb of Abbe Paris, ill out
own." Witrbarton: H'oiks, vol. x., ser. 27.

*
2. A flatterer.

strokes'-man, . [Eng. stroke, n., and man.)

Rowing: The man who pulls the aftermost

oar, and thus sets the time of the stroke to

the rest of the crew ; the stroke-oar.

Strok ings, *stroak-lngs, s.pl. [STROKE,

v.} The last milk drawn from a cow. (1'rov.)

"The cook entertained me with choice bits, the

dairy-maid witbltrvakinft." SmoktU: Kvde.icli Kan-
dam, ch. xl.

Strd'-kle, s. [STROCAL.]

stroll, *stroyle, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.

According to ttktuit, it is a doublet of struggle,

being a frequent, from IJan. stryge = to stroll ;

Sw. stryka.] To rove ; to wanuer on foot ; to

ramble leisurely or idly.
" Ti she who nightly ttroltt with sauntering pace,"

Uuy : Trivia, iii. 267.

Stroll, . [STROLL, v.] A wandering on foot ;

a leisurely, idle ramole.
" Making trespass of this nature a specific offence, to

be more severely dealt nith than an ..nuni> itroU

upon alien territory." Field, Sept. 4, 1886.

stroll'-er,
* stroul-er, . [Eng. stroll ; -er.)

One who strolls about ; a wanderer, a vagrant,

a vagabond ; specif., an itinerant or strolling

player.
41 Your fathers (men of sense and honest bowlers)
Dlsdalu'd the mummery of foreign Urollm.

t'enton : froi. to Spartan Dam*.

Stroll'-Ing, a. [STROLL, t>.) Wandering about,

itinerant; not staying for any time in one

place. (Especially use d with actor or player.)

"He Is a ttrolHnij nctor,' said the lieutenant, con-

tomptuounly." Dickent: Pickifick, ch. iii.

boil, bo^; po~ut, J6%1; cat, jell, chorus, join, bengli; go, g;m, tour, $U.s; sin, a?; expect. enophon, eyist. -Haft,

-olan-tlan = Bhan. -Uon, -sion= shun; -{ion, -fltt
= litttt, -clou* -tiou* -rtou = shus. -Me. -^le, Ac. = bel, dco.
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Stro ma (pi. stro -ma ta). s. (Or. o-Tp<I>Ma

(tf/'dmu), geiiil. o-Tfxu/xarof (stromafcts) = a Wi.j
1. Aunt. : A layer, bd, or stratum.

i. But. : A thalius (q.v.), specially the sub-
stance in which certain perithecia or fructify-

ing cells are immersed.

tro ma-te I dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. rro-

muti(u4); Lat. fern. pi. adj. guff. -Mir.]

Ichthy. : A family of Acauthopterygii Cotto-
scoin I >H formes, with two genera, Stromateus
Slid Centiolophus. boiiy oblong and com-

pressed, covered with very small scales ; eyes
lateral ; dentition feeble ; oesophagus armed
with numerous horny, barbed processes; dor-
sal single, long, without distinct spiuou* di-

vision.

Btro ma-te-us, t. [Mod. Lat, from Or.

rrp^na (stroma) a bed.]

Ichthy. : The type-genus of Stromateldse.
with ten species, from tropical and sub-tropical
seas. There are no ventral tins in the adult.

Stri-matf-lc, O. [Or. o-rpwfiarevt (stroma-

teun) - a coverlet (pi. patchwork), from orpwfia
(stroma) = a bed.) Miscellaneous ; composed
of different kinds.

Btr6-_ma-t5r-6-d& *. [Or. trrpana (*trdma\
gen it. o-Tpw/xarof (stromatos) = a bed ; sun".

ologi/.]

GtoL : Stratigraphy (q.v.),

Vtromb, *. [STROMBUS.]
ZooL : Any individual of the family Strom-

bill* (q.v.), though some authors confine the
name to the genus Strombus (q.v.). The
Strombs are very active, and feed on carrion.

Strombus gigas, the Fountain-shell of the West
Indies, is one of the largest living shells,
sometimes weighing four or five pounds. They
are imported in large numbers from the
Bahamas for the manufacture of jxircelain
and to be cut into cameos. (See illustration

under Strombus.)

Btrom bi dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat ttromb(u$) ;

Lat. fein. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Znol. A Palceont. : Wing-shells ; a family of

Siphonostoma (q.v.). Shell with expanded
lip, deeply notched near canal ; operculttm
cl.iw-shiiped, serrated on outer edge. Animal
with large eyes on thick pedicels, from tlie

middle of which the slender tentacles arise ;

foot narrow, ill-adapted for creeping; lingual
teeth single ; uncini three on each side.

Genera, Strombus, Pteroceras, Rostellaria,
and Seraphs. They commence in the Lias.

Strom bid -l-um, s. [Mod. Lat., from strom-
bus (q.v.), and Gr. elfio? (eidos) = appearance.]

Zool. : A genus of Peritrichous Infusoria,
family Halteriidse, from salt and fresh water.
Animalcules free-swimming, globose, or tur-
bi iate. Their movements are extremely rapid
au<l irregular.

t strom-bu'-ll-form, a. [Mod. Lat. strom-

bnlus, from Lat. Strombus (q.v.), and forma =
form, shape.)

1. Bnt. : Twisted In a long spire, so as to
resemble the convolution of a Stroinb, as the

legume of Acacia strombv.lifera.

2. Geol. : Shaped like a top.

Strom' -bus, *. [Lat, from Gr. rpV|So
(itromboi) = a spiral shell, a top.]

1. Zool. : Stromb ; the type-genus of Strom-
bidse (q.v.). Shell snb-vemricose, tubercular
or spiny ; spire short. ; aperture Ions;, with a
short canal above, truncated below ; outer lip

expanded, lobed above, and sinuated near the

STROMBUS OIGAS.

notch of the anterior canal. Woodward Tints
th species at sixty-five, from the West Indies,
Mediterranean, Red Sea, India, Mauritius,
China, New Zealand, PaHflc, and Western
America. Found on reefs at low water,
ranging to ten fathoms.

2. Pakeont. : Five species from the Chalk
and three from the Miocemi of the south of

Europe.

str6-mey-er-ine, stri-mey'-er-ite, t.

[After stromeyer, the uiseoverer of Cadmium ;

suit', -ine, -itt (Afi/i.).]

Mln. : An orthorhomblc mineral, but occur-

ring mostly massive. Hardness, 2'5 to 3 ; sp.

gr. tf-2 to 6-3; lustre, metallic; colour, dark
steel-gray, tarnishing on exposure ; streak

shining ; fracture, sub-conchoidal. Compos. :

sulphur, 15'8 ; silver, 53'1 ; copper, 81 '1 =
100, corresponding to the formula AgS + CuS.
Occurs with copper pyrites at a few localities.

Strom' -nito, s. [After Stromness, Orkneys,
where found ; sun. -lie (A/iu.).]

M in. : A mineral supposed by Thomson,
who described it, to be a carbonate of stron-

tium, barium, and calcium. Now regarded as
a mixture.

* strond,
*
stronde, *. [STRAND, s.]

* strond -ward, adv. [Mid. Eng. strond =
strand; -ward.] Towards the strand ; iu the
direction of the strand.
"So wilkyng to the itrondtmnl we bargcynyd by the

wey." Chaucer : Tale of Btryn.

Strong,
*
streng,

*
stronge, a. it adv.

[A.S. strong, strung ; cogn. with Dut. streng;
Icel. strangr ; Dan. streng ; Sw. strang ; Ger.

streng strict. From the same root n.i drain,
strait, straight, stretch, strict, stringent, strangle,
&c.)

A. As adjective:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Having physical power to act; having
the power of exerting great bodily force ; en-
dowed with strength or bodily force ; vigor-
ous, robust.

"The strongest body shall it make most weak."
Shitkftp. : Venul * Adonis, 1.14S.

2. Having ability or power *o bear or en-

dure ; having physical or mental passive
power.

3. Firm, solid, compact ; not easily broken.
"
Though the ship were uo ttronqtr than a nutshell."

Shuketp. : Tempett, L L
4. Acting by physical force.

"If by ttronri hand yon offer to break In."

Shakesit. : Comedy of Errort. til. 1.

6. Naturally sound or healthy ; hale, hearty;
not readily affected by disease.

"Better is the poor, being sound and ttrong in con-
stitutiun, than a rich man afflicted iu his body.'
Scclei. xxx. 14.

6. Able to sustain attacks ; well fortified.
" From his ttrong bold of heaven."

Milton: P. L., vl. 228.

7. Having great military or naval forces ;

powerful, mighty.
" Pompey is ttrong at sea."

Shakes/'. : Antony t Cleopatra, i. 4.

8. Having great wealth, means, or resources :

as, a strong firm.

9. Powerful to the extent of. (In a relative

sense when preceded by numerals.)
" Seveu thousand ttrong.'

Shaketp. : 1 Henry IV., ir. 1.

10. Having force from rapid motion; violent,
forcible, impetuous, fierce.

"How long shall the words of thy mouth be like a
Urong wind? "-.A* rill. 2,

11. Having great force, vigour, or power, as
of the mind, intellect, or other faculty.
" Divert strong minds to the course of altering things.'

Shakeip. : Sonnet US.

12. Having great power to act ; furnished
with abilities or resources; having great re-

sources ; powerful, mighty.
"The fiend is ttrong within him."

Shakeip. : Comeity of Errort. IT. 4.

13. Powerful, forciblp, cogent ; having power
to make a deep or effectual impression on the
mind or imagination ; effectual, impressive.

Strong reasons make strong actions."

tHiakftp. : King John, Hi. 4.

14. Ardent, eager, zealous, enthusiastic,
strenuous : as, a strong partisan, a strong
liberal.

15. Having virtues of great efficacy ; having
a particular quality in a high degree.

"This poison Is so ttrona and violent."
Chaucer: C. T.. 12.7.

18. Full of spirit ; intoxicating, heady : as,

ttrong liquor.

17. Affecting the senses forcibly : as,

(1) Affecting the sight; disagreeably or

forcibly bright ; glaring : as, a strong light.

(2) Affecting the taste forcibly : as, a ttrnn$
flavour of on ions.

(3) Affecting the smell powerfully : as, a
strung odour.

18. Ofa high degre* ; great, violent, earnest.
" So strung *, liking." Shaketp. : At You. Like It, I. *.

19. Substantial, solid ; not of easy digestion.
"
Strong meat belougeth to th*m that an of full

kg*." Uebrvm T. i-j.

20. Loud, powerful.
" He cried with a itrung voice." Am. x vlii . 1.

* 21. Well established, valid, confirmed;
not easily overthrown or altered.

*
22. Having great force ; forcibly ex-

pressed ; comprising much in few words.
" Like her sweet voice Is thy harmonious song,
Ai high, as sweet, as easy, and as ttrong."

Smith. (Todd.)

23. Numerous, large : as, a strong muster.

IL Technically:
1. Comm. : Tending upwards in price ;

rising : as, a strong market.

2. Gram. : Applied to inflected words when
the inflection is eflected by internal vowel-
change, and not by addition of a syllable thus
swim, swam, swum, is a strong verb. [WEAK.)
B. As adv. : Strongly.

1 To go (or come) it strong : To do anything
with energy or force. (Slung.)

If Strong i largely used in composition, th

meanings of tiie compounds being in most
cases self-explanatory, as strong-backed, strong-
smelling, strong-voiced, &C.

* atrong-barred, a. Shut with strong
bolts. (Shakesp. : King John, ii.)

*
strong-based, a. Standing upon a

firm foundation. (Sliakesv. : Tempest, v.)
*
strong-besieged, a. Besieged by s

strongforce. (Shakesp.: Rape of Lucrece, 1,429.)
*
strong-bonded, a. Imposing a strong

obligation.

Strong-fixed, a. Firmly established.
"
Strong-fixed is tlie house of Lancaster."

Shaketp. : 1 Benrji VI.. ii. 5.

strong-framed, a. Possessed of a strong
frame of body.

"
Tut, I am ttrony-framed, be cannot prevail with

ma." Shaketp. : Richard 111., i. 4.

strong-bold, s. [STRONGHOLD.]
*
strong-jointed, o. Having strong

limbs.
" O well-knit Samson ! ttrongMntrd Samson 1"

L'lee's Labour't Lost, L S.

*
Strong-knit, o. Firmly-joined or com-

pacted.
" Luge proportion of his strong-knit limbs."

Shiiknp. : 1 Benty VI., ii. &
strong-man's weed, t.

Bot. : Petiveria alliacea.

strong-minded, a.

L Having a strong or vigorous mind.
"Catharine, clever, ttrong-min&d, intrepid, and

conscious of her power, refused to stir." J/ucaufay .

Bill Eng., ch. vL

2. Not womanly or feminine ; no* according
to female character or manners. (Applied to
women claiming equality with men.)

strong-room, . A fire-proof and
burglar-proof room in which valuables are

deposited for safety.

strong-sand, s.

Founding : Sand containing a large quantity
of clay, and therefore tenacious.

Strong-set, a. Firmly set or compacted.
*
strong-Siding, a. Strongly-siding with

or supporting. " Attended
By a strong-tiding champion."

Milton : Comut, 212.

* strong-tempered, o. Very hard : as,

strong-tempered steel.

strong-waters, s. pi. Distilled or ardent

spirits ; formerly applied to acids.
" Yet in melting of metals, when they have been

calcined formerly by fire or ttrong-waters, there i*

good use of addititinents, as of borax, tartar, iirrnuniac,
and saltpetre." Bacon: Phytiol. Jlem., p. 416.

*
Strong, pa. par. [STRING, v.]

* strong -hand, s. [Eng. ttrong, a,, and
hand.] Violence ; superior force.

" Another would thnist him out by $tronfftiand.*~
Spenter : .Sfufc of Ireland.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, ._

or. Wove* wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, ruje, full; try, Syrian, so, m = e; ey = a; %u = kw.
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Btrdng'-hold, s. [Eng. strong, a., and hold.]

A fortress, a fastness, a fortified place, a place
of security.

Strdng'-Ish, o. [Eng. strong, a. ; -ish.]

Rather strong ; somewhat strong.
"These included a itronaith contingent from

Chatham." field, Feb. U6, 1817.

Strong ly, adv. [Eng. strong, a. ; -Zy.J

1. In a strong manner ; with force, strength,
or power.

" Shooke to ttrmgly." Spenier: f. Q., t ziL

2. With parts strong and well put together :

as, a house strongly built.

3. Firmly ; in such a manner as not to be
easily shaken or moved.

" Yon re so ttrongly in my purpose bred."
Slutkap. : Sonnet 112.

4. So as to be able to resist attack.
" Duusiuane he ttrongly fortifies."

Shaketp. : Macbeth, r. S.

5. In a high degree ; greatly, much,
Violently. "

"Twill stir him Urongly."
Shaketp. : Henry VIII., L .

6. Vehemently, forcibly, eagerly; with
energy or earnestness.

7. In large numbers.

Stron -gyle, *. [STRONGYLtra.] Any indi-

vidual of the family Strongylidae (q.v.)

tron'-gyT-i-daB, *. jA~ [Mod. Lat stron-

gyl\iis) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. sutf. -iihe.]

Zool. : A family of Nematoidea(q.v.). Body
round, sometimes much elongated and fili-

form ; mouth round, oval, or triangular,

frequently very large, naked or armed witli a
horny pharyngeal armature ; tail of male
furnished with a imrsa, usually emitting two
apicules ; in some the bursa is replaced by
two divergent membranous lobes. Cobbold
{Entozoa, p. 83) enumerates the following
genera: Strongylus, Eustrongylus, Sclero-

stoina(= Syngamus), Dochmius, Prostheco-

caster, Stenurus, Diaphanocephalus, Stepha-
nurus, Deletrocephalus,and Dicentrocephalus.
[SCLEROSTOMA.]

tron'-gy-lus, . [Gr. orpoyyuAos (strongulos)= round, rounded.]
Zool. : The type-genus of Strongylidae (q. v.),

with the chief characters of the family. The
number of species has been variously esti-

mated by different authorities. Strongylus
bronchiaiis (the female an inch long, the male
half that size) infests the bronchial glands in

man. S. (Eiistrongylus) gigas, is the largest
known ento- parasite, the male measuring
from ten inches to a foot in length, the female

attaining a length ofover three I'eet ; it attacks
man and the lower animals. S. micrurus
infests the calf, 5. contortus the sheep, and
8. armatus the horse. S. quMlridentatiis =
Sclerostoma duodenale. [SCLEROSTOMA.]

Stron ti a (ti as shi), s. [STRONTIAN.]
Chem. : [STRONTIUM-OXIDE].

tron ti- an (ti as shi), t. & o. [After
Stroutian, Argyleshire, where first found.]

A. As subst. : A name sometimes given to
Strontia.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to strontia ; con-
listing of strontia.

strontian yellow, *. A solution of

trontia, added to eliminate of potash. It is

pale canary, and is a permanent colour.

tron ti an ite (ti as shi), s. Eng. stron-

tian ; suff'. -itt (Min.) ; Fr. strontiane carbon-
Otee ; Ger. stroiUiuuit, slrontUm.]

Min. : An orthorhombic mineral belonging
to the group of anhydrous carbonates. Hard-
ness, 3-5 to 4 ; sp. gr. 3'605 to 3'713 ; lustre,
vitreous ; colour, white, gray, yellowish,
shade o* green occasionally ; transparent to
translucent ; brittle. Compos. : carbonic

acid, 29-8 ; strontia, 70'2 = 100, which
corresponds with the formula SrOCOj.

Stron ti an 6 car ite (ti as shi). *

[Eng. strontian ; o connect., and mlcite.]

Min. : A variety of calcite in which a part
of the calcium is replaced by strontium.

Stron'-tites, . [Eng. stront(ian); -itet.}

Chem. : The name given by Hope to the
metallic element afterwards named Strontia

(q.v.), by Klaproth,

Stron tit -Ic, a. [Eng. stront(itet) ; -itic.]

Pertaining to strontia, or strontium.

stron'-ti-um (or ti as shi), *. [Latinized
from strontian (q.v.).]

Chem. : A diad metallic element, symb. Sr,
at. wt., 87'5, sp. gr. 2'5418 ; discovered by
Crawfurd in 1787, in the native carbonate of
strontium, and obtained in the metallic state
by Davy in 1808. It is now easily obtained
by the electrolysis of the fused chloride, or
by fusing the chloride with an alloy of sodium
and lead. It has a yellow colour like that ol

calcium, and acts similarly to it when heated
in chlorine, oxygen &c., or when thrown on
water. The salts of strontium colour the
blowpipe name a carmine red.

H Strontium-carbonate= strontianite; stron-

tium-sulphate = celestite.

strontium-bromide, s.

Chem. : SrBivj. Prepared by heating a solu-
tion of the carbonate in hydrobromic acid.
It separates from its aqueous solution in long
needles containing three molecules of water,
is slightly soluble in alcohol, easily in water.

strontium-chloride, s.

Chem. : SrClg. Produced by heating anhy-
drous stroutia in a stream of chlorine. It

crystallizes from water in deliquescent
needles or prisms, which dissolve easily in
water and but slightly in alcohol.

strontium-hydrate, *.

Chen. : SrH2O2 = Sr"O,H2O. A crystalline
compound produced by the direct union of
water with strontium oxide. It has a great
attraction for carbonic acid.

strontium-nitrate, s.

Chem. : Sr(NO3^. Prepared by dissolving
the native carbonate in nitric acid, filtering
the solution and evaporating until a pellicle

begins to form on the surface. It crystallizes
in anhydrous octahedrons ; slightly soluble
in cold, very soluble in boiling water. Chiefly
used in the preparation of red fire (q.v.).

strontium-oxide, s.

Chem. : SrO. Strontia. Prepared by heat-

ing strontium nitrate to redness. It is a

grayish-white, porous mass, having an alka-
line taste and reaction; sji.gr., 3-4, infusible
and not volatile. When moistened with
water it behaves like lime, becoming hot and
crumbling to a powder.

*
Strook, *strooke, pret. of v. [STRIKE, v.]

*Stro6t, v.i. [STRUT, v.] To swell out, to
stru t. (Cluipman. )

Strop (1), *. [The older form of strap (q.v.).]
A strap ; specif., a razor-strop.

Strop (2), s. [O. Fr. strope = the loop whereby
the oar of a skiff hangs to the thowle (Cot-

grave) ; FT. etrofc, estrope= a strop, from Lat.

ttroppus, struppus a band.]

1. Naut.: A roj>e spliced into a circular

form to seize around a block for hanging it.

2. Rope-making : A rope with an eye at each

end, used in twisting strands.

Strop, v.t. [STROP (1), .] To sharpen with
or on a strop.

"
Stropping a razor appears a fejrj simple affair."

Field, March 19, 1887.

Stro'-phe, s. [Gr. = a turning.]

1. Gr. Drama : The turning of the chorus
from the right to the left of the orchestra, the

return being the antistrophe ; the part of a

choral ode sung during the act of so turning ;

hence, in ancient lyric poetry, a term for the
former of two corresponding stanzas, the
latter being the antistriiphe. The term is

sometimes used in relation to modern poetry.

2. Bot. : The spirals formed in the develop-
ment of leaves.

stro'-phic, a. [Eng. strop(e); -t.) Relating
to or consisting of strophes.

stro phi-o'-la, s. [STROPHIOLI.)

stro phi 6 late, stro phi 6 lat cd, a.

[Eng. strophiol(e) ; suff. -ate, -ated.]

Bot. : Surrounded by protuberances.

Stro -phi-ole, *stro-phi o la, . [Lat.

strojihiolum = a small wreath or chaplet.
dlmin. tromstrnphlum; Gr. trrpo^nov (strophion)= a band, stay, or stomacher.]

Bot. : A tubercle surrounding the hilum at
some seeds. It proceeds from the UsU, in-
dependent of the micropyle, or funieU. Ex-
ample, Viola. Called also a Caruncle.

Stroph -6-dus, . [Gr. <rrp<tyo (strophos)=
twisted band, and ujov? (odous) = a tooth.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Cestraciontida, ranging
from the Lower Lias to the Chalk.

Stro phom -e-na, *. Gr. <rrp<tyo (strophos)= a twisted band or cord, and fiijcn (mine) =
the moon.]

Palceont. : A genus of Orthidae ; shell semi-
circular, widest at the hinge line; concave-
convex radiately streaked ; ventral valve with
an angular notch. Known species, 129; from
the Lower Silurian to the Carboniferous.

t strSph-i-men'-I-dw, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
stroplwmen(u,) ; fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Palasont. : A synonym of Orthidse (q.v.).

Stroph'-u-liis, s. [Dimin. from Lat. strophiu;
Gr. crrpo^oc (strophos) = a twisted band.]

Patliol. : Redguin, Tooth-rash ; an eruption
of minute hard, slightly-red pimples, clus-
tered and scattered, affecting infants or
young children. The largest number of pim-
ples are on the face and the neck. It arises
from irritation of the stomach, and has been
supposed by some to be lichen modified by
the delicate skin of the infant affected. The
irritation is slight, and the disease not dan-
gerous. Unimportant variations have led to
the establishment of the species tstropltulia

intertinctus, S. con/ertus, S. candidus, and S.
volaticus.

*
Stross'-ers, . pi. [A corrupt, of trousert

(q.v.).J Tight drawers or breeches.
"The Italian close stnsser, nor the French standing

collar.' Decker: Gull'i Hornbook.

Stroud. *. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps from
Stroud. in Gloucestershire, where flannel and
cloth are manufactured in large quantities.]A kind of coarse blanket or garment of stroud-

ing worn by the Indians of North America.

Stroud -ing, *. [STROUD.]
Fabric: A coarse kind of cloth employed

in the trade with the North American I ndiaus ;

materials for strouds.

*
strout,

* stroute,
*
Strowt-yn, v.i. tt t

[STRUT, v.}

A. Intransitive:

L To swell, to puff.
" His here itrouted as a famie large and brode.*

C'/inucir : C. T., 8.S11
2. To strut

3. To make a disturbance ; to brag. (Havt-
lok, 1,779.)

B. Trans. : To swell ; to pnff out ; to ex-

aggerate.
" An historical truth, no ways ttrouted, nor made

greater by language." Bacon ; War with Spain.

Strove, pret. ofv. [STRIVE, v.]

* Straw, a. [STP.OW, r.] Loose, scattered.'

strow, v.t. [STREW.] To strew, to scatter.
" With olives ever green the ground Is ttrowed."

Dryden : Ovid ; Metamorphotet viiL

* StrowL v.i. [STROLL, v.]

* stroy,
*
stroie, v.t. [A contract of destroy

(q.v.).J To destroy.
"Her store was ttroy'd with the floode."

H'yat : Meant t Sure Estate.

*
stroy'-al, *. [Eng. stroy ; -att.] A waste-

all, a spendthrift (Tusser.)

*
Str6y'-ert

*
stroi'-er, *. [Eng. ttroy; -tr.]

A destroyer.
" The drake, ttrotrr of his owne klnde."

Chaucer : Auembty of Foulm.

Struck, pret. & pa. par. ofv. [STRIKE, .]

struck-measnre, s. A measure, as of

dry goods, in which the top is levelled with

strike. [STRIKE, s., II. 1.]

struck'-en, pa. par. ofv. STRIKE, v.}

strue'-tu-ral, o. [Eng. $tructur(e); -oJ.J

Pertaining to" structure.

structural-planes, t. pi.

Geol : Planes produced in the structure of

rocks, either on a large scale by faulting, or

on a small one by fissure or lamination.

boH. to6y; poUt, JolH; cat, gell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eyist. ph =

-clan, -tian = shaa. -tion, -cion = shua; -(ion, -fion= zhon, -clous, -tious, -sioua = shus. -We, -die, &o. = bel, dgL
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sTtriic'-tnre, *. [Fr., from Lat. structure = a

building"; prop. fern, sing, of structurus, fiit

part, of sfruo=to build; cogn. with Goth.

ttrnujan ; Ger. sircuen to strew, to lay.]

[STREW.]
1. The act of building; construction or

erection of buildings.
" Hli son builds on. and never is content,

Till the lust larthiUK U ui Uructure spent."
Vrydrn. (ToM.}

2. A building of any kind ; more especially,

building of some considerable size or pre-
tensions ; an edifice.

" One of tboae petty itructurti."
IForureortJk .' Excursion, bk. 11.

3. Manner of building or construction;
form, make, construction.

" Seneca describes bis baths to have been so mean a
ttmctur*." Cew<> : Euayt ; Sulitudt.

*4 Figure, outline, form.
" An i.lol that Iphthima did present
lu structure of her every lineament."

Chapman: Homer; Odvary IT.

6. The arrangement of the parts in a whole,
fts of the elements of a sentence or paragraph ;

the arrangement of the constituent particles
Of any substance or body.

"
Insight Into the ttriicturr and constitution of the

terraqueous globe." Woodmini.

6. Manner of organization ; the manner in

Which the different organs or parts, as of
auimuis or vegetables, are arranged.

J Structure of rocks :

Min. & Petrol. : The arrangement of the

granules in a mineral or rock.

true'- tared, a. [Eng. structure); -ed.}

Having a regular organic structure.

true ture-less, a. [Bug. structure; -less.]

Devoid of structure.
"
Myriads of dartiug dots of ttructureleu Jelly seem

to be glancing about." ticrioner't Magazine, June,
1877, p. 159.

striic'-tn-rist, s. [Eng. structure); -ist.]

One who makes structures ; a builder, a con-
structor.

strude,
* strode, . [Etym. doubtful.]

A stock of breeding mares ; a stud. (Bailey.)

gtrug gle, *strog-el, *strog-ell, *strog-
gell, *strogle, 'strug gel, 'strugle,
v.i. fEtym. doubtful. According- to Skoat
Slid. Eng. strtKjelen is a softened form for

ttrokelen, a frequent, from strilce (q.v.).]

L To make efforts with a twisting or with
movements of the body.

"Struggling in blood the savage lie*."

Scott : Cailyou Cattle.

2. To make great efforts ; to labour hard ;

to strive with effort.
" She xtruggirth and striveth to get up and to breake

lowse iu vain." Tyndtul : H'orkes, p. 180.

3. To labour in pain, anguish, difficulty, or
distress ; to be in pain or agony.

4. To contend, to vie.
" The sunbeams sought the Court of Guard,
And. ftriiMling with the smoky air.

Deadened the torches' yelluw gl:ire."
Scott : Lady qf the Lake, vi. 1

SjtrUg'-gle, *. [STRUGGLE, V.]

1. A violent effort or series of efforts with
contortions of the body ; agonized effort ;

gony.
"The uneasy tlmyjlet of a man fast bound and

fettered." Water/and : World, iv. 64.

2. A forcible and strong effort to obtain an

Objei-t or to avert an evil ; an effort.
" Then came a desperate ttruggle for a tremendous

Itake." ilacnulay: Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

3. Contest, contention, strife : as, a struggle
between troops.

^f Struggle for existence :

Biol. : A term introduced by Darwin to

Bonify the result of the increase of animal
life in a greater ratio than the means of sub-

sistence.
" All organic beings, without exception, tend to in-

crease at so high a ratio, that no district, no station,
not even the whole surface of the land or the whole
ocean, would hold the progeny of a single iwir after a
certain number of generations. The (Heritable result

la an ever-recurring itrugole fir existence." Darwin :

Variation of Animals t Plant*, i. 5.

srtrug'-gler, *. [Eng. strugle), v. ; -er.] One
who struggles, strives, or contends.

" Often she cast a kind admiring glance
On the bold itruggler for delight."

Buckinghamshire: Ode n Brutnt.

trull, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A bar so placed
as to resist weight

strum, r.t. & i. [A word of imitative origin.]

A. Transit ice:

1. To play, as on a stringed instrument,
noisily and unskilfully.

" The ability to strum a few airs on the piano."
Dailn Teleyruph, A|.ril 1. IBM.

2. To affect, by playing noisily and unskil-

fully on a stringed instrument.
" To ifram my father to sleep after a fox-chase."

Sheridan : School for Scandal, fi. 1.

B. Iiitrans. : To play noisily and unskil-

fully on a stringed instrument ; to thrum.

Stru -ma (pi. stru mse), s. [Lat. = a scrof-

ulous tumour.]
1. Botany:

(1) A swelling or protuberance where the

petiole meets the lamina of a leaf, as in

Mimosa sensitive,.

(2) A dilatation or swelling on one side at

the base of the sporangia of some mosses.

2. Pathol. : External scrofula, attended by
glandular swellings, extensive ulcerations, and
indolent abscesses. Called also King's evil

and tabes glanduiaris.

stru mat Ic, a. [STRUMA.] The same as

STRUMOSE (q.v.X

stru' mi-form, a. [Lat. struma, and forma
= form.] Having the form or appearance of

a struma.

strum'-ming, pr. par., a., & *. [STRUM.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act of one who strums.

2. The noise made liy one who strums.
" Guitars and every other sort of drumming."

Byron : Bcppo, ii.

Stru mose, stru -mous, a. [STRUMA.)

1. Bot. : Covered with protuberances.

2. Pathol. : Scrofulous. There are strumout

abscesses, a strumous diathesis, &c.

stru'-mous-ness, s. [Eng. strumous ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being strumous.

strum pet,
* strom-pet,

* strom-pett,
* strum pete, s. & a. [A nasalized form
from O. Fr. strupe, stupre ; Lat. stuprum =
dishonour, violation ; cf. Ital. strupare, slVr

prare; Sw. estrupar, estuprar= to ravish.]

A. As subst. : A prostitute, a harlot.

I am no itrumpet : but of life as honest,
As yuu that thus abuse me "

Shakeip. : Othello, T. L

B, As adj. : Like a strumpet ; false, incon-

stant
" The ftrumpet wind."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, li. 6.

* strum'-pSt, v.t. [STRUMPET, s.]

1. To debauch. (Shakesp. : Comedy ofErrors,

ii.2.)

2. To call or give the reputation of a strum-

pet to
; hence, to belie, to slander.

"
Penthea, poor Penthe-Vs name is strumpeted."

Ford : Broken Heart, IT. S.

* strum'-strum, . [A redup. of strum,

(q.v.).] A rude musical instrument, a tom-
tom.

" The itrumstrum is made somewhat like a cittern ;

most of those that the Indians use are made of a large

gourd cut in the midst, and thin board mid over

the hollow, and which is fastened to the sides; this

serves for the belly, over which the strings are placed."

Dampier: I'oyaget (iin. 1684).

Stru mu lose, o. [A dimin. of strumout

(q.v.).]

-

Bot. : Furnished with a small strum*.

Strung, pret. pa. par. [STRING, v.]

Strunt, v.i. [A nasalized form of strut (q.v.).]
To walk sturdily or pompously ; to strut

(Scotch.)

atrunt, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. Spirituous liquor of any kind. (Scotch.)
"
Syne, wi' a social glas o' ttrunt,

They parted aff careerin'."
Burnt: EaOovatn.

2. A huff, a pet ; sullenness.

strun -tain, s. [Etym. doubtful.}

Fabric. : A coarse, narrow, worsted braid.

stru -se, . [Russ.]

Naut. : A river-craft of Russia for carrying

produce and goods.

strut, *strout, *strowt-yn. .<. [Ban.
strutte, strude = to strut ; Sw. dial, strutta =
to walk with a jolting step ; Icel. strutr = a
sort of hood sticking out like a born ; Gei .

strutt = rigid, stiff ; strauss = a tuft, a bunch;
stiutzen = to be puffed up, to strut.]

*
1. To swell out, to protuberate.

" of gnus the only silk
That makes ach udder ttrut abundantly with milk."

Drayton : Poly-Olbtun, s. 14.

2. To walk with a proud, pompous gait and
erect head ; to walk with affected dignity.

" A fellow ttrutting before her with nothing but a
club or spear." Coo* . Second Voyage, bk. lit, ch. ri.

Strut, s. & a. [STRUT, .]

A. ^ls substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : A proud, pompous step with
the head erect ; an affectation of dignity in

walking.
" That heroic itrut assum'd before."

Camper : Conteritltitn, 490.

2. Carp. : A bar in a frame having equal and
opposite forces applied to its ends,
acting inward and producing upon
it a state of compression. Spe-
cifically

(1) A diagonal timber S
which acts as a post
brace to support a

principal rafter or

purlin. Its lower
end is stepped in-

to a tie-beam, or
on a shoulder of a STRUTS.

king or queen post.

(2) A brace between joists.
* B. As adj. : Swelling out, swollen, protu-

berant.
" He beginneth now to return with his belly itrut

and full.
1*

P. /Jutland: Ammianui Marcellinut,
p. 213.

* strut-beam, *. [STRUTTINO-BEAM.]

tru'-thl-d, *. [Lat., from Gr. <rrpov06t

(stroutiws) = a sparrow, an ostrich.]

Ornith. : Ostrich ; the typical genus of

Strntiiioninse, having only two toes, the third

and fourth on each foot Most authorities

reckon but one species, Struthio camelus ; but
as the birds from the north of Africa have the
skin of the parts not covered with leathers

flesh-coloured, while this skin is bluish in
birds from the south, the latter are sometimes

placed in a separate specius (5. aitstralis).

Birds from the Somali country have also been
described as forming a distinct species (S.

motybdophanes), because the akin not covered
with feathers ie 01 a leaden hue.

Stru-thI O'-la, s. [Mod. Lat, from struthio

(q.v.). Named from the resemblance of the
seeds to a bird's beak.]

Bot. : A genus of Thymelacese, from the

Cape of Good Hope. Pretty plants, with
white, yellow, or red flowers, having four

stanuns.

gtru-thi-o-lar'-i-a, . [Mod. Lat., from
Lat. struthio (q.v.)." The aperture of the shell

bears some resemblance to the foot of an
ostrich.]

Zool. : A genus of Cerithiadae, with five

species, from Australia and New Zealand,
wliere sub-fossil specimens have been found.

Shell turreted, whorls angular, aperture trun-

cated in front, columella oblique ; outer lip

prominent in the middle, inner lip callous, ex-

panded ; operculum claw-shaped. Animal
with cylindrical tentacles, eye-pedicels short,
foot broad and short.

stru thi-6 -ncs, s. pi. [PI. of Mod. Lat., &c.

Ornith. : A synonym of Ratitse (q.v.).

thi-on'-I-dae, s.pl. [Mod. Lat. stru-

thio, geiiit ftruthion(is) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj.

suff. -idee.]

Ornith.: A family of Ratitse (q.v.). Bill

short, robust, powerful, flattened, and having
a nnil-like process at the tip; nostrils longitu-

dinal, basal ; no hind toe present. There are

two sub-families : Struthiouinse (with two

genera, Struthio and Rhea) confined to Africa,

and temperate South America, and Casuarinae

(sometimes made a family Casuariclse) inhabit-

ing Australia and. the Islands from Ceram to

New Britain.

stru-thl-d-ni'-nse, *. pi. [Mod. Lat. struthio,

gen it strntfiion(is) ; Lat fern. pi. adj. siuT.

[STRUTHIONID^B.]

late, Jat, fare, amidst, what, fall, lather; wi, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pt,

or. wore. W9lf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try. Syrian. 9,ee = e;ey = ;qu = lew.
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Stru -thi OUS, o. fLat. struthio = an ostrich.]
Pertaining to or resembling the ostrich ; be-
lonxuia to the Ratita; (q.v.).

" Gallinaceous and Uruthu.u, birds retain the same
itonen lu their gizzards for a lour time." Darwin
formation <tf Vegetable Mould, ch. V.

Btrut'-ter, s. [Eng. strut, v. ; -r.] One who
struts ; a pompous fellow.

" What a mere nothing it is, that this ttrutter ha*
pronounced with such sonorous rhetorick." Annot.
on < ; la mill i Prceiistenct.

Strut'-tihg, pr. par., a., & s. [STRUT, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

Carp. : Diagonal braces between joists to
prevent side deflection. Wlien the pieces are
crossed alternately it is called herring-bone
Strutting.

* strutting beam, *
strut-beam, $.

Carp. : An old name for a collar-beam (q.v.).

strutting piece, s.

Carp. : A straining-piece (q.v.).

Strut -tlng-ly, adv. [Eng. strutting; -ly.]
In a strutting manner ; with proud or pompous
walk ; pompously, boastfully.

Struv'-ite, s. [After the Russian statesman,
V. Struve ; suff. -ite (Min.).]
Min. : An orthorhombic mineral occurring

only in isolated crystals. Hardness, 2'0 ;

sp. gr. 1-65 to 17; colour, yellowish to
brown, becoming white on exposure, by loss
of water of crystallization ; lustre, vitreous ;

tnnslucent. Compos. : phosph >ric aci.l,
29 "0 : magnesia, 16'3 ; ammonia, lO'tj ; water,
441 = 100, corresponding to the formula
NH40,2MgO,PO5 + 12HO. FOIIIK! originally
in a bed of peat, above which a large amount
of cattle dung existed ; since found in guano
at various localities.

Strych ne-ae, strych -na'- 96-59, . pi.

[Mod. Lat. strychn(os) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suif.

tee, -acece. ]

Bot. : A tribe of Loganiacese, having the
estivation of the corolla valvate.

Strych'-ni-a, s. [STRYCHNINE.]

trych'-nfo, o. [Eng. strychnine); -ic.] Of,
pertaining to, containing, or derived from
strychnine.

Btrychnic-acid, *. [Io ASURIC-ACID.]

Strych-ni -na, s. [STRYCHNINE.]

Strvch'-nine, *. [Mod. Lat. strychnCos); -ine

(0m.).]
Chem. : CjiH^NjjOj. Strychnia. A highly

poisonous alkaloid, discovered in 1818 by Pel-
letier and Caventou in St. Ignatius' beans,
and shortly afterwards in Nux vomica seeds.
It in obtained, together with brucinc, by boil-

ing Nux vomica seeds in dilute sulphuric acid
until they become soft, crushing the seeds,
and adding to the expressed liquid an excess
of calcium hydrate, which throws down the
two alkaloids. On washing with cold alcohol,
bruciue is dissolved, leaving strychnine in an
impure state. When pure, it crystallizes in

colourless, tetragonal prisms, having a very
bitter and somewhat metallic taste, is almost
insoluble in water, absolute alcohol, and ether,
but soluble in spirit of wine and chloroform.
Strychnine was scarcely heard of as a means
of poisoning before the year 1855, the date of
the Rugeley murders, for which Palmer was
tried at the Old Bailey in 1856, and executed.
The symptoms are very marked, and com-
prise violent tetanic convulsions, laborious
respiration, from the tightening of the chest
muscles, spasmodic contraction of the heart,
and rigidity of the spinal column. These are
succeeded by a short calm, after which they
are again repeated until death or progress
towards recovery ensues, the time being
about two hours after taking the poison.
From 11 to 2 grains and upwards generally
proves fatal, and the presence of the poison
can be best recognised by the colour-test.
When strychnine is brought under the influ-
ence of nascent oxygen, the former instantly
acquires a rich blue colour, successively pass-
ing into purple, violet, crimson, orange, and
yellow. (Woodmqn tt Tidy.)

trych'-nos, *. [Lat., from Gr. <rrpv\vot
(stmcknos) nightshade.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Strychnea.

Calyx five-parted; corolla tubular, funnel-
shaped, limb spreading; stamens five, in-
serted into the throat of the corolla ; ovary
two-celled ; style one ; stigma capitate ; fruit,
a berry with a hard rind and a pulpy sarco-
carp ; seeds many, peltate. Natives of Asia,
America, and Australia, Strychnos Nux Vo-
mica, the Snake-wood, Strychnin-tree, or Nux
Vomica tree, is a moderate-sized evergreen,
with dark gray bark and no spines ; the leaves
entire, strongly three- to five-nerved ; the
flowers small, in corymbs, greenish white;
the fruit round, like an orange in colour, but
smaller, with a brittle rind, a white, gelatinous
pulp, and many seeds. It is found on hills
and in forests in India and Bunnah. The
seeds, which are about the size and shape of a
halfpenny, constitute Nux vomica and contain
strychnine (q.v.), and, it is said, a brown dye.
The wood is very bitter, especially the root,
which has been given in intermittent fevers
and as an antidote to the bites of venomous
serpents. S. potatorum, a tree about forty feet
hi^h, with only one seed, is the Clearing-nut
tree of India ; so called because the seeds ren-
der muddy water clear. They are used also in
diseases of the eye. The fruit, which is like
a black cherry, is eaten by the natives; the
wood is used for carts, agricultural imple-
ments, and building. S. toxifera, the Guiana
Poison-plant, is a climber, having its stem
covered with long, spreading, red hairs, and
five-nerved, acuminate leaves. It furnishes
the chief ingredient of the poison called

Woorali, or Oorali. S. Tieute, from Java, has
elliptical, acuminate, three-nerved, glabrous
leaves, with simple tendrils opposite to them.
It yields another deadly poison. S. ligus-
trina is said by Blume to furnish the genuine
Lignum colubrinum. It is given in Java in

paralysis of the lower extremities and as an
anthelmintic. S. pseiuloquina, a Brazilian
tree about twelve feet high, has a corky bark
(said to be equal to Cinchona as a febrifuge),
and short-stalked, ovate, quintuple-nerved
leaves ; all parts of it are intensely bitter

except the fruit, which is eaten by children.
The fruit of S. colubrina, a large Indian
climbing shrub, is esteemed by the Telegus
as an antidote to the bite of the cobra. The
fruit of S. innocua is eaten in Egypt.

*
stry full,

*
stry-ful, o. [STRIFE^!..]

stryph no den'-dron, s. [Gr. frpv<f>v6t
(stniphnos) = rough, astringent, and Siv&por
(dendron) = a tree.]

Bot.: A gennsof Eumimosese. Stamens ten;
legume imlehiscent, leathery, pulpy within,
ultimately becoming baccate. Stryphnodendron
Barbatemas and S. Jurena are used in Brazil
as astringents.

stub,
* stubbe, *stob, . [A.S. styb, tteb = a

stump ; cogn. with Dut. stubbe ; Icel. stubbi,
stubbr ; Dan. stub; 8w. stubbe; Gael, stub; Lith.

stebas = an upright pillar ; Lat. stipes ; Sansc.
stamba= a post ; stambh = to make fast ; Gr.

oTviros (stupos) = a stub, a stump.] [STUMP, s.}

I. Ordinary language :

1. The stump of a tree ; that part of a tree

whidi is left in the ground when the tree is

cut down ; hence, the inner end of a blank in a
check-book or the like, which is left in the

binding after the check (receipt. Ac.) has
been torn off, and upon which a memorandum
of said check is preserved.

2. An old horseshoe-nail ; iron formed there*
from. [STUB-IRON.]

*
3. A blockhead, a dolt, a log, a dullard.

"Our dullest and laziest youth, oar stocks and
ttufil." Hilton: education.

II. Locksmith. : A stationary stud in a lock,
which acts as a detent for the tumblers when
their slots are in engagement therewith.

stub-axle, *. A short axle attached on
the end of a principal axle-tree. It is variously
made and secured. Sometimes it is a sort of

jury axle, made as a temporary expedient
when the arm of an axle has broken oil'. It
occurs frequently on horse hay-rakes and some
Other kinds of agricultural implements.

stub-book, . A book containing only
tubs. [See STUB, ., 1. 1.] ( D. 8.)

stub-end, .

Mach. : The enlarged end of a connecting-

rod, in which the boxes are confined by the

trap.

Stub-Iron, . Iron formed from .tub-

stub-mortise, .

Carp A mortise which does not out
through the object in which it is made!

Stub-nail, . A short, thick natt.

stub-short, stub-shot, s.

1. The unsawed portion of a plank when
Jt is split from the bolt or log.

2. Turning : The portion by which an ob-
ject to be turned is grasped or chucked.

stub-tenon, s.

Carp. : A short tenon at the foot of an np.
right.

Stub-twist, *. A gun-barrel made of a
ribbon of combined iron and steel, the iron
being derived from stubs.

Stub, v.t. [STUB, .]

/TT
L T

,? *T$ up by the TOote * extirpate-
(Usually followed by up.)

" In every green. If the fence be not thin*.Now itul> up the bushes, the grass to be fln."
Tutter: Husbandry ; Januarf.

2. To clear of roots : as, To stub land.
*
3. To strike, as the toes or foot, against A

stump, stone, or other fixed object. (Amer.)
* Stub -bod, a. [Eng. stub ; -ed]

L Cut down to a stub or stump.
"Against a itubbed tree he reels."

Drasiton : fiam^lMui ; Court of falrf.
2. Short and thick, like something trun-

cated ; stubby.
" While each with itubbed knife remov'd the roota.*

StfiSt : A Pastoral Dialogu*.

3. Hardy ; not over nice or delicate ; obtuse.
"The hardness of itubbed vulgar constitution*,

renders them insensible of a thousand thiiiis." .

Berkeley : Sirit, f 104.

* stub -bed -ness, . [Eng. stubbed; -net*.}
The quality or state of being stubbed ; obtuse-
ness.

Stub -bl-ness, . [Eng. stubby; -ness.)

L The quality or state of being stubby.
2. Stubbedness.

stub ble,
* stob II, stob le, . [O. FT.

estouple, estuble (Fr. eteule), from O. H. Ger.

stupf,la ; Dut. & Ger. stoppel = stubble, from
Lat. stipula, dimin. of sti

t
ies= & stock, a stalk.]

The stumps of wheat, barley, oats, buck*
wheat, &c., left in the ground when the corn
is cut ; the part of the stalk left in the ground
by the sickle or reaping-machine.

" But I suppose, that you by thus much seene,
Know by the itubble. what the corne hath Dene."

Chapman- IItimer ; OdyiMy xlr.

Stubble-fed, a. Fed on the natural grass
growing amongst stubble.

stubble-goose, s. A goose fed amongst
stubble, as opposed to green goose, which is

killed before the corn is cut.

stubble-land, *. Land covered with
stubble.

" Shew'd like a ttubblelunt nt harvest-home.*
Shakttp. : 1 Senrg jr., It,

stubble-plough, s.

Husb. : A plough for turning up stubble
land.

stubble-quail, s.

Ornith. : Coturnix pectoralit. from Australia
and Tasmania.

stubble-rake, *.

Husb. : A rake for gleaning lately-reapsd
fields of small grain.

stub -bly, o. [Eng. ttubbUe); -.J
1. Covered with stubble.

2. Resembling stubble ; short and stiff: ao,
", stubbly beard.

stub'-born, *stib-orn, stib- borne,
* stob urn, * stob-urne,

* stub bcrn,
* stub - born, * stub - burn, * stub -

burno, styb-urne, a. [Fi-om stub, s.

(q.v.), hence = stockist), blockish, like a stub
or stump. From A.S. styb we should have an
adj. stybor = stub-like, stubborn, and a snbst.

<i/horni = stubbornness ; and the form stibom
doubtless arose from tiie misilividing styborntt
as s(yborn-(n)es. (Skent.)]

L Unreasonably obstinate or fixed In opinion

boll, by ; pout, J6~frl ; oat, 90!!, chorus, ehln, bench ; go. gem ; thin, {his ; sin, as ; expect, Xcnophon, exist. -Inc.

-dan, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; -(ion, siou = zhun. -clou*. -tlous, -sioua = sbus. -ble, -die, Ac. *> bel. dfL
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or purpose ; not to be moved or persuaded by
reasons ; inflexible, refractory.

" Turn'd her obedience to stubborn harshness."

sluUutp. : Midsmntntr Xia/u't Drtam, i. 1.

2. Persevering, persistent, steady, constant.
" Anil strung with piles, by many a weary stroke
Ot stubborn labour liewu from lie irt o( oak."

Pop* : Uoaur ; Utiyutf sir. 1C

8. Carried on with stubbornness or obsti-

nacy ; lasting long ; persistent.
" Stout w. re their heart*, aud stubborn WM their

strife." Scott : Tin Poacher.
*
4. Stiff, not flexible.

" Bow, stubborn knees." Shnketp. : Hamlet, 11L 8.
'

*
5. Hardy, firm ; enduring without com-

plaint,
*

6. Rough, nigged, harsh.
" Your stubborn usage of the top*.*

Shatolp. : King John, T. 1

t. Not easily melted or worked ; refractory :

&s, a stubborn metal or ore.

& Ruthless, insensible, hard-hearted.
*' Thou art said to have a stubborn soul."

Shakes/,. : Measurefor Meaturt, V.

9. Difficult to deal with.

"Thus the main difficulty is answered: but there
to another near as stubborn." Warburton: Divine
Legation, bk. iv. (Note u u u u.)

tub born ly.
* stub - borne - ly, adv.

[Eng. stubborn; -ly.\ In a stubborn manner;
obstinately, inflexibly, contumaciously ; per-
sistently. (Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xix.)

Stub'-born -ness, *stub-bern-esse,
* stub-born nesse, * stub burn-ess, .--.

[Sng. stubborn ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being stubborn ;

perverse obstinacy ; contumacy, inflexibility.
" But stubbornness, and an obstinate disobedience,

must be master'd with force and blows." Locke : Of
Mducation, 78.

2. Stiffness ; want of pliancy.
*

3. Roughness, harshness, ruggedness.
44 Translate the ttuhbarnnfti of fortune
luto so quiet and so sweet a stile."

Shakesp. : At Tou Like It, 11. L
4. Refractoriness: as, the stubbornness of

metals or ores.

Stub -by, a. [Eng. stub ; -y.]

1. Abounding with stubs.

2. Short, thick, and coarse ; short and
itrong.

" The base is surrounded with a garland of black
and ttubby bristles." Grew : Museum.

Stiib'-wdrt, . [STOBWOET.]

tiic'-co, s. [Ital., from O. H. Ger. stucchi =
a crust.]

1. Fine plaster used for coating walls. It

Is usually made of pure lime slaked and
settled, mixed with clean sand. Stucco varies

In quality and composition with the purpose
for which it is intended. For internal

decoration gypsum and pounded marble enter
into its composition, as well as gelatine or

flue
in solution. Being mixed with water

ill it is of the proper consistency, it is applied
to the cornices, mouldings, &c., of rooms, and
soon liegins to set or harden, in which state

it is moulded, and is finished off with metal
tools. For external work the stucco employed
is of a coarser kind, and is variously prepared,
the different sorts being generally distin-

guished by the name of cements. Some of
these take a surface and polish almost equal
to that of the finest marble. In Bastard stucco
a small portion of hair is employed. Rough
stucco is merely floated and brushed with
water, but the best kind is trowelled.

" Grotesco roofs, and stucco floors."

Pope : Imitation of ffnract. sat. 6.

2. The third coat of plastering when pre-

pared for painting.

3. Work made of stucco.

4. A popular name for plaster of Paris or

gypsum.

stucco-work, s. Ornamental work com-

posed of stucco, such as oornices, mouldings,
and other ornaments in the ceilings of rooms.

tuc-cd, v.t. [STUCCO, s.] To plaster; to

overlay or decoiate with stucco.

"The rout is beautifully stuccoed.* Pennant:
Journeyfrom Chester, p. 4 1:1.

Stuc'-co-er, . [Eng. stucco, v. ; -.] One
who stuccoes ; one who applies stucco to

walls, &c. ; one who deals or works in stucco.

* Stuck (1), s. [STOCCADO.] A stoccado, a
thrust. (Shakesp : Twelfth Night, iii. 4.)

Stuck (2), s. [STUCCO.J

Stuck, pret, ofv.,pa. par., ft a. [STICK, v.)

A. & B. As pret. & pa. par. ofv. : (See the

verb).

C. As adj. : Thrust through ; fastened.

stuck moulding, s.

Carp. : A moulding worked on to the edge
of a frame.

stuck on, a.

Carp. : A term indicating a moulding worked
on the edge of a frame; in contradistinction
to one worked out of a detached strip.

Stuck-up, a. Giving one's seif airs of

importance ; jmffed-up, vain, conceited ;

affectedly self-important or vain ; assuming
the dignity, bearing, or importance of one's

superiors. (Colluq.)
" He's a nasty stuck-up monkey." Dickens : Jficholca

ffickteliy, cb. ii.

Btiic'-kle, s. [A dimin. from stook (q.v.).] A
number of sheaves laid together in the field ;

a stook. (Prov.)
" Some paid their tythes In sheafs scattered about

the field ; some in stiu-kla and cocks." .Or. Colbatch:
Gate of Proxies, p. 101.

Stuck'-ling, s. (Etym. doubtful.] An apple
pasty, thin, somewhat circular in shape, and
not made in a dish. (Prov.)

Stud (1),
*
Stod,

*
Stood, s. [A.S. st6d, stood;

cogn. with Icel. stod; Dan. stod ; Ger. gestiit ;

O. H. Ger. stuot, stuat a stud ; Russ. stado
= a herd or drove ; Litli. stodas= a drove of

horses.] [STEED.]

1. A collection of breeding horses and mares,
or tlie place where they are kept.

2. A number of horses kept for riding,

racing, <fec.

" I did not feel Justified, with a small stud. In riding
twelve miles to meet one pack." Field. Feb. 26, 1887.

Stud-book, *. A book containing a

genealogy or register of horses or cattle of

particular breeds, especially of thorough-bred
animals.

Stud-farm, s. A breeding establishment
for horses.

Stud-groom, s. A man in charge of the
horses in a stud-farm.

stud-horse, t. A breeding-horse ; a stal-

lion.

Stud (2), . [AS. study,= a post; cogn. with
Dan. stod = & stub, a stump; Sw. stod = a,

prop, a post; Icel. stodh = a, post.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A nail with a large head, inserted in

work chiefly for ornament ; a large-headed
ornamental nail.

2. An ornamental movable button or catch
for a shirt-front, inserted in holes made for

the purpose.
3. A supporting beam ; an upright post or

scantling.
"In manie places there are not aboue foure, S|T, or

nine inches between stud and stud." Bolinslied :

Deter. Eng., bk. ii., ch. xii.

4. A contrivance for fastening loose papers
together. It may consist of a head with two
strips of flexible metal, which are passed
through a hole in the papers, and bent in con-

trary directions ; or may be a small threaded

piece of metal with a fixed head and movable
nut. Called also Paper-fastener.

5. An eyelet with an ear attached so that,
for expedition, the lace may be passed under
the ear instead of through the eyelet hole.

*
6. A stem, a trunk.
" Seest not thilke same hawthnrne studde,
How bragly it begins to budde."

Spenser: Shepheardi Culender : March,

H. Technically:

1. Machinery:

(1) A buss or protuberance designed to hold
an attached object in place.

(2) A short rod fixed in and projecting from
something, sometimes forming a journal.

2. Naut. : A cast-iron brace across the
minor diameter of a cable-link, to prevent
collapse.

stud-bolt, s.

Mach. : A lilt with a thread at either end
to be screwed into a fixed part at one end,
and have a nut screwed on it at the other.

Stud, v.t. [STUD (2), .]

1. To adorn or set with studs or ornamental
knobs. (Shakesp. : Venus Adonis, 87.)

2. To set with detached ornaments or pro-
minent objects ; to set thickly.

"
Orion's itutlded belt is dim."

Scott: Lay of the Last Minstrel, t IK

Stud'-den, pa. par. [STAND.] (Scotch.)

stud'- der - y,
* stud- der-le, s. [En&

stud (1), s. ; -try.} A breeding establishment
for horses ; a stud-farm.

" For whose breed and maintenance king Henrie tba
eight erected a noble studderie."Holinshed : JJcscr.

Eng., bk. iii, ch. i.

Stiid'-dle, s. [STITHY.] An anvil. (Scotch.)
"And like stockfish come o'er his studdie."

Burns : Elegy on Capt. Uendtrson.

Stud'-dlng, o. [Either from stud (2), s.= a
support, or a corrupt, of steadying.] (See
compound.)

studding-sail, s.

Naut. : An additional sail spread by the aid
of light booms beyond the leech of a square
sail, in order to extend the area horizontally,
in light winds. They may be added on both
leeches of a square .sail. The prolongation of

DO. 00. LIE. C. FOP^TOFCAlLAklT tTUDI
JAIL,wr*TBEl. O, 00. DO., LIE. E.MAINMMT STUDDING sAlL. LEE. F.MMN TOP-I

the yard by which a studding-sail is extended
is a studding-sail boom, which is supported
by hoops on the yard called quarter-irons and
yard-arm irons. It is rigged out by a two-
fold purchase called a boom-jigger. Topmast
and topgallant studding-sails are set on the
outside of the topsails and topgallant sails.

" At two, we set studding-sails, and steered west."
Coo*.- Third Voyage, bk. v., ch. viii.

Studding-sail boom :

Naut. : A long pole sliding through boom-
irons at the extremities of the yards and from
the vessel's sides to spread the studding-sails.

stu' dent,
* stu dl-ent,

* stu dy-ent, s.

[Lat. 'studens, pr. par. of studeo to study
(q.v.).]

1. A person engaged in study ; a scholar ;

one who studies ; one who is devoted to or

engaged in learning.
"A student shall do more in one hour* when all

things concur to invite him to any special study, than
in four at a dull season." Watts : Logic.

2. A man devoted to books ; a bookish

person.
"Keep a gamester from dice, and a good student

from his booV' Shakesp. : Merry Wives, iii. 1.

3. One who studies or examines; an in-

quirer : as, a student of nature.

* Stu -dent-ry, s. [Eng. student ; -ry.] A
body of'students. (Kingsley : Hypatia, ch. xvi.)

Stu'- dent - ship, s. [Eng. student; -ship.]
The state of being a,student ; the position or

character of a student.

Stu'-der-ite, s. [After Prof, Studer ; suff.

-Ue (Min.).~\

Min. : A variety of tetrahedrite (q.v.), con-

taining over 5 per cent, of zinc. Found at

Ausserberg, Wallis, Switzerland.

Stud'-fed, pa. par. & a. [STUDY, t>.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Made the subject of study; examined
into ; read with diligence and attention ; well

considered.

2. Well versed in any branch of learning ;

well read ; qualified by study ; learned.
" Some roan, reasonably studied in the law." Bacon.

3. Premeditated, deliberate ; studiously con-

f&te, fat, fore, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wot, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. e, 03 = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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trived or planned; designed: as, a studied
Insult

*4. Having a particular inclination; in-

clined, intent.
"

I am well itudied for a liberal thanks,
Which I do owe you."

Shakttp. ; Antony i Cleopatra, 11. s.

Btud'-Ied-ly, ndv. [Eng. studied; -ly.] In
a stitilied manner ; with premeditation ; de-

signedly, deliberately.

Stud-I-er, s. [Eng. study, V. ; .] One who
studies ; a student.

" There Is a law of nature, as Intelligible to a rational
creature and itndier of that law, as the positive laws
of commonwealths." Locke.

Btu'-dl-o, s. [Ital.] The working room of
a sculptor or painter.

Stu'-dl-OUS, a. [Fr. studieux, from Lat. stu-
diosus ; from studium eagerness, zeal, study ;

Sp. & Port, estudioso; Ital. studioso.]

1. Given to study ; devoted to study or the
acquisition of learning.

2. Given or devoted to thought or study ;

devoted to the examination of things by con-

templation; contemplative.
" There itudioia let me sit.

And hold high converse with the mighty dead."
Thornton: Winter, 4S1.

3. Devoted to or spent in study ; favourable
or suited to study or contemplation.

"
Innocent and itudioui repose." Macaulau : Hilt.

Kng.. eh. *iv.

4. Earnest or eager in the pursuit of some
object; anxious, diligent : as, To be studious
to please.

*
5. Attentive to, careful, observant. (Fol-

lowed by of.)
*
6. Planned with study or care ; deliberate,

studied.

3tu'-dI-OUS -ly, adv. [Eng. studious ; -ly.}

1. In a stuilious manner; with close appli-
cation to study.

2. With diligence, zeal, or earnestness ; dili-

gently, carefully, attentively.
" Her resentment waa itudiontli/ kept alive by mis-

ehiefmakers." Macaalay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xv.

Stri'-dl-ofis-ness, s. [Eng. studious ; -ness.]
The, quality or state of being studious ; the
habit or practice of study ; close application
to study ; thoughtfulness, carefulness, atten-
tion, care.

" My ttudimitneti in executing your lordship's in-
Junctions." Bowelt : Letter*, bk ii., let. 58.

Btud work, s. [Eng. stud (2), s., and work.]
Build. : Brickwork between studs. An old

form of building once common.

stud-y (1), stud-die, s. [STITHY.] An anvil.

'-^ (2),
* Stud ie, s. [O. Fr. estudie, estude

(Fr. etude); from Lat. studiinn = eagerness,
study; Sp. estudio; PorLestudo; Ital. studio.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act of studying ; a setting of the
mind or thoughts upon a subject; hence,
application of mind to books, arts, or science,
or to any subject for the purpose of acquiring
aknowledge of something not known before.

2. Earnest mental endeavour ; absorbed or
thoughtful attention ; earnestness, eagerness,
diligence.

3. The object of study; any particular
branch of learning that is studied.

" The proper study of mankind is man."
Pope: JSuay on .Van, IL J.

4. An apartment or building devoted to
study or to literary work ; the room or apart-
ment in which a person studies.

" Qet me a taper in my t'udv, T.nclni."

Shnkeip. : Julita Cteiar, H. I.

*5. Deep thought or meditation ; a reverie;
ft fit of thought. [BROWN-STUDY.]

"The kins of Castile, a little confused, and in a
ttndy, said. This can I not do with my honour."
Bacon : Bitt. Henry VII.

6. One who studies, especially one who
studies or learns a part in a play. (Always
with a qualifying adjective.)

" Fin a confounded quick *tntit/, that's one comfort."
Dicktm : Nicholat NickUtiy. ch. xxliL

H Technically:

1. Art : The work of a student : a finished
sketch from nature, generally intended to aid
in the composition of a larger and more im-
portant work, or as a memorial of some par-
ticular object for future use, or to facilitate

drawing or composition. Thus a single head
or figure, afterwards introduced into a large
work, would be termed a study for that work ;

a tree, a group of plants, &c., would be a study
for a landscape, &c.

2. Music: A piece of instrumental music,
composed for the purpose of familiarising the
player with the difficulties of his instrument.

stud y, stud-ie, v.i. & t. [Lat studeo;
O. Fr. estudier ; Fr. ttudier.] [STUDY, .]

A. Intransitive:

1. To apply the mind to books or learning ;
to devote one's self to study.

" To live and study here three years."
Shakftp. : Loae'i Laoour'i Lott, t 1.

2. To fix the mind seriously ; to ponder, to
meditate ; to think seriously or earnest .y." He itudied how to feed that mighty host."

Fairfax : Godfrey of Boulogne, v. Si.

3. To endeavour diligently ; to strive
earnestly ; to be zealous. (1 Thess. iv. 11.)
B. Transitive:

1. To apply the mind to for the purpose of
learning ; to read and examine into for the
purpose of learning and understanding.

' That very philosophy . . . was now ituditd only
to instruct us in the history of the human uiiud

"

Warburton : Julian. (Introd.)

2. To consider attentively; to examine
closely into.

14 Happy the man, who, ttudtring Nature's laws,
Through known effects can trace the secret cause."

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia ii. 6M.

3. To meditate, to devise ; to think intently
on.

"
Study help for that which thon lamentest"

Shakeip. : Too Gentlemen, iii. L
*4. To learn by heart; to commit to me-

mory.
" Where didst thou ttudv all this goodly speech T"

Skakeip. : Tami,V of the Shrew, ii.

5. To be zealous for ; to have careful regard
or thought for ; to be anxious for : as, To
study a person's interests.

stud'-^-ali, t. [SroDT, v.] A state of
pondering or musing ; perplexity.

"The duke was put to such a ttudydU A fere."

Fabyan : Chronicle, ch. ccxli.

Stue'-bel-ite, . [After Dr. A. Stiibel ; suff.
-ite (Min.); Ger. stUbelit.]

Min. : A massive mineral of reniforra or
botryoidal structure. Hardness, 4 to 5;
sp. gr. 2-223 to 2'263 ; lustre, vitreous ; colour,
velvet-black ; streak, brown ; fracture, con-
choidal. An analysis yielded : silica, 26'99 ;

alumina, 5'37 ; sesquioxide of iron, 10-18 ;

sesquioxide of manganese, 21 '89; protoxide
of popper, 15-25; magnesia, 1-03; water,
16-85 ; chlorine, 077 = 98'33. Found in the
island of Lipari.

Stuetz'-ite, s. [After Herr Stiitz ; suff. -ite

(Min.); Ger. tellursilberblende.]

Min. : A monoclinic mineral found in

crystals with gold and hessite, at Nagyag,
Transylvania. Lustre, metallic; colour,
lead-gray. Compos. : a tellnride of silver,
the proposed formula being Ag^Te.

Stu'-fa, s. [Ital.] A jet of steam issuing from
a fissure of the earth in volcanic regions.

If Stufas have been disengaged unceasingly
for ages in the vicinity of Naples, in the
Lipari islands, &c. The steam is often mixed
with other gases, and if condensed by coming
in contact with strata full of cold water before

reaching the surface, it may give rise to
thermal and mineral springs. (Lydl : Princip.
ofGeol., ch. xvii.)

stuff, *8tuffe, s. [O. Fr. ettofe (Fr. etoffe),
from Lat. stupa, stuppn = the coarse part of
flax, hards, oakum, tow, used for stuffing or

stopping things; Sp. estofa = quilted stuff;
Ital. stoffa; Ger. sto/= stuff; stolen = to fill,

to stuff.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Substance or matter indefinitely; the
material or matter of which anything is

formed ; material to be worked up in any
process of manufacture.

" We are such ttuff
As dreams are made on." xhnkr.it>. : Tempett, IT.

*2. Essence ; elementary part.
" Yet do I hold It very ttufo' the conscience
To do no contrived murder.

"

Shnketp.: OthtUo.i.*.

& Furniture, goods, utensils.
" Rich garments, llneus. itufi. and necessaries.''

Shakeip. : Temixit, 1. 1

4. Medicine, mixture, potion.
"I did compound for her

Shakeip. .- Ornbtline, T. &
5. Refuse or worthless matter; anything

worthless or useless ; hence, foolish or non-
sensical language ; nonsense, trash.

6. Money ; cash. (Slang.)
"Has she got the ituff. Mr. Fg It she rich. hytSheridan : Itimi/i. L L

IL Technically:

1. Comm. : A general name for all kinds of
fabrics, of silk, wool, hair, cottoti, or thread
manufactured on the loom : as, cotton stufft;
more particularly woollen cloth of slight tex-
ture, for linings and women's apparel, and
the like.

2. Leather: A composition of fish-oil and
tallow for filling the pores of leather.

3. Mining : Attle or rubbish.

4. Naut. : A melted mass of turpentine,
tallow, &c., with which the masts, sides and
bottoms of ships are smeared.

5. Paper: Paper-stock, ground ready for
use. when half ground it is known as half-
stuff.

stuff-chest, s. The vat where the pulps
from the engines are mixed ami combined pre-
paratory to moulding by hand or machinery.

Stuff-engine, s. [PULP-GRINDER.]

Stuff-gown, . A gown made of stuff;
hence applied to the wearer of a stuff-gown,
as a junior barrister, or one under the rank or
a Queen's Counsel, and therefore not entitled
to wear a silk gown.

stuff-gownsman, *. A junior barrister ;

a stu'.t'-gown.

Stuff,
*
stuffe, v.t. & f. [O. Fr. estoffer = to

stuff; estoufer (Fr. itouffer) = to stifle, to
choke; Sp. & Port, esiofer; Qer. stopfen,}
[STUFF, *.]

A. Transitive:

1. To cram full ; to fill by packing or crowd-
ing material into ; to load or fill to excess ; to
crowd.

"
I will irujT your purses full of crowns." Shaketp. :

1 Benry ir., i i

2. To form or pack with material necessary
to complete : as, To stuff a cushion.

3. To fill with stuffing or seasoning.
"
Parsley to ifuff a rabbit." SAo/tesp. .- Taming at

the Stirem, iv. 4.

4. To cause to swell out
"
Lest the gods, for sin,

Should, with a swelling dropsy, ttuff thy skin."
Dryden : Pertiul, v. tTl

5. To form or fashion by stuffing.
" An eastern king put a judge to death for an Inlqul.

tons sentence, and ordered hii hide to be it"ffrd into
a cushion, and placed npoii the tribunal." Strtft.

6. To fill the skin of a dead animal, for pre-
serving and presenting the natural form : as,
To stuff a bird.

7. To fill with food ; to cram.
"That there might be abundance at Paris. th

people of Normandy and Anjou were itufltig them-
selves with nettles. JUacautaf : Bitt. Eng., ch. xz.

8. To thrust, crowd, or press in; to pack
closely and firmly.

" Put roses Into a glass with a narrow mouth, ttufllnf
them close together, but without bruising, and they
retain smell and colour fresh a year." Bacon: A'o*.

Bilt.

9. To fill by being pressed or packed in.

" With Inward arms the dire machine they load,
And iron bowels itu/rthv dark alwde."

itrydm : Virgil ; .Snrid IL Ml

10. To crowd with facts ; to cram the mind
of; to crowd, cram, or fill with idle or false

tales, fancies, or ideas.
" For thee we dim the eyes, and ttnftht head
With all such reading as was never read."

Pop* : DiHiciad Iv. 34*.

11. To make big or important ; to swell out:

U To ttuff a ballot-box: To put into it fraudu-

lent votes. (U.S.)

B. Tntram. : To feed gluttonously ; to cram
one's self with food.

Stuffed,
*
stuft, pa. par. & a. [STUFF, *.)

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Crammed full ; packed tightly. (lit <*

Jig.) (Shakesp. : Macbeth, v. 3.)

2. Having the nose obstructed, as from a
cold.

bo^; pout, Jlwl; eat. fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exitt. ph =

Qian, -tian = shan. tioo, -sion siiun ; -^ion, -slon ziion. -olous, -tious, -sious - snus. -bio, -die, &c. bel, del.
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Stuff -er, s. [Eng. stuf, v. ; .]

1. Ouu who t utls ; specif., oue who stuffs

tbn kiiu of birds, animals, ic., for tlie pur-

pose of preservation : as, a Inrtl-ituffer.

2. A machine for packing ami tilling : as,

(1) A machine for stuffing horse-collars.

(2) A sausage-stutter.

(3) A machine for saturating leather with

dubbing in one part of the operation of

leather-dressing.

tuff I ness, s. [Eng. stuffy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being stuffy, close, or

musty ; closeness, must iin-ss.

"The natural and yet mysterious ttujtneu ot

railway carriage," {(, Sept. So. INIS.

tuff*-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [STUFF, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

L The act of one who stuffs.

2. That which is used for filling anything :

as, the duffing cf a cushion ; tilling for cushions
and mattresses, consisting of cotton, flocking,
hair, wool, cork, sponge, hay, straw, tow,
flax, moss, curled shreds of wood, &c.

3. Seasoning for meat, &c. ; that which is

put iflto meat to give it a higher relish.

IL Leather: A mixture of fish-oil and tallow,
which is rubbed into leatherafter being shuved,
previous to boarding or graining.

stuffing box, s.

Machinery :

1. A box with an annular recess around a

piston-rod,
and provided witli a follower and

bolts wheieby the packing may be screwed
down.

2. A sleeve adapted to press a collar of

hemp around a piston-rod ; a gland. The
stuffing-boxes in a locomotive engine are re-

cesses for admitting some soft material, such
as white spun-yarn, to render steam-tight any
rod working through this stuffing or packing.
The piston-rods, slide-valve rods, regulator-
rods, and pump-plunger, all work through
stuffing-boxes of this description.

BtufT-jF, o. [Eng. stuff; -y.]

L Difficult to breathe in ; close, musty.
"
Annoying in their degree are the individual* who

Insist upon keeping the railway c.irrlaf* window that
on & ttujfy day. Daily Telegraph. Sept 7, ItsS.

2. Stout, mettlesome, resolute. (Scotch.)

3. Angry, sulky, obstinate. (Amer.)
* Stoke, . [STUCCO.]

toll, s. [Cf. Ger. stollen= a stand, a support ;

Sw. itott= a gallery.)

Mining: Timber placed in the back of a
level, and covered with boards or small poles,
to support rubbish.

We bad to >tor> the drill until lessee* could get in
their itul/i ami lagging." Money Mao-tilt Review,
Feb. 20. ISM, p. 807.

stulm, s. [Cf. Sw. stnli = a gallery.] A shaft
to draw water out of a mine.

Stulp,
*
stulpe, $. [IceL sM/pi = a post, a

pillar ; Dan., Sw., & O. Dut. stolpe.] A short

post driven into the ground. (Prov.)
"

Bridgewarile-wlthin. so called of fxjmlon bridge,
which bridfe is a priucipull parte of that warde. and
begiunetb at the ttulpei on the *outh end ot South-
walk." State* : London, p. 167.

stul-ti-fl-ca'-tion, . [STULTIFY.) The act
of stultifying ; the state of being stultified.

StuT-tl-f i- er, < [Eng. stultify ; -.) One
who stultifies.

tuT-tl-fy, r.f. [Lat tu = foolish, and
facio (pass. Jlo) = to make.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. To make foolish ; to make a fool ot
2. To look upon as a fool or foolish.

3. To render nugatory or worthless ; to de-

troy the value of.
" The main reeult the attained by the but campaign

in the Balkan* ha* been ttuityieA. Daily Ttltgra^.
Dec. Si. IMS.

II. Law : To allege or prove to be insane for

voiding some act.

T To stultify one's self: To unsay, directly
or by implication, what one lias already said ;

to lay one's self open to an accusation of
elf-contradiction.

"In England no man I* allowed to jtuft(/> Mmulf.'
Johnton. iu liumeli, Tour, p. 428.

stiil til' 6-quen9e, s. [Lat *tultila<iuentia.]
Foolish talk ; babliling.

* Still til 6 quent, o. fl^at. stultus = fool-

ish, an I lu'iumis, pr. |*r. of IIM/UOT = to speak.]
Given to foolish talk or babbling.

* Still til 6 qucut ly, adv. ('Bug. stulti-

lo'iuent ; -ly.} in a stultiloqueut manner;
with foolish talk.

*
Stul-til'-p-qujf, s. [Lat. ttultiloqnium, from
stuttui = foolish, ami

lotfuor
= to speak.]

Foolish or silly talk ; babbling, stultiloqueiice.
" What they cull facetlousness and pleaunt wit. i*

Indral to wise ivraous a nieer ttultitagn/i, or talking
like a loot

'

feremy Taylor: Ssrmont, p. Sul.

'stum, s. [Put. stom unfermented wine, wine
that has not worked, from stom, Ger. stumm ;

Dan. & Sw. stum = dumb, mute.]
1. Unfermented grape-juice ; must or new

wine, often mixed with dead or vapid wine to
raise a new fermentation.

"An unctuous clammy vapour, that arises from the
Hum of grape*, when they he mashed in the vat*."
Add i*m: Trai'fli in Italy.

2. Wine revived by being made by must to
ferment anew.

stum, v.t. [STUM, .]

1. To renew by mixing with must and fer-

menting anew.
"There i* a hard green wine that grows about

Rochel, and, the islands thereabout*, winch the cun-

ning Hollander sometimes uses to fetch ; and he hath
trick to put a bajf of herb*, or some other infusion*

into it, {a* he doth brimstone iu Rheuish) to give it a
whiter tincture, aud more sweetueu; then they re-

imb.irk it for England, where it paaseth fur good
Bachntg, aud this is called Humming ot wii,e*."
Bouell: Letter*, hk. a, let. M.

2. To fume, as a cask, with brimstone.

(Prov.)

stum' - ble,
* stom el - en,

* stom - ble,
* stom el-yn,

* stum mel-yn,
* stom-

er -en, v.i, a, t. [IceL stumra = to stumble ;

Norw. stumra; Sw. djfti. ttanbLa, ttamula,
ttomla, stummra.]
A. Intransitivt:

L Literally :

1. To trip in walking or in moving In any
way with the legs ; to falier or stagger alter a
false step.

" Tho went the pensive damme out of dore
And chauul to Humble at the tbntbuU Bore."

Sptnier : Shtphtardl Calender ; May.

2. To walk in a bungling, clumsy, or un-
steady manner.

"They [the Chinese] do In * manner lose the use of
their feet, and Instead of going they only ttumblt
about their houses." Dumpier : roj/aget (an 1687).

IL Figuratively:
* L To fall into error or crime ; to go astray ;

to err.

2. To strike or pitch upon by chance or
accident ; to chance upon. (Followed by on
or upon.)

" Forth a* the waddled in the brake,
A frey goose Humbled on a snake.

Smart : FaUt 1
*B. Transitive:

1. lit. : To cause to stumble, stagger, or
falter ; to trip up.

"The one ttumMet beholden accidentally, the other
leads them into the Hiare," Bunyan : PUgrim't Pr-
greu, pi. 11.

2. Fig. : To confound, to puzzle, to perplex,
to embarrass.
" To the court ? this ttumblet ma : art sure for me,
This preparation is?" [wench,

Benum, A Fltt. : Humnuroui Lieutenant, iii. 2.

stum ble,
* stom ble, . [STUMBLE, v.]

1. Lit. : The act of stumbling ; a trip or
blunder in walking or running.

"I wa* told of a Spaniard, who having got a fall by
a Humble, and broke hit nose, rose up, and in a dis-

dainful manner said, this is to walk upon earth."
Bomll : Lettei-t. bk. i., let. 82.

2. Fig. : A blunder, a failure, a slip.

stum bier,
* stom el-are,

* stum-lere,
*. [Eng. stumt>l(e); -er.] One who stumbles ;

one who makes a mistake, slip, failure, or
blunder.
" Where blocke* are itridde by itumblert at a strawe."

Gui'-oiyne : Fruitet of Warn.

Stum'-blmg, pr. far. or a. [STUMBLE, .]

stumbling - block,
* stumbling -

Stone, s. A cause of stumbling ; something
in one's way, which causes one to stumble.

(Stumbling-block is generally, if not exclu-

sively, used figuratively.)
" To show a ttumbling-ltone by night."

Coicper: Olmniui m.

Stum-bllng ly, adv. [EJIJJ. stumbling; -ly.J
In a stumlillirg manner.

"I know not whether to marvel more, either that
he [rii.xi.cerj iu ti.nt misty time t:.,uki ., c s,. Utarljr.
or thai w iu ti,i< cleur i'.,.. ,.. a,. uunMingll/ ttlUr
him." Sidney : Uefence of fattf.

Stummed, pa. par. or a. [STUM, .]

stump, * stompe, * stumpe, s. k a. [IceL
stnmpr ; Sw. & Dan. stump; O. Dut. stumpt;
Dut. stomp ; Ger. stump/.]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. The short, fixed, or rooted part remain-

ing after another part has been broken off,
as the stub of a tree, the part that i* left in
the earth after the tree has been cut down ;

the part of a plant lett in the eaith after the

plant has been cut down.
" Down to the stump of yon old yew
We'll for our whistles run a r.i*.~

ttvruiworth - Idle Shepherd Boyt.

2. The part of a lirnb or the like remain-
ing after a part has been amputated or de-

stroyed.
"One of the hores inapt off the end of his finger

with the ulove. I dressed the ituin/, ill, the common
digestive.' H'iie>nan: Suryery. bk. v., ch. iii.

3. (PI.) : The legs : as, To stir one's stumpt.
(Colloq.)

IL Technically:

1. Art: A short, thick roll of leather oi

paper cut to a point, and used to rub down
the harsh or strong lines of a crayon or pencil
drawing, or for shading it, or for rubbing solid
tints on paper from colours in powder.

2. Cricket: One of the three posts or stick!
which constitute the wicket. Their lower
ends are pointed so as to be easily tlnust
into the ground. They stand twenty-seven
inches out of the ground, and are fixed suffi-

ciently close to each other to prevent the l>all

from passing through. The top ends are

grooved to receive the ends of the bails.
* B. As adj. : Like a stump ; stumpy.
"A heavie tlompe leg of wood to go withalL"

Atcham : Scholtmaater. bk. li.

If On the stump: Touring or itinerating
through a district or country, and making
speeches on political or other questions.

stump-mast, s.

Kaut.: A lower mast without tops. Common
in steam-vessels which never depend wholly
upon sails.

stump-orator, . One who harangues a
crowd or meeting from a stump of a tree or
ether elevation ; a frothy or bombastic
speaker.

stump-oratory, *. Oratory such as is

used by stump-orators.

stump-speaker, t. A popular political

speaker. (Amer.)

Stump-speech, s. A speech made from
the stump of a tree or other improvised plat-
form ; a frothy, bragging, or bpmbaiitio
harangue ; an electioneering speerh iu favour
of one's self or of another candidate.

stump-tailed lizard, .

Zool. : Trachydosaunis rugnsus ; the body is

long and stout, and head and tail are remark-

ably alike, so that, when the eyes are closed
and the animal is motionless, it is a matter of

difficulty to distinguish one from the other.

The scales on the upper Kin-face are laige,

rough, and broad, smaller beneath.

Stump, v.t. & i. [STUMP, .]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language :

L To cut off a part of; to reduce to a
stump.

" Around the trumped top soft moss did grow."
More: Song of the Soul. i. ii. St.

*
2. To strike, as something tixed and hard,

with the toe.

3. To challenge, to defy, to puzzle, to con-

found ; to clear out of money. (Colloq.)
" ' Don't you know our history t haven't you heard,

my dear fellow we are itumpedl' 'Stumped.' said I,

almost unconsciously repeating the quaint, but wo-

fully expressive word- '

Positively stumped.' said

Daly.
' Don't speak loud. I thimtht. of course, you

had heard of it. Blinkinsop has bolted." Theodart
Book : Gilbert Gurney, vol. iii.. ch. ii.

4. To make a tour through or travel over,

making speeches for electioneering or othei

purposes : as, To stump the country.

IT. Cricket:
*

1. To knock down, as a stump or stumps.

late, ttt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her. there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, rot,

or. wore, won, work. wild, son ; mote, cub, cure, unite, our. rule, full; try. Syrian. OB = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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2. To put a batsman out of play by knock
Jng off the bails, or knocking the stumps o
his wicket down while he is out of his ground.
(Formerly often used with out.)

"The Captain ttum/jed the next man off a Ice
hooter." Baghet: Turn Browrit Ochootdayt, jit. 1C

ch. viit

B. Intransitive:

L To walk stiflBy, clumsily, or awkwardly.
"Crinon. a clown, who never dreamt of love,
By chance was Humping to the neighbouring grove.'

Song of Cfmon t Iphigenia.

2. To make electioneering or other speeches
from the stump of a tree or other improvised
platform. (Amer.)

H 1. To stump it :

(1) To run off ; to get away ; to take to
flight. (Slang.)

(2) To travel about making stump-speeches.
2. To stump up : To pay or hand over money.

(/Slang.)
" Why don't yon ask your old governor to trump

tip!" Dkkeni : Skttchtt by Boi; Watkiitt Tattle.

tump -age (age as Ig). *. [Eng. stump;
ogf.l A tax on the amount of timber cut,
and regulated by the price of lumber. (Amer.)

tump -er, . [Eng. stump ; -er.)

1. One who stumps.
2. A boaster.

8. Something, as a story, that puzzles or
Creates incredulity, (Amer.)

tfimp'-Ie, s. [Eng. stump; dimin. sun*, -it.]
A. little stump. (Scotch.)

" Sae I gat paper lu a blink.
An' down itaeil ttumpie in the Ink."
Burnt : Spittle to J. Lapraik, Ap. M. 1785.

Ctump'-I-n68S, s. [Eng. stumpy; -ness.]
The quality or state of being stumpy.

*
Stump'-ling, s. [Eng. stump, s. ; dimin.

uff. -ling.] A little stump.
" Boot our stumps and ttumpHnm."

Wolfalt : P. Pindar, p. 144.

tump'-y, a. & j. [Eng. stump; -y.]

A. As adjective:

1. Full of stumps.
2. Short and thick ; stubby.
B. As subst. : Money. (Slang.)
"Down with the ttumpv~C. KintOty: Alton

Locke, ch. ii.

tun,
" ston-i en, stown-i-en, v.t. [A.S.

ttunian = to make a din, to resound ; stun =
a din ; cogn. with Icel. stynja= to groan ;

ttynr = a groan ; Ger. stohnen= to groan.]
1. To confound or make dizzy with noise ;

to overpower the sense of hearing of; to
blunt or stupefy the orgaus of hearing of.

* If Nature thunder'd in his opening ears,
And itunrid him with the music of the spheres."

i'n/jt : Eaay on Man, L 201.

2. To render Insensible or dizzy by force or
B blow ; to render senseless with a blow.

"One hung a pole-ax at his saddle-bow,
Aud one a heavy mace to ttmi the foe."

Dryden : Palamon t Arcite. lit 83.

3. To surprise completely ; to overpower ;

to stupefy.
" At the sight therefore of this river, the pilgrims

were much tunned." Aunyan . Pilgrim'i Progreu, i.

Stung, pret. & pa. par. of v. [Snso, v.]

Stunk, pret. ofv. [STINK, v.]

Stun'-ner, . [Eng. stun; -er.)

1. One who or that which stuns.

2. Something which astonishes by wonder-
ful appearance, excellence, or other quality;
something exceedingly fine ; something tirst-

Ite. (Slang.)
" For the performance of '

Oettln' op Stairs,' I have
no other name but that It was attunner." Tttaxkerav :

Book ofSnobt, ch. xiv.

Stun nlng, pr. par. & a. [STUN.]
A* As pr.par. : (See the verb).
B. As adj. : Of unusual or extraordinary

qualities ; tirst-rate ; astonishingly flue, large,
or the like. (Slang.)

tunt, v.t. & {. [A.S. stunt = HM, obtuse,
stupid, from stintan = to stop, to be weary;
Icel. stuttr short, stunted; O. Sw. stunt=
cut short.)

A. Trans. : To hinder from growth ; to
chei;k or shorten in growth or progress.

" To Hunt the natural growth of a new colony."
Smith: Wealth, of Nation*, bk. iv.. ch. vii.

B. Intmns. : To become stunted.

stiint, . & adv. [STUNT, v.]

A. As substantiee :

1. A check in growth.
2. That which IKIS been checked in growth ;

a stunted animal or thing.

3. A young whale, two years old, which,
having been weaned, is lean and yields little
blubber,

* B. As adv. : Abruptly, sharply, short : as,
To turn stunt.

Stunt -ed, pa, par. or a. [STUNT, v.]

Stunt'-ed-ness, *. [Eng. stunted; -ness.]
The quality or state of being stunted.

Stunt I ness, . [Eng. stunt; i connect.,
and suit, -ness.] Stuuteclness.

Stunt -ness, s. [Eng. stunt; -MM.] Stunted-
ness, shortness, abruptness.

stu'-pa (1), *. [STUPE.]

stu pa (2), . [TOPE.]

Stupe (1), stu'-pa, *. [Lat. stupa, stuppa ;

Or. <rrintin\ (stuppe) = the coarse part of flax.)

1. Ord. Lang.: Tow, flax, flannel, &c., used
as a pledget, compress, or as a wad in fomen-
tations.

"Binding a itupe over It" Wiseman: Surgery,
bk. v., ch.

2. But. : Filamentose matter ; a tuft of long
hair ; tow.

Stupe, v.t. [STUPE 0). ] To apply a stupe
or stupa to ; to foment.

"
I took off the dressings, and fonnd the heat some-

what allayM. and the ulcer well disposed to digestion.
1 ttuped the ulcer." Wueman : Surgery, bk. ii . ch. lit.

Stupe (2), s. [An abbreviation of *tupid(q.v.).]A stupid person.

stu pe fa -ci-ent <c a* ah), a. & . [Lat.
stupejaciens, pr. pat. of stupefacio to stupefy
(q.v.).J

A. As adj. : Stnpefactive ; having a stupe-
fying power.
B. As subst. : A medicine which produces

stupor or insensibility ; a narcotic.

Stu-pe-fac -tion, s. [Fr., from Lat stupe-
factionem, accus. ofstupefactio, from stupefactus,
pa. par. of stupefacio = to stupefy (q. v.).J

1. The act of stupefying ; the state of being
stupefied.

"
It produced that kind of Hupefaction which is the

consequence of using opium."<?<x>* : Third Voyage,
bk. ii., ch. viii.

2. A stolid or senseless state; dulness,
torpor, stupidity.

" Nor was this submission the effect of content, bat
of mere ttuj*f-iction and brokeuness of heart."
Macaulav : Hist. Eng., cb. xvii.

Stu'-pe-fac-t!ve, a. & . [Lat stupefactus,
pa. par. of stupefacio = to stupefy (q. v.) ; Fr.

stupefactif.]

A. As adj. : Causing stupefaction or in-

sensibility; stupefying, narcotic; deadening
or blunting the sense of feeling or under-

standing.
"
Opium hath a ttupefacttte part, and a heating

part; the one moving sleep, the otheraheat." fiocon.'
ifat. Hut., | as.

B. As subst. : That which stupefies ; specif.,
a medicine which produces stupor ; a stupe-
facient.

"Opium and other strong ttupefnctivfi, doe coag-
ulate the spirits." Bacon : But. Life t Heath, p. 62.

Stu -pe-fi-ed, pa. par. or o. [STUPEFY.]

stu'-pS-fied-ne"ss, s. [Eng. stupefied ; -ness.]
The quality or state of being stupefied;
stupefaction, stupor, insensibility.

" From the ttujtejledneu of the past." Boylt:
Works, vi. s.

tu'-pS-fi-er, s. [Eng. stupefy; -er.] One
who or that which stupefies.

" Whether the natural phlegm of this Island needs
any additional ttnpefter." Berkeley : The (jiiri-M, \ 348.

Btu'-pS-f/,
*
stu'-pi-fy. v.t. [Fr. stupefler,

from stitpefait = stupefied, from Lat. stupe-
factus, pa. par. of stupefacio, from stupeo = to
be amazed, and/acio to make.]

1. To blunt the faculty of perception or

understanding in; to deprive of sensibility ;

to make dull or dead to external influences ;

to make torpid.

*2. To deprive of material mobility.

*gtu-pgnd', a. [Lat. stupendusm amazing,
to be wondered at, fut. puss. par. of stupeom
to be amazed.] Stupendous, wonderful.

"
TlleT tdmuns) can worke stuptnd and admirable

conclusions." Burton: Anat. of Melancholy, p. 249.

*
Stu-pen'-dl-ous, a. [STUPEND.] Stupend-
ous, marvellous.

"
It Is a stupendous monastery, built on the top #

a huge laud-ruck. '-UoueU : Letters, bk. L. let a
*
8tU-pgn'-dI-OUS-l& adv. [Eng. stuptn-
dious ; -ly.] Stupendously, marvellously.

",
The complexion may prove tfujiendiouilg en.

ravishing."-.We : Discourse on Enthusiasm, p. Ii.

Stu-pen'-dous, a. [STUPEND.] To be won-
dered at ; striking dumb by magnitude ; mar-
vellous, amazing; of astonishing magnitude
or elevation.

Jid this w
iu/ay : Hut. Eng., ch. iii.

stu pen'-doiis-ly, adv. [Eng. stupendous;
-ly.] In a stupendous manner or degree;
marvellously.

"So stupendously high were the almost perpendicu-
lar walls/ field, Feb. 17, 1887.

Stu pgn'-dous n6ss, s. [Eng. stupendous;
-ness.] The quality or state of being stu-

pendous.
"
Works, which from their stupendousnett, should

have taught them the greatness at the former."ElUi:
Knowledge of Maine Thingi, p. 270.

*Stu'-pent, a. [Lat. stupens, pr. par. ofstupeo= to be amazed.] Confounded, astounded,
stunned into silence.

"The human ruiud stands stupent,"Carlylt:
Diamond fiecklact, ch. ii. (Note.)

Stu'-pe-ous, a. [Lat. stupeus stupus, = made
or consisting of tow.] Resembling tow;
having long loose scales, or matted filaments
like tow ; stupose.

Stu'-pid, a. & s. [Fr. stupide, from Lat. stu~

pidus = stupid, from stupeo = to be amazed;
Bp. & Port, estupido; Ital. stupulo.]

A. As adjective :

1. Deprived temporarily or permanently of
the perceptive, thinking, or reasoning facul-
ties ; in a state of stupor ; stupefied ; bereft of
feeling. "

Is he not itupid
With age and alfrlng rheums J can be speak t heart
Know man from man ?

"

Skakap. : Winter't Talt. iv. 8.

2. Devoid of understanding ; silly ; dull of
apprehension.

"
Anne, when in good humour, was meekly stupid,

and, when in bad humour, was sulkily stupid."
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

3. Characterized by or resulting from stu-

pidity ; senseless, nonsensical : as, a stupid
mistake.

B. As subst. : A stupid, silly person ; a
blockhead.

stu-pld'-l-tjf, . [Fr. stupidite, from stupid*= stupid (q.v.).]
*

1. Insensibility to external influences ;

numbness of feeling ; stupor, torpor.
" The dreadful bellowing of whose strait-hrac'd druma,
To the French sounded like the dreadful doom ;

And them with such ttuuiditi/ benumbs.
As though the earth had groaned from her womb."

Drayton: The Buttle of Agincourt.

2. Extreme dulness of apprehension ; dull

foolishness, senselessness, folly.
" Whose buok of vulgar errors so finely exposes the

monkish stupidity of the times," Goldtmith : PolUt
Learning, ch. vi.

l-lj
1

, adv. [Eng. stupid; -ly.]

1. In a stupid manner ; with suspension or

inactivity of understanding.
"That space the evil one abstracted stood
From his own evil, and for the time remsin'd

BtiipidlH good." Milton : P. L., ix. 4.
2. Without the exercise of reason or judg-

ment ; foolishly, senselessly.
" How uupidlu soever all his Interpreters would

have Hector (being strooke into a trembling, and al.

most dead) turne about like a wblrlwlude,. Chap,
man: Homer; Iliad, bk. xlv.

Stu'-pid ness, s. [Eng. stupid; -ness.] The

quality or state of being stupid ; stupidity.
" Not limiting his rest by the Insatiable lust of a

sluggish and drowzie ttupidueu." Bp. Boll: Th
Christian.

stu'-pl-fI-er. . [STUPEFIEB.J

*
BtU'-pI-fy, V.t. [STUPEFY.]

fcoil. bo>; poUt, Jdwl; eat, cell, chorus, 90111, bench; go, gem ; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

olajo, -tlaa^shan. -tion, -sion = *U4n ; -flon, -fion = shun, -clous, -tious, -aioua ^ slius. -We, -die, *c- = bel, deL
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Btu'-p6r, s. [Lat., from.sfujo = tube amazed.]
1. Great diminution or cessation of sensi-

bility ; a state in which the faculties are dead-
ened or dazed ; loss or suppression of sense.

"JuiiM tank into tuj<or. which imtlratnl the new
approach of death." JtfuttiH/af : But. Eng., ch. xxv.

2. Intellectual insensibility ; mural dead-
ness ; heedlessness of or inatteutiuu to one's
laterests.

tu'-pdse, a. [Hod. Lat. stuposus, from Lat.

Itvpa (q.v.).J

Sot. : Bearded. Used spec, of the filaments
in the genus Anthericum, &c. [SruPKous.]

Stu'-prate, v.t. [Lnt stupratus, pa. par. of

ttu)<ro=to defile ; stuprum = defilement.] To
ravish, to violate, to debauch.

tu-pra'-tion, . [Lat. stupratio.] [Sru-
PRATE.J The act of ravishing or debauching ;

rape, ylolation.

Stufiraiion must not be drawn into practice,"
Broom. (Kichani>n.)

Stu prum, *. [Lat.]
*

1. Ord. Lang. : Forcible violation of the

person ; rape.

2. Cit'il Law : Every union of the sexes for-

bidden by morality.

Stu -pu-lose, a. [Dimin. from Eng. stupose.]

Hot. : Having shorter and more slender
threads than a stupose surface possesses.

tur -died, a. [Eng. sturdy ; -ed.] Affected
with the disease called sturdy.

tUT'-dl-ly, adv. [Eng. sturdy; -ly.] In a

tunly manner ; lustily, vigorously, stoutly.
"It was a ting, a stag at ten.
Bearing Ms branches tturdily."

Scott : Lady of the La**, IT. K.

Star di-ness, s. [Eng. sturdy ; -ness.] The
quality or state of l*ing sturdy ; lustiness,

rigour, stoutness, obstinacy.

tur-dy, 'stor-die. 'stour dy, *stur-
dl, a. [O. Fr. eslourtli = dulled, amazed,
reckless, pa. par. of estourdir (Fr. etourdir) =
to amaze ; prob. from Lat. torpidus = torpid
(q.v.) ; 8p. sturdir = to stun, to amaze ; Ital.

ttordire.]

1. Rash, reckless, inconsiderate, foolishly
obstinate, stubborn.

" A tturdg, hardened sinner shall advance to the
tmiwt pitch of impiety with leas reluctance than b*

took th first steps. X iterbury. ( Todd. )

2. Robust in body, lusty, vigorous ; strong
*nd stout. (Dryden: Virgil; Georgici. 69.)

8. Stiff, stout, strong. (Milton : P. B.,iv.417.)

4. Characterized by or exhibiting endurance,
strength, or force ; forcible, strong, vigorous.

The tmrdv qualities displayed by the leader of the
fcparatiouUta.

'

Daily Telegraph, June 22, 1886.

sturdy beggar, s. A term occurring in

the Act 14 Eliz., c. 5, and used to distinguish
"beggars able to work" from "beggars im-

potent to serve ;" hence = a vagrant or tramp.
By a statute of the Commonwealth, 1656, "all
and every idle and dissolute persons, vagrant
and wandering from their usual place of living
or abode without sufficient cause or business,
and fiddlers and minstrels," were adjudged
rogues, vagabonds, and sturdy beggars within
the meaning of the Act of Elizabeth. ( English. )

tur-dy, s. [Gael, stuird, stuad, stvirdean=
vertigo, drunkenness, sturdy ; sturdan =
darnel.]

1. Animal Pathol. : A disease in sheep,
marked by a disposition to stagger, sit on
the rump, turn toward one side, stupor, &c.
It is caused by the presence within the brain
of the immature embryo of a species of
tapeworm [CcE.vuRUs], varying in size from
that of a pea to that of a pigeon's egg. It

generally Attacks young sheep under two
years old, and is seldom cured.

2. Bot. : Lolium temulentum, Darnel grass,
which was formerly believed to produce
taggers in the sheep feeding upon it.

Btur -geon, s. [O. Fr. esturgeon, estourgeon,
from stvrionem, accus. of Low Lat tturio = a
turgeon, from O. H. Ger. tturo, sturjo (M. H.

Ger. stiir ; Ger. star) = a sturgeon = lit. a
atirrer, from its habits; O. H. Ger. storen,
ttoeren to spread ; Ger. storen= to trouble,
to disturb, to poke about.] [STIR, .]

Ichthy. : The popular name of any species
f the genus Acipenser (q.v.). The body is

elongated, almost cylindrical, tapering coni-

cally to a heterocercal tail. The skeleton is

cartilaginous ; the skin is covered with bony
scutes in longitudinal rows, between which
are patches naked or furnished only with small

bony scales. The snout is produced far in

front of the mouth, which is situated on the
under side, nnil furnished with barbels. Stur-

geons are distributed over the whole of the
northern hemisphere ; they are mostly anadro-

mous, but some species are confined to fresh
water. On the approach of winter they sink

deep holes in the bottom, whore they crowd
together and remain in a hibernating condition
till the approach of spring. They are among
the largest of freshwater fishes ; and the

larger species reaoh a length of about eighteen
feet; they are extremely voracious, and live

chiefly on worms, spawn, and lisli that feed
on the bottom. They are important as food-
fishes ; the tlesh is white, well-flavoured, and
delicate, resembling veal ; caviare is pre-
pared from their roe, and isinglass from their

swimming-bladders. The best-known species,
is tne Common Sturgeon, Acipenser iturio. The
back is usually a dull reddish, but varies to a
blue or yellowish-gray, belly white, inclining
to silvery, scutes giay. When adult it is from
6 to 10 feet long. It occurs in the Mediterra-

nean, western and northern Europe, and on the
Atlantic coast of the United States. The largest
species is A. huso. It belongs to the Black and
Caspian Seas, and reach as a length of 25 feet
Several species occur in the United States.

They are taken in considerable numbers, the
flesh being eaten and caviaie made. The most
important sturgeon fishery is that of the Volga
and the Caspian Sea in Russia. [BELUGA, 1,
FISH-ROYAL, STERLET.]

" In England the Sturgeon It a royal flah. belonging,
by Act of Parliament uf the reigu of Kdward II., to
the sovereign, except wnere It has been granted by
charter to certain Cori>oratioiis, as at Boston, iu
Lincolnshire." Swfey: frcih-miler Fithet, p. 4 is.

*
Still""-1-6, *. |Lat = a sturgeon (q.v.).

Ichthy. : A lapsed synonym of Acipenser
(q.v.). From this word many authorities have
formed names for groups in their respective
classifications, corresponding more or less

closely to the modern Acipenseridie and Poly-
odontidae. Thus Cuvier employed the French
Sturioniens ; and in Modern Latin there are
Sturiones (Bonaparte), Sturionia (Rafinesque),
Sturionidii' (Swainson), Sturionidese (Richard-
son), and Sturionini (Gravenhorst).

t stnr-l'-d'-nes, . pL [STURIO.]

t stur-i-d'-nl-an, . [Low Lat. tturio = a
sturgeon.] Any individual of the family
Sturiones or Sturionide.

t stiir I -on -I d, . pi. [STURIO.}

sturk, *. [STIRK.]

Btur-nel'-la, . [Mod. Lat, dirain. from
iturnus (q.v.).]

Ornith. : A genus of Icteridse, sub-family
Agelainae, with five species ranging from Pata-

gonia and the Falkland Islands to the middle
of the United States. Body thick, stout ;

legs large, reaching beyond the tail, which is

short and even, with acuminate feathers ; bill

slender, elongate ; nostrils linear, covered by
membranous scale.

stur-nl-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. sturn(us);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ornith. : Starlings ; an Old-world family of
Sturniformes (q.v.). Wings long or moderate,
first primary always short; nostrils oblong,
more or less feathered ; forehead depressed
and broad ; no rictal bristles. Their habits
are generally gregarious, most of them fre-

quenting the ground, where they assemble in

large flocks. There are two sub-familie? :

Buphaginae (confined to the African continent)
and Sturninae (q.v.).

Stur-ni-for -me, s. pi [Mod. Lat sturnus

(q.v.), and Lat. forma = form.]
Ornith. : A sub-order of Passeriformes (q.v.X

with four families : Ploceidse, Arlamidas,
Aland idse, and Stumid* (q.v.).

stiir-m -nae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat stum(us); Lat
fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Stnrnidae (q.v.), a
highly-characteristic Old-World group, ex-

tending to every part of the eastern hemi-

sphere and its islands, and over the Pacific to
the Samoa Islands and New Zealand, but
wholly absent from the mainland of Australia.

They have the characters of the family, and
contain about twenty-eight genera aud 120

species.

Stur-nir'-a, . [A euphonic word, of no sig-

nification, formed by Gray. (Agcusiz.)]

Zool.: A genus of Stenodermata(q.v.). Chin
with three warts in front, margined below
by smaller warts. One species, S. lilium, from
the Neotropical region.

Stur'-nus, s. [Lat. = a starling.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of Stamina
(q.v.), with six species, ranging over the Palae-

arctic region to India and South China in the
winter. Bill as long as head, almost straight,
blunt at tip ; nostrils basal, supernal, partly
overlaid by an operculum ; gape angular, free
from bristles ; feathers of head arid anterior

}>art

of body pointed and elongated ; wings
ong, pointed ; tail short, rectrices diverging
at tip ; tarsus scntellate in front, covered at
side by an undivided plate, forming a sharp
ridge behind ; claws short and moderately
curved. Sturnus vulgaris is the Starling (q. v.ju

Start, v.t. & i. [Sw. stiirta = to vex, to dis-

turb ; Ger. storen.] (Scotch.)

A. Tram. : To vex, to trouble, to molest
B. Intrans. : To startle, to be afraid.

"He was something fturtin?." Burnt: Halloween.

Sturt (1), . [STURT, v.] Trouble, disturbance,
vexation ; heat of temper. (Scotch.)

Sturt (2), . [Etym. doubtful.]

Mining: An extraordinary profit made by
atrilmter by taking the excavation or cutting
of a course of ore at a high price.

Stur'-tion, *. [A corruption of nasturtium

(q.v.).].

*
Stilt, stutte, v.t. [I eel. stauta = to beat^
to read stutteiingly.] To stutter (q.v.).

" He hath All wno's Imperfection too,
Ami ttu.lt wheu be is vehemently moved."

Munton : What You IfUl

Stfit'-ter, v.i. & t. [A frequent, from stut

(q.v.); Dut stotteren ; Low Ger. stotern ; Ger.

stottern.]

A. Intrans. : To stammer ; to hesitate in
the articulation of words.

" He had stood trembling, ttu'ttrinff. calling for his
confessor." Jlacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

B. Trans. : To utter in a stuttering manner}
to stammer out

"The nonsense ttuttered by the tipsy nobles of tbs)

empire.
"

Jtaciiuluy: Mitt. Eng., ch. xviiL

Stiit'-ter, *. [Eng. stut; -er.]

*1. One who stutters ; a stutterer.

"Many ttuttert are very cholerick, choler inducing a
dryuess in the tongue." Bacon : Nat. EM., i 380.

2. A stammerer in speaking.

stttt'-ter-er, *. [Eng. stutter, \. ; -er.] On
who stutters : a stammerer.

" Stutterers use to stammer more when the rind U
in that hole." EoweU : Lttteri. bk. xxvii.. let i.

stut -ter-mg, pr. par., a., & s. [STUTTER, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. pai-ticip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : A hesitation in speaking, in
which there is a spasmodic and uncontrollable

repetition of the same syllable ; stammering
(q.v.).

Stuf-ter-ing-ljf, adv. [Eng. stuttering; -ly.}

In a stutteriug manner ; with a stutter.

sty (l),
*
stie,

*
sti,

*
stye, s. [A.s. stigo =

a stye ; cogn. with Icel. stia, sti = a sty ;

smnsti = a s\vine-sty ; Dan. sti ; Sw. *fui ; O.
Sw. stia, stiga ; Sw. dial, sti, steg ; Dut svyn-
ttijge ; Ger. steige ; O. H. Ger. stiga,]

L A pen or inclosure for swine.
" Each friend you seek ID yon enclosure lie*,

All lost tbeir form, anil habitants of tties"

rope : Homer; Odyuey x. Ml
8. A dirty, mean, or filthy place ; a hoveL
"There could not be equality between men who

lived In houses and men who lived iu Kiel." Macau-
lav : Silt. Eng.. ch. vi.

3. A place of debauchery.
"The houses of Calderon's stately and hign-!pirltd

Castilian gentlemen becaiuettiei of vice."Mncaulaf:
Bift, Eng., ch. ill.

Sty (2), Stye, *. (A contract, of

swelling, rising, properly pres. part, of stigan
= to rise, to climb. The full form was stigend

edge = swelling eye, which was corrupted into

styany, which was afterwards mistaken for

fite, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, cameL her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p5t

or, wore, W9lf, work, who, sin; mute, cub, cure, volte, our, rule, fall; try, Syrian. , ce = e; ey = a; qu = Isw.
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Ky on eye ; Low Ger. strig, stige ; Norw. stig,
Iti, stigje, from stiga = to rise.) A small in-

flammatory tumour of the nature of a boil on
the edge of the eyelid, most frequently near
the inner angle of the eye.

ty (1), tU. [STY (1), .] To shut np in or as
ill a sty. " Hare you ity me

In this hard rock, while you do keep from me
The rest of the island." Slunkei>. : Tempat, L 1

ty (2),
*
Stle,

*
Stye, v.i. [ A.S. stigan ; Ger.

steigen ; Dut. stijen ; Icel. stiga ; 8w. stiga ;
Dan. stige.] [STAIR.] To mount.

"
Thought with bis wings to sti/r above the ground."

Slimier : f. O,., I xi. 25.

sty'-an, s. [STY (2), s.J

sty'-ca, s. [A.S. stic, stye.] An Anglo-Saxon
coin, value half a farthing. It was princi-
pally, if not wholly, coined in the kingdom
of Northumberland.

ty'-cer-ine. *. [Eng. sty(ryl), and (gly)-

cerine.]

Chem. : C9HI2O3 = C6fiyCH(OH)-CH(OH)-
Ca^OHX Phenyl glycerine. A trivalent

alcohol, obtained by heating a mixture of
styryl tribromide and water for eight or ten
hours. It is very soluble in water and alcohol,
and on evaporation is left as a gummy mass.

Stye, 3. [STY (2), s.]

tye, v.i. [STY (2), t>.]

Styg'-i-an, a. [Lat. Stygius, from Styx; Or.
2-rvf (Stux), genit. Snryos (Stugos) = the Styx,
from o-rvye'w (stuqed) = to hate.] Pertaining
to Styx, a river of hell, over wliich the shades
of the dead were ferried by Charon ; hence,
hellish, infernal
" Whose Stygian throats breath e darkness all day long.*

Cooper : Talk, iii. 7S8.

ty-gSg'-en-ej, . [Gr. 2rvf (Stux), genit
Sri/yds (Stugos) the Styx (q.v.), and ytwdia
(gennao) = to produce. Named from their

supposed volcanic abode.)

Ichthy. : A genus of Hypostomatina [SiLO-
BID.IE], the prenadttlas of the natives. They
are small Siluroids, abundant in the lakes
and torrents of the Andes, and have attracted
considerable attention from the fact that
Humboldt adopted the popular belief that
they live in subterranean waters within the
bowels of the active volcanoes in the Andes,
and are ejected with streams of mud and
water during eruptions, though he considered
it singular that they were not cooked when
vomited forth from craters or other openings.
The explanation of their appearance during
volcanic eruptions is that they are killed by
the sulphuretted gases escaping during an
eruption, and swept down by the torrents of
water issuing from the volcano.

Btyl a-gal-ma' ic, o. [Gr. orvAos (stulos)=
a pillar, and ayaAfia ((tgalma) = an image.]

Arch. : Performing the office of a column :

as, a stylagahnaic figure. Used also substan-

tively of a figure performing the office of a
column.

tyl'-ar. a. [Eng. styl(e); -or.] Of or per-
taining to a style ; stilar.

tyl-&S -ter, s. [Gr. crrvAo? (stulos)= a pillar,
and ao-njp (aster) = a star.]

Zool. : The type-genus of Stylasteridse (q.v.),

formerly classed with the Corals, and made
a genus of Oculini.iee.

tyl-Sa'-ter-Id, s. [STYLASTKRiDye.] Any
individual of the family Stylasteridse (q.v.).

tyl-aa-teV-I-dw, s. pi. [Mod. Lat styl-
aster: Lat fern. pi. adj. sufT. -idee.]

Zool. <t Palaeont. : A family of Hydroeoral-
line, with several genera, living principally
at considerable depths in the warmer seas.
The skeleton is a branched calcareous struc-
ture, with cup-like depressions, each with a
central chamber, surrounded by secondary
chambers, separated from each other by short
partitions. The colony consists of two sets
of zooids, the perfect ones inhabiting the
central chambers, whilst the smaller ones are
occupied by imperfect zooids, resembling
tentacles in appearance. The cavities of the
zooids communicate by canals in the skeleton,
and the reproductive organs are in the form
of fixed sporosacs, developed within sac-like
cavities in the skeleton. One fossil genus,
Distichopora, from the Tertiary of France.

Styl -ate, a. [Eng. style (2) ; -ate.]

Bot. : Having a persistent style.

Style (1), stile (1), . [Fr. stile, style, from Lat
stilus = an iron-pointed pen used for writing
on wax-tablets, a manner of writing. From
the same root as sting, stimulus, stigma, &c. ;

Sp. & Port, estilo; Ital. stile.]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. A piece of iron or other material pointed

at one end, used by the ancients for writing
by sciatching on wax tablets. The other end
was made blunt and smooth, and was used to
make erasures. Hence,

2. A hard point for tracing, in manifold
writing.

3. A pointed tool used in graving.
4. Manner of writing with regard to lan-

guage ; the peculiar manner in which a person
expresses his ideas or conceptions ; the parti-
cular mode or form of expressing ideas iu

language wliich distinguishes one writer or
speaker from another; the distinctive manner
of writing characteristic of each author, or of
each body of authors, allied as belonging to
the same school, country, or epoch.

"Though an author's plan should be faultless, and
his stury ever so well conducted, yet If he be feeble, or
flat iu *tylt, destitute of a..ecting scenes, and deficient
in poetical colouring, he can have no success." Btair :
JChttoric, lect. 10.

5. Mode of presentation, especially in music
or any of the fine ails ; characteristic or pecu-
liar mode of developing an idea oraccomplish-
ing a result ; the peculiar manner in which an
artist expresses his ideas ; it is exhibited in
his choice of form sand mode of treating them,
and is determined in different ways, according
to the changes of thought at different times
and stages of its development. Besides the
individual style, there is also a national style :

as, The Egyptian, the Grecian styles of archi-
tecture. Each of the various branches of art
has its peculiar style : as, the epic, lyric, and
dramatic styles of poetry; the historical and
the landscape styles of painting, &c.

"In quiet poems of simple narrative, where there
-re no sneakers or scenery to set oft the words, the
forcible ityle of tbe drama might interfere with the
unity of the poem, by attracting to the words the in-
terest that should be concentrated on the narrative ;

and here a simple ayle may be desirable. Thus |>oetic
ttyle may be rouelily divided into (i) the elevated, (2)
the graceful, (3) the forcible, (4) the simple." Abbott t
Seeley: Jinglith Latoiufor Engliih People, 845.

6. The peculiar manner or mode of action
characteristic of a performer of an art : as,
the style of rowing of an oarsman, a batsman's
style in cricket, a bad style of walking, &c.

7. External manner or fashion. Manner
deemed elegant and appropriate in social de-
meanour ; fashion : as, An entertainment is

given in style.

8. Phrase of address or appellation ; formal
or official designation ; title.

H. Technically:

1. Arch. : A particular character as to the
general artistic idea prevailing a building: as,
the Gothic or Norman styles. [ARCHITECTURE. ]

2. Chron. : The method of reckoning time
with reference to the Julian and Gregorian
calendars, Old Style being founded on the
former and New Style on the latter. The
Julian Calendar (q.v.) prevailed in Europe to
A.D. 1582. Pope Gregory XIII. published the

Gregorian Calendar [CALENDAR, II. 3] enacting
that ten days should be deducted from the
year 1582 by calling the day which by the
Juli.in Calendar would have been Oct 5, Oct.

15, 1582. The alteration took place that same
day in Spain, Portugal, and part of Italy. In
France and Lorraine the change was made on
Dec. 10 [20|; in Holland, Brabant, Flanders,
Artois, and Hainault on Dec. 15 [25], of the
same year. In Switzerland the Roman Catho-
lics adopted the new style in 1583 or 1584, as
did those of German) in 1584. The Danes did
so in 1582, the Poles in 158(5, the Hungarians
in 1587, the German Protestant city of Mar-
burg in Feb. 1(582, the States of Utrecht on
Dec, 1 (12), 1700, the other German Protest-
ants about the same date. Till 1751 both
the Julian, or Old Style, and the practice
of commencing the legal year on March 25
subsisted in England. But by 24 Geo. II.,
c. 23, it was enacted :

1. That throughout all Bis Majesty's dominions in
Euro]*. Asia, Africa, and America the sunpuUtioa
according to which the yer of our Lord Degan on
March 25 slmll not be used after the hut day of Decem-
ber. 1751, mid that the first day of January next
following sball be reckoned as the first day of the
year 1TS5, and so on In all future }*'.

2. That .... the natural day next Immediately

following September I, IMS. shall be called andreckouedas the fourteenth day of September, omittingthe eleven intermed ute nominal days.
3. That the several years of our Lord 1800 19

1100. 2200. 48UO ---- shall not be deenled bUsextiU
leap years . . . aud that the ye*r oi our Lord

The difference between the Old and New
Styles was progressive. Up to 1(599 it was
only ten days, after 1700 it was eleven, and
alter 1800 twelve days. Th year 1751 had no
January, February, March 1-24, and Septem-
ber had only nineteen days. (Nicola*: Chron.
of Hint.).

3. Surg. : A pointed surgical instrument ; a
probe.

f For the difference between style and dio-
Uon, see DICTION.

H (1) Juridical styles :

Scots Law: The jiarticular forms of ex-
pression and arrangement necessary to be ob
served in formal deeds and instruments.

(2) Style of a court :

Law : The practice observed by any court
in its way of proceeding.

Style (2),
* stile (1), . [Lat. stylus, fromGr.

OTUAOS (stulos) = a pillar, a post.]
1. Bot. : The part of a pistil intermediate in

position between the germen or ovary below
and the stigma above. It is considered to l>e
an elongation ofthe ovary, and morphologically
the upper narrow part of acarpellary leaf sup-
porting the stigma. It is not more essential
to a pistil than a petiole is to a leaf, and in
fact is often absent It may be taper or thick,
is generally terete, but may be angular, or
thin, flat, and coloured. Sometimes it is con-
tinuous with, and at others articulated with
the ovary ; as a rule it, arises from the apex, tint

occasionally from the sides of the latter. Its
surface is generally smooth, but in Composite.
niostCampaimlaceee, &c., it is densely covered
with hairs called collectors, which in Lobolcse
become an indusium (q.v.). Sometimes styles
so completely cohere that they look like one
style with a plurality of stigmas. In fully
describing the styles of a plant mention should
be made of their number, length, liguie, sur-
face, direction, and proportion.

2. Dialling : The gnomon of a sun-dial.

*
Style (3), *. [STILE.]

Style v.t. [STYLE (l), s.] To entitle, to name,
to designate, to denominate.

"In this tract of Gloucestershire (where to this day
many places are ityled vineyards). Drai/ton: fair

Styl'-et, . [A dimin. of style (1), s., or
contract, of stiletto (q.v.).]

1. Ord, Lang. : A style, or stiletto.

2. Surg. : A probe.

Style'-wort, s. [Eng. style (2), and wort.]

Botany :

1. The genus Stylidinm (q.v.),

2. (Pi.) The Stylidiacese (Limiley.).

sty lid-i-a'-9o- SB, a. rl. [Mod. Lat rfy.

lldi(um) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : Styleworts ; an order of Epigynow
Exojrens, alliance Cam panales. Herbs or under-
shrubs ; the hairs, if present, sometimes glan-
dular ; leaves scattered, sometimes whorled,
exstipulate, entire, their margins naked or
ciliated. Pedicels of the flowers generally
with three bracts; calyx superior, with two to
six divisions, two-lipped or regular, persistent ;

corolla monopetalous, its limb generally ir-

regular, with five to six divisions. Stamens
two, filaments connate with the style into a
longitudinal column ; ovary with two, rarely
with one cell, many-seeded. Fruit caps dar.

Swamp plants, chiefly from Australia. Known
genera five, species 121. (Liudley.)

Sty-lld'-l-ttm, . fMod. Lat, dimin. from
Gr. o-TuAos (sti'lot) = a pillar. So named be-

cause the stamens and style are united.]

Bot. : Stylewort ; the typical genus of Sty-
lidiaceae. Beautifid little plants with red,

pink, violet, white, or yellow flowers, occur-

ring in Australia and India. Many are culti-

vated iu greenhouses.

StyT-I-form, a. [Eng. style (1), s., .

Having the shape of or resembling a style,

pin, or pen ; sty loid.

boll, boy; pout, j6wl; cat, fell, chorus, shin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expe .t, Xcnophon, exist, ph = C
Clan, -tian = sham* -tion, -don = shun ; -(ton, -flon

= zhon, -cious, -tious, -sious - sHua. -blc, die, ic. = bel, deL
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ty li na. s. [Mod. Lat., from Lat. stylus.]

[STYLE (i), .]

Paluoit : Tb typical genus of Btylitiaceae

(q.v ). From the Oolite.

ty - lln - a -
96

-
. s. [Hod. Lat itylin(a) ;

Lat ft-m. pi. adj. sutT. -octet.}

Zoo!. A Palceont. : A sub-family of Astrteidte.

Most of the species have a styliforru coin-
mella. Mesozoic and Tertiary, with one recent

geuus.

tyl -ine, a. [Eng. style (2), s. ; -<*.]

or. : Of or pertaining to a style.

tyl in -6-don. *. [Gr. <rri)Aos (st-ulos) = a

pillar; Is (is) genit iros (inos) = a fibre, and
uff. -odon. (Scudder.)] [STYUNODOKTID.*.]

tyl in 6-don -ti-d89. s. pi. [Mod. Lat
ttylinoilon, genit stylinodont(is); Lat fern,

pi. adj. suff. -ute.]

PnicEOfU. . A family of Marsh's Tillodontia

(q.v.), with two genera, Stylinodon and Drypt-
odon, from the Middle Eocene of North
America. Dental formula, I. j, c. }, P.M. j,

M. | ( x 2) = 40. The four central incisors in

each jaw are small ; but the outer ones are

bugu and compressed, faced with enamel, and

growing from persistent pulps ; the molars
and ure-molars are rootless and cylindrical,
and the canines are smalL

ty- 11-6' -la, s. (Mod. Lat, dimin. from Lat
stylus = a stake, a pale. J

Zool. & Palceont. : A sub-genus of Cleodora

(q.v.), with representatives m the Tertiary.

ty-lis -cus, . [Or. <rrvAi<r(tos (stuliskos) (1)= a pillar, (2) part of a surgical instrument]
Dot. : The channel which passes from the

stigma through the style into the ovary.

tyl'-Iah, a. [Eng. style(l),s.;-ish.\ Fashion-
able in style or form ; in or according to the
fashion ; showy. (Colloq.)

" The cock should be ttylii* M possible of whatever
breed." SmiOuun : Uteful Book/or Farmer*, p. 66.

tyl Ish-ly, adv. [Eng. stylish; -ly.] In a
stylish manner; fashionably, showily. (Colloq.)

" The defendant, a tty/feMy-dreraed young man."
Daily Telegraph, Aug. 15, 1885.

tyT ish-ness, s. [Eng. stylish ; -nest.] The
quality or state of being stylish, fashionable,
or showy. (Colloq.)

tyl -1st, s. [Eng. style (1), s. ; 4st.} A writer
or speaker who is careful in his style ; a
master or critic of style.

memory." Evening Standard, Dec. 31, 1881.

h

Btyl-Ist -Ic, o. & . [Eng. styled), s. ; -istte.]

A, As adj. : Of or relating to style.

B. As substantive :

1. The art of forming a good style in

writing.

2. A treatise on style.

tyl-ite, . [Gr. trr\i-nK(stuKtes), from orvAos
(stvlos) = a pillar, a post.]

Eccles. Hist. (PI.) : A class of anchorites in
the early Church who took up their alKxie on
lofty pillars, where the limited space obliged
them to stand continually, protected only at
the sides by lattice-work or railing, and ex-

posed to the open sky. Their position was an
attempt to realize the two fundamental ideas
of Christian asceticism: separation from the
things of earth, and aspiration after those of
heaven. The first Stylite was Simeon, the
Syrian (A.D. 390-459), who commenced this

nyxle of life near Antioch, al'out A.D. 420, on a
pillar six or seven cubits, the height of which
was repeatedly increased, till at last it was
thirty-six feet high. His life was one of great
austerity. After his death the Stylites became
numerous, and peculiar privileges were ac-
corded to them. This method of penance
was confined to the East ; Gregory of Tours
mentions one Stylite in the district of Treves,
but adds that the Gallic bishop caused bis
pillar to be destroyed. [STONE-WORSHIP.]

, pref. [Gr. orvAp* (stuJos)= a pillar, a
post.] Pillar-like; having processes or pro-
jections resembling small pillars ; specif., in

anatomy, of, belonging to, or attached to the
Btyloid process of the temporal bone, as the
fytohyofd muscle and ligament

styl 6-bit, t styl -6-bite. t. [STYLOBATE.]
A/in. : The same as GEHLENITE (q.v.).

styl -6- bate, *. [Lat. stylobates, stylobata,
from Gr. oTvAo/3a-n)s (.itulobatts), Irom o-rvAos

(stuios) = a piliur, and /Sanjs- (balls) = one who
treads, from /SCU'MI (found) = to go ; Fr. stylo-

bat*.]

Arch. : The substructure of a Greek temple
below the columns, sometimes formed of three

steps, which were continued round the peri-
style, and sometimes of walls raised to a con-
siderable height, in which case it was ap-
proached by a flight of steps at one end.

tyl-o-ba'-tl-o'n, *. [STYLOBATE.]
Arch. : The pedestal of a column.

t tyl'-A-bite, . [STYLOBAT.]

sty -169 -er as, s. [Pref. stylo-, and Or. po

(fcems) = a horn ; so called because the styles,
which are persistent, resemble horns.]

Bot. : An American genus of Hippomanex.
Leaves b'ke those of the cherry laurel ; fruit

globose, said to be eatable.

sty-loch' -i-dn, *. pi. [Mod. Lat, from pref.
stylo-, and Gr. o^ot (ocfcos)= anything which
holds or bears.]

Zool. : A family of Dendrocoela (q.v.). They
are swimming animals, having two small ten-
tacles with eyes on them, as well as others
on the head. They exist on the gulf-weed,
and swim in a rapid and sinuous manner to
attack their prey.

tyl'-o-don, *. [STYLODONTID.S.]
Palceont. : A genus of small Polyprodont

Marsupials, found in the Middle Purbeck beds.

Styl 6 don -tl dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., from
pref. stylo-, and Gr. oiows (odovs), genit MoVi-os

(odontos) = a tooth.]

Palceont. : A family of Ganoid Fishes, with
a single genus, Tetragonolepsis, from the
Lias. Body rhombic or ovate ; vertebrae not
completely ossified ; termination of vertebral
column homocercal ; fins with fulcra ; maxillary
in a single piece ; jaws with several rows of

teeth, the outer ones equal, styliform ; dorsal
fins very long, extending to caudal ; branchio-

stegals many. (Giintlier.) In some classitica-

cations this genus is placed with the Dapedidta,
and in others with the Py cnodoutidae,

Styl 6 graph Ic, styl 6 graph -Ic aLa.
[Eng. stylograph(y) ; -ic, -ical.] Of or pertain-
ing to stylography ; used in stylography :

as, a stylographic pen or inciL

stylographlc pen, s. A pen of modern
invention, in which the ink is contained in a
reservoir forming the body of the j>en, and
flows through a minute aperture in a point
resembling that of a style, through which
plays a fine wire. Replaced by the fountain pen.

tyl-O^graph'-IC-al-ly, adv. [Eng. stylo-

graphical; -ly.] In a stylographic manner;
by means of stylography.

Sty-ldg'-ra-phy, *. [Lat stylus = a style,
and Gr. ypafytu (grapho)=.to write.] The art
of tracing with a style ; a method of drawing,
engraving, or writing with a style on cards or
tablets.

styl-6 hy : oid, o. [Pref. stylo-, and Eng.
%oid(q.v.).]
Anat. : Pertaining to the styloid and hyoid

processes.

Styl -Sid, a. [Gr. <rni\ot (shtZo*)= a pillar,
and etios (eidos) = form, resemblance.)

1. Anat. : Pillar-like. There is a styloid
process of the radius, one of the temporal
bone, and one of the ulna.

2. Arch. : A descriptive term applied to

small, columnar projections.

Styl -6 lite, s. [Pref. stylo-, and Gr. Atfos

(lithos) = & stone.]

Petrol. : A name given to certain columnar
formations in limestones, dolomites, and
marls, standing at right angles to the strati-

fication, like "cone -in -cone" structure.

They are probably due to crystallizing action.

styl-o-mas'-toid, o. [Pref- *tyto-t and Eng.
mastoid (q.v.).]

Anat. : Pertaining to the styloid and mastoid
processes. There is a stylomastoid artery and
foramen.

-lar^y, a. [Pref. stylo-, and
Eng. mtuillary (q.v).J

Anat. : Of or pertaining to the styloid pro-
cesses and the jaw. There is a stylomuxillar*
ligumunt

ty-lSm'-e'-ter, *. [Gr. O-TOA..? (stuios) =* a
pillar, and Eng. meter.] An instrument for

measuring columns.

sty -lo-nych'-i-a, . [Pref. stylo-, and Gr.
bw (onux), genit aw\<n (onnchos) = a claw.]
ZooL : A genus of Oxytrichidse, with four

species, living in salt, fresh, and stagnant
water. Animalcules free-swimming, persistent
in shape, encuirassed, ovate or elliptical, with
hooks and setae at the margin of the styles.

ty- loph'-dr-us, *. [Pref. stylo-, and Or.
4>op6f (phoros) = bearing.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Trachypterida; (q.v.),
with a single species, Stylnphorus chordatut,
of which only one example is known. Length
about eleven inches ; veutrals absent ; tail

terminating in a very long, cord-like append-
age. It was obtained between Cuba and
Martinique, and has been transferred from the
museum of the Royal College of Surgeons.
London, to the British Museum (Nat. Hist)
South Kensington.

ty lop -I-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat stylop(s);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -id(r..]

Entom. : An aberrant family of Coleoptera,
parasitic on hytnennpterous insects. The
females are viviparous, apterous, and larvi-

form, liring permanently in the bodies of their
hosts ; tin! males are winged and active, and
live but a few hours, solely to propagate their
kind. The mouth-organs of the latter are rudi-

mentary ; head shortaml broad, with curiously-
forked antemix; wings membranous and much
expanded ; the elytra do not serve as wing-
covers, but are reduced to slender appendages
which, in dried specimens become twisted,
whence the name of the oixler in which they
are sometimes placed. [STREPSIPTERA.] The
females are very prolific, each hatching within
her body many thousands of eggs, and the
larvae escape from a hole in a part of the
parent projecting from the abdomen of the
host. The family is widely distributed, and
contains three genera : Stylops, Xeuos, and
Helechthrus.

t Btyr-d-pSd, styl-d-po'-dl-fim, . [Pret
stylo-, and Gr. irons (pous), genit. irofios (podos)= a foot]

Bot. : Hoffman's name for the disk in
Umbelliferae, which is dilated, and covers the
whole summit of the ovary.

styl ops, s. [Gr. o-rCAo? (stuios) a pillar, and
oi^is (opsis) = appearance.)

Entom. : The type-genus of Stylopidse (q.r.).

Eight species are British.

*
styl -6-spbre, 5. [Pref. stylo-, and Or.
o-TTopo; (sporos) = a seed.]

Bot. (PL): Tulasne's name for the naked
spores in certain fungals.

Styl 6 ste mon, . [Pref. stylo-, and Or.

cririiiiav (stemon) = a warp or woof.] [STAMEN.]
Bot. : An epigynous stamen.

Styl 6-te-gi urn, styl 6 ste -gl ura, .

[Pref. stylo-, and Gr. riyos (tegos), vrrjyos (stt-

gos) = a roof.]

Bot. : The whole mass of a corona (q.v.),
as in Stapelia. Called also Orbiculus and
Saccus.

tyr-6-typ, tyl-i-typ'-ite, . [Pref.

stylo-, and Gr. TVJTO* (tupps)
= form ; Sp. eaftu-

tillo = a small tube or pipe.]

Min. : An orthorhombic mineral occurring
in columnar crystals in Copiapo, Chili. Hard-
ness, 3'0 ; sp. gr. 479 ; lustre, metallic :

colour and streak, black. Compos. : sulphur,
24'9; antimony, 31'6; copper, 28*2; silver,
8*0 ; iron, 7

-

3 = 100, which yields the formula

3(Cu,Ag,Fe)S + 86283.

Styl-us, ?. [Lat] [STYLE (1), i.J

ty-phSl'-l-a, s. [Gr. orv^tAos (stuphelos)
= close, solid, hard, rough. Named from the
habit of the plant]

Bot. : The typical genus of Stypheliese.
Beautiful Australian and Tastnanian shrubs,
with scattered, oblong or lanceolate leaves,
and drooping red or green flowers. Some are

fat, fire, Amidst, what, {all, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir. marine; go,
or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; mate, cab, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian. SB, 09 = e; ey = a; qu =
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cultivated in British greenhouses. Styphelia
eultceiuiens. a small, prostrate shrub, has a
cranberry-like fruit which is sometimes euten.

ty phell e as, s. ^ [Mod. Lat styphelUa);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.}

Rot. : A tribe of Epacridacee, having a one-
sided ovary and fruit.

typh'-nlc, a. [Eng. styptic); j*()n(9;
and suit'. -1C.) Derived from phenol, and
possessing astringent properties.

styphnic-acid, s. [OXYPICRIC-ACID.]

styph no 16 -bi-um, *. [Or. <rrv$o* (stuphos)= astringent, sour, and Ao/3o (lobos) & lobe.]

Bot. : A synonym of Sophora (q.v.).

tjfp'-ter-ite, *. [Or. trrunrtpla (stupteria)=
an alum, an astringent salt ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : The same as ALUNOOEN (q. v.).

t#p'-tlc,
*
styp'-tlck, o. & . [Pr. ttyptique,

from Lat. stypticus; Gr. OTVITTIKOS (stuptikos)= astringent, from <rru<*> (stupho)= to con-
tract, to draw together.]

A. As adjective :

*
1. Astringent ; producing contraction.

" Fruits of trees and shrub* contain phlegm, oil, and
an essential salt, by which they are sharp, sweet,
lour, or itypticfc."Arbuthnot: On Allmenti.

2. Having the quality of stopping haemo-
rrhage ; stopping the bleeding of a wound.

" The wound may be dressed with some ttuvtic and
antiseptic agent." field, March 6, 18M.
*
3. Restrictive.

"That ityfilie tHrgery which thelawt
Keaion of Chun-h Government.

"~Mttton:

B. As substantive :

*
1. An astringent.

2. A medicine or preparation employed for
the purpose of stopping the flow of blood
from a wound, Ac.

IT Styptics are of three kinds : chemical, as
ft saturated solution of alum or sulphate of
ne ; vital (increasing the vital powers), as

acetic acid, which also acts chemically ; and
mechanical, as the employment of a sponge
tent.

styp'-tlc-al, a. [Eng. styptic; <&) The
same as STYVric, A. (q.v.X

typ - tl -
cite, s. [Eng. styptic; suit -ite

(JrtnOJ
Min. : A mineral occurring in mamillary

aggregations of delicate fibres, in Copia|>o,
Chili, and also in the department of Card,
France. Hardness, 1-5 to 2; sp. gr. 1'84;
lustre, silky ; colour, straw-yellow. Compos. :

sulphuric acid, 29'30; sesquioxide of iron,
85-15; water, 35-55 = 100, which yields the
formula 3Fe2O35SO3 + 27HO. Known also
under the name Fibroferrite.

Styp-tl9'-I-ty, *. [Eng. styptic; -ity.] The
quality or state of being styptic.

" Cathartics of mercurials precipitate the viscidities
by their ttypticiiy, and mix with all animal acids."
Flayer: On Contumpcion.

etyr a-ca'-9e-89, sty-ra'-ce-, . pi
| Moil. Lat. styrax, genit. *tyraa(is); Lat. fern,

pi. adj. suff. -acece, -ece.]

Bot. : Storaxworts ; an order of Perigynons
Exogens, tribe Rhamnales. Trees or shrubs
with alternate, generally toothed, exstipular
leaves ; flowers axillary, solitary, or clustered,
with scale-like bracts ; hairs often stellate ;

calyx with four or five divisions, imbricated,
persistent ; corolla monopetalous, its divisions
o,^n ditferent from those of the calyx, imbri-
cated in aestivation ; stamens definite or in-
definite ; pollen broadly elliptical ; style
simple; stigma capitate; ovary generally
inferior, with two to five cells, each with two
or an indefinite number of seeds. Found in
various parts of the tropics. Known genera
six, sperms 115. (Lindley.)

Styr -a-$In, s. [Lat styrax, genit styrac(is);

-i.] [UlXXYL-CIXXAMATE.]

styr a col, styr'-a-cone, . [Eng.ityrw
(in); -ol, -one.} [CINNYLIOALOOHOL.)

Styr ax, *. [STORAX.J
Bot. : Storax ; the typical genus of Btyra-

cacese(q.v.). Calyx campanula te, five-toothed,
persistent ; corolla monopetalous, deeply
three to seven cleft ; stamens ten, united at
this base ; anthers linear, two-celled ; style
simple ; stigma thrce-lobed ; ovary superior ;

ovules indefinite; fruit a drupe. Elegant
trees and shrubs, mostly with stellate hairs,
entire leaves, and racemes of white or cream-
coloured flowers. Found in the wanner parts
of America and Asia ; one is European and
one African. Styrax officinale, a tree from
fifteen to twenty feet high, has ovate leaves,
shining above, downy beneath, longer than
the racemes, which are simple, and consist of
five or six flowers. It is a native of Syria,
Greece, and Italy. It furnishes storax (q.v.),
which exudes and hardens in the air when the
bark is wounded. S. Benzoin is the Benja-
min Storax, or Gum-Benjamin tree. It lias

ovate, oil long, pointed leaves, glabrous above,
downy beneath, only a trifle longer than the
racemes, which are compound. It is found
in Sumatra, Java, and the Malay Archipelago
generally, and produces benzoin (q.v.). S. re-

ticulata, S. ferruginea, and S. aurea yield a
gum used as incense. Among other American
species are S. grandiflorus, S. lavigatus, and
S. pulverulentus. S. serratulum, and S. vir-

gatum, small trees, natives of Bengal, yield
gum, but of inferior quality.

Styr -I-an, a. & . [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to Styria, a
province of Austria.

B. As subst. : A native of Styria.

Slyf-cX styr-6-lene, s. [Eng. styriax),
and (alcoh)ol; suff. -ene.] [CINXAMKXE.J

Styr -one, *. [Eng. styr(ax); -one.] [CiN-
NYLIC-ALCOHOL.]

StyV-on-yl, . [Eng. styron(e); -yl.]

Chem. : A compound radical consisting of

phenyl, CeH8,
and ethyl, C2H 5 .

styronyl-alcohoL s.

Chem. . C8H10 = C6 H4(C2H5)OH. Pri-

mary phenethyl alcohol. Obtained hy the
action of potassic hydrate on styronyl chlor-
ide. It boils at 225.

styronyl chloride, *.

Chem. : CaHgCl. A liquid produced by the
action of chlorine on boiling ethyl-benzene.
It cannot be distilled without decomposition.

StyV-yl, *. [Eng. styr(ax); -yl.] [CINNYLIC-
ALCOHOL.]

Styr-yl'-a-mine, *. [Eng. styryl, and amine.]

Chem,.. C9H11N= C
9J[9|.N.

Cinnylamine.

A base produced by heating to 100, in a sealed

tul>e, a mixture of styrylic chloride, ammonia,
and absolute alcohol. It forms small, colour-
less crystals, which readily melt to a yellowish
oil, is slightly soluble in water, very soluble
in ether.

Styr-yl'-Ic, a. [Eng. styryl; -ic.] Contained
in or derived from styryl.

styrylie -alcohol, s. [CINNYLIC-ALCO-
EOL.]

styrylic-chloride, s.

Chem. : CjHgCL A light yellow oil, obtained

by passing dry hydrochloric acid gas into

crystallized styrylic alcohol, heating the pro-
duct to 100, and washing with dilute soda-

ley. It smells of anise oil, remains liquid at

19, and cannot l- >
I (stilled, even in vacuum,

without decomposition.

styrylic-oxide, .

Chem. : (C^H^O. A light yellow, viscid

oil, produced by the action of boric anhydride
on styrylic alcohol. It has the odour of cin-

namon, is heavier than water, and is partly
decomposed by distillation.

gtyr -yl-ine, s. [Eng. styryl ; -in*.}

Chem. : CgHjjN. Chiozza's name for a base
which he obtained by treating metastyrol
with ammonium sulphide.

Stythe, *. [Etym. doubtful. Perhaps con-
nected with stifle (q.v.).]

Mining : Choke-damp, or carbonic-acid gas.

styth'-y, s. * r.. [STITHT.J"

Styx,*. [Or.] [STYGIAN.)
Class. Mjithol. : The principal river of the

lower regions, which it encompassed seven
times. It hud to be cross-tl by the shades of

the departed in passing to the region of spirits.

su-a-bll'-l-ty, *. [Eng. suable; -ttj/.l The
quality or state of being suable ; liability to

be sued ; the state of being subject by law to
Civil uiocexs.

su-a-ble, a. [Eng. sv(e); -able.] Capable of
being sued; liable to be sued; subject by
law to civil process.

"suade (u as w), v.t. [Lat. suadeo.] To
persuade.

"
Flee thee 111 ruxidlng pleasure's baits untrue."

Orimoald, in 1'uttel's Sonytt.

, *. [Arabic siwed = a kind of sea
blite (see deO-J

Bot. : Sea-blite ; a genus of Chenopodiacese.
Saline herbs or shrubs with semi-cylindrical
leaves ; flowers generally perfect, with two
bracts at the base ; calyx five-partite, without
appendages or a wing at the back, olten
fleshy. Stamens five ; style none ; stigmas
usually three ; utricle enclosed in the calyx.
Seed lenticular, crustaceous. Known species
about thirty-three; from salt-marshes and
aea-ehores. Two of them are ixumda. marUuna,
the Annual, and S. fruticosa, the Shrubby Sea-
blite ; the first has two and the second has
three styles. The first is an annual with the
flowers generally solitary ; it is smaller than
the other Bpecle*, and more common on the
European sea-shores. S. fruticosa, 8. tndico,
and S. midijlora are found on the shores of
India ; their ashes furnish alkali.

* suage (u as w),
* swage, v. t. [An abbrev.

of assuage (q.v.).] To assuage.
" But wicked wrath had some so farre enraged.
As by no ineanes theyr malice could be swaged."

Oatcoignc: fruitetof War-re.

SU'-ant, SU'-ent, o. [O. Fr. suant, suiant,
pr. par. of suire = to follow.] [SUE.] Even,
uniform ; spread equally over the surface.

(Amer.)

, adv. [Eng. suant; -ly.] Evenly,
equally, smoothly, regularly (Amer.)

su-ar'-row, s. [SAOUARI.]

* sua -sl-ble (a as w), a. [Lat snnm*. pa.
par. of suadeo = to persuade.] Capable of

being persuaded ; easily persuaded.

sua'-sion (u as w), s. [Fr., from Lat. uo-

sionem, accus. of suasio, from suasus, pa. par.
of suadeo = to persuade ; Ital. suasione.] The
act of persuading ; persuasion.

Workes, p. 1S7.

at." Sir T. Mart:

* sua'-sive (u as w), a. [Lat. swtsus, pa. par.
of suadeo = to persuade.] Having power to

persuade ; persuasive.
"
Its command over them was but tuatirt and

politicaL" South : Sermons, vol. L, ser. 2.

*
sua'-sive-ljf (u as w), adv. [Eng. snasive;

ly.] In a manner tending to persuade ; per-

suasively.

*sua'-sor-y (u as w), o. [Lat. svatoriiu,
from suasus, pa, par. of suadeo = to persuade.)
Tending to persuade; having the power of

persuading ; persuasive.
" There is a mntnry or enticing temptation, that In*

cllnes the will and affections to clone with what Is

presented to them."Hopkiru: On the Lord't J'rai/tr,

p. US.

suave (U as w), o. [Fr., from Lat. tiinrftss

sweet.] Agreeable in manners ; bland, pleas-
ant ; blandly polite.

suave'-1^ (u as w), adv. [Eng. sunn; -fj/.j

In a suave manner; with suavity ; blandly.

SUav'-i-fy (U as w), v.t. |I,at. nuivitst

sweet, and facio (pass, fio) = to make.] To
make afl'able or suave.

*
sua-vfl.'-6-quent (u as w), o. [Lat. un><f

= s'weet,and Im/uens, )>r. iir. of InijiH.r =. to

speak.] Shaking suavely, blandly, or affably ;

using soft and agreeable speech.

*ua-vil'-6-<iuy (U as wX - [ScAViio-
QUENT.] Sweetness or blandness of speech.

UaV-l-ty (U as w), s. [Fr. suavite, from Lat
tuavitatem, accus. of suavitat = swertness;
tvavix = sweet ; Sp. suttridad ; Ital. suavitb,

toavita.]
*

1. Sweetness to the taste.

2. Something pleasant or agreeable.

"8ome mnKiiint. and pleasant fancies within our
selTes." GlaittiU: Sermon 1.

bSil, b^y; p^ut, J6%1; oat, cell, chorus, fliin, bench; go, gem; thin, thla; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. -Ing.

9tra, -tlan = ehan. -Uon, -<lon = hun; -tlon, -lon = liua. ^jious, -tious, -sioua ^ anus. -aef -41e, Ac. = bel, del.
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3. The quality or state of being suave ;

graciousness and pleasantness of inanuers ;

Affability, agreeableness, blandness.

"The . . . radiied dii.l<>iiiatt-t, whoe dexterity and
vnitVy tad be*n EMMVlMd at the mst |H)Ute court*
of Kuiv.w." Jlacautai; BM. JSng.. en. xii.

tf. [Lat.]

1. OnJ. 7.an<7. : A Latin preposition, mean-
ing literally, under, below. It is largely used
as a prefix to Englinh words, to denote an in-

ferior position or intention, subordinate de-

gree, some degree, and sometimes the least

sensible degree of that expressed by the word
to which if is prefixed. The 6 is frequently
changed into the letter with which the next
syllable begins, as in succinct, suggest, suppress,

B.

2. Chen. : A prefix used in compounds to de-
note that the metal is in excess of one atom of

thenejrativeelementorai'id radicle. e.g., HgO,
snboxide of mercury; 2Pb"(C2H3O2)j-Pb''O,
aubacetate of lead.

sub-acromi.il. a.

Anat. : Situated n nder the acromion. There
IB a sitb-acromiiil bursa.

SQb-agency, s. A subordinate agency.

sub-agent, 3.

Law : The agent of an agent.

sub-alate, a.

Eot. : Having a narrow wing or margin.
* sub - almouer, *. A subordinate or

deputy almoner.
" Subdean ot his Majesty's chappel . . . and tub-

flmoiier to him." Wood .- f.uti Oxon., ii.

sub-angular, a. Slightly angular.

sub-Antichrist, s. An inferior Anti-
christ. (Milton.)

sub-apical, a. Under the apex; of or

pertaining to the part under the apex.
* sub aquaneous, a. Being or living

Under water ; subaqueous.

sub-arachnoid, .

Anat.: Situated under the arachnoid.

H Used of the space between the arachnoid
and the pia mat*

sub-arborescent, a. Having a some-
what tree-like aspect.

sub-arcti3, a. Applied to the region or
climate next to the arctic ; approximately
arctic.

sub-base, sub-bass, .

Music : A pedal register in the organ, of 32-
feet tone.

* sub-beadle, . An inferior or subor-
dinate Jeadle.

"
They ought not to execnte those preceptsby simple

messengers, ortub-btadUi."Ayl<jfe: J'arergon.

* sub-blush, v.i. To blush slightly.
"
8uh-Niahiitg as she did if Sterne : Tristram

Skandy, vl. 174.

sub-bourdon, *. The same as SUB-BASE
q-v.)-

* sub - breed. . A distinctly marked
subdivision of a breed. (Darwin.)

sub cartilaginous, a.

1. Situated under or beneath cartilage.

2. Partly cartilaginous or gristly.

sub-caudal, a. Being or situated under
the tail.

*
sub-celestial, *

cub-caolestiall, o.

Placed or being beneath the heavens or
heavenly things.

"Even he [Soloraoiil passeth the same sentence of
Tanity. vexation, and uuprontableuess, upuu this, as
upon all other m b-celeitial thiiif*." Barrow ; Ser-
mom. voL ill, ser. 14.

Sub-central, a.

L Being or lying under the centre.

2. Nearly, but not quite central.

* sub-chanter, s. A deputy or under-
Chanter ; the deputy of the precentor of a
cathedral ; a succentor (q.v.).

sub-class, s. A subdivision of a class,
consisting of orders allied to a certain extent.

sub-columnar, a.

Min. Petrol. : Nearly columnar. Used of
basalt, &c.

8Ub-commlttee, s. An nnder-committee;

a part or subdivision of a committee ap-
pointed for special business.

"Their srqumtrators anil mb^ommitttrt abroad,
men 'or the must part of insatiable hand*, aud uuted
disloyalty.* Miltan : Hitt. Eng., bk. 111.

sub-compressed, a. Partially or im-

perfectly compressed ; not fully compressed.

sub-concave, a. Slightly concave.

sub - conformable, a. Partially con-
formable.

sub -conical, a. Slightly or partially
conical.

* sub-conscious, a.

1. Partially or imperfectly conscious.

2. Occurring without attendant conscious-
ness. (Said of states of the mind.)

*
sub-constellation, s. A subordinate

or secondary constellation.
" The Pleiades, or tub-consttllation upon the back of

Taurus. 'Broune : Vulgar Srrourt, bk. v., ch. xix.

sub-contract, s. A contract under a

previous contractor.

'sub-contracted, o. Contracted after

a former contract ; betrothed for the second
time.

"Your claim,
I bar It In the interest of my wife ;

Tis she h tub-contracted to thin lord."

Sliatetp. : -Lear. T. S.

sub-contractor, . One who takes a

portion of a contract from the principal con-
tractor.

sub-contrary, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Contrary in an
inferior degree. Specifically

L Geor,i. : Applied to two
similar triangles when they are
so placed as to have a common
angle at the vertex and yet
their bases not parallel. In
such triangles the angles at the
bases are equal, but on the

contrary sides. Thus, the tri-

angles ABC, A D E, are sub-con-

trary, and the angles A c B,
A E D a-e equal to the angle
A D E, A B c respectively.

2. Logic:

(1) A term applied to each of two particu-
lar propositions when one is affirmative and
the other negative. Thus, "Some man is

learned," "Some man is not learned," are sub-

contrary propositions with resiiect to each
other. Sub-contrary propositions cannot be
both false, for then their contradictories,
which are contrary propositions with regard
to each other (in this case,

" No man is

learned,"
" All men are learned ") would both

be true. But, as in the examples given
above, two sub-contraries may both be true.

(2) Applied to the relation between two
attributes which co-exist in the same sub-

stance, but in such a way that as one in-

creases the other decreases.

B. As substantive :

Logic : A sub-contrary proposition.

Sub-contrary section:

Geom. : In any surface of the second order,
if two planes be passed perpendicular to the
same principal plane, but not parallel to each
other, and so that the sections are similar,
both the planes and the sections are sub-con-

trary with respect to each other.

sub-cordate, a. Somewhat cordate;
somewhat resembling a heart in shape.

sub-costal, a. Situated or lying under
the ribs.

Sub-costal musclet :

Anat. : Small muscles lying on the inner
aspect of the thoracic wall close to the surface
of the intercostals near the angles of the ribs.

sub-crystalline, a. Imperfectly crys-
tallized.

S'ib cylindrical, a.

somewhat cylindrical.
Imperfectly or

sub-dilated, a. Partially or imperfectly

sub - dural, a.

Anat. : Situated under the dnra mater.

Applied to the space between the dura mater
and the arachnoid.

sub-editor, s. The assistant editor of a

newspaper, periodical, or other publication.

sub claphinc. a.

Zool. : Resembling the Red Deer (Cervut
elajihut), especially in the formation of th
antlers. The elaphine type of antler has the

brow-tyne reduplicated, while the royal is de-

veloped at the expense of the tres, and much
divided up in well-grown animals. In sub-
elaphine Deer (the genera Pseudaxis and
Dama) the relative proportion of the tynes is

much the same, but the brow-tyne is quite
simple.

sub-epidermal, a. Situated or lying
immediately under the epidermis or scarf-

skin, or oater bark.

sub-family, s.

Nat. Science : A grade between a family and
a genus.

sub feudation, s. The same' as SUB-
1NFEUDATION (q.V.).

sub-feudatory, s. An inferior tenant
who held a feud from a feudatory of the
crown or other superior.

sub-fibrous, a. Somewhat or slightly
fibrous.

sub generic, a. Of or belonging to

sub-genus (q.v.).

sub-genus, *.

Nat. Science : A division of a germs con-

sisting of species having common character-
istics differing more or less from those of the
type, but not of sufficient importance to en-
title them to generic distinction.

SUb-globose, a. Partially or imperfectly
glo bose.

* sub-governor, . An under or sub-
ordinate governor.

" The tub-governor general . . . might arrive In th

sloop that was daily expected frm OkoUk." Coo* ;

Third Voyage, bk. vL, ch. T.

sub-group, s.

Nat. Science : A sub-division of a group.

sub jndice, plir. [Lat. = before the
judge.] Not yet decided ; undecided.

sub-kingdom, .

Nat. Science : A grade between a kingdom
and a class.

sub-lessee, . The receiver or holder of
a sub-lease.

sub-librarian, *. An assistant or under-
librarian.

sub-lieutenant, . A subordinate or
second lieutenant.

sub-marshal, *. A subordinate or under
marshal.

*
sub-niveal, a. Situated or being under

the snow.
" A favourite resort for t'nee tuh-nireal operation*

is astep bank where the heather Is old and lung."
Field, Dec. 13, 1885.

sub-officer, *. An under or subordinate
officer.

sub-orbital,
*
sub-orbitar, a. Seated

beneath the orbital cavity.

sub-porphyritlc, a. Allied to por-
phyry, but containing smaller and less dis-

tinctly marked points or crystals.

sub-reader, . An under reader in the
Inns of Courts.

sub-rector, s. The deputy or substitute
of a rector.

sub-region, i.

Geography : A division of a zopgeographical
region founded on Hie distribution of families
and genera. [REGION, II. 2.J

*
sub-religion, s. A faith, doctrine, or

belief approaching the sacredness of religion;
an inferior religion.

t sub-resin, s. That portion of a resin
soluble only in boiling alcohol, and precipi-
tated again as the alcohol cools, forming a
kind of seeming crystallization.

sub-sizar, sub sizer, s. An under-
sizar ; a student of lower rank than a sizar.

(Cambridge Univ.)

sub-species, s.

Nat. Science: A grade immediately below*
species. In the case of plants sub-species an

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we. wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian. , oa = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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often produced by cultivation, and when the

characters are hereditarily transmitted with

constancy through the seed, races arise.

sub-specific, a. Of or belonging to a

BUb-species (q.v.).

sub-spherical, ct. Partially or Imperfectly

spherical; of a form approaching a sphere.

sub-spiral, a.

Zool. : Partially spiral. Used spec, of the

operculum of Melania, &c.

sub- treasury, .. One of the nine
branches of the United States Treasury, located,
for the convenient receipt and disbursement of

public moneys, at Baltimore, Boston, Chicago,
Cincinnati, New Orleans, New York, Phila-

delphia, San Francisco, and St. Louis, respec-

tively.

sub-tribe, t.

Nat. Science : A grade immediately below a
tribe.

sub-varietal, a. Of, belonging to, or

having the characters of a sub-variety.

sub-variety, &
Nat. Science : A. grade next below a variety,

Bub, s. [See def.] A colloquial contraction
for a subordinate or for substitute: an inferior

officer, &c. ; a subaltern, or a substitute.

sub. v.i. To act as a substitute ; to take one's

place temporarily. (Printer? tlang.)

ub-ag'-Id, a. & s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
acid (q.v.).] .

A. As ailj. : Slightly acid, acrid, or sour.
" The juice of the stem is like the chyle 111 all animal

body, not sufficiently concocted by circulation, and is

commonly tuhncid in all plants." Arbuthnat : 0}
Aliments, ch. iii.

B. As subst.: A substance moderately or

slightly acid.

nub ac -rid, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. acrid

(q. v.).] Somewhat or moderately acrid, sharp,
or pungent.

"The green choler of a cow tasted sweet, bitter, sub-

acrid, or a little pungeut." Flaytr : On Consumption.

* sub-act', v.t. [Lat. subactus, pa, par. of

tubigo= to subdue : sub- = under, and ago =
to bring.] To subdue ; to reduce to any state.

"So thoroughly tubacted, that he takes Ms load
from God, as the camel from his master, upon his
knees." Bishop HaU: Of Content, 19.

*sub-ac'-tlon, *. [Lat. subactio.] [SUBACT.]
The act or process of reducing to any state,
as of mixing two bodies completely, or beating
anything to a powder. (Bacon: Nat. Hist.,

838.)

Siib-a-cute', a. [Pref. nib-, and Eng. acute

(q.v.).] Moderately acute ; acute in a modi-
fied degree.

su -ba-dar, s. [SCBAHDAR.)

sub a-er'-i-al, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
aerial (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : Being or lying under the air
or sky.

2. Geol. : Taking place or produced by the
action of the atmosphere.

subaerial denudation, a.

Geol. : Denudation produced by the action
of the air on rocks exposed to its influence, as

opposed to sub-marine denudation (q.v.).
When the sun heats rocks, the component
minerals expand to a different extent, and
afterwards, as they cool, contract differently.
The alternations of heat and cold make rocks
brittle ; ice tends to split them ; the carbon-
dioxide of the air helps to decompose and
weather them ; the sand blast of the desert
or of sand dunes scrubs them. The aggregate
effect of these causes, continued through
many ages, is very great.

sub-ag-I-ta'-tion, *. [Lat. subagitatio,
from subagito =to get under one, to lie with

illicitly.] Carnal knowlege; sexual inter-

course.

Su bah, soo'-bah, . [Hind, suba.] A pro-
vince. (Anglo-Indian.)

su -bah-dar, sod -ba-dar, s. [Hind, suba-

ddr.\ The holder of a province ; a provincial
governor. (Anglo-Indian.)

su bah-dar- y, soo -bah-dar-y, s. [Hind.
subadari.] The office, dignity, or jurisdiction
of a subahdar (q.v.).

*
SUb'-aid, v.t. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. aid

(q.v.).] To give secret or private aid to; to
aid secretly or in an underhand manner.

" To hold that kingdom fmm tuoaiding such.
Who else could uut subsist.''

Jjaniel: Civil W<tr, vllU

sub-al'-pine, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. alpine.]
Not quite alpine, though approaching it. Used
in botany, &c., for the zone on a mountain
side just below the alpine zone.

sub al tern, sub al- tern, *sub-al-
terue, a. & s. [Fr. subalterne, from Lat.
suba/ternus= subordinate, from sub = und&r,
and alter= another.]

A. As adj. : Holding a subordinate or
inferior position ; subordinate, inferior ;

specif., in the army, being below the rank of

captain.
" The subaltern officers must be selected among the

Dulnhe Wassels. proud of the eagle's leather."

Maraulay: Hist. Ens/., ch. xiii.

B. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : One who holds a subordinate
or inferior position; specif., a commissioned
officer below the rank of captain.

" How could tuba'tern like myself expect
Leisure or leave to occupy the rteld?"

R. Browning: Lurid, ill.

2. Logic : A subaltern proposition.
"Two propositions are said to be opposed to each

other, wbeii. having the same subject aud predicate,

they differ in quantity or quality, or both. . . In
ordinary language, however, and in some logical
treatises, propositions which do not differ in quality
(viz. mtkttttrnt). are not reckoned as opposed. . .

In subalterns, the truth of the particular (which is

called the subaltemate) follows from the truth of the
universal (ubalternnnt\, and the falsity of the uni-
versal from the falsity of the particular : . . nibulteria
differ in quantity alone; contraries, and also tub-
enniraries, iu quality alone." Whately : Logic, bk. it,
ch. ii., { 3.

subaltern-opposition, s.

Logic: The opposition which exists between
a universal and a particular proposition of
the same quality.

subaltern-propositions, s. pi.

Logic: Universal and particular proposi-
tions agreeing in quality, but not in quantity.
Thus, Every vine is a tree, Some vine is a
tree ; and, No vine is a tree. Some vine is not
a tree, are subaltern propositions.

subaltern-species (or genus), .

Logic : That which is both a species of some

higher genus, and a genus in respect of the

species into which it is divided.

sub-al-tirn'-ant, . [Eng. subaltern; -ant.]

Logic: A universal as opposed to a par-
ticular. (See extract under Subaltern, B. 2.)

siib-al-ter -nate, o. & . [Bug. subaltern;

-ate.]

A. As adjective :

1. Successive ; succeeding by turns.

2. Subordinate, subaltern, inferior.
" The service, maple, lime-tree, horn-beam, quick-

beam, birch, hasel, &c.. together with all their nib-

alternate and several kinds." velyn : Sylta, S &
(Introd.)

B. As substantive :

Logic: A particular, as opposed to a
universal.

sub al- tern'-a-ting, a. [SUBALTERNATE.]
Succeeding by turns ; subaltemate.

* sub-al-ter-na'-tlon, . [SUBALTERNATE.]
A state of subordination, inferiority, or sub-

jection.
" So that woman being created lot man's sake to bee

bis helper, in regard of the end before mentioned,
namely, the hauing and bringing up of children,
whereuuto it was not (Kjssible they could concurre,
vnlesse there were subalttrnation between them,
which tubitltfrnatinn is naturally grounded vpon
Inequalitie." Hooker: Ecclet. folitie, bk. v., |7A

sub'-an-gled (le as el), a. [Pref, sub-, and

Eng. angled.] Somewhat angled.

subangled wave, a.

EiUom. : A British geometer moth, Acidalia

prataria.

sub- ap' -en-nine, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
Apennine.] Situated or being under or at the

foot of the Apennine mountains.

subapennine beds, or series, s. pi.

Geol. : Older Pliocene beds constituting a

range of low hills flanking both sides sf the

Apennine chain. They are about 3,000 feet

thick, becoming more massive towards the

south. They exhibit a finer development of

the Pliocene than any other In Europe, and
constitute its typical series. There are innu-
merable alternations of light brown or gray
calcareous and argillaceous marls. They are
chiefly marine, but fluviatile or lacustrine
strata also occur. There are many plants of
the genera Pinus, Taxodium, Sequoia, Ilex,
Quercus, Platanus, Prunus, Alnus, Ulinus,
Ficus, Laurus, Cassia, Juglans, Acer, Betula,
Rhaninus, Sniilax, &c. The upper portion
contains the mammalian remains of Mastodon
arvernensis, Elephas meridionalis, Hip]wpota-
mus major, with species of the genera Ursus,
Hvrena, Felis, &c.

sub a quat'-ic, sub-a'-quc-ous, a. [Lat.
nib = under, and aqua = water.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Being, lying, or living under
or beneath the surface of water.

" The northern naturalists will perhaps say. that
this assembly met for the purpose of plunging into
their tubaifuemu winter quarters." Peniutnt : Bratsk
Zoology; hwalloiet.

2. Geol. (Of strata): Formed under water.

sub ar'-cu-at-ed, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
arcuate (q!v.).] Having a form resembling
that of a bow ; somewhat arcuate or incurved.

* sub ar-ra -tion, s. [Lat. sub- = under,
and arrha = earnest money.] An old manner
of betrothing ; betrothal.

"
By these tokens of spousage are to be understood

rings, or money, or some other things to he given to
the woman by the man ; which said giving is called
tubarration, (I.e., wedding or covenanting), especially
when it is done by the giving of a ring. Whtatty :

Common Prayer, ch. x., f 5.

* sub as'-tral, a. [Lat sub = under, and
cut-rum = a star.] Beneath the stars or heavens ;

terrestrial.
"
By the aid of improved astronomy be compare*

this mbastral economy with the system of the fixed
stars." Warburton : Herman*, vol. ix. , ser. ii.

sub a-strin'-gent, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
astringent (q.v.).] Somewhat astringent;
moderately astringent

t Sub-aud', v.t. [Lat. subaudip.] To under-
stand or supply when an ellipsis occurs.

* sub-au-dl'-tion, . [Lat. subauditio, from

subavditus, pa. par. of subaudio = to under-

stand or supply a word omitted : sab = under,
and audio = to hear. ] The act of understand-

ing or supplying something not expressed ;

that which is understood or implied from
what is expressed.
"ThU [egregious] has always now an ironical *

audition, which it was very far from having of old."

Trench : Select Glossary, p. 68.

sub ax-Il'-lar-y, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
axillary (q.v.).]

JL Ord. Lang. : Situated or placed beneath

the armpit or the cavity of the wing.

2. Bot. : Situated under the axil formed by
a petiole and a stem or branch, or by a branch
with a stem.

* siib-brach'-I-al, a. [SUBBRACHIALES.] The
same as Subbracluan, A. (q.V.).

sub-brach-I-a'-les,*sub-brach-I-a'-ti,
*. pi. [Pref. SH&-, and Lat. brachiatus = with

bows or branches like arms ; bruchium = an

arm.]

Ichthy. : A group of Anacanthini, having
ventral flna. Families, Gadidw und Pleuro-

nectidae.

* sub-brach'-l-an, a. & *. [SUBBRACHIALES.]

A. As adj.: Pertaining or belonging to the

group Subbrachiales (q.v.).

B. As sitbst. : Any individual of the group
Subbrachiales.

BUb-cal-car'-S-OuS, a. [Pref. sub-, and

Eng. calcareous (q.v.).] Somewhat or mode-

rately calcareous.

* sub-cir'-ou-lar, o. [Pref. mb-, and Eng.

circittar(q.v.").] "Somewhat or nearly circular.

SUb-cla'-vI-an, a, [Lat. sub = under, and
ctouia = a key, used in sense of Gr. icAelf

(kleis)=a key, a collar-bone.] Situated under

the clavis or collar-bone, as the mbeltutia*

artery and vein.

sub-cra'-nl-al, a. [Lat. tub under, and

cranium = the skull.] Under the cranium or

skull, as the subcranial or pharyngeal arches.

sub cu ta -ne-ous, o. [Pret sub-, and Eng.

cutaneous.]

bo^; ptfut, J6%1; cat, $eU, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eylst. pll-t

-Clan, -tian = Bh^ii. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhan. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, <to. = Del, ael.
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1. Onl. Lang. : Situated under the skin ;

placed or perfoi med uuder the skin.

"The iM6futu>i*'iu tujec-tltm at drug*." Dailf
Ttlr-jr.tpk, UoL JO. IWi.

2. A nut. .-Just below the cutis or akin.

Aj'i'lir.l to the platysma myoides muscle, tic.

subcutaneous - injection, *. [HYPO-
DERMIC INJECTION.]

subcutaneous saw. t.

Surg. : A saw by which bony sections may
be m.ule without large incision in the flesh.

It may be compared to a probe, a portion of
whose length, at and toward the end, is flat-

tened and serrated, so that lieing driven in to

tin- scat of its Derations, it is reciprocated,
BO as to cut the bone without mangling the
flesh to any serious extent.

subcutaneous syringe, s.

Med. : An instrument for injecting medicinal
solutions lneath the skin. It consists essen-

tially of a tube with a piston for containing
the preparation, and a perforated needle for

piercing the skin and injecting the fluid. Also
called a Deriuopathic syringe.

fib -CU-ta'-nS -ofis-1^, adv. [Eng. subcuta-

neous'; -ly.] Under the skin.

"Ou centigramme of pllocarplne was injected tub-

cutantouily.-Pail Mall Vatette, March SI, issfi.

fib-cn-tlc'-u-lar, o. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
cuticle (q.v.).j Being under the cuticle (q.v.).

sub dea con, >. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. deacon

(q.v.).]

Baden. Ch. Hist. : The lowest step in holy
orders in the Roman Church, the highest of

the minor orders among the Greeks. In the

Roman Church subdeacons prepare the sacred
Vessels and the bread and wine for mass,
pour the water into the chaliee at the offer-

tory, and sing the Epistle ; in the Greek
Church they prepare the sacred vessels, and

guard the g.ites of the sanctuary. There are
no subdeacons in the Anglican Communion.

fib'- dea- con -ry,
" sub-dea-con-rie,

sub'- dea- con -ship, s. [Eng. subdeucon;

-ry, -ship.] The order and oliice of subdeacon
in the Roman Church.

" To be promoted here to the holyo order of ui-
deacmrie. Martin : Marriage of Pritttt (1S50) O 2.

fib'-dean, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. dean

((|.v.) ; Lat. subdecanus.] The deputy or sub-
stitute of a dean ; an under-dean.

"
Being mbdean ... he undertook the entire man-

agement of all affair*." Fett : Life of Hammond.

fib -dean er-y, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
deanery (q.v.).] The office and rank of a
subdean.

"The subd'antry of York, founded anno 133*."
Bacon : Lit. Keyit, p. 1,102.

fib-de'-ca'-nal, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
decanal (q.v.).J Pertaining or relating to a
subdean or subdeanery.

fib-de'c'-u-ple, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
decuple (q.v.> J Containing one part of ten.

fib-dcl'-e-gate, *. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
delegate, s. (q.v.).] A subordinate or under
delegate.

sub-del -e-gate, v.t. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
delegate, v. (q.v.).] To appoint to act as sub-

delegate, or under another delegate.

fib-da-less -Ite, &. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
delessite.]

Min, : A name proposed for those varieties
of delessite (q.v.) in which protoxide of iron

predominates over the sesquioxide.

fib - dent'- 3d, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
dented.] Indented beneath.

fib-da-pdf-It, *. [Pref. nib-, and Eng.
deposit (q.v.).] That which is deposited
beneath something else.

sub-der-l-sor -I-ofis, o. [Pref. sub-, and
Lat. derisorius = serving for laughter, ridicul-

ous.] [DERISION.] Ridiculing with modera-
tion or delicacy.

"The ntbtlcrltoriou* miitli (t far from giving any
offence to us : it is rather a pleasant coudiuieut of our
conversation.** More.

fib-dg-riV-a-tlve, . [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
derivative ('i-v.).] A word following another

immediately in grammatical derivation ; a
word derived from a derivative, not from the

root. Thus, manliness is a gut-derivative, being
derived from muni]/, a derivative from iiuin.

sub dl-ac -6n-ate, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
dia<:oiiaU.\ The'ollice or rank of a subdeuuou
(q.v.).

*
fib-di'-al, a. [Lat sulxlialis = in the open

air.] Uf or pertaining to the open air ; being
uuder the open sky.

sub di-a-lect, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
dialect (q.v.).] A subordinate or inferior dia-

lect ; a less important dialect.

* sub di chot 6-my, *. [Pref. sub-, and
Eng. dichotomy (q.v.).] A subordinate or
interior dichotomy or division into pairs ; a
subdivision.

sub dls-tinc -tion, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
distinction (q.v.).] A subordinate distinction.

* sub di ti'-tlous, a. [Lat. subdUitius, from
subditui, pa. par. of subdo = to substitute:
sttb = under, and do = to give.] Put secretly
in the place of something else ; foisted in.

*
sfib-dl-ver'-sl-fy, v.t. [Pref. sub-, and
Eng. diversify (q.v.)/] To diversify again
what is already diversified.

"
Variously sitbdlrersifled according to the fancy of

the artificer." Ifa2 . Orig. Mankind, p. 157.

Sfib-di-vide', v.t. & i. [Pref. tub-, and Eng.
divide (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To divide the parts of into
more or smaller parts ; to part into subdivi-
sions ; to divide again, aa that which has
been already divided.

"Robert Stephens, a French-man, that curious
critick and painful printer, some sir score years since,
first uMiirfid[cluipter8] into verses." Fuller: War-Ma ; Kent.
* B. Intrans. : To be subdivided ; to divide,

separate, or part into subdivisions.
" A sect Is sufficiently thought to be reproved. If It

nUMffel and breaks into little fractions, or changes

* sub di-vine', o. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. di-

vine, a. (q.v.).J Divine in a partial or lower

degree.
"Given as some little glimpse of your inbdivltu

natures." Bp. Hall : Invisible World, b'k. i., ser. 11.

*sub di vis -I-ble, o. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
divisible (q.v.).] Capable or admitting of sub-
division.

fib- dl-vi'-slon, *. [Pref. sub-, aud Eng.
division (q.v.).]

1. The act of subdividing or separating a

part into smaller parts.

2. The part of anything made by subdivi-
sion ; the part of a larger pai t.

"
Separates Itself into two correspondent tubdin-

tioru." Jinox : EuaytO.

*
efib'-do'-lofis, a. [Lat. subdolus, from sub
= under, and <lulu-s = treachery, trick, fraud.]

Deceitful, tricky, cunning, sly, crafty.
"
They are the suhtilest, I will not say the most tut-

dolout dealers.
1 ' #owH: Letten, bk. 1., let. 41.

sub dom in-ant, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
dominant (q.v.]
Music : The fifth below or the fourth above

any key-note ; the fourth note of the diatonic
scale lying a tone under the dominant or lifth

of the scale. Thus, in the scale of c, F is the

suMominant, and o the dominant; in the
scale of G, c is the subdominant, and D the

dominant; &c.

*8Ub--du'-a-ble, a. [Eng. subdu(e); -able.]

Capable of being subdued; possible to be
subdued.

"
I bave a natural touch of enthusiasm in my com-

plexion, but such as, I thank God, was ever govern-
able enough, aud I hare found at length perfectly
juAduo&te. Mart : PhUoiopliical WrUingi(fnL Geu.j.

*sub du-al, s. [Eng. subdu(e); -aL] The act
of subduing.

" He mistakes the consequences of these tx>wers,
which are the punishment of overt acts, and tubdital
of the i .fissions ; he mistakes them. I say, for powers
themselves." Warburton: Alliance.

*fib-duce', 'sub duct, v.t. [Lat. sub-

duco, pa. par. subductus, from sub under,
and duco = to lead, to draw.]

1. To withdraw, to take away.
" For never was the earth so peevish as to forbid the

snn when it would chine on it, or to slink away, or
IH'I im itelf from its rayes." ttammond : sermon*,
vol. ir . ser. 14.

2. To subtract by arithmetical operation;
to deduct.

"Ifuut of that supposed infinite multitude of anta-

uuiiei KtamlhiK MMwi ten. whether we lubuutt that
uuiulwr ol teu out of 11. c last generation of men . . .

the reiuUue uiUal needs be leas by ten tl.au it wa
before that suUluuUou made." Unit: Orig. of Man-
kind, p. U.

* sub duct', v.t. [SuBDucB.]

* sub-duc'-tion, s. [Lat. subductio, from
fuiiiliictin, pa. par. of suiducu = to subdue*
(q.v.)-J

1. The act of taking away ; removal.

2. Arithmetical subtraction ; deduction.

fib-due',
* sub dcwo,

'

sodue, ' soduw,
"suuew, v.t. [O. tr. souduire to seduce,
from Lat. subduco = to draw away, to remove.]
[SUBDUCE.]

1. To conquer and reduce to a state of per-
manent subjection. (It is a stronger term than
conquer.)

He had found It impossible to ntbdue the colonist*.
eve:i when they wireleftalmost unaided." J/acaulav:
Hilt. Eng., cli. xlr.

2. To conquer by superior force ; to obtain
the victory over ; to vanquish.

" He could never mbdut the Israelites, unless they
should be disolieilieut to their God." (jilpin : tier-

mom, vol. i., ser. T.

3. To overcome by discipline ; to conquer;
to bring under command : as, To subdue the

passions.

4. To prevail over, as by argument or en/-

treaty ; to overcome, as by kindness, entreaty,
persuasion, or other mild means ; logain over.

" This virtuous maid iul*lu,i me quite."
iUiaketp. : Slemurefur Mi ature, U. t,

5. To reduce, to bring down, to lower.
"
Nothing could have lubdued nature

Tosuchalowuens, but his unkind daughters."
Mini. ti>. : Lear, iil. i,

6. To tone down, to soften ; to make less

glaring in tone or colour. (Generally in the

pa. par., as, To speak in subdued tones ; a sub-
dued light, &c.)

*7. To bring into cultivation; to make
mellow ; to break up.

"Nor Is't unwholesome to lubdur. the land
By oiteu exercise." May: I'irgii ; Georgia.

H For the difference between to subdue and
to conquer, see CONQUEK.

*
sub-due', . [SUBDUE, v.] Conquest, sub-

jugation. " The world's tuklue."
Greene : Louking-GIau, p. 111.

*sub-due'-ment, *. [Eng. subdue ; -ment.}
The act of subduing; conquest, suiuku.1.

"
Bravely despising forfeits and lubduemen'i."

lshaket/i. : Trutiut t Cretiida. iv. ft.

SUb-du-er, *. [Eng. svbdu(e); -er.] On
who or that which subdues; one wl.o con-

quers and brings into subjection ; a com ;ui:ror,
a vanquisher.

"
Victor of gods, tubducr of mankind."

Spenter : In honour of LOIK, hymn i.

*
sfib-dfil'-cid, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
dulcid (q.v.).] Somewhat sweet ; moderately
sweet.

sfib-du'-ple, o. [Pref. sttb-, and Eng. duple
(q.v.).] Containing one part of two.

" As one of these uuder pulleys doth abate half of
that heaviness which the veight hath in itself, and
cause the power to be In a subdu/Ae proportion unto
it, so two of tnem doabate half of that which if n... ins,
aud cause a subquaUmple proportion, aud three a tub-

sextuple."Wilkiiit : Mathematical Miigick.

subduple ratio, s. The ratio of 1 to 2,
S to 6, &c.

* siib du -pli-cate, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng,
duplicate (q.v.).]

Math. : Expressed by the square root.

"The times are In titbduplicatc prop rtlou to tfa*

length of the ijeudulums." Boyle: >> onti, iii. 432.

subduplicate ratio, t.

Alg. : The ratio of the square roots of a
ratio. The subduplicute ratio of a to 6, Is)

the ratio of , -

sftb-e-l8n'-gate, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
elojigate (q.v.)"] Somewhat elongated; not
fully elongated.

* sfib - e'- qual, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
equal (q. v. >.] Nearly equaL

U-ber-am'-Ic, a. [Eng. suber(ic), and nmtc.l
Derived from or containing suberic acid and
ammonia.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t

or, wore, wpu, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, , ce = e; oy = a; qu = kw
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suberamlc-acid, s.

Chem. : CsHn.O^HOJHoN'. Produced by
the dry distillation of ammonium suberate.

It is fusible, soluble in boiling water, and
deposited therefrom on cooling. (Watts.)

U-ber'-a-mide, *. [Eng. suber(ic), and amide.]

Chem. : N./CgH^O-^'H^ A white crystal-
line substance, produced by the action of

aqueous ainiaoiiia on methy lie suberate.

8n-ber-a-nll'-lc, a. [Eng. suber{ic); ani-

tiine), aiid sulT. -ic.] Derived from or con-

taining suberic acid and aniline.

suberanlllc-acid, *.

Chem. : C-jH^O^HO^HsHN. Produced
by melting suberic acid with an equal volume
of aniline, and recovered from the alcoholic
filtrate obtained, after the serration of suber-
anilide. It crystallizes in microscopic laminae,
melts at 128, is slightly soluble in boiling
alcohol. It dissolves easily in ether, and when
fused with potash yields aniline.

u ber-an'-il-Itle, *. [Eng. suberic); ani-

Uine), and sutf. -ide.]

Chem. : CgH^O^CgHj^HjNij. Is produced
along with suberanilic acid when suberic acid
is melted with an equal volume of dry aniline.

The product is dissolved in alcohol, from
which the suberauili'le crystallizes out in

peai ly laming. It melts at 183, and dissolves

readily in boiling alcohol and in ether.

u -ber-ate, s. [Eng. suberic) ; -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of suberic acid (q.v.).

U-ber'-e-OUB, a. [Lat. su&er= cork.] Of
the nature of eork ; suberose.

SU ber' 1C, a. [Eng. suber; -ic.] Pertaining
to cork ; contained in or derived from cork.

suberic-acid, s.

Chem. : C8H 12O.^HO)2. An acid of the
oxalic series, formed by the action of nitric

aci.l on cork and various fatty bodies, as
stearic and oleic acids. Oxalic acid is first

removed from the product by cold water, and
then lepargylic acid by trea ment with ccld
ether. When further purilied, it crystallizes
In needles an inch long, or in hexagonal tables,
melts at 140, dissolves sparingly in cold wate.'

and ether, easily in alcohol and boiling water.

suberic ether, s.

Chem. : CsIIioOXCjHsO^. Ethylic suberate.
Obtained by passing hydrochloric acid gas into

an alcoholic solution of suberic acid. It is a

limpid liquid, having a faint odour and nau-

seous taste, hoils at 230, and mixes in all pro-

portions with alcohol and ether. Sp. gr. 1'uO.J.

SU'-ber -in, . [Lat. suher = cork ; -i.]
Cliein. : Cellulose from cork.

Su'-ber-ite, a. & s. [SUBERITES.]

A. As tvlj. : Belonging to or resembling
the genus Sul>erites, or the family Suberitidie

(q.v.).

B. As subst. : Any individual of the genus
Suberites, or the family Suberitidie (q.v.J

SU-ber-i-tes, s. [Mod. Lat., from Lat suber
a cork, j

Zool. : The type-genus of Suberitidae (q.v.).

SU-ber-it'-I-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat subtrit(es);
Lat. fem. pi. adj. stiff, -idee.]

Zool. Palcecmt. : A family of Monaxonida

Approximately = the Monaxonida?. 0|.v.) of

Schmidt). The spicules are pin-shaped,
densely aggregated in 111 ires or matted. There
is no network of flesh spicules. R. v. Len
denfeld (/'roc. Zool. Soc., 1880, p. 584), enu-
merates eleven genera, one of which (Cliona)
dates from the Silurian, and another (Poterion)
from the Chalk.

Bu-bor-It-i-di'-nte, 5. pi fMod. Lat
tuber it{fs) ; Or. fISos (eidos) form, and Lat.
fem. pi. adj. suff. -inas. J

Zool.: In Schmidt's classification of Sponges
a Hub-family of Monaxonidae (q.v.), approxi
mately equivalent to Suberitidae (q.v.).

t su ber-I-za -tion, . [Lat suber = the
cork tree; suff. -iz(e); -ation.)

Sot. : The process of conversion into cork.
" The moil common example* of the first kfnil ar

afforded by the IK-nlMc:>tii>n xud mbn-itntlim of cell-

walln. t.r.. the proco-es l.y wl.li.-h eel In lone in coll-

YerteJ Into lignin or cork." Thorn* : Botany (ed.

Beauet). in>. 22, 3*.

au -ber-one, *. [Lat. tuber = cork ; -one.]

Chen. : CgHjoOj'CgHi^ (?). A substance ob-
taii;ed by distilling suberic acid with excess
of lime ; probably the ketone of suberic acid.
It is an aromatic liquid, boiling at 176% but
its composition has not been ascertained with
certainty.

sub e -rose (1), a. [Lat. sub = under, and
eroaun, pa. par. of eraio = to gnaw.)

Hot. : Presenting a somewhat gnawed ap-
pearance. ,

su'-ber-ose (2), su ber-ous, a. [Lat
suber = cork ; Eug. adj. suff. -ose, -ous.] Of
the nature or texture of cork; corky; soft

and elastic.

su'-ber-yl, *. [Lat tuber = cork ; -yl.]

Chsm. : C8H1:>O2. The hypothetical dia-

tomic radical of suberic acid.

SUb-f5s'-SiL a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. fossil

(q.v.).] Partially fossilized.

* sub-fu-ml- ga tion, s. [Lat. subfumi-
gatio.] "A species of charm by smoke. [SuF-
rUMIQATION.)

* sub fuse, *sub fus'-cous, 'sub-tusk',
o. [Lat. subfuscus.} Moderately dark ; darkish,
gloomy, brownish, tawny.

"
O'er whos? quiescent walls

Arachne's unmolested care has drawn
Curtains mfc/mi.';." Shenitone : Economy, HI.

sub-je'-lat'-ln-ous, a. [Pref. sub-, and
Eng. gel"tinous (q.v.).] Somewhat or imper-
fectly gelatinous.

*
sub-get, o. [SUBJECT, o.]

sub -gla'-ci-al (or c as sh), a. [Pref. sub-,

and Eng. (/facioZ(q.v.).] Belonging to the under
side of a glacier ; under a glacier.

sub glob -u-lar, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.

globular (q.v.)j'. Having a form approaching
to a globe ; nearly globular.

sub glu ma -90-ous (or ceous as shus),
o. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. glumaceous (q.v.).]

Somewhat glumaceous.

Sub-gran'-u-lar, o. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
granular (q.v.).]) Somewhat granular.

* Sub-has-ta'-tion, *. [Lat. rubhastntio,
from subhastatus, pa. par. of subhasto = to

sell by public auction : sub under, and hasta

= a spear.] [SPEAR, s. ^.] A public salo by
auction to the highest bidder ; a sale by auc-

tion.

sub horn blend -ic, o. [Pref. tub-, and

Eng. hornblendic.]

Petrol., c. : Of or belonging to rocks con-

taining disseminated hornblende ; containing
hornblende in a scattered state.

* sub-hu'-mer-ate, v.t. [Lat sub= under,
and humerus the shoulder.] To bc-ar or

support by putting one's shoulder under ; to

take upon one's shoulders.
"
Nothing surer tyes a friend, then freely to tub-

humcrn't the burthen which was ld."Feltham:
CsMteB.

sub hy -old, o. [Pret sub-, and Eng. hyoid

(q.v.).]

ArMt. : Under the hyoid bone : as, the sub-

hyoid or cervical arch.

* sub-ln-cu-sa'-tion, *. [Lat sub = under,

and incusatio = & charge, an accusation.] A
slight charge or accusation.

"Bat all this cannot deliver thee from the lust

blame of thia bold tiiAncuMiion." BiAop Salt: Con-

tempt. ; Martha i Jfory.

* sub-In'-dl-cate, v.t. [Pref. tub-, and Eng.
iwlicate (q.v.).J To indicate by signs ; to in-

dicate in a less degree.
Por this spirit nf the world has faculties that work

not by election, but fatally or naturally, as KJ> ral

Gamaleu's we meet withall in nature seem somew,iat

olncurely to tubmdicate."Mon : Immort, Soul,

bk. U., ch. z.

siib %-dI-ca'-tion, . [Pref. ntft-, and

Bug. indication (q.v.)!]
The aat of indicating

by signs ; a slight indication.
" They served to the mblndu^tlnn and shadowing

Of heavenly things." Barrow : Sermont. voL li., ser. 1.

*
silb-In-dU9e', v.t. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
induce (q.v.).] To insinuate, to suggest; to

bring into consideration indirectly or im-

perfectly.

*
sub-In-fer', v.t. or i. [Pref. tub-, and En,
itijer (q.v.).] To infer or deduce from an
inference already made.

" Front the force then of this relation, It Is easily
nMnftrrtd that," Sit-Up. Ua.ll : Html, far Ktltgion.

sub-ln-feu-da -tion, s. [Pref. tub-, and
Eng. infeudatiun (q.v.).]

Law :

1. The act of enfeofflng by a tenant or
feoffee out of lands which he holds of the
crown or other superior ; the act of a greater
baron who grants land or a smaller manor to
an inferior person ; a feudal sub-letting.

2. Uuder-tenancy.

* sub in-gress ioti (ss as sh\ s. [Pref.
$ub-, and Eng. ingression (q.v.).] Secret
entrance.

"
Altered by the lubinyreuion of salt water."

Boyle : H'orki. ill. 77.

*
sub'-I-tane, . [SUBITANEOUS.] A sudden.

* sub-I-ta -ne-oiis, a. [Lat. subitaneut, from
subito = suddenly.] Sudden, hasty.

* sub -i-ta'-ne -oils -ness, *. [Eng. subi-

taneous; -ness.] Suddenness.

SUb'-I-tan-y, a. [Fr. stibitaln.] [Son.
ITANEOUS.) Sudden, hasty.

"This which I have now commented is Terr
tubitany. and, I fear, confused." Halet : Ooldtn
Remains, p. 200.

su -bi-to, adv. [ItaL]

Music : Quickly, sharply, suddenly : M,
rolti subito = turn [the leaf] quickly.

siib ja'-gent, o. [Lat. tut>jacent, pr. par. of

sv.bjaceo = tp lie under: sub- = under, and
jaceo = to lie.J

* L Ordinary Language :

1. Lying under or beneath.
"

If the muscles be cut away, we come sooner or
later to tul.'acent bones." *. Georyi ilieart : n
Cat, ch. U., { 1.

2. Being lower in position, though not

directly beneath.
" The superficial marks of mountains are watbtd

away by r.iins. and borne down upon the tutyooMf
plains." \Vo<:dward.

3. Underlying, subordinate.
" Suitable to the subjaceni matter and occasion.

1'

Barrow : Sermont, vol. 1., ser. S.

IL Geol. : Lying under, inferior in position.
Used chiefly of sedimentary rocks, in all cases

presumably, and in nearly all cases actually,
older than those resting upon them.

sub j 6ct,
*
sub-get, *sub-gette, sng-

et,
*
su-gett,

*
sug-get, o. A s. [0. Pr.

suiet, suiect, subiect (Vr. svjet), from Lat. sub-

jectus, pa. par. of tubjicio = t throw or place
under : tub = under, and jacio = to throw ;

Sp. siijeto; Port, sujeito, sugeito; Ital. soggeUo,

tuggetto, r.ibieto.]

A. AsitdJKtive:
*

1. Placed, situated, or being under ; lower

in position.
An Lilies side which did to her bewray
A little valley tutiject t. the Mime."

Spenter : F. .
II I. viL 4

2. Being under the power, control, or

authority of another.

For all that lives Is tubjeet to that law ;

All things decay in time, and to their end do*
drawe." Spenur : F. ., III. U. 40.

3. Exposed, liable, obnoxious.
" SuVect and servile to all dlncontenti.*

Shakap.: I'tnut * A dnnit, 1,191,

4. Being that on which anything operates,
whether material or intellectual: as, the

subject matter of a discourse.

*
5. Submissive, ol>edient

' Put them In mind to be tubject to prlnclpalltlM
and power*.

'
Titut 111. L

B. As substantive:

L Ordinary Langunge :

1. One who is placed under the power,

control, authority, or dominion of some one

else; specif., one who owes allegiance to a

sovereign, and is governed by his laws ; one

who lives under the protection of, and owei

allegiance to a government.
" To serve me well, you all should do me duty.

2. One who or that which is subjected,

exposed, or liable to something ; a person a*

the recipient of certain treatment.
" I am too mean a nibjett for tty ^>th."

Shatttip. : Btnrn 17., L fc

Beouet). pi>. !B,
.

pciicuuy. .

D6B, be? ; ptSut, J6>1 ; cat, cell, chorus. 9hin7bench go. gem ; thin, this ; sin, af ; expect, ^MMvlUHi. e^dst.

SIZ^mSiSL .tto^-*on=Wto;-Jlon.-|ion=liuii. -oious, -ttoia. -rtoa* = b&. -We, -4le. &o. bel. d^l.
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8. One who or that which is the cause or

Occasion of something.
"
I am the uuhappv tubject of these quarrels."

.ShaJtat/J. : Mrn-hant of I'rnice, T.

4. That which is subjected or submitted to

any physical operation or process ; specif., a
dead body used fur purposes of dissection.

"It Is no longer that t*mi>le: it Is not even a
eorpue; It has become a lubject." &, B. Lewet:
Arutottf, pi Ml.

5. That on which any mental operation is

performed ; that which is spoken of, written

of, thought of, or otherwise treated or
handled ; a theme.

" And could discriminate and argue well
Ou lubjtctt more mysterious."

Couptr : Tusk. v. JS9.

6. The hero of a piece ; the person treated

Of; the principal character.

IL Technically :

1. Art: The incident chosen by an artist;

the design of a composition or picture; any-
thing which constitutes the design or aim of

any work of art

2. Gram.: That which is spoken of; the

person or thing of which anything is affirmed ;

the nominative of a verb.
"
Moreover, his sentences occasionally bare no

mbj-et and no principal verb." Pall Hall Oautte,
Aug. 8, ISs.

3. Logic: That term of a proposition of

which the other is affirmed or denied. One
of the two terms by which (in conjunction
with the copula) a proposition is constructed.

Of these two, it is the name of that object of

thought concerning which the statement is

made. The corresponding term (i.e., the
word which delivers what the statement is),

is the predicate. The copula tells us whether
the two are or are not in agreement In the
statements A is B, two A is not B, A is

the subject, B the predicate, is or is not the

Copula.

4. Music: The theme or principal phrase
of any movement, from which all the subor-
dinate ideas spring or are developed. In
sonata form there should be two chief sub-

jects called first and second ; in rondo form
one is sufficient. In a fugue the subject is

called also the exposition, dux, proposition.

5. Philosophy:

(1) The Ego (q.v.), as distinguished from
the object, or jxm- Ego ; the mind considered
as that in which knowledge inheres. [(2).]

"All knowledge is a relation, a relation between
that whicii knos (in scholastic language the tubject
In which knowledge adheres) and that which is known
(In scholastic language the object about which know,
ledge is conversant) ; and the contents of every act of

knowledge are made up of elements, and regulated by
laws, proceeding partly from its object and partly
from its tubject. . . . But philosophy being the
Kience of knowledge, and the science of knowledge
upswing, in its most fundamental and thorough,
going analysis, the distinction of the tubjrct and
object of knowledge, it is evident that to philosophy
the tubject of knowledge would be by preeminence the
lubject, and the object of knowledge the object. It
was therefore natural that the object and objective.
the lubject and subjec ive, should be employed by
philosophers as simple terms, compendiously to de-
note the grand discrimination about which philosophy
was lonstintly employed, and which no others c uld
be found so precisely and promptly to expreis."
Samibun: Reuti Wurto. (Mote B.)

(2) (See extract under Substratum).

subject - matter, s. The matter or

thought submitted for consideration or treat-

ment in a discussion, discourse, or statement.
"As to the inbject-mat'er, words are always to be

understood as having a regard thereto ; for that is

always supposed to he In the eye of the legislator, and
all his expressions directed to that eud." Blackttone :

Comment., J 3. (Introd.)

aub ject ,
*
sub-get,

'
sub-iecte, v.t.

[SUBJECT, a.]

1. To bring into subjection ; to bring under
power, dominion, or control ; to subdue, to
reduce.

" God In Judgment just
Subject* him from without to violent lords."

Milton: P. L., xii. 98.

2. To make subservient.

"Subjected to his service angels' wines."
Milton: P.i^lx.188,

3. To put, place, or lay under.
" In one short view, subjected to our eye.
Gods, emp'rors, heroes, sages, beauties lie."

Pope : Moral Ettay*. v. S3.

4. To expose ; to make liable or obnoxious.
"
If the vessels yield, it tubjrctt the person to all

the inconveniences of au erroneous circulation."
Arbuthnot.

5. To submit, to offer.

"God is not hound to mblret his ways of oi<eratron
to the scrutiny of our thoughts, and confine hinmeU
to do nothing bat what we must comprehend."
Locks.

sub'-jSct-ddm, . [Kng. subject, s. ; -dom.]
The state or condition of being a subject.

"No clue to Its nationality, except In the political
ense of luVcrMom. therefore Is available." Urn-
wttl : On, ilh llurrvwt, p. 608.

sub-ject -ed, pa. par. & a. [SUBJECT, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

*
1. Situated or being under, lower, or be-

neath ; subjacent
" Led them direct, and down the cliff as fast
To the mbjected plain." Hilton : P L.. xli. MO.

*
2. Having the qualities of a subject, as

opposed to a sovereign."
Subjected thus.

How can you say to me 1 am a king?"
Sh,,kn,,. : Richard It.. Ill 1

*
3. Reduced to a state of subjection to

another; enslaved.

4. Rendered liable or obnoxious ; exposed,
liable, subject

*5. Due from a subject; becoming in a
subject

"Subjected tribute to commanding love."

Shaktip. : King John, 1.

sub Jeo'-tion, anb Jec cl-oun, * sub-
jec-tioun, . [O. Fr. svbiection, from I>at

subjectionem, ace us. of rubjectio; Fr. sujetion;
Sp. sujecion ; Ital. suggtzione.]

1. The act of subjecting or robdning ; the
act of vanquishing and bringing under the

power, authority, or dominion of another.
"
After the conquest of the kingdom, and lubjecfion

of the rebels." Unit.

2. The state of a subject ; the state or con-
dition of l>eing under the power, control, or

authority of another.
" Rnch M refnw

Subjection to his empire tyrannous."
MMon: />.., xll. M.

sub'-ject-lst, . fEng. tubject; -ist.] One
versed in subjectivism ; a subjectivist

gub-Ject'-lve, o. [Lat subjectivut; Fr. tub-

led if.]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. Pertaining or relating to a subject in a

political sense.
*

2. Obedient, submissive.
" Which sadly when they saw

How those had sped before with most ntbjectin aw*
Submit them to his sword."

lirayton: Poly-Olbion, i. 1L
IL Technically :

1. Literature & Art: Applied to a production
characterized by the prominence given to the

individuality of the author or artist

2. Metaph. : Relating to the subject, as op-
posed to the object

"
It will be well once for all to explain the modern

ate of the words subject and object mbjectioe and
objective. The subject is the mind that thinks ; the
object is that which it thinks about. A tnbjecHve
Impression is one which arises in and from the mind
itself ; an objective arises from observation of external
things. A tiibjrctitf tendency in a poet or thinker
would be a preponderating inclination to represent
the mood* mid states of his own mind; whilst the
writer who dwell- most upon external objects, and
sutlers ns to know little more of his owu mind than
that it has the power to reproduce them with truth
and spirit, exhibits an objective bias." Thornton:
Lawl of Thought, j 14.

subjective-method, s.

Philos. : The method of investigation which
moulds realities on its conceptions, endea-

vouring to discern the order of things, not by
step-bv-htep adjustments of the order of ideas
to it, but by the anticipatory rush of thought,
the direction of which is determined by
thoughts and not controlled by objects. (G.
H. Lewes : Hist. Philos. (ed. 1880), p. xxxiii.)

8ub-ject'-lve-l$f, adv. [Eng. subjective ; -ly.]

In a subjective manner ; in relation to the

subject ; as existing in a subject or mind.
" The name of God taken tiihiec'ivetit. is to be under-

stood of Christ" /'earton : On the Creed, art. 2.

Sub-jSct'-Ive-neSS, s. [Eng. subjective;
ness. J The quality or state of being subject-
ive; subjectivity.

SUb-Ject'-iV-ifm, s. [Eng. subjective); -ism.]

1. The doctrine that human knowledge is,

in its constitution, purely subjective, and
therefore relative ; and that objective truth
can never be predicated of it

" These men were followed by a younger generation
of Sophists, who iwrverted the philosophical prin-
ciple of lubjec'ifiim more and more till it ended in
mere frivolity." Uebervrg: BM. Philot. (Eng. ed.),

La.
2. The doctrine of Kant as to the relativity

of human knowledge. His teaching on th
subject is thus summarised by Lewes (Hist.
Philos., ed. 1880, pp. 516, 517.)

(1) A knowledge of things per M (Ding* an He*)
[= Noumena) is impossible, so long as knowledge)
remains com (weed as at present; consequently On-
tology, a^ a science, is impossible.

(2) The existence of an external world Is a necessary
postulate, but its existence is only logically affirmed.

(:i| Our k-iowledjre. though relative, is certain. W
have idiw independent of experience, and these ideal
have the character of universality and necessity.
Although we are not entitled to conclude that our
subjective knowledge Is completely true as an expres-
sion of the objective fact, yet we are forced to con-
cl Jde that within its own sphere it is true.

(4) The veracity of consciousness Is established.
IS) With the vend I y of consciousness is established

the certainty of morals.

3. The subjective method (q.v.).
" The (uVTrinVnnof Descartes." 7

1
. Dntidlon: PhU.

. Kotmini. p. zxvi.

Sub-Ject'-iv-Ist, *. [Eng. subjective); -fat.]

One who supports the doctrine or doctrines
of Subjectivism.

" This Interpretation, which would make of Spinoza
a SubjectMit. is not in harmony with the general
character of his philosophy." Vtberweg : UM. Philot.

(Eng. ed.). ii. 65.

Sub-jec-tlv'-I-t^, s. [Eng. subjectiv(e) ; -ity.]

1. The quality or state of being subjective.

2. That which is treated subjectively; that
which relates or pertains to self, or to im-

pressions made upon the mind.

3. The individuality of an author or artist,
as exhibited in his works.

" This subjectivity, or egoism, crippled his invention
and made his Tairt little better than prose poems."
Kcribner't Magazine. May, 1880. p. 117.

sub' -ject -less, o. [Eng. subject; -lest.}

Having no subjects.

*sub'-je'ct-ne'ss, . [Eng. subject; -ness.]
The quality or state of being subject ; sub-

jection.

*
Bub-Ject-ure, ft, [Eng. subject ; -ure.} Sub-
mission.

" Performes not to It all ntbjrcture dntie."
Duvies : Wittes Pilgrimage, st. Si

*
stib^-JIj'-I-ble,

a. [As if from a Lat. sub~

jicibilis, from su'ijicio = to subject] Capable
of being subjected.

Sub-Join', v.t. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. join
(q.v.).] To add at the end; to add or write
after something else has been written or said.

"That thirteenth book, to which it is tubjoined.'
Cudwartli : Intell. System, p. 349.

*
sub-join'-der, . [From subjoin, on anal-

ogy of rejoinder.} A remark following or
subjoined to another ; a rejoinder.

Sub'-Ju-gate, v.t. [Lat. subjugatus, pa. par.
of subjugo = to bring under the yoke : sub 3
under, and jugum = a yoke.]

1. To suMue and bring under the yoke by
superior force ; to conquer and compel to
submit to the government or authority of
another ; to reduce to subjection.

"She had inbjwinted great cities and province*.".
Jlacaulay: BM. 'Eng.. ch. iii.

2. Used also where moral instead of material
force is the instrument of conquest; to sub-

due, to vanquish, to crush.
" Her understanding had l>eeu complete

by his." J/amu/rty : Hist. Kng., ch. ix.

Sub-Ju-ga'-tlon, s. [FT., from Lat. subju-

gationem, accus. of sitbjiigatio, from siih/u-

gatns, pa. par. of subjugo = to subjugate
(q.v.).] The act of subjugating or of bring-

ing under the power, dominion, or govern-
ment of another ; subjection ; the state of

being subjugated.
" He would not. to punish them, acquiesce in the)

tubj"gn1vm of the whole civilised world."-ilacuulay .-

Hitt. Eng., ch. xix.

sub'-ju-ga-tor, s. [Lat.l One who subju-
gates "or sulidues ; a conqueror, a subduer.

* SUb-junc'-tion, s. [Lat. subjiinctus, pa.

par. of suhjungo = to subjoin (q.v.).] The act
of subjoining ; the state of being subjoined.

"The verb undergoes in O reek a different formation;
and in dependence upon, or lulijiinction to, some other
verb." Clarke : Orammar.

*
sub-junc'-tiVe, a. &*. [Lat. siibjunctimis-^

joining on at the end, subjunctive, from sub~

junctus, pa. par. of subjungo = to subjoin
(q.v.) ; Fr. subjonctif; Sp. & Port, tubjuntivo;
Ital. subiuntivo, soggiuntivo.]

A. As adjective:
*

1. Ord. Lang. : Subjoined or added to

something written or said before.

Site, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pfit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cab, cure, unite, our, rale, full; try, Syrian, ss, 09 = e; ey = a; au = kw.
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2. Gram. : Applied to a mood or form of a
verb expressing condition, hypothesis, or con-

tingency, generally subjoined or subordinate
to another vrb or clause, and preceded by a
conjunction.

B. As substantive :

Gram. : The subjunctive mood.

Sub la nate, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. lanate

(q.v.).]

Bot. : Somewhat lanate or woolly.

Sub lap sar -I-an, a. <fe s. [Lat. sub- = later

than ; Lat. lapsus = a slipping, a fall, and
Eng. stiff, -aria)!..]

A. As adjective: The same as IXFKALAP-
SARIAN (q.v.).

B. As subst. : An Infralapsarian (q.v.).

Sub lap- sar'- 1-an-Ism, s. [Eng. sullap-

sarian; -ism.]

Church Hist. : Infralapsarianism (q.v.).

*
Bub-laps'-a-ry, a. & s. [SUBLAPSARIAN.]
The same as "SUBLAPSARIAN (q.v.).

* sub -late, v.t. [Lat. sublatus, used as pa.

par. of tollo = to take away.] To take or

carry away ; to remove.
"The aucthores of the mischlefe*uNaiand plucked
way." Hall: Henry Vll. (an. 1).

* sub-la'-tion, s. [SUBLATE.] The act of

taking away or removing ; removal.
" He could not lie forsaken by a situation of union."
Bishop Hail : Remain*, p. 188.

sub-la'-tlve, a. [SUBLATE.] Tending to
take away or remove ; of depriving power.

sub lease, s. fPref. sub-, and Eng. lease, s.

(q.v.).J

Law : A lease of a farm, house, &c., granted
by the original tenant or leaseholder; an
nnder-lease.

siib -lease, v.t. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. lease,
v. (q.v.).] To let under a sublease.

Siib -let, v.t. [Pref. nib-, and Eng. let (1), v.

(q.v.).] To let to another jierson, the party
letting being himself a lessee of the subject ;

to underlet.

*sub-le-vam'-In -ous, a. [T.at. suble-

vamen, genit, sublevaminls= a, sup[K>rt.] [Sus-
LEVATION.] Supporting, upholding.

sub-le-va'-tlon, . [Lat. sublevatio, from
tublevatits, pa. par. of sublevo= to lift up from
below, to lift or raise up : sub = under, and
kvo to raise.]

1. The act of raising or lifting on high ;

elevation.
" In the inbitvation or height of the pole in that

region." More : Utopia; Giles to Butlide.

2. A rising or insurrection.

"Any general commotion or rublevation at the
people. Sir W. Temple.

sub-li-ga'-tion, s. [Lat. subligatio, from
subligatus, pa. par. of subligo = to bind below :

sub = under, and ligo = to bind.] The act of

binding underneath,

sub-lim'-a-ble, a. [Eng. sublim; -able.]

Capable of being sublimated.
"

I found the salt itself to be sublimable.' Boyle :

Worts, v. 62.

iib-lim -a-ble-ness, . [Eng. sublimable;
ness.] Tl'ie quality or state of being sublima-
ble ; the quality of admitting of sublimation.

"He obtained another concrete as to taste and smell,
and easy sublim'ibleness, as common salt armouiack."
Boyle : Works, L 513.

snb-lim'-a-rjf,
*
sub'-llm-a-r& o. [SUB-

LIME.] Elevated.
"
First to the master of the feast,
This health is consecrated

Thence to each sulilim try xuest."
Brome : Painters' Entertainment.

ub'-U-inate, v.t. [Lat. sublimatus, pa. par.
of sublimo = to raise, to elevate ; sublimis =
raised, sublime (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : To bring a solid substance, as cam-
phor or sulphur, by heat into the state of

vapour which, on coaling, returns to the solid
state. [SUBLIMATION.]

*
2. Fig. : To refine and exalt ; to heighten,

to elevate.

"And as his actions rose, so raise they still their vein
In words, whose weight lft suit* a niblimaied
strain." Drajiton : PolyOlbiun, a. 4.

sub -lim-ate, s. & a. [SUBLIMATE, v.]

A. As substantive :

Chem. : The result of the process of sub-
limation ; a body obtained in the solid state
from the cooling of its vapour, e.g., sulphur,
iodine, sal-ammoniac, mercuric chloride (cor-
rosive sublimate).

* B. As adj. : Sublimated ; brought to a
state of vapour by heat, and again condensed.

U Blue sublimate, Corrosive sublimate; [CoR-
ROSIVE],

SUb-lI-ma'-tion, s. [SUBLIMATE.]
1. Lit. & Chen. : An operation by which a

solid body is changed by heat into vapour, and
then "oudeused into the solid form again.

*
2. Fig. : The act of heightening, refining,

and exalting; that which U highly refined,

purified, or improved.
"She turns

Bodies to spirits by sublimation strange."
Danes : Immorl. of One Soul, >. 4.

sublimation-theory, t.

Geol. : The hypothesis that mineral veins,
or many of them, have been filled by sublima-
tion. Volatile substances occur both in hot
springs and in the gaseous emanations of

volcanoes, and might furnish certain consti-
tuents for ores and other minerals occurring
in veins.

*
snb'-ll-ma-tor-f,

* sub II ma tor ie,
s. & a. [Lat. siibliiiiatoriuiii, from suulimatus
= sublimate (q.v.).J

A. As subst. : A vessel used by chemists in
the process of sublimation.

"
Viols, croslettes, and tublimatories."

Chaucer: C. T., 16.WL

B. As adj. : Tending to sublimate ; used in

the process of sublimation.

"These (sulphur, mercury, Ac.) will rise together in

sublimatory vessels." Boyle : Works, ill 96.

Sub-lime', a. & s.
[Pr.,

from Lat. sublimit
= lofty, raised on high ; ultimate etyui. un-
certain ; Sp. & Ital. sublime.]

A, As adjective :

*
1. High in place or position ; exalted,

raised aloft, elevated.
" Sublime on these a tow"r of steel is rear'd."

Dryden. (Todd.)

*2. Haughty.
" With countenance sublime and insolent."

Spenser: F. Q., V. viii. 30.

1 3. High in excellence ; exalted above
other men by lofty or noble qualities or en-

dowments.

4. Striking the mind with a sense ofgrandeur
or power, physical or moral ; expressive of or
calculated to excite feelings of awe, venera-

tion, heroic and lofty feeling, and the like ;

lofty, grand, noble.

5. Lofty of mien ; elevated in manner or

expression.
" His fair large front and eye tublime declared
Absolute rule.- Milton : P. L., iv. 800.

*
6. Elevated by joy ; elate, excited.
" Their hearts were Jocund and tublime,
Drunk with idolatry, drunk with wine."

Milton : Samson Agonistes, 1,609.

B. As subst. (with the def. article) : That
which is sublime : as,

1. Something lofty or grand in style.

"The sublime, is a certain eminence or perfection of

language." Smith : Longiiau; OH the Sublime.

2. That which is grand and awe-inspiring in

the works of nature or art, as distinguished
from the beautiful.

1[ Hamilton (Metaph., ed. Mansel, ii.
512-16}

thus distinguishes between the sublime and
the beautiful :

" The feeling of pleasure in the
sublime is essentially different from our feel-

ing of pleasure in the beautiful. The beautiful
awakens the mind to a soothing contempla-
tion ; the sublime rouses it to strong emotion.

The beautiful attracts without repelling;
whereas the sublime at once does both ; the

beautiful affords us a feeling of munlBRtod
pleasure, in the full and unimpeded activity
of our cognitive powers ; whereas, our feeling
of sublimity is a mingled one of pleasure and

pain of pleasure in the consciousness of the

strong energy, of pain in the consciousness

that this energy is vain. . . . Tliat we are at

once attracted and repelled by sublimity
arises from the circumstance that the object
which we call niblime is proportioned to one
of our faculties, and diproportioned to an-

other; but as the degree of pleasure tran-

scends the degree of pain, the power whose

energy is promoted must be superior to that

power whose energy is repressed." He then
proposes, instead of the ordinary division of
the Sublime into the Theoretical and Practi-
cal (or, according to Kant, the Mathematical
and Dynamical), a three-fold division : (1) The
Sublime of Extension or Space ; (2) Proten-
sion, or Time ; (3) Intension, or Power ; -and
quotes the following passage fiom Kant as an
admirable example of the sublime in all its
three forms :

" Two tilings there are, which, the oftener and the
more steadily we consider them, till the mind with aa
ever new, an ever rising admiration and reverence
the Starry Heaven above, the Moral Law witl.in. Of
neither am I compelled to seek out the reality, a*
veiled in darkness, or only to conjecture the possi-
bility. as beyond the hemisphere of my knowledge.
Both I contemplate lying clear before me. and connect
both immediately with my consciousness of existence.
The one departs from the place I occupy in the outel
world of sense ; expands beyond the bounds of imagi-
nation this connection of my body with worlds lying
beyond worlds, and systems blending into systems ;

and protends it into the illimitable times of their

periodic movement to its commencement and con-
tinuance. The other departs from my invisible self,
from uiy personality, and represents me in a world.
truly infinite indeed, but whose Infinity can he
tracked out only by the intellect, with hich also
my connection, unlike the fortuitous relation I stand
in to all worlds of sense, I am compelled to recognize
as universal and necessary. In the former, the vlev
of a countless multitude of worlds annihilates, as it
were, my importance as an animal product, which.
after a brief and that incomprehensible endowment
with the power of life, is compiled to refund Its con-
stituent matter to the planet itself an atom in th
universe qu which it grew. The aspect of the other.
0:1 tho contrary, elevates my worth as an intell'it/met
oven without limit : and this through my irsonality,
in which the moral law reveals a faculty of life inde-
pendent of my animal nature, nay. of the whole mate-
rial world; at least, if it be permitted to infer a*
much from the regulation of my l*ing, which a con-
formity with that law exacts ; proposing, as it does,
my moral worth for the absolute end of my activity.
conceding no compromise of its imperative t a neces-
sitation of nature, and spurning in its infnity. the
conditions and boundaries of my present transitory

Hamilton adds :
" Here we have the exten-

sive sublime in the heavens and their inter-

minable space, the protensive sublime in their

illimitable duration, and the intensive sub-
lime in the omnipotence of the human will as
manifested in the unconditional imperative
of the moral law."

* sublime geometry, s. A name piven
by the older mathematicians to the Uglier
parts of geometry, in which the infinitesimal

calculus, or something equivalent, was em-
ployed.

Sublime Porte, . [PORTE, If.]

sub-lime , v.t. & i. [Lat. sublimo, from t>
limis sublime (q.v.); Fr. sublimer.]

A. Transitive:

1. To raise on high ; to elevate.
"
Although thy trunk be neither large nnr strong,
Nor can thy head, not helpd. itself tublinui

Yet. like a serpent, a tall tree can climb."
Dznham : Old Age, Sit.

t2. To exalt, to heighten, to raise, to im-

prove.
"His very selfishness therefore Is sublimed into

public spirit" Macaalay ; Hist. Eng,, ch. xiL

3. To sublimate.
"
Thundering .Etna, whose combustible
And fuel'd entrails thence conceiving flre,

Sublimed with mineral fury, aid the winds."
Milton: P.L.,l.VI>

*4. To digest, to concoct.
" Th' austere and ponderous Juices they t

Make them ascend the porous soil and climb
The orange tree, the citron, and the lime."

Blaclcmore : Creation, It

B. Intrans : To be susceptible of sublima-

tion ; to be brought or changed into a state of

vapour by heat, and then condensed by cold,
as a solid substance.

" The particles of sal ammoniack In sublimation

carry up the particles of antimony, which will not
sublime alone.' Jfewton : Opticks.

sub-limed , pa. par. & a. [SUBLIME, v.t.]

sublimed sulphur, s. [SULPHUR.]

stib-lime'-ljf, adv. [Eng. sublime, a, ; -??/.] In
a sublime manner; with lofty or elevated

conceptions; grandly, nobly.
" Thus shone his coming, as fublimtly 1\T,
As bounded nature has been framed to bear.

Parnell : Gift of Poetry.

siib -lime'-ne'ss, s. [Eng. sublime; -ness.] The

quality or state of K'ing sublime ; sublimity.
"
Strength of reasoning and tublimeneaot thought"

Bur lift : BM. Own Time.

SUb-Hm-I-fl-oa'-tion, s. [Lat mblimis =
sublime, and /ado = to make.] The act of

making sublime ; the state of being made
sublime.

" The poet has (treat advantage* over the painter, in

the pi!eM nf mblimtftoititn, U the term may be
allowed." ailpin.

. bo>; po^t, Jo^rl; cat, jell, chorns, jhln, bench; go, em; thin, $his; sin, aa; expect, Xenophon, efist. ph ^ t,

-clan, -tian = ft*"}", -tion. -sion = ftfrfln ; -tion, -sion= hft- -clous, -tious, -sioua = slius. -ble, -die, &c. = beL, del.
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fib l!m-I-ta -tion,s. fPref. sub-, ami Kng.

limitation.

fib- Um'-i-ty, s. fPr. tublimite, from Lat
tubUmitateiii. acciis. of sublimihts, from sub-

limis = sublime (q.v.) ; Sp. fublimUlad ; lul.

tulilimita..}

1. The quality or state of being sublime ;

that quality or character of anything which
marks it as sublime ; as

(1) Height of place or position; local
elevation.

(2) Height in excellence; moral grandeur;
loftiness of nature or character.

"Brliur he'd with ad mi ration of their owne tuft-

NmiVy Mid honour." footer . frcto. Polity, l>k. L. | .

(3) Loftiness of conception, sentiment, or

tyle.
"Milton'* distinguishing excellence HM in the tub-

Wm/fy of hi* thoughts. in the greatness of which he
triumphs over nil the iioets, modern and ancient.
Hom-r only excepted." Additon : spectator, No. 279.

(4) Grandeur, vastness, majesty, whether of
works of nature or of art : as, the sublimity of

scenery.

2. That which is sublime ; a sublime person
or thing. " The particle of those tubtimitlet

Which have relapsed to chaos."
Ol/ron: Childe ll.irold, Ir. (4.

3. The suhlimest, supreme, or highest de-

gree of anything; the height.
"The fii',timity of wisdom is to do those things

living which are to be desired wbeii dyiiig." Jertiny
Taylor : Half Living i Dying.

4. The emotion produced by that which is

sublime ; a feeling produced by the contem-

plation of great or grand scenes and objects,
or of exalted excellence ; a mingled emotion
of astonishment and awe excited by the con-

templation of something sublime.

stib-lin-e-a'-tion, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
linfation (q. v.).] The murk of a line, or lines,
Under a word or sentence ; underlining.

"I have compared his transcription, in which ha
bath made use of mblineaiian in lieu of asterisks."
-Letter to ArcMMop i'ther, p. 664.

Ub lln'-gual (u as w), a. [Pref. sub-, aud
Eng. lingual (q.v.).]

1. Anat. : Situated or being under the
tongue : as, the sublingual gland, the sublin-

gual artery.
*

2. PathoL : Placed under the tongue.
" These subliming humours should be intercepted,

before they mouut to the head, by luotinoual pills."
Bar^y.

sublingual gland, *.

Anat. : The smallest of the three salivary
glands. It is situated along the floor of the

mouth, where it forms a ridge between the

tongue and the gums of tne lower jaw,
covered only by the mucous membrane.

Tub li -tion, s. [Lat. sublitus, pa. par. of
sub ino = to smear, to lay on as a ground
colour.]

Paint. : The act or art of laying the ground
colour under the perfect colour.

sub-Utf-tor-aL a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
littoral (q.v.).]

"

Under the shore.

ub-lob'-u-lar, a. [Pref. tub-, and Eng.
lobule.] Situated under a lol>e or lobule : as,
the sublobular veins of the liver.

* sub-lu'-nar, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
lunar (q.v.Jk] Situated beneath the moon ;

ublunary.
" Now had night measured with her shadowy cone
Half way up hill this vast tablunar vault.

Hilton : P. L., iv. 777.

ub lu nar-y,
* sub-lu -nar y, <*.&.

[Eng. sublunar; -y.]

A. As adjective :

L Situated beneath the moon.
" M in. llke'this uWnar world. Is born
The sport of two cross planets, love aud scorn.'

Shertxtrne: The Microcosm.

2. Pertaining to this world ; terrestrial,
earthly, worldly.

" To seek no tublunaiy rest beside.**

Cowprr : To*. T. 47*

B. Assubst. : Any worldly thing.
" These ublunnria have their greatest freshness

plac'd in only hope." Fettlutm: Ketoltet, pt ii., res.se.

Sub lux-a'-tion, . [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
luxation (q.v.>]

Surg. : An incomplete or partial luxation ;

a sprain.

sub mum mar y, a, [Pref. sub., and Eng.
muiniiMry (q.v.).] Situated or being under
the manimie or paps.

sub -mar gin- al, a. [Pro'- **-, and
Eng. iiuirgiiuil (q.v.).]

Bot. : Situated near the margin.

sub ma rine , a. & s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
marine (q.v.).]

A. A* adj. : Situated, being, existing, acting,
or growing at some depth lieneath the surface
of the sea

; remaining or acting at the bottom
or under ihe surface of the sea.

"
By the appellation of lubmarint regions It Is not

to be supposed that the places so called are below t lie

bottom of in.- so i. but only below the surface of it."

Boyl* : Work!, ill. 342.

B. As subst. : A submarine plant

submarine - battery, . A vessel

capable of being submerged and maintained at
a given depth below the surface of the water,
and provided with means for penetrating the
hull of an enemy's ship below the water-line,
or of blowing her up usually a torpedo
arrangement, which may be detached from
the battery and attached to the bottom of the

ship.

submarine-boat, .

No.ut. : A boat capable of being propelled
under the water. The first was probably that
constructed by Drebbel, a Dutchman, for
James I., and Robert Fulton made an effort
in the same direction in 1801, constructing a
boat in which he remained tor fjur hours at a
depth of 25 feet, and successfully blew up an
old vessel with a torpedo. In 1863 the Confed-
erates succeiled by a submarine boat in sinking
the Federal war vessel Housatonic, in Charles-
ton Harbor, the boat going down with the
vessel. Of later successful experiments with
submarine boats may be named those made in
France in 1889 and later. The boats used had
electricity for their motive power. Other
countries have made similar experiments, and
some good results have been obtained in the
United States. Yet submarine navigation, for
wailike purposes, must always be dangerous.
Little speed is attainable, and the limit of vision
is small, which detracts from usefulness.

submarine-cable, *.

Tdeg. : A wire, or combination of wires,
protected by flexible non-conducting water-

proof material, designed to rest upon the
bottom of a body of water, and serve as a
conductor fur the currents transmitted by an
electro-magnetic telegraphic apparatus.

submarine-denudation, s.

Geol. : Denudation produced by the action
of marine currents on the bed of the sea.

Though during storms the sea is agitated only
to the depth of a few fathoms from the sur-

face, yet extensive currents can operate at

greater depths ; besides which the now exist-

ing depth of particular portions of the sea

may have been much less at some former
periods. The amount of denudation which
takes place on the sea cliffs is probably only
an insignificant fraction of the whole volume
of marine denudation. (Lyell.)

submarine-forest, s.

Geol. : The remains of a forest beneath the
present level of the sea. Such a forest exists

along the northern shore of Fifeshire, and
beyond that area. It consists of a peat bed,
with the roots, leaves, and branches of trees.
The Rev. Dr. Fleming attributed it to the
encroachment of the sea ; Lyell (Princ. of
Geol., ch. xx.) thought that it more probably
arose from subsidence. A smaller forest of

oak, yew, &c., with their trunks and roots as
they grew, occurs at the month of the Parret
in Somersetshire. It was described by Mr.
Leonard Horner in 1815, and attributed by
him to subsidence. (Ibid, ch. xx.) A forest
beneath the sea-level at Bournemouth, dis-
covered by Mr. Charles Harris in 1831, is be-
lieved to have reached the present low level

by the encroachment of the sea. (Ibid, ch.

xlviii.) Many others are known.

submarine-lamp, s. A lamp designed
to burn and show light under water. One
was used in exploring the breaches of the
Thames Tunnel, 1825-27, and others have since
been constructed.

submarine -telegraph, .

GRAPH. ]

[TELE-

submarine-torpedo, s. [TORPEDO.]

submarine-valve, . A port or valvo
in the side of a vessel, opening beneath the
surface of the water, for the purpose of pro-
truding a torpedo, the muzzle of a gun to be
fired under water, or some other offensive

weapon.

submarine-volcano, s. [VOLCANO.]

sub max II -lar y, a. [ Pref. sub-, and Eng.
vuixillary (q.v.).] Situated or being under
the jaw.

submaxlllary gland, s.

Anat. : One of the three salivary glands.
It is situated immediately below the base and
the iuuer surface of the inferior maxilla.

sub me di al,
* sub-me di-an, a.

[Pref. sub-, and Eng. medial, median (q.v.).]
L Ord. Lang. : Situated or being under

the middle.

II. Geol. : Of or belonging to the so-called
Transition rocks (q.v.).

sub me -dl-ant, s. [SUBMEDIAL.)
Music: The sixth note of the diatonic scale,

or middle note between the octave and sub-
domiiiiint ; thus, in the scale of c, A is the
pubmediant.

sub-men' -tal, a. [Lat. sub = under, and
mentum = tlie chin.)

Anat. : Situated or being under the chin:
as, a submental artery or vein.

sub merge', v.t. & i. [Fr. submerger, from
Liit. sublMrgo, from siife under and mergo =
to plunge; Sp. sumergir; Port, submergir;
Ital. sommergere.]

A. Transitive:

1. To plunge or put under water.

2. To coyer with water; to overflow with
water ; to inundate, to drown.

" So hnlf my Egypt was tubmerg'd, and mad*
A cistern for scal'd snakes.

Shaketp. : Antony i Cleopatra. 11. t,

*B. Tntrans. : To plunge under wnter; to
be buried or covered, as by a fluid ; to sink
out of si lit.

sub-merged', pa. par. or o. [SUBMERGE.]

submerged-pump, s. A well or cistern

pump which is placed under water, the pump-
rod and discharging pipe reaching from the
surface of the ground to the pump.

sub merg'-en5e, s. [Lat. submergens, pr.

par. of tnbmefgo> = to submerge (q.v.).] Tha
net of submerging or plunging under water;
submersion.

eub merg I ble, . That may be sub-
merged; suumeisible.

* sub-merse', v.t. [Lat. submersus, pa. par.
of submerge = to submerge (q.v.).] To sub-

merge ; to plunge under water ; to drown.

sub -morse', *sub mersed, a. [SUB-
MERSE, v.]

Bot. : Buried under water.

snb-xners'-i-ble, o. That may be submersed;
submersible.

3ub-mer/

-sion, . [Fr., from Lat. *ubmer-

sionem, accus. of submersio, from submersus,
pa. par. of submerge = to submerge (q.v.).]

1. The act of submerging or putting under
water or other fluid ; the act of drowning or

overflowing.

2. The state of being submerged or put
under water or other fluid, or of being over-

flowed, inundated, or drowned.
* sub -mm'- Is - ter, v.t. & i. [Lat. rub-

ministro, from sub = under, and ministro = to

attend, to serve.]

A. Trans. : To supply, to afford, to yield, to
minister.

"The inferior animals have tubministered unto
nan the Invention or discovery of many things ljuth

natural aud artificial and medicinal." Sale : (trig, of
Mankind, p. 164.

B. Intrant. : To serve, to subserve ; to be
useful.

"
Passions, as Are and water, are good servants, hot

bad musters, and utiiminiiter to the best aud wont
purposes." L'Eitrange.

sub-min'-is-trant, a. [SUBMISISTEB.]

Subservient, subordinate.

"The attending of that which is subservient and
ntbminiitniiit." Bacon : Church of England.

fate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her. there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go. pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, our. rule, full; try, Syrian, a, ce = e; cy = a; au = lew.
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sub-min'-is-trate, v.t. [Lat. subminis-

tratus, pa. par. of suhministro = to sub-
minister (q.v ).] To supply, to atlbrd.

"Nothing lubminutrntet apter matter to be con-
Yerted into pestilent seminaries than (taunt of nasty
folks." Uarvty : On Consumption.

siib-min-Is-tra'-tion, s. [SUBMINISTRATE.]
The act of furnishing or supplying ; supplying.

"Which [treaty] the electors of Mentz ami Colen
have broken hy permission of SptnoU ; n.iy, divers
ways, by tuhminittration of commodities to his army."

Kelviu.ua Wottoniana, p. 629.

sub-miss', a. [Lat. submissus, pa. par. of
fubmitto to submit (q.v.).]

1. Submissive, humble, obsequious.
" In adoration at His feet 1 fell

Submia." Milton : P. L., vili. 31*.

2. Low, soft, gentle.
" Aa age enfeeble th a man, the grindings are weaker,

and the voices of them more tubmia." Smith : for-
trait, of Old Age, p. 118.

Bub miss -ion (ss as sh), s. [O. Fr. soub-

mission, from Lat. submissionem, accus. of

submissio, from snbmissus =. submiss (q.v.) ;

Fr. soumission ; Sp. sumision.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of submitting or yielding to

power ; surrender of the person and power to
Vie control and government of another.

/Proclaim a pardon to the soldiers fled,
That in <i<6mst-i will return to us."

Sluikesp. : Kicharcl III., v. 4.

2. The state of being submissive ; acknow-
ledgment of inferiority or dependence ; humble
and suppliant behaviour; weakness.

" He exacted from the republic of Genoa the most
humiliating submissions.

"
Macaulay : Hat. Eng.,

ch. ii.

*
3. Acknowledgment of a fault ; confes-

sion of error.
" Be not as extreme in submission
As in onence." Shtikesp. : Merry Wlaet, iv. 4.

4. Compliance with the commands, laws, or
Wishes of a superior ; ol>edience : as, the sub-
mission of children to their parents.

IL Law : An agreement by which parties
agree to submit a disputed point to arbi-
tration.

ub miss'-fve, a. [Lat. submissus = sub-
miss (q.v.).]

1. Ready, disposed, or willing to submit ;

yielding to power or authority ; obedient.
" Whose submitsive spirit was to ine
Rule and restraint

Wonttvarth: Exmrtion, bk. it

2. Testifying, showing, or expressing sub-
mission ; pertaining to or characteristic of
submission.

"It had 110 bad effect on their behaviour, which
was remarkably civil and tubmittioe." Cook: Third
Voyage, bk. v., ch. v.

Ub miss-ive-ly, adv. [Eng. submissive;
ly.] In a submissive manner ; with submis-
sion ; with confession or acknowledgment of

inferiority ; humbly.
"
Being thence made sensible how mnch we need

his mercy, submissively to apply for it." Abp. Seeker :

Sermons, vol. iv., ser. 4.

ub miss' ive-ness, s. [Eng. submissive;
-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being submissive ;

a submissive temper or disposition.

2. Humility ; acknowledgment of infe-

riority ; submission.
'

3. Confession or acknowledgment of fault ;

penitence.
"
Frailty gets pardon by tnbmiaiveness."

Herbert : Church Porch,

'-ljf,
* sub misse ly, adv. [Eng.

tubmiss; -ly.] Humbly, submissively, meekly.
" Some time he spent in speech ; and then began
Submittelj/ prayer to the name of Pan."

Browne : Britannia! Pattorali, ii. 6.

* sub miss - ness,
* sub-misse nessc, s.

[Eng. stibmiss; -ness.] Siibmissiveness, hu-
mility, submission, obedience.

"I honour your names and persons, and with all

tubmiueiiexte, prostrate my selfe to your censure and
erviue." Burton: Anat. Melancholy, p. 140.

ub mit , sub myt, v.t. & i. [Lat. submitto
= to let down, to submit, to bow to : sub =
under, down, and mUto = to send; Fr. sou-
mettre ; Sp. someter.]

A. Transitive:
*

1. To let down ; to lower ; to cause to
ink.

" Sometimes the hill rubmit* itself a while
In small descents, which do its height beirnile."

IM-l/den: To Lord chancellor Clarendon, IS*.

*
2. To put or place under. (Chapman.)

3. To yield, resign, or surrender to the
power, control, or will of another. (Used
reflexively.)

" Wives submit yourselves unto your own husbands.*
Ephetiant v. 2i

4. To place under the control of another; to
surrender, to subject, to resign.

"
I submit my fancy to your eyes.*'

Shakei/i. : All's Well, ii. S.

5. To leave, commit, or refer to tlie discre-
tion, judgment, or decision of another: as, To
submit a question to the court.

B. Intransitive:

1. To yield one's person to the power, will,
or control of another ; to surrender.

" And courage never to lubmit or yield."
MiUon: P. L.. i. 10.

2. To be subject, to yield; to acquiesce in
or acknowledge the authority of another.

" About twenty-nine thirtieths of the profession
tubmiited to the law.

1

Mnatuluy : Hist. Kng., ch. xiv.

3. To yield one's opin'on to the opinion or
authority of another

; to give way in an argu-
ment.

4. To be submissive ; to yield without mur-
muring.

"Ko, quoth I, not if he willinglye retourned to the
churche kuowledging Ids fault, i ready to ahiure all

heresies, and penitent.y submitted himself to pe-
naunce." Sir T. More: Worket, p. 214

sub^mit', o. [SUBMIT, v.] Submissive,
obedient.

" For I am hole submit vnto your seruice."
Chaucer: La Belle Dame tans Mercie.

sub-mit ter, s. [Eng. submit, v. ; -er.] One
who submits.

" Sick but confident tubmltleri of themselves to this
empirick's cast of the dye." Whitlock: Mannert of
the English.

* 8ubTmo'n'-feh, v.i. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
monish (q.v.).] To suggest, to prompt.

" The submonitliing inclinations of iny senses."
Granger : Comm. on Ecclesiastes,

* sub me nf -tion, s. [Pref. sub-, and Er.g.
monition (q.v.).] A suggestion, persuasion,
prompting.

"He should have obeyed the tubmonit'ons of his
own conscience." Grainger: Comm. on Jlcclesiastes,
p. 29.

sub mu coiis, o. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
mucous. ]

Anat. : Situated under the mucous mem-
brane of any organ. Used of the areolar
tissue when it is beneath a mucous membrane.

sub-mill'-ti-ple, s. & a. [Pref. sub-, and
Eng. multiple (q.v.).]

A. As subst. : A number or quantity which
is contained in another an exact number of
times. Thus, t,,is a submultiple of 42.

B. As adj. : Applied to a number or quan-
tity which is contained in another an exact
number of times ; as, a submultiple number.

submultiple-ratio, s. The ratio which
exists between an aliquot part of any number
or quantity and the number or quantity itself.

Thus, the ratio of 3 to 2i is submultiple, 21

being a multiple of 3.

sub miis -cu lar, o. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
muscular (q.v.).]

Anat. : Situated under a muscle or muscles.

sub nar-cot'-ic, a. [Pref. sub-, a':d Eng.
narcotic (q.v.).] Somewhat or moderately
narcotic.

sftb-nas'-cent, o. [Lat subnascent, pr. par.
of subnascor = to grow under : sub = under,
and oscor=to be born.] Growing under-
neath.

"Prejudicial to sulmutcent young trees." Evelyn:
Kytaa, bk. i.. ch. xx., a.

*sub ncet, v.t. [Lat. subnecto, from nib =
under, and necto = to bind, to tie.] To tie or
fasten underneath.

*sub-nex', v.t. [Lat. subnents, pa. par. of
sulmecto = to subnect (q.v.).] To subjoin, to
add.

" He tubnfxeth, as touching evil things, these word*."
P. ffolland : Plutarch, p. 87$.

sub-m'-trate, s. [Pref. sub- (2), and Eng.
nitrate (q.v.).]

Chem. : A salt of nitric acid in which the
metal is in excess of one atom of the negative
element.

subnitrato of bismuth, s. [BISMUTH,
3., BlSMUTBOUS-NITRATE.]

sub-nor -mal, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. normal
(q.v.).]

Conic Sections: That part of the axis on
which the normal is taken, contained between
the. foot of the ordinate through the point of
normalcy of the curve, and the point in which
the normal intersects the axis. In all curves
the subnormal is a third proportional to the
subtangent and the ordinate. [NORMAL.]

*
sub-no-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. subnotatio, from
suhiiotatus, pa. par. ofsubnoto= to mark under.]
The same as RESCRIPT (q.v.).

sub-nude', o. [Pref. sub-, and nude (q.v.).]
Sot. : Almost naked or bare of leaves.

*sub-nu'-v6-lar, a. [Pref. sub-, and ItaL
nuvola = a cloiid.J Somewhat cloudy ; par-
tially obscured by clouds.

*
sub-ob-sciire'-l^-, adv. [Pref. sub-, and
Eng. obscurely (q.v.).] Somewhat or rather
obsc;urely or dimly.

"The booke of nature, where, though tubobscurelyand in shadows, thou [God] hast expressed thine owue
image. Donne : DeMivna, p. 218.

*sub-ob-tuse', a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. ob-
tuse (q.v.).] Somewhat obtuse.

sub-oc-glp'-it-al, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
occipital (q.v.).]

Anat. : Situated or being under the occiput:
as, the suboccipital nerves.

siib 6c -tave, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. octotw

(q.v.).]

*1. Ord. Lang. : An eighth part, or octave.
" This is the course taken for our gallon, which lisa

the pint for its iuboctave."Arouthnot : On Coins.

2. Music: A coupler in the organ which
pulls down keys one octave below those which
are struck.

*8ub-OC'-tu-ple, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
octuple (q.v.).] Containing one part of eight.

" Two of them abate half of that which remains,
and cause a subquadruple proportion, tlireo a sub-
sextuple, four a tuboctuple." Wilkint; Mathematical
Magick.

*
sub-oc'-u-lar, a. [Lat. subocularis, from
sub = under, and oculus = the eye.] Being
under the eye.

sub-ce-so-pha^-e-al, a. [Pref. sub- and
Eng. cesophageal (q.v.J.J

Anat. : Situated beneath the gullet. (Ow?e.>

sub-d-per'-cu-lair, a, [Mod. Lat. suboper-
cul(nm) ; Eng.* adj. suff. -or.] Of or pertain-
ing to the suboperculum.

stib-o-per'-cu-lum, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng,
operculum.]

Ichthy. : One of the pieces forming the gill-

cover, present in most Teleosteous and many
Ganoid Fishes. With the interoperculum, it

forms the inferior margin of the gill-opening.

Bub-or-blc'-u-lar, sub or bic 11 late.
a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. orbicular, orbicnlate

(q.v.).] Almost orbicular or orbiculate; nearly
circular.

sub or bit al, siib-or'-bit-ar, a. [Pret
sub-, ard Eng. orbital, or6itor(q.v.).] Situate
or being beneath the orbital cavity ;

infra-

orbital : as, the suborbital artery.

* sub-or-dain', v.t. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
ordain (q.v.).] To ordain to an inferior

position. " That Powre omnipotent
That Nature subordnintd chiefe Governor
Of fading creatures while they do endure."

Diaitt : Mirum in Modum, p. M.
*
siib-or'-din-a-9& . [Eng. subardinafti);

cy.] The quality or state of being subordin-
ate ; subordinance, subordination.

*
stib-or'-dlii-an9e,

* sub- or*-din - an-

9Y, [SUBORDINATE.]
1. The quality or state of being subordinate;

subordinacy." That pendent subordlnance."
More : Song of the Soul, pt, 1., bk. 11., . 11.

2. Subordinate places or offices collectively.
"Th tubartlininty of the goveniment changing

hands so often makes an unsteadiness in the pursuit*
of the pnblick interests." Temple.

sub-or'-dln-a-rjf, . [Pref. sub-, nd Eng.
ordinary (q.v.).]

Her. : A figure borne in charges in coat

bbll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -cioua. -tlous, -ion* = has. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.



subordinate subrigid

'armour, not considered to be so honourable.

as .in ordinary, to winch it gives place and
cetles the principal points of the shield. Ac-

cording to some writers, an ordinary, when it

comprises less than one-fifth of the whole

shield, is termed a subordinary.

ub or' din ate, a. & .. [As if from a Lat.

subordinate, from sub = under, and ordinat-us,

pa. par. of ordino to set in order ; ordo,

genit. ordinis order ; Sp. subordinate ; Ital.

A. At adjective :

L Placed in a lower order, class, or rank ;

occupying a lower position in a regular de-

scending series.

"Th* seven! kiiula of subordinate species of each
are easily distinguished." Woodward.

2. Inferior in order, nature, dignity, power,
importance, or the like.

"This fashion of imiwrial grandeur is Imitated by
all inferior and subordinate sorts of it." C'ow/ey : Of
Greatness.

B. As subst. : One who is inferior in order,

power, rank, dignity, office, or the like ; one
who stands below another in rank, or Older;
an inferior ; one below and under the orders

of another.
" His next subordinate

Awakening, thus to him in secret spake."
Hilton : P. L., v. CH.

subordinate clause, s.

Gram. ,Law : A clause governed by another

one, as distinguished from a coordinate clause.

[COORDINATE, If.]

sub-or'-din-ate, r.t. [SUBORDINATE, a.]

1. To place or set in a position, order, or

rank below another person or thing ; to make
or consider as of less value or importance.

"
I have before subordinated picture and sculpture

to architecture, as their mistress." Jieliguia Wot-
toniatna, p. 62.

2. To make sulyect ; to subject : as, To sub-

ordinate the passions to reason.

SUb-or'-din-ate-ljf, adv. [Eng. subordinate,
a. ; -ly.] In a" subordinate manner or degree ;

in a lower order, class, rank, dignity, or the

like ; of inferior importance.
"All things else which were subordinate^ to be

desired." Courtey : Euan ; Agriculture.

sub-or'-dln-ate-ness, s. [Eng. subordi-

nate, a. ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
subordinate or inferior ; subordination.

"The tubordinateness of the creature doth not tnke
away from the lyht, from the thank, of the first

mover." Bp. Ball: Five Loaves & Two fishes.

sub-or dln-a'-tion, s. [SUBORDINATE.]

1. The act of subordinating, subjecting, or

placing in a lower order, rank, or position.

2. The quality or state of being subordinate

or inferior to another; inferiority in rank,

position, importance, or the like.

"This titbortlinntinn. in fact, pervades all the works
of God." Gilpln : Sermons, vol. i., ser. 61.

*
3. Place of rank amongst inferiors.

" Persons who In their several subordinations would
tie obliged to follow the examples of their superiors."

Swift.

4. The state of being under control or go-
vernment ; subjection to rule ; obedience.

Sub-or-din-a'-tion-Ist, s. [Eng. subordi-

nation; -ist.] [EusEBrAN, B.]

sub-or'-din-a-tive, a. ['Eng. subordinate);
-ive.] Tending to subordinate ; causing or

implying subordination or dependence ; em-

ployed to introduce a subordinate clause in a
sentence : as, a svbordinative conjunction.

sub-orn', * sub-erne, v.t. [Fr. suborner,
from Lat. suborno = to furnish or supply in

an underhand way or secretly : sub under,
and orno to furnish, to adorn ; Sp. sobornar ;

Port, subornar ; Ital. subornare.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II.

*2. To procure by underhand or indirect

means.
" Throw off the burden and suborn their death.

Dryden : Palamon t Arcite, iii. 1,(

3. To induce to give false testimony, or to

commit other crime, by means of bribes or
the like.

" Thou hast suborned the goldsmith to arrest me."
Shakesp. : Comedy of Krrort, iv. 4.

IL Law : To procure or eause to take such
a false oath as constitutes perjury.

ub-or-na'-tton, sub or na ci on, s

(Fr. subornation, from suborner = to suborn

(q.v.); Sp. sobomacion ; Ital. subornazione.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of procuring or in-

ducing one by bribes, persuasion, or the like,
to do a criminal or bad action.

" The duchess, by his subornation,
Upon uiy life, began her devilish practices."

Shakesp. : i Henry fl., ill. 1.

2. Law : The crime of suborning ; the act
of secretly or in an underhand manner pro-
curing, preparing, or instructing a witness to

give false testimony; any act that allures or

disposes to perjury.

U Subornation ofperjury :

Law : The offence of procuring another to
take such a false oath as constitutes perjury
in the principal. It is punishable iu the same
manner as perjury.

sub-orn'-er, . [Eng. suborn; -er.] One
who suborns ; one who procures another to
take a false oath, or do other bad action.

"Therefore you are to inquire of wilful and corrupt
perjury in any of the King's courts, yea of court-
barons and the like, and that as well of the actors, as
of the procurer and suborner." Bacon : Charge to the

Ytrge,

sub o' -val, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. oval

(q.v.).J "Somewhat oval.

Sub-6'-vate, sub-o-vat'-ed, a. [Pref. sub-,
and Eng. ovate, &c.] Somewhat ovate ; ap-
proaching an egg in shape, but having the in-

ferior extremity broadest.

t sub-par'-al-lel, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
jpara/M(q.v.).J

Bot. : Nearly parallel. Used of the primary
veins of a leaf when they diverge from the
midrib at an angle between 10 and 20.

sub-pe-dun'-cu late, a. [Pref. sub-, and
Eng. pedunculate (q.v.).]

Zool. : Supported on a very short stem.

(Nicholson.)

siib-pei-lu'-9ld, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.

pellucid (qv.).] Nearly or almost pellucid;
somewhat pellucid.

sub-pe'-na, s. [SUBPCENA.]

* sub-pen-tan -gular, a. [Pref. sub-, and

Eng. pentangular (q.v".).] Nearly or almost

pentangular ; not quite pentangular.

sub-per-l-to-ne'-al, a. [Pref. tub-, and

Eng. peritoneal (q.v.).]

Anat. & Pathol. : Situate or occurring be-
neath the peritoneum : as, the subperitoneal
tissue, a subperitoneal hsematocele.

sub-per-pen-dic'-u-lar, *. [Pref. sub-,
and Eng. perpendicular (q.v.).] A subnormal

(q.v.).

Sub-pgt'-X-O-late, o. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
petiolate (q.v.).]

Bot. : Having a very short petiole.

sub-pleu'-ral, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
pleural (q.v.).]

Pathol. : Situated or occurring under the

pleura : as, subpleural emphysema.

sub'-plinth, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. plinth

(q.V.).J

Arch. : A second and lower plinth placed
under the principal one in columns and

pedestals.

sub pee -na, sub-pe'-na, *. [Lat sub pcena
= under a penalty.]
Law: A writ or process commanding the

attendance in a court of justice of the witness

on whom it is served under a penalty. It

commands the person to whom it is addressed,

laying aside all pretences and excuses, to

appear at the trial at the place specified under
a penalty of a fixed amount it not complied
with. If the witness refuses or neglects to at-

tend, and has no legal excuse, such as serious

illness, he may be sued in an action of damages,
or imprison d for contempt of court; but if

required to proceed to a distance he may claim
his travelling expenses.

If Subpoena duces tecum :

Law: A writ commanding the attendance
of a witness at a trial, and ordering him to

bring with him all books, writings, or the

like, bearing on the case.

sub-pce'-na, sub-pe'-na, v.t. [SUBPOSNA, .]

To serve with a writ of subpuena ; to command
the attendance of in a court of justice.

" Several fresh witnesses have been sittijmnaed on
that behalf." Daily Chronicle, Oct. 19, 1885.

sub pee nal, *
sub-pe'-nall, a. [Su-

p<ENA, s.] Subject to legal authority and
penalties.

" These meetings of ministers must be subptnatt."
Oautten ; Tears of the Church, p. 483.

siib-po'-lar, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. polar
(q.v.).] Under or below the poles of the
earth ; adjacent to the poles.

sub -po-lyg'-on -al, a. [Pref. tub-, and Eng.
polygonal (q.v.).] Nearly or imperfectly po-
lygonal ; somewhat polygonal.

SUb-por-phy-rlt'-ic, a. [Pref. sub-, and
Eng. porphyritic (q.v.).] Allied to porphyry,
but containing smaller and less distinctly
marked points or crystals.

sub-pre'-fect, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. pre-
fect (q.v.).] A subordinate deputy or assistant

prefect ; an under-prefect.

sub pre-hen -sile, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
prehensile (q.v.).] Imperfectly or partially
prehensile ; having the power of prehension
in an inferior degree.

sub prin -91 pal, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
principal (q.v.).]

I. Ord. Lang. : A subordinate, deputy, or
assistant principal.

IL Technically:

1. Carp. ; An auxiliary rafter or principal
brace.

2. Music : An organ stop, consisting of open
pipes, of 32 feet pitch on the pedals and of
16 feet pitch ou the manuals.

sub'-pri-6r,
*
sub-pri-our, sous pri-

-or, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. prior (q.v.).]

Eccles. : One under and in place of a prior ;

the vicegerent of a prior ; a claustral officer

who assists a prior.
" The soutprior ot hor hons the monekes chose echon."

Robert of Gloucester, p. 494.

Sub-pu'-blc, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. pubto
(q.v.).] Situated or being under the pubes or

pubis : as, the subpubic arch.

8ub-pur'-$has-er, *. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
purchaser (q.v.).] A purchaser who buys
from a purchaser.

sub-quad'-rate, o. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
quadrate (q.v.).] Nearly quadrate or square.

* sub-quad' -ru-ple, a. [Prf. sub-, and
Eug. quadruple' (q.v.).] 'Jontaiuing one part
of four.

"Two of them abate half of that which remain*,
and cause a subquadruple proportion." H'ilkinst
Math. Maffick.

sub-quin'-que-fid, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
quinquefid (q.v.).] Almost quiuquefid.

sub-qufn' tu-ple, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
quintuple (q.v.).] Containing one part of five.

"If unto the lower pulley there were added another.
then the power would be unto the weight in a sub-

quintuple proportion. "n'itkins. Hath. Magick.

* sub-ra'-me-al, a. [Lat. s6 = under, and
romus= a bough.] Growing on a branch be-

neath a leaf.

sub-ra'-mose, subTra'-mous, a. [Pref.

sub-, and Eng. ramuse, ruinous (q.v.).]

Bot. : Slightly ramose ; having few branches.

sub-rep'-tion, s. [Lat. svbreptio, from sub-

reptus, pa. par. of subripio = to snatch away
secretly : sub = under, and rapio to snatch.]

*
1. Ord. Lang. : The act of obtaining s

favour by surprise or unfair representation ;

that is, by suppression or fraudulent conceal-

ment of facts.
" Lest there should be any subreption in this sacred

business." Bp. Hall : Remains, p. 344.

2. Scots Law : The obtaining gifts of escheat,

&c., by concealing the truth. [OBREPTION.]

*
sub-rep-ti'-tious, a. [Lat. surreplitius.]

[SUBREPTION.] Falsely crept in ; fraudulently
obtained ; surreptitious.

*
sub-rep-tl'-tious-ly, adv. [Eng. subrep-
titious ; -ly,} Surreptitiously ; by stealth.

*
siib-rep'-tive, a. [SDBREPTION.] Subrep-
titious, surreptitious.

SUb-rlg'-id, a. [Pref. tub-, and Eng. rigid

(q.v.).] Somewhat or moderately rigid or

stiff.

&te. Hit. tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, W9lf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. , ee = e ; ey = ; a = &*.
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sub rig'-u-ous, o. [Lat. subriguus, from
*u&- = under, and rigu us = watered, from
rigo = to water.) [IRRIGATE.] Watered or
wet beneath : well-watered.

sub -rd-gate, v.t. [Lat. subrogatus, pa. par.
of subrogo = to cause to be chosen in place of

another, to substitute : tub under, and
rogw = to ask.] [SURROGATE.] To put in the

place of another ; to substitute.
" The Christian day U to be tubroyated into the

place of the Jews' day." Jeremy Taylor: Holy Hying,
eh. ir., i 8.

ub-ro-ga'-tion, . [SUBROGATE.]
Civil Law : The substitution of one person

In the place of another, and giving him the

rights of the person whose place he tikes ;

but, in its general sense, the term implies a
succession of any kind, whether of a person
to a person, or of a person to a thing.

Ub-ro-tund', a. [Pref. tub-, and Eng.
rutuittt (q.v.). J Somewhat rotund ; almost
rotund or round.

SUb SO. line , a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. saline

(q.v.)*] Somewhat saline ; moderately saline

or salt.
*

" Bub-san-na'-tion, . [Lat. subsannatus,
pa. par. of subsanno = to deride, to mock:
tub = under, and sanna a grimace.] De-

rision, scorn, mockery.
"

Iili'latry is as absolute a tubsnnnation and vilifica-

tion of God as malice could invent.* More : Mystery
of 1iu tuny. bk. i., ch. v., i 11.

sub-sat'-u-rat-ed, a. [Pref. sub-, and
Eng. saturated (q.v.).] Imperfectly saturated.

sub-sat-u-ra'-tion, s. [Pref. sub-, and
Bug. saturation (q.v.).] The quality or state
of being subsaturated or imperfectly saturated.

ub-scap'-u-lar, o. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
tcapnlar (q'.v.).J Beneath the scapula or
shoulder -blade.

subscapular artery, s.

Anatomy:
1. The largest branch given off by the

xillary artery. It arises close to the lower
border of the subscapular muscle, proceeding
along it downwards and backwards towards
the inferior angle of the scapula.

2. A small branch of the supracapsular
artery, anastomosing with the posterior
scapular and subscapular arteries.

subscapular muscle, s.

Anat. : A muscle arising partly by muscular
and partly by tendinous fibres from the
venter of the scapula. Its fibres unite into a
broad tendon perforating the capsular liga-
ment of the shoulder-joint.

sub scap -u-lar-y, a. [SUBSCAPULAR.]

sub-scrlb'-a-ble, a. [Eng. subscribe);
-able.] Capable of being subscribed.

fib-scribe', v.t. & i. [Lat. subscribo, from
tub under, and scribo = to write ; Sp.
tubscribir; Port, subscrever.]

A. Transitive :

1. To write underneath.
"Which questions not a few famous doctoura of

4iuiint.ee had approued, as good and cleaue, and sub-
Kribed their names vndre them." Sir T. Man:
Workei, p. 3.

2. Hence, to sign with one's own hand, in

token of assent, consent, or approval ; to

give consent to, as to something written, or
to bind one's self to by writing one's name
Underneath.

" Folded the writ up in form of the other ;

Subscribed it." Shakesp. : Hamlet, v. 2.

3. To attest by writing one's name beneath.

4. To publish by subscription.
" Mr. D. Nutt is subscribing an elaborate work in

aodern Greek." Athenaeum, July 25, 1885, p. 114.

If Used specifically by publishers, &c. :

(1) To offer (as, a new book) to the trade.

(2) To take copies of.
" The largest number ever tubtrribed for a ix-

hilling novel." Mhenaum, June a;., 1887, p. 833.

*
5. To write down ; to characterize.

"
I will subscribe him a coward."
Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, T. I

6. To promise to give by writing one's name
down ; and hence, to give, to contribute : as,
He subscribed five pounds.

*
7. To lay down ; to submit

" The king gone to-nl;ht ! subscribed his power I"
'

Shake*?. : Lear, i. 2.

B. Intransitive :

*
1. To write one's name underneath a

document; to attest. (Uluikesp.: Antony <t

Cleofutra, iv. 5.)

2. To give assent or consent ; to consent, to

agree. " We will all subscribe to thy advice."
Shakeip. : Titus Androiiicut, ir. i,

3. To promise, with others, a certain sum
for the promotion of some object or under-
taking, by setting one's name to a paper ;

hence, to contribute with others towards any
object. (Pope : Epistle to Arbuthnot.)

4. To enter one's name for a newspaper,
book, periodical, or the like.

"The delicious divine for whose sermons the whole
fashionable world was subscribing." Thadteran :

English Humourist!, lect. vi.

*
5. To yield, to submit.

" Death to me subscribes." SHaketp. : Sonnet 107.

siib-scrlb -er, . [Eng. subscribe); -er.]

1. One who subscribes ; one who attaches
his signature to a document, as a token of

assent, consent, or promise ; one who admits
or binds himself to promise or obligation by
signing his name.

2. One who contributes to an undertaking
by paying or promising to pay a certain sum
or part.

" The tubscribfrs were erected into a New East
India Company." Smith : Wealth of tlationt, bk. T.,
ch. i.

3. One who enters his name for a newspaper,
book, periodical, or the like.

" Some of my subscriber* grew so clamorous, that I
could no longer defer the publication." Druden.
Virgil; .tinr.id. (Dedic.)

siib'-script, a. & s. [Lat. subscriptus, pa. par.
of subscribo = to write underneath.]

A. As adj. : Written underneath ; under-
written : as, the iota subscript in Greek ;

thus, iauiL (Oi).
* B. As subst. : Something written under-

neath or under-written.
" Be they postscript* of. mttcri/its, your translator!

neither 111,1- le them, uor recommended them."
Bentley : Phileleuthenu Lipiieiitis, f 37.

sub -scrip -tion, s. [O. Fr. soubscription,
from Lat. subscriptionem, accus. of subscript io,

from subscriptus.] [SUBSCRIPT.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of subscribing : as,

(1) The act of writing under or signing ;

the act of formally binding one's self to, or

acknowledging a promise or obligation, by
signing one's name.

"
Subscription to articles of religion . . . may

pro|>erly enough be roiisidwed in connexion wtth the
ubject of oaths." Paley : Moral I'hilos., bk. iii.

(2) The act of subscribing or contributing
with others towards the promotion of some
object.

2. That which is subscribed : as,
*
(1) Anything under-written.

" A subscription which has been thus rendered."
Gentleman's Magazine, July, 1814, p. 51.

*
(2) The signature attached to a paper or

document.

(3) Consent, agreement, or attestation given
by signature.

"Any church requiring subscri/idoti in her own ex-

planations." Watcrland: Works, ii. 292.

(4) A sum subscribed ; the aggregate amount
of sums subscribed.

*
3. Submission, obedience.

"
I never gave you kingdoms, called yon children,
You owe me no subscription."

Shakesp. : Lear, iii. 2.

II. Ecdes. A Church Hist. : The acceptance
of articles or other tests tending to promote
uniformity. Subscription to the Thirty-nine
Articles, and the Book of Common Prayer is

required before ordination in the Anglican
communion. A similar subscription was for-

merly required from every Master of Arts in

the Universities, and is still obligatory on the

governors or heads of the colleges of West-

minster, Winchester, and Eton, within one
month after election or collation, and admis-
sion into such government or headship.

* sub-scrip'-tlve, a. [Eng. subscription) ;

-ive.] Pertaining or belonging to the sub-

scription or signature.
I have endeavoured to imitate the tubscriplite

part." Richardson : Clarissa, viii. 78.

sub' sec - tion, *. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
section (q.v.).] A part or subdivision of a
section ; a section of a section.

*
sub'-se-cute, v.t. [Lat. subsecutus, pa par.
of nubsequu,- : sub = under, and WJUOT = to
follow.) To follow so as to overtake ; to fol-
low closely, to pursue.

" Yf by any possibility h* coulde be subsecuted an*
ouerUkeu." Bail : Chronicle: Richard 111. (an. 3L

* sub-sec -utive, o. [From Lat. subsecutut,
on analogy of consecutive (q.v.); Fr. subsecutif.}
Following in a train or procession. (Cotgravt.)

sub- scT-li -urn (pi sub-sel -li-a). . [Lat.= a bench : sub under, and selUi = a seat.)
Ecdes. : A footstool or any rest for the feet

From the earliest time persons of ra;ik or
authority are represented, when seated, aa
resting their feet upon a stilisellium. la
Christian monuments this mark of honour is

assigned to God the Father, when receiving
the sacrifice of Abel ; to Christ when seated
and teaching his disciples ; and to the Virgin
when the Magi are presenting their offerings.
Episcopal chairs always had the subsellium,
and the inferior clergy and the laity generally
avoided the use of it as a matter of humility,
and reserved the honour for bishops. (Smith:
Christ. Antiq.)

sub sent i tone, t. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
semitone (q.v.).J

Music: The seventh note of the diatonic
scale. Thus B is the semitone in the scale of
c, F| in that of o, E in that of F, &c. Called
also Subtonic, and Leading or Sensible Note.

* sub sen'-si-ble, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
sensible (q.v.).] Deeper than the range of the
senses ; too profound to be reached or grasped
by the senses

* sub sep tu pie, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
septuple (q.v.)J Containing one of seven
parts.

"
If nuto this lower pulley there ware added another,

then the power would tie unto the weight in a sub-
quintuple proportion; if a third, a subieptuple."
Wilkins : Math. Magick.

sub'-se-quenfe,
*
siib'-se-quen 93^, a.

[Eng. subsequent); -te, -cy.]

1. The quality or state of being subsequent
or of following after something.

" By this faculty we can take notice of the order at
precedence and subsequence in which they arc past"
Orea : Cosmo. Sacra, bk. ii., ch. iii.

*
2. The act of following.
"Why should we question the heliotrope'i tub-

leqi'.cncy to the course of the sunf "-dretmhill : Art c/
Ambalminy, p. 336.

sub' se-quent, o. [Lat. subsequent, pr. par.
of subsequof to follow closely after : s)ib =
under, and stquor= to follow ; Fr. mbserfttent ;

Sp. sitbsecuente ; Port, subsequente ; Ital. sus~

sequente.]

1. Following in time ; coming or being after

something else at any indefinite time: as,

subsequent ages or periods, subsequent events.

2. Following in order of place or succession ;

succeeding.
" From the antecedent and subsequent vfrses.'Cutt-

toorth : IntelL Xysttni, p. 475.

subsequent-condition, condition-
subsequent, s.

Law : The term applied when a man grants
to another his estate, &c.. in fee, upon condi-
tion that the grantee shall pay him a certain

sum upon a particular day. The condition
does not therefore require to be fulfilled till a
time subsequent to that at which the grantee
enters on possession.

Bub'-sS-quent-ljf, adv. [Eng. rubsetruent ;

-ly.} In a subsequent manner, time, or place ;

at a later time or period ; afterwards.
"
They are forced to comply subsequently." South :

Sermons, vol. i., ser. 6.

SUb-seV-oiis, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. sennit

(q.v.).] Situated under a serous membrane;
of or pertaining to parts so situated. (>tut>

glison?)

sub-serve', v.t. & i. [Lat subservio = to serve

under a person : sub = under, and tervio = to

serve.]

A. Trans. : To serve in subordination or

instrumental!}- ; to be subservient or instru-

mental.
"All thoie part* which tubsme onr sensation*."

Walsh.

B. Ivtrans. : To be subservient or subor*

dinate ;
to serve in an inferior capacity.

"Not made to rule.

But to subitne." Milton : Samson Afonistes, Ml

boll. b6^; pout, J6%1; cat, 90!!, chorus, ghin. bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -
l'>

clan, -tian = shan. -tion, sion siun; -(ion, -sion - zhun. -cious, tious, - bious - suiia. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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sub ser -vi en9e, siib-ser'-vl-en-9y, .

[Eng. subservien(t); -, -cj/.] The quality or
state of being subservient ; instrumental tit-

ness, use, or operation ; aid or support in an
inferior capacity.

"The prince* of the HOUM of Stuart needed his
help, and were willing to purchase that help by un-
bounded u6Mrrienc*. Jfacuutay . Bin. ng., ch. 11.

6Ub ser vl cut, . [Lat. subserviens, pr.

par. of subserrio = to subserve (q. v.).]

1. Useful as an instrument to effect or pro-
mote a purpose or end.

" Made substrritnt to the grand design.'
Cuicper : Conversation, 897.

2. Acting as a subordinate instrument ;

fitted or disposed to serve in an inferior capa-
city; subordinate.

" Wherefore the many gods of the Intelligent pagans
were derived from oue God, and but (as Plutarch
somewhere calls them) the subservient powers, or
ministers of the one supreme unmade Deity." Cud-
wort* : Intetl. System, p. 548.

fib ser'-vi-ent-ly, adv. [Eng. subservient ;

-ly.] In a subservient manner.

ub scs -sile, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
sessile (q,v.).]

Bot. : Nearly sessile ; all but destitute of a
talk.

* sub sex'-tu-ple, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
sextuple (q.v.).] Containing one part in six.

" One of these under pulleys abates half of that
heaviness the weight hath, and causes the power to be
in a sulxluple proportion unto it. two of them a sub-

qunclruple proportion, three a subsextuple." It ilkins :

Mathematical Magic*.

ub side', v.i. [Lat subsido, from s6 =
under, and sido = to settle, allied to sedeo =
to sit.]

1. To sink or fall to the bottom ; to settle,
as lees.

" A large tract of country, of which it was part, tub-
tul<\l by some convulsion of nature, and was swallowed
up in the ocean.' Coo* : First Voyage, bk. iii., ch, XT.
*

2. To tend downwards ; to sink.

"With terror trembled heav'n'saw&ridtnsrhill."
Dryden : Homer; Iliad i. TIL

3. To settle down ; to fall into a state of
calm or quiet ; to be calmed or quieted ; to
become tranquil.

" When the storm of laughter had tuSsided, several
members stood tip to vindicate the accused states-
mau." Mamulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

Bub sid -61196,
* sub sid -en-9y, s. [Lat.

tubsidentia, from siibsideiis, pr. par. of subside
= to subside (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act, process, or state of subsiding,
sinking, or falling to the bottom, as the lees

of liquors.
"The tiibiidency of this dreggish part of the world,

the earth." More : A niidote Against Atheism. (App.)

2. The act of sinking or settling down ; a
Sinking or settling into the ground.

"
I measured the tubtidence beneath its former

elevation." Boyle : Works, iii. 215.

3. The act of calming down ; the state of

becoming calm or qniet.

."By the subdual or subsidence of the more violent
passions." Warburton : Sernumt, vol. x., ser. 32.

II. Geol. : The sinking of the land, or of a
sea, lake, or river-bed, the result in very many
cases of earthquake action. In the Lisbon
earthquake of Nov. 1, 1755, a new quay dis-

appeared, with all the people who had taken

refuge upon it, the depth of water where it

sunk being a hundred feet. On June 16, 1819,
a violent earthquake occurred at Cutch, in

the delta of the Indus, and, among other
effects of the convulsion, the estuary at the
fort of Luekput, previously a foot deep at
low water, was increased to eighteen feet, the

adjacent village of Sindree being submerged
to the housetops. Other earthquakes have
produced similar effects. Subsidence is in pro-
gress at present over wide areas in the Pacific.

{ATOI.L.] It may take place in elevated inland

regions, and the inhabitants not be aware that
a change of level has occurred. Lyell (Prin.
Geol., ch. xi., xxxiii.) suggested that subsi-
dence might arise from the melting of porous
rocks, which, when fluid and subjected to

great pressure, occupied less room than before ;

or which, by passing from a pasty to a crys-
talline condition, might suffer contraction ;

or from the subtraction of lava driven to
some volcanic orifice and there forced out-
wards ; or from the shrinking of solid and
stony masses during refrigeration. Prof.

Beeley considers that depression is insepar-
able from elevation just as every synclinal

fold is a portion of an anticlinal. Hence,
beyond the geographical limit of upheaval, a
coast is found to be subsiding, and the regions
where this condition is seen are necessarily
adjacent to those which are being raised.

sub-sld'-l-ar-i-ly, adv. [Eng. subsidiary;
-ly.\ In a subsidiary manner or degree,

siib-sld'-l-ar-y', a. & s. [Lat. subsidiarius
= belonging to a reserve ; subsidium = a re-

serve, aid ; Fr. subsidiaire.] [SUBSIDY.]

A. As adjective :

1. Rendering or lending some aid or assist-

ance ; assistant ; aiding ; auxiliary.
"
It l sinking fund] is a subsidiary fund, always at

hand to be mortgaged in aid of any other doubtful
fund." Smith : Wealth q/ Jfations, bk. v., ch. UL

2. Furnishing additional supplies : as, a

subsidiary stream.

3. Pertaining or relating to a subsidy ;

founded on or connected with a subsidy or
subsidies.

B. As subst. : One who or that which con-
tributes aid or additional supplies ; an auxili-

ary, an assistant.

"Which deceitful considerations drew on Pelagius
... at last to take in oue ait.-i- another, five subsidi-
aries more." Hammond ; Works, vol. iv., Mr. !2.

subsidiary-organs, s. pi.

Bot. : Appendages to the organs normally
present. They are tendrils or cirrhi, spines,
pricklss, hairs, &c.

subsidiary-quantity, or symbol, a.

Math. : A quantity or symbol which is not
essentially a part of a problem, but is intro-

duced to help in the solution. The term is

applied particularly to angles in trigonometri-
cal investigations.

subsidiary-troops, *. pi Troops of
one nation hired by another for military ser-

vice.

sub'-sl-dize, v.t. [Eng. nibtid(y) ; -ize.} To
furnish with a subsidy ; to purchase the
assistance of by the payment of a subsidy ;

to assist an individual or an undertaking
with money, as when a state subsidizes a
theatre.

sub si dy, * sub-si-die, *. [Lat subsidium
= & body of troops in reserve, aid, assistance,
from sitft = under, behind, and sedeo = to sit ;

Fr. subside.]

1. Pecuniary aid ; aid given in money.
"'I cannot, he wrote, otter a suggestion without

being met by a demand fora subsidy.'" ilacaulay :

11 at. Eng., ch. xix.

2. Specif.: An aid or tax formerly granted by
Parliament to the Crown to meet urgent or

pressing necessities, and levied on every sub-

ject of ability, according to the value of his
lands or goods.

"Subsidies were such as were imposed by parliament
upon any of the staple commodities before mentioned,
over and above the custuma autiqua et magiia."
Blackstone: Comment., bk. i., ch. 8.

3. A sum paid, often under a treaty, by one

government to another, sometimes to secure
its neutrality, but more frequently to meet
the expenses of carrying on a war.

U Eng. Hist. : Subsidies were the successors of

scutages, hydage, and talliage. By 14 Edw.
III., c. 20, passed in 1S40, a subsidy was
granted the king to defray tlie expense of the
French war. The first subsidies amounted to

4s. a pound for lands, 2s. 6d. for goods, and
twice as much for aliens. The clergy first

taxed themselves in Convocation, the Parlia-

ment afterwards confirming the vote ; the
rate was 4s. in the pound on the value of
their livings. The last ecclesiastical subsidies

given were confirmed by 15 Charles II., c. 10,
after which taxation was levied indiscrimin-

ately upon clergy and laity. The last lay sub-

sidy was in 1670. Britain granted subsidies to
various continental powers to oppose France
during the wars of the first Revolution.

* sub-sign' (g silent), v.t. [Lat. subsigno:
sub = under, and signo to sign, to seal.] To
sign under ; to write beneath ; to subscribe.

"
Snbti'ined with crosses and single names, without

surnames." Camden: Remains; Surnames.

" sub-sig-na'-tion, s. [Lat. subsignatlo,
from subsignatus, pa. par. of subsigno = to

subsign (q.v.).] The act of subscribing or

writing the name under anything for attesta-

tion.
"
Tills is as good as a subniffnaHon of your hand-

writing, that you wish her well, and are enamoured
of her. Sielton : Don Quixote, vol. Iv.

sub sist , v.i. A t. [Fr. subsister, from Lat.
subsisto to stand still, to stay, to abide:
sub = under, and sisto to make to stand, to
stand, from sto = to stand ; Sp. & Port, sub-
sister ; Ital. sussistere.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To exist ; to have continued existence ;
to be.

" So long as brain and heart
Have faculty by nature to tubiist."

Khukesp. : Sonnet lit.

2. To continue ; to abide ; to retain th

present state or condition ; to remain.
"Still subsisting

Under your great command."
Shakesp. : Coriotanus, Y. 5.

3. To have means of living ; to he main-
tained or supported ; to live.

" How find the myriads . . .

Due sustenance, or where subsist they nowf
"

Cowy/er .- Task, v. 7.
*
4. To inhere ; to have existence by means

of something else.

"For the one God being the supreme magistrate, ii

[theocracy) subsisted iii the worship ot that God alone."
Warburton : Divine Legation, bk. v., f S.

* B. Trans. : To feed, to maintain, to sup-
port 9

sub sist'- eu9C,
* sub sist -en 9y, s. [Fr.

subsistence, from Lat. subsisteiUia, from sub-

tistens, pr. par. of subsisto to subsist (q.v.).J
*

1. Real being ; existence.
"
Euery person hath his owne subsistence, which DO

other besides hath." Hooker: Ecclet. PMtie, bk. vv.

Hi.
*

2. Continuance ; continued life.

3. That which furnishes support to animal
life ; means of support ; support, livelihood.

"By the means of subsistence. I understand not th
means of superfluous gratilicatious; but that present
competency which every individual must possess in
order to be in a capacity to derive a support from his

industry in the proper business of his calling." Bishop
Hartley : Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 25.

4. The state of being subsistent or inherent
in something else ; inherence.

*
5. Anything that exists or has existence.

"We know as little how the union is dissolved, that
is the chain of these differing subsistences that com*
pound us, as how it first commenced." Qlanvill.

sub sist -ent, a, [Lat. subsistens, pr. par. of
subsisto = to subsist (q.v.).]

1. Having existence or real being ; existing
"Such as deny there are spirits subsistent without

bodies, will with more difficulty affirm the sedated
existence of their own." Brown* : Vulgar rrourt,
bk. i., ch. x.

2. Inherent
"No sensible qualities, as light, and colour, and

heat, and sound, can be subsistent in the bodies them-
selves absolutely considered, without a relation to our
eyes, and other organs of sense." Sentley : Sermon 2.

sub'- soil, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. soil, s.

oil ; tt
'

the surface-soil.

subsoil-plough, s. A form of plough
having a share and standard, but no mould-
board. It follows in the furrow made by an
ordinary plough, and loosens the soil to an
additional depth without bringing it to the
surface.

sub-soil, v.t. [SUBSOIL, *.]

Agric. : To employ a subsoil-plough on ; to
cultivate with a subsoil-plough.

*
Bub-so'-lar,

* sub-so lar-y, a. [Pref.

sub-, and Eng. solar, salary (q.v.).] Situated
or being under the sun ; terrestrial.

"
Thereby the causes and effects of all

Things done upon this subsolary ball."
Brome : Paraphr. upon Eccles. i.

Sub'-Stage, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. stage, g.)

Microscopy : A subsidiary apparatus under-
neath the ordinary Stage (q.v.) of the better
class microscoi>es, capable of lieing made to

approach or recede by rack-and-pinion move-
ment, with centring screws and fittings for

carrying various polarizing and illuminating
apparatus. Its purpose is the precise adjust-
ment of the latter to the object. Occasion-

ally it is fixed to a swinging arm for further

adjustment in azimuth, when it is called a
Radial or Swinging Substage.

sub starve,
* sub staunce, . [Fr. sub-

stance, from Lat. substantia= essence, mate-

rial, substance, from substans, pr. par. of sub-

sto = to stand under, to exist : sub= under,
and sto to stand.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. That of which a thing consists or is

(q.v.).] The under-soil ; the bed or stratum
of earth immediately below '"

{ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rale, fall; try, Syrian. <e, ce = e; ey = a; qu - kw.
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made up ;
1 ody, matter, material ; kind or

character of matter.
" As thin of substance as the air."

Xhakrw. : Romeo A Juliet, I. 4.

2. That which is real ; that which makes a

thing actual ; that which constitutes the

thing itself, and not merely a vain semblance
or imaginary existence.

" He takes false shadows for true substances."

Shakesp. : Titus Andronims, iii. 2.

* 3. Anything existing by itself ; a being.
"That little seeming substance." khakesp. : Lear, 1. L
4. The most important elements in any

existence ; the characteristic constituents

collectively ; the essential, main, or material

part ; the essence ; the essential import.
"Their (letters] cold Intent, tenonr and sub tance."

Shalccsp. : 2 Henry If., iv. J.

5. Solidity, firmness, substantiality.

6. Body, strength.

7. Goods ; material means and resources ;

Ticbes, wealth, resources, property.
"
Tliy su'.itaiice . . .

Cannot amount unto a hundred marks."
Shakes?. : Comedy of Errort, L L

TL Technically :

t 1. Bot. : Texture. (Lindley.)

2. Philos. : That which is and abides (Cole-

Tridge: Aids to Reflection, p. 6) as distin-

guished from accident, which has no existence
of itself, and is essentially mutable. The de-
rivation of the word in this sense is, accord-

ing to Augustine (de Trinitate, vii. 4) from the
Latin snbsictere, and so that which subsists
of or by itself; Locke prefers to connect it

with the Lat. substo = to stand uniler, to

support, to uphold, and says (Human. Under.,
bk. ii., ch. xxiii., 2) :

" The idea, then, to which
we give the name of substance, being nothing
but the supposed but unknown support of
these qualities [accidents] we find existing,
which we imagine cannot subsist without
something, to support them, we call that sup-
port substantia, wliich, according to the true

Import of the word is in plain English [some-
thing] standing under and upholding."
The first idea of substance is probably

derived from the consciousness of self the
conviction gained by experience that, while

sensations, thoughts, and purposes are con-

tinuously changing, the Ego constantly re-

mains the same. Observation teaches us
that bodies external to us remain the sam,e as
to quantity or extension, though their colour
and figure, their state of motion or of rest

may be changed. But as every power and
property of a thing, every mode in which it

affects a sentient being, is an accident, and all

these accidents may l>e either actually or

mentally abstracted, the question arises,
What is left after all the accidents are thus
abstracted ? What is the substance? To
meet the difficulty, it was assumed that every-
thing possesses, besides its accidents, an un-
known substratum on which these accidents

rest, or in which they inhere. Locke, without
departing from the knowable, placed the
substance of an object in some essential or
fundamental quality, the presence of which
maintained, while its removal destroyed, the

identity of the object [ESSENCE, s., II. 1.] ;

and Fichte made it consist in a synthesis of
attributes ; holding that these, synthetically
united, gave substance, whilst substance
analysed gave attributes.

* When we speak of lubttance, we mean only what
persiiis or abides in time, and we contrast the penna
nent with tlie changes of its phases. But the sub-
stance is not a separate thing over and aliove its
modes or manifestations. It ii simply that change
or alteration cannot be understood except in reference
to something permanent It is easy, then, to say.
that substance is a fiction of thought Kant's reply
to that charge is, that to treat successive sensation*
ai having one source common to them (what we must
constantly do in our experience), implies, as a ground
of Us inability, an identity or persistency in the
consciousness which serves as tlie common vehicle of
the successive feelintrs. Unless thought supplied this
persistent, permanent bnvkgnmnd, it would he impos-
ible for us to realise the relations In time known aa
accession and si multaneity.

"
Wallace : Kant, p. 175

3. Theol. : Essence, nature, being. Used
specially of the Three Persons in the Godhead,
who are said to be the same in substance, i.e.,
to possess one common essence.

U Principle of substance :

Philos. : The law of the human mind by
which every quality or mode of being is re-
ferred to a substance.

* sub starve, v.t. [SURSTANCE, .] To fur-

nish or endow with substance or property ; to
enrich.

"
Sutttanrvd. with such a precious deal of well-got

treasure." vha/nnan : Homer ; Odyssey Iv.

* sub'- stance -less, a. [Eng. substance;
less.] Having no substance

; unsubstantial,
empty. " Thus tubstntirelett thy state."

Coleridge : Human Life.
* sub -stant, a. [Lat. substans.] Substantial.

sub-stan -ti a (ti as shi), s. [Lat.] Ulti-
mate substance upon wliich the properties of
matter rest. [SUBSTANCE, s., II. 2.]

sub stan -tial (tl as sh),
* sub stan-ci-

all, a. & s. [Fr. substimtiel, from Lat. sub-

stantialis, from substantia = substance (q.v.).]

A. As adjective :

L Real ; actually existing.
" To give thee lii t lent

Out of my side to thee, nearest my heart,
Substantial life." Milton . P. L., Iv. 48S.

2. Real, true ; not seeming or imaginary ;

not illusive.
" A dream

Too flattering-sweet to be substantial."

Hhakesp. : Komco t Juliet, it 1.

3. Corporeal, material.
" Most ponderous and substantial thing*.

"

Shakes?. : Measure for Measure, iii. 2.

4. Having firm or good substance ; strong,
solid, stout : as, substantial cloth, a substan-
tial meal.

5. Firm, strong.

6. Possessed of considerable substance,
wealth, or property ; fairly wealthy ; respon-
sible.

" He had . . . merely inquired whether they were
substantial citizens." Macaulay : Bist. ng., ch. xv.

7. Vital, important.
" Christes church can never erre in any substantial!

point" Sir T. More : Workes. p. 163.

8. Of considerable amount : as, substantial

damages.
B. As subst. (PL): Essential parts. [Sua-

STANTIALIA.]
"Although a custom introduced against the sub'

ttatMals of an appeal be not valid, as that it should
iiot be appealed to a superior hut to an inferior judge,

yet a custom may be introduced against the accidentals
of an appeal." Ayliffe : Parergon.

sub stan ti-a -li-a (tl as shi), s. pi- [Lat.
neut. pi. of substantiulis = substantial (q.v.).]

Scots Law : Those parts of a deed which are

essential to its validity as a formal instru-

ment.

sub stan' tial ifin (ti as sh), . The
doctrine that, 'behind the phenomena of con-

sciousness and ol nature, there are real sub-

stances, whether mental or corporeal.

sub stan-ti al -I ty (tl as Shi), . [Eng.
substantial ; -ity.]

1. The quality or state of being substantial,
or of having real existence ; reality.

" The moral attributes of the Deity, and the sub.
staniiality of the soul." Warburton : Bolingbroke't
Philosophy, let 3.

2. Corporeity, materiality.
"The soul is a stranger to such gross substantiality,

and owns nothing of these." GlaucM : Scepsis, ch. iv

3. Firmness, strength, solidity.

sub-stan tial ize (tl as sh), v.t. [Eng.
substantial ; -ize.] To render substantial.

sub stan tial ly (tl as sh),
* sub-stan-

cial-ly, adv. [Eng. substantial ; -ly.]

1. In a substantial manner ; in manner of a
substance ; with reality of existence.

In Him all his Father shone
Substantial!]/ expressed." Milton : P. L., ill 140.

2. In a substantial manner ; strongly,
solidly.

"And, In one part, a minster with its tower
Substantially expressed a place for hell
Or clock to toll from !"

Wordsworth : Miscellaneous Sonnets.

3. Truly, really ; not falsely or hypocriti-
cally.

"The laws of this religion would make men, if they
would truly observe them, inbtt ntiiillM religious to-
wards God. chaste, and temiwrate." Tillotson.

*4. Strongly, vigorously, firmly.
"Charles, hauynge thus the rule and gouernannce.

rulyd it well <u\A substantially" Fubyan : Chronyclc,
cb. cxlv.

5. In substance ; in the main ; essentially ;

by including the material or essential part.
"That which is created, being supposed to differ

essentially or substantially, fn.m that which Is un-
created." Cudtfnrth : Intell. Xy*tem. p. 606.

6. With a competence of goods or substance.

sub stan tial ness (tl as sh), s. [Eng.
substantial; -ness.] Tlie quality or state of

being substantial ; substantiality, strength,
firmness, solidity.

"In degree as in subttantialnets (the ionique) next
above the dorique, sustaining the third, and adorningthe secoud story." Heliquice Wottoniana, p. 24.

sub stan -tials (ti as sh), s. pi. [SUBSTAH.
TIAL, B.J

sub - stan'- ti- ate (tl as shi), v.t. [Eng.
substance; -iate.]

*
1. To give substance or reality to; to

make to exist ; to make real or actual.
" He would not embitter their enjoyments, but h

would sweeten and subs aniiate them. l>y givinic them
a better foundation." A'tiot . Works, vol vi.. ser. 6.

2. To establish by proof or competent evi-
dence ; to prove, to verify ; to make good.

"The evidence of the most Infamous of mankind
was ready to substantiate every charge." Macaulag:
Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

sub-stan-ti a tion (tl as shi), s. [Sun.
STANTIATE.] The act of substantiating or
proving ; proof, evidence.

Sub stan-ti-val, a. [Eng. substantive); -ai.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a substan-
tive : as, the substantival use of a word.

sub'-stan-tive, * sub stan tif,
* snb-

Stan-tyf, a. & s. [Fr. substantif, from Lat
substantivus = self-existent; Sp. subttantivo.}

A. As adjective :

1. Betokening or expressing existence : as,
the substantive verb to be.

*2. Depending on itself; independent.
"He considered how sufficient and substantive thll

land was to maintain itself, without any aid of the
foreigner." Bacon.
*
3. Solid, enduring, firm, substantial.

B. As substantive :

Gra:n. : A noun ; the part of speech which
expresses something that exists, either mate-
rial or immaterial.

"Every noun which In conjunction with a verb
makes a com pleat sentence . . . is called a substan-
tive." WUkins : Real Character, pt. Iii, ch, L

substantive-colours, s. pi
Dyeing: Colours which, in the process of

dyeing, remain fixed or permanent without
the intervention of other substances, as dis-

tinguished from adjective colours, which
require the aid of mordants to lix them.

*
sub'-stan-tive, v.t. [SUBSTANTIVE, a.] To
convert into or use as a substantive.

" The word ... is not a diminutive, as sume liav

conceived, but an adjective substantiifd."l'utlimrth I

Intell. System, p. 264.

siib'-stan-tive-ly; adv. [Eng. substantive ;

ly-}
*

1. Ord. Lang. : In substance ; essentially,

substantially ; in reality.

2. Gram. : In manner of a substantive ; as A
substantive or noun.

" Moreover it is to be observ'd. that the personal
mils, a:

apable
Character, pt iii., ch. ii.

* sub'-stan-tive-ness, . [Eng. substantive;

-ness.] The quality or state of being aub-
stantire.

sub-ster'-nal, a. [Lat. sub = under, and
sternum = tile breast-bone.)

Aiu't. : Situated or being under the sternum:

as, the substernal lymphatics.

SUb'-Stfle, J. [SUBSTYLE.]

sub sti ttito,
' aub sty tute, rt. [SUB-

STITUTE, a.]

1. To put one in the place of another; to

put in exchange.
"
Reject him. lest he darken all th flock.
And substitute another from thy stock.

Dryden: I'irgil ; Georflc IU. SM.
*

2. To invest or appoint with delegated

power.
" But who Is sutis'ituteil 'gainst the French,

I have no certain notice."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., I. &

Sub Stl tute, a. & s. [Fr. subst itut = sub-

stitute, from Lat. snbstitutus, pa. par. of sub-

stituo = to lay under, to put instead of: sub
= under, and statue = to place; Sp. & Port.

substitute; Ital. sustituto.]
* A. As adj. : Substituted ; put in place ol

another.
" It may well happen that this pope may be deposed,

and another tui,,t,tute in bis rome." Mr T. Morn
Workes, p. 1,427.

boil, boy ; pout, jowl ; cat, fell, chorus, shin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, (his ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, eyist. -ing,

dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, tious, -sious = shus. Me, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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B. -As substantive:

1. A iierson put in the place of another to

answer the sann: purpose ; one who arts for

another ; one who takes the place of another.

t<iitictf. : One who is hired to serve in place of

aiiotlier who has leu drafted int.- military
gel vice. (L'. S.)

2. Something; put in the place of another;
one thing serving the purpose of another.

" Manner is all in all. whate'er is writ.
The substitute fur jjeuius. aviiae and wit."

Coit'fi r . Table Talk, 548.

eub-stf-tu'-tion,
* sub-sti-tu-cl-on, s.

IKr.. from Lat. subttitutionem, aocus. of sub-

stitutio, from gubstittitus = substitute (q.v.);

Si'.substitucion; Ital. sustituzione,sostituzione.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. The act of substituting or putting one

person or thing in the place of another to

serve the ame purpose.
" The Rabbin of the Jew who lived since the dis-

persion of the nation, thought all would be well if for

tutelar deitie they subitituted tutelar angels. From
this iulttt itution the system which I have described
arose." tip. Rorslry : Sermons, voL ii., er. 29.

2. The state of being substituted or put
In the place of another to serve the same

purpose.
*

3. The office of a substitute ; delegated
authority. " He did believe

He was the duke from substitution,
And executing th' outward face of royalty.*

Shakesp, : Tempest, L 1
IL Technically:

L Alg. : The operation of putting one

quantity in place of another, to which it is

equal, but differently expressed.

2. Chem. : A term denoting the replacing of
one element or group of elements for another.

It is the great agent, and covers nearly the
whole field of chemical change, and is always
attended with some alteration of properties in

the compound, the alteration increasing with
the amount of the substitution. (1) When
chlorine replaces hydrogen in marsh gas, form-

ing hydrochloric acid and methylic chloride,
CH4 + Cla= HC1 + CH3C1. (2) When an al-

cohol radical replaces chlorine, as in trichlo-

ride of phosphorus, 3Zn(CoH,>7 + 2PC13 =
SZnCU + 2P(C2H5>3. (3) A basy lous or chlor-

ous radical is replaced one for the other, as
when nitrate of silver is decomposed by
chloride of sodium, AgNo3 + NaCl = NaNos
-t- AgCl. (4) When hydrogen is replaced by
an alcohol radical, as in the case of acting on
ammonia with iodide of ethyl, H3N + C^R^l

sHU-^^N. (See SALTS, EQUIVALENTS.)

3. Gram. : Syllepsis (q.v.).

4. Law:
(1) Civil Law: A conditional appointment

Of an heir.

(2) Scots Law: The enumeration or designa-
tion of the heirs in a settlement of property.

5. Throl. : The doctrine that in the Cruci-
fixion Christ was divinely substituted for, or
took the place of, the elect [CALVINISM], or of
all mankind [ARMINIANISM], obeying the law
in their stead, suffering the penalty, expiating
their sins, and procuring for them salvation.

[ATONEMENT.] Used also of the principle in-
volved in the bloody sacrifices of the Jewish
economy (in which the animals were types of

Christ), and in . a still wider sense of the

ottering of the lower animals in the place of
men, and of unhloody in the place of bloody
sacrifices in ethnic religions. [SACRIFICE, t.,

II. 1. (4).]

* sub -sti-tu'-tion-al, a. [Eng. substitution;
-ai.J Pertaining to o'r implying substitution ;

supplying the place of another.

* sub sti-tu'-tion-al-ly, adv. [Eng. sub-
stitutioiml ; -ly.\ In a substitutional manner ;

by way of substitution.

* sub - sti- tu -tion-ar-y, a. [Eng. substi-

tution; -an/.] Pertaining to or making sub-
stitution ; substitutionaL

sub'-Stl-tu-tlve, a. [Eng. substitute);
ive.] Making substitution ; tending to afford
or provide substitution ; capable of being
substituted.

" These substitu'iee particles, which serve to supply
the TWJIU uf some sentence or complex ]iart of it, are
tiled interjections." Wilkiru : Ke<U Character, pt.

ili /.h <i
f

sub -8ti-tu-tor-y, o. [Eng. substitute);
-or)/.) Suhstitutional ; capable of being sub-
stituted for another.

* sub Stract', v.t. [Formed from sub = under,
and t ratio to draw, on an erroneous supposed
analogy witli abstract (q.v.).]

1. To subtract.
" Whatsoever time and attendance we T>estow ui>on

ScM .-'Christian L(fe, pt. i.. ch. iv.

2. To withdraw.

"Subitmcting his gracious direction ana assistance,
he gi\vth them over to their own hearts' lusts."
Jiarrou): Harmons, vol. iii., ser. IS.

*
sub-strac'-tion, s. [SUBTRACT.] Subtrac-
tion. (Now only in vulgar use.)

"
I cannot call this piece Tally's nor my own, bein

much altered not only by the change of the style, but
by addition and su(ittractivn."l)tniha>n.

*
SUb-Strac'-tdr, s. [Ens. substnict; -or.]

One who subtracts; a subtracter; hc-nce, a

detractor, a slanderer.
"
They are scoundrels and tubslractort that say so of

him.'-.SAuA-ej/j. : Twelfth flight, i. 3.

* sub' - strate, *. [SUBSTRATE, v.] A sub-
stratum (q.v.).

* sub-strate', v.t. [Lat. sulstratus, pa. par.
of substerno: sub = under, and sterno = to

strew.] To strew or lay under something.
" The melted glass being supported by the iubslrated

sand." Bjyle : Works, ii. 242.

sub-stra -tiim (pi. sub-stra -ta), s. [Lat.,
neut. sing, of substratus, pa. par. of substerno.]

[SUBSTRATE, v.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. Lit. : That which is laid or spread under ;

that which underlies something ; specif., a
stratum of earth lying under another ; sub-
soil.

t 2. Fig. : That which underlies anything :

as, There is a substratum of truth in the state-

ment.

IL Philos. : The same as SUBSTANCE, II. 2.

"That which manifests its qualities in other words,
that in which the appearing causes inhere, that to
which they belong is called their subject, or sub-
stance, or substratum." Hamilton : Jleiaphysicj (ed,

Mansel). i. 137.

*
siib-struct', v.t. [SUBSTRUCTION.] To build
beneath ; to lay as the foundation of.

*
sub-striic'-tion, s. [Lat. substructio, from
substructus, pa. par. of substruo = to build
under : sub = under, and struo = to build.]
An underbuilding ; a mass of building under
another ; a foundation.

" To found our habitation firmly, examine the bed
of earth upon which we build, and then the under.

fillings, or tnbitruetion, as the ancients called it."

Wotton : Remains, p. 17.

sub-struc'-ture, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
structure (q.v.).] Anunderstructure ; afounda-
tion.

"
Being adapted in modern times to various uses,

* for example, as the substructure of a wind-mill."
Longfellow: Skeleton in Armour. (Introd.)

sub 1 sty' - lar,
* sub - sti - lar, a. [Eng.

substyl(e) ; -ar. ] Of or pertaining to the sub-

style ; consisting of the substyle.

substylar line,
*
substilar-line, s.

Dialling : A right line on which the gnomon
or style is erected at right angles with the

plane.
" Erect the style perpendicularly over the substilar

line, so as to make an angle with the dial-plane equal
to the elevation of the pole of your place.

"
Moxon :

Mech. Exerciiet.

sub' -Style, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. style

(q.v.).]

Dialling: The line on which the style or

gnomon stands, formed by the intersection of
the plane of the dial with the plane which
passes through the gnomon.

* SUb-SuT-tlve, a. [Lat. sttbswZfam, sup. of
subsilio = to leap up : sub = under, and salio
=. to leap.] Moving by sudden leaps or starts ;

bounding ; having a spasmodic character.

"The earth, I was told, moved up and down like the
boiling of a pot: . . . this sort of subsultive motion is

ever accounted the most dangerous."Bishov Berkeley :

Lettert, p. 147.

*
sub-sult'-or-i-ly, adv. [Eng. subsuUory ;

-ly.] In a snbsultory ur bounding manner ;

by leaps ; by fits and starts.

"The spirits spread even, and move not subsultnrily ;

for that will make the parts close and pliant." Bacon :

Jfat. Hist., i 3J6.

* sub -suit'- or-y, o. [SuBsuLTivE.] Sub-
sultive, spasmodic.

"
FlipT>ancy opposed to solemnity, the subsidiary to

the continuous, these are the two frequent extremities
to which the French manner betrays men." He IJuin-
eey : Works, x. l7.

sub-sul'-tUS, s. [Mod. Lat., from Lat. mb-
sultus, pa. par. of subsilio.] ISUBSULTIVE.)

Pathol. : Leaping, twitching. Used chiefly
of a spasmodic or clonic convulsion, percep-
tible mainly in the tendons of the wrist. In a
more general sense it is applied to all in-

voluntary twitching or spasmodic contraction
of muscular parts. Subsnltus is often a prelude
to general convulsions ; it frequently arises

during the course of continued fevers, and is

generally an unfavourable symptom.
* sub-sume', v.t. [Lat. sub = under, and

sunio = to take.] To include under a more
general class or category ; to place under, and
as being comprehended in a wider notion.

"St. Paul cannot name that word, 'sinners,' bat
must straight subsume in a parenthesis, Vf whom I
am the chief.' "-Uammond: Works, iv. 614.

sub-sump'-tion (p silent), s. [Lat. suh=
under, and sumptio =a taking.]

1. The act of subsuming ; the act of in-

cluding under something more general, as a
particular under a universal, a species under
a genus, &c.

2. That which is subsumed ; the minor
clause or premiss of a syllogism.

If Snbsumption of the libel:

Scots Law: A narrative of the alleged
criminal act, which must specify the manner,
place, and time of the crime libelled, the

person injured, &c.

*
sub-sump'-tJve (p silent), a. [SUBSUMF-
TION.] Of or relating to a subsumption ; of
the nature of a subsumptiou.

sub-tack, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. tac/c (q.v.).}

Scots Law : An under-lease ; a lease of a
farm tenement, &c., granted by the principal
tenant or leaseholder.

sub tan gent, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. tan-

gent (q.v.).]"

Conic Sections : That part of an axis included
between the points in which a tangent cut
it and the foot of the ordinate through the

point of contact. The subtangent and sub-
normal are projections of the tangent and
normal upon the axis on which they are taken,
or to which they are referred. The subtan-

gent and the subnormal form the hypothenuse
of a right-angled triangle, whose other sides

are the tangent and the normal ; hence the

square of the ordinate of the point of contact
is always equal to the product of the sub-

tangent and subnormal.

* sub-tar-tar'-e-an, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
Tartarean (q.v.).] Situated, being, or living
under Tartarus ; infernal.

" From the infernal bowers
Invokes the sable mbtartnreait powers."

Pope: Homer; Iliad xlv. 814

*
stib-tec'-ta-cle, s. [Lat. subtectus, pa. par.
of subtego = to cover below.] A tabernacle, a
covering.

" This il true Faith's intire lubtectacle."
Duvies : Holy Roode, p. 10.

*
sub-teg-u-la'-ne-ous, a. [Lat. subtegvr
laneus, from sub =: under, and tegulce tiles,

roof.] Under the eaves or roof ; withindoors.

sub-ten'-ant, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. tenant

(q.v.).] An under-tenant; a tenant under a
tenant ; one who rents a house, land, &c.,
from a tenant.

sub-tend', v.t. [Lat suWendo, from s6 =
under, and tendo = to stretch.]

Geom. : To extend under or be opposite to.
"

If two angles of a triangle be equal to one another,
the sides which subtend, or are opposite to the equal
angles, are equal to one another." Eudid, I. 6.

* sub-tense', s. [Lat. subtensus, pa. par. of
subtendo = to subtend (q.v.).]

Geom. : A line subtending or stretching
across ; a chord of an arc ; a line or angle op-

posite to a line or angle spoken of.

"An equal subtense (you say) subtends an equal
periphery, a greater a greater, and a lesser a less."

Barrow : Mathematical Lectures, lect. 22.

*
SUb-tep'-id, a. [Pref. si/6-, and Eng. tepid

(q.v.).J Moderately warm ; slightly tepid.

sub-ter-, pref. [Lat.] A Latin preposition
meaning under, and used in composition with
much the same force as sub.

* sub-ter'-flu-ent,
*
sub-ter'-flu-ous, a

[Lat. subterftne'iis, pr. par. of subterflno to
flow under : subter under, and fluo = to

flow.] Flowing or running under or beneath.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, w^lt, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, 03 = e; ey = a; qu = tw.
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nb'-ter-fuge, s. (Fr., from Low Lat. sub-

terjugium, from Lat. subterfugio to escape
secretly : subter = under, secretly, and fiigio= to fly.] That to which a person resorts for

escape or concealment ; a shift, an evasion ;

an artifice employed to escape censure, or the
force of an argument, or to justify opinions or
conduct

" This plea the king considered aa the subterfuge of
a vanquished disputant." Macaulay: Hist. /:/.,
eh. vi.

sub-ter-po si -tion, s. [Pref. subter-, and
Bug. position (q.v.).]

1, Ord. Lang. : The state of lying or being
situated under something else.

2. Geol. : Used of the situation of a stra-

tum lying beneath and presumably older than
another one. Opposed to superposition (q.v.).

sub'-ter-rane, s. [SUBTERRANEAN.] A cave
or room under ground.

"
Josephus mentions vast tubterranes in some of the

hills in that part of Canaan called Galilee." Bryant:
Analysis of Ancient Mythology, ill. 503.

* sub-ter-ran'-e-al, a. [SUBTERRANEOUS.]
Subterranean.

" To Bet down here the grounds of my paiodoxical
conjecture about the en'--ct-s of tubttrraneal fires and
heat*." Boyle : Works, iii. 52.

ub ter-ra -ne an, sub ter ra no ous,
a. [Lat. subterraneus, from sub= under, and
terra = the earth ; Fr. souterrain ; Sp. & Port.

tu.btei~ra.neo ; Ital. sotteraneo, sotterano.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Being or lying at some depth
under the surface of the ground ; situated
within the earth or underneath its surface.

2. Sot. : Growing under the earth.

* subterraneous-forest, s.

Geol, : A forest beneath the surface of the

ground. It may be recent or may belong
to a more or less remote geological period.
[DIRT-BED, SUBMARINE-FOREST.]

*sub-ter-ra'-ne-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. sub-

terraneous; -ly.] In a subterraneous manner ;

hence, secretly, imperceptibly.

sub-ter-ran'-l-ty, s. [SUBTERRANEAN.] A
place under ground.

" We commonly consider subterranities, not in con-

templations sufficiently respective unto the creation."
Browne : Vulgar Erroun, bk. ii., cb. i.

* gub'-ter-ra-ny, a. & . [SUBTERRANEAN.]
A. As adj. : Subterranean, underground.
"They Imetalsl are wholly subterrany ; whereas

plants are part above earth, and part under earth."
Bacon . .v-i'. Ilift.. I 60S.

B. As stibst. : That which lies or is under-

ground.
" We see that in lubterranies there are, as the father*

of their tribes, brimstone anil mercury." Bacon :

Xat. Hitt., } 1.1 1.

Ub-ter-rene', a. [Lat. subterrenus, from
tub = under, and terra = the earth.] Subter-
ranean.

"The earth is full of lubterrnie fires." Sandyl:
Travels, p. 202.

sub-ter-res'-trl-al, a. [Pref. sub-, and
Kug. terrestrial (q.v.).J Below the earth.

sub' tile (or as sut 1),
*
sub-til,

* sot el,
* sot il,

*
sot-ile,

* sub till, a. [O. Fr.

totil, sotyl, subtil, from Lat. subtilis= fine,

thin, slender, precise, accurate, subtle, from
tub under, and tela (for texla)= a web

; texo

"=to weave; O. Sp. & Port, subtil; Sp. sutil;
Ital. sottile.]

1. Tenuous, thin ; not dense or gross ; ex-

tremely fine.
" Aloft the subtile sunbeams shine."

Wordswortn : Evening Walk.

2. Delicately constructed or constituted ;

delicate, fine, nice.
" lion tubtUe web Arachne cannot spin."

Spenser : /'. O.., ft. xli. 77.

*
3. Piercing, acute, sharp, penetrating.

" Pass we the slow disease, and subtile pain,
Which our weak frame is destin'd to sustain."

Prior : Solomon, ili. 13.
*

4. Characterized by acuteness of mind or
Intellect ; shrewd, sharp, discerning.

*
5. Sly, artful, cunning, crafty, deceitful,

treacherous.
"Think you this York

Was not incensed by his tuhtile mother
To taunt and scorn you ?"

Shaketp. : Richard III., 111. t
H In senses 4 and 5 now generally spelt

subtle (q.v.).

*
sub'-tfle-ly (or as sutl-ly). adv. [Eng.
subtile; -ly.]

1. In a subtile manner ; finely ; not densely
or grossly.

" The opakest bodies, if tubtilety divided, as metals
dissolved in acid meustruums, become perfectly trans-
parent." New.on.

2. Cunningly, artfully, subtly.
" His lord wel coude he plesen tubtilty."

Chaucer : C. T., 612.

* siib' tile ness (or as sut 1-ness), s. [Eng.
subtile; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being subtile ;

thinness, fineness, rareness.
"
I propose to treat of the erysipelas from cholerick

blood, which aflects only the outward parts, none
of which escapes its tenuity and tubtUenut." Wile-
man : Surgery, bk. L, cli. vi.

2. Fineness, acuteness.

3. Cunning, artfulness, subtlety.

* sub-til'-I-ate, v.t. [Eng. subtil(e); -fate.}
To make subtile, rare, or thin.

* sfib-tll-I-a -tlon, s. [Fr.] The act of sub-
tiliating or making thin or rare.

" By subtttiation and rarefaction the oil contained
In grapes, if distilled before it be fermented, becomes
spirit of wine,

"
Boyle : Workt, lit S.

* sub -til-ism (or as sut'1-ism), s. [Eng.

subtil(e) ; -ism.} The quality of being subtle ;

subtlety.

SUb-ta'-i-ty, . [O. Fr. sotttkte, suUilite,
from Lat. subtilitatem, accus. of subtilitas,
from subtilis = subtile (q.v.>] The quality
or state of being subtile ; subtleness, fine-

ness.

sub til I-za'-tion, *. [Eng. subtilise);
-ation.]

1. Lit. : The act of subtilizing or nicking
thin or subtile.

" Fluids have their resistances proportioned to their
densities, so that no tubtilization, division of parts or
refining, can alter these resistances." Cheyne : Philos.
Principles.

2. Fig. : Refinement or subtlety in drawing
distinctions, &c.

siib til ize (or as sut 1 ize), v.t. & t. [Fr.
subtiliser.]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To make flue or thin ; to make
less gross or coarse.

"
Chyle, being mixed with the choler and pancreatick

Juices, is further subtilized." Hay .- On the Creation.

2. Fig. : To refine ; to spin into niceties.

"By over-refining and subtilizing plain things."
Waterland : Work*, viii. 65.

B. Intrans. : To refine in argument ; to
draw over-nice distinctions.

"Qualities and moods some modern philosophers
have subdlaed ou."Digby : On Bodies.

*
siib'-til-iz-er, s. [Eng. subtiliz(e);; -er.] A
splitter of hairs.

" A tubttlizer and inventor of unheard of distinc-
tion*." Jfortk : Life uf Lord auil/ura, i. 118.

sub'-ta-ty(or as sutl-ty), *sot-el-te,
* sot-el-tee,

* sub-til-tee, s. [O. Fr.

sotillete, subtilite.] [SUBTILJTY.]

1. The quality or state of being subtile;
thinness, rareness, fineness.

"Could any body by tubtilty become vital, then any
degree of lubtiltu would produce some degree of life.

arew : Cotmo. Sacra.
*

2. A cunning device ; an intricate device,

symbol, or emblem.

3. Refinement or niceness in drawing dis-

tinctions or .the like ; over nicety or acute-

ness.

"Intelligible discourses are spoiled by too much
tubtilty in nice divisions." Locke.

4. Over-nice distinctions or refinement; a

nicety.
"Loading him with trifling tubtiltiei, which, at a

proper age, he must be at some pains to forget."
Va/donit/i : Bee, No. <>.

t 5. Cunning, artifice, craft, subtlety.
"The rudeness and barbarity of savage Indians know

not so perfectly to hate nil virtues as some men's tub-

tUty."King Charles .' ikon itasilike.

subtle (as siit'l),
*
sot-el, *sot-ll, *BOt-

yl, a. [O. Fr. sutil, soutil, from Lat. subtilis

= subtile (q.v.).]

1. Thin, fine, delicate, subtile,
" A point as tubtlv a Arachne's broken woof."

~*

Khaketp. : 7'roilui 4 <'reuul<i. T. i.

2. Sly in design ; artful, cunning, crafty.

3. Characterized by cunning, craft, or art*.
fulness ; cunning, crafty."

J?,
la

,

byr
'"!'

h of ">any a round, self-rolled,His head the midst, well stored with tubtle wile*
Milton: P. L., ix. 184.

*
4. Acting under the cover of a falsa

appearance; being other than in seeming!
deceptive, treacherous, false.

" Thou subtle, perjured, false, disloyal man "

Shakttp. : Turn Gentlemen o/ Heron*. IT. &
5. Characterized by acuteness or delicacy,

as of thought, mind, workmanship, or tho
like ; acute of intellect ; discerning, refined.

"The chief, if not the whole difference, between the
philosouhical necessity of our subtle moderns ai.d th
predestination of their more simple aucesto.a''-
Bp. Hartley: Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 19.

* & Made level or smooth by careful labour.
" Like to a bowl upon a subtle ground."

Shake.ip. : Curiolanus, T. S.

subtle-wltted, a. Possessed of subtU
intellect.

"The tubtle-witted French conjurers." Shalcap, ;
1 Henry Vl. t i. 1.

subtleness (as sut 1-ness), s. [Eng. subtb}
ness.] The quality or state of being subtU;
subtlety.

subtlety (as sutl-ty), *sot-el-te, *sut-
tle-ty, s. [Eng. subtle ; -ty.]

1. The quality or state of being subtle ;

artfulness.
"
Surely a father's blessing may avert
A reptile's subtlety:' Byron : Cain, ill. t,

2. Acuteness of intellect; nicety of dis-
crimination.
*

3. False appearance ; deception, illusion.
" Unlearned in the world's false subtleties."

Skaketp. : Sonnet 1S8.

8Ubt-ly (6 silent), adv. [Eng. subtle) ; -ly.]

1. In a subtle, crafty, or artful manner;
craftily, cunningly.

2. Nicely, delicately.

*3. Deceitfully.

sub ton'-ic, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. tonU
(q.v.).]

1. M-^sie: The same as SUBSEMITONE (q.T.X
2. Pron. : AD elementary sound or element

ofspeech having a partial vocality ; a vocal 01
sonant consonant. (Goodrich.)

siib tor -rid, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. torrid

(q.v.).] Approximately torrid. Applied to a
region or climate bordering on the torrid zone.

Sub-tract', v.t. [Lat. subtractus, pa par. of
subtraho = to draw away, to subtract : sub
= under, and traho = to draw.] To with-
draw or take away a part from the rest ; to
deduct : as, To subtract three from six.

sub-tract'-er, s. [Eng. subtract ; -er.]

1. One who subtracts or deducts.
*

2. The number or quantity to be taken
from a larger number or quantity ; the sub-
trahend.

sub-trac'-tion, s. [Lat. subtractio, from
subtractus, pa. par. of subtraho = to subtract

(q.v.)-]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of subtracting or deducting A
part from a whole ; deduction.

2. In the same sense as II. 1.

IL Technically:

L Arith. : The act or operation of taking a
lesser number from a greater of the same kind
or denomination ; the operation of finding the
difference between two numbers, or the

operation of finding a number which, being
added to the lesser of two numbers, will pro-
duce the greater. The greater number is

called the minuend, the lesser the subtrahend,
and the difference the remainder.

Minuend ... 943,652
Subtrahend ... 266,349

Remainder ... 687,303

2. Algebra : As algebra deals with negative
as well as positive qualities, the minuend

(as in the example) is often less than the sub-

trahend. The algebraical difference of two

quantities is obtained by changing the sign
of the subtrahend and adding it to the minu-
end.

Minuend ... Sx2y-4*
Subtrahend ... 2* + 4y + 5*

Remainder ... 6y 9*

boll, boy ; potlt, jolt-l ; cat, 9ell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, ph = C
-tian - Shan, -tion, sion - shun ; -flon, -fion

-- - zhun. -clous, - tious, -sious - shus. -bio, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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3. Law: A withdrawing or neglecting, as
when a person who owes any suit, duty, cus-

tom, or service to another, withdraws it, or

neglects to perform it.

"The suit tor restitution of conjugal righto Is

brought whenever the husband or wife la guilty uf the
injury of suttritciinn, or lives separate from the other
without any sufficient nuou."Blaclaton : Com-
ment., bk. iii., ch. 8.

Ub-trac -tlve, o. [Eng. subtract ; -ive.]
*

1. Ord. Lang. : Tending or Laving power
to subtract.

2. Mulh. : Having the minus sign ( ) placed
before it.

SUb tra bend, s. [Lat. subtrahend urn, neut.

sing, of suliti-ahtHiltis, fut. pass. par. of sub-

traho = to subtract (q.v.).]

Math. : The sum, numl>or, or quantity to be
subtracted or taken from another. [SUB-

:
TRACTION, II. 1.]

SUb trans lu -pent, a. [fnt. tub-, and Eng.
translucent (q.v.).] Partially, or imperfectly
tianslucent

SUb trans par -ent, a. [Pref. sub-, and
Eng. transparent (q.v.).] Partially or im-

perfectly transparent.

sub tri an'-gu-lar, a.
[ Pref. sub-, and Eng.

trianyiilar (q.v.).] Nearly but not quite
triangular.

ub tri'-fId, o. [Pref. tub-, and Eng. trifid

(q.v.).] Slightly trilid.

sub tri he -dral, o. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
trihedral (q.v.).] Stuped somewhat like a
three-sided pyramid.

ftb-trlp'-le (le as el), a. [Pref. sub-, and.

Eng. triple (q.v.).] Containing a third, orone
part of three : as, 3 is subtriple of 9.

subtriple ratio (or proportion), *.

The ratio or proportion of 1 to 3.
" The power will be in a subtripte proportion to the

wigBt." Wilkins: Math. Magic*.

ub trip'-li cate, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
triplicate (q.v.j.]_ In the ratio of the cube
roots : as, ^/a ; ^/^~

is the subtriplicate

ratio of a : b,

ub-trdp'-Ic-al, a. [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
tropical (q.v.).]] Adjoining the tropics; in-

digemms to, or characteristic of the regions
adjoining the tropics.

* sub trude', v.t. [Lat. sub = under, and
trudo = to thrust] To insert or place under.

ub-tur-orlc'-n-late, a. [Pref. sub-, and
Eng. lurriculate (q'.v.).]

Zool. : Slightly tnrriculate.

sub'-tu-tor, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. tutor

(q.v.).] An under or assistant tutor.

"He [Earl, Bp. of Salisbury] had been his [the
king's] subtutnr. Burnet: Own Time, ch. ii. (an.ilG45).

su bu-lar'-i-a, s. [Lat. subula = an awl. So
named from the shape of the leaves.]

Bot. : Awlwort ; the typical genus of Subu-
laridae (q.v.). Sepals spreading ; petals
small, white ; pod oval, pointless, with tur-

gid valves and many seeds. Subularw. aqua-
tica, the sole species, is a small, submerged,
herbaceous plant, with a naked, few-flowered

.scape, growing on the gravelly bottoms of

subalpine lakes, the flowers, even when fully
in bloom, remaining some feet below the
water. It occurs in the temperate parts of Asia
and America and in parts of Europe.

su bu-lar'-i-dae, s. [Mod. Lat subular(ia);
Lat." fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Crucifers, tribe Diple-
colobese.

BU bu late, su' bu-lat ed, a. [Lat.
subufa, = an awl.] Shaped like an awl

; awl-

shaped, nearly cylindrical, but tapering to a
point.

SU'-bu-U, *. pi. [Mod. Lat., from Lat. subula
= an* awl, a small weapon.]

Bot. : The acieulse or sharp processes formed
by some fungals. (Treas. of Bot.)

su-bu-li-cor'-ni-a, t su-bu-li-cor'-nes,
*. pi. [Mod. Lat., from Lat. subula = an awl,
and cornu = a horn.]

Entom. : A tribe of Neuroptera, or, if that

order be divided, of Pseudoneuroptera. It

contains two families, Epheineridie and Libel-
luliilu 1

, having a common character in the
form of the antennsn, which are short, awl-

shaped, and composed of few joints. The
wings are membranous, generally much reti-

culated ; the eyes, especially in the males, of

comparatively large size ; and the preparatory
states, as in the Perlidae, are passed in the
water. The group, which was founded by
Latreille, is by no means a natural one, but
is retained for the sake of convenience.

su'-bu 11 form, a. [Lat subula = an awl
and 'forma, = form, shape.] The same as
SUBULATE (q.v.).

*
SU'-bu-U-palp, s. [SuBunpALPi.] Any
individual of the Subulipalpi (q.v.).

SU'-bu-li-pal-pi, s. pi. [Mod. Lat, from
Lat subula an awl, and Mud. Lat palpus= a feeler.] [PALP.]

Entom. : Latreille's name for a section of
the Carabidse (= the Bembidiides of West-

wood). The terminal joints of the maxillary
and labial palpi are very minute and acute.

sub um bo'-nal, a. [Lat. sub = under, and

umbo, genit. umbonis = the boss of a shield.]

Zool. : Under or beneath the umbo in bi-

valves.

* sub-un-da -tion, s. [Lat. sub = under,
and unda = a wave.] A flood, a deluge, an
inundation.

sub-un'-gual, sub un gui al (u as w),o.
[Lat. stth = under,and'uii0is=a nail.] Under
or beneath the nail.

SUb-iin-gU-la'-ta, . pi. [Pref. sub-, and
Mod. Lat. unyulata (q.v.).]

Zool. & Palceont. : A group or section of

Ungulata (q.v.), distinguished from True

Ungulates (Ungulata Vera), by the structure
of the carpus. The group embraces three

sub-orders, Hyracoidea, Proboscidea, and
Amblypoda, all of which are in many classifi-

cations treated as orders.

sub' urb, *. & a. [Lat. suburbium, from tub
= under, and urbs= a town, a city.]

A. As substantive :

1. An outlying part of a city or town ; a

part without the city boundaries, but in the

neighborhood of a city ; as, Ardmore and Over-
brook are suburbs of Philadelphia. (Generally
used in the plural.)

" But shall all our houses of resort in the tuburbt be
pulled dowiit" Shakeip. : Measurefor Measure, i. 2.

*
2. The confines ; the out-part.

"
They on the smoothed plank.

The suburb of their straw-built citadel,

Expatiate." Milton : P. L., i. T19.

* B. Asadj. : Of or belonging to the suburbs.
"
It will do well for & suburb humour." Ben Jomon:

Every Man in hit Humour. L 2.

sub urb -an, a. & s. [Lat. suburbanut.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to, situated in, or

inhabiting the suburbs.
" The old ballad of King Christian
Shouted from suburban tavern."

Longfellow: To an Old Danish Song-book.

B. As tubst. : One who lives in the suburbs
of a city.

*8Ub'-iirbed, a. [Eng. suburb; -ed.] Having
a suburb, or something resembling a suburb.

" Bottreaux Castle, seated on a bad harbour of the
north sea, and subvrbed with a poore market town."
Carew : Survey of Cornwall, fol. 120.

*
sub-ur'-bi-al,

* sub ur bl an,
* sub-

ur'-bl-can, o. [Eng. suburb; -ial, -ian,

-Kan.] Suburban.
" Poor clinches the suburbian Muse affords,
And Panton waging harmless war with words.

Dryden : Macjteciiot, S3.

* sub-ur-bl-car'-I-an, * sub-ur'-bl-
car-y, a. [Low Lat. mburbicarius, from
Lat. suburbium = a suburb (q.v.).] Being in

the suburbs ; a term applied to the provinces
of Italy which composed the ancient diocese
of Rome.

" The pope having stretched his authority beyond
the bounds of his mburbicarian precincts." Borrow."
On the Pope's Supremacy.

sub urbs,
* sub urbes, s. pi. [SUBURB.]

* sub-vene', v.l. [Lat. subvenio = to come
to, to come to one's aid : sub = under, and
venio = to come.) To come under anything

as a support or stay ; to arrive or happen 10
as to prevent anything.

"A future state must needs subvene to prevent the
whole edifice fr.,m fcilliuK into rulu." Warburton :

BoUngbroke't Philosophy, let. 4.

* siib vcn ta nc ous, a. [Lat. subventa-
ntus, from sub under, and ve>tius = wind.]
Effected by means of the wind.

"Suitable unto the relation of the mares In Spain,
and their nubtrntancous conceptions from the western
wiud." Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. iii., ch. xxi.

sub ven' tion, s. [Lat. subventio, from tub-

venttiM, sup. of subvenio = to subvene (q.v.).]
*

1. The act of coming under.
"The manner in which our Saviour is said to hare

been cairied up, was, by a subvention f a cloud which
raised him from the ground." Stackhouse: History of
the Bible.

*
2. The act of coming to relief, aid, or sup-

port
3. A government grant or aid ; pecuniary

aid granted : as, an imperial subvention in aid
of local taxation.

sub-ven -tion, v.t. [SUBVENTION,*.] To sub-

ventionize(q.v.).
" The new German lubventioned steamship lines."

Echo, June 8, 1S83.

siib-ven'-tion-ize, v.t. [Eng. subvention;
-ize.] To grant a subvention to; to support
by a subvention ; to subsidize.

"The managers of tubventionized theatres." Daily
Telegraph. March 2, 1886.

*
sub-ven-tl'-tious, a. [SUBVENTION, .]

Supporting.
" Grant them any tubventitious furtherance." Ur-

ijuhart: Rabelais, bk. iii., ch. xxxiii.

*
sub-verse', v.t. [Lat. subversiis, pa. par. of
subverto to overturn, to subvert (q.v.).] To
subvert, to overthrow.
"
Empires subvened, when ruling fate has struck
The unalterable hour : even Nature's self

Is deemed to totter.
" Thomson : Autumn, 1,129.

Sub-ver'-Sion, s. [Fr., from Lat. subver-

sionem, accus. of subversio, from subversus,

pa. par. of subverto to subvert (q.v.).] The
act of subverting, overthrowing, or ruining;
the state of being subverted or overthrown;
utter ruin, destruction, or overthrow.

" The utter subversion of that whole realme." Sbr
T. More: Workes, p. 333.

*
sub-ver'-sion-ar-Jr, a. [Eng. subvento*;
-ary.] Subversive, destructive.

stib-vers'-ive, a. [Lat. subversus, pa. par.
of subverto = to subvert (q.v.).] Tending to
subvert or overthrow; having a tendency to
overthrow and ruin.

?
"
Utterly subversive of liberty, estimation, and pru-

dtnce."SearcJt: Light of Nature, vol. ii., pt til.,
ch. xxr.

sub-vert', v.t. [Fr. subvertir, from Lat. sub-

verto, from sub = under, and verto = to turn.]

1. To overthrow from the foundation ; to
overturn ; to ruin utterly ; to destroy.

"Strong to tubvert our noxious qualities."
Wordsworth; Excursion, bk. U.

2. To corrupt, to confound, to pervert.
"
Strive not about words to no purpose, but to the

subverting of the hearers." 2 Timothy 11. 14.

3. To upset, to overturn.
" Beneath one foot a subverted vase, expressive of

her character as a nymph of the fountains. Wilton t

Prehistoric Annals of Scotland, 11. 39.

sub-vert'-ant,sub-vert'-ed,a. [SUBVERT.)
Her. : Reversed ; turned upside down or

contrary to the natural position or usual way
of bearing.

Sub-vert'-er, s. [Eng. subvert; -er.] Ono
who subverts or overthrows ; an overthrower.

"The injurious subverters of revelation." Wattr*
land : Occas. Reflections, pt. i. (App.),

Sub-vert -X-ble, a. [Eng. subvert; -abb.]

Capable of being subverted or overthrown. '

*
sub-vir'-lle, o. [Pref. s?ib-, and Eng. virile

(q.v.).J Tinini ; deficient in manliness.

"People of tubeirile tempers "North: Examtn.
p. 549.

* sub-vul'-gar, a, [Pref. sub-, and Eng.
vulgar.] Somewhat vulgar or common.

" A sv.brm.lgar Diet is as it were a mean between the
accurate and vulgar." Yenner: Via Recta, p. 224.

Sub-way, s. [Pref. sub-, and Eng. way (q.v.).]
An underground way or passage ; an access-

ible passage or tunnel beneath the street sur-

face, in which the gas and water pipes and
sewers are lodged, so that they can be examined,

&te, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, as, ce = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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repaired, replaced, &c., without disturbing the

pavement or obstructing traffic.

* sub'-work -er, s. fPref. sub-, and Eng.
worker (q. v.).] A subordinate worker or help.

i

"
It is glorious tu be a xibimrker to grace. in freeing

it from tome of the iucuuveuieucies of original am."
South.

. pi. [Lat. succus = juice.] A
commercial name sometimes given to green
fruits and citron candied and preserved in

syrup ; sweetmeats.

*
suc'-9e dan, * sue' -ge-dane,

* sue cc-
da'-ne-um (pi. suc-ge-da -ne-a), s.

ILat.] [SUCCEDANEOUS.] One who or 'that
which supplies the place of another ; that
which is put or used for something else; a
substitute.

" Oh for a tuccgdaneum then,
To accelerate a creeping pen !

"

Copper: To the Jim. William Bull.

UC-cS-da'-ne-OUS, a. [Lat. guccedaneus.]

Supplying the place of something else ; acting
or employed as a substitute or succedaneiim.

"If It (the Bolonian stone calcined] be but exposed
to the sun-beams (to which I have found other strong
lights tuccrdantoui) it will not only in a few minutes
acquire a lumiuousuess, but for some time after retain
It in the dark." Boyle: Work*, iii. 315.

Sue geed',
* sue cede, v.t. & i. [Fr. suc-

ctder, from Lat. succedo = to go beneath or
under, to follow after, from sue- (for sitfr-)

=
under, and cedo to go ; Sp. suceder ; Fr.

succedir.]

A. Transitive :

L To take the place of ; to be heir or suc-
cessor to ; to follow in an office.
* Not Amurath an Amurath succeeds
But Harry. Harry." Shaketp. : 2 Henry IV., T. S.

*
2. To fall heir to ; to inherit.

" If not a feodary, but only he
Owe and succeed thy weakness."

Shaketp. : Measurefor Ueaturt, 11. 4.

8L To follow ; to come after ; to be subse-

<juent or consequent to.

"The curse of heaven and men succeed their evils I"
Shakesp. : Perivlet, i. 4.

*
4. To make successful, to prosper, to pro-

mote.
* Now frequent trines the happier lights among ...
Will gloriously the new laid work lucceed."

Dryden : Annut Mirabilit, ccxclL

B. Intransitive :

*
1. To go under cover.

" Will you to the cooler cave ntccerd,
Whose mouth the curling vines have overspread?"

Dri/den : Virgil ; Eel. T. 7.*
2. To approach.

" Who ever as he saw hlm'nigh lucceed
Gau cry aloud with horrible affright."

Spenser: F. <f., VI. IT. 8.

8. To follow in order ; to be subsequent ; to
Come after; to come next or in the place of
Another which has preceded.

" While low delights tiicceeding fast behind,
In happier meanness occupy the mind."

Goldsmith : The Traveller.

4. To become heir ; to take the place of one
who has died, resigned, or completed a term
of office ; specif., to ascend a throne on the
death or removal of the occupant.

"No woman shall lucceed in Saliqne land."
Shukesp. : Henry r., L 1

*
5. To come or be handed down ia order of

succession ; to descend, to devolve.
" A ring ...

That downward hath succeeded In his house
From son to son, some four or five descents."

fihaketp. : All's Well that Endt trail, iii. 7.

6. To be successful in any endeavour or
undertaking ; to obtain the object or end
sought or desired ; to accomplish that which
is attempted or intended.

7. To terminate or turn out as desired ; to
be successful ; to turn out successfully ; to
have the desired result : as, The plan suc-
ceeded.

If For the difference between to succeed and
to follow, see FOLLOW.

gUC-geed'-ant, a. [Eng. succeed; -ant.]

Her. : Succeeding or following one another.

*
sttc-ceed'-er, s. [Eng. succeed; -er.] One
who succeeds ; one who follows or comes after
or in the place of another ; a successor.

" The true mcceedert of each royal house."
Shakeip. : Richard III., r. 4.

Sue' ceed'-mg, pr. par., a., & s. [SUCCEED.]
A. & B. As pr. par. < particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive :

L The act of one who succeeds.

*
2. Consequence, result
"A most hanh one [language], and not to be under-

stood without bloody tucctetiina." Shakeiu. : AU'i
Well that KnOt WM. li. S.

sue 9en'-tor, *. [Low Lat., from Lat sub =
under, and cantor = a singer.]

* L Ord. Lang. : An iuciter, a promoter, an
instigator

IL Music :

1. One who sings the bass or lowest har-
monized parts. (Annandale.)

2. In cathedrals and collegiate churches,
the deputy of the precentor ; a sub-chanter.

*
siic-ge'n-tiir'-I-ate, v.t. or {. [Lat. succen-

turiatus, pa. par. of succenturio = to receive
as a recruit into a centuria or century.] To
receive recruits, or as recruits; to supply
soldiers for the missing ; to recruit.

silo-cess', s. [Fr. succbs, from Lat. successum,
accus. of success'us, from succedo = to succeed
(q.v.).]

*
1. The termination of any affair, whether

happy or unhappy in the issue; the result;
more especially (when not accompanied by a
qualifying adjective) a favourable or pro-
sperous result or termination of anything
attempted ; fortune.

"
I know not what the luccett will be, my lord ; but

the attempt I vovr."nh<ikeip. : All't Well, iii. 6.

2. A successful undertaking or attempt ;

specifically, successful results of warlike
operations.

"Swell'd with our late tueceaet on the foe."

DryJen : Annul Mirabilis, CCZ.
*

3. Succession ; order of following one
mother.

" All the sons of these five brethren reign'd
By due success, and all their nephews late,
Even thrice eleven descents, the crown retained."

Spenier : F. ., II. r. 46.

*
siic-gess'-a-ry, . [Eng. success ; -wry.]
Succession.
" My peculiar honours, not derived
From tuccettary, but purchased with my blood."

tieaum. t Flet. : Lam of Candy. L 8.

SUC-gess'-ful, a. [Eng. success; -fuVf).'] Re-

sulting in or having success ; obtaining or
terminating in the accomplishment or obtain-

ing of what is wished or intended ; hence,
prosperous, fortunate, happy. (Applied to

persons and things.)
"
I should be willing, sir, to think It was a young

man's rashness, or perhaps the rage of a tiuxetiful
rival." Dryden: Amboyna, iii. 1.

IT For the difference between successful and
fortunate, see FORTUNATE.

suc-gess'-ful-ljr, adv. [Eng. successful ; -1y.]

In a successful manner; with good success;
prosperously, happily, fortunately.

"-He took a course which since succettfuUf
Great men have often taken."

Donne : Progress of tin Soul, s. L

sue -gess'-ful- ness, s. [Eng. successful;

-ness.] The quadity or state of being success-
ful ; prosperous termination ; favourable re-

sult or event ; success.
" An opinion of the fuccesifulnett of the work is as

necessary to found a purpose of undertaking it. as the
authority of commands, or the persuasiveness of pro-
mises.

" Hammond.

sue cess ion (ss as sh), s. [Fr., from Lat.

suecessionem, accus. of successio, from successut,

pa. par. of succedo = to succeed (q. v.).]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A following of things in order; series of

things following each other, either in time or

place ; consecution.
"The water instead of making one continued shoot,

falls through a tuccettion of different stories." (M/m/i .-

Tour, vol. i., i 8.

2. The act of succeeding or coming in the

place of another.

"Collateral tuccetninm are taxed according to the
degree of relations, from five to thirty per cent, upon
the whole value." Smith: Wenlth of Xationt, bk. v.,
ch.il. .

3. The act or right of succeeding or coming
to an inheritance, office, or dignity ; the act
or right of entering upon an office or dignity.

"The question of Spanish tucretfirtn was to be men-
tioned to William ata private audience." Macaulay;
Hitt. Eng., ch. v.

4. An order, line, or series of descendants ;

lineage ; successors collectively ; heirs.
" A long giirfrstinn must ensue :

And hi* next son the clouded ark of God
Shall ill a glorious temple enshrine."

Milton: P. L., zii. SSL

*5. That which is to come; the future:
futurity.
" Make them exclaim against their own tursession."

Shakeip. : Hamlet, ii. &
*
6. The person who succeeds to rank, office*

or the like ; a successor.

II. Music:

1. The order in which the notes of a melody
proceed. There are two sorts of succession,
regular, or conjoint, and disjunct A regular
or conjoint succession is that in which the
notes succeed each other in the order of the
scale to which they belong, either ascending
or descending. la a disjunct succession the
melody is formed of intervals greater than &
second.

2. A sequence is sometimes spoken of as a
succession, and passages of similar chords or
progressions Are described as a succession of
thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, sevenths, or
octaves, as the case may be.

If (1) Acts of succession:

Eng. Hist. : The name given to several Acta
of Parliament, by which the succession to the
crown was limited or modified. The first ia
the Act 7 Henry IV., c. 2, declaring Prince
Henry heir-apparent to the thrones of England
and France, with remainders to the other
children of Henry IV. Other instances oc-
curred in the case of Henry VII., and ia
regard to the successors of Henry VIII., and
the rights of James I., Charles I., and Charles
II. The most important is the Act of Settle-
ment. [SETTLEMENT,^.]

(2) Apostolic, or Apostolical succession :

[APOSTOLIC],

(3) Arms ofsuccession : [FEUDAL, II].

(4) Geological succession of organic beings i
The gradual disappearance of species, genera,
families, &c., throughout the world as geolo-
gical time goes forward, or the more rapid
succession of one group of organisms to an-
other within a limited area, as the adaptation
of that area to particular forms of life changes,
by water giving place to land, salt to fresh
water, or the reverse. Within limited areas,
however, the same type often persists from
the later Tertiary to the present day : as ia
South America, where the Sloth and Arma-
dillo have succeeded gigantic Edentates like

Megatherium and Glyptodon.

(5) Law of succession : The law or rule accord-
ing to which the succession to the property
of deceased persons is regulated. In general
this law obtains only in cases in wBich the
deceased person has died intestate, or in
which the power of bequeathing property by
will is limited by the legislature. In England
primogeniture is the general rule in cases of
real estate, the eldest son and his issue taking
the whole of the freehold estate ; and, failing
such stock, the next eldest son, and so on.
This rule is, however, subject to dower gene-
rally one-third to the widow of the intestate.
When males fail the daughters succeed, but
they take, not in order of seniority, but all

together. When there is no lineal descendant,
the nearest lineal ancestor succeeds. In re-

gard to movable property no right of primo-
geniture, nor preference of males over females
is recognized, the property being divided in

equal proportions among the children or, fail-

ing them, the nearest kinsmen of the deceased,
without respect to sex or seniority.

(6) Succession of crops : [ROTATION].

(7) Wars of succession :

Hist. : The name given to several wars In

Europe between the middle of the seventeenth

century and the middle of the eighteenth, on
the occasion of the failure of an heir to a
throne. The most important were: that con-

cerning the Orleans succession to the Pala-
tinate (168(5-97), closed by the Peace of Rys-
wick ; the Spanish succession (1702-1713), the
Polish succession (1733-38), closed by the
Peace of Vienna ; the Austrian succession

(1740-48), and the Bavarian succession (1777-
79). The second was the most important to

English interests, and arose from the rival

claims of Philip, Duke of Anjou, grandson of
Louis XIV., and of Charles, second son of

Leopold, Emperor of Germany, to the throne
of Spain. The Grand Alliance between Eng-
land, Holland, and Austria was revived by
William III., and the war which followed,

though Plii lip's claim was ultimately admitted,
is famous for the victories of the Allies, under

Marlborough, at Blenheim (1704), Oudenarde

(1708), Malplaquet (1709), and the capture of

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, gcll. chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; *-**", this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

* -clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = sh-in; -(ion, -fion = zhun. -clone, -tious, sious - slius. -ble, -die, Ac. = bel, del*
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Gibraltar (July 24, 1704) by the English and
Dutch fleets, under Sir George Rooke. The
war was practically conclude! by the Peace
Of Utrecht, April 11, 1713, between France
n<l the English ami Dutch. Tlie emperor

abandoned the struggle in the following year.

succession duty, s. A duty imposed
on every succession to property, according to

the value and relationship of the parties to
the person from whom the property comes.

1! A duty of this character exists under Eng-
lish law, and to gome extent in this country, as
in ilie case of the estates of unmarried persons.

iic 9033 ion al (ss as sh), a. [Eng. svc-

cession; -a!.] Relating to succession; imply-
ing succession ; existing in succession ; con-
secutive.

" He presented ealrulat ion of the costs of growing
a crwp .if autumu-souru vetchs, ami a lureettioitat on
ol Urauk.

'

An/* Telegraph, Match IS, 1836.

* sue -9088 -ion-ally (as as sh), adv.

[En.;, successional ; -ly.] In a successional

manner; in succession ; consecutively.

* sue 9ess ion 1st (ss as sh), s. [Eng.
tuccession; -ist.] One who adheres to succes-

sion, especially to apostolic succession.

uc 9ess-Ive, a. [Pr. successif, from Lat.

tuccessivus, from sitccessus, pa. par. of succedo
= to succeed (q.v.) ; Sp. successive.]

1. Following in order or uninterrupted sue-
oes.sion ; consecutive; following in regular
course, as a series of persons or things, either
in time or place.

*
2. Having or giving the right of succes-

sion to an inheritance ; inherited by succes-
sion ; hereditary, legitimate.

"
Countrymen,

Plead my tuccettie* title with your swords."
Stiak*t/>. : Titut Andranicut, L 4.

fic-jSss'-Ive-ly, ode. [Eng. successive; -ly.]
* L By order of succession and inheritance.

"So thou the garland wear'st tufeeuinely."
Skates?. : 2 Henry IV., IT. 4.

2. In a successive manner; in a series or
uninterrupted course ; consecutively.

" We . . . tuccetsietlv saw remarkable hill near
Baiito Eointo, tlieu Cap* St. Thomas, and then an
island just without Cape Frio." Coo* . firit rogagf

*
3. Successfully, completely, fully.

*UC-9ess'-Ive-ne'ss, s. [Eng. successive;

ness.] The quality or state of being successive.
" All the notion we have of duration is partly by

the iuccsiwneM of its own operations." Sale : Vrig.
of Mankind, p. 119.

iic 9688'-less, a. [Eng. success; -less.}

Having no success ; unsuccessful, unlucky,
unfortunate ; failing to accomplish what was
intended.

"
1 found not the experiment twxttsl-eu,' Boyl*:

Warkt, iii. 789.

Bfic-gess-less-ly, adv. [Eng. successless;

-ly.] In a successless manner ; unsuccessfully.
Then shall the end come, to wit, when the gospel

having been preached through all the cities of Judaea
ttuxeutealj/.' Hammond : Workl, iii. 121.

success'-less ness, . [Eng. successless;

-ness.] The quality or state of being success-
less ; unsuccessfulness.

" His apprehensions of the tuc.cetsteunett of his en-
deavoura. Boyle : M'or*, vl. ao.

tic 9688 or,
*
suc-cess-our, . [Fr. suc-

cesseur, from Lat. successorem, acctis. of suc-

cessor, from successus, pa. par. of succedo to
succeed (q.v.).] One who succeeds or follows ;

one who takes the place which another has
left, and sustains the like part or character.
(Correlative to predecessor.)

"
I here declare you rlehtful ntcctttnr,
And heir immediate to my crown."

Dryden : Secret Love, v.

*
BUC-9ess'-or-y; a. [Eng. successor; -y.]

Following in line of succession.

*
SUO-gld'- U-OUS, a. [Lat. &icciduus= sink-

ing, falling, from succido=te fall under, to
sink down : sub = under, and cado = to fall.]

Ready to fall ; falling.

*
UC-9lr-er-ofis, a. [Lat succus = juice,
and/ero = to bear.] Producing or conveying
sap.

BUc -cin, suc'-9in-ite, a. [SUCCINELLITE.]
Mineralogy :

L The same as AMBER (q.v.).

2. A name given to 8 yellow variety of

garnet found in globular aggregations enclosed
111 asbestos, in Switzerland.

sue 9in am-Ic, a. [Eng. *ucein(ic), and
am to.] Derived from or containing suceinic
acid and ammonia.

succinamic acid. s.

Chem. : Ite barium *'* *

obtained by leaving a solution of succinimide
and barium hydrate in equivalent proportions
to evaporate over oil of vitriol and recrystal-
lizing several times from weak alcohoL By
decomposing with sulphuric acid, impure
crystals ut'succinainic acid are obtained, winch
soon decompose into succinate of ammonia.

sue gin a mide, *. [Eng. succin(u-), and
amide.]

Chem.: CsHN)' Obtained by mix-

ing ethylic succinate witli strong aqueous am-
monia. It forms small white crystals, soluble
in boiling water, nearly insoluble in cold
water, alcohol, and ether.

sue 9in' a-nil, . LEn8- *in(ic), and

anil(ine).]

Chem. : CjHjO^CgH^N. Obtained by heat-

ing pulverised succinic acid with dry aniline,
and then dissolving it out with boiling water.
It crystallizes from alcohol in fine interlaced
needles sublimable without decomposition.
It is insoluble in cold water.

sue 9in a-nil'-Ic, a. [Eng. succinanil; -ic.J

Derived from or containing succinauiL

succinanilic acid, s.

Chem. : Prepared by

dissolving succinanil in dilute ammonia and
alcohol, boiling for a time, and neutralising
with nitric acid. It forms elongated laminae,
very slightly soluble in cold water, more
soluble in hot water; melts when heated to

100, and at a higher temperature decomposes
into phenyl succinimide.

sue 9ln as -phalt, *. [Eng. succin(um), and

asphalt.]

Chem. : A resinous substance resembling
amber, obtained from the granular clay iron
ore of Bergen.

sue' 9in-ate, . [Eng. succin(ic) ; -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of succiuic acid.

succinate of ammonium, a.

Chem.: C2H4<gg{gg)g. Obtained by
supersaturating succinic acid with ammonia,
and leaving it to evaporate over quicklime.
It crystallizes in hexagonal prisms ; sp. gr.
l -

367 ; very soluble in water and alcohol.

suc'-9ln-at-ed, a. [Eng. succinat(e) ; -ed.]

Combined with or containing succinic acid.

Succinct', a. [Lat. succinctut = prepared,
short, small, contracted, pa. par. of succingo= to gird below, to gird or tuck up : sub =
under, and cingo = to gird.]

*
1. Lit. : Tucked up, girded up so as to leave

the legs free.
" His habit flt for speed tucdnct.'

Milton: P. L., Ill 641

2. Fig. : Compressed into few words ; cha-
racterized by verbal brevity ; brief, short,
concise.

" A tale should be Judicious, clear, tuccinct,
The language plain, and incidents well link'd."

Cooper : Conversation, 23S.

t ottc-clnc'-ti, s. pi. [Masc, pi. of Lat. suc-

cinctus.] [SUCCINCT.]
Entom. : Girted ; a term applied to the

chrysalides of the Papilionidse, which are not
only attached by the tail, but also supported by
a belt of silk passing round the middle of the
body and fixed firmly on each side. (Newman.)

SUC-^Knct'-l^, adv. [Eng. succinct; -ly.] In
a succinct manner ; briefly, concisely, shortly.

" He [John Pell) hath also niccinctly and clearly
demonstrated the second and tenth books of Euclid."
Wood : fatti Oxon., vol. ii.

succinct-ness, s. [Eng. succinct; -ness.]
The quality or state of being succinct ; brevity,
conciseness.

" In fine, brevity and ntccinctne** of speech is that
which, in philosophy or 8pecnl*tion, we call maxim,
and first principle." .-iouth: Sermoni, vol. 11., ser. 4.

siic 9in'-e-a, . [Lat. succineus = of or per-
taining to amber.]

Zool. & Palceont. : Amber-snail, a genus of
Helicidte (q.v.), with 155 recent species, uni-
versally distributed. Shell imperforate, thin,
ovate or oblong ; spine small, aperture large ;

columellaaud peristome simple, acute ; animal
large, with short thick tentacles and broad
foot; lingual teeth like Helix (q.v.). These
snails inhabit damp places, but rarely enter
the water. Seven fossil species from the
Eocene of Britain.

sue 9m-elT-ite, . [Lat. succinum = amber.]
Min. : A name given by Dana to an ortho-

rhombic mineral substance obtained from
amber by distillation. Hardness, 1-0 ; sp. gr.
1'55 ; lustre, vitreous; colourless or white;
odour, aromatic ; soluble in water. Compos. :

carbon, 407; hydrogen, 5'1 ; oxygen, 54 '2 =
100.

sue 9in-eu'-pi one, s. [Lat. succin(um)=
amber, and Eng. eupione.]

Chem. : A name applied by Eisner to a very
light oil, obtained by rectifying oil of amber
with sulphuric acid. (fTos.)

sue 9in' ic. a. [Eng. succin(nm); -fc.) De-
rived from or contained in amber.

succinic acid, *.

Chem. : C4H6 4 = C2H4 { QQ^Q. Volatile

salt of amber. A dibasic acid belonging to
the oxalic series, first recognised by Agricola
in 1657. It occurs ready formed in amber, la
certain plants, and in many animal fluids,
and is a product of the oxidation of fatty
acids of high molecular weight, and of the
alcoholic fermentation of sugar. It is pre-
pared by bringing calcium malate in contact
with one-twelfth of its weight of decayed
cheese, suspended in three parts of water.
and kept for some days at a temperature of
80 to 40". Succinate of lime is formed, which,
is collected on a filter, decomposed with sul-

phuric acid, purified by recrystallization. It

crystallizes in monoclinic prisms, is readily
soluble in water, less easily in alcohol, in
soluble in ether, melts at 180, and boils at
235". It forms neutral and acid salts, those
of the alkalis being very soluble in water.
A characteristic reaction of succinic acid and
soluble succinates is the formation of a red-
brown precipitate with ferric salts.

succinic anhydride, s.

Chem. : C2H4^>O. Obtained by distilling

succinic acid once or twice with phosphoric
anhydride. It is a white mass, soluble in

boiling absolute alcohol, and deposited from
the solution in needles on cooling, insoluble
in ether. Melts at 119'6*.

succinic chloride, .

Chem. : C2H4^^}. Produced by distil-

ling succinic anhydride with phosphoric
pentachloride. It is a fuming, strongly re-

fracting liquid, boils at 190, and with water
yields succinic acid.

succinic ethers, s. pi.

Chem. : Compounds of succinic acid with
alcohol radicals. Ethylic succinate =
C2H4<co(C2H5)0-

Is PrePare<l ^ distilling

ten parts succinic acid, twenty parts alcohol.
and five parts strong hydrochloric acid, and

purifying the product by distillation over
lead oxide. It is an oil, boiling at 214 ; sp.

gr. T036, slightly soluble in water. Methylic

succinate=C2H4<^^^
3^ is similarly pre-

pared. It forms a crystalline mass, dissolves
in alcohol and ether, boils at 198, melts at

20, the liquid having a sp. gr. of 1-179.

suc-9in im-ide, s. [Eng. iuccin(ic); and

imide.]

Chem. : CaH4' Formed ty th*

action of dry ammonia gas on suecinic anhy-
dride. It is obtained in large transparent
crystals, which .melt at 125-126, sublime
without alteration, and are easily soluble in
water and alcohol.

suc'-9in-ite, a. [SucciN.j

sfic'-9in-dne, s. [Eng. succin(um) ; *&]
Chem.: The name applied to the volattl*

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,
or, wore, W9lf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. , ce = e; ey = a; qu = JEW.
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oil obtained by the distillation of neutral

uceinate of calcium. Its composition is

uncertain.

uc-9in-6-sul-phiir'-Ic, a. [Eng.si<ccin(ic);
o connect., &nd sulphuric.] [SuLPHOsucoimc.]

BU';'-9in-ous, a. [Lut si/annum = amber.]

iVrt.-miing to or resembling amber.

sue' 5in um, s. [I. at.) [AMBER.]

sue -9111 yl, *. [Eng. succiin(um) ; -yl.]

Chem. : C4H 4O?
. The hypothetical diatomic

radical of succinic acid.

*
8UC-9i'-fion, s. [Lat. succisio, from succisus,

pa. par. of succido= to cut down : sub = under,
and ccedo = to cut.] The act of cutting off or

( down.
"
Upon waste brought and assigned iu the fucciiion

of trees, the justification i. that they were overthrown,

by wind.
'

Bacon.

BUG -
913

- ter - ene, s. [Lat succi(num)=
amber, and Or. orepeds (stereos) = solid.]

Chem. : The name given to that portion of

Colophonhim succini which is insoluble iu al-

cohol and ether. (Watts.)

stic-cla-ma'-tlon, s. [Lat. sub= under,
and clamo to call out] Quiet exhortation ;

suggestion.
" Why may we not also, by some such mcclamatlont

as these, cnll oif young ineu to the better side."

Traiutalion of Plutarch t Mat-all, ft. iii., u. 412.

8tLo'-c6r,
" soc our, v.t. [O. Fr. sncurre,

toscorre, from Lat. suceurro = to run under,
to run to the aid of, to succor: sub = under,
and curro to run ; Fr. secourir; Sp. socorrer;
Port, soccorrer ; Ital. soccorrere.] To run to
the aid of; to aid, to help ; to assist in diffi-

culty or distress ; to relieve.
" To luccnur wHtl regions, and replace
The suite of opuUuc* in sorrow s face."

Cow/Mr : Charity. IJfc

uc cor,
* soc our,

* soc cure,
' soo-

ourse, *
BUC-urs, s. [O. Fr. socors, from

Lat. succursus, from twxurro = to succor

(q-v.X]

1. Aid, help, assistance ; particularly as-

sistance that delivers from difficulty, want,
or distress.

" The devotion of life or fortune to the tuccour of
the poor is a height of virtue to which humanity has
never arisen by its own power." Tatter, No. 4.

2. The person who or thing which brings
aid, help, or assistance.

" Hire to salur, and eke hire for to prey
To ben our help, aud ivconr whan we cley."

Chaucer : C. T., 18.4*1.

1 3. (PI.) : Troops serving as an aid or relief.

"There rode the Volftcian succours.
1 '

Uaoaulasi : Baltlt of Lain Kegillui, liii.

SUC'-COr-a-blO, o. [Eng. succor; -able.]

'I. Capable of being succored, aided, or
relieved ; admitting of succor. .

2. Affording succor or relief; helpful, aid-

ing.
"
If the physition be not Ttrle answerable In liking

to the patient, perceiving him not so tuccourab/e n*

bee lesireui or would have such a physitiou, shall
never proceed successfully." Time'i Store/untie, 780-i

BUC'-cbr-er. *. [Eng. succor, v. ; -er.] One
who succors; one who affords aid or relief ;

a helper.
" She hath been a nuxorer of many." Aomantxvi. 2.

BUC'-cdr-OBS, . [Eng. succor; -ess.] A
female helper. (Stanyhurst.)

sue -cor less,
* sue cour-lesse, a. [Eng.

succor; -lett.] Destitute of succor, aid, or

helgi.

"And all his friends and oulcliers. ntcmurlrs>
Periiht but he." Chapman : Bom.tr ; Qdyuey T.

ttc'-cor-y, *.
* suck cr y,

* suck cr-
le, s. [A corrupt, of chicory (q.v.).]

Bot. : Cichoriwn Intybus. [CHICORY.]

BUG-cose', o. [Lat succus = juice.] Full of

juice.

BUC' co tash, *. [V. Ainer. Indian susich-

qualiuh = corn boiled whole.] Green maize
and 'wans boiled together ^originally a North
Ameiiraii Indian dish.

Suc'-co-trine, a. [SOCOTRINE.]

*fluc'-cub, *. [SuccuBUS.] A succubus (q.v.).

"Our tumib Satanick now found,
She touched his soul in place unsound."

U'Urfeu : Athenian Jilt.

suc'-cu-ba, s. [SUCCUBUS.]

siic cu bine, a. [Eng. succitb(iis) ; -int.] Of
or belonging to a succubus (q.v.).

"Oh, happy the slip from histurcufttne grip."
Barham : litg Leg. : St A'tcholat.

BUC'-CU-bous, a. [Lat. succubo = to lie

under."] [Succuaus.]
Bot. (Of the Jungermiannacece) : Having the

anterior margin of each leaf placed below the

posterior margin of the immediately succeed-

ing one.

sue cu bus, (pi. sfic'-cu-bl), suc'-cn-ba

(pl. SUC'-CU-bSB), s. [Mod. Lat. from Lat.

succii&u= a strumpet ; succubo = to lie under :

sub under, and cubo = to lie.]

1. Anthrop. (Of both forms): A demon be-

lieved to have the power of assuming the

shape of a woman in order to consort sex-

ually with men. [INCUBUS, LAMIA.]
"This is the doctrine of the iucubi and the iticrubi

those male mid female nocturnal demons which con
sort sexually with men and women We uniy set out
with their descriptions among the Uhtudan of tue
Antilles, where they are the ghosts Of tlie dead, van
islimg when clntchetl; in Me* Zealand, where anew-
tral deities

' form attachments with females, wid pay
them repeated visits;' while in tiie Samoau Islands,
such intercourse of inferior gods otOM 'many super-
natural conceptions ; and iu Lapland, where details

of this last extreme class have alo lieen placed on
record. From these lower grades of culture we may
follow the idea onward. Formal rites are specified iu
the Hindu Tautra. which enable a man to obtain a

cuinpaiiiuii-nyiuph by worshipping htr anil repeating
her name by night in a cemetery. Augustine, in an
instructive passage, states the popular notions of the
visits of lucubi . . . yet he is careful not to commit
himself to a positive belief in such spirits Later

theologians were less cautious, and grave argumenta-
tion on nocturnal intercourse with iuculii and lumM
was carried on till, at the height of mediaeval civiliza-

tion, we nud it accepted in full belief liy ecclesiastics

aud lawyers. TV/or /"rim. Cult. (ed. 1873), ii. 189, 190.

2. Pathol. (Of the form succubus) : Night-
mare.

Buc'-cu-la, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A plain
axis or cylinder, provided with staves or

handles for turning it, but having no drum.

Buc'-cn-lenee, 8uc'-cu-len-9y, *. [Eng.

succulent) ; -ce, -cy.] The quality or state of

being succulent or juicy ; juiciness.

Suc'-cu-lent, a. [Fr., from Lat succuhntut,
from succus = juice.] Full of juice , juicy.

" As the leaves are not itmutent, little more Juice is

pressed out of them than they have imbibed." Coo*:
firti Voyage, bk. L, ch. xviii.

succulent-plants, s. pl.

Bot. : Plants characterized by the succulence

of their stems, their leaves, or their whole or-

ganization. This is produced by a remarkable
distension or increase of the cellular tissue.

Their organization enables them to derive

their nourishment from the air rather than
from the ground, and nourish in dry places.
When cultivated, they are planted in sandy
loam not too finely sifted, and require very
little watering. They do not nourish well

with other plants, but should have a green-
house of their own. The succulent orders

of plants, Cactaceae, Mesembryanthemacese,
Crassulaceae, Ac., are not closely akin to each
other. Succulence may be associated with

any structure, and extend through an order,

a tribe, a genus, or a species only.

*.suc-cu-len'-t, s. pL [Fern. pl. of Lat suc-

culentus = succulent]

Bot. : The forty-sixth order in Linnseus's

Natural System. Genera : Cactus, Mesembry-
anthemum, Sedum, Oxalis, Fagonia, &c.

suc'-cu-lent-ly, adv. [Eng. succulent; -ly.]

In a succulent manner ; juicily.

* SUC'-CU-lous, a. [Lat. succus = juice.] Suc-

culent, juicy.

Buc-cumb'(& silent),
* sue comb, v.i. [Lat.

succnmbo to lie or fall under, to yield : sub

= under, and cumbo = to lie ; Fr. succomber.]

To yield ; to sink or give way ; to submit
"The smaller and feebler animals have bent and

accommodated themselves to changes to which the

larger species have lumiimbed. Owen : Clatiif. o/
Matiun.ilin, p. 66.

* Suc-cum'-bent, a. [Lat. succumbens, pr.

par. of succumbo = to succumb (q.v.).] Sub-

missive.
Sticcnmbfnt and passive to her desire*." Hoaett :

Parly of tlsattl, p. 2.

* SUC-Cur'-sal, a. [Fr. succursale = supple-

menting a parish church ; eglise succwr?Ze = a

chapel of ease, from Low Lat. succursus =

succour (q.v.).] Serving as a chapel of ease.

(Applied to a church attached as a relief or
succour to a parish church.)

suc-cus (pl. sue -ei), s. [Lat = juice.]

P/iarwu : The expressed juice of a plant
intended to be used medicinally. The strength,
of the juices varies according to the soil and.
situation in which the plant grows, the season
of the year, &c. Rectified spirit to the extent
of one-third the volume of the juice is added,
to keep tlie latter from decomposition. Fiv
succi are now officinal, viz., Sucous conii, SCO*

parii, taraxaci, belladowue, and hyoscyami*.
(Garrod.)

* suc-cus-sa'-tion, s. [Lat. succussatuii
pa. par. of swxtuso, a freq. from succutio (sap,
sitccussum) to fling or toss up : sub under

fc

and quatio = to shake.]

L A trot ; a trotting.
" That is to say. whether tolutation,
As they do term 't. or succttssation."

Butter: Budibral, 1. 11.41.

2. A shaking ; succussion.

suc-cuss -ion (ss as sh), s. [Lat siifcussiot
from suceusvu.nl, sup. of succutio to fling or
tOSS Up.) [SUCCUSSATION.J

*
1. Ord. Lang. : The act of shaking ; a

shock.
" The angler, desiring bait, has only to create slight.

iKcnitsiuii of the soil ... to leul the eartliworm to
come to the surface." Liiidsuiy ; Hind in the Laatr
Animali. i. S3.

2. Med. : A method of exploring the state
of the chest, with the view of detecting the
effusion of liquid within any of its cavities.
Succussion consists in seizing the patient by
the shoulder and communicating a smart im-

pulse to the chest, so as to make any liquid,
which it may contain fluctuate to one side.

It was practised by Hippocrates, and is still,

to a certain extent, in use.

t suc-cus sive, a. [Eng. tuccuts(ion) ; -iw.)
Ged. (Of earthquake action) : Characterized

by a shaking, and especially by an up and.
down movement in place of tremulous oscilla-

tion. (l>Ui)H.)

su9h,
* siche. * soche, *

aullk,
* 8wich,

* swilc,
* swilch, * swulc, a. [A.8.

sioylc, swilc, suielc ; cogn. with O. Sax. suiic;
O. Fris. selic, selk, sullik, sulch, suk; Dut.

tulk; Icel. slikr ; Dan. slig ; Sw. slik; 0. 8w.
salik; Ger. solch; O. H. Ger. solich; Goth.
swaleiks. The A.S. sivylc, &c., are from swd.
= so, and lie = like ; thus, such is a corruption.
of so-like.]

1. Of that or the like kind or degree;
similar, like.

" The Judgment of God is accord in ; to truth agalnii
them which commit tuck thing*." Komaut il. a.

f Such is followed by as before that which
is the object of comparison.

If the indefinite article is used with such,.

it is always placed between it and the noun,
to which it refers ;

or such follows the noun
preceded by o or an : as, such an honour,
such a view, never was there a man sucft as he,
&c. If the article is not used, such precedes,
the noun, as, such weather. Adjectives may
come between such and the noun, as, such fine-

woather, such a good man. Followed by that,,

such introduces a consequence or result

"The birds <ucA pleasure took, that some would,

sing.' Shaki-t/i. : Venui t Adonit, 1.101.

2. The same as mentioned or specified {

not another or different ; so ; in the same
state or condition.

'

It eats and sleeps, and hath tuch senses

As we have." Shakesp. : Temptlt, L L

3. Belonging to that class.
" No promise can oblige a prince so much,

Still to be good, as long to have been <*."

Dryden. (/'odd.)

4. Certain. (Used to indicate or hint in

a general and indefinite way at persons or

things already named or pointed out, or which,

could have been named or pointed out dUk
tinctly if the speaker pleased.)

" If you rei>ay me not on tuc\ a day.
In turh a place, tuch sum or sums as are

Express'd in the condition, let the forfeit

Be an euuiil pound of your flesh."
4

Shakeip. : Merchant of rmici. i. t

5. Used without the correlative = so great,,

so high, very great, very much, very con-.

siderable, so good, so bad.
"

I could come to tuch honour." Shatetp.: tttrr*
Wivti, ii. 1.

U 1. Such was in Middle English used

boil, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, ?ell, chorus, Shin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, eyit. ph- t

-Olan, -tian = Shan. -tion. -sion = shun; -Jion, -fion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -siou = shua. -We, -die, &c. = Del, dot
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With numerals in the sense of as much or as

many.
" The lencth is such* ten as the deepaesse." Pit-

frlma.tf of the MuHhodt. p. i.ii

2. Such is often used adverbially with the
tense of so : as. such terrible weather.

*
3. For such . . . as the oldest English used

twyle . . . swyle = such . . . such.

4. Such and such, such or such : Certain,
some. (Used to denote a person or thing
indefinitely or generally.)

-
I have appointed my servant* to sue* and tuck a

place. '-1 Samuel xxi. &
& Such like :

(1) Of the like kind ; of the same sort
"
Such-like toys as these.

"

Shaketp. : Ilk-hard III.. L L
K) Similar persons or things ; so forth : et

Cetera. (Used at the end of enumerations.)
"
Virtue, youth, liberality, and tuch like."

. : froitut it Crettida, i. *.

n cho sau'-riis, s. [Or. <rov\<x (souchos)= an Egyptian name for the crocodile, and
onvpof (sauros) = a lizard.]

Pabvont. : A genus of Amphiccelia, with one
species from the Wealden of Tilgate Forest.

iich'-wise, adv. [Eng. such, and wise.] In
such a manner ; so.

tick,
* souke. souk en, * suke (pa. t.

*
tek,

*
sec, sucked, pa. par.

*
isoke, sucked),

v.t. & i. [A.8. sucan (pa. t. sedc, pa. par.

fooen), sugan ; cogn. with Icel. sjuga, suga
(pa. t. saug, pa. par. sokinri) ; Dan. suge;
Sw. suga ; Ger. saugen ; O. H. Ger. sitgan ;

Wei. sugno=to suck: sug juice ; Ir.

titghaim = to suck; sugh = juice ; GaeL sug= to suck; sw<7k=jnice ; Lat. t<;o=to
nek ; sucus, succus = juice.]

A. Transitive:

1. To draw into the mouth by the action of
'the lips and tongue, which serves to produce
vacuum.

" The milk thou tuckedtt from her."
ShtiktMp. : TUut Andronicul, ii. 8.

2. To draw something from by the action of
'the lips and tongue.

"
I can tuck melancholy out of a long, at a weasel

Mete eggs." Shakttp. : At You, Like It. ii. 8.

3. To draw in, absorb, or imbibe in any
manner more or less resembling the act of
uck ing. (Often followed by in, out, away, &c.)

>eepfng through a broken pane,
r, survey'd the neighbouring plain."
Itryiltn : Bind i Panther,l&. SSL

4. To draw, to drain, to extract.
" Treat all lucken as weeds, cutting them down

while ihey are little before they hare tucked half the
life out of the bearing hilL" Scriftner'* Magazine,
March U3<J, p. 756.

6. To draw, as a whirlpool ; to ingulf, to
wallow up. " All the under passions,
As waters are by whirlpools nn-k'a and drawn.
Were quite devour'd in the vastgulph of empire."

Dryden. (Todd.)
B. Intransitive:

1. To draw fluid into the month ; to draw
by exhausting the air, as with a tube.

" Where the bee tuckt, there tuck I."

Shaketp. : Tempttt, T.

2. To draw milk from the breast.
"

I would
Pluck the young tucking cnbs from the she-bear."

.-ihnketp. : Merchant of Venice, it. L
U 1. To suck in:

draw into the mouth ; to im-(1) Lit. : To i

tribe, to absorb.

(2) Fig. : To cheat, to take in, to deceive.

(Slang.)

2. To suck the monkey : [MONKEY, T (3).].

3. To suck up : To draw into the mouth.

tuck, *
soukc, *

sucke, s. [SUCK, r.]

1. The act of sucking, or drawing with the
mouth.

2. Milk drawn from the breast by the mouth.
"
Blessed are the barren, and the wombs that never

tare, and the pap* that never gave tuck.' Luke
zxiii. 29.

3. A small dranght. (Colloq.)
" No bouse nor no tobacco Not a met, sir."

Matringer: Seta Way to Pay Old Debt*, L L
*4. Juice, succulence.

5. A sweetmeat [SucKET.]

suck-in, s. A take-in, a cheat, a decep-
tion. (Slang.)

Buck'-a-tash, s. [SUCCOTASH.]

uek'-en, s. [A.S. socn = privilege, jurisdic-
tion, from soc = a soke, liberty.] [800.]

Scots IM.W: The district attached to a mill,
or the whole lands astricted to a mill, the
tenants of wliich are bound to bring their

grain to the mill to be ground. Tenants so
astricted are called Suckeners. [THIRLAOE.]

suck en er, s. (Eng. suckcn ; ~er.] [SucKEN.J

sucker (1), s. [SUGAR.] (Scotch.)

suck er (2), s. [Eng. suck, v. ; -tr.\

L Ordinary Language:
1. Literally:

(1) One who or that which sucks or draws
with the mouth, especially a young pig.

" For tuckeri the demand was not very brisk, and
prices were stationary." Standard, Sept. 3, 1881

(2) The piston of a suction-pump.
"Oil must be poured into the cylinder, that the

tucker may slip up and down in it more smoothly."
Boyle,

(3) A pipe or tube through which anything
is drawn.

" Mariners aye ply the r .mp
So they, but cheerful. uufatUued. still move
The draining tucker." Philipt : Cider, ii.

(4) In the same sense as 1. 1.

(5) A round piece of leather having a central

perforation for the attachment of a string ;

when rendered flexible by wetting, and applied
to a smooth object, as a stone, the adhesion
between the two surfaces due to atmospheric
pressure enables the stone to be lifted.

2. Figuratively:

(1) A hard drinker ; a soaker.

(2) One easily duped; abnmpkin; atermof
general disparagement. (Slang.)

(3) One who extorts money from a candi-
date.

(4) A cant name foran inhabitant of Illinois.

(5) A sweet, a sweetmeat

IL Technically:

1. Bot. : A branch which proceeds from
the neck of a plant, beneath the surface, and,
as it emerges from the earth, becomes erect,
immediately producing leaves and branches,
and subsequently sending down roots from
its base. Example, Rosa spinosissima, Riibus

Idceus, &c. When a sucker grows rapidly,
gardeners call it a shoot

2. Ichthyology (PL);

(1) The Cyprinodont group, Catostomina,
from the lakes and rivers of North America.
The name is sometimes confined to the type-
genus, Catostomus, the members of which
are called also Stone-rollers and Red-horses.

(2) The family Discoboli. The space be-
tween the ventral fins is occupied by a round
disc, by means of which they can attach
themselves firmly to rocks. [CYCLOPTERUS,
LIPARIS, LUMP-SUCKER.]

sucker-rod, . A rod connecting the
brake of a pump with the bucket

suck'-er, v.t. & i. [SUCKER, s.]

A. Trans. : To strip off shoots ; to deprive
of suckers.

" We did not know at first how t* obtain very large
thick leaves, until instructed by an old negro in the
art of. tuckering the plants." St. James t Gazette.
Feb. 14, 1887.

B. Intrant. : To shoot out suckers ; to run
to suckers.

"
Its most marked characteristics, however, an its

tendencies tojucfcrimmoderately." Scribner't Maga-
zine, March, 1880, p. 762.

Buck-et, s. [SUCK, v.l A sweetmeat for

sucking or dissolving in the mouth.
"The Cisalpine tuckets of gobbets of condited bull*

flesh." Bishop Taylor : Sermont, ToL i, ser. 16.

suck'-Ie, *. [SucKY.]

uck'-in, s. [SucKKN.]

suck'- ing, *8ouk-yng, *souk-ynge,
pr. par. & a. [SUCK, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Lit. : Drawing or deriving nourishment
from the mother's breast : as, a sucking child.

2. Fig. : Very young and inexperienced ;

undergoing training ; in the early stage of a
career. (Colloq.)

" You're a young barrister, tucking lawyer, or that
sort of thing. Thackeray : Jfeucomei, ch. v.

sucking-bottle, s. An infant's feeding-
bottle.

" He that will say, children Join these general ab-
stract speculations with their xnckiHg-boftles. has more
zeal for bis opinion, but less sincerity." Locke.

SUCking-fish, s. [REMORA, II. 1.]

sucking-lice, s. pi.

Entom. : The Pediculina (q.v.), from the
mouth being converted into a suctorial organ.

sucking-pig, s. A young pig not yet
weaned ; a sucker.

sucking-pump, s. [SUCTION-PUMP.]
* suck-in y, s. [O. Pr. souquenie.} A loosa

frock warn over other clothes.

suc'-kle, s. [SUCKLE, v.] A teat

suc'-kle, v.t. or i. [Eng. suck, v. ; freq. suff. -la.]

L To nurse at the breast ; to give suck to.

"Our Jolly hostens nineteen children bore,
Nor failed her breast to tuckle nineteen more."

Guy .' To the Earl of Burlinittvn, Ep. 2.

*
2. To suck.

suck'-ler, a. [Eng. suckl(e), v. ; -vr.) One
who suckles ; a suckling.

"
It would pay to transiwrt snckl'rt. or even weaned

calves, between these districts." Field, Jan. 16. 188.

suck' -ling,
* sok -ling,

* soke -ling,
*
soke-lynge, *

sucke-lyng, s. [ug.
suck(ie) ; -ling.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A young child or animal
not yet weaned.

"I lately saw
A lamb stung by a reptile : the poor tuckltng
Lay foaming on the earth." lii/nm : Ctiin, 11. t,

2. Bot. : Trifolium repens and T. pratense,

su -cro-dex'-trin, s. [Eng. sucro(se), and
dextrin.]

Chem. : ^feft^ A molecular combi-

nation of dextrin and cane sugar, discovered
by Mr. G. Lewin, of the Laboratory, Somerset
House, among the soluble constituents of

germinated barley. It forms a dry, tasteless

powder, soluble in 50 per cent, of alcohol, but
scarcely soluble in alcohol of 90 per cent. Its
existence is probably intimately connected
with the transformation of the starch mole-
cule into cane sugar by the aid of the vital

vegetable function.

sn'-crose, s. [Fr. sucr(e) = sugar; suff. -OM

(Chem.).'} [CANE-SUGAR.]

suc'-tion, s. [O. Fr., from Lat. svttum, sup.
of sugo = to suck ; Fr. succion.] The act or

process of sucking ; the removal of atmo-
spheric pressure from any interior space, so as
to allow the atmospheric pressure to act

externally ; as when water is sucked up
through a tube, the air being exhausted from
the latter by the mouth, the pressure of the
external air on the fluid forces it up through
the tube ; the act of drawing into the mouth.

"Sounds (both exterionr and interiour) may be made,
as well by tuction, as by emission of the breath : as in
whistling, or breathing." Bacon . A'at. Hilt., J 191.

T Power of suction : Capacity for imbibing
alcoholic liquors. (Slang.)

suction - chamber, . The chamber,
barrel, or cylinder of a pump, into which the
fluid is delivered by the suction-pipe.

suction-pipe, s. That pipe of a fire-

engine or other pump which conducts water
from a cistern to the cylinder of a pump.

suction-plate, s.

Dent. : A dental plate retained in position
in the mouth by atmospheric pressure.

suction-primer, *. A small force-pump
worked by hand and used in charging a main-

pump.

suction-pump, . A common pump.
[PUMP (1), S. 1.]

suction-valve, .

1. Mech. : The valve below the plunger or
bucket of a pump. It is lified by atmo-

spheric pressure acting upon the water be-

neath it, as the plunger is raised.

2. Steam-eng. : The valve through which the
water is drawn from the hot-well into the

feed-pump by the rise of the plunger.

t siick'-y", suck'-Ie, . [Eng. suck ; -y.]

Sot. (PI.) : The flowers of Trifolium pratente.o. . : e owers o roum praente.

sfic-tb'r'-i-a, . pi [Lat. suctum, sup. otsugo
=. to suck.]

Biol. : A name given by different authors to

rious groups of animals, from the fact that
.

various

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pB
r, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian, w. = e; ey = a; qu = Inr.
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the mouth is more or less developed into a
uctorial, rather than a masticatory organ :

*
1. A name given by Cuvier to the second

family of his Chondropterygians ; he after-

wards abandoned it for Dumeril's name, Cy-
Clostomata.

*
2. The same as Aphaniptera (q.v.).

t 3. An order of Infusoria, with one family,
Acinetina. It is now generally replaced by
Kent's order Tentaculifera-suctoria, of his
class Tentaculifera.

4. A group of Annelida, containing the
Leeches. [HIRUDINEA, LEECH.]

Sfic-tor'-I-aL a. [Mod. Lat. suotori(a); Eng.
adj. suit', -til.]

1. Adapted for sucking: as, ft tuctoridl

mouth, disc, &c.

2. Living by sucking : as, suctorial birds.

3. Capable of adhering by suction : as, The
lamprey is a suctorial fish.

*
suctorial-crustaceans, s. pi.

Zool. : The Siphonostomata.

SUC-tor'-I-an, s. [SUCTORIA.] Any individual
member of any of the groups of Suctoria

(q.v.).

SUC-toY l-OUS, a. [Mod. Lat. suctori(a);
Eng. adj. suit", -ous.] The same as SUCTORIAL
(q.v.).

"The larva of Dytisci filing themselves by their
luctoriotu mandibles to the body of flh." Kirby i
Spenct : Entomology, i. 167.

sud, r.t. [SUDS.] To cover with drift-sand in
a flood.

su'-dak, *. [Russ.]

Ichthy. : Lucioperca sandra, one of the Pike-

perches, from the lakes and rivers of Europe.
The roe is made into a kind of caviare by the
Russians.

u dam m-a, . pi. [Mod. Lat, from Lat
sudor =. sweat.]

Pathol. : Minute transparent vesicles arising
on the skin towards the favourable termina-
tion of various diseases which have been
attended by perspiration, as acute rheumatism,
typhus, scarlatina, enteric fever, &c. They
are developed chiefly on the front of the
abdomen and the chest. They are smaller
than miliary vesicles, which are opaque, in-

stead of transparent. They are placed under
the order Vesiculse.

Sii ilaii ese , n . & >.

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Sudan,
or Soudan, a region in Africa, south of Sahara.

B. As subst. (plur. invar.): Au inhabitant
of the Sudan

; also spelled Soudanese.

*
su-da'-tion, t. [Lat. sudatio, from sudo =
to" swe*t. J The act of sweating ; sweat.

BU da-tor'-I-um, s. [Lat., from sudo = to

sweat.] A hot-air bath for promoting per-
spiration.

Bu'-da-tor-y
1

, *. & o. [Lat. sudatorium.}

A. As subst. : A hot-house, a sweating-bath.
" Lacedamonius orbis is taken for tudatory,"

Boiyd.ii/ : Juvenal, p. 224.

B. At adj. : Sweating, perspiring.

fid den, * sod ain,
* sod ayno, * sod

ein,
*
sod-en,

*
sod-eyn,

* sud dain,
"sud-dein, "sud-eyn, a., aiiv., & s.

[O. Fr. sodain, sudain (Fr. soudain), from Low
Lat. subitanus ; Lat. subitaneus, from subitus

=sudden, lit. = that which has come stealthily,
from subeo = to go or come stealthily : sub=
Tinder (hence, secretly), and eo =. to go ; Sp. &
Port, subitaneo; Ital. subitano, subitaneo.]

A. As adjective:

1. Happening without any notice, or with
scarcely a moment's notice ; coming on or
happening instantaneously, unexpectedly, or
without the usual preparations, notice, or
signs.

" Their secret and luddtn arrival.'' Shakesp. : Rapt
Oj Lucrece. (Arg.)

2. Hastily put in use, prepared, oremployed ;

quick, rapid.
" Which reformation must be sudden."

Shaketp. : Henry VIII., T. *.

*
3. Hasty, violent, rash, precipitate.
"
He's tudden U a thing comes in his head."

Shaketp. : 8 Henri/ YI., T. 5.

* B. As adv. : Suddenly.
"Then Hidden waxed wroth, and all she knew not

why." Thornton : Cattle <if Indolence, 1. 76.

* C. As subst. : Something unexpected or
unlooked for ; a surprise.

"
I would wish parents to mark heedfully the wittyexcuses of their children, especially at tudiUiini aud

urprizals." Keliyuice Wottoniance, p. 84.

U On. a sudden, Of a sudden,
* On the sudden,*

Upon the sudden, : Unexpectedly; sooner than
was expected ; suddenly.

"When you liave a miud to leave your master, grow
rude and saucy on a tudden, and lieyoud your usual
behaviour." Hwtft : Instruct, to Servant!.

sud don-ly, * sod am ly,
*
sod-ein-ly,*

sod-en-ly, *
sod-en-lee, *

sod-eyn-
11, adv. [Eng. sudden; -ly.] In a sudden or
unexpected manner ; unexpectedly, hastily ;

without premeditation or preparation.
" You shall flud three of your argosies
Are richly come to harbour tuddenli/."

Shakes/j. : Merchant of Venice, T.

sud'-den ness, s. [Eng. sudden; -ness.} The
quality or state of being sudden

; a coming or
happening suddenly or unexpectedly.

" The fury and tuddenness of the storm which had
burst upon him." Uacaulay : Bilt. Eng., cu. xir.

ud'-den-t$f, s. [Eng. sudden; -ty.} The
state of being sudden ; suddenness.

If On, a suddenly : Suddenly ; of a sudden.
"
It is not likely that he should have Joined them on

a suddenly." Scott : Heart of Mid-Lothian, ch. xviii.

SUd -der, a. & s. [Hind, sudr.]

A. As adj. : Chief. (Anglo-Indian.)
IT The word is often used in connection

with the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, formerly
the chief civil, and the Sudder Miaamut
Adawlut, formerly the chief criminal court of
justice at Calcutta. But by an Act of Par-
liament passed in 18G1, a High Court was
constituted at each presidency ieat out of
the Supreme and Sudder Courts, with juris-
diction in both civil and criminal cases,
though an appeal may be taken from its de-
cision to the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council in London.

B. As substantive:
*

1. The chief criminal court at Calcutta.
[A. f.]

2. The chief seat or headquarters of govern-
ment, as distinguished from the mofussil, or
interior of the country.

U'-dis, s. [Lat. = a kind of pike.]

SU'-dor, s. [Lat.] Sweating, perspiration.

sudor anglicanus, s.

Med. : The sweating-sickness (q.v.).

SU-dor-If'-er-ous, a. [Lat. sudor= sweat,
and fero = to bear, to produce.] Producing or

secreting perspiration.

sudoriferous-glands, s. pi.

Anat. : Glands which secrete or excrete

perspiration ; sweat glands. They are found
in varying numbers, in most parts of the skia.
Each gland consists of a long tulie coiled into
a knot near the closed end, which is situated
in the cutaneous cellular tissue and con-
stitutes the gland proper, and a straight,
undulate, or spiral duct traversing the skin

perpendicularly, to terminate upon its surface
between the papillae. Krause estimated that
nearly 2,800 exist on a square inch of the palm
of the hand, and 400 to 600 on an equal space
of the back and the lower limbs. Called also

Sudoriparous glands.

SU-dor-if'-fc,
* su dor-If ick, a. & . [Fr.

sudorifique, from Lat. sudorificut, from sudor

sweat, and facio= to make.]

A* As adjective :

1. Causing or producing sweating.

2. Secreting perspiration.
"
By excitation of the tudoriflc glands." Pott Matt

Gazette, March 31, 1886.

B. As subst. : A medicine that produces or

promotes perspiration. [DIAPHORETIC, 1J.]
" Opium proves . . . commonly a great tudorifick.'
Boyle : Workt. it 168.

*
su-dor-lp'-ar-ous, a. [Lat. sudor= sweat,
and pario = to produce.] Producing sweat ;

sudoriferous.

sudoriparous-glands, s.pl. [SUDORI-
FEROUS-GLANDS.]

*su'-d6r-ous, a. [Lat. sudorus, fromudor= sweat.] Consisting of sweat.
" The striginents and tudorout adhesions from mn%

hauda. Uroume: Vulgar Jtrroun, bk.il., ch, T.

su'-dra, *. [SOODRA.]

suds, s. pi. [Prop, things sodden, from seetht

(q.v.) ; cf. O. Out. zode=a. seething, boiling;
Icel. sodli = water in which meat has been
sodden.] Boiling water mixed with soap;
water impregnated with soap, and forming A
frothy mass.

*1f In the suds : In a temper ; in a difficulty
Probably with idea of the hands being oc-
cupied in the washing-tub, or from the dis-
comfort that usually attends washing-day.
" Will ye forsake me now and leave me f the tudt t

*

Beaum. t Flet. : Wild Goose C/.ate.

sue, *sew, *sewe, *sew-en, *sywen,* SUW-en, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. seore, suir, sivir

(Fr. suivre) = to follow, from Low Lat. sequo ;
Lat. sequor; Ital. sequire. From the same
root come pursue, suit, suite, sequence, &C.J
A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language :

*1. To follow.
"
Maister, I shall tut thee whither ever thou schalt

to." WycUffe: Alattheia vill.

. 2. To follow after ; to seek after ; to try ta
win ; to seek in marriage.

"AM me, and woo iut, and flatter me.*
Tennyson : Mermaid, 48.

3. To seek justice, right, or compensation
from by legal process ; to institute legal
process against ; to prosecute in a civil action
for the recovery of a real or supposed right.
or for compensation for a real or supposed
injury.

"
If any tut thee at the law, and takeaway thy coat.

let him hve thy cloak also.' Matthew v. 40.

*4. To beg ; to ask for.
" When you tued staying."

Shakesp. : Antony & Cleopatra, L S.

5. To claim by legal process ; to lay legal
claim to ; to seek by law.

"By his attorneys-general to me his livery.*
Shakeip. : Richard U., 1L 1,

IL Technically:

1. Falconry : To clean the beak.

2. Kaut. : To leave high and dry ona shorn
as, To sue a ship.

B. Intransitive:

L Ordinary Language :

1. To beg, to entreat, to petition, to plead*
"When maidens tue, men give like gods."

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, Lit

H It is generally followed by for.
"
I tuefor exiled majesty's repeal."

Shaketp. : Rape of Lucreee, Mo,

2. To seek by legal process ; to make claim
in law ; to prosecute ; as, To sue for damages,

3. To pay court ; to pay one's addresses aa
a suitor or lover ; to woo ; to be a lover ; to
act the lover.

IL Naut. : To be left high aud dry on the.

shore, as a ship.

H To sue out : To petition for and take out i

to apply for and obtain.
" Nor was our blessed Saviour only our propitiation,

to die for us, but he is still our advocate, continually
interceding with his father in the behalf of all true
penitent*, and suing out a pardon for town in th
court of heaven." Calami/.

snede (pron. swad), . [Fr.} Undressed.
kid ;

used adjectively, as tuede gloves.

su'-ent, a. [SCANT.]

, adv. [Eng. suent; -ly.] Evenly.
smoothly, (frov.)

su'-er, t. [Eng. su(e); -er.] One who sues}
a suitor,

n-es'-sl-a, s. [Named after M. Suess, a.

French naturalist.]

Palceont. : A sub-genus of Spirifera (q.v.).

with two species, from the Upper Lias of

Normandy.

su'-et, *sew-et, . [O. Fr. sew, suls, suit

(Fr. suif), with dimin. suff. -et; from Lat *.

bum, sevum = tallow, suet, grease; Sp. ebo;
Ital. sew.]

Chem., &c. : The solid fat deposited round
the loins and kidnevs of the ox or sheep, the

hitter Doing the more solid, and containing
more stearin than beef fat, but less palmntin.
Both contain a little olein. When rendered
down it forms tallow (q.v.l Chopped suet
is used in cooking for making boiled pud-

b6y; p6ut, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bencn; go, gem; tMn, $his; sin, af ; expect, Xenophon, eflst. -Ing.

-clan. -tian,= shan. -tion. -sion= shun; -(ion, nfion = zhun. -clous, -tlons, -aloufj = shos. -We, -die, *o. = bel, del 4
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dings, and for Tarious other purposes, as stuff-

ing, &c. Mutton fat melts at 00, and l>eef fat

at 47". If melted and put over potted meat,
it excludes the air and retards decay. It has
been employed by botanists to preserve the

fleshy fungi by permeating their pores. In

pharmacy it is employed as an emollient in

the preparation of certain ointments and
plasters, or as an addition to poultices.

suet-pudding, --.

Cook. : A boiled pudding, the paste of which
is made of flour, bread-crumbs, chopped suet,

milk, and eggs ; it may be plum, or flavoured

to taste.

n'-et-y, a. [Eng tuet; -y.] Consisting of or

resembling suet.
"

If the uiattor forming a wen resembles fat or
ft surly substance, it Is called steittoui." Sharp :

forgery.

*
suffe, 5. [A phonetic spelling of sough (2), s.]

8urf(q.v.).
" The tuf- of the seasetteth her lading dry on land."

Hucktuyi : royatts, vol. ii.. pt. i., p. 2:7.

* S&f feet, v.t. [Lat. suffectus, pa. par. of

tufficio = to supply, to suffice (q.v.).] To
substitute.

"
Suftcting A iniuleus duke of Savoy, a married man,

in the rooms of Eugeulus." Bishop Hall.

* suf feet, a. [SuFFEcr, .] Chosen in place
of another ; performed by a substitute.

" The .Ute of tlie tuffrct consulship of Silius the
younger is not known. Atlttnaum, Oct. 28, 1182.

uf fer. -sof-fren,
' suf fren, v.t. & i.

[O. Fr. so/rir, sn/rir (Fr. sou/rir), from Lat.

tuffero to undergo, to endure : suf (for sub)= undei
, and/ero = to bear ; Sp. sujier ; Port.

toffier ; Ital. soffiere, sofferire.]

A. Transitive :

I. To feel or bear, as something painful,

distressing, or disagreeable ; to submit to with

distress, pain, or grief ; to undergo, to endure.

2. To endure or undergo without sinking
or giving way ; to sustain ; to support un-

flinchingly ; to bear up under.
" Our spirit and strength entire

Strongly to suffer and support our pains."
Milton : P. L.. i. 147.

3. To be affected by ; to undergo ; to have
to pass through or experience ; to be acted
on or influenced by.

ndignity." ShaJusp. : Tern-

4. To permit, to allow ; not to forbid or
hinder.

" But the king ttiffrred the auspicious moment to

pass &wnj."Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. i.

B. Intransitive :

L To feel or undergo pain of body or mind.
"
O. I have suffered
With those that I saw suffer'

Shaketp. : Tempttt, i. 2.

2. To undergo punishment ; specifically,
to te executed. (1 Peter ii. 21.)

3. To bear pain of body or mind with patience
or fortitude.

" A Roman with a Roman s heart can suffer."
Shakesp : Cymbeline, r. 6.

4. To be injured ; to sustain injury, loss, or

damage.
"The Great Harry suffered to severely as almost

to be sunk at her anchorage." Fronde : Hist. Eng.,
IT. 423.

nf-fer-a-ble,
'

suf-fra-ble, a. [Eng.
fitjfer ; -uble.]

*
1. Capable of being endured or borne.

2. Capable of being tolerated or permitted ;

allowable.
"
It is fifferiM? in any to use what liberty they list

In their own writing."Sir H. Wotton.

*3. Capable of enduring or suffering ; toler-

ant, enduring.
*' And sitb a man is more reasonable
Than women U, ye musten ben suffrage."

Chaucer: C. T., 6,041.

SUf'-fer-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. sufemWe ;

ness.] The quality or state of being suffer-

alile or endurable ; tolerableness.

*sur-fer-a-bl& adv. [Eng. sufferatyle) ;

in.] lu a s'ufferaule manner or degree ; toler-

ably." Yet ttiffertMy bright, the eye might bear
The Ui.grown glories of his beamy hair."

Addison: Clawlian ; de Kn.pt. Pros., bk. ii.

Biif fer ance,
' suf fraunce, s. [O. Fr.

tnfrance (Fr. sou/ranee), from Low Lat. suf-
frtntia.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. The state or condition of suffering ; the

bearing of pain ; endurance of pain ; patience
under paia. (Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice,
i. 3.)

2. Pain or suffering endured ; distress,

misery, suffering. " Her mffer<incc made
Almost each pang a death."

Shaketp. : Benry VIII.. T. L
3. Damage, loss, injury.

" A grievous wreck and sufferance
On most part of their fleet."

Nhakeip. : Othello, 11. L
*4. Death by execution.

" Which I in tuftra.nct heartily will rejoice."
Shakes?. : 3 Benry V.. ii. 1.

5. Negative consent by not forbidding or

hindering ; toleration, allowance, permission.
"Thou shalt reign but by their sufferance."

Shaketp. : S Benry VI., i. 1.

II. Customs : A permission granted for the

shipment of certain goods.

IT (1) On sufferance: By passive allowance,
permission, or consent ; without being actively
interfered with or prevented, and yet without

being positively forbidden.

(2) Estate at sufferance :

Law : (See extract).
"An estate at sufferance. is where one comes Into

possession of l&nds by lawful title, but keeps it with-
out any title at alt" Blackstont: Comment., bk. ii..

eh. .

sufferance-wharf, s. A wharf on which

rds
may be landed before any duty is paid,

permission of the Commissioners of Cus-
toms. (English.)

suf-fer-er, s. [Eng. suffer ; -er.]

1. One who suffers ; one who endures or

undergoes bodily or mental pain or suffering.
" All suffering doth destroy, or is destroy 'd,
Even by the sufferer."

Byron : Childe Barotd, it. M.

2. One who sustains damage or loss : as, a

sufferer by a fire.

3. One who suffers, permits, or allows.

suf-fer-lng, pr. par., a., & *. [SUFFER.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The state of enduring pain, whether of

body or mind.

2. Pain, inconvenience, or loss endured or
incurred.

"
Rejoice in my sufferings for you." Coloaiani i. 24.

Buf'-fer-Ing-ly, adv. [Eiig. suffering ; -ly.]

With suffering or pain.
"An affect or moving suffering)'y to become matter."'
CabbaliMcal DMogues (1682), p. 8.

suf f196,
' suf flse,

* suf ise, v.i. & t.

[Fr. suffis-, stem of sufisant, pr. par. of suffire= to suffice, from Lat. sufficio = to make or

put under, to substitute, to supply, to suffice :

suf (for sub) = under, andyocio = to make.)

A. Intrans. : To be enough or sufficient ;

to be equal to the end or object proposed.
" A report that arms were hidden in a house sufficed

to bring a furious mob to the door."Macaulau: Hist.

Eng., ch. xviiL

B. Transitive:

1. To be sufficient for ; to satisfy ; to meet
the demands or requirements of.

" Let it suffice thee : speak no more to me of this
matter. "Deuteronomy iii. 26.

*
2. To supply or provide ; to refurnish.

" Nor Juno, who sustained his arms before,
Dares with new strength suffice the exhausted store."

flryden : Virgil ; *f!neid ix. 1,090

(c as sh),
* suf fis-aunce,

*. [Fr. suffisrtnce.] Sufficiency.
" He coude in litel thing have tu.ffiiaunce.~l

Chaucer : C. T.. 489. (Prol.)

suf-fic'-ien-9y (c as sh), s. [Eng. suffi-

cien(t); -cy.]

1. The quality or state of being sufficient or

adequate to the end proposed.
"The natural sufRciencu of the son! without the

2. Supply equal to wants ; ample supply.

3. Adequate qualification for any purpose ;

ability. " Then no more remains
But that your ntjftrfmef, as your worth, is able.
And let them work."

fihiikrsp. : Measurefar Measure, 1. 1.

4. Adequate substance or means ; compe-
tence.

*
5. Conceit ; self-sufficiency ; self-confl-

dence.

suf-fic lent (c as sh),
* suf fyc lent, a. &

s. [Lat. sujficiens, pr. par. ofsiiflicio to suffice

(q.v.) ; Sp. suficiente ; Port. & Ital. sufficiente.}

A. .-!> adjective :

1. Equal to any end or purpose proposed
adequate to meet any wants or demands
enough, competent, ample.

" My grace is sufficient for thee."* Corinth, xii. .

*
2. Possessed of adequate talents, accom-

plishments, or resources; competent, fit|

qualified, capable.
" You'll never meet a more sufficient man."

tiluikesp. : Othello, ill. 4.

*
3. Capable of paying one's debts ; solvent,

rich.

"My meaning in saying he is a good man. is to hav
you understand me that he is sufficient." Shakesf;
Merchant of Venice, 1. a.

*
4. Self-sufficient, self-satisfied, content.

* B. As subst. : Sufficiency.
"One man's sufficient is more available than ten

thousands' multitude." Sidney . Areadia. p. 452.

U For the difference between sufficient and
enough, see ENOUGH.

sufficient reason, determining
reason, s.

Philos. : A term adopted from the following
passage of Leibnitz's Theoilicee (i. 44) :
"
Nothing is done without a sufficient reason ;

that is, nothing happens without its being
possible to one knowing the causes of all

things to render a reason which is sufficient

why it is so, and not otherwise." He defines
the principle of Sufficient Reason, as that
in virtue of which we know that no fact can
be found real, no proposition true, without a
sufficient reason why it is in this way rather
than in another." After stating that Archi-
medes was obliged to take for granted that if

there be a balance in which everything in

alike on both sides, and if equal weights are

hung on tl>e two ends of that balance, the
whole will be at rest, because no reason can
be given why one side should weigh dowa
rather than the other, Leibnitz goes on to

say:
" Now by this single principle of thi

sufficient reason may be demonstrated the

being of a God, and all other parts of meta-
physics or natural theology, and even, in
some measure, those physical truths that are

independent of mathematics, such as the

dynamical principles or the principles of
forces." The Principle of Sufficient Reason as
a law of thought is usually stated by logicians
thus : Every judgment we accept must rest

upon a sufficient reason ; and from this the

following principles have been derived :

1. Granting the reason, what followo from the
reason must also be granted. On this sylloglstio
inference depends.

-'. If all the consequents are bald to be true, th
reason must be true.

3. If the consequent is rejected, the reason must
also be rejected.

4, If the consequent is admitted, we do n.-t of
necessity admit the reason, as there may I* otlier
reasons or causes of the same effect.

Mansel (Proleg. Lng., p. 198) asserts that the

Principle of Sufficient Reason is not a Imv of

thought, but only the statement that every act
of thought must be governed by some law. [UJ

T Axiom of determining (or sufficient) reason :

Logic: A judgment can be derived from
another judgment (materially different from
it), and finds in it its sufficient reason, only
when the (logical) connection of thoughts
corresponds to a (real) causal connection.

(Ueberwey : Logic (Eng. ed.), 81.)

SUf-flc'- lent -l$r (O as sh), adv. [Eng:
sufficient; -ly.]

1. In or to a sufficient degree ; in or to a
degree answering the end or purpose pro-
posed ; enough, amply.

" The tongue of the new First Lord of the Treasury
was not sufficiently ready. 'Macanliy : Bist. np
ch. xv.

2. To a considerable degree.
" He himself Was sufficiently Taln-gloriou*.^-

Dryden : Jueenal. (Ded.)

suf f19 '-ing, pr. par. or a. [SUFFICE.)

* SUf-fl9'-ing-ljr, adv: [Eng. sufficing ; -Zf.]
So as to suffice or satisfy ; sufficiently.

*
SUf-fic'-ing-ness, s. [Eng. sufficing; -ness.)

The quality or state of being sufficing ; suffi-

ciency.

Sto, fat, fere, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, core, unite, cor, role, full; try, Syrian. , ce = e; ey = a; qu = Kw
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suf Usance,
* suf flsaunce. s. [Fr.] Suf-

ficiency, plenty, enough, abundance.
There him rests in riotous lit/Usance
Of all glulf uluess and kingly joyauce."

Spenser : Muto/jotrnoi, 207

* suf fls ant, * suf ns aunt, * suf fls-

aunce, a. [Fr. sujfisant, pr. par. of suffire =
to suffice (q.v.).] Sufficient. (Gower: C. A., L)

* suf-fi -tiis, s. [Lat.] Snuff of a candle.
" Of the tuffUta of a torch, -fiaiutem make a velvet

black." Browne : Vulgar Errours, p. 335.

uf-flx, s. [Lat. suffixus, pa. par. of suffigo =
to fasten on beneath : suf (for sit*) = under,
nd/ffo = to fix.]

1. Philol. : A letter or syllable added at the
end of a word ; an affix, a postfix : as, -ness,

ly, &c.

2. Math.: A term used to denote indices
written under letters : as, ai 03 03, &c.

suf fix , v.t. [SUFFIX, s.] To add or annex,
as a letter or syllable, at the end of a word.

* sufflxion (as suf fik'-shon), s. [SUFFIX.]
The act of suffixing; the state of being
suffixed.

*
suf-flam'-in-ate, v.t. [Lat. sufflaminatus,
pa. par. of gufflamino to check, to clog;
*uj7lu>nen(genit. su^lumims)= a drag, a brake.]

1. To retard or check the motion of, as of a

carriage, by preventing one or more of the
wheels from revolving, by means of a chain or
otherwise ; to scotch.

2. To stop, to check, to impede.
"Ood could prevent the beginnings of wicl.ed de-

signs ; ... he could any where tujlaminate and sub-
vert them." Barrow : Sermon on the Gunpowder
Treason.

*
suf-flate', v.t. [Lat. sufflatus, pa. par. of

rufflo : suf (for sub) = under, and flo = to
blow.]

1. To blow up, to inflate.

2. To inspire.
"
Sujflated by the Holy Wind."

Ward: England s Ke/ormatinn. ill

* suf fla -tion, s. [Lat. sufflatio.] [SUFFLATE.]
The act of blowing up or inflating.

* suf -fo-cate, a. [Lat. suffocatus, pa. par. of

tuffoco = to choke : suf (for sub) = under, and
fauces = the gullet, the' throat.] Suffocated,
choked.

" For Suffolk's duke, may he be suffocate."
Shakesp. : I Henry Ft., i 1.

Suf -fo-cate, v.t. & i. [Fr. suffoquer ; Sp.
sufocar; Port, su/ocar; Ital. su/ocare.] [SUF-
FOCATE, a.]

A. Transitive :

1. To choke ; to kill by stopping the respira-
tion, as by hanging, drowning, or respiring
carbonic acid gas ; to smother, to stifle.

" Doubtful his death : he suffocated seem'd
To most." Dry<ten: Ovid: Metamorphoses lit.

2. To stifle; to cause difficulty of respira-
tion to. (Cowper: Task, vi. 670.)

3. To impede respiration in ; to compress
o as to prevent respiration.

"Let net hemp his windpipe suffocate."

Shakesp. : ffenry Y., 111. .

4. To stifle, to smother, to extinguish : as,
To suffocate live coals or fire.

B. Intransitive:

L To become suffocated, choked, or stifled.

2, To cause suffocation, to choke : as, The
beat is suffocating.

" The iiiffocatiny sense of woe."
Byron: Prometheus,

U Suffocation is produced by every kind of

means, external or internal : to choke is to
stifle or suffocate by means of large bodies, as
a piece of food, lodging in the throat or larynx.

suf -fo -cat -ing, pr. par. or a. [SUFFO-
CATE, v.]

-ljf, adv. [Eng. su/ocating;
-ly ] In a suffocating manner or degree ; so as
to suffoi-ate : as, The room is suffocatingly hot.

suf-fo ca tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. suffoca-

tiontm, accus. of suffncnt.ici, from suffocatus =
suffocate (q.v.); Sp. suffocacion ; Ital. suffo-

oarione.]

1. The act of suffocating, choking, or

smothering.
"
Slaine. I call heere, hosoeuer he be. man, woman,

or childe, th it violently commeth to his death,
whether it tie by knife, poyson, cord, drowning, burn-
ing, suffocation, or otherwise." Smith: Common-
MsftVML ii., ch. xxiil.

2. The state of being suffocated, choked, or
smothered ; death by being suffocated.

"
It was a miracle to scape suffocation." Shakesp.

Htrrv Wiees. iii. 5.

IT Suffocation takes place when the air is

denied access to the lungs, and may be pro-
duced by drowning, by strangulation, by
choking, by immobility of the respiratory
muscles arising from tetanus, by false mem-
branes obstructing the larynx, &c.

* suf'-f6-cat-ive, o. [Eng. suffocat(e) ; -ive.]

Tending or having the power to suffocate
;

suffocating.
" From rain, after great frosts in the winter, glandu-

lom tumours and suffocatite catarrhs proceed." Ar-
buthnot : On Air.

Suf-folk (I silent), *. [For South-folk, as
Norfolk for North-folk.]

Geog. : A county on the east coast of Eng-
land, between Norfolk and Essex.

Suffolk-crag, s.

Geol. : The same as RED-CRAG. [CRAG, 2.]

Suffolk punch, s. A variety of horse,
stout and round in the barrel, strongly built,
and with low, heavy shoulders. They are

especially adapted for drawing heavy weights.

* suf-foss -ion (SS as Sh), s. [Lat. suffossio,
from suffossus, pa. par. of suffodio = to dig
under : suf (for sub) under, and fodio = to

dig.) The act of digging under or beneath;
an undermining.

"Those conspiracies against maligned sovereignty;
those suffossions of walls, &c."Bn. Ball : St. Pauls
Combat.

suf fra gan, * siif -fra gant, a. & *. [Fr.

suffragant, from Lat. suffragans, pr. par. of

suffragor to vote for, to support, or from
Low Lat. suffraganeus = a suffragan bishop.]
[SUFFRAGE.]
A. As adjective :

1. Ord. Lang. : Assisting, supporting.
"Let my pen loose to the suffragant testimonies."

Bp. Hall: Kemaines. p. 802.

2. Eccles. : Assisting, assistant : as, a suf-

fragan bishop. Every bishop is suit'ragan

relatively to the archbishop of his province.
B. As substantive:
* L Ord. Lang. : One who or that which

assists ; an assistant.
" Friends and suffragants to the virtues and modesty

of sober women." Bp. Taylor: Artificial Handsome-
ness, p. 118.

II. Ecclesiastical:

1. A bishop who has been consecrated to
assist an ordinary bishop of a see in a par-
ticular portion of his diocese.

2. A term of relation applied to every
ordinary bishop with respect to the arch-

bishop of his province.
"The Primate indeed and several of hit suffragans

stood obstinately aloof." Macaulty : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

suf fra gan ship,
* suf fra gane ship,

s. [Eng. 'suffragan; -ship.] The office or

position of a suffragan.
"Therewith held the mffraganntiip under Henry

Beanford Bishop of Lincoln. fuller : Worthies;
Cumberland.

* siif '-fra-gant, o. & s. [SUFFRAGAN.]

*
suf'-fra-gate, v.i. [Lat. suffragatus, pa.

par. of suffragor.] [SUFFRAGE, v.]

1. To vote with ; to agree in voice with.
"
It cannot choose but suffragate to the reasonable-

ness and convenience thereof, being so discovered."
Hale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 291.

2. To vote.

"With lilwrty allowed him to snffraaate in con

gregat. and convocaf Wood : Fasti Oxon., vol. ii.

* suf'-fra-ga-tor, s. [Lat.] One who assis'-l

or supports with his vote.
" The most of their suffragators are already assem-

bled."^, of Chester to Abp. Usher, p. 67.

suf-frage (age as ig), *suf'-fra-gft .

[Fr., from Lat suffragium,* vote ; ultimate

etym. doubtful.)

L Ordinary language :

1. A vote or voice given on a controverted

question, or in the choice of a candidate for

a particular office, position, or trust ; the
formal expression of opinion on a point in

question ; hence, approval, consent. [FRAN-
CHISE, 2; REFORM ACTS.]

"
Enthusiastically confirmed by the suffrage of the

whole principality. Daily Telegraph. Sept. 24. 188S.

2. Testimony, attestation, witness.

*
3. Aid, assistance.

"But all give suffrage : that with speed I nrny th
discords euU. 6'Aupmun .' Homer; Iliad via

IL Ecclesiastical:

1. A short petition, such as those after th
creed or matins and evensong.

2. Prayer on behalf of another, or for the
whole body of tlie faithful

; espec. prayer
offered for the faithful departed.

" He [Henry the 5] made a riche tumbe for Richard
the 2. and caussul suffrages to be ordeuid for hym."Leland : Collectanea, voL ii., p. 0.

*SUf'-frage (age as Ig), v.t. [Lat, suffragor
to vote for.] [SUFFRAGE, $.] To vote for;

to elect.

"Suffraging their knights and burgesses." Hilton.
Reform, in England, bk. ii.

suf" frag ism, . The principle or policy of
suffrage govei nmeat.

suf frag ist, .

1. One who has or exercises the right of
suffrage.

2. An ardent support of suffrage in some
particular way, as, a womau-ju/rajis/, a uni-
versal sv.jj'mgiit.

*
suf-fraunce, s. [SUFFERANCE.]

suf-fru-tes-9ent, o. [Pref. suf- for sub-,
and Eng. frutescent (q.v.).] Moderately fru-
teacent.

t suf-fru -tex, *. [Mod. Lat., from Lat sub,
tau\frutex = a shrub, a bush.]

ot. : An undershrub (q.v.).

suf-fru ti cose, t suf-fru'-tl-coiis, a.

[Pref. suf-, for si/6-, and Lat. fruticosus full

of shrubs or bushes.]

Bnt. (Of a stem) : Having the lower and
smaller part of the stem woody, while the

upper and larger part is herbaceous and dies
off every year.

* suf-fu -mi-gate, v.t. [Lat. suffumigatut, .

pa. par. of siiffumigo : suf (for sub) under,
and /iimw/o = to fumigate (q.v.).] To apply
fumes or smoke to the parts of, as to the body,
in medical treatment.

* suf fu mi ga tion, s. [SUFFUMIOATE.]

1. The opeiation of applying fumes to the

parts of the body ; fumigation.
"If the matter be so gross as it yields not to reme-

dies, it may lie attempted by m/nmigation." Witt-
man : Surgery.

2. The act of burning perfumes ; one of the
ceremonies in incantation.

" He did not at the time of his invocation make ny
lufumivatian, at which the spirits were vexed."
Wood : Alhena Oxon., vol. t

3. A fume, a fumigation.
"
Hippocrates moreover was of this opinion, that a

siiffumigation madetherewith[garlick]fetcheth down*
the afterbirth nf women newly delivered and brought
to bed."/'. Holland: Plinie, bk. xr., ch. vi.

* suffu'-mige, *. [Lat. suffumigo = to suf-

fumigate (q.v.).] A medical fume.
" For external means, drying mffumigei or smoaks

are prescribed with good success." Harvey : On Con-

sumption.

suf-fuse', v.t. [Lat. mffusus, pa. par. of tuf-

fundo'io pour beneath, to diffuse beneath
or upon : suf (for sub) = under, and fundo =
to pour.] To overspread as with a fluid or

tincture ; to fill or cover as with something
fluid.

Medora still (while tears his cheeks
The dear remembrance of his lord ren.

Hoole: Orlando Furioso, xvill.

uf-fu'-sion, s. [Fr., from Lat. suffusionen,

accus. of suffusio, from suffusus, ]>a. par. of

suffundo = to suffuse (q.v.).J

1. The act or process of suffusing or over-

spreading, as with a fluid or tincture ; the

state of being suffused.

"He [Plutarch] being deeply tinctured, aa It were.

ith the sufnlion* of it, everything which he looked

upon, seemed to him coloured with it." CudwortK :

Jntell, System, p. 224.

2. That which is suffused or overspread, as

a cataract on the eye, or an extravasation of

some humour.
" So thick a drop serene hath quenched their orb*

Or dim suffusion veiled." Milton : /'. L., iii. **.

su'-fl, . [Son.]

su fism, s. [SOFISM.]

* SUg, s. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps allied to

suck.] A small kind of worm.

DSil, b6^ ; poTit, Join ; cat, 5ell, cnorus, 9hln, Ixmeh ; go, gem ; thin, flila ; ln, a? ? e*Pe*. *enophon, ?** Ph - fc

-cian. -tlan = suan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -gion = zhun, -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -W, -die, Ac. - Del, aei.



4530 sugar sugoscent

rag"-ar (a as sh),
*
sucrc, *

sugcr,
*
sugre,

. & a. [Fr. sucre, (rum Sp. <uour = sugar,
from Arab, sukkur, sokkar = sugar ; Pers.

thakar, from Siiusc. farkttrd = gravel, sugar;
allied to Lat. sacchurum ; Gr. <raxaPi trout-

Xaflov (sukchur, sukcharon); Port. a*ucdr ; Ital.

rucchero.}

A. As iiibftantire :

L Oniiniiry language:
1. Literally:

(1) A sweet, crystallized substance manu-
factured from the expressed juice of various

plants, especially of the sugar-cane (q.v.).

(2) Any substance more or less resembling
sugar iu any of its properties : as, sugar of
lead.

2. Fig. : Sweet, honeyed, or soothing words
or flattery, used to disguise or hide something
distasteful

n. Chein. A Sugar Manuf. : Cn(OH2)m. The
generic name for a large number of bodies oc-

curring naturally in the animal or vegetable
kingdom, or produced from glucosides by the
action of ferments or dilute acids. They are
all more or less soluble in water, and their solu-

tions exert a rotatory action on polarized light.
Some reduce alkaline solutions of copper,
whilst others either do not, or do so only to a
limited extent. They may all be classed
under two heads, viz., unfermentable sugars,
as mannite, duleite, sorbite, &c., and ferment-
able sugars as cane-sugar, glucose, maltose,
Ac. Cane-sugar, C^H^OH, called also

Saccharose, Sucrose, and Cauose, is found in

the juice of many grasses, in the sap of several

trees, and in beet and several other roots. It

appears to be the transition product between
starch and invert-sugar in all plants which

yield the lattercompounds. Walnuts, almonds,
and St. John's bread contain only cane-sugar.
It is extracted most easily from sugar-cane,
but on the continent of Europe is manu-
factured on a large scale from beet-root. The
expressed juice is heated nearly to the boiling
point, and a small quantity of slaked lime
added. The clear liquid which separates from
the coagulum is evaporated as rapidly as

possible, and transferred into shallow vessels

to crystallize. Drained from the syrup or

molasses, it yields the raw sugar of commerce.
When further refined by treatment with
animal charcoal, poured into moulds, and
then dried in a stove, the product is loaf-

sugar. When the crystallization is allowed to

proceed very slowly, sugar-candy results.

Moderately heated it melts, and solidities on
cooling to an amorphous mass, familiar as

barley-sugar. Pure sugar separates from its

solution in transparent colourless crystals,

having the figure of a modified monoclinic

prism. It has a pure, sweet taste, ami re-

quires for solution only one-third of its weight
of cold water. Its crystals have a specific

gravity of 1-6. Heated above 210, water is

given off and a brown substance known as
caramel remains. Cane-sugar is transformed
Into invert sugar by boiling in presence of
dilute acids, mineral acting more rapidly than
organic acids. Strong sulphuric acid com-
pletely decomposes cane-sugar, and nitric
acid converts it into saccharic acid. It turns
a ray of polarised light to the right, Aj = 73'8.

[INVERT-SUGAR. MAPLE-SUGAR.]
B. As adj. : Made of sugar.

sugar-baker, a. One who refines sugar.

sugar-bean, s.

Bot. : (1) Phaseolus saccharatus; (2) P. luna-
ta*.

sugar-beet, s. A variety of the Common
Beet, Beta vulgaris, cultivated on the Con-
tinent, and occasionally to a small extent in

England, from which is extracted sugar equal
to that of the cane. [BEETROOT-SUGAR.]

sugar-berry, ,?.

Bot. : Celtis occidentalis ; called also the
Nettle-tree and the Hackberry.

sugar-birds, s. pi.

Qrnith. : The family Cceribidse, a group of
delicate little birds, allied to the Dicseidse and
the Drepanididse, but with protrusile tongues,
and confined almost entirely to the tropical
parts of America.

sugar -bush, s. [SUGAR-ORCHARD.]

sugar-camp, s. A place in or near a
maple forest where the sap from the trees is

collected and manufactured into sugar.

sugar - candy. * sugar - candlan, s.

Cane-sugar crystallized on threads by slow

evaporation.
" Her breath wu u swett u tugar canJian.'

J. Ttlylor : f'ennileu f'tljrim.

sugar-cane, s.

1. Hot., Hort., c. : Sacchurum, officinarum,
a strong, cane-stemmed grass, from eight to
twelve feet high, producing a large, feathery
plume of flowers. It is wild or cultivated in

India, China, the South Sea Islands, the West
Indies, Louisiana, &c., flourishing in the
zone or belt from the equator to 35 or 40
north and south. In India the land chosen for

its cultivation is usually a good loam or ILlit

clay well manured. The leafy ends of the
canes of the preceding season are cut off, or
the whole cane is cut up, each piece being
made to contain two nodes or joints. Twenty
thousand of these are planted on each acre in

January and February, the harvest begins
early in December, and the cutting and crush-

ing of the canes are carried on till January or

February. There are several varieties of the

sugar-cane. It was calculated that in 1876

2,140,000 tons of sugar were manufactured from
the cane all over the world. It is probable
that the amount has since increased.

2. Hist. : It has been supposed that the sugar-
cane was the "sweet cane from a far country"
of Jeremiah (vi. 20; cf. also Isa. xliii. 24).
The scripture plant was, however, more prob-
ably Andropogon calamus aromaiicus. [CANE.]
According to Strabo, Nearchus, the admiral
of Alexander the Great, describes a kind of

honey (probably sugar) from an Indian reed,
as did Theophrastus and other writers. Di-

oscorides uses the term saccharum, derived
from the Indian name of the sugar-cane.
Europe seems to be indebted for the plant to
the Saracens, who introduced it into Rhodes,
Cyprus, Sicily, Crete, and Spain, in the ninth

century ; the Crusader*, in the twelfth, found
it in Syria ; the Spaniards and Portuguese
carried it to the Canary Islands and Madeira
early in the fifteenth. Thence, on the dis-

covery of America, it was transported to the
West Indies, where a large sugar industry
speedily arose.

sugar clarifier, s. [CLARIFIKR, 2.]

sugar-evaporator, s. A furnace and
pan for condensing saccharine juices or solu-

tions.

sugar-filter, . The vessel employed
for cleansing and decolorizing the defecated

syrup by the aid of bone-black.

sugar-fungus, *. [TORULA, YEAST-
PLANT.]

sugar furnace, *. A furnace in which
pans are set for boiling sugar-cane juice, the

sap of the maple, or other saccharine solutions.

sugar-house, s. A building in which
sugar is refined.

sugar-kettle, s. A kettle for boiling
the sap of the sugar-maple, the sorghum, or
the cane ; a sugar-pan.

sugar-loaf, s. & a.

A. As substantive :

1. Lit. : A conical mass of refined sugar.

2. Fig. : A high-crowned conical hat, re-

sembling a sugar-loaf in shape.

B. As adj. : Conical and tall, like a sugar-
loaf : as, a sugar-loaf hut.

sugar-louse, a. [SUGAR-MITE.]

sugar-maple, s.

Bot. : Acer saccharinum, an American tree,
sometimes eighty feet high, largely pre-

vailing in the United States, New Brunswick,
and Nova Scotia. The leaves are cordate,

Tery smooth, and glaucous beneath. '1'hey

have five lobes, which are taper, pointed, and
toothed, becoming red in autumn. It is tapped
in the spring for its juice, which yields sugar.
[ACER.]

sugar-mill, . A mill for expressing the

juice from sugar-canes. It has usually three
rollers ; two in the same horizontal plane, and
the third over and between these. The canes
are fed in between the upper and first hori-

zontal rollers, where they receive their first

squeeze, the juice running down into a trough
at the base of the mill ; they then travel on-

ward, receiving a second squeeze between the

top roller and the second horizontal roller,
which extracts the remaining juice. The resi-

dual woody fibre, termed bagasse, when dried,
is used as fuel for the furnace-boiler.

sugar-mite, sugar-louse, s.

Entom. : The genus Lepisma, spec. Lepismct
saccharina.

sugar-mould, s. A conical iron mould
in which sugar is placed to crystallize and
allow the molasses to drain away".

sugar-nippers, s. A tool or instru-
ment for cutting loaf-sugar into small pieces.

sugar of acorns, s. [QUERCITE.]

sugar of lead, s. [NEUTRAL PLUMBIC
ACETATE ; ACETIC-ACID.]

sugar-orchard, sugar-bush, s. A
collection or small plantation of maples used
for making sugar.

8Ugar-pine, . The Pinus lambertiana of
the Pacific coast of the United States, a large-
pine, which, when partly burned, yields a
sweetish exudation, whence its name.

sugar-planter, s. One who owns or
manages land devoted to the cultivation of
the sugar-cane.

sugar-plum, . A kind of sweetmeat
made of boiled sugar, coloured and flavoured
with various ingredients, and formed into'

balls or disks.

sugar-refiner, s. One who refines sugar.

sugar-refinery, *.

1. A building where sugar is refined.

2. The process of purification of raw or
brown sugar. The sugar is (1) dissolved in

water, a little blood and lime-water being
added ; (2) filtered in bags, to remove fecu-

lences
; (3) filtered through animal charcoal,

to remove colour; (4) boiled in a vacuum-pan,
to concentrate it; and (5) crystallized in.

moulds.

sugar-squirrel, s.

Zool. : Petaurus sciureus.

sugar-tongs, s. A small instrument of
silver or plated metal, used for lifting small

pieces of sugar at table.

sugar-tree, s.

But.: (1) Myoporum plntycarpum; (2) Acer

saccharinnm, the sugar-maple (q.v.).

sug'-ar (e as sh),
*
sug-er, v.t. & i. [SUGAR, a,!

1. Lit. : To impregnate, flavour, cover,
sprinkle, or mix witli sugar. [SUGARING, II.]

2. Fig. : To cover or hide, as with sugar ;

to sweeten, to disguise, as something un-

pleasant or distasteful, so as to to render it

acceptable." With devotion's visage,

The devil himself." Sfiuketp. : ffamlet, ill. t.

SUg'-ar-i-neSS (S as Sh), *. [Eng. sunary;
-ness.] The quality or state of being sugary
or sweet

sug'-ar -Ing (sag Sh), s. [Eng. sugar; -ing.}

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of sweetening, mixing, or cover-

ing with sugar.

2. Sugar used for sweetening, &o.

3. The act or process of making sugar.

II. Entom. : A method of eatching moths
introduced iu 1842, and since largely used. A
compound of coarse brown sugar dissolved in

water and bee/, and having a little gum or
some essential oil added, is spread on the
sheltered side of trunks of trees by a painter's
brush. The collector visits the sugared trees

after dark with a bull's-eye lantern and catches

any moths he may find.

Bug -ar less (initial B as sh), o. [Eng. sugar;
-less.] Free from sugar.

sug'-ar-y (a as sh),
*
sug-rie, a. [Eng.

sugar; -y.]

1. Containing, resembling, or composed of

sugar ; sweet.
" And with the myrie sweete thereof allure
Chast ladies eares to fantasies impure."

Spenter: Mother HubbfrcCt TaU.

2. Fond of sugar or of sweet things : as, a

sugary palate.

* su-geV-cent, a. [Lat. siigens, pr. par. of

sugo = to suck.] Pertaining or relating to

sucking.

ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot,

or. wore, wolf, worli, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a; qu = few.
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Ug-g&st', v.t. & i. [Lat. suggestus, pa. par.
of suggero = to carry or lay under, to supply,
to suggest : sug (for rub) under, and giro =
to carry. ]

A. Transitice:

1. To introduce indirectly into the mind or

thoughts ; to cause to be thought of by the

agency of other objects.
" The growing seeds of wisdom, tht suggest . . .

Reflections such as meliorate the heart"
Caviar : Talk. iil. 90S.

2. To propose with diffidence or modesty ;

to propose indirectly or guardedly ; to hint,
to insinuate.

" Theu yon suggested Avignon ; and I assented."

lla.ca.ulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

*
3. To inform secretly ; to prompt.

" We must suggest the people, in what hatred
He atill hath held them.'

1

*hnl:etp. : Coriolamu, li. 1.

*4. To tempt, to seduce.
" To suggest thee from thy master."

Shakes?. : Taming of the shrew, IT. i.

* B. Tntrans. : To make suggestions ; to

present evil thoughts to the mind.

SUg-gestf-er, s. [Eng. suggest; -er.] One
who suggests ; one who makes suggestions.

" The Spirit of Qod in person is nut the immediate
suggesteroi this conclusion." Up. Bull: Works, ii. 8S5.

Siig'-ges -tl o far-si, phr. [Lat. = the sug-
gestion of something false or untrue.]

1. Logic Ethics: A term used when one,
instead of telling a positive untruth, makes
a statement which, though not false, is yet
pretty sure to be misunderstood, and is in-

tended to be so.

2. Law : One of the bi-anches of fraud. If

ruggestio falsi be practised in drawing out legal

conveyances, re-leases, or agreements, its de-

tection affords a ground for setting them aside.

siig-gest'-ion (t as y), s. [Fr., from Lat
suggestionem, accus. of suggestio, from suggestus,

pa. par. of suggero = to suggest (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of suggesting, hinting, or pro-
posing guardedly or with diffidence. (Either
In a good or Lad sense.)

2. That which is suggested ; a hint ; a first

intimation or proposal.
" One slight suggestion of a senseless fear,
Infua'd with cuuninit, serves to ruin me."

Dr.t/tlen : Juvenal, sat S.

3. A prompting, especially to evil ; a secret

Incitement ; temptation, seduction.
" Why do I yield to that sttygrstion >

"

Shakesp.: Itacbeth, I. 3.

4. Presentation of an idea to the mind : as,

the suggestions of fancy or imagination.
*
5. A crafty device.

" One that by suggestion
Fled all the kingdom."

Shakesp. : ttenry nil., !T. L
IL Technically:

1. Law : Information without oath : as,

(1) An information drawn in writing, show-

ing cause to have a prohibition.

(2) A surmise or representation of some-

thing, enrolled upon the record of a suit or

action, at the instance of a party thereto.

2. Metaph. : The same as ASSOCIATION (q.v.).

II (1) Principle of suggestion : Association of

ideas.

(2) Relative suggestion : Judgment. Dr.
Thomas Brown (1 778-1 820), Prof, of Moral

Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh,
divided "the Intellectual States of Mind"
into Simple and Relative Suggestion ; the
first corresponding to what others have called

Association, ami the latter to Judgment. He

e'aces
under Simple Suggestion : Conception,

emory, Imagination, and Habit ; under Re-
lative Suggestion : Coexistence and Succes-
sion. (Brown : Philos. Human Mind, lect.

xxxiii., xlv.)

suggest -Ive, a. [Eng. suggest;;-&>.] Con-
taining a suggestion or hint ; calculated or

tending to suggest ideas orthoughts ; suggest-
ing more than appears on the surface. (Very
often in a bad sense.)

ug-gest'-iye-ly, adv. [Eng. suggestive ; -ly.]

In a suggestive manner ; by way of suggestion.

Bug gest ive ness, s. [Eng. suggestive;
ness.] The quality or state ofbeing suggestive.

" Hit mannerisms constant employment of the
dash for tugger itirnett, mid a habit of italicizing to
make a point or strengthen an illusion are weari-
some." fcribner's Magazine, May. 1880, p. 119.

* sug-gest'-ment, *. [Eng. suggest ; -ment.]
The act of suggesting ; suggestion.

*
sug-gest -ress, s. [Eng. suggest; -rest.}
A. female who suggests.

*
sug'-gil, v.t. [Lat. sufjillo, suggitto = to beat
black and blue, to inswlt, to revile.]

1. To beat black and blue ; to make livid

by bruises.

2. To defame, to sully, to blacken.
They will not shrink to offer their blood for the

defence of Christ's verity, if it be openly Impugned,
or secretly sufgiUcd." Archbishop Parker's Strype:
App. to Life.

*
SUg'-gil-ate, v.t. [Lat. siiggillatus, pa. par.
of sugillo.] [SuoGiL.] To beat black and
blue ; to beat livid.

" The head of the os hnmerl was bruised, and re-
mained suggilated long after." Witf.man : Surgery.

*
SUg-gil-a'-tion, s. [Lat. suggillatio.] A
livid or black and blue mark ; a blow, a
bruise, ecchymosis. Also applied to the spots
which occur in disease and in incipient
putrefaction.

*
sugre, s. & v. [SUGAR.]

SU-I-9id'-al, a. [Eng. suicid(e) ; -Z.]

1. Partaking of the nature of the crime of
suicide : as, suicidal mania.

2. Destructive to one's self, or one's own
interests.

" The obstinacy of the English authorities In keep-
my on so reduced a footing is considered

'ing the
simply t ciUal.' Daily Telegraph, Feb. 14, 1885.

SU-I-9id'-al-ly, adv. [Eng. suicidal; -ly.]

In a suicidal manner.

sn'-i-$ide, s. [Formed in sense 1 from Lat
sui, genit. of se one's self, and cidum = a

slaying, from ctedo (in comp. -cido)= to kill ;

in sense 2, from sui, and -cida^a. slayer, on
the analogy of homicide, fratricide, &c. ; Fr.

suicide. Trench says that till the middle of
the seventeenth century this word had not
established itself in the language; self-homi-
cide was used instead.]

1. Self-murder ; the act of wilfully and
designedly destroying one's own life. To
constitute suicide in the legal sense, the

person must be of years of discretion and of
sound mind, in which case he is termed a
felo-de-se (q.v.). By the common law the

consequences of suicide were deprivation of
the rites of Christian burial, the suicide being
interred at night at cross-roads, with a
stake driven through his breast, and the
forfeiture of all his goods and chattels to the

Crown, including debts to him at the time of
his committing the crime, but not including
freehold property, and the forfeiture did not
involve corruption of blood. These severe
laws are now obsolete. In the United States
eleven states have Constitutional provisions
that the property of suicides shall not be for-
feited. Christian burial is also the rule.

" Nor less to be exploded is the word suicide, which
may as well seem to |>articipate of gus, a sow, as of the
pronoun mi." Phillips . A'ea World of Words. (PreL
to ed. 3rd.)

2. One who commits self-murder; a felo-

de-se.

3. Ruin or destruction ofone's own interests.
" In countries pretending to civilization there should

be no war. much less intestine war, which may be
Justly called political suicide

"
Knax : Letter to a

Young Nobleman.

*
SU-I-9ld'-Ic-al, o. [Eng. suicid(e); -ical.]

Suicidal.

*
SU'-4-9ld-ism, s. [Eng. suicid(e); -ism.]

A disposition or tendency to suicide.

* su -i-9ism,
* su i-cisme, s. [Lat. sui,

genii of swns=: one's own ; Eng. sun", -ism.]
The peeking of what is personal to one; self-

ishness, egotism. [ALTRUISM.]
" But his suicisme was so grosse, that any of Ahah's

relations I whom lie nmde run out all they had) might
read it" R. Whitlock : Grand Schismatic.

BU'-i-dee, su'-l-da, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. su(>);

Lat. fein. pi. adj. stiff
1

, -idee, or neut. -ida.]

1. Zool. : A family of Artiodactyle Mam-
mals, of the Bunodont group (in which the

crowns of the molars are tubereulated). The
feet have only two functional toes, the other

two being much shorter, and hardly touching
the ground. Molars, incisors, and canines
are present, the last very large, and, in the

males, usually constituting formidable tusks

projecting from the side of the mouth. The
stomach is generally slightly divided, but is byno means so complex as in the Ruminantim.
Snout truncated and cylindrical, capable of
considerable movement, and adapted for
rooting up the ground. The skin is covered
with hair to a greater or less extent ; tail very
short, in some cases rudimentary. The
family is divided into three well-marked
groups or sub-families : Suinae, True Swine
(Sus, Potamochoerus, Babirusa, and Porcula) ;

Dicotylin* (Peccaries, with the single genus
Dicotyles, often classed as a family) ; and
Phaeochoeriuse (Wart-hogs, with one geuua,
Phacochoerus).

2. Palceont. : The family probably com-
menced in the Eocene Tertiary. The most
noteworthy genera are described in this
Dictionary under their names.

SU'-l gen -er Is, phr. .[Lat.] Of his or its
own peculiar kind ; singular.

*
su'-fl-lage (age as Ig), s. [Fr. souillage,
from souiller to sully, to soil.] A drain or
collection of tilth ; sullage.

" Some Italians dig wells and cisterns, and other
conveyances, for the suiltage of the house." WoKon.-
Remains, p. 18.

SU-fl'-line, a. & s. [Lat. suill(us)= pertain-
ing to swine ; Eng. suff. -ine.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to, or characteristic
of the genus Sus or the family Suidse (q.v.).

"There are, moreover, extinct types, with many
Suilline affinities." Nicholson ; Patawnt., ii. 345.

B. As subst. : Any individual of the genus
Sus or the family Suidae (q.v.).

" All these early .luUlinei . . . appear to have had
at least four tues."-.t/rA: Iiitrod. t Success. of
Vert. Life in America, p.

su-i-nea, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. su(s); Lat. fern.

pi. adj. sutf. -iwe.]

*
su'-ing, s. [Fr. suer= to sweat ; Lat. sudo.]
The process of soaking through anything.

" Note the percolation or suing of the verjuice
through the wood ; for verjuice of itself would never
have passed through the wood." Bacon: Nat. Bitt*
f 79.

*
su'-ing, pr. par. or o. [Sue.]

su'-ing-ly, *su-yng-ly, adv. [Eng.
suing, a. ; -ly.] Following, in succession, after.

" My mynde ft my flcssh both haite ioyed in to lining
God, and for tins the prophete satth here suyi'ify, my
reyues or kidueis, hath chideu u,e vuto the ui^ht."
Sir T. More : H'orkes, p. 80.

SU'-int, s. [Fr.] The natural grease of wooL
It consists of insoluble saponaceous matter,
together with a soluble salt containing from
15 to 33 per cent, of potash.

* su -im, s. [SuisT.] Selfishness.

*
su'-ist, s. [Lat. SMUS = one's own.] One
who seeks to gratify himself ; a selfish person ;

an egotist.
A man with more liberty might be debtor to the

Jews of Malta, than owe for curtesies to this schis-

tnatical suitt, that baits with lesser favours to angle for

greater.
"

K. Whitlock : Grand Schismatic, p. 869.

suit,
*
suite,

* sute, s. [Fr. suite = a chase,
a suit, a train of attendants, from Lat. secto=
a following, a sect (q.v.) ; in Low Lat. ex-

tended to mean a suit-at-law, a series, a suit

of clothes (/ &c., from Lat. seguor= to follow.]

L Ordinary Language :

*1. The act of following; pursuit, chase,
as of game, &c.

*
2. Consecution, succession, series.

"
Every five and thirty years the same kind and suit

of weather comes about again." Bacon.

3. The act of suing ; a seeking for some-

thing by petition or application ; petition;
address of entreaty ; request, pi-ayer.

" Many shall make tiiit unto thee." Job il. 8.

4. A petition made to one of exalted posi-
tion orautlioi ity, as a monarch or great prince.

-
I can but be thy guide, sweet maid,
With Scotland* King thv suit to aid."

Scott Lady nfthe Lake. vl. W.

5. t morous solicitation ; courtship, wooing;
an attempt to win a woman in marriage.

" Rel>ate your loves, each rival nit suspend,
Till this funereal web my labours end."

Pope : Homer ; Odyssey xlx. It*

6. The object of one's request, petition, or

seeking; that which is sought or begged for;

request, prayer.
"Thou hart obtained thy suit."

Shakesp. : Mrrch-int of Venice, li. 1

7. A set, a number of tilings used together,

boil, b6y; pout, JfiW; cat, 96!!, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, $tis; sin, as; expect, Xenephon, oyist. -ing.

-oian. -tian = shan. tion, -sion = shun; -$ion, -sion = zhun. cious, tious, sioua = shus. -We, -die, Ac. - pel, del.
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and in a degree necessary to be united In

order to serve their purpose : as, a suit of

armour, a suit of sails for a ship, &c. ; espe-
cially used absolutely for a set of clothes;
dress, apparel.

" He hath liii chaunge of ini!r<. yea, he spareth not
to ge ID bii iiltes and veluef Wilton : Art of
tVuttrique. p. 94

8. Things which follow in a series or suc-

cession ; a set of things of the same kind or

stamp ; the collective number of individuals

composing a series : as, a suit (more generally
a suite) of rooms.

9. Specifically, one of the four sets(ofthirteen

cards each) which compose a pack.
" T deal and shuffle, to divide and tort
Her mingled iititi and sequences."

Cui>>er : Talk, L 471

10. Kind, class, sort, description.
The tap> of hire white volupere
Were uf the same tuU of hire colere."

Chaucer: C. T.,S,H1.

11. Retinue, attendants; number of fol-

lowers, train. (Now written suite.)

1SL Outward covering or dress.
" Bat I have that within which paneth show ;

These but the trappings and the suits of woe."

Shaketp. : Bamlet, i. %.

IL Law:
1. Feudal law : A following or attendance :

ai

(1) Attendance by a tenant on his lord, es-

pecially at his court ; called also Suit-court.

(2) Attendance for the purpose of perform-
ing some service ; called also Suit-service.

(3) The retinue, chattels, offspring, and ap-
purtenances of a yilleiii.

T 2. Civil Low:

(1) An action or process for the recovery of
a right or claim ; legal application to a court
of justice ; prosecution of right before any
tribunal : as, a suit in Chancery. When the

remedy is sought in a court of law, the term
suit its synonymous with action, but when
proceedings are taken in a court of equity the
term suit alone is used. In Britain it is

applied to proceedings in the .Ecclesiastical

and Admiralty courts.
" Of strange nature i the ntit yon follow."

Shakesf. : Merchant of Venice, IT. 1.

*(2) The witnesses or followers of the

plaintiff in an action at law.

T *
(1) Out / suits : No more in service and

attendance on ; at odds with.

(2) To follow suit : [FOLLOW, If (2)].

Wear this for me ; one out of suit with fortune,
That would fire more, but that her hand lacks means."

Shaketp. : At You, Like It, i. 2.

* cult-broker, s. One who made a regu-
lar trade of obtaining favours for court peti-
tioners.

* suit-court, . [Surr, *., II. 1. (I)-]

* suit-covenant, s.

Law : A covenant by the ancestor of one
man with the ancestor of another to sue at his

court. (Bailey.)
*
Bait-like,

*
sate-like, a. Suitable,

adapted.
" Then she put her into man's apparel, and gave her

ail things suite-like to the same, and laid her upon a
mattress all alone without light or caudle." North :

Plutarch, p. 40.

* suit service, . [Surr, s., II. 1. (2).]

ait, >-.t. ft i. [SUIT, s.]

A. Transitive:

1. To adapt, to accommodate ; to fit or make
suitable.

"
.iti it the action to the word, the word to the action,

with this special observance, that you o'erstep not the
modesty of nature." Hhakesp. : Hamlet, iii. 2.

2. To be adapted or suitable to ; to become.
"Such furniture as tuiti the greatness of bis person."

Shaketp. : Henry VI11., U. L

3. To fit to be adapted to.

4. To be agreeing to ; to fall in with ; to

please ; to be convenient or agreeable to : as,
To suit one's tastes.

*
5. To dress, to clothe.
" It is the nse for Tyrian maids to wear
Th-ir bow and quiver in this modest sort.
And suit themselves in purple for the nonce."

ilarlovie : Dido, Queen of Carthage, 1. 1.

B. Intrans. : To agree, to accord, to match,
to correspond, to tally. (Often followed by to

or icitA..)
'

III with King James's mood that day,
Suited gay feast and minstrel lay."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, v. 83.

If For the difference between to suit and to

/It, see FIT.

suit sullage

SUitUit-a-blT-I-ty, . [Eng. suitable; -ity.]
The quality or state of being suitable

; suit-
ableness.

suit a ble, a. [Eng. suit; -able.] Capable
of suiting ; suiting or being in accordance ;

according, agreeable, lilting, convenient,
proper, becoming. " In his face

Youth smiled celestial, and to every limb
Xuita-::,- grace diffused." Milton: P. L., iii. 639.

If For the difference between suitable and
bfiviiiinij, conformable, convenient, and corre-

spondent, see BECOMING, CONFORMABLE, &c.

suit a ble ness, s. [Eng. suitable; -ness.]
The quality or state of being suitable, fit,

adapted, agreeable, proper, becoming, or con-
venient ; agreeableness, fitness, propriety.

" There is a continued suitableness aud applicability
to the text of Moses all along." Mor: Dtf. of Phil.
Cabbala. (App.)

soit'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. suitable); -ly.] In
a suitable manner or degree ; fitly, agreeably,
conveniently, becomingly.

"The most notable of those offices that can be
assigned to the spirit of nature, aud that suitably to
his name, is the translocation of the souls of beasts
into such matter as is most fitting for them." More :

Immurt. of the Soul, bk. iii., ch. liii.

suite (as swet), s. [Fr.] [SUIT, s.]

1. A company or number of attendants or
followers ; a retinue, a train.

2. A number of things having a connection

together, spoken of as a whole ; a collection

of things of the same kind ; a set, a series : as,
a suite of rooms, furniture, &c.

* suit'-er,
*
sut-or, s. [Eng. suit, T. ; -er.]

A suitor (q.v.).
" Now in all judgements being two parties, the first

we call the im pleader, later, deinaunder, or demauud-
ant. and plaiutiffe." Smith: Commonwalth, bk. ii.,

ch. x.

* suit'-hold, . [Eng. suit, and hold.]

Feudal Law: Tenure in consideration of

certain services to a superior lord.

Suit ing, pr. par., a., & s. [SuiT, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : Cloth for making suits of
clothes.

sait'-6r,
*
sut-er, . [Eng. suit, v. ; -or.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. One who prefers a suit ; a petitioner, an
applicant.

" The throng, that follows Caesar at the heels,
Of senators, of praetors, common suitors."

Shakesp. : Julius Caesar, ii. 4.

2. One who solicits a woman in marriage ;

a wooer, a lover.

"My court q
Arcadia, bk.]

IL Law : A party to a suit or litigation.

* suit -or, v.i. [Eng. suitor, g.] To court, to
woo.

" Counts a many, and dukes a few,
A suitoriny came to my father's hall."

Barham : Ing. Leg. ; St. Nicholas.

* suit'-ress, s. [Eng. suitor ; -ess.] A female
suitor or supplicant.

" Beshrew me, but 'twere pity of his heart,
That could refuse a boon to such a suitress."

Howe : Jane Shore, Iii. 1.

*
sait'-y,

*
SUt'-fe, a. [Eng. suit; -y.] Fit-

ting, becoming, suitable.
" This to sonnes is ntitie"

Danes : Daly Rooae, p. 18.

su'-la, s. [Latinised from the Icelandic name
of the Soland-goose (q.v.).]

Ornith. : Gannet ;
a cosmopolitan genus of

Pelecanidae, with eight species. Bill forming
an elongated cone, very large at base, com-

pressed at point, which is slightly curved ;

mandibles serrated ; angle of gape below the
line of the eyes ; face and throat naked ; nos-
trils basal, obliterated ; legs strong, short,
three toes in front, one behind, all articulated

by a membrane.

sul'-cate, sul'-cat-ed, a. [Lat. sulcatus,

pa. par. of sulco = to furrow ; sulcus = a fur-

row.] Furrowed, grooved ; having longitu-
dinal furrows, grooves, or channels. (Applied
especially to steins, leaves, seeds, &c., of

plants, tlie surfaces of various molluscous

shells, &c.)
" All are much chopped and sulcated hy having lain

exposed on the top of the clay to the weather."
Woodward: On Fossils.

sul ca-tion, s. [SULCATE.] A channel, groove
or furrow.

siil-ca-td-, pref. [SULCATE.] Furrowed,

sulcato rimose, a.

Sot. : Furrowed and cracked, as the cotyle-
dons of a Spanish chestnut.

siil ca tor, s. [Lat. = one who draws furrowm,
a plougher.j

Zool. : A genus of Amphipod Crustaceans.
Sulcator arenarius, living on the sandy sea-

shore, leaves tracks like those of Annelids or
the impressions of plants, which have been
compared with those on some of the Palaeo-
zoic rocks.

SuT-cus (pi. stir-91), s. [Lat. = a furrow.]

1. Anat. : A furrow, a groove : as, the
auriculo-ventricular sulcus of the heart and
the sulci of the brain.

2. Bot. (PI.): The lamellae of certain fungals.

Sold, v.i. [SHOULD.] (Scotch.)

Sulf-at-aT-lo-phane, s. [Fr. sulfnt = sul-

phate, and Eng. allopliane.]

Min. : A mixture of allopliane and sulphate
of alumina.

sul-fu'-ii-9in, s. [Fr. sulfivri = sulphurous.)
Min. : A white porous silica, having an

acid taste and impregnated with sulphur.
Found in Greece.

*
sulk, s. [Lat. suZctts.] A furrow.

" The surging sulks of the sandiferous seas."

Sidney : Wanstead Play, p. Sit.

sulk, v.i. [SULKY.] To be sulky ; to indulge
in a sulky n't or mood. (Colloq.)

* sulk, sulke, a. [SULK, v.] Hanging on
hand, hard to sell (?).

" Never was thrifty trader more willing to put of a
sulke commodity." Uej/wood : Challenge for Beauty,

SUlk'-I-ly, adv. [Eng. sulky ; -ly.] In a sulky
manner; sullenly, morosely. (See extract under

STUPID, A. 2.)

sulk'-i-ness, s. [Eng. sulky; -ness.] The
quality or state of being sulky ; sullenness,
moroseness ; sourness of temper.

"Allow nothing to the sulkiness of my disposition.*
Gray : To Dr. Clarke, Aug., 1760.

sulks, s. pi. [SULK.] A state or fit of sulkl-

ness ; a sulky fit or mood. (Colloq.)

S&lk'-y, a. & s. [Properly sulken, sulken-nesi

being misdivided as sulke-nness by analogy
with happi-ness, from happy, &c. From A.S.
solcen = slothful, remiss, disgusted.]

A. As adj. : Sullen, sour in temper, morose ;

obstinately maintaining ill-feeling and repell-

ing advances.
"It is surely better to be even weak than malignant

or sulky." Knox : Essay No. 123.

B. As subst. : A light, two-wheeled vehicle,

having a seat for a single occupant, used as a

pleasure-carriage and for trials of speed be-
tween trotting-horses. (Amer.)

If Used also adjectively having a singly
seat : as, a suZA^-cultiyator, sttZA,2/-harrow,

sulky-plough, &c., in which there is a single
seat for the driver.

*
still, s. [A.S. sulh.] A plough.

sull age (age as ig), s. [SPILLAGE.]

I. Ordinary Language :

I. A collection of filth ; a drain ; sewage.
*

2. Anything which sullies or defiles.

3. Silt and mud deposited by water.

II. Founding: The scoria which rises to

the surface of the molten metal in the ladle,

and which is held back when pouring, to pre-
vent porous and rough casting.

fato, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mate, cub, care, unite, oar, rale, fall ; try, Syrian, so, = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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B illage piece, s. A dead-head, or feeling-
hea.l, a piece of metal on a casting which
occupies the legate at which the metal entered
the mould.

ul len,
* sol ain,

* sol ayne, * sol ein,* sol eine, * sol eyn,
* sol eyne, a. & s.

[O. Fr. solain = lonely, solitary, 1'rooi Lat.
4o/s = alone.]

A. As adjective :

*
1. Alone, solitary.

" The tolrin fenix of Arable."
_ , Chaucer: Drmt.
*2. Lonely, solitary.

" In toteyn place by my eelfe."

dower: C.A.,Ti.*
3. Gloomy, dark, dismal, sombre.

" AnJ nought disturbs the silence of the night ;

All sleeps in tullen shade or silver glow.'
Scott : Don Roderick, L

*
4. Melancholy, dismal.

" Th sullen presage of your own decay."
Sluikesp. : King John, i,

5. Gloomily angry and silent ; morose, sour-

tempered, cross.
" She ii pevi?h, uillrn. froward."

Sh,,:;ctp. : Too Gentlemen, ill. 1.

6. Characterized by sourness or moroseness ;

loomy.
" Meanwhile a tullen and abject melancholy took

possession of his soul." Hacauluy : llitt. Eng., ch.
xxiii.
*

7. Mischievous, malignant, unpropitious,
fcaleful.

" Such tullen planets at my birth did shine.
They threaten every fortune mint with mine."

Dryden. (Todd.)*
8. Obstinate, intractable.

"Things are as lu'len as we are, and will be what
they are, whatever we think of them." Tillotson,
*

9. Sluggish, slow-moving, dull.
* Small Cock, a tullen brook comes to her succour

then." Drayton : Poly-OlHon, s. 2.

B. As substantive:
*

1. A person alone by himself.
"
By bymself a a taleyne."

Pieri Plowman, lii. 205.
*

2. A mess of meat for one person. (Prompt,
faro.)

3. (PL): [SULLENS].

If For the difference ^between sullen and
^loora.v, see GLOOMY.

sullen-lady, s.

Hot. : An Unidentified species of Fritillaria.

(Written Holland.)

s Til -len, v.t. [SULLEN, a.] To make sullen,
morose, gloomy, or obstinate ; to sour.

"This . . . tullrni the whole body." FtUham : Kt-
tolvri, pt. i.. res. 48.

*Ul'-len-ly, adv. fEng. sullen, a. ; -ly.] In a
sullen or morose manner ; morosely, gloomily,
dismally.

"Sullenly, slowly.
The black plague flew o'er it"

Byron : Manfred, ill. 8.

BUl' len-ness, s. [Eng. sullen; -ness.] The
quality or state of being sullen ; silent or

gloomy morosenesss ; sourness of temper.
"The form which her auger assumed vnatullenneu."
Macaulay : Hut. Eng.. ch. vii.

"SUl'-lens, *. pL [SULLEN, a.] A state or fit

of sullenness ; a morose temper; the sulks.
" He did not love in other days
To wear the inllent on his face."

Praed : County Ball.

Ull'-er-y, s. [Eng. sull; -try.} A plough -

land(q.v.).
* ul le-vate, v.t. [Lat. sublevatus, pa. par.

otsublevo = to raise up, to support: pref. sub-,
nd levo = to make light, to lift up ; levis =

light in weight.) To rouse up, to excite.

*sulT-I-age (age as Ig), s. [SULLAOE.]

ul' -

ly,
*
snl-ie, v.t. & i. [A.S. sylian = to

sully, to defile with dirt or mud, from sol =
mire, dirt ; cogn. with 8w. so(a = to bemire ;

Dan. sole, from soi = mire; Goth. Usauljan;
Oer. suhlen, from svhle = slough, mire ;

Jf.H.Ger. sol, sol = mire.]

A. Transitive :

L Lit. : To stain, to dirty, to spot, to tar-

aisli, to foul.
" A letter.

Much torn and ntllied."

Dryden: Marriage it-la-Mode, L t
2. Fig. : To stain, to tarnish, to disgrace." Weakened our national strength, and rullitd our
lory abroad." Ao/in)76ro*e : Divert, rm Partiet, let. 1.

* B. fntrans. : To become sullied, soiled,
t>r tarnished.

" Your white canvas doublet will tuUf.'Shaltetp. :

\Benry IV., ii. 4.

*SUl'-ly,
*
sul-ley, *. [SULLY, v.} A spot,

soil, or tarnish. (Fielding: Joseph, Andrews.
bk. i., ch. iv.)

siilpli-, pref. [SULPHO-.]

sulph a-9et-a-mide, . [Pref. nilph-, and
Eug. acetamide.]

Chem.: Schuu;e's name for the compound
( 4

2f
"

2)
"

}N2, produced by the action of

ammonium sulphide on chloracetamlde.

SUlph-a-cet'-lc, a. [Pref. sulph-, and Eng.
acetic.] Derived from or containing sulphur
and acetic acid.

sulphacetic acid, .

Chem,: C2H 4SO5 =
colyl-sulphurous acid. A dibasic acid pro-
duced by the action of sulphuric anhydride
on glacial acetic-acid. It forms colourless
deliquescent prisms, which melt at 62, and
are very soluble in water, forming an acid
solution. Its salts are all soluble in water,
but insoluble in alcohol.

sulph a-9et-y-len-ic, o. [Pref. sulpK-;
Eng. acetylene, and sun", -ic.] Derived from or
containing sulphuric acid and acetylene.

sulphacetylemc acid. s.

Chem. : 03. Isomeric

with sulphacetic acid, and obtained by heat-
ing argentic sulphate with acetyl chloride to
120, and treating the product with water.
It is a viscid, unstable liquid, and gradually
decomposes into sulphuric and acetic acids.

sulph -&9 Id, s. [SULPHO-ACID.]

sulph'-a-mate, s. [Eng. sulpham(ic) ; -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of sulphamic acid (q.v.).

sulph a meth yl ane, . [Pref. tulph-,
Eug. methyl, and suff. -ane.]

H2 ")xr
Chem. : CH5NSOS = (SO^)" } % Methylic

CH3 )
u

sulphamate. Fonned by dissolving methylic
sulphate in aqueous ammonia, and crystalliz-
ing, by evaporation in a vacuum. It forms
large, very deliquescent crystals.

sulph-am ic, a. [Pref. sulph-, and Eng.
amic.J Derived from or containing sulphuric
acid and ammonia,

sulphamic acid, s.

Chem. : NHdSOa= u r G. Unknown
ti

)

in the free state, but known in its salts. Sul-

phamate of ammonium, 2NH3.SO3, Sulphat-
ammon, Sulphammon. A white, crystalline

. powder, obtained by passing dry ammonia

fs
over a thin layer of sulphuric anhydride,

ermanent in air; taste bitter; soluble in
nine parts of water, insoluble in alcohol.

sulph am ide, s. [Pref. sulph-, and Eng.
amide.]

Chem,: H4SO2N2 = ^8^" I Ng. Produced,

according to Regnault, when dry ammonia
gas is passed over sulphuric chloride.

sulph am i-don'-ic, a. [Eng. -sulph(uric) ;

amidon ; and suff. -ic.] Derived from or con-

taining sulphuric acid and amidon.

sulphamidonic acid. s.

Chem. : Ca-jf^O^SOs (?). A syrupy, deli-

quescent acid, produced by triturating starch
with strong sulphuric acid. Its salts are all

amorphous, deliquescent, easily soluble in

water, and very unstable. (Watts.)

sulph am mon. sulph at am mon, s.

[Pref. sulph-, or mlphat(o)-, and E,ng. ammo-
n(ium).] [SULPHAMIC-ACID.]

siilph a myr Ic, a. [Pref. sulph-, and Eng.
amyl.ic'] Derived from or containing sulphuric
acid and amylic alcohol.

sulphamylic acid, s.

Chem. : (C8H,j)HSO4. Amylsulphuricaeid.
A colourless, thin syrup, obtained by allow-

ing a mixture of sulphuric acid and amylic
alcohol to stand in a cool place till water no

longer separates amylic alcohol from it. It

has an acid, bitter taste, and is very soluble

in water atid alcohol, the aqueous solution
decomposing spontaneously into amylic alco-
hol and sulphuric acid.

SUl-phan , s. [Eng. sulpha(te), and (oxyge)n.}
Chem. : Sulphatoxygen. Graham's name for

the radical 804.

sulph a ne -thic, a. [Pref. sulph-; Eng.
aneth(ol), and suff. -ic.] Derived from or con-
taining sulphuric acid and anethol.

sulphanethic acid. s.

Chem. : C10HWO-SO4 (?). Sulphanetholicaci\
Obtained by the action of strong sulphuric
acid on anise-camphor. Its soluble suits are
coloured deep violet by ferric solution.

sulph-a-ne-thdl'-ic, a. [SULPHANETHIC.]

Siilph-a ml ic, a. [Pref. sulph-, and Eng.
anilic.] Derived from or containing sulphuric
acid and aniline.

sulphanilic acid, s.

Chem. : C6 H7 NSO3 = NH(C6H5XSO2)" ) a
Phenyl-sulphainic acid. Formed by the action
of sulphuric acid on aniline, or on oxanilide.
It crystallizes from hot water in shining
rhombic plates, soluble in boiling water
slightly soluble in cold water, still less sol-
uble in alcohol, insoluble in a mixture of
alcohol and ether. Heated with a solid caus-
tic alkali, it gives off aniline, leaving an ai-
kaline sulphate. Its salts are soluble and
crystallizable.

sulph ar sin, s. [Pref. sulph(o)- ; Eng. or-
s(enic) ; and suff. -in.] [SULPHIDE OFCACODYL,|

sulph-at ajn mon, s. [SULPHAMMON.]

SUlph ate, s. [Eng. sulph(uric) ; -ate.]

1. Chem. Min. : A salt of sulphuric acid.

1 Sulphate of alumina = Alunogen ; Sul-
phate of ammonia = Mascagnite ; Sulphate of
barium = Baryies ; Sulphate of col-alt =
Sieberite ; Sulphate of copper = Chalcanthite;
Sulphate of iron = Melanterite ; Sulphate of
lead Anglesite ; Sulphate of lime = Anhy-
drite and Gypsum; Sulphate of nickel =
Morenosite; Sulphate of potash = Aphthitalite;
Sulphate of potash and ammonia - Taylorite ;

Sulphate of soda = Mirabiliteznd Thenardite;
Sulphate of strontian = Celestine ; Sulphate
of uranium = Johannite and Voglianite; Sul-
phate of uranium and lime Ittdjidite;
Sulphate of zinc = Goslarite.

2. Pharm., <$c. : Various sulphates are used
in medicine. (See the elements, with whicb
the sulphates are combined.)

sul phat ic, a. [Eng. sulphate); -ic; Fr.
sulfati(fut.]

Chem. : Of, belonging to, containing, or re-

sembling a sulphate.

sulph -a-tite, s. [Eng. sulph(ur) ; at connect,
and suff. -ite (Min.) ; Ger. schwefelsAure .]

Min. : Native sulphuric acid (q.v.). (Dana.)

sul-pha-to-, pref. [SULPHATE.] Sulphatic
(q.v.).

sulphato carbonate of barytes, s.

Min. : A variety of witlierite (q.v.), contain-

ing a sulphate. Now shown to be a result at

partial alteration. (Thomson.)

sulphato -carbonate of lead, t.

[LANARKITE.]

sulphato chloride of copper, s.

[CONNELLITE.]

sulphato - tricarbonatc of lead, s.

[L.EADH1LLITE, SUSANNITE.j

sulph - at- fix' -y-gen, s. [Pref. sulphato);
and Eng. oxygen.] [SULPHAN.]

sulph az 6 ti^ed, a. [Pref. sulph-, and Eng.

azotlsed.} Deri veil from or containing sul-

phuric acid and azote or nitrogen.

sulphazotised acids, s. pi.

Chem. : A series of acids, the salts of which
are formed by the action of sulphurous anhy-
dride upon a solution of potassium, sodium,
or ammonium nitrite, containing a large ex-

cess of free alkali. The potassium salts may
be represented by the following formulie:

sulphazite of potassium s

sulphazate of potaHSlum = 8

sulphazotate of potassium =

1)621, b6y ; pout, j6M; cat, fell, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - 1,

-clan, -tlan - shan, -tioo. -eion = shun; -(ion, -fion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shna. -ble, -die, ic. -. bel, del.
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Sftlph-ide, a. [Eng. sulph(ydric) ; -ide.}

Chtm. Jt Min. : A neutral salt of sulphydric
acid.

^ Sulphide of arsenic = Orpiment and Real-

far ; Sulphide of antimony = Stibnite ; sul-

phide of bismuth = BisiHuthiuite ; sulphide of
cadmium = GreeiwfkiU ; Sulphide of copper= VUreous-copprr ; Sulphide of iron = Trouite;

Sulphide of lead = Galeua ; Sulphide of man-

ganese = Alabandite; Sulphide of mercury
Cinnabar; Sulphide of molybdenum = Molyb-
denite ; Sulphide of nickel = Millerite ; Sul-

ghide
of si'vec = Argtntite and Akanthite;

ulphide of silvet and eopiwr = Stromeyerite ;

Sulphide of zinc = Blende undWurtzite.

sulphide of cacodyl. s.

CHftn. : As2(CH3),S. Sulpharsin. Formed
by adding l>arium sulphide to crude cacodyl.
It is a transparent liquid, fluid at 40, and
boiling at 100.

sulphide of chlorine, s.

Chem. : ClaS^ Prepared by passing dry
chlorine gas info a retort in which sulphur is

sublimed, and collecting the distillate in a
receiver surrounded by cold water. It is a
mobile reddish-yellow liquid, having a pene-
trating, disagreeable odour, and fuming
strongly in the air. Sp. gr. 1-687 ; boils at 139.

sulphide Of Iron, s. [FERROUS-SUL-
PHIDE.]

Ulph in di got-ic, a. [Pref. sulph-, and
Eng. indigotic.} Derived from or containing
sulphuric acid and indigotine.

stilphindigotic acid, s.

Chsm. : C 1.;H 1nN\.O..,-2SO3= Ci6H8(SO2-OH)2
N2O2. Sulphiiidylic acid. A deep blue pasty
mass, obtained by heating one part of indigo
with liftcen parts concentrated sulphuric acid
for tiire days, at 40 to 50. It is soluble in
water and alcohol, and is used in dyeing.

filpli In-dyl'-ic, [Pref- Mfr*-; Eng.
ind(igo); and sull". -yl, -ic.] [SULPHINDIGOTIC.]

Biil-phin' -

ic, a. [Eng. sulph(ur), in connect.,
ami suff. -ic.] Containing, derived from, or

pertaining to hyposulphurous acid.

sulphinic-acids, s. pi,

Chem. : Compounds analogous to sulphonic
cid.s or acid ethers of hyposulphurous acid.

Formed by the action of sulphur dioxide on
the ziuc compounds of the alcohol radicals.

i CH3.

Methyl sulphinic acid = SO
i OH.

SUlph -I'-on. s. [Eng. sulph(ur), and iore(q.v.).J

Chem. : SO4. A term applied in electro-

chemistry to a supposed radical, resulting
from the electrolysis of sulphuric acid, HoSO4,

the hydrogen being carried to the negative
electrode, and sulphion set free ; this, how-
ever, being immediately broken up into

SOj -I- O, the latter passing over to the posi-
tive electrode.

Sulph- Is'-a-tin, . [SULPHISATYCE.]

sulph-is'-a-tydc, sulph -Is'-a-tin, *.

[Pref. ful/'h-, and Eng. isatyde, isatin.]

Chum, : CigHijN^sSg. A grayish yellow
po.vder obtained by passing sulphydric acid
into an alcoholic solution of isatine, filtering,
and precipitating by the addition of water.
It is soluble in alcohol, insoluble in water.

Bulph'-lte, s. [Eng. sulph(urcms) ; -ite.]

Chem, : A salt of sulphurous acid.

Bul-phO-, BUlph-, pref. [SULPHUR.] Of, be-

longing to, or containing sulphur.

sulpho-acid, s.

Chem. : An acid in which the oxygen is re-

pi teed by sulphur: thus, from cyanic acid,
CONH, sulphocyanic acid, CSNH, is obtained.

sulpho base, s.

Chem. : A base in which the oxygen is re-

placed by sulphur : K2O becomes K2S.

snlpho-compotmds, s. pi.

Chem. : Compounds of organic radicals with
sulphuric and sulphurous anhydride, as sul-

phonic and sulphinic acids (q.v.).

sulpho - napkthalidamic - acid, s.

PfAPHTHIONIC-ACID.J

sulpho purpuric acid, s.

Chem. : ^HgNO, SO3. SulphophcEnic acid.

Indigo-purple. A purple-red powder obtained

by mixing one part indigo-blue with eight
parts strong sulphuric acid, keeping it at a

temperature of 60' for three days, diluting
with water, filtering, wasiiing the residue
with dilute hydrochloric acid, and drying on.

an oil-bath at 100. It is slightly soluble in

water, but very soluble in sulphuric acid.

sulpho quinic acid, s. [QUININE SUL-

PHURIC-ACID.]

sulpho-salt, s. [SULPHUR-SALT.]

siil pho ben zam' ic, o. [Eng. sulphoben-
zam(ide); -ic.] Derived from or contained in

sulphobenzamide.

sulphobenzamic acid, s.

Chem. : C7H7NSO4 =
H

monobasic acid produced by heating sulpho-
benzamide in strong potash ley for some hours
in a water bath. It crystallizes in rhombo-
hedral crystals or needles, insoluble in cold

water, slightly soluble in ether, but soluble
in hot water and in alcohol; melts above 100,
and solidifies on cooling in a crystalline mass.
Its salts are all more or less soluble in water.

sul-pho-ben'-za-mide, s. [Pref. sulpho-,
and Eng. benzamide.]

Chem. : C7H8N2SO3= (C7H4SO3)" ) N2. Ob-
H4 )

tained by treating sulphobenzoic chloride with

strong ammonia. It dissolves readily in hot
water and hot alcohol, melts at 170", and is

slowly decomposed at 270-290.

sul phc-ben'-zide, s. [Pret sulpho-, Eng.
benz(o[), and suff. -ide.]

Chem. : Ci2H10SO2. A compound formed
by the action of sulphuric anhydride on ben-

zol, and treating the product with a large

quantity of water. It crystallizes in rhombic
plates, insoluble in water and in alkalis, sol-

uble in alcohol and ether, melts at 128, and
boils at a much higher temperature.

sul pho-ben-zo'-ic, a. [Pref. sulpho-, and
Eng. benzoic.] Derived from or containing
sulphuric and benzoic acids.

sulphobenzoic acid, .

Chem.: A mono-

basic, aromatic, deliquescent acid, formed by
heating benzoic acid with Nordhausen sul-

phuric acid, or by passing the vapour of

sulphuric anhydride over dry benzoic acid.

It is obtained in strongly-acid crystalline
masses readily soluble in water.

sul pho-car-bam'-ic, a. [Pref. sulpho-, and
Eng. carbamic.] Derived from or containing
sulphur, carbon, and ammonia.

sulphocarbamic-acid, s.

/NHa
Chem. : CH3NS2 = CfeS . A reddish, oily

NSH
liquid obtained by passing ammoniacal gas
into carbon disulphide, and decomposing the
salt formed with hydrochloric acid. It
soldities at ordinary temperatures to a crystal-
line mass, which soon decomposes into

sulphocyanic acid and hydric sulphide.

sul-pho-cy'-an-ate.s. [Eng. sulphocyanic);
ate.]

Chem. : A salt of cyanic acid.

sulphocyanate of potassium, s.

Chem. : CNKS. Obtained by gradually
heading to low redness a mixture of dried

potassium, ferro-cyanide, sulphur, and pure
potassium carbonate, exhausting with water,
and evaporating the aqueous solution to d r

y-
ness. It cr.ystalizes in long, slender, colour-
less prisms, soluble in water and alcohol, and
deliquesces when exposed to a moist atmo-
sphere.

8Ul-pho-cy-an'-Jc, a. [Prpf. sulpho-, and
Eng. cyanic.] Containing cyanic; acid and
sulphur.

sulphocyanic -acid, s.

Che.m. : HCNS. Hydrogen snlphocyanate.
A monobasic acid obtained by decomposing
lead sulphocyanate suspended in water, with

sulphuretted hydrogen. It is a colourless,
very acid liquid, with a pungent acetous

odour, and solidifies at 12'5 to hexagonal
plates. Heated to loir it boils, but the

greater part suffers decomposition. It colours
ferric salts an intense Mood-red, nn<l on thia
account is used, in the form of ai.y ol its

soluble salts, to detect traces of iron.

sul pho-gy an -6-gen, s. [Eng. (per)svt>

phocyanogen. ]

Chem. : The old name for pensulphocyanogen
(q.v.).

sul pho dra -con'-ic, a. [Pref. sulpho-, and
Eng. draconic. ] Derived from or containing
sulphur and draconic acid.

sulphodraconic acid, s.

Chem. : A conjugated ncid produced, accord-

ing to Laurent, by treating oil of anise or
tarragon with a large excess of sulphuric acid.

sul pho form, 8. [Pref. sulpho-, and Eng.
Jorm.]

Chem. : An oily liquid produced in small

quantity by distilling iodoform with mercuric
sulphide. (Bouchardat.)

sul-pho-glu'-glc, a. [Pref. sulpho-, and

Eng. glucic.] Derived from or containing sul-

phuric and glucic acids.

sulphoglucic acid, s.

Chem. : (C6Hi 2O6)4SOs. Sulphosaecharie
acid; an unstable acid formed by treating
glucose with strong sulphuric acid. It is

obtained in the form of a liquid having a sour
and sweet taste, and which does not piecipi-
tate barium salts.

Sul-phd-glU-tin'-Ic, a. [Pref. sw Iph,o- ; Eng.
glutin; and sun", -ic.] (For def., see com-
pound.)

sulphoglutinic acid, 5.

Chem. : A glutinous acid formed, together
with other products, by the action of sulphinic
anhydride in excess, on naphthalene. (Ler-

zellus.)

sul-pho-hip-piir'-Ic, a. [Pref. sulpha-, and
Eng. hippuflc.] Derived from or containing
sulphuric and hippuric acids.

sulphohippuric acid, s.

Chem. : C9H9NO3SO3 . Formed by treating
hippuric acid with sulphuric anhydride. By
decomposing its lead salt with sulphydrio
acid it is obtained as a brown amorphous
deliquescent mass. It is dibasic, its neutral
barium salt having the composition, CVll;lia
N03S03.

siilph-o-le'-Ic, a. [Pref. sitlpho-, and Eng.
oldc.] Derived from or containing sulpuurio
and oleic acids.

sulpholeic acid, .

Chem. : An oily acid, similar to and produced
in the same way as sulphomargaric acid, and
not separable from it (q.v.).

siil pho-lig-nic, a. [LIGNOSULPHURIC.]

sul-pho-man-nit'-ic, a. [Pref. sulpho-, and
Eng. mannitic.] Derived from or containing
sulphuric acid and manuite.

sulphomannitic-acid, s.

Chem. : CgHj^Og^SO^). An acid produced
by dissolving mannite in strong sulphuric
acid. It appears to be tribasic, forming deli-

quescent salts with the alkalis, and a crjstal-
liue salt with baryta. (Watts.)

sul-pho-mar-gaY-ic, o. [Pref. suipho-t
and Eng. margaric.} Derived from cr con-

taining sulphuric and margaric acids.

sulphomargaric acid, a.

Chem. : An oily acid, produced, according
to Fremy, by the action of strong sulphuric
acid on olein at low temperatures. It sepa-
rates as an oil from the acid liquid, but is

soluble in both watei and alcohol, as are
its salts of the alkalis.

sul pho mel-lon-Ic, a, [Pref. sulpho-, and
Eng. mellonic.] Derived from or containing
sulphydric acid and mellone.

sulphomellonic acid, s.

Chf,n. : C3H 4N4S2 = C.\ H 2'X2(CyHS) Ob.
tfliiii-d as a potassium salt by boiling pcrsul-

{>iiocyanogeii

with sulphydrate of potassium.
t is separated from sulphur by treatment
with aqueous ammonia and afterwards puri-
fied by animal charcoal. It forms small co-

lourless needles, tasteless, nearly insoluble in

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; piue, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son: mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, te. oa = e ; ey - a: an = kw.
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cold water, alcohol, and ether, hut slightly
soluble in boiling water. It is monobasic, the

potassium salt Cy^HjICSo forming colourless

shining prisms soluble in water and alcohol.

ul-pho me-thyl'-ic, a. [Pi-ef. sulpha.-, and
Etig. mMylic.\ Derived from or containing
sulphuric acid and methyl.

sulphomethylic acid, .

Chem. : (gH;,)HSO 4. Methylsnlphuric acid,

produced when one part of wood spirit is

idded to two parts of sulphuric acid, and
Obtained pure by decomposing its barium salt

With sulphuric acid. It forms colourless
needles soluble in water and alcohol, and
combines with the alkaline and metallic bases
to form salts. The barium salt (CH3>2Ba(SO4>2
+ 2OHa is obtained in beautiful nacreous
tables or laminae, very soluble in water.

sul pho naph tha line, *. [Pref. sulpho-,
and Eng. naphthaletie.]

diem.: cfn
7

}
80* Obtained by acting

on an excess of fused naphthalene with the

vaponrof sulphuric anhydride. It crystallizes
fri'in its alcoholic solution in tasteless, in-

odorous nodules, melts at 70, is slightly
soluble in water, more soluble in boiling
alcohol.

8Ul-phon'-Ic, a. [Eng. sulphur); Gr. 9elov

(thei on = brimstone, and suit", -ic.] Contain-

ing sulphurous acid.

sulphonic acids, s. pi.

Chem.: Acid ethers of sulphurous acid in

which one of the bonds of sulphur is united
to the carbon of the organic radical, as methyl-

CH3.

sulphonic acid SO2 They are formed by
l__OH.

treating the haloid ethers with solution of
sodium sulphite.

ttl-p'h'i-ph.iJa'-Ie, a. [Pref. sulpha-, and
Eng. /(Adi to.

|
Derived from or containing

sulphuric acid and phenol.

s-Uphophenic acid, s.

Chen. : (C6 rI5)HSO4 = (CgH^OH-SOsH.
Pheuylsulphurio acid. Prepared by treating
phenol with strong sulphuric acid, converting
the compound into the barium salt, and, after

purification, decomposing it with an equivalent
of sulphuric acid. Evaporated in a vacuum,
it may be obtained in needle-shaped crystals.
It forms well-defined but unimportant crys-
talline salts with the alkalis and metals.

ul phd-phe-nyr-a-mlde, s. [Pref. sulpho-,
and Eng. plienylamide.]

Chem.:
C Hs

^
2

j-N.
Produced by the ac-

tion of snlphophenylic chloride on ammonia.
The product is washed with cold water to

dissolve out chloride of ammonia, and the
residual compound crystallized from a small

quantity of boiling alcohol. It is obtained in

splendid nacreous scales, melting at 153 ; in-

soluble in cold water, easily soluble in

alcohol, and capable of combining with metals
or organic radicals.

nl-phd-phe-nyl'-fc, a. [Pref. sulpho-, and
Eng. phenylic.] Derived from or containing
sulphuric acid and phenyL

sulphophenylic chloride, s.

Chen. : CgH^SO?^!. Produced by adding
to sodic phenylsulphite small quantities of

oxychloride of phosphorus until a syrup is

fumed, distilling the product, rectifying the

distillate, and collecting the portion boiling
at 2 "A". It is a colourless, strongly-refracting
oil, having the odour of bitter-almond oil and
a sp. gr. of 1-378 t 23.

ul pho-phlSr-am'-Ic, a. [Pref. sulpho-;
Eng. phloram(ine), and sun*, -if,.] Derived
from or containing sulphuric acid and phlora-
iiiine.

sulphophloramic acid, s.

Chtin. : Produced by treating phlpramine
with strong sulphuric-acid, converting the

compound into a barium rait and decomposing
with sulphuric-acid. It forms colourless

needles, yielding a deep-violet colour with
ferric chloride, even in very dilute solutions.

ul-pho-phlo-ret'-Ic, a. [Pref. sulpho-,
and Eng. phlnretic.} Derived from or contain-

ing sulphuric and phloretic acids.

sulphophloretic-acid, s.

CItew. : C9H]oSO6 . Produced by the action
of sulphuric anhydride on phloretic acid. It
forms a very sour syrup, easily soluble in
water and alcohol, and forming crystalline
salts with baryta and lime.

sul pho sac char -Ic, a. [Pref. sulpho-,
and Eng. succ/taric.] A synonym of sulpho-
glucic(q.v.X

Siil-phd sal-i-9yi'-ifc, a. [Pref. sulpho-,
and Eng. salicylic. I Derived from or contain-
ing sulphuric and salicylic acids.

Btilphosalicylic acid, s.

Chem.: CVHgO^SOs). Produced by the
action of sulphuric anhydride on perfectly
dry salicylic acid. It crystallizes in long
thin needles which dissolve in all proportions
in alcohol, water, and ether, and melt at 120.
It is a strong permanent acid, dissolving zinc
with evolution of hydrogen, and forms neutral
and acid salts, nearly all of which are soluble
in water, and produce a deep violet coloration
with ferric salts.

sul-phd-sal-i^yl-oT, *. [Pref. sulpho-,
and Eng. salicylol.]

Chem. : CVHgOS. Thiosalicol ; a pulveru-
lent substance produced by the action of sulpli-

ydric-acid on hydro-snlicy'amide in alcoholic
solution. It forms salts with the alkalis, and
colours ferric salts violet-red.

sul pho-sin-ap ic, a. [Pref. sulpho-, and
Eng. sino/iic.] Derived from or containing
sulphur and sinapic acid.

sulphosinapic-acid, s.

Chem. : C3H5CNSH.,S. Known only in
combination with a base. Its salts are formed
by the direct union of p.llylic sulphocyanate
with a metallic sulphydrate, as in the case of
the potassium compound (C :jH5)CNSKHS,
which is obtained in large transparent
rhombic crystals, readily decomposing on
exposure to the air.

sul pho stan -nate, . [Pref. sulpho-, and
Bug. stannate.]

Che^i. (PL): Tin sulphides.

sill pho sue 9111 ic, a. [Pref. sulplw-, and

Eng. succlnic.] Derived from or containing
sulphuric anhydride and succinic acid.

suiphosuccinic -acid, s.

(COOH
Chem. : CoH3 J. SO3H . A tribasic acid pro-

(COOH
duced by exposing succinic acid to the vapour
of sulphuric anhydriiV? for several hours.
The acid thus obtained forms mammiHated

crystals very soluble in water, alcohol, and
ether. It forms salts with the alkalis and
metallic bases, some of which are crystal-
lizable.

sul-phd-tol-u-6T-a-mide, s. [Pref. sulpho-,
and Eug. tohwlamide.]

Chem. :
C7H7SO2 ) N Formed in the same

way as sulphophenylamide, and obtained in

needles or lamina}.

SUl-pho-vin'-Ic, a. [Pref. sulpho- ; Eng. vin-

(yl), and suff. -ic.] Derived from or contain-

ing sulphuric acid and vinous alcohol.

sulphovinic-acid, s. [ETHYL SULPHURIC
ACID.)

BUl'-phUT, . [Lat. sulphur, sulfur; Sansc.
sulvari ; Dut. sulfor ; Fr.soit/re; Prov.solfre,

solpre ; Sp. azufre; Ital. solfo, zolfo.]

1. Chem. : Symbol S. At. wt. = 32. A hexad
non-metallic element, found native in many
volcanic districts, and largely distributed

through the mineral kingdom. It is purified

by distillation in an iron still, the sulphur
being received either in a brick chamber,
when it is called flowers of sulphur, or con-
densed in the liquid state, and then cast into

sticks. It occurs in several allotropic forms,

na:nely, the octohedral, monoclinic, amor-

phous,' and plastic varieties. It is a very
brittle solid, of lemon-yellow colour, tasteless,

almost inodorous, insoluble in water, but
soluble in carbon disulphide, oil of turpen-
tine, and benzol, and to a slight extent in hot

alcohol, and has in the crystalline, state a sp. gr.
= 2-05. It melts at 114-120, boils at 440,
evolvjng an orange-coloured vapour, and com-

bines directly with the great majority of tha
elements. In its chemical relations it re-
sembles oxygen, aud is interchangeable with
it by double decomposition of their respective
compounds. It is inflammable in air or
oxygen, burning with a clear blue flame, being
converted into sulphurous oxide, SOj.
U Various fruits, seeds, and bulbs, as radish,

turnip, &c., derive their flavour from oil*
having sulphur in their composition.

2. Engrav. : A term applied to impressions
taken by the goldsmiths of the sixteenth
century from the engravings executed on
plate, paxes, &c., and obtained by spreadinga layer of melted sulphur on the face of the
plate, producing a cast in relief of the lines en-
graved. They are extremely rare.

3. Min. : A mineral occurring in nature in
crystals belonging to the orthorhombic sys-
tem, also massive. Hardness, 1-5 to 2-5;
sp. gr. 2-072; lustre, resinous; streak, sul-

phur-yellow; brittle. Occurs in magnificent
crystals in the Sicilian mines. It is abundant
in parts of the United States, but not much
worked, Sicily being the main source of com-
mercial sulphur. Found in abundance in tha
regions of extinct and active volcanoes, and in
hydrothermal districts.

4. Pharm. : Sublimed sulphur is given in-

ternally as a stimulant in chronic diseases of
the skin, as impetigo and prurigo, also in
chronic bronchitis, piles, and mercurial
ptyalism, and to children as a mild laxative.
Used externally it kills animal and vegetable
parasites, as the acarus of itch, &c.

I Stones ofsulphur : Thunderbolts,
i

" The gods throw itona ofsulphur on me."
Sliftkesp. : Cumbeline. T. (.

sulphur-acids, . pi.

Chem. : The sulphides of the more electro-

negative metals, arsenic, antimony, Ac.

sulphur-bases, s. pi.

Chem. : The sulphides of the more electro-

positive metals, potassium, barium, and
copper.

sulphur-bottom whale, s.

Zool. : Balcenoptera sulfurem, from tha
Pacific. Its specific and popular names are
derived from its yellowish belly.

sulphur - colored, a. Pale lively

yellow, with a mixture of white. (Lindley.)

sulphur-ore, s. A popular name for iron

pyrites, from which is obtained a considerable

portion of the sulphur of commerce.

sulphur-oxides, s. pi.

Chem.. : Sulphur forms two oxides, vix.,

sulphurous auhydride, SOo, and sulphuric
anhydride, 80*3. SO? is produced by burning
sulphur in air or oxygen. At common
temperatures it is a gas, but under a pressure
of three atmospheres it is converted into a
liquid, aud, by the aid of a freezing mixture,
into semicrystalline flakes. The solid, SOj
melts at 79, and the liquid oxide boils at

10. Its sp. gr. = 1'45, and it is irrespirable
and incombustible. Sulphuric oxide is ob-
tained by the oxidation of sulphurous anhy-
dride, and crystallizes in beautiful white
slender needles. In the liquid state it form*
a liquid thinner than oil of vitriol. It boils at

36, and has a sp. gr. of 1 '97.

sulphur -rain, s. Pollen from the

Pinacese, Amentacese, &c., which has been

floating in the atmosphere, and is brought to

the ground by rain.

sulphur-salts, . pi.

Chem. : Compounds of sulphur acids and

sulphur bases, e.g., sulpharsouate of potae-

sium, 3K2S-AsS5 = 2K3AsS4.

sulphur-springs, s. pi.

Phys. Geog. : Hot spring? in which sulphur
Is mixed with the water. They usually occur
in volcanic districts of intermittent activity.

Sulphur springe arc numerous in the United

States, particularly in New York and West

Virginia.

sul'-phu-rate, a. [Eng. nlphvr; -ate.] Of
or pertaining to sulphur; of the colour of

sulphur ; resembling sulphur.
"A pule tulphurate colour." lion: Hytttry tf

Oodlinea, p. IN.

sul'-phu-rate, v.t. [SULPHURATE, a.] To

impregnate or combine with sulphur ; to

subject to the action of sulphur.

boil, boy; pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; ***> Hf ! expect, Xenopbon, exist, -ttfr

-dan. -tian = sian. -tion, -sion = shun ; -Jlon, -fion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, Ac. = bel, dL
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sul phu-ra tion,
* siil- fu-ra'- tion. s.

ICJILPUUKATE, .]

1. The act of dressing or anointing with

uiphur.
"
Charms. >itl/itrnfi"ttt. dippings in the sea. sittings

11 day ou the grouud." Bentiry : On "

2. The same s SULPHURING (q.v.).

Siir-phu-ra-tor, s. [Eng sulphurate) ; -or.]

An apparatus for impregnating with, or ex-

po.-.iii< to the action of sulphur; specific., an

apparatus for fumigating or bleaching by
means of the fumes of burning sulphur.

sul phiir e a, *. [SULPHUR.]
Chem : CSX^Hj. Sulpho-carbonyl dianiide.

Obtained by heating dry ammonic sulpho-
cyanate slowly to 170, keeping at that

temperature for several hours, cooling to 100,
dissolving in an equal weight of water at 80,
filtering, and allowing the filtrate to crystal-
lize. It forms small prisms, soluble in water
and alcohol, insoluble in ether, and fuses at
149.

sul-plm-re'-l-ty, s. [Bug. sulphur; -eity.]

The quality or state of bd.ig sulphureous.
(Den Jonson : Alchemist, ii. 1.)

ul-phiir'-e'-ous, a. [Lat. sulphureus, sul-

fttreus.] Consisting of sulphur; having the

qualities of sulphur or brimstone ; impreg-
nated with sulphur; sulphurous.

** And dart destruction in sulphureous showers."

Byron: bleys/ on Xewstead Abbey.

ul-phur'-e-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. sulphur-
tous ; -/;/.] In a sulphureous manner.

" A town low in its situation, and sulphurrmttiy
haded by the high and barren mountain Calwbarra,
whose brasrii front scorches this miserable place."
Oir T. ntrbert : Travel*, p. 84.

sul phiir e ous-ness, *. [Eng. sulphure-
ous; -ness.] The quality or state of being
sulphureous.

uT phu-ret, t. [Eng. sulph(ur); -uret.]

[SULPHIDE.]

ur-phu-ret-ted, a. [Eng. sulphuret; -ed.]

Containing a sulphuret or sulphide.

sulphuretted hydrogen, s. [HYDRO-
OKN-SULPHIDE.]

sulphuretted-waters, s. pi.

Chem. : Hot or cold mineral waters holding in

solution sulphides or free sulphuretted hydro-
gen. They are stimulant, diaphoretic," and
Iterative. The sulphuretted hydrogen im-

parts to them a nauseous odour like that of
rotten eggs. The chief thermal sulphuretted
waters ofEurope are those of Aix-la-Chapelle,
Baden, near Vienna, Aii-les-baius, &<.

; the
chief cold ones are Harrogate and Booklet.
In the United States cold sulphur springs occur
in several states. Of thermal springs the chief

example is that of Santa Barbara, California.

ftl-phiir'-Ic, a. [Eng. sulphur; -fc.] De-
rived from or containing sulphur.

sulphuric-acid, t.

1. Chum..: SO2gQ. Oil of vitriol. Produced

commercially by burning sulphur in atmo-
spheric air, and passing the sulphurous oxide
formed into a lead chamber along with the
vapour of nitric acid. A reaction takes place
between the two; the sulphurous oxide be-
comes oxidized into sulphuric oxide, the
nitric compound being reduced to nitric

oxide, which again becomes oxidized, and acts
s a carrier of oxygen between the sulphurous

and sulphuric oxides. On evaporation in
leaden pans it reaches a sp. gr. of about 1-7,
but in further concentration in a platinum
retort it forms normal sulphuric acid having

sp. gr. 1-842. It is a heavy, oily, colourless,
inodorous liquid, boils at 327*, and freezes
at -35. The a*lition of water to the strong
acid in the proportion of 1 to 4 raises tlie

temperature of the mixture from to 100.
In miny cases organic substances are broken
up or destroyed by it, as in the case of sugar
and allied substances.

2. Min. ; [SULFATITE].
3. Pharm. : It is a very powerful caustic ;

when much diluted it acts as a refrigerant,
tonic, and astringent

SjuT-phu-rine, a. [Eng. sulphur; -int.] Per-

taining to or resembling sulphur; sulphu-
reous (q.v.).

sul phiir ing, s. [Eng. sulphur; -ing.]

1. Bleaching : A process of bleaching by
exposure to the fumes of sulphur. It is

adopted with straw-braid, straw hats, silks,

woollens, &c. Sulphurous ackl is the bleach-

ing agent, and may be applied by means of a
watery solution.

2. Calico-printing : The process of exposing
printed calicoes to sulphurous acid fumes. It

is an incident in fixing of steam-colours.

SUl'-phu rous, a. [Fr. sulphureux, from Lat.

sulphur'osus, sulfarosus.] Consisting of, con-

taining, or impregnated with sulphur ; resem-
bling sulphur ; having the qualities of sul-

phur ; sulphureous.
"
Edinburgh and Leith into the air were blown
With powders lul^hiir.iiit smoke."

Oration: Poty-Olbion. s. 29.

sulphurous acid, t.

1. Chem. : SO(HO>2. Produced by passing
sulphurous oxide into water. The hydrated
solid acid is formed by passing moist sulphur-
ous oxide into a freezing mixture. Water at
15 dissolves forty-live times its volume of

sulphurous oxide, forming the sulphurous
acid of commerce. It then has a specific

gravity of 1'04, is colourless, and has the
smell of burning sulphur. It possesses
bleaching properties.

2. Pharm. ; It is not often given internally,

except in the form of spray to remove the
fetid sordes gathering in the mouth in malig-
nant fevers. Externally it destroys vegetable
life, and is of use in tinea, favus, and fetid

sores.

sulphurous-chloride, .

Chem. : SOC12. A compound derived from
sulphurous acid by the substitution of chlorine
for hydroxyl. It is a colourless, strongly-
refracting liquid, and boils at 82.

t sulphurous - waters, s. pL [SUL-
PHURKTTED-WATERS.]

sul'-phur-wort, s. [Eng. sulphur ,
and wort . ]

So called, according to Gerarde, because the
roots have a yellow sap, which, when bard
and dry, smells like sulphur.]

Bot. : Peucedanum officinale.

suT-phur-y,
*
sul'-phur-ie, a. [Eng. sul-

phur; -y.] Partaking of the nature or quali-
ties of sulphur ; sulphureous.

" Jove ... Ida covered all

With tulphurie clouds."

Chapman : Hom*r ; Iliad ivii.

Sul'-phiir-yl, *. [Eng. sulphur ; -yl.]

Chem.. : SO2- The radical of sulphuric acid
and its derivatives.

sulph y -drate, s. [Eng. sulphydr(ic) ; -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of sulphydric acid.

SUlph-y'-driC, a. [Pref. sulp(h)-, and Eng.
hydric.] (See compound.) Containing sulphur
and hydrogen.

sulphydrio-acid, . [HYDROGEX - SUL-

PHIDE.]

Sul-pi'-cian, Sul pi tian (tl as sh), s.

[Seedef.]

Church Hist. (PL) : A congregation of secu-
lar priests, founded in 1645 by Jean Jacques
Olier de Verneuil, parish priest of St. Sulpice,
Paris. The members are specially devoted to

training candidates for the priesthood. The
congregation was suppressed by Napoleon in

1812, and re-established at the Restoration.
Besides their seminaries in France, the Sul-

picians have establishments at Montreal and
Baltimore.

SUl'-tan, *. [Fr., from Ar.ib. su lidn = vic-

torious, a ruler, a prince.] The ordinary title

of a Mohammedan sovereign, specif, applied
to the Emperor of Turkey.

"The uplifted spear
Of their great tultan waving to direct
Their course." Milton: P. L., L M8.

sultan-flower, s.

Bot. : Amberhoa ; a genus of Centonrieae.
The Sweet or Purple Sultan-flower is Amberboa
moschata, and the Yellow Sultan-flower A.
odorata.

siil ta'-na, s. [Ital. sultana, fem. of sultano
= a sultan.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The wife of a sultan ; the empress of
the Turks.

It is an

*
2. A mistress.

"While Charles flirted with his three i

MMMUa.,1 : Hat. Enj.. cb. iv.

3. A kind of raisin.

II. Ornith. : Porphyrio martinica.

elegant bird, slen-
derer than a com-
mon fowl, with
dark, metallic
plumage, and a
black and white
tail.

" That the sultana
could be easily do-
mesticated is proba-
ble." Ootse : Birds
of Jamaica, p. 379.

sultana-bird,
*. [SULTANA, II. j

SULTANA.
* sul'- tan ate, *.

[Eng. sultan; -ate.] The rule or dominion of
a sultan ; sultaiiship.

sul'-tan-ess, *. [Bug. sultan ; -ess.] The same
as SULTANA, 1. 1.

Sill-tan'-ic, a. [Eng. sultan; -ic.] Of or
pertaining to a sultan ; imperial.

* sul -tan in, s. [Arab.]

1. A former Turkish money of account^
worth 120 asprrs ; also a small gold coin,
worth ten shillings.

2. The Venetian gold sequin.

*
Sal'-tan-ry, . [Eng. sultan ; -ry.] The do-
minion of a sultan.

"I affirm the same of the lullanru of the Marafc-
lukes."-Sacon.- Boly War.

siil -tan-ship, *. [Eng. sultan ; -ship.] Th
office^ position, or rank of a sultan.

sul'-tan-y, . [Eng. sultan; -y.] A sul-

tanry (q.v.).

Sul'-tri-ly, adv. [Eng. sultry ; -ly.] Opprea-
sively ; so as to cause or sulfer faintness.

" Earth turned in her sleep with pain
Sultrily suspired for proof."

K. Braaniitg: A Serenade at the Villa.

SUl -trl-ness, s. [Eng. sultry; -ness.] Th
quality or state of being sultry ; close and
moist heat.

" Twa sweet of yore to see it play
And chase the sultriness of day.

Baron : The Giaour.

SUl'-try,
*
SUl-trle, a. [Properly siveltry,

for sweltery, from swelter, a frequent, froia
Mid. Eng. suxlten = to die, to faint, from A. 8.
tweltan = to die ; cogn. with Icel. srelta = tO
die, to starve (pa. t. svalt, pi. sultu); Dan. suite;
Sw.sviilta; Goth, swiltan.] [SWELTER.]

1. Very hot, burning, and oppressive.
" Beneath Batavia's sultry sky."

Scott : Jtarminn, iii. (Introd.)

2. Very hot, close, and moist ; close with
moist heat ; heavy, sweltering.

"
Squalls, attended with rain and hot sultry weather.*

Cook : Second Voyage, bk, i . ch. i.

sulz'-er-ite (z as tz), s. [After Sulz, WuV-
temberg, where found, er connect., aud sun*.

-ite (Min.).']

Min. : The same as STBONTIANITB (q.v.).

sum, * somme, * summe, s. [O. Fr. snmmtf
Fr. somme, from Lat. sinnma the sum, chief

part, amount, prop. fem. sing, of summits =
highest, greatest for (supmus), superlative of

perus= tliat which is above ; tpr=above;
Sp. suma; Ital. somma.]

1. The aggregate of two or more numbers,
magnitudes, quantities, or particulars ; tha

aggregate amount of any numberof individ ual

parts or particulars added together, as 7 is

the sum of 3 and 4.

^f
In Algebra the term sum does not neces-

sarily imply increase ; for, if we agu're; ate
several quantities, some of which are positive
and some negative, it may happen that the
sum is numerically less than any one of the

parts ; it may even be 0. This sum is there-
fore distinguished as the algebraic sum. [SUB-
TRACTION.]

2. Hence, the whole quantity or amount;
the total.

3. The whole abstracted ; the principal or
main points or thoughts viewed together j

&tc, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father, we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pfit

or, wore, wplf, worli, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian, so, m = e; ey = a; qu - km
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the amount, the substance, the essence, the

upshot, the effect.

Thla is the hole tumme and effecte of this hol
chapter, though he trifle wyth other things betweue."
Sir T. More : Worket, p. 5S2.

4. A quantity of money or currency ; an
amount indefinitely.

" Lease than a th<~ .SHIM! pound be would not hare.
Ne gladly for t .at tumme he wold nut gou."

Chaucer: C. T., 11,68*.

5. Height, completion ; highest point
" The sum of earthly bliss.

Which I enjoy." Milton: P. L., viii. 522.

6. An arithmetical problem to be solved ;

an example of an arithmetical rule to be
worked out ; such a problem worked out, and
the various steps shown.

*1f In sum: In short, in brief; briefly,

shortly.
" In turn, no man can have a greater veneration for

Chaucer than wyselL'Dryden. (Todd.)

Bum, * summe, v.t. [Fr. sommer, from Lat.

summo, from summa = a sum (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. To add into one sum or amount ; to col-
lect as items or particulars into a total ; to
add together and find the sum or total amount
of ; to cast up.

"The high priest . . . may turn the silver brought
to." S Kinti xxii. 4.

*
2. To supply with full clothing. [II.]

IL Falconry : To have (as the ftatliers) full

grown and in full number.
"With prosperous wing full tumm'd."

JIMon- P.L.,LU.
If To sum up :

(1) To bring or collect into a narrow or small

commas; to comprise iu a few words; to
condense.

" The tumming up of the whole work of redemp-
tion."Oitpin : Sermont, vol. ii., er. 42.

(2) To recapitulate to the jury clearly and
Concisely the different facts and circumstances
which have been brought out in evidence,
giving an exposition of the law where it

appears necessary. (Said of the presiding
judge at a trial, and sometimes of a counsel

summing up the evidence on his own side on
the conclusion of his case.)

BU mac, su'-mach, s. [Fr. sumac; Sp.
zumaque; Port, summagre, from Arab, som-

inafc.)

1. Bot. : The genus Rhus (q.v.).

2. Dyeing, Tanning, c. : A tan obtained
from the dried and chipped leaves and shoots
of Rhus coriaria. Sumach is used in the pre-
paration of morocco leather. With mordants
it dyes the same colour as galls. In calico-

printing, sumach affords, with a mordant of

tin, a yellow colour ; with acetate of iron gray
or black, according as the mordant is weak
or strong ; and with s ?

iphate of zinc a brown-
ish-yellow.

aura age, sum -mage (age as Ig), . [Fr.
sommier = a pack-horse.] A toll tor carriage
on horseback ; a horse-load. (Cowel.)

SU ma tran, a. & *. [Soe def.]

A. As atJj. : Of or pertaining to Sumatra or
its inhabitants.

B. -4s subst. : A native or inhabitant of
Sumatra.

Sumatran broatlbill, .

Ornith. : Corydon sumutranus, from Borneo
and Sumatra. Little is known of its habits,
except that it frequents moist and shady
places and associates in small groups.

Sumatran monkey, .

Zool. : Semnopithecus melalophos, from the
forests of Sumatra. Male brilliant yellow-
red above, face blue, a tuft of black hairs on
the face in the shape of a bandeau.

Sumatran rhi .oceros, s.

Zool. : Rhinoceros(('..-utorhinits)siimatrensis.
It is the better known of the two-horned
Asiatic species. There are two obtusely-
pointed horns, the liody is covered with

bristles, and the folds of the skin are deep.
[RHINOCEROS 1. (1) (6).]

sum'-bul, *. [Mahratta sumbol = Nardo-

stachys Jatamansi.] (See etym. & compounds.)
Botany :

1. Euriiangium (formerly Ferula) Sumbul, a
native of Bokhara. The root arrives in England
in transverse sections, two and a half to five

inches in diameter, and three-fourths of an

inch to one and a-half inches thick. The
epidermis, which is wrinkled, is of a light
brown colour, the inner portions porous, and
the body of the fibres loosely packed together ;

the odour is sirong and musk-like. [MUSK-
BOOT.]

2. NardastuchysJatamanri. [SPIKENARD, 1.]

sumbul oil, s.

Chem. : A mixture of volatile oils, obtained
by the distillation of sumbul-lialsuiu.

sumbul root, s. [SUMBUL, 1.]

sum-bu lie, a. [Eng. sumbtd; -ic.] Con-
tained in or derived from sumbul (q.v.).

sumbulic acid, s.

Chem.: The name given by Reinsch to an
acid contained in sumbul-root ; now regarded
as identical with angelic-acid.

sum'-bn-line, s. [Eng. sumbul; -int.'}

Chem. : The name given by MurawiefT to an
alkaloid supposed to exist in sumbul-root.

* sum -less, a. [Eng. sum; -less.] Not capable
of being summed up or counted ; innumer-
able, incalculable, inestimable, countless.

" Welcoui'd with gifts of price, a tumtess store !"

Pope: llomcr ; Odyaey xix. 312.

SUm'-mar-i-ly, adv. [Eng. summary ; -ly.]

1. In a summary manner ; in a few words
or a narrow compass ; briefly, concisely,
shortly, succinctly.

"And this present sentence . . . coniprehendeth
tummarily as well the fearful! estate of iniquitie over-
exalted, as the hope layd up for righteousuesse 0,1-

prest," Hooker : A'ature of Pride.

2. In a short way or method ; without
delay.

"When the parties proceed tummarily, and they
chuse the ordinary way of proceeding, the cause is

made plenary." Ayliffe : Parergon.

* sum'-ma-rist, *. [Eng. summar(y); -ist.]

One who writes or compiles a summary; a
summist (q.v.).

sum -ma rize, sum'-ma-rise, v.t. [Eng.
summary) ; -ize.] To make a summary or
abstract of ; to represent briefly or concisely ;

to epitomize.
"
If we endeavour to summarize the conclusions."

Phillips: Geology, ii. 528.

Sum'-ma-ry, a. & *. [Fr. sommaire (a. & s.),

from Lat. summarium = a summary, an epi-
tome ; Sp. sumarw ; Port, swninario ; Ital.

sommario.}

A. As adjective :

1. Reduced into a narrow compass, or into

few words ; brief, concise, succinct, short,

compendious.
"

I shall take leave of this island, with a summary
account of their force and direction." Coo*.' Third
Voyage, bk. vi., ch. viii.

2. Done in a short way or method ; rapidly
performed.

3. Applied to proceedings in law carried on

by methods intended to facilitate and promote
the transaction of business ; short, rapid : as,

A summary conviction is one before a ma-

gistrate without the intervention of a jury.
" For the general safety, therefore, a summary juris-

diction of terrible extent must, in camps, be entrusted
to rude tribunals composed of uieu of the sword."

Macaulay : HUt. Eng., ch. xi.

B. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : A short, abridged, or con-

densed statement or account; an epitome, an
abstract ; an abridgment or compendium con-

taining the sum or substance of a fuller state-

ment.
"
Closing this chapter, as I promised, with a table

representing a summary, or short sketch of what hath
been done iu it" Walerland : Workt, iv. 203.

2. JMW: A short application to a court or

judge, without the formality of a full pro-

ceeding.

sum ma'-tion, s. [Fr. sommation, from Lat.

tummiitus, pa. par. of svmmo to sum up.]

1. The act or process of forming a sum or

total amount.

2. An aggregate.

If Summation of a series : [SERIES],

sum'-mer (1),
* som er,

* som mcr,
' sum er, s. & a. [A.S. sumor, sumer; cogn.
with Dut. zomer; Icel. sunvir ; Dan. sommer;
8w. sommar ; O. H. Ger. sumar ; Ger. sommer;
cf. Sansc. samd a year.]

A. As substantive:

1. That season of the year when the sun

shines most directly upon any region ; the
warmest season of the year. North of th
equator, it is cotninonfy taken to include the
months of June, July, and August ; though
some substitute May, June, and July. Tha
former view comforms better to fact. July,which by this arrangement is midsummer
month, is the hottest in the year, for although
the maximum of heat is obtained on June 21,
the longest day, the amount received for
many subsequent days is greater than that
lost by radiation, and the temperature con-
tinues to increase. Summer is the appro-
priate season for the hay harvest and for the
ripening of the earlier fruits. Astronomi-
cally considered summer begins, in the
northern hemisphere, when the sun enters
the sign of Cancer, about June 21, and
continues till Sept. 23, dining which time
lie passes through Cancer, Leo, and Virgo.
In the southern hemisphere the opposite ia
the case, it befng winter there when it is
summer here, and vice versa. During the
astronomical summer of the southern hemi-
sphere the sun passes through Capricorn,
Aquarius, and Pisces.

"
Still as night,

Or summer's noon-tide air." UMan : P. L., ii. S0.

2. Used to express a whole year ; a twelve,
month.

" Five turn-men have I spent iu further Greece."
Shakes?. : Comedy of Krro. , i. L

B. As adj. : Pertaining or relating tO
summer; used in summer.

" He was sitting in a ummr parlour." Judyet ULM,

If (1) Indian summer : [INDIAN].

(2) St. Luke's summer: Fine weather oftett

occurring about St. Luke's day, Oct. 18.

*(3) St. Martin's summer: A period of fin*
weather occurring after winter has set in,
about St. Martin's day, Nov. 11 ; hence,
figuratively, prosperity after misfortune.

"
Expect St. Jfartin'i summer, halcyon days."

Shaketp. : 1 Henry VI., i. 4
If Summer is largely used in combination

with other words, the meanings in most cases

being obvious.

* summer bird, s. A cuckold ; the re-
ference is to the cuckoo, which is a spring
and summer visitor.

" Some other knave
Shall dub her husband a summet^bird."

Scholehouie of Women (1MOJI

Bummer-catarrh, s.

Pathol. : Hay-asthma (q.v.).

summer-cholera, s.

Pathol. : British cholera. [CHOLERA, A, 1.J

summer-colts, s. pi. A term for the

quivering, vaporous appearance of the air
near the surface of the ground when heated
iu summer. (Prov.)

summer complaint, s.

Pathol. : A popular name in the United
States for diarrhoea occurring in the summer.
By some authorities the term is used to in-

clude dysentery and cholera infantum, whilst
others confine it to the latter complaint.

summer cypress, s.

Bot. : Kochia scoparia, a chenopod, a native
of Greece, introduced into Britain in 16J9.

summer-dried, a. Dried up by the
heat of summer.

" Like a nimmeir-dried fountain."
.Soott : Lady a/ the Lake, IU. It,

summer-duck, *.

Ornith. : Aix
(t Dendronessa)
sponsa. The drake
is about eighteen
inches long, and
has very beautiful

and brilliantly-co-
loured metallic
plumage. The
Summer-duck is a
native of North
America, and in

the breeding sea-

son is distributed

over the United States, migrating southward
in winter. It is capable of domestication.

Called also Wood-duck, from its habit of nest-

ing in holes in trees.

summer-eggs. . pL [SUMMER-OVA.]

summer-fallow, s. & a.

A. At subst. : Naked fallow ; land lying

SUMMER-DUCK.

boil, b6y; poUt, J<Jwl; cat, fell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, a?; expect, Xenophon, e^lst. ph - L

-dan, -tlan = shan. -tion. sion shun ; -tion, -sion = zhon. -clous, -tious, -sioua = shus. -We, -die, fcc. bel, 091,
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hare of crops in summer, but frequently

ploughed, harrowed, and rolled, so as to pul-
verize it and clear it of weeds.

B. As adj. : Lying fallow during the
summer.

summer fallow, v.t. To plough and
allow to lie fallow ; to plough and work re-

peatedly in summer, to prepare for wheat or
Other crop.

summer fever, *.

PathoL : A name proposed by Dr. Pirrie for

hay-fever (q.v.).

summer house, .

1. A house, building, or shed in a garden,
for use in summer.

" From the rocky garden mount,
Crowned by 1U antique summer-hoUK."

WortUma-th : excursion, bk. viii.

2. A house for summer residence.

summer life, & A life of pleasure

" Even so luxurious men. uheedlug. paw
An idle summer-ti/e in Fortune's shine."

Tliunuon: Summw, S4T.

summer-ova, summer-eggs, . pL
Bioi. : (See extract).
"
In some Rotifers the eggs are distinguishable, a*

in cei tain Turbeltaria, into summer and winter ova.
The latter are enclosed in a peculiar shell. In
Lacimilaria it appeared to me that the winter ova
were segregated portions of the ovarium, and that they
were probably developed without impregnation.
Colin, on the contrary, has given reasons for believing
that the tummor-owi are occasionally, if not always,
developed without Iwiug fecundated, and that it is

the winter ova which are fecundated." Bialey : Anat,
fn*erl. A aim., p. 190.

summer red-bird, >.

Ornith. : Pymnga (estiva,

* summer-ring, . A light ring worn
by Roman fops in the summer. A transla-

tion of the durum asstivtim of Juvenal (i. 28 ;

Ct Mart. xiv. 123.)
"
Charged with light tummer-ringi, hU Sugars sweat.
Unable to support a gem of weight"

Dri/<len: Jutenal; Sat. i,

summer-ripe, a. Quite ripe.

* summer-room, *. A summer-house
(q.v.).

" His lordship is building a iummer-room." Defoe :

Tour thro' Great Britain, i. 33S.

* summer-seat, $. A villa, a country-
house,

" What age so many tummer-seatt did see T
"

Dryden : Juvenal, 1. 141.

* summer-seeming, a. Appearing like

summer ; hence, full-blown, rank, luxuriant

(Stuikesp. : Macbeth, iv. 3.)

* summer-shine, . The summer dress
Of a bird or insect

" A gay insect in his tummtr-Mne."
Thornton : Winttr, 644.

summer-snipe, s.

Ornith. : Totanus hypoleucus, the Common
Sandpiper (q.v.). [TOTANUS.]

summer snowflake, s.

Bot. : I^eucojum (e4ivum, an amaryllid, with
long, linear, keeled leaves, a two-edged scape,
a many-flowered spathe with white drooping
flowers. It is a common European plant,
found in wet meadows, and very pretty when
in bloom. Another species, L. vernum, is less

frequent. Its flower is white, with a green or

yelluw lip. Both grown in gardens.

uummer Stir, v.t. To summer-fallow

(q^.).
* summer-swelling, a. Growing up in

unimer. (Shakfip. : Two Gentlemen, ii. 4.)

t summer-tide, *omer tide, *so-
merestide, s. Bummer; the season of
uinnier.

"
Lull'd by this fountain in the mmmrr-tide."

Wontatorth: fart-Leap Well, ii.

summer-time, . The time or season of
ummer.

" Twas in the prime of tummer-tlme."
Hood : Eugene Aram.

summer-wheat, s. Wheat sown in

spring as opposed to winter wheat, or wheat
own in autumn. Called also, and more pro-

perly, Spring wheat.

summer yellow-bird, s.

Ornith. : Dendroica (estiva. [YELLOW-WAR-
BLER.]

sum' mer (2), . [O. Fr. gamier, sommir, su-
mer a pack-horse, from lomme, some, saume,
tume = a burden.] [SUMPTEB.J

1. Carpentry:

(1) A horizontal beam or girder; a summer-
tree.

(2) The lintel of a doorway.

(3) A floor timber receiving the ends of the

joists, and supporting the floor or the ceiling,
as the case may be.

(4) A breast-summer (q.v).

Oak, and the like true-hearted timber, may be
bette-- trusted in cross and transverse works for
summers, or girders, or binding-beams." H'otton :

Kemains, p. 11.

2. Mason. : A lintel (q.v.).

summer-atone, s. [SKEW, ., II.]

summer-tree, s.

Carp. : A horizontal beam brought even
with the face (breast) of a wall, to support
a wall above a gap or opening, as a shop-front,
for instance.

sum' mer (3), . [Eng. sum, v. ; -er.] One
who sums ; one who casts up accounts.

sum mer, v.i. ft t. [SUMMER (1), s.]

* A. Intrans. : To pass or spend the summer.
"The fowls shall summer upon them, and all the

beaaU sliall winter upon them. Isaiah xviji. 6.

B. Transitive :

1. To feed or keep during the summer.
" He never tummers his hunters in boxes." Field,

Feb. 26, 1887.

*
2. To keep or carry through the summer ;

to keep warm.
" Maids well tumnured, and warm kept, are like

8ie at Bartholomew-tide, blind." Shakesp. : Henry
>'., v. 2.

sum mer iiig (1), . [Eng. summer (1), s. ;

-ing.]

1. A kind of early apple.
*

2. Rural merrymaking at midsummer ; a

Summer-holiday.
" His (a ruffian's) sovereignty is shewn highest at

May-games, wakes, sHmmeriitas, and runh-beariugs."
CtUta Whinuiet.

sum'-mer -ing (2),
* som'-mer -ing, *.

[Eng. summer (2), s. ; -ing.}

Arch. : In cylindrical vaulting, the two sur-
faces intersecting the intrados of a vault in
lines parallel to the axis of the cylinder. In
conic vaulting, where the axis is horizontal,

SUMMERING.

the two surfaces which, if produced, would
intersect the axis of the cone. The illustra-

tion shows part of the crypt of Canterbury
Cathedral, built 1109-30, under the choir of
Prior Conrad.

tim' mer Uke, a. [Eng. summer (1), s., and
like.] Resembling summer; warm like sum-
mer.

" The day was tummerlike." Field, April 4, 188S.

* sum'-mer - Ii - ness,
* sum - mer - Ii -

nesse, s. [As if from an adj. summerly;
suff. -ness.] The state of having a mild or
summerlike temperature.

" Some will have it [Somersetshire! so called from
the summerlinesse, or temperate pleasantness thereof."
fuller: Worthies; Somersetthire.

* sum'-mer-ly, a. [Eng. summer (1); -ly.]

Of or belonging to summer.

sum mer-rt, sum -mer-sault, *. [See
def.J Thesumeas SOMERSAULT (q.v.).

" Some do the summersault,
And o'er the bar like tumblers vault."

Butler: Uudibras.

t sum'-mer-Jf, a. [Eng. summer (l), s. ; -y.)
Of or pertaining to summer ; summerlike.

summing, pr. par., a., & s. [SUM, v.J

summing-up, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : A condensed account ; a
summary.

"
In his nanming.il)> and in his estimate of the com-

parative worth of his subject." At. James's Ututtte,
June 28, 1887.

2. Law: A judge's charge to a jury.

sum mist, s. [Eccles. Lat. summista.]
1. Ord. Lang. : One who forms an abridge-

ment or summary ; a summarist.
"All the ttimmlstt and the summaries of all vice*.'
Dp. Bull . Corruptions of the Church of Koine.

2. Church Hist. : A name given to the
scholastic divines of the Middle Ages, who
propounded their dogmas in works called
Summce Theologias. This name was first

adopted from the Samma Universal Theologies
of Alexander Hales (died 1245), whose re-
nown was eclipsed by that of Albertus Magnus
(died 1280), in his turn surpassed by his

disciple, St. Thomas Aquinas (1224-74), wlio

published his celebrated work on divinity
under the title of Summce Totius Theologue.

sum mit, s. [Fr. somrnet, dimin. of O. Fr.
sora = the top (of a hill), from Lat summum
= the highest point ; prop. neut. sing, of
summus = highest.] [SUM, s.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The highest point ; the top.
" Fixed on the summit of the highest mount."

SliaXetp. : Hamlet, iii. a.

2. The highest point or degree ; utmost
elevation ; the acme.

" The very summit of all Christian excellence"
Knox : Sermons, vol. vi., ser. 18.

summit-level, s. The highest level ; the

highest of a series of elevations over which a
caual, watercourse, railway, &c., is carried.

" Nor does the drainage from the summit-level always
fall, as I remarked near the weatherboard." Darutin :

Voyage Round the World, ch. xix.

*
sum'-mit-less, a. [Eng. summit; -less.]

Having no summit.

* sum'-mit-^, s. [Lat. summitas, from sum-
mus = highest.] [SUM.]

1. The height or top of anything ; the
highest point.

2. The highest point or degree ; summit,
perfection.

" The head, top, and summit!/ of it" CuduorOt i

Inttll. System, p. 868.

* sum mon, s. [SUMMONS.] A summons. (A
pseudo-singular.)

"
Esther durst not come into the presence till th*

sceptre had given her permission ; a summon of thai
emboldens her." Adams : Works, iii. 250.

sum mon, * som -iii-en, 'som-ono,
* som - on - y,

* som - ne, * sompne,
* sum-ny, v.t. [O. Fr. sovioner, semoner,
semondre, sumoner ; Fr. semondre, from Lat.
summoneo = to remind privily : sum (for sub)= under, and moneo to advise.]

*
1. To attend, to meet. (In this sense,

from A.S. samnian, somnian=to collect,
from sum, saman together.)

"
Hys peer he let sumny."

Kobert of Gloucester, p. 182.

2. To call, cite, or notify by authority to
meet or attend at a place specified ; to cite

to attend in person to some public duty,
especially to cite to appear in court.

" No royal writ had summoned the Convention
which recalled Charles the Second." Alacaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

3. To call ; to send for ; to ask the attend-
ance of.

*
4. To call on ; to warn ; especially to call

on to surrender. (Skakesp. : Coriolanus, i. 4.)

5. To call up ; to call into action or exer-

tion ; to rouse, to raise. (Followed by up.)
" Summon up your dearest spirits."

Shakesp. : Loners Labour^ Lost, 11. 1.

T For the difference between to summon
and to cite, see CITE.

sum' men cr,
* somp nour, * som on-

OUT, *. [Fr. semonneur, from semondre =. to

summn (q.v.).] One who summons or cites

by authority ; especially, one who cites to

appear in court ; formerly, specif. ,
an apparitor

(q.v.). " Close pent-up guilts.
Rive your concealing continents, and cry
These dreadful tummonert grace."

<P. : Lear, Hi. 1

fits, fSt, fare, Amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolt work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, role, fall; try, Syrian, se. oe - e; ey = ; qu = lew.
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tim -mon-ing, pr. par., a.., & s. [SUMMON.
A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of citing or calling
summons.

"
Reluctantly and slow the maid
The unwelcome tummoning obeyed."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, il. 21.

summons, * som ons,
* sum ouns, s.

[Fr. semouce=:a. warning, a citation, a sum-
mons, prop. fern, of semons, pa. par. ol

temondre = to summon (q.v.). Summons is,

therefore, really a singular noun, though
Apparently plural.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of summoning ; an official cita-
tion ; a call by authority or the command of
a superior to appear at a place named, or to
attend to some public duty.

"
I have, quod he, of tomont here a bill."

Chaucer: C. T., T.16S.

2. An invitation, call, or asking to go to or
appear at some place ; a call to assemble or
meet together.

"
O'er dale and hill the lummont flew.'

Scott : Lady of the Lake, ill. W.

3. A call or appeal with more or less
earnestness or insistence.

" A loud summon* ihook the gate."
Scott. Rokeby, IT. 7.

JL Technically:

1. Law:
(1) Civil Law: A call by authority to

appear in a court ; also the written or printed
document by which such call is given.

(a) A writ calling on a defendant to cause
an appearance to an action to be entered for
him within a certain time after service, in
default of which the plaintiff may proceed to
judgment and execution.

(6) An application to a judge at chambers,
"Whether at law or in equity.

(c) A citation summoning a person to appear
before a police magistrate or bench of justices.

(2) Scots Law : A writ issuing from the court
of session in the sovereign's name, or, if in
the sheriff court, in the name of the sheriff,

setting forth the grounds and conclusions
of an action, and containing a warrant or
mandate to messengers-at-ai ms or sheriff-
officers to cite the defender to appear in court.

2. Mil, : A call to surrender.

auni rnons, v.t. [SUMMONS, s.] To serve
with a summons, to summon. (Vulgar.)

-Sum mum bo num, phr. [Lat. = the chief
or ultimate good.]

Ethics : A phrase employed by ancient philo-
sophers to denote that end in the following
and attainment of which the progress, per-
fection, and happiness of human beings con-
sist. Cicero treated of the subject very fully
in his de Finibus.

*sum-ner, . [SUMMONER.]

Bu moom, s. [SIMOM.]

flump, s. [Sw. & Dan. sump ; Dut, somp; Ger.
sumf>f= a marsh, a swamp, a pool.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A puddle ; a pool of dirty water. (Prov.)
2. A pond of water for salt-works.

II. Technically:

1. Metall. : A pit of stone at a furnace to
Collect the metal at its first fusion.

2. Mining :

(1) A pit or well in the floor of a mine at
the bottom of an engine shaft, to collect the
water, which is pumped from thence.

(2) A catch-water drain.

(3) The part of a judd of coal first brought
down.

sump fuse, s. A thick kind of fuse used
for blasting under water.

sump plank, s.

Mining : Strong balks of timber bolted to-

gether, forming a temporary bottom or scaf-

folding for the shaft.

sump shaft, s.

Mining: The engine-shaft.

umvh, o. [A nasalized form of Sc. *ou/=
sort (q.v.).] A soft, muddle-headed fellow ;

* blockhead, a stupid. (Scotch.) (Scott : Bride

Of L&mrmoor, ch. lii.)

sumph ish, a. [Eng. su.rn.ph; -ish.] Like a
aumph ; stupid, silly.

sump -Ing, s. [Eng. sump; -ing.]

Mining : A small, square shaft, generallymade in the air-headings, when crossing faults.
Ac. ; or to try the thickness of the seam.

sumping shot, *.

Mining : A charge of powder for bringingdown the sump, or for blowing the stoue tc

pieces in a sinking pit.

sum -pit, s. [SuMFiTAN.] The arrow of the
sumpitau, or blow-tube of Borneo.

sum'-pi-tan, s. [Native name.] A long,
straight cane, tube, or blowpipe, used by the
natives of Borneo and other islands in the
Eastern Archipelago to shoot poisoned darts
by means of the breath.

*sumpt(p silent), *. [Lat. sumptus = expense.]
Cost, expense, sumpiuousness.

" To taunt the nanpt of our show. 'Patten. In j

Garner, lit 74.

sump ter,
*
somp'-ter, s.ka. [O. Fr. som-

metier = a packhorse driver ; Fr. sommier, from
a Low Lat. *

sagmatarius, from Gr. crayon
(sagma), genit. adynaros (sagmatos) = a pack-
saddle. The commoner form was scmer (q.v.),
from O. Fr. somier, sommier, sumer, from some,
saume, sume a pack, a burden, from Lat.
sagma ; Gr. o-ay/uta (sagma.).]

A. As substantive :

*
1. The driver of a packhorse.

*
2. A pack, a burden.

" What's a husband t

What are we married for, to curry suiu/.ter >"
Beaum. & Flet. : Womarit Prize, iii. S.

3. A packhorse, a baggage-horse ; a horse
employed to carry clothes, food, or other
necessaries on a journey.

"
Lading his nmpteri with plate and treasure of

sterling uionie." Holinshed : Chronycln (an. 1S).

B. As adj. : Applied to an animal employed
to carry necessaries, as of an army : as, a
sumpter horse, a sumpter mule ; or to its equip-
ments : as, a sumpter saddle.

* sump tion (p silent), s. [Lat. sumptio,
from sumptus, pa. par. of sumo = to take.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of taking.
" The tumption of the mysteries does all in a capable

subject." Taylor.

2. Logic : The major premiss of a syllogism.
[SYLLOGISM, 1.]

sump'-tu-a-rj; o. [Lat. sumptuarius, from
sumptus = expense, prop. pa. par. of sumo to

take, to use, to spend ; Fr. somptuaire.] [SUMP-
TUOUS.] Pertaining or relating to expense or

expenditure ; regulating expense or expen-
diture.

" The repressing of waste and excess by tu.mptu.ary
laws." Bacon : Estayi; Seditions Jt Trouble!.

sumptuary-laws, s. pi. Laws enacted
to restrain excess in dress, food, or any luxury.
Such laws have been enacted in many countries
nt various times. None in the United States.
Those of England have long been repealed.

"
It Is the highest Impertinence and presumption,

therefore, in kings and ministers, to pretend to watch
over the economy of private people, and to restrain
their expense, either by tumptuury tana, or by pro-
hibiting the importation of foreign luxuries." Smith:
Wealth ofjfutiont, bk. it, ch. ill

*
ump-tn-os'-i-t$r,

* sump-tu -os-i-tie,
s. [SUMPTUOUS.] Expeusiveness, costliness,
Buinptuousness.

"
All this tumtititotitie was punished." P. Holland :

Plinie, bk. rxxiii., ch. xi.

Sump'-tu-oiis, a. [Fr. somptueux, from Lat.

sumi>tuosus, from sumptus ex)tense, cost,

prop. pa. par. of sumo = to take, to use, spend :

sub under, secretly, and emo = to buy.]
Costly, expensive ; hence, luxurious, splendid,
magnificent.

"Keeping up a tumptuotu establishment.
" Mae-

today: Hist. Eng.. ch. iii.

Sump'-tn-OUS-l& adv. [Eng. tumptunus;
-ly.\ In a sumptuous manner; expensively,
splendidly, magnificently.

" Beneath an abbey's root
One evening tum/jtunuuli/ lodged."

Wordnoorch : Excurtion, 11.

sump -tu-oiis ness, s. [Eng. sumptuous;
-ness.] 1'he quality or state of being sump-
tuous ; expensiveness, costliness, magnifi-
cence, splendour.

" I will not fall out with those that can reconcile
tumjituoumeti and charity." Boyle.

*sump'-ture, . [Lat. sumptus= exppnsej
Sumptuousness, magnificence.

" Her traine of servant*, and collateral
aumpturr of houses

"

Chapman: Homer; Hymn to Bermn.

fin (IX
*
sonne, *

sunne, *. [A.S. sunne
(fern.); cogn. with Dut. zon (fern.); IceL
sunna (fern.); Ger. sonne (fern.) ; O. H. Ger.
sunna; Goth, svnna (masc.), sunno (fern.);
Icel. sol; Lat. soi = the sun; Sausc. swna=
sun, son.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II. L
(2) A luminary or orb which constitutes

the centre of any system of worlds : as, The
fixed stars are suns\i\ their respective systems.

(3) Popularly applied to the sunshine, or a
place where the sun shines; a sunny place;
as, To stand or su in the sun,

2. Figuratively:

(I) Anything splendid or luminous; that
which is the chief source of light, honour,
prosperity, or the like.

" The tun of Rome is set."

Shakesi>. : Julius Casar, T. &
*
(2) A revolution of the earth round the

sun ; a year.

IL Technically:

1. Astron. : The great central luminary which
gives light and heat to our earth and the
other planets of the solar system. In com-
mon language, the planets are said to revolve
around the sun as a centre ; more precisely,
they move in elliptic orbits, the sun occupying
nearly one focus of each ellipse, around the
common centre of gravity of the solar system,
which falls within the body of the sun, but
not always at its centre. The mean distance
of the sun from the earth was long alleged to
be 95,000,000 miles, but there was error in the
data on which the calculation was founded ;

now the distance is held to be either about
92,700,000 miles (Ball, in 1885), or 92,965,000
miles (Norman Lockyer, in 1886). Till lately,
it was thought that the portion of the sun
visible to the naked eye constituted the whole
luminary ; now it is believed that around that
central sphere or spheroid, technically called
the photosphere, there are three, if not four,
concentric envelopes : the chromosphere, the
inner corona, the upper atmosphere, and, per-
haps, an outer corona. The axis of the sun is

inclined about T to the elliptic. The passage
of spots across the SUIT'S disk proves that
it rotates on that axis from west to east in 25

days 5 hours. From June 3 to Dec. 5 the
north pole, and for the next six months the
south pole, of the sun is gradually moving
earthward.
The axis of the photosphere is 865,000 mile*

in length ; its bulk is more than a million times
that of the earth, but its density is only about
a quarter that of the earth. With a specific

gravity so low, the photosphere cannot be
solid. It may, perhaps, be liquid at the centre,
but the outer parts must be gaseous. It has not

yet been found possible to produce artificially
on the earth a heat so intense as that of the

photosphere. The coolest part of its atmo-

sphere must be outside, and the hypothesis
that the sun might be an inhabited world, with
a heated and luminous atmosphere, has been
abandoned. Under the telescope, the surface
of the photosphere seems covered with a net-
work of polygonal and other figures. Among
them are pores and domes : the former, which
are dark markings, are the seat of downrushes
of vapour; the latter, or brighter portions,

probably consist of luminous clouds. Some-
times the domes are heaped together and ar-

ranged in different directions, constituting
what are called faculse. These are often thou-
sands of miles long, and may last for days, or
even weeks. Spots also often

appear upon
the sun's disk. Faculse follow and do not pre-
cede spots. The chromosphere is a concentric

envelope immediately external to the photo-
sphere. It is of a magnificent scarlet colour,
and from 5,000 to 10,000 miles thick. Some
parts are billowy and others spike-like in ap-

pearance. It is a sea of hydrogen with some
unknown element. Sometimes other vapour*
surge up in it, producing injections which again
tend to develop into prominences. The latter

are of two kinds, violent and quiet prominences.
Some of the former are 40,000 miles high ; they
resemble trees or "

fog-spouts," appearances
like waterspouts, but occurring in fog. The
most violent prominences are sometimes called

twil, bo^ ; pout, J6\-1 ; cat, cell, chorus, 9hin, bench ; go, gein ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-cian, -tian shan, -tion, sion >tiin -tion, -sion giiii. -clous, -tious, -aioua = ahus. -bio, -die, &c. = bcL, del.
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metallic prominences, and mount up at the

rate of 250 miles a second. The sun spots,
the facnla?. and the metallic prominences are

at a maximum at the same time. [SI'N-SPOT.]

Immediately surrounding the chromosphere
is the inner corona. Its outer part is about

100,000 miles from the surface of the photo-

sphere. Like the chromosphere, it is seen only
in eclipses. It is constituted hy certain red

flames, prominences, or protuberances, which

pass through the chromosphere from the

photosphere. The inner corona is composed
mainly of hydrogen.
The next envelope is the outer atmosphere,

from half a million to a million of miles high,
with its outer margin constituting an irregular
outline full of strange and varying forms.

The external envelope, the existence of

which is yet uncertain, is the outer corona.

Kirchhoff considered that the following ele-

ments were present in the sun : sodium, iron,

calcium, magnesium, nickel, barium, copper,
and zinc. Angstrom and Thalen found sodium,
iron, calcium, magnesium, and nickel, but
failed to detect the rest. In their place they
met with chromium, cobalt, hydrogen, man-
ganese, and titanium. The intense heat not

only vapourizes them, but drives them into

forms spectroscopieally different from any
known to exist in the earth.

The sun's heat raises vapour from the earth,

ultimately producing rain, supplying a neces-

sary element for the growth of plants and the
sustenance of animals. Stored up in coal, it

supplies us with fuel and gives us steam as a
creator of energy, while the sun's light simi-

larly stored fuinishes the gas which illumines

houses and cities.

Though the sun may obtain as fuel a few

meteors, it would expire if it had nothing
else to burn. But the enormous radiation

from its disc into space is partly, if not en-

tirely, counteracted by fresh heat generated by
the contraction of its volume. Hence, on the

hypothesis now generally accepted, the sun was
at one time an enormous mass of incandescent

vapour, which, becoming more condensed as

ages roll on [NEBULAR-HYPOTHESIS], is slowly
diminishing in size, and will at length cease
to give forth light and heat. Some authorities
think this will not come to pass for ten mil-

lions of years, but Sir Win. Thomson considers
"that it would be rash to reckon on more
than five to six million years of sunlight for

the future."

2. Pyrotechny : A kind of firework. A strong
paper case is filled with a composition which
does not burn so fast as rocket-composition,
driven solid. Numbers of these are attached,
at short intervals, to wooden frames, usually
circular. The suns emit a steady and bril-

liant stream of light, and are called stationary
or revolving according to the nature of the
frame on which they are fixed.

U (1) To have the sun in one's eyes: To be
intoxicated.

" He furthermore took occasion to apologize for any
negligence that might be perceptible m his dress, ou
the ground that last night he had had ' the tun very
trong in hit eya ;' by which expression he was under-

stood to convey to his hearers, in the most delicate
manner possible, tl.e information that he had been
extremely drunk." Dickens : Old Curiotity Shop, ch. it.

(2) Under the sun : In the world ; on earth.
" There is no new thing under the tun."E<xlei. L 4.

^ Sun is very largely used in composition,
the meanings of the compounds being in most
instances sufficiently obvious : as, saw-lit,

tin-scorched, &C.

sun and planet wheels, s. pi. An
ingenious contrivance invented by Watt as a
substitute for the crank in converting the

reciprocating mo-
tion of the beam
into a rotatory
motion. The cen-
tral gear (a) is

called the sun-

gear, and the
outer one (6) the

planet -
gear. In

the form shown
in the illustra-

tion, the revolu-
tion of the planet-
wheel rotates the
sun -wheel, toge-
ther with its shaft
and the fly-wheel. For this purpose the

planet-wheel (6) is fast to the pitman (c), and
its axis is caused to revolve around the wheel
without the rotation of the pianet-wneei on
its own axis. [PLANET-WHEEL.]

SUN-AND-PLANET WHEELS.

sun animalcule, a.

ZooL : Actinophrys sol. [AcTiNOPiiRvs.]
" It consists of a small bit of globular protoplasm,

with spines radiating in every direction from its sur-

face ; and when seen in perfect condition for the first

time under the microscope with proper illumination
it seems to shine like 'the sun in its brightness.'
Hence the original observers gave it the name of the
Sun-animalcule. Indeed, any old ordinary picture of
the sun would do very well for Actinophrys, as cou-

veying a general idea of its form." John Bndccck:
Vignettafrom IntitMe Life, p. 104.

sun-bear, s.

Zool. : A popular name for two Bears :

1. Ursus tibetanus, from Nepaul, Assam,
Eastern Siberia, and China. It is about five

feet long, of slender make, with close black
fur. The chin is white, and there is a broad

Y-shaped mark on the chest,

2. [MALAYAN-BEAR.]
* sun-beat. * sun-beaten, . Shone

on fiercely by the sun.
" And wearies fruitful Nilus to convey
Ilia sun-bait waters by so long a way."

Dryden : Juwnnl, z. 237.

sun-beetle, s.

Entom. : (See extract).
"The metallic species of Amara and Poectlus are

termed Sun-b-etlet. from their habit of running about
foot paths dudng hot sunshiny weather." Watuwd :

Clou, of Intecti, L 85.

sun-bird, s.

1. A nthrop. : An unidentified bird, mentioned

by Rochefort (lies Antilles, bk. ii., ch. viii.).
" When at midday the sunlight poured down u|xm

the altar through the hole or shaft pierced for this

pnrpose in the rocky vault of the cave, through which
the tun-binls, the Tonatzuli, were let fly up sunward as

messengers." Tylor : Prim. Cult. (ed. 1873), ii. 2S9.

2. Ornith. : A popular name for any of the

Nectariniidae (q.v.), divided by Capt. G. E.

Shelley (Monograph of the Sun-birds), into two
sub-families, Nectariinseand Promeropinse,the
former containing the Sun-birds proper, and
the latter the Long-tailed Sun-birds. They
are found over the whole of Africa, ranging
through Palestine to India, thence through
the Indian and Malayan Islands to Northern

Australia, where a single species inhabits

Cape York peninsula and Northern Queens-
land. They are small birds, in nearly every
case of brilliant and metallic plumage, with a

p*viking external resemblance to Humming-
jirds, with which they are not infrequently
confounded, but differing from them in the
structure of the feet and tongue, the shape of

the sternum, and other important character-
istics. They feed chiefly on insects, small ber-

ries, and fruit, and sip the juices of flowers,
and from this habit the name of the type-

genus (Nectarinia) is derived. The majority
of the Sun-birds build nests of an oval form,
suspended from the branch of a tree at a con-
siderable height from the ground, so as to be
out of the reach of serpents and lizards.

sun-bittern, s.

Ornith. : Eurypya helias, from the northern

parts of South America. It is about sixteen

inches long ; body small and thin, neck long
and slender, head like that of a heron, with a

long, powerful beak compressed at the sides

and slightly arched at the culmen ; the plum-
age is minutely variegated with bars and
spots of many colours. It is often made a

pet by the Brazilians, who call it PavaS (=
Peacock), whence it is sometimes called the
Peacock Heron.

sun-blink, s. A flash or glimpse of sun-
shine. (Scotch.)

sun-bonnet, . A lady's bonnet having
a shade as a protection against the sun.

* sun-bow, s. An iris formed by the re-

fraction of light on the spray of cataracts or
of any rising vapour.

" The circling sun-bom did upbear
Its fall down the hoar precipice of spiay."

Shelley: Witch of A tins, xlii.

sun-bright, a. Bright as the sun ; re-

sembling the sun in brightness ; bright with
the sun ; sunny.

"
Upon the landscape of the tun-bright vale.
Seen, from the shady room in which we sate."

Wnrdtiaorth: JSxcurtion, bk. viii.

sun-burn, v.t. To discolour or scorch

by the sun ; to tan, to freckle.

sun-burn, sun-burning, a.

1. Ord. Lang. : The discoloration produced
on the skin by the rays of the sun.

"The heat of the sun may darken the colour of the
kin which we call tun-burning.' Boyl*.

2. Veg. PathoL : [HELIOSIS].

sun-burner,*. A large reflecting cluster
of burners placed beneath an opening in the

ceiling, for lighting and ventilating a public
building.

sun chief, .

Anthrop. : In solar hierarchies a chief or
ruler who was at the same time priest of the
Sun or the Sun-god, with whom he claimed

relationship.
*'

Bvery morning the great Sun-chief stood at the-

house-door facing the east, shouted and prostrated
himself thrice, and smoked first towards the sun. and
then towards the other three quarters." Tylor : Prim,
Cult. (ed. 1873), ii. 288.

*
sun-clad, a. Clothed in sunshine or

radiance.

"And woods were brightened, and soft gales
Went forth to kiss the tun-dud vales.

Longfellow : tiunrite on the BiU*.

sun-crack, s.

Geol. (Pi): Cracks left upon rocks at the
time when they were being consolidated.

" The tun-erada . . . divide the surface into areo)

of various sizes and shapes, and when, as is moat
common, the superficial layer of mud is darker tha
the stone, show themselves well in relief by exposing
the lower stratum." Quar. Jour, tieol. Hoc., xii. 2 .*,

* sun - dazzling, a. Shining like the*

sun ; bright, brilliant.

"Your eyes tun-dazzling coruscancy will exile all
the cloudie vapour of heart-torrneuting melancholy."
J. Taylor: Workei (1630), p. 111.

sun-dew, s. [For reason of name, see
extract. Prior and Britain & Holland derive
it from A.S. and Fro. sin = ever, and Eng
dew.]

Botany :

1. The genus Drosera (q.v.), of which about
100 species are known ; often applied specif,
to D. rotuiuUfolia, the Common Sun-dew, a
very remarkable insectivorous plant. Darwin's

experiments seem to show that the insects

captured and absorbed by the species supply
them with the ni-

trogenous matter
that the soil in

which they grow
is too poor to fur-

nish. He thus
summarizes (In-
sect. Plants, p. 18)
the manner in
which these plants
are nourished :

"A
plant of Drosera,
with the edges of
its leaves curled

inwards, so as to
form a temporary
stomach, with the LEAF OF STjN.nEW

olo
a
se. v

8
inr>< ted With the tentacle, on the rigb*

ciosel) innected Bid , innected over a bit at
tentacles pouring >t placed on the disc,

forth their acid

secretion, which dissolves animal matter after-

wards to be absorbed, may be said to feed

like an animal. But, differently from an ani-

mal, it drinks by means of its roots ; and it

must drink largely, so as to retain many drops.
of viscid fluid round the glands, sometimes
as many as 2GO, exposed during the whole day
to a glaring sun."

" The tentacles on one side are innected over a bit
of meat placed on the disc, the glands are each sur-
rounded by large drops of extremely viscid secretion,

which, glittering in the sun. have given rise to the

plant's poetical name of tun-dew." Darwin : Imei-t-

ivorous Plants, p. 4.

2. (PI-): The Droseraceae (q.v.). (Lindley.)

sun-dial, s. [DIAL.]

sun-dog, s.

Meteor. : A luminous spot sometimes visible,

a few degrees from the sun. It is believed to-

be formed by the intersection of two or more
halos.

sun-dried, a. Dried in the sun.

sun-drops, s. pi.

Sot. : (Enothera fruticosa and (E. riparia.

sun-fern, s.

Bot. : Polypodium Phlegopteris.

sun-festival, s.

Com.par. Relict. : A festival in honour of the
Sun, or of the Sun-god (q.v.).

"The ancient rites of solar-worship are represented
in modern Christendom ... in the continuance of
the great tun-fe*tivali countenanced by or incor-

porated in Christianity." Talor : Prim. Cult (ed,

1873), ii. 29fi, 297.

sun-fever, s.

Pathol. : A fever produced by the heat of

Jatc, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, W9lf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. ,
= e; ey = ; q.u = kw.
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SUN-FISH.

the tropical sun. It is a severe form of the
common continued fevers of temperate cli-

mates.

sun-fish, *.

Ichthyology :

1. Lampris luna, called also Opah, and
Kingflsh (q.v.).

2. Any individual of the genera Centrarchus,
Bryttus, and Pomotis, from the fresh waters
of the United States. They are small fishes,
about six inches long, and are not used for
food.

3. Any individual of the genus Orthago-
riscus (q.v.). The Common or Broad Sun-
fish (Orthagorisctis mola), though a native of
warmer seas, is often taken in the summer
months in the Atlantic waters, and is usually
-:aptured when floating on the surface, as if

<>skin<j; in the sun. When laid hold of they
are said to utter sounds like the granting of
a hog. The
stomach
has been
known to
contain
corallines.

barnacles,
and sea-
weed,
though
usually
nothing
but mucus
is found in

it. Couch
mentions
that the flesh is good eating, and resembles
crab in flavor, but it is never sent to market.
The largest captured specimen on record mea-
sured about eight feet long, and rather more
in depth from the dorsal to the ventral fins.
The Oblong Sun-fish, called also Oblong
Tetradon and Truncated Sun-fish, has the
height of the body less than one-half its total
length. A specimen taken at Plymouth in
1734 weighed 500 Ibs., but it is not often met
with of so large a size. It feeds on worms,
crabs, and other marine animals, and does not
float on the surface like the Common Sun-fish.

"The name ntn-ih is variously regarded as derived
from the form of the fish, and from its habit of float-
ing at the surface of the water, in fine weather, as if to
enjoy the sunshine." Chamberi Encye., Ix. 213.

sun gem, s.

Ornith. : A popular name for any individual
of the genus Heliactir. They are among the
most elegant of the Humming-birds, and have

brilliant metallic double crest and long
graduated tail. There is but one species,
Heliactin cornuta, from Brazil.

sun glimpse, s. A glimpse of the sun ;

momentary burst of sunshine.
" When lovers meet in adverse hour,
'Tis like a tun-glimpu through a shower."

Scott : Rokeby, IT. 17.

sun god, 5.

Comparative Religion :

1. The sun considered as one of the great
deities, as representative of the greatest deity,
or as the greatest deity

2. An embodiment, in whole or in part, of
solar characteristics regarded as a deity ; e.g.,
the Assyrian Bel, the Tyrian Baal, the Persian
Mithras, the Egyptian Ra, and the Greek
Pbcebus.

"The modem student who shall undertake to dis-
criminate among the tun-gods of European lands
to separate the solar and non-solar elements of the
Greek Apollo and Herakles, or the Sclavonic Perun
an.] Swatowit. has a task before him complicate with
that all but hopeless difficulty which besets the study
of myth the moment that the clue of direct coiupari.
on with nature fall* wy." Ti/lor : Priin. Cult. (ed.

sun-light, .

1. (SUNLIGHT.)
2. The same as SUN-BURNER (q.v.)

sun-myth, -.

Anthrop. 1 solar myth (q.r.X
"The itiu.i'.r would now rather say more cautiously

not that Quetzalcohuatl is the Sun personified. but
that his story contains episodes seemingly drawn from
urn-myth." Tutor: Early Bill. Mankind (ed. 1878),
p. 163. (Note.)

Sun of Righteousness, &

Script. : Christ, as the source of light, energy,
and comfort to his disciples. (Mai. iv. 2.)

sun-opal, a. The same as FIRE-OPAL
(q.v.).

sun-pain, *. [HEMICRANIA.]

sun-pan, s. A pan or tank in which claywas formerly left to lie until fit to use in
making pottery.

sun-picture, s. A name applicable to
all kinds of pictures produced by the action
of light upon sensitized surfaces ; a photo-
graph, or heliograph,

sun-plane, s.

Cooper. : A tool liks a jack-plane, but of a
circular plan, used for levelling down the ends
of the staves of a cask or barrel-

sun-rites, s. pi.

Compar. Relig. : Rites in honour of the sun
or of the sun-god (q.v.).

" As for modern memory of the tun-rites of mid-
winter, Europe recognizes Christmas as a primitive
ol:ir festival by bonfires, which our 'yule-log' the
Souche de Noel,' still keeps in mlnS; whfle thl

adaptation of ancient solar thought to Christian
allegory Is as plain as ever in the Christian service
chant. 'Sol novus oritur.'" Tutor : Prim. Cult. (ed.

sun-rose, s.

Bot. : The genus Helianthemum ; spec. H.
vulgare.

sun-setting, s. Sunset.

sun-shade, s. Something used as a shade
or protection against the rays of the sun ; as

(1) A parasol or small umbrella.

(2) An awning or canopy projecting over a
shop-window, &c.

*
(3) A small framework covered with silk,

&c., in front of a lady's bonnet.
*
sun-smitten, a. Smitten or lighted by

the rays of the sun.
"
Sun-tmitten Alps." Tmnyton: natty, 41

sun-spot, s.

Astron. (PL): Certain dark spots seen by
the aid of a telescope on the surface of the
sun's photosphere. In a normal spot there is
an exterior shade called the penumbra, an
inner darker one called the umbra, and very
often one deeper still in the centre called the
nucleus. In some there are many umbrae for
one penumbra. The domes seen on the sur-
face of the penumbra are drawn into elongate
shapes, hence the expression,

" the thatch of
the penumbra," The spots are believed to be
cavities, down which hydrogen is rushing at
the rate of thirty or forty miles a second.
Large spots commence as little dots, often in

groups, and grow very rapidly. They are of
two kinds, one more violent than the other.
The first may be 140,000 miles long, and are
produced by the descent of solid particles into
the internal heated region of the photosphere.
The second are shallow depressions filled
with the cooler vapours brought from the
upper region of the solar atmosphere. Some-
times spots last for days, months, or weeks ;

sometimes they disappear on one part of the
sun's disk and appear on another. They are
rare at the sun's equator. Their appropriate
regions are two zones, one between 10' and
SO3 north, the other between 10 and 30
south ; they are rarely seen higher than 40.
The spots in different latitudes move at dif-

ferent rates, the average time they take to
travel all round the luminary is about twenty-
six days. The number of sun-spots varies

greatly from time to time ; but observations
for the last three centuries show that a maxi-
mum of numbers and intensity recurs, on an
average, every eleven years, and is attended
by magnetic disturbances on the earth.

sun-spurge, .

Bot. : Euphorbia helioscopia. It has an
nmliel of five principal branches, five-cleft

and three-cleft, and is abundant in Britain on
waste and cultivated ground, flowering from
July to October. The acrid milky juice is

used to destroy warts.

sun-star, t.

Zool. : Solaster papposa, a star-fish inhabit-

ing the British seas.

* sun-Stricken, a. Stricken by the sun ;

affected with sun-stroke.

sun-temple, s. A temple dedicated to
the sun or the sun-god (q.v.).

"The tun-t-mvle [among the Natchez) was circular
hut, some thirty feet across and dome-roofed ; here in
the midst was kept the everlasting fire, here prayer
was offered thrice daily, and here were kept images

' .... . . T, , . .

sun-worship, >.

Compar. Relig. : A form of Nature-worship,

widely, though by no means universally, dif-
fused at the present day among races of low-
culture. The sun would naturally be chosen
as a god by agricultural and pastoral peoples,
whilst to races living by the chase the summer
heat would not be so advantageous. D'Orbigny
(L'Homme Americain, i. 242) suggests that th*
sun has been worshipped only by races living;
:n temperate climates, where "its heat is cheer-
ing and vivifying, and that this cultus is

practically unknown within the tropics, wher
the solar heat is oppressive. If not entirely
true, this theory contains considerable truth.
Herodotus (i. 216, iv. 284), describes tha-
Atlantes, who dwelt in the interior of Africa,
as cursing the sun for atBicting them with his
burning heat, and Sir Samuel Baker (Albert
Nyatir ., i. 144) says that in Central Aliica
"the suri is regarded as the common enemy.*
Traces of sun-worship appear in the earliest
records of the human race. They are present-
in the old theology of Egypt :

"
Ra, who tra-

verses the upper and lower regions of the uni-
verse in his boat, is the Sun himself in plain
cosmic personality." (Tulor.) Putting asida,
the later sun-gods of Greece and Rome, horse*,
were sacrificed on Mount Taygetus to that
Helios to whom Socrates did not think it
wrong to pray (Plat., Sympos. xxxvi.) ; and
Cicero (de Nat. Dear., iii. 21) exclaims at th
number of Suns set forth by Roman theo-
logians. The worship of Mithra spread frora
the East into the Roman Empire, and that.
Vedic divinity was at last identified with th
Sun. In the OM Testament there are solemn
denunciations of sun-worship (Deut. iv. 19,
xvii. 3 ; Jer. xliii. 13 ; Ezek. viii. 16-18) ; for
the Israelites were surrounded by sun-woiv-
shippers, and it is clear from 2 Kimis xxiiu
5, 19, that the rulers of Judah had adopted,
the cult Modern Hinduism is full of sun-
worship, and it exists as a distinct cultu*
among the Kol tribes, the Khonds, and th*-
Tatars. It is still widely spread among tha-
native races of Cent ral America, and pn>bal>ljr
found its highest form of development in,

Peru, where the Sun was held to be at one*-
the ancestor and founder of the dynasty of
Incas, who reigned as his representative, and
made sun-worship the great state-religion.

sun-worshipper, s. One who worship*,
the sun or the sun-god (q.v.).

" In and near Armenia a sect of tun-itorthipper* bar*,
lasted on into modern times under the profession

'
of*

Jacobite Christians." Tylor : Prim, Cult. (ed. 187S),

sun-worshipping, a. Adoring the sua
or the sun-god (q.v.).

"The feelings with which the tun-worthippirtg.
Massageta; of Tartary must have sacrificed their
horses to the deity who freed them from the iniserittv
of winter." Tylor : Prim. Cult. (ed. 187S), li. 2*6.

sun-year, s. A solar year.

sun (2), $. [SUNN.]

sun-plant, s. [SUNN.]

sun *
sunne, v.t. [SUN (1), s.] To expose t*>

the rays of the sun ; to warm or dry in tU
sun ; to insolate. (Generally reflective.)

" What aim'st thou at? delicious fare ;

And theu to tun thyself in open air."

Dryden : I'eniut^

sun'-beam, s. [A.S. sunnebedm.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A ray of the sun.

"The Roman eagle. wingB
From the spungy south to this part of the west,
Vauish'd in the lunbeams."

Shakeip. : Cymbeline, iv. 1
2. Ornith. : Any individual of the Hum-

ming-bird genus Aglseactis, with four species
from Peru and Bolivia, extending from Ecua-
dor into Colombia.

sun burnt, sun-burned, a. [Eng. .<

(1), s., and burnt.]

1. Discoloured by the rays of the sun t.

tanned, freckled, swarthy.
" He was a man as dusky as a Spaniard.
Sunburnt with travel Byron : Ur/i/io. Mvt

2. Scorched by the sun : as, a sunburnt soiL.

sun'-burst, . [Eng. sun (1), and burst, s.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A sudden flash of sunlight.

2. Her. it Hist. : A flag, having a sun la.

splendour on a green field. Said to have )>een
the flag of the pagan Irish. Allusions to it.

are common in Irish national poetry.
" On the front ranks before,
Dathi the umburtt bore."

Thomat Davit: fate of King Ditht

* sun -dart, . [Eng. sun (1), s., and dart, s.f
A ray of the sun. (Mrs. Hermans.)

boil, boy ; pout, jo"wl ; cat, cell, chorus, 9hin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = C.

-ciaa, -tian - shan. -tiou, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -fion - zhun. -cious, -tioua, -sioua = anus, -ble, -die, &c. = bcl, del
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Bun'-dawn, s. [Eng. sun (1), s. ,
and dawn.]

The lu'tit of the rising sun.
" I'mler y.m l.rke where ju<<<ivn feeds the stalk*
Of withered fu with gi.ld."

tfruvniiv: gordello, bk. ii.

Sun - day, * Son - day,
* Sone - day,

* Son-en-day, s. & a. [A.S. sunnan rfteg

= day of the suu ; Dut, zondag; Dan. sondag;
Gcr. sixuifd;;. ]

A. .4.1 si<>>st. : The first day of the week;
tlii: Christian Sabliuth. [SABBATH.]

" He i:e on suniliiu to the church,
Aud it among hii lys."

Longfello* : rillagt ClacktmiOk.

B. X adj. : Pertaining, belonging, or re-

lating to the Lord's-day or Christian Sabbath.

H Month of Sundays : A long and indefinite

period.
"

I haven't heard more fluent or passionate English
this rn..f V Sundati."C. Kingtltt : Alton Locke,
Ob xxvii.

Sunday closing, . The principle or

practice of prohibiting the sale of intoxicating

liquors on Sundays, or of allowing it only

-during certain hours. The laws on this subject
differ in the different states, Sunday closing

tx-iug required in certain states, but not in

-otheis. The strictness of its enforcement

greatly varies. Sunday closing is required in

Vales, and to some extent in Ireland. Partial

closing is enforced in England and Scotland.

Sunday-letter, s. The same as DOMIN-
ICAL-LETTER (q.v.).

Sunday-saint, *. One whose conduct

during the week does not correspond with his

professions on Sunday.

Sunday-school, .

Church Hist. : A Sunday-school is defined

"by Schaff (Cyclop. Rel. Knowl., iii. 2,261) as
" an assembly of persons on the Lord's Day
for the study of the Bible, moral and religious
instruction, and the worship of the true God.
It is a method of training the young and
Ignorant in the duties we owe to God and to

our neighbour." Sunday-schools may be said

to have passed through three distinct phases :

1. Early Christian Catechetical Schools, for

"the preparation of converts for church-mem-
"bership, and the instruction of the young
and ignorant in the knowledge of God and of
Salvation. The scholars committed passages
of Scripture to memory, and their books com-
prised parts of the Bible in verse, Jewish an-

Tiquities, sacred poems, and dialogues. Behalf
remai-ks that "it might be an interesting
prohlem for a modern scholar to define impor-
"tant features of the present system not to be
'.found in the early Bible Schools."

2. Schools of the Reformation Period : Luther
"found d schools for catechetical instruction
^n 1529, and this custom spread wherever the
Reformation gained a foothold. In the Roman
Church St. Charles Borromeo, Archbishop of

Milan, about 1560, introduced into his diocese
a system of schools, which continues to the

present day ; nnd in 1699 the Venerable de
la Salle opened a Sunday-school (ecole domi-
nirirle) at St. Sulpice. Sunday-schools were
op"ii.-<l in Scotland about 1560 by Knox ; at

Bath, in 1050, by Joseph Alleine ; in Rox-
"bury, Mass., in 1674, and at many other places
in Great Biiiain and America between that
date and 1778.

3. Modern Sunday Schools : These date from
1780 or 1781, when Robert Raikes, a printer
of Gloucester, began to collect a few children
"from the streets of that city on Sundays, and
paid teachers to instruct them in religious
Knowledge. The improvement in the conduct
-and morals of the children was so marked
that, when Raikes published an account of
liis success, his example was followed in
^several other places, and in 1785 a society
was formed for the establishment and main-
tenance of Sunday-schools in all parts of the

kingdom, a large sum being expended in the

payment of teachers. In 1803 the Sunday
School Union was formed, to secure con-
tinuous instruction by unpaid teachers, and
"to publish books and tracts for the benefit of
'the cause. The first Sunday-schools united
ec'ilar with religious instruction, as did those

of iJorromeo and La Salle ; but the spread of
lom >iitary education has to a large extent

tiiiuved the necessity of teaching reading and
writing on Sundays. The Society of Friends
li.ive, however, retained the practice in their

large Sunday- morni'ig schools, with great
benefit as regards influence over the working

classes above the age of childhood, and in

some of the Wesleyan Sunday-schools, classes

for elementary instruction are held. In the
United States efforts at Sunday-school in-

truction were made before the systematic
action of Ruikes. The example of Kaikes
was soon followed. Bishop Asbury, of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, is said to have
established a Sunday-school in Hanover County,
Virginia, in 1786, and in 1790 the MetuodUt
Conference resolved to establish Sunday-schools
for both white and black children. A Sunday-
school Union was foimed in Philadelphia in

1791; one in New York in 1816; and the
American Sunday-school Union was founded
in 1824. Within sixty years it organized more
than 74,000 schools, with 466,000 teachers and
over 3,000,000 scholars. There are also separate
church organizations, and the United States

stands fii'st in regard to the excellence of

buildings for Sunday-school purposes, and the
earnestness and vigor with which the work
is pushed. The Chautauqna Summer School

sprang from a Sunday-school convention. In
1890 the Sunday-schools of the United States

had 8,649,1:51 scholars; those of the remainder
of the world about 9,400,000 scholars.

sun'-der (l),
*
son-dre,

* sun-dren, r.t.

& i. [A.S. sundrian, gesuiulruni, syndrian
(in comp.), lit. = to put asunder, from sundor
= asunder; cogn. with Icel. sundra = to sun-

der, from sundr = asunder ; Dan. sondre, from
sonder; Sw. soiulra, from snnder; Ger. sondern,
from sonder= separate ; Goth, sundro = separ-
ately ; Dut zander = but.)

A. Trans. : To part, to separate ; to set or

keep apart ; to divide, to disunite, to put
apart. "

Ah, ye pretty pair
Twere sin to Hinder you.

Beaum. Ic f'let. : Love't Cure, 111. 2.

* B. Intrant. : To part, to separate, to be

separated.
"Strangers and foes do sunder and not kiss."

Shaketp. : Alls Well that ndt Well, il. S.

8iin -der (2), v.t. [SuN (i), . ( and Eng. dry,

v.J To expose to or dry in the sun. (Prov.)

sun'-der, . [SUNDER, v.] A separation or
division into parts. Used only in the adverbial

phrase in sunder = in two.

* sun'-der-ment, s. [Eng. sunder; -ment.]

Separation.
"The survivor iu case of tundcrmmt." Madame

D'Arblay: Diary, vii. 318.

Bun'-d6%n, s. [Eng. sun (l), s., and down.]
The setting of the suu ; sunset.

sun'-dri, *. [SOONDREE.]

sun'-dries, s. pi. [SUNDRY.] Various small
articles or miscellaneous matters, too minute,
trifling, or numerous to be individually speci-
fied.

*
sun'-drf-ly.

*
snn-dre-ly,

* sun-dcr-
lye, adv. [Eug. sundry ; -ly.]

1. In sundry ways ; variously.
"
Dyuersauctours. . . dynerslyRudtundreZy report*

auil wryte." Fubj/cm: Chronycle, ch. cxlvi.

2. Separately ; not together.

"fll haue also dyuers and inanye tyrnes lunderlne
tallied with almost all such." sir T. More: Worket.
p. 23*.

siin -dry,
* son drie,

*
son-dry, a. & adv.

[A.S. syndrig, from sundor =. asunder, apart.]

A. As adj. : Several, divers ; more than one
or two ; various.

" Here I had ended ; but experience rinds
Thai sundry women ate o[ sundry iniuds."

Dryden : Ovid ; Art of Love.
* B. As adv. : Apart, separately.
"Those three in these three rowmes did tondty dwell.

Sptnser : F. Q., I IT ix. 48.

1f All and sundry: All, collectively and in-

dividually.

sundry-man, s. A dealer in sundries or
in a variety of different articles.

sund'-vik-ite, s. [After Sundvik, Finland,
where found ; suff. -ite (Min.).~\

Min. : An altered anorthite (q.v.).

sune, adv. [SOON.] (Scotch.)

sun'-fl6w-er, . [Eng. si/n, and flower. The
name is popularly accounted for by the asser-

tion, which has no foundation in fact, that
these flowers turn so as to follow the sun in its

course. It probably has reference to the re-

semblance of the flower to the disk of the son
surrounded by ray*.]

Botany:
1. Helianthus annum, an annual, herba-

ceous, composite plant, six to twenty feet

high. The leaves, which are rough, are sub-

cordate, creuulate, or dentate, the heads of
flowers one to two feet in diameter, the florets

yellow. It is a native of Mexico and Peru,
but is common in the United States and Europe.
It flowers iu July and August, but is of less

height and has smaller flowers than in its

native country. Its seeds yield a useful oil,

sometimes used for the table ; they are also
eaten with avidity by cows, horses, and poultry.
The liber furnishes a good fibre : the pith is

used in Russia for moxa. The quantity of
nitre in the stalk makes it good fuel when dry.
Since the sesthetic movement, which began
about 1875, the sunflower has been much used
in decoration.

2. Helianthemum vulgare.

IT The Little Sunflower: Calendula, njficiiwlit.

(Treas. of Bot.)

sung, pret. & pa. par. ofv. [SiNO.)

sunk, pret. & pa. par. ofv. [SINK, v.]

sunk-coak, s.

Carp. : A mortise or recess in the scarfed
face of a timber, and designed to receive th

counterpart coak or tenon of the other timber.

sunk fence, >. A ditch with a retaining-
wall on one side ; a haha.

sunk motions, *. pi.

Gearing: The driving-gear of a rolling-mill,
&c., which is below the level of the floor.

Sunk' en, pa. par. or a. [SINK, v.] Lying on
the bottom of the sea or other water ; fallen
or pressed down low.

sunken-battery, s. [BATTERY, B. II. 16.]

sunk-ets, s. pi. [Etym. doubtful.] Deli-

cacies. (Scotch.)
" There's thirty hearts there, that wud hae wanted

bread ere ye had wauled lunkets, and siwut their lite
blood ere ye had scratched your finger." Scott : Guy
Mannering, ch. via.

sunk'-Ie, s. [SUNK.] A low seat. (Scotch.)
" Many a day hae I wrought my sticking, and sat on

my sun/tie under that saugn." Scott : Out Uannering,
ch. xxii.

sun'-less, o. [Eng. sun (1), s. ; -less.} Desti-
tute or deprived of the sun or its rays ; not
warmed or lighted by the sun ; shaded, covered.
"The niBKed miners poured to war from Mendlp'i

lunlesl caves." Macaulai/; The Armada.

sun'-light (yh silent), s. [Eng. sun (1), s., and
light.] The light of the sun.

"
Highest woods impenetrable

To star or lunliyht spread tlieir Dlttbnn broad."
Milton : P. L., ix. l.OHT.

sun lit,". [Eng. stm(l), s.,andZit.] Lighted
or lit by the sun.

Sunn, sun (2), . [Beng. & Hind, sail.]

Botany :

1. [SUNN-HEMP].
2. Hibiscus caiDMbinus, a plant six to eight

feet high, with a prickly stem and yelloir
flowers with a

purple blotch. A
native of India,
and cultivated
there as a substi-

tute for hemp.

sunn-hemp,
s.

Bot. : Crotola-

riajuncea,an an-

nual, erect, papi-
lionaceous plant,

eight to twelve
feet high; silvery
leaves and yellow
flowers. Culti- SUNN-HEMP.
vated all over
India for its fibres, which are made into 'bags
and low-priced, canvas. [HEMP, If.]

sun na, son'-na, soon-nut, s. [Arab.
= traditionary law.]

Muhammadanism : The oral precepts of

Muhammad, not contained in tlie law, but
now collected into a volume. It occupies the
same place in Muhainniadan, that the Mishna
does in Jewish theology.

fate, fat. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

cr. wore, wolf, work, who. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, te. ce e ; ey - a; au = few.
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Sun ni an, s. [SIINNA.] ThesectofSuimites

(q.v.).

un'-ni niftS, s. [Eng. sunny; -ness.] The
quality or state of beiug sunny.

* sim'-nish,
*
aon'-nish, a. [Eng. sun (1), s. ;

ith.] Sunny, bright, shining.
" Her might iu tresses of her tonnith here*
Uubruiden, haiigeii all about her earn."

Chaucer : Trail ut t Creuida, IT.

Sun nite, Son'-mte, *. [Arab. sunn(a);

Eng. suit', -ite.}

Muhammadanism (PI.): One of the two

great Muharamadau parties or sects, divided

into four minor sects, the Hauefi tes, the Male-

kites, the Shafites, and the Hanbalites. They
consider the Sunna (q.v.) binding, placing it

on the same footing as to authority with the

Koran. They wear white turbans, and are

deemed orthodox. They regard Abu Bekr,
Omar, and Osman as having been true Kaliphs.
The Turks, the Arabs, and the majority of
the Indiau Muhammadans are Sunnites.

gun-nud, s. [Hind, sunnad.] A patent, char-

ter, or written authority. (East Indies.)

un ny, a. [Eng. sun (1), g. ; -y.]

1. Resembling the sun ; bright ; shining
With light, lustre, or splendour ; radiant.

" Her tunny locks

Hang on her temples like a golden fleece."

Shakeip. : Merchant of Venice, i. 1.

2. Proceeding from the sun.
" There he him found all carelessly displaid.
In secrete shadow from the tunny ray."

Sftmer : F. <}., II. v. 88.

3. Exposed to the rays of the sun ; warmed,
brightened, or lighted by the sunlight ; bright,

cheerful, warm. (Lit. tffig.)

"Th tunny hills from far were seen to glow
"

Dryden: bind A Panther, iii. 556.

* sunny-sweet, a. Rendered sweet or

pleasantly bright by the sun.

* sunny-warm, a. Warmed or cheered

by the sun ; sunny.

sun' proof, a. [Eng. sun (1), s., and proof,
a. (q.v.).] Impervious to the rays of the sun.

" Thick arms of darksome yew, tunproof."
Jlartton.

sun' rise,
*
sonne-ryse, a. [Eng. sun (l),

s.,and rise, s.]

1. The rise or first appearance of the sun
above the horizon in the morning, or the

atmospheric phenomena accompanying the

rising of the sun ; the time of the rising of

the sun.
" At tunrise she escaped their van."

Macaulay : The Armada.

2. The region, place, or quarter where the
an rises ; the east.

sunrise-glow, s.

Physics : A glow sometimes seen at or about

sunrise, resembling a sunset-glow (q.v.), but
reflected downward instead of upward.

" Ou the morning of the 7th inst, a curious form of

tomrite-glou was observed on Ben Nevis.' Jfature,
March 2i, 1886, p. 487.

un ris mg, s. [Eng. sun (1), s., and rising.]

1. The rising of the sun above the horizon ;

unrise.

2. The quarter where the sun rises ; the east.

In those days the giants of Libanus mastered all

nations, from the lunritiny to th sunset." Raleigh:
But. World.

un set, sun' set ti.'ig, scmae sotte, s.

[Eng. sun (1), s., and set, s.)

J. Literally:

L The setting of the sun ; the descent of
the sun below the horizon ; the atmospheric
phenomena accompanying the setting of the
sun ; the time when the sun sets ; evening.
" Thus did Evaugeline wait ... u the nmut
Threw the long shadows of trees o'er the broad

ambrosial meadows."
LongfcUow : Evangeline, i. 4.

2. The region or quarter where the sun
ets ; the west.
* IL fig. : The close or decline.
44 TU th tuniet of life gives me mystical lore."

Campbell : Lochiel't Warning.

unset glow, s.

Physics: An abnormally brilliant colouring
of the sky at sunset, followed by an after-

glow, or re-illumination, observed at many
places about and after the period of the
Kratakoa eruption (Aug. 26, 1883). The hy-
pothesis that the sunset-glows were caused by
the eruption was long a matter of controversy,

uhiny weiitber, fell into fit*.*

',gre*s, pt. i.

but is now generally accepted by scientists aa
the only satisfactory explanation of the phe-
nomenon, and aa sustained by numerous

supporting facts, among them the fact that
similar appearances had previously followed
similar volcanic outbreaks. This remarkable
glow was visible at intervals for six or eight
years after the eruption, with gradually de-

creasing brilliancy, and finally disappeared.

sunset-shell, s. [PSAMMOBIA.]
sun shine, s. & a. [Eng. sun (1), s., and
shine (q.v.).]

A. As substantive :

1. Lit. : The light of the sun or the space
where it shines ; the direct rays of the sun or
the place where they falL

"Basking in the tuiuhint." Darwin: Dactnt of
Man, CD. xi.

2. Fig. : The state of being cheered by an
influence acting like the rays of the sun ;

warmth, illumination, pleasantness ; anything
having a genial or beneficial influence ; bright-
ness.

" Can these delights, that wait her now,
Call up no sunshine OB her brow ?

"

Moort: firt-Worthippert.
B. As adj. : Sunshiny.
" Ood save King Hemry, unking'd Richard says,
And lend him many years cf tunshine days."

Shaketp. : Richard 11., iv. 1.

If To 'be in the sunshine : To drink to excess.

(Generally employed in tlie past tenses, with
the sense, to be intoxicated.)

" Ht was in that condition which his groom indi-
cated with poetic ambiguity by saying that 'master
h'td been in the tunthine.' "-Q. Eliot : Janet'i Repent-
ance, ch. i.

Sun'-Shm-y, o. [Eng. sunshin(e) ; -y.]

1. Bright with the rays of the sun ; sunny,
unclouded.

"
lie sometimes, in iu

Bunyan : Pilgrim's P,

2. Bright like the sun ; resplendent.
"The glorious light of her tunthini/ face."

Speiaer: F. ., I. xii. U.
* sun stead,

* sunne stead, s. [Eng. sun

(l), s., and stead. It is a literal translation of

the Latin solstitium.] A solstice (q.v.).

"The tummer-sunneitead, falleth out alwaies [in

Italiej to be just upon the foure and twentie day ol

June. P. Holland : Plinie, bk. xviii., ch. xxviiL

sun' stone, s. [Eng. sun (1), s., and stone.]

Mineralogy :

1. A variety of Oligoclase (q.v.) occurring
at Tvedestrancl, Norway, having a reddish or

yellowish reflection when seen in certain

directions, caused by inclusion of small and

excessively thin crystal-laminae of a mineral

which, from its physical properties, is sup-

posed to be either haematite or gb'thite (q.v.).

2. A variety of orthoclase, similar to the

bove.

sun'-stroke, . [Eng. sun (1). >
and stroke.]

1. Pathol. : A disease produced by exposure
to the direct rays of the sun in the tropics or

elsewhere at the hottest part of the year. It

often seizes soldiers when overworked and

badly fed. It is akin to simple apoplexy, and
commences with faintness, thirst, great heat,
and dryness of the skin, with prostration ;

then the action of the heart becomes violent,

vomiting may follow, and next coma. Forty
or fifty per cent, of those attacked die. Called

also Heat Apoplexy, Heat-stroke, Insolation,

and Coup de Soleil.

2. Veg. Pathol. : [HELIOSIS].

t sun-struck, a. [Eng. sun(l), s., and struck.]

Affected with sunstroke (q.v.).
" The children of the sunttruck are not specially in

danger of beiug moonstruck." AChenafum, Jan. 9,

186, p. a.

sun -iip, s. [Eng. sun (1), s., and up (q.vA
Formed on the model of sundown (q.v.).J

Sunrise. (Amer.)

* sun'-ward, a. or adv. [Eng. sun (1) 5

-ward.] "Toward the sun ; eastward.
"
Flying lunvard oversea to bear

Green summer with it through the singing air."

A. C. Huinburnt : Trittram of Lyonettt, i.

* sun'-wlse, adv. [Eng. sun (1), s. ; -wise.]

In the direction of the sun's course ; in the

direction of the hands of a watch lyir^ with

its face up.

iip,
* soupe, v.t. & i. [A.8. supan (pa. t.

sedp, pi supon, pa. par. sopen) ; cogn. with

Dut. zuipen ; Low Ger. supen ; Icel. siipo

(pa. t saup, pa. par. sopinn); 8w. supa;
O. H. Ger. sujan; Ger. saufen. From the

same root come sip, sob, sop, soup.]

A. Transitive:

1. To take into the mouth with the lips ; to
drink by a little at a time ; to sip.

" He call'd for drink : you saw lain tup
PotabU gold iu goldeu cup." 9ieifl. (T.M.)

*
2. To treat with supper ; to supply supper

to.

".Sup them well, and look unto them all."

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew. L (lud.)

3. To eat with a spoon. (Scotch.)

4. To have or experience as one's lot ; t
meet with.

B. Intransitive:

1. To take in liquids with the mouth ; to sip-
"Nor could we tupp or swallow without it [Into

tongue]." Orev: Cosmo. Sacra, bk. L, ch. T.

2. To take the evening meal or supper.
" Will you tup with me to-night, Casca ! "Shaketp. :

Juliut Catar, i. 2.

Sup, s. [Sop, v.] A small mouthful, as of &.

liquor, broth, or the like ; a sip.
" Tom Thumb had got a little tup,
And Tomalin scarce kist the cup."

A Draytm: Kymphidia.
su pawn', s. [SEPAWN.)

*
SU-pel-lec'-tlle, a. [Lat. *supellcciilis=:

supellex= household furniture. . . ornaments.]!
Ornamental.

"
Supellectile complements, instead of substantial

graces." Adams: Work*, ii. 87.

SU-per-, pref. [Lat., cogn. with Gr. i/ir*(>.

(huper) = above ; Sansc. upari; Ger. i<(>er.J

A Latin preposition meaning over, above*
much used in composition as a prefix, with

1. A prepositional force = over or above in.

place or position : as, a superstructure.

2. An adverbial meaning = over, above, 01

beyond in manner, degree, measure, quality,.
or the like : as, swperexcellence.

If In chemistry super- is used synonym-
ously with per-. [PER, A. 2.]

* super fidel, a. Too ready of beliefs

credulous, superstitious. (Southcy : The Doc-

tor, ch. xv.)

SU'-per, s. [See def.] A contraction of several

words of which it forms the first element, as

(1) A supernumerary on the stage.
"
Managed the huge army of tupers with wonderful!

access." Daily Telegraph, Sept. 14, 1886.

(2) A superhive (q.v.).

super-master, s.

Theat. : A person who engages supernumer-
aries and prepares them for their duties oik

the stage.
"

I gets my instructions and my bit o' ]<wter fronk
the taper-matter, and what he makes out o( it ain't.

my business." St. Jamtt't Oatttte, Oct. 16. 18S6.

*
SU'-per-a-ble, a. [Lat. superabilis, from

supero = to overcome, to surpass.] Capable
of being overcome or conquered.

" Difficultieu that I doubt are scarcely, If at all..

tuperable." Baylf: ffarkt, vi. 689.

*
su'-per-a-ble-ness, s. \Eng.superablt?
-ness.] Th'e quality or state of being super-
able.

*
su'-per-a-bly, adv. [Eng. superal(le) ; -ly.l

So as to admit of beiug overcome or conquered.

su-per-a-bound', v.i. [Fr. superabonder,.

from Lat. superabitndo : su]*r= above, beyond,.
and abundo = to abound (q.v.).] To abound
in excess or beyond measure ; to be super-
abundant ; to be' more than enough.

" You tuperabound with fancy." BoweU : I.ett*rt*

bk. iv., let. 39.

su-per-a-bun'-danc*, . fFr. suptrabon-

dance, "from Lat. superabundantia.) Th

quality or state of being superabundant ; ex-

cessive abundance or exuberance ; more than.

enough.
11 The superfluities of life . . . must be supplied out.

of the tupcrabundance of art nd industry." Cowltg .-

Euayt; Of Agriculture.

su-per-a-bun'-dant, a. [Lt
dans, pr. par. ofsuperabundo = to supei aboun*

(q.v.).] Abounding beyond measure ; abun-

dant to excess ; being more than is enough.
" After all this ntperatoindanl eagemesa." Water-

land: Workt.lt. IS.

u-per-a-biin'-dant-ly, adv. [Eng. super-

abundant; -ly.] In a superabundant man-

ner or degree ; to excess ; more than enough.
" Nothing but the uncreated Infinite

fill and tuptraoundantli/ satisfy tlic ae

u per a 9ld'-u-lat-Sd,
a.

."-CA<vn.

[Pref. super-,.

b6H, D6>; polit. Jo^l; cat, jeU, chorus, 5hln, bench; go. gem; thin, this; sin. as; expect, Xenophon. exist. -Ing.

-dan. -Uan = shaa. -tlon, nrton = shua ; -$ion, -fion = jdmn. -oious, -tlous, -rtou. = Hiu*. -We, -die. &c. = bel. del.
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and Eng. acidulated (q.v.).] Acidulated to
excess.

n- per- add', r. t. [Lat. supenuido : super =
above, 'beyond, and addo to add (q.v.).]
TII add over and above ; to add in addition.

To the rain wu tuperoddtd a gal* of wind."
rWd. April 4, llli.

JU per ad df-tion, *. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. (uWifion (q.v.).]

1. The act of super-adding, or adding some-

thing over and above.
" Qud adorned it in the creation and itiperaiUUion

ot jr ."/>. Taylor : Strmoni. T< L i, ter. 20.

2. That wliicli is superadded.
- To wbicb tb* ceremuuiall law was but a ruprod-

*a >i. -*: erriaii /.i/. pt. li, eh. viii.

*au-per-d-ve'-nl-ent, a. [Lat. super =
ai>>ve, beyond, and ailveniens, pr. par. of ad-

ii n.1 = to come to, to arrive.]

1. Coining upon ; coming to the increase or

Assistance of anything.
"
Obliterated by tuperad*eni*nt impressions."

More A nlidot* against Athrum, cb. Iz.

2. Coming uneipectedly.

u per al -tar, . [Pref. t*per-, and Eng.
,'!<tr ( 1-V.).]

EceUiiology :

1. A portable altar-stone, blessed, and let

Into a wooden altar-frame. This was the

.gen-ril form of altar in use in England in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

2. A shelf or ledge behind or upon an altar,
for holding candles or vases. More properly
called a Retable.

*sn per an-gei -1C, . [Pref. super-, and
Euj,'. angelic (q.v.).] More than angelic; having
a nature, being, or existence superior to that
of the angels ; relating to or connected with
the world beyond that of the angels.

~*8U-per-an'-nate, v.i. [Lat. superannatus
that lias lived beyond a year : super =;above,

beyond, and aiuius = a year.] To live beyond
the year. (Used of annual plants.)

"
Not*, that the dying, in the winter, of the roots of

plants, that an annual!, seemeth to be partly caused
by the uver-expence of til* sap into stalk and leaves

j
which, being prevented, they will iuj>erannatt, it

they stand warm." Bacon: Nat. Uitt., i 418.

tra-per-an'-nu ate, v.i. &t. [SUPERANNATK.]
*A. Intransitive:

1. To live beyond th year ; to superannate.

2. To become impaired, weakened, or dis-

abled liy length of years ; to live until weak-
ened, disabled, or useless.

This goodly ancient city methinks looks like a
disconsolate widow, or rather some mperannuated
TIT v'. a .- iint hath lost h*r loTer." Boteell : Letter* :

bk. i.. let, 12.

B. Transitive :

1, To impair, disable, or disqualify through
length of years and infirmity.

" There might be about a thousand fifty years old,
anJ consequently ruperannuated." Waterland:
Workt, X. 1S3.

2. To allow to retire from a service on a

pension, on account of old age of infirmity.
*
3. To abolish or do away with, as obsolete

r out of date.
" To think that this religion can lie ever superannu-

ated."- More : Def. of Moral Caub ila, ch. Hi.

SU per an-nu-a tion, s. [SUPERANNUATE.]
1. The state of being superannuated, or dis-

abled, or disqualified for office or business by
rea.si m of old age or infirmity ; senility, de-

crepitude.
" To admire them merely as they are antique, is not

the spirit of ancient learning, but the mere doting of

tuperannunt ion." Pownall : On Antiq., p. 54.

2. Tlie state of being superannuated or re-

moved from office or employment with a pen-
sion, on account of old age, long service, or

infirmity.

3. The pension or annual allowance granted
to a person >uperannuated on account of old

age or infin ity.

U-perb', a. [Fr. superbe, from Lat ruperlnu= proud, from super = above.]

L Grand, magnificent, splendid, superex-
Cellent, stately.

2. Rich, elegant, sumptuous, showy.
" Im a tuptrb and feathered hmrse."

Churrhiil The Okoet.

3. Very fine, first-rate, excellent : as, a

tttptrb show.

superb-lily, *.

Hot. <t /fort. : Methonica tuperba. [M-
THONICi.]

* SU - per' - bl - ous, a. [Lat superbu*
proud.] Proud, haughty.

"
Superbiout Briton, thuu shalt know too soon
Th* fore* f Huiulwr aud bis Scythians

"

Lucrin*, it 4.

su per bi par ti ent (tl as shi), s. (Lat.

super = over, above ; bis twice, and par-
tiens, pr. par. of partlor = to divide.] A
number which divides another number nearly,
but not exactly, into two parts, having the
one part somewhat larger than the other.

SU-perb'-ly, adv. [Eng. superb ; -ly.] In a

superb manner or degree ; splendidly, magni-
ficently." In painted plumes tuperMy dressed."

Coieper : The Parrot.

SU perb'-ness, s. [Eng. superb; -ness.] The
quality or state of being superb ; magnifi-
cence.

su-peT-bran'-chi-al, a. [Pref. super-, and

Eng branchial.] Situated above the gills.

(Gunther: Study of Fishes, p. 514.)

su-per-car'-gd, s. [Partially Latinised from

Sp. sobrecargo, from sobre (Lat. super) = above,
and cargo.] A person in charge of the cargo
of a ship ; an official in a merchant ship,
whose business is to superintend all the com-
mercial concerns of the voyage.

"Thieves, tupercaraoet, shariwrs, and directors."

Pope : Horace ; Satiret, ii. 1.

* SU -per -
90

- les'- ti - al, o. [Pref. tuper-,

and Eng. cete<ini(q.v.).]

1. More than celestial ; having a nature

higher than celestials ; supernngclic.
" What tupercclettial beings they must be." Daily

Telegraph, Sept. 23, 18SS.

2. Situated or being above the firmament or
vault of the heaven.

"Many were for fetching down I know not what
ttiptrcrtestial waters for the purpose." Woodtcurd :

Jiat. Hist.

*8U-per-9er-8-md'-nI-ous, a. [Pref.

super-, and Eng. ceremonious (q.v.).] Exces-

sively ceremonious ; addicted to rites and
ceremonies.

"They were tried for superstitions and tuperfre-
monioui prelates." Gauden : Teart of th* Church,
p. 625.

SU -per-9harge, v.t. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
charge, v. (q.v.).]

Her. : To place one charge upon another.

SU'-per-^harge, . [Pref. super-, and Eng.
charje, s. (q.v.).]

Her. ': One figure borne upon another.

*
SU-percll'-er-y\ . [Fr. supercherie.] De-
ceit, cheating, fraud.

"They bring nothing to the fight but vertue and
courage, without any craft, ruperchery, or braving."
Times Storehouse, p. 102.

, a. [Lat supercilium =
the eyebrow : super = over, above, and cilium
= an eyelid.] Pertaining to the eyebrow;
situated or being above the eyelid.

superciliary arch, s.

Compar. Anat. : The upper bony arch of the
orbit.

superciliary-ridge, .

Comp. Anat.: A curved elevation of varying
prominence, above the margin of the orbit,
and below the frontal eminence. It is small
in women and absent in children ; extremely
prominent in men of races of low culture and
in the higher anthropoid apes. Called also

Brow-ridge.
" In so trifling a character as the tuperciliart/-ridffe,

the males of certain monkeys (lifter from the females,
and agree in this respect with mankind." Darvrin :

Deicent of Man (ed. 2nd.), p. 548.

SU-per-cH'-I-ous, a. [From the fact that
a person expressing contempt for another

usually raises his eyebrows.] [SUPERCILIARY.]
1. Lofty with pride ; dictatorial, overbear-

ing, haughty, arrogant, disdainful.

"To see our luperetlima wizards frowne."
Chairman . Homer ; Concluding Verie*.

2. Characterized or marked by haughtiness,
arrogance, or disdain ; arrogant.

" With a harsh Toice and mptrcilinus brow."
Dryaen : Perma, T. 184.

8U-per-5lT-i-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. supercili-

ous; -ly.] In a supercilious manner; haughtily,
disdainfully.

"
He, who WAS a punctual man in point of honour,

received this address tu^ercMautln enough." C'iartn-
dtn.

su per -51! i- oils ness, s. [Eng. super-
cilious; -ness.] The quality or state of being
supercilious ', haughtiness, arrogance.

"
lie would have lost a battle in order to break dowr

her ruptrciliuusneii.' Victoria Magazine, Nov., 188*,

p.1*.

su-per-ga'-i-um (pi. su-per 91! -i-a). .

[Lat.= an eyebrow.]
1. Anat. : The eyebrow (q.v.).
*

2. Arch. : The upper member of a cornice;
also applied to the small fillets on each side
of tlie fuotia of the Ionic base.

Bu-per-cd-lum-ni-a'-tion, t. [Pret
super-, and Eng. calumniation (q.v.).]

Arch. : The placing of one order upon
another.

su -per-con -gep'- tion, . [Pref. super-,
and Eng. conception (q.v.).J A conception
upon a former conception ; superfetation.

"In those tuperronceptiont, where one child wa
like the father, the other lik* the adulterer.*
Browne,: Vulgar Erroun, bk. iii., ch. ivii.

*su-per-con-form'-i-ty, s. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. conformity.] Scrupulous attention
to unimportant rites and ceremonies.

"A peevish conformity or a pragmatic inpereait-
formiti/." Gauden : Teart of the Church, p. 113.

* su per con se quen96, s. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. consequence (p /.).] A remote con-

sequence.
"They are fain to omit their tuprrcontequenctt,

figures, or tropologies." Brewne : Vulgar rraurt,
bk. i., ch. lit

* su-per-ores'- 961190, . [Lat. super=
above, and crescens, pr. par. of cresco tc

grow.] That which grows upon another grow-
ing thing ; a parasite.

"Wherever it [the miseltoe) groweth, it Is of con-
itant shape, aud maintains a regular figure ; like other
iu/K-rcreirencet. and such as living upon tlie stuck of
others are termed parasitical plants." Brount .

Vulgar Erroun, bk. ii., ch. vi.

*
su-per-cres'-gent, a. [SUPF.RCRESCENCE.I
Growing upon some other growing thing ;

parasitic.

su-per-cre-ta'-9e-ous (or ceous M
hUS), . [SUPRACRETACEOUS.]

*
su-per-crlt'-lc-al, a. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. critical.] Excessively critical ; hyper-
critical. (Gauden: Tears of the Church, p. 15.)

*
su-per-ciir'-I ous, a. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. curious (q.v.).] Excessively or exceed-

ingly curious.

su per dom in ant, . [Pref. super-, and
Eng. dominant (q.v.).]

Music : The note above the dominant ; the
sixth note of the diatonic scale ; thus A is th

superdominant in the scale of c, E in the scale
of o, &(..

*
8u-per-gm'-in-en9e, *su-per-em'-In-
en~9y, s. [Pref. super-, and Eng. eminence,

eminency.] The quality or state of being
supereminent ; distinguished or extraordinary
eminence or superiority.

"The Archbishop of Caut-rbury. as he is primaU
overall England and metropolitan, has a snperemin-
ency. and even some power over the Archbishop of
York." Ai/Uffe: Parergon.

*
su'-per-em'-In-ent, a. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. eminent (q.v.J.] Eminent in a superiot
or extraordinary degree; surpassing others in

excellence, power, authority, or the like
; pre-

eminent.
"The brute force of the king was sharpened by

tuprreminent powers of intellect, without the slightest
tinge of morality." Gardiner t Hullinger ; Introd.
to Eng. Silt., ch. iii.

*SU-per-em'-in-ent-ly, adv. [Eng. super-
eminent; -ly.] In a supereminent inannei or

degree ; in a degree of excellence, authority,
power, &c., surpassing all others ; preemi-
nently.

" A being absolutely perfect has these, or what tuper-
eminently contains these." More: Antidote again*
Atheitm, bk. i., ch T.

* SU-per-eV-O-gant, a. [Lat. supererognns,
pr. par. of supererogo to pay out beyond what
is due : super = over, above, and erogo = to

lay out money: e= out, androyo=to ask.}

Supererogatory.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot,

or. wore. wolf, work, wad. son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try. Syrian. , 09 = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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"su-per-er'-o-gate, v.i. [Lat. gupereroyatus,
pa. par. of supererogo.] [SUPKREROOANT.J To
do more than duty requires ; to make up
some deficiency in 'another by extraordinary
exertion.

"Thus Aristotle acted his own Instructions : and
his obsequious Mdtatotl have tupertrugnted in ulrterv-
ance." (jlanvill : Vanity of Doginatiziuf, till. x> a.

u-per-er-o-ga'-tion, s. [SUPEREROOATE.]
The act of one who supererogates ; the per-
formance of more tliau duty require*.

H (1) Doctrine of supererogation :

Church Hist. : The doctrine, founded on
that <!' the communion of saints, that the
merit of good works done by one Christian

Ijelongs to the whole body of the faithful.
The principle was affirmed in the Institution

of a Christian Man published by authority
of Convocation (A.D. 1537) :

"
1 nelieve that whatsoever spiritual gift or treasure

is given l>y God unto any one part or member of this
mystic.il body of Christ, although the same be given
particularly unto this member, and not unto another,
jet, the frnit and merit thereof shall, by reason of that
liH-om iirehensible union and bond of charity which is

between them, redound necessarily unto the profit,
edifying. and incre.ise in Christ's Body of all other
members particularly."

The Council of Trent decreed nothing on
the subject, but the language of the Tridentiiie
Catechism (pt. i., ch. x., q. 23) is in accord
with that quoted above. At the time of the
Reformation the sale of indulgences had
lirounht discredit on the doctrine of super-
erogation, or, "as it might more properly be
called, the communion of saints in good
works," and Article XIV. was directed against
the popular belief. (Blunt.)

(2) Works of supererogation:
Church, Hist. : A controversial phrase bor

Towed from Article XIV. of the Church of Eng-
land, and there defined as "

voluntary works,
besides, over, and above God's Command-
ments." In this sense the expression is used
chiefly of the Counsels of perfection Poverty,
Chastity, and Obedience which, according t.o

Roman theologians, though not universally
necessary to salv.-ition, are yet necessary, and
become absolute precepts, in the case of those
called to such states of life.

su-per-er'-o-ga-tlve, a. [Eng. super-
ei-ogat(e); -ive.\ The same as SUPERERO-
GATORY (q.v.).

"Another of an high birth and Jour-stooping spirit,
who can justly brag of nothing of his own, but live
npur the mpererogntae deeds of his ancestors." Staf-
ford : Xiobt, pt ii., p. 61.

u-per-er'-d-ga-tor-^, a. [Eng. super-
erogat(e) ; -ory.] Partaking of the nature of
supererogation ; performed beyond what duty
strictly requires.

"
fuperr.roffntary service, and too great benefits

from subjects to kings, are ol aaTrgerotu consequence."
-

thing.
" But the spirit of God was the vehicle of the eternal

wisdoms and of the superesiential goodness." More :

Phi/os. Cabbala, ch. i.

*su-per-eth'-lc-al, a. [Pref. su-per-, and
E'.:g. ethical (q.v.). | Transcending the or-

dinary rules of ethics ; more than ethical ; of

greater authority than ethics.
" Moral theology contains a superethicae doctrine,

as some grave divines have ridiculously called it.
"

Bolingbroke: Auth, in Matter* of Religion, j 6.

*SU-per-e'x-alt', v.t. fPref. super-, and Eng.
exult (q.v.).] To exalt to a superior degree;
to ex;ilt to a position or rank above all others.

"
Having luperexalted him, and bestowed on him a

name above all names." Barrow: Sermons, vol. ii.,
ser. 31.

*oU-per-e'x-al-ta'-tion, s. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. exaltation (q.v.).] Elevation above
all others ; elevation in a superior or pre-
eminent degree.

"In a sunerex'iltatinn of courage, they seem as
greedy of death as of victory." Uolj/day.

*su-per-ex'-9el-len9e, s. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. excellence (q.v.).] Superior excel-
lence.

su per ex'-9el lent. a. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. excellent (q.v.).] Excellent in an unusual
or extraordinary degree.

"Something so tui>erexeeVnt. that all must
reverence and adore." Decay ef Piety.

* su per-ex-cres'-9en9e, s. [Pref. super-,

and Eng. excrescence (q.r.).] Something super-
fluously growing.

"
I rubbed the luperexcrttcence with a vitriol stone."

~Witeman : Surgery, bk. lv., ch. v.

afr-per-fe-cun-da'-tlon, s. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. fecundation (q.v.).] The impregna-
tion of a woman already pregnant ; super-
fet.ition, superccmception.

BU-per-f5-cun'-di-t& s. [Pref. super-, and
En;,'. fecundity (q.v.).] Superabundant
fecundity or multiplication of the species." In strict connection with another property of
animal nature, viz., super/ecundilf."Paley: A'atural
Theology, ch. ixvL

* BU-per-fe -tate, v.i. [Lat. superfetatus,
pa. par. of superftto : super = above, after, and
ftto= to breed.] To conceive after a prior
conception.

"The female brings forth twice In one month, and
so is said to siiper/ctate, which, saith Aristotle, is
because her e^gs are hatched in her one after another."
Oreta: Museum,

su_ per- fe-ta'- tion, Su-per-foe-ta'-
tlOn, 5. [SUPEBFETATE.]

1. Lit. d Forensic Medicine: The concep-
tion of a second embryo during the gestation
of the first ; the products of the two con-
ceptions being born together or at different
times. Early authorities were strongly con-
vinced that superfetation was not only
possible, but common, and though in the
present day opinion is divided on the subject,
many cases are quoted of which it is claimed
that no other explanation than superfetation is

possible. Woodman & Tidy (Forensic Medi-
cine, p. 819) suggest that many of these may
be accounted for by the fact that the uterus
is sometimes found to be double, and in
others tliey doubt the accuracy of the recorded
observations ; adding :

" There is a residuum
of unexplained cases, and without pro-
nouncing formally in favour of the doctrine
of superfoetation, we must admit that it is

difficult to explain some of the recorded facts
on any other supposition than that a second
impregnation took place, while the uterus or
womb contained one ovum or foetus partially
developed."

*
2. Fig. : An excrescent growth.

" His lordship's false conceptions are always at-
tended with superfetatioiu." Warburton : Alliance.
(Postsc. to4thed.|

* su' - per - fete, v.t. & t. [Lat. superfeto.]
[SUPERFETATE.]
A. Trans. : To superfetate.
"

It makes me pregnant and to tuperfete;
Such is the vigour of bis beams and heat"

Howell : Royal Present to hit Majesty (1641).

B. Intrans. : To conceive after a former
conception.

*
8u'-per-f1i9e, . [Fr. superficie.] A surface ;

a superficies (q.v.X
" Then if it rise not to the former height
Of suptrftce, conclude that soil is light."

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia ii. 816.

su-per-fJc'-ial (c as sh),
*
su-per-fl-ci-

all, a. [Fr. superficial, from Lat. superficialis.]

1. Lit. : Pertaining to or lying on the super-
ficies or surface; not penetrating below the
surface ; not sinking deep.

" From these ph.-enomena several have concluded
some general rupture in the tuperjlcial parts of the
earth. Uarnet : Theory of the Earth.

2. Fig. : Reaching or comprehending only
what is obvious or apparent ; not deep, pro-
found, or penetrating ; not learned or

thorough ; shallow.
"His knowledge both of the Church which he

quitted and of the Church he entered was of the most
luperficial kind.".U:tcau!ay Hist. Eny., ch. viL

superficial-deposits, s. pi.

Geol. : Deposits on or near the surface of the

ground, and belonging to the recent period,
as vegetable soil, gravel, clay, peat (q.v.), &c.

[RECENT, II.]

superficial-fascia, s.

Anat. : The layer of loose tissue, of varying
density, immediately below tlie skin in every
part of the body. It contains the subcu-
taneous fat, and in some places superficial
muscles. Called also the Subcutaneous fascia.

*
su-per-flo'-ial-fet (c as sh), . [Eng.
superficial ; -ist.] One who attends to any-
thing superficially ; one who has only a super-
ficial knowledge in. or acquaintance with

anything ; a sciolist, asmtitterer.

su-per-fIc-l -al'-i-t^ (c as sh),
*
su-per-

fi-Ci-al-y-te, s. [O. Fr. tui>erficialite.]

1. The quality or state of being superficial ;
shallowness.

" The colours of bodies are sensibly qualified, and
receive degrees of lustre or obscurity tuiieriicialiiu or
profundity.' -Browne: Vulg.tr Errourtfbk. vi., ch.x.

2. That which is superficial or shallow : a
superficial person or thing.

*
su-per-fic'-ial-ize (c as sh), v.t. rEng.
superficial; -i>c.] To treat or regard in a
superficial, slight, or shallow manner.

su-per-fic'-ial-ly (c as sh), adv. [Eng.
sufjerficial ; -ly.]

*
I. In a superficial manner ; on the surface

only : as, a thing luperficially coloured.

2. Without close attention ; without pene-
tration

; without going deeply into matters ;

slightly ; not thoroughly.

u '1
It

,.
is

.
no *on<Ier if many considering their theologybut slightly and superficially have been led into an

error." Cadvmrth : Intel. System, p. 256.

su-per-fic'-ial-ness (c as sh), a. [Eng.
superficial; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being superficial ;

position on the surface ; shallowness.

2. Shallowness of observation or knowledge ;

show without substance.

su-per-fic'-i-a-rSr (c as sh), a. & j. [Lat.
superficiarius.]

A. As adjective:
*

1. Ord. Lang. : Situated on the surface ;

superficial.
" The outermost and superftciary parts of the body."
rentier : Treatise of Tobacco, p. 411.

2. Law: Situated on another man's land
(Smith.)

B. As substa.itive :

Law: One to whom a right of surface is

granted ; one who pays the quit-rent of a
house built on another man's ground.

su-per-fic'-J-es (c as sh), s. [Lat., from
super = above, and fades = a face. Superfi-
cies and surface are doublets.]

1. Ord. Lang. Geom. : The surface ; the
area of a surface. It may be rectilinear, cur-

vilinear, plane, convex, or concave. It con-
sists of length and breadth without thickness,
and therefore forms no part of the substance
or solid contents of a body. The difference
between this term and the term surface, is

simply this. The term surface is abstract,
and simply implies that magnitude which has
length and breadth without thickness, whilst
the term superficies does not refer to the
nature of the magnitude, but simply refers to
the number of units of surface which the
given surface contains.

" The idea of tilling a place equal to the contents of
its tuperficlet, l>eing annexed to our idea of body. I
think it is a self evident proposition, that two bodies)
cannot be In the same place.

1

Locke : Hum. Vnderst.,
bk. iv., ch. viii.

2. Law: Everything on the surface of a
piece of ground or of a building which is

closely connected with it by art or nature, so
as to constitute, a part of the same, as houses,
trees, and the like ; particularly everything
connected with another's ground, and espe-
cially a real right that is granted to a person
(Burrill.)

su-per-fme', o. [Pref. super-, and Eng.finf,
"a. (q.v.).]

1. Exceedingly or remarkably fine : very
fine ; surpassing others in fineness or quality :

as, superfine cloth.

*
2. Excessively or faultily nice or subtle ;

over nice, over subtle.
" Thus much for them that out of a superfine dain-

tinesse cannot live but by sweet meats. - Venntr :

Via Recta, p. 248.

su per fine ness, s. [Eng. superfine ; -neu.]
The quality or state of being superfine.

* su-per-fIn-Ic-al, a. [Pref. super-, and
Bug. ./uuca( (q.v.).J Spruce or foppish in the

highest degree.
" A tuperflnical rogue."

SluUMp. : Lear, ii. 2. (Quartoi.)

*
SU-per-flne, a. [Fr. superflu; from Lat
superfluus.] Sui>erfluous (q.v.).

*8U-per
/

-flu-en9e, s. [Lat. super = abovt,

over, and flueiis, pr. par. of fiuo = to flow.]

That which is superfluous ; a superfluity.
" The uinrrjtiienct of grace Is ordinarily proportioned

to the l.iitlifnl ilisc-liarge <.f former trusts, making UM
of the foregoing sufficient grace." Hammond,

boll, boy; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, shin, bench; go, gem; thin, this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion. -slon = shun ; -tion, -fion - zhun. -clous, -tious, sioua = ahus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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Bu-per-flu'-lt-onge, s. [Eng. superjiuit-

o<0 .' -<*] The act or state of Heating over
or on the surface ; that which floats on the
surface.

"Out of th cream, or tuperjtiiitanc*. the finest
duties art made ; out of the residence, the coarser."
Browne: Vulgar Krrours, bk. ii., ch. r.

u per flu it ant, a. [Lat. superfluitans.

pr. par. of superfluito: super = above, and
Jluit9, intens. of Jto = to flow.] Flouting
above or on the surface.

u-per-flu'-It-y,
*
su-per-flu-it-e, *su-

per-flu-it-ie, . [Fr. superfluite, from Lat.

tuperjluitatem, aceus. of superjliiitas, from sit-

peT_/lni(s' superfluous (q. v.) ; Sp. superfluidad;
Hal. superfluity.]

L The quality or state of being superfluous.
"Grose disease

Boon* growes through humour's superjtuiti*-."

Spenser : lluinet nf Home.

2. A quantity that is superfluous or in

excess; a quantity gi eater than is needed;
aperabundance, redundancy.

" The superfluity
ing'* Ltae. (Pref.)

3. Sometliing more or beyond what is neoes-

ary ; something used or kept for show or

luxury rather than for comfort or necessity ;

something which could easily be dispensed
With.

41 Nor did any thing we offered them appear accept-
able but beads, is an ornamental superfluity of life.

Coo* . firtt Voya-.te. bk. i , ch. v.

If For the difference between superfluity and
excess, see EXCESS.

u-per'-flu oils, a. [Lat. superfluus = over-

flowing, from super = above, over, and fluo =
to flow ; Fr. sttperflu ; Sp. &. Port. siiperfluo.]

1. More than is necessary or sufficient ; un-

necessary, from being in excess of what is

Deeded ; excessive, superabundant, redundant.
"
Stijtrfluoiu branches we lop away."

Shaketp. : Kichard 11., ill 4.

*2. Overflowing, exuberant.
" Dout them with superfluous courage."

*hakesp. : Henry r., Iw. X
*3. Too great or high ; excessive.

" Purchased at a superfluous rate."

Shakesp. : Henry Vllt., I. \.

*4. Having more than is necessary ; supplied
With superfluities.

,

" Thi tuperjluous and lost-dieted man.'
Shakrsp. Lear, IT. 1.

*5. Unnecessarily concerned about any-
thing.

"
I we no reason why thou shonldst he o tuper-

tuous to demand the time of the day." Sluikesp. :

1 Benry IV., i. 2.

superfluous-interval, s.

Music: An interval greater by a semitone
than major or perfect.

superfluous-polygamy, s.

B'it. : The term applied when in a composite
flower the florets of the disc are hermaphrodite
and bear seeds, and the flowers of the ray,
which are only female, do so likewise, so that
the latter appear superfluous. Linnaeus
ranked the plants thus constituted under

Polygamia sitperjtua, which he made an order
of the class Syngenesia.

to, or in excess.
"
DoliiK nothing superfluously or In Tain." Man :

Antidote against Atheism, bk. ii., ch. ix.

u-per'-flu-ous-ness, s. [Eng. superfluous;
-ness.l The qu.ility or state of being super-
fluous ; superfluity.

SU'-per-flux, . [Pref. super-, and Eng.
flux (q.v.).] That which is superfluous, or is

more than is wanted ; a superfluity.
"
Leavings of life, the superjlui of death.

'

A. C. Swinburne : Tristram &/ Lymesse. (Prel.)

u-per-fce-ta -tion, s. [SUPERFETATION.]

*
su-per-fS-li-a'-tlon, . [Pref. super-, and
Eng. foliation (q.v.).] Excessive foliation.

"This, in the pathology of plants, may be the (Ua-
ease of suuerfolin'i'jn, mentioned by Theonhrastus."
Browne : Miscellany Tract i.

u-per-fron -tal, s. [Pref. ruper-, and Eng.
frontal (q.v.).]

Eccles. : The part of an altar-cloth that
covers the top, as distinguished from the

antependiuin, or part which hangs down in

front.

* su per-fuse', v.t. [Lat. superfusus, pa. par.

of sup* rfunilo = to pour over or upon : super= over, and /undo= to pour.] To pour over
or on the top of.

"
Pouring first a Terr cold liquor into a glass, and

then sitperfusing uu it another." Evelyn: Diary,
Dec. 13, 168o.

su per heat', v.t. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
heat, v. (q.v.).] To heat to an extreme de-

gree, or to a very high temperature ; specifi-

cally, to heat, as steam, apart from contact
with water until it resembles a perfect gas.
[STEAM.]

su per heat cd, pa. par. or o. [SUPER-
HEAT.]

superheated steam, s.

Physics: Steam to which an additional
amount of heat has been given to that required
for its production from water. No advantage
is gained by heating steam above 315 Fahr.

su per heat er, s. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
heater (q.v.).]

Steam-engin. : A contrivance for increasing
the temperature of the steam to the amount
it would lose on its way from the boiler until
exhausted from the cylinder. This end is

frequently attained by making the steam
travel through a number of small tubes several
times across the uptake or foot of the chimney
before it enters the steam-pipe.

*
SU-per-her'-e-sy, s. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
heresy.] A heresy arising out of a former

heresy ; the further corruption of eironeous

teaching.
"Even in the doctrines heretical there will be

luperhereties." Browne : Keliglo Medici, sect 8.

SU'-per-hive, . [Pref. super-, and Eng.
hive (q.v.).] A kind of upper story to a hive,
removable at pleasure.

su-per-hu -man, a. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
human.] Above or beyond what is human ;

above the power or nature of man.

su-per-hu'-mer-al, s. [Lat. super= above,
and foments = the'shoulder.]

*
1. Ord. iMng. : A burden, a load.

2. Eccles. : A term of no very definite ap-
plication, being sometimes applied to an
archbishop's pallium and sometimes to an
amice. (Pugin.)

* su per hu mer-ate, v.t. [SUPERHU-
MERAL.] To place over or on one's shoulders ;

hence, to assist in bearing, as a burden.
"
Freely to suprrhumerate the burthen which was

his." t'eltham: Jiesoives, pt. i., res. 82.

*
su-per-im-pose', v.t. [Pref. super-, and

Eng. impose (q.v.).] To lay or impose upon
something else.

" The mixed clay or
'

paste
'

or '

body,' varied in com-
position according to the n.-itmv of ti.e glaza to be
superimposed.' t'ortnum : Majolica, p. 4.

su per im p6 si'-tion, s. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. imposition (q.v.).] Theact of super-
imposing ; the state of being superimposed.

su-per im-preg-na'-tion, s. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. impregnation (q.v.).] The act of

impregnating upon a prior impregnation ;

superfetatiou, superconception.

*
su-per-In-ciim'-ben-gy,

*
su-per-in-

cum'-benge, s. [P'ref. super-, and Eng. in-

cumbency, incumbence (q.v.).] The state of

being superincumbent ; the state of lying upon
something.

su-per-In-cum'-bent, a. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. incumbent (q.v.).] Lying or resting
on the top of something else.

"By the pressure of the superincumbent atmo-
sphere."-Boyle: Works, Hi. 176.

su-per-in-duge', v.t. [Pref. super-, and

Eng. induce (q.v.).] To bring in or upon as
an addition to something.

"No new order under another name should be
superinduced," fuller : Worthies; Barkshire.

*
su-per-in-duge'-ment, . [Pref. super-,
and Eng. inducement (q.v.).]

1. The act of superinducing; superinduc-
tion.

"The superinductment of greater perfections and
nobler qualities destroys nothing of the essence or

perfections that were there before." Locke : human
Understanding, bk. iv., ch. iii.

2. Something superinduced or brought la
as an addition.

"Corrupted with many Immar superinducements."
WUkins: flat. Keliyion, bk. 1., ch. xii.

*
su-per-in-duc'-tion, s. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. induction (q.v.).] The act of super-
inducing.

" Mr. Locke's snptrinduction of the faculty of think-
ing."- Warbarton : Divine Legation, bk. ix., note A.

*
su-per-In-fuse', v.t. [Pref. super-, and
Eug. infuse (q.v.).J To infuse over.

* su per In jec -tion, s. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. injection, (q.v.).] An injection succeed-

ing another.

*
su-per-in-scribe', v.t. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. inscribe

(q.v.).]
To inscribe over or

outside another inscription.
"
It was put into an envelope addressed to M. FIo-

quet, President of the Chamber, and tit peri mcribeif
in another envelope to the Secretary-General of th
Parliament'

'

Daily Telegraph, Feb. 23, 1888.

* su per in-spect' f
v.t. [Pref. super-, and

Eng. inspect (q.v.).J To oversee; to super-
intend by inspection.

su-per-in-sti-tu'-tion, s. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. institution (q.v.).]

Law : One institution upon another : as if
A be instituted and admitted to a beiiefica

upon a title, and B be instituted and admitted
by the presentation of another. (Bailey.)

*
su-per-In-tel-lec'-tu-al, a. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. intellectual (q.v.).J Being above in-
tellect.

SU-per-in-tend', v.t. & i. [Lat. superintendo,
from super= over, and intendo= to attend to,
to apply the mind.]

A. Trans. : To have or exercise the charge)
or oversight of ; to oversee or overlook with
the power of direction ; to take care of or
direct with authority ; to supervise, to regu-
late, to control.

"The mistress of the family always superintend*
the doing of it." Coo*.' First Voyage, hk. i., ch. xviii.

* B. Intrans. : To have or exercise super-
intendence ; to preside.

" In like manner, they called both the child-bearing
of women, and the goddesses that tuiftrintrnd over
the same, Eilitbuia or Luciiia. Cudworth : Jntell.

System, p. 229.

su-per-in-tend'-enge, *. [O. Fr. superin-
tendance.] (SUPERINTENDENT.) The act of

superintending ; care and oversight for the*

purpose of directing, regulating, or control-

ling ; supervision.
"
Being don* . . . with his peculiar superintend-

ence.' Barrou : Sermons, vol. i., sen 32.

*
su-per-In-te'nd'-en-gy, . [Eng. super-

intendenc(e) ; -y.] The same as SUPERINTRND-
ENCE(q.V-).

" We may live here under the snperintendency of to

gracious a Being." Seeker: Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 9.

su-per-In-tend'-ent,
*
su-per-In-tend'-

ant, s. & a. [O. Fr. superintcndant, from Lat.

superintendens, pr. par. of superintends = to

superintend (q.v.).]

A. As substantive :

1. One who superintends or has the charge
or oversight of something with the power of
direction or. control : as, the superintendent of
a workhouse.

2. A clergyman exercising supervision over
the church a'nd clergy of a district, but with-
out claiming episcopal authority.

"The Zuingliaus had no superintendants, for ought
I can find ; nor was Hooper ever called superintendant,
but byshop." Burnet : Kecords, vol. ii. (App.)
* B. As adj. : Having the power or right

of superintendence ; overlooking others with

authority ; superintending.
"There is a superintendent council of ten." Howell :

Letters, bk. i., let. 35.

superintendent - registrar, s. Au
officer who superintends the registers pt
births, deaths, and marriages. There is one in

every poor-law union. He is responsible to
the Registrar-General. (Euglith.)

*
su-per-In-tend'-er, s. [Eng. superintend;
-er.] One who superintends or who exercise*

superintendence ; a superintendent.

*
su-per-in-ves'-tl-ture, *. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. investiture (q'.v.).J An upper vest
or garment.

"The body clothed upon with a suptrriwstiturt at
the bouse from heaven. Bp. Home : Discourse 17.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fall; try, Syrian. , <e = e; ey = a; qu = lew*
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n-peV-1-or, su-per-i-our, *su-per-
y-OUT, a. & s. [Fr. superuur, from Lat.
tvperiorein, accus. of superior = higher, com-
par. of superus = high, from super = above
Bp. & Port. suiwior ; Ital. siym-lore.]

A. As adjective :

L Ordinary Language:
1. More elevated in position or situation

higher, upper.
"
Its superior part, which in the flrt prism suffered

the greater refraction." Newton : OiMckt.

2. Higher in rank or office ; more exalted ia

position or dignity.
" With due respect my body I inclln'd,A to some being of tu/jtrior kind."

rtraden : Flower t Ltaf, 468.

3. Higher in excellence; surpassing others
In greatness, goodness, value, extent, or other
similar quality.

" In force of mind and extent of knowledge he was
tuperior to them all." .Uacanlay : Hist, i'n.j., ch. xlii.

4. Being lieyond the power or influence of;
too great, firm, or strong to be liable for or
affected by ; above.

"A great mm mperior to hi* sufferings." .

IL Technically:

1. Botany:

(1) (Ofa calyxor corolla) : Situated apparently
above the ovary. Really, however, they rise
from beneath it, but have contracted adhesion
to its sides.

(2) 0/o own/): Free from the calyx and
corolla, so that they rise from beneath it.

2. Logic : Greater in extension or compre-
hension ; more comprehensive ; wider.

" The same claw which ia a jsenus with reference to
the subclasses or species included in it. may be itself
a species with reference to a mure comprehensive or
as it is often called, a tuperior. genus. Man is a
pecles with reference to animal, out a genus with
reference to the species mathematician." J. 8. Mill:
fyitem of Logic.

B. As suhiUintive :

L Ordinary Language:
1. One who is superior to or above another ;

one who holds a higher position, rank, dignity,
or post than another ; one superior to another
in excellence, abilities, or qualities ofany kind.

" While Conscience, happier than iu ancient yesjg,Owns no superior but the Qjxl she fears."

Cotf/ter : Churity, 275.

2. Specif., the head of a monastery, con-
Tent, or other religious house.

II. Technically:

1. Print. : A character which stands above
the general line of the lower-case letters ;

commonly employed for notes and references.
B O A HIO.

2. Scots Law : One who, or whose predeces-
sor, has made an original grant of heritable

property on condition that the grantee (termed
the vassal) shall annually pay to him a certain
sum (commonly called feu-duty), or perform
certain services.

Superior limit rfa quantity :

Math. : A limit towards which the quantity
may approach to within less than any assign-
able quantity of the same kind; it a always
greater than the quantity.

superior conjunction, *.

Astron. : The conjunction (q. v.) ofa heavenly
body when it is on the side of the sun moat
distant from the earth.

superior-courts, . pi.

.
IMW : The highest courts in a state. In

this country applied to the Supreme Court of
the United States and the Supreme Courts of
the several states; in England to the courts of
Chancery, Queeu's Bench, Common Pleas, and
Exchequer.

superior-planets, . pi.

Astron. : Planets more distant from the sun
thB the earth is. They are Mara, the Aster-
olds, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.

superior-slope, *.

Fort. : A slope extending from the crest of
the parapet to the summit of the exterior

slope, with which it forms an obtuse angle.

, . [Eng. superior; -tss.]
A woman who acts as the head of a convent,
abbey, nunnery, or the like ; a female superior ;

a lady superior.

su-per-i-oV-I-ty, . [Fr. siipMoritt, from
Ix)W Lat. superioritntem, accus. of superioritas,
from Lat tuperior = superior (q.v.).]

L Ord. Lang. : The quality or state of being
superior ; the condition of one who or thai
which Is superior, higher, more advanced,
greater, or more excellent than another ; pre-
eminence, ascendency.

" The Macdoualds, if they had not regained their
ancient tupfriarUy, might at least boast that theyhad now no superior."- Jlitcaulay : Bill. fag., ch xiiC

2. Scots IMW : The right which the superior
enjoys in the land held by the vassal [SUPERIOR,
B. It. 2.]. The superiority of all the lands In
the kingdom was originally in the sovereign.
H For the difference between superiority

and excellence, see EXCELLENCE.
* SU-per -i-6r-l& adv. [Eng. superior; -ly.

1. In a superior position.

2. In a superior manner.
" An ant of his talents tuperiorly rain."

Cunningham : Ant t CftrrpiUar.
' su per'-I-or-n&ss, s. [Eng. tuperior;

ness.\ Superiority (q.v.).
"I don't see the great luperiorneu of learniM."

Mad.ffArblay: Camilla, bk. lit, ch. TL

BU-per-ja'-9ent, a. [Lat. super = above,
over, and jacens, pr. par. of jaceo ~ to lie.]

Lying ou or above something else.

* su per-la -tlon, . [Lat superlatio, from
superlatics, pa. par. of superfero = to carry
over or beyond.] [SUPERLATIVE.] Exaltation
of anything beyond truth or propriety.

"
Superlation and ovennuchness amplifies; It maybe above faith, but not above a mean. Sen Jonton :

Ducoverie*.

SU-peV-la-tlye, a. & *. [Fr. tuperlatif, from
Lat superlat i vus = superlative (in grammar),
from superlatus, pa. par. of tuperfero = to
carry beyond, to exaggerate : super = above,
over, and fero = to bear, to carry ; 8p., Port,& Ital. superlativo. ]

A. As adjective:

1. Ord. Lang. : Raised above all others ;

raised to or occupying the highest degree,
position, or place; preeminent; surpassing
all others.

" So far nuperlative.
A* 'tis beyond all uamiug."

Drayton ; Mutei Elysium, Nymph. S.

2. Gram. : Applied to that form of an ad-
jective or adverb which expresses the highest
or utmost degree of the quality or manner
denoted by the adjective or adverb.

B. As substantive :

L Ord. Lang. : That which is of the highest
or greatest degree or position.

" The superlative of hardluesse and courage." Chap-
man : Homer ; Iliad. L

IL Grammar:
1. The superlative degree of an adjective or

adverb ; in English it is formed by the termi-
nation -est, as high, highwt ; or by prefixing
most, as beautiful, most beautiful.

2. A word in the superlative degree.
" To claw the back of him that beastly lives.
And pranck base men in proud tuperlataet."

Bishop Hall : Satiret. (Prol)

su-per -la-tlve-ljr, adv. [Eng. superlative;
ly-]

1. In a superlative manner; in a manner
expressive of the highest degree.

"
I shall not speak iuperlatli*ely of them ; but that

I may truly say, they are second to none in the Chris-
tian world." Bacon.

2. In the highest or utmost degree.
"We . . . look down with contempt on these con-

cerns of ours as tuperlattvely mean and little." Knoi:
Liberal Education. | K.

su-per -la-tlve-nSsa, s. [Eng. superlative;

-ness.) The quality or state of being superla-
tive or in the highest degree.

su-per-lu'-crate, v.t. [Lat. super= above,
and lucrum = gain.] To gain in addition ;

to earn over and above.
'As hath been proved, the people of England do

m
ArithmeClck. p. 107.

enty.Ave millions per annun
mighty
"titty :

su-per-lu'-nar,
* su-pcr lu'-nar-^, a.

[Pref. super-, and Eng. lunar, lunar;/ (q.v.).]

Being above the moon. (Opposed to sub-

lunary, q.v.)
" The head that turns at luixrlunar things.
Poised with a tall, may steer on Wilkin. wings."

Po/n : IhaKiad, iv. 411.

su-per-me'-dl-aJ. a. [Pref. tvprr-, and
Eng. medial (q.v.).J Lying or being above
the middie.

su-per-moT-i-cule, *. [Pref. tuper, and

Eng. molecule
(q.v.).] A compounded mole-

cule, or combination of two molecules of
different substances.

SU-pSr-mun -d&ne, a. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. mundane (q.v.).] Being above or supe-
rior to the world.

"The tupermundant and the mundane (rods- the"

su-per-mun'-dl-al, a. [Lat. super =
above, and mundus = tiie world.] Super-
mundane.

"Plato couceiveth that there are certain substance*
Invisible, incorporeal, tupermundial. divine, and
eternal."-CudworrA . Intell. System, p. 5SS.

* su per-nac -u lar, a. [SUPERNACULUM.]
Having the quality of supernaculum ; of first-
rate quality ; very good. (Said of liquor.)

*
sii-per-nac'-uHim, s. & adv. [Low Lat,
from Lat. super = above, and Ger. nagel =
a nail (q.v.).]

A, As subst. : Liquor, so called because a
tankard or glass of it was to he so thoroughly
emptied as to drain off on the nail without
showing more than a single drop. This wnild
stand like a pearl on the nail without running
off, which it would do if too much of the
liquor were left

"
Bacchus, the god of brewed wine and sugar, grand

patron of rob-pots, npsy.freesy tipplers, and niper.
naculum takers, headwanleu of Vintners' Hall, ule-
conner. 'Mauinger: Virgin Martyr, il. t.

B. As adv. : A kind of mock Latin term
Intended to mean "

upon the nail," used for-

merly by topers. (Azores.)

su per -nal,
*
su-per'-nall, a. [Fr. super-

nel, from Lat supernus upper, from super= above.]

1. Being pr situated in a higher or upper
place, position, or region.

"
High o'er the stars you tike your soaring flight.And rove the regions of tupernal light."

MHfm : Dufrttnoy: Art of Painting.

2. Pertaining or relating to things above;
celestial, heavenly.

"On errands of tupernal grace."
Milton : P. L., vil. 57S.

*
SU-per-na'-tant, o. [Lat. supernatant,
pr. par. of supernuto to swim over or above :

super= over,,and nato = to swim.] Swimming
above ; floating above or on the surface.

" The fupernatant liquor was highly tinged with
blue.- Boylt: Workt, iii. l.

*
su-per-na-ta'-tion, o. [Lat. supernato =
to swim over or above.] The act or state of

swimming or floating on the surface.
"
They [bodies) are differenced by nipernata'ion or

floating upon water." Browne : Vulgar Ei-rourt,
bk. 11., ch. L

su-per-nat'-u-ral,
* su per nat u rail,

a. [Pref. super-, and Eng. natural.] Being
beyond, above, or exceeding the powers or
laws of nature. It is a stronger term than
preternatural, and is frequently used as syn-
onymous with miraculous.

"Cures, wrought by medicines, are natural opera-
tions ; but the miraculous ones wrought by Christ and
blsaiKistles, wentupernaturdl." Boyle : U'orla, v. 167.

H The supernatural: That which is above or

beyond the established course or laws of
nature ; that which transcends nature ; super-
natural agencies, influences, phenomena, and
the like.

SU-per-n&t'-U-ral-Ism, s. [Eng. super-
natural; -ism.}

1. Ord. Lang. : The quality or state of being
supernatural.

2. Theol. : The same as SUPRANATURALISM
(q.v.).

" Roman Catholics are coming out of their shell and
Joining their forces to the band who are defending
mpernaturalitm against naturalism." Athtiiaum :

Dec. SO, 1KB I.

su-per-nat'-n-ral-Ist, *. & a. [Eng. super-
natural; -1st.}

A, As subst. : One who upholds the doctrine
or principles of supernaturalism ; a supra-
naturalist (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Supernaturalistic.
"The level from which this school set ont, when U

left the old orthodox or tuptrnatnralitt point of view
a century ago "-Brit, (Juart. Ketltw, Ivii. 177. (1873.)

su-per-nat-n-ral-Jst'-lc, a. [Eng. super-

natural; -istic.\ Pertaining or relating to

supernaturalisin (q.v.).

su per-n&t-u-ral'-I-ttf, . [Eng. super-

natural; -i'/.i/.J The quality or state of being
MUMfMtUIlL

boil, bo^; poTit, Jolb-1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $hls; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, eylat. -Ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tloa, -don 111011; -(ton,
- ion zhun. -clous, -ttoos, -siou = anus, ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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su-per-nat'-u-ral-ize, v.t. [Eng. super-

natunti; -ize.] To ti-eat or consider as belong-

ing or pertaining tu a supernatural state ;

t<> elevate into the region of the supernatural ;

to render supernatural.

SU-per-nat'-U-ral-ly, adv. [Enjj. super-
natural; -ly.]' In a supernatural manner or

degree ; In a manner or degree above or

beyond the course or power of nature.
" For when b rewards men mpfrnaturaUy. it is

for tli.'se actluns that curry a natural reward with
theui." ScoW : Christian Lift, pt. ii., CD. i.

*
SU-per-nat'-n-ral-ne'ss, *. [Eng. surer-
natural ; -nesf } The quality or state of being
supernatura'

"su-perne, a. [Lat. rupernus.] Supernal,
celestial.

' Also they semed and were very apte in dede vnto
the tupernr and celestyal Jberusalem. t'itHer : Petti-

tfiitinl Pin/mi, pa. M.i. pt. ii.

su-per-nu'-mer-a-ry, a. & s. [Fr. swper-
numeraire, from Lat. supernumerarius, from
fuller = above, and numerus = number.]
A. As adjective:

1. Exceeding or in excess of a number
State 1 or prescribed.

" Tkrawu out. HS supernumerary
To my lust number fouud."

MUton: P.L..X.WI.

*2. Exceeding a necessary or usual number.
"The produce of this tax is adequate to the ser-

vices for which it is designed, and the additional tax
fa proportioned to the su/jernumrrarg expense this

year." Additen: Freeholder.

B. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : A person or thing in excess
of the number stated or prescribed, or beyond
what is necessary or usual ; especially a

person not formally .1 member of an ordinary
or regular staff or body of officials or em-

ployes, but retained or employed to act as an
assistant or substitute in case of absence,
death, or the like. [SUPER, s.]

2. Theat. : A person whose presence adds to
the stage-effect, but is not essential to the
action of the play. Supernumeraries usually
appear as retainers, peasants, soldiers, die,

su-pr-nu'-mer-ous, a. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. numerous.] More than is right or

proper ; over many, superabundant.
" The Earl of Oxford was heavily fined for tuper-

numeroiu attendance." Fuller: Worthies, ii. 182.

* su-per-om-nlv' a-lent, a. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. omnivalent((\.v.).^ Supremely power-
ful over all. (Davies: Mirumin. Modum, p. 22.)

* su-per-or-dln a'-tion, s. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. ordinution (q.v.).] The ordimition
of a person to fill an office still occupied, as
the ordination by an ecclesiastic to fill his

office when it becomes vacant by his own
death or otherwise.

Su-per-ox'-ide, s. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
oxide.] [PEROXIDE.]

superoxide of lead, s. [PLATTNERITE.]

u-per-par-tic'-u-lar, a. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. particular (q.v.).] A term applied
to a ratio when the excess of the greater term
is a unit, as the ratio of 1 to 2, or of 3. to 4.

u per par -ti-ent (t as sh), a. [Lat. super-

partiens, from su/>er al>ove, and partiens
pr. par. of parti0r = to divide.] A term ap-

, plied to a ratio when the excess of the greater
term is more than a unit, as the ratio of 3 to

5, or of 5 to 7.

Bu per-phos -phate, . [Pref. super-, and
Eng. phosphate. ]

Chem. : A phosphate containing the greatest
amount of phosphoric acid that can combine
with the base.

superphosphate of lime, s.

Chem.: P^O^HO)^^. A compound of

phosphoric acid and lime in which only one-
third of its acid equivalents is saturated with
lime. Technically, it is used to describe an
important kind of manure, made by treating
ground bones with from one-third to two-
thirds of their equivalent of sulphuric acid,

whereby acid phosphate of lime is formed,
together with , quantity of sulphate of lime

corresponding to the sulphuric acid used. By
substituting coprolites for bones, a manure
of nearly identical composition is obtained.
This kind of manure is of the highest value,
from its stimulating effects.

*
SU'-per-plant, *. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
plant, s.

(q.v.).J
A plant growing on another

plant ; a parasite, <tn epiphyte.
" We Bud no mper/ilanf. th.it is a formed plant, bat

miseltoe." Aacon : .v<. uitt., } sis.

*
su'-per-please, v.t. [Pref. super-, and

Eug. please (q.v.).] To please exceedingly.

*
su'-per-plus, s. [Lat. super = above, and
plus more.] The same as SURPLUS (q.v.).

" To employ the tuper)>liu in ncta of private beuevo-
leuce." Juhnstun Chrysal, i. 18.

*
su'-per-plus-age (age as Ig), s. [SUPER-
PLUS.] That which is more than enough;
excess, superabundance, surplusage. ^

"And after this there yet remaln'd a tuptrplutagt
for the assistance of the neighbour parishes. FM:
Lift of Hammond, p. 8.

*
su-per-p6i'-it-Ic, a. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. politic (q.v.).] More than politic.

*
su-per-pon'-der-ate, v.t. [Lat. super =
above, and ponderatus, pa. par. of pondero =
to weigh ; pondus, genit. ponderis = weight.]
To weigh over and above.

su'-per-pose, v.t. [Fr. superposer, from
Lat. super above, over, and Fr. poser to

place.] To lay upon.

SU'-per-posed, pa. par. or a. [SUPERPOSE.]

1. Ord, Lang. : (See the verb).

2. Bat. : Placed above anything, as one
ovule above another in the ovary.

su-per-po-si'-tion, a. [Pref. super-, and

Eng. position (q.v.).]
*
I. Ord. Lang. : The act of superposing ; a

placing above or over ; a lying or being
situated above or upon something.

II. Technically:

1. Geol. : The position of one aqueous de-

posit above another. If the strata are hori-

zontal, and have been undisturbed, the lowest
is the oldest and the uppermost the newest ;

if, in any district, they are curved, fractured,
or vertical, the test of superposition in that
district may be fallacious, and to ensure cer-

tainty the strata must be studied in one less

disturbed. In the case of volcanic rocks, super-
position is in most cases a test of relative age.

2. Geom. : The process by which one magni-
tude may be conceived to be placed upon
another, so as exactly to cover it, or so that

every part of each shall exactly coincide with

every part of the other. Magnitudes which
thus coincide must be equal.

* su per praise, v.i. [Pref. super-, and

Eng. praise, (q.v.).] To praise to excess.

"To vow and swear, and tuptrpraite my parts."
Shaketp. : Midtummer Xiyht'i Dream, ill. 2.

*
su-per-prS-pb'r'-tion, s. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. proportion (q.v.).] Excess of pro-
portion.

*
su-per-pur-ga'-tion, s. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. purgation (q.v.).] More purgation
than is necessary.

"There happening a tuperpurgation, he declined
the repeating of that purge." Wiseman : Surgery.

* su per re flec'-tion,
*
su-per-re-flex'-

ion (x as ksh). *. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
reflection (q.v.).] The reflection of an image
reflected ; reflection over or upon a reflection.

"There be three kindes of reflexions of sounds ; a
reflexion concurrent; a reflexion iterant, which we
call eccho ; and a tuperr^teiion, or an ecvho of an
eccho." Bacon: Hat. Hist , I 241.

*
SU-per-re'-gal, a. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
regal (q.v.).] More than regal.

"You may consider him as king, and 10 yon may
present him with regal worship ; or as king of kings,
and then it will be iuperregal."t?aterland: Workt,
iii. 848.

* su-per-re-ward', v.t. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. reward, v. (q.v.).] To reward to excess.

SU-per-rtfy'-al, a. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
royal (q.v.).] Larger than royal ; a term
applied to a size of drawing and writing paper
measuring 27$ x 19i inches, and weighing
according to quality and thickness.

*
su-per-sa'-li-en-9y, s. [Lat. supersaliens,

pr. par. of supersalio = to leap upon : super=
above, and salio = tn leap.] The act of leap-
ing on anything. (Browne : Vulgar Errours,
bk. iii., ch. i.)

*su-per-sa-U ent, a. [SUPERSAUENCE.]
Leaping on or upon.

t su-per-sat'-n-rate, v.t. [Pref. super-,
and Eug. saturate (q.v.).J To saturate to ex-

cess.

su-per-sat-u-r&'-tion, . [Pref. super-,
and Eng. saturation (q.v.).] The act or pro-
cess of saturating to excess ; the state of

being supersaturated.
"Tlie solution may present a remarkable condition

of double Suijertaturation." froc. Pltys Soc. Loud.,
pt ii., p. 69.

su-per-scap'-u-lar, a. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. scapular {q.v

' "

scapula or shoulder

. "fr> *
l
rr< - -- .

Eng. sca-intlar (q.v.).] Situated above the
er-blade.

su -per-scribe, v.t. [Lat. superscribe: super= above, and scribo = to write.]

1. 1j write, inscribe, or engrave on the

top, outside, or surface ; to put an inscription
or superscription on.

"An ancient monument found in this very plac
[AntiumJ and iitpertcrib'd Fortunes felici." Addison :

Italy.

2. To write the name and address of a per-
son on the outside or cover of.

" That which was meant for the queen was IUMT.
'

tcrib'd. To his dear wife." Uovr.il: Lettert, bk. T.,
let. 2.

*
BU'-per-BClipt, s. [Lat. superscriptus, pa.

par. ot siijvrscribo = to superscrilie (q.v.).J
The address of a letter ; a superscription.
(Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 2.)

su per scrip -tion, * su per scrip tl-

oun, s. [Fr. superscription, from Low Lat.

superscriptionem, accus. of superscriptio = a

writing above, from Lat. superscriptus, pa.

par. of superscribe = to superscribe (q.v.). J

1. The act of superscribing.

2. That which is superscribed, written, or

engraved above or on the outside, surlace, or
cover of something else, especially the address
of a letter.

"As it appeared by the superscription, Philoohare*
was the wurkeman." P. Holland : Pliny, bk. xxxiv.,
ch. iv.

*
su-per-sec'-u-lar, . [Pref. super-, and

Eng. secular (q.V.).] Being above the world
or secular things.

" Let us, saith he, celebrate this feast, not in a pane-
gyrical but divine, nut in a worldly but lupertevular,
manner." Bp. Hall : Krmainu, p. 302.

su-per-sede', v.i. & t. [0. Fr. sujyerseder,

supercedtr ; Fr. superseder = to cease, to leave

off, from Lat. supersedeo = to sit upon, to

preside, to desist from : super= above, and
sedeo = to sit.]

* A. Intrant. : To desist, to forbear, to

stay proceedings.
"He would also tupericde from the execution of

what he was deliberated to do." State Trials (an.
1528).

B. Transitive :

1. To make void, inefficacious, or null by
superior power ; to set aside, to suspend, to
render unnecessary.

"One other doctrine there is, which constantly ac-

companies the doctrine of irrespective decrees, which
$uperieda all farther dispute in this matter." Ham-
mond : Workt, i. 486.

2. To come or be placed in the room of ; to

displace.

"They have, according to this California;) damsel.
tupmeded men as stenographers, telegraphists, copy,
ists, and type-writers." Daily Telegraph, Feb. as,

MM
3. To remove from office, or the like, by

placing or appointing another in the room ot
" Yet the very sex tuperttded, or forced to accept
duced wages, must still

'

foot the bills
'

as in the old
times of masculine excluaiveness." Daily Teleyraph,
Feb. 25, 1886.

su-per-se'-de-as, . [Lat., 2nd pers. sing.,
from subjunctive of supersedeo = to supersede

(q.v.).]

1. Lit. Law : A writ having in general the

effect of a command to stay or forbear, on

good cause shown, any ordinary proceedings
which might otherwise be proceeded with.

*
2. Fig. : A stay, a stop.

" To give a tuperiedcat to industry." Hammond:
Work*, I. 480.

*
sti-per-sed'-er, s. [Eng. supersede) ; -er.]

One who supersedes.
" The fupertedert of your nobler aims."

R. BrowiiHtff : Paraccltut, IT.

su-per-se-der -e. s. [SUPERSEDE.]

Scots Law :

1. A private agreement amongst creditors,
nnder a trust-deed and accession, that they
will supersede or sist diligence for a certain

period.

Site, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, w, CD = i; ey = a; an = fcw.
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2. A judicial act by which the court, whe..
It sees c.mse, grants a debtor protectioi
against diligence, without consent of the
creditors.

*8U-per-se-dure, s. [Eng. roperserf(e) .

-*r.J The act of superseding ; supersession.

su-per-sem'-In-ate, v.t. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. seminate (q.v.).] To scatter seed
over or above ; to disseminate.

su per semi na tion, s. [SUPERSEMIN-
ATE. J A sowing on the top of something sown
before.

" The envious man's tupfrumination, or sowing ol

tares above the wheat.' -Brumhall : Workl, ii. ls

su-per-sen'-si-ble, a. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. sensible (q.v.).] Above or lyoud the
reach of the senses ; al>ove the natural powers
of i*rception ; supersensual.

H TJie supersensible : That which is above
the reach of the senses; that- which is super-
sensual.

su -per-sSn-sI-tive- ness, . [Pref.
super-, and Eng. sensitiveness (q.v.).] Exces-
sive sensitiveness ; morbid sensibility.

*SU-per-sen'-su-al, a. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. sensual (q.v.).] Above or beyond the
reach of the senses.

*SU-per-8en-BU-ons, o. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. sensuous (q.v.).]

L Excessively sensuous ; more than sensu-
ous.

2. Supersensual, supersensible.

su-per-ser'-vice-a-ble, a. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. serviceable (q.v.).] Over service-
able or officious doing more than is required
or desired.

"A glass-gazing, tupertenieeablt, finical rogue."
Shakes/*. : Lear, ii. 2.

su per sess -ion (sr as sh), s. [Fr., from
Lat, supersessus, pa. par. of sitpersedeo = to

supersede (q.v.).] The act of superseding,
setting aside, or displacing ; superseaure, re-

placement.
"
It has in every case been the tupertexsion of gen-

nine public and patriotic feeling by an unwholesome
subordination to the voice of faction." Horning Pott.
Jan. 16. ISM.

su per-so'-lar, . [Pref. super-, and Eng.
ou;-(q.v.).] Above the sun. (Emerson.)

su per- sti tion,
*
su-per-sti-ci-on,*

8U-per-Sti-cy-pn, s. (Fr. superstition,
from Lat. supers! itionem, amis, of sicperstitio= a standing still over or near a thing, wonder,
dread, amazement, religious scruple, from
tuperstes = one who stands over : super =
over, above, and statnm, sup. of sto = to
stand ; Sp. supersticion ; Ital. superstizione.]

1. A belief or system of beliefs by which
religious veneration or regard is shown to-
wards objects which deserve none ; or the
assignment of such a degree or such a kind of
veneration or regard towards an object, as
such object, though worthy of some reverence,
does not deserve ; a faith or article of faith
based on insufficient evidence, or on no evi-
dence at all ; belief in and reverence of things
Which are not proper objects of worship.

"All who have their reward on earth, the fruits
Oi painful tap,;-ai'ion and blind zeal,
Nought seeking but the praise of men."

Milton : P. L.. ill. 45J.

2. A practice or observance founded on such
a belief; a rite or practice proceeding from
excess of scruples in religion ; the doing of
things not required by God, or abstaining
from things not forbidden.

3. Credulity regarding the supernatural or
matters beyond human powers ; belief in the
direct agency of superior ; owers in certain
events ; as a belief in witchcraft, apparitions,
magic, omens, charms, or the like ; a belief
that the fortunes of individuals are or can be
affected by things deemed lucky or unlucky,
or that diseases can be cured by charms, in-

cantations, or the like.
"
'It is ;i silly tuperttltion; he exclaimed, when he

heard Unit, .it the close of Lent, bis iwlace wabesifgl
by a crowd of the sick." Jlacaulay : Hat. Xng-,
eh. xiv.

4. Excessive nicety ; scrupulous exactness.

u -per -stf-tion T 1st, . [Eng. supersti-
tion ; -ist.] One given to superstitious belief
or practices.

"Thoee Wind nirtrnitimiiti, the Jews." Man:"-
i of OoaHnett, p. 417.

su-per-stt-tious, * su per sti ci ous
su per-sty-ci-ous,

*

su-per-sty-cy-
OUS, a. [Fr. superstitieux, from Lat. super
stitwsus, from superstitio= superstition (q.v.).'

1. Believing in, holding, or addicted to

superstition ; full of idle fancies and scruples
in regard to religion ; over scrupulous am
rigid in religious observances.

2. Proceeding from, partaking of, pertain
ing to, or characterized by superstition; o
the nature of superstition.

"Regarded the king with tuperttMout veneration."
Hacaultiy : aitt. Eny.. ch. vt
3. Over-exact ; scrupulous beyond need.

superstitious-use, s.

Law : The use of land, &c., for the propaga
tion of the rites of a religion not tolerated by
the law.

su-per-stl'-tious-ly.'su-per-sti-ci-
OUS-li, adv. [Eng. superstitious; -ly.]

1. In a superstitious manner ; with extreme
credulity in regard to the agency of superior
beings in extraordinary events.

" Tb great majority of those who had voted for h,
were zealously and even tuperttUioutly loyaL" Mao.
anlnu : Hiit. Bug., ch. vi.

2. With too much care ; with excessive ex-
actness or scruple.

"Plotinas rigidly and tuperttitioutly adheres to
Plato s text here. Cudworth : Jntell. Syttem, p. 585

t su-per-sti -rious-nSss, s. [Eng. super-
stition*; -ness.] The quality or state of being
supersMtious ; superstition.

* su -per-strain, v.t. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. strain (q.v.).] To strain to excess

; to
overstrain, to overstretch.

"In the straining of a string, the further it i

strained, the less lu/jei-ttrainiiia goetb to a not*."
Bacon : Nat. Hat., j 182.

su per stra -turn (pL su-per-stra'-ta),
s. [Pref. super-, and Eng. stratum (q v.).] "A
stratum lying or resting above another ; the
opposite to Substratum.

*
BU'-per-Struct, v.t. [Lat. superstructns,
pa. par. of superstnio = to construct above or
on something else : super = above, and struo= to build.] To build upon, to erect.

"That a most holy life be tupmtructed upon a holy
and uureprovable faith.' Bp. Taylor: Sermont, vol.
Hi., ser. 4.

*su-per-8truc'-tion, *. [SUPERSTRUCT.]
1. The act of erecting or building upon.
2. That which is erected or built upon

something else ; a superstructure.
"These are not the works of nature, but tuperttruc-Now and additions.' Peaiton : On the Creed, art. 1.

"su-per-striic'-tive, a. [Eng. superstruct;
-ive.] Built or erected upon something else.

"Nothing but the removing his fundamental error
can rescue him from the tufieritructiae, be it never so
gross."Hammond.

* su -per-striict-or, s. [Eng. superstruct;
-or.] One who builds on any foundation.
(Lit. tfg.)

" Was he one of the tupmtructari or not t"North :

Ezamen, p. 193.

su-per-striic'-ture, *. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. structure (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : A structure or building erected on
something else ; especially, the building raised
on a foundation, as distinguished from the
foundation itself.

" In some places the foundation costs more than the
tuptritru.ccu.rt."- Unwell : Letters, bk. 1., let. 15.

2. Fig. : Anything erected or built up on a
foundation or basis.

" He had erected on that foundation a vast taper-
ttrurt'irf nl romance." J/ucauluy : Hiit. Kng., cb. iv.

II. Rail.-eng. : The
sleepers, rails, and

fastenings of a railway, as distinguished from
the road-bed.

*
su-per-sub-stan'-tial (ti as sh), a. [Pref.
super-, and Eng. substantial (q.v.).] More
than substantial ; more than substance.

"
Supertnkttantial and lUperesseutiaL" Knoz : On

the Lunl'i Supper.

supersubtle (as su-per-sut-el). a.

[Pref. super-, and Eng. subtle (q.v.).J Over
subtle ; cunning or crafty in an excessive

degree.
" An erring barbarian, and a tupertuotte Venetian."
Shaketp. : Othello, L a.

su -per-tem'-por al, a. Su. [Pref. super-,
and Eng. temporal (q.v.).]

TranscendinS ti

which l8

*
SU-per-ter-ra'-ne'-an, a. [Formed from
the pref. super; and Lat. terra = the earth in
analogy with mediterranean (q.v.).] Above
the earth.

"!. *.

thu
"?

u'>frterranean
ope : Michael Armitrong, ch. xx

a." JTr*.

*su-per-tgr-rene', a. [Pref. super-, and
Eng. Urrene (q.v.).] Being above ground, or
above the earth ; suj>erterrestrial.

*su-per-t^r-res'-tii-al, a. [Pref. super.,and Eng. terrestrial (q.v.).] Being above the
earth, or above what belongs to the earth.

[Pref. super-, and Bug.su-per-ton'-Ic, s.

tonic (q.v.).]

Music: The note next above the key note ;
the second note of the diatonic scale ; thus,
in the scale of c, D
is the supertonic ; A.
in the scale of o, and
so on.

*su-per-to'-tus,s.
[Lat. = over the
whole.]

Ane. Costume: A
wide cloak or man-
tle, used as an addi-
tional garment by
travellers and others
in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries.

*
su-per-trag'-fe- SUPKRTOTUS.

al, a. [Pref. super-, <* Saxon woman in Superto.
and Eng. tragical ^ud'^rvS

01
*"'*-^

(q.v.).] Tragical to S^* 2^4J5SS
excess. (Sloan Ma, 2,435).

su-per-tu-ber-a'-tion, . [Pref. super-;
Eng. tuber, and surf, -ution.]

Sot. : The production of young potatoes
from the old ones while still growing. Used
also of a similar phenomenon in any other
tuberous plant.

*
su-per-tun'-Ic, s. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
tunic (q.v.).] An upper tunic or gown.

*
su-per-va-ca'-ne-ous, a. [Lat. tuper.
vacaneus, from super = above, and vaco = to
make empty.] Superfluous, unnecessary,
needless ; serving to no purpose.

" The legislation superadded . . . would have been
tupereacuneout, and even absurd." Bp. Butt : Worlct,
vol. ii., dis. S.

*su-per-va-ca'-ne-ous-ly\ adv. [Eng.
supervacaneous ; -ly.] In a superfluous man-
ner ; unnecessarily, needlessly.

super-vacane- ous -ness, s. [Eng.
supervacaneous; -ness.] The quality or state
of being supervacaneous ; needlessness, super*
fluousness.

su-per-vene', v.t. [Lat. mpemnio = to
come over or upon : super = over, and venio
= to come.]

1. To come upon, as something extraneous
or additional; to be added or joined.

" Even tuprneiiinn vice . . . could not easily IV
move it" Fell : Life of Hammond.

2. To take place, to happen, to occur.

*
su-per-ve'-ni-ent, a. [Lat. supervenient,
pr. par. attvptntnio to supervene (q.v.).]

1. Coming as something extraneous or
additional ; si peradvenient, added, additional.

2. Arising or coming afterwards.
"
If it were unjust to murder John, the tuptnenitnt

oath did not extenuate the fact." Browne : Vulgar
Xrrvurt. bk. iv.. ch. xlv.

* su per vcn tion. s. [SUPERVENE.) Tho
act or state of supervening.

"
By the iii>irrtention ofa legal kindred inexpecUd."

Up Hall : Cam of Contcience. dec. 4, case I.

su-per-vis'-al, . [Eng. supervise); -al]

Supervision. (WalpoU : Letters, ii. 445.)

*
su'-per-vise, . [SUPERVISE, v.] Buper-
vision.

H 07i the supervise : At sight.
"
That, on thr. nipertiw, no leisure bated . . .

My bead should be struck off."

Shaketp. : ffamlet, T.

boil. bo> ; pout, j 67vl ; eat, fell, chorus, ehin, bench ; go, tern ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = 6
cian. -tian - suan. -tion, -sion = shim ; -(ion, fion

- zhun. -clous, -tious, -clou* = shus. -ble, -die, tic. - bel, deL
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BU per-vlse', v.t. [Lat su/*r = ovr, above,
*n l visa = to surrey, from visum, suplu. f

video == to set.]

1. To oversee for direction or regulation ;

to overlook, to inspect, to uprintend.
" M. llavli" speaks of the relation of tbe ntptnrirtnf

of the I'tess. In termi o feeling that they movo som-
paulou." C*ngrne.
*

2. To look over so as to peruse ; to read,
to look through.

" Let me tupervlte the canzonet"
Shaketft. : Lone'l La.bou.rt Lott, IT. J.

u-per-vi-see', s. [Eng. supervise); -.]
A person under police supervision.

" Wai charged with falling to report liimtelf M a
tuperriiee. '-Kerning Standard, Jau. IS, 1896.

u-per-vi -sion, *. [SUPERVISE.] The act

of supervising; direction, superintendence.
"
Having bad the si>ecial tupervitinn of tbe whole

Asian choroh." Bp. Ball : Efritcopac* of Diving Kit/he.

fl Superrition of the Police (English Law) :

When a person is convicted uf felony or a
serious mifdi-nieauur, and a previous conviction
is pioved against hint, the court, in addition to

any other punishment, may direct that lie

be subject to the supervision of the police
for any term not exceeding seven yeais. He is

then bound to report himself to the police

periodically. [TICKET-OF-I.EAVE.] No similar

law exists in the United States, yet the police
exenise some degiee of supervision over

criminal!), and law-breakers in general.

U-per-vls'-or, s. [Bug. supervise); -or.]

1. One who supervises ; an inspector, a
uperintendent
*

2. One who looks ; a spectator.
" Would yon, the tupervitor. grossly gape on t"

Shake*?. : Othello. Hi. 8.

*
3. One who reads over, as for correction.

U-per-vi'-spr-y, o. [Eng. supervise);
-cry.] Pertaining to, having, or exercising
supervision.

"Tbe distribution of tiiperi'ttory function* Is a
matterof detail." Century Magazine, June, 1S83, p. 80S.

SU-per-vive', v.t. [Lat. supervivo, from
ruper above, over, and vivo = to live.

Sup'Tvive and survive are doublets.] To live

longer than ; to survive ; to outlive.
"
Upon what principle can the soul be Imagined to

be naturally mortal, ur what revolutions iu nature
will it uot be able to resist aud tuptrvite I

"
Clarke :

Letter to DodaeU.

Sn-per-vo-lute', o. [Pref. super-, and Eng.
volute (q.v.).]

Bot. : The term used when one edge of any-
thing is rolled inward, and is enveloped l>y
the opposite edge rolled in the reverse direc-

tion, as the leaves of the apricot.

Bu-per vol'-u-tlve, a. [Pref. super-; Eng.
volume), and sutf. -ive.]

Bot. (Of cultivation): Having the leaves

gupervolute (q.v.).

BU-pi-na-tion, s. [Lat. supinatio, from
rupiiw = to bend backwards.]

1. The act or state of lying or of being laid
with the face upward.

2. The movement in which the forearm and
hand are carried outwards, so that the anterior
surface of the latter becomes superior ; the po-
sition of the hand extended outwards with the

palm upwards. Opposed to pronation (q.v.).

"They [the muscles] can perform . . . flexion, ex-
tension, probation, lupination. the tonick motion,
circumgyration." Smuh : Portrait, of Old Age. p. 62.

su -pi-nat or. s. [Mod. Lat..from Lat. supino= to place or throw on the back.]
Anat. : A name given to two muscles, the

sufinator rculii longus and the supinator rcvlii

brevi$, which turn the palm of the hand up-
ward. The latter muscle has the greater in-

fluence in producing this result.

su pine, su pine', a. & s. [Lat. supinus =
backward, lying on one's back ; connected
with mb= under; of. Gr. vm-io? (huptios) =
bent backwards, lying on one's back, from
inro (hupo) under ; FT.supin; Sp.,Port.,&
Ital, supino.]

JL As adjective (pron. su-plne
r
) :

1. Lying on the back or with the face

upwards. (Opposed to prone.)
" Black was the covering too, where lay the god
Aud slept lupine, his limbs displayed abroad."

firttd-n : Ovid : Mettimorphotet X.

*2. Leaningorinclined backwards; inclined,
sloping. (Said of parts of the earth.) (.Dry-
den : Virgil ; Georgia ii. 372.)

3. Negligent, listless, careless, heedless,
indolent, though tloss. (Courper: Progrest oj

Error, 9.)

4. Characterized by or exhibiting listless-

ness, carelessness, or supincness.
" Whose mpine felicity but make*
Iu stury chasms, iu rpoclies mUtakes.

Dryden . Aitnta l;e.!ux, 108.

B. Al substantive (pron. su'-plne):

Gram.: A part of the Latin verb, really a
verl*l noun, similar to our verbals in -ing.
It lias two forms or cases, the first ending in

-urn is an accusative case ; it always follows
verbs of motion, as ubsit neainbulutum = he
has gone to walk, or he lias gone a-walking.
The second supine ends in -u, and is an abla-

tive case, and follows substantives or adjec-
tives, as mirnbile dictu = wonderful to be
told, wonderful to tell.

su-pmo'-ly, adv. [Eng. supine ; -ty.]
*

1. In a supine manner or position ; with
the face upwards.

" At nlifbt fatigued. hlle he tupinety snored."
fraaeit : Harare ; Ipittlei. II. 1

2. Carelessly, negligently, heedlessly, list-

lessly, thoughtlessly. (Philips : Cider, 1.)

su-pine'-ness, s. [Eng. supine ; -ness.]
*
1. The quality or state of lieing supine : the

act or state of lying with the face upwards.
2. Negligence, indolence, heedlessuess, care-

lessness, listlessness.
"
They feel overcast

With sorrow aud tuplnenei*. and so die
"

Byron : ChiUle Harold, ill. 44.

su-pln'-l-ty, *su-pln-i-tie, . [Eng.
supin(e); -ity.] The same as SIT-IN ENESS

(q.v.).
" A tn/iinitf/ or neglect of enquiry, even of matters

whereof we doubt." Browne : V ulgar Errouri, bk. L,
eh. v.

*
siip page (age as Ig), s. [Eng. sup ; -age.}
That which may be supped ; pottage.

" For food they hail bread ; for tuppage. salt ; and
for sauce, herbs. Booker : Ecclet. 1'ulity, v., f 72.

* sup-pal pa tion, s. [Lat svppalpatus,
pa. par. of suppaliiof = to earfss a little : sub
= under, little, and palpo = to caress.] Tlie

act of enticing by soft words ; enticement,
caress.

"Let neither bnggs of feare, nor tup/tatpat Ions of
favour weaken your hands." Ball: St. Pauft Combat.

* sup-par-a-sl-ta'-tlon, s. [Lat suppa.ro-
sitatus, pa. par. of supparasitor 1<> play the

parasite (q.v.).] The act of flattery to gain
one's own ends; servile assent or approbation.
"A galling truth shall have more thanks than a

smoothing tupnnratUation."BMop Ball: The Bett
Bargnine.

siip-par'-a-site, v.t. [SUPPARASITATION.]
To flatter, to cajole ; to act the parasite to.

sup-pawn', *. [SEPAWN.]

" sup-p6-da-ne-ous, o. [Lat mppeda-
neuni = a footstool : sub = under, and pes,

genit petlis = the foot.] Placed or being
under the feet

" He had slender legs, but Increased by riding after
meals; that is, the humour descended upou their pen-
dulosity, they having no supiiirt or tuppedantoiu
stability.

" Broane : rutgar Erroun, bk. v., ch. xiii.

* sup ped -I-tate, v.t. [Lat. suppeditatus,
pa. par. of suppeilito : sub = under, and pes,

genit pedis the foot]

1. To supply, to furnish.

"Those things which there Is a logical possibility
for us to do, and strength sufficient tuppeditated."
Hammond : Workt, Iv. 672.

2. To put down ; to quell, to repress.
"But also [Henry VII.] repressed aud tuppedUatt

the cyuile dis.ieuciou and interior stryfe. Hall :

Benry Vll. (an. J).

*
stip-pSd-J-ta'-tion, . [Lat. suppeditatio.]
[SupPEDiTATE.] Supply; aid afforded; sup-
port.

" Witness how nimble tbe soul Is to act upon the
tuppeditaUon of dne matter." J/or : Immort. of the
Soul, bk. ill., ch. xiv.

siip per, sop er,
*
soup-er, '

sup-er,
*. [O. Fr. soper, super ; Fr. souper, prop, an
infinitive mood = to sup (q.v.), used as a
substantive ; cf. dinner.] The evening meal ;

the last meal of the day.
" We hold a solemn nipper.*

Shuketp. : Macbeth, ill L
IT Lord's Supper: [LORD'S SUPPER).

supper-board. *. The supper-table.

supper-time, i. The time when supper
is eaten.

" And soon at tupper-tlme I'll rlslt you."
Shiikctp. : Comedy of trrtri, UL 1

*
sup'-per, t.i. & t. [SUPPER, .]

A. Intrans. : To take supper ; to up.
" Once at my supperiny I plucked In the dusk
An apple. Hood : Lycut the Cintavf.

B. Trans. : To serve with supper.
" Ktnter was tupptHny the horses." Un. OaiktOl

Si/Mat Loeert, ch. vi.

sup per less. o. [Eng. supper; -less.]
Without a supper; wanting supper.

" There will be great rejoicing and feasting round
the hitherto almost lupperleu camp flre to-uigbt.''
field. Sept. -0,. 1881!.

Slip-plant', v.t. [Fr. svpplanter, from Lat.

sui>pla.ntn to put something under the sole
of the foot, to trip up, to overthrow : sup
(for suit) = under, and planta = the sole of
the foot.)

* L To trip up. " His legs entwining
Each other, tllltuppltinted duwu he fell.*

Miltim : I'. L.. T. SU.

2. To overthrow ; to cause the downfall ot
"The cruel means you practised to $applnn/ me."

Mauinger: Reaegado, iv. 1

3. To remove, to displace ; to force or drive

away.
" War followed for revenge, or to supplant
The euried Ui.anta of suiue happier luot,"

Couper. Ta,k.l. (Of,

4. To displace or remove by stratagem or
craft; to displace and take the place of: as,
To supplant a rival in the favour or affection.

*
5. To root up or out ; to displace.

*
sup-plant', a. [SUPPLANT, v.] Stratagem,
craft, trickery.

' But thel that worchen by mpptant"
l.l,,wcr: C.A..U.

* sup plant -a ry,
* sup plant-e-rie, &

[SUPPLANT, v.] The act of supplanting.
" My sunne yet there is the tifte,
Whiche is concerned of enuie.
Aud cleped is mpplanterie."

(iuwcr : C. A., 1L
* sup-plan ta'-tion, s. [SUPPLANT, v.] The
act of supplanting.

sup-plant er,
* sup plant-our, s. [Eng.

supplant, v. ; -er.] One who supplants or

displaces.
" A treacherous iiipplanter and nuclei-miner of the

peace of all families and societies." Smith : Sermont,
voL vi., ser. 3.

sup -pie,
*
sou-pie, a. [Fr. souple, from Lat

supinicem, accus. of supplex = bending under,
submissive : sub = under, aud plec-, base of

plecto = to fold.]

L Pliant, flexible, easily bent.
" The tribute of his nipple knee."

Muketp. : Richard II., L 1
2. Yielding, compliant, not obstinate.

3. Capable of moulding one's self to suit a
purpose ; bending to the humour of others ;

nattering, fawning, servile.
" Sunderland came forth from the bad school In

which he had been brought up, cunning, tupplt,
shameless, free from all prejudices, and destitute of
all principles." Maatuliiy : Hitt. Eng., ch. it

* supple-chapped, a. Having a supple
jaw ; having an oily tongue.

supple-jack, .

Botany :

1. Various Paullinias, specially Paullinia

polypkylla, a native of Jamaica. The stalk is

slender, woody, tough, and flexile, and ascends
to a considerable height. When mature, the
wood is cut down, barked, and then eon-
verted into walking-sticks.

"
Hera's tupplfjack plenty, and store of rattan."

Camper : Sweet A/eat hat Soar Sauet,

2. Serjania triternata.

3. Cardiospermum grnndiflorum.

sup pie,
*
sou-pie, v.t. & i. [SUPPLE, a.)

A. Transitive :

1. To make supple, pliant, or flexible.
" Poultices allaying pain, drew down the humours,

and tuppled the pairs, thereby making tbe passage!
wider. Temple.

2. To make compliant, yielding, submissive,
or humble.

" A mother persisting till she had bent her
daughter's mind, aud luppled her will." Loot* .- On
Education.

3. To train for military purposes, as a horse.
*

4. To soothe.
" Be not afriid, ye haue salues Inoughe to Kntplt

that sore." rryth : Worket, p. T.

fite, fa* fare, amidst, what, foil, father: we, wSt, here, camel, her. thore; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,
or. wore, W9lf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, w, ce =* e ; ey = a; qu = kw.
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.

tween that arc and quad
rant ; K B r Semicircle, 180

degrees ; c E Supplement of
an arc, or di (Terence between
that arc and semicircle.

* B. Intrant, : To become soft, pliant, and
flexible.

" The stones
Did first the rigour of their kind expel,And tuppled in to softness as they fell."

tiraden : Und ; Metamorphtitl t

Stip'-ple-ly, adv. [Eng. supple, a. ; -ly.] In
a .supple manner; softly, pliant ly, mildly.

up pigment, . [Fr., from Lat supple-
mentum = a

supplement, a filling up ; suppleo= to fill up : sup (for sub) = under, and pleo =

L Ordinary Language :

I. An addition to anything, by which its
defects are supplied and it is made more full
and complete. (Frequently applied to an ad-
dition to a book or paper.)

" Watts's Logick. and his Improvement of the Mind,
which he meant to be a tupplement to his Logick."
Knot : Liberal Education, } 59.

*
2. Store, supply. " We had not spent
Our ruddy wine a ship board ; tupplrment
Of large sort each man to his vessel drew."

Chapman. (TodA.)

II. Trigon. : The sur^leinent of an angle, or
of an arc of a circle,
is the remainder ob-
tained by subtract-

ing the angle, or arc,
from 180 , or two
right angles. If the

angle exceeds ISO*

the supplement will

be negative. Two SUPPLEMKNT.
angles which are to- BC Arc;cDSine:D ACosine;
get her equal to two A B r Quadrant at right

right angles, or two a"*le : F Complement of

arcs which are toge-
*" m'~ m-

dlffereu bo-

ther equal to 180
or a semicircle, are
the supplements of
each other.

B&p' ple-ment, v.t. [SUPPLEMENT, *.] To
fill up, supply, or complete by additions; to
add something to, as a book or writing.
H Supplements in this sense are frequently

used to keep a woik of leference isp to dale,
when BO voluminous as to make a re-seltii.g of
the work inadvisable. This is done in the cate
of the large dictionaries, new coined words
and those omitted being given frim time to
time in supplements. The tame is done in the
case of encyclopaedias, in certain cases annual
supplementary volumes being issued, in order
to keep the in I'm mat inn closely np to date, and
introduce new subjects of interest When
suth a work becomes cumbersome by the
extent of its supplements new editions are
occasionally issued in which the supplementary
matter is brought into the text

" He tupptrmenti th.s sketch by a series of illustra-
tions." Baring-Gould : Mythi of Middle Ayet.

sup pie meat -al, sup-plS-mgnt'-ar-^,
o. [Eng. supplement, s. ; -al, -ary.] Of the
nature of a supplement ; serving to supple-
ment, fill up. or complete by additions ; auded
to supply what is deficient
"A tu/ipfementary revelation." Xacaulay: Hitt.

Eng., ch. xn.

supplemental-air, *.

Physiol. : Air which can be driven out of
the lungs by laboured expiration. Called also
Reserve air. Even after its expulsion, the
lungs still contain residual air. (Foster.)

supplemental-arc, s. [SUPPLEMENT, II.]

supplemental-chords, s. pL
Trigon. : The chords of supplemental arcs.

supplemental-triangle, 5. A spher-
ical triangle, formed by joining the poles of
three great Circles.

supplemental versed-sine, s.

Trigon. : The subversrd sine, or the differ-
ence between the versed sine and the diameter.

supplementary-chords, . pi. In an
ellipse or hyperbola, any two chords drawn
through the extremities of a diameter, and
intersecting on the curve.

sup pl8-men-ta-tion, *. [Eng. supple-
viU; -ittion.\ The act of supplementing,

filling up, or adding to.

Up -ple-nees, . [Eng. supple, a. ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being supple,
pliant, or flexible : flexibility, pliableness.

" In all the vlgc.nr and tmnie-.ieu of early youth."
Uacaulay: Bitt Bug., ch. xlv.

2. Readiness of compliance ; pliancy ; readi
ness to yield compliance ; facility.

'

3. Capability of moulding or adapting one's
self to any i urpose.

"de united the firm faith and ardent seal of a
martyr witti the shrewdness and tuuulcaeu of a con-
(uuiinaU politician." ilacaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xiiL

sup -pie tlve, a. [Fr. suppletif, from Low
Lat. suppletivus, from Lat. suppletus, pa. par.of supi>leo = to till up, to supply (q.v.).i
Supplying, suppletory

Stip'-plg-tor-y. a. & $. [Lat. suppletus, pa.
par. of suppleo = to supply (q.v.) ; Ital. sup-
pletorio.]

A. As adj. : Supplying deficiencies ; sup-
plemental.

"
I have partly from Prynne. partly from my own

conjecture, supplied the mutilated places as well as I
e.ulilI : but h.ive included all such tupi>letoru words in
crotchets. Wharton: Diary o/ AnMittop Laud,

B. As subst. : That which is to supply what
is wanted ; that which fills up deficiencies.

"
They invent luiipletoriei to excuse an evil man."

Jercmn Taylor : Vermont, p. 285.

suppletory-oath, s. [SUPPLEMENT, .,

sap pli -al, i. [Eng. supply; +L]
1. The act of supplying ; supply." Leave the tur>pliat of the unconnected parts to his

^l sagacity."- Ifariarton.- Ifivini legation,

2. That which is supplied.

sup pli an9e (1), *. [Eng. supply; -aic.]
1. The act of supplying ; assistance.

2. That which fills up, occupies, or satis-
fies; satisfaction, gratification, diversion,
pastime.

"
Forward, not permanent, tweet, not Issting,
The permute aiid luppliaiire of a minute."

Hhaketp. : Hamlet. 1. a.

sup'-pli-ange (2), *. (Eng. surplian(t);
ce.J The act of supplicating; supplication,
entreaty.

" When Oreeoe her knee in tttpplianct bent"
U.illeck. i H'rfcrer.)

Stip pli -ant (1), o. [Eng. supply; -aa*.]
Furuisiiing a supply ; suppletory.

" To those legions your levy
Hunt be tuppliant." a.,akeip. : Cymbeline, lit T.

oup pll-ant (2),
*
sup-pli-aunt, o. ft .

[Fr. suppliant, pr. par. <>( supplier ; .Lat mp-
plico = to sujiphcate (q.v.).]

A. As adjective :

1. Entreating, supplicating, beseeching;
asking earnestly and humbly.

"He was rather tuppHant than victorious." 3f<i-

ntv : Arcadia, bk. lit

2. Manifesting or expressing entreaty or

application. " To how and sue fur grace
With tuppliant knee, and deify his power."

Milton : P.L. i. I1J.

B. As ytibitt. : One who supplicates ; a
humble petitioner ',

one who begs earnestly
and humbly ; a supplicant.' In law, the actor
in or a irty preferring a petition of right.
(Whunon.)

" He was soon surrounded by flatterers and tup-
pliuntt.' Jlacaul.il/ : U*t. Eng.. ch. ir.

sup'-pll ant-ly, adv. [Eng. suppliant (2) ;

-ly.} In a'suppliant manner; like a suppliant

* SUp'-pH-ant-nSss, s. [Eng. tupplinnt;
ness.] The quality or state of being sup-
pliant

*
sup'-pli-can-cy

1

, . [Eng. svpplican(t) ;

c.i/.] The act of supplicating; supplication,
suppliance.

sup '-pli cant, a. & s. ("Lat. supplicant, pr.
par. of sup]iiico = to supplicate (q.v.).J

A. As adj. : Entreating, begging, or asking
earnestly ; suppliant

"They offered to this council their letters nippU-
earn." flp. Hull : CorrttiJtiont of Church <>/ Rom*.

B. As nibst. : One who supplicates ; a
humble petitioner ; one who asks earnestly
and humbly ; a suppliant

"Abraham. Instead of indulging the tuftpllcanl In
his desire of new evidence, re'ers him to what hi*
brethren had." Atterbury : Vermont, vol. 11., a*r. s.

SUp'-pli-cant-lV, adv. [Enjf. supplicant;
-ly.] Tn a* supplicating manner; like a bup-
plirant

stip -pli-cat, *. [Lat. he supplicates.) In
English Universities, a petition ; Bpcif. a
written application with a certificate that the
requisite conditions have been complied with.

siip -pli cate, v.t. & i. [Lat. svpplicatui, pa.
par. ot supplied, from supplex, genit supplicit= bending down, suppliant; Fr. mmlier:
Bp.suplicar; Ital. supplicare.] [SiJPPL, a.)
A. Transitive:

1. To beg or ask for earnestly and humbly;
to entreat for ; to seek by earnest and humble
prayer.

" Whose mercy the most opulent of us all mustone day tupplicatc."Kn<a : Education of Ott Poor.
2. To address in prayer; to call unon

humbly.
B. fntrans. : To make supplication ; to bea

or petition earnestly and humbly." Vain Is each threat or m Militating prayer."
Byron : Elegy on Neuxtead Abbty.

T For the difference between to supplicate
and to beg, see Bra.

*
sup'-pli-cate, . [SUPPLICATE, v.] The
same as SUPPLICAT (q.v.)." This year was a tupifkat* made for George Carew
to nave the degree of Bachelor of Arts conferred on
him." IPcxx*.- fasti Oxon., voL L

sup'-pli-cat-lng, pr. par. or a. [SUPPLICATE,
v.]

Sup'-plI-cat-Ing-ly, adv. [Eng supplier
ing; -ly.] In a supplicating manner; as a
suppliant

" He also gesticulated, sometimes wildly, sometime!
mtpp/icatiiigln." flail* Telegraph, Sept. 8, 188*.

Eup pli-ca'-tion, . [Fr., from Lat. suppH.
mtionem, accns. of siipplicatio, from suppli-
catus, pa. par. of $>ipplico = to supplicate
(q.v.); Sp. supplication.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of supplicating; humble and
earnest petition or prayer in worship."

Praying with all prayer and iupj>lication, with all
perseverance aiid lUppHcation for all saints." KpKet.

2. A petition ; an earnest and humble re*

quest or prayer.

"By the 4rs and abject tupplicatiom at Whit*.
hall. Uaeaulat : Bill. Eng.. ch. v.

II. Roman Antiq. : A religious solemnity or
thanksgiving to the gods on the occasion
of a great victory gained, or in times of public
danger or distress.

*Sup'-pli-cat-dr, . [Lat] One who sup.
plicaies; a supplicant

" Well fare that bold tupplirntnr to Queen Elba-
beth." Bilhop Hall: Kpucopacy aj Divine /light.

-y, a. [En<?. supplicant);
-on/. J Containing, or of the nature of suppli-
cation ; humble, earnest, petitionary.

*
sup-pli-ca'-vlt, . [I^at. = he has begged.]

law: A writ formerly issuing out of the
Courts of King's (or Queen's) Bem-h or Chan-
cery, for taking the surety of the peace against
a man. +

Bup-plie,
*
sup-pli-en, v.t. [Fr. supplier.}

To supplicate.
"And if thou wolt shlnen with dignities, thoa

muste beeechen and tup/Jien [*MJ>*McaM<l In in. that
yeueu the dignities.' Chaucer : Boeclut, bk. 1IL

sfip-pli'-er, s. [Eng. supply, v. ; -er.] One
who or that which supplies.

sup-ply
1

,
*
sup-ploy, "sup ploye, v.t.

[F'r. supplier; from Lat suppleo = to till up:
tup (for sub) = up. and rfeo = to fill ; Sp.
suplir; Port supprir ; Ital. supplirt.]

*
I. To fill up as any deficiencies occur ; to

recruit.
" Out of the fry of these rakehell horseboys are their

kearn tupplied and uiaiutaiiied.* Speiutr : Statt of
Inland.

2. To furnish with what is wanted : to afford

or furnish a sufficiency for ; to provide ; to

make provision. (OfUn followed by with
before that which is supplied.)

" So ri.-h. so throng'd, so drain'd. and so tupplitd
As London." Cauiptr: Tai*. I. 714.

8. To strengthen by additions ; to reinforce.

Macdonwald . . . from the western Isle*

Of korus and gallowgUssM is ng

4. To gratify the desire of ; to content.
" Did tuuply the* at thy gsrden-boiise."

Shalutp. : Mtiiturt/or Mtaturt, V.

boll, boy; po"ut, J6%1; cat, fell, chorus, 9hln. bench; go. gem; thin, thLs; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, c^ist. inff.

-tian = shan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -gion = zhiin. -clous, -tious, -sloua = shus. -bio, -die, ic. = bel, del.
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6, To give, to grant, to furnish, to provide.
" But nearer cure (O pardon It !) iii/>/>lit<

Sighs to my brast and sorrow to my eyes."
Prior : Cetia to Aimon.

*6. To serve instead of; to fill or take tb

place of.

Where burning ship* the Iwnish'd sun lupply,
And uo light shines but that by whicli men die."

duller: Initructiviu to a PuMttr. in.

7. To fill up ; particularly applied to places
that have become vacant.

" I being absent, and ray place luppUtd."
Uutkesp. : Uthttla, iiL 8.

SUp-ply
7

, *. [SUPPLY, V.]

1. The act of supplying, providing, or

furnishing what is wanted ; provision ; cure
of deficiencies.

" Why are useful! things good ? because they minister
to the s,"jtXy of our wants and desires." Search.'
Liyht o/ X itiirr. ToL i.. pt li., ch. xxvii.

2. That which is supplied ; a sufficiency or

provision of things needed ; a quantity, stock,
or store of things on hand.

3. Especially in the plural, the stock of

provisions necessary to supply the wants of
an army or other large body of persons ;

necessaries collected ; stores.
*
4. Additional troops, reinforcements,

succour.
" The Earl of Salisbury craveth supply."

Shaketp. : I Henry VI., i. 1.

5. One who takes the place of another ; a
substitute. (Used especially of a Noncon-
formist minister or student who does duty
in the absence of the regular pastor.)

6. A grant of money provided by a national

assembly to meet the expenses of govern-
ment. The right of voting supplies in the
United States is vested in the House of Repre-
sentatives, and the necessary exercise of this

riglit is practically a law for the annual
meeting of Congress. But an appropriation
bill must be concurred in by the Senate and
signed by the President, or passed over the
President's veto, before it can become operative.

" That paragraph of the king's speech which related
to tuvply preceded the paragraph which related to the
test.' Xiuxuduy : Hist. Eng.. uh, vi.

U Commissioners of supply : Commissioners
appointed to assess the land-tax and to

apportion the valuation according to the

provisions of the Valuations of Lands Act,
within their respective counties. (Scotch.)

sup -ply"- ant, a. [Eng. supply; -ant.]

Suppletory, auxiliary, supplemental.

up ply'-ment, s. [Eng. supply; -ment.]
The furnishing or provision of further supplies ;

a continuation of supply.
" You liaye me. rich ; and I will never fail

Beginning, nor lupplyment."
Shakeip. : Cymbellne, lit 4,

* sup-pone', v.t. [Lat. suppono, from sup (for
tub) under, and pono = to place.] To
suppose (q.v.X

sup-port', v.t. [Fr. supporter, from Lat.
tupporto = to carry, bring, or convey to a
place ; in Low Lat. = to endure, to sustain ;

tup (for sw6) = under, and porto = to carry ;

Sp. suportar, soportar ; Port, supportar, sopor-
tar ; Ital. sopportare.]

1. To bear up, to sustain, to prop up ; to
keep from falling or sinking.

"
Support him by the arm."

bhakesp. : At You. like It. ii. 7.

2. To uphold by aid, encouragement, or
countenance ; to keep from fainting, yielding,
or giving way.

" But waged with death a lasting strife,
Supported by despair of life."

Cowper : The Castaway.
3. To back up by being in readiness to

come to the aid of : as, One regiment supports
another.

*
4. To endure without being overcome ; to

bear up under ; to endure, to sustain.
"la heary interim shall utpinrt

By his dear absence." Shakerp. : Othello, i. 8.

5. To be a! >le to furnish funds for, or the
means of continuing ; to be able to meet ; to
meet, to incur.

" The costs, charges, and expenses which the king's
highness necessarily hath been compelled to support
and sustain." Burnet : Record*, vol. t, pt. ii., bk. ii.

6. To be able to carry on ; to be able to
continue: as, To support a war, contest, or
argument.

7. To maintain with the necessary means of
living; to provide for; to provide with a
livelihood : as, To support a son at college.

8. To keep up by nutriment ; to nourish, to
sustain : as, To support life.

9. To keep up in reputation ; to sustain, to
maintain : as, Tl> support a good character.

10. To take the part or character of ; to
represent on the stage ; to act : as, To support
a character in a play.

11. To verify, to substantiate, to bear out,
to make good, to maintain.

* " The question ... is whether the mystery be
tupported by evidence." ailpin : Strmant, vol. i.,

er. 1

12. To assist, to aid, to help, to further, to
second : as, To support a party.

13. To maintain ; to defend successfully ;

to vindicate, to uphold : as, To support one's
own cause.

14. To accompany as an honorary assistant ;

to uphold or aid by attendance on.

15. To second or back up, as a proposal or
motion at a public meeting.

H (1) To support arms :

Mil. : To carry the rifle vertically at the left

shoulder, supported by having the hammer
rest on the left forearm, which is passed across
the breast.

(2) To support a rule :

Law : To argue in answer to the arguments
of the party who has shown cause against a
rule nisi.

sup port , *. [SUPPORT, .J

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act, operation, or state of supporting
upholding, sustaining, or keeping from falling
or sinking ; sustaining effect or power.

2. That which supports, upholds, main-
tains, or keeps from falling : as

(1) A stand, frame, prop, pillar, base, foun-

dation, or the like, on which anything stands.

(2) That which maintains life ; sustenance ;

necessaries of life.

(3) Maintenance, subsistence, livelihood.
" A thousand pounds a year, annual tupport
Out of his grace he adds."

Shakeip. : ffenry VIII., ii. J.

(4) One who or that which supports or
maintains a person, family, &c. : as, He is the
support of the family; Agriculture is their
chief support.

(5) That which upholds or relieves ; aid,
help, succour, assistance

; specifically, troops
in reserve to support and back up those in
front.

(6) Aid, countenance ; assistance by speak-
ing or acting : as, He gave his support to the
motion.

3. The maintenance, sustaining, or keeping
up of anything, without allowing it to sink,
fall, decline, or give way: as, tiie support of
health, the siipport of spirits, courage, or the
like.

IL Law : The right of a person to have his

buildings or other landed property supported
by his neighbour's house or land.

H Points of support : [POINT, *., f 15].

sup-p6rt'-a-ble, o. [Eng. support, v. ; -able.]
*

1. Capable of being supported, upheld,
sustained, or kept up.

2. Capable of being borne, endured, or
tolerated ; tolerable, lieamble, endurable.

" The loss of all
That can ennoble man. and make frail life,
Short as it is. tupjtortHble." Cowper : Tusk, v. 604.

3. Capable of being supported, maintained,
or defended : as, an opinion or statement is

supportable.

* sup port -a-ble-ness, *. [Eng. support-
able; -ness.] The quality or state of being
supportable.

"It hath an influence on the supportableneu of the
burthen." Hammond : Works, iv. 477.

*siip-pbrt'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. supportable);
-ly.] In a supportable manner.

* sup - port - ance, . [Eng. support, v. ;

-ance.]

*L Ordinary language:
1. That which supports or upholds ; sup-

port, prop.
" Give tome tupportance to the bending twigs."

Sh'tkrsp. : Kichurd It., ill. 4.

2. That which keeps from failing or sinking ;

maintenance.
" Draw for the iuppnrta.net nf his vow."

Shaketp. : Twelfth Night, ill. i.

IL Scots Law: Assistance rendered to en-
able a person, who is otherwise incapable, to

go to kirk or market, so as to render valid a
conveyance of heritage made within sixty
days before death.

siip pbr ta -tion, sup por ta-cl on, .

[Eug. support; -ation.] Support, maintenance.
"The firm promises and ntpptrtntiont of a faithful

God." Biiliop Bull: Remuini, p. 885.

sup-port'-ed, pa. par. or a. [SUPPORT, v.}

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

Her.: Applied to an ordinary that has
another under it, by way of support, as, a
chief supported.

sup-pb'rt'-er, *. [Eng. support; -er.]

L Ordinai-y Language:
1. One who supports or maintains : as

(1) One who sii|>-ports, upholds, or keeps
from falling or sinking. (Cowper: Task, i. 479.)

(2) One who gives aid, assistance, or coun-
tenance ; an advocate, a defender.

"
Regarding the English and French as the principal

literary supporters nf the present axe
"

Goldsmith '

Polite Learning, ch. vii.

(3) An adherent ; one who sides with a party.
*
(4) A sustainer, a comforter.

(5) One who accompanies another on some
public occasion as an aid or attendant ; one
who seconds, supports, or strengthens : as, A
chairman of a meeting and his supporters.
*

2. That which supports or upholds ; a
prop, a support, a base, a pillar, a foundation,
or the like.

"
They hare no seats, nor any other tupportert on

the inside, than several round sticks." Coo* . Third
Voyage, bk. iv., ch. iii.

II. Technically :

1. Her. : A figure on each side of a shield of
arms, appearing to support the sliield. They
may be figures of beasts or birds, real or
fabulous, as the lion and unicorn in the arms
of Great Bri-

tain, or of
men, some-
times naked
and some-
times clad in

armour. They
may have
originated in

the ceremo-
nial bearing
of the knight-
ly shield to
tournaments
and jousts by
squires or retainers of a noble house. They
are borne by all peers of the realm, Knights
of the Garter, Knights Grand-Crosses of the
Bath, by many Nova Scotian baronets, and by
the chiefs of Scottish clans, also by many
municipalities, and the principal mercantile
CompHiiies of the city of London.

2. Shipbuilding:

(1) A knee-piece of timber bolted firmly be-
neath the cathead, to reinforce it when sus-

taining the weight of the anchor.

(2) A piece bolted to the hounds of a mast
for supporting the trestle-tree.

3. Surg. : A broad, elastic, or cushioned
band or truss for the support of any part or

organ : as, an abdominal supporter.

*sup-pbrt'-ful,
*
sup-pbrt'-full, a. [Eng.

su/ijvrt ; -full.] Abounding with support;
giving abundance of support. " Our swords

Have slain a cities most sitpporifu/l lords."
Chapman: Homer; Odi/uey xxili.

*
sup-pbrt'-lgss, a. [Eng. support; -less.]
Destitute of support ; having no support.

" The frog, tupimrltest, writhes upon the ground."
Parnell : Battle of frogs i Mice, ill

* sup -port mSnt, s. [Eng. support ; -ment.]
Support.

"Prelaty in her fleshly tup/mrtments. -Milton:
Reason of Church Government, bk. ii., ch. iiL

ARMS WITH SUPPORTERS.

*
sup-pbrt'-ress, .

A female supporter.
[Eng. support; -ress.]

sup pos'-a-ble,
* sup-pose'-a-ble, a.

[Eng. suppose) ; -able.] Capable of being sup-
posed or imagined to exist.

"
Every one of these things is rationally tuppote.

able." Sector : Sermotu, vol. i., ger. 17.

ate, ftt, fere, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wgt, here, camel, her, there
or, were. wgl work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian. a>, ce = e; ey = a; q.u = lew*
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sup-pos'-al,
*
sup-pos-all, s. [Eng.

$upi)os(f); -al.] The act of supposing some-

thing to exist ; supposition, opinion, belief.
"
Holding a weak supposal of our worth."

Shakes?. : Hamlet, i. t.

sup pose', v.t. & i. [Fr. suppiser, from sup

(Lat. sub) under, and poser = to place.]

A Transitive :

*
1. To place or substitute, as one thing by

fraud in the place of another. (A Latinism.)

2. To lay down without proof ; to advance

by way of argument or illustration without

maintaining the truth of the position ; to

imagine or admit to exist for the sake of argu-
ment or illustration ; to assume to be true or

'o exist; to assume hypothetic-ally ; to state

s a proposition or factt that may exist or be

true, though not known or believed to exist or

be true.
"
Suppose he should relent,

And publish grace to all." Milton : P. L., 11. 237.

3. To imagine ; to be of opinion ; to think

or believe to be the case ; to presume.
" Who losing, or supposing lost,

The good on earth they valued most
Cowper : Annas Mlrabilit.

4. To form in the mind ; to figure to one's

elf; to imagine." More furious raging broils

Thau can be imagined or supunsed."
Sh-ikesp. : 1 Henry VI., iv. 1.

5. To require to exist or be true ; to imply ;

to presuppose ; to involve by inference.

"This ;>poiK<*sometning. without evident ground."
Hale: Oi-ig. of Mankind.

B. Intrans. : To make or form suppositions ;

to imagine, to think.

"These are not drunken, as ye suppose.* Acts ii. 15.

*Sup-p5se', s. [SUPPOSE, v.] Supposition;

position without proof; opinion, belief.

" We come short of our suppose so far,

That after sev'u years siege, yet Troy walls stand."

Shakesp : Troilus i Cressida, i. 8.

iip-posed.', pa. par. & a. [SUPPOSE, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Laid down or imagined as

existing or true ; imagined, believed.

supposed-bass, s.

Music : Any bass note in an inverted chord,
as contradistinguished from the real bass,

root, or generator, as the bass notes E or O in

the inverted common chord of c.

8up-p6s'-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. supposed; -ly.]

By supposition ; presumedly.
A bit of supposedly good private water." Horning

Advertiser, Dec. 19, 18S5.

sup-pos'-er, s. [Eng. suppose), v. ; -er.] One
who supposes.

stip-po-si'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. supposi-

tionem, accus. of suppusitio = a substitution,
a supposition, from suppnsitus, pa. par. of sup-

pono = to place under, to substitute : sup (for

sub) = under, and pono = to place ; Sp. suposi-

cion.]

1. The act of supposing ; the laying down
Of an hypothesis ; reasoning by hypothesis.

" But all's not true that supposition saith."

Drayton : Barons Wars, ill.

2. That which is supposed or assumed hypo-
thetically ; an assumption, an hypothesis.

" He had used language which was quite unintellig-
ible exc-ept on the supposition that he had a guilty
knowledge of the content*." Macau/ay: Hist. Eng.,
ch. xvii.

3. A surmise, a conjecture, a guess.

*4. An imagination, a conceit.
" A nd in that glorious supposition think
He gains by death that hath such means to die."

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, ill 2.

fip-pi-sf-tion-al, a. [Eng. supposition;

-al.] Founded or based upon supposition;

hypothetical, supposed.
"
It is not absolute, but only suppositional."

Sou h: Sermons, vol. ix., ser. 11.

up-pos-l-tj'-tlous, a. [Lat. suppositicius
= false, fraudulently substituted, from sup-

positus, pa. par. of suppnno = to place under,
to substitute.] [SUPPOSITION.]

1. Not genuine ; fraudulently substituted

for something else ; put by trick in the place
or character of another ; counterfeit.

"There seem to be some Orphtck verses suprmsiti
tious. as well as there were Sibylline." Cudworth:
Intetl. System, p. 300.

2. Founded upon supposition; hypo-
thetical, supposed.

"Some alterations in the globe tend rather to the
benefit of the earth, and IU productions, than their

destruction, as all these suppusitit.ous oue* manifestly
would do." - Woodward.

SUp-pOS-!-ti'-tlOUS-l& adv. [Eng. supposi-
titious; -ly.}

1. In a supposititious manner ; spuriously ;

not genuinely.
*

2. Hypothetically ; by supposition.
"

Siipposltitiouslti he derives It from the Lnn
Monte* Sir T. Herbert: Travels, p. SL

*
sup-pos-I-ti'-tious-nSss, s. [Eng. sup-

posititiuus; -ness.] The quality or state of

being supposititious.

siip-pos'-I-tive, a. & . [SUPPOSE, v.]

A. As adj. : Including or implying suppo-
sition ; supposed.

" As to continuatiyes, they arc either suppnsMve,
such as if; or positive, such as because, therefore,
as, IK" Harris : Hermes, bk. ii., ch. ii.

B. As subst. : A word denoting or implying
supposition.

"The stiptusiliues denote connexion, but assert not
actual existence." Harris . Hermes, bk. ii., ch, 11.

*sup-pos'-l-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. stipposi-

tive ; -ly.] With, by, or upon supposition.
"The un reformed sinner may have some hope sup-

positively, if he do change and repent." Hammond.

sup-pos'-I-tor, s. fLat. svppositus, pa. par.
of suppono = to lay under.]

1. An aid (?), an inferior (?).
" Mountebanks, empirics, quack-salvers, mineralisrs,

and
, , ,

wizards, alcliymisU, cast apothecaries, old wives
barl>ers, are all lup/mitors to the right worshipful
doctor, as I take it. Ford : Lover's Melancholy, i. 2.

2. A suppository.
"
Clysters, suppositors, and a barbarous pothecary's

tA\\."-nryden : Sir Martin Atarr-all, iv.

sup-pos'-l-tdr-jr, s. [Lat. suppositorius

placed under ; Fr. suppositoire.]

1. A plug to hold back hemorrhoidal pro-
trusions.

2. A medicinal ball introduced into the

vagina or rectum.

U The chief suppositories are tannic acid,

mercury, lead, opium, and morphia.

* sup - pos'- lire, s. [Eng. suppos(e); -ure.]

Supposition, hypothesis.

sup-press',
* sup-presse, v.t. [Lat. sup-

pressus, pa. par. of sup/>rimo = to press under,
to suppress : sup (for sub) = under, and premo
= to press.]

1. To overpower, to crush, to subdue; to

reduce to subjection.
" Great Hercules . . . wholly did suppresse
Our haplesse princes."

Chapman : Homer ; Iliad XL

2. To put down ; to subdue, to quell.

"Every relielliou, when it is suppressed, doth make
the subject weaker, and the priuco stronger." Davies :

On Ireland.

3. To keep in or back ; to restrain from

utterance or vent
" The maid, with smile tunpreafd and sly,

The toil unwonted saw him try." .

&,-. ; l-iulu of the Lake, 1. 24.

4. To keep back or hinder from circulation ;

to stop, to stifle.
" They were not powerful enough to suppress news-

papers right and left," Daily Te.egraph, May 5, 1887.

5. To retain without disclosure ; to con-

ceal ; to keep back.

"Still she suppresses the name, and this keeps him
In a pleasing suspense." Broome : On the Odyssey.

6. To retain without, making public : as, To

suppress a letter or manuscript.

7. To stop by remedial means : as, To sup-

press a hemorrhage or the like.

*
8. To supplant, to displace.

"To crown himself king, and suppress the prince."
Shakes?. : I Henry VI., i. S.

sup-press'-er, *. [Eng. suppress; -er.] One
who suppresses ; a suppressor

* sup-press'-I-ble, a. [Eng. suppress ; -able.]

Capable of being suppressed ; possible to be

suppressed.

sup-press'-ion (ss as sh), . [Fr., from

Lat. suppressionem, accus. of sitppressio, from

suppressus, pa. par. of supprimo = to suppress

(q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act of suppressing, crushing, destroy

ing, putting down, or quelling.
" The suppression of idolatry In the Roman empire,

Mid the establishment of the Christian church u|>on

tt ruins, was an event the most wonderful in the Gen
tile world." tip. llorslry : Sermons, vol. 1., ser. 1.

2. The state of being suppressed, crushed,

destroyed, or quelled.

3. The act of retaining or keeping back from
utterance, vent, disclosure, or circulation.

4. The act of retaining or keeping back
from public notice.

5. The stoppage, obstruction, or morbid re-
tention of discharges.

" The suppression or difficultie of avoiding urine."
P. OiMand: rtinie, bk. xxii., cb, xxv.
*

II. Gram. : Omission, ellipsis : as, the
suppression of a word or words in a sentence.

U (1) Suppression of monasteries:

Church Hist. : The closing . of religious
houses and the appropriation of theii revenues
to other purposes. There have been many
hostile suppressions, and suppressions carried
out with the approbation of the Roman See.
Of the former class the most considerable
were : (1) in England (1535-40); (2) in France,
during the Re\olutiou (by a law passed in

February, 1790); (3) in Italy, commenced by
the Sardinian Government in 1$55), and (4) in

Germany. Of the latter class were the sup-
pressions in England of religious houses that
their revenues might be transferred to Jesus,
Christ's, and St. John's Colleges at Cam-
bridge ; still later, those in favour of Christ
Church and Brasenose, Oxford.

(2) Suppression ofparts uj a flower :

Hot. : A term used when parts which nor-

mally belong to a flower are wanting.

(3) Suppression of the menses :

Path. : A kind of amenorrhoea in which the
flux having been properly established becomes
prematurely arrested.

(4) Suppression of urine:

Pctthol. : Retention of the urine. It may
arise from mechanical obstruction caused by
a calculus or a tumour, from blood poisoning,
in cholera, scarlatina, and the more malignant
fevers, or from hysteria.

* sup press ion ist (SS as Sh), s. [Eng.
suppression; -ist.] One who supports or
advocates suppression.

"Thiuk of it, ye modern tuppreisionists." Daily
Telegraph, Nov. 11, 1886.

siip-press'-ive, a. [Eng. suppress; -ive.]

Tending to suppress ; suppressing ; keeping
down.

" A work that had been received by the English
press with mppressiae silence." Daily Chronicle, bept.
24, 1886.

sup-press'-6r, s. [Eng. suppress; -or.] One
who suppresses, quells, or subdues ; one who
prevents utterance, disclosure, or circulation.

sup'-pu rate, v.i. & t. [Lat. yuppuratus, pa.

par. of sufipuro = to gather pus underneath :

sit/)(for sub) under, and p-us (genit. puris)=:
pus.]

A. Intrans. : To grow to pus ; to generate

pus.
* B. Trans. : To cause to generate pus.
" In the space of three weeks it suppurated It"

Wiseman : Surgery, bk. Iv., ch. Iv.

sup-pu-ra'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. sitppu-

ratioiiem, accus. of suppuratio, from sp;n/ro-
tus, pa. par. of stippuro = to suppurate (q.v.).]

1. The process of producing pus or puru-
lent matter, as in a wound or abscess.

'

I applied again the Maleegma. which caused

ntppnnttiun of the remainder.' -Wiseman : Surgery,
bk. iv., ch. iv.

Tl When extensive its commencement is

characterized by hectic fever.

2. The matter generated by suppuration.
"Those impostumes or swellings, that grow to an

head or inpiHinttion (which the Greeks call Aposte-
maU)." P. Holland: Plinie, bk, xx., ch. 1U.

Sup'-pu-ra-tlve, a. <fe s. [Fr. suppuratif.]

A. As adj. : Tending to produce pus or

purulent matter; attended by suppuration:
as, suppi<mtire phlebitis.

B. As subst. : A medicine or preparation
that promotes suppuration.

"
I applied over the whole tumour some of th

ataouraiifft set down In the method of cur*."

Wiseman : Surgery, bk. iv., ch. iv.

*
siip'-pu-tate, s. [Lat supputatus, pa. par.

of snpim'to - to reckon : sp (for sub) = under,

and puto = to reckon.] To reckon, to com-

pute.
" Supputattd especially for the elevation and meri.

dlan of London."- Wood : Athena Oxon., vol. L

sup-pu-ta'-tlon, s. [Lat gnpputatio.]

[SuppUTATE.j Reckoning, account, computa-
tion. (Boyl* : Works, Hi. 610.)

DSil, bo?; p6ut, J<JM; cat, 96*1, chorus, ghin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, e^tot. ph- fc

-ciau, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -flon, -lon = zh&n, -clous, -tious, -sious = sbus. -We, -die, Ac. = Del, ue*.
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tip-pute', v.t. [Pr. sttpputtr, from Lat.

1. To reckon, to compute, to calculate.

2. To impute.
" And like stout floods stand tn from tills

shame." Dr.iyton : I'vlt <Mt>i.>. *. 3*.

SU pra-, pref. [Lat.] A Latin preposition
u.-.vl as a prefix, much in tlie same way as

super (q.v.), with the force of over, above,

beyond.

supra acromial, a.

Anal. : Above tlie acrnmion : as, the supra-
aaromial artery aud nerve.

supra-axillary, a.

Bot. : Springing from alxive the axiL Used
of a branch or otlier process.

supra coralline, a.

Geol. : Resting upon coralline beds. Applied
to such portions or the beds above the Middle
Oolite as are found naturally resting upon it,

or are in some way connected with the upper
part of the formation. They are not very
fossiliferous. (Etheridgt.)

supra - costal, a. Lying or situated

above or upon the ribs : as', the supra-costal
muscles.

supra-decompound, a.

Sot. : Having various compound divisions

or ramifications. In leaves it is used of those
whose petiole bears secondary petioles, as the
leaf of Mimosa purpurea.

supra cesophageal, a.

Anut. : Situated above the gullet.

supra orbital, a.

Anat. : Being above the orbit of the eye.

Supra-orbital artery :

Anat. : A branch of the ophthalmic artery
terminating upwards in the forehead. It dis-

tributes branches to the eyelids aud communi-
cates with the temporal artery.

Supra-orbital notch or foramen:
Anat. : A notch or foramen in the orbital

arch which transmits the supra-orbital nerve
and artery.

supra orbitary, supra orbitar, a.

Supra-orbital (q.v.).

8U-pra-9fl'-I-ar-JF, a. [Pref. supra-, and

Eng. ciliary (q.v.).J Superciliary (q.v.).

u-pra-cla-vlc'-u-lar, a. [Pref. svpra-,
and Eng. clavicular (q.'v.).]

Anat. : Situated above the clavicle : as the

tupradavicular nerve.

BU pra con dy-loid, a. [Pref. supra-, and
Eng. coiidyloid (q.v.).]

Anat. : Above a condyle ; spec., above the
internal condylar ridge : as, the supracondyloid
process.

u - pra - ere - ta' -
90

- oils (or ceous as

Shus), a. [Pref. supra-, and Eng. cretaceous.]

deal. (Of strata): Above the Cretaceous
beds. The term was introduced by Sir H. De
la Beche, and was largely in use before the im-

portance of those newer strata was under-
stood ; now called Tertiary (q.v.).

u-pra-fo-li-a'-cS-ous (or ceous as

shus), 8U-pra-fo' ll-ar. a. TPref. supra-,
and Eng. foliaceous, foliar (q.v.).J

Bot. : Growing upon a leaf.

8U pra-fo -ll-ar, o,. [SUPRAFOLIACEOCS.]

Sn-pra lap sar'-i an a. & s. [Lat. supra= above ; lapsus = a fall, a lapse (q.v.), aud
Eng. suff. -arum.]
A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Supra-

lapsarians or their doctrine.
" The sublaiwarlan way seemed to me of the two the

more moderate ; the ruid xui>r-rt<it>*<irinn doctrine
would never find entertainment ill iny thought!.."
Baminemd : Workt. I 669.

B. As substantive :

Church Hist. (PL): Calvinists who held that
God for his own glory eternally decreed the
(all of man and the consequent introduction
of sin into the world, and that the election of
some to everlasting life, with the rejection of
others, was formed "l>eyond"or before, and
was in no way consequent <>r dependent upon
the foreseen fall of man. Of tlds school were
Bez:i, Francis Gomarus, and Voetms. Opposed
to Infralapsariaii (q.v.).

su pra lap-sar -I-an-fom, s. [Eng. supra-

lajitarian ; -ism.] The doctrine or the tenets
of the Supralapsarians.

sn pra lap sa ry, . A a. (SUPRALAPSA-
RUN.)

'

The same as SUPRALAPSARIAX.

*su pra-lu -nar, a. [Pref. supra-, and Eng.
lunar (q.v.X] Beyond the moon; hence, of

very great height, very lofty.

su
:
pra-max Il-la-ry, o. [Pref. supra-, and

Ellg. niuiilhiry.]

Anat.: Above the maxillfe : as, the supra-
maxillary branch of the facial nerve.

su pra mun dane, a. [Pref. supra-, and
Eng. mundane (q.v.).] Situated or being
above the world ; celestial.

" The later PlatonUta supposed the world and all

the inferior god> Ins Plato aud tlie Pythagoreans, some
t'tiiriimu'i'l^ne deities), to proceed, byway of emana-
tion, without any temporary prod uctiou, froui a su-

perior cause." Waterland : Workt, L 86.

BU pra-nat u ral, a. [Pref. supra-, and
Eng. natural.] Supernatural ; transcending
human power or ability.

If The supra>iatural : That which transcends
human power or ability.

" Kant . . . theoretically completely excluded the
lupranatural as something to which reason could
enter into no relation whatever." Hchaf: Sncyc. Jlel.

Knout., lii. 1,995.

su pra nat u-ral-ism, s. [Ger. supra-

naturaliamus, from Lat. sujrra = above, and
Eccles. Lat. naturalismus = rationalism.]

Church Hist. : A term first employed in

Germany towards the close of the eighteenth
century to designate the belief of orthodox
Protestants. Now used in a much wider sense,
so as to include any doctrine appealing to
revelation as its authority.

" At Its first appearance the opposite of rationalism
was not designated as suiiraratioualism, but simply as

protestantism. As the champions, however, of pro-
testantism, that Is, of the theology based upon Scrip-
ture as the divine revelation, generally designated
their adversaries, not as rationalists, but as natural-
ists. it naturally came to pass that their wn views
were designated as suvranaturalism." Hctutf: nct/c.
Kel. KnuuL. ill. i.sss.

su pra-nat -u ral 1st, s. &a. [Eng. supra-
natural(ism) ; -ist.]

A. As substantive :

Church Hist. : One who believes in revealed,
as distinct from natural religion. [SUPRA-
NATURALISM.]

" What reason cannot comprehend and accept can
never form part of the rationalistic convk-tions . . .

The lupranaturalitt, on the other band. Is no lean in

harmony with his fundamental maxim. In matters
of religion. Scripture is to him what reason is to the
rationalist. Though he too employs reason, he em-

Sloys
it only to search aud judge those claims to a

ivine origin which Scripture puts forth : and as soonu that pulnt has been decided, and he feels convinced
that Scripture contains the direct teachings of God. it
becomes his highest, his sole authority.

"
ixlt.ijf:

Enci/c. Kel. Knaal.. ili. 1,995.

B. As adj. : Founded on or pertaining to
revelation ; accepting revelation.

"The successors of their tnpematuralitt adrer-
arles.' Schaff: Kncyc. Kel. Knawl.. ill. 1,996.

su-pra-nat-u ral It -Ic, a. [Pref. supra,
and Eng. naturalistic (q.v.).] Superuatuial-
istic.

" The rupranatitralistic and rationalistic opinions."
Straua: Lift <if Jetui (ed. Evans.), i. 11.

su pra-6c 9tp -It al, a. [Pref. supra-, and
Eng. occipital (q.v.XJ

Anat. : Situated or being above the occiput.

supraoccipital bone, s.

Compar. Anat. : The bone which completes
the first cranial segment above, answering to
the occipital bone in man.

su pra-pro'-test, *. [Pref. supra-, and Eng.
protest (q.v.).]

Law : An acceptance of a bill by a third

person, after protest for non-acceptance by
the drawer.

* su pra ra tion al Ism, s. [Ger. *supra-
rationalismus.] A word suggested as a more
fitting term to express what is known as

supraiiiitnralism. (See extract under SUPRA-
NATURALISM.)

su pra-re -nal, a. [Pref. supra-, and Eng.
rna/"(q.v.). ]

Anat. : Situated or being above the kidneys.

suprarenal-capsules, s. pi.

1. Comjar. Annt. : Two flattened bodies of
crescentic or bent triangular form, one sur-

mounting each kidney, attaining a dispro-
portionately large size in the t'cetal state in
roan and the Quadrumana. The right capsule
it placed lower down than the left. They are
an inch and a quarter to an inch and three-

quarters high, an inch and a quaiter wide,
aud two to three line* thick. Their weight
in an adult is one or two drachms. They are

fibrous, composed principally of simple or
closed vesicles resembling the secretingglands,
except that they have no duct. Theirfunction
is unknown. Called also Suprarenal Glanda
or Bodies.

2. Pathol. : In 1855, Dr. Thomas Addison
attempted to prove that a disease, often fit-

tended by bronze skin, and fatal in from six

months to five yeans, has its seat in the supra-
renal capsules. [BRONZED, If.)

su pra scap u lar y, su pra scap u-
lar, a. [Pref. supra-, and Eug. scapulary,
scapular (q.v.).]

Annt. : Situated or being above the scapula :

as, the suprascapulur ligament.

su pra -spin'- al, su pra spin ous, o.

[Pref. supra-, and Eng. spinal, spinous (q.v.).]

Anatomy :

1. Above the spine.

2. Above the spine or ridge of the scapnla,
or shoulder-blade : as, the supraspinous fossil

and ligaments.

su-pra-ster -nal, a. [Pref. supra-, and Eng.
sternal (q.v.).]

Anat. : Situated above the sternum : as,
the suprasternal nerve.

su-pra-trSch'-le-ar, a. [Pref. supra-, and
Eng. troclilear (q.v.).]

Anat. : Situated above the trochlea of the
orbit : as, the supmtrochUar branch of the
ophthalmic nerve.

*
su-pra-vi'-sion, s. [Pref. supra-, and Eng.
vision (q.v.).] Supervision.

*
su-pra-vif'-or, s. [Pref. supra-, and -visor.

a.i in supervisor.) A supervisor, an overseer.
"
They made Areas titular, and Lysauder lupracitor

of him." Bp. Taylor : Sermon 23.

*8U-pra-Vur-gar, a. [Pref. supra-, and Eng.
vulgar (q.v.).] Being above the vulgar or
common people.

" None of these motives can prevail with a man to
furnish himself with tuprantlaar and noble quail-
ties." Collier.

U-pr8m'-a-9^, *. [Fr. suprematie, from
supreme = supreme (q.v.).] The quality or
state of being supreme, or in the highest
station of power; highest or supreme au-

thority or power.

*[ (1) Oath ofsupremacy : An oath required to
be taken in Gre;it Britain along with the oath
of allegiance, denying the supremacy of the

pope in ecclesiastical or temporal matters in
this realm. It has now been greatly modified
and simplified.

(2) Papal supremacy :

Eccles. <fr Churcli Hist. : The authority, partly
spiritual and partly temporal, which the Pope,
as bishop of Rome and successor of St. Peter,
claims to exercise over the clergy, and, through
them, over the laity, of the whole world. The
development of this supremacy dates from the
time when Christianity became the State re-

ligion of the Roman empire under Constantino.
Its influence was great in England under tlw
Norman kings, and reached its highest point
in the reign of John (1199-1216), from which
period it began to decline, and received its

death-blow from the Act of Supremacy (26

Henry VIII., c. 1).

(3) Royal supremacy :

Church Hist. : The supremacy in the Church
of England, as by law established, of the

temporal power in all causes purely temporal,
and in the temporal accidents of spiritual

things. (Shipley.) By 26 Henry VIII., c. 1,

the king was declared to be tlie "only supreme
Head on earth of the Church of England,"
though it was expressly declared that he did
not "

pretend to take any power from the
successors of the apostles that was given them
by G"l." In the same year (1535) Fisher,

B'ithop of Rochester, and Sir Thomas More
were beheaded for denying the royal claim.

C* the accession of Elizalwth the title wa
kept in the background ; but the supremacy

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go,

or. wor. wolf, work, wild, soa; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rale, fall ; try, Syrian, ss, ce = e ; ey = & ; qa = Kw.



supreme surerew
4.5.15

Of the sovereign in all causes, as well ecclesi-

astical as civil, wus asserted. The R<>\al

Supremacy was one of the main causes of
the chil war in the seventeenth century; it

receivaU a check at the Involution of 1088,
which enforced toleration of Nonconformity,
but in the latter hair of the nineteenth cen-

tury more than one clergyman has been com-
mitted to prison for disolwjying the ruling of
the law courts in ecclesiastical matters.

sn-preme, * sn-pream, a. [Fr. supreme,
from Lat. supremus= highest, from super =
above ; Sp. and Ital. supreino.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The highest in authority or power; hold-

ing the highest place in authority, power, or

government.
"
Nevertheless, there cannot rtally be more than

one tiipreme power in a society." J/ocoufay : hist.

Hug., ch. xiiii.

2. Highest or most extreme in degree ;

highest possible ; utmost.
" Above all hli Inxurjr uiprrme
Ami hit chief flory, WAS the gospel theme."

Cotcper : Conversation, SI*.

t IL Sot. : Situated at the highest point or

part.

H 1. The Supreme:
(1) The highest of beings ; the sovereign of

the universe ; God.

(2) The highest point or pitch.
" Ti the tupremt of power."

Kra.it : Sletf * Pmtry.
2. Supreme Court: The highest court of the

United States, established by the Constitution,
its purpose being to decide upon the Constitu-

tionality of Acts of Congress, and also to serve
as the final court of appeal in suits of a national
character. Each state has ita Supreme Court,
which performs like duties within the state.
The Supreme Court of Judicature in England
is a court of final appeal.

supreme',!. [Fr.)

Cook. : The best part [VELOUT*, VOLAILLB.)

U-preme'-ljf, adv. [Eng. supreme ; -Zy.J
*

1. With supreme or the highest authority :

as, To rule supremely.
2. In the highest degree; to the utmost

extent. (Cowper : Epistle to Lady Austen.)

U-prSm'-l-t& s. [Lat. supremitai = the
highest pitch of excellence.] Supremacy
(q.v.).

"Whose (the Pope's] nipremlty he had suppressed
in hi* douiuions." fuller : WarMa, ch. ri.

Sur- (I), pref. [Lat.J The form assumed by the
prefix tub- before words beginning with r, as
vrreptltious.

UT- (2), pref. [Fr., contracted from Lat. super= abort, upon, as in surcease, surface, &c.J
A prefix used in the sense
of

aiipve, upon, &c., or
sometimes intensively.

sur-ancree, a.

Her. : A term applied to
cross with double anchor

flukes at each termination.

sar-renal, a.

A iint. : The same as So
FBABBNAL (q.V.).

Su-ra, f. [Arab.) A chapter of the Koran.

e ir-ad-di -tion, . JPref. sur- (2), and
Tug. addition (q.v.).] Something added or
'appended, as to a name.

eftr -ah, i. [Native name.] A kind of silk

material.

sur al, . [Lat. turn = the calf of the leg.]
In or pertaining to the calf of the leg.

sur'-an9e (g as sh), . [Eng. tur(e); -ance ;

or a contract, of assurance (q.v.).] Assurance,
surety, warrant.

su ra' s6 phone, . A rich-toned instru-

ment, resembling the ophicleide, pitched in

K-flat.

ft-rat', *. [See def.] Coarse, short cotton
'n the n eight
Presidency.

BUT base, *. [Pref. ur- (2), and Eng. last, a.

(q-v.).]

1. Arch. : A cornice or series of mouldings
at the top of a pedestal, podium, dec.

SCR-ANCKEE.

grown in^the neighbourhood of Surat, in the

2. Joinery : A board running round a room
on a level with the top of the chair-backs.

sur -based, a. [Eng. sur6s(e) ; -d.]
Arch. : Having a surbase, or moulding

above the base.

surbased-
arcu, s.

Arch. : An arch
whose rise is less

than half the span.

sur-base -ment,
*. [Pref. suv- (2),
and Eng. basement

(q.v.).]

Arch. : The trait
ofany arch or vault
which describes a SURBASED ARCH.
portion of an ellipse.

sur -bate, *sur'-beat, v.t. [Fr. solbattre,
pa. par. solbattu, from sole (Lat. solea) a. sole

(of a foot), and butt re = to beat.]

1. To make sore, as the soles of the feet, by
walking ; to bruise with travelling.
" Least they their flnnes should bruze, audur&C sore
Their teuder feete." Speiuer .- f. , 111. IT. 34,

2. To fatigue by marching.
"Their march they continued all that night, the

horsemen often alighting that the tout luiiht ride
. . . huwerer they could not hut be extreuiefy weary

Stir-bed , v.t. [Pref. sur- (2), and Eng. bed, v.

(q.v.).]
To set edgewise, as a stone : that is,

to set it in a position different to that which
it had in the quarry.

*
sur-bet', a. [SURBATB.] Surbated ; bruised
or sore with walking.

"A traveller with feet nirbet."

Spenur : F. O.., II. ii O.

*Sur-brave, v. [Pref. sur- (2), and Eng.
brave, v.] To bedizen (?); to excel in finery (?).
" The Persians proud (th

1

Euipyre was In their hands)
With pUtes u( gold turoraued all their Lands."

Uiuiliia : Judith, ill. 21
*
Bur-5eas'-an9e, . [Eng. surcease; -ance.]

Cessation, surcease.
" To propound two things, 1. A turcentanrr of anus,

2. AD imperial diet." Ktityuia Wottonia.ua, p. w.

sur 90350', *Bur sease,
' sur cosse, r.i.

& t. [SURCEASE, S.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To cease ; to be at an end ; to come to
an end.

"The kyngdome of llercia lurctawd."Fabyan:
Cronyrls, ch. clxxi.

2. To cease, to leave off, to refrain, to de-
sist (Milton: Paotoi Ixxxv.)

* B. Trans. : To stop, to cease, to put an
end to.

" The nations, OTeraw'd, tttreeaud the fight."
Drydtn : Virgil ; .-Enrol xiL 1,024.

*
8UT-5ease', . [A corrupt, of Fr. sursis,
fern, sursise, pa. par. of surseoir = to pause,
leave oil', refrain, forbear, from Lat. suj/ersedeo= to supersede (q.v.). The latter part of the
word was early confounded with cease, with
which it has no etymological connection.]
Cessation, stop.

" An end and turctan made of this immodest and
deformed wauuer of writing."Bacon : Church Con-
troveriict.

surcharge', v.t. [Fr. surcharges] [SUR-

CHARGE, S.]

J. Ordinary Language :

1. To overload, to overburden.
" Fair plant . . . with fruit tnrtharged.'

Milton : P. 1... T. SI

2. To overcharge ; to make an extra charge

upon.
II. Law:
1. To overstock, especially to put more

cattle into, as a common, than the person has
a right to do, or more than the herbage will

sustain. (Engliih.)
" Another disturbance of common Is by lurcharglnff

it; of putting wore cattle therein thau the pasture
Mid herbage will sustain" Blackttont: Comment.,
btiii.. ch iri.

2. In equity, to show an omission in, as in

an account, for which credit ought to have
been given.

surcharge, . [Fr., from tr= above, over,

and charge = a load.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. An extra charge or load ; an excessive

load or burden ; an overload ; a load greater
than can be borne.

" The air, after rei-eirlng

dutli tlie first.'

ving a clmrge. doth not
ullarg*. wj th like a^KJti

' ' ' '

ll.lt.. \'tl&.

_2. An overcharge beyond what is just and

II. Law:
1. An extra charge mde by assessors upon

ucli as neglect to make a due return of the
taxes to which they are liable.

2. A charge made by an auditor upon public
officials, as guardians of the poor, for amounts
improperly paid by them.

3. The showing of an omission in an ae-
count for which credit ought to have been
given.

H (1) Surcharge and falsification: In taking
accounts in the Court of Chancery a turchargo
is applied to the balance of the whole account,
and supposes credits to be omitted which
ought to be allowed, and & falsification applies
to some item in the debits, and supposes that
the item is wholly false or in some part erro-
neous. (English.)

(2) Surcharge of forest: The putting of more
catye into a forest by a commoner than he
has a right to do. (English.)

* surcharge -ment, . [Eng. surcharge, T.;
ment. ] Surplus, overplus.

"Thatcontinualllurcbargtinint of people." DanUtf
Bist. Eng., p. 23.

Sur-charg'-er, . [Eng. surcharg(e); -er.]

1. One who surcharges, overloads, or over-
stocks.

2. The same as Surcharge afforest (q.v.).

sur'-9ln-gle,
* sur -sln-gle, s. [O. Fr.

sursangle, from Lat. super = above, and
cingulus = a belt.]

1. Saddlery: A belt or girth to be passed
around a saddle, pad

1

, or blanket, to fasten it
to the horse's back.

2. The girdle with which clergymen of the
Church of England bind their cassocks.

Sur-In'-gle, v.t. [SURCINGLE, a.] To fur-
nish with a surcingle ; to bind or attach with
a surcingle.

"SUT'-cle, s. [Lat. surculus=ti young twig
or branch.] A little shoot, a sucker, a twig.

"
Boughs and turclet of the same shape unto th*

tree." Browne : rulgar Errourt, bk. ii., ch. vL

*
SUT-C163K, v.t. [Pref. sur- (2), and Eng. cloy,

.] To surfeit (q.v.).
" A greedy eater of ranch food.

Which so turcloaa hi stomach.
'

Sylvater: Quadraiiu uf Pib

sur'-coat,
* sur coatc,

[Pret sur (2), and Eng. coat,

8. (q.v.).]

1. An outer garment worn
from the thirteenth to the
fifteenth centuries by both
sexes. It was made in a great
variety of forms, short and

long.

2. Any garment worn ovr
defensive armour ; more es-

pecially applied to the long
and flowing drapery of

knights, anterior to the in-

trocluction of plate armour,
and frequently emblazoned
with the family arms.

" His crest a broken yoke, and In his shield
Red flumes he Imr*. upon a jell.'W flel.l :

With flames his iurco.it * euibrohler'il >."
ll.'ole: Orlando fu'iof. lUL

3. A short robe worn
over the long rolie or

tunic, tcnnin.it in;,' a little

below the knee, forming
part of the costume of

ladies at the close of the

eleventh century.

sur1

-crease, . [O. Fr.

surcrez, turcrvist = an

overgrowth : sur = over,

and Lat. cresco = to in-

crease.) Annuitant or

excessive growth or in-

crease.

in at the t"
ration

sur'-crew (ew as 6), .

P<,IU oibion, a

[Fr. *ur= ov

"boil, b6"jh po^t, JolH; oat, $ell, chorus, $Hia, bench; go, *em; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-Clan, tian = shan. -tion, -sloa = alion ; -(ion, -sion = zhuxu -clous,
-tious, -sious = aUua. -hie, -die, *c. = bel, cleA.



4556 surcudant surf

and crue = an increase.) Augmentation, ad-

ditional collection.
"
Upturning with a JIUTI-CW of the splenetic vapours."

ytrliyiiMB H'ottoniana, \>. Ml.

SUT'-CU-dant.!*. [O. Fr. surcuidant.] [SuR-

<JUKDRV.J Arrogant, insolent, presumptuous.
"
Full ot vayuglorioui ami lurcuditMt elacyon."

&t<(<m : Jieplycacioil, i. 208.

sur'-cu-lato, r.i. [Lat. sttrcufa<i<s, pa. .par.

of surt-u/o, from surculus = & shoot, a twig.]
To prune.

*sur-cu-la'-tion,*. [SORCULATE.] The act

of pruning.
" When tusition and grafting. In the text, is applied

unto the olive tree, it hath au emphatic*! sense, very
agreeable unto that tree, which is best propitiated this

way ; uot at all by tur<:ulation."Uroti>iie : Mitcclhmy
Tract. I.

ur cu lose, sur'-cu-lous, a. [Lat. r-

culostis, from mmidwsi a twig, a shoot.]

Bot. : Full of shoots or twigs.

ur'-cu-lus (pi. sur'-cu-li), s. [Lat]
Hot. : A sucker (q.v.).

ur-cur'-rent, a. [Fr. sur = above, and Lat.

currens, prf par. of curro = to run.]

Bot. : Running up the stem as a leafy ex-

pansion. (The opposite of deem rent q.v.)

surd, a. & s. [Lat. surdus = deaf ; hence,
deaf to reason, irrational.]

A. As adjective:
* L Ordinary Language:
1. Not having the sense of hearing ; deaf.
" A surd and earless generation of men, stupid unto

all instruction." rotH.

2. Unheard.
" Surd modes of articulation." Kenrick. (Goodrich.)

n. Technically:

1. Math. : Applied to a quantity not capable
of being expressed in rational numbers : as, a
turd expression or quantity. [B. 1.]

2. Phonetics : Uttered with breath and not
with voice; not sonant, toneless; applied,

specifically, to the hard, mute consonants of
the alphabet. [B. 2.]

B. As substantive :

1. Math. : An irrational quantity ; a quan-
tity which is incommensurable to unity;
the root of a quantity when that quantity
is not a complete power of the dimen-
sion required by the index of the root

;

hence, the roots of such quantities cannot be

expressed by rational numbers. Thus V 2,

or the square root of 2 ; v 4, or the cube root
of 4, &<:., are surds.

2. Phonetics: A consonantal sound uttered
with breath and not with voice ; a non-sonant

consonant, as p, f, s,t,k.

*
surd'-al, a. [Eng. surd; -al.} rhe same as
SURD (q'.v.).

*
sur-din-y, s. [SARDINE.]

sur dl-tas, s. [Lat.] Deafness ;
hardness

of hearing.

*
Surd'-l-ty, s. [Fr. mrdite, from Lat. surdi-

tatem, accus. of surditas.] Deafness ; hard-
ness of hearing.

sure (s as sh),
*
sur, * seur, a. & adv.

[O. Fr. nur, seur, segur, from Lat. securus =
secure (q.v.); Fr. stir.]

A, As adjective:
*

1. Secure, safe ; out of danger.
*

2. Betrothed ; engaged to marry.
"The king was sure to dame Elizabeth Lucy, and

her husband before God." More : Bitt. Rii:hard 111.

3. Perfectly confident or undoubting ; cer-

tain of one's facts, position, or the like ; cer-

tainly knowing and believing ; trusting im-

plicitly ; having no fear of being deceived,
disappointed, or found at fault ; assured.

"
I am >ure she is not buried."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen, iv. 2.

4. Fit, proper, or deserving to I* depended
on ; certain not to disappoint or come short
of expectation ; certain, infallible, stable ; not
Habit to change, loss, or failure.

"The testimony of the Lord is sure." Psalm xlx. 7.

5. Certain to find, gain, or retain : as, To
be sure of life or health.

* B. As adverb :

1. Safely, securely.
"
Open perili sureit answered."

Bhaketp. : Julius Caesar, IT. L

2. Unfailingly, infallibly, surely.
"

I know most lure uiy art is uot past power."
Shakesp. : Alls Well, ii. I.

3. Firmly, securely.
ind _.
tihakrsp. : 1 He

U It is frequently inserted by way of assev-

eration.
" Tls pleasant, lure, to see one's name in print."

tlyrun : Knglish Bards * scotch Ketieaen, 51.

U For the difference between sure and cer-

tain, see CERTAIN.

If 1. Sure as a gun: Most certainly, most
assuredly ; unfailingly ; absolutely certain.

(Colloq.)

2. To be sure : Without doubt ; certainly ;

of course.

3, To make sure :

(1) To make certain or secure ; to secure so
that there can be no possibility of failure or

disappointment.
"(live diligence to make your calling and election

jure." 2 Peter i. 10.

(2) To make fast by betrothal ; to betroth.

*
siire'-by (s as sh), s. [SURESBY.]

* siired (s as sh), a. [Eng. sur(e) ; -ed.} As-
sured.

" For ever lamed of our suretl might.
*

Sidney : Arcadia, p. MS.

* sur ed ly (s as sh), adv. [Eng. sured ;

ly.] Certainly, safely, securely.
" He that walks moderately, is always with him-

self, directeth his business with better advantage, and
more turedly and cheerfully." Lennard : Of Wisdom,
bk. ii., ch. ii., i 10.

sure foot ed (s as Sh), a. [Eng. sure, and
footed.]

1. Lit. : Treading firmly ; having a firm,

steady tread ; not liable to stumble, slide, or
fall.

2. Fig. : Not liable to slip or err ; trust-

worthy.
"That safe and surefooted interpreter, Alex. Aphro-

disius, exiKmnds his master's meaning." Cudieorth :

Intell. System, p. 170.

siire'-ly (s as sh),
*
sure-lye, adv. [Eng.

sure; -ly.]

*1. Firmly, stably, securely.
" That I may surely keep mine oath."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Xhrew, IT. i.

2. Certainly, infallibly, assuredly.
"In the day that thou eatcst thereof thou shalt

turely die." Gmetit ii. 17.

IT Surely is frequently used by way of as-

severation : as
"
Surely

It is a sleepy language."
Shaketp. : Tempest, it 1.

Or, as nearly equivalent to an interrogative ;

as, Surely, you do not think so?= You do not
think so, do you ? or, as expressing a doubt in

the mind of the speaker : as, Surely he cannot
have said so ?

* sure' ment (s as sh), s. [Eng. sure; -ment.]

Security for payment.
"

I you rele.se, madame, into your hond
Quit every turement and every bond."

Chaucer : C. T., 11,837.

sure -ness (s as sb), s. [Eng. sure; -ness.]

The quality or state of being sure or certain ;

certainty, security.
"
They were in doubt which was the right way they

were obliged to keep, and therefore for iiireneia they
would keep both." Sharp : Sermont, voL iv., ser. IS.

*
siires'-by^ (s as sh), s. [Eng. sure ; s connect. ,

and t>oy. Modelled on the Shakes] ierian word
rudesby (q v.).] One to be sure of ; a person
to be relied upon.

" There is one which is turesby, as they say, to serve,
if anything will serve." Bradford in Goodrich t Por-
ter.

*siire'-tl-8hip (suasshii), s. [SURETYSHIP.]

siire'-ty (s as sh),
* seurte,

*
sure-tee,

*
sure-tye, s. [O. Fr. seurte, segurtet ; Fr.

surete, from Lat. sectiritatem, accus. of se-

curitas, from securus = secure (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. Security, safety.

"They were fayne to resorte to their shyppes for

theyr suertne."Fabyan : Chronycle, ch. xlviii.

2. Certainty, indubitableness.

3. Security against loss or damage ; security
for payment.

" And he shal han Custance in marlage,
And certain gold, I not what quautltie,
And hereto ffndeu suffisant sureHt."

Chaucer: 0. T., MM.

4. That which makes sure, secure, firm, or
certain ; assurance ; ground of stability or

security. " We our state

Hold, as yon yours, while our obedience holds :

On other surety none." ililtait : P. I., v. 6ML
*
5. Evidence, ratification, confirmation,

guarantee. " She called the saints to surety,
That she would never put it from her finger,
Unless she gave it to yourself."

Hhakesp. : All's Well that Ends Well, v. >

6. In the same sense as II.
"

I'll be his surety." Shuketp. : Tempest, 1. 1
7. One who takes the place of another ; ft

substitute, a hostage.
" In him our fiureti/ seemed to say.

Behold, I beur your sins away."
Camper : Olney Hymns, xix.

II. Law : One who is bound with and for

another who is primarily liable, and who ia

called the principal ; one who enters into a
bond or recognizance to answer for the appear-
ance of another in court, or for his payment
of a debt, or for the performance of some act,
and who. in case of the failure of the prin-

cipal, is liable to pay the debt and damages ;

a bondsman, a bail.

If (1) Surety ofgood beltaviour : A recognizance
or obligation to the crown entered into by a

person with one or more sureties before some
competentjudge of record, whereby the parties

acknowledge themselves to be indebted to the
crown in a specified amount, with condition
to be void if the defendant shall demean and
behave himself well, either generally or spe-

cially, for the time therein limited. It includes

surety for the peace and something more. A
justice may bind overall night-walkers, such
as keep suspicious company, or are reported
to be pilferers or robbers, common drunkards,
cheats, idle vagabonds, and other persons
whose misbehaviour may reasonably bring
them within the general words of the statute
as persons not of good fame. (Blackstone:
Comment., bk. iv., ch. 18.)

(2) Surety of the peace : The acknowledg
ment of a bond to the authorities, taken by a

competent judge of record, for keeping the

peace.
" Any justice of the peace may, ex-offlcio, bind all

those to keep the peace who in his presence make any
affray ; or threaten to kill or beat another ; or contend
together with angry words : or are brought before him
by the constable for a breach of the pice in bis

presence ; and all such persons as, having ueeu before
bound to the peace, have broken it and forfeited their

recognizances. Also, whenever any private man has
Just cause to fear that another will do him a corporal
injury, or procure others so to do; he may demand
surety of the petice against such ieisou : and every
justice of the i*ace is l*miid to grant it, if he who de-

mands it will make oath that he is actually under
fear of death or bodily harm. This is called swearing
the peace against another ; ami, if the party does not
find such sureties :is the justice in his discretion shall

require, be may immediately be committed till he
does, or until the expiration of a year; for persons
committed to prison for not entering in to recognizances
or finding sureties to keep the peace can in no case be
detained for more than twelve mouths. Such recog-
nizance, when given, may be forfeited by any actual
violence, or menace even, to the person of him who
demanded it. if it be a special recoimi/.ance ; or, if the
recognizance be general, by any unlawful action what-
soever, that either is or tends to a branch of the
peace." aiuckstone: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 18.

*
siire'-ty (s as sh), v.t. [SURETY, s.] To be

surety or security for ; to guarantee.
"
We'll surety him." Shakesp. : Coriolanut, lit 1.

sure'.
- ty - ship,

* sure' - ti - ship (sii as

Shii), s. [Eng. surety; -ship.] The state or

position of being surety; tlie obligation of a

person to answer for the debt, fault, or non-

performance of another, and to make good
any loss occasioned thereby.

"
If here uot clear'd, no suretyship can bail

Condemned debtors from th' eternal jail."
Denham : Of Prudence, 157.

Surf (1), s. [Etym. doubtful. According to

Skeat, the more correct form is siiffe (q.v.),
for sough = a rush or rushing noise, from A.S.

swdgan = to make a rushing noise.] [SwooN,
SOUGH (2), s.] The swell of the sea which
breaks upon the shore or upon sandbanks or

rocks.

"The rising of the waves against the shore, is called

by mariners the surf of the sea." Goldsmith: Ani-
mated Jfature, pt. i., ch. xvii.

surf-boat, s. A peculiarly constructed
boat for landing or pushing off through the

surf.

surf-boatman, s. One who manages a
surf-boat.

"
It is an erroneous notion that the experience of

the sailor qualifies him for a surf-boatman." Scrib-

ner't Magazine, Jan., 1880, p. 223.

surf-duck, s. [SURF-SCOTER;]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, 09 = e; ey - a; qu = kw*
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surf-scoter, .

Orniih.: (Edemia pertpicillata ; An United
States duck, common on the Atlantic coast,
and extending its migrations tu Europe.
Length about twenty-one inches ; plumage
black, with an oval p;itch of white on the top
of the head and on the back of the neck ;

beak, legs, and toes orauge-yellow. Called
also Surf-duck.

Surf (2), s. [Souce (1), s.]

Agric. : The bottom or conduit of a drain.

(Prov.)

sur'-fa9e, s. & a. [Fr., from sur = above,
upon," and fact (Lat. faciem) face ; cf. Lat.

superficies, from siijier above, and fades = a
face. Surface and superficies are therefore
doublets.]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language:
1. Literally:

(1) The upper face of anything ; the ex-
terior part of anything that has length and
breadth ; one of the limits that terminate a
solid ; the superficies, the outside : as, the
surface of a cylinder, the surface of the sea,
.Ac. Popularly surface is used to designate
not only the superficies, or exterior part of
aii> thing, but also a certain thickness or depth
below the outside : as, To pare otf the surface
of a field ; the surface of the earth, &c.

" His iwssions like th' wafry stores that sleep
Beneath the smiling turfm'e of the deep."

Camper: Uope, 184.

(2) In the same sense as II. 2.

2. Fig. : Outward or external appearance ;

that which appears or is presented on a slight
or superficial view, without examination : as,
On the surface of it the proposition appears
fair.

IL Technically:

1. Fort. : That part of the side which is

terminated by the flank prolonged, and the
angle of the nearest bastion.

2. Geom. : That which has length and
breadth only, and so distinguished from a
line which has length only, and a solid which
has length, breadth, and thickness. Surfaces
are distinguished algebraically by the nature
and order of their equations : thus a plane
surface is a surface of the first order; a
curved surface is a surface of the second
order. Surfaces are also distinguished by
their mode of generation.

3. Physics: When geometrical reasoning is

applied to the propositions of physics, "the
word surface is used in the ordinary geomet-
ric sense, that is, length and breadth without
thickness [2.], but when the abstract is modi-
fied into the concrete, the surface in physics
has, in an indefinitely small amount or thick-
ness, depth, a geometrical surface existing
only as a mental conception.

B. As adj.: Of or pertaining to the surface ;

situated or being on the surface ; external ;

hence, figuratively, superficial, specious, in-
sincere : as, mere surface loyalty.

IT For the difference between surface and
ruperficies, see SUPERFICIES.

U (1) Curved surface : A surface which may
be cut by a plane through any given point,
so that the line of common section of the
plane and surface may be a curve, as the
surface of a sphere, cylinder, or cone.

(2) DevelojxMe surface : A surface that can
be unwrapped in a plane without any doubling
of parts over one another, or separation, as
the surface of the cylinder and cone.

(3) Plane surface : [PLANE, s., A, II. 2.].

(4) Ruled surface: A surface described by
the motion of a straight line, which neither
remains parallel to a given line, nor always
passes through a given point, as a conoidal
surface.

(5) Tubular surface : A surface generated by
a circle of a given radius, which moves with
Its centre on a given curve, and its plane at

right angles to the tangent of that curve.

(6) Undevelopable surface : A surface that
cannot be developed in the plane.

surface-chuck, .

JMhe: A face-plate chuck to which a flat

Object is dogged for turning.

surface condenser, s.

L Stea.m-e.ng. : A chamber or congeries of

pipes in which steam from the cylinder is
condensed.

2. A steam-heated apparatus, consisting of
pipes or chambers over which a solution is
conducted in order that its watery particles
may be driven otf.

surface-gauge, s. An implement for
testing the accuracy of plane surfaces.

surface-grub, .

Entom.: The grub or caterpillar of Tri-
pluetia pronuba. [TRIPH^NA, UNDERWING.]

surface-joint, s. A joint uniting the
ends or edges of metallic sheets or plates.

surface-man, s.

Rail.-eng. : A person whose duty it is to
keep the permanent way in order.

surface-plane, s.

Wood-work. : A form of planing-machine
for truing and smoothing the surface of an
object run beneath the rotary cutter on the
bed of the planer.

surface-printing, s. Printing from an
inked surface in contradistinction to the plate-
printing process, in which the lines are filled
with ink, the surface cleaned, and the ink
absorbed from the lines by pressure upon the
plate. Books, newspapers, woodcuts, and
lithographs are all surface-printed ; Bank of

England notes have l>een printed by this
process since January 1, 1855.

surface-roller, s.

Calico-print. : The engraved cylinder used
in calico-printing.

surface-twitch, .

Sot. : (1) Polygonum aviculare; (2) Agrostw
Stolonifera anyustifolia. (Britten Holland.)

surface-water, *. Water which collects
on the surface of the ground ; it is usually
run off into sewers or drains.

surface-working, s.

Mining : The operation of digging for gold
or other minerals on the top soil.

sur'-fape, v.t. [SURFACE, s.]

1. To put a surface on ; to give a surface to ;

espee., to give a fine surface to; to make
smooth or polished.

2. To work the surface of, as ground, in

searching for gold, &c.

1 3. To bring to or place on the surface ; to
raise to the surface.

"To tur/are the tinstuff now accumulated." Money
Market lieview, Aug. 29, 1885.

SUr'-fa9-er, . [Eng. surface), v. ; -er.]

1. A machine for planing and giving a sur-
face to wood.

2. One who digs for gold, &c., in the surface
soil.

*
surfe,

* sur fell,
*
sur-fle,

*
sur-fyll,

v.t. [Prob. corrupted from sulphur.] To
wash, as the face, with a cosmetic, supposed
to have been prepared from sulphur.

" She shall no oftener powder her hair, tur/i-ll her
cheeks, cleanse her teeth, or conform the hairs of her
eye-brows, Ac," Ford : Loae't iiacrifice. ii. L

sur felt.
*
sur-fet,

* sur fey to, v.t. & i.

[SURFEIT, *.J

A. Transitive :

L Lit. : To feed to excess so as to overload
and oppress the stomach, and derange the
functions of the system ; to overfeed so as to

produce sickness or nausea.

IL Figuratively:
*

1. To overburthen ; to weigh down.
" No more would watch, when sleepe so turfeted
Their leaden ey-lids."

Chnpmnn : Homer : Odyttey ii.

2. To fill to satiety or disgust ; to cloy.
" To lurfeit and injure ourselves by exceseire indul-

gence
" Knnx : Sermont, vol. vU ser. 20.

* B. Intransitive :

1. Lit. : To be fed till the system is op-
pressed, and sickness or nausea results.

"Who before pampered himself with all sorts of
delicacies even to turjritiny." Sharp: Rennont,
ToL vl., ser. 3.

2. Fig. : To feel uneasy in consequence of
excess.

"Lore lurfeltt not, Inst like a pl-itton dies."

Shaketp. : \'cnui i Adoiiit. W*

sur'- felt,
* sur-fet,

*
sor-fait, . [0. Fr.

sorfait = excess, orig. pa, par. of sorfaire, sur-

faire; to overprize, to make ofexcessive value;O. Fr. wir ; Kr. sur - above, and fu.it, pa. par.
offain (Lat. facio)= to do, to make, to deein.]
L Literally:

1. Excess in eating and drinking ; an exces-
sive or gluttonous meal by which the stomach
is overloaded, and the digestion deranged.
_lUe *aa 1"" f

;.
kll

]

e<
j.Jth ajur/ttof Shene pippin.."

THaaturof : English UutnourMt ; Swift.
2. Fulness and oppression of the system,

arising from excessive or gluttonous eating or
drinking.

"So prodigious In quantity, as would at another

royoil
a

b*k *ii cn
Ce

ii

* eVCT r *"r/<rtt"-* *!.

II. Fig. : Disgust caused bv satiety ; satiety.
nausea.

"Zelinane thought it not good for his stomach to
recr : ve a iu.rfe.it 01 toomuch favour." Sidney: A rcadia,

*
surfeit-swelled, a. Swelled out with

gluttony or other over-indulgence. (Shakesv. :
2 Henry IV., v. 5.)

*
surfeit-water, s. Water for the cure

of surfeits.
" A little cold-d<stilled poppy-water, which is the

true turf,-it-wa.ier. with ease and abstinence, often
ends distempers in the beginning." Locke.

sur'-feit-er, s. [Eng. surfeit, v. ; -er.] A
gluttou, a reveller, a rioter.

"1 did not think
This am rous titr/eirer would have d.mu'd his helm."

SlMkesp.: Antony t Cleuptttra. ii. 1.

Sur'-felt-Ing, s. [SURFEIT, v.} The same as
SURFEIT, s. (q.v.).

* sur flew (ew as 6), s. [Pref. sur- (2), and
/l.J (See extract.)

" What nsmilly are termed therein fthe Granvil
coat of anus

| rests, being the handles of spears (most
honourable in tilting to break them nearest there.
uutol are called by some ciiticks surfleiees, being the
necessary aiipeu.-lants to organs conveying wind unto
them if, las it seemethl tlirir dubious form as repre-
sented in the scuU'heon doth ex (eyuo answer to
both.' Fuller: Wortliiet; CornicaU.

surf-man, s. [Eng. surf (1), and man.] A
sailor who manages a surf-boat (q.v.).

"
Rescued from drowning by the turfmen, who

rushed into the breAkera and safely dragged them
ashore." Scrioner't Magazine, Jan., 1480, p. S32.

surf'-man-ship, s. [Eng. surfaian; -ship.]
The art "of, or skill in managing a surf-lmat

(q-v-).
"
Sur/manshlp was not a standard of qualification."'

Scribner's Magazine. Jan., 1880, p. 33*.

-^, a. [Eng. surf(l), s. ; -y.] Consisting
in or abounding with surf ; resembling surf ;

foaming.

Surge, s. [Lat. surgo = to rise ; O. Fr. Bour-

geon = a spring.]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. A rising, a spring, a fountain.

" All great ryuers are gurged and assemblede of
diners target and springes of water." Bernen:
Froiatirt ; Oronycle, vol. i , ch. L

2. A large wave or billow ; a large rolling
swell of water.

" The fore part of the sliip is most affected hy the
motion of a head sea and by the sound and sliwlt of
the surffes." Centura Magazine, Dec.. 1878, p. 604.

*
3. A swelling or rolling prominence.

*
4. The act or state of surging, or of

heaving in an undulatory manner.

II. Naut. : The swell on a windlass-barrel

upon which the cable or messenger surges or

slips back.

Surge, v.t. & t. [Lat surgo = to rise.]

A. Intransitive:
*

1. Ord. Lang. : To swell ; to rise higb
and roll, as waves.

" The turgtnq air receives
Its plumy burden." fhnmton: Spring,

2. N'tut. : To slip back : as, A cable surges.

B. Transitive :

Naut. : To let go a portion (of a rope)

snddenly ; to slack (a rope) np suddenly when
it renders round a pin, a winch, windlass, or

capstan.

*
surge'-ful, a. [Eng. surge, s. ; -fu1(l).'} Full

of, or abounding with surges ; rough.
" Like Thetis' gondly self majestically guides :

Upon her spacious lx-d tossing the turgrful tides.

Draytan : Polt-olt>ian, e. 14.

*
surge'-le'ss,

*
surge-lease, a. [Eng.

surge, B. ; -less.] Free from surges ; smooth,
calm.

" In turytitut seas of quiet rest"
Mirroni for MagMratm.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, e?ist. ph -
f.

-clan, -tian - shan. -tion. -ion - shun; -(ion, sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c, = hel, del.
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SUTg'-ent, a. [Lilt, mrgeru, pr. par. of surijo

= tu rise.]

L Ord. Lang.: Swelling.
" W hf ii the rurnrnt MM

Hv ebbed their Oil. tU.ir waves do ri- ^-uln."
Urt, ne Alixoiuta. L

2. t?oi. : Rising ; a term applied to tlie

fifth series of the Appalachian strata, synony-
mous with the Clinton group of New York,
an<l. as shown by fossil echiuoUeiuia and
trilobites, partially equivalent in age to the

Silurian Weniock formation of England.
Maximum thickness about 2,400 feet. (Prof.
H. D. Rogers: Otology of Pennsylvania.)

gurg -eon, surg-i en,
* surg en, surg-

eyn,
* surg i on, s. [A corrupt, of clii-

rurj/eoi(q. v.), from O. Fr. cirurgien, oerurgien.]

1. OnJ. Lang. : One who practices surgery ;

In a more limited sense, one who cures dis-

eases or injuries of the body by operating
manually upon the patient. In a more gene-
ral sense, one whose occupation is to treat

diseases or injuiifS by medical appliances,
Whether internal or external.

H The London barbers and surgeons were

incorporated in 1540 as one company, the

barbers, however, being prohibited from at-

tempting any surgical operations beyond the

drawing of teeth. In 1745 the corporation
was divided into two the one of the barters

and the other of the surgeons. The same

year what is now the Koyal College of Sur-

geons of England obtained its first charter.

Within the present century the art of the

surgeon has made remarkable progress, and

many operators of bold and striking skill

have arisen, both in the United States and

Europe. The discovery of autiseptic treatment

has enabled surgeons to explore regions of

the body which formerly they dared not touch,
and operations are successfully performed
to-day which in the past would have been
deemed utterly impossible.

2. Ichthy. : A popular name for any species
of the genus Acaiithurus, from the sharp,

erectile, lancet-shaped spiue with which each
ide of the tail is armed. In the early stages

of their growth these fish are so different from
the fully-developed individuals, that for some
time the young fish were placed in a separate

genus, Acronurus. (See extract.)
"
Surgcont occur In all tropical seas, with the ex-

eeptiou of the eastern ]rt of the Pacific, where they
disappear with the corals. They do not attain to any
iize. the largest siiecies scarcely exceeding a length of

eighteen inches. Many are agreeably or showily
oloured. the ornamental colour* being distributed in

Try extraordinary |tterns. Thn larger ipecies are

eatable, and toiue even esteemed as food." Ounther :

Study of Fithet, p. *<9.

surgeon-apothecary, *. One who is

both surgeon ami apothecary.

surgeon-dentist, s. A dental-surgeon ;

qualified dentist.

surgeon-fish, *. [SURGEON, ., 2.]

Burg'-e6n-9^, s. [Eng. surgeon; -cy.] The
office of a surgeon, as in the army or navy.

surg'-eon-r^, s. [Eng surgeon ; -ry.] The
practice of a surgeon ; surgery ; a surgery.

nrf-er-y,
*
surg-er-ie, s. [A corrupt of

O. Fr. cirurgif., nintrgie, chirurgie = surgery,
from Low Lat. cliirnrgia ; Or. \eipovpyia.

(fheirourgia) = a working with the hands ;

X'p (ckeir), gcnit. \ctp6s (cheiros)= the hand,
and ipyot (ergo) = to work.]

1. Science <f Hint. : The term includes a science
and an art, the former relating to the study of
accidental injuries and surgical diseases com-
mon to the whole or several regions, organs,
or textures of the body, and to morbid growths
and pathological pr> >cesscs of particular organs
or regions, the latter to their treatment by
operation.
The Egyptians are said to have practised

the art with success about 410 B.C. Hipi>o-
crates mentions a surgical instrument for re-

ducing dislocated bones. Celsus, A.D. 17, was
skilful surgeon. In the third century

mrgery received an impulse from Erasistratus
of Alexandria, who introduced the practice of

dissecting the human subject. The Arabians
made some progress in the art. The founder
of modern surgery is considered to have been
Andrew Vesalius (1514-1.MJ4). His great
work, De Corftnris Humnni Fabrica Lihri

Septem, WMS published at Basel in 1543. The
discoveries of Ambrose Pare, John Hunter,
and others were followed by the conservative

surgery in which so many signal triumphs

wer achieved. The employment of ether to

produce insensibility by Dr. Morton, of Boston,
in 1*46, and of chloroform by Sir J. Simpson
shortly afterwards, has been uf the highest value
to surgery. Ovariotomy, first performed by Dr.

M'Dowell, of Kentucky, has saved hundreds of
lives. Antiseptic treatment has taeti introduced

by Sir Joseph Lister, with equally great effect ;

and Pasteur's inoculation treatment will, it

is hoped, be carried to success, and produce the
grandest results in preventing disease. The
introduction of lit hotrity, the cure of aneurism
by pressure, the use of the ophthalmoscope,
laryngoscope, and other instruments, with the
radical cure for hernia, the operations for

appendicitis and brain tumor, Ac., may be men-
tioned as amongst the comparatively recent

triumphs of modern surgery, rendering oper-
ations less terrifying and much more effectual.

"This would soon raise turnery into au art."
Warburton: Uitine Legation, l.k. iv., |S.

2. A place where surgical operations are

performed, or where medicines are prepared.

surg -1 ant, o. [Lat. surgo to rise.)

Her. : The same as ROUSANT or RISING (q.v.).

Burg'-Ic-al, a.. [A contract, of chirurgical,
from Low Lat. chirurgicus. ] [SuROERv.] Of
or pertaining to surgeons or surgery ; done by
means of surgery : as, surgical instruments,
turgical operations.

H A Surgical Aid Society to supply the

poor with surgical appliances was founded in

London in 1862.

*
iirg'-y, o. [Eng. surg(e), s. ; -y.} Rising
in surges or billows ; full cf surges ; produced
by surges.

"The turfy murmurs of the lonely sea."
Keatt : Entlymion, I in.

siir-i-a'-na, s. (Named after Josepho Donato
Surian, physician at Marseilles.]

Hot. : The typical genus of Surianaceae

(q.v.), containing but one species, Sttriana

maritima. It is a woody plant, with alter-

nate exstipulate leaves, racemose flowers, a
five cleft calyx, five petals, indefinite sta-

mens, five carpels attached to a short gy no-

base, each cell of the ovary with two seeds.

Fruit with a woody pericarp, five cells, each
with one ascending seed. Found on the
coast of various tropical regions.

siir-i-a-na'-ce-, *. pi. [Mod. Lat suri-

an(a); Lat fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : A douMful order of Hypogynotis Ex-

ogens, alliance Chenopodales. It was founded

by Dr. Wight, but is now generally merged
in Simarubaceae.

sur -i- ca'-ta, s. [Latinised from native name.]

Zool. : A genus of Viverridse (q.v.), with one

species, Suricata zenick, from South Africa.

siir'-I-cate, s. [Native name.]
Zool. : Any individual of the genus Snricata

(q.v.). length about thirteen inches, tail six

inches ; colour grayish-brown, with yellowish-

gray transverse stripes on back. Little is

known of the habits of these animals in a
state of nature, beyond the fact that they are
fossorial.

Su'-rf-nam, . [See def.]

Geog. : Dutch Guiana and the river which
runs through it

Surinam-bark, .

Bot. : The bark of A nflira, intrm.lt [ANDTRA],
called also Bastard Cabbage Bark and Worm
Bark.

Surinam-poison, s.

Hot. : Tephrosto toxlcaria, a half shrubby
erect plant, with many pairs of leaflets, pu-
bescent aViove and silky beneath ; papilion-
aceous flowers and linear, velvety, mucronate

legumes. It is said to have come at first

from Africa, but now grows in the West
Indies and Guiana, where the leaves, bruised
and pounded, are cast into the water to in-

toxicate and poison fish.

Surinam-toad, s.

Zool.. : Pipa americana, a large flat toad,
found on the edges of swamps in Surinam and
the neighbouring country. It is about a foot

long, with a short, broad, pointed head, the
nostrils produced into a leathery tube ; large
hind limits with webbed feet ; fore feet small,
with four slnnder we'.lted fingers, terminating
in four small projections. It is brownish-olive

above, whitish below ; the skin is covered
with a number of tiny hard granules, inter-

spersed with horny, tubercular projections.
It has no tongue, and the jaws and palate are
toothless. The species in progagated in an

extremely curious manner. When the eggs
are laid, the m-de impregnates them, takes
them in his {taws, and places them on the
back of the female, where they adhere \>y

SURINAM-TOAD.

means of a glutinous secretion, and become
by degrees embedded in a series of cells which
then form in the skin. When the process is

completed, a membrane closes over the cells,
and the back of the female bears a strong
resemblance to a piece of dark honeycomb.
In these cells the eggs are hatched, and the

young undergo their metamorphosis, bursting
through the protecting membrane as perfect
frogs.

su ri-nam-fne, s. [Eng. Surinam ; -int.]

Chem. : An alkaloid said to occur in the
bark of Andira inermis.

*
sur-in-ten'-dant, . [SUPERINTENDENT.]

Bur'-li-ly, adv. [Eng. ntrly; -ly.] In a surly
or morose manner ; gruffly.

sur li ness, s. [Eng. surly ; -ness.'] The
quality or state of being surly ; gloomy
moroseness ; crabbedness.

"Cured of all that perversmesi and mrltntu at
temper." Scott : Christian Life, pt. 1., ch. iii.

surl'-Ing, s. [Eng. surl(y); -ing.] A sour,

surly, morose fellow.
" These sour turlinijt are to bt commended to siemr

Gaulanl." Camden : Kemaini; Aiiayninimei.

sur -loin, *sur-loyn, s. (SIKLOIN.J

sur-ltf,
*
ser-ly,

* sur lie,
* sur-lyt

syr-lie, *syr-lye, a. [tor sir-tile, <.e*

magisterial, arrogant, proud, and hence lude,
uncivil, morose.]

*1. Arrogant, haughty, magisterial.
" Like lyrli/f sbepheardt hav we ii"iie."

Center : Shepheardi Calender ; Jufn.

2. Gloomily morose, sour, crabbed, snarl-

ing ; cross and rude ; churlish.

"OW Tiuey, turtieit of his kind."
C'lta/ier: Ei>it)jh on a nnrt.

3. Ungracious, churlish, rude. (b.u of

things.)
*

4. Gloomy, dismal.
" When T am dead.

Then you shall hear this turly. sullen l>ell."

Shakes/*. Svnnet TL

5. Rough, dark, tempestuous : as, the

turly storm. (Thomson.)

sur mark, *. [Pref. sur- (2), and mark.}

Shipbuilding :

(1) A mark drawn on the timbers at the In-

tersection of the moulding-edge with thr rib-

band-line ; the stations of the ribbands and

harpings being marked on the timbers.

(2) A cleat temporarily placed on the out-

side of a rib, to give a hold to the ribband by
which, through the shores, it is supported on
the slipway.

t sur'-mas-ter, s. {Formed from Low Lat.

submagister an under-master ; cf. svrropnte.')

An under-master ; the master of the lower

division in a public school. (Still used in St.

Paul's School.)

siir-mTs'-a-'bly, adv. (Eng. surmise ; -ably.]

By surmise ; presumably.
Had yon formed any opinion of what is

th cunse of death?" Daily Telrgrujih. Dec. 31, 18SU

* sur-mis'-al, *. [Eng. srat*(); <*] The

act of surmising ; surmise.
" All pride and envy, and all uncharitable mtf*

miiali."-Gl<iHi>M : Sermon L

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marline; go, pifc

or. wore, W9if, work, wad, SOB; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, foil; try, Syrian. e,O9~;ey = a;4U = iro,
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BUT mis ant. .

One win) surmises.
[Eng. surmis(e) ; -ant.]

" Her ladyship informants, or rather turmitantt.'
Richardson : utariau, vL 179.

Bur mise', *sur-myse, v.t. & i. [SUR-
MISE, .-.-.]

A. Transitive :

* L To charge ; to accuse.

2. To guess or imagine to be the case, with
but little ground or reason to go on ; to con-

jecture, to suspect ; to have a suspicion.
" Xu,-mile not

HU presence to these narrow Iwuuds coutin'd."
Milton : P. L., xi. 840.

IB.
Intransitive:

*
1. To charge ; to make a charge or accu-

sation.

He surmited to the king . . . that his said secret
friends hiul excited him t.icuiiibine with his enemies."
State J'ruilt, 3 i-dvid. 111. (an. ixiuj.

2. To imagine, to conjecture, to suspect, to
suppose.

ur~ mise', s. [O. Fr. surmise an accusa-

tion, pi op. fern, of surmis, pa. par. of sui-mettre
= to charge, to accuse ; In., to put upon; sur
= upon, and mettre ti> put.]
* L A charge, an accusation.
"To relieve the truth, aud to confound false iwr.

mi*t.' Unmet: Jtecords. vol. i.. pt. i., bk. iii.. No. 30.

2. The thought, imagination, suspicion, or
conjecture that something may lie, though
l>ased on no certain or strong evidence ; con-

jecture, guess.
" Many turmlte* of evil alarm the hearts of the

people." Longfellow: Koani/eline. L a.

3. Reflection, thought.
"
Being from the feeling of her own grief brought
By deepfurmue i.f others' detriment,"

Ohukaip. : K,ipe of Lucrece. 1,579.

8Ur-mis'-er, i. [Eng. surmise), v. ; -er.] One
who su* mises.

*'
1 should first desire these turmitert to point out

the time." Lively Oruelet, ttc. (1678), p. 37.

Bur mis Ing, s. [Eng. *urmiX); -ing.] A
surmise.

*Bur-mit',
*
sur-myt, v.t. & i. [Fr. surmettre

to charge.]

A. Trans. : To put forward, to charge.
The pretens bury 1511 that John 1'astou yn hyslyffe

tunifUed >"Pu.stun Letteit, ii. 343.

B. Intrans. : To surmise.
"
Only < ill my dreaiue I did turmit."Thynnt:

Debute, p. 67.

BUT mount', v.t. [Fr. svrmonter, from sur
zover, above, and monter = to mount (q.v.).J

L To mount or rise above ; to overtop.
- The mountains of Olympus. Atho, and Atlas, over,

reach and surmount all winds aud clouds." ftaleiah :

fat. World.

2. To overcome, to conquer.
" He let himself therefore ia surmount some dlffl-

enlti saud to evade others." Macaulay: SM. Eng..
. eh. xix.

*
3. To surpass, to exceed.

" By which all earthly princes she doth farmrmmmt,"
H/xtiucr: f. (i.. II. x. 1.

T For the difference between to surmount
and to conquer, see CONQUER.

BUT mount' a ble, a. [Eng. surmount;
able.} Capable of being surmounted or over-
come ; superable, conquerable.

"The difficulty Is easily lurmoimtable by common
agacity.

'

tinox : Letter to a 1'oung Xoblenum.

Stir mount a ble ness, -. [Eng. surmount-
able; -ness.} The quality or state of being
surmountable.

Bur mount -ed, pa. par. & a. [SURMOUNT.)
A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As cutjective :

1. Ord. Lang. : Overcome, conquered, sur-

passed.

2. Her. : A term used of a charge when it

has another charge of a ditferent metal or
colour laid over it. When it is an animal
th? '. has a charge placed over, the terra used
is De-bruised (q.v.).

surmounted arch or dome, .

Arch. : An arch or dome that rises higher
than a semicircle.

Bur mount er, s. [Eng. surmount ; er.]
One who surmounts.

Bur'-mii! let, *. [Fr. turmulet = the red
mullet, for sormulet : O. Fr. sor (Fr. saur) -x
son-el (q.v.), aid mute = a mullet. [MUL-
LET (1)J

Ichthy. : Mullus surmulf.tus, formerly con-
sidered to be distinct specie* from M. barba-
tux, from which it di tiers in having its red
colour relieved by three longitudinal stripes
of yellow. Some authorities regard it as a
variety, while Gunther considers it to be the
female of M. barbatus. [MULLUS.)

t sur '- mil -lot, s. [Fr. from O.Fr. sor= sorrel,
and Fr. mulot (from Lat. mus) = a mouse.]

Zool. : Mus decumanus, the Brown Rat.
[RAT, s., II.]

sur name, *sor nom, *
sour-noun, .

[Fr. surnoia, from sur (I^at. super) = over, and
nom (Lilt, nomen) = name; Sp. sobrenombre ;
Ital. sojrraniwme.]

1. An additional name superadded to the
Clirisiian or liaptismal name, and ultimately
converted into a family name. Surnames
originally denoted occupation, residence, or
some particular characteristic, or event con-
nected with the individual, as William Rufiis
(or Red), John Smith (or the Smith), John
Bowyer (or the Bowmaker), &c. They were
also commonly formed at first by adding the
name of the father to that of the son, as
Thomas, John's son, whence Johnson; John,
Harry's son, whence Harrison, &c. So, in

French, they were formed by prefixing Fitz

son, to the name of the father, as Fitz-Gerald
= son of Gerald, &c. In Scotch, the prefix
Mac son of, was used, as Macdougul, Mac-
antlrew, &c. In Wales, the prefix was Ap,
with the same meaning, as Thomas Ap Harry,
whence Parry, John Ap Rice, whence Price,
&c. In Ireland 0' was prefixed, as John
O'Donnell, Thomas 0'Flanagan, &e.

11 In the autheuticall record of this Exchequer called
Domesday, tiu-namr* are first found, brought iu then
by the .Normans, who not long before rirst tooke
them ; but most noted with /)< such a place, as Gi*le-
fritlus <le Mauuevilla." Camden : Remalnet; Sur-
name*,

2. An appellation added to the original
name.

" My turname. Corlulalius."

ahakoii. : (.' ,nolan\a, IT. 5.

Bur-name',
*
sir-name', v.t. [SURNAME, s.]

To uame or call by an appellation superadded
to the original name ; to give a surname to.

* How he. inrnamrd of Africa. dismissed
In 1.1.1 prime youth the i.vir Ii eriau maid."

Jliltun : P. K., U. 1M.

sur'-ni-a, s. [Etym. doubtful.]
Ornith. : A genus of Buboninse, with a

single species, Surnia funerea, the Hawk-owl,
from the arctic circle in both hemispheres,
and an occasional straggler to the south. 8.

nyctea, the Snowy Owl, is now Hyctea scandi-
aca. [HAWK-OWL, 2., SNOWY-OWL.]

* sur-nom-m-al, o. [Pref. sur- (2), and
Eng. nominal (q.v.).] Pertaining or relating
to surnames.

sur pass,
' sur pas,

* sur passe, v.t.

[Fr. surpasser, from sur= above, beyond, and
passer = to puss.]

*
1. To go beyond or past ; to exceed,

" Nor let the sea
Eurpasi his bounds, nor rain to drown the world."

Milton : P. L., xi. 894.

2. To excel, to exceed ; to go beyond in

any quality good or lad.
" Whose beauty doth her bounty far turnntse."

Spenser: f. O... III. ix.4.

H For thedilference between to surpass and
to exceed, see EXCEED.

sur-pass'-a-ble, a. [Eng. surpass; -able.]

C.ipable of being surpassed, exceeded, or ex-
celled.

sur pass'-ing, pr. par. & a. [SURPASS.]

A. As pr. -pur. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : F.xcelleut in an eminent degree ;

excelling all others.

_ " O thou, that with $urpnalni glory crowned,
Loo ,'t from thy ole dominion, like tlie god.
Of this new world.' Hilton : P. L., Iv. M.

Stir-pass'-lng-l#, adv. [Eng. surpassing;
-ly.\ In a surpassing manner or degree.

sur pass ,Ing ness, s. [Eng. surpassing;
-iiens.} The quality or state of being surpass-

ing or excelling all other.

sur'-pUce,
*
sur-plesse,

* sur pi i s, sur-

plyce,
*
sur-plise,

*
sur-plys,

*
syr-

pllS, s. [Fr. $urplin, from Low Lat. super-

pellieenm = the clerical robe worn over the
bachelor's ordinary dress, which was an-
ciently of sheepskin, from Lat. super = above,
over, and pellieenm, neut. sing, of pelliceus^smade of skins ; pellis - a skin ; Si/, sulrepeltit.}*

1. A light outer or over garment" Here now a coutreuore, thorvb Eoberte's aril.
Abuueii ther auuore did serki.i & i/.r/Wu."

Ruben de Brunne, p. 3S4,

2. The outer garment of an officiating priest,
deacon, or chorister, iu the Church of Eng-
land and Roman Catholic Church, worn over
their other dress during the performance of
religious services. It is a loose, flowing vest-
ment of white linen, generally reaching almost
to tue feet, with broad full sleeves. Il diners
from the alb in being fuller, and in having no
girdle, nor embroidery at the loot.

" From the dislike of cap and turfMct. the very next
step was admonitions u, the whole parliament a^inst

*
surplice-fees, s. pi Fees paid to a

clergyman lor the performance of occasional
duties, as baptisms, marriages, fuuerala. Called
also Stole-fees.

Bur-pllced, a. [Eng. surplice) ; -ed.] Wear-
ing a surplice or surplices.

" The siirtilii'nl train draw near
To this last mansion of mankind."

JJailct : A tuneral Hymn.
*
sur-plis, . [SURPLICE.]

sur'-plus, s. & o. [Fr. surplus = an overplus,
from Lat. super = above, aud plus =. mom.]
A. ^s subshintive :

1. Ord. Lang.: Overplus; that which re-
mains over when all requirements are satis-
fied ; excess beyond what is prescribed 01
wanted ; more than suffices or is needed.

"Of the turpliu they make both a syrup and coarse
sugar." Coot . Pint Veyaye, bk. iii.. ch. ix.

2. Law: The residuum of an estate after
the debts and legacies are paid.

B. As ailj. : Being over and above what is

required or prescribed ; in excess.

"The facilities he has for making ready disposal of
lurplut stock." field, Jan. 23, 188S.

sur plus age (age as Ig), s. [Eng. sur-

plus; -age.]

1. Ord. /xi(7. Surplus ; excess beyond
what is prescribed or required ; superabund-
ance.

"
Expresses regret at this turplutage of candidate*,"

Echo. Sept. 7, IMS.

II. Technically:
*

1. Accounts: A greater disbursement than
the charge of the accountant amounteth to.

2. Law: Something in the pleadings or pro-
ceedings not necessary or relevant to the

case, and which may be rejected.

*
sur-pris'-al,

*
sur-pris-all, snr-

prys all, s. [Eng. surpris(e); -al.} The
act of surprising; a coming upon unex-

pectedly or unawares ; the state of being
taken by surprise ; surprise.

"
Thy ntrprlian led

From forth the fa ire wood my sad feete.

Chapman : Hmnrr ; Iliad xzL

sur prise ,

* sur -prize', v.t. [SURPRISE, .)

1. To come or fall upon suddenly and un-

expectedly ; to come ujxm unawares ; to at-

tack unexpectedly ; to take unawares.
" Thus Judging he gave secret way,
When the stern miesto turfiritfl their prey."

.Scott.' Marminn. iii. If,

2. To seize suddenly ; to take prisoner.
" When that .IMainfull beast,

Encouutrtng fierce, him suildeln doth iiiritrite.*

Simiter: F. ^., I. III. Id

3. To capture by an unexpected or sudden
attack ; to take by surprise.

" And seizing at the last IIIK>II the Britons here,
Sururiid the spacious isle.'

Itrnytnn : Poly-Olblm. (. 1
*4. To hold possession of; to hold, to

retain.
" That in my hands turprltr the sovereignty.'

)l>6cer. (VondrfrA.)

6. To overpower, to perplex, to confound,
to confuse.

. -

6. To strike with wonder or astonishment,
as nt something sudden, unexpected, or re-

markable in conduct, words, or story, or by
the appearance of something unusual.

"
People were not so much frightened as lurprtut

at (! Mgnnwiif the camel. "-l.'K'Iraiige.

7. To lead, bring, or betray unawares.

boil, boy; pout, j^wl; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin. bench; go, Kcm; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ihg.

oian, -tian = suan, -tion, -don = shun j -Jion, -flon = zhuxu -clous,
-tious, -Biou = shus. -We. -die. &c. = beL del .
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Bur-prise', . [O. Fr. sorprise, surprise (also

spelt surprinse), prop.
fein. of snrpris, surpris,

pa. par. of sorprendre, surprendre = to sur-

prise : sur (Lat. super) = above, ujion, and

prtmlre (Lat. prthendo) = to take ; Ittl. sor-

prendrt.]
1. The act of coining upon unawares or sud-

denly ; the act of taking suddenly and with-

out preparation. " We haue forth no spies.
To learne their drifts; who awy perchance this night

intend lur,,rito." l'kufnan: Hunter ; Iliad x.

2. The state of being surprised or seized

With wondrr or astonishment, as at something
sudden, unex|>ected or remarkable ; an emo-
tion excited by the sudden or unex|>ectd
happening or appearing, as of something re-

markable or novel ; wonder, astonishment,
amazement.

" Men, hoys, and women, stupid with n:rprite,
W here er the passes, tin their wuiideriu* eyes."

ilrfden: I'iryU ; *neid vii. 1,104.

3. A dish covered with a crust of raised

paste, but with no other contents.
" Few can for carving trifles ill disguise,
Or that faututick dish some call surprise."

Xing: Art of Cookery.

4. Something which occurs, or is presented
to view, or given unexi>ectedly, so as to excite

feeling of surprise ; an unexpected event :

as, li was a pleasant surprise to him.

surprise-cadence, s.

Music: Interrupted or suspended cadence.

[DECEPTIVE-CADENCE.]

surprise-party, *. A party of persons
Who assemble by agreement, and without in-

vitation, at tlie house of a common friend, each

briiuing some article of food as a contribution
towards a supper, of which all concerned

partake.
" Now and then, when the moon is full, there Is a

turpriu-uarty at the station. From the mainland or
the Mfebbourlng settlements come men and women
... bringing cakesand pastries, and othergood tilings
from their homes." Scribiter's Magarint, Jan., 1880,

p. til

sur-prise'-ment, s. [Eng. surprise ; -men*.]

Surprising, surprisal.
"
Surprutmtnti of castles." Daniil : Sift. England,

p. 47.

SUT-pris'-er, *. [Eng. surjms(e); -er.] One
who surprises ; specif, one of a body of men
who attempt to take a place by surprise.

"The turpritert were to be ready." Clarmdon:
Civil II or, lii. 117.

ur-pris'-ing, pr. par. & a. [SURPRISE.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Exciting surprise or wonder ;

astonishing, extraordinary, wonderful ; of a
nature to excite surprise, wonder, or astonish-
ment.

sur-pris'-lng-ly,
*
sur-priz'-ing-iy, adv.

[1^11^. surpi -isiitg ; -ly.] In a surprising man-
iin or degree ; so as to excite surprise or
wonder.

" The less faulty fare] turpriiingly apt to be dissi-

pated in a hurry of amusement*." Seeker: Sermoitt,
voL i.. ser. 27.

Burpns -ing ness, s. [Eng. surprising;
-ne.is.\ The quality or state of being sur-

prising.

sur-prize', v.t. [SURPRISE,*.]

sur'-qued-our, * sour-qui-dour, *.

[SuRQUEDRV.] A proud, haughty, arrogant,
or insolent person.

' And seute forth tourqui'lourt. hns serjiauns ol
armes." Piers Ploughman, p. s4.

sur'-qued-ous, o. [SURQUEDRY.] Proud,
haughty, arrogant, insolent.

"
It shnweth well that thoa art not vise.
But suppressed ith a manere af rage.
To take on tb thin turi/ueiiout message."

Lydgate : fXory of Thebei, it

sur^-qued-ry,
*
sur-qued-rie,

* snr-
quid-rie,

*
sur-cuyd-rye, s. [O. Fr.

turtfuiderie, from surcuider to be insolent :

sur= above, and aiuler =to think, to presume ;

Ital. sorquidama.] Overweening pride, arro-

gance, insolence.
"
Tliat men may not themselves their own good part*
Extol, without suspect of surqurdry."

Donne : Letter to Mr. J. W.

ur'-qued-y, *. [SCRQUEDRY.] Arrogance,
insolence, presumption.

sur-re-bound', v.i. [Pref. sur- (2), and
Eng rebov,nd.] To echo repeatedly.

ur-r-uj
rebut (q.v.).]

v.i. [Pref. sur- (2), and Eng.

Law. : To reply, as ft plaintiff, to a defend-
ant's rebutter.

Sur-rS-but'-ter, . [Pref. sur- (2), and Eng.
rebutter (q.v.).]

Law : A second rebutter ; the plaintiff's

reply to the defendant's rebutter (q.v.).
" Tlie plaintiff may answer the rejoinder by a sur-

rejoinder: upon nhu'-li the defendant may iebut;aud
the plaintiff answer him by a surrebutter." Btavk-
Kone : Comment., bk. lii., ch. 20.

*sur-reined, a, [Pref. sur- (2), and Eng.
rein.] Over-ridden ; knocked up by being
ridden too hard.

" A drench lor surreirid jades, their barley broth."
Henry V., iii. 6.

sur-re-join', v.i. [Pref. sur- (2), and Eng.
rejoin (q.v.).]

law; To reply, as a plaintiff, to ft de-
fendant's rejoinder.

sur-re-Join'-der, . [Pref. sur- (2), and
Eng. rejoinder (q.v.).]

Law: A second rejoinder; the reply of the

plaint ill' to a defendant's rejoinder.

sur-ren'-der, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. surrendre,
from sur= upon, up, and rendre= to render

(q.v.).]

A. Transitive :

I. Ordinary Language :

1. To yield or deliver up to the power of
another ; to yield or give up possession of

upon compulsion and demand.
"Would not surrender the state which he liked

wel.' Jewell: Defence of the Apologie, p. 419.

2. To yield in favour of another, not neces-

sarily under compulsion ; to resign in favour
of another; to cease to claim, exercise, or
use : as, To surrender a right or privilege.

3. To yield to any influence, passion, emo-
tion, or power. (Often used reflexively.)

"
If we do not lurrender our wills to the overture ol

his goodness.
"

narrow: Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 4.

*
4. To let be taken away ; to relinquish, to

resign.

II. low: To make surrender of. [SUB-
RENDER, s., II. 2.]

B. Intransitive:

1. Ord. Lang. : To yield ; to gire one's self

up to tlie power of another.
" Fetch hither Richard, that in common view
He may surrender." &>,akest>. : /.*. //., IT. 1.

2. Law : To appear in court in discharge of

recognizances or bail entered into; to appear
in court under an order of the Court of Bank-
ruptcy.

" At the second of these meetings, at farthest, the
bankrupt must surrender ; or, in default of doing so,
be guilty of a misdemeanor puuighaMe l<y imprison-
ment not exceeding three years." Blackstont: Com-
ment., bk. ii., ch. 27.

sur-ren'-der, s. [SURRENDER, .]

I. Ord. Lang. : The act of surrendering ;

the act of yielding or resigning one's person,
or the possession of something, into the power
or control of another ; a yielding, a giving ;

especially, the yielding of an army, fort, or
the like, to an enemy.

" To treat for a surrender at the Palatinate."
BouM : Letters, bk. i., let 10.

IL Technically:

1. Insurance : The abandonment of an as-

surance policy by the party assured on re-

ceiving back a portion of tlie premiums paid.
The amount payable on the surrender of a

policy is culled the surrender value, and de-

pends upon the number of years during which
the premiums have been paid.

2. Law:

(1) The yielding up of an estate for life

or for years to him that h.is the immediate
estate in reversion or remainder. It may
be either in fact or in law. A surrender in

fact must be made by deed, which is the
allowable evidence. A surrender in law is

one which may be implied, and generally has
reference to estates or tenancies from year to

year, &c.
"A lurrender, lursumredditio, or rendering up, It

of a nature directly opposite to a release ; for as that
operates by the greater estates descending upon the
leas, a tiirrftid'-r is the falling of a less estate into a
greater. There may also lie surrender in law bj the
acceptance l>y tlie tenant of a new etat inconsistent
with his prior estate. Thus a new lease mane to a
person in possession under an old lease, and accepted
by him, operate* as a surrender in law of the old one ;

for from such acceptance the law implies his Intention
to yield up the estate winch he had hefoie. though he
may not hy express words of surrender have declared
ai much. BlacJcstone : Comment., bk. ii , ch. 17.

(2) The appearance of a bankrupt in court
for puidi? examination.

"The next proceeding. In case an adjudication U
made, is the turrender of the haiikrv.;>t, and his ez-
amiuHti
and tlie proof of debts against
stunt : Comment., bk. ii., ch. 27.

(3) The giving up of a principal into lawful

custody by his bail.

(4) The delivery up of fugitives from justice
by a foreign state ; extradition.

^ Surrender of copyholds :

Law: The yielding up of the estate by the
tenant into the hands of the lord, for such
purposes as in the surrender are expressed.

sur-ren-der-ee', s. [Eng. surrender; -ee.]

Law: A person to whom the lord grants
sin rendered land ; one to whom a surrender
is made.

"Immediately upon ouch surrender, in court, 01

upon presentment of a surrender made out of court,
the lord by bis steward grants the same land again to
ceitui que use, who Is sometimes called the surren-
deree, to hold by the ancient rents and customary
services: and thereupon admits him tenant to the
copyhold, according to the f..rm and effect of the sur.
render which must be exactly pursued." Blacluton*:
Cvmmmt., bk. ii.. ch. 19.

sur-ren'-der-or, s. [Eng. surrender; -or.]

Law : One who surrenders an estate intotht
hands of his lord

; one who makes a surrender.

*
sur-ren'-dry. s. [Eng. surrender; -y.] The
act of surrendering ; a surrender.

" We should have made an entire surrendry of our-
selves to God. that we might have gained a title to hii
deliverances." Decay of Christian Piety.

*
sur-rep'-tion (1), s. [Lat. surreptw, from

surreptus, pa. par. ofsurrepor- to steal upon.]
[SURREPTITIOUS.] A coming upon unperceived
or unawares ; a stealing upon.

"Sins of a sudden turrevtion." Hammond : Workt,
11.23.

*
sur-rep'-tion (2), s. [Lat. surreplio, from

surreptus, pa. par. of surripio =. to snatch

away secretly : sitr (for sub) = under, and
rapio to snatch.] The act of getting in a

surreptitious manner, or by craft or stealth.

"The tiirreption of secretly misgotten dispensa-
tions." fip. Hall : Gates of C'aiitcience.

sur-rep-ti'-tious,
* sur-rep-ti-cious,

a. [Lat. surreptitius, surrtpticius = stolen,
done stealthily, from surreplus, pa. par. ot

siirrepo to creep under, to steal upon : tur

(for sub)= under, and repo = to creep.]

1. Done by stealth or without proper author-

ity ; made or produced fraudulently ; un-
authorized ; accompanied or characterized by
underhand dealing.

"
I hear that you have procured a correct copy ol

the Dunciad, which the many turreptitiuus ones have
rendered so necessary." Pope: Dunciad. (Let. to
Publishers.)
*
2. Acting in a stealthy, crafty, or under

hand manner.
" To take or touch with surreptitious
Or violent baud what there was left for use.*

Chapman : Homer ; Odyssey xxL

SUT-rep-tl'-tioUS-ly, adv. (Eng. surrepti-
tious; -ly.] In a surreptitious manner; bf
stealth ; in an underhand manner ; fraudu-

lently.

y, . A four-wheeled pleasure vehicle,

having two transverse seats, and frequently a

canopy.

siir'-ro-gate, s. [Lat. surrogates, pa. par. of

surrogo ='to substitute, to elect in place of
another : sur (for sub) = under, and rogo = to

ask, to elect.]

1. Generally, a deputy, a substitute, a dele-

gate, a person appointed to act for another;
specifically, the deputy of an ecclesiastical

judge, most commonly of a bishop or his

chancellor, who grants marritige licences and
probates.

2. An officer who presides over the probate
of wills and testaments and the settlement of
estates. (Amer.)

*
sur'-ro-gate, v.t. [SURROOATE, s.] To put
in the place of another ; to substitute.

"But this earthly Adam failing in his office, the
heavenly was surrogated iu his roome. who is aUe to
save to the utmost More : H'orlu. (Pref. General.)

sur'-ro-gate-ship, s. [Eng. surrogate, B. ;

-ship.] The office of a surrogate.

* sur-ro-ga'-tion, s. [Lat surrogatio, from

siirrngatus, pa. par. of surrogo.] [SURROGATE,
*.] The act of substituting one person in the

place of another.

late, fat, fire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, W9l work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fuli; try, Syrian, aa, 03 - e ; cy - a; qu = kw.
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ur-ro-ga'- turn, s. [Lat., neut. sing, o
turrogatus, pa. par. ot'surrogo.] [SURROGATE, s.

Scots Law: That which comes in place o
something else.

Bur round', v.t. & i. [O. Fr. svronder = tc
float on tlie waves ; Low Lat. supervndo, froui
super = above, over, aud uiuia = a wave.]
A. Transitive :

*
1. To overflow, to inundate, to flood.

"The sea . . . hnth decayed, rr,->u<teti and drowned
op much hard grounds." Act ~ Jamei /., c. 20.
*

2. To pass over, to travel over, to circum
navigate.

"Cni.tain Cavendish lurrnundcd the world." ful-
ler: Chun/t Hut.. XI. xL (Uedic.)

3. To encompass, to environ ; to inclose on
every side; specif., to inclose, as a lxly o
troops, between hostile forces, so as to cut of
means of communication or retreat ; to invest,
as a city.

4. To lie or be situated on all skies of; to
form an inclosure round ; to shut in, to en-
viron, to encircle.

" Cloud instead, HI,3 ever-dnring dark
Surrounds me; from the cheerful ways of men
Cut off." Milton : P. L., Ui. 4S.

B. Intransitive:
*
1. To overflow.

" Streams if stopt turraund."
Warner: Alkiont England. VIII. xlL 17.

*
2. To circle, to go round.
"To dance the Hay in surrounding vagaries."

furcku: Theat. Polit.. flying Insettt, 16.

3. To form an inclosure or circle round
something else.

" Bad angels seen
On wing under the iiiiriiing co|>e of hell.
Twirt upper, nether, aud turrounditig fires."

Miltun : P. L., i. MS.

Bur-roUnd', a. & s. [SURROUND, .]
* A. As adj. : Flooded.
"My heart lur and with grief is swoln so high."

fletcker: AY,*,, xxii.

B. As sitbst. : A method of hunting some
animals, as buffaloes, by surrounding them,
and driving them over a precipice, or into a
deep ravine, or other place from which they
cannot escape ; a place where animals are so
hunted. [TiNCHEL.]

"She unfortunately killed a man on the tttrrmind
onje two miles iroui the stockade." Field, Feb. 20,

ur-rdund'-er, *. fEng. surround; -er.}
*

1. Overflow, inundation.
"What grounds lye within the hurt or danger of

waters, either wi<hin the turrmnitlcr by the se*, or
the inundation, of fresh waters." Collit : Statute at
Sen-en., 83.

2. One who surrounds.

Bur round'-ing, pr. par., a., & t. fjBoR-
EOUND, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).
B. As adjective :

*
1. Circling, revolving.

2. Encircling, inclosing.

C. As substantive :

1. The act of inclosing or encompassing.
2. Something belonging to those things

that surround or environ ; an external or
accompanying circumstance; one of the con-
ditions environing a pel-sou or tiling. (Gene-
rally in the plural.)

"They have their i articular haunts, and their jun-
tvun.ii><* are nearly alway* the same.' Uu.rrou.ahi :

Pepacton, p. 26U.

*
stir-rbllnd'-ry, *. [Eng. turrmmd; -ry.]
Cncuit, round.

"All this Hand within the turrmtndry of the fouro
em*." ilounttiguf: MaCribe. p. m.

Biir'-ro'y. south -roy, s. [Fr. mid (Eng.
smitli), and rot = king.j ICLARKNCEUX.]

SUT-ro'y'-al, *. [Pref. sur (2), and Eng. royal
(q.v.).J The crown antler of a stag.

* sur-sa-nure, s. [Fr. sur = above, and sain
= healthy, sound; Lat. stints.] A wound
healing or healed outwardly only.

" My wouucl abideth like a turtanitre.-
Chaucvr : f'loutr of Courtrtte.

* sur-se -an9e, *. [Fr.] [SURCEASE.] Sub-

sidence, quirt.
"
All preachers, especially such as he of food temper,

and have wisdom wltii conscience, ouirtit to Inculcate
and liet upon iieace. ullencr, aud jurieunce." Buvan :

O/ Church dnaernmmt.

* BUT Slse, v.i. [Norm. Fr. sursise = neglect]
To forbear.

sur-sSl-Id, s. & a, [Pref. tur (2), and Eng
solid (q.v.).J

A. As substantive :

Math. : The fifth power of a number ; th
product of the fuurth multiplication of an
number taken as the root. Thus, 243 is th
sursolid of 3, since 3x3 = 9 (square of 3)
9 x 3 = 27 (cube of 3) ; 27 x 3 = 81 (fourtl
power) ; 81 x 3 = 243 (tilth power or sursolii

B. As adj. : Of, pertaining to, or involving
the fifth power.

sursolid problem, .

Math,. : A problem which cannot be resolve(
but by curves of a higher kiud than coui
sections.

* sur style', v.t. [Pref. tur (2), and Eng
style (q.v.).] To surname.

"Gildas . . was also iarttnled Querulua.' Fuller
Worlhust ; Somertet. ii. 286.

Bur'-tax, s. [Pref. sur- (2), and Eng. tax, s

(q.v.).J An additional or extra tax ; a tax
increased for some particular purpose.

"The House sulsequently agreed to the continuance
of tlie suitai ou sugars." DiMy Telegraph, Juue 22

sur-t&x\ v.t. [SURTAX, s.] To put a surtax
on ; to increase the tax on.

sur-tout' (final t silent), . [Fr. = over all
siir = above, over, and taut (Lat. tutus) =
whole.]

1. Ord. Lan-i. : Originally, a man's coat, to
be worn over his other garments ; now, an
upper coat with long wide sleeves; a frock-
coat. [SfPERTOTL'S.]

" The >-rtout if abroad yon

Rei*Ys the rigour of th*

p'riar: Alma, lit 480.

2. Her. : An escutcheon
placed upon the centre of
a shield of arms ; a shield

'

of pretence. The anna
figured are these of
William III. BTJRTOtrr.

Bur'-tur-br&nd, *. [Icel. siirtarbrandr, from
svartr = black, and fimndr = a firel-rand.]
Fibrous brown coal or bituminous wood found
in the. north of Iceland. It resembles the
black oak found in bogs, is used for fuel, and
is also capable of being manufactured into
articles of furniture.

* sur-ve ance, s. [Fr.] Surveyance, super-
intendence, surveillance.

" Tour is the charge of all his tun-raw."
Chaucer : C. T., 12,029.

sur vei -llar^e (or 11 as y), s. [Fr., from
stirveillant, pr. par. of surwilier = to watch
over : sur (Lat. super) al*>ve, over, and veiller ;

Lat. vigilo = to watch.) Oversight, inspec-
tion, watch, superintendence, su)>ervision.

"
Well, my loid. you may give orders for their

release; of course a little MnMfBmMi will be ad-
visalJe." tlarryat : Snarlenuw. vol. iii., ch. xvii.

* sur-vei -llant (or U as y), s. & o. [Fr.,

pr. par. of surceiUer.] [SURVEILLANCE.]
A. As sitbst. : One who watches over

another ; a watch, a spy, a supervisor.

B. As adj. : Watching over another or
others ; overseeing, watchful.

*
Stir-vene', v.t. [Fr. survenir; Lat super-
venio. ] To come as an addition to ; to super-
vene (q.v.).

"
Hipimrates mentions a unppnratlori that tuntnrt

letlmriies, Mliii-h commouly terminates in a oou-
.umptiou."-aure|f.

8ur'-yg-nue, . [SURVENE.] The act of

stepping or coming in suddenly or unex-

pectedly ; the act of supervening.

sur-vey',
* sur-vewe, v.t. [Fr. sur = over,

and O. Kr. veer, veoir (Fr. voir) = to see, from
Lat. ridfo.]

1. To overlook ; to inspect or take a view
of, as from a height. " Thence tunmfd

From out a loftle watche toure raised then
The country round about."

Chapman .' ffomer : Odyury x.

2. To view with a scrutinizing eye; to
examine closely.

*
3. To see, to perceive.

i. To examine with reference to condition,

situation, value, or the like, carefully with a
view to ascertain the condition, value, &c., of." The surueyors are diners, one more nrinciuhv
they lunw, tlie queenes laud, withlu the JutoJur.%1bmUh: Vammmmalth, bk. iii.. ch. vL
5. To determine the boundaries, form, ex-

tent, area, position, contour, &.<., of, as of
any portion of the earth's surface, by means
of linear and angular measurements, and the
application of the principles of geometry and
trigonometry ; to determine and accurately
delineate on paper the form, extent, contour,

c., of, as of tracts of ground, line of coasts.
&c. [SURVEYING.]

6. To examine and ascertain, as the
boundaries and roynlties of a manor, the
tenures of the tenants, aud the rent aud value
of tne same.
*

7. To inspect ; to examine into.
" We first turtiey the plot"

A SfcnteiA .' 2 Henry 7F., 1. S.

Sur'-vey, s. [SURVEY, .]

1
u t
The act of 8Urvey'ng I a general view; a

sight, a prospect : as, To take a survey of the
country about.

2. A particular view ; an examination or In-
spection of all the parts or particulars of any-
thing, with a view to ascertain the condition,
quantity, quality, value, &e. : as, To make a
survey of roads or bridges ; a survey of stores,

3. The operation of determining the bound-
aries, form, extent, area, position, contour,
&c,, of any portion of the earth's surface,
tract of country, coast, harbour, &c., and of
delineating the same accurately on paper.
Also the measured plan, account, or descrip-
tion of such an observation. (SURVEYING.]

4. A district for the collection of the cus-
toms, under the inspection and authority of s
particular officer.

5. Inspection, examination.
"To take a M.-wty of our own understanding*.

*

Locke : Human C'ndtruatid.. bk. i.. ch. L

IT (1) Geological Survey: The survey of a
country with the view of making geo'logical
maps, &c. That of the United States began
after the Civil War, there having been only
partial and desultory proceedings in preceding
years. Each state prosecuted its own survey,
the work done by some of them being of an
exhaustive and very satisfactory character.
The United States confined its labors to a
survey of the territories, which began in 1867
under Dr. F. V. Hayden. Others engaged in
it as leaders were Major Powell, Lieutenant
Wheeler and Mr. Clarence King.

(2) Ordnance Survey : [ORDNANCE-SUEVEV],
*
Sur-vey'-al, . [Eng. survey; -al.] The
act of surveying ; survey, view, insi*ction.

"The declaration and l>iraf,/al of those resi*ct
according to which Chr at is represented the Saviour
of men.

" Barrow : Seniwns, vol. 111., ser. 39.

* sur vey 01196, *. [SURVEANCE.] Survey,
inspection.

*
sur-vey'-er, s. [SURVEYOR.]

sur-vey'-ing, pr. par., a., &, s. [SURVEY, .]

A. & B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As suhst. : The act or art of determining
the boundaries, form, area, position, contour,
&c., of any portion of the earth's surface,
tract of country, coast, &c., by means of
measurements taken on the spot ; the ;irt of

determining the form, area, surface, contour,
&c. t of any pirtion of the earth's surface, and
delineating it accurately on a map or plan.

U 1. Land surveying is the art of applying
the principles of geometry and trigonometry
to the measurement of land. The principal

operations are Living down or driving base

lines, and triangles on either side of the tiase.

In large surveys it is desirable to lay down
these triangles by measuring ech angle with
an instrument called the theodolite (<|.v.), by
which the accuracy of the measurement of the.

sides may be checked.

2. Geodesic surveying comprises all the opera-
tions of surveying carried on under the sup-
position that the earth is spheroidal. It em-
braces marine surveying (q.v.).

3. Marine orhydrographical surveying asm-
tains the forms of coast-lines, harbours, &c.,
and of objects on the shore, the entrances to

harbours, channels, their depth, width, Arc.,

the position of shoals, the depth of water
thereon ; and it embraces all the operation*

boiL boy; pout, J6%1; oat, 96!!, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, gem; thin, this ; sin, OB; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = fi

fcian, -tiaa = fcn, -tton. -*lon = Bhun ; -Jion, -fion = zhoa. -clous, Uoua, -sioua -^ shus, -Me, -die, 4c. = bel, del
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necessary to a complete determination of the

contour of the bottom of a harbour or otlicr

silent of water.

4. UHitary turveying : [RECONNAISSANCE].

6. if i diny tumying may be ithr for the

purpose of iletriimiiii the situation and posi-

tion of tin shafts. galleriss, and other under-

ground excavations of a mine already in

existence ; or it may be for determining the

proper positions for the shafts, galleries, ic.,

of a mine not yet opened.

6. Plant surveying : [PLANE-SURVEYING].

7. Kailimy surveying is a comprehensive
term, embracing surveys intended to ascer-

tain the best line of communication between
two given points ; it also includes all surveys
for the construction of aqueducts for the

supply of water to towns, &c.

8. Topographical surveying embraces all the

operations incident to finding the contour of

a portion of the earth's surface, and the
various methods of representing it upon a

plane surface. When only a general topo-

graphical map of a country is wanted, it is,

in general, sufficient to survey the country
with reference to its fields, roads, rivers, Ac.
Levels are run along the principal lines, as

fences, roads, &c., and the highest of the
most prominent points of the country are

determined with respect to some plane of
reference. Then the general outlines of the

topography are sketched in by the eye ; after

the general outline is finished, the principal
objects worthy of note are represented by a
system of conventional signs.

fir-vey-or,
*

ur-vey'-er, "snr-vei-
OT, . [Bug. surety, v. ; -or.]

*
1. An overseer, a superintendent, an in-

spector.
"To make the fox turret/or of the fold.'

Slvikap. : t Henry VI.. ill 1.

2. One who surveys, examines, or inspects
for the purpose of ascertaining the condition,

quantity, quality, or value of anything : as, a
surveyor of roads, a surveyor of shipping, &c.

3. One who surveys or measures land ; one
killed in or practising the art of surveying.

surveyor-general, *.

1. The chief surveyor of lands : as, the sur-

veyor-general of the United States or of a
particular state.

*2. A principal or chief surveyor: as, the

mrvfyor-general of the king's manors or of
woods and parks in England.

ur vey-6r-ship, *. fJEng. surveyor ; -thip.]
The office or position of a surveyor.

anr-view (lew as u), 'sur-rcwe, v.t.

[Pref. sur- (2), and Eng. view (q. v.).] To BUT-

Tey, to overlook.
" And lifted high above this earthly man.
Which it lurrincd, at bill: do lower uround."

Spemtr; F. (1-. II. ix. ii.

BUT -view (lew as u), *. [SURVIEW, v.] A
survey, an inspection, an examination.

" After tome turrirv of the ttate ef the body, he U
able to inform them." Sandman : Sermon*, p. 1*7.

ur-rise', .t. [Fr. tr=over, above, and riser

= to look.] To look over ; to supervise.
"
It i the moet Tile, foolish, absurd, palpable, and

ridiculous escutcheon that erer thi> ejeturrijd." Btn
Jonton : fvtry Man Out of Hi* Humour, Hi. L

ur-viv'-al, Bur-viV-all, *. [Eng. w
viv(e); -at.]

L Ord. Lang. : The act of surviving or out-

living another or others ; a living longer than
others.

t, Anthrop. : A term introduced by Tylor
to denote any process, custom, opinion, <kc.,

which has been carried on by force of habit
into a new state of society different from that
In which it had its original home, thus re-

maining as a proof and an example of an older
condition of culture out of which a newer
has been evolved.

" Among evidence aiding us to trace the course which
U. civilization of the world has actually followed,
U that great class of facts to denote which I have
foond it convenient to introduce the term '

ntniaalt.'
... I know an old Somersetshire woman whose hand-
toon dates from the time before the introduction of
the '

flying-shuttle,' which new-fangled appliance she
has nerer eTen learnt to use. and I hare seen her
throw her shuttle from hand to hand in true classic
fashion ; this old woman is not a century behind her
times, bat she is a case of mnifal. Such examples
often lead us back to the habits of hundreds and even
thousands of years ago. The ordeal of the key and
Bible, still In use. is a turriral ; the Midnuaimer bon.
ftrs Is a turvtoal; the Breton peasant's All ft-uls

rapper for the si .frits of the dead U a svrvtMi.'
Tyler: Prim. Cuit. (ed. 1IT3), L U.

H Survival of tht Fittest :

Biol. : A phraw introduced by Herbert

Spencer to signify what Darwin called Natural
Selection.

" The preservation during the battle for life of varie-
ties wiii.h PUSWM auy advantage In structure, cuu-
tltutiou. ..r instinct. I haw called Natural Selection :

and Mr. Herbert Saucer had well eipi-ensed the same
idea by the Survival uf OM nueit.'Uancin : Korio-
tion of Ant-malt t fUutt*, 1. 8.

sur viv-anse, sur-viv'-an-c.ySs. [Eng.

surviv(e); -ance, -ancy.] Survival, survivor-

ship.
"

It mentioneth the (urHvano* bat of one of them.'
Bade : Hilt. RicKard til.

ur-viye', v.t. ft t [Fr. survivre, from Lat
supervivo, from super= above, beyond, and.viw= to live.]

A. Transitive:

1. To live longer than ; to outlive ; to live

beyond the life of.
" Christ's soul tunriMrf the death of his body ; there-

fore shall the soul of every believer turvive the body's
death." Biihop Hartley : Sermons, voL L, SW. *>.

2. To outlive ; to last longer than ; to live

after.
" His art survived the waters."

Cowper : Talk, v. HO.

B. Intrant. : To remain alive ; to live after

the death of another or others, or after some
event has happened.

" Look if your hapless father yet survive."
Drsden : Virgil ; <neid ii. 811

*
sur-yiv'-en-C^, . [Eng. turviv(e); -ency.]
Survival.

ur-viV-er. *. [Eng. mrvlv(e); .] One
who survives or outlives ; a survivor.

sur-viv'-lng, pr. par. & a. [SURVIVE.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Remaining alive ; yet living or

existing.

Sur-viv -or, *. [Eng. wrvlv(e) ; -or.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who lives after the death
of another or others, or after some event or
time.

"
Men, dogs, and horses, all are dead ;

He is tue sole <urri'K>r."
H'ordiuorth : Simon Lte.

2. Late : The longer liver of two joint ten-

ants, or of any two persons who have a joint
Interest in anything.

Bur-viv-or-shlp, . [Eng. survivor; -ship.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The state of surviving or

outliving another or others, or of living after

some event has taken place.
" But as to any interesting speculations concerning

It* state of tnrvivorthif. tis plain they had nous."
Wartntrton : Dirini Legation, bk. v., | 6.

2. Law : The right of a joint tenant or other

person who has a joint interest in an estate to
take the whole estate upon the death of the
other.

" From the same principle also arises the remaining
grand incident of joint-estates; viz., the doctrine of

lurrimrthif : by which toor more persons are seised
of a Joint estate, of inheritance, for their own lives, or
pur outer tie, or are Jointly possessed of any chattel

Interest, the entire tenancy upon the decease of auy of

them remains to the survivors, and at length to the
last survivor; and be shall be entitled to the whole
estate, whatever it be, whether an inheritance or a
common freehold only, or even a less estate." Ktusk-
itone: Comment., bk. ii., cb. IS.

2. Specifically, in French Law: The
chance of survival not only between per-
sons of different ages but also of different

sexes. The Civil Code declares that if

those who died together were under fifteen

years of age, the eldest is supposed to have
survived longest. If all were over sixty
the youngest is supposed to have survived

longest. Between the ages of fifteen and
sixty the presumption of survivorship is in
favor of men over women if the difference
in age does not exceed a year. The theory
of the French law is that the stronger
survives the weaker. This theory has not
been adopted in England or the United
States or followed by the courts. The pre-
vailing doctrine in the United States is

that where several lives are lost in the
same disaster, there is no presumption
from age or sex that one survived the
other. Survivorship must be "roved or all

considered to have perished at the same
time.

T Cha.net of rurvivorthip : The chance that

B person of one age has of surviving another

of a different age. Thus, according to the

Carlisle Tables of Mortality, the chances of
survivorship for two persons aged twenty-five
and sixty-five respectively are eighty-nine and
leven, in other words, the chances are eight

to one that the younger will survive the older.

OB, i. [Lat ; Or. fc (hut); O. H. Oer. *ft s t
pig, a swine.]

1. ZooL : The typical genus of the family
Bnidte, or the sub-family Suinte (Q.V.), with
fourteen species ranging over the Pain-arctic
and Oriental regions, and into the first Aus-
tralian sub-region an for as New Guinea ;

absent from the Ethiopian region, or barely
entering it on the north-east. The lower in-
cisors are inclined forward, canines of the
males tusk-like; the molars have broad
crowns, with two transverse ridges (three or
more in the last molar) divided into rounded
tubercles. There are four toes to all the feet ;

the third and fourth digits form a functional
pair, while the second and fifth are rudi-
mentary, and do not touch the ground.

2. Palfr.cmt. : The genus appears to have
(

commenced in the Miocene Tertiary, gtu
xrofa (the Wild Boar) is first found in the)
Post-Pliocene.

n-san -nite. * [After the Susanna mine,
Leadhills. Scotland, where first found ; soft
'ite (Min.) ; Qer. suzannit.]

Min. : A rhombohedral salt of lead occur-
ring only in small crystals, and very rarely.
Hardness, 2'5 ; sp. gr. 6'5 to 6'55 ; lustre,
resinous to adamantine ; colour, white, green,
yellow. Compos.: sulphate of lead, 27 -5;
carbonate of lead, 72'5 = 100, which yields
the formula, PoOSOg + SPbOCO*

Bus-9ep-tl-bll'-l-ty, s. (Eng. tusceptible;

it*.}

1. The quality pr state of being susceptible;
capability of receiving impressions or change;
or of being influenced or affected ; sensitive-
ness.

" Furnished with a natural nueeytiMlity, and free
from any acquired Impediment, the mind is then [in
youth] iu the most favourable state for the admission
of instruction, and for leu-uiug how to live.' A'nos :

uai/t. No. S.

2. Capacity for feeling or emotional excite-

ment; sensibility.

a. [Fr., from Lat. tiucep-

tibilis = ready to undertake, from tusceptut,
pa. par. of ruscipio to undertake : tits (for

tub) = under, and capio to take.]

1. Capable of admitting anything addi-

tional, or any change, affection, or influence ;

readily acted upon by any affection or in-

fluence.
" These an the setninaries In which the clergy, who

are to go out and Instruct mankind, are formed, in
the nuccptibtt periods of their lives." Knox : Libtrat
Education. | 46.

2. Capable of emotional impression ; readily
impressed ; impressible, sensitive.

8U8-9ep -ti-ble n6a, . [Eng. susceptible;

ness.] The quality or state of being suscep-
tible ; susceptibility.

fis-cgp'-ti-biy, adv. [Eng. susceptible);

ly.] In a susceptible manner.

SUS-cSp'-tlve, a. [Lat. susceptivus, from tut-

ceptus, pa. par. of suscipio.] Capable of ad-

mitting ; susceptible.

SUS-cSp-tlve-nSss, t. [Eng. tutceptive:

nest.} The quality or state of being suscep-
tive ; susceptibility.

iis-ce'p-t!V-I-ty. t. [Eng. tutceptive);

4ty.] Capable of admitting ; susceptibility.

> sus-cep -tor, . [Lat] One who under-

takes ; a godfather.

fts-cIp'-a-en-9Jr
;

. . [Eng.

-cj/.] Reception, admission ; the state or con-

dition of being received or admitted.

sits-cip'-I-ent, a. & s. [Lat mctftau,

pr. par. of tutcipio = to undertake.]

A. Jit adj. : Receiving, admitting.

B. At tubtt. : One who takes, receives, or

admits.

siis'-el-tate. .(. [Lat nueUatiu, ye. pe
of nucUo: tut (toT sub) = Ber. art eO

fite, at, tfcre, amldat, what, fall, fattier: we. wet, here, camel, her. thftre: pine, pit, ire, BIT, maitM; go, ptffc

or. wore* wejf. work, who, Bda; mate, cub, cure, unite, our. rale, fall ; try. Syrian. *, = i; T = *; k**



BUScitation susp cnsion 456S

to incite, to rouse.] To rouse, to excite ; to
Call into life and action.

"
lie hall tutcitate or r.-iyse the courage of all men

Inclined to vertue." Jif I. Kljtat : Uuvernour, bk. ill,
eh, xiv.

SUS-^I-ta'-tion, . [Lat suscitalio, from
tvscittitus, pa. par. of suxcito.] [SUSCITATE.]
The act of raising, rousing, or exciting.

"The temple Is supposed to be dissolved; and,
being so, to be raised again : therefore tlie luscitatinn
niuit answer to the dissolution." Pearton : Un the
Creed, art. 5.

sus lik, sous'-Hk, s. [Russ.]

ZooL : Spermophilus citillus, the Sisel (q.v.).

BU8-pect', v.t. & i. [SUSPECT, a.]

A. Transitive :

1. To look up to ; to respect.
"

If God do intimate to the spirit of any wise
Inferiors that they ought to reprove, theu let him
$utpact these our persons, and beware that they make
no opeu contestation, but be content with privacy."
Ku'jtn: tiaamaii the A'.vrwn, u. 330.

2. To imagine to exist ; to have a vague or

light opinion or idea of the existence of,
often on little or very slight evidence.

"The hidden harme that we tutpecttd least"
Tncertame Aucturs ; Troubled Commonwealth, tc.

3. To imagine to he guilty, but upon slight
evidence, or without absolute proof.

4. To mistrust, to distrust, to doubt.
"To be abhorred or even tutjierted and distrusted by

these among whom we live." Seeker : Hermoni, vol. 1L.
ler. 18.

5. To hold to be uncertain ; to doubt
" Their practice close, their faith tuspected not ;

Their states far off, and t bey of wary wit."
Daniel : Civil Wart, IT.

* B. Intrans. : To imngine guilt, danger, or
the like ; to be suspicious.

" It shall suiprct w here is no cause of fear."

Shekel?. : I'eitut & Adunil, 1.153.

us'-pect, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat suspectus,
pa. par. of suspicio = to look under, to admire,
to' suspect : sus (for sub) = under, and specie
= to look.]
* A. As adjective :

1. Suspected, under suspicion.
"The creative genus of statesmen who fall com-

pletely,
the ability of generals who are beaten, and

the
,
of tic charm of writers whom nobody reads arc

suspect to vis." St. Jamiit tiincite. Feb. It, 1887.

2. Doubtful, uncertain.

B. As substantive :

*
1. Suspicion. (Dragon : Poly-Olbion, s. 24.)

*
2. Something suspicious; something

Causing or raising suspicion.

3. A person suspected ; s person under
suspicion of a crime, offence, &c.

" A day or so afterwards two or three nupectt wer
mated and clapped iiito prison." Qlobe, Jan. , 1886.

sus-pec'-ta, s. pi. [Neut pi. of Lat. suspec-
<tn, i>a. par. of snspicio= to mistrust.]

Zool. : A sub-section of Colubrine snakes,
having the fangs situated at the back of the
jaw behind the common teeth. Head usu-
ally covered with shield-like plates. Some are
known to be harmless, others are reputed
poisonous, though it is doubtful if they really
are so. Families Homalopsidte, Dipsadidae,
and Dendropliidse.

BUS pect a ble,
* siis pect -i ble, a,

(ng. suspect ; -alue.] Liable to be suspected.

Bus poet ant, spect'-ant, a. [SUSPECT, a.]

Her. : Looking upwards, the nose heiid ways.

us pcct cd, pa. par. or a. [SUSPECT, u.]

suspected moth, s.

Entom. : A British night-moth, Orthosia

fttspecto.

*
BUB-pect'-e'd-ly; adv. fEng. suspected;
ly.] In a suspected or suspicious manner ; so
as to raise suspicion.

"(They] have either nndlscernlbly as some or rut-

pecttttlf as others, or declaredly as many, used inch
addittaments to their faces, as they thought most ad-
vanced the beauty or comeliness of their looks."
Bit/top Taylor : Artificial Bcmdtomeneu, p. M.

BUS pect'-cd-ness, s. [Bug. suspected;
nets.] The quality or state of being suspected
or suspicious.

" Smile of Hippocrates' aphorisms transplanted Into
our nations by losing their lustre, contract a tuiptcted-
neu."Jiabintou : Eudoxa. p. 6.

tts-pecf-er, . [Eng. suspect, T. ; -tr.) One
who suspects.

" A base mipftfr of a virgin's honour."
Bettum. t flet. : JJumoroai Lieutenant, IT. t.

* sus pect-fuL o. [Eng. suspect ;
-

L Apt to suspect or mistrust ; suspicious.
2. Exciting suspicion ; suspicious.
"Such a diffident and tutpecfful prohibition,"

Hilt : Of U,Uieenttd frSSef

siis pec-tion, * sus pec ci on, *. [Lat
suspectio.] Suspicion.

" Now it Is time shortly that I
Tell you something of Jelousie,
That was in great lutpection."

JiuiH'tunt of the Rote.
* Bus-pec -tious-ness, . [SUSPECT.] Sus-

picion, suspiciousness.
" 8e you any nupectioutneu in this mater? I praye

you showe me or I snide the money." Beniert :

Froiuart ; Cranycle, ToL 11., eh. clxvii.

*
sus-pgct -lss, a. [Eng. suspect; -lets.]

1. Not suspecting; having no suspicion;
unsuspicious.

2. Not suspected ; unsuspected.
"
Sutprctlcu have I tiavell'd all the town through."

Beaum. t Flet. : htund Princeu,U. L

sus-pend', v.t. & i. [Fr. suspendre, from Lat
sus}*iido, from sus (for sub) = under, and
pentlo = to hang ; Sp. & Port, suspender; ItaL
suspendere.}

A. Transitive:

1. To cause to hang or depend from any-
thing ; to hang.

" On tb willow that harp is tturfndtd."
Byron : Bg the Rioen a/ Babylon.

*
2. To make to depend.

" God hath in the scripture txtpended the promise
of eternal life upon this condition, that, without
obedience and holiness of lite, no ui.-m shall ever nee
the Loni."TUlotton.

3. To cause to cease for a time ; to inter-

rupt, to stay, to delay, to stop, to rest.
" And oit impend the dashing oar.
To bid his gentle spirit nSl"

cuil tut : Heath of Mr. Thornton.

4. To hold in an undecided or undetermined
state.

5. To debar, usually for a time, from any
privilege,

the execution of any office, the en-

joyment of an income, or the like.

"Persons excommunicate, impended, or Inter-
dicted." Burnet: KeconU. voL L, bk. it, Ne. M.

6. To cause to cease from operation or effect
for a time : as, To sus^nd the Habeas Corpus
Act.

*
7 To expend.

" Some other shall rep.iv what T lutprnA In thee."
Chapman : Homer ; lliud rt

* B. Intrans. : To cease from operation ; to
desist from active employment; specifically,
to stop payments, or to be unable to meet
one's engagements.

IT To suspend payment: To declare one's
self unable to meet one's engagements; to

stop payments.
"Tli* old established banking -firm of has

impended payment." Daily Telegraph, Jan. 16, 188ti

stis-pSnd'-Sd, pa. par. & a. [SUSPEND.]

suspended-cadence, s.

Music : An interrupted cadence.

suspended-note, *. [SUSPENSION, II. 2.]

suspended ovule, *.

Hot. : An ovule hanging by the placenta
from a little below the summit of the ovary.

su-p2nd'-er, . [Eng. suspend; -er.}

1. One who suspends.
2. One of the two braces or straps worn to

hold up the trousers ; a brace, (usually in

plural.)
*
3. One who remains in a state of snspense ;

one who is undecided or undetermined in

opinion ; a waverer, a hesitater.
"

I may adde thereunto, Or the eautelonsnet of
tutfientteri and nut forward concluders in theM
tiiuet."Mvunttigu : Appcale to Canar, pt. 11., ch v.

siis-pnd -Ing, pr. par. or a. [SUSPEND.]

suspending -power, . [DISPENSING-
POWER.]

Bus-pen-sa'-tion, . [SUSPENSE.] A tem-

porary cessation.

sus-pgnse',
*
Bus-pens, o. ft . [Fr. sus-

jwns = doubt fill, uncertain, from Lat. sus-

pensus. pa. par. of suspeiido = to suspend
(q.v.).j

* A. As adjective :

1. Held or lifted up ; suspended.
The great light of day yet wants to run
Much of his rar, though steep, nui-eiite In heaT*n
Held by thy voios." Hilton : P. L.. vii. M.

2. Held In doubt or expectation.
3. Characterized by or proceeding from su>

pense or doubt
"

???'",
*id- he * ">d expectation heldHa look tutftente." 4 Man ; f. L^li. tit,

B. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. The state of having the mind or thoughts
suspended ; a state of uncertainty, doubt, or
anxiety, with more or less apprehension ; in-
decision.

"Sutpente in news Is torture.*
Uttton : Samton Agonittel, 1,01.

2. Cessation for a time'; stop.
*
3. Suspension ; holding over.

"Suiperue of judgment and exercise of eharitle.--.
Booker: tkxlet. Potuie. bk. iv., { 14.

n. Law : Suspension ; a temporary cessa-
tion of a man's right, as when the rent or
other profits of hind cease by unity of pos-
session of land and rent

suspense-account, s. A private ac-*
count kept by a merchant or banker of sundry
items which at the moment cannot be entered
to the proper creditor or debtor

; also, an ac-
count of debit items which, while not ron-
sidered at the time collectible, have riot yt
been transferred to profit and loss account

t sus pen' si, s. pi. [Masc. pi. of Lat. sut-

pensus, pa. par. of suspendo = to suspend, to
hang up.]
Entom. : Chrysalids attached by the tail

only, and hanging with the head downwards.
This peculiarity is found iu the Nymphalidee
(q.v.). (Newman.)

* siis pens-i-bil'-i-ty, . [Eng. suspenstble ;

ity.yl\\6 quality or state of being suspensive:
capacity of being suspended or sustained
from sinking.

BUS pens'-I-ble, a. [Eng. suspens(e) ; -able.]

Capable of being suspended or held from
sinking.

sus pcn'-sion, . [Fr., from Lat. suspen-
sionem, accus. of sutpensio a hanging or
suspending, from suspensus, pa. par. of

pendo = to suspend (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language:
1. The act of suspending, hanging up, or

causing to hang or depend from something.
2. The state of being suspended or of hang*

ing from something.
3. The act of holding over, delaying, inter*

rupting, ceasing, or stopping for a time : as,

(1) The temporary ceasing or interruption
of labour, toil, exertion, study, pain, or th
like.

(2) The postponing of judgment, decision,

determination, or the like.

(3) The ceasing to make payment: as, the)

fusjiension of a bank.

(4) The holding over or staying temporarily
of punishment or sentence.

(5) The suspending or debarring temporarily
from any privilege, the execution of an office,

the enjoyment of an income, or the like.

(6) The causing temporarily to cease from
effect or operation : as, the suspension of the
llal'CJis Corpus Act.

4. The state of solid bodies, the particles of
which are held undissolved in a fluid, nnd may
be separated from it again by filtration.

IL Technically:

L Law:

(1) Canon Law: A censure Inflicted on *
clerk in orders, for remedial purposes, the
effect of which is to take away from him, for

a fixed time, or until lie repents and make*
satisfaction, the exercise of his sacred func-
tions in his office or benefice, suspension is of
three kinds : (1) 06 online, where a clerk can-
not exercise his functions ; (2) ab ofltrio, whera
he is forbidden to exercise them in his c.harga
or cure ; and (8) a benefrin, where he is de-

prived of the revenues of his benefice, and of

any control over it. Suspension is removed

by absolution, revocation of the censure by
the person inflicting it, expiry of time, or by
dispensation.

"
8uir>en*ion Is the sentence whieh rven the Wabop'i

chancellor can pronounce U|>mi a clerk who iia.i mil.
conducted himself. It li a U-inporary I'uniihineut at

the same nature as deprivation, and subject to critt.

Mayaane, Nov. 186 a, n, 80.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, fhln, bench; go. gem ; thin, (Us; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, eyist. -Ing.
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(2) Bag. Law: The temporary stop of a

man's right, as when a migmtry, rent, or other

profit out of land lies dormant for a time, by
reason of the unity of ponstuuiiuu of the

eignory, rant, &c., and of Uis land out uf

which they is.-u*.

(3) Scots Law : A process in the supreme
civil or criminal court, by which execution or

diligence on a sentence or decree is stayed
until the judgment of the supreme court is

obtained _<n a point in dispute.

2. Mu.<ic : The holding or prolongation of a
note in any chord into the chord which fol-

lows, thereby often producing a discord. The
first appearance of the note to be suspended
is called its preparation ; its presence as a

discord, its percussion ; its removal to a note
of concord or rest in key, or some legitimate
sound of a sequence, its resolution. Suspen-
sions are named after the interval of the note

forming the discord. Two suspended notes
form a douMe suspension, three a triple sus-

pension, and so on. The intervals most com-

monly suspended are the fourth, sixth, seventh,
and ninth. The percussion of a discord of sus-

pension is generally on the strong accent of a

3. Public schools : A name given at various
schools to a form midway between the Lower
and Upper divisions.

4. Khet. : A keeping of the hearer in doubt
and in attentive expectation of what is to

follow, or what is to be the inference or con-

clusion from the arguments or observations.

^ (1) Pleas in suspension :

Law: Those pleas which show some matter
of temporary incapacity to proceed with the
action or suit.

(2) Points o/ suspension :

MecK. : The points, as in the axis of a beam
or balance, at which the weights act, or from
which they are suspended.

(3) Suspension o/ arms : A short truce or

cessation of operations agreed on by the com-
manders of the opposing forces, as for the

burying of the dead, making proposals for

surrender, peace, &c.

suspension bridge, s. A bridge sus-

tained by flexible supports secured at each

extremity. The points of support are the

tope of strong pillars or small towers, erected

MENAI SUSPENSION-BRIDGE -

(/ hatf eleimtimt).

. One of the piers, having massive iron saddle on ton,
Mated ou roller* for free motion, b. c. Extreme
stonework and arches ou the Anglesea coast, d.

Backstays which are allowed room for exmnsion
and contraction ; these movements being assisted by
tollers at angles, the backstays themselves being
carried through tunnels in subterranean wedge-
shaped masses of masonry, and nrmly bolted in the
rock. e. Roadway, stiffened to prevent oscillation,
of which there are two kinds in ausi^ension-bridges
horizontal and vertical ; thus, a heavy laid at e will
cause a depression and pull down the curved chain
above it. at the same time the centre of the roadway
will rise. /. /. Vertical rods, an inch square, snpport-
liig the sleepers in the flooring of the roadway.

for the purpose at each extremity of the

bridge. Over these pillars the chains pass,
and are attached beyond them to rocks or
massive frames of iron firmly secured under-

ground. These masses of masonry are named
abutments. The flooring is connected with the
chains by means of strong, upright iron rods.
There are many notable examples in the
United States of the wire suspension bridge,
the longest being that between Brooklyn and
New York, which has a span of 1595 feet.
The approaches make its total length 5989
feet. Other well-known instances are the
suspension bridge over the gorge at Niagara,
1268 feet span, and that between Cincinnati
and Covington, over the Ohio, 1057 feet.

suspension-drill, ?.

Metal-work. : A vertical drilling-machine,
used in locomotive and boiler work, &c. It
has a frame which may be bolted to the ceil-

ing.

suspension railway, s. A railway in

which the carriage is suspended from an
elevated track, one carriage on each side of a

SUSPENSION-RAILWAY.

single track, so as to balance, or suspended
between two tracks. The illustration shows
an elevated single-track railway in Algeria,
where sixty miles of suspension railway are

at work, employed chiefly in carrying esparto.

suspension-scale, s. A scale swung by
pendent rods from levers above, in contra-

distinction to the usual platform-scales, whose
levers are beneath.

sus-pen'-sive, a. [Eng. suspense); -ivt.]
*

1. Tending to suspend or keep in sus-

pense ; uncertain, doubtful.
" The truth of her condition hardly knows,
But iu nupemite thought awhile doth hover."

Beaumont: Ptyche.

2. Haying the power or effect of suspending
or causing something temporarily to cease
from effect or operation.

" We are not to be allowed even a tiupeniice veto."
iiacanlay : Hilt. Eng. , ch. xzv.

3. Doubtful.
"These few of the lords were tutptntire in their

judgement" Backet : Life o/ Archbishop WiUiamt,
p. 139.

suspensive-conditions, s. pi.

Scots Law : Conditions precedent or condi-
tions without the purification of which the
contract cannot be completed.

SUS-pen'-sor, *. [Eng. suspens(e); -or.]

L Ord. Lang. : Something which suspends.
IL Technically:

1. Anat. : The longitudinal ligament of the
liver.

2. Bot. : A very delicate thread descending
from the foramen of n ovule into the quin-
tine, and bearing at its extremity a globule
which is the nascent embryo. It develops
from the upper of two cells in a fertilized

ovule, of which the lower one becomes the

embryo. The suspensor is sometimes long,
as in Boraginacese, Ciuciferae, &c., or short
as in Graniinacese, Polygonaceae, &c. Called
also the Suspensory cord, the Pro-embryo,
ai:d by Dutrochet the Hypostasis.

3. Surg. : A suspensory-bandage (q.v.).

SUS-pen'-Sor-y, o. & . [Fr. suspensoirt.}

A. As adjective :

L Suspended, hanging, depending.
2. That suspends ; suspending.
" There are several parts iwcullar to brute* which

are wanting in man, as the seventh or tutpentory
muscle of the eye." Ray : On Vie Creation.

3. Suspending; causing something to cease

temporarily from effect or operation.
" Mr. Parnell can hardly anticipate the enactment

of his tuspensory proposal." Daily Telegraph. Sept.
18, 1886.

B. As subst. : The same as SOSPENSOB (q.T.).

suspensory-bandage, s.

Surg. : A bag attached to a strap or belt,
and used to support the scrotum, that the

weight of the testes may not draw upon the

spermatic cord.

*
SUS-pIc-a-biT-I-t^, s. [Eng. suspicable;
ity.] The quality or state of being suspic-
able; suspiciousness. (More: Mystery ofGod-
liness, p. 151.)

*
SUS-pIc'-a-ble, a. [Lat. suspicabilis, from

mspicnr to susjiect (q.v.).] Liable or open
to suspicion ; suspicious.

" Bat it is a very nupirablr bnsinens that he means
no more then empty space by it." Hare: Defence of
the Moral Cabhala. (App.)

*
sus-plc'-len-cy (o as h), *. [Suspicion.)

Buspicioumiess, suspicion.
" The want of It should not deject us with a tut-

plcimiry of the waut of grace." Uofkinl : Sermonl,
er. it

sus- pi'-cion,
* sus-pe -ci-on,

*
sns-pl-

ci-oun,
*
sus-pi-tion, s. [O. Fr. suspezion,

souspeyon (Fr. sou^fon), from Lat. suspicionm,
accus. of suspicio suspicion.] [SUSPECT.]

*
1. Regard, consideration, thought.

"Cordelia, out of mere love, without the tutjiicitm
of exacted reward, at the message only of her father
in distress, pours forth these filial tears." Hilton:
Uitt. f.nj.. bk. i.

2. The act or feeling of one who suspects ;

the sentiment or passion which is excited by
apprehension or siyns of evil, harm, danger,
or the like, without absolute proof; the

imagination of the existence of something,
especially something wrong, hurl fnl, or danger-
ous, with slight proof or grounds, or without

any proof or grounds.
"
Sutpiciont aiming thoughts are like bats among

birds, they ever fly by twilight" Bacon : Eaayi ; Of
Suspicion.

U Suspicion is the offspring of fear and is

exceedingly prevalent among wild animals.
. (Darwin.)

3. A very slight amount or degree. (Used,
like the French soupyon from which this mean-
ing is probably taken, of material and imma-
terial things.)

" With Just a nupMon of Irish hrogne that only
serves to increase the interest of her piquancy ana
fun." Daily Telegraph, Sept. 25, KM.

*
sus-pi'-cion, v.t. [SUSPICION, s.] To view
with suspicion ; to suspect, to inistru.^t, to
doubt.

BUS pi'-cious,
*
sus-pe-cions, *sus-pt-

tiOUS, a. [Lat. suspiciosus.] [SUSPICION.]

1. Inclined to suspect ; apt to imagine with-

out proof.
" Stem was her Lord's napMout mind."

Scott : Lord of the lilei, iv. C
2. Indicating fear, suspicion, or mistrust.
" A wise man will find us to b rogues by our face* :

we have Atutpiciou*. fearful, constrained countenance,
often turning and slinking through narrow lanes."

Swift.

3. Entertaining suspicion ; suspecting some-

thing; distrustful. (Followed by of before
the thing suspected.)

"Many mischievous insects are daily at work, to
make people of merit napinoui of each other." Pop*.
(Todd.)

4. Exciting or liable to excite suspicion ;

apt to cause suspicion ; giving reason or

grounds to suspect or imagine ill.

"A black, siapicious, threatening cloud."

Shaketp. : * Henry VI.. v. 8.

8US-pI'-ciouS-ly\ adv. [Eng. siispicious; -ly.]

1. In a suspicious manner ; with suspicion.
"
I talked in the matter so mtpiciously, as though

such au invasion bad been made." Btirnet : Jlecardt,

pt. ii., bk. t, No. .

2. So as to raise suspicion.
" These articles are managed too nupiciouily."Bp,

Taylor: Sermont, voL ii., ser. 31.

PUS -pi'-clous-ness, *. [Eng. suspicion*;
-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being suspicious;
liability to be suspected.

2. The quality or state of being apt to sus-

pect.
" The tiisptfinutnea of Dametas. Miso, and my

young mistress Mopsa." Sidney : Arcadia, bk. ii.

*
SUS-p'ir'-al, s. [Eng. suspir(e) ; -oZ.]

1. A breathing-hole ; a vent or ventiduct

2. A spring of water passing underground
towards a cistern or conduit.

*
sus-pl-ra'-tion, s. [Lat. suspiratto, from
svsirirutus, pa. par. of snspiro = to suspire
(q.v.).] Respiration, breathing, a sigh; a
deep breath.

" Nor windy inspiration of forced breath."
Shaketp. : Bam 'tt, L S,

*
sus-p'ire',

* sus-pyre, v.i. [Lat. suspiro
= to breathe out, to sigh : sus (for sub) =
Tinder = and spiro = to breathe.]

1. To fetch a long, deep breath ; to sigh,
"
Stupyring and sighing after the siftht of God and

Joy of heaven." Sir T. More : Worket. p. 6S2.

2. To breathe ; to draw breath.
" Since the birth of Cain, the first male child.
To him that did but yesterday napire,
There was not such a gracious creature born.*

Skaketp. : King John, iii. .

*
sfis-pire', s. [SUSPIRE, v.] A long, deep
breath ; a sigh. (Locrine, v. 6.)

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, po"tfc

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try. Syrian, w. = e ; ey = a; <ju = lew*
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BUS - pired', a. (SUSPIRE, v.] Earnestly
longed for ; ardently desired or wished for.

"The long tutnirtd Redeemer of the world, did (U
bl> propheu had cryed) rent the usuveus." Jietiyuia
Wottonlana, p. 26.

SUB -sex, g. [An abbrev. of South Saxons.]

Geog. : A county on the south coast of

England.

Sussex-marble, *.

Geol. Building : A kind of marble geologi-

cally constituting two divisions of the Weald
Clay. The upper, called the Large Paludina

Marble, said by Martin to be the true Sussex

Marble, is characterized by the abundance of
Paludina sussexensis; the lower one, which
occurs about a hundred feet below the top of
the Weald Clay, and constitutes its most im-

portant bed, is full of Paludina fluviorum.
Sussex marble is of a uniform bluish or grayish
green tint, takes a good polish, and has been
much used for monuments and in building.

iis-tain',
* sus taine,

*
sus-teine,

* sus-
tene, *sus-teyne, v.t. [O. Fr. sustenir,

sostenir, soustenir (Fr. soutenir), from Lat.

fusttneo, from sus (for sub) under, and teneo

to hold ; Sp. softener ; Ital. sostenere.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. To bear up ; to hold up ; to support ; to up-
hold ; to prop up : as, A pillar sustains a load.

2. To hold suspended ; to keep from falling :

as, A rope sustains a weight.

3. To endure without sinking or yielding ;

to bear up against or under.
"
Tills too sinks after many a league
Of well tuitained but v:iin fatigue.*

Byron : Alateppa, it.

4. To be able or fit to undergo ; to bear, to

stand.
"Ill qualified to tuttnin a comparison with the

awful temples of the middle ages." Jtavaulay : Hot.
t>, oh. lit

5. To maintain, to support ; to provide
sustenance or livelihood for ; to nourish.

"
Following its fortunes lilts the beasts or trees
Which it tuituiiitii."

n'ordtteorth : Excurtion, bk. ir.

6. To support in any condition by affording
aid ; to vindicate, to comfort, to strengthen,
to aid.

"
They . . . charged me, on pain of their perpetual

displeasure, neither to entreat fur him, nor any way
nutain him." tShakai). : Lear. in. 3.

*
7. To support, to favour.

" No man way serve twey lordis, for either he schal
hate the toon and love the tothtr; either he schal

luji'i/ne the toon and despise the tother." Wj/eliffe!
Matthew vi. 24.

8. To suffer, to undergo ; to have to submit
to ; to bear.

" Let me sustain no scorn."

Siiakap.: Twelfth Ifight, I. 8.

9. To uphold ; to allow as valid or well

based ; to admit ; not to dismiss or abate : as,

The court sustained the objection.

10. To establish by evidence ; to bear out ;

to prove ; to make good ; to confirm, to cor-

roborate : as, To sustain a charge by evidence.

IL Music : To give the full length or time
value to ; to continue, as the sound of notes,

through their whole length.

sus tain', s. [SUSTAIN, v.] That which sus-

tains or upholds ; an upholder.
"

I lay and slept, I wak'd again.
For my sustain

Was the Lord.
"

Milton : Ptalm lit

ns-tain'-a-ble, a. [Eng. sustain, v. ; -able.]

CapaMe of being sustained or maintained ;

maintainable.
" The hypothesis of his being a patriotic French-

man ... is also tattainable." Standard, Jan. 16, ISM.

us tained , pa. par. & a. [SUSTAIN, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Kept up to one pitch or level,

especially a high pitch.

sustained-note, s.

Music: A name given to prolonged notes
which partake of the character of a pedal-

point by their immunity from ordinary har-
monic rules, but which cannot with propriety
be called pedal-points owing to their occur-
rence in the middle or upper part.

Bus tain -er, . [Eng. sustain, v. ; -er.J

1. One who or that which sustains, upholds,
or maintains.

"Of Heaven's golden rodd
The sole mttalnrr."

Chapman : Homer; To Tata t Jforeury.

2. One who endures or suffers ; a sufferer.

BUS- tain' -mint, . [Eng. sustain, v. ;

-went.] The act of sustaining ; support, main-
tenance.

"They betook them to the woods, and lived by
bunting, which was their ouly tuttainmtnt." MUton :

Hat. England, bk. 111.

* BUS-tal -tic, o. [Gr. <ru(TT<iATi<cof (sustaUi-
Jfcos), from o-vo-Tf'AAw (sustello)= to draw toge-
ther, to moderate : trvv (sun) together, and
o-TfAAcu (steo) = to place.] Mournful, atl'ect-

ing. (Applied to a style of music among the
Greeks.)

sus ten ance,
* sus ten-aunce, s. [O. FT.

sustenance, soustenance, from Lat. austinentia,
from sustineiis, pr. par. of sustlneo = to sus-
tain (q.v.).]

1. The act of sustaining ; support, main-
tenance.

2. That which supports life ; food, victuals,
provisions. (Milton: P. R., i. 419.)

*8US-tenf, v.t. [Lat. sustento.] To sustain.
" No firmer base her burthen to tuittnt
Thau slippery props of softest element"

Syltetttr : Da Bartal, OL

siis-ten'-ta-cle, s. [Lat. sustentaculun.]
Support, sustenance.

"
Being thus a tustentadt or foundation." ifart :

Defence of Moral Cabbala. [App.]

SUB-ten-tac'-u-lar, a. [SUSTENTACLK.]
Acting as a support."

sustentacular-tissue, s. [XEVROOI.TA.]
*
sus'-ten-tate, v.t. [SUSTENTATION.] To
sustain. (Reade : Cloister & Hearth, cli. ii.)

sus ten-ta -tion,
*
sus-tein-ta-cy-on, *.

[Fr. tustentation, from Lat. sustentat ionem,
accus. of sustcntatio, from sustentatus, pa. par.
of suttento, frequent of sustineo=-to sustain

(q.v.).]

1. The act of sustaining ; the state of being
sustained ; support ; pieservation from falling.

"These steams once raised above the earth, have
their ascent and tutttntation aloft promoted by the
air." Boyle.

2. Use of food.

3. Support, maintenance.
" He assigned fourth certaine rent* for the ttatenta-

tion of the caucus." Holwhtd : Hist. Scotland;
Malcolm.

sustentation-fund, .

Church Hist. : A fund raised by any religious
body to assist its poorer churches ; specif.,
a fund devised by the Rev. Dr. Thomas
Chalmers (1780-1847), and constituted under
his direction at the disruption of the Scotch
Establishment in 1843. Religious denomina-
tions depending solely on voluntary contri-

butions had found it comparatively easy to

gather together town congregations able to

support their ministers, but to do so in the
rural districts was nearly or quite impractic-
able. Dr. Chalmers aimed at overcoming this

difficulty by establishing a fund to which all

congregations of the Free Church were ex-

pected to contribute according to ability.
From this each minister, urban and rural,
received an equal dividend. Afterwards it

was found necessary to modify this part of
the plan slightly. Whilst a large number
of the ministers had no other professional

stipend but that received from the sustenta-

tion fund, the wealthier congregations in

fairly supporting the fund were permitted
to supplement the means of their pastor.
This system of contribution to ministerial sup-
port has its counterpart in several of the

religious bodies of the United States. It is

known under the title of sustentation fund in

the Presbyterian Church, and by other titles in

some of the other churches. A similar fund
has been formed in the Irish Episcopalian
Church since its disestablishment, and exists in

some other religious bodies of Ireland.

* BUS ten - tive.
* BUS-ten-tit [Eng.

suitent ; -ivt. j Sustaining.
" Seketh and shewtth hu tuttmtifwnuAaa."

F. Plowman, p. H.

"Bus-ter, *. [SISTER.]

* sus tin ent, *. [Lat. sustinem, pr. par. of

rustineo=to sustain (q.v.).] Support.
" Our right arm* tin wndowe's nmintni."

Iharies: Microcotmot, p. TO.

SU-BU, S. [SOOSOO.]

* su sur'-rant, a, [Lat naumnt, pr. par.
of tvturro = to whisper.] Whispering.

" The soft nuurrant sigh."
I'ottry of On Anti.jamMn, p 14*.

su-sur-ra'-tion, s. [Lat. tusurratio, from
susurro = to whisper.] A whisper, a whisper-
ing, a soft murmur.

_^.'
Th y "enibled those soft nuurratiara of the tna

wherewith they conversed." Utneeil : TtcaU Parrot,

*SU-sur'-ring-ly, adv. [Lat. nitmt = a
whisper.] In the manner of a whisper or soft
murmur.

*su-sur'-rous, a. [Lat. susurrus=a whisper.!
Whispering ; murmuring softly ; rustling.

su-sur'-rus, *. [Lat] A whisper; a soft
murmuring.

"The soft tutumi and sighs of the branches.'
Longftlkna: Etanaelint, It. i.*

sute, *. [Sun, .]

suth-er-lan'-di a, s. [Named after Mr.
James Sutherland, who in 1083 published a
catalogue of the plants in the Physic Garden
in Edinburgh.]

Bot. : A genus of Galegese. Sutherlandia
frutescens,the Cape Bladder Senna, is a shrub,
having unequally pinnate leaves, large scarlet

flowers, and bladdery legumes with many
seeds. Its native country is the Cape of
Good Hope, but it is cultivated in many
gardens. The dried and pulverized roots and
leaves have been used in diseases of the eye.

*
SU'-tlle, o. [Lat. sutilis, from suo = to sew.]
Done or made by stitching or needlework.

" Half the rooms are adorned with a kind of lutite
pictures which imitate tapestry." Idler, No. 14.

BUt'-ler, *SUt'-tler, s. [Dut. soetelaar, zoete-

laar, from zoetelen = to sully, to suttle ; cogn.
with Low Ger. suddeln = to sully ; fuddeler =
a dirty fellow, a scullion, a sutler.] A person
who follows an army, and sells to the troops
provisions, liquors, or the like.

" For setting on those with the luggage left,A few poor tuttleri with the camp that went;
They basely fell to pillage and to theft."

Draytm: Battle of Afincourt.

BUt'-ler-ship, s. [Eng. sutler; -ship.] Th
condition or occupation of a sutler.

But -ling, a. [SUTLER.] Of or belonging to
sutlers ; engaged in the occupation of a sutler.

SsV-tdr, s. [Native name.] A kind of syrup
made by the North American Indians near
the river Gila from the juice of the fruit of
Cereus pitahaya. (Goodrich.)

u-tdV-I-al, a. [Lat sutor = cobbler.]
Of or pertaining to a cobbler.

" The intervals of his tutorial operations." Datlg
Telegraph, March 13, 1887.

SU'-tra, s. [Sansc. = a sacred tradition ;

sut'& thread.]

Hindoo Literature (PL): Certain books of

aphorisms composed by the Brahmans, which

they declared to be founded on the Vedas and
the Brahmanas, though they did not contend
that they were directly inspired. In these

writings they developed the system of sacri-

fice, and raised to a greater height their own
caste-pretensions. The Sutras taken collec-

tively constituted the Vedangas (q.v.).

Slit-tee', sat-i', s. [From Sane, tati = a vir-

tuous wife"; sot =pure.]

Anthropology :

1. A form of widow-sacrifice (itself a form
of funeral-sacrifice) formerly common in Brah-
manic India, in which the widow was burnt
with her dead husband on the funeral pyre.

Many went willingly and gaily to their doom,
but others were driven by fear of disgrace, by
family influence, by priestly threats, and, in

not u few cases, by sheer violence. Suttee was
abolished l>y law in British India, Dec. 4, 1829,

but scarcely a year passes by free from its

being carried out in some of the native princi-

palities, and between 1813and 1828, in Calcutta,
the suttees ranged from 390 to 600 yearly. When
the question of prohibiting suttee was under

discussion, the Brahmans quoted the Rig-Veda
in favour of the practice ; but it was shown

by Professor Wilson that the text had been

falsified. (M. Miiller: Chips from a German
Workshop, ii. 34-37.) But though suttee was

expressly prohibited by the ancient Brahmanio
funeral rites (M. Miiller, in Zeits. d. devtsch.

morgenl Geschichte, ix.), and the widow, after

ascending the funeral pile, was to be led down
by a brother-in-law, this symbolic form point!
to an earlier period when the sacrifice was

really carried out [WIDOW-SACRIFICE.] The
revival must have taken place at a remote

boH, b6y ; prfut, JoUrt ; cat, jell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, ?enophon, e^ist. ph = fc

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -^ion, -fion
= shun, -rtous. -tious, -sions.= sh&s. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, doL
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date ; for Propertius (El, III. xiii. 15-20)

graphically describes it, and thus contrasts

the behaviour of liuiiuu with that of Roman
wives :

" Ardent Yictrices, et flamm* peetora prabent,
luipouuut<|ue suis ura penut* vins.

Bio genus iuulix nuptarutu : hie nulla puella.
Nee fida Evadne. uec pia Penelope,"

2. A wiiluw burnt on the funeral pile of her
dead husliaud. [1.]

" In Brahmaulc India the widow of a Hindu of the
Brahman or the Kshatiiy.". cast.' was burut on the
funeral pile witli her husband, as a ii, or 'good
woman.' which word lias passed into English asiu."
Tylor : fritn. Curt. jed. 1873). i. 464.

suttee burning, s.

Anthrop.: Sutteeism (q.v.).

-While admitting, with Prof. MUller. that the more
moderu ordinance of tutter-burning is a corrupt de-

parture from the early Brahmanic ritual, we may
nevertheless find soiut) reason to consider the practice
as nut a new invention l>y the later Hindu priesthood,
but as the revival, under congenial influence, of an
ancient Aryan rite, belonging originally to a period
even earlier than the Veda." Tj/lor : Prim. Cult, led,

1873). i. 48*.

iit-tee -I$m, s. [Eng. suttee ; -ism.]

A nthrop. : The rite or practice of suttee

(q.v.).
"The chief characteristic of nttteeitm is its expia-

tory quality ; for. by this act of faith, the sati not
only nukes atonement for the sins of her husband,
and secures the remission of her own, but has the joy-
ful assurance of reunion to tlie object whose beatitude
the secures." Balfour : Cyclop. India led. 3rd), iii. 782.

*BUt -tie, v.i. [SUTLER.) To follow the occu-

pation of a sutler.

But -tie, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Comm. : A terra applied to weight, when
the tare has been deducted and the tret has

yet to be allowed.

sn-tur'-al, a. [Eng. sutur(e) ; -al.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Pertaining or relating to a
suture or seam.

2. Bo*. : Of, belonging to, situated at, or

taking place at a suture.

sutural dehiscence, s.

Bot. : Dehiscence along one or more sutures.
If tlie dehiscence is along the ventral suture
the fruit is a follicle, if along the dorsal and
ventral sutures it is a legume. There are no
dissepiments, the fruit being composed of

only one carpeL

sutural line, s.

Bot. : The ventral suture. [SUTURE.]

"sn-tur'-al-ly, adv. [Eng. sutural ; -ly.] In
a 'sutural manner ; by means of a suture.

BU'-tu-rate, v.t. [Eng. rutiir(e); -ate.] To
join or unite by a suture; to sew or knit

together.
"These are by oculists called orbit*,' and are each

of them compounded of six several bones, which, being
most conveniently saturated among themselves, do
make up those curious arched chambers in which
these lookers or beholders dwell ; In which, and from
which, they may be aptly said to perform their offices."
Smith : On Old Aye, p. 83.

BU'-ture, s. [Fr., from Lat. sutura, from
sutus, pa. par. of suo = to sew.]

L Ord. Lang. : The act of sewing ; the line

along which two things are joined, united, or
sewn together, so as to form a team, or some-

thing resembling a seam.

H. Technically:

1. Anat. : The immovable Junction of two

pert-s by their margins : as, the sutures of tlie

skull, i.e., the lines of junction of the bones
of which the skull is composed. Various

tyj>es of suture exist, as the Serrated or
Dentated Suture, the Squamous or Scaly Su-
ture, and the Harmonic Suture or Harmonia.
Arranged according to their situation, there
are coronal, frontal, fronto-parietal, occipito-

parietal, and many other sutures.

2. Bot. : The line formed by the cohesion
of two parts. If the suture formed by the

carpellary leaves in a pistil face the centre of
a flower, it is called the ventral suture ; if it

face the perianth, the dorsal suture. The
former corresponds to the margin, and the
latter to the midrib of the carpellary leaf.

3. Entom. : The line formed by the meeting
of the elytra of a beetle when they are con-
fluent,

4. Surg. : The uniting of the lips or edges of
* wound by stitching.

5. Zool. : The outlines of the septa in the
Tetmbranchiata, from their resemblance to
the sutures of the skull. When these out-

lines are folded, the elevations are called

suiMlus, and the intervening depressions lobes.

(Woodward.)

Su'-tured, a. [Eng. mtur(e) ; -ed.] Having a
suture or sutures ; united.

su'-versed, 5. [Pref. tub-, and Eng. versed

(q.v.).]

Math. : A name applied to the supplement
of a versed sine, or the difference of a versed
sine from the diameter of the circle. (.SINE.]

SU-war'-rdw, s. [SAOUARI.]

su zer-ain, s. & a. [Fr., from w = Lat.

sumtm, sursum = above, on analogy ofsovereign
(q v.).j

A. .Is subst. : A feudal lord ; a lord para-
mount.

" The Sultan should remain Sovereign In Eastern
Roumelia and suzerain in Bulgaria." ztan^ard, Oct.
13, 1885.

B. As adj. : Sovereign, paramount.
"The violation of the self-rule, granted to the

province came, not from the suzerain Sultan." Ltaily
Telegraph, Sept. 28, 1886.

su' zer ain-ty, s. [Fr. suzerainti.] The
oific.e, dignity, or position of a suzerain;
paramount power or authority.

" He recognises the suzerainty of the Sultan, and
holds himsJlf responsible for the public security."
Daily Telegraph, Sept. 24, 1885.

svan berg -ite, s. [After Svanberg; suff.

ite (Min.).]
Min. : A rare mineral occurring only in

crystals and crystal-grains. Crystallization,
rhombohedral. Hardness, 5'0 ; sp. gr. 3'30 ;

colour, honey-yellow, shades of brown, rose-

red ; lustre, vitreous. Compos. : uncertain ;

apparently essentially a combination of a

phosphate and a sulphate of alumina, lime,
and soda, witli some water. Found at Horrs-

joberg, Wermland, Sweden.
* swa, adv. [A.S.] So.

SWab, s. [Formed from twakber (q.v.); cf.

Sw. svab = a tire-brush ; svuhla = to swab ;

Dan. si-ahre = tu swab; Monr. tw.bbo.-to

splash about.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A mop for cleaning floors, ships' decks,
or the like.

" One of the forecastle men took a swab and swabbed
np the blood." Hannay : Singleton Fontenoy.

2. An epaulet, being humorously compared
to a swab or mop. (Colloq.)

3. A cod or pod, as of beans, pease, or the
like.

n. Technically:

1. Found.: A soft brush made of some
strands of gasket tied together at one end
and beaten and combed out at the other.

Used to wet the pnrting edge before drawing
the pattern, and to moisten parts of the mould
requiring repairs.

2. Ordn. : A cleaner or sponge for the bore
of a gun.

3. Surg. : A pledget of lint or a spatula
covered with cloth. Used to clean or moisten
the mouth of the sick, or cleanse a wound.

swab-pot, &
Found. : An iron vessel containing water

and the founder's swab.

swab, v.t. [SWAB, s.] To apply a swab to ;

to rub, wipe, or clean with a swab or mob.
" He made him swab the deck." Shelvock : Voyttye.

swab'-ber,
* swob-ber, . [But.= a swabber; zu-abberen =. to swab; Ger.

schwabber= a swablier; schwabber-stock = a

mop-stick ; schwabbem = to swab.] One who
uses a swab to clean a deck or floor ; an
inferior officer on Itonrd a ship of war whose
duty is to see that the ship is kept clean.

" The muster, the twabber, the boatswain and I."

Shaki'tp. : Tempett, ii. 2.

Swa -bi-an, a. [See def.]

Geog. : Of or belonging to Swabia, one of
the ten circles into which Germany was di-

vided prior to 1806. In was in the south-west
of Germany on the Upper Danube.

Swabian-league, s.

History :

1. A league formed against the barons by
the cities of Swabia and of the Rhine in 1370.

2. A league on a larger scale formed in

1488 under the auspices of the Emperor

Frederick III. to put down private wars and
maintain the public peace. It destroyed more
than 140 castles of nobles and robbers. It
was dissolved in 1533.

wad (1),
* swadde, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A pod or cod, as of beans, pease, or tht
like. (Prov.)

2. A short, fat person.
" For so he was a Dutche, a deulll. a swadde."

tieuxoigne : l'oi/a;/e inta llManit.

3. A silly, coarse fellow ; a bumpkin.
" Three drunken noadi that kept the castell thought

that this shout was nought else but a dreameT1

Jiolinthed: Chran. qf Ireland (an. 1534).

II. Mining : A thin layer of stone or refuse
coal at the bottom of the coal-seam.

swad (2), s. [A corrupt of wruad (q.v.).] A
lump, mass, or bunch ;

a crowd, a squad.
(Vulgar.)

" You'll sell twice as much as ever you did. you'll
put off a proper swta of goods next year, you may
depend." Haliburton : Clockmaker, p. 76.

swad - die,
* swad -

ell,
* swad -

11,
* swad le, v.t. [SWADDLE, s.]

1. To bind, as with a bandage ; to swathe ;

to bind or wrap tightly with clothes. (Gene-
rally used of infants.)

" He muste bee fayne once or twise a day to tu-adlt
and plaster his Icgge. mid els be could not kepe hit
life." Mare : Worket, p. to.

*
2. To wrap up ; to cover, as with clothing;

to clothe.
" Nature was most busy the first week
Swauulin'j the new-born earth,"

Donne: Anatomy of the World, annlv. L
*

3. To beat, to cudgel."
I would straddle ye,"

Till I could draw off both your skins like scabbarda,"
Bcaum. t Flet. : The Captain, ii. S.

Swad'-die, s. [For swathel, from A.S. swedhel,
swedhil that which swathes.] [SWATHE.]
A cloth or baud bound tightly round the

body of an infant
"
They ordered me to be carried to one of their

houses, and
i ut to bed in all my twaddlet."Additun 1

Stxctatot: No. 90.

* swad -die band, * sweth el band, s.

[Eng. su-addle, and band.\ Tlie same aa
SWADDLINQ-BAND (q.V.).

swad'-dler, s. [See def.] A term of con-

tempt api lied by Roman Catholics in Ireland
to Protestants, especially to the more evan-

gelical and active sects. The following ex-

tract and note from The Lije of the Jier. John
Wesley, by Dr. Coke and Mr. Moore (Derby:
Richardson Az Son, 1845), confirms Southey's
statement in Life of Wesley, ii. 153, that the
name was first given in duision to a preacher
who took for his text Luke ii. 12.

" Butler and his mob were now in hifrher spirit*
than ever; they scourul the str. els day and in^it,
frequently hallooing ;i they went along,

' hive pouuda
for a twaddlers head \

' '

To this a note is added (p. 288) :

"A name first given to Mr. Cennlck, from hit

preaching en those words, 'Ye shall find the babe
wrapped in twaddling clothes, lying in a manger.'

"

Sotet i Queria, Feb. 19, I87i>, p. 211.

swad dllrig,
* swad'-ling, pr. par., a.,

& s. [SWADDLE, t;.]

A. it B. As pr. par. partidp. adj. : (Seo
the verb).

C. As subst. (PI.) : Swaddling-clothes.
" There he in clothei is wrapped. In manger laid.
To whom too narrow swadtinffs are our spheres.

*

Drummond : Flowert of Sion.

swaddling band, swaddling-cloth,
* swaddling-clout, s. A band or cl"th

wrapped tigntiy round an infant ; a swaddle.

"The child does not try to throw off its twaddling-
clnathi without a judgement that tlie pleasure it feel*
comes from them and th.it it rury remoie them by

* swaddling - clothes, swaddling -

S. pi. [SWADDLIMJ-BAND.j

SWag, * EWagge, v.i. [Norw. svaga = to

sway; cf. Sw. sriga = to give way; svag =
weak, bending; icel. sveigja=-io give way.]
[SWAGGER, V.]

1. To hang loose and heavy.

2. To swagger; to walk or move heavily
and unevenly.

"
I nanffff; as a fatte persons belly swayscth as he

goth." Fulfffnter.

3. To sink down by its weight ; to sway.
" Because so laid, they [brick or squared stones) are

more a. t in twa/iyiny down, to i.u-rce with their

points, than in tie jaceut posture." Reliyuca Wat/-

tuiiiana:, y. 20.

fate, tat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father: we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try. Syrian, so, aa = e; ey = a.- qu = kw.
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8Wag, S. [SWAO, V.]

1. An unequal, hobbling motion. (Prov.)
2. A large quantity; a lot; hence, stolen

property ; booty. (Siany.)

*
swag-bellied, a. Having a large, ovcr-

han.ing belly.
' Your ticag-bcUied Hollander." Shaketp. : Othello,

11- ft.

swag-belly, s.

LA prominent or projecting belly ; a

wag-bellied person.

2. A large tumour developed In the abdo-
men, and neither fluctuating uor sonorous.

(Dunglison.)

swage (1), *suage (u as w), v.t. & i.

[A contract, of assuage (q.v.);]

A. Trans. : To case, to soften, to assuage,
to quiet.

B. Intrans. : To abate, to assuage ; to quiet
down.

' " Where salt and fresh the pool renews,
A* spring or drought increase ur tuxige."

Caret* : Hunxy qf Cornwall.

wage (2), v.t. [SWAGE, s.] To shape by
means of a swage ; to fashion by hammering
in a groove or mould of the required shape.

wage, . [Btym. doubtful.]

Forg. : A tool having a face of a given shape,
the counter) >art of which is imparted to the
object against which it is forcibly impressed.
When used by blacksmiths and other forgers
in metal, it is either placed on the anvil so as
to impress the hot metal, which is laid thereon
and struck by a hammer or monktjy, or, the
work being laid on the anvil, the face of the

swge is held upon it, and the back of the

swage receives the blow.

swage-block, s. A large perforated
block of iron, having grooved sides, and
adapted for heading bolts and swaging ob-

jects of larger size than can be worked in the
ordinary heading tools and swages fitted to
the anvil.

Swag -ger, v.i. & t. [A freq. from swag, v.

(q.v.)J
A. Intransitive:

1. To strut with an insolent or defiant air ;

to strut about with an atl'ected superiority.
"
[He] Daggered like a lord about his hall."

Dryden : Cock t fox, 441

2. To boast or brag noisily ; to bluster, to
bully, to hector.

"It was Atheism openly swaggering, under th
glorious appearance of wisdom and philosophy." Cud-
worth: Intel!. System, p. 61.

* B. Trans. : To influence by blustering,
bullying, or threats.

wag'-ger, . [SWAGGER, .] A piece of
bluster ; noisy boasting or bragging ; an in-

solent. strut.
" The butcher is stout, and he rallies no swagger?

Svnfl : Will WooeCt Petition.

wag7- ger-er, s. [Eng. swagger, v. ; -er.]
One whu swaggers ; a noisy, blustering fellow;
a blusterer, a bully.

" Your ancient tvnggerert come not in my doors."
Shaktsp. : 1 Henry II'.. li. 4.

'-g& a. [Eng. swag; -y.] Hanging,
leaning, or sinking by its own weight.

" His noaggy and prumlnent belly." Browne: Tut-
far Errourt, bit. iii. ch. iv.

wain, 'swaync, sweln, 'sueyn, s.

[Icel. *ina = aboy, a lad, a servant; cogn.
with Sw. sven = a young man, a page ; Low
Ger. sween = a swineherd ; O. H. Ger. satin,
tuen = a servant. Not connected with swiiie.]

*
1. A young man in attendance on a knight ;

a squire.
"Forth went knyght & tueyn, & fote men alle in fen."

Robert de Brunne, p. 24L*
2. A servant

"
Sliuond. (quod John) nede has no pert.

Him behoves serve himself that bag no twain,
Or elles he is a fool, as clerkes sain."

Chaucer : C. T., 4,02*.

3. A young man living in the country; a
rustic ; a country servant employed in hus-
bandry.

" Nor think to village iwalns alone
Are these unearthly terrors known."

Scott : Itokcby. It 11.

4. A country gallant ; a lover or sweetheart

generally. (Chiefly used in poetry.)
"TU said he is but backwardly inclined
To any uf her >>."

a. Taylor: I Philip tan ArteeMe, L L

* swain -Ish, a. [Eng. swain; -ith.] Rustic,
boorish.

"Which a ignoble and imitniih minds cannot ap.
preheud, shall such merit therefore uj be the ceiisurere
of more generous and virtuous spirits ?

"
Litton ;

Colastmon.

*
Swain'-Ung, . [Eng. swain; dimin. suff.

'ling.} A little or young swain.
" Honest twalnlinff with his sweeting."

WMet Kecreation. (1654.)
* swain -mote, * swein mote, *swan-i-
mote, s. [Eng. swain, and mote a meeting.]An old English forest court, having juris-
diction to inquire into the oppressions and
grievances committed by the officers of the
forest.

"The court of tweinmote is to be holden before th
yerderors. as judges, by the steward of the taeinmote
thrice in every year, the sweius or freeholders within
the forest composing the Jury." Blaciatone : Com-
ment., bk. iii., ch. 6.

*
swain'-ship, . [Eng. twain; -ship.] The
condition of a swain.

Swaip, v.i. [A variant of sweep, v.] To walk
proudly ; to sweep along. (Prov.)

*swal, pret. ojv. [SWELL, .]

SWale (1), . [Cf. swallow (2), s.]

1. A shade ; a shady spot. (Prov.)
2. A valley, a low place, a moor. (Prov.).

swale (2), s. [SWEAL.] A gutter in a candle.

(Prov.)

swale, v.t. &, i. [SWEAL.J
A. Trans. : To dress, as a hog for bacon,

by singeing or burning off the hair. (Prov.)

B. Intrans. : To waste, to consume. (Prov.)

swal'-let, s. [Prob. connected with swell

(q.v.) ; cf. Ger. schwall = the swell of the sea,
a billow, from schwellen = to swelL]

Tin-mining: Water breaking in upon the
miners at their work.

swal low (1), swal-ow, swal owe, t.

[A.S. swiiiewe ; c<-gu. with Out. zwaluw ; Icel.

svala, genit. swtu ; Dan. svale ; Sw. svala ;

O. H. Ger. sualawd; Ger. schtiMlbt.}

L Onl. Lang. : In the same sense as II. 2.

.IL Technically:

1. Naut. : The groove around a tackle-block
for the strap. Also called the Score.

2. Ornith,. : Hirundo rustica, a well-known
European bird, whose arrival from Africa

(usually about the middle of April) 'is eagerly
looked for as a sign of approaching summer.
In the northern liuiied States the coming of
the Purple Swallow, or Purple Mai tin (U. or

Prague i>urourea), is similarly hailed with gen-
eral i leasuie as the harbinger of spring. It

abounds in the United States, often frequenting
the stieets of towns, and frequently nesting in

boxes placed for it near countiy houses. In
color it i r a shining purplish blue, with black

wings and tail. H. eri/tiirogaster, the Rufous-
bellied Swallow, also reauily nesls in such boxes,
making a nest of mud ai.d fine hay. The
Republican or Clifi Swallow (Petrochelidon
lunifrovs) makes a mud nest, of fiask shape,
which it attaches to a rock or house wall.

There are in all about 60 species of Swallow,
everywhere found. The food of H. rustica

consists entirely of vinged insects; on their

arrival, these birds feed exclusively on gnats
and crane-fiies, in summer small beetles are

very largely taken. These are captured as the
birds fly with open mouth, the bristles with
which the gape is supplied and the viscid

saliva assisting to retain the prey. Like
owls, Swallows reject the undigested portion!
of their food in small pellets or castings. The
male is about eight inches long; beak Mack,
loieh cad, chin, and throat chest nut; head, neck,
baik, lump, and upper tail-coverts steel-blue;
tail very much forked ; under surface bufly-
vhite, legs and toes slender and Mark, claws*.

black and sharp. In the female the tail-

feathers are not so long, nor are they developed
in the young birds till they have left for the
south. The note of the bird just described,
known in England as the Chimney Swallow,
is a low musical twitter.

swallow-chatterers, . pi.

Ornith.: Swainson's name for the Bombycil-
linif, a sub-family of his Ampelidte.

swallow-fish, .

h-hthy. : The Sapphirine Gurnard, Trigla
hirundo. [GURNARD.]

swallow-hawk, . [SWALLOW-TAUJBB

swallow-pear. .

ot. : Pyrut torr.iino.Ut.

swallow-plover, *.

Ornith. : The genus Glareola. (Swainscn.)

swallow prominent-moth, s. [LUO-
CAMPA.)

swallow-roller, *.

Ornith. : The genus Eurystomus, placed
by Swainson under the Meropidse.

swallow-shrike, s.

Ornith. : A popular name for any individual
Of the family Artamidae. They resemble
Swallows in their actions and general mode of
life, while in the shape of their bills they ex-
hibit great affinities to some of the Shrikes
and Crow-shrikes. [WOOD-SWALLOW.]

swallow-stone, s.

Mythol. : A stone which the swallow is said
to bring home from the sea-shore to give
sight to its young. Longfellow (Evangeiine,
L 1) thus alludes to it :

" Oft in the barns they climbed to the populous nest*
on the rafters.

Seeking with eager eye that wondrous stone which

Brings from the shore of the sea to restore the sight
of its fledglings."

swallow-tail. .

L Ordinary language:
L The tail of a swallow.

2. A swallow-tailed coat.
" He U stripped of his suailow-taO, and his paedonym. and marched off to the ijuard-rooui aifain."-

Be/tree. Aug. 29, 1886.

3. The points of a burgee.
IL Technically:

1. Bot. : An unidentified species of Willow.
(Bacon.)

2. Entomology:

(1) The Swallow-tailed Butterfly.

(2) PI. : The Papilionida (q.v.).

3. Fort. : An advanced work whose salient

portion
has a re-entering angle and converging

flanks ; a priest's cap.

4. Joinery : The same as DOVE-TAIL (q.v.).

5. Ornith. : The Humming-bird genus Eu-
peptomena, with two species, Eupeptomena
mucrura and E. hirundo. from Eastern Peru.
They have brilliant plumaee, strong wings,
and deeply-forked tail.

swallow-tailed, a.

L Ord. Lang. : Having a tail like that of a
swallow ; having tapering or pointed skirts:

as, a swallow-tailed coat.

2. Joinery: Dovetailed.

Swallow-tailed butterfly :

Entirm. : Papilio machaon ; a large butter,

fly, three and a half to four inches in expan-
sion of wings. The fore wings are of a deep
straw colour, with black veins, spots, and
bands ; the hind wings are of similar colours,
but have a round, brick-red spot at the anal

angle, and a black prolongation, from which
the name Swallow-tail is derived. Larva
bright green, with black lands and six orange
spots. It feeds on Milk-parsley, Peucedanun
palustre, and some other Umbellifers. It ap-
pears from May to August, and is now con-
fined to the fenny counties of England and to
Sussex. [P/piLio.]

Swallow-tailed kite or hawk :

Ornith : E/anoides (formerly Nauclerus) fur-
oatus.

Swallow-tailed moth, Swallow-tail moth :

Entom. : A British geometer moth, Our-

apteryx sambucaria, of a p;ile sulphur colour,
with numerous short, transverse, pale-olive
streaks ; hind wing with a tail-like projection,
and above it a red spot edged with gray.
The larva feeds on oak, elder, bramble, &c.

swallow-woodpecker, .

Ornith. : Swainson's name for the Renos
Melanerpes (q.v.).

swal'- low (2),
* Bwalowe, * swalgh,

* swolgh, . [Icel. svelgr ; Dan. svalg ; Sw.
svniij ; Uer. schwalg an abyss, a gulf,

whirlpool, the throat.] [SWALLOW, v.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The gullet or o?sophngus ; the throat.

2. Capacity for swallowing ; voracity.

^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, c' in, bench; go, gem; *<, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion. -sion = shun ; ti on, -ioa = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shua. -ble, -die, <kc. = bel, deL
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S. Taste, relisli, inclination. (Colloq )

4. As much as is swallowed at once.

"5. A whirlpool.
" The tbirde be cut* ... In a nta7otM at the ee

ailed Mare AdrUticum." Fabyan : C&ronycto, ch.lxix.

II. Mininij : A cavern or opening into which
water disappears.

swallow-hole, *.

Geol., (tc. (PI.). : Deep vertical pits oc-

enrring upon broad surfaces of limestone,
especially where it alternates with shale.

They are produced by rills of water or by
rain, and often are seen at brief intervals for

miles, marking the strike of the limestone,
even when obscured by accumulations of
other material upon its surface. They some-
times descend into caverns, especially in the
scar limstoue.

swallow-pipe, s. A gullet; a windpipe.

swal - low,
* swal - ow, * swal - owe,

* swol-owe, swolwe, v.t. & i. [A.S. swel-

gan, pa. t. swealg, pa. par. swolgen ; cogn. with
Dut. zwelgen ; Icel. svelgja, pa. t. svalg, pa.

par. solginn; Dan. svcelge; Sw. svalja; Ger.

tchwelgen.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To take into the stomach ; to receive

through the oesophagus into the stomach as
nourishment.

"[The gullet] in every creature well sized to the food
it hath occasion to swallotc.' Uerham : PAysico-
Thtology, bit. iv., ch. XL

2. To draw or suck into an abyss or gulf ;

to engulf, to overwhelm.
" Whan tempests do her chippes titraluu."

Chaucer: Sauna/Fame, bk. lit

IL Figuratively:

L To seize and waste ; to exhaust, to con-

some.
"
Swallowing the treasure of the realm."

Shaktxp. : 2 Henry I'/.. IT. L

2. To absorb, to include, to sink.
"
Swallowing up all the attributes of the Supreme

Being in the one attribute of infinite power.' Cote.

ridge : Aidt to Kejttciion, p. 101.

3. To occupy, to absorb, to take up ; to con-
uiue : as, To swallow up one's time or leisure.
*
4. To engross to one's self ; to appropriate.
"Homer excels all the Inventors of other arts in

this, that he has laalloiaed up the honour of thcae
who succeeded him." Pope. (TotUt.l

5. To take into the mind readily ;
to receive,

embrace, or believe, as opinions, statements
r belief, without examination, consideration,

or scruple ; to receive implicitly.
" Some have beeii made to swallow the most palpable

absurdities under pretence that sense and reason are
ot to be trusted.

"
Search : Light of A'ature, voL i.,

ft L, ch. ziv.
*

6. To engross the faculties of; to engage
completely.

7. To put up with ; to bear or take patiently :

8, To swallow an affront.
*
8. To retract, to recant, to disavow.

"
Swrillowed his vows whole."
Shakap. : Jteaiurefor Measure, 111 L

IT The meaning of the verb is often intensi-
fied by up.

B. Intrans. : To have the power of swallow-
ing : as, He cannot swallow.

swaT-ldw-a-ble, a. [Bng. swallow, v. ;

obit.] Credible.
"
Its most mitigated and twaliownble form." llait-

lantL : ttayt on Reformation, p. 315.

wal'-low-er, s. [Eng. svMllow, v. ; -er.] One
who or that which swallows ; a glutton.

wal'-low-wort, s. [Eng. swallow (1), and
wort.]

Bot. : (1) Chelidonium. majtts, so named,
according to Aristotle and Dioscorides, be-

cause swallows use it to restore the eyesight
of their young ones, or, in the opinion of

others, because the plant begins to bloom at

the time when swallows arrive, and goes
out of flower at the time of their departure
(Prior) ; (2) The genus Asclepias ; (3) Thapsia,

Asclepium; (4) Ranunculus Ficaria; (5) Fu-
naria bulbosa ; (6) Caltha palustris ; (7) Scan-

fraga granulata.

swamp, swomp, s. [Dan. & Sw. svamp = a

sponge, fungus ; Sw. svampig spongy ; cogn.
with Dut zwam = a fungus ; O. Dut. swam =
a sponge ; M. H. Ger. swam, swamp ; Ger.

schwamm = a sponge, fungus ; Low Ger.

swamm, swamp ; Goth. sipamms= a sponge;
A.S. swam, swttmp. Xpomjt, and fungus, are
related words, and from the same root as
swim (q.v.).] A piece of boggy or spongy
land ; low ground saturated with water ; wet,
soft ground, which may have a growth of
certain kinds of trees, but is useless for agri-

cultural or pastoral purposes, and so distin-

guished from &<?, fen, or marsh, though often
used as synonymous with these words.

" This is a very sickly place, and I believe hath need
enough of an hospital ; for It is seated so nigh the
creeks and tvnmpi that it is never free from a noisoin
imell." Dumpier : Voyages (an. 1685).

swamp-cabbage, s. ThesameasSKUNK-
CABUAUK (q.V.).

swamp-crake, *.

Ornith.-: Ortygometra tabutnsis, an elegant
little rail, about seven inches long, spread
over Australia, Tasmania, and the islands in

Bass's Strait. The sexes are alike in plumage ;

head, neck, and under-surfaee dark slate-gray,
chocolate brown above. (Buller: Birds ofNew
Zealand.)

swamp-dear, s.

Zool : Rucervus duvaucelli, from India and
Assam. It is about four feet in height, rich

light yellow in colour, and congregates in

large herds in moist situations. The antlers
are large, with a long beam, which branches
into an anterior continuation of the main por-
tion, and a smaller posterior tyne which is

bifurcated.

swamp-hare, s. The same as WATER-
RABBIT (q.V.).

swamp hellebore, s.

1. Bot. : Veratrum viride. The bracts are

oblong-lanceolate, the partial ones larger than
the petiole, which is downy ; the flowers in

panicled racemes. Grows in North American
swamps from Canada to South Carolina.
Called also American or Green Hellebore and
Indian Poke.

2. Pharm. : Tincture of Swamp Hellebore,
made by adding to the rhizome rectified

spirit, is used to act on the vascular system
in inflammatory diseases, spec, in rheumatic
fever and gout.

swamp-hen, s.

Ornith. : Porphyrio mekmotus, widely dis-

tributed over Tasmania, Australia, New Zea-

land, and the Chatham Islands. Total length,
about twenty -one inches; plumage sooty
black, with metallic gloss.

swamp-hickory, .

Bot. : Carya amara ; a North American
tree, with small ovate fruits, the rind of
which remains permanently fleshy. The ker-
nel is very bitter; hence the tree is some-
times called Bitter-nut.

swamp-lily, s.

Bot. : The genus Zephyrantnea.

swamp-locust tree, s.

Boi. : Gleditschia monosperma ; a North
American tree about twenty feet high.

swamp-oak, .

Botany:
1. Quercus Prinus, var. Hcolor, or discolor;

the Chestnut-leaved White Oak, with long-
stalked, obovate, acute leaves. Found in
Canada.

2. Vimiera denudata.

swamp-ore, s. The same as BOG-IRON
ORE (q.v.ju

t swamp-pink, s.

Bot. : A popular name for Azalea viscosa, a
shrub from three to eight feet high, with

deliciously fragrant flowers, growing in swamps
in America from Canada to Georgia.

swamp-post, .

Bot. : Quercus lyrata, a North American tree
about fifty feet high.

swamp-sassafras, s.

Bot. : Magnolia glauca; the Deciduous
Swamp Magnolia or Sweet Bay, a North
American tree about twenty feet high. The
bark is bitter and aromatic, with the proper-
ties of Cinchona. The bark, seeds, and cones
areemployed in chronic rheumatism. [BEAVER-
TREE.]

swamp-wood, .

Bot. : Dirca palustrit.

swamp, v.t. [SWAMP, .]

L Ordinary Language :

L Lit. : To plunge, sink, or overwhelm IB
or as in a swamp.

2. Figuratively:

(1) To plunge into Inextricable difficulties.

(2) To outbalance ; to exceed greatly in
numbers.
"A more striking political incident than the

HttMtap of the Irish electorate with Paruellitet."
Daily Telegraph, Dec. 1, 18S6.

II. Naut. : To overset, sink, or cause to be
filled, as a bot in water ; to whelm.

swam'-py, a. [Eng. swamp, s. ; -j/.] Con-
sisting ofswamp ; resembling swamp ; boggy ;

soft and wet ; marshy.
" Waked still Loch-Doine. and to the source
Alarmed, Brlvaig, thy twumps/ course."

Scot; : Lady of the Lake, lit 34.

swan, s. [A.S. swan ; cogn. with Dut. zwaan ;

Icel. svanr ; Dan. svane ; Sw. svan; Ger.
schwan ; O. H. Ger. swan, swana.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : In the same sense an II. 2

2. Fig. : Applied to a famous poet : thus,
Shakespeare is called the Swan of Avon,
Virgil the Swan of Mantua.

II. Technically:

1. Astron. : The constellation Cygnus.
2. Ornith.: Any individual of the genus

Cygnus (q.v.). The Swans form a sharply-de-
fined group ; the body is elongated, the neck
very long, head moderate ; beak about as long
as head ; legs short, and placed far lack. On
the under-surface the plumage is thick and
fur-iike ; on the upper side the feathers are

broafl, but both above and below the body is

thickly covered with down. Their short legs
render their movements on land awkward and
ungainly, but in the water these birds are

graceful to a proverb. Their food consist*
of vegetable substances and weds, their long
necks enabling them to dip below the surface
and to reach their food at considerable depths.
Swans breed in high latitudes, but the do-
mesticated species, Cygnus olor, the Mute
Swan, breeds on eyots and the shores of lakes,

making a very large nest on land, in which
five or six greenish egjts are deposited. The
young generally are covered with a gray down

HEADS OF SWANS.
A. Mate Swan; B. Whooper; c. Bewick's Swan

;

D. Polish Swan.

till the age of two years, when they assume the
characteristic white plumage of the older birds.

The American Swan (C. americanus) has its

breeding places in northern Canada, its winter
excursions extending no further southward
than North Carolina. Another American spe-
cies, the Trumpeter Swan ( C. bvccmator) breeds

chiefly in Arctic regions, but migrates farther

south, large flocks being seen in winter as far

south as Texas. Euiope possesses, in addition
to C.olor, the Whistling Swan (C. musicus), Be-
wick's Swan ( C. beu-icki), and the Polish Swan
(C.mimutubilis) . The most beautifulof thei w hole

genus is the Black-necked Swan (C. niaricollis),
from South America ; while the most remark-
able is the Black Swan (C. atratiis), from
Australia, first brought to Europe early in the
seventeenth century. So convinced were the
ancients that white plumage was of the es-

sence of a swan, that a " black swan
"
was a

proverbial expression for something extremely
rare if not for the non-existent from the

days of Juvenal (vi. 161-4) to those of Sir
Thomas Browne (Vulg. Err., bk. v., ch. xix.).
The stories about the musical voice of the
Swan, though greatly embellished by early
writers, appear to have some foundation in

fact so far as regards the Whooper (C. rowri-

cus). T. Rymer Jones says,
" The dying

Swan, we find, has nothing peculiar in its

notes, but its last cries may be as loud and

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, W9lf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, core, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. , ce = e ; ey = e ; qu = kw.
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musical as any others to which it has given
utterance" (Cussell's Book of Birds, iv. 125).

swan-coat, swan -shift, *.

Anthrop. : The outward form or vesture of

swan-maiden (q.v.).

"Three women sit on the shore with their man-
co-it* beside them, ready to turn into swans and fly

way.' Tylor: Early But. Mankind (ed. 1878), p. SW.

(Note.)

swan-down, . The same as SWAN'S
DOWN (q.v.).

swan-flower, s. [SWANWORT.]

swan-hero, s.

Anthrop. : The husband of a swan-maiden.

"The twan-hrro forsakes his wife the moment she
asks the forbidden question." Grimm : Deut. Mj/thoL
(ed. SUllybrass), i. 427.

swan - hopping, s. A corruption of

wan-upping that is, the ceremony or pro-
cess of marking swans belonging to the crown,
London companies or guilds, the University
of Oxford, etc., which is annually performed
by making a cut or mark upon the upper
mandible with a knife or other sharp instru-

ment.

swan-like, a. Like a swan.
"
Then, if lie lose, he makes a wan-like end,
fading in music."

Sh-tketp. : Merchant of Venice, 111. 1

swan-maiden, s.

Anthrop. : A supernatural being in the

hape of a swan, fabled to have the power of

assuming the figure of a beautiful young
woman, by taking off the swan-coat or swan-
shift. Many of these swan-maidens are said

to have contracted marriage with men who
had obtained power over them by getting

possession of the swan-coat or swan-shift, but
if the swan-maiden recovers this from her

husband, even though she may have borne
him children, she assumes her former shape
and flies away from him for ever. [VALKYR,
WISH-CHILDREV.]

These lovely nean-maideni must have been long
known to German tradition. When they bathe in

the coolinf flood, they lay down .on the bank the swan-

ring, the swan-shift; who takes it from them has
them in his power.*Orimm: Deut. MythoL (ed.

BU1I jbras), L 4il.

swan-mark, *. A mark indicating the

Ownership of a swan.

swan-neck, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : A long, graceful neck like

that of a swan ; hence, the end of a pipe
curved or arched like the neck of a swan.

2. Sot. : [SWANWORT].

swan-ring, *.

Anthrop. : A ring supposed to have the

same power *s the swan-coat (q.v.).

swan-shift, s. [SWAN-COAT.]

swan-shot, *. A very large size of shot,
nsed for shooting swans.

swan-npping, s. [SWAN-HOPPING.]

swan-wife, *.

Anthrop. : A swan-maiden (q.T.) who has

married a human being.

"Many tales of tann-vnvet still live among the
Norse people," Grimm.- Deut. Mythai, (ed. Stally-

brass), i. 427.

swan's down, swan-down, s. The
down or soft feathers obtained from a swan.

" With his fan of turkey-feathers.
With his plumes and tufts of MMst dnwn."

Lungjtllou: Hiawatha.

Wang, *. [From the same root as SWAMP

&.v.)Tj

A piece of low or green sward liable

be covered with water ; a swamp, a bog.

(Prov.)

swan -herd, s. [Eng. swan, and herd.] One
who tends swans

Swank, a. [Cf. Ger. schwank= pliant, supple.]

L Thin, slender, pliant, agile. (Scotch.)

2. Stately, jolly.
" Thou mice was i' the foremost rank,
A fllly bnirdly. steeve. an' i<n*."

Burnt : Auld farmer to hit Auld Mare.

swank'-ie,swank'-fc*. [SWANK.] A tight,

strapping young fellow or girl. (Scotch.)
"
There, naantciei yonng. in braw braid-clai th,

Are sprlngiu o'er the gutters."
Burnt: Baly Fair.

swank'-mg, o. [SWANK.] Supple, active.

(Scotch.)
A mmnting young chleld." Beott : Bride of Lam-

mermoor. ch. xxlv

swan'-ner-^, *. [Eng. swan ; -try.} A place
where swans are bred and reared.

"
Anciently the crown bad an extensive swannery

annexed to the royal palace or manur of Clarendon,
lu Wiltshire. It bad also s. twinurry In the Isle of

Furbeck." farreU: But. Bi-iti

* swan'-n^, o. [Eng. swan ; -y.] Swanlike.
"The rwanny glossiness of a neck." Bichardton:

Clarissa, iv. 22.

swan -pan, *. [SHWANPAN.]

swan'-skin, s. [Eng. swan, and skin.]

1. The skin of a swan with the feathers on.

2. A kind of fine-twilled flannel.

3. A kind of woollen blanketing used by
letterpress printers and engravers.

swan'-wort, *. [Eng. swan, and wort. Named
because the column is long and curved like

the neck of a swan.]
Bot. : Cycnoches, a genus of Orchids. Called

also Swan-neck and Swan -flower. About
eleven species are cultivated in British hot-

houses, ten from the warmer parts of America,
and one from Singapore.

swap, adv. [Ger. schwapp = & blow, also as

interj. slap ! smack !] Hastily ;
on a sudden ;

with sudden or hasty violence. (Prov.)

swap, * swappe, v.t. & i. [A variant of

sweep, v. (q.v.) ; cf. Icel. tveipja = to sweep,
to swoop.]

A. Transitive:
* L To strike, as with a sweeping stroke.

"
Swap of his bed." Chaucer : C. T., 15,534.

2. To exchange, to barter, to swop.
" A couple of quaint little female Hollanders map-

ping dolls." flity Telegraph, Dec. 7, 1885.

B. Intransitive :

*
1. To move swiftly ; to rush.
" Beofs to him twapte." Layamon, M.77*.

2. To fall completely down.

3. To ply the wings with a sweeping noise.

4. To swop, to barter.

swap, *. [SWAP, v.}

1. A blow, a stroke.
' irt be a thwack. 1 make account of that ;

There's no new fashioned twap that ere came up yet
But I've the first on 'em."

Hruum. i Flet. : Nice Valour.

2. A barter, an exchange, a swop.
"
I e'en changed it as occasion served ... for grin

and brandy, and it served the house many a year
a ttude twap too." Scott: Bride of Lammermaor,
ch. xxvi.

swape, *. [SWEEP, v.]

1. A bucket on the end of a line from a

balanced pole which rests on a post. It lias

been employed for forty centuries in Egypt,
and is represented on the temples and tombs
of that country. The well-pole and oaken

bucket are yet common in America.

2. A sconce, or light-holder

3. A pump-handle.
4. A long oar, or sweep.

* swappe, v.t. tt i. [SWAP, v.

sward, * swart,
* swarde, sweard,

swerd, * sworde, s. [A.S. rawmi the

skin of bacon ; cogn. with Dut. zwonrd = skin

of bacon ; Icel. swr<ttr = skin, hide, sward ;

jardhar-svordhr = earth-sward ; grn$svordr =
grasn-swnrd ; Dan. jlesksvcer flesh-sward,

skin of bacon ; gronsvcerd= greensward ; Ger.

schiearte = rind, l*rk, skin.]
*

1. A skin, a covering, rind.
" Brandish no swords but tmardt of bacon !"

l.ingun. IL I.

2 Turf ; the grassy surface of land ; that

part of the soil whi<-h is filled with the rots

of grass ; when covered with green grass it is

called green sward.

sward cutter, *.

L A plough to turn over grass lands.

2. A lawn-mower (q.v.).

* sward, v.t. [SWARD, .]

1. To produce sward on ; to cause sward to

grow on.

2. To cover with sward or grass ; to strew

with grass.

sward -Sd, pa. par. & a. [SWARD, v.]

* sward'-y, a. [Eng. sward, a. ; -y.] Covered

with sward.

sware, pret. ofv. [SWEAR.]

swarf (1), *. [Etym. doubtful]
1. Iron filings.

2. The grit worn away from grindstone!
used in grinding cutlery wet. (Prov.)

swarf (2), . [SWARF, v.} A fainting-fit;
swoon, stupor. (Scotch.)

swarf (3), s. [Etym. doubtful] (See con-
pound.)

* swarf-money, t.

Feudal Law: Money paid in lieu of thi
service of castleward.

swarf, v.i. [Prob. connected with twervt

(q.v.).] To swoon, to faint. (Scotch.)
" He was like a man awa frae himsell for many

minutes, and I thought he would line wurv't
'

theuither." .Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxvii.

swarm, * swarme, s. [A.S. twrirm ; cogn.
with Dut. zwerm: Icel. svarmr; Dan. siverm;
Sw. svarm ; M. H. Ger. siuarm; Ger. *c/iioar7

= a swarm ; schwirren = to buzz ; sweren =
to hum. From the same root as swear.]

1. A large number or body of small animal*
or insects, particularly when moving in a
confused mass.

2. Specif., the cluster of honey-bees which
issue at once from a hive, seeking a new
home, under the direction of the queen-bee ;

a similar cluster of bees settled in a hive.
" When the txarms are eager of their play,
And loath their empty Lives."

Dryden : firyil ; Seorfic iv. IfT. ,

3. A large and dense numlier or cluster of

persons ;
a multitude of people in motion ; a

crowd, a mob, a multitude, a throng. (Some-
times applied to inanimate objects.)

SWarm (1), v.i. & t. [A.S. swirman; Dan.

svterme; Ger. schwdrmen; Sw. svarnM.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To collect and rise in a body from a hiT
in flight, as bees.
" The Trojans . . . issue in a throng,
Like unarming bees." DryUeit: firgu ; jBnefd II. M.

2. To appear or collect in a crowd or
crowds ; to throng together in multitudes ;

to crowd together in confusion.
*' The common people by numbers twarm to us."

Shakap. : S Benry ri. Iv. &

3. To be overcrowded or thronged ; to be
overrun ; to be filled with a multitude, crowd,
or throng of animals in motion, or other

objects.
" The banks promiscuous ttearm'd with thronging

troops." Warton : tclofue I.

*
4. To breed multitudes.

" Not so thick tKirm'd once the soil

Bedropp'd with blood of Goivn
"

Milton : P. L., X. tO.

B. Trans. : To crowd, to throng.

swarm (2), v.i. & t. [Etym. doubtful ; ct

sijuirm.]

A. Intrans. : To climb a tree, pole, or th

like, by embracing it with the arms and legs

and scrambling up. (Generally with up.)

B. Tram. : To climb, as a tree, Ac., by
embracing it with the arms and legs and

scrambling up.

swarm'-lng, pr. par., a., & *. [SWARM (1), v.\

A. & B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (Bet

the verb).

C. As substantive:
*

1. The act of coming off or collecting in

swarms, as les; a thronging or crowding
thickly together.

2. Bot. : The name given by the Germans to

the oscillating and crowding moiionu of tho

zoospores and antherozoid* of Confervse, Ac..

while free in the cavity of the parent cell just

before their breaking forth. The name is de-

rived from the resemblance of their move-

ments to the swarming of bees. [ZoosPORE.]

swart, swarth, * smart, o. [A.S. smart =
black; cogn. with Dut. ztaart; Icel. svartr;

Diin. sort; Sw. svart; O.H.Ger. swarz, tvar*;

Gth. swarts: Ger. schwarz.] Of a black or

durk colour ; swarthy. (Applied especially to

the skin.)
" A nearth complexion. nd a cnrlfd head.'

Chapman : Bomrr ; Odyneit xlx.

swart back. . The preat black-backed

gull, Laru* nutrinus. (Scotch.)

bo?; p6ut, J6%1; cat. 5ell, chorus, chin, bench: go, gem ; thin, tni. ; sin. as; eKpect, Xenophon. *#
-Clan, -ttwi = shan. -Uon, -sion = sbon ; -tion, -slon = zhun. -clous, -Uous, -sious = shus, -l>le, -die, fte. = bel, del
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* swart-star, *. Slrius, the D-,-.star.

So called from its appearance during the hot
weather of summer, which darkens or ' ' swarts

"

the countenance.
M Ye alley low . . ,

On whose fresh Up the twart-itar spatvly looks.*
Miitoa : LfcMta, 138.

'swart, r.t. [SWART, a.] To make black,

dark, or tawny.
" The lit-at o( the sun whose fervour may tvnrt

a living part, and eveu black a dead or diasolvlug
flesh." Browne : Vulgar A'rroun, bk. vi.. ch. x.

swarth, a. [SWART.]

swarth (1), swairth, s. [Prob. the same as

SWAKTU, a.) Aii apparition of a person about
to die ; a wraith. (Scotch.)

swarth (2). s. [SWARD.)
1. The sward ; the turf.

2. A swath ; one of the bands or ridges of

grass, hay, &c., produced by mowing with the

scythe.
" Here stretch'd In ranks, the levell'd itcurthn an

found." Pope. Bmntr; Y/iud xviii. 63.

Swarth'-I-ly. adv. [Eng. swarthy, a. ; -ly.]

In a swarthy manner ; with a swarthy hue.

swarth I ness, swarth'-ndss, s. [Eng.
sicorthy, swarth ; -ness.] The stole or quality
of being swarthy; darkness or tawniuesa of

complexion.
"
It thlckeni the complexion, and dyes It Into an

nnpleasiug twarthinest."fel->tain : Kcioleet. res. 36.

swarth'-y, a. [Eng. swarth, a. ; -y.] Being
of a dark or dusky hue or complexion ; tawny,
black. (Applied especially to the skin.)

" The wild confusion and the neortAy glow
Of flumes on high and torches from below."

Byron : Cortair, Ii 4.

*swarth'-y^ v.t. [SWARTHY, o.] To make
swarthy, to blacken.

" Now will I and my man ttrarthi/ our faces over at
if that country's heat bad made 'em so." Cowley.

* Swart'-i-nSss, s. [Eng. swarty ; -ness.]
Swartli i ness, darkness.

" swart'-Ish, *swart-ysh, a. [Eng. swart,
a. ; -ish.] Somewhat swarthy.dark, or tawny.

Melancholy, that cold. dry. wretched saturnine
humor, creepeth in with a leaue. pale, or nvartyih
colour, which reigneth n\x>n o itarye, carefull. musyng
men." fluHein : Bulwark of Defence, IT.

swart'-ne'ss, s. [Eng. swart; -ness.] The
quality or state of being swarthy ; swarthi-
ness.

Swart'-& a. [Eng. swart, a. ; -y.] Swarthy,
dark, tawny.

" From these flrst qualities arise many other second,
as that of coloixr, blacke. svnrtn. pale, ruddy, &c."
Burton: Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 179.

swartz'-l'-a, . [Named by Willdenow after

Prof. Olaf Swart* (1760-1818), a Swedish bot-

anist, author of Flora Indite Occidentalis.]

Bot. : The tyical genus of Swartzieae (q.v.).

Calyx globular or ovate, splitting ultimately
iato reflexed sepals ; petals often wanting ; if

present, with one, two, or three petals. Large
trees, with valuable timber, nearly all from
tropical America. Known species about sixty.
Sicartziji tnmentnsa is a magnificent tree, sixty
feet high, with a trunk three feet in diameter.
It grows in French Guiana. Its heart-wood
is red or black, hard, close-grained, and very
durable. Its bark is the Panorocco bark,
which is a powerful sudorific. The seeds of
S. triphylla are acrid and cathartic.

Swartz-l-e'-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. swartzi(a);
Lat. ft-in. pi. adj. guff. -KB.]

Bot. : A tribe of Caesalpiniese.

swarve, v.i. or t. [SWERVE.] (Scotch.) To
swerve.

" The horse neartrd round, ar.d I fell aff at tat
side." .Scott . Bride of Lammermoor, ch. xiiv.

swash (1),
* swashe, . [SWASH, v.]

*
1. A blustering noise, a vapouring.

2. Impulse of water flowing with violence;
a dashing or splashing of water.

*3. A roaring Wade, a swaggerer, a swasher.

4. A narrow sound or channel of water lying
within a sandbank or between that and the
shore.

*
5. Wash ; hogswash.

"
Longyng after slihber sanse and tunine, at which

a whole stomacke is readye to cast hys gorge." Tun.
doll : Worku, p. 64.

swash-bank, s.

Hytlr.-eng. : The crowning portion of a sea-

embankment.

swash-bucket, . The common recep-
tacle of the wuxhiiigs of the scullery ; hence,
a mean, slatternly woman. (Prov.)

swash-buckler, s. A swaggerer, a

bully, a bravo, a braggadocio.
" A ruin.in lathe name with a swaggerer, so called,

because endeavouring to ninke th.it. side to swag or

weigh down, whereon he lugagstu. The same also
with ttetith'burklcr, from swospiug or making a noise
on bucklers." fuller: Wtrthitt ; Landau.

swash-way, s. The same as SWASH (1),

.,
4.

wash (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Arch. : An oval tigure whose mouldings are

oblique to the axis of the work.

swash-letter, s.

Print. : A name common to old-faced capi-
tals whose terminations project considerably

beyond the shank, as <^ F^,
&c. (Brandt.)

swash-plate, s.

Much. : A rotating, circular plate, inclined
to the plane of its revolution, so as to give a
vertical reciprocation to the rod, whose foot
rests thereupon, and which moves between
lateral guides.

Swash, o. fProb. allied to squash (q.v.).]
Soft, like over-ripe fruit ; squashy. (Prov.)

* swash, v.i. [Sw. dial, svasska = to make a

squashing or swashing noise.]

1. To bluster, to make a great noise, to

brag, to vapour, to swagger.

2. To fall violently.
"
Thrusting into hir chamber, they offered tn kiss

her, and swaaht dowue upon hir bed." Iloltnshrd :

Ckron. (an. 1381).

3. To spill or splash water about
; to dash

or flow noisily ; to splash.

swash' er, a. [Eng. swnsh, v. ; -er.] One
who makes a blustering show of valour or
force of arms ; a blusterer, a swaggerer, a

bully, a braggadocio, a braggart.
" As young as I am, I have observed these three

twathert."fihiiketp. : ffenr// V , iii. 2.

swash -Ing, pr. par. & a. [SWASH, .J

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Having the character ofa swasher; blus-

tering, swaggering.
" She Indicates, behind an outside which is veritably

twathing and martini, a true woman." Athenaeum,
June M, p. 770.

2. Falling heavily; having great force;

crushing.
"
Gregory, rememberthy tuathtng blow.'Shaketp. :

Romeo i Juliet, i. 1.

*swash'-ly, adv. [Eng. swash; -ly.] In a

swashing manner ; lashing about.

swash'-y, a. [Eng. swash, a.; -y.] Swash,
squashy, soft.

swat, pret. of v. [SWEAT, v.]

swatch, s. [A variant of swath (q.v.).]
*

1. A swath.
" One spreadeth those bands, so in order to He,
As barley (in tmitchr*) may fill it thereby."

Tutter : A uyusl's Husbandry.

2. A sample, a pattern ; a shred. (Generally
of cloth.) (Scotch.)

swath, swathe, s. [A. S. swadhu a track,
a trace ; cogn. with Dut. ztpaad = a swathe ;

zwad, zwade = a swath ; Ger. schwad a

swath.]

1. A line or ridge of grass or corn cut and
thrown together by a scythe or mowing-
machine.

" As soon as yonr grass Is mown, if it lie thick In
the nenth, neither air nor ami can i ass freely through
it." Mortimer: Btabnndrit.

2- The whole reach or sweep of a scythe or

mowing-machine.
3. A band, a fillet, a bandage.
"
Its make is such, that it seems to be a crown : it

is made of thick itrntht, but the contexture is of
linen." Whistan : Jote^luu ; Antiquitiet of the Jem,
bk. ill., ch. xi.

* swath-band, * swath-bond, t. A
swaddling-band.

" Waah't sweetly oner, swadled with sincere
And spotlesse twathJurndt."

Chapman : Homer ; Hymn to Apollo.

swathe, v.t. [A.S. smulhian, beswrfAian = to

wrap up; from swudhu*** shred, a swath

(q.v.).]

1. To bind with a band, bandage, or roller.

From tlieir infauc-y their feet are kept, swathed
up with bauds, .11. hard as they can possibly endure
thorn." D:im/,ier : Voyages Ian. 16S7).
*

2. To make a bundle of; to tie up in
bundles or sheaves, as corn.

"Javele; ttotithed or made into sheaves." Cotgrav*.
*

3. To bind about, to
tinclose, to surround.

" Ue tictitlifx about the swelling uf the deep,
That shines and rents, as infants smile and sleep."

Covper : Retirement, 5J7.

4. To wind or fold together ; to bind, to

wrap.

swathe, s. [SWATH, s.] A bandage, a band,
a roller.

"
They had wrapt me in above an hundred yards of

malhe. Spectator, No. 90.

*swath'-ey, a. [Eng. swatht; -y.) Of or

pertaining to a swath ; consisting of or lying
in swaths.

swath'-Ing, pr. par. or o. [SWATHE, v.t.]

* swathing-clothes, 'swathing-
Cloaths, s.jtl. Swaddling-clothes.

" When they will, they may lay down the young
infants, and at their pleasure take them out of tlieir

mathing-cloathi. and hold them to the fire, and refresh
them with play." Sir T. More : Utopia, bk. ii, ch. T.

* swath -le (le as el), v.t. [SWADDLE.] To
swaddle.

"Smithied with bands."-Sandy; Traveli, p. 133.

Swats, s. pi. [A.S. smite.] Drink ; good ale.

(Scotch.)
" Fast by an ingle, bleezing finely,
Wf reaming swats that onuik divinely."

Burnt : Tarn i/.^hanter.

* swatte, pret. ofv. [SWEAT, v.]

swat'-ter, squat'-ter, v.i. [Cf. Sw. squat-
tra = to chatter; Bavar. schvculilern = to

splash, to spill.] To splutter, to flounce; to
move rapidly in any fluid, generally in an

undulating way. (Scotch.)

sway, * swey-en, v.t. & i. [Icel. sveigjn =
to liow, to bend, as a switch or bow, to swing;
Dan. si-aie = to swing to and fro, to sway ;

srag weak ; Sw. sviga = to bend, to yield ;

svug weak ; Dut. zwaai r= a turn ; zwaaijen
= to swing, to turn, to sway, to branlish;
Norw. sveiaja = to bend ; sveg = a switch ;

sviga = to bend, to give way.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language :

1. To move backwards and forward ; to

swing.
"She sicnyrd her lithe body in gentle rhythmical

motions." Unity Teleyriph, L>ec. 4, l8i.

2. To move backwards and forwards in the
hand ; to wave, to swing ; to wield with the
hand.
"And golden Marcus, he that twaide the Rotnalne

Bare witnesse of Boemia, by credite of his word."
Gatcoiffne

' tn Praile of a Gentlewoman.

3. To cause to lean or incline to one side ;

to weigh down.
*
4. To bias, to prejudice ; to turn away or

aside.
" Heaven forgive them, that so much have iivayed
Your majesty's good thoughts away from me.

'

Shaletp. : 1 Henry I r., iii. 1

5. To rule, to govern ; to direct the course

of; to influence or direct by power and autho-

rity or by moral force.

"Our practice is guided by notions that we had
sucked in, is twaytd by inclinations that we got
before." Uarrow : Sernumi, vol. iii., ser. 17.

II. Naut. : To hoist, to raise. (Particularly

applied to the lower yards and to the top-

masts.)

B. Intransitive:

1. To be drawn to one side by weight ; to

hang in a heavy, unsteady manner ; to bear,
to sway : as,,A wall sways to the right.

2. To move or advance to one side ; to In-

cline to one side.

3. To have the feelings or judgment In-

clining one way ; to incline.
" He seems indifferent:

Or rather ttmyiny more upon our part,

The? cherishing the exhibitors against us.'

Shatetp. : Henry r., i 1.

4. To move unsteadily backwards and for-

wards, or from one side to another.

"The branches
Swat/rd and sighed overhead in scarcely annibU

whispers." Longfellow : Evangeline, ii. fc

ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, w, oe = e ; e~ - a ; qu = kiv.
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6. To have weight or influence.

"To distinguish what motive actually swayed with
him on every particular occasion." Search: Light of
taiure, vuL I, i>t. i., ch. T.

6. To rule, to govern.
" Mo one should iwtiy bat he."

Shakes?. : 1 Henry F7., ill. 1.

T (1) To sway on : Not to yield to doubt and
fear, but to push on.

" Let ui ticay on. and face them in the field.*

ftlMkesp. : t.Utnrv IV., iv. L
(2) To sway up :

Naut. : To swing up by pulling a rope ; to
throw a strain on a mast-rope, in order to
start the must upwards, so that the lid may
be taken out previously to lowering the mast.

away, *
swale, s. [SWAY, v.}

1. The swing or sweep of a weapon.
"To strike with huge two-handed swiy."

Miltvn : P. L.. vi. 251.

2. The motion of a thing moving heavily.

3. Weight.
"Oft must menne on the oke smite, till the happie

dente haue entred, whiche uith the okea own? nettle,
maketh it to couie all at ones." Chaucer : Testament
IfLuue, bk. iii.

4. Preponderance ; turn of the balance.
"
Expert

When to -uivance, to stand, or turn the sway
Of battle." MMon : P. L., vi. 233.

5. Influence ; weight on one side.

"Our latent motives, which bear so great a sway in
the behaviour of most men, cannot owe their appear-
ance to the mind." Search : Light of Nature, vul ii.,

pt. i., ch. xx.

6. Power exerted in governing; role, do-

minion, control.
" Slaves fight for what were better fast away.
The chain that biuds them, and a tyrant's sway"

Cowiter : Table Ttuk. 283.
'

7. A switch used by thatrJjers to bind their

work.

8. A pivoted upright with an arm attached,
fixed to the hob of a grate or cooking range,
so that the arm, with pots or kettles hung
thereon, may be turned over the fire, and the
vessels raised and lowered when necessary.

sway backed, a. The same as SWAYED,
a, (q.v.).

sway-bar, .

Vehicles : A bar on the hind end of the fore-

hounds of a waggon, resting on the coupling-
poles and sliding thereon as the waggon
turns ;

a slider, a sweep-bar.

sway bracing, s. The guys of a sus-

pension-bridge to prevent lateral swaying.

Swayed, pa. par. & a. [SWAY, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Strained and weakened in the
hinder parts of the body. (Applied to over-
worked norses.)

"Stark spoiled with th staggers, begnawn with the
bots, tmived in th back." Shakesp. : Taming of tin

Bway'-ful, a. [Eng. sway; -JW.] Able
to sway ; powerful, swaying.

" Where Cytherea's tvrayful power
Is worshipped lu the reedy uower."

Favkes: Tht Distaff.

Weal, v.i. & t. [A.S. swelan = to bum
slowly without flame; Low Ger. swelen; Ger.

tchwelen.] [SULTRY.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To run to melt (Said of a candle.)
"Mind ye dinna let the canale meat as ye gang

Jang the wainscot parlour." Scott ; Old Mortality,
eh. v.

2. To burn away without flame.

B. Trans. : To dress, as a hog, by burning
or singeing ; to swale.

wear, * sweare.
* swere, * svere (pa. t.

tare, *
stvtior,

*
SWOT, suiure, pa. par.

*
swore,*

sworen, sworn), v.i. & t. [A.S. swerian (pa. t.

twor, pa. par. sworen); cogn.with Dut. zweren

(pa. t. zwonr, pa. j>ar. gezworen); Icel. svcrja
(pa. t. sor. pa. par. svarinn) ; Dan. tvcerge ;

Bw. svarja ; Ger. schworen, all = to swear ;

Cf. also Goth, swaran.; I eel. svara; D&<a.si:are;
8w. svara = to answer, to reply.]

A. Intransitive:

L Ordinary Language :

1. To affirm or make a solemn declaration
with an

appeal to God for the truth of that
which is affirmed ; to take an oath solemnly.

" Ye shall not twtar by my name falsely." Leviticus

2. To use profane language ; to utter pro-

lane oaths ; to use profanity ; to be profane ;

to take the name of God in vain.
" He knocked fast, and often curst, and ticare,
That ready eutrauuc* w.-w nut at his call."

S^ensrr: F. y., L iii. le.

3. To give evidence on oath.

"At what ease
Miirht corrupt miiuls procure knaves as corrupt
To staear against you.* Shakes? : Henry Vtll., r. 1.

4. To promise on oath or in a solemn
manner ; to vow. (Shakesp. : Tempest, ii. 2.)

5. To declare solemnly to the truth of some-
thing.

" He knows I am no maid, and hell twear to it."

shakes/j. : All's n'ell that End* Well, v. 3.

II. Art (Of a colour): To have the contrast
too strongly emphasised.
B. Transitive :

1. To affirm with an oath or with a solemn
appeal to God for the truth of the declaration.

"You may say it, but not swear it."Shakesp.:
Winter's Tale, v. 2.

2. To promise in a solemn manner ; to vow.
"

I'll keep what I have tvore."

Shakeip. : Love's Labour's Lott, L 1.

3. To declare, affirm, or charge upon oath.
" To swear false allegations."

ahaket/j. : 3 Henry VI.. lit L
4. To put to an oath ; to cause to take an

oath ; to bind by an oath ; to administer an
oath to.

"Swear me to this."

Shaketp. : Law's Labour i Lott, I L

5. To utter in a profane manner, or by
taking the name of God in vain.

" Swears a prayer or two.
And sleeps again." Shakesp. : Komeo t Juliet, i. 4.

*
6. To appeal to with an oath ; to call to

witness ; to attest.
" Thou iKtarest thy gods in vain."

ShaktSfi. : Lear, i. L

H (1) To swear by: To place great confidence
in some person or thing.

(2) To swear off,
* To swear out : To renounce

solemnly : as, To swear off drinking.

(3) To swear the peace against one : To make
oath that one is under the actual fear of death
or bodily harm from some person, in which
case the person charged must find sureties to

keep the peace. [SURETY, s. J

swear, *. [SWEAR, v.] An oath, an impreca-
tion ; a profane expression ; a bad word.

(Colloq.)
"It is a dreadful thing to say. but I felt that if I

didn't utter a big twenr at that moment something
would happen." St. James's Oazette, J uiie 4, 1887.

swear, o. [A.S. swcer, twere = heavy, lazy.]

1. Lazy, indolent.

2. Unwilling. (Scotch.)

swear'-er,
* swer-er, t. [Eng. swear, T. ; -er.]

1. One who swears ; one who calls upon
God to witness for the truth of his declaration.

2. One who habitually uses profane lan-

guage ; a profane person.
"The sicrarrr continues to swear: tell him of his

wickedness, lie allows it is great, but he c oitinues to
swear on." (jilpin : Sermeru, vol. ii., ser. 27.

sweat, * sweate, * swcte, *
swette,

* SWOOt,
*
SWOte, *. [A.S. swat; cogn.

with Dut. zwect ; Icel. sveitl; Dan. sved; Sw.
svctt ; O. H. Ger. sweiz ; Ger. sc/iweiss ; Sansc.

sveda.]

1. The fluid or sensible moisture excreted
from the skin of an animal. [PERSPIRATION.]

2. Moisture exuded from any substance.
" Beans give in the mow ; and therefore those that

are to be kept are not to be tbrushed till Mnrch, that
they have had a thorough sweat iu the mow." J/or-
timer : Husbandry.

3. That which causes sweat ; labour, toil,
exertion.

" Saved your husband so much sweat."
Shakes/). : CorManus, IT. 1.

4. The state or condition of one who sweats.
"
Soft on the flowery herb I found me laid
In balmy swat." JHilt^n : P. L., viii. -a*.

*
5. The sweating-sickness.

sweat, * sweate, swete, v.i. & . [A.S.

swcetan; cogn. with Icel. sveita ; Dut. eweeten;
Low Ger. sweten ; Ger. schwitzen.]

A. Intransitive :

I. Literally:

1. To excrete moisture from the pores ; to
be moist on the body with heat or labour.

"He was stirred
With such an agony he latent extremely."

Shakes* : Henry VI11.. ii. L

2. To emit moisture, as plants, a wall, Ac.
"Waiusoots will sweat so that the; run with water.

3. To toil, to labour.
"Sweat iu this business and maintain the war.'

_, Shakesp. : king John, V. 1
H. Figuratively:
1. To lose or squander money freely; to

bleed. (Slang.)

2. To carry on business on the sweating-
system (q.v.).

B. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To cause to excrete moisture from tho
skin, by the application of suuorilics, exer-
tion, &c.

2. To emit as sweat ; to exude ; to emit OP
sutler to (low from the pores ; to shed.

" G re*se, that's ittcetttcn
From the murderer's gibbet."

Shaketp. : Macbeth, IT. L
IL Figuratively:
1. To extort or extract money from

; to
bleed, to neece. (Slang.)

2. To oppress and defraud by employing at
starvation wages.

IT To sweat coins (espec. gold coins): To
remove a portion of them by shaking them in

bags, so that a portion of the metal is worn
oft', yet the diminution of the value is not

readily perceived.

sweat-glands, *.pl. [SUDORIFEROUS-
GLANDS.]

sweat shop, *. A shop which practices
Ihe sweating system, that of home manufacture
of clothing or other goods at very low wages.
[SWEATING-SYSTEM. [

SW&at'-er, s. [Eng. sweat; -er,]

1. One who sweats.

2. One who or that which causes to sweat :

as

(1) A sudorific.

(2) A thick woollen jacket or coarse jersey
worn by athletes, &c., iu training.

" Want of food . . . and exercise in sweaters." Re-
feree, Dec. 12, 1886.

(..) A grinding employer ; one who sweats
his workpeople ; especially one who employs
working tailors, seamsti esses, &c., at very
low wages.

"Sweaters' hacks turning out frockcoats.* Pall
Mall Oatette, Oct. 29, 18t&
*
3. A street ruffian of the time of Queen

Anne. The sweaters went about in small

bands, and, forming a circle around an inoffen-

sive wayfarer, pricked him witli their swords,
and compelled him to dance till he perspired
from the exertion.

" These sweaters . . . seem to me to have at present
but a rude kind of discipline among them." ^teeli:

Spectator, No. 332.

*
sweat'-ful, o. [Eng. sweat ; -fu.Uf).'] Covered
with awent; hard- woi king.

" 8e here their antitype a crude block raised

By simal/ul smrlteis on this wooded strand."
aim-kit: LtLya of l/iyhlands, p. 1C1

SWeat'-I-l^, adv. [Eng. sweaty; -ly.] In a

sweaty manner ; so as to be moist with sweat.

SwSat'-I-ness, s. [Eng. sweaty; -ness.] The

quality or state of being sweaty or moist with
sweat.

sweat-ing, pr. par. or o. [SWEAT, v.]

sweating-bath, *. A vapour-bath for

sweating persons ; a stove or sudatory.

sweating-furnace, s.

Metall. : A liquation furnace of peculiar
construction, in which a matte of copper and
argentiferous lead is heated to deprive the

copper of the metals combined therewith.

sweating-house, . A separate apart-

ment, where vapour-baths are obtained.

sweating-iron, . A scraper to remove
sweat from In uses ; a striyil (q.v).

sweating-room, *.

1. A room devoted to the use of a vapour-
bath.

2. In dairying, a room for sweating cheeses

and carrying off the superfluous moisture.

sweating-sickness, *.

Pdthol. : A pestilence, called by foreigner!
tiidor anglicus (the English swent), as it only
affected Englishmen. Gains, who first de-

tolL, bo^ ; pout. Jowl ; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-olan, -tian = shaa. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(Ion, -sion = zhun. -cioua, -tious, -alone = shus. -bio, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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scribed it in 1552, called it Ephemera pestilent.

or One-day pestilence. It was introduced
into England by tlie irregular troops of the
Earl of Richmond in 1485, when he came over
to assert his claim to the throne against
Richard HI. The battle of Bosworth was
fought on Aug. 22, I486, and immediately
after the disease appeared in the army, and
in London on the arrival of the victors four

d.iys later. It was a violent special type of
nii.ismatous fever. It lasted live weeks, and

passed away as suddenly as it came. Later

epidemics of the same disease occurred in

151X5, 1517, 1028, and 1550, alter which it never

appeared again. On the last occasion it ori-

ginated in the army of Edward VI., in France,
and was brought by the affected soldiers to

England : two sons of Charles Brandon, both
Dukes of Suffolk and nephews of Henry VIII.,
died of it, and a vast number of men of in-

ferior rank.

sweating system, s. A term applied,

especially in the tailoring trade, to the system
in which middle-men employ men, women,
and children to make up clothes at their own
homes at very low wages.

sweat-less, a. [Bug. sweat; -lets.] With-
out toil.

" That tweatles at'st, and withoutsowingretp'st"
&y/ tester: The Lave, 839.

sweat'-y, sweat ie, a. [Eng. sweat, s. ; -y.]

L Moist with sweat ; covered with^eweat.
" A sicfitii reaper from his tillage brought

First-fruits.' Milton : P. L., xi. 454.

8. Consisting of sweat.
" No humours gross, or frowzy steams,
No noisome whiifa or sweaty strums."

Swift. (Todd.)

8. Laborious, toilsome.
" Ami measured echoing shouts their twenty tolll

attend." Mtukle : Lusiad, bit. Iz.

Swede, s. [See def.]

1. A native or inhabitant of Sweden.

2. A Swedish turnip.
" The root known as a hybrid is the result of a

second cross, between the iwede and the common
turnip." Smithson: Useful, Bookfor Farmers, p. 32.

Swe-den-bor'-gi-an, a. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to Swedenborg.
[B.]

B. As subst. : A follower of Emanuel Swed-
berg, son of Jesper Swedberg, bishop of Skara,
in West Gothland. The son was born at
Stockholm on Jan. 29, 1688. He thought
much of religion in very early life, and dili-

gently studied physics, mathematics, and
classics at the University of Upsal, afterwards

visiting Oxford, Paris, &c. Before leaving
the University, he had been appointed by
Charles XII. assessor in the Royal Metallic

College of Sweden, and, in 1719, was ennobled
by Charles's successor, Queen Ulrica Eleanora,
under the name of Swedenborg, by which he
Is generally known. Between early manhood
and his fifty-eighth year, he actively prose-
cuted his studies in mathematics, physics,
&c., publishing various works, as the Opera
Philosophica et Mineralia (in 1733), in three

volumes, and the Philosophy of the Infinite (in
1734). In Apiil, 1743, being at an inn in

London, Swedenborg considered that he had
a vision of the Lord, who called him to a holy
office, opened his sight to the spiritual
world, and endowed him with the gift of con-

versing with spirits and angels. In August
he returned to Stockholm, commenced the
study of the Hebrew scriptures, resigned his

assess'irship in 1747, and spent the remainder
of liis life in forming and propagating his theo-

logical views He died in London in his

eighty-fifth year, March 29, 1772, in Great
Bath Street, Coldbath Fields, and was buried
in the Swedish Church in Ratcliff Highway.
His system is presented at length in his
various works, especially his Arcana Ccelesiia

(8 vols., London, 1749-1756). He believed
that he was several times allowed to entr
heaven,

" which was arranged in streets and
squares like earthly cities, but with fields and
gardens interposed." There was a magnificent

palace with a temple in the midst, with a table
in it, and on the table the Word of God, with
two angels by its side. The form of angels
was altogether like that of men. Matter and
spirit are connected by an eternal law. He
accepted only twenty-nine of the Old Tes fa-

ment books, rejecting Ruth, 1 and 2 Chronicles,
Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Job, Proverbs, Eccle-

siastes, and the Song of Solomon. Of the
New Testament he accepted only the Gospels

and the Apocalypse. He held that there is a
double sense in scripture, the most Important
being the spiritual. He believed iu one God
and in the Trinity, and that the Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ was that God ; that
Jehovah himself became incarnate as the
Word. Heaven and hell are not places, but
states, and the Devil is not a person, but a
name of hell. The judgment on the first

Christian church took effect in 1757, and was
seen by Swedenborg in the spiritual world,
after which, and in lieu of it, the New Church,
called in Revelation (xxi., xxii.) New Jeru-

salem, descended from heaven. Swedenborg
himself founded no church. His followers

publicly associated themselves as a congrega-
tion in Eastchuap in 1788. In 1810 a Sweden-

bprgian Society was established, and a Mis-

sionary and Tract Society in 1821. Congrega-
tions exist in England, the United States, on
the continent of Europe, &c.

Swc den bor gl an I?m, s. [Eng. Swe-

denborgiun; -ism.\ The doctrines and prac-
tice of the Swedeuborgians.

Swed Ish, a. ft s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or^pertaining to Sweden or
its inhabitants.

B. At subst. : The language spoken by the
Swedes.

Swedish beamtree, *.

Bot. : Pyrus intermedia, a
sub-species of P.

Aria. It has oblong, rather distinctly-lobed
leaves, ashy-white below, with five to eight
nerves on each side, and is local in England.

Swedish-turnip, s.

Bot., Agric., c, : A kind of turnip, Brassica

campestris rutabaga, introduced originally
from Sweden. The bulb is elongated, the
leaves glaucous, the inside either white or,
more generally, yellow, the quality not being
affected by the variation of colour. It is very
hardy, not generally suffering injury from
intense cold.

sweem, * swaim, 'sweme, *. [Icel.
sveimr = a bustle, a stir ; Norw. sveim = a

slight intoxication ; Icel. swimi = a swimming
in the head; Dan. svime a fainting-fit ; A.S.
swima a swoon.] Dizziness ; a swimming in
the head ; vertigo. (Prompt. Parv.)

sweep, * swepe, v.t. & i. [A.S. twdpan,
pa. t. swedp = to sweep ; Icel. sopa ; O. Fris.

ivepa = to sweep with a broom, &c. ; Icel.

sveipja = to sweep, to swoop. Sweep and
swoop are doublets.]

A. Transitive :

1. To brush or rub over with a brush,
besom, or the like, for the purpose of re-

moving loose dirt : as, To sweep a room or a
road.

2. To drive or carry along or off, as by a
long brushing stroke or force, or by flowing
on the earth : as, A flood sweeps away a hedge.

3. To clear or clean by brushing with a
besom or the like.

" What woman, having ten pieces of silver. If she
lose one. doth not *wet)> the house, and seek diligently,
till she find it?" Luke xv. 8.

4. To rub over ; to touch in passing ; to

graze.
" And Troy's proud dames, whose garments sweep

the ground. Pope : Bomer ; Iliad Iv. 663.

5. To clear, to rid, to free.
" The narrow seas of all the French to sweep."

Drayton : Buttle of Apincourt

6. To drive, destroy, or carry at a stroke,
or with celerity and violence. (Often followed

by away or off.)
" The waves o'ertake them in their serious play,
And every hour sweeps multitudes away

C-naper: Retirement. 158.

7. To draw or drag something over: as, To
sweep the bottom of a river.

*
8. To carry with a long swinging motion ;

to carry with pride.
"
Like a peacock sweep along his tail."

Sh>ikes/>. : 1 Henry IV., 111. S.

9. To strike with a Ions; stroke ; to brush or
touch quickly with the fingers.

" The sweet Muses in the neighbouring bowers
Sweep their wild harps." Praed : Athmt.

10. To move swiftly over or along; to scour.
"
Choughs . . . madly sweep the sky."
Bhakesp. : Mitsummer Iti0hfs Dream, ill. 8.

11. To carry the eye over ; to view widely
and rapidly : as, To sweep the horizon.

12. To propel by means of a sweep or long
oar.

B. Intransitive :

1. To pass by or along with swiftness and
violence, as something broad or brushing the
urtace of anything. (Proverbs xxviii. 3.)

2. To pass or move along rapidly.
"
Cutting to* fume, by the blew seas they swept."

Surrey: VirgU; .*'& IT.

3. To pass over or brush along with celerity
or force : as, The wind sweeps along the plain.

4. To pass or move with pomp.
" She noeept It through the court with troops of

ladiea." Shakes?. : 2 Henry VI., 1. S.

6. To move with a long reach or with a
swinging motion.

6. To take in a view with progressive
rapidity ; to range, as the eye or a telescope.

I To sweep the board : To clear all the stakes ;

hence, to win everything.

sweep, * swepe, a. [SWEEP, *.]

L Ordinary Language :

L The act of sweeping.
2. One who sweeps ; a sweeper ; specif.,

chimney-sweeper.
3. The compass, reach, or range of any

violent or continued motion.

4. The compass of any turning body in
motion : as, the sweep of a door.

5. The compass of anything flowing or
brushing. " A torrent twell'd

With wintry tempests, that disdains all mounds.
Breaking away impetuous, and involves
Witliin its sweep, trees, houses, men."

miii>s. (Todd.}

6. Compass or range generally ; reach.
" The fishermen waiting til) they see a salmon show

within the iutee/i of the net." Field, March 20, 1886.

7. Extent, limit.
"
Tyranny sends the chain that must abridge
The noble sweep of all thir privilege."

Cowper : Table Talk, fit.

*
8. Violent and general destruction : as,

the sweep of an epidemic disease.

9. Direction of any motion not rectilinear.

"Taking a right handed sweep, he ran through tht)
wood and away southward." Field. Feb. 26, 188".

10. The direction or turn of a curve, as of
a road, an arch, &c.

" Well-rolled walks
With curvature of slow anil easy sweep.'

Cowper: Tatk. i. 8SJ.

11. Hence, a circular, semicircular, or curved
carriage-drive through a lawn in the front of a
house.

12. Compass or range of excursion ; range.
" The landscapes seen from the car-windows would

be tame were it not for the vast tweep ot vision."

Century Magazine, Aug., 1882. p. SOS.

13. A rapid survey with the eye.

14. A sweepstakes (q.v.).

[He] was inveigled into becoming a subscriber to
Derby sweep." Daily Telegraph, March 15, 1887.

15. A counter-weighted pole, poised upon a
fulcrum-post, and used to raise and lower a
bucket suspended from the longer end ; a
swape.

16. The lever of a horse-power or pug-milL
17. A low, mean person. (Slang.)

II. Technically:

1. Cards:

(1) In the game of casino, a pairing or com-
bining all the cards on the board, and so

removing them all.

(2) In whist, the winning of all the tricks
in a hand. Also called a Slam.

2. Founding : A movable templet used in

loam-moulding. It consists of a board, of
which the edge is cut to the form t)f the cross-

sectional outline of the article to be moulded.
The surface of the mould or core is formed
by moving the sweep parallel to the axis at

right angles to its length. For hollow articles,
as pipes, sweeps are made in pairs, one for
"
running up

"
the core, and the other for

forming the interior of the mould.

3. Her. : The same as 6.

4. Metall. : A name formerly applied to the
Almond (Allemand) furnace.

6. Nautical:
*
(1) A long oar used on board ship to assist

the action of the rudder during a calm, or in

an emergency ; or to assist the motion of the

ship, as in the ancient galley.
" He thrust out his naeeiH, as they are called, hngi

oars requiring five or six men to each." Castelil

Saturday Journal, Sept. 19, 188.i, p. 801.

(2) A long oar used on large barges, and on
luggers.

late, fat, fore, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, Who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, nile, lull ; try, Syrian. SB, oe = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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(3) A circular frame on which the tiller tra-
verses in large ships.

6. Old war : The balista or engine anciently
used for casting stones into fortresses. The
term is still used in heialdry.

7. Shipwright. : The mould of a ship where
she liegins to compass in at the rung-heads.
A part of the mould curved in the arc of a
circle.

1T To make a clean sweep of anything: To
tweep anything away completely ; to take or
carry off the whole of anything.

" To see a clean tweep made of the dragon with its

nondescript pedestal." Daily Telegraph, Sept. 7, 1885.

sweep-bar, *.

Vehicles: A name sometimes applied to the
way-bar or slider of a waggon. [SWAY-BAR.]

sweep-net, s. A net of considerable ex-
tent for drawing large areas. (Lit. &fig.)

" She was .tweep-net for the Spanish thipa, which
happily ftll into her uet."Camden.

sweep-saw, s. A saw having a thin
blade stretched by a frame or bow, and capable
of cutting in a sweep or curve. Also kuown
as a bone-saw or turning saw.

sweep-washer, s.

(lold & Silver Refining: The person who
extracts from the sweepings, potsherds, &c.,
the small particles of those metals contained
in them.

sweep-washings, s. pi. The refuse of

shops in which gold and silver are worked.
These metals are separated by mechanical
means and amalgamation.

weep'-age (age as Ig), s. [Eng. sweep;
-age.\ The crop of hay got in a meadow.
(Prov.)

* sweep'-dom, *. [Eng. sweep ; -dom.] Chim-
ney-sweeps collectively.

11 The sooner the etiquette of tveepdom, which en-
'-

this perpetual walking aoout in *ooty war-paint,

weep'-er, s. [Eng. sweep, v. ; -er.] One who
or or that which sweeps.

"
Turning on improvised gang* of sweepers to work."

Daily Telegraph. Jan. 8, 1886.

svreep'-ing, pr. par., a., & a. [SWEEP, v.]

A. At pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Wide, comprehensive.
" One or two fact*, however, must b remembered

before we can accept this sweeping statement a* alto-

gether correct" Daily Telegraph, Sept. 10. 1885.

2. Overwhelming.
"
Placing him with a sweeping majority at the head

of the poll." .Xa.ndu.rd, Nov. 29, 1885.

C. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language:
1. The act of one who or that which sweeps.
2. (PL): Things collected by sweeping.
" Should this one broomstick enter the scene, covered

with dust, though the sweepings :>t the finest lady'*
chamber, we should despis* it* vanity." Swift : Medi-
tation on a Broomttick.

II. Nautical:

1. Dragging an anchorage gronnd with the

bight of a rope to recover an anchor, or to
ascertain the position of a wreck.

2. Propelling a vessel or barge by means of

large oars. [SWEEP, ., II. 5.]

sweeping-table, s.

Metall. : A form of ore-separator in which
the slime, after agitation by fans in a chest
with water, is caused to flow on to a sloping
table and sorted by gravity by means of a
sheet of water passing over the table.

weep -Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. sweeping ; -ly.] In
a sweeping manner ; comprehensively.

" He can hardly be acquainted with the full extent
of those geographical lal>ours which he too iweepinglv
condemns." Daily Telegraph, Dec. 2, 1885.

weep Irig-ness, s. [Eng. sweeping; -ness.]
The quality or stale of being sweeping or com-
prehensive ; comprehensiveness.

" Petulant and scornful outburst* which an silly
Just in proi>ortion to their noeepingneu." Daily
Newt, June 20, 1881.

sweep -stake, . & adv. [Eng. sweep, and
ttake. \

A. As substantive :

1. A mode of playing at cards by which all

the tricks are taken.

2. The same as SWEEPSTAKES (q.v.).

3. A clean sweep.
"
They would make twe*pttke at one* of purgv

tory." Bradford : Work*, it 27U

B. As adv. : By winning and taking all the
stakes at once; hence, by wholesale, indis-

criminately.
" I't writ in your revenge.

That nteepttaXe you will draw both friend and foe.
Winner and loner ?

"
Shaketp. : Hamlet, iv. 5.

sweep'-stakes, s. [Eng. sweep, and stakes.]
1. A gaming transaction in which a number

of persons join in contributing a certain stake,
which becomes the property of one or several
of the contributors on certain conditions.
Thus, in a sweepstakes for horses starting in
a race, the owner of the winner receives the
whole stakes or a portion of it, the remainder
being divided between the second and third.

2. The prize in a horse-race, &c., made up
of contributions from seveial persons.

3. A sweepstake (q.v.).

*sweep'-y; a. [Eng. sweep; -y.]

1. Passing with speed and force over a great
compass at once ; sweeping.

"
They rush along, the rattling woods give way.
The branches bend before IMrwfMjqi sway."

Dryatn: Ovid; Metainorphoiu L
2. Strutting.

3. Wavy-
" No face : only the tight
Of a sweepy garment, vast and white."

K. Brooming : Christ mut Ktt, vlii.

SWeer, SWeir, a. [A.S. swcer, swere = heavy,
lazy ; Ger. schiver= heavy, difficult.] (Scotch.)

1. Lazy, idle, indolent.

2. Reluctant, unwilling, slow.

sweet, 'suete, *swete, *swote, *sote,
a. & s. [A.S. swete; cogn. with O. Sax. swoti;
But. zoet; I eel. scetr ; Dan. sod; Sw. sot;
O.H.Ger. stiazi, suuzi ; Ger. siisz; Sansc. svadu;
Gr. ^4us (hedus); Lat. suavis.]

A. As adjective:

1. Having a pleasant or agreeable taste or
flavour like that of honey or sugar ; opposed
to sour or bitter.

"
Sweetest nut hath sourest rind."

Shaketp. : At You Likt It, ill 1.

2. Pleasant or agreeable to the smell ; fra-

grant.
" The field'* chief flower, tweet above compare."

Shakeip. : Venut A Adonis, 8.

3. Pleasant pr agreeable to the ear ; melo-
dious, harmonious.

" Marvellous tweet music."
Shakesp. : Tempeit, til. 3.

4. Pleasant to the eye ; beautiful, lovely,
charming.

"That tweet coral month."
Sliakeip. : fenui t Admit, 542.

5. Giving out a pleasant or melodious sound.
"Sweet instruments hung up in cases."

Shaketp. : Timon of Athens, i. J.

*
6. Kind, gentle, mild, meek.

7. Obliging, kind, soft, bland.
" One meet look." Shakeip. : Venui i Adonit, S71.

8. Pleasing to the mind ; affecting, graceful.
" She poured out her love, her fears and her thank-

fulness, with the tweet natural eloquence of her MX.*
Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xrt.

9. Dear, loved.
"
Thy life to me is tweet."

Shaketp. : 1 Benry VI., IT. .

10. Fresh ; not salt or salted : as, sweet

water.

11. Not changed from a sound or wholesome
state : as,

(1) Not sour : as, sweet milk.

(2) Not stale : as, sweet butter.

(3) Not putrid or putresceut : as, sweet meat.

B. As substantive :

1. That which is sweet to the taste (chiefly
used in the plural) : as,

(1) Sweetmeats, confectionery, preserves.

(2) A pudding, pie, or any sweet dish, as

opposed to a savoury dish.

(3) Home-made wines, mead, metheglin, &c.

2. Something pleasing to the smell ; a per-
fume.

" Sweet or colour It had stolen from thee."

Shaketp. : Sonnet 15.

3. Something pleasant or agreeable to the
mind ; pleasures.

"
Swcett grown common lose their dear delight"

Shakeip. : Sonnet 102.

4. A word of endearment ; dear one.
"Farewell Zuleika ! Suxrtt retire."

f A J * ^urm: tiruU (/ 46yd<M. ii.

C. As adverb :

1. In a manner agreeable to the taste smell,
or hearing : as, To g.nell sweet, to taste twett.

2. Softly, gently, blandly, benignly." How tweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank I
"

Shakeip. : Merchant of Venice, r.

f (1) A sweet tooth : A great liking for sweet
things or sweetmeats.

*
(2) Sweet-and-twenty : A term of endear-

ment.
"Come kiss me. naeet-and-twentj/."

Shakeip. : Twelfth Night, It S.

(3) To be sweet on (or upon): To have an
affection for ; to be in love with. (Colloq.)" '

Lookye I

'

said Anthony in his ear. 'I think h
if tweet upon your daughter.'- Tut, my good sir.'
said Mr. Pecksniff, with his eyes still closid : young
people, young people. A kind of cousins too No
more sweetness than is in that, ta.'"-Dickent: Mar-
tin Chuzzlewit, ch. xi.

H Sweet is largely used as the first element
of compounds, the meanings of which are
in most cases self-evident : as, sweet-flavoured,
sweet -smelling, sweet -tempered, sweet toned,
fcc.

sweet acorn, s.

But. : Qvercus Ballota, an evergreen oak
with elliptical, coriaceous, entire, or serrated
leaves, white and downy beneath ; growing
in Spain. The acorns, which are long aud
cylindrical, are eatable.

Sweet-Alison, s.

Hot. : Koniga maritima.

sweet-apple, s.

Bot. : The sweetsop (q.v.).

sweet-bay, .

Bot. : Laurus nobilis. Named from th*)
odour of its leaves. [BAY (4), ., A. 2.]

sweet-bitter, *. [BITTERSWEET.J

sweet-bread, s.

1. Lit. : The pancreas of an animal, as of
a calf or sheep, used as food.
"
Sweet-breads and collop* were with skewers prick'd
About the sides." Dryden : Bomer; Iliad L
*

2. Fig. : A bribe, a douceur.
"A few tweetbreadi that I gave him out of my

purs*." Backet : Life of H'illianu, II. 163.

*
sweet-breasted, a. Having a sweet,

melod-ous voice.

*
sweet-breathed, a. Emitting a sweet

perfume ; fragrant.

"Yet, like the

sweet-brier, s. Sweetbriar (q.v.).

sweet-calabash, s.

Hot. : Passiflora maliformis, a passion flower,
with large, red, white, and blue fugitive
flowers, succeeded by a fruit like a good-sized
apple, yellow when ripe, with black seeds,
a thick rind, and a sweetish edible pulp. It

grows wild in the West Indies, where it is

called by the Spaniards Granadilla.

sweet-calamus, sweet-cane, .

Bot. Script. : [CANE, II. 2.J.

sweet chervil, .

Bot. : Myrrhis odorata.

sweet chestnut, .

Bot. : Castanea vesca or vulgarts, a tree with
oblong, lanceolate, acuminate, mucrono- ser-

rate, glabrous leaves, and clusters of minute,
pale greenish -yellow, unisexual, apetalous
flowers in spikes. The fruit is a prickly
cupule, husk, or involucre, with one or more
nuts, each with one large seed. It grows wild
in the south of Europe. On the slopes of

Etna, where there are forests of it, there grow
some old trees with trunks of enormous girth.
In Britain it occurs only in plantations. The
chestnuts of commerce are derived chiefly
from the cultivated varieties of the tree, and
are larger and sweeter than the wild fruit.

The nuts are consumed as an article of daily
food in the south of Europe, and in jarts ol

France are served up for breakfast, boiled in

milk. Many houses in the older parts of

London are said by Evelyn to have been built

of it* timlter, which has the character of

keeping off insects, spiders, &c. It is good
for mill and water works, besides affording
excellent stakes for palisades, and props for

vines and hops. Called also the Spanish
Chestnut.

boll, boy; poUt, Jowl ; cat, fell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, tola; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -(ion, -fion = shun, -clous, -ttona. -clous = has. -Me, -die, to. = Del, del*
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sweet cicely, *. [CICELY.]

woet-cistus, 5.

Bot. : list us ladanum.

sweet corn, .

Aijric. : A variety of maize of a iWMt taaU.

sweet covey, s.

Bot. : Erodium moschatum.

sweet-fern, .

Bot. : (1) Lustrea fragrant; (2) L. wontono.

sweet-flag, ..

Bot. : .4 cor us Calamus.

sweet-gale, s. [BOO-KYKTLZ.]

Sweet-gale moth :

Kntcrm. : A night-moth Aeronycta wyrios,
ouiul in Scotland ami Ireland.

sweet-grass, s.

Bot. : The genus Qlyceria (q.T-X

sweet-gum, 3.

But. : Linuiilamhar ttyraciflua, a North
Anglican tree about sixty feet high with
ai''t.-il"iis flowers, in appearance like Acer

euwij.es/rfe. The wood is line-grained, and well

adapted for furniture; the fragrant gum ex-

ii'liii,' from it when incisions are made in its

bark constitutes Liquidaml&r (q.v.).

sweet-heart, *. [SWEETHEAET.]

sweet-herbs, s. pi. Fragrant herbs cul-
tivated for culinary purposes.

sweet john, s.

I'ot. <t Hort. : The narrow-leaved variety of
Dianihus barbatut.

sweet leaf, *.

Bot. : Symptoms tinetoria, a plant with thick
leaves of fr.igraut odour and sweetish taste,

growing in the southern United States. Its

root is bitter and aromatic ; cattle eat it

greedily, and it is employed in dyeing yellow.
Called also Horse sugar.

sweet-marjoram, t.

Bot. : Origanum Marjorana.

sweet-maudlin, .

Bot. : Ackillea Ageratum, a yellow composite
from the south of Europe.

* sweet-mouthed, a. Dainty,

sweet nancy, s.

Hart. : The double-flowered variety of War-
cissus poeticus. (Britten Holland.)

sweet-oil, *. Olive-oiL

sweet-pea, *.

Bot. <t Hort. : Latlnirus odoratut, a climbing
plant with two-leaved tendrils, ovate-oblong
leaflets, two-flowered peduncles, and hirsute

legumes. It was introduced into England
from its native country, Sicily, in 1700. It

la one of the most esteemed annuals, being
largely grown as a gulden flower in the United
States and England.

sweet-potato, s.

Bol. : Batnta* edvlis, a plant of the Convol-
vulus family, and ot cierping or climbing habit
it leaf and flower rcwmbling those ot the

Morning-ulory. It is oi.ly known as a culti

vated plant, and its native j lace is not known.
though it probably belongs- to I oth hemisphere*.
Like the potato its root swells ii.to a nutritious

tuber, but contains a mm h larger j ercentage
of sugar. Though formeily grown only in llie

South, it is now cultivated a> far north as New
Jersey. It is also grown widely in the Eastern

Hemisphere, and is believed to have been much
need by the ancient Chinese.

sweet-root, *.

Bot. : The genus Glycyrrhlza (q.v.X

sweet-rush, *.

Bot. : Acorus Calamus.

sweet-scented, a. Having a pleasant
perfume; fragrant.

Sweet-scented grass :

Bot. : Anthoxanthum odoraturn.

Sweet-scented shrub :

Bot : Cfti/rnnthus floridut, a Carolina shrub

smelling like allspice.

sweet seg, sweet-sedge, .

Bot. : Acorus Calamus.

sweet spirits of nitre, *. [NITROUS-
KTHER.]

sweet-sultan, .

tot, : Amberboa moschata.

sweet-tea, .

Cmm. : Tlie leaves of Smilat glvcyphylla,

an Australian plant Tliey are imported into

England, and intiused as a slightly medicinal

tea, which is feebly tonic, alterative, and dia-

phoretic.

sweet-violet, s.

Bot. Hort. : Viola odorata, a violet with

creeping scions, cordate generally, pubescent
leaves, and deep-purple, sometimes reddish-

purple, lilac, or white fragrant flowers. Com-
mon in grassy places throughout Europe nnd
northern Asia. V. blaitUa, of the United

States, is also sweet scented.

sweet-water, . A variety of whit*

grape, containing a sweet watery juice.

sweet-weed, s.

Bot. : Scoparia dulcis.

sweet-william, s.

Botany <t Hoiticulture:

1. Dianthus harbatus (Prior considers that
Willian, is a corruption of French ceillet =
a little eye). The leaves are lanceolate and
nerved ; the flowers are aggregated in bundles ;

the calycinal scales ovate, awl-shaped, as long
as the tube ; petals bearded, whence the book-
name of Bearded pink. It may be single or
double : the petals dark purple, red, speckled,
or white.

2. Silent Armeria, Common, or Lobel's

Campion, a very common garden plant, with
viscid stems, ovate lanceolate leaves, and
forked corymbose panicles of pink flowers.

It flowers in July and August.

sweet-willow, .

Bot. : Myrica dale.

sweet-wort, *. [WORT, 2.]

* sweet, v.t. [SWEET, a.] To sweeten.
"
Hunger weettth all thjnge*." Udal : Apoph. if

Urns. mtt, p. 2.

SWeet'-bri-ar, *. [Eng. tweet, and briar.)

Bot. : Rosa rubiginosa, and specially the

nb-species, R. rubiginosa proper, with which
Sir Joseph Hooker considers R. Engianteria
identical. It is very sweet-scented, erect,
with compact branches covered with prickles,

glandular hairs, and a few bristles, the

peduncles densely bristly, leaflets pubescent
beneath, at length glabrous above ; the sepals
pinnate, densely glandular, the fruit globose.
An European plant, but naturalized in the
United States. Jinny cultivated ram-ties.

sweet'-en, v.t. & i. [Eng. meet; -en.}

A. Transitive:

1. To make sweet to the taste.

2. To make pleasing or grateful to the
mind : as, To sweeten life.

3. To make sweet or fragrant.
With fairest flower*

111 tvttten thy sad grave."
Shatetf. : Cymbeline, IT. 1

A. To make mild or kind.

Devotion softent his heart, enlightens hit mind,
hia temper." aw.

5. To make less painful, hard, or laborious.

"The innocent amusement! of It are kindly allowed
tu to iwcrien our toil." Uiivin: Sermottt, voL L,
MT. 23.

6. To increase the agreeable qualities of.

"It [industry! meetmrth our enjoyments." Bar-
rue.- Srrmon*, vol. lit, er. 20.

*
7. To soften to the eye ; to mellow ; to

tone down.
"
Corregio has made his memory Immortal, by the

strength he has given to his figures, and by iwerten-
ing bit lights and shadows." Dryden : Dufretnoy.

8. To make pure and wholesome by destroy-
ing noxious matter in : as, To sweeten a room
that has l>een infected.

*
9. To make mellow and fertile : as, To

sweeten soils.

10. To restore to purity ; to free from taint :

as, To sweeten butter, water, meat, &C.

B. fntrans. : To become sweet.
" Where a wasp hath bitten in a gnip*. or any fruit,

It will nceeten hastily." Bacon : tint, ttitL

sweet- en -er,
* sweet'- ner, . [Eng.

sweeten ; -er.] One who or that which
sweetens; that which moderates acrimony

"Let us look up tn It I the happiness of a future
tale

|
as the end of all our labour &e wet.-ne, of nil

our toils our cuiiif.'rt in every affliction and our

Sreat
defence atjHinst the fear of sickness, old ge, and

eatii." Uilpin : Vermont, vol. in., ser. tl.

sweet '-en- Ing, pr. par., a., & *. [SWEETEN.]
A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. 4s substantive :

1. The act of one who or that which sweeten*.

2. That which sweetens.

sweetening-cock, .

Naut. : A faucet atlac-hed to a pipe passing
through a ship's side, and admitting witter to
wash out the bilge-water passages.

sweet heart (ea as a), *. [Eug. sweet, and
heart.]

1. Ord. Lang. :A lover, male or female.

"Tike your tumtltearfi hat." Shaketp. : U inter's

Talt, iv. 4.

I It was originally written as two words
"
Thy ntrtr herte dere."

Chaucrr Trail ui * Crruida. 111. l.Ilfc

2. Bot. (P^.): Ga/ium Aparine.

sweet'-heart (ea as a), v.t. & i. [SWEET*
HtART, .]

A. Trans. : To act the part of a lover to ;

to pay court to ; to court.

B. Intrans. : To act the part of a lover ; to

play the wooer ; to go courting.

SWeef-Ing, s. [Kng. sweet ; -ing.]

L A kind of sweet, luscious apple.
"A child will chuse a mrtting. becn It Is pin-

ently fair and pletsnnt. and refuse a runnel, becauM
it ia thuu. green, hard, and lout."-Atciuun : School-
matter.
*
2. A term of endearment.

"Ay, marry, raeeting. if we could do that."

Shakctp. : 1 Oenrn IV.. lit 8.

sweet -Ish, a. [Eng. sweet : -ish.] Rather
sweet. ; somewhat or moderately sweet.

" Neither ill-scented, nor lu taste corrosive, or atka-
llzate, but very mild and aomewuat im*iim."Uoult:
Worla, iv. 303.

sweet'-ish-ne'ss, s. [Eng. sweetish ; -nest,]

The quality or state of being sweetish.

"Tar water being made In an earthen vessel un-

flazeil.

or that hath tost part of it glazing, may ex-
ract (as it is a elnmg menstruiiiiil fr. m tl.e clay, a

fade ivettuhnctt. otfentive to th palate." Btrkeley:
Farther ThouyltU on Tar Water.

* sweet -kin, a. [Eng. sweet a ; -kin.] Deli-

cate, lovely.
"The noeetkin madams." ffaihe : Lenten Stuff*.

t'-iy,
*
swete-ly,

*
sweete-ly, adv.

[Eng. sweet ; -ly.] In a sweet manner; grate-

fully, agreeably, harmoniously.

sweet'-meat, *. [Eng. sweet, and meat.]

1. An article of confectionery, consisting
wholly or principally of sugar"; fruit pre-
served with sugar, as jieaclies, pears, orange-
peel, and the like.

"
Throwing tm-etmcntt tohim through the window."

Mamulau : Bitl. H
: I.. ch. iv.

2. Leather : The paint used in making patent*
leather (q.v.).

sweet-ness, * sweet-nessc, * swete-
nesse, . [Eng. sweet; -nesse.]

1. The quality or state of being sweet ;

agreeableness to the taste, smell, or ear;
fragrance, melodiousness.

"Sictetnest ought to be distinguished from luKcionrc
ness: the one aflects us with sensations durably
agreeable ; the other quickly cloys and palls the appe-
tite." Knox : Etsiiy 105.

2. The pleasing character possessed by
polished and poetical language.

3. Agreeableness of manners ; courteous-

ness, gentleness.

4. Softness, mildness, gentleness.
" In his speech was heard

Paternal neeetnett, dignity, and love."

Coiever: Tatlc, U. 70ft

sweets, . pi. [SWEET, II. l.)

sweet'-sop, s. [Eng. s\oeet, and sop, s.]

Bot. : (1) Anona squamosa; (2) A. sericea,

sweet-wash, v.t. [Eng. sweet, and wash.]
To perfume.

'-Jewellery of all descriptions was worn to ctiwu.
and gloves 'iiari-1mrttvd

'

(i.e.. |ierfuined) embroldrni
with gold and silver." Knight: fict. But. England,
U. 867.

fete, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,

or, wore, wplf, work, who. son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rale, fall; try, Syrian, te, 03 = e; ey = a: qu = kw.
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CWeef-wood, . [Eng. sweet, and wood.]
1. Bot. : Laurus nobUis.

2. Comm. : A kind of timber obtained from
Oreodaphiie exaltata, growing in Jamaica.

sweetwood bark, s. The name given
In the Bahamas

.
to the bark of Croton

Cascarilla.

Bweet'-& s. [Eng. sweet, a, ; -y.] A sweet, a
sweetmeat.

"
Finding bonbons or tweetift In the packages."

Thackeray: Roundabout Papert, x.

swegh, *sweghe s. [SWAY.} A violent
motion. (A Hit. Poems, c. 72.)

*swein-mote, s. [SWAINMOTE.]

well (pa. t.
*
swal, sieelled, pa. par. swelled,

swollen), v.i. & t. [A.S. swellan (pa. t. sweall,
pa. )iar. swollen); cogn. with Out. zwellen (|>a. t
rwoll, pa. par. gezwolLen) ; Icel. svella (]>a. t.

tval, pa. par. solllan); Sw. svdlla; Qer.schwel-
len.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To increase in bulk ; to grow bulkier ; to
dilate or extend the exterior surface or dimen-
sions by matter added within, or by ezpamsiun
of the inclosed substance.

2. To be increased in size or extent hy any
addition ; to rise above the ordinary level or
limits.

"And deep Scamander twVi with heaps of slain."

Popt: Homer; Iliad xi. 623.

5. To be inflated ; to belly, as a sail.

4. To bulge out ; to protuberate : as, A
cask swells iu the middle.

1 5. To rise in altitude : as, Lands swell into
bills.

6. To rise and increase gradually ; to swell

up. " The tears that rwll in me."
Hhkmp. : Lort t Ltboar'l Lost, iv. S.

7. To grow in the mind and fill the souL
"The strong and net/ling evil of my conception."

Shaken. : ligaturefor Mealare, ii. 4.

8. To be inflated with anger.
"I will help every one from him that millet*
gainst him." Pialta xii. 8. (Prayer Book.}

9. To be puffed up with some feeling; to
how outwardly elation or excitement ; hence,
to strut ; to look or make one's self big.

"Here he comes, twrJlitig like a turkey-cock."
8hake*i<. : Henry I'., v. L

10. To become larger in amount ; to grow,
to increase.

11. To Income greater in intensity, strength,
or volume ; to grow.

"A whisiwr which urtUed fart into a fearful
clamour, passed iu an hour from Piccadilly to White-
chapel." Mocautay: Biu. 710.. en. x.

B. Transitive:

1. To increase the size, bulk, volume, or
dimensions of; to cause to rise, dilate, or in-
crease.

"A heavy thunderstorm in a few hoar* will . .

me" the main streams into rushing, raring S |*tes of
turbid an.! s.>il laden water."-M, Oct. 3, 1884.

2. To inflate, to pntf up.
" Did twett iny thoughts to any strain of pride."

&,aketti. : 4 Henry I '., iv. 5.

3. To aggravate ; to heighten.
"

It is low elib with his accuser, when such pecca-
dillos uv put to swell the charge." Atterbury.

4. T increase gradually the strength, force,
or volume of : as, To swell a tone.

5. To increase in number or quantity.
"Several men from the Cotfcamore and Sir Bache

helped to twM the tutal at Keyham." Field, Feb. 26,

Will, *. & o. [Sw. svatt = the swell of the
sea ; cogn, with Gr. o-oAos, aviAi) (salos, sal?) =
tossing, restless motion; Lat. salum=tho
open, tossing sea.] [Sweu,, .]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Liinijwge:
1. The act of swelling; rise, gradual in-

crease : as,

(1) Gradual increase or augmentation in
bulk ; dilation.

(2) Elevation, rise, or increase in height
(3) Increase of intensity, force, or volume

of sound.
" The heavy knell, the choir's faint ruxll,
Came-eJuwly down the wind."

Scott : Gray Brother.

(4) Increase of power in style or of rhetorical
force.

2. An elevation of land : a rounded height
gradually rising above the plain.

3. A succession of long, unbroken waves
setting in one direction, as after a storm ; the
waves or fluctuations of the sea after a storm ;

a surge.
"A lam hollow neell from the south-west, tTer

luce our last hard Kale, had convinced me that there
was not any laud iu tuat directioii." Cuuk: Pint
Vofag*. bk. ii., ch. vii.

4. A term applied sometimes to a person of
high standing, note, or importance, but more
commonly, iu a depreciatory sense, to a
showy, dashing person, as a fop, a dandy, or
the like.

"At the ball, my eldest girl danced with the Secre-
tary of State for Foreign Affairs, and found him

,.
rney, Tol. ill, ch. Ii.

II. Technically:

L Music:

(1) A contrivance for giving a gradually
increasing and diminishing sound to a wind
instrument by varjing the volume of air
which passes to the pipes or reeds. This is

accomplished by varying the size of the blast

aperture, by a knee-stop, as in the parlour'
organ, or by a pedal iu the church organ.

(2) One of the three aggregated organs
which are combined in an instrument of large
power. The other two are the great organ
and the choir organ. The key- boards form
three banks; the swell above, then the great
organ, and the choir organ below. The swell
consists of an organ shut up in a box on three
sides, and on the other side inclosed by
louvres, which are opened and shut by a
pedal, so as to give a crescendo or diminuendo
effect.

(3) The sign (-= =~), which indicates in-
crease and decrease in the volume of sound.

t 2. Ordnance :

(1) An enlargement of a gun near the muzzle.

(2) An enlarged or thickened portion of a
gun-stock.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to a swell or swells ;

characterized by more or less showiiiess or

display in dress ; dandified, crack.

"The 'tu*ll' picture of the exhibition at 1177."
Scribii'r't Magazine, May, 1MO, p. 6.

swell fish, s.

Ichthy. : Tetrudon turgidus, one of the Globe-
fishes, common on the coasts of Massachusetts
and New York. Length from six to fourteen
inches, olive-green above and whitish below ;

abdomen lax, and capable of considerable
distension.

swell-mob, *. The class of pickpockets
who go about well dressed, so as to mix in

crowds with less chance of being suspected.
{Slang.)

swell mobsman, *. A member of the
swell-mob.

" The neell-mobtman'i eye is for ever wandering in
search of his prey." Quarterly lievieu, June, 1SS6,

p. iSi

* sw511'-dom, s. [Eng. swell, a. ; -dom.] The
world of rank or fashion.

swell'-ing, pr. par., a., & *. [SWELL, v.]

A. As i>r. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Growing in and filling the mind ; rising.
"
Gratify niy thousand meiliwi thoughts."

Byron : Cain, U. *.

2. Turgid, inflated, bombastic.
" And do not thou condemn tlii im-rHnff tide.
Aud dream of words." JJamet : Jliuophttui.

*3. Grand, pom|>cu8.
C. As substantive :

1. A rising, dilation, or inflation ; increase
in size or bulk.

2. A tumour or any morbid enlargement of
the natmal size.

" Wherever they Wte they came a meriting, and
siirh on Intolerable Itchlmi, tout it is not poeaibl to
refrain from scratching. 'Coo* .- Second Voyage,
bk. I., cb. lii.

3. A protuberance, a prominence.
"The raperflcin of such plates are not eTen, hut

haw many cavities and iimlling*. which, how shallow
soever, do a little vary the thickness of the plate."
Jfetfttnt : Optirkt.

*4. An overflow ; an inundation.

*
5. Thu state of being puffed up ; pride, ar-

rogance.
"I fear* lent there be fnnnd amnnire yon debate,

miritiKe. wrntli, tryfe. bm-fc>>vtviik. whysMeryuijes,
noellvnuc* and discords.

'

1 Conntlt. xii. (1..61.I

welr-Isll, a. [Eng. swell, a. ; -ish.] Charao-
tenstic of a swell or dandy ; dandified, fop-
pish, stylish ; would-be fashionable or aristo-
cratic,

*
SWelt,

*
SWelt-en, v.i. & t. [\.S.sweltan =

to die ; cogn. with Icel. twelta = to die, to
starve; Dan. suite; Sw. twiUta; Goth, swti-
tan.] [SULTKY.J
A. Intransitive:

1. To die ; to perish.
2. To faint, to swoon, as from excess of

heat
" Her dear heart nigh iwtlt . .

Then when >he look'd almut .

She almost fell again into a s wound."
Spenter: f. tf., IV. vlt .

B. Tran*. : To overpower, as with heat ; to
cause to faint.

"
Is the sun to be Warned that the traveller's cloak

tvrelti him with heatt" titho/t Bail : tSoliloquiet, 74.

swel'-ter, v.i. & t. [SWELT.] [SULTRY.]
A. Intransitive:

1. To be overcome and faint with heat ; to
be ready to perish with excessive heat.

"The soldiers have nothing to do but twetttr In
their tents during the heat ofthe day." Daily A'fin,
Aug. 26. ISM.
*
2. To welter, to soak. (Drayton.)

3. To sweat profusely.
"They bathe their coursers' ttMlt'ring side*,"

Umtt: Lady of tin Lake, T. 11
*B. Transitive:

1. To oppress by excessive heat.
-One climate would be scorched and muttered with

Terl..stiug dog-days; while au eternal December
blasted another.

"
Bentley : Sermon I.

2. To breed by internal heat. (According
to Schmidt : Shakesp. Lexicon= to exude.)

"lHat]nw/(*ri venom sleeping got"
Sha'.tit >. : Uacixth, It. L

sweT-try, *suel-trie, o. [Eng. swelter;
-ii.} Suflbcatiug with heat ; excessively hot;
sultry.

" Outcast of Nature. Han 1 the wretched thrall
Of bitter dropping sweat, olnultry pain."

Tlumuon : Cuttle of Indolence, L 11.

*SwSnkt,o. [SwiNK.] Tired with work.
"
Tlie laenkt grinders.

"
Coityf* : frtnek Ketol., pi

ii., bk. i , ch. vi.

*swepe, s. [SWEEP,*.]

Swept, pret. & pa. par. ofv, [SWEEP, ,)

* swerd (IX [SWARD.]
* swerd (2),

* swerde, . [SWORD.]

swer'-tl-a, . [Named by Linnaeus after

Emmanuel Swert, author of t lorilegv&m

(1612).]

Bot. : A genus of Oentianese. Calyx five-

parted, corolla rotate, fi\e-cU-ft; fruit, one-

celled, two-valved, seeds winged. Pretty
herbs wilh bine flowers. Swertia perennis was
once erroneously supposed to have Ix-en found
in Wales. An {illusion of the leaves is used

by the Russians as a medicine, ami the leaves
themselves are applied by tlie Tartars to
wounds. S. (or Af/athotes) Chirata is the

chirata(q.v.)

swerve, *swarve (pa. t.
*
swarf, *sn-erf}

swerved; pa. par. sieerved), v.i. A t. [A.S. sweor/-

an, pa. t. swearf; pa. |-ar. sworffri) = to rub, to

file, to polish ; cogn. with Out. zverven = to

swerve, to wander ; O.Sax. swrrliau = to wi|>e;
O.Fris. swerva = to creep ; Icel. sver/a = to
tile : Goth, biswairban = to wipe ; cf. Dan.
svirre = to whirl round ; svire to revel, to
riot ; closely connected with swarm (q.v.).]

A. Intranfitire:

*
I, To wander, to rove, to stray.

*2. To turn to one side, to incline, to waver.
"
But, mnring from the Knight's career,
Just u tlioy met. bruce vlinnn'd tl,c si>ar."

Scott : Lord uf the /./... vi. 15.

3. To wander or turn acide from the pre-
scribed or prn|>er line or rule of duty ; to ile-

part or deviate from that which is established

by law, duty, or custom.
"
Britons rarely mvrot

From law. however stern, wlilcli tends their strength
to nerve." liyron: C,,ilde Harold, ii. xix.

4. To climb or move upward by winding or

turning ; to swarm,
" Yet nimbly up from bough to bongh I ntrrt'd,"

Dryden : Tluocrltiit. Id. lit

B. Trans.: To cause to turn aside; to
turn.

" .-'vrrrd them from the former Rood constitution."
Oau:irn : Tfanofthe Cnurcn, p. 4M.

boll, bo"y; pout, jowl; oat, (ell, chorus, 9hin. bcngh; go, com; v.na, tins ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -iiig,

-clan, -tlan = sh^n. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tton, -sion = zhan. -clous, -tious, -clous - iiua. -bio, -die, &a o bel, del.
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werve, . [SWERVE, .] A movement or

turning to one sute.
" Disturbed in tliair equilibrium by u> xtra swtrtt

of tba pole." fttld, Sayt.. , 16.

t. & pa. par. of v. [SWEAT, v.]

swete, v.t. [SWEAT, v.]

sweth, . [Etym. doubtful ; cf. 0. Low Qer.

$uitlauch = sweet leek.]

Sot. : A Ilium schcenoprasum.

swcv en, *swev-ene, *. [A.S. swefen,

su-f/n; Icel. svtfn; 0. Low Ger. swevtn.]

Bleep ; a dream.
" ' Now God,' quod he, my (mwxm rede aright,

And keep my body out of foul prisuuu !

'

Chaucer: C. T.. 16,881

* swev cn, v.i. [SWEVEN, .] To sleep, to
dream.

" And Pandarua, with a full good entent,
Luied him to slepe, and saied,

'

If ye be wla,
Stceirneth not now, lest inure fulke arise.*

ClHiucer : Troilut * Creuida, bk. ill.

' swlch. swllkc, a. [SUCH.]

* swich-en, . [Etym. doubtfuLl

Bot. : Senecio vulgaris.

wid'-der, s. & v. [SWITHER.]

swie-te'-ne-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. swieten(ia) ;

Lat. foin. pi. adj. sutr. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Cedrelacese having the
stamens monadelphous.

wle-te'-ni-a, *. [Named after Gerard Van
Swieten (1700-1772), physician to Maria
Theresa of Austria.]

Bo*. : Mahogany-tree ; the typical genus of
Swietenese. Calyx short, five-cleft ; petals
five, stamens united into a tube having at the

tip ten anthers; fruit, a capsule with five

cells, and many winged seeds. Only known
species Swietenia Mahogani. [MAHOGANY.]

Wilt,
*
swifte,

*
swyfte, a.

,
adv. , & . [A. S.

torsuript; cf. Icel. svipta = to pull quickly;
A.S. svrifcm = to move quickly; Icel. swifa=
to tui-n, to rove, to ramble ; Ger. schweifen = to

8we"p, or move along, to rove, to ramble ; Icel.

tvipa = to swoop, flash. From the same root
as sweep and swoop.]

A. As adjective :

1. Moving with great speed, celerity, or

Telocity ; speedy, rapid, quick.
" The race is not to the swift." Ecdet. Ix. U.

2. Ready, prompt, quick.
" Let every man be tu'ift to bear, luw to speak."

fame* 1. 19.

3. Coming suddenly without delay.
"
Bring upon tnemselves swift destruction." 1 Peter

a 2.

*4. Of short continuance ; rapidly passing ;

hort.
" How swift and short his time of folly."

Shfikesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 991.

B. As adv. : In a swift and rapid manner ;

wiftly, rapidly.
"
Skirr away as suifr. as stones."

Shakesp. : Henry r., Iv. 7.

C. As substantive :

1, Ordinary Language :

*1. The current of a stream.
" He can lire in the strongest iwiftt of the water."

lianc Wniton: Compleat Angler.

2. A fast-running dog.

IL Technically:

L Carding, c. :

(1) A revolving reel with arms parallel to

the axis, and affording a frame whereon to
wind yarn, silk, or other thread.

(2) The main card-cylinder of a flax-carding
machine.

2. Eulom. : The gemig Hepialus, including
the Golilen Swift (Hepialus hectux), the Com-
mon Swift (H. lupulina), the Beautiful Swift

(H. velleda), and the Evening Swift (H.
tylcuius). All fly with great rapidity; H.

hectus, like the Ghost Moth (H. humuli), has
a peculiar oscillatory flight, keeping always
near one spot, as if attached to an invisible

pendulum.
3. Nautical :

(1) A tackle used in tightening standing
rigging.

(2) A rope encircling the ends of the capstan
bars to prevent their flying out of their
sockets.

4. Ornith. : A popular name for any species

of the family Cypselidse ; specif., Cypselus apua,
the Common Swift. [CYPSKLU*.)

"The tuijt, now removed by strict ornithologists
frimi the swallow family, is a very late bird to arrive,
aiul uiie of the earliest to leave. It is luwnciatud by all

bird-lovers with the heart of summer, and. as It darts
with a wild scream round street-corners or round Home
old cathedral towers, it is nut surprising that It bas
earned fur itself in the Midland Counties the name of

deviling.'" .. James's Gazette, March 9. 1887.

5. Zool. : The common newt or eft.

swift-footed, a. Swift of foot ; fleet.

* swift-handed, a. Prompt of action ;

ready to draw the sword.

* swift-heeled, a. Swift-footed ; fleet.

swift moth, s. [SWIFT, s., II. 2.]

swift-shrike, s.

Ornith. : Swainson's name for Ocypterus,
ft genus of Laniida:, of rapid flight.

swift-winged, a. Rapid in flight.
" The tempest itself lags behind.
And the MtAMMtapMMtuwl uf light."

Coutper: Alexander Selkirk.

wttt'-er, s. [Icel. sviptingr.]

Nautical :

(1) A rope used to confine the bars of the

capstans in their sockets.

(2) A rope encircling a boat, parallel to its

water-line, or on the shear-line. It stiffens

the boat, and acts as a fender.

(3) A shroud from the head of a lower mast
to the ship's side, before the other shrouds,
and not confined by the cat harpiugs.

swift'-er, v.t. [SWIFTER, .]

Naut. : To stretch, as shrouds, by tackles.

* swift' foot, a. [Eng. swift, a., aiid foot.]

Swift-footed, nimble, speedy.
" The hauke, the hound, the hinde, the twiftfoot

hare." Mlrrourfor Aluyistratel, p. 655.

swift-let, s. [Eng. swift, s. ; -let.]

Ornith. : Any individual of the genus Col-

localia(q.v.).

SWlft'-lJr, adv. [Eng. swift, a. ; -ly.] In a
swift or rapid manner; quickly, rapidly,

nimbly, speedily.
" These move swiftly, and at great distance ; but

then they require a medium well disposed, and their
transmission is easily stopped." Bacon : Nat. But.

swift'-ness, . [Eng. swift, a. ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being swift ; speed, rapid
motion, quickness, celerity, speediuess,

rapidity.
" The swiftness of motion Is measured by distance

of place and length of time wherein it is performed."
Locke: Element* Nat. Philos., ch. i.

* swiff-ft
*
swift'-ye, o. [Eng. swift; -y.]

Swift
" Rennes with iwiftye race."

Oooge : Epitaphe of if. Shelley.

swig (1), v.t. & i. [A.S. swilgan, swelgan = to

devour, to swallow.]

A. Transitive:

1. To drink in large draughts ; to drink

rapidly or greedily ; to gulp. (Colloq.)

2. To suck greedily.
" The flock is drained, the lambkins twig the teat,
But ttud no moisture, and then idly bleat."

Creech : Virgil ; Eol. Hi.

B. Intrans. : To take a swig or deep draught.
(Colloq.)

Swig (2), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To castrate,
as a ram, by binding the testicles tightly with
a string, so that they mortify and slough off.

(Prov.)

Swig, s. [Swio (1), i>.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A large or deep draught.
" The sailor having taken a twig at the bottle."

Jlarryat : Pasha, of Many Tales ; English Sailor.

2. (See extract).
"
Yesterday, being St. David's Day, good sang should

have been had for the asking by Cam and Isis. To
make swig, the coucocter must provide himself with
half a pound of Lisbon sugar, several pints of warm
beer, some nutmeg, ginger, and sherry, some slices of

lemon and fragments of toast, or, if preferred, a few
roasted apples. Daily Telegraph, March 2, 1886.

II. Naut. : A pulley with ropes which are
not parallel.

swill,
*
swil-en,

*
swil-i-en, v.t. & i.

[A.S. swilian = to wash ; cf. Ital. skyla; Dan.
skyUe= to gwill, to rinse, to wash.]

A. Transitive :

*
1. To wash, as dishes.

"
Dishes swilen." ffafelok, 91*.

*
2. To wash, to bathe.

" As fearfully as doth a galled rock
O'erhaug and lutty hia cunfuuuded base,
auiilt'il with the wild and wasteful ocean."

S/ia* V. : He,u V V., lit t,

3. To drink like a pig ; to drink greedily or
grossly. " The boar . . .

SwiUi your warm blood like wash."
Sha/cesp. : Kichard III., T. J.

4. To inebriate ; to swell with fulness.
" He drinks a twilling draught ; and, lin'd within.
Will supple in the bath his outward ikin."

Dryden: fertius, ill. OT.
B. Intransitive:

1. To drink greedily ; to drink to excess.
"Of so peculiar a force is temperance against the

fiery assaults of the devil, and so unlit a match is a
soaking, wi//m0r swine to encounter this roaring lion."
South : Sermons, vol. vi.. ser. 7.

*
2. To be intoxicated.

*
SWill-pOt,

*
SWill-tub, s. A drunkard.

swill,
*
swyl, s. [SWILL, v.]

1. A large draught of liquor or drink taken
in excessive quantities.

" Thus as they swim in mutual twill, the talk . . .

Keela fast from theme to theme."
Thomson: Autumn, 538.

2. The wash given to swine to drink ; hogs-
wash, swillings.

" Give swine such swill as you have." Mortimer.

* SWlll -bowl, s. [Eng. swill, and bowl.] A
drunkard, a greedy person, a glutton, a swiller.

" Wantonness was never such a ruritlbowl of ri-

baldry." Uarvey Pierces Supererogation, ii. HI.

swill -cr, s. [Eng. swill, v. ; -er.] One who
swills ; one who drinks grossly or greedily.

SwUl'-e^ (1), s. [Eng. swill, v. ; -ey.] An
eddy, a whirlpool. (Prov.)

SWill'-ey (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A coal-
field of small extent. (Prov.)

swill ings, s. pi. [Eng. swill; -ingi.] Th
same as SWILL, *. (2) (q.v.).

swim (1),
* swimme,*swum-en, * swyme,

*swymme (pa. t. swam, swum,
*
SWOM, pa.

par. swum,
*
sworn), v.i. & t. [A.S. swim-man

(pa. t. swamm, swomm) ; cogn. with Dut.
zwemmen ; Icel. svimma (pa. t. svamm, pa.

par. summit ; Dan. svomine ; Sw. simma ; Ger.
scliioimmen (pa. t. schwamm).~]

A. Intransitive:

1. To move to and fro on or in water ; to
float or be supported on water or other liquid ;

not to sink in any liquid.

2. To move progressively in the water by
means of the motion of the hands and feet.

"
Leap in with me into this angry flood.
And swim to yonder point."

Khakesp. : Julius Caesar, i. 2.

*3. To float; to be borne by or on the
water. (Shakesp. : As You Like It, iv. 1.)
*
4. To glide along with a smooth motion.

"With pretty and with swimming gait."
Shakesp. : Midmmmer Jfight's Dream. It 1.

5. To be flooded ; to overflow ; to bo
drenched.

" All the night make I my bed to twim : I water my
couch with uiy tears. "-Ptalm vi. 6.

*
6. To overflow, to abound ; to have

abundance.
" There thou maist love, and dearly loved be,
And swim in pleasure, which thou here dost mis."

Spenser: F. (i., II. lii. 8.
B. Transitive:

1. To pass or cross by swimming ; to move
on, in, or over by swimming.

" You never swum the Hellespont."
Shakesp. : Two fientlemen, t L

2. To cause to swim or float.

"Sometimes a river must be crossed by swimming
the horses and putting the waggon upon a crazy nkiff.

Centura Magazine, Aug., 1882, p. 512.

3. To immerse in water that the lighter

parts may swim : as, To swim, wheat for seed.

Swim (2), v.i. [SwiME.J To be dizzy or giddy;
to have a dizzy sensation as if the head were

going round : as, My head swims.

swim (1), s. [SwiM (1), v.]

1. The act of swimming ; a bath.
" In spite of these reptiles, we used to take a daily

twim in the river." Field, Sept. 25, 1886.

2. A piece of water free from rocks, &c.,
and deeper than the rest of the river.

"Barbel, through a series of cold nights, have ran
Into deeper swims, and will soon be lost sight of for

the winter." rfd. Oct. 3, 1885.

3. A piece of water especially frequented
by fish. [If.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there: pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. SB, = e; ey = a; qn = kw.
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3. A smooth gliding motion.
"
Jioth the xu'nn and the trip are properly mine."

Ben Junto*: Cynthia 3 Iteotit, fi. L
.

4. The swimming-bladder of fishes.

"The braces have the nature aud use of taudons, In
contracting the tmm." Orew.

H In the swim : In the secret ; knowing all

the circumstances of an enterprise, &c.

Also, in society ;
in prosperity. (Slang.)

" A man is said to be in the tmm when any piece of
rood fortune has hap|>em<d, or seems likely to happen.
to him. To have rowed one's college-boat to the head
of the river, t.. have received a legacy, to have matte a

food hook on the Derby, are any of them sufficient to
have put one in the tmm. The metaphor is pisca-
torial, 'swim' being the term applied by Thames
fishermen to those sections of the river which are
especially frequented by fish. The antlor who casts
bis bait Into these may depend upon sport, whereas
his neighbour at a little distance may n,>t have a
nilihle, being out nfthe turim."Macmillarit Magazine,
Nov., 1869, pp. 71, 74.

swim-bladder, s.

Comp. Anat. : The same as SWIMMING-
BLADDER (q.v.).

" The air contained in the twim-bladder is composed
mainly of nitrogen in most freshwater fishes." Nichol-
lon : Zoology led. 1S78), p. 450.

t swim (2), s. [SwiM (2), v.] A whirl ; whirl-

ing motion.
"And then were gulfed In a tumultuotu tcim."

Keats : Endiimiun, i. 571.

swime, * suime, * swyme, j. [A.8.
wima= a swoon, a swimming in the head;
cogn. with Icel. svimi a. swimming in the
head ; sveima = to wander ; Dan. svimle = to
be giddy ; bescime to swoon ; Sw. svimma =
to be dizzy; svindel = dizziness.] Dizziness,
vertigo ; a swimming in the head.

*swfan'-ma-ble, a. [Eng. swim (1), v. ;

able.] Capable of being swum.
"I ... wam everything mimmaUe.* Savage: R.

Medlicott. bk. 11., ch. lii.

swlm'-mer, s. [Eng. swim (1), v. ; -er.]

L Ordinary Language :

L One who swims.
" Fast as the cormorant could skim,
The ttmmmer plied each active limb."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, 11. SI.

2. A bird that swims, as the duck or goose.
[II.]

3. A protuberance on the leg of a horse.

IL Technically (PI.):

1. Ornith. : The same as NATATORES (q.v.).

2. Zool. : The same as NATANTES (q.v,).

SwIm-mer-St', s. [Eng. swimmer; dimin.
sutf. -el.]

Comp. Anat. (PL): The limbs on the ab-
dominal segments of the Crustacea, so modi-
fied as to serve for swimming organs. In
the Lobster, in which they may be seen to

advantage, there are five pairs, the last pair
being greatly expanded, and forming, with the

telson, a powerful caudal flu. Each swim-
meret consists of a basal joint, to which are
attached two diverging joints, the inner of
which is called the endopodite and the outer
the exopodite. In the female, the fine hairs

fringing the swimmerets serve as supports for
the eggs or " berries

"
during the spawning

season.

Wim ming (1), pr. par., a., & 3. [SwiM (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. :

1. Ord. lang. : (See the verb).

2. Bot. : Floating under water, as Confervas.

C. As subst. : The act or art of sustaining
and propelling the body in water.

1[ The human body, when the lungs are in-

flated, is slightly lighter than an equal volume
of fresh water, and consequently floats on the
surface. It does so yet more easily on salt

water, which is heavier than fresh. But, in

floating, the head tends to sink. The art of

swimming in man is the art of keeping the
head above water and the lungs as much as

possible inflated. To raise the head above
water, the rest of the body must as much as

possible he kept below it ; ami when a person
unable to swim, falling into deep water, in-

stinctively raises his arms above the surface,
his head simultaneously sinks. Movement
forward in swimming is produced by the
flexion and abduction nf the arms and by the
extension and adduction of the legs. Quad-
rupeds swim easily, their head being so placed
ac to remain naturally above water.

swimming-bath, s. A bath large enough
for persons to swim in.

swimming-bell, s.

ZooL : The same as NECTOCALYX (q.v.).

swimming-belt, s. An air-inflated belt
worn round the person as a support in the
water.

swimming-birds, s. pi.

Ornith. : The same as NATATOKES (q.v.).

swimming-bladder, s.

Comp. Anat. : The swim-bladder or air-
bladder of Fishes ; a hollow sac, formed of
several tunics, containing gas, situated in the
abdominal cavity, but outside the peritoneal
sac, entirely closed or communicating by a
duct with the intestinal tract. The special
function of the swimming-bladder is to alter
the specific gravity of the fish, or to change
the centre of gravity. It is absent in the Lep-
tocardii, Cyclostomata, Choudropterygii, and
Holocephala, but occurs in all the Ganoidei,
in one sub-order of which (Dipnoi) it possesses
anatomical characters, and assumes, to some
extent, the functions of a lung ; in the genus
Ceratodus, the swimming bladder, though a

single cavity, has symmetrically arranged
internal pouches, while in t"lie other genera of
the sub-order (Lepidosiren and Protopterus)
it is laterally halved, is supplied with venous
blood by a true pulmonary artery, and by its

cellular structure, closely approaches the lungs
of a reptile.

swimming-crab, s.

Zool. (I'l.): Crabs having their hind pair of
feet specially modified for swimming, spec,
the genus Portunus (q.v.).

swimming-herb, *.

Bot. : Lemna minor. (Britten <t Holland.)

swimming-pond, 5. An artificial pond
In which swimming is learnt or practised.

swimming school, . A school where
the art of swimming is taught.

swimming-stone, *. A light, spongy
kind of quartz.

swimming-tub, s.

Calico-print. : A tank of colours, with a
floating diaphragm of labric, on which a block
is laid to colour its surface. Also used in

making paper-hangings.

swim -mirig (2), pr. par., a.,&s. [SWIM (2), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C, As subst. : A dizziness or giddiness ; ver-

tigo.
"It i good for the twimmlng and diaziuesse of the

bralue." P. Holland : Pliny, bk. xxi., cu. xxx.

swim'-ming-ly, adv. [Eng. swimming (I) ;

ly.] In an easy, gliding manner, like one
swimming ; hence, smoothly, without obstruc-
tion, with perfect success.

" Now we have broken the.ice we shall go on tioim-

minql]/." Search: Light of Jfature, vol. IL, pt. 11., ch.
xxiil.

swim -ming-ness, s. [Eng. swimming (2) ;

-ness.] The state of swimming; anappearance
of swimming : as, a swimmingness in the eyes.

* swinck, s. & v. [SwiNK.]

swm'-dle, v.t. [SWINDLER.] To cheat; to
defraud grossly or deliberately.

"In a figurative sense the German Khwindil is ap-
plied to dealings in which the ; arties seem to have
lost their head, as we say, to have become dizzy over
unfounded or unreasonable pros)>ects of gain. The
word may be translated madness, delusion. Then, in a

in others.
'

Einera etwan absthwimieln.' to get some-
thing out of another by Inducing delusions : to iwindle
him out of lomethlug." Wedgwood: Diet, of Eng.
Erym.

swhi'-dle, *. [SWINDLE, .] The act or pro-
cess of swindling ; a fraudulent scheme de-
vised to cheat persons out of money, &c., by
imposition or deliberate artifice ; a gross fraud
or imposition.

*
swln'-dle-a-ble, a. [Eng. swindle; -able.]

Capable of being swindled.
"

t look easily mindleable."3t. Colltni : Thougbtt
in mi/ Onrdim. C 28S.

BWin'-dler, s. [Ger. schwindler = an ext.rava-

gai t projector, a swindler, from schwindeln =
to be dizzy, to cheat ; schwindel = dizziness ;

schwinden = to decay, to sink, to fail ; cogn.
with A.S. yivindan (p. t. swand) = to languish.]
One who swindles ; one who defrauds "others

by deliberate artitice; an habitual cheat, a

rogue.

* swm' - dler -
y, . [Eng. swindltr;

Swindling, roguery.

" He will be mini
that Endt Well, iv. 8.

swine, *
swin. *

swyne, s. [A.S. twin
(sing. & plur.), cogn. with Dut. zwijn = a
swine, a hog ; Icel. swin (sing. & plur.) ; Dan
sviin; Sw. svin; O. H. Ger. su-in ; Goth.
swein. ; Ger. schwein ; Russ. fvineyn = a swine,
svinka = a. pig, svinina= pork ; Ut. sus = &
sow, suinus = 1-elonging to swine, swinish.
Swine is used both as a singular and a plural
noun.]

1. Lit. : Any individual of the family SuidfB,
and particularly of the genus Sus (q.v.); a
pig, a hog (q.v.).

2. Fig. : A low, mean, filthy person.

swlne-arnut, s.

Bot. : Arrhenatkerum avenaceum.

swine-bread, s. A kind of plant ; truffle.

swine carsc, s.

Bot. : Polygonum aviculare.

swine-case, swine-coat, * swine-
cot,

* swine - cote,
* swyyne - kote,*

swine-crue, s. A pen for swine ; a hog-
sty.

*
swine-drunk, a. In a beastly state of

intoxication.

.-drunk," Shakttp. : All'i WM

swine-fever, s.

Animal PatJwl.: A specific, contagious, and
infectious fever, affecting the pig ; associated
with local disease of the lungs, the lymphatic
glands, and the mucous membrane of the
digestive canal, and caused by the growth
and multiplication of a microscopic fungus in
the blood. Its existence was first detected
in England in 1862. (Prof. Brown : Report on
Swine Fever, 1886.)

swine-grass, swine's grass, .

Bot. : Polygonum aviculare.

swine-oat, s.

Bot. Agric. : Avena nuda, wild on th
continent of Europe and cultivated in Austria.
It is not much esteemed for human food, but
is sometimes given to swine.

swine -pipe, s. The Redwing Thrush,
Turdus iliucus. (Prov.)

swine-pox, .

Pathol. : A form, possibly, of mortified

small-pox, in which the development ol the

pock is incomplete. It is the varicella globu-
laris of Willan, and is popularly known as
the hives.

swine-stone, s. [STINK-STONE.]

swine-Sty, s. A sty or pen for swino.

t swine-tang, s.

Bot. : Fucus vesiculosus.

swine-thistle, s.

Bot. : Sonchus oleraceus. [SowTHisTLE.]

swine's bane, s.

Bot. : Ctienopodium rubrum. [SOWBANE.]

swine's cress, s.

Bot. : Senebiera Coronopus, called also Coron-

opus Ruellii. So named because it is a crest

good only for swine.

* swine's feather, s. A small spear,
about six inches long (called also a Hog's
Bristle), and formerly used as a bayonet. The
name was afterwards applied, in the seven-
teenth century, to a similar spear fitted into
the musket-rest in order to render it a defence

against cavalry.

swine's snout, s.

Bot. : Taraxacum Dens-leonis. Bo called from
the form of its receptacle.

swine's succory, s.

Bot.: The genus Arnoserls, sometimes

merged in Lapsana ; spec. Arnoseris or Lap-
sana pusilla, called also Hyoseris minima, a

composite with small yellow flowers growing
in cornfields on gravelly soil.

swme herd, * swine-heard. * swyne-
herd, . [Eng. swine, and herd.] A kecpei
of swine.

" A nclnrk'ard meeting him by chanoe
And pitying hi* estate."
Warnrr : Albiwni Kngtand, hk, IT., ch. XL

boll, boy; pout, Jdwi, cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = L
-Clan, -tian = shan. tion. -sion = shun; -(ion, -fion

- zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, Ac ^ bel, deL
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swine'- herd - ship,
* swine' - heard -

Ship, j. [Eng. xwimuutrd; -slnji.} Th ottice

or position of a swineherd.
"
Ail ruder xtinthe.irdthip did serue,
lie sought uot tu I* chitfe."
U'arner: jltbioiu Jinntand, bk. iv., oh. XX.

* Swin'-er-^, *. [Eng. swim; -ry.] A place
where swine are kept ; a piggery.

" Windsor-Park so glorious made a twiner)/.''
Wolcott : Peter Pindar, p. Sl.

swine' -ward, *swin-ward, s. [Eng.
twine, and mirJ.] A keeper of swine; a
winelierd.

" Xe.re to thfi Hay-pole ou the way
Tbla sluttish iKPiHNMrd met me/'

ttrowne : iAephtard't Mpe, eel. J.

wing,
* swinge, * swynge (pa. t svxing,

*
nr-nig, smtng, pa. par. swung), v.i. & t.

[A.S. swingan (pa. t. swung, pa. par. swungen)= to scourge, to fly, to flap with the wings ;

cogn. with Sw. srinya = to swing, to whirl;
Dan. svinge; Ger. schwingen. Swing is a
nasalized form from sway (q.v.).] [SwiNOE.]
A. Intransitive :

I. Onlinary Language:
1. To move to and fro, as a body suspended

in the air; to wave, to oscillate, to vibrate.
"

I tried if a pendulum would swing faster, or con-
tinue swinging louder in our receiver, in owe of exsuc-
tioii of the air than otherwise." Boyle.

2. To practise swinging ; to fly backwards
And forwards on a suspended rope.

" Some set up swings In the streets, and get money
of those who will luting lu them." Dampier : Voyage*
(in. ISSS).

3. To be hanged. (Colloq. or slang.)
"If I'm caught I shall twing." Dickens : Stetcha

ji Ba; Drunlturd't Grate.

4. To turn or move sharply in a curved or
circular direction. (Usually with round.)

" A larg? body of men were at work at the capstan,
when, through some accident, it timing round." Daily
Chronicle. May 21, 1887.

5. To pass backwards and forwards ; to be
returned.

" From tower to tower the warders call :

The s ..uuJ ia<injt over land and sea,
Aiid marxs a watchful enemy."

,*:o .- Lard of the Itiet. T. 19.

6. To deviate or incline to one side
;
to make

sweep. (Usually with round.)
'

Leaviug the Firs from the Lark Hill side, the fox

quickly swung round to Marsh Break." Field, Dec. 6,

l&H.

TL Naitt. : To move or float round with the
wind or tide, as a ship riding at a single anchor.

B. Transitive :

1. To cause to move to and fro or oscillate ;

to make to vibrate or wave, as a body sus-

pended in the air.
" The boy who wished to be a king that he might

have an officer appointed to iminy him nil day long
upon a gate, took his resolution upon the remembrance
of what had given him pleasure." Search : Light a/
Nature, vol. L, pt ii.. ch. xxii.

2. To whirl round in the air ; to wave, to
brandish.

" His sword . . .

He tvung about his head."
Shaket/i. : Romeo t Juliet, 1. i.

3. To pack, as herrings, in casks or barrels.

(Prov.)

If To swing a ship :

ffaut. : To bring the ship's head to each

point of the compass, in order to correct the

compass by ascertaining the amount of local

deviation.

wing,*swinge (1),
* swynge, s. [SWING, t>.]

L Ordinary Language:
L Literally .

(1) The act or state of swinging ; a waving
or oscillating motion of a thing suspended and
hanging loose ; motion backwards and for-

wards or from one side to the other ; oscilla-

tion.
"
They say that a goddess, having a lump or mass of

earth suspended in a cord, gave it a swing, and scat-
tered about i>isces of land, thus constituting Otaheite
and the neighbouring islands." Cook: Th.rd I'ounye,
bk. iii.. ch. ix.

(2) A line, cord, rope, &c., suspended and
hanging loose, on which anything may swing
or oscillate ; specif., an apparatus consisting
of a rope or cord, having a seat suspended in

the loop, the two ends of the rope or cord

being attached overhead.

2. Figuratively:
*
(1) Influence or power of a body to which

is given a swaying motion.
" The ram that batten down the wall.

For the great stctny and mrleuess of his iwise.

They place before hi* hind that made the engine."
Shaketp. : Tr-iltu t Crettita. i. S.

*(2) Influence, power.
"They bear the twinge tu common affayrss." Win-

chester : On True Obedience (To the Header).

(3) Free course ; abandonment to any mo-
tive ; unrestrained liberty or licence.

" A man ban perhaps for a loug time took the full

ntlagol hij voluptuousi humour, wallowed iu all the
pleasures of sensuality," ~ South: Sermon*, vol. vi.,
er. 1.

*
(4) Unrestrained tendency ; natural bent

or inclination.
11 Where the twing goeth, there follow, fawn, flatter,

laugh, and lie lustily at other men's \iltiug." AKham :

Schoolma*tt-r.

II. Technically:

1. iMthe : The distance from the head-centre
of a lathe to the bed or ways, or to the rest.

The swing determines the diametric size of
the object which is capable of being turned in

the lathe ; anything urger would interfere
with the bed. This limit is called the swing
of the bed. The swing of the rest is the size

which will rotate above the rest, which lies

upon the bed.

2. Vehicles : The tip outward from the vehicle
of the top of a wheel.

If In full swing : In full operation or working.
"
Building operations and railway extensions are in

full stainy." WeMy Echo, Sept 5, 1884.

swing-beam, s.

1. Railway-dig. : A cross-piece suspended
from the truck, and sustaining the body of
the carriage, so that it may have independent
lateral motion.

2. Carp. : A cross-beam supporting an ovei-
head mow in a barn.

Swing-boat, s. A boat-shaped carriage
si :ng from a frame, in which young persons
swing for amusement at fairs, &c.

swing-bridge, s. A swivel-bridge, span-
ning a canal or dock entrance, and opening
horizontally to allow a vessel to pass. The
swing-bridge is balanced, and rotates in a

SWING-BRIDGE.
1 Section in position. 2. Section lauded on aide

of dock.

horizontal plane. It is usually in two sections,
each of which, when opened, is landed on its

own side of the dock, the extended ends of
the two meeting in the middle when brought
into line, thus forming a bridge.

swing-jack, s. A jack for replacing
railway-carriages on the metals; the bottom of
the standard is a cylindrical segment, and has
a toe working in a slot in the base of the jack.
Two are used, and the carriage being lifted

while the standards are vertical, the latter are
canted to or swun^ over, bringing the wheels
of the carriage in line with the rails.

swing-knife, s. A wooden sword 18 to
24 inches long, and 8 t,o 10 inches broad, usi-d

to scrape the woody portion from flax, a hand-
ful of which hangs over a groove in a standing-
board known as the swing-stock.

swing-pan, s.

Sugar-making : A hinged sugar-pan with a
spout

swing-plough, s.

1. A turn-wrest plough.
2. A plough without a gauge-wheel.

swing-press, s. A form of baling-press
in which the box is suspended from above by
a screw on which it winds as it is rotated.

swing -saw, swinging - saw, s. A
buzz-saw hung on a pivot, so that it may lie

swung down to cut on lilncks which, by reason
of their weight or shape, cannot be conve-

niently fed tx> the saw.

swing-stock, s. [SWING-KNIFE.]

swing-tool, s.

Mach. : A holder which swings on horizontal

centres, so as to yield to unequal pressure and
keep tne plate flat against the face of the file.

swing-tree, s.

L A vibrating- beam, as a working-beam.
2. A swingle-tree (q.v).

swing-wheel, s.

horol. : The balance-wheel of a watch.

swinge (1), 'swindge, v.t. [A.S.= to shake ; causal of swingan =z to swing
(1-v.).]

1. To beat soundly ; to thrash, to whip, to
chastise.

" And that baggage. Beatrix, how I would tvtingt
her if 1 had her here." Dryden : Evening'! Lorn, v.

*
2. To move as a lash ; to lash.
" The old dragon under ground . . .

Swindyet the scaly horrourof his folded talL"
Milton : The Hymn. 171

* swinge (2), v.t. [SINGE.]

swinge (1), s. [SWINGE.]

1. A sweep, as of anything in motion.
" The shallow water doth her force infringe,
Alld rumk-rs vain her tail's impetuous twinge.*

Waller : Battle of the Hummer litandt, 151

2. Sway, power, influence.
"
Many thence hardly would admit God to be con-

cerned iu t, em, but rammed him to commit their
conduct to a fatal twindye, or a casual fluctuation of
obvious causes. 'Barrow: Sermons, ser. S3.

3. Unrestrained liberty ; freedom
;
free use.

"
lie must give place for pace and free twinge of

his feet." Chapma.n: Homer; Kind xiii.

* swinge-buckler, * swindge -buc-
kler, s. A bully, a swash-buckler.

"You had not four such iwnye-'-uck/e,; iu all th
Inns of court again.' Shuketp. : 3 Henry IV., iii 2,

swinge (2), . [SINOE, s.]

swinge'-Ing, a. [SWINGING (2).]

SWing'-el, s. [Eng. swing, s. ; dim. suff. -el]
Tne swinging piece of a Hail

; the swipeL

swing
1

-er (1), *. [Eng. swing, v. ; -er.] One
whd swings.

"These (familiar romps]. Mr. Si>ectator. are the
ttoingert. They get ou ropes, as you must Imve seen
the cLiildren. and are swung by their male visitants.

"

Steele : Spectator, No. 492.

* swing'-er (2), a. [Eng. twing(e), a. ; -er.]

1. One who swinges.
2. Any ve.ry great or surprising recital ; a

lie, a bouncer.
" How will he rap out presently half a dozen swing-

ers, to get dtt cleveily." Echdrd : Obi. on the Ant. to
theCont. Cl., p. 159.

swing -ing (1), pr. par. & a. [SWING, v.]

swinging boom, s.

Naut. : The span which distends the foot of
a lower studdiny-sail.

swinging-saw, s. [SWING-SAW.]

swing'-ing (2),
* swindg ing,

" swinge -

ing, pr. par. & a. [SwiNGE (1), v.]

A. -4s pr. par. (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Very great ; huge, astonishing,
surprising.
"A good twingcina agitation apiinsl the House of

Lords. Pall Hall Gazette. July 7, ISo-i.

SWing'-ing-ljf, adv. [Eng. swinging (2) ; -ly.]

Vastly, hugely, greatly.
" Tours were but little vanities ; hut I have slun'd

twiinjingiy against my vow." Drydeit: Assignation,
iii. 3.

* Swing ijm, s. [See def.] The practice of

sending threatening letters to farmers, landed

proprietors, &c., commanding them to give
up the use of thrashing-machines, pay higher
wages, and the like, threatening the destruc-
tion of property if the demands were not com-

plied witlr. Such letters were common from
1830 to 1833, and were signed S wing or Captain
Swing.

*
swin'-gle (1), v.i. [Eng. swing; frequent,
sutf. -le.\

1. To dangle, to hang, to swing.

2. To swing for pleasure.

swin'-gle (2), v.t. [Eng. swinge; frequent,
sulf. -le.]

1. To beat, to scutch or clean, as flax, by
beating it with a wooden instrument re-

sembling a large knife. (Prov.)

2. To cut off the tops, without palling up
the roots, as weeds. (I'rov.)

swin'-gle, s. [SWINGLE (2), v.]

1. The effective end-piece of a flail; aswiple.

2. An instrument, like a sword, for beating
flax ; hence the terms, Swingling-knife, Swin-

gling-staff, Swingliug-wand.
3. The wooden spoke of the wire-drawing

barrel, or the roller of a plate-press.

SWingle-bar, s. A Swingle-tree (q.v.).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt*

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, SOB; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce = e;ey = a;<iu = kw*
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swingle - staff; swingling - staff,
swingling knife, swingling-wand, s.

Different names for an instrument formerly
used for bearing flax or hemp, in order to

separate the shives or woody parts from the
fibre ;

a scutcher. The process is now gene-
rally carried out by machinery.

swingle-tree, s. The bar to which the
ends of a horse's traces are attached.

swingle-wand, s. Aswingle-staff(q.v.).

swln'-glmg, pr par. or . [SWINGLE (2), v.]

swingling-machine, s. A machine for

swingling flax.

swingling -staff, swingling knife,
swingling-wand, s. [SWIXOLE-STAFF.]

swingling-tow, s. The coarse part of

flax, removed by the swingle or scutcher.

Swin'-ish, a. [Eng. swin(e); -ish.] Pertain-

ing to or befitting swine ; resembling swine ;

gross, brutal, hoggish, filthy.
" When in inuA sleep their drenched natures He."

Shu/cesp. : Macbeth, i. 7.

swin -ish-ly,
*
swyn-ish-ly, adv. [Eng.

swinlik; -ly.] In a swinish, brutal, or filthy
niuuner ; like a swine.

" Nor yet bene tlmnkfull vntd God for such an
heauenly gift, but rather tieyniihlu troden it vnder
thy feete. Hale: Image, pt I. foL 40.

swin'-ish-ness, s. [Eng. swinish ; -ness.]
The quality or state of being swinish ; filthi-

iiess.

"swldk, *swlnke, * swynke, v.i. & t,

[A.S. swlncan.]

A. Intrans. : To labour, to toil, to drudge.
princii>alityt

t and sweat incessantly."
Speliter: F. Q., II. vii. 8.

B. Trans. : To cause to toil or drudge ;

to overlabour ; to tire or exhaust with labour.
" And the swink'd Ledger at his supper sat"

Milton : Comut, 291.

swihk, * swinck, * swinckc, *
swinke,

*. [SwiNK, v.\ Labour, toil, drudgery.
"
Up, lither lad, thou reck'st much of thy swinke,
When swiuke ne swat thou shouldst, ne reck for

fame." Broume : Yonge Willie 4 Old U'ernoclc.

* swihk'-er, s. [Eng. swink, v. ; -er.] A
labourer, a worker.

" A true winker, and a good was he,
Living in pees and pariite charitee.

Chaucer: C. T., ProL 833.

BWipe (1), . [A.S. swipe.] The same as
SWAPE (q.v.).

"A. stripe, or engine to draw np water." Potter :

Antiq. Greece, bk. fii.. ch. xvt.

SWipe (2), s. [Icel. svipr.] A hard or strong
blow, es|>ecially in cricket or golf slang.

" In driving for Tel el-Kebir. Kirk had a long twipe
off the tee." Field, Sept. 4, 1S86.

SWipe, v.i. & t. [SwiPE (2), s.]

A. Intrans. : To hit out with great force ;

to deliver a hard blow or knock, especially iu
cricket or golf slang.

"The first ball of the over, Jack steps out and
me.-U, xwi/iing with all his toTce." Hughes : Tom
Br inn i Jcnool-days, pt ii., ch. viii.

B. Trans. : To hit, to knock, to strike.

"Swlpte hire of that heaved.'
Legend of St. Katherine, 2,485.

SWip'-er, s. [Eng. swip(e), y. ; -er.] One who
swipes, especially a hard hitter in cricket or

golf.
" Jack Ragles, the long-stop, toughest and burliest

of b'pys, commonly called Sniper Jack." Hughes :

Tom Brown's School-days, pt. ii.. ch. viii.

Wipes, swypes, s. pi. [Dan. svip = th\n

and tasteless beer, swipes.] Thin, washy
beer ; small beer. (Slang.)

swip'-ey, a- [Swipus.] Intoxicated. (Slang.)

SWlp'-le (le as el), s. [Eng. swipe, v
; suff.

If.} The same as SWINGEL (q.v.).

SWip'-per, a. [Icel. svipal, svipull = agile ;

svii^e to move quickly. Akin to sweep and
swoop.] Nimble, active, quick. (Prov.)

Swire, * swyre, . [A. 8. swira, sweora,
swiora; Icel. sviri.]

1. The neck.

2. The declination of a mountain or hill

near the summit ; a hollow between two hills.

SWirl, v.i. [Nbrw. svirla = to whirl.]
1. To form eddies

; to whirl in eddies.
" Bonnie Blackwater. . . .

Roaring and brawling and swirling with glee."
Wackie: Lays of Highlands t Islands, p. 193.

2. To whirl about ; to move rapidly.

SWirl, s. [SwiBL, .] A whirling motion ; a
gyration, a curve ; an eddying pool, an eddy ;
a twist or contortion in wood.

"She'll never see the Martinmas wind gar them
dance in swirls like the fairy rings." Scott : Bride of
Lammermoor, ch. xxxiv.

SWirl'-ie, a. [Eng. swirl, s. ; -ie = -y.]

(Scotch..)

1. Knaggy ; full of knots.
" He takes a twlrUt auld raoss-oak.
Foi some black, grousome carliu."

Barns: Sallomen.
2. Full of contortions or twists ; entangled

as, swirlie grass.

Swish, v.t. [From the sound.]
1. To nourish, to brandish.

2. To flog, to beat, to lash. (Slang.)

Swiss, a. & s. [See the def.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to Switzerland
or its inhabitants.

B. As substantive :

1. A native or inhabitant of Switzerland
;.
a

Switzer; applied specif, to the beadles in
Roman Catholic churches in France, from
the fact that when Napoleon reopened the
churches after the Revolution, many of the
disbanded Swiss guards found employment
as beadles.

2. The language spoken by the Swiss.

Swiss Confederation, . A federal

government, adopted by Switzerland in 1848,
the executive authority of which is vested in
a Federal Council of seven members chosen
by the Federal Assembly, itself consisting of
two chambers elected by manhood suffrage.

Swiss-muslin, *.

Fabric : A fine, open, transparent muslin.

swit9h, *swi9h, *. [O. Dut. $wicJc; Norw.
svige, sveg ; Icel. sveigr, svigi.]

L Ordinary Language:
1. A small flexible twig or rod.

" With two spurs or one, and no great matter which,
Boota bought, or boots burrow of, a whip or a switch."

Coarper : The Cantab. (Trans.)

2. A queue of false hair, or of some sub-
stance made to resemble hair, fastened toge-
ther at one end, and worn by ladies.

3. A key on a gas-burner to regulate the
amount of gas passing, and, consequently,
the light.

II. Technically:

1. Sail. : The movable rails which connect
one line of metals with another. Switches are
known as stub-switches and split-switches.
In the stub-switch the switch-rail has square
butted ends. In the split-switch the switch-
rail is pointed, and somewhat automatic.
Switches and signals are said to be connected
when they are simply coupled together and
have a part jiassu motion ; they are said to be
interlocked when the movement of a signal to

safety cannot be commenced until after the

necessary movement of the switches has been

completed, and also the movement of the
switches cannot be commenced until after all

the signals concerned by them have been set
to danger. (Rapier: Railway Signals, p. 23.)

2. Teleg. : A device for connecting one cir-

cuit with another, or for dividing a circuit
into two parts, or, in short, for altering any
of the connections of a line or circuit. The
ordinary ground or lever switch is a small
metallic strip pivoted at one end, the pivot
being connected by a wire to one portion of
an electrical circuit. The other end of tlie

strap can be turned to rest on an anvil or bed
connected with the line desired to be brought
into circuit. .

switch-back, a. A term applied to a
form of railway, consisting of alternate de-

scending and ascending inclines. The mo-
mentum acquired in the descent takes the

carriages up the opposite incline, over the
summit to the next downward slope, and so
on.

switch-board, .

Teleg. : An aggregation of switches upon one

base, so that any instrument in an office may

be connected with any wire or any battery, or
cut out altogether.

switch-lantern, s. A lantern on the
lever of a railway-switch, to indicate the con-
dition of the switch either by its position or
by the display of a coloured light

switch, v.t. & i. [SWITCH, .]

A. Transitive:

L Ord. Lang. : To lash, to beat, to flog.
"Thy right horse then switching."

TT t ,
Chapman: Homer; Iliad xxUL

n. Technically :

1. Rail. : To transfer by a switch ; to shunt
from one set of rails to another.

2. Teleg. : To shift to another circuit.
"Switch on an electric current by the action ot

which all these bells will be simultaneously set riiiff.

ing." Daily Telegraph, Dec. 1, 1886.
* B. Intrans. : To walk with a jerk.

SWitch'-el, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A beverage
made of molasses and water.

swit9h'-ing, s. [SWITCH, *.]

1. The act of beating with, a switch; ft

beating.

2. The act of shunting.
3. The acv of cutting off the Oae year's

growth which protrudes from the sides of tie
hedges.

switching-bill, s. An instrument used
in pruning hedges.

svitching-engine, s. A yard-engine,
or donkey-engine, used about a railway station
for making up trains or moving engines which
have not steam up.

BWitgh'-man, s. [Eng. switch, s., and man.] A
man who has charge of the switches on ft

railway ; a pointsman.
" The switchman, while working the switches with

his hands, worked the signals with his feet" Rapier :

Railway Signals, p. 23.

*
Bwitch'-$f, a. [Eng. switch; -y.] Whisking.

" Her twitchy tall." Combe : Dr. Syntax, 1. SO.

*swith, *swithe, a., adv., & interj. [A.S.

twidh, swjrih = strong ; Icel. svidhr; O. Low
Ger. svith.]

A. As adjective:

1. Strong.

2. Quick, speedy.
B. vis adverb :

1. Strongly, much, greatly.

2. Quickly, fast. (Metrical Homilies, p. 89.)
C. -4s interj. : Get away I begone I off I

(Scotch.)" Swith to the Laigh Kirk, ane an' a',
An there tak up your stations."

Burnt : The Ordination,

SWl$h'-er, s. [Etym. doubtful.] Doubt, hesi-

tation, perplexity. (Scotch.)
"She's been In a swither about the Jocol&te thl*

morning." Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxxvl.

swith'-er, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.] (Scotch.)

1. To emit a whirring sound ; to whiz.

2. To doubt, to hesitate.

Switz'-er, s. [See def.] A native of Switzer-
land ; a Swiss ; specifically, in history, one ot
a hired body-guard attendant on a king.

" Here behold
A noble race, the Switters. and their land."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vll
* swive, * swyve, v.t. [A.S. swifan ; Icel.

svifa; O. Fris. siviva to shake.] Tocopulata
with

; to have sexual intercourse with.
" Yon wencbe wol I suite."

Chaucer: C. T.. 4,171

SwiV-el, *swiv-ell, s. [A.S. swifan = to

shake, to move quickly ; cf. Icel. sveifla = to

swing or spin in a circle, like a top ; svtfa =
to ramble, to turn. ]

I. Ord. Lang. : A twisting link in a chain.

consisting of a ring or hook ending in a headed

pin which turns in a link of the chain : the

object is to avoid kinking ; a itstening so
contrived as to allow the thing fastened to re-

volve freely on its axis.

"The gun Is placed on the top, where there is am
Iron socket for the gun to rest In, and a swivel to turn
the muzzle any way." Dampier : Voyages (an. 168S).

IL Technically:

1. Naut. : A rest, having adjustment fn azi-

muth, for supporting a small piece of ordnance
on the gunwale of a boat or vessel.

2. Ordn. : A small cannon, whose trunnion*

boll, bo~^; pout, Jowl; cat, cell, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -injfr

-dan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -$ion, -jion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -We. -die. *c. = bel, dfL
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re placed in a carrier, which is pivoted in a

socket, so that by the two adjustments the

gun may be pointed in any direction ; a pivot-

gun.
3. Saddlery: A loop or runner through

which the check-rein passes.

swivel-bridge, s. A bridge which ro-

tates on an axis, moving in a horizontal plane.

swivel-eye, s. A squint-eye.

BWlvel-eyed, a. Squint-eyed. (Slang.)

swivel-gun, s.

Ordn. : A gun mounted on a pivot to tra-

verse horizontally in a circle.

swivel-hanger, *.

Mack. : A form of shaft-hanger, invented

by Edward Bancroft, in which, to ensure the

weight of the shaft being received over the
entire length of the box, he hung the box on
ft universal joint, and made its axis of vibra-

tion coincide with the centre of the box.
This permitted the use of longer boxes than
were before practicable, and the pressure per
square inch on the surface was lessened.

swivel-hook, s.

Naut. : A turning hook strapped to a tackle-

block.

Swivel-hook block: A pulley block in which
the suspending hook is swivelled to the block,
so that the latter may turn to present the
sheave in any direction.

SWlvel-jolnt, s. A section in a chain, or
a joint on a rod, which allows the parts to
twist without kinking or distortion.

swivel loom, s. A kind of loom for-

merly used for the weaving of tapes and nar-

row goods.

swivel-plough, s. A plough having its

Ian l-side, sole, and mould-board on an axis,
so that the combined portions may be turned
over to throw the furrow to the right or to
the left

Sw!V-l, v.i. [SWIVEL, .] To turn on a

swivel, pin, or pivot.

Bwlz'-zle, a. [Etytn. doubtful ; cf. swill and
wig.}
L Spirits and water. (Slang.)
" '

It serves me right for deserting rum, my proper
tipple. Boy, the amber fluid !' Here Mr. Sulgg mixed
biiuself tome tvial* and consoled himself .

"-IIannay :

Singltton Fonttnoy.

2. A beverage composed of ale and beer
mixed. (Prov.)

3. Drink generally ; liquor, tipple. (Prov.)

Bwlz'-zle, v.t. [SWIZZLE, s.] To drink, to swill.

SWOb, s. & v. [SWAB, s. & r.]

wob-ber, *. [Eng. swob; -er.\

1. A sweeper of decks, &c. ; a swabber.

2. (PI.) : Four privileged cards that are only
Incidentally used ia betting at the game of
whist.

" The clergymen used to play at whist and tmobbert ;

playing now and then a sober came at whist for pas-
time, it might be pardoned ; but he could not digest
th.jae wicked tv>obbert."bwift.

Bwoll-en, swoln, pa. par. or a. [SWELL, v.]

' SWOl-OWC, . [SWALLOW, .]

swol-owe,
LOW, V.]

'

SWOlWe, v.t. or {. [SWAL-

SWom, pret. of v. [SwiM, v.]

* swonk-en, pa. par. [SWINK, v.)

swoon, * swoun, * swowne, * swow-
en en,

* swow-en, v.i. [A.S. swogan = to
move or sweep noisily, to sough, to sigh, as
the wind

;
Mid. Eng. swnghen to sigh deeply,

todroop, to swoon(pa. par. iswoghtn,iswowen);
geswowung = a swooning ; cf. Low Ger. swogen= to sigh ; swugten = to sigh, to swoon.] To
faint ; to sink or fall into a fainting fit, in
which there is an apparent suspension of the
vital functions and mental powers.

" He said, and wanning sunk upon the ground :

HU servant* bore him off."

Dryden : Virgil ; Jtntld -Hii. 79.

swoon, * swoun, * swoune, * swowne,
* sound, s. [SwoON, i'.] The act of swoon-
ing ; the state of one who has swooned ; a
faint ; syncope ; leipothymia,

" When terror's troaon had past,
She uw a youth of mortal kind."

Moore: Fire-Worihipptri.

swoon'-ing, * swoun ing, pr. par., a., & .

[SWOON, V.]

A. & B. At pr. par. Si particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of fainting ; a swoon,
a faint.

" And after, whan hire tvrouninp was agon.
She rigeth up." Chaucer ; C. T., 14,180.

* swoon ing ly, adv. [Eng. swooning ; -ly.]

In a swooning manner ; as one in a swoon.

swoop, * swope (pa. t.
*
swep, swooped, pa.

par.
*
yswopen, swooped), v.i. & t. [A.S. swdpan

= to sweep along, to rush, to sweep ; cogn.
with Icel. sveipa = to sweep, to swoop ; sopa
= to sweep; cf. A.S. swifan= to move quickly ;

Ger. schweifen = to ramble. Sweep is a de-

rivative from swoop.]

A. Intransitive:
*

1. To sweep along or by.
" Proud Tamer taoopt along with inch ft lusty train,
As fits so brave a flood."

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s, 1.

2. To descend upon prey suddenly from a

height, as a hawk ; to stoop.

B. Transitive:

1. To fall on suddenly and seize ; to catch

up ; to take with a sweep.
" This mould'ring piecemeal in your hands did fall.

And now at last you came to tiooop it all."

Dryden : Conquest of Oranada, i. 1.

2. To dash upon while on the wing ; to

seize, as a bird of prey : as, A hawk swoops a

chicken.

swoop, s. [Swoop, v.] The sudden pouncing
of a bird of prey on its quarry ; a sudden

seizing, as of a quarry by a bird of prey.
41 As swift as the gwaop of the eagle."

Longfellow : EaangeUnt, L L
* swoop'-stake, . [SWEEPSTAKE.]

swop, v.t. & i. [SWAP, .]

A. Trans. : To exchange, to barter, to swap.
"

I would have twnvp'd
Youth for old age, and all my life behind,
To have been then a momentary man."

Dryden: Cleomentt.

B. Intrant. : To make an exchange ; to

barter.

Swop, s. [Swop, v.] An exchange, a barter.

sword (w silent),
* suerd, * swearde,

*swerd, *swerde, s. [A.S. sweord; cogn.
with Dut. zwaard ; Icel. sverdh ; Dan. svard ;

Sw. svdrd ; M. H. Ger. swerte ; Ger. schwert.

From the same root as Sansc. svri = to hunt,
to kill. J

L Ordinary Language : .

1. Lit. : An offensive weapon having a

blade, either straight or curved, with a tang,
which is inserted into a spindle-shaped piece
of wood, covered with leather, and wrapped
around with brass wire ; these form the gripe,

which, with the brass knob at the end, called

the pommel, constitutes the hilt. The hand
is protected by the guard, which is a curved

TT 1 h

SWORDS.
1, 1 Cutting weapons of Stone Age ; S. Ancient Greek
Sword ; 4. Roman; 5. Saxon ; 6. Danish ; 7. Mediae-
val -cutting and thrusting Sword; . Sword of six-
teenth century; 9. Sword of the eighteenth cen-

tury ; 10. nineteenth century Sword.

piece of metal, consisting of from one to three
branches, and usually provided with a broad
plate of metal, the guard-plate, at the point
where it is attached to the blade. The blade
of a sword consists of: the tang, which
enters the hilt ; the shoulder, which abuts
against the end of the hilt ; the forte, the
half of the blade nearest the hilt ; the faible,
or foible, the half nearest the point; the

point, the l>ack, the flat, the edge. The parts
of the hilt vary in different kinds of swords ;

the principal are : the pommel, or back piece ;

the gripe ; the bars of the basket, in sabres:
the stool or guard-plate ; the bow, in sergeants
swords and horse-artillery sabres ; the cross,
as in tho old Highland claymore ; thelinguets,
in foils and rapiers. The blade, usually of

polished steel, may be straight and pointed
for thrusting, as in the rapier ; with a sharp
point and one or two cutting edges for thrust-

ing and striking, as in the broadsword ;
or

curvod and with a sharp convex edge for

striking, as in the Eastern scimitar. Swords
are worn suspended from the waist by a

sword-belt, and inclosed in a sheath called a
scabbard. The sword of modern days has
been developed by successive improvements
from the rude cutting weapons of the men of
the Stone Age, as shown in the illustration.

" Here sheathe thy sword."
Shakttp. : Henry ri., T. It

2. Figuratively:

(1) Used as an emblem or symbol :

(a) Of power or authority.
" The iiford, the mace, the crown."

Shaketp. : Henry r., IT. \.

(b) Of justice, or judicial vengeance or

punishment.

(2) The military profession ; the profession
of arms ;

arms generally.

(3) Destruction in battle or by the sword ;

war, dissension.

*
(4) The cause of death or destruction ;

ruin, death.
" Avarice hath been the tvord of our slain kings."

Sltakeip. : Macbeth, i v. *. I

II. Technically:

1. Weav. : One of the bars dependent from
the rocking-tree and supporting the lay.

2. Flax: The scutching-blade of the flax-

dresser.

1(1) Sword of State: The sword which is

borne before the sovereign, lords, and gover-
nors of counties, cities, or boroughs, &c. Four
swords are used at the coronation of a British

sovereign : (1) The sword of state properly
so called ; (2) the sword of mercy, which is

pointless; (3) the sword of spiritual justice,
and (4) the sword of temporal justice.

(2) To put to the sword : To kill.

sword-arm, s. The right arm ; the arm
which wields the sword.

sword-bayonet, s. A bayonet with a
blade like a sword, and capable of being
detached from the barrel of the rifle and used
like a sword.

sword-bearer, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : An attendant who bears or
carries his master's sword ; specif., a state

official who carries a sword of state, such as
he who carries the sword as an emblem of

justice before the Lord Mayor of London on
ceremonial or state occasions.

2. Church Hist. (PI.): A mil:tavy order in-

stituted in 1198 by Albert, Bishop of the

Livonians, by authority of Innocent III. Its

chief exploit was to compel t<ie Livonians by
force of arms to submit to baptism. In 1237
the order was united v/ith the Teutonic

Knights.

sword-belt, s. The waist-belt from
which a sword is slung.

sword-bill, s.

Ornith. : A popnlav name for any indi-

vidual of the Humming-bird genus 4)oci-
mastes. The bill, which exceeds in length the

body of the bird, is a character by which this

Humming-bird may be distinguished at the
first glance. Its use is to reach the insects on
which the bird, feeds at the bottom of long
tubular flowers. One species is known, Doci-

mastes ensiferus, an inhabitant of Colombia,
Ecuador, and Peru.

sword-blade, s. The blade or cutting
part of a sword.

* sword-breaker, s. A sword-shaped
weapon formerly used, much broader than an

ordinary sword, and having long teeth on one

side, intended to catch and break an op-
ponent's sword.

sword-cane, *. A cane or stick contain*

ing a long pointed blade, as in a scabbard.

sword-out, s. A cut inflicted by a sword.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, , ce = e; ey = ; qu = kw.
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word-cutler, s. One who makes or
mounts swords.

sword-dance, .-.

1. A dance in which swords are brandished
or clashed together by the dancers.

2. A dance peculiar to the Scotch High-
landers, in which two swords are laid cross-
wise on the ground, and the dancer displays
bis skill by making the most intricate move-
ments between and around them without ever
touching them.

sword-fern, s.

Bot. : The genus Xiphopteris. Xiphopteris
terrulata, from the West Indies, is sometimes
cultivated in greenhouses.

sword-fight, s. A combat with swords ;

fencing.

sword-fish, s.

1. Astron. : Dorado (q.v.X

2. Ichthy. : A popular name for any indivi-
dual of the Xiphiidfe (q.v.). They are pelagic
fishes, widely distributed in tropical and
sub-tropical seas, extremely strong and swift,
so that the larger species are rarely captured,
and more rarely preserved for examination
and study. Their popular name is derived
from their formidable sword-like weapon,
formed by the coalescence and prolongation of
the maxillary and intermaxillary bones
beyond the lower jaw ; it is very hard and
strong, and capable of inflicting terrible
wounds. All the species undergo consider-
able change ; young specimens differing widely
from the adult in the general shape of the
body, and in the production of the lower as
well as of the upper jaw. Sword-fishes seem
to have a mortal antipathy to whales and other

SWORD-FISH.

large Cetacea, attacking them whenever occa-
sion offers, and, so far as is known, always
coming off victorious. In their fury Sword-
fishes often attack boats and vessels, evi-

dently mistaking them for Cetaceans ; and
sometimes the sword has been driven through
the bottom of a ship, and broken off by the
fish in vain struggles to withdraw it. A
piece of two-inch plank of a whale-boat, in
which the broken sword still remains, may be
seen in the Natural History Museum, South
Kensington. Sword-fishes are the largest of
the Acanthopterygii ; specimens of the genus
Histiophorus [SAILOR-FISH, XIPHIID.E], from
the Indian and Pacific Oceans, reaching a
length of from twelve to fifteen feet, of which
the sword occupies rather more than three.
The Common or Mediterranean Sword-fish
sometimes reaches a length of ten feet, with a
proportionately shorter sword ; it is bluish-
black above, merging into silver below. The
tunny-fishers often take these fish in their

nets, and their flesh, especially when young,
is said to be equal in flavour to that of the

tunny (q.v.).

sword-flag, s.

Bot. : Iris Pseudacoms.

sword-grass, s.

Bot. : (1) Alsine segetalis; (2) Melilotus sege-
talis. (Paxton.)

Sword-grass moth.

Entom. : A British night-moth, Calocampa
acoleta,

sword-hand, s. The right hand; the
hand in which the sword is held.

sword-hilt, s. The hilt of a sword.
" The hand that slew till It could slay no more,
Was glued to the tword-hilt with Indian gore."

Cowper : Charity, SO.

sword knot, *. A knotted ribbon or
tassel tied to the hilt of a sword.

"
Wigs with wigs, with swnrd-knott tword-knotl

strive." Pope : Rape of Lock, i. 101.

sword-law, *. Government by the
word or by force. (Milton : P. L., xi. 62.)

sword-lily, .

Bot. : The genus Gladiolus. [CORN-FLAG.]

sword-man, s. [SWORDMAN.]

sword-mat, *.

Naut. : A mat woven by means of a piece of
wood resembling a sword.

*
sword-play, s. A combat between

gladiators ; a sword-fight
*
sword-player, s. A fencer, a gladia-

tor ; one skilled in the use of the sword.
" Some they set to fight with beasts, some with one

another. These they called gladintores, tword-vlat/ers ;A thi spectacle a sword-Bght." Hakemll : Apologie,
bk. IT., ch. iii.. 8.

sword-shaped, a. Shaped like a sword ;

ensiform.

Sword-shaped leaf:

Bot. : A leaf quite straight, with the point
acute, as the leaf of an Iris.

sword-shrimp, s.

Zool. : Penceus ensis, from Japan.

sword-stick, s. The same as SWORD-
CANE (q.v.).

sword-tails, sword-tail Crustacea,
*. pi.

Zool. : The order Xiphosura. [KINO-CRAB.]
* sword (sw as s), v.t. [SWORD, .] To slash
with a sword.

"
Stvordiny right and left

Men, women." Tennyton : Latt Tournament.

* swbrd'-ed (sw as s), o. [Eng. sword; -ed.]
Girt with a sword.
" The helmed cherubim and ntorded seraphim
Are seen in glittring ranks with wings display'd."

Milton : Jfatimty, xi.

* sword -er (SW as s), s. [Eng. sword; -er.]
One who uses or fights with a sword ; one
skilled in the use of the sword ; a swordsman ;

in contempt, a cut-throat.
" With blade advanced, each Chieftain bold
Showed like the neorder'i form of old."

Scott : Lord of the Islet, ii. !.

sword ick (sw as s), . [Swop.p, *.] [BUT-
TER-FISH.]

sword'-less (sw as s), a. [Bng. sword ; -less. ]

Destitute of a sword.
" With neordleK belt and fetter'd hand."

Byron : Parisina, U.
*sword man (sw as s), s. [Eng. sword, and
man.] A swordsman, a soldier.

" Like to prove most sinewy siaordmen."
Shakesp. : AU'i Well. 11,1.

* sword man ship (sw as s), s. [Eng.
swordman ; -ship.] Skill 'in the use of the
sword ; swordsmanship.

swords man (sw as s), s. [Eng. swords,
and num.]

1. One who carries a sword ; a soldier ; a
fighting man.

2. One who is skilled in the use of the
sword ; a fencer.

swords man-ship (sw as s), s. [Eng.
swordsman; -ship.] Skill in the use of the
sword.

" No skill In twordtmanship, however just,
Can be secure against a madman's thrust."

Cowper : Cluu-Uv, 509.

* swords'-wom-an (sw as s), s. [Formed
from Eng. sword, and woman, on analogy of
swordsman (q.v.).] A woman skilful in the
use of the sword or rapier.

" A company of twelve Viennese swordttcomtn will

shortly arrive in Paris to give a series of entertain-
ments." Pall Mall Gazette. Dec. 24, 1888.

swore, pret. ofv. [SWEAR.]

sworn, pa. par or a. [SWEAR.]

sworn-broker, s. A broker practising
within the City of London. All such brokers
are licensed by the Corporation, and sworn to
act faithfully between their principals. Breach
of these conditions involves forfeiture of the
license.

sworn-brothers,*, pi. Brothers or com-
panions in arms, who, according to the laws of

chivalry, vowed to share all dangers and suc-
cesses ; hence, close companions or associates.

sworn - enemies, . pi. Enemies who
have taken an oath or vow of mutual hatred ;

hence, implacable enemies.

sworn-friends, s. pi. Friends bound by
oath to he true to each other ; hence, close or
firm friends.

swote, o. [SWEET.]

swough, -swogh, *swowe, . [A.S.
fu'oyan to sigh.] [Swoo.v, .]

1. A sigh, a sound, a noise.
" The tvogh of the sea." llortt A rthure, 76*.

2. A swoon.
"
Clement lal in tuoghe." Octavian, Mfc

*
swound, v. & s. [SWOON, v. & *.]

'

*
swouns, interj. [See def.] A corruption at
contraction of God's wounds, used as an oath.
[ZOUNDS, ZOONS.]

S-wrench, s. [See def.] A spanner or wrench
of an S-shape, to enable it to reach parts not
so readily approached by the ordinary monkey-
wrench. It has two jaws of different angles,
and an adjusting-screw in the stock.

swum, pret. &pa. par. ofv. [SwiM, v.]

Swung, pret. & pa. par. of v. [Swrao, .]

t 8wy, s. [Etyin. doubtful.'

Bot. : Salicornia herbacea.

* swynk, . & v. [SWINK.]

*swypes, s. pi. [SWIPES.]

* swyre (yr as ir), s. [SWIRE

sy'-a griis, s. [Named from Syagrns, who
first wrote the history of the Trojan War in
verse.]

Bot. : A genus of unarmed Cocoeae, closely
akin to Cocos itself. Flower spike enveloped
in a double spathe ; fruit like that of the
cocoanut, but with a channel running from
each of the three pores to the apex of the
fruit. Known species five or six, chiefly from
Brazil.

*
sy'-al-ite, *. [Malabar syalita.}

Bot. : Dillenia indica.

*syb, a. [SIB.]

Syb'-ar-ite, *. [Lat. Sybarites, from Or.
2u/3optV>js (Subarites) = a Sybarite, an inhabi-
tant of Sybaris.] Originally an inhabitant of
Sybaris, an ancient Greek town in southern
Italy, noted for the effeminacy and voluptu-
ousness of its inhabitants ; hence an effemin-
ate person ; a person devoted to luxury and
pleasure.

Syb-ar-it-Ic, Syb-ar-itf-Ic-al, a. [STB-
ARITE. ] Effeminate, luxurious, wanton.

" Like most Trent fishermen, evidently had a sn-
pren! contempt for the Sybaritic vehicle of the
Thames angler." Field, Dec. 26, I8S6.

Syb ar it ism, s. [Eng. Sybarite); -ism.}

Effeminacy, wantonness, voluptuousness.
"
Sufficient to elevate to the seventh heaven of

Sybarititmim amateur of oysters." Daily Telcyrapl,
Nov. 26, 1885.

sy'-bd (pi. sy'-boes), s. [Fr. ciboule, from Lat.

cepuln, diniin. of c//a = an onion.] An onion
that does not form a bulb at the root ; a young
onion. (Scotch.)

"There's nought In the islands but tybotl and leeks."
Scott : Waverley, ch. xxvu'i.

*
sy-bot'-Ic, a, [Gr. <rvj3fc)Ttt6> (subotikos)=
of or belonging to a swineherd ; <rvu>Ti}? (*u-

botes) = a swineherd : crOs = a swine, and
/36o-Ku (bosko) to feed, to tend.] Pertaining
to a swineherd.

"
Returning one day in a temporary fit of nostalgia

to his old University, he was twitted with his ivbotie
tendencies, was advised to edit Theocritus, and was
asked whnt a scholar and a gentleman could possibly
see in a fat hog." Daily Telegraph, Dec. 4, 1876.

*
sy-bit-Ism, s. [Eng. sybot(ic) ; -ism.] The

tending of swine. (Daily Telegraph, Dec. 4,

1876.)

syc a mine, . [Gr. oKicd/upo? (sukaminos).']

1. Ord. Lang. : The mull>eiTy.
"If ye had faith as a grain of mustard-seed, ya

might say unto this tycamine tree. Be thou plucked
up by the root, and be thou planted in the sea."

Luke xvii. 6.

*
2. Bot. : Lonicera Periclymenum. (Prior.)

[WOODBINE.]

syc'amore, *syc' 6-moro, "slo a-
moiir, *. [SYCOMORE.]

1. Ord. Lang. <t Botany:

(1) The woodbine (?).
" The hcgge also, that yede in compas
And closed in all the gn jn he'bere.
With lycamour was set, and eKiaUre."

Chaucer : Flower t Leaf, M.

(2) Acer Pseicdo-platanus, an umbrageoo*

l>6il, b6y ; pout, Jowl; cat, 9011, chorns, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = L
-Oian, -tian - ghyi. tion, -sion = M" ;

-1ion. sion - zliun. -clous, -tious. -sious = shus. - ble, -die, &c. = bcl, del.
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tree, forty to sixty feet high, with spreading
branches ; large, tive-lobed, coarsely ami un-

equally serrate leaves, glaucous and downy
on the veins beneath ; pendulous racemes of

greenish flowers, and glabrous fruit furnished

with two long, membranous wings. It flowers

in May and June. The wood is used for bowls,
trenchers, and other turnery. The sap is sac-

chariferous. It grows wild in Switzerland,

Germany, Austria, Italy, and western Asia.

It is a hardy tree, flourishing in spite of high
winds or sea-spray. When the leaves first

appear they are covered with a clammy juice

containing sugar, attractive to insects, by which

they are perforated and disfigured.

(3) The Platanus or Plane tree, Platanus

occidentalis, is popularly known in the United
States as the Sycamore or Buttonwood tree.

It ie the largest, though not the loftiest, of

American forest trees. Along the western
rivers specimens of 40 to 50 feet girth, or more
tlian 13 feet diameter, are found. The bark is

yearly detached in large scales, showing a
white surface beneath.

2. Script. : [SYCOMORE].

sycamore-fig, s.

Hot, : Ficus sycomorus.

sycamore moth, s. [SYCAMORE, 2. j

sycamore-tree, s. The sycamore.
" The tycamora-tree by the window.*''c : t'l'angeliru, 1. 4.

yce, *. [East Indian.] A native groom.

y-cee', . [Chin.] The fine silver of China
cast into ingots, in shape resembling a native

shoe, and weighing commonly more than a

pound troy. These ingots are marked with
the seal of the banker or assayer as a guarantee
of their purity.

sycee-silver, . The same as SYCEE.

sy-chee', s. [Chin.] The Chinese name for
black tea.

sych-no -car -pous, a. [Gr. <TVXKO (suchnos)
= frequent, and Kap-rros (karpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : Polycarpous (q.v.).

[Gr. oWnj,- (sukit?.s) = fig-like ;

.(sukon) a fig.] A nodule or pebble
resembling a fig.

yc 6-ceV-Ic, a. [Eng. sycocer(i/t) ; -ie.] De-

rived from or contained in gycoceryl alcohol.

sycocerie acid, s.

Chem. : CigBygOn. A crystalline substance,
obtained by treating sycoceryl alcohol with
dilute nitric acid.

y-c5c'-er-yl, *. [Gr. <nmv (sukon) = fig ;

(ojpos (kiros) = wax, and suff. -yl.]

Chem. : The hypothetic radical of sycoceryl
alcohol

sycoceryl-acetate, .

Chem. : C^H^C^ CigH^O'CoHsO. Ex-
tracted from the resin of Ficus rubiginosa by
treatment with boiling alcohol, or produced
by heating sycoceryl alcohol with acetyl
chloride. It crystallizes in thin prisms, in-

Soluble in water, but soluble in chloroform
and benzene.

sycoceryl-alcohoL .

Chem. : C^H^O = C17S^CHOH. Syco-
cerylic alcohol. Produced by the action of
an alcoholic solution of soda on sycoceryl
acetate. It forms needle-shaped crystals, in-

soluble in water, soluble in alcohol, and melts
at 90 to a liquid heavier than water.

By-coc-er-yl'-Jc, o. [Eng. sycoceryl; -ic.] Of
or belonging to sycoceryl (q.v.).

sycocerylic-alcohoL . [STCOCEETL-
ALCOHOL.]

sy co'-ma, s. [Gr. <rvi>fia (sukoma), from
trvKov (sukon) = a fig.]

Med. : A wart or excrescence resembling a
fig on the eyelid, the anus, or any other part.

Byc' -6 -more, *. [Fr. sycamore; Lat. syco-
morus ; Gr. crvKOfiopof (sukomoros) : aincov (su-
kori) = a fig, and fj.6pov (moron) = black mul-
berry ; so named because the fruit is a fig, and
the leaves resemble those of the mulberry.]

Bot. : Ficus sycomorus, a fig-tree, with some-
what smooth, broadly-ovate, repand, or some-
what regular leaves, cordate at the base, and
fruit on the trunk and older branches. It is

found in Egypt and the adjacent countries,
and is planted for shade near villages, ro.id-

siiles, and on sea-coasts. The wood isof little

value, but the fruit is sweet and edible. It is

the sycomore (1 Kings x. 27 ; 2 Chron. i. 15 ;

ix. 27) and sycamore (Isa, ix. 10 ; Luke xix. 4)
of Scripture. In the last two passages the
R. V. properly substitutes sycomore for syca-
more. [SYCAMORE.]

sycomore fig, . [SYCOMORE.]

syc'-on, s. [Gr. <T\>KO\> (sukon) = a fig.]

Zool. : The type genus of Syconidse (q.v.).

syc on -id, s. [SYCONID.*:.] Any individual
of the family Syconidee (q.v.).

" A ftucnnM from the Jurassic," Encyc. Brit. (ed.

9th), xxii. 447.

Sjf-con'-l-ds9, s. pL [Mod. Lat. sycon ; Lat
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idte.]

Zool. <t Paltsont. : A family of Calcareous

Sponges, widely distributed, with three sub-
families. They have regular, radially-dis-

posed, cylindrical, ciliated chambers, opening
direct into the sac-shaped gastric cavity.

Sparsely represented in the Jurassic.

syc-o-nl'-nae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. syron ; Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Zool. : A sub-family of Syconidae (q.v.), with
seven genera. Radial tubes free for their
whole length, or at least distally.

sy -co'-nus (pi. sy-co'-ni), sy-co'-nX-um
(pl. sy-co'-ni-a), s. [Gr. <TVKQV (sukon) =
a fig.]

Bot. : A collective fruit having a fleshy
rachis, formed like a flattened disc or a hol-
low receptacle, with distinct flowers and dry
pericarps. Examples : Ficus, Dorstenia, Am-
bora.

sy-coph'-a-ga, *. [Gr. <TVKOV (sukon) = a

fig, and 4>ayeiv (phagein) = to eat.]

Entom. : A genus of Chalcididae. The
species are common in the south of Europe,
where they aid in impregnating the female
flowers of the fig-tree.

syc'-6-phan-9y, s. [Eng. tycophan(t); -cy.]
The character, manners, or characteristics of
a sycophant ; mean tale-bearing ; obsequious
flattery ; servility.

"
Sycophancy could only cringe and fawn upon the

Tictor of Bosworth Field. Daily Telegraph, Dec. 1,
1886.

syc' 6 pliant,
* sic - 6 - phant, s. [Lat.

sycophania = an informer, a tale-bearer, a

sycophant, from Gr. cruKo^airjjs (sukophantes)= a fig-shower, or an informer about figs,
hente a common informer, a slanderer, a
false adviser. The history of the word is lost,
but the etym. seems evident : Gr. OVKOV (sukon)= a fig, and 4>aiv<a (phaino) = to show.]
*

1. An informer.
" The poor man that bath nought to lose is not

afraid of the sycophant or promoter." P. EMand.:
Plutarch't Moral*, 206.

2. A parasite ; a servile flatterer, especially
of princes or great men ; hence, a deceiver, an
impostor.

" All the envoys who had been sent from Whitehall
to Versailles bad beu mere sycophants of the great
king." Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xxlii.

*
syc'-o-phant, v.i. & t. [SYCOPHANT, .]

A. Intrans. : To play the sycophant.
"His tycophtinting arts being detected, that game is

not to be played a second time; whereas a man of
clear reputation, though his barque be split, has some-
thing left towards setting up again." Government of
the Tongue.

B, Transitive:

L To play the sycophant towards ; to flat-

ter meanly or servilely.

2. To inform on or tell tales of to gain
favour ; to calumniate.

" He makes it his Brat business to tamper with his
reader by tycophantmg and misnaming the work of
his adversary. 'Hilton: Apologyfor Smectymnuui.

*
syc'-o-phant-cy, . [SYCOPHANCY.]

syc-6 phan -tic, a. [Gr. <rvKo<f>avriic6f

(sukophantikos).] Pertaining to or character-
istic of a sycophant ; servilely flattering or

fawning ; parasitic.
"
They made themselves tycophantic serrants to the

King of Spain." De Quincey : Spanith Ann, f 16.

*
sycophantic-plants, s. pl.

Bot. : Parasitic plants.

*
syc-o-phan'-tlc-al, o. [Eng. sycophantic;
al.] Sycophantic.

syC-6"-phant'-ish, a. [Eng. sycophant, a ;

-is/i.] Like a sycophant; sycophantic, para-
sitic.

*
syc-o-phant'-Ish-ly, adv. [Eng. syco-
phantish; -ly.] Like a sycophant.

" Neither proud, nor tycophantixhly and falsely
humble." De yumi-ey : Spanith A'un. 25.

* syc -6-phant-ism, s. [Eng. sycophant, s. ;

ism.] The practices or manners of a syco-
phant ; sycophancy.

" Servile tycophantism and artful bigotry." Knox:
Spirit of Dapotitm, } 9.

*
S^c'-o-ph&nt-ize, v.i. [Eng. sycophant;
-ize.} To play the sycophant.

" To tycophantize is to play the sycophant, or slander,
or accuse falsely, to deal deceitfully." Blouitt : Glot-
lographia.

*
syc'-6 phant-ry, s. [Eng. sycophant ; -ry.]
Mean or officious tale-bearing or adulation ;

sycophancy.
"The attempts of envy, of treachery, of flattery, at

tycophimtry, of avarice, to which liis condition u ob-
noxious." Barrow: Vermont, vol. iii., ser. 2L

syc-o-ret'-in, s. [Gr. <ri)<cov (sukon), and
pnriiTj (rlietiiie) = resin.)

Chem. : An amorphous, white, neutral resin,
obtained from the resin of Ficus rubiginosaby
treatment with cold alcohol. It is very brittle
and highly electric ; is soluble in alcohol, ether,
chloroform, and oil of turpentine, and melts
in boiling water to a thick liquid, which floats
on the surface.

sy-cd'-sis, s. [Gr. <TVKU><TK (sukosis), from
(rvKov (sukon) = a fig.]

Pathol. : Ringworm of the beard, produced
by a fungal, Microsporon nientagrophytes, and
aggravated by the use of alcoholic drinks. It
most frequently affects the chin, sometimes
spreading to other parts of the face ; it is

seldom seen on the scalp, and rarely affects

women. Attention to cleanliness, the im-

provement of the general health, and espe-
cially the destruction of the parasite by sul-

phurous acid or by carbolic acid, are the

proper remedies. Called also Tinea sycosis
and Meutagra. [MICROSPORON.]

syde, a. [SIDE, a.] Long. (Prov.)
"Ye dinna carry yer coats ower tyde."O. Mae-

Donald : Robert Falconer, i. Ill

sy-deV-o-lite, *. [SIDEROLITE.] A kind of
earthenware made in Bohemia, and resembling
Wedgwood ware.

sy'-en-ite, si-en-ite, *. [After Syene,
Egypt, where first found ; suff. -ite (Petrol.).]

Petrol. : A name originally applied to the

granite of Syene, which contains hornblende,
but now generally restricted to a rock which
consists of orthoclase, felspar, and hornblende
only ; or, where quartz is present, only in
sufficient quantity to be regarded as an acces-

sory, and not as an essential constituent. By
the increase in the amount of quartz, and the
presence of mica, syenite graduates into a
hornblendic granite. Petrologists recognize,
as a typical syenite, the rock of Meissen, near
Dresden.

syenite-porphyry, s.

Petrol. : A term sometimes used to designate
a syenite in which some of the orthoclase is

present in large individual crystals, but more
frequently applied to a porphyry (felsite)
which contains hornblende.

Sy-en-It'-lC, a. [Eng. syenit(e); -{&]

Petrol. : Partaking of the composition of a
syenite. Only applied to certain crystalline
rocks which contain hornblende : as, syenitic-

granite, syenitic-gneiss.

sye'-podr-ite, s. [After Syepoor, India,
where found ; suff. -ite (Min.).j

Min. : A name given to a granular or

minutely crystalline mineral employed by
Indian jewellers to give a rose colour to gold.
Stated to have the composition : sulphur,
35-2 ; cobalt, 64-8 = 100, which would yield
the simple formula, CoS. Samples, however,
of this mineral from the original locality

appear to be cobaltine (q.v.), so that the

species is at present a doubtful one.

sy-he'-drite, s. [After the Syhadree (mis-

spelt Syhedree) Mountains, Bombay, where
found ; suff. -ite (Afin.).]

Min. : A green mineral substance found in.

cavities in a porphyritic amygdaloidal doler-

&te, rat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p8t
or, woro, wolf, work, wh6, son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = e ; ey = a; qu = kw
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Ite, of uncertain composition, but supposed
to be related to sUlbite (q.v.). Named by
Shepard.

syke, sike, s. [Icel. sifc = a ditch, a trench.)
A small rill, commonly running out of a
quagmire ; a small rill without saud or gravel.
(Scotch.)

" Sae I took up the take a wee bit away to the right.''
-Scott: Old Mortality, ch. xxiit.

syke, a. [SICK.]

* syke, v.i. [A.S. sican.] To sigh.

syl-, pref. [The form taken by the Greek pref.
<rov (sun) = with, before words beginning with
the letter 1.] (See etyrn.)

syle, s. [Tcel. sil, siH = flsh of the herring
kind.] The young of the herring. (Prov.)

syl-la-bar'-I-um (pi. syi-la-bar'-i-a), .

[Low Lat., from Lat. syllaba = a syllable
(q. v. ). J A catalogue of the primitive syllables
of a language.

yT-la-ba-ry; . [Low Lat sylldbariwm.]
The same as SVLLABARIUM (q.v.).

"Consequently the monuments present us with
several different forim of the cuneiform syllabary.'
Athenaum, Aug. 19, 1384.

*
syl'-labe, s. [O. FT., from Lat syllaba =
a syllable (q.v.).] A syllable.

44 A syllabe is a part of a word that may itself make
a part of a sound." Ben Jonton : English Grammar,
ch. vi.

syl lab Ic,
*
syl-lab'-ic-aL o. [Gr. <rv\-

Aa/3i<>f (sullabikos), from <rvAAa/3>j (sullabe) =
syllable (q.v.) ; Fr. syllubiqve.]

1. Pertaining to a syllable or syllables.
" In the responses also, which are noted for various

Toices, this jyttaWcdistiuction is sufficiently attended
to." Hasan : Church Music, p. 95.

2. Consisting of a syllable or syllables : as,

syllabic augment

syllabic-tune, *. A tune in which one
note is allotted to one syllable of the words,
and hence containing no slurs, as The Old
Hundredth.

yl lab-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eug. syllabioal;

-ly.] In a syllabic manner ; in syllables.
14 Uttered ... as children are wont, not so plainly,

and lyltabically, and distinctly, as could have been
wished." Hammond : Sermota, vol. iv., ser. 14.

*syl-lab'-i-cate, v.t. '[Eng. syllabe = A
syllable ; suff. -\cote.] To form into syllables.

*
syl-lab-if-ca' -tion, . [SYLLABICATE.] The
act of forming syllables ; the act or method
of dividing words into syllables.

" A division of the generality of words, as they are
actually pronounced, gives us the general laws of

syllabication." Walker : English Dictionary. (Adv.)

*
syl-lab-I-fi-ca'-tion, s. [Eng. yllabify;

-cation.] The same as SYLLABICATION (q.v.).
44 The unaccented parts have lost their distinct

syllabification." JBarie: Philology, f 632.

*
syl-lab'-I-fy, v.t. [Eng. syUabe- a syllable ;

-Jy.] To form into syllables.

*
syl -lab 1st, s. [Eng.

*
syllabe = a syllable ;

-ist.] "One versed in dividing words into

syllables.

*
syl-la-bize, v.t. [Mid. Eng. tyllab(e) =
syllable ; Eng. suffi -ize.] To articulate ; to
divide into syllables.

"
Language frame and syllabize the tone."

Howell : Parly of Beasts. (Fret)

ayl la-ble,
*
sil-la-ble, s. [O. Fr. sillabe,

syllabe, syllable, from Lat. syllaba ; Gr. o-vAAojSij

(svllabe) = that which holds together ... a
syllable : ovA (sul), for avv (sun) = with, and
Aaw/Javu (lamband) to take, to seize : Sp.
tilaba; Port & Ital. sillaba.]

1. A sound, or a combination of sounds
Tittered together, or at a single effort or im-

pulse of the voice, and constituting a word or

part of a word. A syllable may consist of a

single vowel, as a in alas, e in ever, &c.; or of
A vowel and a consonant, as in go, do, to, at,
Ac. ; or of a combination of consonants with
a vowel or diphthong, as strong, out, arm,
strands, &c. In English the consonants I and
n sometimes form syllables, as in able, fable,

prison, reckon, &c., where the final syllables
are really I and n. A word is named according
to the number of syllables contained in it;

thus, a word of one syllable is a monosyllable ;

of two, a dissyllable ; ofmany syllables, apoly-
syllable.

2. In printing and writing, a section or part
of a word divided from the rest, and capable
of being pronounced at one impulse of the
voice. It may, or may not, correspond with
the syllable of the spoken language.

3. The least expression or particle of lan-
guage or thought : as, There is not a syllable
of truth in the statement.

*syl'-la-ble, v.t. [SYLLABLE,*.] To utter;
to articulate.

44

Airy tongues that syllable men's names
On sands and shores, aud desert wildernesses."

Milton: Comui.JM.

syl -la-bub, . [SILLABUB.]

syl-la-bus, *. [Lat.] [SYLLABLE, *.] A
compendium of the heads of a discourse, of a
course of lectures, or the like ; an abstract, a
table of contents, &c.

H The Syllabus:
Church Hist. : A list, embracing the " chief

errors and false doctrines of our most un-
happy age," compiled by order of Pope Pius
IX., and sent, with an encyclical letter, dated
Dee. 8, 18(54,

" to all the bishops of the Ca-
tholic world, in order that these bishops may
have before their eyes all the errors and per-
nicious doctrines which he had reprobated and
condemned," the number of which amounts
to eighty, probably in imitation of the eighty
heresies mentioned by Epiphanius as existing
in the first three centuries. The syllabus is

divided into ten sections, and attacks Ra-
tionalism, Pantheism, Latitudinarianism, So-
cialism, errors concerning the Church, Society,
Natural and Christian Ethics, Marriage, the
Power of the Pope, and modern Liberalism.

syl lep'-sis, s. [Gr. = a taking together,
from the same root as syllable (q.v.).]

Rhetoric <fc Grammar :

1. A figure of speech by which we conceive
the sense of words otherwise than the words
import, and construe them according to the
intention of the author ; the taking of words
in two senses at once, the literal and the

metaphorical (as sweeter in the extract).
44 The judgments of the Lord are true and righteous

altogether . . . sweeter also than honey and the
honeycomb." Psalm xix. 9, 10.

2. A figure by which one word is referred
to another in the sentence to which it does
not grammatically belong, as the agreement
of a verb or adjective with one rather than
another of two nouns, with either of which it

might agree : as, rex et regina beati.

syl lep-tic, syl-lep'-tlc-aL a. [SYL-
LEPSIS.] Pertaining or relating* to, or imply.
ing syllepsis.

syi-lep'-tlo-al-ly', adv. [Eng. sylleptical;

-ly.] In a sylleptical manner; by way of

syllepsis.

ayl-ll-dae, *. pL [Mod. Lat tylUU); Lat
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.}

Zool. : A family of Errant Annelids, in some
classifications separated from the the Nereidae

(q.v.). Genera : Syllis, Grubea, Dujardinia,
and Schmardia.

syT-Hs, s. [Gr. iWAAt*? (vsellion) = a neck-
lace. (McNwoll.)]

Zool. : The type-genus of Syllida (q.v.).
Head bilobed, with four transverse eyes and
three thin, moniliform tentacles ; body elon-

gate, slender, with numerous segments ; pro-
boscis without jaws.

syT-lo-gism, *sll-o-gisme, . [O. Fr.

silogisme, sillogisme, syllogisme, from Lat syl-

logismum, accus. of syllogismus ; Gr. <TVAAO-

y<.o>6s (sullogismos)= a reckoning together or

up, reasoning, syllogism, from <rvAAo-yi'fo/uiai

(sullngizomai) to reckon together, to reason :

trv\ (sul), for irvv (sun) = with, together, and

koyiofiai(logizomai)=:to reckon ; Aoyos (Znpos)
= a word, reason, reckoning ; Fr. syllogisme.]

Logic:

1. An argument expressed in strict logioal

form, so that its conclugiveness is manifest
from the structure of the expression alone,
without any regard to the meaning of the

terms. (Whately.) In a perfect syllogism
there must be three, and not more than three

propositions, the hist of which, containing
the matter to be proved, is called the con-

clusion ; the other two, containing the means
by which the conclusion is arrived at, are

called the premises. The subject of the con-

clusion is called the minor term, and itfj

predicate the major term ; the third terra,
with which the minor and major terms are
compared in the premises, is called the middle
term. The premise which brings into relation
the major and the middle terms is called the
major premise, and that which brings the
niinor aud middle terms into a similar relation
is called the minor premise. Thus, in the
syllogism :

Major Premise. All A is B.
Minor Premise. All C is A.
Conclusion .-. AllCisB.

B is the major, C the minor, and A the middle
term. Substituting words for symbols,

Major Premise, All ruminants are quadrupeds.Minor Premise. All deer are ruuiiuunts
Conclusion .-. All deer are quadrupeds.

This syllogism is valid, because the conclusion
logically follows from the premises. The
conclusion is, moreover, true, because the pre-
mises from which it logically follows are true.
The figure of a syllogism consists in the

situation of the middle term with respect to
the major and niinor. In the first figure the
middle is the subject of the major and the
predicate of the minor; in the second it is
the predicate, and in the third the subject of
both premises ; the fourth figure is the reverse
of the first, the middle term being the pre-
dicate of the major and the subject of the
minor. The symbolic names of these figures
are commemorated in the following mnemonic
hexameters :

1. BArbArA, CElArEnt. DArll. FErlOque prioria.
1 CEsArE, CAmEstrEs, FEstluO. BArOkO, secundie.

. Tertia DArAptl, DIsAmls. DAtlsI, FElAptOn.
BOkArdO, FErlsOn. habet

Quart* insuper addit
4. BrAmAntlp, CAmKuEs, DImArls, FEsApO,

FrEsIsOn.

The mood of a syllogism depends on the
quality (affirmative or negative) and quantity
(universal or particular) of its propositions,
which are marked thus :

Universal... A. Affirmative. E. Negative.
Particular... I. Affirmative. O. Negative.

Thus, the vowels of BArbArA denote three
Universal Affirmative propositions; of
CElArEnt, a Universal Negative, a Universal
Affirmative, and a Universal Negative ; and so
on. A syllogism is said to be valid when the
conclusion logically followsfrom the premises ;

if the conclusion does not so follow, the
syllogism is invalid and constitutes a fallacy
if the error deceives the reasoner himself,
but if it is advanced with the intention of
deceiving others, it constitutes a sophism.
The following rules for the construction of
syllogisms are those given by Whately :

1. Every syllogism has three, and only three, term*.
[UNDISTRIBUTED.MIDDLE.)

2. Every syllogism has three, and only three pro.
positions.
& No term must be distributed in the conclusion

which was not distributed in one of tin premises.
4. From negative premises nothing can be inferred.
6. If on* premise be negative the conclusion most be

negative.
*
2. The act or art of syllogizing, or of rea-

soning syllogistically.
" A man knows first, aud then he is able to prove

yllogistically. So that syllogism comes after know.
ledge, and then a man has little or no nerd of it."
Locke: hum. Understanding, bk. iv., ch. xvii.

syl 16 gist ic. syl-l6-gist'-fc-al, o.

[Lat. syllogisticus ; Gr. crvAAo-yioriKo? (suflogist-

tfcos).] Pertaining to, or consisting of a syllo-

gism, or of the form of reasoning by syllogisms.
4 No syllogittical reasoning can be

clusive tint what ha
to it." Locke : Hu

al reasoning can be right aud con-
has, at least, one general prouodtka
m. Undent., bk. iv., ch. xviL

syl-lo-gfot'-Ic-al-lfc adv. [Eng. tyllogiat-

ical; -ly.] In a' syllogistic manner; in the
form of, or by means of syllogism.

" Well ; be the consequence what it will, you are

attempting to prove your point syUogiiticallu."
Waterland: Works, la SL

*
syl-li-gi-za'-tion, *. [Eng. syllogize);
at ion. \ A reasoning by means of syllogisms.

The soul, and its powers both of intuition and
.* Harris: Three Treat, p. 206. (Not*.)

syi'-l*-gze, syl'-ld-gise. v.i. [Fr.

syllogizer; Gr. <rvAAoyifo(i<u (sullogizomai).]

[SYLLOGISM.] To reason by means of syllo-

gisms.
41 To teach boys to tifl!agite, or frame argument*

and refute*them, without miy real inward knowledge
of the question." Watti: lagivk, pt. Hi., ch. ii.

syl'-ld-feiz-er, s. [Eng. syllogize); -er.]

One who syllogizes; one wh-: reasons by
syllogisms.

44
Every ntlnrfitr is not presently a match to con

with BelUrii.'ine. Barouius. BUpleton."-r JL

Dering : Speei-lut, p. 160.

boil, b6y; poiit, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, a; expect, Xenophon, e-sdst. -Ing.

-dan. Man = shan, -tion, sion = Chan; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -cious, tious, -sious = shus. -bl, -die, &c. = bel, d$L
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ylph, s. [Fr. sylphe, from Gr. o-iA<fj (silphe)
^a kind of beetle or grub.] An imaginary
being inhabiting the air, holding an inter-

mediate place between material and immaterial

beings. Sylphs are represented as mule and
female, having many human characteristics,
and as mortal, but without a soul. In modern
language the word is used as a feminine, and
is applied figuratively to a woman of graceful
and slender proportions.

"The gnomes, or demons of earth, delight in mis-
chief: but the ti/tpht, whose habitation i i" the air,
ar the best cuntlitioued creatures imaginable,; fur

they say. any mortals may enjoy the most intimate
familiarities with these gentle spirits upon a cou-
ditiou very easy to all adepts, an inviolate preserva-
tion of chastity." Pope: Letter to Mrt. A. Fermoron
tke Rape of the Lock,

sylph-like, a. Very graceful and slender.

*
sylph'-Id, s. [Fr. sylphide.] A little or

young sylph.
" Ye sylphs and .ty'phitli, to your chief give ear.

Fays, fairies, genii, elves, and demons, hear."

Pope: Rape of the Lock, ii. 7S.

*
Bylph'-Ish, a. [Eng. sylph ; -ish.] Having
the form and attractiveness of a sylph.

" Fair tylphith forms.
"

Poetry of Jnt(jacobin, p. 1ML

yl'-va, j. [Lat = a wood, a forest]

L The forest trees of any country or region ;

work descriptive of the forest trees of a
particular district or country : as, Evelyn's

*
2. A poetical piece composed in a start or

kind of transport (Webster.)
*

3. A collection of poetical pieces of various
kinds. (Webster.)

yT-van, a. & s. [Lat sylvanus.]

A. As adjective :

1. Of or pertaining to a wood or forest ;

forest-like, rural, rustic.

2. Covered or abounding with woods;
Wooded, shady.

" On as we move, a softer prospect opes-;-
Calm huts, and lawns between, and sylvan slopes."

Wordtmrth: Detcriptive Sketches

3. Growing in woods.
* B. As subtt. : A fabled deity of the woods ;

satyr, a faun.
" From muse or tylvan was he wont to ask,
In phrase poetic, inspiration fair."

Scott: Don Roderick, vL (Introd.)

jfl'-van-ite, s. [After Sylvan(ium), one of
the first proposed names for tellurium ; suff.

-it* (M in.): Ger. sylvan, sylvanit, schriflerz,

Khrijft-tellur, weiss-sylvanerz, weiss-tellur ; Fr.

sylrane graphique, tellure auro-argentifere, syl-
vane blanc.]

Mineralogy :

1. An ore of Tellurium (q.v.). Crystalliza-
tion, monoclinic, rarely occurring in distinct

crystals, but in an aggregation resembling
writing characters. Hardness, 1 '5 to 2; sp.gr.
7'9 to 8'33 ; lustre, metallic ; colour and
streak, steel-gray, sometimes brass-yellow.
Compos. : tellurium, 55'8 ; gold, 28'5 ; silver,
15'7 = 100, which corresponds to the formula

(AgAu)3Te. Occurs usually associated with
gold.

2. The same as TELLURIUM (q.v.).

*
syl-vat-Ic, a. [Lat sylvaticus, silvaticus.]
Of or pertaining to woods or forests ; sylvan.

syl-ves'-ter,
*
syl-ves'-trl-al, *syl-

ves'-tri-an, a. [Lat Sylvester, Silvester.]

Sylvan.
"All beast* dornestick and tylvttter."T. Broum:

Workt, iv. 318.

Syl-ves'-tri-ans, s. pi. [See def.]

Church Hist. : An order of monks, with the
rule of St. Benedict, founded by Sylvester, or

Silvester, who in 1231 established a monastery
called La Grotte, at Monte Fano, in Italy,
whence the Syl vestrians were sometimes called
the order of Monte Fano. It was approved by
Innocent IV. in 1248. Sylvester died in 1267,
and was afterwards canonised.

yT-vi-a, s. [Mod. Lat, from Lat sylva = a
wood.]

"

1. Astron. : [ASTEROID, 87].

2. Ornith. : The typical genus of Sylviinse

(q.v.), with eight species, from the Palaearctic

region to India and Ceylon, and North-east
Africa. Bill rather stout, short ; upper man-
dible decurved from the middle towards the

point,
which is slightly emarginate ; nostrils

basal, lateral, oval, and exposed ; gape beset

with hairs ; wings moderate, first primary
very short ; tail with twelve feathers, gene-
rally somewhat rounded, but in some species
nearly even ; tarsus scaled in front and short,
toes and claws short. The birds of this genus
are confined to the Eastern Hemisphere, being
distinct from the warblers of the United States,

though some forty species of the latter formerly
received the name of Sylvia. They are in-

teresting from their geographical distribution,
seeming to have their headquarters in the

region surrounding the Mediterranean, though
a number of them inhabit Central and Northern
Europe. They mostly winter in Africa. They
are notable tor the sweetness of their song,
their elegant shape and graceful movement.
In color they are inconspicuous, being usually
brown, grey, or olive green. The Common
White-throat (Sylcia rvfa) is perhaps the best
known. Other species include S. curruca, the
Lesser White-throat, S. calicaria, the Garden
Warbler, 8. atricapilla, the Blackcap, and S.

orphea, the Orphean Warbler. The Blackcap
is a songster of fine powers, by many considered
the equal of the Nightingale, which has gained
much of its reputation from its habit of singing
at night. The Garden Warbler is also a very
pleasing songster.

syl'-vi-an, a. [See def.] Of or belonging to

Silvius, born in Flanders in 1614, and subse-

quently Professor of Medicine in Leyden
University.

sylvian-fissure, s. [FISSURE, s., f 3.]

Syl'-Vic, a. [Lat. syiv(a); -ic.] A synonym
of abietic (q.v.).

sylvic-acid, s. [ABIETIC-ACID.]

syl-vJc'-o-la, s. [Lat. sylvicola, silvicola = an
inhabitant of woods : sylva, silva = a wood,
and colo = to inhabit.]

Ornith. : Fly-catching Warbler, a genus of

Parinse, instituted by Swainson. Bill slender,
notched a little way from the tip ; rictus

weakly bristled ; wings long, the first quill

nearly or quite as long as the other ; feet

slender. Chiefly from North America. Species,
Sylvicola americana, S. canadensis, &c.

*
syl'-vi-ciil-ture, . [Lat sylva = a wood,
a forest, and ciiltura = culture (q.v.).] The
culture of forest trees ; arboriculture, forestry.

syT-vi'-i-dse, *syl-yi'-a-d, . pi. [Formed
from Mod. Lat. sylvia (q.v.), with Lat. fern.

pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ornith. : Warblers ; a family of Passerine

Birds, distinguished from the Thrushes (of

which, in some classifications, they form a

sub-family) by their delicate structure and
more subulate bill They are almost univer-

sally distributed, preponderating greatly in

the eastern hemisphere. Canon Tristram
divides the family into seven sub-families :

Drymoecina, Calamoherpinse, Phylloscopinse,
Sylviinse, Ruticillinae, Saxicolinae, and Accen-
torinae.

Syl-vI-i'-nsB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. sylvi(a); Lat
fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Ornithology :

1. A sub-family of Turdidse, approximately
equivalent to No. 2.

2. The typical sub-family of Sylviidae (q.v.),
with six genera and thirty-three species ; most
abundant in the Palaearctic region, very
scarce in the Australian and Oriental regions ;

absent from America. [SYLVIA.]

syl'-vine, syl'-vite, s. [Lat sal digestive
sylvii; suff. -ine, -ite (Min.).']

Min. : An isometric soluble salt found in

large crystals at Stassfurth, Prussia. Hard-
ness, 2'0 ; sp. gr. 1'9 to 2 ; colourless ; lustre,
vitreous. Compos. : potassium, 52'5; chlorine,
47'5 100, equal to the simple formula KCL

sy"m-, pref. [SYN-.]

Sy'-ma, a. [Gr. 2v'/iij (Sume), the daughter
of lalysus and Dotis, carried off by Glaucus.]

Ornith. : A genus of Alcedinidae, with two
species from Papua and North Australia.

By-mar
1

, s. [SIMAR.]

*
sjrm'-bal, s. [CYMBAL.]

s. [Gr. o-v/u/3tWic (sumbinsis)= living with companionship ; connexion :

Gr. oTi/i = avv (sun), and /3io; (bios) = life.]

Biol. : The united life of certain organisms.

Some orchids and fungus hyphse thus obtain
nourishment in common. Monotropahipopitys
is said by F. Kamienski to derive its nourish*
ineut from the soil through the medium of a
fungus mycelium which covers it. The same
phenomenon is said to have been observed in
oaks, beeches, hornbeams, &c.

sym-bl-ot'-ic, a. [Gr. o-u^jStuT^; (sumbiotet)= one who lives with a companion.]
Biol. : Of or belonging to Symbiosis (q.v.).

Sym'-bol, s. [Fr. symbole = a token, &c., from
Lat. symbolum; Gr. o-vju/SoAoi/ (sumbolon), from
o-UM/3aAAo> (sumballo) = to throw together:
<rvn (sum), for <rvv (sun) with, together, and
/SaAAw (ballo) = to throw.]

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. In the Greek sense, a casting together,

as of a contribution into a common treasury.
"There are 'portions th.it are behind of the suffer-

ings' of Christ, which must be filled up by his body
tiie Church ; and happy are tl.ey that put in the
greatest tymbol."J. Taylor: Faith * Patience of th
Saintt.
*

2. Lot ; sentence of adjudication.
"The persons who are to be judged . . . ahait all

appear to receive their tymbol.
'*

Taylor: Strmoni
vol. i., ser. I.

3. A letter or character which is significant
of something ; a sign. [II. 1. If.]

4. An object, animate or inanimate, stand-
ing for, representing, or calling up something
moral or intellectual ; an emblem, a figure, a
type, a representation,

"Salt, as incorruptible, was the tymbol of friend-
ship; which, if it casually fell, was accounted omin-
ous." Browne : Vulgar Errourt.

5. That which specially distinguishes one
regarded in a particular character, or as occu-
pying a particular office, and fulfilling its

duties; a figure marking the individuality of
some being or thing : as, A trident is the
symbol of Neptune.
1L Technically:

1. Chem. : An abbreviation of the name of
an elementary body: thus C for carbon, H,
hydrogen, P, phosphorus, &c. When two or
more of the names begin with the same letter,
a second letter is added to the symbol of one
of these elements for the sake of distinction :

thus Cl = chlorine, Hg = hydrargyrum (mer-
cury), Pb = plumbum (lead), &c. The symbol
also represents a definite quantity of the ele-
ment : thus H always one part by weight ol

hydrogen, Hg = 200 parts of mercury. [BOND,
FORMULA, NOMENCLATURE, NOTATION.]

2. Theology:

(1) A primitive name for the Creed, often

occurring in the works of the early Fathers.
The precise meaning of the word symbol in
this sense is doubtful ; but it probably had
reference to the Creed as the common Itond
of Faith. The tradition that the name was
given because each of the Apostles composed
an article, is unsupported by evidence.

(2) Sometimes applied to the elements in
the Sacrament of the Eucharist.

If Mathematical symbols: There are four
kinds of symbols employed in mathematics.
(1) Those which stand for quantities ; such
as letters standing for numbers, time, space,
or any of the geometrical magnitudes. (2)
Those of relation, as the signs, =, >, : :: :,

&c., which indicate respectively, the relations
of equality, inequality, proportion, &c. (3)
Those of abbreviation, as, .'., for hence, v,
for because; exponents and co-efficients are
likewise symbols of abbreviation, the symbol
consisting in the manner of writing these
numbers. (4) Symbols of operation, or those

employed to denote an operation to be per-
formed, or a process to be followed ; such are
the symbols of algebra and the differential

and integral calculus, &c., which do not come
under the preceding heads. Those of the
third class are generally regarded as symbols
of operation. Symbols of operation are of
two kinds : (1) Those which indicate invariable

processes, and are, in all cases, susceptible of
uniform interpretations. This kind includes
most of what are usually called the signs of

algebra, as +, -, x, -=-, V . (2) Those
which indicate general methods of proceeding
without reference to the nature of the quantity
to be operated upon.

symbol-printing, s.

Teleg. : A system of printing in dots and
marks or other cipher, as distinct from print-

ing in the nsual Roman letter. The dots and
dashes of the Morse, or similar systems, may

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. 89, = e; ey = a; qu = lew*
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be produced by pressure on, or penetration o:

the paper (Morse), or by a chemical action at
the point of contact of the styles (Bain), or
the passage of the electric current.

sym'-bol, v.t. [SYMBOL, s.] To express or

represent by a symbol ; to symbolize.

sym-bol-w-Sg'-ra-phy, s. [Gr. <rv/n/3d-
Aouoi/ (sumbolaion) = a mark or sign from
which one concludes anything, a contract,
and ypatfrw (grapho) = to write.] [SYMBOL.]
Law : The art or cunning of rightly forming

and making written instruments. It is either

judicial or extra-judicial, the latter being
wholly occupied with such instruments as
concern matters not yet judicially in contro-

versy, such as instruments of agreements or

contracts, and testaments or last wills.

(Wharton.)

sym-boT-a-trous, a. [SYMBOLATRY.] Apt
or inclined to worship, reverence, or over-esti-
mate symbols or types.

*
sym-b6T-a-try, s. [Gr. <nV/3oAoi> (sumbo-
lon) = a symbol, aud \arpeia(latreia)= service,
worship.] The worship, reverence, or over-
estimation of symbols or types.

ym-bol'-ic, a. & s. [Gr. o-v^oAticos (sum-
bolikos) ; FT. symbolique.]

A. As adj. : The same as SYMBOLICAL (q.v.).
"The tymbnlic way of writing is of three kinds ; the

first is that plain aud common one of imitating the
figure of the thing represented ; the second is by
typical marks ; and the third is a contrary way, of
allegorizing by enigmas." Warburton: Maine Lega-
tion, bk. iv., { 4.

* B. As subst. : The same as SYMBOLICS
(q.v.).

SJfan-bdT-ic-al, a. [Eng. symbolic; -al.]

1. Ord. Lang.: Pertaining to a symbol or

symbols ; of the nature of a symbol ; standing
for or serving the purpose of a symbol ; repre-
sentative.

"This seems a clear conclusion from the very nature
of our Lord's miracles, which, for the most part, were
actions distinctly symbolical of one or other of the
spiritual benefits of tne redemption." Bp. Hartley :

Sermons, vol. i., ser. 10.

2. Gram. : Applied to words which by them-
selves present no meaning to any mind, and
which depend for their intelligibility on a
relation to some presentive word or words.
Pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, and the

auxiliary verbs are symbolic words. [PRE-
82NT1VE.]

symbolical-attributes, s. pi.

Art : Certain figures or symbols usually in-

troduced in representations of the evangelists,
apostles, saints, &c., as the keys of St. Peter,
the lamb of St. Agnes, &c.

symbolical-books, s. pi.

Church Hist. : The writings in which any
Christian communion officially publishes its

distinctive tenets.

symbolical-delivery, *.

Law: The delivery of property sold or re-

signed by delivering something else as a sym-
bol, token, or representative of it.

symbolical-philosophy, s. The philo-
sophy expressed by hieroglyphics.

ym-boT-ic-al-lJ
1

adv. [Eng. symbolical ;

-ly.] In a symbolical manner ; by symbols or

signs ; typically.
"They likewise worshipped the same deity symboli-

cally in fire." Cudimrth : Intell. System, p. 286.

sym-boT-ic-al ness, s. [Eng. symbolical;
ness.] The quality or state of being symbol-

ical.

sym-bol'-ics, s. [SYMBOLIC.]

1. The study of the symbols and the mys-
terious rites of antiquity.

2. The study of the history and contents of
Christian creeds and confessions of faith.

sym bol-ism, s. [Eng. symbol; -ism.]

L Ordinary Language:
~*

1. The investing of things, as certain prac-
tices in ritual, with a symbolic meaning ; the

regarding of outward things as having an
inner and symbolic meaning; the represent-
ing of events by causes or types : such as the
sword, the cause of death ; the palm, the type
of victory, &c.

"Humtmlim [Is] the name applied to the system
which Invested the forms of Christian architecture
and ritual with a symbolical meaning. The extent to
which this symbolism was carried has been a subject
at much controversy." Srande * Cox.

*
2. An exposition or comparison of symbols

or creeds.

IL Gram. : The quality or state of being
symbolic (q.v.).

*
sym'-bol-ist, s. [Eng. symbol ; -ist.] One
who symbolizes ; one who employs symbols.

*sym-bol-ist'-ic, *
sym-bdl-ist'-ic-al,

a. [Eng. symbol; -istic, -istical.] Characterized
by the use of symbols : as, symbolistic poetry.

sym-bol-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. symbolize);
ation.] The act of symbolizing; representa-
tion ; resemblance.

"
Oft-times wrackt beyond their tymbalizations, in-

larged into constructions disparaging their true in-
tentions.

"
Broume: Vulgar Krrourt, bk. v., ch. xxi.

sym -bol-ize, v.t. & i. [Fr. symboliser.]
[SYMBOL, s.]

A. Transitive:

1. To represent by a symbol or symbols.
2. To regard or treat as symbolic ; to make

symbolic or representative of something." There want not some who have symbolized the
apple of Paradise into such constructions." Browne:
Vulgar Errours, bk. vii., ch. i.

*
3. To make to agree in properties.

B. Intransitive:

1. To use symbols ; to express or represent
things in symbols or symbolically.

*
2. To agree, to harmonize

; to have a
resemblance in qualities or properties.

" The Orphick philosophy did really agree and sym-
bolizeviith that which afterward was called Pythagor-
Ick aud Platonic." CuduwrtA." Intell. Si/stem, p. 299.

*3. To hold the same faith or religious
belief ; to agree in faith.

ym'-bol-iz-er, . [Eng. symbolize); -er.]
One who symbolizes ; one who casts in his

vote, opinion, &c., with another.
"Their ambitious symbolizers in England."

Oauden : Tears of the Church, p. 59L

*
Sym-bd-log'-ic-al, a. [Eng. symbolog(y) ;

-ical.} Of or pertaining to symbology (q.v.).

* Sym-bol'-6- gist, *. [Eng. symbolog(y);
-ist.] One versed in symbology (q.v.).

* sym-bSl'-o-gy, s. [Gr. o-vV|3.W (sumbolon)= a symbol, and XOYOJ (logos) a word, a
discourse. ] The art of expressing by symbols ;

symbolization.

* sym'-bo-lum (pi. sym'-b$-la), *. [SYM-
BOL, s.] A contribution.

" My synbolum towards so charitable a work."
Hammond : Paraphrase on On Psalms. (Pref.)

sym-bor'-o-don, s. [Pref. sym- ; Gr. /3opo

(boros) = gluttonous, and suff. -odon.]

Palccont. : A genus of Perissodactyla,
founded by Cope, on remains from the Mio-
cene of North America. It approximately
corresponds to Marsh's genus Brontothe-
rium (q.v.).

sym-bran'-chl-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

symbranch(us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suCf. -idee.]

Ichthy. : A family of Physostomi (q.v.);
eel-like fishes, having the body naked or
covered with minute scales ; the upper jaw is

entirely formed by the premaxillary bones,
the maxillaries being placed behind them in a

parallel position. Pectoral and ventral fins

are absent, and the vertical fins are reduced
to membranous folds ; there is no swimming-
bladder, and the stomach is without pyloric
appendages. The family is divided into the
three following groups, the first two of which
are freshwater, but sometimes entering
brackish water ; the third is marine :

L AMPHIPNOINA, containing one genus, with a single
species, Amphlpnota cuchia, from Bengal.

2. SYMBRANCHINA, with two genera, Monopterus and
Symbrauchus (q.v.).

3. CHILOBRAXC HISA, containing one genus, with a
single species, Chilobranchus dortalis, from Australia
and Tasmania.

sym brin-chi'-na, *. pi. [Mod. Lat. sym-
branch(us); Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff. -ina.]

[SYMBRANCHIDyE, 2.]

sym-bran'-chus, s. [Mod. Lat., from pref.

sym-, and Gr. ftpav\ia (brangchia) = gills.)

Ichthy. : The typical genus of the group
Symbranchina, and the family Symbranchidse
(q.v.). Vent in the posterior half of the body,
which is naked ; four branchial arches, with

well-developed gills. Two species : Symbran-
chus mnrmoratus, common in tropical America,
S. bengalensis, common in the East Indies.

tions. In geometry, two points are symmeti
cally disposed with respect to a straight lini

Sym-mach'-I-ans, s. pi. [See def.]
Eccles. Hist. : A name sometimes given to

the Nazarenes, probably from Symmachua
the Ebionite, who is mentioned by EuseViius
(Hist. Eccles., vi. 17). St. Ambrose (died 397),
however, speaks of the Symmachians as de-
scended from the Pharisees, and the sect was
in existence in the time of St. Augustine of
Hippo (354-430).

*
sym-met'-ral, a. [SYMMETRY.] Commen-
surate, symmetrical.

"
It.

w
s.
both the doctrine of the apostles, and the

Practi" ol the church, while it wnasymmetral, to

p 204.
magistrate."-J/ore: Mystery of Oodlineu,

* sym met'-ri-an, s. [Eng. symmetry; -an.]
One studious ol' proportion or symmetry of
parts.

"His face was a thought longer than the exact tym-metnans would allow." Sidney : Arcadia.

sym met ric al,
*
sym-met'-rlc, a.

[Eng. symmetr(y); -ic, -ical.]

I. Ord. Lang. : Possessing, exhibiting, or
characterized by symmetry ; well-proportioned
in its parts ; having its parts in due propor-
tion as to dimensions.

" The symmetric step I

How he treads true to time and place aud thing."
R. Browning : Balaustioris Adventure.

IL Technically:
1. Sot. (Of the parts of a flower): Related to

each other in number, the same in number,
or one a multiple of the other, as in Saxifraga,
which has five divisions of the calyx, five

petals, and five stamens ; or Epilobium, which
has a four-parted calyx, four petals, and eight
stamens.

2. Math. : Possessing the attribute of sym-
metry ;_having corresponding parts or rela-

tri-

whe'u they are on opposite sides of "the line
and equally distant from it, so that a straight
line joining them intersects the given line,
and is at right angles to it. A curve is sym-
metrical with respect to a straight line, when
for each point on one side of the line there is
a corresponding point on the other side, and
equally distant from it. The line is called an
axis ofsymmetry. In conic sections, the axes
are the only true axes of symmetry. Two
plane figures are symmetrically situated with
respect to a straight line, when each point of
one has a corresponding point in the other on
the opposite side of the axis, and equally dis-
tant from it. A line or surface is symmetrical
with respect to a plane, when for each point
on one side of the plane there is a second point
on the other side, equally distant from it. The
plane is called the plane of symmetry, and
is, in conic sections, a principal plane. Sym-
metrical lines and surfaces in space cannot,
in general, be made to coincide with each other.

Spherical triangles are symmetrical when their
sides and angles are equal each to each, but
not similarly situated. In analysis, an ex-

pression
is symmetrical with respect to two

letters, when the places of these letters may
be changed without changing the expression.
Thus, the expression & + a** + ab + b*x is

symmetrical with respect to a and 6 ; for,
if we change the place of a and 6, we have
& + b*x + ba + a*x, the same expression. An
expression is symmetrical with respect to
several letters, when any two of them may
change places without affecting the expression ;

thus, the expression ab + ba* + a*c + c'a +
Vc + be* is symmetrical with respect to the
three letters a, 6,,c.

Sym-me't'-ric-al-ly.adv. [Eng. symmetrical;
ly.] In a symmetrical manner; with due
proportion of parts.

sym-met'-rlc-al-ness, s. [Eng. symmetrical ;

-ness.] The quality or state of being symmet-
rical

* S#m-me-trl'-cian, *. [Eng. symmetry);
-ician.] The same as SYMMETRIAN (q.v.).

"
81th the longest rib in common lie about the fourth

part of a man, as some roiling symmet ricians affirm*.*
Holimhed : Detcrlp. BritaiM, ch. 1.

1

sym'-me'-trist, . [Eng. symmetry); -ist.]

One who is studious or particular about sym-
metry or due proportion of parts ; a sym-
metrian.

" This Is the clearest reason why some exact rm-
metristi have been blamed for being too true." JuU-
yuta H'ottontana, p. ;.r,.

sym me trize, v.t. [Eng. symmetry); -ize.\

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 90!!, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e?lst. ph =

Clan, -tian = slian. -tion, -sion = shun; -(ion, -fion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious - shus. -bio, -die, ic. - bel, dfL
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To make symmetrical or proportional in itt

parts ; to reduce to symmetry.

ym met r$ pho' l>i a, . An apparent
dread or avoidance of symmetry, especially as

liown in Egyptian architecture, ur in Japanese
art. (Humorotu.)

sym me try,
* sim me trie,

* sym-me-
trie, *. [O. Fr. symmetric (Fr. symetrU), from

Lat. symmetria ; Gr. <rvfx(irrpi'a (summetria) =
due proportion, from <rv/ifirpo? (siimmetros)
= of like measure with : o-ufi (sum,) for <rav

(w) = with, and pc'rpoi' (metron) = a mea-

nre.)

I. Ord. Lang. : A due proportion of the

several parts of a body to each other ; adapta-
tion of parts to each other ; union and cotn-

formity of the members of a work to the

whole proportion ; harmony.
IL Technically :

1. Botany:

(1) A term used when the four verticils con-

stituting a flower alternate with each other.

The symmetry may be dimerous, trimerous,
tetramerous, or pentamerous ; i.e., the num-
ber of pieces composing each verticil may l

two, as in Circsea ; three, as in Iris ; four, as
in (Enothera ; or five, as in Convolvulus. The

symmetry may be marked by the multiplica-
tion, the deduplication, the union, the arrest

of, or the inequality in, the development of
the several parts.

(2) An arrangement by which every part is

balanced by some other one, as that one pair
of leaves is balanced by the next.

2. Compar. Anat. : Harmony and correspond-
ence between certain parts of the body of an
animal. Symmetry may be :

(1) Bilateral: as in the arms of man, the

wings of a bird, and the pectoral fins of a fish.

This correspondence is purely external, and
its absence is immediately noticed on an ex-

amination of the viscera.

(2) Serial : as the correspondence between
the arm and leg in man, and the fore and
hind legs of a horse, though this is not ob-

vious without examination, owing to the differ-

ent directions in which the knee and elbow
are bent. On dissection, however, serial sym-
metry is seen to persist internally, as in the
ribs and vertehrse, which are placed one after

another in a series.

t (3) Zonal : a name sometimes applied to
the serial symmetry of segmented animals.

t (4) [RADIATED-SYMMETRY.]

H Uniform symmetry :

Arch. : That disposition of parts in which
the same ordonnauce reigns throughout the
whole.

ym mor'-phtis, a. [Gr. OTV/"-PS (sum-
morphos) = conformed to, similar.]

Ornith. : A genus of Campephagidae, with
one species, Symmorphus leucopygus, from
Australia.

ym pa thet Ic,
* sym pa-thet -ic-al,

a. [Formed from sympathy (q.v.), on analogy
of pathetic (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Pertaining to, characterized by, expres-
Ive of, or produced by sympathy.
" To sympathetic tears the ghosts themselves
He moved ; these praises to his verse he owes.

Ccntper : To hit Father.

2. Having sympathy or common feeling
with another ; affected by feelings like those
of another, or susceptible of feelings in eon-
equence of what another feels.
" Tour sympathetick hearts she hopes to move
From teuder friendship and endearing love."

Prior : Epilogue to Mrs. Manley's Lucius.

3. Agreeing, or in accord with the feelings
experienced by another ; in harmony and con-
cord.

" Now o'er the soothed accordant heart we feel
A sympathetic twilight slowly steal"

Wordsworth : Country Walt.

4. Causing or attended with sympathy.
" For cold reserve had lost its power,
In sorrow's sympathetic hour."

Scott : Rokrty, v. 11.

IL Physiol. Pathol. : Produced by or
rising from sympathy.

sympathetic ink. . A colorless ink,
the writing made with which is made visible

by a subsequent operation warmth, or other
reacting stimulant.

sympathetic medicine, s.

Anlhrop. : An old method of treatment

based on magic, and owing its origin, in every
case, to the fact that a subjective connection
between tlie malady or injury and the means
of cure was mistaken for a real anil objective
connection. Well-known examples of this
mode of treatment are Sir Kenelm Digby's
Sympathetic Powder (q.v.), the Doctrine of

Signatures, and the practice of Chinese physi-
cians at the present day, who, in the absence
of a necessary drug, will write the prescription
on a piece of paper and administer an infusion
of the writing in water, or the ashes of the
burnt paper, to the sick man. Dryden, in his
version of the Tempest (v. 2), introduces this

treatment by sympathy ; and how closely it is

connected with magic may be seen in the Lay
of the Last Minstrel (iii. 22), where the Lady
Margaret acts as leech to the wounded William
of Deloraine :

Then, taking the broken lance, she
" Washed it from the clotted gore,
And salved the splinter o'er and o'er."

sympathetic nerve, s.

Anat. : A nerve, or system of nerves, run-

ning from the base of the skull to the coccyx,
along both sides of the body, and consisting
of a series of ganglia along the spinal column
by the side of the vertebrae. With this trunk
of the sympathetic there are communicating
branches which connect the ganglia, or the
intermediate cord, with all the spinal, and
several of the cranial nerves proceeding to

primary branches on the neighboring organs
or other ganglia, and finally numerous flex-

ures of nerves running to the viscera. Vari-
ous fibres from the sympathetic communicate
with those of the cerebro-spinal system. The
term sympathetic has been applied on the

supposition that it is the agent in producing
sympathy between different parts of the body.
It more certainly affects the secretions. Called
also Sympathetic system.

* sympathetic powder, * sympa-
thetical powder, s.

Old Med. : Powder of Sympathy. A powder
of vitriol, introduced by Sir Kenelm Digby
(1603-65), who published a small book (A Late

Discourse, &c.) on its merits, and made known
the method of its preparation in his Chymical
Secrets (p. 270). The powder was sail to be
highly efficacious

"
in stanching of desperate

bleeding at the nose, in stanching the blood of
a wound, and in curing any green wound
(where there is no fracture of bones) without

any plaister or oyntment, in a few days." In
the case of an incised wound, the powder was
infused in water, and " into this water they
did put a clout or rag of cloth embrued with
the blood of the party hurt (the rag being
first dry), but if it was fresh and moist with
the reaking blood, there was no need but to

powder it with the small powder of the same
vitriol

"
(p. 138). Sir Kenelm (p. 148) goes on

to say that " the same cure is performed by
applying the remedy to the blade of a sword
which hath wounded a person." The wound
itself was to be washed clean, the edges
brought into apposition, and bandaged.
Dunglison (Hist. Med., p. 237), hereupon re-

marks :
" Under such treatment it was of little

importance what application was made to the
instrument ; binding up the wound, bringing
the edges in apposition, defending it from
extraneous irritants, and leaving it to the
restorative power which is seated in almost

every part of an organized body, is the ap-
proved method of managing incised wounds
at the present day."

sympathetic - sounds, s. pi. Sounds
produced from solid bodies by means of vibra-
tions of some sounding body, these vibrations

being communicated by means of the air or
some intervening solid body.

sym-pa-thet'-Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. sympa-
tlietical ; -ly.] In a sympathetic manner;
with sympathy ; in consequence of sympathy ;

by communication from something else.
" Wherefore the plastick nature . . . must be con-

cluded to act fatally, magically, and sympathetically."
Oudworth : Intell. System, p. 161.

sym pa thise, v.i. & t. [SYMPATHIZE.]

*
sym'-pa-thist, s. [Eng. sympath(y) ; -ist.]

One who sympathizes ; one who feels sym-
pathy ; a sympathizer.

sym pa thize, v.i. & t. [Fr. sympathiser.]
[SYMPATHY.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To have sympathy ; to have a common
feeling with another, as of pain or pleasure.

" The limbs of his body is to every one a iisjt ol
himself : he tympaitiiui. and is concerned for them."
Locke: Human Understanding, bk. ii., ch. ixvil.

2. To feel in consequence of what another
feels ; to feel mutually ; to be affected with
feelings similar to those of another, in conse-
quence of something felt or experienced by
such other.

" We continually timpathite with the sentiment*
and affections of the company among whom we con-
verse." Search : Light of f/ature, vol. i., pt. ii., ch,
zix.

3. To express sympathy ; to condole.
" To feel her woes and sympathize in tears."

Pitt : rida : Art of Poetry, IL
*

4. To agree, to fit, to harmonize.
" Green Is a pleasing colour, from a blue and *

yellow mixed together, and by consequence blue and
yellow are two colours which sympathize." liryden:
Dufresnoy.
*

5. To agree; to be of the same disposi-
tion.

" The men do si/mpatniie with the mastiff's In robusti-
ous and rough coming ou.' Shakes?. : Henry V., iii. T.

* B. Transitive:

1. To have sympathy for ; to share, to par-
ticipate." By this lym/iathittd one day's error

Have suffered wrong."
Hhakesp. : Comedy of Errors, T.

2. To form so as to harmonize ; to form
with suitable adaptation ; to contrive with
cougruity or consistency.

"A message well sympathized ; a horse to be ambat.
sador for an ass." Shakesp. : Love's Labour'! Lost, iii.

Sym'-pat-thiz-er, s. [Eng. sympathiz(e) ;

-er.] One who sympathizes or feels for another ^

one who takes side or common action with
another in any cause or pursuit.

sym pa- thy, *sym-pa-thie, s. [Fr.

sympathie, from Lat. sympathia; Gr. <rv/*rra-

6eia(sumpatheia) l\]ie feeling, fellow-feeling;
o-vfiTra&J! (sumpathls) = of like feelings : <ruft,

(sum), for <rvv(sun) with, and wo.6tiv(piithein)t

2 aor. infin. of irdor^ia (pascho) to suffer.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Feeling corresponding to that felt by
another ; the quality or state of being affected

by the affections of another, witli feelings
corresponding in kind if not in degree ; com-
passion, fellow-feeling, commiseration. (Fol-
lowed by for before the person sympathized
with.)
" Pleased it returned as soon with answering looks
Of sympathy and love." Milton : P. L.. iv. 16*.

If Sympathy is first evoked in small so-

cieties, such as a single family or a small

tribe, and gradually extends beyond these
limits. After a time it is found capable of

embracing a nation, but foreigners excite an-

tipathy rather than sympathy. Next it en-
tertains a certain amount of beneficent feeling
towards mankind in general. One of its latest
moral acquisitions is to go forth towards the
lower animals, as shown, for example, by the
efforts to prevent their being cruelly and
thoughtlessly treated. The latter possess it

among themselves ; thus Indian crows have
been seen feeding two or three of their com-
panions which were blind.

2. An agreement of affections or inclina-

tions ; a conformity of natural temperament,
which makes two persons pleased or in ac-

cord with each other ; mutual or reciprocal
affection or passion ; community of inclina-

tion or disposition. (Followed by with.)
"
It was an assemblage of distinct bodies, none of

which had any strong sympathy with the rest, and
some of which had a positive antipathy for each
other." ilacaula// : Sat. Eng., ch. xxiv.
*

3. Correspondence, agreement.
" His Impress was a CatoUepas, which so long He*

dead, as the mo.<n, whereto it hath so natural >

sympathy, wants a light." Sidney : Arntdia, bk. iii.

4. A tendency of certain inanimate things
to unite with or act on each other : as, the

sympathy between the loadstone and iron.

II. Physiology Pathology :

1. Reciprocal on of the different parts
of the body on each other ; an affection of one

part of the body in consequence of something
taking place in another. Thus, when there
is a local injury the whole frame after a
time suffers with it. A wound anywhere will

tend to create feverishness everywhere ; de-

rangement of the stomach will produce
headache, liver complaint will produce pain
in the shoulder, &c.

2. The influence exerted over the susceptible

l&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, woli, work, who, son; mate. cab. care, unite, car. rule, fall; try, Syrian, w, ce = e; ey = a; an = kw.
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organization of one person, as of a hysteric
female, by the sight of paroxysms of some
nervous disease iu another or in others.

H According to the derivation of the words,
tympatliy may be said of either pleasure or

pain ; compassion and condolence only of that
which is painful. Sympathy preserves its

original meaning in its application, for we
laugh or cry by sympathy; this may, how-
ever, be merely a physical operation ; but

compassion is altogether a moral feeling,
which makes us enter into the distresses of
others : we may, therefore, sympathize with

others, without essentially serving them ;

but if we feel compassion, we naturally turn
onr thoughts towards relieving them. Com-
passion is awakened by those sufferings which
are attributable to our misfortunes ; compos-
tioii may be awakened by persons in very
unequal conditions of life ; condolence sup-
poses an entire equality.

Jm-pep'-SIS, s. [Fref. sym-, and Gr. irei^c;

(pepsis) =a ripening.]
Med. : A ripening of inflammatory humours.

t S^m-pSt'-a-loiis, a. [Pref. sym-, and Gr.
IKTO.\OV (petdlon) = a leaf.]

Bot. : Gamopetalous (q.v.). (Thome.)

eymph an'-ther ous, a. [Gr. <n>/u<f>opa

(sumphora) = a bringing together, and ar&ijpo?

(antheros).] [ANTHER.]
Bot. : Syngenesious (q.v.).

s^m-phe-nom'-en-a, s. pi. [Pref. sym-,
and pi. of Eng. phenomenon (q.v.).] Natural

, sounds or appearances of a kind or character
similar to others expressed or exhibited by
the same object. (Stormonth.)

*s3fan-phe-nom'-en-al, a. [SYMPHENO-
MKNA.] Of or pertaining to symphenomena;
designating significant words imitative of
natural sounds or phenomena. (Stormonth.)

sym pho'-m-a, . [Lat.] A symphony
(q.v.).

sym-phon'-ic, a. [SYMPHONY.]
1. Ord. Lang. : The same as SYMPHONIOUS

(q.v.).

2. Music: Pertaining or relating to or
characteristic of a symphony.

"In presence of a symphonic poem there is a
cravini! of the human mind '

to know what it is all

about." Daily Telegraph, Feb. 25, 1882.

pho'-ni-oiis, a. [Eng. symphony; -ous.]

1. Ord, Lang. : Agreeing in sound ; harmo-
nious.

" The sound
Svmphonious of ten thousand harps, that tuned
Angelic harmonies." Hilton : P. L., vli. 659.

2. Music : The same as SYMPHONI

ym'-pho-nist, s. [Fr. symphoniste.]
*

1. A chorister. (Blount.)

2. A composer of symphonies, as Beetho-

ven, Mozart, and Haydn.

* SJfan'-pho-nize, v.i. [Eng. symphon(y);
-ute.] To agree, to harmonize.

"
I mean the law and the prophets fymphoniiing

with the gospeL" Boyle : Style of Boly Scripture,
p. 253.

sym pho ny,
*
sim-pho-nle, *sym-

fo-nye,
* sym pho-nie, s. [Fr. sym-

phonic, from Lat. symphonia ; Gr. ro/x^xovia

(sumphonia) music, harmony, from <TVM-

4>tui'09 (sumphonos) = agreeing in sound ; har-
monious : avu (sum), for <rov (sun) = with,
and

<t><at>T/j (phone) sound.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A consonance or harmony
of sounds, vocal or instrumental, or both,
which are agreeable to the ear.

" She sung, and still a harp unseeu
Filled up the symphony between."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, i. 80.

IL Music:

1. A composition for an orchestra, similar
in construction to the sonata, which is usu-

ally for a single instrument. A symphony
has several varied movements, generally four,
never less than three. The first, an allegro ;

the second, a largo, or andante ; the third, a
scherzo, or minuet and trio ; and the fourth,
an allegro. The form of the first and last
movement is usually the same as that of the
sonata. The scherzo, or the minuet, in some
symphonies is placed before, instead of after,
the slow movement.

2. Formerly overtures were called sym-

phonies. Handel called the overture " Sin-

fonica," and it was a common practice in his
time to name any .long instrumental piece
after this manner.

3. The introductory, intermediate, and con-
cluding instrumental parts of a song or other
vocal piece are also called symphonies.

*4. A name anciently given to certain musi-
cal instruments, as the virginal and bagpipe.

sym-phbV-i-a, s. [Gr. <rv(j.<t>opd (sumphora)= a bringing together]]

Bot. : The same as SYMPHORICARPOS (q.v.).

sym phor-I-car'-pous, a. [Gr. <ru^opo
(sumphora) = a bringing together, and rapirof
(karpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : Bearing fruits clustered together.

sym phqr-i car-piis, s. [SYMPHORICAR-
POUS. Named from the cluster of berries.]

Bot. : St. Peter's wort, a genus of Lon-
icerese, with a four-celled ovary, having two
cells abortive, and the other two each with
one hard seed. North American shrubs :

Symphoricarpus racemosus is the Snow-berry
(q.v.) ; S. vulgaris the common St. Peter's

wort, a native of the United States, which
has red cup-shaped berries.

S^m'-phor-us, s. <[Gr. o-u'/^opos (sumphoros)= useful, profitable.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Percidae, from the Indo-

Pacific, closely allied to Dentex (q.v.), which
is now generally placed with the Percidae.

8jfm-ph$rr-lous, a. [Pref. tym-, and Gr.

<t>\i\\ov (phullon) = a leaf.]

Bot. : Garaophyllous (q.v.).

sym phy 6 ste-mon, s. [Gr. av^va
(sumphuo) = to cause to grow together, and
<rrriii<ov (stemon).~\ [STAMEN.]

Bot. : The union of stamens by their fila-

.
ments ; the state of being monadelphous.

sym phys an drous, a. [Gr. <rv>oWt;
(sumphusis), and anjp (aner), genit. ai/po$
(amdros) = a male.]

Bot. (Of stamens): In a state of coalescence,
as the filaments and anthers of Cucurbitaceae
and Lobeliacese.

sym-phys'-e-al, a. [Eng. symphys(is) ; -d.]
Of or pertaining to symphysis (q.v.).

sym-phys'-e-6 tome, s. [Eng. symphysis

(q.v.), and Gr. rofi>j (tome) = a cutting.]

Surg. ; A knife used in the Sigaultian
section.

sym-phys-e-ot'-6-my, . [SYMPHYSEO-
TOME.]

Surg. : The Sigaultian section (q.v.).

-ph^-sis, s. [Gr. = a growing together:
<7v/n (sum), for tniv (sun) = together, and
<vVi. (phusis) = a growing ; <j>v<a (phud) = to

grow.]
1. A/iat. : The union of two bones, in which

there is little or no motion.

2. Bot. : The growing together or union of
two parts.

sym phyt ism, s. [Gr. o-u/^vw (sumphuo)
= to grow together.] [SYMPHYSIS.]

Philol. : A term applied by Earle to a ten-

dency, in that class of words called by him
symbolic, to attach themselves to other words,
so that the resulting compound is either

really one word, or presents the appearance of

being one word. Symphytism is oftwo kinds,

(1) Particle-composition and (2) Flexion.

(1) Particle-composition is when the old

negative ne coalesces with the verb : thus, nelt

for ne wilt, nam for ne am, not ne wot. Also
when the particle a coalesces with a noun :

as, awinter = in the winter, or with an adjec-
tive, as abroad, around, along.

(2) Flexion is when a change of this kind

gives any word a grammatical flexibility, a

faculty of changing its relative office, a parsing
value : as theech = thee ic = so may I prosper
(A. S. theon = to prosper). (Earle : Philology of
the English Tongue, 254.)

sJrm'-phJM;um, s. [Gr. <rov<bvTov (sumphuton)
= comfrey (see def.) ; trvn<t>\no<; (snmphutos) =
grown together. Named from its supposed
vulnerary qualities.]

Bot. : Comfrey, a genus of Boraginacese,

tribe Anchuseae. Hispid plants, with the
cauline leaves sessile or decurrent; the in-
florescence in terminal forked cymes ; calyx
five-partite or five-toothed ; corolla tubular,
enlarged upwards, its throat closed with con
nivent, lanceolate, subulate scales; stamens
five ; nutlets four, ovoid, smooth. Known
species, fifteen, from Europe and the West of
Asia. S. officinale, the Common Comfrey ICoM-
FEEY, H (1), (5)] is a large, coarse-looking.
mucilaginous herb, which has been introduced
into the United States, where it is found in
gardens and low grounds in the Middle States.
The whole plant is rough with dense hairs.

pl-es 6m -e ter, *. [Gr.

(sumpiesis) = a compression, from <TVM""'<>>

(sumpiezo) = to press together (ovft (sum), for
avv (sun) = with, together, and irit'<Ja> (ptez6)=
to press), and nerpov (metron) a measure.] An
instrument invented by Mr. Adie, of Edin-
burgh, for measuring the weight of the atmo-
sphere by the compression of a column of gas.
It consists of a column of oil, supported by
atmospheric pressure, and rising, not like the
mercury of the barometer into a vacuum, but
against a body of hydrogen gas, which acts
like a spring against the column of oil ; and
as the elasticity of the hydrogen varies with
every change of temperature, a movable ther-
mometer-scale is attached for making the
necessary corrections. The sympiesometer is

graduated by placing it together with a stand-
ard barometer and thermometer in a glass
vessel, in which the pressure of the air can
be varied at pleasure. The top of the column
is marked at the points where the barometer
shows 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 inches respectively.
The spaces between the marks, coinciding
with the inches of mercury, are then sub-
divided into 100 equal parts each, and the

great range makes the instrument valuable
for recording minute variations, subject to

correction, depending on the variation in thte

volume of the hydrogen due to changes of the

temperature. A graduated sliding scale as-

sists in reaching the corrected result.

sym'-ple-slte, s. [Gr. ov/* (sum), for <rvv (sun)= together, and jrAr;<nafu> (plesiazo) = to ap-
proach.]
Min. : A monoclinic mineral, occurring in

tufts of small prismatic crystals in cavities in
Siderite (q.v.). Hardness, 2'5; sp. gr. 2"957 ;

lustre on cleavage face, pearly, elsewhere
vitreous ; colour, celandine-green. Compos. :

supposed to be an arsenate of protoxide of iron.

S$fm-pl6-Car'-pUS, . [Gr. trvpirAoin) (sum-
ploke) = an interweaving, and Kopiros (karpos)= fruit]

Bot. : A genus of Orontiese. Leaves large,
stalked ; spathe cucullate ; spadix globular,
covered with perfect flowers; perianth four-

parted, at last fleshy ; stamens four ; style

four-angled ; ovary one-celled ; fruit con-

fluent, one-celled, one-seeded. Symplocarpus
fcetidus, or Pathos fustida, so called from its

fetid smell, is a powerful antispasmodic and
expectorant ; it is valued in America as a
palliative in paroxysms of asthma.

, s. Gr. <rvftirAoKrj (sumploke)=*
twisting together : ov/i (sum), for <rvv (sun)=
with, together, and irAoioj (ploke) & twist-

ing ; jrAeicw (pleko) to twist, to twine.]

Rhet. : The repetition of one word at the be-

ginning and of another at the end of successive

clauses, as in the sentence, Mercy descended
from heaven to dwell on the earth; Mercy fled

back to heaven, and left the earth.

sym plo 90 SB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. symploc(os);
Lat. fein. pi. adj. suff. -ex.]

Bot. : A tribe of Styracacese, having the
corolla quincuncial and the anthers roundish.

sym plo 91 um, s. [Mod. Lat., dimin. from
Gr. <Tv/u7rAo/c>j (sumplokt).'] [SVMPLOCE.]

Bot. : The spore case of a fern.

sym plo cos, s. [SYMPLOCE.]
Bot. : The typical genus of Symploceae (q.v.)

Leaves alternate, exstipulate ; flowers axil-

lary ; calyx half-inferior, three-parted ; corolla

monopetalous, three to ten-parted, white or
scarlet ; stamens indefinite ; ovary three to

five-celled, each cell with four ovules ; fruit,

a drupe, with three to five cells each, one-

seeded. Known species about thirty. The
leaves and bark of Symplocos cratagoides yield
a yellow dye ; its seeds furnish an oil ; its

bSJl, bo^; poSt, J6M; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophoii, eyist. -ing,

olan, -tUn = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -flon, -}lon = zhun. cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -We. -die, &c. = bel, deJ,
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bark is considered tonic, and is used in India in

ophthalmia. The leaves of .S. spu-aia are also
used lor dyeing ; the liark with indigo to pro-
duce different shades of green. The red wood
from the root of A', pkylloctilyx is used by the

Nepaulese for caste marks ; its root and
leaves yield a yellow ,|ye. The ashes of S.

rwirmoso are employed as an alkali, as an
auxiliary with oilier dyes, or as a tan. Its

r*irk is cooling and astringent. It is given in

India in diariluva, and is employed in making
pl.iisters. Mixed with sugar, it acts on relaxed
mucous membranes. A decoction of the
WOIK! is made into a gargle for spongy bleed-

ing gums. All these are trees from the Hima-
18, or other Indian mountains. The bark

of .$. (Bobna) laurina is used in Bengal as a
mordant for a red dye. S. tiiictoria, the Sweet-
leaf of Carolina, dyes yellow, and has a bitter

and aromatic root. S. Alstonia, or Alstonia

tlin'folia, from New Granada, is astringent.
Its leaves are used as ten.

2. Pakeobot. : The genus occurs In the
London clay of Sheppey.

ym-po'-dl-al, a. [Mod. Lat. sympodi(um);
Eng. suit'. -/."]

Hot. (Of inflorescence) : Cymose.

ym po -dl-um, . [Pref. sym-, and Or.
voSiov (podion), dimin. from irovs (potts),

geuit. iroSos (podos) = a foot.]

Bot. : (1) A cyme ; (2) a lateral branch in
the inflorescence of rushes. It consists of
several axes.

ym-pos'-I-a, . pi. [SYMPOSIUM.]

yni pos I ac,
* sym pos I ack, o. & .

[Kr. symposiaque, from Lat. symposiacus ; Gr.

ffv/iiroo-iaicos (sumposiakos) = of or pertaining
to a symposium (q.v.).]

A. As adjective :

1. Ord. Lang. : Pertaining to symposia,
merry-making, or revels ; happening where
Company is drinking together.

" From the ancient custom of i/.-mpotiack meetings
to wear cheap chapleU of roses about their heads."
Si'ottntf : I'ulgar Errourt, bk. v., ch. xxi.

2. Music: A term applied to cheerful and
convivial compositions for voices, as glees,

catches, rounds, &c.
* B. As subst. : A conference or conversa-

tion of philosophers at a banquet.

ym pos -1-arch, . [Or. muTrovt.a.p-xm

(sumiiosiarch.es), from avpiroffiov (sumposion)= a symposium (q.v.), and ap\<a (archo)= to

rule.]

Gr. Antiq. : The president, chairman, or
director of a feast.

S'-l-ast, . [Gr. <rvfi7roo-iao-Tjs

(sumposiastes).] [SYMPOSIUM.] One whojoins
In a symposium or merry-making.

Bym-pos'-i-on, *. [Gr.] A symposium.

sym-pos-1-iim,
*
sym-pos-i-on (pL

sym-pos'-I-a), . [Lat., from Gr. ovum-
triov (sumposion) = a drinking - party, a
banquet : <rvfi (sum), for avv (sun) = with,
together, and base JTO- (po-), seen in irfots

(posts) = a drinking ; vivia (pino) = to drink,
pa. t. ntiruKa. (pepoka), aor. iiroOriv (epothen).]

1 1. A drinking together; a revel, a merry-
making, a banquet.

2. A magazine article on some serious topic,
In which several contributors express their
views in succession, like the speakers in
Plato's Banquet.

ymp torn (p silent),
* symp tome, *sym-

tome, s. [Fr. symptome, from Lat. symptoma ;

Gr. o-vfiirrwjAa (sumptoma) = anything that
befalls one, a casualty ; <ryinriirr<a (sumpipto)

to fall together, to fall in with : <rv/x (sum),
for <rvv (sun) = together, and irinrw (jripto) =
to foil.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II.
" The physicians s;.fak of a certain disease or mad-

ness. called hydrophobia, the tymptame of those that
have been bitten by a mad-dog, which makes them
have a monstrous antipathy to water." Cudworth :

Intell. Si/lttm, p. 136.

2. Something which indicates the existence
of something else ; a token, a sign, an omen,
an indication.

"
Alarming t>fmptomt had appeared in other regl-

ments." Macaulay : ffitt. Eng., ch. xi.

IL Pathol.: A change perceptible by a

patient or his physician in the appearance or
functions of the body, indicating the presence
of disease.

symp -to mat Ic, symp to mat -Ic al
(p -silent), o. [Gr. <rvn.-mu>(ia.Ti.K6<i (sumpto-
matiko.*), from ovjiirrw/Lia (sumptoinu), geuit.
<rvfj.TtTujfj.a.Tos (sttmi>tdm<itos) = a symptom
(q.v.); Fr. lymptomatig**.]

1. Of or pertaining to symptoms.
2. Being or serving as a symptom, token,

sign, or indication ; indicating the existence
Of something else.

"The one is but it/mptomiitical, or at most secondary,
ID relation to the M\rT."H<>yU : Workt, 11. 197.

3. Made or arranged according to symptoms :

as, a symptomatic classification of diseases.

symptomatic-disease, s.

Med. : A disease which proceeds from a
prior disease in some part of the body : as, A
symptomatic fever may proceed from a local

injury or local inflammation. (Opposed to

idiopathic.)

symp'-to-mat'-Ic-al-ly (p silent), adv.

[Eng. symptomatical ; -ly.] In a symptomatic
manner; by means of symptoms; in the
nature of symptoms.

" The causes of a bubo are vicious humours abound-
ing in the blood, or iu the nerves, excreted sometime*
cnticHlly, sometimes tymptomaticaUy." Wistman :

Surgery, bit. I., ch. ix.

symp-to-ma-tol'-d-gif (p silent), . [Gr.

ODjoin-TalftaTOs (sitinptdmatos), genit. of <ni/xnr<o|ua

(sumptoma)= a symptom, and Adyos (logos) =
a discourse.]

Med. : The doctrine of symptoms, including
diagnosis and prognosis. (See these words.)

syn-, pref. [A Latinised form of Gr. avv (sun)= with, together. It becomes syl- before
words beginning with I ; sum- before words
beginning with &, m, p, or ph, and su- before
words beginning with or z.] A Greek pre-

position, used also as a prefix, and correspond-
ing in senses to the Lat. cum, which appears
iu English as con (q.v.).

*
syn,

*
syne, adv. [SINCE.]

syn-ac'-mic, a. [Eng. synacm(y) ; -ic.)

Bot. : Of or belonging to synacmy, having
the stamens and pistils in the same flower
mature at the same time.

" Fumttria officinalit, Potentilla reptant, Erica
Tetralix, Solarium Dulcamara, and Linaria Ci/mttu-
luria are lynacmic plants." TVecu. of Sot. (ed, 1876),

p. 345.

syn-ac'-m$r, a. [Gr. trv><a/c/uaa> (sunakmazS)
=.to blossom at the same time : o-vv (sun) =.

together, and axfia^u (flkmazo) = to be in full

bloom.] [ACME.]
Bot. : Mr. Alfred Bennett's name for Homo-

gamy (q.v.). Called by Hildebrand Non-
dichogamy.

syii-wr'-e-sis (set as er),
* sin er'-e-sis,

s. [Lat. syiuKresis, from Gr. owacpco-tf (sun-
'

airesis) = a. taking together : <ruv (sun) =
with, together, and<upcris(7iairesw)= ataking ;

aipe'co (haireu) = to take.]

Gram. : The contraction of two syllables or
vowels into one by the suppression of one of
the syllables or the formation of a diphthong :

as, ne'er for never.

*
syn-a-gSg'-al, a. [Eng. synagog(ue) ; -al.]

Synagogical.
"
According to the rules of the lynagogal chanting."

Xobertton Smith: Old Tut. in Jeurith Church, lect. ill.

Syn-a-gSg'-Ic-al, a. [Mid. Eng. synagog(e)
r=a synagogue (q.v.); Eng. adj. suff. -ical.]

Pertaining or relating to a synagogue.

syn a gogue, * sin-a-gogne,
* syn a-

gog",
*
syn-a-goge, s. [Fr. synagogue, from

Lat. synagoga ; Gr. avvayiayri (sunapdge) = a
bringing together : <rvv (sun) = together, and
aywyj (agoge) = a bringing ; ayw (ago) = to

lead.]

1. Literatty and Judaism :

(1) A congregation or assembly of Jews for

the purpose of worship or the performance of

religious rites.

(2) A building set apart for Jewish, as a
church or chapel is for Christian worship.
Under the Mosaic law worship of the highest
type could take place only at one chosen

spot (Deut. xii. 5, 21 ; xvi. 6), that divinely
chosen early in the monarchy being Jerusalem

(2 Chron. vi. 5, 6), though gatherings took

place in various other localities (2 Kings, iv.

23). Meetings at stated times for worship do
not seem to have arisen till the time of the
Exile, when the services of the Temple were
perforce in abeyance. They constituted the
germ of the subsequent synagogues, which
are believed to have begun among the Jews
resident out of Palestine. In Psalm Ixxiv.

8, the persecutors are represented as burn-
ing up all the synagogues of God in the
land. Jesus taught or preached, and wrought
miracles in the synagogues of Capernaum
(Matt. xii. 9, Mark i. 21, Luke vii. 5, John
vi. 59), in that of Nazareth (Matt xiii. 54,
Mark vi. 2, Luke iv. 16), and elsewhere

(Luke iv. 15). Many Jewish synagogues are
said to have existed in Jerusalem, besides
one or more for foreigners (Acts vi. 9). Out
of Palestine the Apostles found synagogues
in Damascus (Acts ix. '2, 20), Antioch in Pi-

sidia (xiii. 14), Iconium (xiv. 1), Thessalonica

(xvii. 1), Berea (10), Athens (17), Corinth
(xviii. 1, 4, 8), Ephesus (xviii. 19, xix. 8), and
doubtless also in other places. Synagogues
were usually built on elevated sites, suggested
by Prov. i. 21 and Ezra ix. 9, often outside
cities and towns, by the side of a river or
small stream (cf. Acts xvi. 13). The edifice
was shaped like a theatre, with the door on
the west side, entering which one was con-

ventionally supposed to look eastward to

Jerusalem, even though that city might
be to the west of the place. This was sug-
gested by 1 Kings viii. 29, Dan. vi. 10, Ac.
The wooden chest or ark containing the
scrolls of the law and vestments was on
the eastern side, with a canopy above, or in
a recess or sanctuary. In front of it were
the desk of the reader or preacher and
a platform, with armchairs for the elders,
who faced the ordinary worshippers. The
men sat on one side of the synagogue and the
women on the other; they were moreover
separated by a partition about six feet high.
A light was kept perjietually burning. The
governing body was the elders (Acts xiii. 15),

presided over by a ruler of the synagogue
(Mark v. 22, Luke xiii. 14), with two judicial
colleagues, three almoners or deacons, a
leader of the worship (Luke iv. 20), a
servant like a caretaker, and ten men of
leisure pledged to attend and constitute a
congregation if no others came. The Law
and the Prophets were read, with liturgical

prayers, chanting of the psalms, and recitals
of the ten commandments, the whole con-

cluding with a benediction. The synagogues
were used not only as places of worship, but
as law courts, taking cognisance of petty
offences, the decisions of which were carried
out within the sacred edifice (Matt. x. 17,
Mark xiii. 9, Luke xii. 11, xxi. 12, Acts xxii.

19). Essentially the same arrangements obtain
in the modern synagogue. The first of these
on record as existing in England was at
Oxford during the reign of William Rufus.
A magnificent one erected in London in the

reign of Henry III. was forcibly transferred
to the then dominant Christian Church. In
the reign of George II. only two synagogues
were permitted, one for the German and the
other for the Portuguese Jews ; now there i

no limitation, and several exist.
*

2. Figuratively :

(1) A Christian church (James ii. 2, Rev. 11.

9). When the Christian and Jewish churches
became quite separated, the use of the word
in this sense ceased.

*
(2) Any assembly or meeting of men.

If
The Great Synagogue : A "synagogue," or

ruling religious assembly constituted pro-
bably by Nehemiah (not, as some have thought,
by Ezra) about 410 B.C., continuing about 116

years, and developing about 300 B.C. into the
Sanhedrim (q.v.). It sought to keep the people
from intermarriage with the heathen, to com-
pel them to observe the Sabbath and the
Sabbatical year, and to make proper contribu-
tion for divine worship, besides seeing that the
text of Scripture was kept pure. It is gene-
rally stated that there were 120 members.
The Great Synagogue is never mentioned in
the Old Testament, in the Apocrypha, or in

Josephus or Philo, which has led Michaelia
and other writers to doubt if it ever existed.

*
syn-a-gog^-uish, a. [Eng. synagog(ue) ;

-ish.] "Pertaining or belonging to synagogues;
fanatical.

"
By your party tynagogvith."

ff Ur/ey : Collin'i Walt, I.

Byn'-a-gris, s. [Gr. owaypi; (sunagris) ^
kind'of sea-fish mentioned by Aristotle.]

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wflf, work, who, son; mate, cub, core, unite, oar, rale, fall; try, Syrian. , w ^ e ; ey - a ; qu = tow.
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Ichthy. : A genus of Percidse, with about

twenty species from the Indo-Pacittc. Marine
fishes of small size ; body sub-elongate, co-

vered with ciliary scales of moderate size ;

mouth-cleft horizontal ; one continuous dorsal

with feeble spines, caudal deeply forked ; teeth

villiform, with canines, at least, in upper jaw ;

brauuhiostegals six.

syn a-le'-pha, syn-a-loe'-pha, s. [Lat.

synalcepha, fro'm Gr. trvVoAoi^j; (sunalolplie) =
a melting together : <rov (sun) = together,
and iAeicfxo (aleipho) =. to anoint with oil, to

daub ; oAoufxj (aluiphe) fat.]

Gram.: A contraction of syllables by the

suppression of some vowel or diphthong at

the end of a word before another vowel or

diphthong : as, th' enemy for the enemy.

syn al lag-mat ic, syn-al-lag-mat'-
ic al, a. [Or. ovi'aAAaypaTtKOf (sunallag-

wuitlkos), from crvvaAAa-yna (sunallagma) = a
mutual agreement, a contract, from <ntv\-

\dtr(T(a(suiujUa$sd) = to exchange, to negociate
with : <rav (sun) = together, and oAAdo-<r<o

(a/Zasso) to change.]

Civil Law : An epithet applied to a contract
or treaty imposing reciprocal obligations.

syn-al-lax-i'-nae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. synal-

lax(is); Lat. fern. pL adj. suff. -iiue.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Dendrocolaptidae,
with twelve genera, ranging from Patagonia to

Mexico. The outer toe is long, and is joined
to the middle toe nearly as far as the first

joint ; the hinder toe is long and powerful,
and all the claws are sharply curved, pointed,
and strong; tail long, and always pointed.

Although these birds are small, they build

nests as large as those of the hawk or the

crow ; in the majority of cases these consist

of a bundle of sticks loosely thrown together,
in the middle of which the nest proper is

made, consisting of two recesses, and in the
inner one the eggs are laid on a lied of soft

feathers. [See extract under SYNALLAXINE.]

syn al-lax'-ine, a. [Mod. Lat. synallax(is) ;

Eng" adj. suff. -int.] Of or belonging to the

Bynallaxinse ; having the outer and middle
toes partially united.

"The Syniillajci'ie birds are generally found upon
the trees, which they traverse with great rapidity in
search of the various insects on which they feed, and
may often be seen running about upon the ground,
peering anxiously into every little hole and cranny
and drairgiug slugs, snails, worms, and beetles f

the recesses in which they
during the hour

Illui. Hat. Hut., ii. 260.

ustomed to conceal
i daylight" Wood.

syn-al lax'-is, . [Gr. o-woAAai (sunal-

laxis) = commerce, exchange. ]

Ornith. : The type genus of Synallaxinse

(q.v.), with fifty-five species. They are divided
into two groups : (1) with ten, and (2) with
twelve rectrices.

syn an'-9el-a, s. [Or. owayxeta (sunangkeia)
= a narrow valley in which streams meet.
Named from their habitat.]

Ichthy. : Agenusof Scorpaenidse ; the general
appearance of the species, especially of the

bead, monstrous ; scaleless, soft warty pro-
tuberances or filaments on skin ; mouth
directed upwards, wide, villiform teeth in

jaws, sometimes on vomer ; eyes small ; from
thirteen to sixteen dorsal spinea ; pectorals

POISOW-OROAN9 OF SYNANCEIA.
A. Dorsal spines of Synanceia verrucita (from speci-
men in Nat. Hist Museum. South Kensington).
B. .S;.iiie dissected, showing poUou-bag.

very large. There are four species from the

Indo-Pacific, attaining a length of eighteen
Inches at most. They are greatly dreaded on
account of the wounds they can inflict with
their dorsal spines, each of which, in its

terminal half, is provided with a deep groove
on each side, at the lower end of which is a

pear-shaped bag containing the venom, and
prolonged into a membranous duct, and open

at the point of the spine. Persons wading
with naked feet in the sea often step on these
fish, which lie hidden in the sand, when the
spines eater the skin, and the poison is forced
into the wound by the pressure of the foot on
the poison-bag. Many cases are on record in
which such wounds have been fatal.

Syn-an-9Jd'-i-um, s. [Mod. Lat., synan-
c(eia), and Gr. e'Sos (eidos) form.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Scorpsenidae, allied to

Synanceia (q.v.) ; from tropical seas.

syn-an'-ther-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., from pref.

syn-, and dpdqpot (aniheros) = blooming.]
[ANTHER.]

Bot. : The Composite (q.v.).

syn-an-ther-oT-6-gist, s. [Eng. synan-
therolog(y); -ist.] One who studies or dis-

courses on synantherous flowers.

"Facile princeps among lynantherologittl."
Journal gf Botany, vol. \., No. 221, p. I'M.

syn-an-ther-ol'-o-gy, s. [Mod. Lat. synan-
therte, and Gr. Ad-yos (logos) = & word, a dis-

course.] A treatise on or a description of syn-
antherous flowers.

syn-an'-ther-ous, a. [SYNANTHER*.]
Bot : Having the anthers growing together ;

syiigenesious.

syn an thoiis, a. [Pref. syn-, and Gr. acflos

(anthos) a flower, bloom.]
Bot. (Of a plan 1

,): The term used when
flower and leaves appear at the same time.

syn- an'-throse, . [Mod. Lat synantherce
(q.v.); suff. -ose.]

Chem. : C^H^On- A variety of sugar found
in the tubercules of the Jerusalem artichoke,

dahlia, &c. It is amorphous, deliquescent,
soluble in water and alcohol, the solution

being faintly sweet, and turns brown when
heated to 140, yielding carameL

syn -an-thy, *. [SVNANTHOUS.]
Bot. : The adhesion of several flowers.

syn aph 6 bran'-chiis, s. [Gr. avvdfaia.

(sunapheia) = combination, connection, and

J3pai/xia (branchia) = gills.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Muraenidae, with four

species. They are deep-sea congers, univer-

sally distributed, occurring at depths ot from
about 400 to 2,000 fathoms. Gill-openings
ventral ; pectorals and vertical well developed ;

nostrils lateral, mouth-cleft wide, teeth small

body scaly ; stomach extremely distensible.

syn-ap'-ta, . [Gr. avvairroi (sunaptos)-=
fastened together, continuous.]

Zool. & Palceont. : A genus of Holothuroidea,

belonging to the order Apoda, or to the family

Synaptidse (q.v.). Tlie body is vermiform or

slug-shaped, and thecalcareous matter secreted

by the integument is reduced to scattered

spicules. Calcareous spiculsB from the Car-

boniferous strata, and from Secondary and

Tertiary deposits have been referred to this

genus.

syn-ap'-tase, . [SYNAPTA.] [EMULSIN.]

syn-ap-tic'-u-lw, . pi [Mod. Lat, from
Gr. owaTTTos Isunaptos) = fastened together.]

Zool. : Transverse calcareous bars which
stretch across the interseptal loculi in the

Fungidae, and form a kind of trellis-work,

uniting the opposite faces of adjacent septa.

t syn-Jip'-tl-d, s. pi. [Mod. Lat synapt(a) ;

Lat. fern. pi. adj suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of the Holothuridan sub-

order Apneumona. No respiratory tree ;

ambulncrul tube-feet wanting. [SYNAPTA.]

syn-ap-tiir'-a, s. [Or. o-vfanro? (sunaptos)
= continuous," and ovpd (oura) = a tail.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Plenronectidfe (q.v.),

with eighteen species from the Indian Ocean,
and two from the Mediterranean and the coast

of Portugal. Eyes on the right side, the

upper in advance of the lower ; mouth-cleft

narrow ; vertical fins confluent ; lateral line

straight

* syn'-ar-chy, . [Gr. owopxfa (sunarchia),
from irvv (sun) = together, and apxn (prche) =
rule.] Joint rule, joint sovereignty.

"The tynarchlet or joint reigns of father and son

have rendered the chronology a little difficult

Stackhouu : Uiit. of the flMe.

* syn ar-te -sis, . [Gr., from <h>v (tun) =3

together, and dprdw (artao) to fasten.] A.

fastening or knitting together; tke state of
being closely united ; close or intimate union.

syn ar thro di-al, a. [SVNARTHROSIS.J
Of, pertaining to, or in the nature of syiiar.
tnroils.

syn-ar-thro'-sls, s. [Gr., from o-w (tn)=a
together, and dpflpdui (arthroo) = to articulate ;
eipOpov (art/iron) a joint.]

Anal.: The union of bones without motion ;

close union, as in sutures, symphysis, and the
like.

"There is a conspicuous motion where the conjnuc-
tion is called diarthrosis, as in the elbow ; an otjcur
one, where the conjunction is called tynarthroiii. at
in the joining of the carpus to the metacarpus."
Witeman: Surgtry.

*
syn-Sst'-ry, s. [Gr. cn!u (sun) = together,
and ao-TTjp (aster) = a star.] Coincidence as
regards stellar influence ; the state of having
similar starry influences presiding over one'a
fortune, as determined by astrological calcu-
lation.

* syn &,x'-is, *. [Gr. , from <n>f<xyw (svnagS) a.
to bring together.] [SYNAGOGUE.] A congre-
gation ; also a term formerly used for the-
Lord's Supper.

"To eat and celebrate syndics and church meet*
ings." tip. Taylor: Holy Dying, pt ii., ch. v.

syn -carp, s. [SYNCAUPI.]
Bot. : Any member of the Syncarpi (q.V.),

syn-car'-pi, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., from pref. tyn t

and KopTrd? (Icarpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : Compound fruits, i.e., with the ovaries
and the fruit compound. Examples : thfc

Samara, Siliqua, Glaus, Pomum, &c.

syn car'-pi-iim, . [SYNCARPI.]
Bot. : An aggregate fruit, with the pericarp*

adherent into a solid mass. Examples : the
fruits of Anona and Magnolia.

syn-car'-pous, a. [Eng. syncarp ; -out.]

Bot. (Of an ovary or a fruit): Having the
carpels closely coherent.

Syn'-car-py, s. [Enjg. syncarp; -y.]

Bot. : The adhesion of several fruits.

syn-cat-g-g8r-e-mat'-Io, o. * . [Or.
avv (ami) = together, and xaTifyoprjfia (ktlti~

gorema) = a predicate.]

A. As adjective :

Logic: Applied to words which cannot singly-

express a term, but only a part of a term, at

adverbs, prepositions, &c.
" A word which can, by itself, form a term I* called

categorematic. A word which cannot by itself, form
a term, but can, by itself, form a part of one. is called

Mtncatefforematic .., union or conjunction with
other words. A word which, by itself, c*n form *
tenn and something more (a predicate, for instance,
and a copula) maybe hypercategoi-einatic = over and
implying execs*. Latham : logic at applied to Lan.
gunge, i 107.

B. As subst. : A word which cannot be used.

as a term by itself, as an adverb, a preposi-

tion, &c.

syn-chSn-dro'-sia, . [Gr., from <rav (<mnX
= together, and xoi^pos (cAonciros)= a cartil-

age.]

Anat. : The connection of bones by meana
of cartilage or gristle, as in the vertebrae. It la

well exemplified in the sacro-ilia carticulatipn,
or synchondrosis, formed through the union

of the at cular surfaces of the sacrum and th

ilium by a plate of cartilage between them.

syn-chon-drSt'-i-my,*. [Gr. uvrA ^v^.,
(stingchoiidrdsis) synchondrosis (q-v.), ana

TOMij (tome) = a cutting.]

Surg. : The same as SYMPHYSEOTOMY (q.v.).

syn cho re'-sis, s. [Gr.= concession, from

trvy\ioptut (sungchoreo) to come together, to

meet.]

Rhet. : A concession made for the purpoie
of retorting more pointedly.

*
syn'-chron-al, a. & s. [Or. avyxpovot (*unjt.

chronos) = contemporaneous : CU'K (sun) = to-

gether, and \p6vo* (chronos) = time.]

A. As adj. : Happening at the same time;

simultaneous, contemporaneous.
"That glorious estate of the church, which is

cron<5 to the second and third thunder."-/*, tt.

HOT* : On the Seven Churchet, p. 141.

B. As subst. : That which happens at tb

boU boy; pout, JolW; cat, ?ell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, ****** >-- -

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -(ion, -sion = xhun. -clous, -tiotu, -ious = shus. -We, -die, fcc. - oei, aei.
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same time with something else, or pertains to

the same time.

The near cognation and contention of those seven
tyncHromtlt Unit are contemporary to th six first

trumpets." Dr. S. Mart : Myaery of-Oadl'u^tt, p. 182.

*
syn-chron'-Ic-al, a.. [SYNCHRONAL.] Hap-
pening at the sam'e time ; simultaneous, syn-
chronous.

"The systole and diastole of the heart and lungs
being f*r from fyncArvnicai." Bogle : Warkt, i. 103.

syn-chr5n'-Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng.synchroni-
eal; -lit.] In a synchronical manner; at the
Mine time ; simultaneously.

" Muscular motions . . . excite each other either
yncAnii<vi//jf or successively. according to the order
of impression*." Beltham : Philos. of the Mind, ch. iii,
I*.

jha'-chron Ism, s. [Or. <niy\pov>.vn6^ (sung-

ckronismoa), from o-vyxpoiw (sungchronos)
yiichromil (q.v.) ; Fr. synchronisme.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Concurrence of two or more events In
time ; simultaneousness.

" The coherence and (yicAronitm of all parts of the
Mosaic*! chronology." Hale: Orig. of Mankind.

2. A tabular arrangement of historical
events and i>ersonages, grouped together ac-

cording to their dates.

IL Paint. : A representation of two or more
events at the same time, or of the same event
Bt different stages of its progress.

yn chron 1st Ic, syn chron ist'-ic-al,
o. [SYNCHRONISM.]

1. Pertaining to synchronism : as, syn-
chronistic tables.

2. Happening at the same time ; synchron-
ous, simultaneous.

" The exact definition of three synchronittic events."
Cooprr : Monumental Hist. Egypt, p. 16.

fyn-chron-istf-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. syn-
chronistical ; -ly.] In a synchronistic manner;
According to dates..

A chronological chart, tynchronittically and eth-

norrniiliically arranged." Athenceum, Sept. 9, 1882.

(Advt.)

yn chron-i-za -tion, s. [Eng. synchrmiz(e);
ation.]

1. The act of synchronizing.
2. The happening of events at the same time.

yn'-chron-ize, v.i. & t. [SYNCHRONISM.]
A. Intrans. : To concur in point of time ;

to happen at the same time.
" All these synchronize with the six first trumpets."
More : Myst. of Oodlineu, p. 191.

B. Trans. : To make to agree in time ; to
cause to indicate the same time as another;
to regulate or control as a clock, by a standard

timepiece, as the chief clock in an observa-

tory.

yn'-chron-iz-er, s. [Eng. synchronise);
-tr.] One who or that which synchronizes ; a
contrivance for synchronizing clocks.

jfn- chron -ol'-d-g^, . [Gr. ovyvpoi/o*
(sungchronos) = synchronous, and Xdyos (logos)= a word, a discourse.] Chronological ar-

rangement side by side.

Jii'-chrcm-ous, o. [SYNCHRONAL.] Hap-
pening at the same time ; simultaneous.

" The corresponding associations are either synchro-
nous or successive." Beltham : Philot. of the Mittd,

ayn -chron-oiis-ly, odv. [Eng. sy*"\ronous ;

ly.] In a synchronous manner ; a, die same
time ; simultaneously.

*
jfn'-chron-ir, [SYNCHRONAL.] Contem-
poraneity in time ; synchronism.

yn'-chy-SlS, s. [Gr. ovyxveric (su'> ,

from o-wi- (sun) = together, and \V<TI.S (chusis)s a pouring ; \eia (ched) = to pour.]
*

I. Ord. Lang. : Confusion, derangement.
IL Technically:

I. Pathology:

(1) The confusion of the humours of the

eye generally produced by a violent blow, or
from an inflammation of the u\ ea, producing
ft rupture of the vessels and an escape of the
humours.

(2) The opaqueness or corrosion of the
cornea with an apparent confusion of the
humours of the eye the effect of violent oph-
thalmia.

'. Ehet. : A confused arrangement of words
in a sentence which obscures the sense.

8yn'-$i-put, . [SINCIPUT.]

Byn-cla'-de-i, s. pi. [Pref. syn-, and Gr.
xAdSof (klados) = a branch.]

Bot. : A section of mosses with fasciculate

branches, the female flower occupying the
i place of a branch, or united in the axes of two

or more branches. Antheridia at the tips of
short reflexed ramuli, inserted singly among
the leaves. Only one natural order, Sphagnei
(q.v.).

syn-clln'-al, o. & s. [Gr. tnr/K\iv<a (sungklinff)= to incline together: <rvv (sun) = together,
and K\U'UJ (klino) = to bend, to incline.]

A. As adjective :

Geol. (Ofstrata) : Sloping downward in oppo-
site directions, so as to meet in a common
point or line.

B. As subst. : A synclinal line or axis.

synclinal-axis, s. [SYNCLINAL-LINE.]

synclinal-dip, s.

Geol. : The complex dip produced by the
inclination of the beds on the two sides of a
synclinal axis. (Seeley.)

synclinal-line, s.

Geol. : An imaginary line towards which,
on both sides, strata slops, so aa to meet and
form a basin.

synclinal-valley, s.

Geol. : A valley formed by a synclinal axis
between two ridges of folded strata. Such
valleys exist in the Alps, &c. (Seeley.)

syn-clin'-!c-al, a. [SYNCLINAL.]

syn'-cd-pal, a. [Eng. syncop(e); -al.] Per-

taining, to", resembling, or of the nature of

syncope.

syn' co-pate, v.t. [Lat. syncopatus, pa. par.
of syncopo = to swoon

; syncope, syncopa = a

swoon, syncope (in gram.) ; Gr. vvyKotrfi
(sungkope) = a cutting short, syncope (in

gram.), a swoon : <rdv (sun)= with, together,
and Koirria (koptd) =to cut.]

1. Gram. : To contract, as a word, by omit-

ting one or more letters or syllables from the

middle, as Glo'ster for Gloucester.

2. Music : To commence, as a tone or note,
on an unaccented part of a bar, and continue
it into the following accented part. [SYNCO-
PATION, 2.]

syn-co-pa'-tion, s. [SYNCOPATE.]

1. Gram. : The contraction of a word by the
omission of one or more letters or syllables
from the middle.

" The time has long past for such lyncopntions and
compressions as gave us

'

arballst,'
'

governor,'
'

pedant,'
and 'proctor.' from 'arcubalista,'

'

gubernator, paeda-
gogaus,' and

'

procurator.' "Fittetlieard Hall : Modern
English, p. 175.

2. Music: Suspension or alteration ofrhythm
by driving the accent to that part of a bar not

usually accented. Syncopation may be com-
pleted in a bar, or it may be carried by se-

quence through several bars, or it may be so

that more than one bar is involved in the

syncopation. Syncopated counterpoint is the
fourth species of counterpoint.

syn'-co-pe,
*
syn'-cop, . [Lat., from Gr.

ovyieomj (sungkope). ] [SYNCOPATE.]

L Ordinary Language :

I. In the same sense as II. 2.

*
2. A sudden pause or cessation ; a suspen-

sion ; temporary stop or inability to go on.
"
Revelry and dance, and show.

Suffer a syncope and solemn pause."
Cowper : Task, ii. 80.

II. Technically:

1. Gram. : The contraction of a word by
elision ; an elision or omission of one or more
letters, or a syllable, from the middle of a
word, as in ne'er for never, ev'ry for every.

2. Pathol. : [FAINTING, C. 2.].

3. Music: The same as SYNCOPATION (q.v.).

*
Syn'-CO-plSt, s. [Eng. syncop(e); -ist.] One
who syncopates or contracts words by syn-
cope.

"To outshine all the modern syncoplsts, and tho-
roughly content my English readers." Addisun :

Spectator, No. S67.

*
syn'-CO-pIze, v.t. [Eng. syncop(e); -tee.]
To contract by syncopation ; to syncopate.

" A poetical humour of iyncopiting and contracting
their words." liulyarno : Deaf ic Dumb Man'i Tutor.

syn -cra-tism, s. [SYNCRETISM.]

syn-cre'-tlc, a. Its. [SYNCRETISM.]
A. 4s adj. : Of or pertaining to syncretism;

characterized by syncretism.
B. As subst. : A syncretist (q.v.).

sjrn'-cre-tism, s. [Low Lat. syncretismut,
from Ger. synkretismus, from Gr. trvyKprjTia-fj.6t

(sungkretismos), a word occurring only in Plu-
tarch (vii. 910, ed. Reiske), and defined there
as coined by the Cretans to denote their cus-
tom of uniting against a common foe, though
they continually quarrelled amongst them-
selves. The verb <rvyKpi\ri^ta (sungkrftizo) wag
used in an analogous sense by Erasmus (Corp.
Ref., i. 77) in writing to Melancthon on April
22, 1519. (Herzog.)]

Church Hist. : A word introduced from the

writings of the German Reformers, who, how-
ever much they varied amongst themselves,
were unanimous on at least one subject op-
position to the Roman Church. The word
passed through three distinct phases of mean-
ing:

(1) A union between the Lutheran and Re-
formed Churches on the basis of common
tenets.

(2) A union between Roman Catholics
and Protestants on the basis of fundamental
articles of belief.

(3) The principle of moderation, expansion,
and development in Lutheran theology, as

opposed to a rigid orthodoxy.
Blunt (Diet. Doct. Hist. Theol, p. 725) says

that "the term may be held to apply to any
well-meaning but weak attempt to combine
in one system opposite and contradictory
theological opinions." [SYNCRETISTIC-CONTRO-
VE'RSY.]

"
True, it is now rid of one of the most objectionable

features of the original foundation, that syncretism
with Luther.-tnism which was the chaining of a living
body to a corpse." Church Tlmet, Feb. 26, 1887.

sjfn'-cre'-tist, a. [SYNCRETISM.]
Church Hist. : An advocate of any kind of

Syncretism (q.v.) ; sptcif. applied to the fol-

lowers and supporters of Calixtus. [SYNCRE-
TIST1C-CONTROVERSY.]

" He was violently attacked by the two opposite
parties, the Romanist calling him Calviuistic. the
Lutheran reviling him as a Papist, and both parties
agreed in corrupting the term Syncretist into

' Sunde-
Christ,'

'

Sin-Christlau.' "Blunt : Diet. Doct. <t Hist.
Theol., p. 725.

Syn-cre-tlst'-Ic, o. [Eng. syncretist; -ic.]

Of or pertaining to Syncretism or the Syn-
cretists.

syncretistie controversy, s.

Church Hist. : The name given 'to a series of
controversies which arose in the 'Lutheran
Church in the seventeenth century, from
the subject of the discussion the promotion
of fellowship and union between the Protes-
tant churches of Germany. These contro-
versies may be grouped into three periods :

1. Prom the Colloquy of Thorn (1645), in
which it was sought to force a new confession
of faith on the Lutheran Church, to the death
of Calixtus (1656). George Caiixtus was a

professor of theology at Helmstadt, and his

scheme of union was founded on the following
propositions : (1) That the fundamental prin-

ciples of Christianity were maintained pure
in the Roman, Lutheran, and Reformed
Churches. (2) That the tenets and opinions
which had been constantly received by the
ancient doctors during the first five centuries
were to be considered as of equal truth and
authority with the express declarations and
doctrines of scripture. (3) That the churches
which received these points, and held the
additional tenets of the particular churches
as non-essential, should come into peaceful
relations, and thus pave the way fur a future
union. After the death of Calixtus, there was
a period of peace for about five years.

2. From 1661-9. The conflict was renewed

by the wish of the Landgrave of Hesse-Cassel,
William VI., to secure a religious constitution
broad enough to embrace both the Lutheran
and Reformed Churches. The second attempt
to have the Consensus adopted, which im-

plicitly condemned Calixtus and his adherents
as non-Lutheran and heretical, was a failure,
and the subject was abandoned for a time.

3. In 1675, Calovius, professor of divinity
at Wittemberg, reopened the controversy, and

compelled the University of Jena to disavow
all sympathy with the views of Calixtus. The
death of Calovius in 1686 put an end to the

dispute.

Ate, tat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, Tret, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, aa. 03 = e; ey = a: au = kw.
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BJfai cri sis, i. [Gr. = a comparison, from
avv (sft) together^ and Kpto-ic (/crisis) = a
judging; KptVu (fcriuo) = to judge.]

Rhet. : A figure by which opposite persons
or things are compared.

Bynd, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To rinse. (Scotch.)
"
Something now and then to tynd my mouth wi'."

Scott : Bride of Lammermoor. ch. v.

syn dac tyl, syn dac tyle, a. & s. [S YX-

DACTYLI.]

A. As adj. : (See extract).
" The name of Syndacti/le has been given by writers

to all such feet as have the outer Cue luure or t.-s.i

Joined to the middle; hence, as such feet occur in

B. As su>>st. : Any individual member of
1

the Symlactyli (q.v.).

tsyn-dac'-tyi-i, s. pi. [Pref. syn-, and Or.
ioK-ruAoc (daktulos) a finger.]

Ornithology :

1. A division of Birds, in which the middle
toe is united to the last as far as the second

joint, as in the kingfishers. (G. Cuvier.) Used
in a nearly similar sense by Illiger.

2. A family of Sea-birds, with the genera :

Phalacrocorax, Pelecanus, Plotus, Phaethon,
and Sula. (Vieillot.)

syn-dac-tyl-ic, syn -dac'-tyl-ous, a,

[SYNDACTYLI.] Pertaining to or liaving the
characteristics of the Syndactyli (q.v.).

S^n-dac'-tyl-us, s. [SYNDACTYLI.J
Zool. : Holobates syndactylus, the Simla

syndactyla of Raffles, sometimes elevated to

generic rank. [SIAMANQ.]

syn'-daw, syn-dow, *. [Qer. sindau.]
[SUNDEW.]

Bot. : Alchemllla vulgaris,

syn-den'-drl-iim, s. [Pref. syn-, and Or.

SevSpov (ilendroii) a tree.]

Biol. : Tlie complex tree-like mass depen-
dent from the umbrella of the Rhizostoinidae.

syii-dej-mog'-ra-ph^, s. [Gr. <rvVo>o-/ao

(sundesuios) =a ligament, and ypdtjtui (graphd)= to write.]

Anat. : A description of or treatise on the

ligaments of the body.

sjfn-des-moT-o-gy, . [Or. <ruv5e<rnos (sun-

desmos) a ligament, and Aoyos (logos) = a
word, a discourse.]

Anat. : A treatise on, or scientific facts re-

garding the ligaments which connect the parts
of the skeleton.

'-sfa, s. [Gr. OWC^O-MOS (sundes-
mos) a ligament.]
Anat. : A species of symphysis or mediate

connection of bones, in which they are united

by ligament, as the radius with the ulna.

syii-dSs-mot'-6-my^ s. [Gr. <n>'i>5eo>ioc (sun-

desmos) a ligament, and TO^IJ (tome) a cut-

ting.]

Anat. : The dissection of the ligaments of
the body.

yn'-dlc, sin-dick, syn'-dick, .

[Fr. syndic, from Lat. syndikus, Gr. <rvi*iico

(gundikos) = helping in a court of justice; a
syndicate : avv (sw) = together, and cUVr;

(difce) = justice.] An officer of Government
invested with varying powers in different

places ; a kind of magistrate intrusted with
the management of the affairs of a city or
community ; also one chosen to transact busi-
ness for others. In the University of Cam-
bridge syndics are chosen from the senate to
transact special business, as the regulation of
fees, the operations of the Clarendon Press.
fee.

" May It please you. that Dr. Gunning And Dr.
Pearson may be your leiial n/ndiri, fur you and in

your name, to treat and conclude with the said Arch-
bishop concerning his and your right and Interest in
tlie said books. Grace in the Senate, Cambridge,
July, 1662.

Syn'-dl-cate, s. [Eng. syndic; -ate.]
*

1. A body of syndics ; a council ; the
office, position, or state of a syndic.

2. An association of persons formed for the

purpose of promoting some particular enter-

prise, undertaking, or speculation, or of dis-

charging some trust.

If Within recent years the tendency of
capitalists to form syndicates, either fur the
perfurmance of great public works, or for the
control of manufacturing industries, has grown
enormously, the latter form of syndicate beingnow usually known as a trust. One of the
first of these to attract attention was the Stand-
ard Oil Trust, which virtually controls the
production and handling of petroleum. The
Sugar Trust, and trusts in almost every depart-ment of industry, have followed.

sjfn'-di-cate, v.t.

1. To form into a syndicate.
2. To handle or control by a syndicate.
*3. To judge, to censure.

*
Sy'n'-dro-me, s. [Gr. yvvSponi (sundrome)= a running together : <ruv (sun) = together,
and o>6>o; (cZcows) = a course.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Concurrent action ; con-
currence.

"
Every single motion owning a dependence on such

Alyndrome of prae-required virtues."Glanoill Vanity
of Dogmatizing, ch. xxii.

2. Pathol. : A word introduced by the em-
pirical school of medicine to express a con-
currence of symptoms. When, for instance,
a disease arose from -plethora, its symptoms,
collectively, were called a Plethoric syndrome.

syne, adv. [SINCE.] (Scotch.)

H Soon, or syne : Sooner or later.

syn ec do che, sin ec do che, *
syn-

ec'-doch, s. [Lat. synecdoche, from Gr.

a~ui'eit&o\ri (sunekdoche) = a receiving together :

<rav (sun) = together, and eVSexo^ai (ekde-
chomai) to receive ; Fr. synecdoche.]

Rhet. : A figure of speech by which the
whole of a thing is taken for the part, or a
part for the whole, as the genus for the species,
or the species for the genus.

" And the same philologer further adds, the gods or
stars, do by a tyrtecdoche signirie all things, or the
whole world. 'Cwtvorth : Intett. System, p. 358.

*
S^n-ec-doch'-ic-al, a. [Eng. synecdoch(e) ;

-ical.] Of the nature of a synecdoche ; ex-

pressed by or implying a synecdoche.
"Isis is used fur Thamesis. by a tynecdochical kind

of speech, or by a poetical lil>erty." Drayton: llrt.
Shore to Edward. IV. (Note 2.)

*
syn-ec-doch'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. synec-
dochical; -ly.] According to the synecdochical
mode of speaking ; by means of a synecdoche.

" The decalogue ... is indeed peculiarly called the
covenant between God and that people ! viz., lynec-
dochicaliy." Barrow: Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 1&.

syn-e-chi-a, . [Mod. Lat., from Gr.

eruve'xeia (su'necheia), from <rwe\to (sunecho) =.

to hold together : <rvv (sun) = together, and
f\<a (echo) to have, to hold ; Fr. synechie.]

Ophthal. : The adhesion of the iris to the
cornea or to the capsule of the crystalline lens.

syn-ec pho ne sis, s. [Gr., from <rvveic-

<t>iav*<a (sunekphoneo) =: to utter together : <rvv

(sun) = together, and eivjxavtia (ekphoneo) to

cry out : e' (ek) = out, and fyiaveia (phoned) =
to sound, to call ; ^ufij (phone) = sound.]

Gram. : A contraction of two syllables into
one ; synaeresis.

Syn-e'-dri-ans, s. pi. [SYNEDROUS.]
Church Hist. : A name given by the Nova-

tions to orthodox Christians, because they
received apostates and those who sacrificed to

idols back into communion on their giviug
proof of repentance.

syn-e'nlrous, o. [Gr. avvtSpot (sunedros)= sitting together : <rvv (sun) = together, and
cipa (hedra) = a seat.]

Bot. (Ofa petiole) : Growing upon the angles
of a stem instead of between them.

syn-e'-ma, s. [Gr. tnv^nav (sunlmon) =
joined together ; o-vvt'wu (suniemi) = to send

together: avv (sun) together, and
i'i)j

(hiemi) = to send.]

Bot. : That part of the column of an orchid
which represents the filament of the stamens.

sjfn'-e-pjf, s. [Gr. awVia (sunepeia)= union
of sounds : avv (sun) together, and CTTOC

(epos) = a word.]
Rhet. : The interjunction of words in) utter-

ing the clauses of sentences.

syn-er'-e'-sls, s. [SYNTHESIS.]

*
syn-er-get'-io, a. [Gr. <rwepyr)Tiie6s (vtner~
getikos).] [SYNEROIST.] Working together:
cooperating.

syn eV-gism, s. [SYNEROIST.]
Church Hist. : A type of Semipelagianlsra

which came into prominence in Germany in
the sixteenth century, and which had for ita
chief representatives Erasmus and Melanc-
thon. Luther taught that the Fall rendered
Man incapable of all good, and powerless to-
contribute anything to his conversion. Syn-
ergism, on the other hand, taught that " God
does not deal with man as with a block, but
draws him so that his will cooperates ;

"
and

this view was adopted in the Leipzic Interim
(1548). A controversy arose on the subject.

SJ^n-er'-gist, s. & a. [Fr. synergiste, from Gr.
o-uce'pyto (sunergo) to work together : <n;i

(sun) = together, and ep-yoi> (ergon) = work.]
A. As subst. : A supporter of Synergisra

(q.v.) ; a Semi pelagian.
" The strenuous Lutherans . . . violently assaulted

the persons whom tliey denominated Huiieraiiti
"

Mosheim: JScdet. HM. (ed. Reid), p. 650.

B. 4s adj. : Synergistic (q.v.).
" The problem took a new form in the Stfneraitt

controversy, which discussed the nature of the lirst
impulse in conversion." Encyc. Brit. (ed. th), xv. 8s.

syn-er- gist' -Ic, s$fn-er-gist'-ic-al, a.
[Eug. synergi.it ; -ic, -ical.]

1. Working together ; cooperating.
2. Of or relating to the Synergists or their

doctrine.

synergistic-controversy, . [SYNER.
Gnu.]

syil-er'-giis, . [Gr. <rvi/epyos (sunergos) =3
working together with.] [SYNEROIST.]
Entom. : A genus of Cynipidae. Synergu*

vulgaris has the mouth, antennae, and legs red.
It breeds in cuckoo fashion, in the galls pro-
duced by Cynips quercus folii, ultimately de-
vouring its larvae.

Syn'-er-gy', *. [SYNEROIST.] A correlation
or concourse of action between different or
gans in health, and, according to some, ia
disease.

syn-e'-ther-es, s. [Gr. ow>j% (sunZthis) a
dwelling together.]

Zool. : The type-genus of Synetherina (q.v.\
with eight or ten species from tropical America.
They have only four toes on the hind feet,
but, in place of the hallux, there is a fleshy
pad between which and the toes the animal
can grasp objects with tenacity.

syn-e-ther-i'-na, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. yn.
etlier(es); Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff..-iiio.]

Zool. : New- world Porcupines, Tree-porcu
pines ; a group of Hystricidte, with three

genera, Erethizon, Synetheres, and Chaetomys.
They have rooted molars, complete collar-

bones, tuberculate soles, and four mammae;
the upper lip is line-left, and there is no trace
of a pollex. The spines are largely mixed
with long, soft hair, and the tail is long and.

prehensile.

* synge, v.i. & t. [Sim]
*
syn-ge-ne'-ji-a,*. pi. [Mod. Lat., from pref.

-syn, and (jr. ycVco-t'c (genesis) = birth, genera*
tion.]

Bot.: The nineteenth order in Linnaeus'*

artificial classification. The anthers, and
more rarely the filaments, are united into a
cylinder or tube. It contained the Composites,
&c., and was divided into the orders Polyga-
inia jEqualia, Polygamia Superflua, Polygamia
Frustranea, Polygamia Necessaria, Polygamia
Segregate, and Monogamia.

syn gen e si ous, syn-gSn-e'-* an. a.

[SYNOENEblA.]
Bot. : Having the anthers united by their

margins into a tube, as in the Composites, la

the violet, the balsam, &c. ; of or belonging
to the class Syngenesia (q.v.).

syn gen 6 sis, *. [SYNOENESIA.]

Biol. : (See extract).
" The theory of Syngrnetli, which considers the.

embryo to be the product of both male and female,
la as old as Emiwdocles. though it had no better baslt

than the observed resemblance between the otri>rinc
Mid both parents. Modem research has furnished

scientific basis by showing that, while 111 the higher
animals both ova ami spermatozoa are emially Indit.

pensahle. they are themselves only modifications at
ono and the same anatomical element." Utfet: Aril,

tolle, p. 363.

boy; poUt, J6%1; cat, 96!!, chorus, 9nin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion - shun; -tion, ^ion = zhun. -clous, -tious, sious = shua. -We, -die, Ac. = bfl, del.
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jfn-ge-net'-Ic, a. [SYNGENESIS.] Of or be-

longing to Syngenesis (q.v.).
" The Simynetic theory which makes both parents

equally progenitors," Uats : Aristotle. p. 351.

jfa -gen-ite, s. [Or. ovyytvns (sunggenes) =
related ; sutf. -ite (A/ni.).J

Min. : A raoiioulinic mineral, occurring in
small tabular crystals in rock salt at Kalusz,
Galicia. Hanlness, 2'5 ; sp. gr. 2'603. Com-
pos. : a hydrated sulpliate of potash and lime,
the formula being, CaOSO3lKOSO3= HO.

yn gna thi daa (g silent), s. pi [Mod.
Lat. syn-gnath(us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suit'.

idee.}

1. fchthy. : Pipe-fishes ; a family of Lopho-
brancliii ; gill-openings reduced to a very small

opening near the upper posterior angle of the

gill ; one soft dorsal fin ; ventrals, and some-
times one or more of the other fins, absent.

They are small marine fishes, abundant on the
coasts of the tropical and temperate zones
Where the marine vegetation is thick enough
to offer them shelter. All the species enter

brackish, and some fresh water. There are
two groups : Hippocampttia and Syngnathina
(q.v.).

2. Pal<eont. : From the Eocene of Monte
Bolca, and the Miocene of Licata, in Sicily.

8yn gna-thi'-na (g silent), s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

syngiuith(us); Lat. neut. pi. adj. sulf. -ina.]

Ichthy. : A group of Syngnathid (q.v.),
with several genera. The tail is not prehensile,
and a caudal tin is generally present.

8yn gna' thous (g silent), a. [SYNGNATHUS.]
Of, belonging to, or characteristic of the Syn-
gnathidee.

" The males of existing tyngnathoul fishes receive
the esgs of the females iu their abdominal pouches."MnNa : Utuxnt of Man (ed. 2nd), p. 168.

*yn gna thiis (g silent), s. [Gr. avv (sun)= together, and yvddos (gnathos) = the jaw.
Named from the fact that the maxillaries are

produced into a tubular snout.]

Ichthy. : Pipe-fish (q.v.) ; the type-genus
of Syngiiathidse, with about fifty species ; its

distribution nearly coincides with that of the

family. Body with the ridges more or less
distinct ; pectorals well-developed, caudal-fin

present ; dorsal opposite or near the seat ; egg-
pouch as in iSiphouostoma (q.v.).

*Syn'-graph, s. [Fr. syngraphe, from Lat.

tyngrap/M; Gr. <rvyypd<f>ij (suiiggraphe), from
vvv (sun) with, together, and ypd<j>ia (graphn)= to write.] A writing signed by both or all

the parties to a contract or bond.
" The svngraphs and original subscriptions of divers

Easteru Patriarchs. "-Etelyn: Diary. Oct. 29, 1682.

*3rn-I-ze'-siS, s. [Gr., from <nw'a> (sunizo) =
to sit with or together : a-vv (sun) = with, to-

gether, and o> (hizo) = to sit.]

1. Gram. : The contraction oftwo syllables,
or two vowels, into one ; synecphonesis.

2. Pathol. : Blindness caused by an ob-
struction, or by a contraction of the pupil.

t sy&ke -foyle, t sink'-fleld, s. [CINQUE-
FOIL.]

yn neu-ro'-sis, s. [Gr. aHv(sun)= together,
and vfvpov (neuron) = a nerve, a sinew. ]

Anat. : The connection of parts by means
Of ligaments, as in the movable joints.

Cha, . [Mod. Lat., from Gr. trvvoxij

(sunoche) = a holding together ; truve^ia (sun-
echo) = to hold together.] [SYNECHEIA.]

Pathol. : Relapsing fever (q.v.).

*yn'-6-chal, a. [Eng. synoch(a); -al.]

Med : Pertaining or relating to synocha.

yn-o-chbr'-I-on,*- [Pref. syn- ; o connect.,
and Gr. \6piov, \opiov (chorion) = skin,
leather.]

Sot. : Mirbel's name for a Carcerule (q.v.).

Byn 6 chus, a. [SYNOCHA.]
Pathol. : A continued fever, combined of

synocha and typhus, and in its commence-
ment much resembling the latter. (IHinglison.)

jfa-6c'-re-ate, t syn-Sch'-re-ate, o.

LPref. syn-, and Eng. ochreate (q.v.).]
Bot, : Having the stipules united into a

sheath.

Jfn'-od, s. [Fr. synode, from Lat synodum,
aecus. of synodus ; Gr. ovvo&os (sunodos) = a

meeting : <rvv (sun) = with, together, and ofios

(hoiios) = a way, hence, a coming.]
1. Ordinary Language :

*
1. A meeting or convention, as of a legis-

lative assembly ; a council.
"

It hnth in solemn agnails tieen decreed.
Both by the s> nu-u-nns and ourselves."

Shaluit>. : Comedy of Krrarl. I. \.

*2. A conjunction of two or more of the
heavenly bodies.

" Their planetary motions and aspects . . .

Of noxious efflc.icy. and when to join
In synod uubeuign." Milton : t'. C,., x. 661.

II. Eccles. : A meeting or assembly of
ecclesiastical persons for mutual deliberation
on matters of difficulty or of general interest

affecting the churches over which they rule,
and designed for their guidance. In the

early Church there were four kinds of

synod. First, an (Ecumenical, that is, a
General or Universal Synod, commonly called
a General Council [COUNCIL]; second, a Na-
tional Synod, attended by the clergy of one
nation only ; third, a Provincial Synod, at-

tended by the clergy of a province [Convoca-
tion (q.v.) is of this type] ; and, fourth, a
Diocesan Synod, attended by the clergy of a

single diocese. Among the Presbyterians a
synod is a "court" intermediate between the
General Assembly and a Presbytery, or, if no
Assembly exist, it is then itself the highest
court. It is divided into Presbyteries, of
which there are never less than three. Each
congregation is represented by a minister and
an elder.

SynodofDort:
Church Hist. : A synod held at Dort, Dordt,

or Dordrecht, in Southern Holland, in 1618
and 1619, to discuss the views of Arminius,
which it condemned. [ARMINIAN.]

synod-man, s. A member of a Church
synod. " He has abus'd our church, . . .

Despised our synod-men like dirt,
And made their discipline his sport."

Butler : Hudibras, pt. ii., c. lit.

syn 6d al, 'sin od all, syn od all,
a, & s. [Eng. synod ; -al.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to a synod or

synods ; done in or by a synod ; synodic ; of
the nature of a synod.

" The synodall assemblies by the bishops or com-
missiouers."-/M*n8fted : Bist. Scot, (an, 1583).

B. As substantive (PL) :

*
1. A name sometimes given to constitu-

tions made in provincial or diocesan synods.
2. Payments formerly made by the parochial

clergy to the bishop in honour of the episcopal
chair, and in token of subjection and obedi-
ence. These charges were transferred to the
ecclesiastical commissioners, who claim them
through the archdeacons when the latter go
their rounds.

*
syn-d'-di-an, . [Eng. synod; -ian.] A
synod-man.

syn-od'-ic, syn-od'-ic-al, *syn-od-ic-
all, a. [Gr. trucoSiKo; (sunodikos), from a-vi/o-

6os(sMnodos)=asynod(q.v.) ; Fr. synodique.]

I. Ord. Lang. : Of or pertaining to a synod ;

transacted in a synod ; made in or by a synod.
"
It could not stand with their conscience to pro-

mise obedience to all tynodlc'M decrees." Hales :

Remains ; Let. from the Synod of Dort, Jan., 1618.

IL Astron. : Of or pertaining to a conjunc-
tion between two heavenly bodies, or specially
to the time intervening between them, ex-

tending from one conjunction to the next.
" The moo*i makes its synodical motion about the

earth iu 2 days. 12 hours, and about 44 miuutes."
Locke: Natural Philnophy, ch. xiii.

synodie month, s.

Astron. : The period between two successive

conjunctions of the sun and moon. It is 29

days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, 2'37 seconds. Called
also Lunation and Lunar Month.

synodical revolution, a.

Astron. : The period which elapses between
two successive conjunctions of a planet with
the sun.

*syn-6d'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. synodical; -ly.]

1. By the authority of a synod or public
assembly.

' Which sentence parsed by the major part of voices,
and w;is Sffnotilea/lf concluded." Bales: Remain* ;
Lett, from Synod of Dart, Dec., 1618.

2. In a synod.
"
Dlonysius, Bishop of Rome, in a letter (wrote very

probably with the advice and consent of his clergy
tynodically convened)." Waterland : Works, ii., ser. 8.

*syn'-6-dist, s. [Rug. synod; -ist.] One
who adheres to a synod.

syn-O-dpn'-tis, s. [Pref. syn-, and Gr. oiowt
(odous), oSovroi; (odontos) = a tooth.]

Ichthy. : AgenusofSiluridse Stenobranchia,
group Doradina, with fifteen species, charac-
teristic of tropical Africa. Adipose fin mode-
rate or long, dorsal with very strong spine,
and seven soft rays ; teeth in lower jaw mov-
able, long, very tl*n at base ; mouth small,
barbels six, more or less fringed ; neck with
broad dermal bones.

syn-oa'-oious, a. [Gr. ovvontia (sunoikia)=
a living or dwelling together.] [SYNCECIUM.]

Bot. : Having male and female flowers on
the saiu head. Opposed to monoecious and
dicecious (q.v.).

syn-ce'-9i-um, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr. <ruv-

OIKOS (sitnoikos) = a living together: ardv (sun)= together, and OIKC'U (oilceo) = to dwell.]
Zool. : A genus of Botryllidse, with one

species, from the Arctic Seas. Animals semi-

cartilaginous, cylindrical, stalked, solitary, or

gregarious ; systems circular, terminal tuni-
caries six to nine in a group, apertures six-

rayed.

, _./, s. [Gr. <rvvtoijio<ria.(sunomosia,)t

from trvv (sun) = together, and onvvfii (om-
7tmi)=zto swear.] Sworn brotherhooil ; a
society in ancient Greece nearly resembling a
modern political club.

syn'-o-njfm, syn o nyme, *syn-on'-I-
ma, s. [Fr. synonyme, from Lat. synonyma,
neutT pi. of synonymus ; Gr. crui/wcu/ios (suno-
numos) = of like meaning : <rvv (sun) = with,
and oVo/xa (pnoma) a name.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A word having the
same, or nearly the same, meaning as
another. Properly a synonym is a word
which is the precise equivalent of, or is iden-
tical in meaning with, another word of the
same language and of the same grammatical
class. The term is, however, used with con-
siderable latitude, so as to include words
sufficiently alike in general signification to be
liable to be confounded, but yet so difl'erent

in special definition as to require to be dis-

tinguished. (Marsh.)
"
It is scarcely needful to remind the reader that

the word synonym is, in fact, a misnomer, as applied
to words of the description in question. Literally, it

implies an exact coincidence of meaning in two or
more words: in which case there would lie no room
for discussion; but it is generally applied to wordi
which would be more correctly tern.ed pseudo-
synont/msi.e., words having a shade of difference,
yet with a sufficient resemblance of meaning to make
them liable to be confounded together." Trench:
English Synonyms. (Pref.)

2. Nat. Science: A name applied to any
group, genus, or species by any author other
than the original discoverer or describer, to
whom the right of naming belongs. Synonyms
should be arranged in strict chronological
order, the name of the author being appended
to each, with the date at which the name was
'published and the publication in which it

first appeared.
"
Synonyms . . . are a stumbling-block and an op-

probrium in all branches of natural history." II ood-
ward : Mollusca (ed. Tait), p. 48.

*
sy-non'-y-mal, a. [Eng. synonym ; -al.]

Synonymous.
"
Repetitious here . . . and enlargements by tu-

nomimal words, before the shutting up of the period?
Instruct, for Oratory (l(J82), p. 95.

*
sy-non'-^-mal-ly,

*
s^-non'-i-mal-ly,

adv. [Eng. synonymal; -ly.] As synonyms;
synonymously.

" The fifth can-in either nseth them tynonimally, or
complaineth of one abuse in the preamble, and pro
videth against another iu the decree." Spelman : Dt
Sepultura.

syn-o-nyme, . [SYNONYM.)

syn-6-nym'-ic, a. [Eng. synonym; -tc.]
*

1. The same as SYNONYMOUS (q.v.).

2. Of or pertaining to the different names
used by various authors for the same group,
genus, or species.

io
ritith

"The name used by Doubleday in his synony
lists of<CBritish Lepidoptera," Stainton : Bri
Butterflies, ii. 447.

*syn-6-nym'-ic-al, a. [Eng. synonym;
-ical.] The same as SYNONYMOUS (q.v.).

"We are glad to flnd all synmiymicat lists o.mitted.*
Athenceum, Sept. 5, 1885, p. 807.

'sirn-o-nym'-ic-on, s. [SYNONYMIC.] A
dictionary of synonyms or synonymous words.

OP, wore, W9lf, work, whd, son; mute, cub,

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. po
sub, cure, nnlte, cur, role, full; try, Syrian* so, ce = e ; ey = a; qu = kw.
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syn-o-nym'-ics, . [SYNONYMIC.] The
science or the scientific treatment of synony-
mous words.

y-n5n'-y-mlst, s. [Eng. synonym ; -ist.]
*

1. Ord. Lang. : One who collects or ex-

plains synonyms.
2. Nat. Hist. : One who collects synonymic

names and arranges them in order.

Byn-o-nym'-I-ty, s. [Eng. synonym; -ity.]

The state of being synonymous with ; sy-

nonymy.
"The Germanic origin of his name, and its tyno-

nymity with Shakespeare.* Jfotei A yucriet. July 19,

1684, i>. 43.

8y-non'-y-mlze, v.t. [Eng. synonym ; -ize.]

To express by synonyms or words of the same
meaning ; to express the meaning of by a

synonym.
"Likewise this word 'fortis' wee may tynonymize

after all these fashions, stout, hardy, valiant, doughty,
couragions, aduentrous, Ac." Camtlen: Remains; Of
the Engliih Tongue.

By-non'-y-moiis, a. [La't. synonymus ; Or.

avviawnos (sunonumos).'] [SYNONYM.] Having
the nature or character of a synonym ; ex-

pressing the same thing by different terms ;

conveying the same idea.

"I have observed in a former place that will and
pleasure are reputed tynonymous terms." Search :

Light of Nature, vol. I, pt i., ch. vi.

y-non'-y-mous-ly, adv. [Eng. synony-
mous; -ly.] In a synonymous manner; in

the same sense ; with the same meaning.
"According to that larger notion of the word as

taken lynonymotalj/ with auTOye>/." Cudworth :

Intfll. Syttem, p. 255.

Sy-nSn'-sMny, s. [Lat. synonymia, from Gr.

(rvycorvfua (sunonumia) = likeness of name.]
[SYNONYM.]
L Ordinary Language :

I. The quality of being synonymous or of

expressing the same meaning by different

words.
*
2. A thing of the same name.
"We havlmc three rivers uf note tunonymiet with

her." Drayton : Poly-Olbion. s. 2. (IllusL)

3. A system of synonyms.
II. Rhet. : A figure by which synonymoui

words are used to amplify a discourse.

Byn'-o-phy-ty, . [Pref. syn- ; o connect,
and Gr. <t>vr6v (phuton) = a plant.]

Bot. : The adhesion of several embryos.

syn-op'-sfs(pl.sy nSp'-ses),*sln-op-sls,
s. [Lat. synopsis, from Gr. a-avo^is (sunopsis)
= a seeing all together : <ruv (sun = together,
and o^ts (opsis) = a sight.] A general view of

the subject ; a view of the whole or of all the

parts at once ;
a kind of summary or brief

statement giving a general view of some sub-

ject; a collection of heads or short paragraphs
arranged so as to exhibit the whole in a general
view ; a conspectus.

"I shall here draw up a short synnpsit of thin

epistle." Wa.rbu.rtan: Comment, on Kuay on Man.

S^n-6p'-tlC, o. & s. [Gr. trvvoTTTiKos (sunop-

tikos) seeing all together.] [SYNOPSIS.]

A. As adj. : Of the nature of a synopsis ;

affording a synopsis or general view of the

whole or principal parts of a thing at once.

B. As subst. : One of the Synoptic gospels

(q.v.).

Synoptic-gospels, s. pi.

Biblical Criticism, : The first three Gospels,
Matthew, Mark, and Luke, which regard
events from the same point of view, and pre-
sent close resemblances to each other. Four

hypotheses have been framed to account for

the correspondences : (1) That the Synoptic
Gospels were derived from a common written

source or sources ; (2) That the earlier gospels
were consulted in the composition of the later

ones ; (3) That all the three were derived from
oral tradition ; or (4), That they were all de-

rived partly from oral tradition, but that the

second was also copied from the first, and the

third from the first and second. The Syn-

optic-gospels treat of the humanity rather

than the divinity of Jesus, though not in any
way ignoring the latter. [GOSPEL II. 2.]

yn op'-tlc-al, a. [Eng. synoptic ; -al.] The
same as SYNOPTIC (q.v.).

"So many syniptical tables, calculated for his

monthly use." Evelyn: Katendarium,

syn op'-tic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. synoptical;

ly.] In a synoptical manner ; so as to afford
a synopsis of anything.

"
I shall more urnovtically here insert a catalogue of

all dying materials." Sprat : H.ttory of the Royal
Society, p. 295.

syn op'-tist, s. [Eng. synoptic); -ist.] One
of the writers of the Synoptic Gospels;
Matthew, Mark, or Luke.

syn-6-rhi'-zous, o. [Pref. syn- ; o connect.,
and Gr. pi'fa (rhiza)= a root.J

Bot. : Having a radicle, the point of which
is united to the albumen.

syn-os-tS-og'-ra-phy, s. [Pref. syn-, and
Eng. osteography.]

Aw.it. : A description of the joints of the

body.

syn-os-tS-oT-4-gy, s. ^Pref. syn-, and Eng.
osteology (q.v.).]

Anat. : A treatise upon the Joints ofthe body.

syn-o's'-te-o'-tome, s. [Pref. syn , and Eng.
osteotome.}

Surg. : A dismembering knife.

syn 6s te 6t -6-my, s. [Pref. syn-, n<i Bng.
osteotomy.]

Surg. : Dissection of the joints.

Syn-os-to'-sis, s. [Pref. syn-, and Gr. txfretv

(osteon) = a bone.]

Anat. : Premature obliteration of certain

sutures of the skull.

syn-o'-tus, s. [Pref. syn-, and Gr. o8s (ous),

genit. WTOS (ptos) = the ear.]

Zool. : A genus of Plecoti (q.v.). Inner mar-

gins of ears uniting on forehead slightly in

front of the eyes ; feet slender, with long toes.

Two species, Synotus barbastellns, ranging from
the south of England to the Crimea, and S.

darjelingensis, from India.

S^-no'-vi-a, s. [Gr. <rbv (sun) = with, and
uov (don) ; "Lat. ovum = an egg.]

Anat. Chem. : Joint oil, a fluid by which
the joints of animals are lubricated. It is

viscid and transparent, is of a yellowish or

faintly reddish tint, and a slightly saline

taste. According to Frerichs, the synovia of

the ox consists of 04'85 water, 0'56 mucus
and cells, 0'07 fat, 3-51 albumen"and extracted

matter, and 0-99 salts.

sy-no'-vl-al, a. [Eng. synovia); -al.] Per-

taining to or consisting of synovia ; secreting
a lubricating fluid. There are synovial

bursae, capsules, folds or fringes, membranes,
sheaths, &C.

" The most serious kind of synovial enlargements
"

Field. April 4, 188&.

synovial membranes, s. pi.

Anat. : Membranes resembling serous mem-
branes, but lubricated by synovia. They
surround the cavities of joints, besides exist-

ing in other directions, their function being
to lesson friction and facilitate motion. They
are placed in three classes : articular, vesi-

cular, and vaginal.

synovial rheumatism, 5.

Pathol. : Rheumatism specially affecting
the synovial membranes covering the articular

extremities of the bones, increasing the

synovia in the closed synovial sacs. It chiefly

affects the knee-joint, which has the largest

synovial membrane in the body.

syn-o-vl'-tls, s. [Ens;. synov(ia) ; suff. -itis.]

Pathol. : Inflammation of the synovial mem-
brane. It sometimes occurs in connection
with scarlatina.

t syn-sep a-lous, a. [Pref. syn-; Eng.

sepal, and suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Gsmosepaloua.

syn'- sperm -y, s. [Pref. syn-, and Gr.

<T7r<?p/u.a (stperma) seed.]

Bot. : Union of the seed. (Masters.)

*
syn^tac'-tfc,

*
syn-tac'-tio-al, o. [Gr.

avvraKTos (suntaktos) = put in order.] [SYN-

TAX.]

L Ord. Lang. : Conjoined ; fitted to each

other.

n. Gram. : Pertaining or according to the

rules of syntax or grammatical construction.

"A figure Is divided Into tropes. Ac., grammatical,
orthographical, lyntacticalSPeacKam: Harden of

Eloquence, bk. L

*
syn-tac'-tlc-al-ly, adv. [Eng. syntactical ;

-ly.] In a syntactical manner ; in accordance
with the rules of syntax ; as regards syntax.

syn-tag'-ma-tite, s. [Gr. avvray^a (sun-
tagma), geuit. <rwT<ry/naTos (suntaginatos) =
arrangement, putting in order.]

Min. : A name given by Breithaupt to the
black hornblende of Monte Soiniua, Vesuvius.

syn tax, *
syn-tax'-ls, syn taxe, .

[Lat. syntaxis; Gr. trvvrat-is (suntaxis) = an
arrangement : avv (sun) = together, and rai
(taxis) = order ; rao-erco (tasso) = to arrange.]

* L Ord. Lang. : Connected system or order ;

union of things.
" To the knowledge of the most contemptible effect

in nature, 'tis necessary to know the whole tyntax ol
causes." OlanviU : Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. xxiL

II. Gram. : That part of grammar which
deals with the construction of sentences or
the due arrangement of words or members of
sentences in their mutual arrangements. It
includes concord and government, and the
order of words, or collocation.

" Who feed a pupil's intellect with store
Ol syntax, truly, but with little more."

Cowper : Tirocinium, 2S.

syn-teo'-tic, syn -tec'- tic -al, a. [Gr.
(7vi/TT|/cTueo5 (suntektikos).] Pertaining or re-

lating to syntexis (q.v.).

syn-te-lei'-a, s. [Gr.]

Greek Antiq. : An association of Athenian
citizens, numbering five, six, or fifteen, who
equipped a ship for the public service at their

joint expense.
" Smaller proprietors were Joined together in a kind

of society, for which our language does not afford a
special name, but which an Athenian would have
called a Synteleia ; and each society was required to
furnish, according to its means, a horse soldier or a
foot soldier." Maraulay : Hut. Eng., ch. iii.

Syn-tor
7 -6-SIS, s. [Gr., from (rviTTjprjo-ew

(sunteresea) = to watch closely: avv (sun)
together, and Tnpe'w (tereo) = to watch.]

*
1. Ord. Lang. : Conscience regarded as thf

internal repository of the laws of right and
wrong. " On her a royal damsel still at^n1s.

And faithful counsellor tyrferrsit."
Fletcher : Purple 'i!?nd, vt

2. Theraput. : Preservative or prophylactic
treatment.

syn-te-ret'-Ic, a. [Gr. own)p>)Tuc6s (sun-

teretikos).~\

Med. : Pertaining to synteresis ; preserving
health ; prophylactic.

syn-te'-thys, s. [Pref. syn-, and Lat. tethyi

(q.v.).]

Zool. : A genus of Clavinellidse, with a single

species, from Applecross Sound, Ross-shire.

Animals compound, gelatinous, orbicular.

sessile ; individuals very prominent, arranged
sub-concentrically in the common mass;
branchial and atrial orifices simple. The in-

dividual ascidians are, when full-grown, two
inches in length.

*
syn-tet'-ic, a. [SYNTECTIC.]

syn-tSx'-is, s. [Or., from <rvvniJK<a (suntlko)
= to melt away.]

Med. : A wasting of the body ; a deep con-

sumption.

Byn-ther'-mal, o. [Pref. syn; and Gr.

tfe'pfii) (thermS) = heat.]

Meteor., &c. : Having the same degree of

heat.

syn'-the-sis, s. [Lat., from Gr. <rvV9r

(suntJiesis)
= a putting together : <rav (swn) =

togetiier, and fltVis (thesis) = a putting.]

[THESIS.]
* L Ord. Lang. : The act of joining or putting

two or more things together ; composition.

n. Technically :

1. Chem. : The building up of more or less

complex bodies by the direct union of their

elements, or of groups of elements. Thus,
water can be produced synthetically by the

union of two atoms of hydrogen with one

atom of oxygen.

2. Logic: The method by composition, in

opposition to the method of resolution or

analysis. In synthesis, we reason from

axioms, definitions, and already known prin-

ciples, until we arrive at a desired conclusion.

Of this nature are most of the processes

of geometrical reasoning. In synthesis, we

boll, boy; pout, J6%1; cat. 5ell, cnoras, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, e*ist. ph = t

oian, -tian = shan. -tton, -sion = shun ; -flon, -jion = zhon, -clous, -tious, -slous - shus. -ble, -<Ue, &c. = Del, del.
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ascend from particular cases to general ones ;

in anal) sis, we descend from general cases to

particulars.
"
Knelt of the words Idea, In, Mind, involves ntn-

Ihn < and the proposition- Ideas exist In mind, is a
fgHihtiit of syntheses. Passing from the assumption
of idealism, to its arxuiuent, it might be shown thnt
each of its syllogisms is a synthesis of syntheses ; and
that its conclusion, reached by putting together many
syllogisms, is a tvnthttii uf syntheses of tyntketet. In-

stead; then, of tlie realistic belief being objectionable
on the ground of its synthetic nature, its su|>eririty
is, that it is less open to this objection than any otherM u'f hich can lie framed." Herbert Spencer : Prin-

ciptet a/ Psychology.

3. Surg. : The operation by which divided

parts are united.

syn'-thg-sise, v.t. [Eng. synthesis); -ise.]

To combine or bring together, as two or more

things ; to unite in one.

syn'-the-sist, s. [Eng. synthesis); -int.]

One who employs synthesis, or who follows

synthetic methods.

syn thet ic. syn-thet'-Ic-al, a. [Gr.w
tfenicos (sunthetikos)= skilled in putting to-

gether ; mivOfTtp (sunthetis) = one who puts
together.] [SYNTHESIS.] Pertaining or re-

lating to synthesis ; consisting in or accord-

ing to synthesis.
"The methods [Tie observes] of attaining a know-

ledge of n.iture, may be two ; either the analytic or
the synthetic. The first is proceeding from the causes
to the effects. The second, from the effects to the
causes." Hooke: Posthumous Works, p. 330.

synthetic-types, s. pi.

Biol. : (See extract).
"
Synthetic-types are those which combine in > well-

balanced measure features of several types occurringM distinct, only at a later time. Sauroid Fishes and
Ichthyosauri are more distinctly synthetic than pro-
phetic types." Agastiz: Classijication, p. 178.

yn-thet'-ie-al-l^, adv. [Eng. synthetical;

ly.] In a synthetical manner ; by synthesis ;

according to the rules of synthesis.

* syn' thct-ize. v.t. [SYNTHETIC.] To unite
in regular structure.

SJfn'-tO-my, s. [Gr. owropio (suntomia) ;

<rvvTfi*.v<a(!;untemnd)=toc\it short.] Brevity,
conciseness.

yn' - ton - in, s. [Gr. crvvrovia (suntonia) =
stretching : avv (sun) = together, and reiVw

(teino) = to stretch.]

Chem. : Muscle-flbrin. Liebig's name for a
white, opaque, gelatinous substance, prepared
by slightly heating muscle freed from blood
with dilute hydrochloric acid, filtering, and
precipitating with sodic carbonate. It is

soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid and in

feebly alkaline liquid, but insoluble in a
solution of sodium chloride. A similar sub-

Stance, giving all the reactions of syntonin, is

obtained by treating egg albumen with dilute

hydrochloric acid. [MUSCULIN.]

sjrTl-U'-si-ast, s. [Gr. truv (swre) = with,

together, and oiia-ia (oitsia) = existence.] One
who holds the doctrine of consubstantiation.

(Rogers : Thirty-Nine Articles, p. 289.)

yn-zyg'-I-a. s. [Pref. syn-, and Or. fayov

(fugon), uyo? (zugos) = a yoke.]

Hot. : The point of junction of opposite
cotyledons.

y'-pher, s. [Etym, doubtful] (See com-
pound.)

sypher-joint, s.

Carp. : A lap joint for the edges of boards,
leaving a flat or flush surface.

ly'-pher-Ing, *. [SYPHER.]

Shipwright.: Lapping the chamfered edge
of one plank over the similarly chamfered

edge of another, so as to form a joint with a

plane surface.

y-phil-i-des, t. pi. [SYPHILIS.]

Pathol. : Skin affections of syphilitic origin.

They are usually copper-coloured rashes,
scales, papules, pustules, crusts, nlcers, and
cicatrices, and have been arranged in eight

groups : vegetative, exanthematons, vesicular,

squamous, papular, pustular, bulbous, and
tubercular.

yph-i-ll-phd'-bi-a, s. [Eng. syphilis, and
Gr. </>o/3o (phobos) = fear.]

Pathol. : Syphilitic monomania ; a morbid
fear of being affected by syphilis, producing
some imaginary symptoms of the disease,
and often leading to suicide. The most obsti-

nate cases are in women.

syph - 1 - lis, s. [A word introduced by
Sauvages from Syphilus, the name of a shep-
herd in Fracostoro's poem, Syphilus, sive

Morfrus Gallicus : Gr. o-Os (sus) = a hog, and
(fu'Aos (philos) dear, loving. (Mahn.)]

Pathol. : A disease due to the introduction
of a specific poison into the system by direct
contact of an infected with a healthy surface.
In the majority of cases syphilis is venereal

;

but it is by no means necessarily so, as the

poison may be communicated to the fingers
(as is often the case with medical men and
midwives) from touching diseased parts, or it

may lie introduced by infected lymph in vac-
cination. It is characterized in the first in-

stance by the presence of a single sore, the
hard chancre, and frequently by induration
of the absorbent glands, chiefly those of the

groin. It has probably existed from time im-
memorial wherever promiscuous sexual in-

tercourse has prevailed, though the statement
is often made that it was first brought to

Europe by the followers of Columbus. Men-
tion of it occurs, however, in the ancient
literature of China, and before the period
above fixed, places called stews existed in the

borough of Southwark, where prostitutes
suffering from this contagious disease were
confined. In the secondary or constitutional

form, the throat is chiefly affected, frightful
ulceration being common, witli cutaneous
eruptions, affections of the nose, ears, joints,
and bones. Tertiary symptoms also occur,
with the presence of nodes or gummata. In
its constitutional form the foetus in utero, or

newly-born infant is frequently affected.

Syph-i-llt'-lC, a. [Eng. syphilis) ; -itic.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of syphilis :

as, syphilitic deafness, &c. ; affected with or

suffering from syphilis ; useful in the cure of

syphilis.

syph-l ll-za -tion, . [Eng. syphiliz(e);
-ation.]

Pathol. : Saturation of the system by in-

oculation with syphilitic virus. This method
was 'introduced by M. Auzias Turenne in 1850.

"The system seemed to become protected, as in
ordinary inoculation and vaccination, ami a state or
diathesis was produced, iu which the body was no
longer capable of being affected by syphilis; and the
process by which this is accomplished is that to which
the name syphiluiation belongs." Copland : Diet.
Pract. lied. (ed. 1886), p. 1,489.

Syph'-i-lize, v.t. [Eng. syphilis); -ize.] To
saturate or inoculate with syphilitic matter
as a cure for or a preventive against the dis-

ease.

syph i 16 dcr' ma (pi. syph-i-lo-deV-
ma-ta), s. [Eng. syphilis (q.v.), and Gr.

Sepiia (derma) = skin.]

Pathol. : A skin disease produced by syphilis.

Sy'ph'-I-loid, a. [Eng. syphilis; suff. -aid.]

Resembling syphilis ; having the character of

syphilis.

sy phil 6 ma (pi. syph i- lom'-a-ta), s.

[As if from a Greek word, but really a mo"dern
derivative from syphilis (q.v.).]

Pathol. : A tumour produced by syphilis.
There are syphilomata of the lungs and of
the heart. (Tanner.)

sy'-phon, s. [SIPHON.]

sy phon -ic, a. [SIPHONIC.]

t sy-phon-o-stoin'-a-ta, s. pL [SIPHONO-
STOMATA.]

syr'-en (yr as ir), s. [SIREN.]

SyV-i-ac, a. & s. [Lat. Syriacus.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Syria or its

language.

B. As subst. : The language spoken by the

Syrians, especially the language of the ancient

Syrians. It belongs to the Semitic family of

languages, and differs little from the Chaldee
or Eastern Aramaic.

Syriac-version, s.

Biblical Versions : Any version of the Bible
in the Syriac language. The most important
is the Peschito (q.v.) ; the next is the Phi-

loxenian, or Syro-Philoxenian, made by Philo-

xenus, Bishop of Hierapolis (A.D. 488-518).
It is confined to the New Testament.

Syr'-I-a-9ism, s. [Eng. Syriac; -ism.] A
Syriac idiom, phrase, or expression.

Syr'-i-an, a. & *. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Syria or it*
inhabitants ; Syriac.

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of
Syria.

Syrian-bear, s.

Zool. : Ursus syriacus, from Western Asia.
It is about the size of the Brown Bear, but ot
a much lighter colour, varying from fulvous-
brown to fulvous-white, according to the
season of the year. The she-bears which came
out of the wood, and "tare forty and two"
of the mockers of Elisha (2 Kings ii. 23) were
probably ot this species, as no other is known
to occur in the mountain-ranges of Syria.

Syrian-Catholics, s. pi.

Church Hist. : A term which should properly
include all Christians using a Syriac liturgy,
but confined by ecclesiastical writers to con-
verts from the Jacobite or Monophysite
Church in Syria.

Syrian Jacobites, s. pi.

Church Hist. : The members of the church
that once pervaded Syria. The great body
of them now reside near Mosul and Mardin,
in Mesopotamia, others are in or near Aleppo.
A large colony, now however much reduced

by conversions to Roman Catholicism, exists
in Malabar and Travancore in India. They
call themselves Jacobites, nominally from the
patriarch Jacob, really from Jacob Bardsens.

Bishop of Orfa (Edessa), who died in 558, and
who was successful in reuniting the Monophy-
sites. They use the Syriac language iu their

liturgy.

Syrian-rue, s.

Hot. : Peganum Harmata.

Syr'-i-an-ism, s. [Eng. Syrian; -im.] A
Syrian idiom, phrase, or expression.

*
Syr'-I-asm, s. [Eng. Syri(a); -asm.] The
same as SYRIANISM (q.v.).

"The Scripture Greek is observed to be full of

Syrlusmt and Hebraisms." Warburton : Doctrine of
Grace.

sy-rfn'-ga, s. [Lat syrinx; Gr. aCpiyf
(suriugx) = a pipe. So called because the
branches are long, straight, and with large

pith.]

Botany :

1. A synonym of Philadelphus. [3.]

2. Lilac ; a genus of Fraxinese. Deciduous
shrubs, with simple leaves, and very fragrant
flowers in terminal thyrsoid panicles. Calyx
small, four-toothed ; corolla funnel-shaped, its

limb four-parted ; stamens two; stigma bifid;
fruit a capsule, with two boat-shaped valves,

having a dissepiment in the middle, two cells,
and two seeds. Known species about six. Na-
tives apparently of south-eastern Europe and
central and eastern Asia. Syringa vulyaris is

the Lilac (q.v.). S. persica is a smaller species
or variety, with pinnatitid leaves, supposed
to have come from Persia. There are three
common varieties of it in nurseries, the White,
the Cut-leaved, and the Sage-leaved Persian
Lilac. S. Josikcea, a Transylvanian shrub,
has scentless flowers. The leaves of S. Etnodi,
a large Himalayan shrub, are eaten by goats.

3. (PI.): The Philadelphaceae (q.v.).

syr'-inge
*
sir'-mge, s. [Fr. syringue, from

Lat. syringem, accus. of syrinx = a reed, pipe,
tube ; Gr. o-upiyf (suringx) = a reed, a tube,
a whistle ; Sp. siringa; Ital. sciringa.] A small

portable hydraulic instrument of the pump
kind, used to draw in a quantity of water or
other liquid, and eject the same with force.

In its simplest form.it consists of a small

cylindrical tube with an air-tight piston fitted

with a rod and handle at the upper end. The
lower end terminates in a small tapering tutie.

This being immersed in the fluid, the piston
is drawn back, and the liquid is forced into the

cylinder by atmospheric pressure. On push-
ing the piston back again to the lower end of

the cylinder the liquid is ejected in a jet. Tin
syringe is used by surgeons, &c., for washing
wounds, injecting liquids into animal bodies

and similar purposes. Larger forms are used
for watering plants, trees, &c.

" The like devise to this, namely, clystres, we
learned first of a foule in the same jEgypt. which is

called Ibis (or the black Storke.) This bird h.-iviiig*
crooked and hooked bill, nseth it In steed ul A syringe
or pipe, to squirt water into that part, whereby it IB

most kind and bottom* to void the doung and ex-
crements of meat, and so pnrgeth and cleanseth her
bodie.' P. Holland: Plinie, bk. viii., ch. ixvii.

U PneumaticSyringe: [PNEUMATIC-SYRINGE].

fate, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try. Syrian. , ce = e; ey = a; qu = lew.
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* syringe-engine, s. A inacliine on the

principle of the syriuge, formerly used as a

fire-engine.

syringe - valve, . A peculiarly con-
structed valve used in syringes. The valve-

guide stem has an end knob, by which its

falling out is prevented.

SyV-inge, v.t. & i. [SYRINGE, s.]

A. Transitive:

1. To inject by means of a syringe.
I tyringed into a dog's jugular vein about two

quarts of warm water." fioy/e . Works, vi. 464.

2. To wash or cleanse by injections from a

syringe.

B. Intrans. : To inject water by means of
a syringe.

sy rln-go-den'-dron, *. [Gr. <rvptyf (su-

ringx), o-vpi'yyos (suringgos) a pipe or tube,
and SerSpov (dendron) tree.]

Palfeobot. : A genus of coal plants founded

by Sternberg, and adopted by Brongniart.
Trunk furrowed, with equal and parallel ribs.

Some of the species included in it are now
placed under Sigillaria.

sy-rln-gop'-or-a, *. pi. [Gr. <rvpi-yf (suringx),

genit. o-vpi'yyos (suringgos) = a pipe, and iropos

(poros) a passage ; a pore.]

Palaont. : A genus of Ilalysitidse. Corallum
fasciculate, with cylindrical corallites united

by horizout.il connecting processes. Silurian

to the Carboniferous.

$y rln'-go tome, . [Gr. o-vpi-yf (suringx),

genit. o*vpiyyos (suringgos) = a pipe, a fistula,
and TOfti/ (tome) = a cutting.]

Surg. : A bistoury, concave on its edge, and
terminated by a long, flexible, probe-pointed
stylet. Formerly used for operations for

fistula in a no.

jf-rIn-got'-6-nvyf . [Fr. syringotomie.]
[SYRINOOTOME.]

Surg. : The operation or act of cutting for

fistula.

y>-in-g8x'-jMSn, s. [Gr. o-Cpiy| (suringx),

genit. ervpiyyws (suringgos) = a pipe, and liAop

(xulon)= wood.]
Palceobot. : A genus of plants believed by

its discoverer, Principal Dawson, to be angio-

spermous. Known species one, Syringoxylon
mirabile, from the Devonian of New York.

syr'-mx, $. [Lat., from Gr. o-upiy (suringx)
a pipe, a tube.]

1. Compar. Anal. : The inferior larynx, a
modification of the trachea where it joins the
bronchi. It is the organ of song in birds.

2. Music: The same as PANPIPE (q.v.).

3. Surg. : A fistula.

4. Zool. : A genus of Sipunculidae, Proboscis
shorter than the body ; cylindrical, with a

circle of short-fingered tentacles around the

tip. Professor Edward Forbes described three
British species.

syr ma, *. [Or., from <rvp (suro) = to drag,
to trail".]

Greek Antiq. : A long dress, reaching to the

ground, worn by tragic actors.

t syr-nl-i'-nw, s. pi. [Mod. Lat syrni(um);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -inot.}

Ornith. : A sub-family of Bubonidse, with
three genera : Asio, Nyctala, and Syrniuin
(q.v.).

syr nl-iim, *. [Etyrn. doubtful]
Ornith. : A genus of Syrniinae (q.v.). The

type is Syrnium uluco, or Aluco flammea, the

Tawny Owl. [STRIX, 2.]

*
ByV-Op, . [8YBOP.]

syr -phl-dse, s. pi. [Lat. syrph(us); Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of Diptera, tribe Atheri-
cera (having the antennae of three joints, the

apical one with a bristle). The Syrphida
have the antennal bristle finely feathered ;

the eyes are large, meeting in the male;; ; the
ocelli three ; proboscis generally short, the
terminal lobes fleshy, enclosing three bristle* ;

p;il pi small, with one joint ; abdomen flat-

tened, with five segments ; tarsi with two
pulvilli. Smooth or hairy insects, often seen

hovering almost without motion over the
flowers of Composites or other plants, some of

them looking like bees, from which they may
at once be distinguished by their having only
two wings, and tteing destitute of a sting.
The species are numerous, and the larva; di-
verse in habits. Most of the hitter feed on
the roots or bulbs of plants, or live in decay-
ing wood, mud, or sewers, or in the water, or
as parasites in the nests of wasps and humble
bees, or crawling over plants in quest of

Aphides. Genera more than forty, and among
them Syrphus, Volucella, Eristalis, Helophi-
lus, Ac.

syr'-phus, . [Gr. <n'>p4>c* (surphos), <r'p4>0f

(serptws) a small-winged insect, perhaps a
gnat or an ant.]

Entom. : The typical genus of Syrphidse
(q.v.). The larvae feed on aphides. Among
the species of this genus one of the must
common is Syrphus pyraitri, a blue-black fly,

with whitish or yellowish transverse bands
on the abdomen, black thighs, and yellowish
legs. It is sometimes mistaken for a wasp.
The larvae is a footless grub, living on plants
infested by aphides.

syr rhip -tea, *. [Gr. <rvppaim>s (surrhaptos)
= sewn together ; <rvppar> (surrhapto)= to
sew together : avv (sun) = together, and

pan-rot (rhapto) = to sew.]

Ornith. : A genus of Pteroclidse (q.v.), with
two species. Bill small, conical, nostrils

concealed by feathers, tarsi hirsute ; toes

short, concrete, hirsute above, hallux absent;
the two middle tail-feathers and first two
quills of wings produced into pointed seta-

ceous filaments. They normally range from

Tartary, Thibet,, and Mongolia, to the country
round Pekin, and occasionally visit Eastern

Europe ; but in 1863 great numbers of them
appeared in Europe, and reached westward to
the shores of the Atlantic.

*
syrt, . [Fr. syrte, from Lat. syrtis ; Gr.

<rvpT (svrtis) = a sandbank.] [SYRTIS.] A
quicksand.

*
syr'-tlc, a. [Eng. syrt ; -ic.] Pertaining or

relating to a syrt or quicksand ;
of the nature

of a quicksand.

syr'-tls, s. [Lat., from Gr. cruprw (surtis),
from arvpia (suro) = to draw.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A quicksand. (Originally

applied especially to two sandbanks on the
north coast of Africa.)

" Ouench'd iu a boggy tyrtit, neither sea.
Nor good dry laud'1

Milton : P. L., ii. 939.

2. Entom. : A genus of Bugs, family Mem-
branacese (q.v.), having the sides of the abdo-
men dilated. Two species, Syrtis crassipes and
S. monstrosa, occur on the continent of Europe.

syV-iip, *slr'-op, *slr'-np, *sir'-r4p, .

[O.Fr. syrup, ysserop (Fr. sirop), from Sp.

xarope = a medicinal drink, from Arab, sharab,
shurab = wine or any beverage, syrup, from
shariba= he drank ; Ital. siroppo.] [SHRUB
(2), SHERBET.]

L Ord. Lang.? i popular language, the

uncrystallizable fluid finally separated from

crystallized sugar in the process of refining,

either by the draining of sugar in loaves, or

by being forcibly ejected by the centrifugal

apparatus in preparing moistsugar, commonly
known as golden syrup. By sugar manufac-

turers the term syrup is applied to all strong
saccharine solutions which contain sugar in

a condition capable of being crystallized out,
the ultimate unorystallizable fluid being dis-

tinguished as molasses or treacle.
" The Juice which trickles into theM Teasels is col-

lected liy persons who cliuil) the trees for that purpose
morning and evening, and ia the common drink of

every individual upon the island ; yet a much greater

quantity is drawn off than is consumed in this ue,
and of the surplus they make both a trrup and coarse

sugar." Coot : fint Voyagt, bk. iii., ch. ix.

IL Technically:

1. Chem. : A saturated, or nearly saturated,

solution of sugar in water.

2. Pharm. : Syrnpns ; a preparation in which

sugar forms an important ingredient, and

fives
a peculiar consistence to the liquid,

ts general use is to disguise the flavour of

drugs ; but in some cases, as in that of the

iron iodide, the sugar preserves the active in-

gredient from undergoing chemical change.
About seventeen syrups are imwi in modern

pharmacy. Among them are Syrupus avrantti,

S. limonis, S. papaveris, S. sennas, Ac. (Garrod.)
" Hi* drags, his drinks, and <yru; doth apply,
To heatbis blood aud quicken luiury."

Dratton : TKt (ML

syr'-uped, "Syr'-upt, o. [Eng. syrup;
ed.] isweetened by or as by moistening or
mixing with syrup.

" Yet when there haps a honey fall.
We U lick the Hrtpt leave/'^*

Li i aytun: yuat o/CynUa.

SyV-Up-$, Sir'-up-y, o. [Eng. syrup ; -y.J
Like syrup ; partaking of the nature or quali-
ties of syrup.

"
Apples are of- lyrupy, tenacious nature."-Mont.

mer : Uiubandrt.

sys-sar-co'-sis, . [Gr., from owo-apco**
(sussarkoo) to unite by flesh : <ru (su), for <ruv

(sun) = with, together, and <rdpf (sarr), genit
ffap/tbs (sorfcos) = flesh.]

1. Anat. : A species of union of bones, in
which one bone is united to another by means
of an intervening muscle, as in the connec-
tion of the os hyoides to the sternum.

2. Surg. : The method of curing wounds by
promoting the growth of new flesh.

sys-tal'-tic, o. [Lat. systalticus; Gr. <rw
ToATueos (sushdtikos) = drawing together ; awr-
T'AAw (sustello) = to draw together : avv (sun)

together, aud oreAAw (stello) = to set in

order.]

Physiol. : Capable ofor produced byaltemate
contraction and dilatation. Used spec, of the
heart.

*
syV-ta-sIs, *. [Gr., from <wioT>Hu (sunit~
temi) = to place together.) [SYSTEM.] A
sitting together ; a political union or constitu-
tion.

*'
It is a worse preservative of a geneial constitution

than the tynttuii of Crete, or the confederation of
Poland." tiurke : Jlejtectiont on tht Jievotution in
France.

sjs'-tem,
*
sys-teme, s. [Lat. systema, from

Gr. <ni<rTT|Mo (suslema) = a complex whole put
together, a system : av (su). for <rvv (sun) =
with, together, and O-TTJ- (ste-), the base of IO-TTJ/HI

(histemi) to stand ; Fr. systeme ; Sp. & ItaL

sistema.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A combination or assemblage of things
adjusted into a regular and connected whole ;

a number of things or parts so connected and
arranged as to make one complex thing ; things
connected accoiding to a scheme; as a system
of canals or railways, a system of forces acting
upon a body.

2. An assemblage of parts or organs in an
animal body which are composed of the same
tissue or are essentially necessary to the per-
formance of some function : as the nervous

system, the vascular system, &c.

3. Hence applied to the body itself: as, To
take nourishment into the system.

4. The whole scheme of creation regarded as

forming one complete plan or whole ; the

universe.

5. A plan or scheme according to which

things are connected or combined into a

whole; an assemblage of facts, or of principles
and conclusions scientifically arranged or dis-

posed according to certain mutual relations,

so as to form a complete whole : as, a system of

philosophy, a system of government, Ac.

6. Method, order, regularity : as, He has no
system in his business.

7. Manner or way in which things are

managed ; plan of transacting business.

II. Technically:

1. Anat.: A term introduced by Bichat,
used of any structure taken an a whole : as,

the nervous system.
*
2. Ancient Music : An interval compounded,

or supiosed to be compounded, of several

lesser intervals, as the octave, the elements of

which are called diastems.

3. Astron. : A theory of the movements and
mutual relations of the heavenly bodies, espe-

cially of the sun, moon, and planets, and the

laws by which these are regulated. Used of

the Ptolemaic System, the Copeniican Sys-

tem, the Newtonian System, &c. (all which

see),

"The great (<tm in which the sun acts the jrt ol

the primary, and the planets of Its satellites.*-r-
tctul : Attronomf, i W3.

4. Bid. : Method of arrangement on a com-

prehensive plan. Used specially in Botany,
where first Ltnnseus's Sexual System the

Artificial for a time prevailed, to be followed

by the Natural System, which is now in use.

By the Natural System some understand only

the placing together of such plants or animal*

D6U b6y ; p*ut, JS*1; cat, cell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e^ist. -Ing.

Httan,-tian = 8nan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -fion, -fion = sHun. -cious. -tious. -iou = sbus. -We. -die, Ac. = bel. dl
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as resemble each other ; some hold that it re-

veals the pluu of the Creator, while Darwin
(Origin o/Sjxfies, ch. xiv.) thinks that it is the

arrangement by similarity of charactei-s of
animals or plants having a community of
descent

5. Fine Arts : A collection of the rules and

principles upon which an artist works.

6. GeoL : A term introduced by Sir Roderick
Murchison for a formation or division of the

PaUtozoic, Secondary, or Tertiary Rocks. (See
extract.)

tfitemt. but as explained in tins work. they are now
viewed as groups Ulit constitute the Upper Palasozoic

Syttfm. the Silurian hem* tlie Lower FklMMta.".

J/urrAuon .' Siluriu led. 1854), p. SID. (Note.)

1 7. Math. : A terra used of equations related
to each other in the same problem, or of
curves or surfaces connected by any law.

system-maker, .. One who makes or
constructs a system or systems. (Usually in

contempt.)
"
Syttetn-mukers have endeavoured to interpret it

away.
'

Warbui-lun : Workt, vol. ix., ser. 6.

system-monger, s. One who is fond
of forming or framing systems.

sys te mat ic. sys te mat ic al, a. [Gr.
o-variHiaTiicos (sustviiMtikos), from ervo-Trj^aTOf

(siistemtitos), genit. of trva-nj^a (sustema) = a.

system (q.v.); Fr. systematitfue.]

1. Pertaining to system ; according to sys-
tem ; methodical ; formed or arranged witli

regular connection and subordination of parts
to each other and to the design of tlie whole.

"Now we deal much in essays, and unreasonably
des;>ise $yv<nnnticat leamiu,' ; whereas, our fathers
had a just value for regularity and systems." Wailt.

2. Proceeding or working according to re-

gular system or method : as, a systematic
writer.

*
i>. Of or pertaining to the sjstem of the

universe ; cosuiic.il.

Sys-te-mat'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. systema-
tical ; -ly.] In a "systematic manner ; in form
of a system ; methodically.

*
s^s'-tem-at-ism. s. [Eng. systematic) ;

-ism..] Reduction uf tilings into a system.

Sys tcm-at-Ist, s. [Eng. systematic) ; -int.]

1. One who forms a system or systems , a
systematizer.

2. One who adheres to a system.

Sys te-mat-1-za -tion, s. [Eng. systemat-
iz(e) ; -ation.] The act of systematizing ; the
act or process of reducing or forming things
into a system.

sys -tern-at ize, v.t. [Eng. systematic); -ize.]
To reduce or form into a system or regular
method.

"Diseases were healed and buildings erected before
medicine and architecture were systematized into
arts." Harrit: Philological Inquiry.

Sys'-tem-at-iz-er, s. [Eng. systematise);
<r.] One'who reduces or forms things into a
regular system,

"Aristotle inay be called the fyftematUr of his
master's doctrines." ttarrit : fhiMogifil Inquiry.

'
sys-tem-a-tol'-o-gy, s. [Gr. oW-nj/ua

Ha), genit. o-uo-T^(xa7CK (MUtfMalOsi) = a
system (q.v.), and Ao-yos (10305) = a discourse.]
Knowledge or information regarding systems.

SJTS tem'-lC, a. [Eng. system ; -ic.}

*1. Ord.Lang.: Of or pertaining to a system.
2. Anat., Patliol., <tc. : Of or belonging to

the body as a whole : as, the systemic arteries,
the systemic veins.

*
Sys-tem-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. systemiz(e) ;

-ation.\ The same as SYSTEMATIZATION (q.v.).

*
SJTS'-tem-ize, v.t. [Eng. system; -ize.] To
reduce to a system ; to systematize.

"

sys'-tem-iz-er, s. [Eng. systemiz(e) ; -er.]
A systematizer.

Bys -tern-less, a. [Eng. system; -less.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Without system.
2. Biol. : Not obviously presenting the cha-

racters of the well-marked divisions of the
animal or vegetable kingdom, as the Pro-
tozoa among: animals and the microscopic
algw or minute fungals among plants.

systematic T

SJhs'-td-le, s. [Gr. <ruo-roAij (sustole) = a con-

tracting, drawing together; o-vo-reAAw (siw-

Mlo) = to draw together : <rv (su) for crvv

(sun) = together, and <rr'AA<u (stdlfi) = to

equip, to set in order ; Fr. systole.]

1. Gram. : The shortening of a long syllable.

2. Physiol. : The contraction of any con-
tractile cavity, specially of the auricles and
ventricles in the heart.

S^rs-toT-Ic, o. [Eng. systoUe) ; -ic.] Pertain-

ing or relating to systole ; contracting : as,

systolic aortic, mitral, pulmonary, and tri-

cuspid murmurs.

SyV-tyle, o. [Gr. trOo-rvAo? (sustulos), from ffv

(tii), for auv (sun)= with, together, and o-ri)Aos

(stulos) = a pillar, a column ; Fr. systyU.]

Arch. : Having columns standing close :

(1) Having columns placed in such a manner
that they are two diameters of a column
apart. [See illustration under PODIUM.]

(2) Having a row of columns set close to-

gether all round, as the Parthenon at Athens.
*
Byte, s. [SITE.]

*sythe, s. [SCYTHE.]

sy'-ver, s. [From the same root as sewer

(q.v.).] A covered drain
; a sewer, a gutter ;

the giating or trap of a street drain. (Scotch.)

syves, s. [CHIVE (2).]

Bet. : Allium Schcenoprasum. (Jamieson.)

* syx hcnde man, s. [A.S. six = six ; hund
hundred, and man.]

Old Sax. Law : A man possessed of property
to the value of six hundred shillings.

sy-zyg'-i-um, si-zyg'-i-um, s. [Gr. <rvi-

yio? (siL3ugion) = yoked together, paired. So
named from the way in which the branches
and leaves are united by pairs.]

Bot. : A genus of Myrteae. Trees or shrubs,
with the flowers in cymes or coryml-s, the

calyx with its limb undivided ; the petals,
four or five, inserted into the throat of the

calyx and fugitive ; stamens many, similarly
inserted ; the fruit baccate, one-celled by
abortion ; seeds one or two. Syzygium Jambo-
lanum, called also Eugenia Jaiiitto/ana, is a
moderate-sized tree, wild or cultivated all

over India. The bark is astringent, and is

used, as are the leaves, in dysentery. The
decoction of the bark constitutes a wash for

the teetli ; its fresh juice, with goat's milk, a
medicine for the diarrhoea of children. A
vinegar prepared from the unrii>e fruit is a
stomachic, carminative, and diuretic. The
fruit is astringent, but is eaten by the natives,
who in time of famine consume also the
kernels. The leaves of S. tfrebiuthacenm are
used in Madagascar to impart an aroma to

baths. S. gvineensis is worshipped in Gambia
and the fruit is eaten.

Sy'-zy'-gy', j. [Gr. <rvvyla. (suzugia)= union,
conjunction ; ai'^vyv; (suzugos) conjoined :

av (sn), for <rvv (sun) = with, together, and
(cvyvvij.i (zeugnumi) = to join ; vy6v (zugon)= a yoke.]

1. Astron. (PL): Linear relations; a term
us'-d of the points of a planet, or of the moon's
orbit, at which the planet or the moon is in

opposition to or conjunction with the sun.

2. Pros. : The coupling of different feet to-

gether in Greek or Latin verse.

sza bo-ite (sz as tz), s. [After Prof. J.

Szabo, of Budapest ; sutt'. -ite (Min.).~]

Min. : A mineral occurring in minute crys-
tals in eavitus of an andesite, Transylvania.
Crystallization, triclinic. Hardness, 6 to 7 ;

sp. gr. 3'505 ; lustre, vitreous; colour, hair-
brown tc hyacinth-red. Compos. : essentially
a silicate of iron and lime. Now shown to
be related to hypersthene (q.v.).

szai-be'-ly-ite, s. [After Herr Szaibelyi ;

sutf- -ite (Min.).}
Min. : A mineral occurring in small nodules

bristling with acicular crystals in a limestone
at Werksthal, Hungary. Hardness, 3 to 4 ;

sp. gr. 3-0 ; colour, externally white, inter-

nally yellow. Compos. : after separating im-

purities, essentially a hydrous borate of mag-
nesia.

szas ka-ite (sz as tz), . [After Szaska,
Hungary, where found ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : An earthy variety of calamine (zinc

carbonate) (q.v.), stated to contain cadmium.

szmik ite (sz as tz), s. [After Herr Szraik ;

sutf. -ite (Min.).]
Min. : An amorphous mineral, stalactitlc.

Hardness, 1'5 ; sp. gr. 3-15; colour,
whitish ; on fracture, reddish-white to
rose -red. Compos.: sulphuric acid,
47'43 ; protoxide of manganese, 42.01 ;

water, lo-(5 = 100'09. Found at Felso-

banya, Hungary.

szo -pcl'-ka (sz as tz), s. [Russ.]
Music: A kind of oboe, about fifteen

inches in length, made of elder wood,
having a brass mouth-piece and eight
large and seven small finger holes. It

is a popular instrument in Southern
Russia uo

T.

T, the twentieth letter and the sixteenth con-
sonant of the English alphabet, is a sharp,
mute consonant, and closely allied to d, both
being dentals. It is formed by pressing the

tip of the tongue closely against the root of
the upper teeth, and it differs from d only in

being non-vocal, while d is uttered with voice.
T followed by h in the same syllable has two
distinct sounds ; the one surd or breathed, as
in think, thank, thought, representing the

Anglo-Saxon f? ; the other sonant, or vocal,
as in this, Unit, thouyh, representing the Anglo-
Saxon "ft. Ti before a vowel, and unaccented,
usually passes into sh, as in nation, portion,
partittl, which are pronounced nashon, )>orshon,

purslutl. When sor x precede ti, the t retains
its proper sound, as in question, though before
it it is often softened into ch (as in church), as
also in such words as mixture, posture, &c.
In accordance with Grimm's law (q.v.), / in

English (as also in Dutch, Icelandic, (jothic,
&c.) is represented in Latin, Greek, and
Sanscrit by d, and in German by s or z.

Thus Eng. tooth (for tmith) = Lat. dens, genit.
dentil, Gr. ofiou? (odotis), genit. iiSovros (odon-
tos), Sansc. dant, Ger. zahn, O. H. Ger. zand;
Eng. heart Lat. cor, genit. cordis, Gr. (capita

(kardia), Sansc. kridaya. Ger. herza; Eng.
eat = Lat. edo, Gr. e6<u (edo), Sansc. ad, O. H.
Ger. ezan, Ger. ersen. If tlie t is preceded by
s, this rule does not apply, as in Eng. stand

Lat. sto, Gr. 'icrrriiJii (luttemi), Ger stehen. Th
in English, &e., is represented in Latin, Greek,
and Sanscrit by t, and in German by d ; thus,
Eng. thou = Lat. tu, Gr. TV (tu), Sansc. tvam,
Ger. du ; Eng. three = Lat. tres, Gr. rpeis
(treis), Sansc. tri, O. H. Ger. dri, Ger. drei.

In a few instances t in English represents an
I in Latin, as in tear (s.) = Lat. lacrima. In
bat and mate, t supplies the plaee ofan original
k (O. Eng. bak and make). An original t is

sometimes represented by d in English ; cf.

proud, = O. Eng. prut ; diamond Fr. dia-

mant ; card Fr. curte, Lat. charta. An ori-

final

t has become th in antht>r = Lat. auctor.
t has disappeared from the middle of a word

in best O. Eng. beU ; last O. Eng. latst ;

from the end of a word in anvil = O. Eng.
aiijllt ; petty Fr. petit; dandelion Fr. dent
df tinn. T has crept in (1) after s, as in behest,

amongst, against, amulst, whilst, betwixt; (2) in

tyrant O. Fr. tiran, Lat. lyrannus; parch-
ment O. Fr. parchemiri ; cormorant = Fr.

cormoran ; ancient = Fr. ancien ; pheasant =
O. Fr. ]ihttisan. Th represents an original d
in hither, thither, whether, faith = O. Fr. feid,
Lat. Jules. An original th has become d in

could O. Eng. cuthe ; fiddle = O. Eng. filhele ;

Bedlam = llethlehem ; it has become t in theft
= A.S. theofih ; nostril = A.S. nasthyrht ; it

has disappeared from Norfolk Nortk-Jolk;

worships A.S. weorthscipe. 7' is often doubled
in the middle of words, occasionally ai the

end, as in butt, mitt. T is often used to

denote- things of tlie shape of the capital
letter ; cf. T-Uindage, T-square, &c.

T, as a symbol, is used in_numerals for 160,

and with a stroke over it (T) for 1GO,000.

H (1) Marked with a t: A thief. An ex-

pression equivalent to the trium literarum

homo of Plautns (Aid., II. iv. 47). The Eng
lish phrase derives its force from the fact that

thieves were formerly branded in the hand
with the letter T.

(2) To a t : Exactly ;
to a nicety ; with the

Utmost exactness : as, That tits me to a t.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. , ce = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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tab. s. [Etyin. doubtful.]

L Ordinary LanyuMge :

1. A late lift or flap of a shoe or half-boot,

formerly fastened with a buekle, now usually
by a string.

2. The metallic binding on the end of a
shoe or corset luce ; a tag.

3. A lace or otlier border, resembling that
of a cap, worn on the inner frout edges of
ladies' bonnets.

4. The hanging sleeve of a child's garment.
f To keep tab : To keep tally, or check.

n. Fulling: One of the revolving arras

which lift the beaters of a fulling-iuachine.

" ta-bac'-co, s. [TOBACCO.]

t&b-a-chir', s. [TABASHEER.]

ta-ban'-I-dse, s. pi. [Lat. taban(us) ; fern. pi.

"adj. suff. -M<e.]

Entom. : A cosmopolitan family of Tany-
stoina (q.v.). Head broad, fitting close to

the thoi-ax, and occupied mostly by the com-

pound eyes ; there are usually three distinct

ocelli ; mouth with six lancets ir female, four

in male ; maxillary palpi two-jointed ; abdo-
men broad, with eight segments ; tarsi with

three cushions; wings with a central cell, from
which three veins run to the hinder margin.
Genera: Tabanus, Hsematopota, Chrysops. and

Pangonia ; the first three genera are British.

ta ba -niis, . LI**- = a gaa fly (<l-v-)-]

Entom. : The type-genus of Tab;midae(q.v.).
Antennae three-jointed, the last joint deeply
notched at the side and ringed near the tip.

Tabarnu bovimts, the Breeze-fly, one of the

largest species, occurs in Britain. T. autum-
nails and T. tropicus are much more common.

tab'-ard, *tab'-crd, *tab'-ert, tab'-

eld, s. [O. Fr. taJxtrt, tabard; Fr. tabard;

Sp. & Port, tabardo ; ItaL

tabarro; Wei. fct&ar; M.
H. Ger. tap/art, taphart.

Origin unknown.] Alight
vestment worn over the

armour, ami gi-nerally em-
broidered with the arms
of the wearer. It was
close-fitting, open at the

sides, with wide sleeves

or flaps reaching to the
elbows. It originally
reached to the middle of

the leg, but was alter-

WH"ds made shorter. It

was at first worn chiefly

by the military, but af-

terwards became an ordi-

nary article of dress of

other classes in England
and France, in the middle

ages. The illustration shows the tabard and
other official dress of Garter King of Arms, in

1417, when the office was created by Henry V.

for the service of the Order of the Garter,
which till then had been attended by Windsor
heralds. The tabard is now worn only by
heralds and pursuivants at arms, and is em-
broidered with the arms of the sovereign.

tabar dar. *
tab'-ard-er,

* tab-ard-
eer", . [Eng. tabard ; -er.] One who wears
a tabard; specif., a scholar belonging to the

foundation of Queen's College, Oxford, whose

original dress was a tabard.

tab ar ct. .

Fabric : A stout, satin-striped silk stuff.

tab a-sheeV, s. [From the Persian.]
Min. : A hydrated silica, belonging to the

Opal group, deposited in irregular masses
about the joints of certain varieties of the
bamboo. Colour, yellowish white ; fracture,
somewhat resinous ; translucid to opaque.
Adheres strongly to the tongue. Resembles
hydrophar.e (q.v.), when immersed in water
becoming quite transparent. Very brittle.

t&b'-bled. pa. par. or a. [TABBY, v.]

tab' bin- et, s. [TABINET.]

tab by, a. & s. [Fr. tabis, from 8p. tabi = a
silken stuff, from Arab, utdbi a kind of rich
undulated silk.]

A. As adjective :

1. Having a wavy or watered appearance.
" The potent warriors of the tnbhu vest."

ParneU : Ba'tU of f'rogi t lUix, 1.

TABARD.

2. Brindled, brinded ; diversified in colour.
" The cat, if you but niuue her tabby akin.
Tlw ohiumey koen>, mid aiu conUiit tthiu."

Pop*: W<f<!<<fO<uh,ua.
B. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language:
1. Silk or other stuff having an irregu-

larly waved or watered surface produced
by pressure, usually between engraved rollers
in the mode of calendering, known as tabbying.
There is but little difference between tal'bying,
watering, and moire, the effect in each case

being produced .by the flattening of some of
the fibres while the others remain undisturbed,
causing the different parts to reflect the light
unequally.

" In uiimic pride the snail-wrought tissue shine*
i'ercuauce uf tabby or of barateeu."

Swift. (Todd.)

2. A mixture of lime with shells, gravel, or
stones in equal proportions, forming a mass,
whicbs when dry, becomes as hard as rock. It

is used in Morocco as a substitute for brick
or stone in building. (Weale.)

3. A cat of a mixed or brindled kind ; a cat

generally. (Collaq.)
'* As in her ancient mistress* lap
The youthful tabby lay."

Cotepfr : Familiarity Dangeroui.

4. An old maiden lady ; an old spinster ;

a gossip. (Colloq.)
"

I am uot sorry for the coming tn of these old
tnbbiet. and am u.uch obliged to her ladyship for leav-

ing us to such an agreeable Ute-a-tete." tf. Caiman
the Elder : Jealoia Wife, li. 8.

II. Entom. : Acommon British moth, Aglossa
pinguinalis, one of the Pyralites; grayish-
brown, clouded with a darker colour; hind

wings grayish-brown ; larva seen on greasy
horse-cloths, &c. The Small Tabby is Aglossa
citprealis, and has the hind wings whitish. It

is rarer.

tabby-cat, s. A brindled cat ; a tabby.

tab'-bjf, v.t. [TABBY, a.] To calender so as
to give a tabby or wavy appeal ance to, as
stuff's ; to water or cause to look wavy : as,
to tabby silk, mohair, Ac. It is done by a
calender without water.

tab'-b^-Jng, s. [TABBY, v.1

Fabric : The act or process of passing fabrics

between engraved rollers to impart a wavy or
watered appearance.

*tabe, s. [Lat. tabes.] A wasting away ; tabes.
" A tabe and a consumption." Adamt : Work*, i. 191.

ta-bS-fac'-tion, . [Lat. tabefactio.]

[TABEFY.] The act or state of wasting away.

* ta' - bS -
fy, tab' - S - fy, v.t. [Lat. tabefio,

from tabes = wasting away, and facio = to

make.] To waste away ; to cause to waste or
consume away ; to emaciate.

" Meat eaten in greater quantity than is convenient
tabejiei the body." Harvey : On Contum/itioru.

* ta-beT-H-on, s. [Lat. tabellin, from lobelia,

= a tablet, dimin. from tabula= a. table (q.v.).]
A kind of secretary or notary ; a scrivener.

(Such a functionary existed under the Roman
*

Empire, and during the old monarchy in

France.)

*
ta'-ber, v.t. [TABOR, v.]

* tab erd, *. [TABARD.]

ta'-berg-ite, s. [After Taberg, Sweden, where
found ; suff. -ite. (Min.)']

Min. : A variety of the chlorite group of

minerals, which has been referred by different

mineralogists both to penniniteandcliuochlore
(Data's ripidolite). Colour, bluish green. From
optical oliservations Des Cloizeaux states that
it sometimes consists of uniaxial and biaxial

laminae combined, the axial divergence varying
as much as from 1 to 33, thus indicating a
mixture of the members of this group.

tab'-ern, s, [Lat taberna = a tavern.] A
cellar. (Prop.)

tab '-er rule le (le as el), *. & a. [Fr., from
Lat. tabernaculum, a double dimin. from tab-

erna = a hut, a shed ; Sp. & Port, tabernaculo;
Ital. tabernacolo.] [TAVERN.]
A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. Lit. : A slightly-constructed temporary

building or habitation ; a tent, a pavilion.
" The Etmwrour had caused to be made a certein
'lion or tube
are*, p. 107.

2. Figuratively:

(1) A temple ; a place of worship ; a sacred
place ; specifically, the temple of Solomon.

Lord, who shall Hl.iJe iu tliy tabernacle I who
hall dwell iu Uiy holy \Mir~Ptalm xv. I.

*
(2) The human frame as the temporary

abode of the soul.
"

I thiuk It meet, as long as I am in this taf,ernac!a
to stir you up liy putting you iu remembrance know-
ing that shortly I must put off this my taktnuicle,
even a our Lord Jesus Christ hath shewed me."
2 Peter L 13, 14.

IL Technically:

1. Jewish Antiq.: Heb.
fptiip (mishkan) = a

dwelling ; "TW (ochel) = a tent, more fully
denominated Tabernacle of the Congregation,
and Tabernacle of Witness, a tent constructed
by direction of Moses, under divine authority,
to be a local habitation for Jehovah while
his people moved from place to place in the
wilderness a temple being obviously unsuit-
able to the period of the wandering. To
obtain materials for the construction of this
sacred tent free-will offerings were solicited,
ana the Jews, in response, brought gold, silver,
"brass" (copper), cloths, rams' skins dyed
red, oil, spices, precious stones, <bc. (Exod.
xxv. 1-9 ; xxxvi. 1-5). Bezaleel and Alioliab,
men divinely endowed with genius for the pur-
pose, were the actual builders (xxxv. 30-34;
xxxvi. 4). The tabernacle was 30 cubits (i.e.,
45 feet long), 10 cubits (16 feet) wide, and 10
cubits (15 feet) high. The material was
"shittim" (acacia) wood, 20 boards of which,
standing upright, constituted each of the
longer (i.e., the north and south) sides, and six
the west one, while the east end was ojien.
Each board was fastened below by tenons
fitting into two silver sockets ; they were held
in their places by five bars of acacia wood
on each side and five at the end, passing hori-

zontally through rings of gold fastened in the
upright boards. The interior was divided
into an outer room 20 cubits long by 10 broad,
called the Holy Place, or Sanctuary, and an
inner apartment, 10 cubits (15 feet) long by 10

broad, named the Most Holy Place, or Holy
of Holies. At the east, or open end, were five

pillars of acacia wood, overlaid with gold,
supporting a vail or curtain of fine linen with
needlework of blue, crimson, and scarlet. Ench
pillar stood on a brass socket and was fur-

nished with golden hooks. Between the Holy
Place and the Place Most Holy was another
vail or curtain of the siime material as the

first, but the pillars supporting it rested on
silver sockets. Four different kinds of cur-
tains or coverings supplied the place of a roof.

The first, or inner one, of the same material
as the two vails, was of ten curtains, each 28
cubits (42 feet) long by 20 cubits (30 feet)
broad. The covering exterior to this was of
fine goats' hair, then there was one of sheep
skins dyed red, then one of CRFI (tachhash),

rendered in the text of the Revised Version
seal skins, and in the margin porpoise skins.

Within the Holy Place, on the north side, was
the golden table with the shew-bread on it,

and on the south side the golden candlestick,
and the golden altar of incense. In the Holy
of Holies were the Ark of the Covenant and
the mercy-seat (Exod. xxvi. 1-8" ; xxxvi.
1-38 ; Heb. ix. 1-6). Ait>und the talier-

nacle was the court of the tabernacle 100

cubits (150 feet) long, by 50 cubits (75 feet)

broad, surrounded by sixty pillars each five

cubits (7i feet) high, with silver capitals and
books, and brass sockets. The four pillars in

the eastern side supported a vail or curtain

constituting the gate, of the court. The
brazen altar and the liiver were in the court-

yard. Around the latter were the tents of the

Levites, and beyond these those of the other

tribes, three on each side of the tabermicle.

Only the priests
entered the Holy Place.

This they did twice daily, in the morning to

extinguish the lights, in the evening to light

them anew. None but the high priest (KMtld

enter the Holy of Holies, and he only once a

year, on the great day of Atonement. The
Gershonitos, the Merarites, and the Koha-
thites took charge of the tabernacle and its

furniture when these were removed from

place to place. The tal>ernacle was first set

up by Moses on the first day of the second

year after the Israelites had left Egypt
After they had reached Canaan it was located

at Shiloh (1 Sam. iv. 8-22). In Saul's time

it was at Nob (cf. 1 Sam. xxl. 1 and Mark ii.

26). When Solomon became king it wan at

Gibeon (1 Kings iii. 4). Afterwards Solomon
laid it up in the Temple, of which in all its

boll, boy ; polit, J6%1 ; oat, 90!!, chorus, cbln, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, $enophon, exist, ptt = C
cian. tlan - shan. -tion,

-sion = shun ; -(ion, -gion
-- *"", -clous, -tious, -sious - aaus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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leading features it liad been the model (1 Kings
vlii. 4, 2 Chron. v. 5). [TEMPLE, *., H.J

2. Ei\-les. <t Church Hist. : In the Roman
Churrh, a receptacle for the consecrated Host
for benediction and the ciborium containing
the smaller Hosts which the laity receive. Ill

its present form a small structure of marble,
metal, or wood, placed in the centre of the
east side of the altar the tabernacle dates
from the sixteenth century. Its original form
was that of a dove ; alwut the middle of the
fourteenth century it was sometimes placed
in an aumbry above the altar. A lamp con-

stantly burns l>efore the tabernacle, which is

kept locked, the key never passing out of the

charge of the clergy. The name tabernacle is

also given to (1) a niche for an image, (2) a

reliquary, (3) the aumbry near the high altar
when used to contain the reserved sacrament,
aud (4) the abbot's stall in choir.

3. Naut. : An elevated socket for a boat's

mast, or a projecting post to which a mast
may l>e hinged when it is fitted for lowering to

pass beneath bridges.
The mizeu mast to be itepped in a tabernacle on a

false n.uisom in front of the rudder bend." Field,
Feb. 13. isst.

* B. As adj. : The same as TABERNACULAR

TABERSiCLI WORK.

H Feast of Tabernacles :

Jewish Antiq. : niSDn jn (chhag ho^sukkoth),
one of the three leading Jewish leasts, on the
recurrence of which all the males were re-

quired to present themselves at Jerusalem.
During this feast the people dwelt on their

housetops or elsewhere in booths made of the
branches of trees, in commemoration of their
tent life in the wilderness. Called also the
Feast of Ingathering, because it was a feast of

thanksgiving for the completion of the harvest
and the vintage. It lasted for eight days, from
the loth to the 23rd of Tisri,

corresponding to October.
The first and the eighth days
were holy convocations
(Exod. xxiii. 16 ; Lev. xxiii,

84; Nam. xxix. 12; Deut
rvi. 13). It is believed that
the eighth day of the Feast
of Tabernacles was the last

great day of the feast at
which Jesus preached (John
TiL 37).

tabernacle work, s.

Ecclet.: Carved canopy-
work over a pulpit, a choir stall, or a niche.
The example figured is from the Lady Chapel,
Exeter Cathedral.

tab -er-nac-le, v.l. [TABERNACLE, *.] To
sojourn ; to dwell for a time ; to house.

" He assumed our nature, and tabernacled amongst
us in the flesh." Scott ; Worki (ed. 1718), it tgl.

tab-er nac u-lar, a. [Lat. tabernacut(um)= tabernacle ; Eng. adj. suff. -ar.]

1. Sculptured with delicate tracery or open-
Worked ; latticed.

" The side* of every street were covered with fresh
alnres . . . fronted with tahernacular or open work,
vaulted." Warton: aitt. Eng. Poetry, ii. 3.

2. Of or pertaining to a tabernacle.

*3. Of or pertaining to a booth or shop:
hence, common, low. (De Quincey.)

ta ber-nse mon-ta na, s. [Named by
Plumier, after James Theodore Tal>einaemon-

tanus, who in 1588 published the first part of
a great Herbal. He died in- 1500.]

Bot. : A genus of Plumiereae. Flowers
monopetalous ; corolla salver-shaped ; stamens
five, included ; anthers sagittate ; style fili-

form ; stigma dilated at the base, trittd ;

ovaries two, developing into two follicles;
seeds immersed in deep red pulp. Tabernce-
montana utilis, the Hya-hya of Demerara, is

one of the Cow trees. It pours forth a copious
stream of thick, sweet, innoxious milk.
T. coronaria is a small evergreen shrub, six or

eight leet high, with silvery bark and glossy
leaves. It is common in Indian gardens ; its

native country is unknown. The red pulp
obtained from the aril is used as a dye by the
hill people. An oil is prepared from T.

dichotoma, a small Indian tree. TheCeylonese
suppose its fruit to have been the forbidden
fruit of paradise. The sap of T. persioarice-

folia, found in Mauritius, is considered poi-
sonous ; its wood is used in turnery.

ta' bes, s. [Lat., from tabeo = to waste away.]

Pathol. : \ wasting away of the body
however produced. It figured largely in the
older writers, hut Is now limited to the three

compounds subjoined.

t tabes dorsalis, s.

Pathol.: The same as LOCOHOTOB-ATAXY
(q.v.).

* tabes glandularis, .

Pathol. : [STRUMA, 2.].

tabes mesenterica, . [MESENTERIC-
DISEASE.]

ta bet -Ic, a. [TABES.]

1. Of or pertaining to tabes ; of the nature
of tabes.

2. Affected with or suffering from tabes.

* tab '-Id, a. [Lat. tnbidus = wasting away,
from tabes = a wasting away ; Fr. tabide.]

Pertaining or relating to tabes ; suffering from
tabes.

"In tabtil persons, milk ia the best restorative,
being chyle already prepared." Arbathnot ; On Ali-
ments, ch. i.

*
tab'-Id-ly, adv. [Eng. tdbid; -ly.] In a
tabid manner ; wastiugly, consumptively.

* tab'-id-ness, 5. [Eng. tabid; -ness.] The
quality or state of being tabid or wasted by
disease ; emaciation, tabes.

"
Profuse sweatings in the night, a taMdnrtt of the

flesh, hot aud cold fits alternately succeeding." Leigh :

Hat. Hist. Lancashire, p. 62.

* ta-blf-So, a. [Lat. tabes= a wasting away,
and /ocio = to make.] Causing consumption
or wasting away ; wasting.

tab In et, tab bin et, . [Etym. doubt-
ful ; by some referred to tabby (q.v.) ; accord-

ing to Trench, named after a M. Tabinet, a
French Protestant refugee, who introduced
the making of tabinet into Dublin.]
Fabric:

L A kind of taffety or tabby.
"That is the widow ; tnat st<>ut woman in the crim-

son tabinet." Thackeray ; Book of Snobt, cli. xlii.

2. A mixed stuff of silk and wool, adapted
for window-curtains.

* tab'-i tude, *. [Lat. tabitudo, from tabes.]
The state of one affected with tabes.

tab'-la, . [Peruvian.]

Pharn. : Cinchona bark peeled from the
trunk of the tree. It is more valuable than
that derived from the branches.

tab-la-ture, s. [Fr., from Lat tabula = &

board, a table.]

1. Anat. : A division or parting of the skull
into two tables.

2. Art : A painting on a wall or ceiling.
"In painting we may glte to any particular work

the name of tablature, when the work is in reality a
single piece, comprehended in one view, aud formed
according to one single intelligence, meaning, or de-
sign." Lord Hhajtetbury.

3. Music:

(1) A general name for all the signs and
characters used in music. Those who were
well acquainted with these signs were said to

sing by the Tablature.

(2) A peculiar system of notation employed
for instruments of the lute class, for viols,
and certain wind instruments. The earliest

systems of notation, like the music of Asiatic
nations to this day, were different sorts of
ta Mature. That which may be called the
modern tablature
was invented not
earlier than the
sixteenth cen-
tury. In England
tablatnre was
employed for all

stringed instru-

ments, the num-
ber of lines em-
ployed being reg-
ulated by the
number of strings
the instrument
possessed. Tablature for wind instruments
was expressed by dots on a stave of six, seven,
or eight lines, according to the number of
holes in the instrument, the number of dots

signifying the iimnler of holes to be stopped
by the, fingers. Organ tablature was a system
of writing the notes without the stave by
means of letters. Thus, the several octaves
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levels, which form basements, separate the
Btories of a building, niul crown its upper
portions ; a string-course. (Oxford GUinsary.)

3. Eccles. : The Communion table (q.v.). In
the Prayer Book the expressions, Holy Talile,
the Lord's Table, occur, but in the Coronation
Service the word Altar is used.

4. Glass-making:

(1) The flat disk of crown glass which is
made from a bulb on the eud of a blowing-
tube, transferred to a ponty, gradually and
finally flashed into a disk by rotating in front
of a flashing-furnace (q.v.). It is usually
alout four feet in diameter. Twenty-four
tables make a case.

(2) The Hat plate with a raised rim, on
which plate-glass is formed.

5. lapidary:

(1) Table-cutting ; a form of diamond-cut-
tin;,'. The top of the stone is ground flat with
a corresponding flat bottom of less area, with
Its four upper and lower facets cut parallel to
each other.

(2) The upper flat surface of a brilliant cut
diamond.

6. Much. : The part on which work is placed
to be operated upon.

7. Math., Nat. PhUos., Ate. : An arranged
collection of many particulars, data, or values ;

a system of numbers calculated for ex|diting
operations or for exhibiting tiie measures or
values of some property common to a number
of different holies in reference to some
common standard ; a series of numbers which
proceed according to some given law ex-

pressed by a formula. Thus there are tables
of logarithms, of rhumbs, of specific gravity,
of square or cube-roots, of aberration, &c.

8. Palmistry : The collection of lines on
the palm of the hand.

"
Mistress of a fairor rabl*
lliitli not histi,r.v nor fable."

Ken Jonton : Masque of CUpilei.

9. Perspective: The same as PERSPECTIVE-
PLANE (q.v.).

10. Weaving : The board or bar in a draw-
loom to which the tails of the harness are
attached.

B. As adj. : Appertaining to, provided or
necessary for, or used at table: as, talile

linen.

IT (1) Lord's table: The sacrament of the
Lord's Supper or holy communion.

(2) Round table: [ROUND, a.].

(3) Table of Pythagoras : The common multi-

plication-table carried up to ten.

(4) Tablet of the Law, Tables of the Testi-

vutny :

Jewish Antiq. : Two tables of stone, written
or inscribed on both sides : "and the tables
were the work of God, and the writing was
the writing of God graven upon the tables

"

fExod. xxxiL 16) ;

" written with the finger of
God "

(xxxi. 18). After having received them
from Jehovah, high on the ridge or peak of
Sin.-ii, Moses was carrying them down the
mountain-side to the camp, when he was so
overcome by passion on hearing the shouts
raised by the [icople in connexion with idol-

worship that he flung from him the tables of
stone, which broke on the ground (17-19).
They were divinely replaced by others (xxxiv.
1-29), which were put in the ark (Dent. x. 5).
The writing on the tables consisted of the Ten
Commandments, probably the first four, teach-

ing duty to God, on the flrst table, and the
other six, telling of duty to man, on the
second table (Matt. xxii. 36-39).

*(5) Tables Toletanes : TheAlphonsine astro-
Domical tables, so called lr'>m their being
adapted to the city of Toledo. (Chaucer:
C. T., 11,585.)

(6) The Four Tablet:

Scottish Church Hist. : An executive com-
mittee, consisting of four noblemen, four
gentlemen, four ministers, and four burgesses,
appointed in 1638 by the Presbyterians to
manage their affairsduring the struggle against
the forcible introduction of the liturgy into
the Scottish church. The name was given
because the committee met in four saturate
rooms in Parliament House in Edinburgh,
each room of course furnished with a separate
table.

(7) To lay on the table: Tn parliamentary
practice, and in the usage of corporate and
other bodies, to receive any document, as a

report, motion, or the like, but to agree to
postpone its consideration Indefinitely.

(8) To orilir (a bill or document) to lie on the
table : To defer for future consideration to
postpone.

*
(9) To terve tablts :

Script. : To administer the alms of the
Church. (Acts vi. 2.)

(10) To turn the tables: To change or reverse
the condition or fortune of two contending
parties ; a metaphor taken from the vicissi-
tudes of fortune at gaming-tables.

(11) Twelve Tables:

KtiTttan Antiq. : The tables containing the
body of Roman law drawn up by the de-

cemvirs, B.C. 451 ; originally there were only
ten of these tables, but two more were added
in the following jear.

table-anvil, . A small anvil adapted
to be screwed to a table for bending plates of
mutal or wires, making small repaii s, &c.

*
table-bed, . A bed in the form of a

table.

table-beer, s. Beer for the table or for
common use ; small beer.

table-bell, *. A small bell to be used at
meals for calling servants.

table-board, ,. Meals without lodging.

table-book, s.

1. A memorandum-book ; a note-book.
"
If I bad played the desk or table-hook."

Shakaip. : Samlet, ii. 1
2. A book containing the multiplication

table, and tables of weights and measures.

table-cloth, s. A cloth for covering a
table, especially for spreading over the table
previous to setting on the dishes, Ac., for
meals.

table-Clothing, *. Table-linen. (Prov.)

table-cover, . A cloth made of wool,
cotton, or other fabric, either woven or
stamped with a pattern, laid on a table be-
tween meal-times.

table-cutting, . [TABLE, . II. 5. (1).]

table d'hote, s. [Lit, the host's table ;

so called because it was formerly, and in Ger-
many still is, the custom for the landlord to
take the head of the table.] A common table
for guests at an hotel ; an ordinary.

table-diamond, .

Min. : A diamond prepared as a flat stone,
with two opposite plane surfaces and bevelled
edges.

table-knife, s. An ordinary knife used
at table, as distinguished from a fruit-knife,
a penknife, &c.

table-land, .

Phys. Geog. : A plateau ; a plain existing at
some considerable elevation above the sea.
Volcanic rocks often make such table-lauds,
as in Central India ; so do limestones. Or a
sea-bed or lake- lied, or a great stretch of

country, may l>e upheaved. The chief table-
lands are in the Old World, extensive, low-

lying plains rather than table-hinds character-

izing the New. One occupies about half the
surface of Asia, being 5,500 miles from east to

west, and from 700 to 2,000 miles from north
to south. In Europe there are table-lands in

parts of Switzerland, France, Spain, and
Bavaria. African table-lands exist in Morocco,
Abyssinia, the region of the Victoria Nyanza,
Ac. In the United States the great saline

plain of Utah and the Great Plain lying east
of the Rocky Mountains are examples.

" At sunrise we discovered a high table-land (an
tslami) bearing E. by a" Coo*.- Second Voyage, bk.
ill., ch. IT.

table-lathe, i. A hand-lathe (q. v.>.

table-layers, t. pi-

GeoL : Sheets of volcanic and plutonlc rocks,
divided into taKe-like masses, but not really
stratified ; pseudo-strata.

table-linen, . The linen used at and
for the table, as table-cloths, napkins, or the
like ; napery.

* table-man, *. A man or piece used in

the game of draughts or backgammon.
"
(A soft body dami>eth the sound] and therefore In

clerical)!, the keyes are lined: and in CO|||KM they
use to Hue the table-nun." Bacon : Hat. fill., f 1M.

table-money, .

1. An allowance to general officers In the
army and flag officers in the navy m addition
to their pay as a compensation for the neces)
sary expenses which they are put to in fulfil-

ling the duties of hospitality within theii
respective commands.

2. At Clubs : A small charge made to mem-
bers using the dining-room to cover the ex-
penses of furnishing and setting out the tables.

table-moving, a. [TABLE-TURNING.]

table-plane, s.

Joinery: A furniture maker's plane for
making rule-joints. The respective parti
have rounds and hollows, and the planes are
made in pairs, counterparts of each other.
[RULE-JOINT.]

*
table-rent, s.

Old Law : Rent paid to a bishop, Ac., and
appropriated to his table or house-keeping.

table-shore, *.

Naut. : A low level shore.

table-spar, s. [TABULAR-SPAR.]

table-spoon, *. The largest sized spoo
ordinarily used at table, the other sizes beingknown as dessert-spoons and tea-spoons.

table-spoonful, *. As much as a table-
spoon will hold.

*
table-sport, s. The object of sport at

table ; a butt. Shakesp. : Merry Wives, iv. 2.)

table steam-engine, s. A form of
engine in which the cylinder is fixed upon a
table-like base.

table-talk, s. . Conversation at table or
at meals ; familiar conversation.

table-talker, . A conversationist ; one
who studies to lead or outshine others in
table-talk.

table-turning, s. One of the earliest of
the manifestations said to be produced by
spiritual agency. A number oi

i iersons formed
a circle round a table, on which their out-
stretched fingers lightly rested. After a time

'

the table began to move, and to answer
questions either by tilting or rapping at
appropriate letters as the alphabet was re-

peated. The late Professor Faraday was of
opinion that a rotary impulse was uncon-
sciously imparted to the table by those who
stood round it, and it has been pointed out
that pushing may take place without any
distinct consciousness on the part of those
who push, and that expectant attention is

known to produce such a state of the muscles
as would occasion this unconscious pushing.

* table-wise, adv.

Eccles. : A word formed in the fifteenth cen-

tury to express the position In which some
altars were then placed i.e., in the body of
the church, with their ends east and west.

ta'-ble, v.t. & i. [TABLE, .]

A. Trunsitire:

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. To represent, as in a picture or paint-

ing ; to delineate, as on a tablet.

"This last powder-treason, fit to be tabled and ]>lo-

tured in the chamber, of meditation as another hell
above the ground. "Bacon : &u,>i>/emna to Ike Cabala.
p. 68.

*
2. To board ; to supply with food.

*
3. To form into or set down in a table or

catalogue; to tabulate.

I could have looked on him without admiration,
though the cntulogue of Ilia endowment* had b**
tabled by his side." ShaJceifi. : Cymbtltiu, 1. 1.

4. To lay or place on a table.

"The men had a refreshment of ale, for which he
too used to table his twopence." Curlfle: Jieminl*
cencet (1. Froudr), L 46.

5. To lay on the table in business meetings;
to enter upon the record.

f Tn table, or lay on the table: A parlia-

mentary procedure, which is equivalent to

indefinite postponement of consideration (of a

bill, Ac,).

tt Technically:

1. Carp. : To let, as one piece of timber,
into another, by alternate scores or projec-
tions on each to prevent the pieces fiom

drawing asunder or slipping upon one another.

2. Naiit. : To make broad hema In the skirts

and bottoms of (sails), in order to strengthen
them in the part attached to the bolt-rope.

boil, b6y ; p6Ht, J6wl ; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; *'", this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, e^ist. in*,

-dan. -tlan = shan, -tion, -sion = shun
; -{ion. -fion = shun, -clous, -tlous, -sious = shus. -bio, -die, Ac. = bel, del.
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* B. Tntrans. : To board, to diet ; to live at
the table of another.

"
II* lost his kingdom, was driven from the society

of men to table witb the beast*, and to graze witii
oxen." South.- Strmont.

ta-bleau (pi. ta-bleaux ) (eau as 5, x as

Z), . IFr., diuiiii. from table = table (q.v.).]

1. A picture ; a striking or vivid representa-
tion or situation.

2. A group of performers in a dramatic
scene, or of any persons regarded as forming
a dramatic group ; specif., a group of persons
dressed and grouped so as to represent some
interesting event or scene ; a tableau-vivan t.

tableau-vlvant (pi. tableaux-vi-
vants),s. [TABLEAU, 2.]

* ta -ble me nt, s. [Eng. table ; -meat]
Arch. : A flat surface ; a table.
" Whan we had fetched therefore a circuit about,w sat us down upon the tablemenU on the south side

of the Temple, neer unto the chapel of Tellus."
P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 973.

ta -bier, . [Eng. tabl(e); -er,]

L One who tables.

2. One who boards others for hire; one
who boards.

" But he Is now come
To be the musii-k-iuaster

; inkier, too,
He is, or would be." Ben Janton : Epigramt.

tab let, s. [Fr., tablette, dimin. from table = a
table (q.v.).J

L Ordinary Language :

*
1. A small level surface ; a small table.

*
2. A slab of wood, stone, metal, or other

material on which' anything is engraved,
painted, or the like.

"
Protogenes knew not when to take his hand from

the tablet which he was painting." Knoz : Essay 63.

3. A small, Hat and smooth piece of wood,
metal, ivory, or other material, prepared for

writing, painting, drawing, or engraving upon.
The tablets of the ancients were made In the
form of books, the leaves of skin, ivory,
parchment, wood, fixed within covers, and
held by a wire or ribbon which passed through
holes in all of them, so that they opened like
A fan. Tablets of ivory are now generally used.

" To Lycia the devoted youth he sent.
With tablet! seal'd. that told his dire intent."

Pope : Bomer; Hind vi. 210.

4. (PI.): A kind of small pocket-book or
memorandum-book.

5. A small flattish cake, as of soap, &c.
"
It hath been anciently in use to wear tnblrtt of

aneuick, or preservatives, against the plague ; as they
draw the venom to them from the spirits. #tco7i.

H Technically:

1. Arch. : A coping on a wall or scarp.

2. Pkarm. : An electuary or confection
made of dry ingredients with sugar. It is

generally in flat squares, but sometimes
rounded. Called also, especially when
rounded, a lozenge or troche.

ta'-bling, s. [Eng. tabl(e); -ing.]
* L Ordinary Language:
1. The act of forming into tables.

2. The act of playing at tables ; gambling.
3. Board, maintenance.

IL Technically:

1. Carp. : A coak or tenon on the scarfed
face of a timber, designed to occupy a counter-

part recess or mortise in the chamfered face
of a timber to which it is attached. [SCARF.]

2. Naut. : An additional thickness of canvas
on portions of a sail exposed to chafing, or to

strengthen the sail at certain points, as the

" We generally ha a little line inside the tabling
of the altei leach." Field, Oct 3, 1885.

* H Tabling of fines :

Law : The forming into a table or catalogue
the fines for every county, giving the contents
of each fine passed in any one term. This
was done hy the chirographer of fines of the
Common Pleas.

* tabling -house, s.

L A gambling-house.
"
They have hutdruukeoncetogetherat the taverns,

or met in the tennis court, or else turned into a
tablinrj-h.use, and played at dice and hazzard one
with the other." P. Holland : Plutarch p. 185.

2. A boarding-house.

tab U'-num. s. [Lat]
Roman Antiq. : An apartment in a Roman

house in the centre of the atrium, in which

were deposited the genealogical records and
archives, and all documents commemorating
the exploits which had been performed by
members of the family, or which were con-
nected with the high offices which any of
theju had tilled.

ta boo , t ta-bu', ta-pu , . [South-Sea
tabu ; Maori tapu = sacred.]

1. Lit. A nthrop. : A custom formerly very
prevalent in Polynesia and New Zeala'nd of

separating persons, places, or things from
common use ; applied also to the state or con-
dition of being so separated. The taboo was
essentially a religious ceremony, and could
only be imposed by the priests, though it was
employed in social ami political affairs, as
well as in matters distinctively religious. The
idols, temples, persons, and names of the
king were taboo (or sacred), and almost every-
thing offered in sacrifice was taboo to the use
of the gods. Seasons of taboo (on the ap-
proach of some festival, befoi-e going to war,
and in case of the illness of a chief), were
either common or strict. During the former,
the men were only required to abstain from
their ordinary pursuits, and attend a religious
ceremony morning and evening ; during the

latter, all fires and lights were extinguished,
and no person, except those whose attendance
was required at the temple, was allowed out
of doors. The taboo was imposed either by
proclamation, or by fixing certain marks to
the places or things tabooed. The prohibi-
tions and requisitions of the taboo were
strictly enforced, and every breach of them

Eunished
with death, unless the delinquent

ad powerful friends who were either priests
or chiefs. The king, sacred chiefs, and priests
seem to have been the only persons to whom
the application of the taboo was easy : the

great mass of the people were at no period of
their existence free from its influence, and no
circumstance in life could excuse disobedience
to its commands, while, like many of the
peculiar customs of lower races, it bore with
peculiar hardship on women. A girl was not
allowed to eat food that had been cooked at
her father's fire, and a wife was forbidden to
partake of what she had prepared for her
husband and sons, and even to eat in the
same room with them. In New Zealand, how-
ever, the custom was, in its influence, gene-
rally more powerful for good than for evil.

The advance of civilization and the influence
of the missionaries have done much to abolish
it throughout the South Sea Islands, and
even where it still lingers the old death
penalty for its violation can be no longer
enforced.

2. Fig. : Prohibition of social intercourse
with,

ta-boo , t ta-bu', v.t. [TABOO, s.]

1. Lit. : To put under taboo.
" Sometimes an island or a district was tabued.

when no canoe or person was allowed to approach it."

Brovm: Peoples of the World, ii. 48.

2. Fig. : To forbid the use of ; to interdict

approach to, or contact or intercourse with,
as for religious or other reasons.

" Art and poetry were tabooed hotli by my rank and
my mother's sectarianism." Kingiley : Alton Locke,
ch. i.

ta bor, *
ta'-bour, s. [O. Fr. tabour (Fr.

tambour), from Sp. tambor, atambor, from
Arab, tambur= a kind of lute, a guitar witli a
long neck and six brass strings ; nlso a drum ;

Pers. tumbnk = a trumpet, a bagpipe ; tambal
= a small drum ; tabir= a drum ; Ital. tarn-

buro.]

Music : A small
shallow drum used to

accompany the pipe,
and beaten by the

fingers. The old Eng-
lish tabor was huiij
round the neck, an<

beaten with a stick
held in the right
hand, while the left

hand was occupied in

fingering a pipe. The
pipe and tabor were
the ordinary accompaniment of the morris-
dance. The illustration is taken from the
celebrated ancient window in the mansion of
Geo. Toilet, Esq., Batley, Staffordshire. (See
Hone's Year Book, July 17.)

" Dot thou live by thy tabor >" Skakesp. :

Highi. ill. L

TABOR AND TABOR
STICK.

*
ta'-bor,

*
ta'-bour, r.i. & t. [TABOR, *.]

A Intransitive :

1. To play upon the tabor.

2. To strike lightly and frequently.
" And her maids shall lead her as with the voice ol

doves, labouring upon their breasts." A'uhum ii. 7.

B. Trans. : To sound by beating a tabor ;

to play on a tabor.
" For in your court is many a losengeonr
That tab'uren in yuur eares many a aoun."

Chaucer: Legend of Qood Women. (Prol.)
*
ta'-bor-er,

*
ta'-bour-er, s. [Eng. tabor;

-er.] One who plays on a tabor.
" Would I could see this labourer."

Shaketp. : Tempctt, ill. t.

ta'-bor-et,
*
ta'-bour-et, s. [Eng. tabor;

dimin. sutf. -el.] A small tabor.
" We take our first glimpse of this diminutive, filmy

taboret." Harper i Magazine, July, IsM, p. 236.

ta'-bor-ine, ta'-bour-ine, s. [Fr. tabourin.]

1. A tal>or ; a small drum in form of a
sieve ; a tambourine.

2. A side-drum.
"
Trumpeters ...

Make mingle with our rattling tabourinet."
Shaketp. : Antony * Cleopatra, IT. 1.

Ta'-bor-ites, s. pi. [Bohem. tabor a tent]
Church Hist. : A section of Calixtines, who

received theit name from a great encampment
organized by them on a mountain near Prague
in 1419, for the purpose of receiving the Com-
munion in both kinds. On the same spot
they founded the city of Tabor, and, assembling
an insurrectionary force, marched on Prague
under the lead of Ziska (July 30, 1419

, and
committed great atrocities under the pretence
of avenging insults offered to the Calixtine
custom of communicating under both kinds.
On the death of King Wenceslaus (Aug. 16.

1419) they began to destroy churches and
monasteries, to persecute the clergy, and to

appropriate church property on the ground
that Christ was shortly to appearand establish
his personal reign among them. They were
eventually conquered and dispersed in 14S8

by George Podiebrada (afterwards King of
Bohemia).

ta'-bour, s. & v. [TABOR.]

*
ta'-bour-et, s. [TABORET.]

1. A taboret.

"They shall depart the manor before him with
trumpets. tn.bou.reU. and other minstrelsy." Spectator.

2. A seat without arms ; a stool. So called
from its shape, which somewhat resembles a
drum.

3. A frame for embroidery.

If Right of the tabouret (Droit de tabouret):
A privilege formerly enjoyed by ladies of the

highest rank in France of sitting on a tabouret
in presence of the queen. [2.]

*ta'-brere, s. [Eng. tabor; -er.] A player
on the tabor.

"
I saw a shole of shepherds outgo,
Before them yode a lusty tabi-err."

Spemer: Shepheardl Calender ; June.

*
ta'-brSt, s. [Eng. tabor; -et.] A small
tabor ; a taboret.

" So bright are they
Who saffron-vested sound the tabn-t there."

K. Brooming : IMurn of the Itrutel, ii.

tab -u-la (pi, tab'-u-l), s. [Lat.]
*

1. Ord. Lang. : A table ; a flat surface.

2. Zool. (PL): Transverse partitions in cer-

tain corals ; horizontal plates or floors, ex-

tending from side to side across the cavity of
some corals, which they divide into chambers,
one above another.

tabula-rasa, phr. [Lat. = a smooth
waxed tablet, ready to receive any impression
of the style.]

Philos. : A term used by the Sensational

philosophers of the seventeenth century to
describe the condition of the human mind be-

fore it has been the subject of experience, in

opposition to the supporters of the theory of
innate ideas. The origin of the expression is

Erobably
to be found in Aristotle (de Aniina,

b. iii., c. iv., 14.)

tab'-u-lar, a. [Lat. tabularis, from tabula =.

a table.]"

1. In the form of a table ; having a flat

surface.

2. Formed in laminae or plates.
" All the nodules that consist of one uniform sub.

stance were formed from one i*>int. except those that
are tabular and plated." Woodward ' On Fostut.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, core, unite, our. role, fall; try, Syrian. , 03 = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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3. t>et down in or forming a table, list, or
Schedule : as, a tabular .statement.

4. Derived from or computed by the use of
tables : as, tabular right usceusiou.

tabular-bone, s.

Anat. (PI.) : Flat bones, as the scapula, the

ilium, and the bones forming the roof and
sides of the skull.

tabular-crystal, s. A crystal in which
the prism is very short.

tabular - differences, s. pi. In loga-
rithmic tables of numbers, a column of
numbers marked D, consisting of the differ-

ences of the logarithms taken in succession,
each number being the difference between
the successive logarithms in the same line

with it. When the difference is not the same
between all the logarithms in the same line,
the number which answers most nearly to it,

one part taken with another, is inserted. In
the common table of logarithms the logarithms
of all the numbers from 1 to 10,000 can be
found by inspection, but by the aid of the
tabular differences the logarithms of numbers
between 10,000 and 1,000.000 may be found.
Also by the aid of the same differences the
number corresponding to any logarithm can
be found to five or six places. In logarithmic
tables of sines, tangents, secants, cosines,

cotangents, and cosecants, there are three
columns of tabular differences on earn page.
The first of these is placed l>etween the sines
and cosecants, the second between the tan-

gents and cotangents, and the third between
the secants and cosines. These numbers are
the differences between the logarithms on the
left hand against which they are placed and
the next lower increased in the proportion of
100 to 60. The use of these differences is to
facilitate the finding of the logarithmic sine,

tangent, secant, &c., for any given degrees,
minutes, and seconds, or the degrees, minutes
and seconds corresponding to any given loga-
rithmic sine, tangent, secant, &c.

tabular-spar, table-spar, *.

Ifin. : The same as WOLLASTONITE (q;v.).

tabular-structure, s.

Geol. <6 Petrol. : A structure suggestive of a
table or a series of tables, i.e., the structure
of a rock, flat above, and with vertical seams
or fissures.

tab -u -lar - 1 - za'-tlon, s. [Bug. tabnlar-

te(e); -atio'n.] The act of tabulating or form-

ing into tables ; tabulation.

* tab'-U-lar-Ize, v.t. [Eng. tabular; -ize.]

To form into tables ; to reduce to a tabular
form ; to tabulate.

tab'-U-lar-ljf, adv. [Eng. tabular; -ly.] In

talmla'r foVm ; by means of a list or schedule.

"To et forth as much as possible tabul'trl*/ or con-

cisely those features." Lindsay: Mind in the Lover
Annuals, i. 6a.

t&b-u-la -ta, *. pi. [Nent pi. of Lat. tabu-

lotus = boarded, floored, from tabula (q.v.).]

Zool. & Pakeont. : A group of Madreporaria
Perforata. Tabulate corals, having the visceral

chamber divided into stories by tabulae, and
with the septa rudimentary or absent. The

group is of doubtful stability, some recent

genera, as Millepora, Heliopora, &c., having
been removed from it, and various fossil

genera Favosites, Chsetetes, Syringopora,
Halysites, &c., being placed in it provision-
ally. Families Favosittdw, Chs>tetidiE, The-

ci'he, and Halysitidse. From the Silurian

onward.

tab'-u-late, a. [Mod. Lat. tabulatus, pa. par.
of tdbul'o to form into a table ; Lat. tabula
= a table.] Table-shaped, tabulated ; specif.,
of or pertaining to the Talmlata (q.v.).

tabulate-corals, s. pi. [TABULATA.]

tab' -u late, v.t. [TABULATE, a.]

l.,To reduce to tables ; to make tables of.
"
Dispose, tabnli'tf, and calculate scattered ranks of

numbers, and easily compute them." Harrow: i/athe-

matical Lecturei. (Pref., p. 28.)

*
2. To shape with a flat surface.

" Many of the best diamonds are pointed with tlx

angles, and some tabulated or plaiu. aud square."
Grew: MuKmm.

tab-u-la'-tion, . [TABULATE, .] The act,

art," or process of forming tables or tabular

statements; the act of reducing data to a
tabular form ; data reduced to a tabular form.

tac, s. [TACK.]
Law: A kind of customary payment by a

tenant
* tac-iree, a.

Old Law : Exempt from rents, payments, &c-

tac'-a-hout, s. [Arab.] The native name of
the small gall formed on the tamarisk-tree

(Tamarix iiulica).

tac a ma- ha'- ca, tac'-a-ma-hac, s.

[Native name.]
1. A resinous, balsamic, bitter, aromatic

exudation, found in winter on the buds of

Pnpulus nigra, P. bals'.tmifera, P. candicans,
&c. It is said to be diuretic and antiscorbutic.
It is made into an ointment for tumours,
wounds, and burns, and constitutes the basis
of a balsam and tincture used for colic, &c.

2. The resin of an amyrid, Eluphrium
tomentosum, from the West Indies and Mexico.

3. The resin of Calophyllum Calaba, from
the East Indies.

4. A resin from the roots of Calophyllum
Inophyllnm, from the Isle of Bourbon.

tac'-ca, s. [Malay.]
Bot. : The typical genus of Taccacese (q.v.).

Calyx six-partite ;
corolla six-parted ; stamens

six, inserted in the calyx ; styles three ;

stigmas stellate. Berry hexangular, dry,
many-seeded. In the Malay Peninsula and
the Moluccas the tubers of Tacca pi.nnatifiila,
T. dubia, and T. montana are rasped and
macerated in water, a fecula being extracted,
which is eaten like sago. The fii-st species is

much grown in Travancore. The fecula which
it yields is imported into England, and used
as a substitute for West-Indian arrowroot. It

is called also T. youy. Its stalks are split and
made into bonnets in the South Sea Islands.

T. cristata is the water-lily of Singapore.

tac-ca'-9e-89, *. pi. [Mod. Lat. tacc(a); Lat
fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : Taccads ; an order of Endogens, alli-

ance Narcissales. Large perennial herbs
with a tuberous root. Leaves radical, stalked,

exstipulate, undivided or pedatitid, the seg-
ments pinnatifid and entire, with curved

parallel veins. Flowers at the extremity of a

scape, in umbels, surrounded by undivided

bracts, constituting an involucre. Perianth

six-cleft, the tube superior, the limb petaloid,

equal or unequal ; stamens six, persistent,
with dilated filaments ; styles three, connate ;

ovary of three carpels, with five parietal pla-
centae ; many-seeded ; fruit baccate, with
lunate striated seeds. Known genera two,
species eight ; found in damp forests, espe-

cially near the sea in tropical India, Africa,
and the South Sea Islands.

tac'-cad, s. [Mod. Lat. tacc(a); Eng. suff.

-ad.]

Bot. (PL) : Lindley's name for the Taccacese

(q.v.).

ta'-ce (C as 9h), v.i. [Ital., imperative sing,

of tacere = to be silent]

Music : A direction that a particular voice,

instrument, or part is to be silent for a certain

specified time.

*ta9'-es, s. pi [TASSES.] Armour for the

thighs.

ta'-cet, v.i. [Lat., 3rd pers. sing. pres. indie.

of taceo = to be silent]

Music : The same as TACE (q.v.).

*ta9h, *ta9he(l), . [A softened form of

tack (q.v.).] Something used for taking hold

or holding ;
an attachment ; a catch, a loop,

a button, or the like.
" Make fifty tache* of gold, and couple the curtains

together with the tucket." xod. xxv. 6.

tache (2), s. [Fr.] A pan in a battery of

sugar-pans. The term is, however, often es-

pecially applied to the smallest of the five ;

that immediately over the tire, from which
the concentrated juice is transferred to the

cooler, also called the Striking-tache.

ta9he(3), *tacch,. [Fr.] A spot, a stain,

a blemish.
"The heryng or Belnge of any vise or yvell tache,"

Klyot : Gowraour, bit. I., cb. hi.

tachc, v.t. [TACHE (!) ! To attach, to

fasten.

tach-e'-o'g'-ra-ph, s. [TACHYOBAPHY.]

tach'.-I-a, s. [Guianan tachi = an ant's nest
So named because the trunks and branches
are generally full of ants.]

Bot. : A genus of Gentianete. Plants with
yellow flowers, found in the West Indies,
Guiana, &c.

tach'-i-na, s. [TACHINUS.]
Entom. : The typical genus of Tachinarise.

One of the largest species is Tachina grnssa,
found in Continental Europe and in Britain.
It is two-thirds of an inch long, black, and
covered with bristles, the head and the base
of the wings reddish yellow.

tach-I-nar'-I-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. tachin(a);
Lat fern. pi. adj. suff. -arice.)

Entom. : A group of Muscidse. Bristles

projecting from the third joint of the antennae,
either entirely naked or hairy, or plumose
only at the base. Scales behind the base of
the wings very large, entirely concealing the
halteres. Flies with hairy bodies, moderately
stout, and flying with great rapidity. The
larvae feed as parasites upon caterpillars of
the Lepidoptera and of sawflies, also on
beetles, field bugs, earwigs, grasshoppers,
bees, wasps, and spiders. Many hundred
species exist in Europe, and they' are abun-
dant in all parts of the world.

*
ta-chm'-i-da), s. pi. [Mod. Lat tachin(us);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idfe.]

Entom. : A family of Brachelytra, now
merged in Staphylinidse. Small, excessively
agile beetles of convex tapering form, with
pentamerous tarsi. They frequeut flowers.

tach'-I-nus, s. [Or. raxivot (tachinos), poetic
for raxiis (tachus)= quick, swift]

Entom. : A genus of Staphylinidse, with
antennas thickening insensibly, and somewhat
pear-shaped, the palpi filiform, the lean

spinous.

tacli' 6 graph, . A device for registering
rotary speed.

ta-chom'-e-ter, . [Or. TOX<K (tacAo*) =
speed, swiftness, and /ue'rpoi/ (metron) = a
measure ; Fr. Uwhometre.] An instrument fox

measuring velocity ; specifically

(1) An instrument for measuring the velo-

city of machines by means of the depression
occasioned in a column of fluid by centrifugal,

force, which causes the fluid in the cistern

(with which the graduated column is con-

nected) to sink in the centre more and more
with every increase of velocity. Thus the

graduated column falls on the scale as the

velocity is augmented, and rises as the velo-

city is diminished.

(2) An instrument for measuring the sjieed

of flowing liquids. One form has several

spiral vanes on a shaft carrying an endless

screw, which turns a series of geared wheels.

On being placed in a current, the vanes assume
a position perpendicular thereto, and their

rotation actuates the clock-work mechanism
which is graduated to indicate the velocity of

the liquid in miles per hour, or other units of

measurement.

ta9h-fc o. [Eng. tache (8); -y.] Vicious,

corrupt.

tach-jf-, pref. [Gr. raxvt (tachiis) = swift]
Attended with swiftness ; endowed with

speed.

t&ch'-jf-a phal'-tite, s. [Pref. tachy- ; Gr.

o^aAro? '(nphaltos) a springing off, and surf,

-it?.]

A/in. : An altered form of Zircon (q.v.),

occurring in crystals in the gneiss of Kraj;eroe,

Norway. Decrepitates before the blowpipe,
hence the name.

* tach-?-d* dax-tf, *. [Pref. tarty-, and

Gr. aiaafis (didaiw)= teaching ; Siioicriea, (at-

d(tjtkn) to teach.) A short or rapid method

of imi>arting knowledge.

tac-hy'-drite, *. (Pref tach-; Or. vtop

(hwldr) = wuter, and suff. -ite.}

Min. : A deliquescent mineral, occurring in

rounded masses, having two cleavages, in the

salt-mines of Stnssfurth, Prussia. Colour,

yellowish ; transparent. Compos. : chlorine,

41 -17 ; calcium, T'Ttf ; magnesium, 9'30 ; water,

41-77 = 100, which corresponds with the for-

mula (CaCl 4- 2MgCl) + 12HO.

boll, bo?; pdut, J6%1; cat. cell, chorus, chin, bench; go. gem; thin, $hls; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist ph - t

-Cian, -tlan = shan, -tlon, -sio = bun; -tlon, -jion
= zhOn. -clous, -tioua, -siou = sbus, -We, -die. ic. = bel, dfl.
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taeh-y-dro -mi a, s. [TACHYDROMUS.)
Eitfom. : A genus of Kmpidte (q.v.), akin to

Ocydroinia (q.v.).

tach y-dro ml-an, *. (TACHYDBOMUS.)
Any individual belonging to the genus
Tachydromus (q.v.) or Tachydromia (q.v.).

ta chyd rd-miis, s. [Gr. TOXVPO><K (tachu-
dromiti) = swift-running : ra\i/< (tachus)
swil't, and Spopos (dromos) = a running, a
course.]

1". Ornith. : Illiger's name for the genus
Cursorius.

2. Zool. : A genus of Lacertidse, with seven

pecies widely scattered in Chinese Asia,

Japan, Borneo, and West Africa. Head pyra-
midal and long, collar of keeled scales, ven-
tral scales keeled, tail not spiued.

tach y gloa -siis, s. [Pref. tacky-, and Gr.

yAu><7<7a (gloaa) a tongue.]

Zool. : Illiger's name for the genus Echidna
(q.v.).

ta chyg ra pher,
*
ta-klg -ra-pher, i.

[Eng. tachygruph{y) ; -er.\ One who writes in

shorthand ; a stenographer.
"
Talrtgraphert do not, however, deem it necessary

to distinguish between the vowel sounds in bait and
tale.~Scribner't Mugatine, Dec., 1878, p. 300.

tach y-graph Ic, tach y graph -IcaL
[Eng. tackygraph(y) ; -tc, -ical.] Of or pi-r-

taining to tachygraphy ; written in shorthand.
" ' No help I' said I,

' no tachyyrnpMc pow'r,
To interpose in this unequal hour/ "

Byrom : Robbery of the Cambridge Coach,

[Or. TOX (tachus) = swift, and ypacpto (grapho)= to write.] The act or practice of rapid
writing ; shorthand, stenography.

" In tiikigraphv. each vocal element does have one,
and only one, distinct sign, absolute ill value."
Scribner'i Jtaftaint, Dec., 1878, p. SOU.

tach'-tf-Ute, tach --lyte, . [Pref. tachy-,
nd Gr. AUTOS (lutos) = dissolved ; Ger. tachy-

lyt.]

Min. t Petrol. : A massive substance, with-
out cleavage, and resembling obsidian. For-

merly regarded as a distinct mineral species,
but now shown by Judd and others to be

only a vitreous form of basalt, with which it

is always associated. It varies in composition
according to the basalt which it represents,
but the percentage of silica present is usually
above that of ordinary basalts.

tachylite basalt, s.

Petrol. : A basalt in which certain parts,
having the general composition of the mass,
exist in a vitreous state, this condition (tachy-
lyte) being mostly confined to the sides of
the vein or dyke.

ta-chyp -e-tej, *. [Gr. rayvmrrti (tachupetes)= flying fast : raxvt (tachua) = fast, and
wiro/j.a.1. (petomai) = to fly.]

Ornith. : Frigate bird ; a genus of Pelicanida.
Bill with the tips of both mandibles curved

;

wings excessively long and deeply forked.

Tachypetes aquila is the Frigate-bird (q.v.).

ta-Chyp'-OT-US, s. [Gr. ra^iin-opo? (tachu-
'poros) = fast-going, quick of motion : ra\vt
(tachus)= quick, and 7r6pos(poros)=.a passage.]

Zool. : A genus of Staphylinidse, akin to

Tachinus, but with awl-like palpi. Eleven
or more British species.

tac'-it.
*
tac-ite, a. [Lat. tacitus, from taceo

= to be silent; Fr. tacite.] Implied, but not
directly expressed in words.

"This relies also upon a tacit or implicit permission
of law." Bf. Taylor : Rate of Conscience, bk. ill., ch, ii.

tacit-relocation, s. [RELOCATION, lf-1

t&9'-it-l^, *tac-ite-ly, adv. [Eng. tacit;

-ly.] In a tacit manner ; silently ; by impli-
cation, but not directly in words.

" In those things in which they have agreed taritfly,
or expressly, they have no obligation." Ba. Taylor :

Bulet of Conteience, bk. 11., ch. i.

tac'-I-turn, a. [Fr. taciturne, fmm Lat.

taciturnus, from tacitus = tacit (q.v.).] Habi-
tually silent ; not apt to speak.

"Oodolphiu, cautions, tacUurn, did his hest to
preserve neutrality." Macau/an : Bat. gng., ch. vi.

tac-I-tur'-nl-tft tac-i-tur-ni-tie, .

[Fr. tadturnitf, from Lat tacitiirnitattm,
accus. of tacitumitas, from tacUurnus = taci-
turn (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : The quality or state of being
taciturn ; habitual silence or reserve in

speaking.
" A class of people not distinguished by taciturnity

or discretion." Jlaeaulay : Uut. ni/.. ch. iviii.

2. Scot* Law: A mode of extinguishing an
obligation in a shorter period than by the

forty years' prescription. This mode of ex-

tinguishing obligations is by the silence of
the creditor, and arises from a presumption
that he would not have been so long silent if

the debt had not been paid or the obligation
implemented. As a general rule, the periods
of prescription are adopted as superseding
the common law doctrine of taciturnity.

*
tac'-I-turn-iy, adv. [Eng. taciturn ; -ly.]

In a taciturn manner ; silently.

tack, v.t. & i. [TACK (l), .]

A. Transitive :

1. To fasten, to attach.
" This sbet* was tacked about his body*-" Fabyan :

Chronycle (an. Io9).

2. To attach, secure, or join together in a
slight or hasty manner, as by tacks or stitches.

" Tack a tiny bit of an old glove in." Queen, Sept.

3. To join together ; to bring together.
"

I had a kindness for them, which was right ;

But then I stopped not till I racked to that
A trust in them." Browning : Paracelna, Iv.

4. To add as a supplement to, as to a bill in
its progress through parliament ; to append.
(Generally with on.)

B. Intransitive:

Naut. : To change the course of a ship by
shifting the tacks and position of the sails

from one side to the other ; to alter the
course of a ship through the shifting of the
tacks and sails. Tacking is an operation by
which, when a ship is proceeding in a course

making any acute angle with the direction of
the wind on one of her bows, her head is

turned towards the wind, so that she may
sail in a course making nearly the same angle
on the other bow. This is effected by means
of the rudder and sails.

" We saw land ahead, upon which we lacked and
stood oft" Cook: Firit Voyage, bk. ii., ch. vii.

tack (1),
*
tak,

* takke, s. [Ir. to=a peg,
pin, nail ; Gael, tm-.aid = a tack, a peg, a stab.

From the same root as attack, stake, and take ;

cf. Dut. tak ; Dan. takke = a prong, a jag, &c.]

I. Ordinary Language:
1. A small, flat-headed, shnrp-pointed nail.

Tacks are known as carpet, leathered, gimp,
brush, broom, felting. Their size is designated
by the weight of 1,000, as 3-ouuce, 6-ouuce,
8-ounce, &c.

2. A drawing-pin (q.v.),

*3. A hook or clasp.

4. A stitch or similar slight fastening con-

necting two pieces.
*

5. That which is attached or tacked on ; a

supplement, an addition, a rider.
" Some tacki had been made to money-bills in King

Charles's time." Burnet : But. Oum Time (an. 1705).

IL Technically:

1. Nautical:

(1) The lower forward corner of a fore-and-
aft sail.

(2) The lower, weather corner of a course,
or lower square-sail.

(3) The rope by which the forward lower
corner of a course or stay-sail is drawn forward
and confined.

(4) A rope by which the lower corner of a
studding-sail is drawn outward and held to
the boom.

" Port hard, port I the wind grows scant, bring the
tack aboard." Dryden : Tempelt, i.

(5) Hence, the course of a ship in regard to
the position of her sails : as Jhe starboard
tack or port tack ; the former when she is

close-hauled with the wind on her starboard,
the latter when close-hauled with the wind on
her port side.

" When they change tarkt they throw the vessel np
in the wind, ease off the sheet, and bring the heel or
tack-end of the yard to the ntlier end of the boat, and
the sheet in like manner." Coo*.- Second Voyage,
bk. iii.. ch. ii.

2. Farming: The term used in gome parts
of England for the placing out of cattle to
feed on the pasture of another farmer at a
price agreed upon ; tlm hire of pasture for

feeding purposes. (This and the following
meaning are closely connected with take, v.

(q.v.).

3. Scots Law : A tontract by which the ns'
Of a thing is set or let for Irie ; a lebre.

H (1) Hard tack : [HARU-TACK],

(2) Tack of a flag : A line spliced into tb<

eye at the bottom of the tabling, for securing
the flag to the halyards.

tack-block, *.

Naut. : A block for the tack of a sail. Thr>

studding-sail tack-blocks are at the ends ok

the booms.

tack-claw, . A split tool for drawing
tacks.

tack-driver, s.

1. A tack-hammer (q.v.).

2. A tool with a contrivance for automati-

cally presenting the tacks in succession,
and driving them into place.

tack duty, s.

Scots Law : Rent reserved on a tack or lease.

tack hammer, s. A small hammer used
for driving and extracting tacks. The peen
usually has either a thin edge, which may be
inserted beneath the head of the tack, or is

divided, to form a claw.

tack-tackle, s.

N(iut. : A small tackle for pulling down the
tacks of the principal sails.

tacks-pins, s. pi.

Naut. : Pins inserted in holes in various

parts of a ship for belaying running gear to ;

belaying-pins.

tack (2), . [TACHE (3), .] Stain, taint
You do not the thing that you would : that is

perhaps perfectly, purely without some tack or stain."
Hammond : Works, iv. 612.

*tack (3), *. [Lat. tactus.] Touch, feeling,

flavour, taste.
" Cheese which our fat soil to every quarter sends,
Whose tai-k the hungry clown and plowman so

commends." JJrayton : Poly-Olbioti, s. 1*.

tack (4), . [Etyrn. doubtful.] A shelf OB
which cheese is dried. (Prov.)

tack'-er, s. [Eng. tack, v. ; -er.] One who
tacks or makes additions.

"The noise has been so long against the tackeri, that
most of them thought their safest way was to deny it
in their several countries." Account of a* Tack to a
BUI in Parliament, p. 1.

tack -et, *. [A dimin. from tack (1), s.] A
short nail with a large prominent head, worn
in the soles of strong shoes ; a clout-nail, a
hob-nail. (Scotch.)

tack -Ing, s. [TACK, .]

L Ord. Lang. : Securing 'by tacks tempo-
rarily ;

as the pieces of a saddle or boot to
the tree or last, to hold them in position for

sewing.

IL Techniwlly:
1. Law: A union of securities given at

different times, all of which must be re-
deemed before an intermediate purchaser can
interpose his claim.

2. Metal-work. : Uniting metallic pieces by
drops of solder, to hold them in place until
the solder is regularly applied to the joint.

3. Naut. : Directing a vessel on to another
tack when beating against the wind, so that
the wind comes on the other bow.

t&c'-kle,
*
tak-el,

* tak U, s. [Sw. tackel
=r the tackle of a ship ; tackla =. to rig ;

Dan. takkel = tackle ; takle = to rig ; Dut.
takel = a pulley, tackle ; takelen to rig ;

Wei. tncl = an instrument, tool, tackle. Trickle

is that which takes or grasps, holding the
masts, &c., firmly in their places, from Icel.

taka ; O. Sw. taka ; Sw. taga = to take, to
seize, to grasp, to hold. (Skeat.j]

L Ordinary Language :

L An apparatus, or that part of an ap-
paratus, by which an object is grasped,
moved, or operated : as, gnu-tackle, ground-
tackle, fishing-tackle, plough-tackle, hoisting-
tackle, reef-tackle, luff-tackle, &c. ; espec., one
or more pulleys or blocks rove with a single
rope or fall, used for raising and lowering
heavy weights and the like.

*
2. Instruments of action ; weapons.
"A shefe of peacock arwes bright and ken*
Under his Mt he bare ful thriftily.
Wei coude he dresse his takel yemauly."

Chaucer : C. T., ProL 101
*

3. An arrow.

fete, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,
or, wore, wolt work, whd, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, 09 = a: ey = a; qu = kw.
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IL Naut. : All the ropes of a ship, and the
Other furniture of the masts. A. simple tackle
consists of one or more blocks rove with a
ingle rope. When two blocks are employed,
one is the standing-block and the other tin

running-block. The rope is termed the full,
and runs over the sheaves. The fast end 01

the fall is the standing end, the other the
running or hauling end. [FLEET, v., B. II. 2. ;

OVERHAUL, U 2.J
"

If wight, who hated trade.
The sails and tackle tor a vessel bought,
Madman or fool he might be Justly thought"

franca: Home*; Satires, ii. 3.

tackle-block, s. A pulley over which a
rope runs. It usually consists of a sheave or
heaves in a shell.

tackle-board, .

Rnpe-making : A frame at the head of a
rope-walk, containing the whirls to which
yarns are attached to be twisted into strands.

tackle-fall, s. The rope which is rove
through a block.

tackle-book, *. The hook by which a
tackle is connected to an object to be hoisted.

tackle-post, s. A post with whirls in a
ropewalk, to twist the three strands which
are laid up into a cord or rope.

tfto'-kle, v.t. ft i. [TACKLE, .]

A. Transitive:

I Literally:
*

1. To supply or furnish with tackle.

2. To operate, move, lift, fasten, or the like,
by means of tackle.

3. Fool-ball : To stop, or impede the progress
of, an opposing player who is endeavoring to
run with the ball.

IL Fig. : To set vigorously upon ; to take
in hand earnestly ; to set vigorously to work
upon ; to deal with, to engage in, to attack.

" A paid collector would be Infinitely more success-
ful tliau any number of printed appeals signed by
gentlemen who could uot tacMc people personally."
field, April 4, 1386.

B. Intrant. : To go vigorously to work ; to
make a bold attack ; to set to earnestly. (Fol-
lowed by to.)

tac kled (kled as keld), pa. par. or a.

[TACKLE, v.}

* tackled stair, s. A rope-ladder.
"
Briug thee cords wade like a tackled stair."

Shaketp. : Kumeo i Juliet, ii. 4.

tac-kler, *. [Eng. tackl(e); -er.}

L Ord. Lang. : One who tackles.

2. Mining: A small chain having a hook
at one end and a ring at the other ; four are
made fast to the skip in order to hoist it up
the shaft

tac -kling, *. [Eng. tackl(e) ; -ing.}

1. Furniture of masts and yards of a ship,
as cordage, sails, &c. ; tackle.

2. Instruments or apparatus of action.
"

I will furnish him with a rod, If you will furnish
him with the rest of the tackling, aiid make liini a
flsher." Walton: Angler.

3. Cordage, straps, or other means of at-

taching an animal to a carriage : harness, or
the like.

tacks man, . [Eng. tack, and man.]
Scott Law : One who holds a tack or lease

of land from another ; a lessee, a tenant.
" The Ch lef must be Colonel : his uncle or his brother

must be Major : the tncktmen, who formed what may
be called the peerage of the little community, must be
tht Captaiiu. Alacaulay ; UM. Kng., ch. xllt.

tack'-y, a. Tenacious or sticky, aa a newly-
varnished surface.

Ta-co'-nl-an, a. [From the laconic Hills in
the western slope of the Green Mountains in
the United States, east of the Hudson river.]

Geol. : A term applied to a series of crystal-
line rocks, consisting of quartzite and schist
with crystalline magnesian limestone, some
serpentine, and extensive deposits of iron
ores. They appear to be the newest of the
Archaean Rocks of North America, and are
placed by Etheridge, &c., as homotaxic with
the Meueviau beds (q.v.).

tac so'-nl-a, . [From tacso, the Peruvian
name of one species.]

Rot.: A genus of Passffloraoew, akin to

Passiflom, but with a long cylindrical calyx,
having two crowns. The fruits of Tactonia

moHusima, T. tripartite, and T. tpeciosa are
eaten.

tact, 5. [Lat. tactus =E touch, prop. pa. oar o
hingo = to touch.)

*
1. Touch, feeling.

" Of all creatures the sense of tact is most exquisite
in iu.ui."-/toi. Uicnaamia. p. 66.

& The stroke in beating time in music.
3. Peculiar skill or adroitness in doing or

saying exactly that which is required by or
is suited to the circumstances ; nice percep
tion or discernment.

"She had little of that tact which is the character
tatic talent of her aex." Macaula* . UM. Eng.. ch. XT

*
tact'-a-ble, a. [Formed from tact, on analogy
of tractable (q.v.).] Capable of being touched
or of being felt by the sense of touch.

"They [women] being created
To be both tractable nd tactuble."

Mauinger : Parliament of Lot*, IL'l.

*t&C'-ti(c, o. & *. [Or. TTUC<* (taktikos) =
fit for arranging, pertaining to tactics ; TOKTOC
(tafctos) = ordered, arranged ; rao-o-w (tasso) =
to arrange, to order ; Fr. tartiqut,]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to the art of mili-
tary and naval dispositions for battle, evolu-
tions, &c. ; tactical.

" To see In such a clime,
where science is uew, men so exact
In twit art." flavenimt i Jfadagatcar.

B. As subst. : Tactics (q.v.).

tac'-tlc-al, a. [Eng. tactic; -al.] The same
as TACTIC (q.v.).

tactical point, s.

Mil. : Any point of a field of battle which
may impede the advance of an enemy to one's
attack, or may facilitate the advance of one's
army to attack the enemy.

*
t&c'-tlc-al-iy, adv. [Eng. tactical; -ly.]
In a tactical manner ; according to tactics.

" We are far from saying that the resolve may not
be RS tactically judicious as it is controversially cau-
tious." Daily Telegraph. Got S, 18*o.

tac tl-cian, *. [Eng. tactic; -tan.] One
who is skilled in the employment and manoeu-
vring of troopa ; an adroit or skilful manager
or contriver.

" As a tactician, he did not rank high ; of his many
caui|ign only two were decidedly successful."
ilacaulay: Uiit. Eng., ch. ivii.

tac -ties, s. [Or. TaieriKaL (taktika) = military
tactics, prop. neut. pi. of TOKTIKOS (taktikos) =
tactic (q.v.) ; Fr. tactique.]

1. The employment and manoeuvring of
troops when in contact with, or in presence
of the enemy. The general plan of the cam-
paign and its objective are stiategical con-
siderations; the carrying out of that plan
belongs to the province of tactics. By Greater
Tactics is implied the operations by which
great battles, due to the collision of the

greater armies, are fought. By Minor Tactics
are meant the smaller operations of war, such
as outposts, reconnaissance, action of .ad-

vanced and rear guards, and the mutual co-

operation of the three arms, Infantry, Cavalry,
and Artillery, to attain victory.

" His tracts on the administration of an empire, on
tactic*, iind on laws, were published (nine yean since
at Leyilen." OoldtmUk : Potit* Learning, ch. ill.

2. Plan or mode of procedure.
"Their plan was, not to reject the recommendations

of the Cnmmlxsioiiers, but to prevent those recom-
mendations from being discuued ; and with this riew
a system of tactic* was adopted which proved success-
ful." .tf.icau/ajr : HM. Eng., ch. xly.

*3. The art of inventing and making ma-
chines for throwing darts, arrows, stones,
and other missile weapons.

tac -tile, a. [Fr., from Lat tactilit, from
tactus, pa. par. of tangn = to touch.) Ca|*hle
of being touched or of being perceived by the
sense of touch.

" At this proud yielding word
She on the scene her tactile sweets presented."

Heaumant: fii/che.

tactile corpuscle, *.

Annt. (PI.): One of the three kinds of

sensory terminal organs. They were dis-

covered by B. Wagner and Meissner. They
are mostly of oval form, nearly one three
hundredth of an inch long by one eight-hun-
dredth thick. They have a core of soft homo-
geneous substance within, and a capsule of
connective tissue with oblong transverse

nuclei, like miniature fir cones, outside. They
exixt in certain papilla? in the skin of the hand
and foot, on the fore arm, and the nipple.
Called also Touch bodies.

tactile-papilla), . pi.

AIIM.: Papilla bearing the tactile cor-
puscles (q.v.).

tactile sensibility, s.

Physiol. ; Sensibility of touch existing in
different degrees in ditt'ereut parts of the skin.

*
tac-t!T-I-t, . [Eng. tactile) ; -ity.]

1. The quality or state of being tactile or
perceptible by the touch.

2. Touchiness.

tact-In-var -I ant, s. [Eng. tact, and inrn-
riant.]

Alg. : The invariant which, equated to zero,
expresses the condition that two quantic
curves or surfaces touch each other.

tac'-tion, s. [Lat. tactic, from tactus, pa. par.
of tango = to touch.]

*1. Ord. Lang. : The act or state of touch-
in; ; touch.

"We neither seeing vision, nor feeling faction, nor
hearing audition, much less, hearing sinht or seeing
Uste, or the like." Cwlwartk : Intel. Syitem. p. 636.

2. Geom. : The same as TANOENCY or
TOUCHING.

tact-less, a. [Eng. tact; -less.] Destitute of
tact

tac -u-a, . [Native name ().J
Entom. : A genus of Cicadidae. The species

are of large size, and common in tropical
regions. The female of Tacua speciosa is more
than three inches long.

"tac'-tu-al, a. [Lat. tactus= touch.) Of or
pertaining to the sense or organs of touch;
consisting in or derived from touch.

" Whether visual or tactual, every perception of the
pace-attributes of body is decomposable Tuto pel cep-

tious of relative posltiou."-.fferirt Sjuneer: Princt-
tttet qf Ptycltologg, i 62.

tade, *. [TOAD.] (Scotch.)

ta-dor'-na, *. [Etym. doubtful.]
Ornith. : A genus of Anatidse, with seven

species, from the Palaearctic and Australian
regions. Beak about as long as the head,
under mandible much narrower than upper,
nail decurved, forming a hook, lioth mandibles
with transverse lamella: ; nasal groove near
base of beak ; nostrils, oval, lateral, pervious ;

legs moderate, tibia naked for a little above
the tarsal joint ; toes three in front entirely
webbed, one behind free ; wings of moderate
length. The sexes are nearly alike in plumage.

tad-pole, *. [Eng. toad, and poll = head, {..,
the toad that seems all head.]

Biol. : The larva of the Anurous Amphibia,
sometimes extended so as to include lame of
the Urodela, which undergo a much less com-
plete metamorphosis. When hatched the

young have no respiratory organs or limbs,
but possess a tail, which is a powerful swim-
ming organ. Branchial clefts soon develop.
followed by ciliated external branchial

plumes. The two pairs of limbs appear
nearly simultaneously as small buds, the
hinder pair at the junction of the tail and
body, and the anterior pair concealed beneath
the opercular tuemlirnne. The former are

developed first, and when the gills are ab-
sorbed the latter appear ; the tail then

atrophies, and is completely absorbed, and
the herbivorous gill-breathing tadpole become!
a lung-breathing carnivorous frog.

tadpole-fish, s. [TADPOLE-HAKE.]

tadpole-bake, *.

Ichthy.: Rnniceps trifurcatus, from the coasts
of northern Europe. It is a small fish, about
twelve inches long, and of a darkish-brown

colour, somewhat rare, but occasionally taken
on the Scottish coast, and round Devon and
Cornwall. The head is disproportionately
large and broad, a circumstance which has

given rise to its popular name. Called also

the Trifurcated Hake, Tommy Noddy, and
the Lesser Fork-head.

* tad -pole-dim, s. [Eng. tadpole; -dam,]
The tad pole state.

" The little heggara, an Inch long, fresh from water
and tadvolf<lom.-C. Ktnytley. in Life,. Ii. U7.

tae, *. [TOE.] A toe. (Scotch.)

"T.ik care o' your tan wi' that stanef Arattf

nfiyimrv. ch. xxv.

boll, bo?; P6"ut, Joltl; eat, eell. chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, slon = shun; -(Ion, -sion = zhun. -clous, tious, -sious = shus. -ble. -die, &c. - bcL, doL
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tiie, a. [Sc. ac = one, with the t of the demonst.
that = that one.) One, as the toe half and
the tit her ~ the one half and the other.

(Scotch.)
"
There's tw o' them fanlded unco square and sealed

at the tat side."- Scott : xririyuary, oil. iv.

t&e, prep. ITo.] (ScofcA.)

taed, taid, s. [TOAD.] (ScoM.)

tw-dl-um, & [LatJ Weariness, irksome-
ness, tedium.

taodium vit, phr. [Lat. = weariness
of life.] Eunui ; a mental disorder.

tiiel, i. [Chin.] A Chinese coin worth about
81.40; also a Chinese weight of 1J oz.

ta'en, pa. par. or a. [TAKEN.] (Scotch.)

t -nl-a. te'-nl-a. s. [Lat., from Or. T<UM'U

(toiniu) = a baud,' a ribbon ; reivu (teino)
to stretch.) _ _

1. Arch.: The S i^imm^>
band or fillet sur-

* *=T
mount!ng the Doric

epistylium.

2. Snrg. : A liga-
ture ; a long aud
narrow ribbon.

3. Zool. : Tape-
worm ; the typical
genus of Tieuiuda

(q.v.), consisting of
internal parasitic
worms, having an EPISTYLIUM, SHOWING
elongated, com- T^ENIA.

pressed, jointed
body. The head is in general broader than
the neck, with four suctorial depressions,
and generally also a median retractile rostel-

lum, frequently armed, es)>ecially when young,
with one or two circles of minute recurved
hooks. The genital organs at the mai-gins of
the joints, either on one side only, or on both
margins, and on alternate joints. The species,
which are very numerous, Rudolphi admitting
146 and Dujardin 135, are most common in

birds, next in mammalia, then in fishes, and
lastly in reptiles. (Griffith Henfrey.) Tainia
lolium is the Tapeworm (q.v.).

tsenia hippocampi, s.

Ant l : A narrow white band prolonged
from the foniix of the hippocampus major in

the cerebrum. Called also corpus fimbriatum.

tsenia semicircularis, s.

Anm. : A narrow flat band between the

optic lialamus and the corpus striatum iu the
cerebrum.

. pi. [Mod. Lat., from Lat
tcenia = a tape-worm.]

Zool. : Cestoid worms ; an order of Plathel-
mintha or Scolecida, cor.taining the Tape-
worms and Bladder-worms. Internal parasites,

hermaphrodite when mature. The Ixxiy is

elongated, and consists of a head, with many
flattened articulatioi,s. The small narrow
head or scolex contains nearly all the organs
of the body, and is essentially the animal,
the articulations, called metemerss or pro-
glottides, being generative segments thrown
off by the head in the manner called budding
or "gemmation." Each reproductive joint
contains Iwth male and female organs. Ti.s

joints nearest the bead are the newest, ti.ose

farthest from it are the most mature. The
anterior end of the body, or forepart of the

scolex, is provided with suckers, hooks, or
foiiaceous appendages, or with all three com-
bined. There is no mouth or alimentary
canal, so that it must durive materials for its

nourishment only by absorption through the
skin. The nervous system seems to consist
of two small ganglia, sending filaments back-
ward. There is a water-vascular system (q.v.).
The whole animal is called a Strobilus. After
ft time some of the metameres break off, the
worm still continuing to grow. They continue
to live till the ova are expelled. The nume-
rous eggs which they contain ultimately rup-
ture the tissue and esca{>e after being voided
with the evacuations of the person or animal
in whose intestinal canal they were. The
egj:s are swallowed in water, or with grass and
other herbs, and obtain a nidus for develop-
ment in a new individual. The larvae are

oval, and have three pairs of hooks arranged
in bilateral symmetry. Besides the cestoid
sexual forms, there are cystic asexual condi-
tions of many Taeniada.

t38-nl-a no' rtus, s. [Or. ran-ia (tainia) = a
baud, aud IIOTOS (nutos) = the back.]

Iclithy. : A genus of Scorpsenidte (q.v.).

having the dorsal continuous with the caudal
flu.

tw-nl-l-for'-mes, . pi. [Gr. mvia (tainia)= a ribbon, and Lat. forma = form.)

Iclithy. : A division of Acanthopterygii (q.v.),
with a single family, Trachypteridje (q.v.).

tJB'-nl-In, s. [Gr. ratvia. (tainia) = a tape-
worm ; suff. -t?i.)

Chem. : A name applied to kosine, from the
anthflmintic properties of the plant from
which it is obtained.

tie nl-o-cam pa, s. [Or. raii/ia (tainia) = a
tapeworm, and icajiTri/ (kanipe) a caterpillar.)

Entom. : A genus of Orthosidae. Antennae
ciliated or

j>ectinated in the male ; abdomen
smooth, a little depressed ; fore-wings entire,
thick, powdery ; wings in repose forming a
very sloping roof. Eleven British species.
TiKiiiocampa gothica is the Hebrew character
moth. [Hebrew character (2).]

tse'-nl-oid, a . [T^NIOIDES.] Shaped like a
tapeworm ; ribbon-like.

t t-ni-oi'-de-i, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.
TOIXI'U (taiuia) =. a ribbon, and I6os (eidos)
form.)

Ichthy. : In Miiller's classification, a family
of Acanthopterygii, corresponding to the
modern Tasniiformes (q.v.).

* tae-m oi'-des, s. pi. [Gr. raivioeitr)* (tain-
ioeitles) = like a band, narrow, thin : rau/ia

(tainia)= a ribbon, and elSos (eidos) = form.)
Zool. : The Tseniada (q.v.). (Cuvier.)

t-n$-Op'-ter-IS, s. [Gr. riuvia (tainia) = ft

ribbon, and jrrepi's (pterin) a, fern.)

1. Hut. : An exotic genus of Tsenitidese

(q.v>

2. Polwobot. : A genus of ferns with broad,
ribbon-like fronds, simple or pinnate, second-
ary nerves running at right angles from the

primary ; fructification linear, the approxi-
mately parallel line's placed at the margin of
the secondary veins. Six species from the
Lower Jurassic, of Britain, and a doubtful one
from Central India.

tee -nlte, s. [Gr. raivia (tainia) = a band ;

suff. -He; Ger. baiideisen.]

Min. : A name given to an alloy of iron and
nickel found in certain meteoric irons, having
the probable formula, Fe4Ni3.

tae-ni-tid'-e-SB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. tamit(te);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idere.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Polypodiaceous Ferns,
having no indusium.

tas-m'-tis, s. (TXSIA.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Tsenitidese (q.v.).
Sori submarginal in the middle of the disk of
the leaf, linear, elongate, and continuous ;

veins anastomosing more or less regularly
into meshes.

tsxs-nl-iir'-a, s. [Gr. raiWa (tainia) = a band,
and oiipo (oura) = a tail.)

Ichtty. : A genus of Trygonidae (q.v.), closely
allied to the ty]>e-genus. (TRYOON.) There
at? six genera, from the East Indian seas and
the fresh waters of tropical America.

ta' e'-piKj, *. [boe cfef.j

Hist. : A niember of a Fhiiise sect founded
bv Hung-sew-tseuen, a ma., ot Mumble birth,
who had renounced idolatry. K; pretended
to have visions, and to have received a
divine command to root out the Tartars and
establish a new kingdom of Tai-piny, o Uni-
versal Peace. In 1840 he gathered togethor a
number of followers, assumed the nan. 3 ol

Heavenly Prince, and declared himself to te

equal with Christ in power on the earth. In
IS.iO his followers rose against the Govern-
ment, and succeeded in taking Nankin, but

they were repulsed at Shanghai, in I860, by
the English and French, and though they
afterwards rebelled many times, were finally

suppressed by General Gordon. Their religion
was a mixture of idolatry and Christianity ;

polygamy was allowed ; and while they adopted
baptism, they rejected the Lord's Supper.

ta-fe', s. [Native name.] A fermented liquor
prepared from rice in Java.

*
tar-fa-ta, *. [TAFFETA.]

t&f'-fer-el, s. (TAFFBAIL.)

taf -fe-ta, taf-fS-tfc 'taf'-te-ta, "t&f-
fa-tjf, s. [Fr. ta/etas, from Ital. taffeta, from
Pei-s. tdflnh = twisted, woven, taffeta

; tajldn
to twist, to curl, to spin.) A term origin-

ally applied to plain woven silks ; in more
recent times signifying a light thin silk stuff
with a considerable lustre or gloss. It was
first made in Kngland iu 1598.

" There are tafntia of all colours, some plain, othen
Btriix*! with gold, silver, 4c.. others chequered, other.
flowered, others in the Chinese point, others the
Hunijarwu; with various others, t.. which the mods
or the caprice of the workmen give sucli whimsical
names, that it would he as difficult as it i useless to
rehears* them ; besides that, they seldom hold Iwyoud
the year wherein they first rose. The old names of
taJf'Uiei, aud which still snlisist, are Tuffeties of Lyous
of Spain, of England, of Florence, of Avignon, Ac Thi
chief consumption of taffetirt is in summer dresses for
women, and IniiuRs. in scarves, coifs, window-curtain*,
*c. Chamber!: CyclofXtdia. (1741).

*
taffeta-phrases, s. pi. Soft phrases,

opposed to blunt, plain speech. (Sluikesp. :

Love's Labor's Lust, v. 2.)

taf'-frail, *taf'-fer-el, *taf-fer-al, .

[Dut. tufereel = a panel, a picture ; a d'imin.
from tujel ~ a table (q.v.).J

NatU. : Originally the upper flat part of a
ship's stern, so called because frequently

TAKFRAIL.
A. Stern part of hull of third-rate English ship of war

(1741) ; 1, i, Talirail ; 2. 2, 2. foop-lanterus ; 8. Gal-
iery. u. Stern of American new mastless steamship
*teor(1887); 1, Tam-ail.

ornamented with carving or pictures ; now a
transverse rail which constitutes the upper-
most member of a ship's stern.

Taf'-ff (1), . [Welsh pronunciation of Davy=
David.} A Welshman.

t&t'-fy (2), ,. A sweet composed of molasses
or brown sugar, liled down, and sometimes
containing nut meats. Hence, sweet words,
flattery, blarney. ( V. S.) [TOFFY.]

taf-f^, v.t. To Leguile with flattery or sweet
words. (U.S.Slany.)

ta'-fi-a, . [Fr , from Malay tAf-ia.] A vari-

ety of rum distilled from molasses.

taf-I-let, s. [See def.) The trade name for
dates of a superior quality, expuru-d from
Tafilelt, a priucipality of Morocco.

tag (1), s. [TEG.)

tag (2), *tagg, *tagge, s. [Sw. ta^ = a

prickle, a point, a tooth; Low Ger. toM:=a
point, a tooth. Prob. connected with tack

(I).*-)

1. Something hanging loosely attached or
affixed to another ; any small appendage, as to

an article of dress ; a strip having means of
attachment to a parcel cr package, and on
which an address may be written, stamped, or

printed.
" My carnation point with silver t.tgt. boys."

Beaum. i Fltt. : Pro/jhetea. T. S.

2. A metallic binding on the end of a boot-

lace or the like, to stiffen and prevent it from

ravelling.

3. The tail of an animal ; specifically, the

white part of a dog fox's tail.

4. Anything tacked on at the end ofanother ;

specif., the finish of a farce.
"

I heard him say it was no use his writing a tag,
lor Mr. Wrieht always spoke his oB."-/. M. Morton:
A Matt Unwarrantable Intrntion.

*5. Anything paltry or mean ; tag rag.
" Will you go hence

Before the tag return >.

"

Shakeip. : Coriola.ra, 111 L

6. The same as TIG (q.v.).

tag-belt, *. The same as TAG-SORE (q.v.>

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or. wore, welf, work, who, son ; mute. cub. cure, ruitc, cor, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, o = e; ey = a; q.u = lew.
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* tag-lock, . An entangled lock ; an elf-

lock <q.v.).
" His food the oread of sorrow, his clothes the

ikiunies of his worn-out cattell, and tag-loclu of hU
travell." Leitton't ieatare.

tag-rag, s. & a.

A. As sub^t. : A term applied to the lowest

class of people ; the rabble. (Often amplified
into hig-rag-and-bob-tail.) [RAO-TAG.]

* B. As adj. : Belonging to the lowest class.
" The taa-rng people did not clap him." Shakeip. :

Julita (V.i. -, i. 2.

tag-sore, . A disease in sheep, in which
the tail Incomes excoriated, and adheres to

the wool in consequence of diarrhoea.

*
tag-tail, s.

1. A worm, having its tail of a different

Colour from the body.
" There are other worms ; as the marsh and tag-tail."
Walton.

2. A parasite, a hanger-on, a sycophant, a

toady.

tag, v.t.&i. [TAo(2),s.]

A. Transitive :

1. To fit with a tag or point: as, To tag lace.

2. To fit one thing to another ; to tack on ;

to append ; to add or join on at the end.
" So that really verse in those days was but down-

right proso, tagged with rhymes." Waller: J'oemt.

(Pref.)
*

3. To wind up ; to conclude.
" Your tongue with constant flatt'ries feed my ear.

And tug each sentence wil h, M> life ! my dear 1

Pope: Wife of Oath, 109.

4. To join, to fasten, to attach.
"

Tiigirlngoue hypotheslstoanother." BoJingbnke:
fragment* of t'U'tyi, I 42.

5. To tip or touch, as in the game of tag or

tig.
* B. Intrans. : To follow closely, or as an

appendage. (Generally with after.)

ta-get'-e'-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. taget(et); Lat.

"fern. pi. adj. sutf. -ece.]

Bot.: A sub-tribe of Senecionideae. American

herbs, for the most part annual, with pellucid

glands, many-flowered heads, the florets of the

ray ligulate, feminine ; pappus awued, hairy.

tag'-e-tes, s- [Named after Tagcs, an Etrurian

divinity, the grandson of Jupiter, said to have

sprung from the earth in the form of a boy,
and to have taught the Etrurians the art of

ploughing.]
Bot. : The typical genus of Tageteae. Invo-

lucre simple, of five bracts, united into a

tube, florets of the ray persistent, pappus of

five erect bristles. Natives of Mexico, Peru,
and Chili. About seventeen species are culti-

vated as garden flowers. Tagetes patida is

the French Marigold, a native not of France,
but of Mexico, whence it was brought to Eng-
land in 1573. It is about a foot and a half

high, has yellow, radiate, composite, strongly-
scented flowers, which are in perfection in

August. It is naturalized in Persia, India,
and China, growing on the borders of rice

fields, &c., at a distance from gardens. Many
varieties are cultivated ; some have double

flowers, variegated with gold and orange-
brown. T. erecta is the African Marigold, a
native not of Africa, but of Mexico. It is

larger than the last, and has double flowers,
which are strongly scented. Both species
should be raised from seed in a hot-ted at

the beginning of April, and transplanted when
they are three inches high. In India the
flowers of the Afriran Marigold are sold in the

bazaars, and worn by women in their hair. A
yellow domestic dye is said to be extracted
from it by the poorer classes in India.

tagged, a. [Eng. tag ; -ed.] Having a tag or

tags.
"
Viewing him away on the Wtthcote side with the

b<idy of the pack already straining at his well tagged
brush." Field. Jan. 2, 188.

tag -ger, s. [Eng. tag, v. ; -er.]

*
1. One who tags or attaches one thing to

another.

2. Anything pointed, like a tag.
*
I should wrong them by comparing
Hediie-hogs. or porcupines' small taagsrt,
To their more dangerous swords and d>ii!gers.

Cotton : To John BnuUutm. EtJ.

8. A sheet of tin or other plate which runs

below the gauge of the box or bunch to which
It belongs, and is consequently set aside as

light, and used for other purposes, such as

coffin-plates, &c.

taghairm (as ta'-ya-rem), . [Gael. = an
eciio. 1 A mode of divination formerly practised
amongst the Highlanders. A person wrapped
in a fresh bullock's skin was laid dowu alone
at the bottom of a waterfall or precipice, or
other wild place. Here he revolved any
question proposed, and whatever his exalted

imagination suggested was accepted as the

response inspired by the spirits of the place.

(Scott : Lady of the Lake, iv. 4. Note.)

tag'-fl-lte, s. [After Nisehne Tagilsk, Urals,
where found ; sun", -ite (.Win.).]

Petrol. : A monoclinic mineral occurring in
small concretions of crystals on limonite.

Hardness, 3 t 4 ; sp. gr. 4-075 ; lustre,
vitreous ; colour and streak, verdigris green.
Compos. : phosphoric acid, 27 -7 ; protoxide of

copper, 61-8; water, 10'5 = 100, whence tiie

formula (CuO)4PO5 + 3HO.

tag'-lSt, s. [Eng. tag (2); dimin. suflf. -let.]

A little tag.

taglia (as tal'-ya), s. [Ital. = a cutting, a

pulley, from tagliare = to cut.)

Mach. : A peculiar combination of pulleys,
consisting of one set of sheavec in a fixed and
another iu a moveable block, with the weight
attached. A single cord goes round all tha

pulleys. Sometimes more than one such ma-
chine works in combination with others, form-

ing a compound taglia.

tasl'-i a-co' ti an (g silent, tl as shi), a.

[TALIACOTIAN.]

t&g'-U-a.s. [Seedef.]

Dot. Comm. : The Panama name for Vege-
table Ivory. IPHYTELliPHAS.]

tag -u-an, . [Native name.]
Zool. : Pteromys petaurista, from India,

Ceylon, Malacca, and Siaiu. It is about two
feet long, with a thick, bushy tail nearly as

much more; ears pointed, but without tufts,

eyes large and prominent; grayish
- black

above, grayish-white beneath. During the

day it sleeps in holes in trees, but at night it

comes forth, climbing and leaping with great

rapidity. In its short flights from tree to

tree the tail serves as a sort of rudder, enabling
the animal to change its course.

ta-gui ca'-ti (u as w), . [Native name.]

Zool. : Dicotyles labiatus, the Warree, or

White-lipped Peccary. It is about forty inches

long, of blackish colour, with the lips and
lower jaw white. [PECCARY.]

To-ni'-ti-an, a. & .

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Tahiti, one

of the Society Islands in the Pacific.

B. As mitt. : A native or resident of Tahiti.

tahr, s. [Native name.]
Zool. : Capra jemlanica or jemlaica, a wild

goat, found oii steep tree-covered slopes along
the whole range of the Himalayas from Cash-

mere to Bhootan. The horns are about a foot

long, flattened, with a notched anterior

margin ; body fawn-brown, hair of neck,

chest, and shoulders, reaching to the knees.

Female lighter in colour, with smaller horns.

tai-gle, v.t. [Prob. allied to tag (2).] (Scotch.)

1. To ietiin, to impede, to hinder.

2. To fatigue, to weary.

tal-gu', s. [Paraguayan name.] A wood like

guiacum, from an unidentified tree,

tai-gu-ic, a. [Eng. taigu; -ic.] Derived

from taigu (q.v.).

taiguic acid, .

Cliem. : Obtained from taigu by treating
with cold alcohol. It crystallizes in ob-

lique, yellow prisms, tasteless and inodorous,

slightly soluble in water, soluble in alcohol,

ether, and benzene, melts at 135, and sub-

limes at 180.

tall (1), *tayl, s. [A.8. t<ey, tcegel; cogn.
with Icel. tagl; 8w. tagel; Goth, tagl = hair.)

L Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II. 4. (2).

2. The tail of a horse mounted on a lancn,

and used as a stand.-ird of rank and honour

among th* Turks and other Eastern nations.

[PASHA.]

3. The hinder, lower, back, or inferior part

of anything, as opposed to the head, tha
superior, or chief part.

" The lord shall nmke thee the head, and not thi
till! ; HUd tluiu aualt be above, and not underneath ^
Veut. xxviii. is.

4. Anything more or less resembling a tail
in shape or position.

" Duretus writes a great praise of the distilled
water of those tailt that iiaiig upon willow trees."
Harvey : On Consumption!.

5. The reverse of a coin ; the side opposite
to that which bears the head as effigy. (Used
chiefly in the phrase,

" heads or tails," in

tossing coins.)

6. The final portion of anything that takes
place or has duration : as, the fait of a storm.

(Colloq.)

7. The fag end of anything.

8. (Pi): [TAILINO.S].

9. A train or body of followers or attend-
ants ; a retinue. (Jonson: Tale of a Tub, ii. L)

10. The lower end of a slate or tile.

11. The buttocks. (Colloquial.)

II. Technically:

1. Arch. : The bottom or lower part of a
member or part.

2. Astron.: A luminousappendage streaming
from the head of a comet, generally in a
direction opposite to that of the sun.

3. Botany:

(1) A downy or feathery appendage to cer-

tain seeds, formed by the permanent elongate
style.

(2) The long feathery, downy, or hairy ter-

mination of some fruits, as of Cleinatit

chinensis.

(3) Any elongated, flexii >le, terminal part, ai
a petiole or peduncle, (ilenslow.)

4. Comparative Anatomy :

(1) That tendon of a muscle which is fixed

to the movable part.

(2) An appendage terminating the body be-

hind. It is specially in the Vertebrates that
it becomes important. In Fishes it is a
vertical fin and a propeller, suggesting the

screw of a modern steam-boat ; it varies

much in form, one distinction of anatomical

and palseontological importance being that

between the Heterocercal and the Homocercal
tails. [See these words.] The former of these

makes an approach to the tail of the Reptile.

[For Tailed Amphibia see Urodela.] In Birds

the tail consists of feathers, which assist to

steady the animal in flight. The typical
number of feathers in a tail is twelve, but in

the Rasores it is eighteen, while in a few

birds it is eight In form it may be even,

rounded, fan-shaped, graduated, cuneated,

arcuated, spatulate, slender, forked, lyre-

shaped, boat-shaped, compressed, plumed, or

scansorial. The tail in Cetaceans is modi-

fied into a powerful horizontal tin, acting as a

propeller. In land mammals it varies in

length, one use when it is well developed, as

in the giratfe, the horse, <tc., being to whisk

away insects alighting to suck the blood. In

Monkeys the tail greatly varies in length. In

those of the New World it is long and pre-

hensile ; in many of those belonging to the

Old World it is long but not prehensile. It

is only rudimentary in the highest Apes.
In Man it is normally absent, but the os coccyx,

with certain other vertebrae, are its homo-

lognes. At an early embryonic period it is

free, and even after birth it has been known,

though very rarely, to exist in a rudimentary
state.

5. Cricket : A term applied to the last few

men in a batting eleven who are rather weaker

than the rest

6. Mason. : The end of a stone step which

is inserted into the wall ; such a step has

usually a tailing of nine inches.

7. Mining (Sing, or PI.): The streaks of

slime left from the stamped ore, passed ovef

a round or square buddle.

8. Afstc: That part of a musical note, ai

of a minim or crotchet, which runs peri>cn'

dk'ulai ly upward or downward from the head

or body ; the stem.

9 Naiit. : A rope fastened to a block, in

order that it may be lashed to an object.

[TAIL-BLOCK.]
10 Surg. : A portion of an incision at its

beginning or enil, which does not go through

the whole thickness of the skin, and is morf

painful than a complete incision ; a tailing.

SIl, boy; poUt, J6%1; cat, 9cll, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, {his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e?ist. ph_ fc

-Clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -slon = chaa; -flon, -sion = zhftn. -oious, -tioua, -i<ro = shiis. -We, -die, &c
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1 (1) Tail ofa lock :

Hylr.-en'i. : On canal, the lower end or

entrance into tin- lower point.

(2) Tail of the eye : The outer corner of the

ey. (Usel generally when referring to a
it Icn, secret glance.) (CoUoq.)

(3) Tail of Hit trenches:

Fort. : The post where the besiegers begin
to hreak ground and cover themselves from
the Ore of the defenders in advancing the lines

of approach.

(4) To turn tail : To run away ; to shirk an
encounter.

(5) With one's tail betioeen one's legs : With a
cowed or itlyect lok, as a beaten cur ; having
humiliated appearance, as of oue conscious,

of defeat

tall-bay, .

Hylr.-enq. : That part of a canal-lock be-

tween the tail-gates and the lower pond.

tail-block, s.

Naut. : A block whose strep is prolonged
into a tail, which is tapeied, or the ends may
be twisted into foxes and plaited together like

a gasket. Blocks used for jiggers have a
double tail, made in the same manner.

tall-board. .

1. Vehicles : The hind-end gate of a cart or

wajjon.

2. Shipbuild. : The carved work between
the cheeks, fastened to the knee of the head.

* tall - castle,
* tall - castell, s. The

poop of a ship. Opposed to forecastle (q.v.).
"
Puppii ... la poupe. The hind deck, or tail-

etattll. Xomenclator

tail-coat, s. A coat with tails ; a dress-

coat.

tall-crab, >.

Mining : The capstan on which the spare
rope of the crab is wound.

tall-drain, s. A drain forming a re-

ceptacle for all the water that runs out of the
other drains in a field or meadow.

tall-end, s.

1. The hitter end ; the termination ; the
wind up.

"The t til-end of a shower caught v*." Black : Ad-
tmturet of a Phtie'ton. ch. xxii.

2. (PI.) : Inferior samples of corn ; tailings.

tall-gates, s. pi.

Hylr.-eng. : The lower pair of gates of a
canal -lock.

tall-piece, s. A piece at the end of any-
thing ; an appendage : specifically

(1) A small cut or ornamental design at the
eii'l of a chapter or section of a book as an
ornamental ending of a page.

"Without any foppish or pedantic ornaments of
head aud (ail-pieces.

'

.irmttronj : iTiKcllaiiict. i. 173.

(2) Uithe : The set-screw of the rear lathe-

pindle.

(3) Music . The block of a violin, guitar, or
similar instrument, to which the strings are
attached.

tall-pin, s. The back-centre pin of a
latiie.

tall-pipe, s. The suction-pipe of a pump.

tail-pipe, v.t. To affix an old kettle, or
otlier utensil, to the tail of: as, To tail-pipe a

dog. (Halliwell.)

t tall-pointed, a.

Sot. : Caudate (q.v.).

tall-race, s.

Hydr.-eiig. : The channel which leads away
the spent water from a water-wheel.

tall-screw, s.

Lathe: The screw which advances or re-

tracts the back-centre.

tall-tackle, s.

Naut. : A luff-tackle, with a hook in the
end of the single block, and a tail to the

upper end of the double block.

tail-trimmer, s.

Build. : A trimmer next to the wall into
which the ends of joints are fastened to avoid
flues.

tall-valve, s.

SUm :

(1) An air-pump valve In one form of con-

denser, opened by the steam entering the con-

denser, but closed bv atmospheric pressure
when a partial vacuum exists in tae con-
denser.

(2) The snifting-valve of a marine steam-

engine.

tall-Vice, . A small hand-vice, with a
tail or handle to hold it by.

tail-water, s. The waste-water dis-

charged from the buckets of a water-wheel in

motion.

tails common, s.

Mining : The washed lead-ore.

tall (2), taille, s. [Fr. faille = a cutting, &c.
It is the same word as tally (q.v.).]

Law: Limitation, abridgment.
"

Taill-. the fee which is opiraslte to fee-simple, be-
cnuse it in so minced or pared, that it is uut in his

free power t !> disputed of whu owns it; but is. by
the Hnt giver, cut ur divided frum all other, and tied

to the issue of the donee. The limitition. or taille,

ii either general or speciiil. T'lillr. i;eiierl U that

whereby land* or UueiueuU are limited tu a man, uml
to the heirs of his budy begotten ; and the reason of
this term h, because how mauy suever w.nneu the
tenant, hoM-ntf by this title, shall take to his wives,
oue after anntliw, in lawful matrimony, his issue by
them all have a possibility to inherit one after the
other. Tui If. niwoial is that whereby lands or tene-
ment* be limited unto a man and his wife, aud the
heir* of their two bodies begotten. 'Cotoei.

H Kstnte tail, Estate in tail :

Law : A freehold of inheritance limited to a

person and the heirs of his body, general or

special, male or female. [ENTAIL.]

*
tail, tayl, v.t.&i. [TAIL (l), .]

A. Transitive:

1. To pull by the tail or stern.

"They toke foure Englysshe shyppes, laded with
ytell, and tabled them to their thyppes." Bernert:

Proiuart ; Cron., Vol. i.. ch. xcl.

2. To follow or hang to, like a tail ; to be

intimately attached to, as something not easily
to lie got rid ot

B. Intrans. : To pull at the tail. (Sfe ex-

tract under STAVE, v. t from Buller: Hudibras,
I. iii. 133.)

1 To tail in :

Carp. : To fasten by one of the ends In a
wall or any support : as, To tail in a timl>er.

'tail -age, *tal'-li-age (age as ig), $.

[Fr. taillagf,, from tailler = to cut off.) A
portion cut out of a whole ; a portion ; a share
of a man's substance paid as tribute ; a tax, a
tolL

tailed, *tayled, a. (Eng. taiZ(l), s.; *d.]

Having a till. Frequently used in compounds,
as long-fai/eti, \>\>-tailK<l, &c.

tailed amphibia, s. pi.

Zool. : The order Urodela (q.v.).

tailed-men, s. pi.

1. DM. : Men in whom the ot coccyx has

developed into a free tail.

"There i reason to believe that there are always a
few 1 1 Hal- men of this kind living." Journ. Aut/irap.
Intt., x. 447.

2. Anthrop.: A term often applied to any
despised triiie of aborigines, outcasts, or here-

tics, living near or among a dominant popula-
tion, who look upon them as beasts, and
furnish them with tails accordingly. (Tylor :

Prim. Cult. (ed. 1873), i. 383.)

tailed wasp, s.

Entom. : Any individual ot the genus Sirex

(q.v.) ; spec., Sirex gigas.

tail -ing, o. [Eng. tail (1), s. ; -ing.]

1. Agric. (PI.) The lighter parts of grain
blown to one end in winnowing.

"
Before 1884 I never used any wheat, other than

tailingt, for feeding stock." Field. Feb. 19, 1887.

2. Build. : The part of a projecting stone or
brick inserted into a wall.

3. Mining (PL): The refuse part, of the

stamped ore thrown behind the tail of the
buddle or washing apparatus, and which is

dressed a second time to secure whatever
metal might still remain in it.

" A shipload of tunings to an ounce of gold."
Cttambtr'i Journal. July, 1879, p. 387.

4. Surg. : The same as TAIL (1), ., II. 10.

* tail lage (age as ig), s. [Pr.] The same
as TAILAOE (q. v.).

*
tail'-lag-er (ag as ig),

*
tail-a-gier. *.

[TAILLAOK.] A collector of tailla 'es or taxes.

(Rom. of the Rose.)

"
taille, s. [Fr. = a cutting ; tailler= to cut off.]

1. A tally ; an account notched on a piece
of wood.

2. A tax, Ullage, impost, or subsidy ; an
imposition levied by the sovereign or any
otaer lord on his subjects.

3. The same as TAIL (-2), s. (q.v.).

tall -less, a. [Eng. ttitt (1), s. ; -lets.] Desti-
tute of a tail ; having no tail.

tailless-ape, s.

Zool. : Macacus sylvanustflnuus ecaudatui)
[INUUS. ]

tallless-batrachians, . pi.

Zool. : The order Anoura (q.v.).

tailless shrew, s.

Zool. : Annrosorex squamipes, a small Shrew
brought by Pere David from Tibet.

tall-lie, s. [TAILZIE.]

tail'-or,
"
tayl-or,

*
tail-lour, *tayl-

our, . [<.). Fr. tailleor ; Fr. tailleur a
cutter, from tailler = to cut, from taille = an
incision, a slitting, from Lat. talea = a thin

rod, a stick.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One whose occupation it is

to cut out and make up clothes, chiefly the
outer garments of men, but sometimes' also
the heavier and stronger outer garments of

women, as jackets, cloaks, &c.

2. Ichthy.: A fish resembling the shad, but
inferior to it in size and flavor.

tailor-bird, .

Ornith. : Orthotomus sutoriui, a small bird
about six inches long; general color olive

greenish; wings brown, edged with green;
crown of the head rufous, inclining to

gray on the nape ; tail light brown ; outer
feathers narrowly tipped with white ; under
surface of the body white; legs flesh -col-

ored. The male has the two center tail-

feathers lengthened. A native of India, the

Eastern Peninsula, China, &c. It is found
in gardens, hedgerows, orchards, jungles,

&c., sometimes in pairs, sometimes iii small

flocks, feeding on ants, cicadeilas, and oilier

small insects. Its name of Tailor-bird is

derived from its nest, which is enclosed in

leaves sewn with cobwebs, silk from cocoons,

thread, wool, and vegetable fibre. The nest

itself is formed of cotton-wool, with fine

loose hairs, &C.

tailor made, a. Made by a tailor; or

(U. S. colloq.) fitted by a tailor, as a tailor-made

girl.

tail'-or,
*
tayl-or, .i. [TAILOR*.]

t. To practice making men's clothes; to

follow the occupation of a tailor.

" These tayl'ring artists for our lays
Invent cranip'd rules." Green: The Spleen.

2. To deal with tailors, as for clothing.

tail'-or ess, . [Eng. tailor, R.; -em] A
female tailor; a woman who makes clothes lor

men.

tail' or -ing. . [Eng. tailor; -4ng.] The

occupation or practice ol a tailor.

tail' or ize, v.t.

1. To tailor.

2. To conventionalize in the proverbial petty

spirit of a tailor.

tail'-stock, s. [DEAD-HEAD, 3.]

* tall'-Wort, s. [Eng. tail, and wort.]

Hot. (PI): An old name given by Lindley to
the order Triuridaceae (q.v.).

tail -de (z as y), tail-yie, s. [Fr. tuiller =
to cut off.]

Scots Law: An old terra to denote a deed

creating an entailed estate.

tail zie (z as y), tail-vie, v.t. [TAILZIE, .]

To entail, as an estate, &c. (Scotch.)

tain, s. [Mid. Eng. teine, teyne a thin plate ;

Lat. tff.nia a band, a fillet.]

1. Thin tin-plate.

2. Tinfoil for mirrors.

taint (1),
*
tainte, v.t. & i. [TAINT, *I

A. Trrtnsitive :

1. To imbue or impregnate with something

fate, fat, tare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, Here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, Eire, sir, marine; go, p6t,

cr, wore, wolj; work, whd, son ; mute, cfcb, cure, nnite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, w, = e; ey = a; <ju = kw.
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noxious, poisonous, 01 oa._iuk. ; to .oisot.. to
infect.

"Tne whole air of floin^aetshire was tainted with
death." Mai-iivlay Hi*! taff.. ch. v.

2. To corrupt, as by incipient putrefaction :

*s, tainted meat.
*

3. To stain, to sully, to pollute, to con-
taminate.

" Which, sine* they are of you, and odious,
I will uottatitt my mouth with."

Shaketp. : Henri/ VIII., Ui. J.

*4. To make corrupt ; to vitiate.
" With new glozea talnte the text"

Warner : Albion* fnytand, ix. 52.

5. To attaint (q.v.).

B. Intransitive:
*

1. To he infected or corrupted ; to be
touched with something morally corrupting.
"I cannot taint with fear." Shaknp : Macbeth, v. 3.

2. To be affected with incipient putrefac-
tion : as, Meat taints in hot weather.

taint (2),
*
taynt, v.t. A i. [Prob. from

Lat. tango, or a shortened form of attaint ;

cf.
"

I atteynt, 1 hyt or louche a thyug" (Pah-
grave).}

'

^

A. Transitive:

1. To hit, to strike, to touch.
" The it course they tainted eche other on y helmes."

~Ber,,eri : froiuart ; Crunycle. vol. ii., ch. clxvii.

2. To break, as a lance, in an unknightly
or unskilful manner.

3. To injure, as a lance, without breaking.

B. Intratis. : To make au ineffectual thrust
with a lance.

taint (1), *tainct, *. & o. [Fr. feint = a,

tincture, a dye, a stain, prop. pa. jiar. of tein-

dre = to stain ; Lat. tingo.] [TiNGE.]

A. As substantive :

*
1. Colour, hue, tinge.

" Face rose-hued, cherry-red, with a silver taint like a
lily." K. Oreena : In Lnudem llotamuniia.

*
2. A stain, a spot ; a blemish on the repu-

tation.
" The taints and blames T laid upon myself."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 8.

*3. Disgrace, discredit.
" Your fore-vouched Affection

Fallen into taint." ahakrsp. : Lear. i. 1.

4. Something which infects, contaminates,
or corrupts ; a corrupting influence, infection,

corruption.
* "X taint which so universally infects mankind.'
lacks : Human Cndmta>id., I ,k. iii , ch. xxxi.i.

5. A kind of spider of a red colour, common
ID summer.

"There is found in the summer a kinde of spider
called a tttiiict. <>'. 11 red < l....r. and so litile of body
that ten of the largest will h.irdly out-wei li a grain ;

this by couutrey ueuule is accounted a <lendly ;x> son
onto cows and burses; who if they suddenly die. and
well thereon, ascribe their death hereto, and will

commonly say, they have ticked a tainct." Browne:
Yulaar Errourt, bk. iii., ch. xxvii.

* B. As adj. : Tainted, stained, imbued.
" A pure, unspotted heart

Never yet taint witli love."

Shakeip. : 1 Henry VI., T. 8.

taint-worm, s. A worm tliat taints ;

parasitic worm ; or perhaps the same as

TAINT(I), s. 5. (q.v.).
" As killing as the canker to the rose,
Or faint-worm to Uie weanling herds that graze."

Hilton : Lytidat, 45.

taint (2), *. [TAINT (2), v.}

1. A thrust of a lance, which fails of Its

effect ; a breaking of a lance in an encounter
in iin unknightly or unskilful manner.

2. A trial of a lance ; an injury to a lance
without breaking it.

3. Trial, proof. (Perhaps from Fr. tenter;
Lat. lento to try, to prove.)

* taint free, a. [Eng. taint (1), s., and/ree.]
Free from taint or infection ; pure, untainted.

* taint'- less,
* taint lesse, a. [En. taint

(\i, s. ; -less.] Free from taint; untainted,
taintl'ree, pure.

" The taintleu" flowres of blest Elysium."
B owne : Itrii inninx I'm! .fall. 11. S.

taint'-l&ss-ljf, adv. [Eng. taintless; -ly.]
Without taint.

* taint ure, . [Fr., from Lat. tinctura =
tim-turej dye.] Taint, tinge, stain, defile-

ment.
" Preserve them safe from all the pestilent tninturet

of schism and heresie." Up. Bull : Sullivquy 2.

tairge, *. [TAROE.] (Scotch.)

tairn, . [TARN.]

taisch (en guttural), . [Gael.] The voice of
a person about to die heard in the person's
absence.

"The superstition that this omen of approaching
death sometimes ttikes place, exists chiefly in the
H.ghlands of Scotland. Some women . . . said to him
they had heard two tuiichf, that is. two voices of per.
sons about to die ; and what was reiuarkalile one of
them WHS an English tniich, which they never heard
before.

1 '

Botweli: Journal, p. ISO. (Jamiaon.)

tilt (1), tate, teat, . [Icel. tata = shreds ;

tceta to tease or pick wool.] A small por-
tion of anything, consisting of floras or the
like ; a shred.

" ' A tait o' woo' would be scarce amang us,' said the
goodwife." Scutt : Out/ Uannering. ch. xxvi.

tait (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] [NOOLBENQEB.]

tai'-vert, o. [TAVERT.]

ta-ja'-gu, ta-jas'-su, s. [Native name.]
Zool. : Dicotyles torqiiatus (Cuv.), D. tajaeu

(Linn.), the Collared Peccary, the smaller of
the two species of the genus. It is about
thirty-six inches long, dark gray in colour,
with a white or light gray band across the

^ chest from shoulder to shoulder. [PECCARY.]

take (pa. t.
*

tok,
*
tuk, took, pa. par.

*
take,

*
itake, taken), v.t. & i. [Icel. taka (pa. t. tok,

pa. par. tekinn)=to lay hold of, to grasp;
Sw. tuga; O. Sw. takd; Dan. tage; Goth.
tekan (pa. t. taitok, pa. jiar. tekans); Lat.

tango = to touch. Allied words are tack, tag,

tackle, attach, attack, tact, tangent, contact,
stake, stick, &c.]

A. Ti-d.ii.-ii/in':

*
1. To touch.

"Ure lord . . . tok his lepre." 0. Eng. UiKcll., p. SL
*
2. To give, to hand over.

"The gailer him tok an appel."
Polit. /leliff. * Lone songt, xxiv. Ml.

3. To grasp with the hand or with any in-

strument ;
to lay hold of, to seize, to grasp ;

to sri't into one's hold.

4. To seize or lay hold of and remove ; to

carry off; to remove generally.
" When death takes one."

Shaketp. : Jiapr. of Lucrece, 1,161.

5. To catch by surprise ; to come upon un-

expectedly ; to surprise ; to catch, as in a

trap or snare ; to circumvent ; to tiud or take
at a disadvantage.

"
Nay, I have Men you napping, gentle love."

Shakesp. : Taming o/ the tihrevi. iv. i
6. To take prisoner, to capture.

" To late comes rescue : he ii fa en or slain."

Shake:?. : 1 Hrnry IV., IT. 4.

7. To seize, as a disease ; t.) attack.
" A most outrageous fit of madness tank him."

alitiketii. : Comedy of Error*, V.

8. To obtain or gain possession of by force
of arms ; to capture, to conquer; to cause to

surrender or capitulate.
" Like a bluon tike another Troy."

Shakeip. : 3 Uenrg VI.. Ui. I

9. To catch, as a disease.
" He hath ta'en the infection." Shaketp.: Much Ado

About ffuthing, ii. 3.

10. To catch, as a batsman in cricket.

11. To gain or secure the interest, affection,
or favour of ; to captivate, to charm, to please,
to attract, to allure.

" Which must take the ear strangely."
Sliakeip. : Trmpett, v.

12. To conduct, to lead, to convey, to carry,
to transport.

" Take him hence, and marry her instantly."
Xhakenp. : iletuiirefur .Venture, T.

If It frequently conveys the idea of carry-

ing an'd handing over ; as, Take this book to

him = Take this book and hand it over to him.

13. To enter into possession of by hiring,

leasing, or renting.
"

If three ladies like a luckless play,
Taka the whole house U|H>II Uie i>oef day."

Cope : Horace, bk. i., ep. .

14. To quote, to extract : as, The passage is

taken from another author.

15. To draw, to derive, to deduce.

16. To deduct, to subtract.
" Take two from twenty and leave eighteen."

Sfeifc p. : Cymbeline, II. 1.

17. To receive and accept, as something
offered. (Col-relative to give and opposed to

refuse or reject.)
" Then root I the cup at the lord's hand, and made

all the nations to drlni." Jeremiah xxv. 17.

18. To appropriate.
" Give me the iwrsous, and tat* the goods to thy-

self." <;.. xlv. 2L

19. To understand in any particular sense
or manner ; to apprehend, to comprehend, to
interpret

"A word unkind or wrongly taken."
Moore : Light of the Harem.

20. To receive into the miud ; to hear, to
learn.

"
TaJct this of me : Lucrece was not more chaste."

Shakeip. : Titus Andronicul, ii. L
21. To consider, to review.

" He was a man, take him for all In alL
I shall not look upon his like again.

7

Shakeip. : Hamlet. 1. S.

22. To imagine, to suppose ; to entertain in
opinion ; to look upon as.

" Not the men you took them loi.'Shaketp. : Much
Ado About Jfohing. iii. 3.

23. To receive with good or ill will ; to feel

concerning ; to meet, to accept ; to feel or bo
affected by.

"Tell me how he takei it"
Khukeip. : Twelfth Xight, 1 1

24. To entertain, to feel, to receive.
"You take pleasure in the message 1" Shakeip.;r

Mucli Ado About Nothing, ii. 3.

25. To avail one's self of; to employ, to
use, to occupy : as, To take care, to take pre-
cautions, to take steps.

26. To have recourse to ; to betake one'a
self to ; to turn to.

" He took this place for sanctuary."
nhaketp. : Comedy of Krron, r.

27. To adopt and follow; to betake one's
self to.

"
If any be subject to vice, or take ill courses, they

are reproved." Bacon: New Atlantis.

28. To seize on, to catch ; not to let slip ;

not to neglect : as, To take an opportunity.
29. To choose and adopt as one's own ; to

select, to accept.
" Take to thee from among the cherubim
Thy choice of naming unrriors."

Milton : P. L., xi. 100.

30. To submit to the hazard of ; to be con-
tented with ; to put up with.

" You must tate your chance."
Shakeip. : Merchant of Venice, li. l

31. To accept the promise, declaration, or
conditions of; to close with; to hold re-

sponsilile.
" Old as I am, I take thee at thy word.
And will to morrow thank thee with my sword."

liryden: 1 Coitquett of Oramidn, U. L
32. To assume, to put on, to pass into.

" Take any shape hut that."

Shakap. : Jlacbtth. lit 1
33. To accept as a price or equivalent
"

If I can recover him, and keep him tame, I will
not take too much fur him." Jihakeip. : Temp* it,

li. 2.

34. To receive and swallow, as food, drink,
or medicine.

"
Drink, and pray for me, I pray you ; I have taken

my last draught in this world." Shakeip. : t Henry
r/.. u. s.

35. To use habitually : as, Do you take milk
and sugar? He takes snuff.

36. To render necessary, to demand, to re-

quire. (Frequently used impersonally : as, It

takes long study to make a scholar.)

37. To form, to fix, to adopt, to determine

upon : as, To take a certain course.

38. To place one's self in ; to occupy : as,
To take a chair or a seat.

39. To bear or submit to ; to endure ; to

put up with ; to submit to without resent-

ment or ill-feeling : as, To take a joke.

40. To put or set down in writing ; to note
down ; to make a note or memoraudum of.

" His confession Is t'ikrn."

Shakeip. : All; Well that Knot VFM, IT. S.

41. To copy, to delineate, to draw.
" Our (ihoeiiix queen was pourtray'd too so bright.
Beauty aloue iuld beauty take so rlaht."

Drvden: Mrt. Anne Killigrev, 1S4.

42. To execute by artistic means : as, To
take a photograph.

43. To obtain or ascartiiin by measurement
With a two foot rule In his hand measuring my

wall-, he toot the dimensions <>f the rooiu."-.SW-

44. Not to refuse or balk at; to clear : as,

A horse takes a fence.

45. To admit, to accept : as, Clay taktt an

impression easily.

46. To admit in copulation.
" Five hundred asses yearly t<>"k the bone.
Producing mules of gi eater upeed and force."

Handyt: /'araphraie of Jot,

47. In chess, draughts, cards, &c., said of

piiM-e or card of superior value to another:

as. To take a trick with a trump, the queen
takes another piece in chess, &c.

boll, b<fr; pout, J6%1; cat, 90!!, chorus, 9liin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ?enophcn, eyist. -tog.

-ciau. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion^saun; -(ion, -fion
= xhua. -oioos, -ttous, Hdous = shu. -ble, -Uie, &c. - bel, del.
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B. fntransitiit :

I To move or direct one's course; to betake
One's self ; to resort, to turn.

2. To have the intended or desired effect.

3. To meet with a favourable reception ;

to be favourably received ; to please.
" Our gracious master is a precedent to his own

(ubj.-uia. and MMOUnbli immu-ntos may be useful :

n.l being discreetly used, cannot but tain well with
him." Sucon.

4. To catch ; to fix or be fixed.
" Lymph will not take. It, after vaccination, the

person operated mi be subjected to the influence of a
Tapour bath.

"
/>.< Mail (iate.tt, March 31, IwSti.

5. To admit of being represented in a photo-
graphic picture ; to have the quality of coming
out well in a photograph ; to make a good
photographic picture.

6. To be attracted by or swallow a bait
" A strong north-easterly winU prevailing, during

which risli will nut, as a rule, take, and are very
lulkj." fitld, April 4, 188S.

If 1. To give and trike : To make allowances
on each side. [GIVE, 11 25.]

2. To take aback: To surprise, to astonish,

especially in an abrupt, disappointing, and
unexpected manner ; to confound.

3. To take a back seat : To abandon one's

pretensions.
"

II* will have. In the expressive parlance of Ameri-
can poll ics. to take a, buck teat." Pall Mall Gazette,
Dec. 5. 1-o.i.

*
4. To take a ball :

Cricket : To hit, drive, or strike a ball with
the but, as opposed to blocking it.

" He blocked the doubtful balis. missed the bid
cue." '<* the good ones, and sent them flying to all

parts of the field." Dickent : Pickwick, ch. vii.

5. To take advantage of:

(1) To seize and make use of any advantage
Offered by ; to profit or lienefit by.

(2) To seize and make use of circumstances
to the prejudice of; to catch by surprise or

cunning ; to trick.

6. To take after :

(1) To learn to follow ; to copy, to imitate ;

to follow the example of.
" We cannot but think that he has taken after a

food pattern." Atterbury.

(2) To resemble : as, A son takes after his

father.

7. To take aim : To direct the eye or a

weapon ; to aim.
*
8. To take air : To be divulged ; to become

known.

9. To take arms, to take up arms : To com-
mence hostilities ; to rise in arms.

10. To take a sight : [SIOHT, s., f (4).]

11. To take away : To remove, to set aside,
to do away with.

"
'f any take away from the book of this prophecy.

God shall take awai/ his part out of the book of life."
/.-. xx. 19.

12. To take breath : To stop, as one exhausted
with lalxmr or fatigue, in order to breathe or
rest ; to rest, refresh, or recruit one's self

after exertion or fatigue.

13. To take care :

(1) To be careful, vigilant, wary, or cautious.
*

(2) To be careful, anxious, or solicitous.

(Followed l>y for before an object.)
" Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth out

the oorn. Doth God dike care for oxen J"-l Cor. ix. 9.

U. To take care of: To have the care or

Charge of; to keep watch over ; to superintend.
*

15. To take course : To have recourse to
measures.

"They meant to take a courte to deal with parti-
culars by reconcilements, and cared not for any head."

16. To take down, :

(1) To bring or reduce from a higher to a
lo.ver place or position; to lower ; hence, to

ai>a.se, to humble.

*(2) To crush, to reduce, to suppress.
" Do you think lie is now so dangerous an enemy as

be U counted, or that it is so hard to take him down
as some suppose ?

"
Spemer : State of Inland.

*
(3) To swallow.

"We cannot take down the lives of living creatures,

taken down, would make u immortal.
"

Racan,

(4) To pull down ; to pull to pieces ; to re-

duce to separate parts : as, To take down a

bait-ling.

(5) To put or set down in writing ; to write

down, to record : as, To take down a speech in
shorthand.

17. To take earth : To escape into its hole

(aid of a fox) ; hence, fig., to hide or conceal
one's self. [EARTH, s., A. II. 0.]

18. To take effect :

(1) To have the desired effect or Influence ;

to be efficacious.

(2) To come into operation or action : as,
The law takes effect next month.

19. To take farewell : To take leave ; to bid
farewell.

20. To take flre : To become ignited ; to
flame up; hence, fig., to become highly ex-

cited or heated, as with anger, love, enthu-

siasm, or the like.
" Let youth takejtrel Sir Paul takes snuff."

Praed : County Ball.

21. To take from :

(1) To deduct, to subtract : as, To take two
from four.

*
(2) To derogate, to detract.
"
It takes not from you, that you were born with

principles of generosity ; but it adds to you, that you
have c iltivated nature/ Druden.

22. To take heart : To pluck up courage ; to
become brave, confident, or courageous.
[HEART, *., I. 2. (4), H 35.]

23. To take heed : To be careful, wary, or
cautious.

24. To take heed to (or unto) : To attend to
with care.

"
I will take heed to my ways, that I offend not with

my tongue.' Psalm xxxix. I.

25. To take hold : To seize, to grasp ; to gain
control or power over. (Followed by of, some-
times by on.)

26. To take horse :

(1) Ord. Lang. : To mount and ride a horse
or horses.
" And there la'en horse to tefl the camp what deeds

are done In Rome." .Vacaulay : Virginia.

(2) Mining : A vein of ore is said to take
hor^e when it divides on each side of a body
of.non-metalliferous rock, called dead-ground.

27. To take in :

(1) To receive, admit, or bring into one's

house, company, or the like ; to entertain.
"

I was a stranger, and ye took me in." Matt. xxv. 35.

(2) To inclose, fence in, or reclaim, as land.
"
Upon the sea-coast are parcels of land that would

pay well for the taking in." Mortimer : Husbandry.

(3) To give admission to ; to allow to enter :

as, A ship takes in water.

(4) To encompass, to embrace, to include,
to comprehend.

" These heads are sufficient for the explication of
this whole matter : taking in some add tional dls.

courses, wnich make the work more even." Burnet.

(5) To reduce into a less compass ;
to lessen,

to contract.
"

If fortune fill thy sail

With more than a propitious gale
Take half thy canvas in."

Camper : Horace ; Odet li 10.

(6) To receive or admit into the mind or

understanding ; to comprehend ; to admit the
truth of : as, I cannot take that story in.

*
(7) To win or gain by conquest ; to cap-

ture.
" He sent Asan-aga with the Janizaries, and pieces of

great ordnance, to take in the other cities of Tunis."
Knullta: Hitt. Turkes.

(8) To be a regular subscriber to ; to re-

ceive or take regularly : as, To take in a news-

paper.

(9) To circumvent, to cozen, to cheat, to

deceive. (Colloq.)
"
It Is curious that so able a man could have believed

that he could in this way take in the British public."
Oentlemaris Mai/aline, June, 188:i, p. 669.

28. To take in hand : To undertake to

manage, perform, or execute.

29. To take in rain : To utter or use un-

necessarily, carelessly, or profanely, as an
oath.

"

in

30. To take it out : To exact or compel
satisfaction or an equivalent. A rich man is

said to take it (his money) out in fine footmen,
fine feeding, &c. ; a poor man takes it (his

trouble) out in drink. (Slang Diet.)

31. To take leave :

(1) To bid farewell ; to depart.

(2) To assume or use a ceitain degree of

liberty or license ; to permit to one's self.

32. To take notice :

(1) To regard or observe with attention ; to
watch carefully ;

to give attention to.

(2) To show by some act that observation is

made ; to make remark ; to mention.
"Some laws restrained the extravagant power of

the nobility, the diminution whereof they took very
heavily, thougli at that time they toak little notice of
it" Vlaretutun.

33. To take oath : To swear Judicially.

34. To take oath of: To administer an
oath to.

35. To take off:

(1) To remove or lift from the surface or
outside. (Exodus xxxiv. 34.)

(2) To remove or transport to another place.
*
(3) To remove ; to take away.

" To take off so much grief from you."
fHiakesp. : Winter t Tale, V. 8.

(4) To deduct from : as, To take a penny off
the income-tax.

*(5) To put to death ; to kill, to execute ;

to do away with,

(6) To retract, to withdraw.
" Take It [a sentence of banishment] off again."

Shakap. . Kichard II., ill. 8.

*(7) To invalidate, to lessen, to weaken.
"This takes not off the force of our former eTi-

deuce. "StMingjieet.

(8) To withdraw ;
to abstract ; to draw off.

"Keep foreign ideas fcqm taking off onr mind from
Its present pursuit." Locke.

(9) To swallow ; to drink off or out.

"Were the pleasure of drinking accompanied, the
moment a man takes off his glass, with that sick

after, no body would ever let wine touch his lips."
Locke.
*
(10) To make a copy of ; to reproduce.

(11) To mimic, to imitate, to ridicule, to
caricature ; to make game of by imitation.

*(12) To purchase ; to take in trade.

"The Spaniards, having no commodities that w
will take off, above the value of one hundred thousand
pounds per annum, cannot pay us." Locke.
*
(13) To find place for ; to dispose of ; to

accommodate.
"The multiplying of nobility brings a state to

necessity; and, io like manner, when more are bred
Bcholars than preferments can take off." bacon.

(14) To start to jump : as, A horse takes off

too soon at a fence.

36. To take on (or upon) :

(1) To undertake the charge, execution,
responsibility, &c., of; to assume, to appro-
priate, to bear.

" Ye take too much upon ym."Numbert xvL ft.

(2) To be violently affected ; to mourn, to
fret. (Cnlloq.)

" How will my mother, for a father's death,
Take on with me, and ne'er be satisfied *"

Slv'kesp. : 3 Henry VI., tt. 5.

*
(3) To assume a character ; to act a part.

"
I take not on me here as a physician."

Uhakesp. 2 Henry IV.. Iv. L

37. To take one's part: To espouse one's
cause ; to defend or support one.

*
38. To take order with : To exercise autho-

rity ; to take measures ; to check.

"Though Lie would have turned his teeth upon
Spain, yet he was taken order with before it caine to
that" Bacon.

39. To take out :

(1) To remove from within a place, or from
a number of other things.
" All thy friends which thou must make thy friendi
Have but their stings and teeth newly tak<:n oat."

Hhakesp. : 2 Henry I >'., iv. 4.

(2) To remove by cleansing, erasure, or the
like : as, To take out a stain, a blot, &c.

(3) To put away ; to put an end to : as, To
take the pride out of a person, To take the

strength out of a person.

(4) To obtain or accept as an equivalent:

as, He took the value out in money.

(5) To ascertain by measurement and calcu-

lation : as, To take out quantities for a work.

(6) To procure for one's self ; to obtain ; to

get drawn, granted, or executed for one's own
use : as, To take out a patent, To take out a

summons.
*
(7) To copy. (Shakesp. : Othello, in. 4.)

40. To take pains : To exert one's self ; to

use all one's skill, care, or the like.

41. To take part in: To share in; to par-

take of.

42. To take place :

(1) To happen ; to come to pass ; to occur.

*(2) To have effect ; to prevail.
" Where amis tnk* place, all other pleas are vain ;

Love tauKbt me force, and force shall love maintain."
Druden. {Toad.)

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, eire, sir, marine ; go, p5t
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43. To take root :

(1) To form or strike a root: as, A plan
takes root.

(2) To become firmly fixed or established.
"
I hare seeu the foolish taking root." Job v. s.

44. To take stock : [STOCK (1), ., ^ (3)].
*
45. To take tent : To take heed ; to be

Careful or cautious. (Scotch.)

46. To take the air, to take an airing : T<

walk, drive, or ride iu the opeu air for th
sake of the health.

47. To take the field : To tegin the military
operations of a campaign ; hence, tig., to

occupy or step into a position of activity, as
an opponent, rival, competitor, or the like.

*
48. To take thought : To be solicitous or

anxious. (Matthew vi. 25.)

49. To take time:

(1) To act without hurry or haste, and with
due deliberation ; hence, to be in no haste or
excitement; to be patient; to wait calmly
and patiently.

(2) To require, demand, or necessitate a
certain amount of time for accomplishment
or execution.

50. To take to :

(1) To become fond of; to become at-
tached to.

(2) To resort to ; to betake one's self to ; to
adopt

"
I have now four horses which were In my posses-

liou when I drst took to the peat." field, Jan. 80, 1888.

51. To take to heart : To be keenly or deeply
affected by ; to feel keenly or sensibly : as,
He took the disgrace much to heart.

52. To take to task : To find fault with ; to
censure.

" To take to task a conscientious novelist who tru, ,
the crime he depicts as God and nature dictate."
Scribner't Magazine. Deo., 1878, p. 297.

53. To take up :

(1) To lift, to raise.

"Take her up tenderly, lift her with care."
Hood : Song of tin Shirt.

(2) To bring or gather together ; to fasten
or bind : as, To take up ravelled threads.

(3) To protect and care for
; to patronise or

befriend.
" When my father and my mother forsake me, then

the Lord will take me up."Pialm xxvii. 10.

*
(4) To obtain on credit.

" Take up commodities upon our bills."

Shaketp. : 3 Henry VI., IT. 1.

*
(5) To begin, to start ; to set agoing.
"They shall take up a lamentation for me." Etetiel

(6) To begin where another left off; to keep
up in continuous succession.

(7) To preoccupy, to occupy, to engross, to
ngage, to employ.
" There is so much time taken up In the ceremony."
Additon : On HedaU.

(S) To seize, to catch, to arrest.

"Though the sheriff have this authority to take up
all such stragglers." S/jenier : State of Ireland.
*
(9) To rate, to abuse, to scold.

"
I was taken up for laying them down."

fihakes/j. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, L X.

(10) To make up ; to settle, to arrange.
"How was that quarrel tnken up t*

Shaketp. : At rou Like It, v. 4.*
(11) To levy.
"You are to take soldiers up in counties." STwtwp. .-

I Benry I V. ii. L

*(12) To oppose, to encounter; to cope
With. (Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., i. 3.)

*(13) To trip. (Shakesp. : Macbeth, ii. 3.)

(14) To undertake ; to take on one's self:

as, To take up a friend's quarrel.
*
(15) To believe, to admit

" The ancients took up exper raents upon credit, and
aid build great matters upou them." Bacon : Hut.
Sift.

*
(16) To fasten with a ligature.

" A large vessel opened by incision most be taken
up before you proceed." Sharp : Surgery.

(17) To pay and receive.
" The bill if not taken up this afternoon will be pro-teUd."-Co/mn: The Spleen, i.

(18) To clear up ; to become fine.

*(!) To stop.
" Sinners at last take up, and settle in a contempt of

all religion." n lotum.
*
(20) To reform.
"This rational thought wrought so effectually, that

it imvle hi iu (nice up, and from that time prove a good
husband." Lock*.

(21) To collect

54. To take up arms: The same as To take
arms (q.v.).

55. To take up with :

(1) To become intimate with ; to attach
one's self to ; to associate with.

*
(2) To be contented to receive ; to put un

with.

"The ass rat*, up with that for his satisfaction,which he reckoned upou before for his misfortune "

LKttr.uige: Fa'tlet.

66. To take water : To recant, to yield a posi-
tion already taken

; to submit
57. To take with :

(1) To please.

(2) to accept or take aa a companion.
*
(3) To be explicit and understandable.

take, s. [TAKE, v.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of taking or seizing ; capture."
Every hound was up at the take." field, Jan. 23,

2. That which is taken ; the quantity or
amount of anything taken or received

; espe-
cially the quantity of fish caught at one time ;

catch.
"
They begrudge the large takes of these fish which

they *iy the fishermen obtain." field, Oct. 3, 1885.
*

3. A witch's charm.
"He hath a take upou him." Quack't Academy.

(1678.)

IL Print. : The portion of copy taken by a
compositor at one time.

take-down, s. A lowering or abasing ;

humiliation. (Colloq.)

take-in, s.

1. A fraud, a cheat, an imposition. (Colloq.)

2. The person who cheats or imposes on
another.

take-off, s.

1. An imitation of another, especially by
way of caricature.

2. The spot where a horse or man starts to
leap a fence, &c.

"Unfortunately, the takeoff of the last water lump,
obstructed as it was with snow and slush, proved fatal
to his chance." Field, Dec. 6, 1884.

take-off, v.t. or {.

Print. : To remove (the sheets) from a ma-
chine or press.

take-up, s.

1. Sewing-machine : A device in a sewing-
machine to draw ujion the upper thread to take

up its slack while tlie needle is rising, or re-st-

at its highest point, to tighten tlie stitch.
The independent take-up is one which acts in
its own time without being actuated by the
needle-bar.

2. Steam navig. : The part between the
smoke-box and the bottom of the funnel of a
steam-ship.

3. Weaving : That motion of the cloth-beam
in a loom by which the web is wound up as
fast as the weaving proceeds.

tak-el, *. [TACKLE, s.]

tak -en, pa. par. & a. [TAKE, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Pleased, gratified.
"

I was more tnkrn with the third season hunter,
Bachelor." Pi-Id, Sept. 4, 188s.

U (1) To be taken up with : To l>e occupied
with, or engaged on or upon.

(2) To be taken with : To be attracted by ;

to like, to fancy.

tak'-er, . [Eng. tak(e), v. ; -tr.J

1. One who takes, receives, seizes, appre-
hends, or captures.

2. One who takes or accepts a bet
3. One who swallows.

" That the life-weary taker may fall dead.*
Bluiketp. : Komeo * Juliet, v. L

taker-away, s. One who takes awnr or

deprives a person of any possession. (With
allusion to Job i. 21.)

" Do I fully trust in God. as the giver and taker
nwn; at all earthly things J "Qilpin : Sr.rmont, vol.

ii., ser. ST.
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taker-off, *.

Print. : A person (usually a lad) employed
to take off the sheets from a machine as they
are printed.

*. [TACHYORAPHY.)

tak'-Ing, PT. par., a., & s. [TAKE, D.]

A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb).
B. As adjective:

1. Pleasing, alluring, attracting, engaging.

J"
8

on*
<"!'-

l"Uid the ripeulug """" Burrouyla:

1 2. Infectious, catching : as, The itch is very
taking: (Colloq.)

C. -4s substantive :

1. The act of one who takes ; the act of

gaining possession, seizing, accepting, or the
like ; seizure, apprehension, capture.

" The manner of their taking may appear
At large discoursed in this paper here."

Shaketp. : Kichard 11., v. C
2. (PL): That which is taken or received;

receipts : as, The takings at the door were
small.

*
3. Distress of mind ; agitation.

*4. Malignant influence.

"Bless thee from whirlwinds, star-blasting, and
takina.

n
-Shaken>. : Lear, iii. 4.

H To be in a taking: To be agitated, con-
fused, flurried, or distressed.

"What a taking was he m, when your husband
asked who was in the basket" Skaketp. : Utrrf

*
taking-off, s. Rilling, execution.
" Let her, who would be rid of him, devise
His speedy taking -off." &hakeip. : Lear, v. L

tak'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. taking; -ly.] In a
taking or attractive manner ; attractively.

"
I shall discourse in some sort takinaly."lieaum.

* Flet. : Woman Hater, iv. I
* tak Ing -ness, s. [Eng. taking; -ness.]
The quality or state of being taking, pleasing,
or attractive.

"All outward adornings have sometimes in them of
a complaisance and takuigneu.' Up. Taylor: Artifl.
rial tttindtumeneu, p. 41.

tal'-a-poin, tel -a-poln, s. [See def. l.)

1. Ord. Lang. : The Siamese title of a priest
of Fo ; a bonze (q.v.).

2. Zool. : Cercopithecus talapoin, a small and
rare monkey from the west coast of Africa.
The general colour is green, lower part of the
body and under surface white. It differs in
dentition from the rest of the genus.

*
tal'-a-rw, s. pi. [TALARIA. ]

Bot. : Link's name for the wings of a papi-
lionaceous corolla.

ta-lar'-I-a, s. pi. [Lat,
from talus an ankle.]

Class. Antiq. : The small

wings attached to the ankles
of Hermes or Mercury in re-

Presentations
of that deity,

hey sometimes appear as

growing to the ankle,
more commonly as
attached to sa 1 1dais,
one on each side of
each ankle. TALARIA.

ta-lau'-ma, s. [The South American name of

one of the 'species.]

Bot. : A genus of Magnoliacew akin to

Magnolia. Trees or shrubs, with very
fragrant flowers, natives of the hotter
countries in both hemispheres.

tal-bit, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Zoology :

*
1. The name given to a race of dogs, allied

to or identical with the Bloodhound.
" Oervase Markham describes a Ttilbot. which no

dimht Is a relation of the Bloodhound, as a round,
thick-headed dug. with a short IKM duuwctorMlM
which certainly do nut apiwar iu modern Blood
hounds." I'ero .SA/iw.- Book of the Dog, p. m.

1 2. A race of hounds, nearly, if not quite,

extinct, which seem to have been kept for

show rather than for use. Colour pure white,

large head, very broad muzzle, long pendulous
ears, and rough hair on tlie lielly. 1'albot is

the family name of the House of Shrewsbury ,

which has a Taltiot for badge and two Tall>ots

for supporters.
" The Talhnt seems in have been something between

the Northern and Southern Hounds, but the iicruiinU
we |KM*it* of this breed diner greatly." UryrteJt:
Haute Doffl * Hportinff /toot. p. 97.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 5 ell, chorna, 9hin. bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
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tal -bo type, s. [After the name of the in-

ventor, and Eng. type (q.v.).]

Photng. : A process invented by Fox Talbot

In 1840, and patented in 1841, in which paper
was sensitized by ioiiiile of silver and exposed
In the camera. The surface became the re-

cipient ofa latent image, which was developed,
and afterwards fixed by hyposulphite of soda.

It was named by its originator, Calotype(q.v.),
and is the basis of the present photographic
process.

talc, s. [Etym. doubtful ; prob. from Arab.

talk ; Ger. talck, talk.]

Mineralogy:

1. An orthorhombic mineral occurring in

short hexagonal prisms and plates, also in

globular and stellated groups, compact, mass-

ive. Cleavage, basal ; hardness, 1 to 1'5 ; sp.

gr. 2'565 to 2-8 ; lustre, pearly ; colour, apple-

green, white, shades of gray ; sectile ; feel,

greasy. Compos., varying with the amount
of water present, but essentially a hydrated
silicate of magnesia which, when pure, would
contain : silica, 62-0 ; magnesia, 33-1 ; water,
4-9 100, the formula being CMgO5SiO2+2HO.
Dana divides as follows : <1) Foliated ; (2)
Massive (steatite or soapstone); (a) Coarse

Granular, including potstone ; (ft) Cryptocrys-
talline (French chalk) ; (c) Rensselaerite, cryp-
tocrystalline, but more often pseudomor-
ph. HIS

; (ci) Indurated : a very abundant
mineral.

2. A commercial name for mica (q.v.).

U Oil of talc : [OiL OF TALC].

talc-apatite, s.

Min. : An apatite, found in chlorite schist

in the Urals, containing a large percentage of

niayiu'sia replacing lime. A magnesium-apatite.

talc chlorite, s.

Min. : A mineral regarded by Marignac as

Intermediate between talc and chlorite, but
stated by Des Cloizeaux to possess the optical
characters of clinochlore. Dana suggests that
it may I* the latter mineral mixed with talc,

which would account for the high percentage
of silica.

talc-gneiss, 5.

Petrol. : A gneiss which contains a hydrated
mica, frequently, but erroneously, called talc,

talc iron-ore, s.

A/in. : A variety of magnetite (q.v.) having
weak magnetic properties, in which a part of

the protoxide of iron is replaced by magnesia.

talc-schist, *.

Petrol. : A schistose rock consisting wholly
or largely of talc, with varying amounts of

quartz, and some accessory minerals.

talc-spar, s.

Min. : The same as BREUNERITE (q.v.)

talc-steatite, s.

Min. : The same as TALC (q.v.).

talc ite, *. [Eng. talc ; -ite (Min.).]

Mineralogy :

1. A name given by Thomson to a white
muscovite (q.v.) from Wicklow.

2. Kirwau's name for a massive scaly talc.

talc'-ky, talc'-y, a. [Eng. talc; -y.] The
same as TALCOSE (q.v.).

talc'- oid, t. [Eng. tote; suff. -oid; Qer.

taJb.id.]

Min. : A snow-white variety of talc occur-

ring in broad folia at Pressuitz, Bohemia. It

contained over67 per cent, of silica. Probably
only ordinary talc with disseminated free

quartz.

talc'-Ofe, t&lc'-ous, a. [Eng. tale; -ose,-ous.]

Min. tt Petrol.*: Partaking of the characters
of talc (q.v.).

talcose-granite, i. [PROTOCINZ.]

talcose slate, s. [TALC-SCHIST.]

talc -6-Site, . [Eng. talcose ; suff. -ifc(A/{n.).]

Min. : A mineral occurring in thin veins of

scaly structure, resembling talc. Hardness,
1 to 2 ; ip.gr. 2-46 to 2 -

5 ; lustre, i>early ;

colour, silver-white, greenish, yellowish.
Compos. : a hydrated silicate of alumina,
proliaMy related to selwynite (q.v.). Occurs
at Mount Ada, Heathcote, Victoria.

t&lc ous, a. [TALCOSE.]

talc-trip lite, J. [Eng. talc, and triplite.]

Min. : A variety of triplite (q.v.), in which
part of the protoxideofmangane.se is replaced
by lime. Its position as a distinct variety is

not however, determined. Occurs in small

yellowish grains in the lazulite rock of

HoiTsjoberg, Sweden.

tale (1), 5. [TAIL.]

tale (2), s. [A.S. talu = a number, a narrative ;

cogn. with Out. tool = language, Umgue,
speech ; Icel. tal = talk, a tale ; tola = a num-
ber, a speech ; Dan. tale = speech ; Sw. tal =
speech, number ; O. H. Ger. zala ; Ger. zahl
= number. From the same root comes tell.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. That which is told; "an oral relation;
hence, anything disclosed ; information.

" She trembles at his tale."

Shnh'tfi. : Vema i Adotiit, 591.

2. A narrative, oral or written, in prose or

verse, of events that have really happened, or
that are imagined or are represented as naving
happened ;

a short story, true or fictitious.

"A tale well told, or a comedy or a tragedy well
wrought up. may have a momentary effect upon the
taiitd.'Bolingbroke: Mudy of mttury. let 4.

3. A numlter or quantity told, reckoned,
computed, or set down, especially a reckoning
by counting or numbering ; a numuerreckoned,
stated, or told.

" And every shepherd tells his tale
Under the hawthorn in the dale."

Milton : L'Allegro, T.

* IL Law : A count or declaration.

IT His tale is told : It is all over with him ;

his race is run.

*
tale-carrier, . A talebearer, a tell-

tale.
"
Tale-c-arriert or tellers as some perhaps of her

women were." State Trialt, 28 Henry rill. (an. 1536).

* tale-master, s. The originator of a
tale, story, or report

"I tell yon my tale, and my tale-matter.
" fudtr :

Worthiei : England.
* tale- piet,

* tale -pyet, s. A tale-

bearer, a telltale, a busybody.
" Never mind me, sir I am no tale-pyet." Scott :

Antiquary, ch. iv.

tale-wise, a. & adv.

A. As adj. : Being in the manner of a tale.

B. As adv. : In the manner of a tale or

story.

*
tale, v.i. [TALE (2), *.] To tell, to narrate.

" Thus however that thei tale
The strokes fall upon the sinale."

(iuuxr:f.A. (ProL)

tale -bear-er, s. [Eng. tale (2), s., and bearer.]
One who officiously carries about and spreads
tales or reports likely to breed mischief; a
telltale.

"These words were spoken in private; but some
talebearer repeated th in to the Commons." Mac-
aula.ii : But. Enff., ch. xii.

tale bear-ing, a. & s. [Eng. tale (2), s., and
bearing.]

A. As adj. : Given to spreading tales or re-

ports officiously.

B. Assubst.: The
act, habit, or prac-
tice of spreading
tales or reports offi-

ciously ; communi-
cation of secrets

maliciously.

ta -led, tal'-Ith, *.

[Heb. rvVo(taiiiA).]

Jewish Antiq. : A
garment of fine
linen with a fringe
attached to it, worn
by the Jews in Tal-
niudic times. It

was ample in size,

so as to admit of
the head being enveloped in it while its wearer

engaged in prayer.

*
tale'-ful, a. [Eng. tofe(2),s. ;-ful(l).] Abound-

ing with stories.
" The cottage-hind

Hangs o'er th' enlivening blaze, and taleful there
Recount* his simple frolic." Thornton : Winter, 90.

ta-le-gal'-la, *. [Composed of native name,
and Lat. gallus = a cock.]

Omith. Brush-turkey ; a genus of Mega-
podida? (q.v.), with two species from East
Australia and New Guinea. Closely akin to

JEW WEARING TALED.

the type-genus Megapodius (q.v.), but with
wattled skin on the head and neck, whence
the early settlers gave these birds the name
of Brush-turkeys, though they have no affinity
with the genus Meleagris (q.v.). Since 1854
they have been acclimatized in Europe, and
their immense nests may often be seen in the
Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park, and in
similar establishments on the Continent

tal ent (1), *tal-ente, s. [Fr. to lent =
talent in money, will, desire, earnest humour
to, from Lat talentum; Gr. raAarrof (talanton)= a balance, ... a weight, sum of money, a
talent, from the same root as TdAas (htlas),

genit. TaAcuTos (talantos) = bearing enduring ;

eTXrji/ (etleri) = I endured ; Lat. iolt.ro =. to
tolerate ; tollo = to lift, to sustain ; Souse, tul
= to lift, to weigh ; tulana lifting ; tula =
a balance, a weight; Sp. talante, talento ; ItaL
& Port talanto.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II.

"When he had begun to reckon, one was brought
unto him which owed him ten thousand talent*.

'

Matthew xviil. 24.

2. Figuratively :

(1) A gift, endowment, or faculty ; soino

peculiar faculty, ability, power, or accom-
plishment, natural or acquired. (A metaphor
borrowed from the parable in St Matthew
xxv. 14-JO.)

"
It is no inconsiderable branch of the minister's art

to discern the talents of men. to know what they an
fit for." SturcA .- Light of Jfature, voL i., pt if., ch.
XXXV.

(2) Mental endowments or capacities of a

superior kind ; general mental power. (Used
in either the singular or the plural.)

" So many youths of distinguished talent." Cotntr :

Workt led. Southey), it 71.

(3) Hence, used for talented persons collec-

tively ; men of ability or talent.

"All the real talent in England." Rutkin : Stn*
Lampt, p. 18).

*
(4) Quality, character, characteristic.

*(5) Disposition, inclination.
" The nation generally was without any ill talent to

the church iu doctrine or discipline." Clarendon,
*
(6) Desire, affection, will.

" But the luiagiuacion cometh of remuable beastes.
that semen to haue talents [affectus j to (lieu, or to
desireu any thyng." Chaucer : Boeciui, p. 45U.

(7) Habitual backers of horses, or takers of

odds, as opposed to the bookmakers, or layers
of odds. (Boeing slang. )

"All the talent were discomfited, though, at they
often r in Nurseries." Field, Oct. s, 1886.

IL Greek Antiq.: The name of a weight and
denomination of money among the ancient

Greeks, and also applied by Greek writers and
their translators to various standard weights
and denominations of money amongst different

nations ; the weight and value differing in the
various nations and at various times. As a

weight, those in general use were the Euboi'c

or Attic talent = 56 ll>s. 11 oz. troy, and the

jEginetan = about 82ill>s. The Attic talent

contained sixty Attic minse. As a denomina-
tion of money, it was a talent's weight of

silver, or a sum of money equivalent to this ;

so that in our current coin the Attic talent

would be worth 243 15s. The great talent

of the Romans was equal to 99 6s. 8d., and
the little talent to 75. The Hebrew talent

(2 Sam. xii. 30) was equal to 93 Ibs. 1 2 oz.

avoirdupois ; and as a denomination of money
it has been variously estimated at from
312 10s. to 396. The marginal note in the

A.V. to Matt, xviii. 24, says that "a talent

is 750 ounces of silver, which, at five shillings

the ounce, is 187 10s." The illustration

represents a bronze talent found at Abydos;
its weight is about the same as the Attic

talent.

U For the difference between talent, gift,

and intellect, see GIFT and INTELLECT.

1 Ministry of all the Talents:

English Hist. : A ministry of which Lord

J&te, l&t, fere, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, tar, marine; go,

or, wore. W9lf, work, who, son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, our. rule, full; try. Syrian. , ce = e ; ey - a; <iu = kw.
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Qrenville was the liead, and Fox his colleague
and supporter. It was formed on J;in. 2ti, Ibu6,
three days alter the death of Pitt, and, after

undergoing some changes, was dissolved on
March 25, 1807. Its nickname was given from
the boast of Mr. Canning and others that it

contained all the talent of the country l.e.,
of both political parties in the State.

tal-ent (2), . [TALON. J

tal' -ent-ed, o. [Eng. talent (1) ; -ed.] Fur-
nished or endowed with talents or great
mental powers ; possessing genius, talents, or
abilities.

" While talenting and similar words bave no exist-
ence, there is a very obvious reiisuii why words of
the class of talented are numerous ; namely, that we
oftener have occasion to express, through H verb, the
ideas of 'possessed of a quality or attribute/'endowed-
oeas.' Ac., than we have to express, through the same
part of speech, the idea of 'communicating a quality
or attribute,' 'endowing.' 4c., among which ideas are
those denoted by the theoretic foundations of the
actual talented and the potential ralenting, and their
congeners." Fitzedvaard Hall : Modern Englith, p. 73.

U This word has often been assailed, and
condemned as a "

pseudo-participle," having
no verb to correspond with it But many
words, universally recognized as good English,
are open to the same objection, as gifted,

booted, lettered, landed, &c. (See Fitzedward
Hall : Modern English, pp. 70-75.)

tal'-er, *tall'-er, s. [Eng. tai(e), v. ; -er.]
One who tells or spreads tales.

"
If he be a tatter of idle vordes." Chaucer : Par-

lonet Tale.

ta le, s. pi. [Lat, masc. pi. of talis = such.]
Law : Persons of like reputation or stand-

ing ; persons in the court from whom the
sheriff or his clerk makes selections to supply
the places of jurors who have been empan-
elled, but who are not in attendance.

"
If by means of challenges, or other cause, a suffi-

cient number of unexceptionable jurors do not appear
at the trial, either |>arty may pray a tale*. 111 order to
make up a deficiency : the Judge being empowered, at
the prayer of either party, to award a tales de circum-
U'lHtiliai, .if persons present in court, to be Joined to
the other jurors to try the cause ; who are liable, how.
ever to the same challenges as the priuciual jurors.
This is usually done till the legal number of twelve be
eompleted." Blackaone: Comment., bk. iii., ch. 13.

^ To pray a tales :

Law : To pray that the number of .jurymen
may be completed. A tales was piayed in the
celebrated Tichborne case (1873).

" After a great deal of bawling, it was discovered
that only teu special jurymen were present. Upon
this, Mr. Sergeant Buzfuz prayed a tola; the gentle-
man in black then proceeded to press into the special
Jury two of the common Jurymen." Dickent : Pick-
wick, ch. xxxiv.

tales-book, s.

Law : A book containing the names of such
As are admitted of the tales.

tales man, s.

Law : A person summoned to act as a juror
from among the bystanders in open court.

" When a sufficient number of persons impanelled,
or t.<tlei-rnen, appear, they are then separately sworn
well and truly to try the issue between the parties,
and A true verdict to give according to the evidence;
and hence they are denominated the jury, Jurata, and
jurors, sc. jnratores." Blackitone: Comment., bk. iii.,

ch. 13.

t tale'-tSll-er. *. [Bug. tale (2), s., and UUer.}

1. One who narrates tales or stories.
" The minstrels are named separately from the

rtours or taletetten."
'

n'arton : Silt. ng. Poetry,
174.

2. A talebearer, a telltale.

Tal I-a co -ti an (ti as shi), a. [See def.]

Of, p'ertaining," or relating to Tagliacozzi

(Latinised into Taliacotius), professor of

anatomy and surgery at Bologna towards the
end of the sixteenth century.

Taliacotian operation, *.

Sura. : The same as RHINOPLASTJC-OPERA-
TION (q.v.j.

tal I a -tion, s. [TALION.] A return of like
for like ; retaliation.

*' Just heav'n this foliation did decree.
That treason treason's deadly scourge should be.

"

Beaumont : Ptfche, xvii. 28.

t&l-I-e'-ra, . [The Bengali name of the tree.]

Dot. : Corypha Taliera (Roxburgh), called by
Bprengel Taliera bengalensis, a palm tree, akin
to the Talipot (q.v .), but only about thirty feet

high. The trunk is nearly cylindrical, and
has at the top a number of fan-shaped leaves,
in about eighty divisions, each about six feet

long by four inches broad, the whole radiating
from the points of petioles, five to ten feet

long, and having spines at their edges. The
spadix, which is decompound, is about twenty
feet high, and appears in February. The
fruit, which is about the size of a crab-apple,
is wrinkled, and of a dark colour. It grows
in India, where the leaves are used for roofing
houses. The natives also write upon them
with their iron or steel styles.

* tal -Ing, *. [Eng. taUe) (2), s. ; -ing.} The
telling of tales or stories.

ta-li -num, s. [Etym. doubtful. Supposed
to lie from Gr. 6oAeia (thaleia) = blooming,
luxuriant.]

Bot. : A genus of Portulacacese. Sepals de-
ciduous, stamens ten or twenty, capsule
three-valved, seeds many, wingless. Talinum
patens, a native of Brazil, is used like the
common purslane. [PORTULACA.]

ta'-li-on, s. [Fr., from Lat. talionem, accus.
of talio, from talis such.] The law of retali-
ation (lex talion:s), according to which the
punishment inflicied is the same in kind and
degree as the injury, as, an eye for an eye, a
tooth for a tooth. (Levit. xxiv. 20.)

" The law of talion, eye for eye." Oeddtl : Pref. to
Bible, p. xv.

tal'-i-pat, s. [TALIPOT.]

tal'-i-pes, s. [Lat. talus = an ankle, and pes= a foot.] The disease called Club-loot (q. v.).

tal-I-pot, tal -i-pat, tal'-i-put. *. [Cey-
lonese.j

Bot. : Corypha umbraculifera, a palm tree,
a native of Ceylon and the Malabar coast, and
cultivated in Bengal and Burniah. It has a
tall, cylindrical stem, with a soft rind and soft

pink internal pith, both formed of vascular
bundles. The leaves are in a cluster at the

top of the stem, and are fan-shaped. A tree
at Peradeniya, in Ceylon, was described in

the Indian Agriculturist for November, 1873,
as having a stem eighty-four feet high, ter-

minated by a flower panicle of twenty feet,

making 104 feet in all, the girth of the stem
three leet from the ground round the persist-
ent bases of the leaves was thirteen feet four
inches ; at twenty-one feet from the ground
eight feet three inches ; the leaves were
about ten feet in diameter, and the age of the
tree about forty years. The pith is made into
a kind of sago, the leaves are written upon
by the natives with a steel stylus ; they are,

moreover, made into fans, mats, and um-
brellas.

tal'-If-man, . [Sp. = a magical character,
from Arab. tilsam, tUism & talisman or
magical image, from Gr. Te'A.<r/oia (tetesma) = a
payment, in late Gr. = initiation, mystery ;

TeAe'w (teleo)= to accomplish, to fulfil, to com-
plete, pay ; re'Aos (telos) = end, completion ;

Fr. talisman ; Ital. talismtmo.]

1. Lit. : A charm consisting of a magical
figure cut or engraved under certain supersti-
tious observance of the configuration of the

heavens, to which wonderful effects were
ascribed ; the seal, figure, character, or image
of a heavenly sign, constellation, or planet
engraven ujxm a sympathetic stone, or upon
a metal corresponding to the star, in order to

receive its influence. The talisman was sup-
posed to exert extraordinary influence over
the wearer, especially in averting evils, as dis-

ease, sudden death, or the like.
" The fondness of the Princess for Lady Marlborough

was such as. In a sui erstitlous age, would have been
ascribed to some talitman or potion.' Macaulay :

Uiit. Eng., ch. xr.

2. Fig. : Something which produces extra-

ordinary effects ; an amulet, a charm.

tal-is man ic, tal is man Ic al, *tal

is-man'-ique, a. [Eng. talisman; -ic-, -ical.]

Having the properties or qualities of a talis-

man ; preservative against evils by magic in-

fluence ; magical.
" Swore yon had broke and robb'd his house,
And stole his talitmaniaue louse."

Butler: Budibrat, pt lit, a 1.

* taT-Is-man-Ist, . [Eng. talisman; -itt.]

One who uses a talisman, or deals with talis-

mans.
" Princes that an tnlirmaniiti'Dtfot : Duncan

Campbell. (Pref.)

tal-Ith, *. [TALED.]

ta'-H-trtis, i. [Lat
* taZtfnm = rap or

fillip with the finger.]

ZooL : A genus of Amphipoda. They have

no feet in the form of claws. The third ar-
ticulation of the inferior antenna: is longer
than the two proceeding ones united; the
antennae are large and spiny. Talitrus locutta
is the Saudhopper. It is a little more than
half-un-inch long. It exists in myriads along
the sandy shores of Britain between high and
low water mark, feeding on decaying garbage.
It can leap several feet into the air, and
escapes pursuit by burrowing into the dampsand or taking refuge under moist seaweed.

talk (I silent),
*
talke, v.i. & t. [Sw. tollca;

Dan. tolke-to interpret, to explain; IceL
tulka to interpret, to plead one's cause.
According to Skeat, a word of Lithuanian
origin, the Icel. tulka l>eing from tulkr = an
interpreter (Dan. Sw. & Dut. talk), from Lito,
tuUcas = an interpreter.]
A. Intransitive :

1. To utter words ; to speak." ' What ! canst thou talk I' quoth she,
'

hast thon a
tongue?" Shakesp. : Venui i Adonis. r.

2. To converse familiarly ; to hold converse,
as two persons in familiar discourse.

" We must out and talk."

Sluikrtfi. : Juliut Cottar, r. 1
3. To discourse. (Followed by about or of.)" When you talk of war."-
en of Verona, v. i

4. To confer, to reason.

5. To speak incessantly ; to chatter, to
prattle, to prate.

" He will be talking"
Shaketfi. . Much Ado About Nothing, ill. (.

6. To give an account , to mention, to tell ;
to communicate by writing, by signs, or by
words not necessarily spoken.

" The natural histories of Switzerland talk much al
the fall of these rocks, aud the great damage done."
Additon.

B. Transitive:

1. To use as a means of conversation or
communication : as, To talk French or English.

2. To utter, to speak.
"
I must talk a word with yon."

'

Hhakesti. : Richard III., IT. 4.

3. To pass or sj>end in talking, with away:
as, To talk away an hour.

4. To influence or have a certain effect on
by talking, with words expressive of the effect.

" Talk thy tongue weary."
Sludtetp. : Cymbelin*, lit 4.

If 1. To talk from tlit point, subject, <te. :

To wander in speaking from the point or
subject under discussion.

2. To talk one down : To silence one with
incessant talk.

3. To talk one out of: To dissuade one from,
as a plan, project, &c.

4. To talk one over : To gain one over by
persuasion.

5. To talk one up to: To persuade one to
undertake.

6. To talk out : To continue the debate on,
or discussion of, until a certain hour, at
which by rule, as in parliament, the debate
be adjourned : as, To talk out a bilL

7. To talk over :

(1) To talk about, to discuss, to debate.

(2) To gain over by talking or argument; to
persuade.

8. To talk to : To address one's self to in
talking ; to advise, to exaort, to remonstrate ;

to reprove gently.

talk (1) (I silent),
*
talke, v. [TALK, v.)

1. Familiar conversation ; mutual discount
or converse.

"
Practise rhetoric in yonr common talk."

ShuJrmp. .- Taming o/ the Shrev, I. 1.

2. Rumour, repoit.
" A blameless conduct, though It will not raise to

early or so great a talk about you. will, sooner or later,
distinguish you to youradvauUiie.

' SC*T Sermon*,
vol. 11 ser. ill.

3. Subject of conversation or discourse : ai,
It is the talk of the town.

4. A more or less formal or public discus-

sion held by a body of men or by two opposing-
parties concerning matters of material inter-

est. ; a negociption, a conference.

talk (2), . ITALC.]

talk -a-tlve (2 silent), 'talc a tlfo. talk-

a-tife, a. [TALK, v.] Given or Inclined to

talk or conversation ; apt to unite in talk ;

bSH, btf^; piiit, jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, fcem; thin, this; rtn, af ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-oian. -tiaa = shan. -tion, -sion = shan; -(ion. -fion = zhun. -oions, -ttoas, -sions = sbas. bic, die, &c. = bcL del.
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freely communicative ; chatty, loquacious,
garrulous.

' Jttmes lauded at Brest, with an excellent appetite,
In high spirits, and in a talkative humour." -Wacau-

lay .- Hist Siiy.. ch. xvi.

f To talk is allowable, and consequently it

is not altogether so unbecoming to b occa-

sionally talkative ; but garrulity, which arises

from tiir excessive desire of communicating,
is a failing that is pardonable only in the aged,
who have generally much to tell.

talk'-a- tive-1? (I silent), adv. [Eng. talka-

tive ;'-ly.\ In a talkative manner; loqua-
ciously.

talk -a tive-nss (Z silent), . [Eng. talka-

five; -ness.] The quality or state of being
talkative ; loquaciousness, garrulity.

" With such cautions there is no doubt but that
tatXatitetieu is greatly to be preferred to taciturnity."
A~noz : Winter t'etninyt. even. 47.

talk CO talk ec (I silent), s. [A redupli-
cation of Eng. talk; with a termination -ee,

borrowed in ridicule from some attempt of

the dark races to speak English.] A copious
effusion of talk with no valuable result

talk er (I silent), . [Eng. talk, v. ; -r.]

1. One who talks ; especially
a loquacious

or talkative person ; a chatterer.

"These arrogant talkers are ouly naif learned."
fnax : Winter Eoeningt. even. fL

2. A boaster, a braggart.
"
Talkert are no good doers."

Shakesp. : Richard III., L 1

talk -ing (I silentX
*
talk-yng, pr. par., a.,

& S. [TALK, .]

A. As pr. par. : (See the rerb).

B. As adjective :

L Given to talking ; talkative, garrulous,
loquacious.

2. Having the power of speech : as, a talk-

ing parrot.

C. As subst. : Talk, speech, words.
"
I pr'y thee now, lead the way without auy more

talking." Shaketp. : Tempett, ii. 2.

talking -machine, s. An automaton
designed to imitate speech. One was ex-

hibited in London in August, 1876, by Prof.

Faber of Vienna.

* talking-stock, *. An object of talk
or conversation.

'A talking-stock to all the geastes." Vdal : Apopth.
Of Erasrmu, p. 88,

talking-to, . A reprimand. Generally
, In the phrase, To give one a good talking-to.

(CoUoq.)

talk--?, a. [TALCKY.]

tall,* tal, a. [A.S. tcel; Goth. tali= docile,
obedient; Wei. tal tall, high.]

*L Obedient, docile, obsequious.
" So humble and tall."

Chaucer : ComjU. of Hart, 88.

*2. Comely.
" Tal or sernely, Decent, elegant.* Prompt. Part.

8. High in stature ; long and comparatively
Blender ; lofty, high. (Applied to a person,
or to a standing object, as a tree, pole, mast,
ttc., of which the diameter is small in pro-
portion to the height)

" A few appear by morning light,
Preserved upon the tall mast's height"

Wordtaorth: To the Baity.

4. Having height, whether great or little,
Without reference to comparison or relation.

"
Bring me word how tall she is."

Shakesp. : Antony i Cleopatra, ii. 5.

*
5. Brave, sturdy, stout, lusty (from the

idea that tall men would necessarily be braver
than others).

" He (Prince Edward] would prefer to fight with an*
mean person, if cried up by the voider for a tall man.
Fuller: Holy War, bk. iv., ch. xxix.

6. Sturdy, spirited, strong.
" For I know your spirit to be tall ; pray be not vex'd."
Beaum. t Flet. . Cupidt Revenge, iv.

*7. Noted, remarkable, celebrated.
"
Sounding imaginary fords, that are real gulfs, and

wherein many of the tallest philosophers hare been
drowned." Bolingbroke: Pragmentt of Eaayt, \ 6.i.

8. Great, excellent : as, a tall fight, a tall

pree. (Amer.)
9. Extravagant, bombastic: as, tall talk.

{Amer.)

tall-talk, . Rhodomontade (q.v.).

tal lage, tal'-U-age (age as Ig), s. [TAIL-
AQE.J A term fonnerly applied to taxes or
subsidies of every kind, but properly denoting

those taxes to which, under the Anglo-Norman
king, the demesne lands of the crown, and all

the royal towns were subject. These taxes
were more ritforoun and arbitrary than those
imposed on the gentry.

"
Manye of them when they be eyther oppressed

with del. or with the unreasonableness!: of Uxes mid
tallafft, orwyth wrongs done by those yt are mightier
than they, du yeld themselves to bondage to the no-
blemen," Ooldinge : Ccuar ; Comment., tal. 155.

*tal'-lage (age as Ig), v.t. [TALLAOE, 5.]

To cause to pay tillages ; to lay an impost on ;

to tax.

"The ancient lords, though extremely unwilling to
grant, themselves, any pecuniary aid to their sove-

reign, easily allowed him to tallage, as they called it,

their tenants, and had nut knowledge enough to fore-
see how much this must, in the end. affect their own
revenue." Smith : Wealth of Jfatiom, bk. lit., ch. ii.

tal lag er (ag as Ig), s. [Eng. tallag(e) ;

-r.] A tax or toll gatherer.

tal'-lat, tal let, tal'-tft, tal'-l6t, s. [Said
to be a corrupt, of t' hay loft = the hay-loft.]
A hay-loft. (Prov.)

"I ... determined to sleep in the tallat." Black-
more : Lorna Doone, ch. xxxl.

talT boy, s. [Eng. tall, and boy.]
*

1. A long, upright glass for drinking.
" She thii ordered some cups, goblets, and tallboyi,

of guide, silver and crystal to be brought, and invited
us to drink." Ozell : Translation of Kabelaii, bk. v.,
ch. xliii.

2. A kind of chimney-pot.
"A chimney-pot fell through the roof ot some

premises belonging to a firm of printers, and destroyed
a valuable printing.press, though this was but one of
many scores of pots, tallboys, cowls, and other con-
trivances of the kind which were swept from the
chimney-stacks of the Metropolis on Saturday night."
Daily Telegraph, Jan. 28, 1884.

t tal-lS-gal'-la, s. [TALEOAIXA.]

tal -11-age (age as Kg), s. [TALLAQE.]

tal-1! -coo'-nah, s. [A Guinea word.] [KUN-
DAH-OIL.]

tal'-li-er, s. [Eng. tally ; -er.] One who keeps
a tally.

"Rue pensive Nymph, the Tattler waits for you."
Pope.- The Bastet-Table, 3.

tall'-Ing -ite, . [After the well-known
mineral collector Richard Tailing, of Corn-
wall ; suff. -ite Afire.).]

Min. : A mineral occurring in thin crusts,
on killas, at the BotnHack mine, Cornwall,
Hardness, 3'0 ; sp. gr. 3-5 ; colour, bright blue ;

fragile. Compos. : chloride of copper, 22'55 ;

oxide of copper ; 53-29; water 24-16 = 100,
which corresponds to the formula 4CuOHO +
CuClHO + 3aq. A variety ofAtacamite (q. v.).

tall -ish, a. [Eng. tall ; -ish.] Rather tall.

."Pale, tallith, thin." Dickfnt ; Skttchet by Boi;
Mistaken Milliner.

* tall'-man, s. [Eng. tall, and man.] A false

die, so loaded as to throw the higher numliers.
"
Here's fulloms and gourds, here's tallmen and low.

men." Nobody * Somebody. (Jfaret.)

tall' - ness,
* tal - nesse, * tal - nes, s.

[Eng. tall; -ness.] The quality or state of

being tall ; height of stature.
" And trees be growing there to that talnette, that a

man cannot shoot a shaft over them."/'. Holland:
Plinie, bk. vii., ch. ii.

* tal -Ion, *. [Eng. tall, and one.] A tallboy

(q.v.). " Charce the pottles and the gallons.
And bring the hogshead in,

We'll begin with a tal'on,
A brimmer to the king."

Ballad, The Couriier'i Health.

tal'-low,
*
talgh,

* tal-lowe, tal-owe,
*. [O. Dut talgh, talch ; Dut. talh ; Low Ger.

talq ; Dan. & Sw. talg; IceL tdlgr, t6lg, tdlk;
Ger. talg.]

1. Chen. : A name applied to the harder
and less fusible fats, occurring chiefly in the
animal kingdom, the most common being beef
and mutton tallow. When pure it is white
and almost tasteless, and consists of stearin,

palmitin, and olein in varying proportions.

2. Manuf. <t Comm. : In commerce ox tallow
and sheep tallow are commonly distinguished
from each other, though much tallow of a

nondescript character is said. Ox tallow at

ordinary temperatures is a solid hard fat of

yellowish white color, with little taste or smell
when fresh, though easily becoming rancid.

Sheep tallow is whiter and harder, containing
a smaller percentage of olein. It, like ox
tallow, easily becomes rancid. A fluid known
as tallow oil is obtained from solid tallow

by forcing out the olein by pressure. This
ii a use! ill lubricant and a valuable mute rid
for fine soap making. T*llow is a product
of all cattle- and sheep-rearing countries, and is

an important article of export from the United
States, the Argentine Republic, and Australia,

Formerly Russia supplied most of western
Europe, but now yields little of the supply.
Tallow was formerly principally consumed in
candle making, but is at present largely used in

soap making, artificial butter making, leather

dressing, lubrication, Ac. Tallow is of two
kinds, eacli again with two subdivisions, viz.,
white and yellow candle tallow, and common
and Siberian soap tallow. The white candle
tallow, when good, is brittle, dry, and clean.
The best is brought from Woronesch. Yellow
caudle tallow, when good, should be clean, dry,
hard when broken, and of a fine yellow color

throughout. The best soap tallow is brought
from Siberia.

If The Tallow-chandlers constitute one of
the London Companies. They were incorpor-
ated in 1463.

tallow-candle, s. A candle made of
tallow.

*
tallow-catch, *. A tallow-keech (q.v.) ;

hence, fig., a very fat person.
"Thou whoreson obscene, greasy, tallow-catch."

Snakap. : 1 Henry IV., ii. 4.

tallow-chandler, s. One who makes or
deals in tallow-candles.

"
Nastiness, and several nasty trades, as tnllua-

chandters, butchers, and neglect of cleuusiug of gutters,
are great occasions of a plague." Harvey : On tin
Playue.

tallow-chandlery, t.

1. The business or occupation of a tallow-
chandler.

2. The place where a tallow-chandler carries
on his business.

tallow-cup, f. A lubricating device for

journal-boxes, &c., in which tallow is em-
ployed as the lubricant.

tallow-drop, s.

Jewellery : The same as CARBUNCLE (q.v.).

tallow-face, s. One of a sickly pale
complexion.

tallow-faced, a. Having a sickly pale
complexion.

"
Red, yellow, tand. taUote-/accd, &e. 'Burton :

Annt. Melancholy, p. 515.

tallow-gourd, .

Bot. : Benincasa cerifera.

tallow-grease, . Tallow, especially
candle-fat.

* tallow-keech, . A mass of fat rolled

up in a round lump. [TALLOW-CATCH.]

tallow-shrub, s.

Bot. : Myrica cerijera. [MYRICA-TALLOW.]

tallow-tree, s.

Botany :

1. Stillingia sebifera, a native of China.
The leaves are rhomboidal, tapering at the

tip, with two glands at the top of the petiole.
The fruits are about half an inch in diameter,
and have three seeds, which are covered by a
kind of wax, used in China for making candles,
whence the name tallow tree. They are boiled
in large cauldrons, then sufficiently bruised to
enable the fat to be removed without break-

ing the seeds, and pressed. The candles
made from this wax are coated with insect
wax to prevent them from melting in hot
weather. The wood is hard, and used for

printing blocks, and the leaves for dyeing
black.

2. Valeria indica, a native of the Malabar
coast [VATERIA.]

3. Pentadesma butyracea. IPENTADESMA.]

tal'-low, v.t. [TALLOW, s.]

1. To grease or smear with tallow.
"
Having thus ript off all our worm-eaten plank,

and clapt on new, by the beginning of December,
1686, our ship's bottom was sheathed and tallowed."

Dampier : Voyaget (an. 1686).

2. To fatten ; to cause to have a large

quantity of tallow : as, To tallow sheep.

taT-low-er, . [Eng. tallow; -tr.]
*

1. A tallow-chandler.

2. An animal disposed to form tallow in*

ternally.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, wad. sdu: mute. cub. cure, unite, cur. rule, fall: try. Syrian. . ce = e : ey = a ; qn = kw.
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til -low-Ing. . [Eng. tallow; -ing.] The
act, practice, or art of causing animals to

gather tallow ; the property in animals of

forming tallow internally.

tal'-low-ish, a. [Eng. tallow ; -ish.] Having
the properties or nature of tallow ; resembling
tallow.

t&T-low-y, a. [Eng. tallow, s. ; -y.] Re-

sembling or of the nature of tallow ; greasy.

* tall'-wood, . [Fr. faille = a cutting ; tailie

= cut, ami Eng. wood.] Firewood, cut in

billets of a certain length.
"
Also, if any person . . . offer or put to sale any

tall a'aid, billets, faggots, or other firewood, Ac."

Caltrop i Report! (1690).

tal'-ly (1),
*
taille,

*
tal-y, s. [Fr. faille = a

notch, an incision, a tally or score kept on a

piece of wood, from Lat. tulea = a slip of
wood ; Sp. taja ; Port, tulka ; Ital. taglia. ]

1. A notched stick employed as a means of

keeping accounts. In buying or selling it was
customary for the parties to the transaction
to have two sticks, or one stick cleft longi-

tudinally into two pants, on each of which
was marked with notches or cuts the number
or quantity of goods delivered, or the amount
due between debtor and creditor, the seller

keeping one stick and the buyer the other.
The mode of keeping accounts by tallies was
introduced into England by the Normans,
1066. Besides accounts, other records were
formerly kept upon notched sticks, as

almanacs, in which red-letter days were
signified by a large notch, ordinary days by
small notches, &c. Such were formerly very
common in most European countries. In

England tallies were long issued in lieu of
certificates of indebtedness to creditors of the

State. In 1696, according to Adam Smith,
this species of security was at 40 to 60 per
cent, discount, and bank-notes 20 per cent.

Seasoned sticks of willow or hazel were pro-
vided, and these were natched on the edge to

represent the amount. Small notches repre-
sented pence ; larger, shillings ; still larger,

pounds; proportionately larger and wider,
were 10, 100, 1,000 pounds. The stick being
now split longitudinally, one piece was given
to the creditor, and the other was laid away as
a record. When an account was presented
for payment, the voucher was compared with
the record. When paid, the tally and counter-

tally were tied up together, and laid away,
accumulating for a long series of years. The
system of issuing exchequer tallies was
abolished by 25 George III., c. 82; and by
4 and 5 William IV., c. 15, the accumulated
tallies were ordered to be destroyed. They
were accordingly burnt in a stove in the
House of Lords, but the stove being over-

heated, unfortunately set fire to tlie panelling
of the room, and the Houses of Parliament
were destroyed.

" The price of those wooden tallies, which according
to an usage handed down to us from a rude age, were
ft ven as receipts for sums paid Into the Exchequer,
bad risen. "-Mucaulay : Eng. JIM , ch. xxii.

2. Anything made to correspond with or
lOit another.

" So right his Judgement was cat fit.

And made a tally to liis wit"
Uutler : HiuUtrrat, III. ii. S96.

3, A label or ticket of wood or metal used
in gardens for the purpose of bearing either

the name of the plant to which it is attached,
or a number referring to a catalogue.

4. An abbreviation of tally-shop (q. v.).

6. A certain number of cabbages.

tally-board, s. A small board attached
to the life-line thrown by means of a rocket-

apparatus to ships wrecked or in danger,
when the life-boat cannot reach them.

"The sailors hauled the whin-line on board, and
when the tully-bnard, on which the directions for the
method of procedure are printed in English on one
side and French on the other, was received, the cap-
tain attempted by the light of a lantern to read them."
Scribnvr's Magazine, Jan., mo. p. 330.

tally-shop, s. A shop or store at which
goods are sold on the tally-system (q.v.).

tally-system, tally-trade, t.

1. A system of trade carried on in many

large towns, by which shopkeepers supply
goods to their customers on credit, the latter

agreeing to pay the price charged by certain

wnekly instalments. Both parties keep books,
in which are sutu-ed the particulars of the
transaction and the payments of the instal-
ments. The prices charged are usually ex-

orbitant, and the goods of an iuferior quality.

2. A system by which drapery goods are

supplied to women, chiefly in country dis-

tricts, and paid for by weekly instalments.

(See extract under TALLYMAN, 1.)

tfil'-ly (2), s. [See def.] An abbreviation of
Tally-ho (q.v.).

" A ahrill tally from above tells him all la right"-
Field, Dec. 6, 1884.

tally-ho, interj. & t. [Norm. Fr. taillis au
= to the coppice.]

A. At inttrj. : The huntsman'! cry to urge
on his hounds,

B. As substantive :

1. Same as tally-ho inieij.

2. A four-in-hand coach or drag.

tal'-ly (1), v.t. & t. [TALLY OX ]

A. Transitive:
*
I. Ordinary Language:

1. To score with corresponding notches ;

hence, to make to correspond ; to fit, to suit
" Nor sister either had, nor brother ;

They seeui'd just tally d for efcch other."
Prior : An Epitaph.

2. To reckon up.
"
I nave not justly tallied up thy Inestimable bene-

fits." Bp. Ball : Breathings of Devout Haul, 4.

*
3. To repay in like kind.

"Civlll law teacheth, that long custome prescribeth :

divinity, that old things are passed. Miral philoso-

phy, that tallying of injuries is justice.' Bp.SaU:
Holy Observations, ^ 60.

f In this sense perhaps connected with Lat.

talio retaliation.

IL Naut. : To pull aft, as the sheets or

lower corners of the main and fore-sail.

B. Iitiransitive :

1. To fit, to correspond, to agree, to con-

form, to match.
"Then the mention of the sacrament, as taken in

the antelucan meetings, tallies exactly with Tert'il-

lian's account of the Eucharist" Waterland : Worla.
vii. 32.

*
2. To deal (cards) ; a phrase in basset and

pharaoh. (Gibber : Careless Husband, iii. 1.)

tal'-l* (2), v.t. [TALLY (2), .] To cry tally-

ho after.

*. [Eng. tally (1), s., and man.]

1. One who carries on a tally-trade ; one
who sells goods on credit, to be paid for by
instalments.

" We do not know whether the tallyman has ever

appeared in fiction before. We may explain that he
is a very dangerous trader, who lets his customers
who, it may be said, are always women have goods
unknown to their husbands, to be paid for by weekly
instalments." Spectator, March 14, 1884, p. 363.

2. One who keeps a tally or account; a
tallier.

tal'-ma, . [Prob. after Talma, the French

tragedian.] A kind of large cape or short

full cloak, worn by ladies, and sometimes by
-

gentlemen.

tal'-mi, . [Etym. doubtful.] (See compound.)

talmi-gold, i. [ABYSSINIAN-OOLD.]

Tal'-mud, . [Heb. Tiobn (Talmudh) = In-

struction, doctrine
; Tpb (lamadh) = to

chastise, to train, to teach ; cf. Ti$n (tol-

rotdA) = a scholar. (1 Chron. xxv. 8.)]

Hebrew Literature: A work in which was
committed to writing that "

ti-adition of the

elders
" which in the time of Jesus was chiefly

or exclusively oral (Matt. xv. 2, 3 ; Mark vii.

5, 9, 13 ; viii. 9). The early spiritual leaders of

the Jewish people, accepting the Old Testa-

ment as divine, naturally made it the object of

much thought, and attempted to furnish ex-

planations 'of the more obscure passages,
these explanations, if felicitous, being handed
down from generation to generation, till they

gradually acquired the authority due to inspi-

ration. The Mosaic law contained a multi-

tude of regulations moral, ceremonial, civil,

and criminal which priests, prophets,

lawyer*, and other high authorities, inter-

preted. These were from the first regarded

with the veneration with which the decisions
of law courts on the meaning of certain
statutes are received among modern nations,
till at length they were deemed incontrovert-
ible, and attributed to Divine inspiration,
and were finally committed to writing, the
ultimate product being the Talmud. When
it appeared it became a second rule or stand-
ard of faith and practice, the first being the
Old Testament, and no Jew was required to
believe any doctrine or follow any religious,
moral, or ceremonial precepts except those
recorded in one or other of the two standards.
The Talmud had two constituent parts : the
text, or Mishna, and the commentary, or Ge-
niara. The midrashim, or explanations and
amplifications of Old Testament teaching,
began previous to the writing of the books
of Chronicles, which allude to their existence.

(2 Chron. xiii. 22 ; xxiv. 27.) They continued
till the second century A.D., and were of two
kinds : halacha (the rule) and hagada (what
is said), but only the first was binding. The
germ of the present Mishna proceeded from
K. Jehuda Hauasi, A.D. 219, but. was preserved
only in the memory of scholars, till the destruc-
tion of the academies of Palestine in the fourth

century, and those of Babylonia in the fifth,
showed the necessity of committing it to
writing. Hence in the end of the fourth
century the Jerusalem, and in the fifth the

Babylouian, Talmud was sent forth. The
latter was compiled by B. Ashe, who died A.D.

427, and his immediate successors, .and is

about four times as long as the Jerusalem
Talmud. The Talmud consists of six sedharim,
or orders, containing sixty-three massictoth,
or treatises, and 625 perakim, or chapters.
The Mishna is in Hebrew, the Gemara is

Aranueau. The contents of the work are
miscellaneous. In addition to religion and
ethics, there are philosophy, history, &c.
Rabbinical Jews set the Talmud on a higher
level than the Old Testament. Christians

long depreciated it, believing it a mass of

exaggeration, puerility, and absurdity. Now,
though it is admitted that these charges are

true of many passages, the book as a whole
is known to be a storehouse of information

regarding Judaism in its later developments.

tal-mftd'-ic, tal-mud'-Ic-al, a. [Eng.
talmud; -ic, -ical.] Of or pertaining to the
Talmud ; contained in the Talmud.

" These phrases are by tlie great Broughton called
talmudic Greek, when Jewish and talmudical phrase*.
are used in holy writ" Lightfoot- Miscellanies, p. 68.

tal'-miid-Ist, i. [Eng. talmud; -4st.] One
versed or learned in the Talmud.

" Be soon attracted the attention of the great Tal-

mudist, Saul Levl Morteira." Q. B. Level: BMorf
Of Philosophy (ed. 1880), ii. 165.

tol-mfid-ist'-Ic,
*
tal-mtid-fet'-ick, a.

[Rng. talmud; -istic.] Pertaining to the Tal-

mud; contained jp the Talmud ; talmudic.
" The name Ariel came from the talmwlislick mys-

teries, with which the learned Jews had inlected th
science."- 7

1

. H'urton : Hist. Eng. Poetry, iii. 478.

tal-nes, s. [TALLNESS.]

ta 16-, pref. [TALUS.] Of, belonging to, or

containing a talus.

talo scaphoid, a.

Anat. : Of or belonging to the talus, or

astragalus, and the scaphoid. There is a talo-

scaphoid ligament.

tar -on, 'tal'-ant, *tal'-ent, tal'-ln.
* tal-oun, . [Fr. talon = a heel ; Low Lat.

talonem, accus. of talo a heel ; Lat. talus =
a heel]

L Ord. Lany, : The claw of a bird of prey.
- A bleeding serpent of enormous siie.

His talons trufsed.
'

Popt : Bomtr ; lUad xli. 28*.

IL Technically:

1. Arch. : A form of moulding, the same u
OOEE(q.V.).

2. Locks. : The shcu'der on the bolt against
which the key presses in shooting the bolt

ta' look, ta' luk, s. [Hind, to' atluka= con-

nexion, relationship ; a manor.] A large
estate ; a manor.

ta look dar, ta'-luk-dar. . [Hind.] Th
owner of a talook ; an estated gentleman ; the

lord of a manor. (Anglo- Indian.)
" The Ondh tAlultdart resemble English landlord*

more cl<ely even than do the aemlndara of Bengal.
In origin they were not revenue farmers, but terri-

torial magnates, whose Influence was derived from
feudal authority, military command, or ueredlUurr

iway." W. ty. Hunter: ynrfiun A'm;>ir(2nd*d.).p. ML

D6H, btfy; poUt, JolW; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, em; thin, *his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pb - L

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = sfcun ; -$ion, -jion = zhun, -clous, -Uous, -sioua = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = to?*, flei.
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ta-lou , s. [Cliin.] A glass flux used in China
as an enaim 1 culuur on porcelain. It consists

chiefly uf silicate of lead, with u little copper.
(Watts.)

tal'-pa, *. [Lat. =t a mole, from scalp-, root

of scCdpo =to out, to carve, to Jig ; connect.

with Or. a-KoAoi^i (jsfcuiojw).] [SCALOPS.]

1. Zool. : Mole (q.v.); the typical geiius of

Talpidee, with eight species. Boily stout and
thick, furry ; head long and pointed, muzzle

cartilaginous, protected by snout-bones ; eyes
very small, no external ears ; fore-feet short
and wide, with live united toes, armed with
trenchant nails for digging ; hind-feet With
five toes, but weak ; tail short. Except ill

Tuljxieuropasa, theCommon Mole, which ranges
from England to Japan, the eyes are covered

by a membrane ; T. cceca is found south of the

Alps ; T. wogura, T. longirostris, T. moschata,
and T. leptura occur north, and T. leucrura
and T. micrura south of the Himalayas.

2. 1'a.lceont. : From the Miocene of France and
the Post-Pliocene of Britain and the Continent.

t&l pa-vus, s. [Mod. Lat. talp(a), and Lat.
avus

'

an ancestor.]

Palceont. : A genus of Talpidee (q.v.), from
the Eocene of North America.

tar pi doe, s.pl. [Mod. Lat talp(a); Lat
fern. pi. adj. sutf. -idee.]

1. Zool : A family of Insectivora, limited to

the temperate regions of Europe, Asia, and
North Aim-lira. The species are fossorial,

rarely natatorial, distinguished from the Sori-

cidae by the presence of zygomatic arches and
the form of the teeth. Eyes very small, in

some species covered with skin ; ears short
and hidden by the fur ; the fore-limbs modi-
fied for digging. There are two sub-families;

Myogalinee and Talpinae (q.v.).

2. Palteont. : There are several extinct

genera commencing with Talpavus (q.v.), and
ending with Palaeospalax (q.v.). [TALPA, 2.]

t&l-pi'-nae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. talp(a); Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Zool. : The typical sub-family of Talpidse
(q.v.) Clavicles and humeri very short and
broad; large falciform bone in the manus.
There are five genera, divided into two groups.

A. Having front upper incisors much larger than
second pair (New World Moles), Scalops, Scapanus,
and Coudylura.

B. Front iucisors scarcely larger than second pair
(Old World Moles), Scaptouyx and Talpa.

t&l -tal-ite, s. [After Taltal, Atacama, South

America, where found ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : Supposed by David Forbes, who
named it, to be a distinct species, but shown
by Pisani to be a tourmaline mixed with oxide
of copper and other impurities.

ta lus, s. [Lat.]

1. Anat. : The ankle bone. It articulates

with the tibia above, the os calcis below, and
the scaphoid in front. It receives the weight
of the body from the leg. Its convex anterior

extremity is termed the head, and the circular

groove behind it the neck. Called also the

astragalus (q.v.).

2. Arch. : The slope or inclination of any
work, as of a wall inclined on its face, either

byiiecreasing in thickness toward the summit
or by leaning it against a bank, as a retaining
or breast-wall.

3. Fort. : The slope of a work, as a bastion,
rampart, or parapet. (In this sense written
also taint.)

4. Geol. : A sloping heap of rocky fragments
broken off from the face of a steep rock by
the action of the weather, and accumulating
at its base. So called from its resemblance
to a talus in fortification. [3.]

5. Stirg. : A variety of club-foot, in which
the heel rests on the ground, and the toes are
drawn towards the leg. (Goodrich.)

ta'-lut, n. [TALUS, 3.)

*
tal'-vas, *. [Etym. doubtful.] A kind of

wooden buckler or shield of an oblong form,
bent on each side, and rising in the middle.
It was in use in the fourteenth century.

* tal-wood, *. [TALLWOOD.]

tam-a-bn-I-ty, tame-a-bft'-I-ty, *.

[Eng. tamaUt ; -ity.} The quality or state of

being tamable ; tamableness.

tarn a ble, tame a ble, o. [Eng. tam(e);
-able.] Capable of being tamed or of being
reclaimed from a wild or savage state.

tarn -a ble ness, . [Eng. tamable ; -ness.]
The quality or state of being tamable ; tarn-

ability.

ta-mal', ta ma lo (pi. ta-ma-les), .

[Sp.] A mixture of meat, crushed corn and red

pepper, Bold bystreet venders in Mexico and to
Home extent in this country. It is served in

corn-husk, after being dipped in oil and
steamed.

ta man du-a, . [Native name.)

Zoology :

1. A genus of Myrmecophagidse, from the
forests of South and Central America. In
anatomical structure the genus is closely
akin to Myrmecophaga (q.v.), but the head
is less elongated, the fur short and bristly,
the tail tapering and prehensile, the top of the

terminal part and the under side throughout
naked and scaly. The fifth toe on the fore

feet is concealed within the skin. Only one

species has been distinguished, Tamandua
tetradactyla ; but as different individuals vary
greatly in coloration, it is not improbable that
other s[>ecies exist.

2. Tamandua tetradactyla, an Ant-eater,
smaller than the Great Ant-eater or Ant Bear,
from which it differs in being arboreal. The
usual colour is yellowish-white, with a broad
black lateral band, which covers nearly the
whole of the side of the body.

tarn an oir (olr as war), s. [See det]

Zool. : The native name of Myrmecophaga
jubata. [ANT-BEAR.]

tarn an u, s. [Native name.]
Dot. & Comm. : A heavy, green resin

brought from the Society Islands. It is de-

rived from Calophyllum Inophyllum.

tam'-a-ra, s. [E. Ind.] A term applied to

a spice consisting of equal parts of cinnamon,
cloves, and coriander seeds, with half the

quantity of aniseed and fennel seed all pow-
dered.

tarn -a-rack, s. [The Canadian Indian name. ]

Bot. : The American or Black Larch, Larix

pendula or americana, called also Abies pen-
dula. It has weak and drooping branches,
which sometimes take root, forming a natural

arch. The leaves are clustered and deciduous,
the cones oblong, with numerous spreading
scales. It constitutes a feature of the forests

in Canada and the Northern United States.

Its timber is valuable, but less so than the
lircb.

tarn a ri-ca -96 ee, s. pi. [Lat. tamarix,

genit. tamaric(is); fein. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : Tamarisks ; an order of Hypogynous
Exogens, alliance Violates. Shrubs or herbs
with rod -like branches. Leaves alternate,

scale-like, entire, usually pitted ;
flowers in

close spikes ^or racemes; calyx four or five-

parted, persistent, imbricated in vernation ;

petals inserted into the base of the calyx,
imbricated in aestivation ;

stamens equal in

number to the petals, or twice as many, dis-

tinct or inonadelphous ; styles three, ovary
superior. Fruit capsular, three-valved, one-

celled, many seeds on three placentas. Found
in the Northern Hemisphere of the Old
World. Known genera three, species forty-
three. (Lindley.)

tarn -a-rin. s. [Native name.]
Zool. : A popular name for any species of

the genus Midas (q.v.). The body is long and

slender, clothed with soft hair, and the tail,

which is non-prehensile, is about twice the

length of the trunk. They are very restless

and active, but are easily tamed, and are made
pets of by the natives of Central America.

[MARMOSET.]

tarn a rind,
* tarn -a-rlnde, *. [Fr. tam-

arind =a small, soft, and dark-red Indian
date (Cotgrave, in Skeat); tamarin the fruit

of the tamarind, tamarinier = the tree itself

(Littre); Sp. & Ital. tamarindo ; Port, tama-

rirulo, tamarhino ; Arab, tliamar-kirtdi = the
Indian date, to which tree the tamarind has
no affinity.]

1. Bot. : Tamarindus indica. Leaves abruptly
pinnate, with many pairs of small leaflets;
flowers in racemes; calyx straw-coloured;

petals yellow, streaked with red, filaments

purple, anthers brown. It is an evergreen
tree, eighty feet high by twenty-five in cir-

cumference, cultivated in India as far north
as the Jheluni, and very largely planted in
avenues and "topes." The wood, which is

yellowish white, sometimes with red streaks,
is hard and close-grained. It weighs about
8:^lbs per cubic foot, is highly prized, but
is very difficult to work, and is used in India
for turning wheels, mallets, planes, furni-

TAMARIND.
(Showing Jtoweri, leaflets, legume, and tetd.)

ture, rice-pounders, oil and sugar mills, &C.
It furnishes excellent charcoal for the manu-
facture of gunpowder. The pulp of the legumes
pressed in syrup is a delicious confection,
and constitutes part of the tamarinds of

English shops. The flowers and fruit are
used in India as an astringent or as a
mtordant in dyeing, especially with safflower;
the leaves furnish a yellow dye. The seeds

yield a clear, bright, fluid oil, with an odour
like that of the linseed ; their powder mixed
with thin glue makes a strong cement for

wood. The West Indian and Suuth American
variety of T. indica (var. occidentatis) has

legumes only three times as long as broad,
whereas the Indian tree has them six times as

long.

2. Comm. : The tamarinds sold in England
are chiefly West Indian tamarinds with their

pulp preserved in sugar. They diller from
the Black or East Indian tamarinds of which
the preserved pulp is black.

3. Pharm.: In modern pharmacy tamarind*
are used as gentle laxatives ; they are re-

frigerant from the acids which they con-

tain, and, when infused, constitute a cooling
drink in fevers. They enter into the Confectio
Senna. In India the seeds are given in dy-
sentery, &c. ; in the Mauritius a decoction of
the bark is given in asthma.

tamarind-fish, *. A preparation of a
kind of East Indian fish with the acid pulp
of the tamarind fruit, much esteemed as a
breakfast relish in India.

tamarind plum, s.

Bot. : Dialium indiciim, one of the Cyno-
metreie. The legume has a delicate agreeable
pulp, less acid than that of the tamarind.

tam~a-rin'-dus, s. [TAMARIND.]
Bot. : A genus of Csesalpiniese, tribe Am-

herstiese. Calyx cleft, tubular at the base,

two-lipped, the upper lip of three reflcxad

segments, the lower of two segments united ;

petals three, the middle one hood-shaped, the
side ones ovate ; stamens nine or ten, all but
three short and without anthers ; legume
filled with pulp, and containing strong fibres ;

seeds three to six. Only one known species,
Tamarindus indica; T. occidentalis, the West
Indian tamarind, being now deemed only a

variety. [TAMARIND.]

tam-ar-Is-cin'-e-se, s. pi. [Lat. tamarisc(us);

fern. pi. adj. suff. -inece.]

Bot. : The same as TAMARICACE^E (q.v.).

tarn - risk,
* tam-a-riske, s. [Lat. tam-

arix, tamarice, tamariscus, tawwricum ; Fr.

tamaris, tamarisc, tamarix; Prov. tamarisc.]

[TAMARIX.]

Botany :

1. The genus Tamarix (q.v.).

2. (PI.) : The Tamaricacese or Tamarlscmea

(q.v.).

U German tamarisk :

Bot. : Myricaria germanica.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cor, rule, fall; try, Syrian, se, oa - e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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TAMARISK.

ta'-mar-ite, s. [After the Tamar mines,
Devon, where it was supposed to have been
first found ; suit. -ite (Min.).]
Min. : The same as CHALCOPHYLLITE (q.v.).

t&m'-a-rix, s. [Lat. = a tamarisk ; said to
be from the Tamaris (now the Tambro), a
river of Spain, along which tamarisks abound.]

Bot. : Tamarisk ; the typical genus of Tam-
aricacese or Tamariscinea;. Sepals four to

five, equal, distinct ; petals four to five, dis-

tinct, or united at the base ; stamens four to
ten ; styles three or four ; stigmas distinct,
sessile, feathery ; capsule one-seeded, three-
valved ; seeds numerous, without a beak ; pap-
pose. Known species twenty ; all from the
eastern hemisphere. They are shrubs growing
gregariously in bushy clumps, along river
banks or basins, &c., in desert tracts, as

along the banks of the Suez Canal. T. gallica
the French, called
also T. anglica,
the English tama-
risk, an evergreen
shrub or small
tree, (3veto ten feet

high, with very
slender and fea-

thery branches,
minute, amplexi-
eaul, adpressed,
acute leaves, and
lateral, somewhat
panicled spikes of
white or pink
flowers, is found 1. Branchlets, with leaves natu-

on the south and ral size ;
2 Branchlet magni-

east coasts of Eng-
land, but is an alien. It is wild on the Conti-
nental European shores of the Atlantic and
the Mediterranean, and in Western Asia and
India. Its bark is slightly bitter and astrin-

gent. This species, and Tamarix afriaina, if

burnt, yield much sulphate of soda. T. man-
nifera produces the manna of Mount Sinai,
which, however, is not a natural exudation
from the tree, but arises from a puncture of
an insect, Coccus maiinipara. T. dioica and T.

articulata (called also T. orientalis) are found
on the banks of rivers and on sea coasts

throughout India. The former yields a gum
which appears nodular, and is transparent in

the central speck of each tear, while opaque
on the circumference. The latter also fur-

nishes a small quantity of gum. The galls
and bark of T. indica, T. dioica, T. Fiiras, and
T. orientalis are used in tanning and as an
auxiliary in dyeing. They are also used medi-

cinally as astringents. Their action is due to
the tannic and gallic acids which they contain.

tam-bac, s. [TOMBAC.]

L The same as TOMBAC (q.v.X

2. Agallochum or aloes-wood.

tarn- bour', s. [Fr.]

1. Ordinary Language :

L A drum.
"
Till I. who heard the deep tambour
Beat thy Divan's approaching hour."

Byron : Bride of Abydot, L S.

2. A circular frame on which silk or other
stuff is stretched for the purpose of being
embroidered. So called from its resemblance
to the head of a drum.

3. A species of embroidery in which threads
of gold and silver are worked by needles in

figures of leaves and flowers upon a silk stuff

stretched over a circular frame, called a tam-
bour-frame.

IL Technically:

1. Architecture:

(1) A term applied to the naked part of
Corinthian and Composite capitals, which
bears some resemblance to a drum. Also
called the Vase and Campana, or the Bell.

(2) The wall of a circular temple surrounded
with columns.

(3) The circular vertical part both above
and below a cupola.

(4} A kind of lobby or vestibule of timrier-

work, with folding-doors, and covered with a

ceiling, as within the porches of churches, &c.,
to break the current of wind from without.

(5) A cylindrical stone, such as one of the
courses of the shaft of a column.

2. Fort. : A kind of work formed of palisades,
or pieces of wood ten feet long, planted closely

together, and driven firmly into the ground,
and intended to defend a road, gate, or other
entiance.

tambour de basque, s.

Music : A tabor with jingles ; a tambourine
(q.v.).

tambour-frame, . [TAMBOUR, ., I. 2.]

tambour-work, . The same as TAM-
BOUK, S., I. 3.

tarn'-bour, v.t. or i. [TAMBOUB, *.] To em-
broider with or on a tambour ; to work on a
tambour-frame.

" Her spotted and her tamboured muslin." Mia
Austen : Horthnnger Abbey, ch. z.

tam-bour'-a, s. [TAMBOUR, s.]

Music : An instrument of the guitar species,
with strings of wire struck with a plectrum.
The neck is long, and the body, of gourd-
shape, is often beautifully ornamented. The
tamboura is found in Persia, Turkey, Egypt,
and Hindustan, and it was known to the
Assyrians and Egyptians under various names.

tam-bour'-gi, . [Turkish.] A drummer.
"
Tambourglt tambourgil thy larum afar
Gives hope* to the valiaut and promise of war."

Byron: Chiltte Harold, ii. Ixxa

tam-bou rine , tam-bou-rin, " tarn bu-
rin,

* tam-bu-rine, *. [Fr. tamUourin,
dimin. from tambour= a drum, a tambour.]
Music:

1. An ancient pulsatile instrument of. the
drum class, popular among all European
people, but particularly those of the south.
The Biscayan and Italian peasantry employ it

on every festal occasion. It is formed of a
hoop of wood, sometimes of metal, over which
is stretched a piece of parchment or skin ;

the sides of the hoop are pierced with holes,
in which are inserted pieces of metal in pairs,
called jingles. Small tells are sometimes
fastened on to the outer edge of the hoop. It
is sounded by being struck with the knuckles,
or by drawing the fingers or thuirb over the

skin, which produces what is called " the

roll," a peculiar drone mingled with the jingle
of the bells or pieces of metal.

" Each her ribboned tambourin
Flinging on the mountain sod."
Mat hew A mold : fmpedoclei on Etna, U.

2. A stage dance formerly popular in France.
It was of a lively measure, anil accompanied
with a pedal bass in imitation of the drone
caused by rubbing the thumb over the skin of
a tambourine.

ttam-breet', . [Seedef.]

Zool. : One of the native Australian names
for Ornithorhynchus paradoxus. [OwJiTHO-
RHYNCHUS.]

* tarn bu-rlne,
* tarn bu rin, s. [TAM-

BOURINE.]

tarn bu-ro -ne, s. [Ital.]

Music : The military lass-drum.

tame, a. [A.8. tarn; cogn. with Dnt. tarn;
Icel. tamr; Sw. & Dan. tarn ; Ger. zahm.
From the same root as Lat. domo = to tame ;

Or. Safj.du (damao); Sansc. dam =to tame, to
be tame.]

L Lit. : Having lost its native wildness and
shyness ; accustomed to the presence and
society of man ; domesticated, domestic,

gentle.
" He brought thy land a blessing when he came,
He found thee savage, and he left thee tame."

Couper: Expatriation, 486.

IL Figuratively :

1. Wanting in spirit or energy; subdued,
depressed, spiritless.

" But yet come not : you are a tame man, :o 1"

Shak.'tp : tlidtu.rn.mer NigMt Dream, ill. *.

2. Unanimated, spiritless, dull, insipid, un-

interesting ; wanting in spirit or interest.
" The landscapes seen from the car-windows would

be tame were it not for the vast sweep of vision."

Century Magazine, Aug., 1882, p. 505.

3. Without earnest feeling or ardour ; list-

less, cold.
*
4. Harmless, ineffectual, impotent.
" Hla remedies are tame in the present peace."

Shaketp. : Coriolamvi. iv. .

*&. Wonted ; accommodated to one's habits ;

grown into a custom.
"
Sequestrlng from me all

That time, acquaintance, custom, mid condition
Hade (anwaiid nuMt familiar to my nature."

fSliakeip. : Troiliu t Creltida. 111. 8.

IT For the difference between tame and

gentle, see GENTLE.

tame (1), v.t. [A.8. tomian, tem.ian.] [TAME, a.]

L Lit. : To reclaim ; to bring from a wild

or savage state to a domesticated state ; to
make tame, domesticated, or accustomed to
man.

" It Is said that this creature [the glutton] is easily
t ** "-

II. Figuratively:
*1. To conquer, to subdue.
" Make aofte, breke and tame all other kingdom*.*

Joye : Expot. ,,f Daniel, ch. U.

2. To subdue ; to put or keep down ; to
conquer ; to overpower.

" To tame and abate the appetite* of th flesh."
Tyndall: Worket, p. 2S.

tame (2), v.t. (Fr. entamer= to cut into, to
make the first cut upon, to begin on.] To
begin upon by taking a part ol ; to broach or
taste, as liquor ; to deal out, to divide, to dis-
tribute.

" In the time of the famine he is the Joseph of the
birving. Then he

ess,"

country, and keeps the poor from sbirving. Then
tatneth his stacks of corn, which not his covetousn

tame -a-ble, a. [TAMABLE.]

tame less,
' tame lesse, a. [Eng. tame;

-less.] Incapable of being tamed ; untamable.
"A* the sea wind's on the sea his ways are tameleu."

A C. Swinburne : Statue of Victor Hugo.

tame -less ness, s. [Eng. tameless ; -new.)
The quality or state of being tameless.

"From the* this tameleanea of heart."

Byron : Paruina, rilL

tame'-iy, adv. [Eng. tame ; -ly.] In a tame
manner ; without spirit or energy ; meanly,
spiritlessly, servilely ;

with unresisting sub-
mission.

"
Though tamely crouch to Oallia's frown
Dull Hollands tardy train." Scott

; War Sonf.

tame -ness, s. [Eng. tame; -nest.}

I. Lit. : The quality or state of being tame
or gentle ; a state of domestication.

II. Figuratively :

1. Want of spirit or energy ; meanness in

bearing insults or injury.

midity." Coo*.- nrit Voyage, bk. iii., ch. vi.

2. Absence of interest, or animation ; dul-
ness : as, the lameness of a narrative.

tam'-er, *. [Eng. tame, v. ; -tr.] One who
tames or subdues ; a subduer, a conqueror.

"
Daughter of Jove, relentless power,
Thou Camer of the huuian breast."

Gray : Hymn to Ailrertity.

tam'-I-as, s. [Gr. To/u'a<; (tamias) = a distri-

butor, a dispenser, a steward. The name has
reference either to the cheek-pouches in which
these animals can stow a large quantity of

food, or to their habit of laying up stores of
food in their holes.]

Zool. : Ground-squirrel ; a genus of Sciurinae,
with four species, all found in North America,
one of which (Tamias asiaticus) extends

through Siberia into Eastern Europe. The

species are characterized by the possession of

cheek-pouches, and by their coloration, the
fur of the back being marked with alternate

light and dark bands. They are known in

America as Chipmunks, and are among the
commonest of the indigenous rodents.

Tam'-fl, Tam'-ul, *. [Native name.]

1. One of a race inhabiting the South of

India and Ceylon. They belong to the Dravi-

dian stock.

2. The language spoken in the south-east of

the Madras Presidency and in the northern

parts of Ceylon. It is richly polysyllabic, 01

a very high type of agglutination, like the

Finnish and Hungarian, with prelixcs only,
and is very soft and harmonious in utterance.

Ta-mfl'-I-an, o. [Eng. Tamil; -ian.] Of or

pertaining to the Tamils or their language.

tam'-Ine, tarn In y. tarn min, tam'-
mjf', *. [Fr. etamine.] [STAMIN.]

1. A thin woollen or worsted stuff, highly

glazed.

2. A sieve ; a strainer or bolter of hair or

cloth.

* tarn is (* silent),
" tam-ise, . [Fr. tamta.]

[TEMSE.]

1. A sieve, a strainer.

"Transmitting the light thereof i It wen thorowa
tamitr or strainer."P. UMand : Plutarch, p. 874.

2. The same as TAMINK (q.v.).

* tamis bird, *. A Guinea fowl.

boil, bo^; ptfut, J6%1; oat, 9611, chorus, 9hin. bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, 09; expect, Xcnophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = ftrmTi. -tion, sion - ban; -tion, -fioa
- shun, -clous, -tious, -sioua = shus. -blc, -die. ftc. = bel, del.
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tim kin, s. [For tampkin.] [TAMPiow.1 The

stopper of a camion.

Tam -ma ny, s. [Se def.] A corruption
of the iiame Tameiidy or Tannueuuud, an
Indian dnef of the Delaware tribe.

Tammany society. . A Democratic

political organization in the
city

of New York
which has long controlled the elections in that

city.

Tam'-ma-njr It, . A member or sup-
porter of Taiuiuauy.

taaim -ite, s. [After Hugo Tamm, who
analysed it ; suff. -ite (ifin.).]

Afin. : A name given by Crookes to a dark
teel-coloured crystalline powder analysed by
Mr. Tamm. Sp.gr. 12'5. Compos. : tungsten,
88'05 ; iron, 5'00 ; manganese, 0'15 ; unde-

termined, 6 -20 = 100. A doubtful species.

tarn - my, tarn min, s. [TAIIINK.)

Tarn -my, s. [TOMMY.]

Tammy norie, s. The auk, the puffin.

"The screigh of a Tammit A'urit.' answered Ochil-

tree; 'I ken the ikirl wL' "
Scott : Antiquary

ch-Tll.

tarn o' shanter (pron. tarn 6 shan
ter !

, i. A cap of various materials, but

originally of wool, fitting closely about the

brows, but full and generally flat above.

(Named after Tarn O'Shanter, one of Bobert
Burns' characters.)

tamp, v.t. [Fr. tamponner, taper; Prov. tam-

pir.] [TAMPION.]

L Blasting : To fill up, as a blast-hole,
hove the charge with dry sand, tough clay,

or some other substance, to prevent the ex-

plosion taking effect by way of the hole.

2. To force in or down by frequent and
somewhat light strokes.

tarn per, r.i. [The same word as temper

(q.v.), but used in a bad sense.]

1. To meddle ; to be busy or officious ; to

have to do with anything without fitness or

necessity.
" Vain tampering has but fostered his disease ;

"Tim desperate. Catrptr : Tatk. v. 6.
2. To meddle with, especially so as to alter,

corrupt, or adulterate ; to make corrupt or

not genuine.
"The NIcene [Creed] was tampered foully with."

Bp. Taylor: Liberty of Prophesying, f 6.

3. To interfere where one has no business.

4. To practise secretly, as by bribery or
other unfair or underhand means ; to in-

fluence, or endeavour to influence, towards a
certain course by underhand or unfair means.

"And by subornation, and menacing of, and tam-
pering with witnesses." Wotd: Fatti (ham., L

taxnp-er, ,- [Eng. tamp; -tr.]

1. One who tamps ; one who prepares for

blasting, by stopping up the hole in which
the charge is placed.

2. An instrument used in tamping ; a
tamping bar or iron.

tam'-per-er, s. [Eng. tamper, v. ; -er.] One
who uses unfair or underhand means in order
to influence a person to his own ends.

tamp -ing, s. [Eng. tamp ; -ing.]

1. Blast. : Filling up a blast-hole, above
the charge, so as to direct the force of the
explosion laterally and rend the rock.

2. Milvt. Mining : Packing with earth, sand-

bags, &c., that part of the mine nearest to the

charge to increase its effectiveness in a given
direction.

3. Smelt. : Stopping with clay the issues of
a blast-furnace.

4. The material used for any of the above
purposes ; it may be fragments of stone,
earth, sand, or, in some cases, water.

tamping-bar, tamping iron, t.

Blast.: A bar of copper, brass, or wood,
used in driving the tamping upon the charge
in a blast-hole. The name tamping-irou is a
misnomer.

tamping-machine, s.

Pipe-making: A machine for packing clay
or the material for artificial stone into a
mould.

tamping-plug, s. A stopper for a hole
In which a blasting-charge has been placed.

TAMTAM.

tam'-pi-on, tdm'-pi-on,
* tarn -py-4n, s.

[Kr. tampon a, bung or stopple, a nasalized
form of tapoii = a bung or stopple, from taper= to stop with a bung, from Dut. tap &

bung or stopple.]

1. Ordn. : The stopper of a cannon or other

piece of ordnance, consisting of a cylinder of
wood placed in the muzzle to exclude water
or dust ; also the wooden bottom for a charge
of grape-shot.

2. Music : A plug for stopping closely the

upper end of an organ-pipe.

tam-poe, tam-pui, 5. [Malay.]

Bot., dtc. : The edible fruit of Hedycarpus
malayanus, much prized in the Eastern

Archipelago.

tarn poon, tarn pon, s. [TAMPION.
L Ordinary lja.ngua.gt:

1. A tampion.
2. The bung of a vessel.

n. Surg. : A plug or stopper, of rag, sponge,
&c., used in stopping hemorrhages.

tam-tam, torn torn, s. [Hind., frcm -the

sound produced.]
Music:

1. A kind of
native drum,
used in the East
Indies and West-
ern Africa. It is

generally made
of a hollow cyl-
inder formed of
fibrous wood,
such as palm-
tree, or of earth-

enware, having
each end covered
with skin. It is

beaten upon with the fingers or open hand,
and produces a hollow, monotonous sound.

2. A Chinese gong.

tamtam metal, .

Metall. : An alloy of one part of tin and
four parts of copper. When rapidly cooled it

is ductile and malleable; but when cooled

slowly it is as hard and brittle as glass.

ta-mu'-U-an, a. [TAMILIAN.]

ta'-mus, s. [Mod. Lat., from tamlnm uya,
the berry of a wild climbing plant, growing
on a plant, called by the Romans tamniis.]

Bot. : Black-bryony ; a genus of Diosco-
reaceae. Perianth campanulate, in six deep
segments ; stigmas three, two-lobed. Berry
imperfectly three-celled ; seeds few, globose.
Known species one or two. Tamils communis
is the Common Black bryony. [BLACK-
BRYONY.] The young suckers of this plant
and of T. cretica are eaten in Greece, but need
to be well boiled, else they are purgative and
even emetic.

tan,
* tanne, v.t. & {. [Fr. tanner, from tan

= oak-bark, used for tanning.]

A. Transitive :

L Lit. : To conTert into leather, as the
skins of animals, by steeping them in an
infusion of oak or other bark, by which they
are impregnated with tannin or tannic acid,
and thus rendered fine, durable, and in some
degree impervious to water.

EL figuratively:

1. To make brown ; to imbrown by exposure
to the rays of the sun ; to sunburn.

" And therefore did he take a trusty band
To traverse Acarimnia's furest wide,
In war well seasoned, and with Ubonrs tnnn'd."

Byron : Child? Harold. 11. t.

*
2. To deprive of the freshness of youth ;

to impair the freshness or beauty of.
" Time . . . whose accidents tan sacred beantr."

Xhaketp.. : Sonnet 115.

3. To flog, to thrash. (Colloq. or slang.)

B. Intransitive :

1. Lit. : To get or become tanned : as, This
leather tans easily.

2. Fig. : To become tanned or sunburnt.

tan, . & a. [Fr. tan = oak-bark, used for

tanning, from Breton tann = an oak, tan.]

A* As substantive :

1. The bark of the oak, willow, chestnut,
larch, and other trees abounding in tannin,
bruised and broken by a mill, and used for

tanning hides. After being employed for tan-
ning, the tan is used in gardens for making
hotbeds, or is pressed and used for fuel.

2. A yellowish-brown colour, like that often
3. An imbrowning of the skin by exposure

to the sun, especially in tropical countries.

B, At adj. : Of the colour oftan ; resembling
tan.

tan-balls, *. pi. Spent tan from the
tanner's yard, pressed into balls or lumps,
which harden on drying and are used as fueL

tan-bark, . A bark containing tannic
acid, and therefore valuable for tanning. Also
(17. 6'.). a race-track covered with tan -bark.

tan-boo, s.

Hart. : A bed made of tan ; a bark bed or
stove.

tan -house, s. A building in which
tanners' bark is stored.

tan-mill, s. A mill for breaking up bark
for tanning.

tan-pickle, s. The brine of a tan-pit

tan-pit, s.

1. A sunken vat, in which hides are laid in
tan.

2. A bark-bed.

tan-spud, s. An instrument for peeling
the bark from oak and other trees.

tan-Stove, s. A hot-house with a bark-
stove ; a bark-stove.

tan-turf, *. The same as TAN-BALLS (q.v.X

tan-vat, s. A vat in which hides are

steeped in liquor with tan.

tan-yard, 5. An inclosure where the

tanning of leather is carried on.

ta'-na, s. [Native name.]
Zool. : Tujtaia tana ; a small insectivorous

mammal, from the forests of Sumatra and
Borneo, living on or near the ground. The
body is eight or nine inches long, the colour

varying in different individuals, but usually of
some shade of reddish-brown. A variety, in
which the tail is of a golden-yellow, is known
as the Golden-tailed Tana.

tan-a-ge'-tic, a. [Mod. Lat. tanacet(um)
(q.v.) ; Eng. suff. -ic.] Of, belonging to, ex-

isting in, or derived from the Tansy (q.v.).

tanacetic acid, .

Chem. : An acid said to exist in the common
tansy. It is crystalline, and is soluble in
water and in alcohol.

tan-a-ce'-tin, s. [Mod. Lat. tanacet(um);
-in (Chem.).']

Chem. : A yellowish-white granular mass
extracted from the leaves and flowers of the

tansy. It is insoluble in water, slightly soluble
in alcohol, very soluble in ether, has a bitter,

sharp taste, and is precipitated by plumbic,
ferric, and mercurous salts, not by tannic-

acid.

tan-a-ce'-tum, . [Mod. Lat., from ItaL

tanaceto = a bed of tansy.] [TANSY.]

Sot. : Tansy ; a genus of Composites, sub-
tribe Artemisieae. Strong- scented herbs,
often shrubby below. Leaves alternate,

generally much divided ; heads solitary or

corymbose, subglobose discoid, yellow ; in-

volucre hemispherical, imbricated ; receptacle
naked ; ligulate florets short and tritid or

wanting ; pappus none, the achenes angled,
crowned with a large epigynous disc and
having a membranous margin. Found in

most continents. Known species about fifty.

One is the- Common Tansy. Tanacetam tenui-

folian, from Knmaon and Western Thibet, is

used by the natives for flavoring puddings.

tan-as'-cl-um, s. [Gr. rai-aijicijs (tanalkls) =
with a long point or edge ; uoj (ake) = a point,
an edge.]

Bot. : A genus of Crescentiaceae. Climbing
shrubs, often with rooting branches, simple
or trifoliolate leaves, and white, pink, violet,

or scarlet flowers, found in the West Indies

and South America. The pulp of Tanaxium
Jaroioa is eaten, and poultices are prepared
from it. The fruit of T. albijlorum of Jamaica
is also employed for poultices. The berry ef

T. lilacinum of Guiana is edible. It is used
for dyeing cotton cloth and straw furniture.

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, poX
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = e ; ey = a; qu = &W.
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tan'-a-ger, s. [From tangara, the Brazilian
uaine of soiue of the species.]

Ornith. : A popular name for any species of
the family Tanagridse (q.y.). They were for-

merly classed with Fringillidse, and have all

the essential characters of the Finches, but
are ao far modi tied as to feed on soft fruits

and insects. They are, for the most part,
birds of very brilliant plumage ; more than
300 species are known, all American, most of
them belonging to the warmer portions of
that continent, though some are visitors to
the United States.

t&n'-a-gra, [Mod. Lat.] [TANAGER.]
Ornith. : The type-genus of the family Tana-

gridse (q.v.), with twelve species, ranging
from Mexico to Bolivia and La Plata.

tan-ag'-ri-dae, *. pi [Mod. Lat tanagr(a);
Lat. fein. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ornith. : A family of Fringillifonnes, for-

merly made a sub-family of Fringillidie, with

forty-three genera, almost peculiar to the

Neotropical region, only one genus extend-

ing into the eastern United States and the

Rocky Mountains. Primaries nine ; bill

usually conical, sometimes depressed or at-

tenuated, usually more or less triangular at

base, and with the cutting edges not much
inflected, sometimes toothed or notched ; legs
short, claws curved.

ttan-a-gii-nse, s. pi [Mod. Lat. tanagr(a);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -inoB.] [TANAGKID/E.]

tan'-a-grine, a. [TANAGRIN.E.I Resembling
a tanager ; of or belonging to the family Tana-

gridte (q.v.).

t&n'-a-fe, *. [Lat., from Or. TdvaZs (Tana'is)= the Don.]
Zool. : Cheliferous Slaters ; a genus of

Cursorial Isopods, with certain affinities to
the Macroura and to the Amphipoda. They
have a carapace, the lateral parts of which
are very vascular, and are used for respira-
tion. The first pair of legs are converted into

chelae, the six other pairs being simple. The
male is dimorphic.

Tan-chel ml anf, Tan-que-lm'-i-ans
(qu as k), s. pi [dee def.]

Church Hist. : A fanatical sect which arose
in the Netherlands, under the leadership of
Tanchel or Tanquelin, who, about 1115, pro-
claimed that he was the Son of God, and
caused churches to be erected in his honour.
After leading a licentious life for some years,
he was killed at Antwerp in 1125. His
followers were restored to the Church by the

instrumentality of St. Norbert, the founder of
the Prsemonstratensians.

tan'-dem, adv. & s. [A pun on the Lat.
tandem = at length, after a certain interval of

time.]

A. At adv. : One behind the other, as hones,
cyclists, &c. [See TANDEM, .]

B. As substantive :

1. A term applied to two horses harnessed
one in front of the other ; the front horse
being termed the leader, and the rear one the
wheeler.

2. A form of cycle made for two persons to

ride, one behind the other.
" Some of the earlier ipeclmens of the front-strer-

Ing tandem were furnished with four wheels." Field,
Hay 21. 1887.

tandem-cart, . A kind of dog-cart
drawn by a tandem. [TANDEM, B. 1.]

*tone, pa. par. ofv. [TAKEN.]

tang (1), tongge, s. (O. Dut. tanner =
sharp, tart; M. H. G. zanger = sharp, sharp-
tasted.]

1. Lit. : A strong taste or flavour, especially
a taste of something extraneous to the thing
itself.

"
It is said of the best oyl that It bath no tut, that

I*, no tang." fuller: Worthiei ; England.

2. Fig. : Specific flavour or quality ; dis-
tinctive tinge, taint, or the like ; a twang.

"
According to that of Euripides, which yet has a

tang of prophaneneu." CutltcorOt : JnteU. Syutm,
p. 878,

tang (2), *. [An imitative word ; cf. ting.}
A sound, a tone ; a twang or sharp sound.

" For he had a tonrne with a tana,
Would cry to a sailor, Go bang.

Shaketp. : Tempt*. U. 1

tang (3),
* tange, *

tongge, . [Icel. tangi
a. spit or projection of laud ; a tang ; toitg

(genit. tangar) a smith's tongs ; teugia =
to fasten.]

1. The shank of a knife, chisel, file, Ac.,
which is inserted in the haft.

2. The projecting irt of the breech of a
musket, which goes into the stock.

3. The part of a sword-blade to which the
hilt is fastened.

4. The tongue of a buckle.

tang-chisel, s. A chisel with a tang for
insertion in a handle ; in contradistinction to
a socket-chisel, which has a hollow tang to
receive the handle.

tang-fish, s. The seal. (Shetland.)

tang (4), s. [TANGLE.] Various kinds of sea-
weed (Laminaria digitata, Fucus nodosus.)

"
Calliug it the sea of weeds, or flag, or rush, or

tang."Bp. JUchardton : Choice Oluertationt, p. IL

v.t. & 'i. [TANO (2), s.]

A. Trans. : To cause to sound ; to utter

loudly. (Shal^esp. : Twelfth NiglU, ii. 5.)

B. Intrans. : To ring. (Sliakesp. : Twelfth
Night, iii. 4.)

If To tang bees: To strike two pieces of
metal together, and so to produce a loud
sound, to induce a swarm of bees to settle.

tan'-ga-lung, s. [Native name.]
Zool. : Viverru tangalunga, from Java. It

is about thirty inches in length, of which the
tail constitutes one-third. Ground colour

yellowish-gray, striped and dotted with black.

*
t&n'-gence, . [Lat. tangens = touching.]

[TANGENT.] A touching; tangency.

U Point of tangence: The point of contact
of a tangent line.

./ * [En8- tangen(t); -cy.] The
quality of state of being tangent ; a contact
or touching.

*
If Problem, of tongencies : A branch of the

geometrical analysis, the general object of
which was to describe a circle passing through
given points, and touching straight lines or
circles given in position, the number of data

being always limited to three.

tan'-gent, o. & *. [Lat. tangens, pr. par. of

tango = to touch.]

A. As adj. : Touching ; in geometry, touch-

ing in a single point: as, a tangent line,

tangent curves, &c.

B. As substantive :

1. Geom. : A straight line which meets or
touches a circle or curve in one point, and
which, being produced, will not cut it. In
Euclid (III. 16, Cor.) it is proved that any line

drawn at right angles to the diameter of a
circle at its extremity is a tangent to the circle.

2. Trig. : The tangent of an arc of angle is

a straight line, touching the circle of which
the arc is a part at one extremity of the arc,
and meeting the diameter passing through
the other extremity ; or it is that portion of a

tangent diawn at the first extremity of an arc,
and limited by a secant drawn through the
second extremity.
The tangent ia

always drawn
through the initial

extremity of the

arc, and is rec-

koned positive up-
wards, and conse-

auently,
negative

ownwards. The
tangent of an arc
or angle is also the

tangent of its sup-
plement The arc TANGENT.

and its tangent * A* a. Tangents of theclrcl*;
'. Tangent of the arc B

or of the angles DC. arts
also tangent of the supple-
ment BO, of the arc B o, and
of the supplement B o a of
the angle B o c.

ve always n

tain relation to
each other, and
when the one is

given in parts of
the radius, the other can always be computed
by means of an infinite series. Tables of

tangents for every arc from 0* to 99*. as well

as of sines, cosines, &c., are computed and
formed into tables for trigonometrical pur-
poses. Two curves are tangent to each other
at a common point, when they have a common
rectilinear tangent at this point A tangent

plane to a cnrved surface is the limit of all
secaut planes to the surface through the
point. The i>oint is called the point of con-
tact. Two surfaces are tangent to each other
when they have, at least, one point in
common ; through which, if any number of
planes be passed, the sections cut out by each
plane will be tangent to ea< h other at the
point This point is called the point of
contact Another definition is this: Two
surfaces are tangent to each other when they
have a common tangent plane at a common
point. This point is the point of contact

II (1) Artificial tangents: Tangents expressed
by logarithms.

(2) Method of tangents: The name given to
the calculus in its early period. When the
equation of a curve is given, and it is required
to determine the tangent at any point, this is

called the direct method of tangents, and
when the subtaugent to a curve at any point
is given, and it is required to determine the
equation of the curve, this is termed the
inverse method of tangents. These terms are

synonymous with the UilTerential and integral
calculus.

(3) Natural tangents: Tangents expressed
by natural numbers.

(4) To go (or fly) off at a tangent : To break
off suddenly from one couise of action, line
of thought, or the like, and go on to some-
thing else.

" From that lady his mind wandered, by a natural
process, to the dingy couutiug-huuse of Dudsou Mid
Fogg. From Dcxlsou and F,>gg s \\,Jleaoffut a tangent
to the very centre of the history of the queer client"
IHckent: fidaaick, ch. xxii.

tangent compass, s. The same as
TANGENT-GALVANOMETER (q.v.).

tangent-galvanometer, *. A form of

galvanometer in which the length of the
astatic needle employed is so short, in com-
parison with the diameter of the surrounding
copper ring through whicli the current to be
measured is passed, that the intensities of
currents may be regarded as proportional to
the tangents of the angles of deflection of the
needle. The tangents in this case serve as a
direct measure of the comparative intensities.

tangent - plane, s. A plane which
touches a curved surface, as a sphere,
cylinder, &c.

tangent-sailing, .

Navig. : llm same a.s Middle-latitude tailing.
[MIDDLE.]

tangent-scale, .

Ordn. : A species of breech-sight for cannon.
Its base has a curvature corresponding to the
circumference of the breech of the gun, and
it* face i* cut into steps corresponding to

angles of elevation. The height for each step
is found by multiplying the natural tangent
of the elevation in degrees by the distance
between the base-ring and muzzle-sight

tangent-screw, s. An endless screw

tangentially attached to the index-arm of an
instrument of precision, enabling a delicate

motion to be given to the arm after it has
been clamped to the Iim1>, and permitting
angular measurements to be made with

greater exactness than could be done wert
the movement entirely effected by hand.

tan-gen'-tial (ti as sh), a. [Eng. tangent;

ial.] Of or pertaining to a tangent; in the
direction of a tangent

"GlT the haTT planets their tangential motion."
Search: Light <rf Nature, vol. ii., ut ii., ch. ixii. ...

tangential-force, s.

L The same as CENTRIFUGAL-FORCE.

2. Mach. : A force which acts upon a wheel
in the direction of a tangent to the wheel,
and tliis is the direction in which motion 'jt

communicated between wheels and pinions or

from one wheel to another.

tangential-plane, . A tangent-plant

(q.v.).

tan - gen' - ttal - 1^ (t as h), adv. [Eng.

tangential; -ly.\ In a tangential manner ; in

direction of a tangent

tan'-er-ine, *. [See def.l An esteemed
small-fruited variety of orange from Tangier*

tan'-ghln, . [TANOHINIA.)

1. The poison of Tanghinia venenifem.

2. That tree iteelf. [TANGHINIA.]

boil, bo^; pout, jowl; cat, 90!!, chorus, chin, bench; go. gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist ph =
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tan-ghln'-I-a, *. [From tanghin, the Mada-
gascar name of Tu.ngh.in.iu i-tntnijtra. See

def.J

Bot. : Tanghin ; a genus of Plumierese. Co-
rolla salver-shaped, the tube clavate, the
throat five-toothed, anthers subsessile, fruit

ft drupe, with one or two seeds. Only known
species, Tangkinia venenilera, called also
Cerbera Tanghin, the Ordeal -tree (q.v.).
Leaves dense, clustered towards the ends
of the branches, somewhat thick, about six
inches long, alternate, lanceolate, smooth.
Flowers in terminal cymes, the tube of the
corolla green, hairy, and closed at the mouth
by five green scales ; lobes of the corolla rose-

coloured. It is the kernel of the fruit which
IB the very poisonous part.

t&n - gl - bfl - 1 - tjf, s. [Eng. tangible ; -ity. ]

The quality or state of being tangible or per-
ceptible to the touch or sense of feeling.

"
Tangibility and impenetrability, were elsewhere

mule by him the Tery essence of body." Cudmortk:
Intel I. yttm, p. 770.

tan'-gi-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. tangibilis, from
tango = to touch.]

L Literally:

1. Perceptible to the touch ; tactile.

"By this sense [touch] the fungible qualities of
bodies are discerned ; as hard, suit, smooth, rough.
dry, wet, clammy, and the like." Locke: Elrrnentt
flat. PHitot., ch. XL

2. Capable of being touched or grasped.

H. Figuratively:

1. Capable of being possessed or realized ;

real : as, tangible security.

2. Readily apprehensible by the mind ; clear,
evident.

"It promised a tanyible gain to tbe peasantry."
Century Magiuine, June. 1883. p. 253.

tangible-property, s.

Law : Corporeal property. (Wharton.)

tan'-gi-ble-ness, *. [Eng. tangible; -ness.]
The quality or state of being tangible ; tangi-
bility.

t&n'-gi-bljf, adv. [Eng. tangible); -ly.\
In

a tangible manner ; so as to be perceptible to
the touch.

tang le, s. [TANO (4), s.] A water-spirit of
the Orkneys, which appeared sometimes as a
little horse, at other times as a man covered
with sea-weed.

Tan'-gler, *. [See def.)

Geog. : A fortified town of Morocco a short
distance south-west of Gibraltar.

Tangier-pea, s.

Bot. : Lathyrus tingitaniu.

Tan'-gier-ine, *. [TANGERINE.]

t&n'-gle,
* tan gell, r.t. & i. [TANOLB, .]

A. Transitive:

L To unite or knit together in a confused
or involved manner ; to ravel ; to interweave
or interlace, as threads, so as to make it diffi-

cult to unravel.
" His speech was like a tangled chain."

Shakeip. : JiUtsnmnie,- Xi'jM'i Itream, T.

2. To ensnare, to entrap, to catch, to en-

tangle.
" And well th' Impostor knew all lures and arts
That Lucifer e'er taught to tawjle hearts."

Moore : Veiled PropJut of Khorntian.

3. To embroil, to embarrass, to involve, to

Complicate.
"Thei haue bene tangled with a certain follsh and

canureil Tile supei-stition." Op. Gardner: Of Truf
Obedience, tol. 6.

B. Intrant. : To be or become entangled or
ravelled.

tangle-foot, . A cant term for whiskey,
especially that of poor quality. ( U. S.}

t&n'-gle, *. [A frequent, from (on^ = sea-
weeil ; Dan. tang; Sw. tang; Icel. thang =
kelp or bladder-wrack ; thongull = sea-weed ;

Oer. tang sea-weed.)

L Ordinary Language :

1. One or two species of sea-weed belonging
to the genus Laminaria (q.v.). [II. 1.]

" The young stalks of Lnmmaria dimtaiti and toe-
diarina are eaten under the name of tangle." Lind-
ley : Vegetable Kingdom.

2. A confused heap or knot of threads or
other things interwoven so as not to be easily

3. Any perplexity or embarrassment.
4. A tall, lank person; any long, dangling

thing. (Scutch.)

II. Technically :

1. Botany:

(1) Laminaria digitata. It has a broad
frond one to five feet long, cut inio a variable
number of segments, and spnranges in flat

patches on the extremities of the digitnlioiis.

Very common oil the rocky coasts of Britain.

t (2) Laminaria saccharina. It has a ril >and-

shaped frond two to twelve feet long, and
sporanges, the situation of which is indicated

by a longitudinal brown mark in the centre
of the frond. Occurring with the former

species. [LAMINARIA.]
2. Naut. (PI.): A contrivance used in

dredging. In a coarse form it has long been
used in the sponge ami coral fisheries, con-

sisting of a bar supported on runners, and
serving to drag alter it a series of masses of

hemp, each of which is a sort of mop. The
fibres of the hemp entangle the smaller crus-

taceans, and many of the more minute and
delicate forms of marine life, without break-

ing or injuring them as the dredge is apt to.

tangle-fish, s. [NEEDLE-FISH.]

tangle-picker, s.

Ornith. : Strepsilas interpret, the Turnstone
(q.v.).

"It ... feeds on the smaller Crustacea, and the
soft-bodied animals iuliahitiug thin shells, turning
over stones, and searching among sea-weud for its
foud : whence its appropriate Norfolk name of 1'anale-
pKker.-'-rarrell : Brituh Bird* (ed. 4th), iU. S90.

tangle-wrack, s.

Bot. : The genus Laminaria (q.v.).

t&n'-gled (le as el), a. [Eng. tangl(e); -ed.]
Involved ; twisted or knit together con-

fusedly ; intricate.
" Dp springs from yonder tanylcd thorn,
A stag more white than mountain snow."

Scott : The Cltate, xir.

tan'-gling, pr. par. or a. [TANGLE, v.]

t&n'-gling-iy, adv. [Eng. tangling; -ly.] In
a tangling manner; so as to tangle, entangle,
or embarrass.

tan gly, a. [Eng. tangle); -y.]

1. Knotted, entangled, intricate.

2. Covered with tangle or sea-weed.
"
Panting, with eyes averted from the day.
Prone, helpless, on tbe tangly beach hu lay."

Falconer : Shipwreck, lit

t&n' gram, s. [Chinese.] A Chinese toy used
sometimes in primary schools as a means of
instruction. It consists of a square of thin
wood or other material, cut into seven pieces
of various shapes, as triangle, square, paral-

lelogram, &c., which pieces are capable of

being combined in various ways so as to form
a great variety of figures.

tang?, *. |A [TONQS.] (Scotch.)

tangue, s. [A French form of the native

name.] [TANREC.]

tan -gum, tan' gham tan'-ghan, i.

[Thibetan.]
Zool. : Equus variut, a variety or sub-variety

of the Horse ( Equus caballtu). It is considered

by Colonel Hamilton Smith to be the primeval
piebald stock of Thiliet. It occurs in Thibet,
and, according to Hodgson, in China.

tan -I er, tan'-nl-er, . [Etyrn. doubtful.]
Bot. : Caladium tagittafolium.. [CALA.DIUM,

EDDOES.]

* tan -1st, i. [Irish tanaiste = the second in

rank, the presumptive or apparent heir to a

prince, a lord ; tan = & country, region, terri-

tory.) One of a family from which the chiefs
of certain Celtic races were chosen by elec-

tion ; usually applied to the actual holder of
the lands and honours, and frequently to his
chosen successor. [TANISTBY.]

"The chieftains and the twist*, though drawn from
the principal families, were not hereditary, but were
established by election." Sume : Bitt. Eng. (an. 1612).

tan'-ist-ry, s. [Eng. tanist ; -ry.] A mode
of tenure among various Celtic tribes, accord-

ing to which the tanist or holder of lands or
honours had only a life estate in them, and
his successor was appointed by election-.

According to this system the right of suc-
cession was hereditary in the family, but
elective in the individual. The primitive in-

tention seems to have been that the inherit-
ance siiould descend to the most worthy of
the blood and name of the deceased. This
was in reality giving it to the strongest, and
the practice often occasioned bloody wars in
families.

" The Irish bold their lands by tanittry, which is
no more than a personal est.-ite for hi, life time that
is Unist, by reiison lie is admitted tuereunto by elec-
tioii." Upenur: State of Ireland.

ta'-nite, *. [Etym. doubtful.] The trade name
of a cement of emery and some binding mate-
rial, useil as a compound for grinding wheels,
disks, Japs, and in other forms.

tanite shapcr, s. A device for shaping
and sharpening moulding-bits, cutters, saws,
and other wood-working tools.

tank (1), . [Port, tangue = a tank, a pond.
Tank and stank are the same word ; Sp. es-

tangue ;.O. Fr. estanc; Fr. etang ; Prov. estanc,
stanc ; Ital. stagno, from Lat. stagnum = *
pool.] [STANK, s., STAGNANT.]

1. A cistern or vessel of large size to con-
tain liquids ; specifically

(1) That part of a tender which contains the
water. The tank varies in size, according to
the power of the engine.

(2) A reservoir from which the tank of the
tender is tilled.

(3) A cistern for storing water on board ship.

(4) The cistern of a gas-holder, in which the
lower edge of the inverted chamber is beneath
the water-surface, forming a seal for the gas.

(5) The term is also applied to a chamber
or vessel in which a liquid is stored for dis-

pensing or occasional use, as with oil, m< -lasses,

vinegar, wine, spirits, and other articles kept
in stock, for sale in measured quantities.

2. A reservoir of water for irrigation or
otiier purposes. (East Indies.)

tank-car, *.

Bail.-engin. : A large tank mounted on *

platform truck, for carrying petroleum or

other liquid.

tank-engine, tank-locomotive, .

Rail.-engin. : An engine having a tank ot

tanks enabling it to carry a supply of watei

sufficient for its own consumption without a

tender. Such are used for yard-engines, foi

side-lines of limited length, and for ascending

grades with moderate loads. The boiler and

machinery are carried on the driving-wheels,
and the variable weight of water and fuel on

the tank-truck.

tank-Iron, *. Plate-Iron, thicker than
sheet or stove-pipe iron, but thinner than

boiler-plate.

tank-valve, *.

Bail.-engin. : A form of valve used In loco-

motive water-supply tanks, for admitting
water to the discharge-pipe.

tank-vessel, . Same as TANKER.

tank-worm, .

Zool. (PI.) : The Guinea worm In a certain

stnge of its development, when the young
have been set free from the body of their

parent and inhabit the "tanks" so common
in India. It is supposed that it penetrate*
the body of bathers when it is very minute.

tank (2), . [Native name.]

1. A small East Indian dry measure of
aboat 240 grains weight.

2. A weight for pearls In Bombay of 78

grains. (Simmonds.)

tank (3), *. [TANO (3), .] The end of a file,

chisel, &c., which is inserted into the handle ;

a tang.

tank (4), . [Etym. doubtful]

Bot. : Pastinaca sativa.

tan' ka, tan'-ki-a, s. [Native Chinese name.]

1. A kind of boat at Canton, Macao, &c,,
rowed by women. It is about 25 feet long.

2. A woman who rows in such a boat.

t&n'-kard, s. & a. [O. Fr. tanquard, perhaps
formed by metathesis, from Lat. canthanu ;

Or. Ka.vdap<x; (kantharos)= a tankard ; O. Dut
tanckaert; Irish tancard.]

A As substantive :

L A large vessel for liquors, especially

fate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cfcb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. ,
= e ; ey = a: qu = kw.
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Urge drinking vessel with a cover, made of

pewter, gold, silver, &<..

2. Specif. : A vessel containing a pint ; half

tankard, or small tankard, being used for one

containing half-a-pint.
* B. At adj. : Of or pertaining to a tan-

kard ; hence, convivial, festive, jovial.

(iiilton.)
* tankard-bearer, . A person who,

When London was very imperfectly supplied
With water, carried water about in large tan-

kards holding two or three gallons from the

conduits and pumps ill the streets.

tankard-turnip, *.

ffort, <tc. . Brassica rapa oblong*, variety
or sub-variety of turnip rising high above the

ground.

tank' er, . A steamship built with tanks to

convey petroleum in bulk. (U. 8.)

tan kl-a,s. [TANKA.J

t&nk'-ite, s. [Etyrn. doubtful. Sent to

Breithaupt under this name.]

Min. : A massive mineral found at Arendal,
Norway, and said to be related to chiastolite,

bn*. Des Cloizeaux and Pisani(tlie former from
its optical characters, the latter from its chem-
ical composition) refer it to Anorthite (q.v.).

tank -ling, t. [TANO, v.] A tinkling.

tan'-llng, *. [Eng. tan; dimin. stiff, -ling.]

One tanned or scorched by the heat of the

sun.
" To be still hot summer's tnnlinat, and
The sin Inking slaves of winter.

. : Cymbelinc. IT. 4.

t&n-na,than'-na,than' a, s. [Hind. thana;

Miihratta thane a station.) A police sta-

tion ; a military post (East Indies.)

tan'-na-ble, a. [Eng. tan; -able.] Capable
of being tanned.

tan' -na dar, than' -e dar, s. [Hind, thane-

dar.} The keeper or commandant of a tainia;

a petty police officer. (East Indies.)

tan-nage (ag as Ig), . [Eng. tan; -age.]

The act, operation, or result of tanning ; a

tanning.
" They should have got his cheek fresh tannagt."

Browning : Flight of the Ducheu.

tan-nas-pld -Ic, a. [Eng. tann(ic); Mod.
Lat. aspid(ium), and sutT. -ic.) A term applied
to tannic acid derived from the male fern.

tannaspidic acid, s.

Chem. : CasHjgOu (?). A brown, shining,

amorphous mass, found in the r<K>t of the

male fern. It is insoluble in water, ether, oil

of turpentine, and fixed oils, but very soluble

in strong alcohol and in warm acetic aciJ.

Ferric chloride colours the alcoholic solution

green, and on adding ammonia a greenish

powder is precipitated.

tan nato, . [Eng. tann(ic); -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of tannic acid.

tan ne-cor-te-pi'-nlc, a. [CORTEPINITAN-
N1C.]

tan'- nen - Ite, s. [After the Taunenbaum
mines, Saxony; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : A bright metallic mineral of a tin-

white colour, crystallizing in the oitho-

rhombic system. Compos. : sulphur, !! ;

bismuth, 62-0 ; copper, 18'9, the resulting
formula being Cu

tan ner (1), *. [Eng. tan. v. ; -er.] One
whose occupation is to tan hides, or convert
them into leather by the use of tan.

"The bellows (to which a gun-barrel served for \

pipe) had no other inconvenience, than that of being
somewhat stroug-soented from the imperfection of the
tanner'* work." Anton : Yonnget, bk. 11L. ch. 11L

tanner's bark, . Bark of various trees

used by tanners, spec, oak bark. [BARK (2),

B. 3.)

tanner's waste, . Hide-cuttinga.

tan'-ner (2), . [Gipsy tano= little.] A slang

expression for sixpence. (Dickent: Martin
Ctiuzzlewit, ch. xxxvii.)

tan'-ner-jf, *. [Eng. tan ; -try.]

1. A place where the operations of tanning
are carried on.

2. The art or practice of tanning.

t&n'-nlo, o. [Eng. tann(in); He.] Pertaining
to or derived from oak bark.

tannic-acid, s.

Chem. : Tannin. A term applied to certain

astringent substances occurring in the bark
and other parts of plants, and widely dis-

tributed, in one form or another, throughout
the vegetable kingdom. They are mostly
amorphous, have a rough but not sour taste,
a slight acid reaction, and colour ferric salts
dark blue or green. Their most chaiticteristic

reaction is that of forming insoluble com-
pounds with gelatin, solid muscular fibre,

skin, &c., which then acquires the property
of resisting putrefaction, as in the tanning of
leather.

Tannic acid of the Oak :

Chem. : 271122017. Gallotannlc acid, ex-

tracted from nut-galls by long maceration of

the powdered substance with a mixture of
four parts of ether and one part of alcohol.

It forms a slightly yellowish, porous mass,
very soluble in water, less so in alcohol,

slightly soluble in ether, reddens litmus, and

possesses a pure astringent taste. It forms
neutral and basic salts, the latter absorbing
oxygen from the air and becoming brown.

tan -nl-er, s. [TANIER.]

tan-nl-ge-nam'-Ic, o. [Eng. tanni(e) ; Or.

yevvdut (gennao) to produce, and Eng. amic.]
Derived from or containing tannic acid and
ammonia.

tannigenamlo - acid, . [GALLAMIC-

ACID.]

tan nln, *. [Fr., from Mod. Lat. tanninum.]
[TAN, TANNIC-ACID.]

tan nmg, pr. par., a., A . [TAN, .]

A. & B. At pr. par. & partic.ip. adj. : (See
the verb).

" There was a fanning company, which promised to

furnish leather superior to the beat that was brought
from rurlwy." ifacaulag: UM. Eng.. ch. xix.

C. At substantive :

L Lit. : The art, practice, or process of con-

verting raw hides and skins into leather by
combining with the substance of the skin any
other comitound which has the property of

rendering it imputrescible and elastic. The

agent most generally employed is a soluble

vegetable extract termed tannin, which forms
insoluble compounds with the albumen,
gluten, gelatin, and ether components of the

skin. Another class f agents which fortify

the fibrous portions of skins against the joint
attack of warmth, air, and moisture are min-

erals, which seem to act as preservative suits

on the gelatine- fibrous structure of the skin.

Such are alum and salt, and copperas. The

larger and heavier skins, as those of buffaloes,

oxen, or the like, are technically known as

hides ; those of smaller animals, as of sheep,

calves, &c., are skins. The skins are first

stripped of the hair, wool, and fleshy parts by
steeping in pits containing lime-water of

various strengths. They are then washed in

water, scraped to get rid of adhering lime, the

ears and projecting parts cut off, and are then

ready for the tan-pits wooden-lined vats,

whose tops are level with the ground. Into

these the skins and the ground bark, or ooze

previously extracted therefrom, are put. The
skins are usually placed in horizontal layers,

but are sometimes suspended vertically. In

the process of handling, the hides are taken

out with blunt-pointed, long-handled hooks,

placed one over another, on a sloping rack

over an adjacent pit, and permitted to drain

for one or two hours. It is common to put
the skins at first into nearly spent ooze, and
transfer them successively to stronger oozes.

Those in which the tanning is effected are

called handler-liquor ; stronger oozes, used

for wiving the bloom on the surface, are

termed layer-liquor.
The Lord Treasurer Burlelgh (whoslways consulted

artificer. In their own art) wa. iiiductrtnaWdhr a
cobler In the true tanning of leather, fulltr:

WortMet: iliddlaex.

II. Figuratively:

1. Appearance or hue of a brown colour

produced on the skin by the action of the sun.

2. A thrashing, a flogging. (Slang.)

tan-nln- gen' -Ic, o. [Eng. tannin; Gr.

ytwaui (gennaS), and snff. -ic.] Containing
tannic acid.

tanningenlc acid, i. [OATECHINB.]

1. Male

TANSY.
flower: 2. Fruit i

.

Female flov

r: 2. Frui
a! bract ;

tan-nSm'-S-ter, . [Eng. tonn(in) ; o con-

nect., and meter.] A hydrometer for deter-

mining the strength of tanning liquor.

tin'-rec, . [Native name.]
Zool. : Centetes ecaudatus, a small nocturnal

insectivorous mammal from Madagascar and
the neighbouring islands. It is about fifteen
inches long, of which nearly one-third is oc-

cupied by the elongated head ; the body is

covered with bristles, hairs, and spines, the
latter forming a sort of collar round the neck.
General colour, tawny ; in the young there
are said to be longitudinal yellow streaks,
which disappear with age. They feed princi-
pally on earthworms, for which they root
with their pointed snouts, like pigs. Their
flesh is said to resemble that of the sucking-
pig, but to have a musky odour. [CENTETES,
BTKEAKED-TANREC.]

tan'-sjf, *t&n'-zey, . [Etym. unknown
(Littre), doubtful (Sir J. Hooker) ; O. Fr. ath-

anasU; Fr. tanacee, ta.uiisie; Low Lat. atiian-

asia, the name under
which the tansy was
sold in the shops in

Lyle's time ; Gr. a6av-
oo-ia (athanasia) =
immortality, a priva-
tive, and 9a.va.Tos

(thanatos) = death.

(Prior.)]

1. Bot. ; Tanacetum
vulgare. It is al>out
one to three feet high,
has bipinnatitid, in-

ciso - serrate leaves,
and flowers in a ter-

minal corymb. It is

found in w,aste places
in Britain, but often

doubtfully wild. The
whole plant is bitter
and aromatic. It is sometimes used in do-
mestic economy as an ingredient in puddings,
omelets. Ate., or for garnishing dishes ; and
medicinally as an anthelmintic and a febrifuge.

*
2. Cook. : A favourite dish of the seven-

teenth century, and even later, made of e^gs,

cream, rose water, sugar, and the juice of

herbs, as endive, spinach, sorrel, tansy, and
baked with butter in a shallow pewter dish.

H Wild Tansy :

Bot. : (1) Potentilla anserina. So named
because the leaves are much divided like

those of the tansy. Called also Goose tansy.

(2) Agrimonia Eupatoria. (Britten HollatM.)

tant, . [TAINT.] A small red spider.

*
tan-ta'-ll-an, a. [TANTALUS.] Tantalizing,

unprofitable.*
" Get much tantalum wealth.

Jtatin : H'itte'i Pilgrimage, p. M.

t&n-tal'-Io, n. [Eng. tantaKum); -ic.] Con-
tained in or derived from tantalum (q.v.).

tantalic acid, s. [TANTALIC-OXIDE.]

tantallc chloride, *.

Chem. : TaClg. Obtained as a yellow sub-

limate when a mixture of tantalic oxide and
charcoal is ignited in a stream of chlorine

gas. It is decomposed by water yielding hy-
drochloric acid and hydrated tantalic oxide.

Heated to 144, it volatilizes, and at 221*

melts to a yellowish liquid.

tantalio-oohre, .

Min. : An oxide of tantalum of a brownish

colour, said to occur on crystals of tautalite

at Penuikoja, Somero, Finland.

tantalic oxide, s.

Chem. : TajOg. Produced by burning tan-

taluminthe air. The anhydrous oxide is a

white powder, varying in density from7'02 to

8'26, and is insoluble in all acids. Hydrated
tantalic oxide, or tantalic acid, is obtained by

adding water to an aqueous solution of potas-

sium taiifailate. It is a snow-white, bulky

powder, soluble In hydrochloric and hydro-
fluoric acids.

* tan-ta-li -nae, . pi. [Mod. Lat tantal(iu)i

Lat. fern. pi. adj. sulf. -inat.]

Ornith. : In some classifications a sub-

family of Ardcid.r.

t&n'-tal-ise, v.t. [TANTALIZE.]

* tan'-tal-Ism, . [TANTALIZE.] A punish-

ment like that of Tantalus; a teasing or

bo^; itfut, jtfW; cat, 9ell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem ; thin, ^his ; sin. Of ; expect, ^phon. eytet. -Ing.

--ttailshan. -tton,-sW = shun; -lion, -tion
= shum -rfotts, -tlou, Hslou. = shfis. -We, -die, 4c. = bel, del.
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tormenting by the hope or near approach of
that which is desired, but which ia uot attain-

able ; tauulizution.
" A lively reprwentatiun of a (wrsou lying under the

tormruta of such kind of tantalum." Aitduon:
ftwcfufor. No. 90.

C&n -tal-lte, * [Bug. tantal(um) ; stiff, -tie

UTtoT]
MiH. : An orthorhorabic mineral of rare oc-

currence, found in granitic rocks rich in

all 'ire or oligoclase. Hardness, t> to 6'5 ; sp.

gr. 7 to 8 ; lustre, metallic ; colour, black ;

streak, reddish-brown to black ; opaque,
brittle. Compos. : a tantalate of the pro-
toxides of iron and manganese, part of the
tantalic-acid being sometimes replaced by
oxide of tin, forming a stanno-tantalate. For-
mula (FeOMnO), TaO8.

taa-ta -Ii um, . [TANTALUM.]

tan-tal-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. tantalise);
ation.] The act of tantalizing; the state of

being tantalized.
"
Rozinante s iwiiisand tantaltuMoni in thli night's

ronuJ." Oayton : Feitivout Xotet.

t&n' -tal-ize, t>.(. [Formed from the proper
name* Tantalus, with sutf. -ize(Fr. -iser; Lat.
izo ; Gr. -ifu>) ; Fr. tantaliser.] To tease or
torment by presenting .something desirable to
the view, hut continually frustrating the

expectations by keeping it out of rea<-h ; to
excite expectations or fears which will not be
realized : to tease, to torment.

"
I should otherwise have felt exceedingly tan-

talked with living under the walla of go great a city
full of objects of novelty, without being able to enter
It" Coo*: Third Voyage, bk. vi.. ch. Ix.

t&n'-tal-iz-er, . [Eng. tantalise); -er.J
One who tantalizes.

"
I made, however, no discovery of my detennina-

Uon to this tantoUzer.'WaJttfldd: Mtmoirt. p. Ol.

tan -tal-iz-ing, pr. par. &a. [TANTALIZE.]
A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Teasing or tormenting by pre-
senting to the view something unattainable ;

tormenting.
" In this tantalizing situation the Gloucester con-

tinued for near a fortnight, irithrat being able to
fetch the rind."- Anton : Voyaget, bk. ii., ch. a

tan'-tal-iz-Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. tantalizing;
-ly.] In a tantalizing manner; so as to
tantalize ; by tantalizing.

tan'-ta-lum, s. [TANTALUS. Named from the
difficulty with which it was obtained.]
Chem.: A pentad metallic element, symb.

Ta, at. wt. 182, Jiscovered, in 1803, by Eke-
berg, in the minsrals tantalite and yttrotanta-
lite. The metal is obtained by heating the
fluotantalate of potassium or sodium, with
metallic scd'um in a covered iron crucible,
cooling, and washing out the soluble salts
with water. It is a black powder, insoluble
in sulphuric, hydrochloric, nitric, or even in

nitrohydrodiloric acid, but is slowly dissolved
in warm aqueous hydrofluoric acid, very ra-

Eidly
when nitric acid is present When

eated in the air, it burns with a bright light,
being converted, though with difficulty, into
tanUilic oxide.

Tftn'-ta-lus, . [Lat-. from Gr. TorroAot
(Tantalus).]

1. Class. Myth. : A king of JLydia, and son
of Jupiter, wno, for an offence committed
against his father, was condemned to stand
in the lower world up to the chin in water,
which constantly eludea his lip as often as he
attempted to quench the thirst that tormented
him. Over his head grew all kinds of fruits ;

but whenever he reached forth his hands to
take them, the wind scattered them to the
clouds.

t 2. Ornith. : A genus of Wading Birds, the
type of the old sub-family Tautalina, vari-

ously placed in different classifications. Ac-
cording to Wallace it belongs to the Ciconiidse,
with five species from the Ethiopian, Ori-
ental and Neotropical regions, and the south-
east of North America. The genus is akin to
Ibis, but with a stronger bill. One of the
tpecies,

*
Tantalns(= | Ibis = Plegndis) falcin-

ellus, the Gloomy Ibis, is an occasional British
Visitor. (Yarrell: Brit. Birds, ed. 4th, iv. 213.)

Tantalus' cup, s. A philosophical toy,
consisting of a siphon so adapted to a cup
that, the short leg being in the cup, the long
leg may go down through the bottom of it.

The siphon is concealed within the figure of a

SECTION
|| SHEWINO

SYPHON

man, whose chin is on a level with the bend
of the siphon. Ueuce, aa soon as the water
rises up to the
chin of the im-

age, it begins to

subside, so that
the figure, like

Tantalus in the
fable, is unable
to quench its

thirst.

tan' - ta -

mount, v.i.

[TANTAMOUNT, a.] To be tantamount or equi-
valent.

"That which in God's estimate may tantamount to
a direct undervaluing." tip. Taylor: JSuitcovacy
Averted, fill.

tan -ta mount, * tan-ta-mont, a. [Pr.
tant (Lat. tantus) so much, as much ; Eng.
amount.] Equivalent in value, force, signifi-

cation, or effect.
" Whenever the 'jitxirals bring forward a motion re-

garded by all sides as tantamount to a vote of want of
confidence.''-^.!/!! Telegraph, Jan. IS, 1886.

TANTALUS' CUP.

[TANTA-'tan-ta mo"ilnt'-mg-ly, adv.

MOUNT.] Equivalently ; in effect.
"
Tantamountinaly to give her the Mt.' fuller :

Church I/in.. II. it 28.

tan'-tl-ty, s. [QUANTITY.]
*
tan-ttv'-y, adv. & s. [From the note of a
hunting-horn.]
A. As adv. : Swiftly, speedily.

B. As substantive :

1. A rapid, violent gallop.

2. A mixture of haste and violence ; a rash,
a torrent.

"
Sir. I expected to hear from you in the language of

the lost groat, and the prodignl son. aud not in such a
tantitry of language," Cleavtland,

3. An adherent of the Court in th time of
diaries II. ; a royalbt. (Probably from the

fox-hunting habits of the country squires of
the period.)

"
Collier . . . WM a Tory of the highest sort, inch

as in the cant of his age was called a tuntiry."l/a~
eaulay : Ktviyt ; Comic Dramntitti of the Reiteration.

IT To ride tantivy : To ride with great speed.

tan-tlv'-y, v.i. [TANTIVY, adv.] To hurry
off ; to go off in a hurry.

" Where are they gone tantinymafMad. D'Ar.
Nat Camilla, bk. ill., ch. viu

tant -ling, *. [Based on tantalize (q.v.).;]
One seized with the hope of things unattain-
able.

Tan'-tra, *. [Sans., from 'ton = to believe.]

Hind. Sacred Lit. (PI.): Compositions, great
in number and in some cases extensive, always
assuming the form of a dialogue between Siva
and his bride in one of her many forms, but
chiefly as Uma and Parvati, in which the

goddess asks her consort for directions how to

perform certain ceremonies, and with what
prayers and incantations they should be ac-

companied. In giving her information, he
warns her that it must on no account be
divulged to the profane. The Tantrikas, or
followers of the Tantras, consider them a fifth

Veda, and attribute to them equal antiqjuity
and superior authority. Prof. Horace Hay-
man Wilson believed that portions of them
are older than the Paranas, and that the
system originated in the early ages of Chris-

tianity. They were composed chiefly in

Bengal and Eastern India. The Saktas are

great supporters of the Tantras. [SAKTA.)

Tan'-trasm, *. [Eng. tantr(a); -ism.] The
doctrine of the Tantras.

Tan -tri-ka, . [Sans., &c.]

Hindooism : A follower of the Tantras.

tan -trum, *. [Etym. doubtful] A burst of
ill-humour : a fit of passion ; a display of

temper. (Generally in the plural.) (Colloq.)
" He ho* been in strange humours and tantrum* all

the morning." Lyttan : Sly Nontl, bk. xi., ch. ii.

tin'-ty, s. [Hind, tant.]

Weaving: The Hindoo loom, consisting of
bamboo beams for the warp and cloth, a pair
of heddles moved by loops, in which the big
toes are inserted, a needle which answers as a
shuttle, and a lay.

tan -y -

piis, . [Or. ra.vvirovt (tanupous), ra.va.v-

wow (tanaupous)= long striding, long-legged;

ravvta (tanuo) = to stretch, aud rroiis (pous) at

a foot,]

1. Entom. : A genus of Tipulidse. Antenii*
with fourteen articulations in both sexes, the
last but one very long in the males, all the
others nearly globular.

2. Palceont. : A species occurs in the Pur-
beck beds.

tan-y-slp'-ter-a, . [Gr. ravwlirTtpot
(taiiusipteras) having spreading wings : ravvm
(tanuo) = to spread, and vttpov (pteron) = a
wing.]

Ornith. : A genus of Alcedinidse, with four-
teen species, from the Moluccas, New Guinea,
and North Australia. Bill rather short, some-
what thick, straight, acute

;
nostrils oval ;

tail graduated, the two middle feathers th

longest.

tan-ys'-to-ma, s. [Gr. ravvut (tanuo) = to
stretch out, and o-rcVa (*toma) = a mouth.]
Entom, : A tribe of Diptera (q.v.), with

several families. The antennae consist appar-
ently of three joints, but often with indica-
tions of articulation in the third joint, and
with a terminal bristle ; the palpi of not more
than two joints, and the mouth usually per-
fect. The larvse have a more or less distinct

head, and produce free pupse.

t&n'-y-stome,s. [TANVSTOMA.] Any dipterous
insect of the tribe Tanystoma (q.v.). Th
gadfly is a familiar British example.

tan'-zl-mat, s. [Arab., pi. of tansim = a
regulation.] The name given to the organic
laws, constituting the first contribution to-

wards constitutional government in Turkey,
published in 1844 by the Sultan Abdul-Medjid.

Ta'-o-Ism, Ta'-dn-Ism, s. [See def.]

Compar. Relig. : One of the three religions
of China. Its founder, Laotse, lived, accord-

ing to tradition in the sixth century B.C. Tao
is a word meaning

"
way." It would seem

that Tao represented the course which Laotse

thought a man should pursue in order to
overcome evil. The whole teaching was vague
and unsatisfactory ; but its followers made a

great advance on those that had preceded
them, by believing firmly that ultiinately
good would gain the victory over evil, and
by insisting that good should be returned
for evil, as the sure way to overcome it. The
head of the body was a sort of patriarch, who
had the power of transmitting his dignity and
office to a member of his own family, and the
descendants of the first are said to have held
the office for centuries. Tao was afterwards

personified, and regarded as the first being of
the universe. The Taoists attributed to him
eternity and invisibility; but they do not
seem to have regarded him as being in ^iny
way able to assist or comfort his followers.

All they had to do was to contemplate him
and his virtues, and to strive to keep in the

"way." When Taoism appears as a definite

factor in the history of China, in the third

century B.C., it appears as a congeries of

superstitions : belief in the manifestations of

spirits, alchemy, astrology, searching for the
herb of immortality, and the sublimation of
the body so as to render it ethereal. Taoism
was largely modified by Buddhism, some of
the doctrines and practices of which it

adopted ; but it still adheres to its old super-
stitions, though in its treatises it enjoins
much of the Confucian and the Buddhistic

morality.

Ta'-o-Ist, Ta'-in-ist, a, & t. [Eng. Too-

(i*m), Taon(tim); -ist.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to Taoism (q.v.).

B. As subst. : A follower of Laotse ; a be-
liever in Taoism.

t&p (1), tappe,
*
tep, v.t. k i. [Fr. taper,

tapper = to tap, to strike, to hit ; Low Ger. &
Ger. tappen = to grope, to fumble ; tapp, tappe
= the fist, a blow, a kick ; Icel. tapsa = to

tap. Probably of imitative origin.]

A. Transitive:

1. To strike lightly or gently, or with some-

thing small ; to pat gently ; to strike with A
gentle blow.

"
Nigh celestial Cupid itood ;

And. tapping him, said, 'Youth, be wise."
fenton: Platonic SptU.

2. To put a new sole or heel on, as on a
boot or shoe.

B. Intrant. : To strike a gentle blow : as,
To tap at a door.

tate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cor, role, fall; try, Syrian. e, os = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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2), v.t. & i. [A.S. treppan (Somner); cogn.
with Out. tappeu ; Icel. tappa ; Dan. Uippe ;

8w. tappa; Ger. zap/en. Allied to top and
*K/M
A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To pierce so as to let out f, fluid : as, To
top a cask, a tree, &c.

2. To cause to run out by broaching the
cask or vessel ; to cause to flow.

" That blood already, like the pelican.
Hast thou tapt out, and drunkeuly carous'd."

Shaketp. : Itichard II., ii. 1.

IL Fig. : To treat in an analogous manner
for the purpose of extracting or drawing some-
thing from : as, To tap a telegraph wire.

* B. Intrans. : To draw liquors from a
cask ; to act as a tapster.

"I will entertain Bardolph ; he shall draw, he shall
tap." Shukeip. : Merry Wivet, L S.

T To tap the Admiral : To suck liquor from
a cask by a straw. Hotten says it was first
done with the rum-cask in which the body of
Admiral Lord Nelson was brought to England,
and when the cask arrived the admiral was
found "

high and dry."

tip (!),. [TAP (I),*]
1. A gentle blow ; a slight blow with some-

thing little or light ; a pat.
" Let them a while their nimble feet restrain.
And with soft taps beat time to ev'ry strain."

Jtnynt : A rt of Dancing, it

2. A piece of leather fastened upon the
bottom of a boot or shoe in repairing or re-

newing the sole or heel.

tap (2),
*
tappe, s. [A.S. teppe (Somner);

cogn. with DHL top; Icel. tappi; Dan. tap;
8w. tapp = a tap, a handful, a wisp; O. H.
Ger. zapho; Ger. zapfen.]

L Ordinary Language :

L A plug or spile to stop a hole in a cask.

2. A pipe or hole through which liquor is

drawn from a cask.
"
It was Impossible to draw out any of its contents

by a tap."-C,ok : Firit Voyaje, bk. i.. ch. ii.

3. The liquor drawn from a cask or through
a tap, especially with regard to its quality.

"It's wery little of that tap he drinks, Sammy."
Dickera : Pickwick, ch. xxvii

4. A tap-house or tap-room.
II. Mach. : A tapering, longitudinally-

grooved screw of hardened steel, having a
square head, so that it may lie turned by a
wrench. It is used for cutting an internal

crew, as that of a nut

1 On tap :

L Ready to be drawn : as, ale on tap.

2. Broached or furnished with a tap : as, a
cask on tap.

tap-bolt, A bolt with a head on one end
and a thread on the other, to be screwed into
some fixed part, instead of passing through
the part and receiving a nut.

tap-borer, *. A tapering boring instru-
ment for making spigot or bung holes in
casks.

tap-cinder, s. The clay produced in the
process of puddling Iron.

tap-bole, s. An opening at the base of a
melting-furnace for drawing off the molten
metal. It is stopped by a plug of refrac-

tory clay, which is removed in the act of
tapping.

tap-bouse, s. A house where liquors are
retailed, usually in connection with a brewery.

" For mine own part, I never come into any room
In a tap Aoiae, but I am drawn in." Shaketp. : Mea-
lure fur Measure, ii 1.

tap-plate, s. A steel plate furnished
with a number of holes which are wormed
and notched, to adapt it for cutting threads
on blanks.

tap-room, . Originally, a room in a
tap-house, where beer is served from the tap;
now applied to a room in a public-house in
which persons sit and drink, and where work-
men may cook their food.

" The ambassador was put one night into a miser-
able tup-room full of soldiers smoking." ilacaataa :

But. Eng., ch. xii.

tap-root, s. The main root of a plant,
which penetrates the earth directly down-
wards to a considerable depth ; a root in
Which the descending radicle maintains its

superiority in thickness and importance to

the rootlets which spring from it on all sides.
Example, the carrot, parsnip, or turnip. A
tap-root may be fusi-

form, uapiform, pre-
morse, filiform, or
cylindrical.

" Some put under the
trees raised of seed,
about four inches belo

TAP-ROOT.

he place where they
_ow their weds, a small
piece of til to stop the
running down of the
tap-root, which occa-
sions it to branch when
It comes to the tile."

Mortimer: Uutbundry.

tap -rooted, a.

Having a tap-root.

tap -wrench, s. A two-handled lever for
rotating a tap used in forming an tnterioi
screw-tliread. The shank of the tap is held
between & fixed and a movable die, which are
approached by a screw, and are adapted to
hold shanks of various sizes.

tap (3), s. [Top.] A top ; a head or the like.

(Scotch.)

H Tap of tow:

1. Lit. : The quantity of flax that Is made up
into a conical form to l>e put upon the distatf.

2. Fig. : A very irritable person ; a person
easily inflamed, like a bundle of flax.

tap-pickle, *. The uppermost and most
valuable grain in a stalk of oats. Hence, fig.,
one's most valuable possession, as, in the case
of a woman, chastity. (Scotch).

ta-palp'-ite, *. [After the Sierra de Tapalpa,
Mexico, where found ; suff. -ite (Min.) ; Ger.
tellurioismuthsilber. ]

Min. : Supposed to be a snlpho-telluride of
bismuth and silver, but its exact composition

colour, gray, tarnishes easily. An analysis
by Rammelsberg yielded : sulphur, 332; tel-

lurium, 24'10 ; bismuth, 48'50 ; silver, 23-35 =
99-27.

ta-pay-ax -In, t. [Native name.]
Zool. : Phrynpsoma orbiculare, a toad-like

lizarl, about six inches long, from the hill-

country of Central Mexico. There are eight
sharp radiating spines on the l>ack of the
head, and rows of scales keeled and spined on
the Hanks. General colour, a dull sand-tint
above ; yellowish beneath.

tape, *tappe, . [A.S. tceppe = a tape, a
fillet ; closely allied to tappet =a tippat, and
borrowed from Lat. tapete cloth, hangings,
tapestry (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A narrow fillet or band ; a narrow linen
or cotton fabric, twilled or plain, white or
coloured, used for strings and the like.

" Will you buy any tape, or lace for your cap,
My dainty duck, my dear-a!"

Shakesp.: Winter't Tale, ir. 1
2. A tape-line (q.v.).

3. A narrow band of paper on which mes-
sages are recorded by a telegraph apparatus.

4. Spirituous or fermented liquor. (Slang.)

IL Printing:
1. One of the travelling-bands which hold

and conduct the sheet of paper in a machine.
The nippers take the sheet from the feed-

board, and the fly, taking it from the tapes,
delivers it on to the heap.

2. A similar band in a paper -folding
machine.

tape-carrier, . A tool-holder, like a
frame-saw, in which a corundum tape is

mounted, to be used in cutting or filing.

tape-fuse, *. A long, flexible, ribbon-

shaped fuse, containing a composition which
burns with great rapidity.

tape-line, tape-measure, . A rib-

bon of tape or other material winding upon
an axis inside a case. They are made of
linen or steel, from ten to 100 fet long, and
divided into feet, inches, and subdivisions of
an inch.

tape-primer, . A narrow strip of
flexible material, usually paper, containing
small charges of fulminating composition at
short and equal intervals apart, and covered
with a waterproof composition.

tape, v.t. [TAPE,*.] To make go a gnat way;
to use sparingly.

" And ye s'all hae my skill and knowledge to ear tb*

t tape -Ism, s. [TAPISM.]

t tape' -1st, *. [TAPIST.]

tap'-en, a. [Eng. tap(e\ s. ; -n.J Made of
tape.

ta'-per, .&<*. [A.S. tapor, toper; Ir. tapar ;
Wei. tumpr.]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

L A small wax-candle, usually having a
long wick with such a covering of wax as to
allow the taper to be coiled ; a small lighted
wax candle ; a small light.

" To guide his dangerous tread, the taper* gleam."
Wordtmrtli: Itetcriptive AeicKei.

2. Tapering form
; gradual diminution of

thickness in an elongated object ; that whiclv
possesses a tapering form.

" In shape it differs somewhat from the Wbitehead.
being not only a third longer, but having a blunte*
head and -a greater length of taper aft." Daily Tilt,
graph, tiept. 25, 1886.

II. Bot. : Verbascum, Thapsus. [HIGTAPER.)
B. As adjective :

L Ord. Lang. : Long and becoming regu-
larly more slender towards the point ; taper-
ing toward one end.
" With ample forehead, and with spreading horns.
Whose taper tops refulgent gold adorns.'

Pope : Homer ; Iliad x. SSO.

IL Bot. : Terete (q.v.).

taper-file, s. A file which is rectangular
in section, and whose thickness and width
gradually decrease toward the point.

taper-pointed, a.

Bot. : Acuminate (q.v.).

taper-vice, s. A vice whose cheeks are

arranged to grasp objects whose sides are no*
parallel.

ta'-per, v.i. & t. [TAPER, *,]

A. Intransitive:

L To become gradually slenderer; to di-
minish in one direction; to become gradually
less in diameter.

" Around the tapering top a dove they ty."
I'itl : Virgil ; .Kutid T.

2. To diminish ; to grow gradually less.

B. Trans. : To cause to taper ; to make
gradually smaller, especially in diameter.

"
I never saw any single tree-masts so big in th

body, and so long, and yet so well tapered. Dam-
pier : Voyages (an. 1687).

*ta'-pered, a. [Eng. taper; -ed.] Provided
with tapers ; lighted with a taper or tajiers.

ta per-ing, pr. par. or a. [TAPER, v.] Be-

coming gradually smaller in diameter towards
one end ; gradually diminishing towards a

point. " Kadi tall and tnpering mast
Is swung into Its place."

Lonafelloic : HuUding of t\e SMp.

ta'-per-Ing-iy, adv. [Eng. tapering; -ly.]

In a tapering manner.

*
ta'-per-ness, *. [Eng. tftper; -nets.] Tho
quality or state of being tapering ; tapering
form.

"A Corinthian pillar has a relative beauty, de-

pendent on it* taperneu and foliage." Shenttone : On
Taste.

*
ta'-per-wife, adv. [Eng. taper; -wise.] In
a tapering manner ; taperingly.

"
It groweth tn/irrifif, sharpe and pointed In tb

top."?. Uolland: Plinie. bk. xvl.. elk xvi.

tap -is, . [Gr. ram)* (tapes)= a, carpet, a

rug.]

Zool. A Polmont. : A genus of Venerida

(q.v.); outline of shell ovate, oblong, urn-

bones turned forward, margin smooth, si-

phonal fold deep and ronmled. The animal
is eaten in North America and on the coast of

Europe. About eighty recent species, widely
distributed, from low water to 100 fathoms.

Fossil six, from the Pliocene of Europe.

tap -eVtrled. o. [Eng. tapestry ; -ed.] Fur-

nished or hung with tapestry.
In vain on glided roof they fall.

And lightened up a bipnrritd wall.

Soott : Lady of the Lakt, Ti. A

boil, b6y : pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, 9bln, bench : go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenopbon, cjfiat. pb = f.

-dan, -tian = sban. -tion, -sion = shun; -(ion, -sioa = znun. -dons, -tious, -clous = sous, -ble, -die. <tc. - bel, del.
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tap'-gs-try,
*
tap-es-trlo.

*
tap-es-trye,

*
tap-is-trie, tap-is-try, s. [A corrupt.

of rr. tupusserie, t'nun tupisser = to furnish
with tapestry; hijiis = tapestry, from Low
Lat.

tapeciits
= taiestry, Irom Lat. fej;>e;e =

cloth, hangings; Gr. TOUT)* (tafiis), geuit.
Tomj-o? (tuft-tot) = a carpet ; S]>. ta^iiz =
tapestry ; Ital. tapfzaerio = tapestry.]

Fabric: A kind of woven hangings of wool
or silk, frequently raised and enriched with

gold and silver, representing figures of men,
animals, historical subjects, &c. The term
is of somewhat indefinite meaning, and the

purpose equally indeterminate. It was origi-

nally intended for hangings, to hide the wall,
or make a screen or curtain. Hand tapestry
is embroidered by the needle, woollen or silken
threads lieing worked into the meshes of a
fabric. The term is also applied to a variety
of woven fabrics having a multiplicity of
colours in their design, but having no other
characteristic of true tapestry.

-The tn tfUry. the bedding, the wtnseot wen
0,111 in a blnxe."- Jtiicaulay : ttitt. Sng., cli. zxlll.

1 The art of making tapestry was known
to most of the ancient nations. The hangings
and walls of the Jewish tabernacle were a
kind of tapestry, some made l>y the needle
and some woven (Exod. xxvi. 1, 31, 86, xxxv.

85). There was a kind of tapestry in the
houses of the Anglo-Saxon chiefs. That of
the ordinary type WHS introduced, or reintro-

duced, into Europe by the Saraceus, and those
Frenchmen who made it were called Sarazinois.
The factory at Arras was so celebrated from
the fourteenth to the sixteenth century that
the name of the town came to lie used for the
fabric. [ARRAS, GOBELIN.] The art reached

hi^h perfection in Flanders in the fifteenth

century. In the reign of Henry VIII. tapestry-
Weaving was introduced into England, and a

manufactory was commenced at Mortlake in

1619. At first tapestry was used chiefly
to decorate churches, but was afterwards

employed to beautify the mansions of the

Sristocraey.
The scenes repiesented have

istoric interest, from the vivid representa-
tion which they present of contemporary life.

[BAYEUX-TAPESTRV.] The art is now more
common in the East than the West, the use of

tapestry having been superseded in Europe
by painting, the pairing of walls, &c. ; but
the celebrated manufactory in the Avenue
des Gobelins, P.,ris, which became a State
institution in the reign of Louis XIV., still

flourishes, and the tapestry produced there
is as superior to the Bayeux tapestry as a

picture by Rubens is to the crude outline

drawings of early Egyptian art.

tapestry-carpet, s. A two-ply carpet
in which the warp is first printed and then
woven.

--, v.t. [TAPESTRY, .] To adorn
or hang with, or as with tapestry.

" Be my chftmber tapettried
With the showers of rammer."

E. B. Brovning: HOUM of CIowU.

tap et, 'tap ette,
'

tap ite, s. [Lat.
tapete.] [TAPRSTRY, s.] Worked or figured
tuff; tapestry, carpet.

' He commaunded niche u were about hym y they
bald* si mldc * taittte vpon t! e gruuude, A than
lay* hym vpou the uyde tapet-'Fatyan : Chronycli,
ch. ccxxxL

tap -e-ti, s. [Native name.]
Zool. : I^epiis brasiliensis, found throughout

Brazil, and on various parts of the Andes in
Bolivia and Peru.

tap -et-less, a. [TAP (3), i.] Not having a

tap or head ; hence, heedless, foolish. (Scotch.)
" The tnp'tl'i* nuufeezled hi zie

She'i aaft at beat, uid something lazy."
Burnt : EpitUe to J. Lapraik.

ta- pe'-tfim, . [Mod. Lat., from Lat. tapeU= a carpet, tapestry.)

1. Annt. : Certain cross fibres of the corpus
mllosum spreading outward on the roof of
the lateral ventricles of the cerebrum.

2. Compar.Anat. : A shining spot on the out-
sMe of the optic, nerve in the eyes of certain

animals, which is owing to the absence of the
pigmentum nigrum occasioning the reflection
of a portion of the rays from the membrana
rvyscJiinna. Its use appears to be to cause a
douUe impression on the retina, and thus add
to the intensity of vision. It may be observed
distinctly in the eye of the common cat

tape'-worm, s. [Eng. tape, and worm.]
L Zool. : An intestinal worm, Tasnia, solium,

in form somewhat resembling tape. Its length
is from five to fifteen yards, and its breadth
from two lines at the narrowest part to four or
five at the other or broader extremity. At
the narrow end is the head, which is ter-

minated anteriorly by a central rostelluin,
surrounded by a crown of small recurved
hooks, and behind them four suctorial de-

pressions ; then follow an immense number of

segments, each full of microscopic ova. The
segments are capable of lieing detached when
mature, and reproducing the parasite. The re

is no mouth ; but nutrition appears to take

place through the tissues of the animal, as

algae derive nourishment from the sea-water
in which they float. The digestive system
consists of two tubes or lateral canals, ex-

tending from the anterior to the posterior end
of the. body, and a transverse canal at the
summit of each joint. The tapeworm lives in

the small intestines of man, affixing itself by
its double circle of hooks. When the repro-
ductive joints or proglottides become ma-
ture, they lireak off and are voided with the
stools. They may get into water, or may DO
blown about with the wind, till some of them
are at length swallowed l>y the pig, and pro-
duce a parasite called Ci/sticercus celluloses,
which causes measles in the pig. When the

measly pork is eaten by man, a tapeworm, the

ordinary Tcenia solium, appears in his intes-

tines. This species mainly affects the poor,
who are the chief pork-eaters. Called more
fally the Pork Tapeworm. The Beef Tape-
worm, Tcenia, mtdiocanellata, has no coronet
of hooks on the head. The segments are
somewhat larcer than in the ordinary tape-
worm. It is fifteen to twenty-three feet long.
The cysticercus of this species forms measles
in the ox, and is swallowed by man in eating
beef. It chiefly affects the rich. The Broad

Tapeworm, Dothriocephalus latin, is twenty-
five feet long by nearly an inch broad, and
chiefly aflects the inhabitants of Switzerland,
Russia, and Poland.

2. Pathol. : Sometimes a person infested

by a tapeworm ex]>erience8 no inconvenience,
and never suspects the existence of the para-
site till segments of it are passed. Or there

may be continual craving for food, debility,

pain in. the stomach, irritability of the blad-

der, itching about the nose and anus, vertigo,
noises in the ears, faintness, restlessness, ana
emaciation. [HYDATJDS.]

t tapeworm-shaped, a.

Sot. : Long, cylindrical, and contracted in
various places, like the tapeworm.

taph 6 nyc'-ter Is, *. (Or. Taf>o (taphos)= a tomb, and wKTtpis (nuUerls) = a bat.)

[TAPHOZOCS.]

taph-d-zo'-iis, . [Gr. rafa* (taphos) = a

tomb, and ow (zoo) = to live. So named by
Geoffroy because he discovered the type-
species, Taphozous pei-foratus, in the chambers
of the Pyramids. [TOMB-BAT], The other

species share its fondness for dark places.]

Zool. : A genus of Bats, belonging to the

group Emballonurae of the family Emballon-

uridw, from the Ethiopian, Oriental, and
Australian regions, with ten species ranging
into Egypt and Palestine. Most of these bats
have a peculiar glandular sac between the

angles of the lower jaw ; it is always more
develoi>ed in males than in females, which,
in some species, do not possess any trace of

it, though in the males of the same species
it may be quite distinct. In Taphozous mela-

noiwgon, from India and the East Indies, it is

absent from both sexes. In the seven species
forming the sub-genus Taphozous, a small
band of integument passes from the inferior

surface of the fore-arm, and forms, with the

wing-membrane, a small pouch ; in the other
three species (forming the sub-genus Taph-
onycteris) this pouch is absent.

taph -ren chy ma, s. [Gr. ro^po? (tnphros)
a ditch, and tyxvpa- (engchuma) = infusion.)

Bot. : [BOTHRENCHYMA].
* tap -In age (age as ig), *. [Fr. taplnois =
by stealth.] A lurking or skulking. (Gower :

C. A., T.)

tap-I-6'-ca, s. [The Brazilian Indian name.]

Food Products : The powdered root or rhi-

zome of Manihot utUisfima (Jatropka Manihot).
The root, which is alwint thirty pounds in

weight, and is full of a poisonous juice, is

washed, rasped, or rasped and grated, to a

pulp. This, lieing well bruised and thoroughly

TAPIOCA -STARCH.

washed, is heated on iron plates, by whlck
process the poison is drawn off. The powder,
when dry, consists of pure starch, and is baked
into bread by the
natives of Centiul
America. In the
United States it

is usually made
into puddings, and
forms a light and
nutritious diet.

Pearl tapioca is

made from pre-
pared grain.

taploca-
tarch, s.

Chein. : Purified
cassava floui (q.v.).
The granules somewhat resemble sago starch
in form, but are smaller. They are round at
one end, and truncated at the other. The
hi. urn, which is situated at the round end of
the granule, is, in some, a slit, in others a
distinct cross. Like sago, it is frequently
added to the cheaper varieties of arrowroot.

ta'-pi-o-lite, . [After the name of an
ancient Finnish mythological subject.]

Aiin. : A tetragonal mineral occurring in a
pegmatitic granite near Sukula, Tammela,
Finland. Hardness, 6'0 ; sp. gr. 7-35 ; lustre,
adamantine to metallic ; colour, pure black.

Compos. : tantalic acid, 83'1 ; protoxide of

iron, 16-9 = 100, which corresponds with the
formula 5FeO,4TaOj.

ta'-pir, s. [From the French form of the
native Brazilian name.]

Zool. : Any individual of the genus Tapirus
(q.v.). The South American tapir (Tapirus
americanus) is about the size of a small ass,
but more stoutly built, legs short, snout pro-
longed into a proboscis, but destitute of the

finger-like process which is present in the

elephant's trunk. The skin of the neck forma
a thick rounded crest on the nape, with a
short stiff mane. It is common throughout
South America, ranging from the Isthmus of
Darien to the Straits of Magellan. The
colour is a uniform deep brown, but the

TAPIRS.

A. Malayan. B. American.

young are marked with yellowish stripes and
6p"ts. There is another American species

inhabiting the Corderillas ; the back is

covered with hair, and the nasal bones are

more elongated, on which account Gill has

given it generic rank. [TAPIRUS.] The Ma-
layan tapir (T. malayanits) is rather larger
than the American species, and has a some-
what longer proboscis ;

it is maneless. The
colour is glossy black, with the back, rump,
and sides white, the two colours being dis-

tinctly marked off from each other without

any graduation. Tapirs inhabit deep recesses

of forests, delighting in water, and feeding on

young shoots of trees, fruits, and other vege-
table substances. They are inoffensive, never

attacking man, and are easily tamed. Their
flesh is eaten, but is somewhat dry, and their

hides are made into leather.

ta-plr'-a-vus, s. [Mod. Lat. tapir(us), and
'Lat. avus an ancestor.]

Palceont. : A genus of Tapiridse (q.v.), from
the Miocene of North America.

ta-pir'-I-d88, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. tdpir(us);
"Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

1. Zool. : A family of Perissodactyla (q.v.),

with a single genus. [TAPIRUS.]

2. Palceont. : There are several fossil genera,

commencing in the Eocene.

ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, tether; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

or. wore, W9lf, work, who, son ; mate, ottb, euro, unite, oar, rale, fall; try, Syrian. e, ce = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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s. fEng., &c. tapir, and Qr.
vs (odous), geuit. U&OVTOS (odontus)= a tooth.

]

Palceont. : A genus of Mammals having
teeth like those of the tapir. Oue species,
from the Red Crag.

ta-pir oid, a. [Eng. tajdr; -aid.] Allied to
the tapir or the tapir family.

"In France it isassoclHted with two tapiroid gene
D,iw/,ini: Early Man in Britain, ch. M.

ta'-pir-US, s. [Mod. Lat., from tapir (q.v.).]

1. Zool. : A genus of Tapiridae, from the

Neotropical and Oriental sub-regions. Nose
prolonged into a short, movable proboscis,
skin very thick and covered with close short
hair, neck furnished with a kind of stiff mane ;

tail very short, ears small, erect, and pig-
like ; four toes on the fore feet, three on the
hind feet, separate, and ending in nail-like
hoofs ; skull pyramidal, as in the h<>g, with
the nasal bones much arched for the muscles
of the proboscis. The apparent anomaly of

classing animals with lour toes with the
Pcrissodactyla is explained by the fact that
one <>f the toes (the fifth digit) is non-func-
tional, and does not touch the ground. Autho-
rities di tier greatly as to the number of species
from America, one of which has lieen sepa-
rated generically by Gill under the name of

Elasmognathus. Tapinis malnyanus is from
the Malay Peninsula and adjacent islands.
The genus is allied both to Sus and Rhino-
ceros.

2. Palceont. : The genus appears first in
the Miocene, and is widely distributed in the
Post-Pliocene of North America.

ta pis (s silent), s. [Fr.] [TAPESTRY, .] Car-
peting, tapestry.

If To be (or come) on (or upon) the tapis : To
be or come under consideration, in allusion
to the tapestry used to cover the table in a
council-room. [CARPET, ., II.]

" Lord Churchill and Lord Godolphin went away,
and gave no votes in the matter which was upon tin
tapit."Lord Clarendon : Diary. (1C90.)

ta'-pis, v.t. [TAPIS, .] To cover with figures
like tapestry.

"The wiudowes beautified with greene quishlns,
wrought and ta/iitsed with flonres of all colours." P.
Holland : Plinie. bit. xiz.. ch. iv.

ta'-pls-er, s. [Fr. tapissier.] An upholsterer,
an embroiderer, a maker of tapestry.

" An haberdasher, aud a cariwuter,
A webbe, a deyer. and a tap'uer.

Chaucer : C. T.. 863. (ProL)

ta'-pJsh, *ta-plse, v.i. [Fr. tapissant,
pr. par. of (se) tapir= to be close to the ground,
to squat.] To hide, to conceal one's self, to
lie in ambush, to lurk ; to lie close to the

ground, as partridges, &c.
With Joy alle at ons the! went tille Snawdona
On Juor i lul. that tapited by that side.
To purueie tliaui a skulkyng, on the Englis eft to

ride." Robert at Brunne, p. 3.

t tap'-Ism, tape'-ism, s. [Eng. tape ; -ism.]

Rad-tapism (q.v.).

ttap-ist, tape'-1st, s. [En?, tape; -1st.]
One to whom red t ipe is everything ; a close
adherent to prescribed form.

tap-ite, v.t. [TAPITE, $.] To cover with
tapestry."

I woll do paint with pure gold
Aud tapiie hem full inauyfuld."

Chaucer : Dreme.

tap-ite, s. [TAPET.] Tapestry (q.v.).

tap-I-te'-lae, s. [Lat. tap(ete) = a carpet ; i

connect., and tela = a web.J
Zool. : Walckna'er's name for a sub-division

of Araneidse, containing tliose spinning great
welis of a close texture like hammocks, and
dwelling in them to catch their prey.

t&p'-lash, s. [Eng. tap (2), s., and lash,

prob. lush.]

1. Poor beer ; small beer.
" Did ever any man run such taptnih as this at first

broaching?" Parker: Reproof of Rehcartal Trant-
proud, p. 111.

2. The last running of small beer ; the

dregs or refuse of liquor.

tap -lings, *. pi [TAP (3), *.] The whang-
leather straps which connect the souple aud
hand-staff.

t&p -net, s. [Etym. doubtful.] Arush basket
in which tigs are imported.

tappe, *. [TAP.]

tap'-pet, s. [A dimln. from tap (1), v.J

Machinery :

(1) A projecting arm which is touched by
a cam or other moving object, in order to
impart an intermittent reciprocation to the
rod. Specially used as a valve-motion in

steam-engines.

(2) A similar device on the stem of a stamp
In an ore-buttery. It is struck by a cam,
lifting the stamp, which falls as the cam
slitles from under the tappet, its shoe strikiug
the ore in the mortar.

tappet motion, s.

Steum-eng. : The apparatus for working the
valves of some forms of condensing engines.
Tiie valve-rods have levers attached, which
are moved by projecting tappets on a rod
connected to the beam.

tappet-wheel, s.

Mach. : A wheel having spurs on its peri-
phery, adapted to trip a lever, trip-hammer,
fulling-mallet, &c., or to raise the stamps of
an ore-mill.

*
tap-pice, v.i. [TAPISH.]

tap ping, *. [TAP (2), v.]

1. Founding: The jarring of a pattern In its

bed in the sand to give it clearance. With
small castings this is done by sticking a
skewer into the pattern, and tapping it with
the slicker or trowel ; with larger castings
more energetic means are employed, but in
the same way.

2. Meek. : The act or process of forming a
screw thread iu a hole.

3. Afech. Domestic: Boring a hole in a
pipe, cask, &c., to insert a plug, connect a

branch-pipe, or introduce a faucet, as the case

may be.

4. Surg. : The operation of removing fluid
from any of the serous cavities of the body
in which it has collected in large quantity ;

paracentesis. It may be practised on the

abdomen, the thorax, the gall-bladder, &C.

tapping-bar, .

Founding : A round bar with a sharp point,
used f>r letting out the metal from the furnace
into the ladles.

tapping-cock, s. A cock having a taper
stem, enabling it to be fixed firmly in an
opening by driving.

tapping-drill, *. A drill for boring
holes in water mains and pipes.

tapping-gouge, *. A gouge used in

tapping the su^ar-niaple, and in making the

spiles by which the sap is conducted to the
buckets.

tap-pit, a.. [TAP ($),.] Crested,

tappit-hen, s.

1. Lit. : A hen with a crest.

2. Fig. : A tin pot with a nob on the top,
containing a quart of ale.

" Their hostess . . . appeared with a huge pewter
meaaurlug-i>t. containing at Iratat three Euulij.li

quarts, familiarly denominated a tappit-hen, aud
which. In the laugn:ige uf the hostess, reamed (i.e.

mantled) with excellent claret just drawn from the
cask." Scott: tt'averley, ch. xL

tap sal-tecr'-ic, adv. [TAP (3), .] Topsy-
turvy. (Scotch.)

tap'-ster,
*
tap-stere, s. [A.8. tceppestre,

a fern, form of t<.epl*rt = a tapper.] [-STER.]
One who taps or draws ale in an alehouse.

(The word was originally feminine.)
"
Shrill- tongued taiittrn answering every call."

Oiakcip. : 1'enu* t Adonit. M>.

tap'-ster-ljr, o. [Eng. tapster; -ly.] Be-

fitting a tapster ; low ; vulgar.
" In any tapt'erlie tearmes." Jfatht ; Inirodutt. to

Bnene't Uenap\on, p. 8.

tap-tod , *. [TATTOO, s.] A beat of a drum.

ta-pu , s. [TABOO.]

*
ta'-pul, *. [Etym. doubtful.]

Mil. : The sharp projecting ridge down the
centre of some breast-plates.

tap'-wort, . [Eng. tar (2), s., and wort.]
The refuse of the tap : dregs.

Breton : Joya of lilt Btad, p. M.

ta'-qna, . [TAOUA.]

ta-qua rus -sa, , [Brazilian.]
Bot. : Tlie name given to some Brazilian

reeils, of the order of Grasses, growing from
thirty to forty feet high in the Brazilian
forests, with a diameter of six Inches. Be-
tween the joints tliey are full of a cool liquid,
which quenches the most burning thirst

tar (l), tarre,
*
terre, s. [A.S. teoru, tern;

cogn. with Uut. teer; Icel. tjara; Dan. titere;
Sw. tjam; Low Ger. tar ; Get. theer ; Ir. tearr.]

1. Chem. : A thick, dark-brown, viscid, oily
liquid, produced, together with otherproducts,
in the dry distillation of organic bodies and
of bituminous minerals. [COAL-TAR.] The
chemical constitution of tar is very com-
plicated, but it appears to be a mixture of
various substances, acid, alkaline, and nentraL
True vegetable tar has always an acid reaction,
and is readily miscible with alcohol, glacial
acetic acid, ether, chloroform, benzol, &c. It
is largely used for coating the planks and
cordage of ships, for the preservation of
fences, for making pitch, &c.

2. Mannf. <fc Comm. : Tar from the pine-tree,
Piniu sylvestris, is brought from Russia, Nor-
way, Germany, and Sweden. It is superior
to that manufactured in the United States Irom
other species of pine, though the latter is

produced iu great quantities in the vast pine
forests of Noith and South Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, and other southern states. Tar is

produced in these regions by a smothered
burning of the long-leaved pine, earth being
laid ou the lirap* of billets to deaden the fire.

As it burns the distilled tar runs out through a
spout provided for that purpose. From wood
tar is further distilled wood vinegar, which in
its turn yields wood naptha. Coal tar, long a
troublesome product of gas works, is now being
made very useful, crude naptha being produced
from it. The uaptha when purified has many
imiwrtant uses, among them the dissolving of
India-rubber. Among the other products of
coal tar are the highly important ones of car-
bolic acid aud the aniline colors. [COAL-TAB.]

3. Pliarm. : Tar is an external stimulant
given in psoriasis, eczema, and other skin
diseases. Its vapour inhaled is of use in
chronic bronchitis aud phthisis.

4. A sailor, a seaman. (In this sense
shortened from tarpaulin (q.v.).

"His tart passed their time In rioting among tb*
rabble of Portsmouth." Macaulay : lint. ng., ch, zir.

tar-board, a.

Paper : A strong quality of millboard mad*
from junk and old tarred rope.

tar-water, .

1. A cold infusion of tar, formerly a cele-

brated remedy for many chronic affections,

especially of the lungs. I n 1747 it was str< >ngly
recommended by the metaphysician Berkeley,
Bishop of Cloyne, in his Slrls.

" Or haply when their spirits fan'ter,

Sprinkling uiy L..nl of Cluyiii-'s tar-miter."
Shrnitone : I'rogreu of Taite, 1.

2. The ammoniacal water obtained by con-
densation in the process of gas manufacture.

tar-well, t.

Gas-works : A tank containing water, through
which gas is passed to extract the tar.

tar, v.t. [TAR, .]

1. To smear or cover with tar.

2. To smear, to cover, to impregnate.
"
I have uoluted ye, and turr'd ye wllh my i!octrlnv
And yet the inurren sticks to ye."

Braum. t Fltt. : Spanish Curate, ill. 1

T (1) Tarred with the same brush : Having
the same vices or peculiarities ; suh.cct to

the same treatment.

(2) To tar and feather a person: To pour
Seated tar over him, and then cover him with
feathers. The practice is very old, and it

now practically discontinued.

tar (2), . [TARE.]

tar-fitch, .

Bot. : Vicia hirsuta.

tar-grass, .

Bot. : Kicia hirsuta or V. Craeen.

ta'-ra (1), . [Tasmaulan or Maori (?).]

Bot. : The tara fern,

tara fern. s.

Bot. : Pteri esculenta. [PTERU.J

ta'-ra (2), . [TARO(I).]

boll, b6y ; pout, jdwl; cat, 90!!, chorus, 9hin. bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, a; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.
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ta-r&e'-tef, s. [Or. T<xpa*nj (taraktii) = a

disturb*!-.]

Iclitky. : A genus of Coryphanida. Pelagic
flslies, allied to Brama (<i.v.), from tropical
and tempuruU Mas.

ta-ra-gui -ra, i. [Mod. Lat, from natlvt

name.]
Zool. : A genus of Ignanldee, from tropical

America. Back not crested ; scales of liack

small, of throat granular; tail round, with a
slight crest and moderate scales ; ear toothed
in front

tar-a-mi'-ra, . [Hind.] See compound.

taramira oiL . An oil expressed from
the seeds of Eruca sativa, cultivated in parts
of India. The oil is like colza-oil, except in

colour. It is used in India for anointing the
the liair and for food.

ta-ran'-dus, . [Lat., a word occurring
Pliny : Nat. Hist., viii. 52.]

Zool, : A synonym of Rangifer (q.v.).

Tar-in -n6n, *. [Seedef.]

Geog. : A valley and river in North Wales,
between Llanidloes and Uuras Moroddry.

Tarannon-shale, *.

GeoL : Prof. Ramsay's name for certain beds

existing at Tarannon and elsewhere, from
South into North Wales. They are 1,000 to

1,500 feet thick in some places, and contain
numerous species of Graptolites, corals of the

genera FavositesandCyathophyllum.acrinoid
(Actinocrinus pulcher), and a hrachiopod
(Lingula symondsii). Lyell combined them
with the Wnolhope Limestone and Shale and
the Denbighshire grits, placing the whole
under the Wenlock Formation (Upper Silu-

rian). Etheridge makes them of Lower
Wenlock age. Called by Sedgwick, Rhayader
Slates.

Tarannon-slates, s. pL [TARAN.SON-
SHALE.]

tar-an-tass', s. [Russ.] A large covered

travelling carriage, without springs, but ba-
lanced on long poles which serve the purpose,
and without seats. Much used in Russia.

ta-ran tel -la, s. [Ital.]

Music : A rapid Neapolitan dance in trip-
lets. So called because it was popularly thought
to be a remedy against the supposed poisonous
bite of the Tarantula spider, which was said
to set peoole dancing. Older specimens of
the dance are not in triplets. [TARANTULA.]

ta-ran'-ti^m, tar-an tis mus, s. [Fr.
tarantisme ; Ger. tarantismiis, from ItaL ta-

rantula (q.v.).]

Mental Path. : An epidemic dancing mania,
prevalent in Italy in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, originating in an exaggerat d
dread of the consequences resulting from the
bite of the tarantula (q.v.), as a remedy
for which the dance of the same name was
adopted. This mania was most prevalent
in Apulia, but spread over the great part
of the peninsula. Tarantism was closely
allied to St. Vitns's Dance, and other epidemic
nervous disorders of the latter period of the
middle ages, but differed from them in its

origin, in the wasting away of the sufferers,
in their rhythmic movements, their partiality
for brightand luminous surfaces, their- passion
for music, and its employment as a means
of cure. According to other authorities, the
disease consisted in the sufferer being attacked
with extreme somnolency, which could only
be overcome by music and dancing. It has
long been satisfactorily established that the
bite of the tarantula is incapable of producing
serious consequences ; so that while it is pos-
sible that some minor physical symptoms may
have resulted from the direct effect of the bite,
the mental disturbances and muscular agita-
tions were certainly due to the secondary
effects . of these physical results upon the

imagination.
"Of longer duration than the dancing epidemics of

Northern Europe, turantiim was at its height in the
seventeenth century, and gradually died out In the
eighteenth, leaving only a designation for a lively
dance as iti harime*s legacy." Quoin : Diet. Mad.,
p. 1.588.

ta-ran'-tu-la, J. [Ital. tarantella ; O. Ital.

tarantula; Ff. tnrentule, from Lat. Tarentum
(now Taranto), a town In the south of Italy,
where the animal is found.]

1. ZooL : Lycosa tarantula, a large spider,
with a body about an inch in length ; its bit*
was loruied} supposed to produce tarautum

TARANTULA.
(One-third natural rf.)

(q.r.), and doubtless, in some cases, produces
disagreeable symptoms. It is a native of

Italy, but varieties, or closely allied si>ecies,
are found throughout the south of Europe.
An American tarantula (Euryphelma htntzi),
found in sub-tropical regions, closely resembles
the European variety. Its bite is much dreaded.

*2. The same as TARANTISM (q.T.).

3. A dance ; also the music to which it is

performed. [TARANTELLA.]
* ta ran -tu-lat ed, a. [TARANTULA.] Bit-
ten by a tarantula ; suffering from tarantism.
" Motions uuwiird its pow'rs have shewn.
Tarantuluted by a tune." Oreen : The SpUen.

tar a-pa-ca'-ite, s. [After Tarapaca, Peru,
where found; suff. -ite (/Win.).]

Min. : A mineral described by Raimondi as

occurring in minute fragments, mixed with
nitratine (q.v.). Colour, a brilliant yellow.
Compos. : essentially a chromate of jiotassium ;

Dana suggests that it needs further examina-
tion.

ta-rax'-a-In, s. [Lat. taraxacum) ; -in.]

Chem. : The bitter principle of dandelion-

root, extracted from the milky juice by boiling
with water and allowing the concentrated
decoction to evaporate. It forms warty crys-
tals of a sharp, bitter taste, soluble in ether,
alcohol, and boiling water.

ta-rax'-a-cum, s. [Or. rapofis (tarms) =
confusion, from Tapd<ro-<i> (tarasso) = to stir

up. Named from its alterative effects.]

1. Sot. : Dandelion ; a genus of Lactuceae.
Perennial scapigerous milky Composites, with
entire or pinnatittd leaves, all radical. In-
florescence a scape, the stalk of which is

flstular and leafless ; bracts imbricate ; re-

ceptacle flat, naked, pitted ; florets all ligulate,

pappus in many series simple, white; fruit

compressed, ribbed, muricate above, beaked.
Number f species doubtful ; perhaps only
one, with many varieties. Found in all tem-

perate climates. Taramcum officinnle is the
Dandelion ; called also Leontoilon Taraxacum
and Taraxacum Dens Leonis. Sir Joseph
Hooker makes these varieties Dens leonis,

erythrospermum, Insvigntitm, and palnstre.

2. Pharm. : Decoction, extract, and .juice of

Taraxacum, i.e., of the Dandelion root, have
been given in liver complaint, but are of
doubtful efficacy.

ta-rax'-is, s. [Gr., from raodtra-ia (tarnssn),
"fut. Tapdfw (taraxn) =. to confound.] A slight
inflammation of the eye.

tar bog -gin, *. [TOBOGGAN.]

tar boosh , tar-busph', s. [Arab.] A red
woollen skull-cap, usually ornamented wilh a
blue silk tassel, and worn by Egyptians,
Turks, and Arabs ; a fez.

" When the demand for the sangninolent fez er tar-
faucA may wholly cease." Daily 'Telegraph, Feb. 28,
1887.

*
tar'-bree9b., s. [Eng. tar (1), s., and breech.]
A sailor.

* tar'-ceL s. [TERCEL.]

tar-cho-nan'-thc-ae, . jrf. [Mod. Lat
tarclionanth(us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -COB.]

Bot. : A sub-family of Asteroidese. Leaves
alternate ; heads of flowers all tubular, the

marginal ones smaller and feminine, the
central ones fewer, larger, and hermaphrodite
or masculine.

tar-cho-nan -thus, s. [Arab, tarchon = the
tarragon (q.v.), and Gr. av8<K (anttot)m
blossom, flower.]

Bot. : African Fleabane ; the typical genus
of Tarchonaiithete (q.v.). Cape shrubs, of
which two s|>ecie3 with purple flowers are
cultivated in England.

* tar-da -tion, *. [Lat. tardatus, pa. par. of
tardo = to make slow ; tardus = slow.) The
act of hindering, delaying, or retarding; re-

tardation.

* tar di-da -tion, . [Lat. tardus = slow.]
Delay. " Avoid all snares

Of tardidation In the Lord's atlaires."

Uerricle : Noble Humbert.

tar-di-gra'-da, $. pi. [Neut. pi. of Lat
tardlgradus = slow-paced : tardus = slow, and
gradior = to walk.]

Zoology :

1 1. In Illiger's classification, a family of

Edentata, containing the Sloths, sometimes
classed in one genus, Bradypus, or divided
into three genera, Bradypus, Choloepus, and
Arctopithecus.

2. Bear-animalcules, Sloth-animalcules ; an
order of Araclmida, with a single family,
Macrobiotidse (q.v.).

tar -di-grade, a. & . [TARDIGRADA,]
A. As adjective :

*
I. Moving or stepping slowly ; slow-paced.

"
Fighting their way after them in such tardigrade

fashion.- O. Eliot: Komula, ch. xxii.

2. Of or pertaining to the Tardigrada (q.v.).

B. As subst. : One of the Tardigrada.

* tar -dl-gra-dou.8, a. [Lat. tardigradus.]
[TARDIORADA.] Slow-paced ; moving slowly.

"
It is but a slow and tanliffradoiit animal, preying

upon advantage, and otherwise may be escaped."
Brovme : Vulgar Errourt. bk. Hi., ch. xx viii.

i-ljf, adv. [Eng. tardy ; -ly.] In a tardy
manner ; with slow pace or motion ; slowly ;

reluctance.

tar dl-ness, . [Eng. tardy ; -nest.]

1. Slowness of motion or pace.
"The tardineuot his pace seems to have referene*

to the capacity of tils organs." Paley : A'at. Throl.,
ch. xvi.

2. Reluctance or unwillingness manifested
by slowness.

"His tnrdineti of execution exposes him to the
encroachments of those who catch a hint and fall to
work.'Wd.er, No. 1.

3. Lateness : as, tardiness in attendance.

*
tar-dl-ta'-tion, s. [TARDITY.) Slowness,
tardiness.

*
tar'-di-tjr, s. [Lat tarditas, from tardtw=
slow.) Slowness, tardiness.

"Our explication includes time in the notion! of
Telocity <uid tnrdity."I>igbu : On the Soul.

tar -do, . [Ital.]

Music : A term signifying that the piece to
which it is affixed is to be performed slowly.

taf-dfr a. [Fr. tardif; Ital. tardivo, as if

from a Low Lat. tardivus, from Lat. tardus ss

slow.)

1. Moving slowly ; slow, slow-paced.
"
Glaring round, with tardy steps withdrew.'

Pope : Homer ; /Had xi. 7J.

2. Late ; not up to time ; dilatory.
" The tardu plants in our cold orchards plac'd,
Reserve their fruit for the next age's taste."

Waller : Battle of Summer Islnndt, 48.

3. Characterized by or proceeding from ro-

luctance ; slow, not ready.
But in general the compliance was tardy, sad, anil

sullen
"

Macatihty : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

*
IT To take one tardy : To take or come

upon one unexpectedly or unawares.

*
tardy-gaited, a. Slow in motion ;

sluggish. "
Tardy^alted night."

Shaketp. : Henry T.. iv. (Chorru.)

*
tardy-rising, a. Accumulating slowly.

"Thither crowds
Each greedy wretch for tardy-riling wealth,
Which comes too late." Dyer : Fleece, i.

*tar'-d^, v.t. [TARDY, a.] To delay, to

hinder, to retard.

"The good mind of Camillo tardied

My swift coiumam!."
Shaketp. : Winter1* Tale. Hi. 1

Site, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there: pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p8t
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